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WAGE,

or WAICE (ROBERT) a French

poetical chronicler of the twelfth cen-

tury. He belonged to the clerical order, and
was canon of Bayeux, and chaplain to Henry
II, king of England. Being a native of Jer-

sey, he wrote in the Norman-French dialect

an account of the history of England and the

Norman conquest, ofwhich there are copies iu

the British Museum and the Royal Library at

Paris. The title of this work is
" Le Brut,

ou Histoire des Rois d'Angleterre, traduite en

Vers Francois, par Robert Wace, et continuee

par un autre jusqu'a Henry 111.'' Wace is

also said to be the author of a poem called

"Le Roman de Rou;" and several other ro-

mances are ascribed to him. Moreri.ArchcR-

ologia. vol. xii.

WACHTER (JOHN GEORGE) a learned

German antiquary and linguist, a native of

Memmingeu, who died in 1 758. He was the

author of " Glossarium Germanicum," Lips.

1737, 2 vols. folio, relating to the dialect

which prevailed in Germany in the middle

ages;
"
Archaeologia Nummaria," 1740, 4to ;

WAD
and ' Natura et Scripturse Concordia, Com-
mentario de Litteris ac Numeris primsevis,

aliisque Rebus memorabilibus cum Ortu Lit-

terarum conjunctis illustrata," Lips, et Hani.

1752, 4to. Nouv. Diet. Hist. Zopf.
WADING or WADDING. The name of

two eminent ecclesiastics, Irishmen by birth,
who both flourished in the earlier part of the

seventeenth century. LUKE WADING, born ir

1588 at Waterford, assumed the cowl as a cor-

delier, ormonk of the orderof St. Francis, and
held a divinity professorship in the university
of Salamanca. In 1618 he accompanied the

bishop of Carthagena on his mission to Rome,
undertaken for the purpose of healing some
divisions which existed between the Spanish
church and the apostolical see. Of this jour-

ney, and the negociatiouswhich it gave rise to,

he afterwards printed a detailed account in

Latin. Wading continued to reside in Rome
for the remainder of his life, and founded in

that capital a college for Irishmen of his own
order, dedicated to St. Isidore. On the break-

ing out of the Irish rebellion in 1641, he it
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dam, born in 1709. He devoted himself to a

literary life, and received the appointment of

historiographer to the States General, on pro-

ducing an elaborate history of his native coun-

try in 21 volumes. He was also the author of
a Biographical Memoir of John de Witt ; i
"

Description of the City of Amsterdam,"
folio, 3 vols. ; and a Statistical Account of the
United Provinces, in twelve volumes. His
death took place in 1773. Nouv Diet. Hist.
WAGKNSEIL (JonN CHRISTOPHER) an

able scholar and ingenious polemic, born in
November 1633, at Nuremberg in Germany.
He received his education at the university of

Altorf; and from his great proficiency in lite-

rary attainments, as well as his general infor-

mation, was selected by the count de Traun to

accompany his sons in the grand tour as travel-

ling tutor. With his pupils he visited on thisoc-
casion France, Italy, Spain, England, and Hol-
land

; studiously frequenting the society of the
most learned persons of all those countries to
whom he could obtain access, duringa six years'
absence. While in France he was treated with
much distinction by the king, and received the

honorary degree of LLD. at Orleans. On his
return in 1667 he obtained the professor's
chair in history and jurisprudence at Altorf,

.. i.^vj i .vwni ivsnAiiL.en ui.^^j u u ..v,u .ou inwliich sciHiceshe lectured alternately, till

traveller and writer, was born at Stockholm
j

in 1675 he exchanged the historical professor-
in 1746. Having finished his academical

|

ship for that of Oriental literature, and was
studies, he was employed as an engineer in the

]
subsequently employed by the government to

Swedish service ; but after executing several
|

conduct their negotiations with the imperial
considerable works, he conceived the design j

court. As an author he is most advantageously
of visiting Africa, with a view to acquire par- ! known by his " Tela Ignea Sathanae," a con"-

ticulars to further the abolition of the slave troversial treatise of great ability, in which he
trade. On his return to Europe, he was exa-

'

gives a collection of the principal tracts writ-
mined at the bar of the English House of ten by the Jewish rabbins against the Chris-
Commons upon that subject. He next pub- : tian religion, with an accompanying commeu-
lished, by the literary assistance of Dr. Wil-

j

tary in individual refutation of their contents,
liam Dickson, an "

Essay on Colonization, |

This work was first printed in two quarto vo-

particularly applied to the Western Coast of himes, 1681. He also wrote a "
History of

WAG
aid to Lave entered deeply into the intrigues
of the period, and to have assisted the insur-

gents both with money and advice ; yet per-
sonal ambition seems to have had little power
Over him, as it is notorious that lie declined

the offer of a cardinal's hat, made him through
the favour of the reigning pontiff. His prin-

cipal work is a "
History of the Order of St

Francis," folio, 8 vols. 1634, and folio, 19 vols.

1745. He was also the compiler of a " Ca-

talogue of Franciscan Authors," and edited

the works of Duns Scotus, folio, 12 vols. and
the Concordance of Calasio. His death took

place at Rome in 1657. PETER WADING, a

native of the same city, and probably of the

came family, received his education among the

Jesuits, and became a member of their order.

He read theological lectures at Prague with

great reputation, and afterwards settled at

Louvain, where he filled the divinity chair for

many years. From this university he at length
removed to that of Gratz in Styria, being
elected to the chancellorship, and died there

in 1644. He was an elegant as well as a sound

classical scholar, of which he left convincing

proofs in numerous metrical compositions in

the Latin language, besides other works of

merit. Harris's Edition of Ware.

WADSTROM (CHARLES BERN) a Swedish

Africa," 4to, 1794, a work which attracted

considerable notice. He followed with " Ob-
the City of Nuremberg," in quarto;

" Pera
Librorum Juvenilium," 12mo, and several other

ervations on the Slave Trade during a Voyage
|

pieces both in French and Latin. His death
made to the Coast of Africa in 1787." 1L

ultimately settled in Paris, and engaged in a

pottery. He died in 1799, with the character
of an enthusiastic philanthropist, and an able
but eccentric man. Decade Philnsnphique.

WAFER (LIONEL) an English voyager.

took place October 9, 1705. Nouv.Dict. Hist.

WAGNER (JOACHIM) a famous German
organ-builder, who erected a large organ in

the garrison-church at Berlin, in 1725, which
is on several accounts very curious. It is not

i,/ an ^.. 5 ..o.. .~j..5 v.. only remarkable for compass, having fifty keys
was bred a surgeon in London, and in 1677 in the manuals, and for its great number of

embarked as such on board a ship bound for ! pipes, amounting to 3,220 ;
but yet more so

Bantam. He afterwards became surgeon to a

trading vessel to Jamaica, but at length en-

gaged with Linch and Cook, two celebrated

buccaneers, which brought him into the com-

pany of Dampier ; but a quarrel ensuing, the

on account of the ornaments and machinery of

the case, which are in the old Teutonic taste.

At each wing is a kettle-drum, which is beat

by an angel placed behind it, whose motions
the organist can regulate by means of a pedal ;LJauy Ul J /alllltlt r , UUL u UUallt ' ensuing, LUG uv wau*p* i*c*u jtrguiaLc "V llftnuta */i a jiciiai ,

band dividedj and Wafer was left on shore on at the top of the pyramid, or central column of

the isthmus of Darien. Here he remained i pipes, are two figures in the costume of Fame,
some
him k

months among the Indians, who treated spreading their wings when the drums are

nun kindly on account of his medical skill, and beat, and raising them as high as the top of

gave him his liberty when ail English vessel
j

the pyramid ; each of tht-se figures sounds a

arrived on the coast. He returned to Eng- i trumpet, and then takes flight. There are

land in 1690, when he published an interesting also two suns, which move to the sound of

account of his personal adventures, with cymbals, and the wind drives them across the

many curious particulars of the isthmus of
j

clouds : at the same time two eagles are seen

DariVn. Waff's Narrative. 'o 'ke their flight. Rees'* Cyclop.
WAGENA A R CJonv) a native of Anwter- WAGNER (JOHN JA.ME* > a Swiss pbvsi-
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cian, who was librarian to the city of Zurich,

and was a member of the Academia Curio-

sorum Naturae, to which he communicated a

number of memoirs. He was also the author

of " Historia Naturalis Helvetia Curiosa,"

1680, 12mo. His death took place in 1695,

at th ase of fifty-four. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

WAGSTAFF (THOMAS) a learned nonjur-

ing divine, was born in Warwickshire in 1645.

He was educated at the Charter-house, and

New-inn, Oxford, where he graduated MA.
in 1667. He was inducted into the living of

Martin's Thorp in Rutlandshire, after which
lie became chancellor of Lichfield, and rector of

St Margaret Patten in London. At the Re-
volution he refused taking the oaths, and con-

sequently lost his preferments, on which he

practised physic, and in 1693 was consecrated

a bishop among the nonjurors. He wrote nu-

merous tracts in favour of passive obedience,

and other Jacobite principles ; but is now beat

known by his " Vindication of Charles I, and
his Right to the Eikon Basilike." He died

in 1712. Chalmers s Biog. Diet.

WAGSTAFFE, FRS. (WILLIAM) an in-

genious and humorous writer, a native of Cub-

lington, Bucks, in which village he was born

in 1685. He became a member of Lincoln

college, Oxford, where he took his degrees in

medicine, and afterwards enjoyed an extensive

practice in London, being oce of the physi-
cians of St Bartholomew's hospital. Dr Wag-
stafTe published some notes on the Tatler, and

was the author of two octavo volumes of mis-

cellaneous pieces. His death took place in

1725. Idem.

WAKE (sir ISAAC) an eminent scholar and

able diplomatist, a native of Billing, North-

ants, where he was born in 1575. He received

his education at Merton college, Oxford, where
he obtaint-d a fellowship in 1598, and six

years after was elected public orator. Mr
Wake was subsequently much employed by
the government in various negociations carried

on with the French, the Venetian republic,
and the duke of Savoy, and received the ho-

nour of knighthood, with other more substan-

tial marks of approbation in reward of his ser-

vices. As an author he is principally known

by his " Rex Platonicus," (an account of king
James I's visit to Oxford in 1605) ; a trea-

tise on the Swiss Cantons,
" On the Proceed-

ings of th King of Sweden j"
" A Statistical

Account of Italy," &c. Sir Isaac died in

France in 1632. Athen. Oxmt.

WAKE (WILLIAM) archbishop of Canter-

bury, a prelate of distinguished learning and

ability as well as of exemplary morals, born at

Blandford, Dorsetshire, in 1657. He com-
menced his university education at Oxford on

studentship at Christchurch in 1672, and

graduated there as AM. in 1679. Having
taken holy orders, he afterwards accompanied
Ord Preston's embassy to Paris in quality of

chaplain ; and on his return to England was
<?Jected by the benchers of Gray's-inn to the

honourable appointment of preacher to their

society. Soon after he began to take a pro-
minent part in the religious disputes of the

W AK
period, distinguishing himself by the zeal with
which he espoused the Protestant side of the

question, in opposition to the wishes and in-

fluence of the court. On the abdication of

James, and the consequent triumph of those
doctrines of which he was the persevering ad-

vocate, Mr Wake rose high in the favour of
William III, and having taken the degree of
doctor in divinity in 1689, was made a king'g

chaplain and deputy clerk of the closet, with
a canonry in his college in the course of the
same year. To this piece of preferment the

rectory of St James, Westminster, was added
in 1693, which he held about eight years,
and then vacated it, on being promoted to the

deanery of Exeter. In 1705 he was raised to

the episcopal bench as bishop of Lincoln, and
after presiding over that diocese till the begin-

j

ning of 1716, was translated in the spring of

!
that year to the primacy. Few prelates have
conducted themselves in the discharge of this

high office with greater, dignity, firmness, mo-
deration, or Christian benevolence, than arch-

bishop Vv'ake. Although on principle averse
to the proposed abolition of the Test Acts, yet
his liberality towards dissenters from the

church, and his earnest endeavours to effect

a union between the churches of England
and France, were deserving as much of praise
as they produced him vituperation from those
who either misunderstood, or wilfully misre-

presented his motives and conduct. Posterity,
however, has done justice to both, except in
the representations of some Catholic writers,
who naturally cast censure upon a project
which, if completed, would have affected the
influence of the pope in Europe. His contro-
versial writings, which are numerous, though
nervously written, betray no acrimony ; the

principal of these are his reply to the celebrated
Bossuet's Exposition of the Doctrine of the

Catholic Church, printed in 1686 ; an Eng-
lish version of the Genuine Epistles of the

Apostolical Fathers, 8vo, 1693 ;

" The State
of the Church and Clergy of England consi-

dered," folio, 1697, a work written against
the opinions of bishop Atterbury and others,

respecting the rights of convocation, &c. and

generally admitted to be by far the ablest and
most luminous of the numerous tracts pub-
lished on both sides of that warmly agitated
question ; three volumes of Sermons

; a variety
of Tracts against the Doctrines and Practice
of the Church of Rome ;

" An Exposition of
the Catechism of the Church of England,"
which has gone through many editions, and
other devotional pieces. This eminent pre-
late died on the 24th of January, 1737, at

Lambeth-palace, whence his remains were re-

moved to the archiepiscopal precincts at Croy-
don for interment. A numerous family of

daughters survived him. <<). Brit.

WAKEF1ELD (GILBERT) a distinguished
scholar and critic, was the son of the reverend

George Wakerield, rector of St Nicholas, Not-

tingham, in which town he was born in 1756.
After a grammatical education in various

schools, he was entered, in 1772, in Jf.-us

college, Cambridge, where he pursued hii
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studies with great ardour, and in 1776 gradu-
ated BA, and was soon after elected a fellow.

In the same year he gave the public a small

volume of Latin poems, with a few critical

notes upon Homer. In 1778 he received

deacon's orders, and on leaving college en-

gaged in a curacy at Stockport in Cheshire,
and subsequently at another near Liverpool.
He performed the duties of his office with se-

riousness and punctuality, but some dissatis-

faction which he had previously entertained at

the doctrines and liturgy of the church of

England progressively increasing, he deter-

mined to take the first opportunity of resigning
his situation in it, which design he fulfilled in

1779, soon after his marriage, and accepted
the office of classical tutor at the dissenting

academy at Warrington. Having early formed

a design of giving a new version of the New
Testament, he published a specimen in " The
First Epistle of St Paul to the Thessalouians,"

Warrington, 1781, which was followed the

next year by a " New Translation of the Gos-

pel of St Matthew, with Notes Critical, Phi-

lological, and Explanatory," 4to. On the dis-

solution of the Warrington academy, he re-

moved to Bramcote in Nottinghamshire, with a

view of taking private pupils. Here he pub-
lished, in 1784, the first volume of an " E<

quiry into the Opinions of the Christian W-
ters of the First Three Centuries concenuug
the Person of Jesus Christ," a work which he

never concluded. He subsequently removed
to Richmond and Nottingham, until, in 1789,
he commenced his " Silva Critica," the object
of which was to illustrate the Scriptures by
the philology of Greece and Rome. Of this

learned performance, five parts appeared in

succession, until 179.3, the three first from the

Cambridge press. In 1790 he quitted Not-

tingham, in order to accept the office of clas-

sical tutor at the dissenting college at Hack-

ney. Here his services were highly esteemed,
until he advocated the superiority of private
to public worship, and wrote a book in sup-

port of his opinions, which tended to dissolve

the connexion. In 1792 he gave the world

his "Translation of the New Testament, with

Notes Critical and Explanatory," in 3 vols.

8vo ; and in 1795 he published
" Memoirs of

his Own Life," a curious and characteristic

performance. He next defended revealed re-

ligion by his
" Evidence of Christianity," in

answer to Paine's Age of Reason
; and

planned a new edition of Pope's Works, in

which he was anticipated by Dr Warton. He
however proceeded so far as to publish a first

volume, and a volume of " Notes on Pope ;"

as also an edition of his versions of the Iliad

and Odyssey. He followed up this labour

with editions of " Select Greek Tragedies;" of
" Horace ;" of " IJion and Moschus ;" of
"

Virgil ;" and finally of "
Lucretius," in

3 vols, 4to, a work which has ranked him

among the most erudite and industrious of cri-

tical editors. He soon after entered the

tormy path of politics, and severely censured

the policy of the war against France, pro-
duced by tiie French Revolution, in a pain-

WAK
phlet written iu 1798, entitled " A Reply ti

some Parts of the Bishop of Llandaff's AJ
dress to the People of Great Britain," for

which work he was subjected to a crown pro-
secution for libel, whic i terminated in a trial

and conviction in February 1799, when he
was sentenced to two y 'ars' imprisonment in

Dorchester gaol. He eudured the whole of

this sentence, which was however alleviated

by a subscription amounting to 5000/., that

took away his anxiety for the future support
of his family. On his restoration to liberty,
h opened a course of lectures upon Virgil,
in the metropolis, but in August of the same

year was seized with a typhus fever, which
terminated his life, September 9, 1801, in the

forty -sixth year of his age. Mr WakefieM
was a zealous and industrious scholar, who
followed what he deemed truth, without re-

gard to consequences, wherever it might lead

him: hence his abandonment of the church,
and of public worship, and formation of a sys-
tem of divinity of his own

;
for he never, for-

mally, joined any body of dissenters. Hence
also the peculiarity of his argument* against
animal food

;
and even his classical emenda-

tions occasionally exhibited strange singulari-
ties of taste and opinion. In conjectural criti-

cii-m, indeed, he evinced much of the bold and
fearless character of Bentley and Markland.
His private character was peculiarly amiable
and estimable, and far removed from the fre-

quently blameable asperity of his controversy,
and of even his criticism. Besides the works

already mentioned, and a few more of minor

importance, a " Collection of Letters," in a

correspondence between him and the right
honourable C. J. Fox, has been published
since his death, chiefly relntive to topics of

Greek literature. Memoirs of Mr Wakefield.
Sketch by Aikin. Brit. Critic.

WAKEFIELD (ROBERT) an eminent
Orientalist and Biblical scholar of the sixteenth

century. The precise date as well as place of

his birth is uncertain, but he is generally sup-
posed to have been a native of a northern

county. The university to which he was in-

debted for his education is also variously stated

as Oxford and Cambridge. He appears, how-
ever, on its completion to have proceeded im-

mediately to the continent, and in 1519 ob-

tained, through the favour of the imperial
court a Hebrew professorship at Louvaiu.
His reputation however having reached his

native country, Henry VIII induced him to

return to England, and gave him the Hebrew

professorship at Oxford, with a canonry of

Christchurch annexed. For this preferment
he was, perhaps, as much indebted to the zeal

which he exhibited in espousing his master's
cause with respect to his divorce from queen
Catherine, as to his acknowledged learning
and talent. He was the author of a eulogy
on the Arabic, Chahlaic, and Hebrew lan-

guages ;
"
Syntagma Hebraeorum;" a " Para-

pluase on the Book of Ecclesiastes," &c. His
death took place in 1537. Athen. Oion.
WAL^EUS (JOHN) an eminent anatomist,

who was a native of Middleburg in Zealand.
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He studied medicine at Leyden, where he

graduated in 1631 ;
and the following year ha

was nominated professor extraordinary of me-

dicine, and in 1648 professor in ordinary. He
was one of the first who publicly taught the

Harveian doctrine of the circulation of the

blood, though he insidiously endeavoured to

lower the fame of Harvey by ascribing the

knowledge of the circulation to the ancients.

His anatomical observations, which are valu-

able, are contained in "
Epistolae duae de Mo-

tu Chyli et Sanguinis, ad Thorn. Bartholi-

num," which have been repeatedly printed.

He died in 1649, at the age of forty-five.

Halleri Bibl. Anat. Eloy Diet. H. de la Med.

WALDENSIS, the assumed name of Tho-

mas Netter, an English monk of the fifteenth

century, who so designated himself from the

place of his nativity, Walden in the county of

Essex. He was born about the year 1367, and

prosecuted his theological and classical studies

at Oxford. In 1409 he attended at the coun-

cil of Pisa on the part of the f^nglish church.

Waldensis was high in the confidence of Henry
IV and V, which latter monarch he accompa-
nied on his French expedition, and was with

him at the time of his decease. On the death

of this monarch he returned to England, but

again went to France with the young king

Henry VI, when carried there by his uncles

for the purpose of being crowned. There is

a polemical treatise of his extant on the doc-

trine and practice of the early Christians, en-

titled " Doctrinale Antiquum," &c. folio, 3
vols. Paris, 1521. His death took place in

1430. Bofc. Pits.

WALDO.(PiERRE). Soe VALDO.

WALES, FRS. (WILLIAM) an eminent

English astronomer and mathematician, born

in 1734. Having visited Hudson's bay in the

year 1769, and published an account of his

observations made there on the transit of

Venus, his acknowledged ability and scien-

tific acquirements pointed him out to govern-
ment as a proper person to be despatched on

the voyage of discovery about to be undertaken

by captain Cook. Mr Wales accepted the

appointment, and accompanied that celebrated

circumnavigator on both his first voyages, of

which he kept a journal, afterwards printed
under the title of " Astronomical Observations

in the Southern Hemisphere," 4to. He was
also the author of a treatise

" On the Achro-

nical Rising of the Constellation Pleiades,"
inserted by Dr Vincent in his Nearchus ;

" On
the Discovery of the- Longitude by means
of Time-pieces ;"

" Remarks on Forster's Ac-
count of Cook's last Voyage ;"

"
Enquiry into

the Population of England and Wales ;"
" Ro-

bertson's Elements of Navigation improved ;"

and " Restoration of a Work of Apollouius ;"
besides a variety of papers to be found among
the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society, of which he was a member. At the

time of his decease, which took place in 1798,
he filled the situations of mathematical master

at Christ's hospital and secretary to the Board
of Longitude. Hutton's Math. Diet.

WA1KER (ADAM) a native of Westmore-

W AL
land, in which county his father had a small

woollen manufactory. He was born in 1731,
and though taken from school, and placed at

his father's business before he could well read,

las turn for mechanics developed itself very

arly, in spite of the obstacles thrown in his

way. He employed his leisure hours in the

construction of models of corn-mills, paper-

mills, fulling-mills, &c. which he erected in

miniature on a little brook near his father'i

dwelling ; and having borrowed a few books,

built himself a hut in a neighbouring thicket,

that he might enjoy their perusal undisturbed.

An offer of a situation as usher in the school

at Ledsham, in the West riding of Yorkshire,

drew him from his retreat at the age of fifteen,

in which capacity he so far improved his op-

portunities as to qualify himself for the mathe-

matical mastership in the free school at Mac-

clesfield, which he obtained three years after-

wards. In this town he also engaged in busi-

ness, but trade appears not to have suited him,
and becoming bankrupt, he is said to have en-

tertained at one time a romantic intention of

passing the remainder of his life as an ancho-

rite in one of the small islands of his native

Windermere. Fortunately the ridicule of his

Friends induced him to give up this absurd pro-

|ect, and the reception which a public lecture

on astronomy, delivered by him, met with at

Manchester, decided his future prospects.

Relinquishing an extensive seminary which
be had established in that place, he visited

most of the principal cities and towns in the

kingdom as a lecturer on astronomy, and with

such encouragement, that at length in 1778
he undertook, at the instance of Dr Priestley,
to open the Haymarket theatre in that capa-

city. His success was decided, and now fixing
Iris abode in the metropolis, he continued to

read a course of lectures every winter in a

bouse which he had taken for that purpose in

George-street, Hanover- square, attending at

intervals Eton, Winchester, Westminster, and

other great foundation schools. His death

took place on the llth of February 1821. His

writings consist of an Analysis of his Lectures,

printed in 8vo ; a treatise on the " Cause and

Cure of Smoky Cbimnies ;"
"

Philosophical
Estimate of the Causes, Effects, and Cure of

Unwholesome Air in Cities," 8vo ;

" Ideas

suggested in an Excursion through Flanders,

Germany, Italy, and France," 8vo, 1791 ;

" Remarks made in a Tour to the Lakes o'

Westmoreland and Cumberland in the Sum-
mer of 1791, to which is annexed a Sketch of

the Police, Religion, Arts, and Agriculture
of France, made in an Excusion to Paris in

1785," 8vo. 1792 ;
a "

System of Familiar

Philosophy in Lectures," 4to, 1799 ;

" A
Treatise on Geography and the Use. of the

Globes," 12mo ;
and various papers in the Ma-

gazines, Philosophical Transactions, Young's
Annals of Agriculture, &c. His mechanical

skill is attested by several ingenious inven-

tions, and especially by his Eidouranion, or

transparent orrery, and the revolving lights on

the rocks of Scilly. Gent. Mag.
WALKER (CLEMENT) a political write.
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of the time of the civil wars, a native of Cliffe,

in Devonshire. He received a classical edu-

cation at Christchurch, Oiford, tbougli he

does not appear to have graduated there. He
afterwards obtained the appointment of usher
to the exchequer, and took his seal in parlia-
ment for the borough of Wells ;

wuen Deing a

rigid presbyterian in his principles, he opposed
the attempts of the party styling themselves

independents, to possess themselves of the

supreme power. The genius of Cromwell

prevailing in the struggle, Walker wrote a

strong attack upon his party in three tracts,

which fill a quarto volume. This singular work
first appeared in 1648 ;

it is entitled " A His-

tory of Independency," and contains a highly
coloured portiait of the state of England at the

period. He was also the author of another

treatise of a similar description, called " Crom-
well's Slaughter-house ;" and at length at-

tracted the resentment of that personage, who
was not of a disposition to put up with such

attacks. Walker was accordingly arrested by
Lis orders, and thrown into prison in the

Tower of London, where he died in 1651.

Athen. Oion.

WALKER (sir EDWARD: garter-king-at-
arms, was born in the earlier part of the se-

venteenth century at Netherstowey, a village
in Somersetshire. Soon after the breaking out

of the civil war, his loyalty and attachment to

the royal party procured him the notice of the

court ; he obtained the post of clerk to the

privy council, and distinguished himself at the

battle of Edgehill. In 1644 he accompanied
the king to Oxford, where he received the

honour of knighthood ;
and on the ruin of the

royal cause joined the exiled monarch on the

continent till the Restoration. Sir Edward,
in his capacity of herald, wrote an " Account
of the Celebration of St George's Day at

Windsor in 1674;" and " Acts of Knights of

the Garter in the Civil Wars." He was also

the author of " Iter Carolinum ;" an Account
of the Progress of the King's Troops, &c.

; a

work on tactics, entitled "
Military Disco-

veries ;" and " Historical Discourses," in one

volume, folio. His death took place in 1677.

Ibid.

WALKER (GEORGE) an Irish divine, who
distinguished himself by his military prowess,
in opposition to James II after the Revolu-
tion. He was a native of the county of Tyrone,
and studied at the university of Glasgow.
Having taken orders, he obtained the living of

Donoughmore, where he was settled when
Ireland was invaded by king James and his

French allies. Mr Warner raised a regiment,
and defended the town of Londonderry against
the united forces of the French and Irish, till

the siege was raised on the approach of colo-

nel Kirk. July 21, 1689. His gallantry was
rewarded by a v te of thanks from the house

of Commons ;
and he was nominated bishop of

Derry, but he did not long enjoy his honours

and preferment, being killed at the battle of the

Boyne in July 1690. He wrote an " Account
of "the Siege of Londonderry," 1689, 4to.

Harris de Script. Hibern.
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' WALKER (JOHN) a divine of the estab-

lishment, was a native of Devonshire, and a

graduate of Exeter college, Oxford, about the

commencement of the last century. Having
;
taken holy orders, he obtained the living of

I

St Mary, Exeter, and in 1714 published a
1

work, in one volume, folio, entitled " An At-

tempt towards recovering an Account of the

,

.Numbers and Sufferings of the Clergy seques-
tered in the grand Rebellion," as a kind of

counterpart to Calamy's work in favour of the

nonconformists. The university ofwhich he was
a member complimented him in consequence
with the honorary degree of DD. Dr Walker
died at Exeter in 1730. Biog. Brit.

WALKER (JOHN) a philological writer,
was a native of Friern Barnet, Herts, where
lie was born in 1732. He joined with a Mr
Usher about the year 1767, in setting up a
school at Kensington ; but the speculation not

succeeding to his wishes, he settled in London,
where he gave lectures on elocution

; having,
it is said, in the earlier part of his life studied
the art with a view to making the stage his

profession, although his questionable success
on the boards had induced him, after a short

trial, to adopt another calling. Mr Walker
died August 1, 1807, at his house in Totten-
ham- court-road. He is known as the author
of several useful elementary works, such as a
" Rhetorical Grammar," 8vo;

" A Pro-

nouncing Dictionary," 8vo ;

" Elements of
Elocution ;"

"
Key to the correct Pronuncia-

tion of Greek, Latin, and Scriptural Names,'
1

8vo
; and a "

Rhyming Dictionary." He wa
an amiable aa well as learned man, and was
the friend of Johnson and Burke. Gent.

Mag.
WALKER (THOMAS) a dramatic per-

former of considerable merit, who was the con-

temporary of Quin and Garrick. He was born
in London in 1 698 ; and after being educated
at a grammar school he went on the stage,
and about 1716 he made his tirst appearance
at Drury-lane theatre. He was afterward*

engaged at the rival theatre in Lmcoln's-inn-

fields, where, on the production of the Beg-
gar's Opera, he was the original representa-
tive of Macheath, in which character he was

extremely successful, and acquired an esta-

blished reputation. His fame however proved
his ruin ; for becoming a general favourite and
the frequent associate of dissipated persons of
rank and fortune, he fell into habits of intem-

perance, which injured his faculties, and occa-
sioned his ultimate dismissal from the London
stage. This took place in 1743, on which he
went to Dublin, where he died the following
year in great distress. He possessed in a high
degree the physical requisites for his profes-
sion, having a handsome figure, a bold open
countenance, and a good voice. Hence he ex-
celled in such parts as those of Falconbridge
in King John, and Hotspur in Henry the
Fourth ; and in comedy, in Worthy, Recruit-

ing Officer ; Belmour, Old Bachelor ; Har-
court, Country Girl, &c. He altered some of

U'Urfey's plays, and produced
" The Qua-

ker's Opera," and " The Fate of Villaay," i
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tragedy ;
but his* literary efforts were not cal-

c'Jatea to add to his reputation. Davies's Life

ofGarrick. Thesp. Diet.

WALKER (WILLIAM) an English clergy-
man of the seventeenth century, of great

learning and ability. He was a native of Lin-

colnshire, and graduated as BD. at Trinity-

college, Cambridge. He resigned the mas-

tership of Louth grammar-school, to which be

had been appointed soon after quitting the

university, for that of Grantham, over which

Le presided for several years with great cre-

dit, sir Isaac Newton being one of his scho-

lars, and the preceptor holding the living of

Colsterworth, where his distinguished pupil
was born. Mr Walker was a sound gramma-
rian, as well as an acute critic, and left behind

him a variety of useful tracts, principally

elementary, for the use and instruction of

youth. Of these the best known are " An
Explanation of Lilly's Latin Grammar;"
" On English Particles ;"

" A Dictionary of

Latin Idioms ;"
"

English Examples of Latin

Syntax ;" a treatise
" On the Art of Teach-

ing ;"
" On Rhetoric ;" &c. His death took

place in 1634. Athen. Oxnn.

WALL (JOHN) an eminent English phy-
sician, to whom the public is indebted for a

discovery of the medicinal qualities of the

Malvern springs. He was a native of Powick,
in Worcestershire, born there in 1708, and

after going through the usual course of educa-

tion at Worcester grammar-school, removed

to Merton college, Oxford, where he obtained

a fellowship. Dr Wall afterwards settled at

Worcester, and the establishment of the Wor-
cester porcelain manufactory was principally

owing to his exertions. The frontispieces to

the original edition of Hervey's Meditations

are favourable specimens of his taJeuts as a

draughtsman. His works were collected by
his son Dr Martin Wall, and printed at Ox-
ford in 1780, four years after the decease of

their author. Nash's Worcestershire.

WALL, MD. FRS. &c. (MARTIN) a phy-
sician of great eminence in his profession.
His father was son of the preceding, whose

life, with a collection of his medical tracts,

was published by his son in 1780. Dr M.
Wall was born in the year 1744, and was edu-

cated at New college, Oxford, of which so-

ciety he was a fellow, taking his degree of

AM. in 1771, MB. 1773, and MD. 1777. On
the death of Dr Parsons in 1785, he contested

the clinical professorship with Dr W. Vivian,

of Corpus Christi college, regius professor of

medicine, and carried, *he election in convoca-

tion by a majority of two only, the number of

votes being 196 to 194. The remainder of

his life was spent in Oxford, where he en-

joyed an extensive practice, as well among the

inhabitants of the city as with his brethren of

the gown. He was justly popular, as well

from the benignity of his disposition as from

his general hilarity and the fund of anecdote

which he possessed. His professional works

are " Dissertations on select Subjects in Che-

mistry and Medicine," 8vo, 17153
;

" Clinical

Observations on the Use of Opium in Slow

BIOG. DICT. VOL. HI
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Fevers," 8vo, 1786 ;

and an essay on the pro-
perties of the Malvern waters, 8vo, 1806.
Some tracts of his are also to be found in the
Transactions of the Manchester Literary So-

ciety. He died at Oxford June 21, 1824.
Ann. Biog.
WALL (WILLIAM) an English divine of

the last century, vicar of Shoreham, Sussex,
and of Milton, next Gravesend, Kent. He
was born about the year 1646, but the place
of his nativity is uncertain. Dr Wall is prin-

cipally known as the author of an able reply
to Dr Gale on the subject of infant baptism,
which he published in 1707, and the merits of
which were acknowledged by the

university
of Oxford, in presenting the writer with the

honorary degree of DD. His other writings
are " Critical Notes on the Old Testament,"
8vo, 2 vols, 1733 ; and a treatise on the plu-

rality of worlds, annexed to Swinden's work
on the locality of hell. His death took place
in his eighty -second year, at Shoreham, of
which parish he had been the incumbent more
than half a century , Nichols's Lit. Anec.
WALLACE (sir WILLIAM) a celebrated

Scottish patriot and warrior, who was the son
of a small landholder of an ancient family
in the west of Scotland. Possessing great

strength of body and undaunted courage, as

well as a warm attachment to his native coun-

try he beheld its subjugation by the English
king, Edward I, with the utmost impatience,
and resolved to undertake the task of libera-

ting Scotland from a foreign yoke. Having
collected a small band of followers, he com-
menced an irregular warfare with the English
troops left to secure the conquests of Edward;
and his enterprising spirit and local knowledge
soon rendered him a formidable foe. In 1297
he planned an attack on the English justiciary
at Scone ; but that officer and his colleagues
eluded the threatened danger by flight. Many
of the barons, encouraged by this success,

joined the standard of Wallace, or secretly fa-

voured his designs. Earl Warenne, the go-
vernor of Scotland, under king Edward, as-

sembled an army of 40,000 men, with which
he marched against the Scottish champion,
who retreated to Cambuskenneth, on the banks
of the Forth, where the English were defeated
with great slaughter, and their commander led

the remains of his army into England. Wal-
lace was now declared regent of Scotland
under the captive king, John Baliol. The
English monarch, alarmed at the reverses

which his partizans had experienced, hastened
from Flanders to oppose Wallace, against
whom he led an army of ninety thousand
men. Jealousy at his elevation had already
thinned the ranks of the Scottish hero, who

having resigned the regency, retained his

command only over his particular followers.

The Scottish army, under the steward of the

kingdom, and Comyn of Badenoch, waited the

approach of Edward at Falkirk, where an en-

gagement took place in the summer of 1298,
in which the English were completely victo-

rious. Wallace retired to the mountains, ami
resumed his system of predatory warfare, and

2
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maintained his independence at tlie head of

those who still continued attached to him.

Kipg Edward at length obtained possession of

the person of his formidable adversary, through
the treachery of sir John Rlonteith ; and the

deliverer of his country being conveyed to

London, suffered the death of a traitor, Au-

gust 23, 1305. His memory is still highly re-

vered in Scotland, and his deeds have been

the frequent theme of the poet and the his-

torian. Rapin. Hume. Henry.
WALLENSTEIN or WALSTEIN (AL-

BERT) duke of Friedland, a celebrated Ger-

man commander, was born of an ancient fa-

mily in 1584. lie was placed as a page with

the son of the archduke Ferdinand of In-

spruck, and soon after changed the Protestant

religion, in which he had been educated, for

that of the church of Rome, and then tra-

velled into various parts of Europe. At Padua
he first exhibited an inclination for study,
which he had previously disliked, and applied
to politics, and to astronomy with its then con-

comitant, astrology. He soon after married,
but losing his wife, he entered into the service

of archduke Ferdinand, and finally into that of

the emperor Ferdinand II, to whom he offered

an army of volunteers, provided he was al-

lowed to command them, which proposal was

accepted. His military talents soon became

conspicuous, and he was created duke of Fried-

land, and served the emperor against the Pro-

testants, when called upon to give up the

church lands and benefices, which had been

in their hands since the treaty of Passau. He
executed his orders with such rigour and mili-

tary licence, that even the Catholics com-

plained of him, and the emperor was obliged
to dismiss him his service

,
to which disgrace

he the more readily submitted, as he was as-

sured by an attendant astrologer, in whom he

implicitly confided, that he would be gloriously
restored. This event happened as predicted,
in consequence of the entrance of Gustavus

Adolphus into Germany, and his defeat of

couut Tilly at Leipsic. In 1632, Wallen-

Btein was declared head of the Catholic army,
with a power to act independently of the coun-

cil at Vienna. He was at first successful, but

ultimately defeated in the celebrated battle of

Lutzen, dearly purchased by the death of the

heroic Swedish monarch. Wallenstein re-

treated into Bohemia, followed by the Swedes,
over whom he again gained some advantages ;

but instead of following them up, it now be-

came manifest that he was pursuing some
scheme of his own, and he is supposed to

Lave aspired to the acquirement of the king-
dom of Bohemia. For this purpose he is said

to have negociated with the Protestant party,
and with France, as also to have tampered
with his own officers and army. These cir-

cumstances being reported, with exaggerations,
at Vienna, his commission was revoked, and

given to count Galas. In this emergency, he

made overtures to the Swedes, who doubting
his sincerity, he affected to be willing to re-

tire from the command, which was only a

t, his courtiers being instructed to foment a

WAL
plol among the officers and soldiers to retain

him : in consequence of this intrigue, fifty-

two officers formally subscribed an engagement
to follow him and defend his person, one of

whom, Piccolomini, forthwith betrayed the

plot to the emperor. The immediate conse-

quence was a proclamation, declaring him and

his army rebels, and Piccolomini was placed
at the head of a body of troops to repress
them. Wallenstein, whose plans were not

mature, retired with his more confidential offi-

cers to Egra, garrisoned by some Irish troops,
on whom he thought he could depend. Here,
with a view to secure pardon and preferment,

Lesley and Gordon, two Scottish officers under

the command of Wallenstein, in conjunction
with Butler, an Irish colonel, formed a plot for

the assassination of his confidential officers,

and immediately after of himself. He waa

accordingly killed by Butler with a partisan,
in his own apartment, where he fell dead

without uttering a word. This adventurer had

great military qualities, was sober, thoughtful,
and managed most of his affairs himself. He
was at the oame time severe in punishment,
and lavish in reward ; proud, haughty, and

ambitious
; and, owing to a mixture of good

and bad qualities, a very dangerous enemy to

the house of Austria. It has been thought
that he was deluded into a part of his intended

treachery by his confidence in the vain pre-
diction of his astrologer. The fine tragedy
founded on his story, by Schiller, will proba-

bly do more than history to render his name
immortal. Moreri. Mod. Univ. Hist.

WALLER (EDMUND) an eminent English

poet, born at Coleshill in Warwickshire, in.

March 1605, was the son of Robert Waller,

esq. a gentleman of Agmondesham in Buck-

inghamshire. His father died during his in-

fancy, leaving him the then ample fortune of

35001. per annum. He was educated at

Eton, whence he was removed to King's col-

lege, Cambridge. He was chosen member of

parliament in his sixteenth or seventeenth

year; and he evinced himself a poet almost as

soon as a politician, his verses " On the

Prince's Escape at St Andero" being written

in his eighteenth year. What is more re-

markable, they exhibit a style and versification

as perfectly formed as those of his more ma-
ture productions, which proves that he must
have possessed instinctively a fine ear for poe-
tical melody. He continued to employ his

muse on courtly topics ;
and not insensible of

the value of money, augmented his fortune

by a marriage with a rich city heiress. He
was a widower at the age of twenty-five, when
he became the suitor of lady Dorothea Sidney,
eldest daughter of the earl of Leicester, whom,
he has immortalized under the poetical name
of Sacharissa. He describes her as a haughty
and scornful beauty ; and his addresses being
unsuccessful, he acted as poetical, as well as

other lovers, under such circumstances, fre-

quently act, and married somebody else. In
the parliament of 1640 he was again chosen
to represent Agmondesliam, and took a de-
cided part with those who thought that a re-
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dress of grievances ought to precede a vote of

supply. He also sat for the same borougli iii

the long parliament, and joined Hampden,
who was his uncle, in his opposition to ship-

money. He continued to vote with the opposi-

tion, but did not fall in with all their mea-

sures, but absented himself from the house of

Commons on the commencement of open hos-

tilities. He is also thought to have sent the

king some pecuniary aid at Nottingham. He
was one of the commissioners employed to

treat with Charles at Oxford, who treated him
with great kindness. His mind being then

entirely disposed towards the royal party,
he entered into a sort of plot with his brother-

in-law, named Tomkyns, clerk of the council

to the queen, who possessed considerable

influence, to produce a rising in the city.

When arrested, there was little to convict them
of the design ;

but the fear of Waller was so

great, according to lord Clarendon, that to save

himself, he betrayed every body and every

tiling. The conclusion of this business, in

which he displayed great baseness, was the

execution of Tomkyns and Cballoner, with

his own expulsion from the house
; after

which he was tried and condemned, but on

paying a fine of 10,0001. he was allowed to

leave the kingdom. He retired first to Rouen,
and subsequently to Paris, where he lived on

bis wife's jewels, until after a lapse of ten

years, perceiving himself getting to the end of

bis resources, he applied for permission to re-

turn to England, which, by the interest of co-

lonel Scroope, who had married his sister, was

granted him. He was also restored to bis

estate, although now reduced to half its value,

and he fixed his abode at a house lie had built

near Beaconsfield. He next paid his court to

Cromwell, to whom bis mother was related,

and the very noblest tribute of his muse was
offered to the protector. On the Restoration,

he was equally complaisant to Charles II, but

not so successful ;
which being remarked to

him by the king,
" Poets succeed much better

in fiction than in truth," was the courtly reply.
In a reign of oblivion for past offences, and no

regard for character, his wit and poetry soon

made him a favourite at court, and in the

highest circles ;
and he bad also interest to

obtain a seat in all the parliaments of the

reign. In 1665 he was emboldened to request
the provostship of Eton college, which was

given him
;
but Clarendon refused to set the

seal to the grant, which produced a rupture of

the friendship which had long subsisted between

them, and he joined Buckingham and the ene-

mies of that minister, the ground of whose

refusal was afterwards legally established. On
the accession of James II, Waller, then in his

eightieth year, was chosen representative for

Saltash ; and lie appears to have taken advan-

tage of his freedom with that besotted mon-

arch, to give him very sound advice. He
now, like many other men of gaiety, turned

his thoughts to devotion, and composed
" Di-

viuo, Poems," which are spoken of very fa-

vouiably by Dr Johnson, He died at Bea-
coiie field in 1687, in the eighty- third year of

bis age. The moral estimate of Waller's cha
racter it is easy to form from the circumstances
of his life, which, although summed up with

rigorous severity by Clarendon, are not to b

gainsayed. His intellectual powers were of a

superior order, being at once a prompt, ele-

gant, and graceful speaker, while the wit and

pleasantness of his conversation made him a

favourite, even with those whom his abject

pliancy must necessarily have disgusted. His
merit as a poet is estimated with very supe-
rior critical acumen by Dr Johnson, who pos-

sibly thinks more highly of him than the opi-
nion entertained since the rise of a more
varied and less Gallic school of poetry will al-

together sanction. English versification is,

however, generally allowed to be much in-

debted to him
;
and for ease, gallantry, gaiety,

brilliancy, and wit, his amatory poetry has not
been frequently surpassed. The dignity
which he assumes in some heroic themes he
not unfrequently attains, and his thoughts are

often worthy of the sonorous versification in

which they are clothed. He was not, how-
ever, sufficiently natural for pathos, or eleva-

ted for sublimity ; but he trifles with ingenuity,
and is serious with an air of grandeur ;

nor
will he ever be entirely neglected by the stu-

dent of English poetry. He left several chil-

dren by bis second wife, one of whom, a

daughter, was married to Dr Birch
; and Ed-

ward, who succeeded to his estate, ultimately
became a quaker. His descendants still re-

side at Beaconsfield, in great affluence.

og. Brit. Johnson's Lives. Clarendon's Life
and Hist.

WALLER (sir WILLIAM) an eminent mi-

litary officer, who distinguished himself in the

civil wars between Charles I and the parlia-
ment. He was born in 1597, and, as well as

the preceding poet, was descended from the

ancient family of the Wallers of Spendhurst
in Kent. He received his academical educa-
tion at Magdalen college and Hart-hall, Ox-
ford, after which be completed it at Paris. He
began his military career in the service of the

confederate princes against the emperor, where
he acquired the reputation of a good soldier,
and upon his return home he received the ho-
nour of knighthood. He was elected a mem-
ber of the long parliament for Andover, and

having suffered under the severity of the star

chamber, acquired a predilection for the pres-

byterian discipline. He soon became strenuous

in his opposition to the court, and when hos-

tilities commenced was appointed second in

command of the parliamentary army, under the

earl of P^ssex. The west of England was the

principal theatre of his exploits, where he ob~

tallied several signal advantages, but ulti-

mately sustained defeats by the king's forces

at Roundway Down near Devizes, and at

Cropready Bridge in Oxfordshire. The blame
was thrown by him on the jealousy of other

officers
;
and soon after, having refused to fall

in with the views of the independents, ha

among others was removed by the self-denying
ordinance. Being deemed a great support
to the presbyterian party, he was one of the

2 E2
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eleven members impeached of high treason

by the army, and finally expelled the house of

Commons, and committed to prison. He was

again taken into custody, on suspicion of being

engaged in sir George Booth's insurrection,

but was released upon bail. Ou the Resto-

ration he was elected one of the representa-
tives for Middlesex, but he interfered little

with public business. He died at his seat of

Osterly park, September 19, 1668. He pub-
lished " Divine Meditations," which wt-re

written during his retirement, and give a

faithful picture of his sentiments, frailties, and

failings. He also left behind him a manu-

script, which being in possession of one of the

noble families descended from him, was by its

permission published in 1793, under the title

of " Vindication of the Character and Con-
duct of Sir William Waller, Knight, Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Parliamentary Forces

in the West
; explanatory of his Conduct in

taking up Arms against King Charles. Written

by Himself." it is composed in a very sin-

gular and characteristic style, and proves that

Waller, like many other of the original parlia-

mentary leaders, had no views beyond the pro-
tection of general freedom. The noble fami-

lies of Courteney and Harcourt are descended

from sir William Waller, by the marriage of

two of his daughters by his first and second

wives. Vindication. Critical Review.

WALLERIUS (NICHOLAS) a Swedish phi-

losopher, born at Nerika in 1706. After stu-

dying at the academy of Strangnaes, he went to

the university of Upsal in 1725 ; and in 1737
he became adjunct of the philosophical fa-

culty, and gave lectures on philosophy and
mathematics. He was afterwards appointed

professor of logic and metaphysics ; and in

1751 he entered into holy orders, and the fol-

lowing year took the degree of DD. In 1755
he was nominated to a new theological profes-

sorship, founded by Dr Kalsenius, bishop of

Westeras, which he held till his death in

1764. His principal works are "
Systema

Metaphysicum," 4 vol*. 8vo
;

"
Psychologia

Empirica," 8vo ; Psychologia Rationalis,"
8vo

;
and " Praenotiones Theologicae."

Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WALLERIUS (JOHN GOTTSCIIALK) an

eminent Swedish chemist and mineralogist,
who was a knight of the order of Vasa, and
held the professorship of chemistry at Upsal,
His death took place at an advanced age in

1785. He was the author of several scientific

works, among which are " Chemia Physica,"
2 vols. 8vo ;

" Elementa Metallurgies,
"
8vo ;

and "
Systema Mineralogicum," 2 vols. 8vo.

His System of Mineralogy, of which a French
translation was published at Paris, exhibits a

classical arrangement of mineral substances,

according to their chemical relations, display-

ing to advantage the science and judgment of

the author. Zopf Hist. Univ. Diet. Hist.

WALLIS (GEORGE) an eminent physician
and medical writer, born at York in 1740. His

first literary essays were of the poetical kind,
and he published successively

" The Juveni-

liad, a Satire," 1773, 4to ;

"
Perjury, a Poem,"
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1774 ;

and " The Mercantile Lovers, a Dra-

matic Satire," which was exhibited at the

York theatre. Among his professional publi-
cations are " The Art of preventing Diseases

and restoring Health ;" and a treatise " On
the Evil Consequences attending injudicious

Bleeding in Pregnancy." He also edited the

works of Sydenham, with notes, in two vols.

octavo
;
and he produced an improved edition

of Dr Motherby's Medical Dictionary, folio.

He died in London, January 30, 1802. Gent.

Mag. Reuss.

WALLIS (JOHN) a celebrated mathema-

tician, born in 1616, at Ashford, in Kent,
where his father was minister. He was edu-

cated for the church at Emanuel college,

Cambridge ;
and having regularly taken his

degrees, he entered into holy orders, and in

1641 became chaplain to a Yorkshire baronet.

In 1643 he obtained the living of St Gabriel,

Fenchurch, in London ;
and the following

year he was one of the secretaries to the as-

sembly of divines at Westminster. He was
one of the first members of the scientific asso-

ciation which gave birth to the Royal Society;
and in 1649 he was appointed by the parlia-

mentary visitors, Savilian professor of geometry
at Oxford. In 1653 he published a grammar
of the English tongue, written in Latin, for

the use of foreigners, a work of standard au-

thority on that subject. He was admitted to

the degree of DD. in 1654, and on the death
of Langbaine he was chosen custos archivorum
to the university. He was particularly skilful

in the art of cryptography, or decyphering ;

and having by this means been enabled to ren-

der considerable service to the royal cause,
he was, on the restoration of Charles II, very

favourably received at court, and not only con-
firmed in his offices and benefices, but also

made one of the royal chaplains. In 1661 he
was one of the divines appointed to review the

book of Common Prayer, and as he complied
with the terms of the act of uniformity, he
continued a steady conformist to the estab-

lished church till his death. When the Royal
Society was founded, in 1663, the name of Dr
Wallis was included in the list of the earliest

members
; and he contributed much to the

reputation of that body by his valuable contri-

butions to the Philosophical Transactions.
After a long life devoted to science and to the

duties of his clerical profession, he died at

Oxford, in October 1703. Among his mathe-
matical works the most important are " Arith-
metica Infinitorum ;"

" Mathesis Universalis,
sive Opus Arithmeticum ;"

"
Mechanica, sive

de Motu tractatus geometricus ;"
" De Sec-

tionibus Conicis tractatus ;" and his Algebra.
He also published some of the writings of

Archimedes, Ptolemy, Aristarchus, and Por-

phyry. His works, including various trea-

tises on theology, were published at Oxford,
1692 99, 3 vols. folio

; and a volume of his

sermons, printed from the original MSS, ap-
peared in 1791. Biog. Brit. Aikin's G. Biog.
WALLIS (JOHN) a topographical writer,

who was a native of Cumberland. He studied
at Queen's college, Oxford, where he pro-
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ieeded to the degree of MA.; and having I prince George of Denmark as lord high aditi-

taken orders in the church, be obtained a ral of England, and in 1708 was appointed se-

curacy in Hampshire. Thence he removed to

Simoiiburu in Northumberland, and afterwards

to the neighbourhood of Durham. In 1779

he published a "
History of the County of

Northumberland," 2 vols. 4to ; and he was

the author of a series of " Letters to a Candi-

date for Holy Orders," 8vo. His death took

place in 1793, at the age of seventy-eight.
Gent. Mag.
WALLISSER (CHRISTOPHER THOMAS) an

eminent composer and musical author of Ger-

many, director of music in the cathedral at

Strasburg during the first half of the seven-

teenth century. He is known as the first who

attempted in Germany to imitate the ancient

Greek custom of introducing choruses in dra-

matic pieces. His work is entitled " Chori

musici novi, in Chariclis tragica comedia, in

Argentoratensis academiae theatro exhibita,

interpositi," 1641. He also set the choruses

in " The Clouds" of Aristophanes to music,

and was the author of an elementary work on

the principles of harmony. His death took

place at Strasburg in 1648. Biog. Diet, of

WALMESLEY (CHARLES) a learned Be-

nedictine of the last century, vicar apos-
tolic of the western district of England, of

which country he was a native, being born

about the year 1721. He was an excellent

mathematical scholar, and well read in the

divinity of the church of which he was a

member. Besides a theological treatise on the

Revelations, he was the author of some valu-

able treatises on scientific subjects, the prin-

cipal of which are " De Inequalitatibus Mo-
tuuin Lunariorum," in Latin

;

"
Analyse des

Mesures, des Rapports, et des Angles ;" and
" Theorie du Maniement des Apsides," writ-

ten in the French language. l3r Walmesley
was a fellow of the Royal Society of London
and a doctor of the Sorbonne at Paris. His

death took place at Bath in 1797. Gent. Mag.

cretary at war, and the following year trea-

surer of the navy. In 1710 he was one of the

parliamentary managers in the trial of Sache-
verel ;

but on the dissolution of the whig
ministry he was dismissed from all his employ-
ments, and soon after was voted by the house
of Commons guilty of a high breach of trust,
and notorious corruption in his office of secre-

tary at war, for which imputed offence he was

expelled the house and committed to the
Tower of London. This severity being es-

teemed a party proceeding, and not altogether

justifiable, but little affected his character, so

that in 1714 the borough of Lynn re-elected

him, and he became a formidable opponent of

the tory administration. On the accession of

George I a new whig ministry was formed,
and Walpole, who had previously ingratiated
himself with the family of Hanover, was ap-
pointed paymaster of the forces, treasurer of
Chelsea hospital and a privy counsellor. Being
nominated chairman of the secret committee
formed to inquire into charges against the late

ministers, he drew up and moved the impeach-
mentof lord Bolingbroke, the earl of Oxford, the
duke of Ormond, and the earl of Strafford. In
the subsequent year, 1715, he displayed so

much energy and vigour in support of govern-
ment during the rebellion, that he was raised
to the important posts of first lord of the trea-

sury and chancellor of the exchequer. In the

course of the following two years a disunion
took place in the cabinet on the question of

supplies, to enable George I to vindicate his

purchase of the duchies of Bremen and Ver-
den against Charles XII of Sweden, and Mr
Walpole resigned. On the day of his resig-
nation he brought in the famous sinking fund

bill, which he subsequently rendered nugatory
by misapplication, as much more elaborate

projects of the same kind have been treated

by his successors. In the next session he be-
came a strenuous opposer of measures which,

WALPOLE (ROBERT) earl of Orford, was
i
had he been in place, he would as certainly

the third son of Robert Walpole, esq. M.P. have supported, and mainly contributed to the

for Castle Rising in Norfolk. He was bora at rejection by the Commons of the noted peerage

Houghton, his father's seat, in the same coun- i bill of 1719. He was the opposer in 17120 of

ty, August 26, 1676. He received part of' the South Sea scheme for liquidating the na-

liia education at a private school and part at tional debt, on which subject he wrote a pam-
Eton ;

and in April 1696 he was admitted a phlet. At length the earl of Sunderland find-

scholar of King's college, Cambridge. In ing his ministry involved in great difficulties,

1698, in consequence of the death of his elder made overtures to Walpole, who resumed his

surviving brother, he became heir to the family former post of paymaster of the forces. His

estate, on which he resigned his scholarship, reputation as a financier induced all eyes to be

He was then taken from college by his father, directed towards him on the occurrence of the

and in the joviality of the life of a wealthy | unprecedented disasters arising from the burst-

country gentleman soon lost his inclination for ing of the South Sea bubble ; and lord Sun-

literature. In 1700 he married Catherine the
|

derland being obliged to retire, as being im-

daughter of sir John Shorter, lord mayor of plicated in the affairs of that company, he re-

London, and soon after succeeded to his pa- sumed his post of first lord of the treasury
ternal estate by the death of his father. He and premier. An account of his succeeding
was also returned representative for Castle administration would be the history of the

Rising, and quickly became an active member country for the period of it. He was indis-

of the whig party. In 1702 he obtained his putably a most serviceable minister to the

election for King's Lynn, which he also repre- j

house of Brunswick, and mainly contributed

ented in several succeeding parliaments. In to the discomfiture of the plots and intrigues

1705 he waa nominated cue of the council to
'

of the Jacobite party in favour of the pre-
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tender. His general policy was principally
characterised by the desire of preserving peace

abroad, and avoiding subjects of contention at

home. He was an able financier, and cer-

tainly exerted himself with considerable suc-

cess to improve the trade and revenues of the

country, although the introduction of the ex-

cise scheme will always form a very dubious

claim to popular applause. A pursuit of use-

ful rather than of splendid objects, joined to a

sincere ztal for the Protestant succession,

formed the leading principles of his govern-

ment, and the means which he employed
were prudence, vigilance, and a degree of cor-

ruption, certainly not greater than what was

practised by many of his predecessors, although
more general and systematic.

He is the re-

puted author of the saying that "
all men have

their price ;" but his biographer, archdeacon

Coxe, asserts that the words were,
"

all those

men," speaking of a particular body of his

opponents. He was an artful rather than an

eloquent speaker, and discerned, as if by in-

tuition, the prevalent humour of the house,
and pressed or receded accordingly. He was

particularly clear in financial debates, and a

most excellent and diligentman of business. In

private life he was distinguished by frankness

of manners, and a species of jovial good-na-
ture

;
but his mirth was coarse, and his moral

conduct assumed much of the easy licence of

rank and fashion. Letters he neither loved

nor patronized, except the productions of sub-

altern writers in his praise or defence, whom
he rewarded liberally. On the whole, with-

out being an exalted character, he was an able

minister
;
and owing to the biographical labours

of archdeacon Coxe, his character has of late

rather gained in historical reputation than

otherwise. His ministry was finally shaken

by the unpopularity of his exertions to main-

tain peace with Spain in 1739 ;
from which

time the opposition to him gained ground,
until in 1742 he resigned, and was created

earl of Orford. A parliamentary inquiry into

his conduct was subsequently instituted, but

after repeated fruitless attacks, all proceedings

against him were dropped. His health soon

after began to decline, owing to repeated at-

tacks of the stone, which at length carried

him off, on March 18, 1745, in the sixty-ninth

year of his age. He was the author of seve-

ral political pamphlets, which are enumerated
in our authority. His brother, HORATIO, lord

Walpole, was born in 1678. He filled several

offices under government, and was an able di-

plomatist. He was raised to the peerage in

1756, and died the following year. He wrote

several political tracts, and an answer to Bo-

lingbroke's Letters on History. Care's Me-
moirs of Walpole.
WALPOLE (HORACE) earl of Orford,

third and youngest son of sir Robert Walpole,
was born in 1718. He received his early edu-

cation at Eton, whence he removed to King's

college, Cambridge. He quitted the univer-

sity without a degree, and by the interest of his

father was nominated to no fewer than three

valuable sinecures, which he held to the time
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of his death. In 1739 he set out on a tour to

the continent, accompanied by tlie poet Gray,
with whom he had a difference, and they

parted ; Walpole, subsequently, taking all the

blame upon himself. He entered parliament
in 1741, as member for Calhngton, and -p.ke

spiritedly in opposition to a motion agai <*t his,

father ;
but was, in general, a very silent and

inactive member. It was soon appareat that

he was not destined for the paths of public
life. With much vivacity and love of occu-

pation, his chief delight was in the indulgence
of literary curiosity and a taste for antiquity
and the fine arts. In 1747 he represented the

borough of Castle Rising, and in 1754 and
1761 that of King's Lynn, and always adhered
to the whig principles, in which he was edu-
cated ; and his parliamentary conduct was

uniformly correct and independent. In 1748
he purchased his small but celebrated villa at

Twickenham, called Strawberry -hill, which it

formed no small part of the business of his

future life to render a miniature specimen of
Gothic architecture, and a splendid collection

of pieces of ait and relics of antiquity, many
of them curious and valuable, and others of
rather a trifling description. He first made
himself known as a writer by some papers in

The World, and a few poems in Dodsley's
Collections. His first separate publication ap-
peared in 1752, entitled "/Edes Walpoliana,"
being a description of his father's seat at

Houghton. In 1757 he set up a printing-press
at Strawberry-hill, at which he printed Gray's
Odes, and various other works. From his own
press also appeared, in 1758, the first edition
of his "

Catalogue of Royal and Noble Au-
thors." This was followed by a collection of
"
Fugitive Pieces ;" and in 1761 by his " Anec-

dotes of Painting in England,
'

2 vols. 4to,

compiled from the papers of the artist George
Vertue. Two more volumes were afterwards

added, and the whole forms a valuable collec-

tion. In 1764 his friendship for general Con-

way, the only person to whom he appears to

have been sincerely and constantly attached,
elicited from him a pamphlet on the dismissal

of that officer from the army, on account of
the vote which he gave on general warrants.
In 1765 appeared his romantic fiction of " The
Castle of Otranto," the prolific parent of the
RadclifFe romance and a vast variety of similar

invention. Being at Paris in 176.5, he com-

posed a French letter to Rousseau, in the name
of the king of Prussia, by way of exposing the

vanity and self-consequence of that singular
character, who acted on the occasion with his
usual extravagance. Walpole was, however,
scarcely excusable for this attack upon the
morbid sensibility of a man who had given
him no provocation ; but his correspondence
with Hume supplies a very extraordinary spe-
cimen of his aristocratical contempt for au-
thors by profession. In 1767 he declined be

ing again chosen to sit in parliament, soon
after which appeared his "

Historic Doubts on
the Life and Reign of King Richard III." It
is an acute and ingenious performance, but
failed in convincing the public ;

and the brief
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but conclusive inTestigation of it by Gibbon, in

his miscellaneous works, has possibly disposed

of the question for ever. Mr \Valpole forgot

his aristocratic dignity so much in regard to

this performance, as to expunge his name from

the list of members of the Antiquarian Society,

because two papers were read before them con-

troverting part of his evidence. In 1768 he

printed his "
Mysterious Mother," a very

powerfully written tragedy, on a disagree-

able subject, and one which altogether

precludes it from the stage. About this

time occurred the transaction with the

unhappy Chatterton, which subjected him
to so much censure ;

no part of which ap-

pears to have been deserved beyond his gene-
ral apathy towards literary men of all grades.
He visited Paris in 1771 and 1775, and be-

came much distinguished in the circle of the

celebrated madame du Ueifand, who particu-

larly admired him. The principal incident of

his advanced years was his accession to the

earldom of Orford.by the death of his nephew,
au elevation which gave him more trouble

than satisfaction, and that made no alteration

in his mode of living or literary pursuits. His

death, which was hastened by an hereditary

gout that had reduced him to a cripple, took

place in March 1797, in his seventy-ninth

year. He bequeathed to Robert Berry, esq.
and his two daughters, ail his printed and ma-

nuscript works, of which a collective edition

was published in 1798, in five volumes, quarto.
The most valuable addition to what had for-

merly appeared, consisted in his letters to a

great variety of correspondents, written with

great epistolary ease and vivacity, but occa-

sionally eihibitive of affectation and effort.

He is certainly however one of the most lively

and witty of letter- writers, but too frequently
deemed his letters a grace and a favour

accorded to his literary correspondents, which

superseded the necessity of any thing more
substantial. But although his plan of life was

evidently formed upon a selfish principle of

self- enjoyment, his attachment to gfineral

Conway showed that he was open to the kind

and social affections, and he was at least ca-

pable of generous actions to persons in his own

sphere. He also respected virtue, and pos-
sessed liberal feelings towards the best rights
and interests of mankind. As an author, if

he does not merit a first-rate place in any of

the lines of literature which he cultivated, he
has done enough to rank respectably among
general writers, a degree of credit which had
he anticipated, he would have affected to dis

regard. He was in fact a votary of curious

rather than of profound literature, although
his "

Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors,"
and his " Anecdotes of Painting," are doubt-

less among the most useful of the class to

which they belong. Nichols's Lit. Artec.

)'Israeli's Calamities of Authors. Walpoliana
WALSINGHAM (sir FRANCIS) an illus-

trious statesman in the reign of queen Eliza

beth, who was descended of an ancient family,
and was a native of Chiselhurst in Kent. He
was educated at King's college, Cambridge
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and at an early age he travelled on the conti-

nent, where he acquired a knowledge of the*

languages, manners, and policy of foreign na-
tions. His first employment was that of am-
bassador to the court of France, whence he re-
turned in 1573 ; and being appointed one of
the principal secretaries of state, and a mem-
ber of the privy council, he received the ho-
nour of knighthood. In the important situa-

tion which he tilled he rendered great services

to his sovereign, and contributed by his policy
to the stability of her government. It must
however be admitted that the means he adopt-
ed for the attainment of his purposes were not
of the most honourable description. Lloyd,
in his State Worthies, says,

" Sir F. Walsing-
ham outdid the Jesuits in their own bow, and
over-reached them in their equivocation and
mental reservation ;

never settling a lie, but

warily drawing out and discovering the truth.

Few letters escaped his hands, whose contents

he could read, and not touch the seals. He
had the wonderful art of weaving plots, in

which busy people were so entangled that they
could never escape, but were sometimes spared
upon submission ; at others, hanged for ex-

ample. He would cherish a plot for vears to-

gether, admitting the conspirators to his own
and the queen's presence familiarly, but dog-
jing them out watchfully." Such was the

jolicy of this celebrated statesman, who is

stated to have maintained fifty-three agenta
and eighteen spies in foreign courts. In 1581
le went on a second embassy to France, to

treat of a marriage between Elizabeth and the
duke of Anjou ;

and in 1583 he was sent to

the court of James VI of Scotland, whence he
s said to have brought back a higher opinion
of the abilities of the future sovereign of Bri-

:ain than the event justified. He acted a very
'mportant, but by no mear.s honourable p"rt,
in the detection of Babington's plot agr

:

,.st

the life of the queen in 1586, and in the sub-

sequent proceedings against Mary queen of

Scots. His death took place in April 1590, in

the ninetieth year of his age ; and his remains
were interred privately, by night, in St Paul's

church, apprehensions being entertained that

his corpse might be arrested on account of his

debts. His poverty and consequent disinterest-

edness cannot, however, be decidedly inferred

from this circumstance, as he might possess
considerable landed property, not subject to

the claims of his creditors. He left an only

daughter, successively married to sir Philip

Sidney, the earl of Essex, and the earl of Clan-

ricarde, by all of whom she had children. An
account of his negociations and his dispatches
from France, appeared under the title of the
"
Complete Ambassador," 1655, folio ;

and a

work called " Arcana Aulica," has been as-

cribed to him, but its authenticity is ques-
tionable. Bing. Brit. Ripin.
WALSINGHAM (THOMAS of) an English

chronicler of eminence in the fifteenth cen-

tury. He was a Benedictine monk of the

abbey of St Albans, where he held the office

of precentor ;
and he also styles himself royal

historiographer. His works are ' Historial
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Brevis," containing the annals of England, 1699. He was sent as a missionary to the

from the end of Henry Ill's reign, forming a Danish settlement of Tranquebar in the East

continuation to the history of Matthew Paris ; Indies, about the year 1720; and he re-

and "
Hypodigma Neustriae," giving an ac- turned to Europe in 1740, having suffered

count of Hie occurrences in Normandy from considerably in his health from the climate of

the time of Rollo to the sixth year of Henry V. the intertropical regions. At Tranquebar he
These pieces were published by archbishop printed a " Sacred History," in the Malabar

Parker, London, 1574, folio. Nicolson'$ language; and he was the author of a treatise

Hiiit. Libr.
\

entitled " Doctrina Temporum Indica," pub-
WALSH (W'ILIIAM) a minor English poet, lished in Bayeri Historia Regni Bactriani,

the friend of Pope and Dryden, both of whom Petrop. 1738, 4to. Walther died at Dresden
have spoken much more highly of his talents in 1741. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

than posterity has considered they deserve. He ' WALTHER (JonN GODFREY) the author

was the sou of Mr Joseph Walsh, a gentleman of of an historical and biographical musical dic-

Aberley, Worcestershire, where he was born tionary, which is superior to most works of

in 1663. At the age of fifteen he entered as a the kind. It was published in German at

gentleman commoner at Wadham college, Ox- Leipsic in 1782, under the following title,

ford, but never graduated, and on quitting the ,

" Musicalisches Lexicon oder Musicalische

university became a wit and a man of plea-
'

Bibliothek," 8vo. It comprises not only all

sure about town. His writings, which are
j

the technica ofancient and modern music, but

principally of an amatory cast, consist of " A i biography, as far as the names, dates, and

Dialogue concerning Women, being a Defence i
works of almost all eminent musicians, ancient

of the Fair Sex, addressed to Eugenia," (sup- and modern
;
and though the author's informa-

posed to have been his mistress), 1691; tiou is most ample concerning Germany, what
"

./Esculapius, or the Hospital of Fools," in
!
relates to other countries is not neglected. A

imitation of Lucian
;
an "

Essay on Pastoral !
new and enlarged edition of this work was

Poetry ;"
" Letters and Poems, Amorous and

j
published at Leipsic, 179092, 2 vols. 8vo,

Gallant," with a variety of Odes, Elegies,

Epitaphs, &c. to he found in the collection of

minor poets, printed in 1749. Mr Walsh be-
came a member of parliament, and held the

post of gentleman of the horse to the queen.
His death took place in 1710. Gibber's Lives.

WALTHER (AUGUSTINE FREDERICK) an
eminent physician and anatomist, who in 1723
was appointed to the chair of anatomy and

surgery at Leipsic, where he died about 1746.
He published a great number of academical
dissertations on anatomical subjects, which
afford valuable information, though they have
been censured for obscurity of style. He was
also the author of " De Lingua Humana Li-

bellus," 1724, 4to
; and

" De Articulis, Liga-
mentis et Musculis, in incessu statuque diri-

gendis," 1728, 4to ; besides some botanical

publications. Halleri Bibl. Anat. Nouv.
Diet. Hist.

WALTHER (BERNARD) an eminent astro-

nomer of the fifteenth century, who was a na-
tive of Nuremberg. He studied mathematics
and astronomy under Regiomontanus, whom
he assisted in most of the observations he
made at Nuremberg. When that philosopher
was called to Rome, to assist in the reforma-
tion of the calendar, Walther continued to

make astronomical observations with great ac-

curacy for nearly thirty years, that is from
147.5 to the time of his death in 1504. He is

regarded as the first discoverer of the regular
effect of atmospheric refraction. After the
death of Regiomontanus he purchased his pa-
pers and instruments, the former of which he

unfortunately kept secluded from the public.
After his death they were purchased by the
senate of Nuremberg, and parts of them were

published by Schoner. Montucla. Aikiii's G.

Biog.
WALTHER (CHRISTOPHER THEODOSIUS)

a German missionary, born at Schildebcrg in

by Ernest Ludwig Gerber. Rees's

WALTHER (JOHN LUDOLF) the author of
a curious and useful work relative to the modes
of writing in use in the middle ages. He was
librarian and private secretary to his British

majesty George II, as elector of Hanover.
The title of his work is

" Lexicon Diplomati-
cum Abbreviationes Syllabarum et Vocuin in

Diplomatibus et Codicibus a Sac. viii. ad xvi.

usque occurrentes exponens : Juntis Alpha-
betis et Scripturse Speciminibus integris : cum
Prasf. Jo. Dav. Koeleri,"GottingaV'l745 47,

folio, repub'.ished at Ulm in 1756. The whole
work is engraved on copper-plates. Idem.

WALTON (BRIAN) a learned divine and

critic, distinguished as the editor of a Polyglott
Bible. He was born about 1600, in the dis-

trict of Cleavelandin Yorkshire
; and in 1615

he was admitted a student of Magdalen col-

lege, Cambridge, whence he removed to Pe-
ter-house in the same university. He took the

degree of MA. in 1623, when he held a curacy
in Suffolk. Removing to London, he ob-

tained the rectory of St Martin's Orgar in

1626 ; and ten years after he was instituted

to the rectories of St Giles's in the fields, and
Sandon in Essex, the former of which he soon

after resigned. In 1639 he commenced DD.
and he is said to have been collated to a pre-
bend in St Paul's cathedral. In the civil wars
he favoured the royal cause, and was conse-

quently stripped of his preferment, and obliged
to take shelter at Oxford. There he formed
the scheme of a grand Polyglott Bible, to which
he owes his literary reputation. This work
was completed and published in 6 vols. folio,

in 1657, under the following title,
"

Biblia
Sacra Polyglotta complectentia (textus ori-

ginates) Hebraicum, cum Pentateucho Sama-
ritano, Chaldaicum, Gracum ; (versionumque
antiquarum) Samaritans;, Grxcx LXX In-

terpp., Clraldaicsc, Syriacac, Arabics,
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picae, Persicaj, Vulg. Lat. quicquid compa-
rari poterat: cum Textuum et Versionum

Orientalium Translationibus Latinis : ex ve-

tustissimis MSS. undique conquisitis, opti-

misque exemplaribus impressis, sunima fide

collatis ; qua; in prioribus editionibus dee-

rant suppleta ;
inulta antehac inedita de novo

adjecta ;
Omma eo ordine disposita, ut textus

cum versionibus uno intuitu conferri possent."
Dr Walton had several assistants in his labo-

rious undertaking, of whom the principal was
Dr Edmund Castell. On the restoration of

Charles II, to whom he presented his Bible,
with a new dedication (the original one to

Oliver Cromwell having been cancelled) he
was made one of the royal chaplains ; and in

December 1660 he was raised to the bishopric
of Chester. He survived his elevation but a

short time, as his death took place in London,
November 29, 1661, and he was buried in St

Paul's cathedral. He published
" Introductio

ad Lectionum Linguarum Orientalium," 8vo
;

an elaborate Defence of the Polyglott, against
the animadversions of Dr Owen

;
and a pam-

phlet ou Tythes. Biog. Brit. Aikin's Gen.

Biog.
WALTON (Is A AK) an ingenious and amus-

ing writer, who was born at Stafford in August
1593. He was probably of low parentage, for

he settled in London as a sempster or milliner

and linen-draper, and kept a shop in Fleet-

street. About 1632 he married the sister of

bishop Ken, by whom he had a sou and a

daughter, who survived him. In the beginning
of the civil wars he removed from the metro-

polis ; and his death took place at Winches-

ter, December 15, 1683. He was the editor

of several publications ;
but he gained consi-

derable celebrity by a treatise, entitled " The

Complete Angler, or the Contemplative Man's

Recreation," which has passed through nu-

merous editions
;
and his Biographical Me-

moirs of Bishop Sanderson, Hooker, Sir H.

Wotton, George Herbert, and Dr Donne,
which have attained an equal share of popu-

larity. Though possessed of much general in-

formation, Walton made no pretensions to

learning, and the charm of his writings de-

pends on the air of verisimilitude and unaf-

fected benevolence which they exhibit. Some
short pieces of poetry are interspersed in his

works, which evince much taste and feeling.
Towards the close of his life he published
" Thealma and Clearchus, a Pastoral History,
written by John Chalkhill, an Acquaintance
of Edmund Spenser," with a preface contain-

ing a character of the author. Life by Sir

John Haivkins.

WANLEY (NATHANIEL) a clergyman,
who was vicar of Trinity church, Coventry,
where he died about 1690. He was the

author of a popular work, called " The
Wonders of the Little World, or the History
of Man," which has passed through many
editions. WANLEY (HUMPHREY) son of the

preceding, was born at Coventry, March 21,

1671-2. He was apprenticed to a draper, but

displaying a partiality for study, bishop Lloyd
ent him to Edmund-hall, Oxford, where he
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assisted the principal, Dr. Mill, in collating
MSS. for his edition of the Greek Testament.
He removed to University college, and being

I admitted to the Bodleian library, he made co-
'

pious extracts from the MSS. in that collec-

j

tion. Dr George Ilickes afterwards employed
I him to travel through the kingdom in search
; of Anglo-Saxon MSS. of which he drew up a

j
catalogue for the "Thesaurus Linguarum Sep-

! tentrionalium," forming the third volume of

j

that work. He was then appointed secretary
: to the Society for Propagating Christian Know-
ledge ; and at length he obtained the more
congenial situation of librarian to Harley,
earl of Oxford, which he held till his death
in July 1726. He formed various

literary
schemes, and made numerous collections rela-
tive to archaeology and bibliography, which

I have proved serviceable to subsequent writers.

j

He also kept a curious journal of transactions
,
connected with the Harleian library, which
remains in manuscript in the British Museum.

Nichols's Lit. Anec. Dibdin's liibl. Decam.
WANSLEBEN,orWANSLEBIUS (JOHN

MICHAEL) a learned critic, born at Erfurt, in

Germany, in 1635. After finishing his studies
at the university of Konigsberg, he visited

England, in order to superintend the printing
of the Ethiopic Lexicon and Grammar of Job
Ludolf, which was published in London, 1661,
4to. Wansleben subsequently assisted Ur
Castell in his " Lexicon Heptaglotton ;" and
on his return to Germany, Ernest duke of Saxe
Gotha engaged him to go to Abyssinia to study
the language and natural history of that coun-

try. He proceeded no farther than Cairo, in

Egypt ;
and after staying there some time, he

went to Italy, and forsaking the Lutheran re-

ligion, in which he had been educated, he be-
came a Dominican friar. He then went to

Paris, and in 1670 Colbert gave him a com-
mission to go to Abyssinia in search of Oriental
MSS. for the French king's library. He went
again to Egypt, whence he transmitted 334
MSS. Arabian, Persian, and Turkish ; but not

being able to enter Abyssinia he proceeded
to Constantinople, whence he was recalled to

France, the irregularity of his conduct having
given offence to Colbert, as it had to his for-

mer patron, the duke of Saxe Gotha. He
died neglected, and in obscurity, in 1679. He
published

" An Account of the present State
of Egypt," in Italian

;

" A Journal of a Voy-
age to Egypt in 1672 and 1673," in French

;

besides other works. Moreri.

WARBURTON (JOHN) an English anti-

quary and herald, who was a native of Lanca-
shire. His original employment was that of
an exciseman ; but applying himself to the

study of provincial and family history and ge-
nealogy, he was admitted a fellow of the An-
tiquarian Society, and in 1720 he obtained the

appointment of Somerset herald. In 1749 he

published a work entitled " London and Mid-
dlesex illustrated by an Account of the Names,
Residence, Genealogy, and Coat Armour of

the Nobility, principal Merchants, and other

eminent Families therein," 8vo ;
which pub-

lication drew on the author a reprimand from
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the earl marshal. He was also the author of
" Vallum Romanum, or the History of the

Roman Wall in Cumberland and Northumber-

land," 1753, 4to. His death took place in

1759, at the age of seventy-seven. Nichols's

Lit. Anec.

WARBURTON (WILLIAM) a celebrated

prelate of the English church, descended from

an ancient Cheshire family, but born at New-

ark-upon-Trent in Nottinghamshire, December

24, 1698. He was the second son of George
Warburton, an attorney and town-clerk of

Newark ;
and after being educated at a school

at that place, aud at another at Okeham in

Rutlandshire, he was in 1714 articled to an

attorney at East Markham in his native county.
After completing a clerkship of five years, he

was admitted in one of the courts at West-

minster, and returning to Newark, he en-

gaged in legal practice. Not finding, how-

ever, the profession adapted to his taste or

talents, he relinquished it, and in 1723 took

deacon's orders in the church. His first work,

consisting of " Miscellaneous Translations, in

Prose and Verse," from Roman authors, was

published with a Latin dedication to sir

George Sutton, who in 1726 bestowed on him
a small vicarage. Shortly after he visited

London, and formed an acquaintance with

some of the inferior retainers of literature of

that period, among whom was Theobald, then

engaged on an edition of Shakspeare, to which
Warburton became a contributor. With these

minor wits he joined in the confederacy
against Pope, of whom Warburton said that

whilst " Milton borrowed by affectation, and

Dryden by idleness, Pope borrowed by neces-

sity." In 1727 he began to distinguish him-

self as an original writer, by his "
Critical

and Philosophical Inquiry into the Causes of

Prodigies and Miracles, as related by Histo-

rians," which he dedicated to sir Robert Sut-

ton, through whose interest he was placed in

the list of the king's masters of arts, on his

majesty's visit to Cambridge in 17<;8 ;
and

he thus supplied the want of an academical

education. His patron also presented him to

the rectory of Brand Broughton in Lincoln-

shire, where he remained several years, during
which he composed most of those works which
contributed to the establishment of his fame
in the republic of letters. In 1736 appeared
his " Alliance between Church and Slate, or

the Necessity and Equity of an established

Religion and Test Law demonstrated from the

Essence and End of Civil Society, upon the

fundamental Principles of the Law of Nature
and Nations ;" which work passed through
four editions during the life of the author,

though it is said to have given satisfaction

neither to the zealots of the church nor to the

Advocates for religious liberty. At the con-

clusion of " The Alliance
" was announced

the scheme of his great work, the first volume
of which was published in 1738, under the

title of " The Divine Legation of Moses de-

monstrated on the Principles of a Religious
Deist, from the Omission of the Doctrine of a

Future State of Rewards and Punishments in

W A K
the Jewish Dispensation." This bold and

paradoxical performance met with adversaries

among all parties, who concurred in criticising

and censuring the theory on which it is founded.

Undismayed by animadversion, he published
a " Vindication

"
of his opinions, aud perse-

vered in the prosecution of his work, which,
whatever may be thought of the leading prin-

ciple, will ever remain a monument of genius
and learning scarcely to be paralleled among
the theological productions of any age or na-
tion. With the view probably of conciliating

Pope, he published in the literary journal
called The Works of the Learned, in 1739
and 1740, a defence of the Essay on Man,
against the remarks of M. de Crousaz of Ge-
neva. Whatever may have been Warburton's

object, Pope acknowledged his obligations to

his advocate, and an intimacy ensued, which

eventually proved very advantageous to the

latter. The second volume of " The Divine

Legation" appeared in 1741 ; and the same

year the author was introduced by his friend

Pope to Mr Allen of Prior-park near Bath,
at whose house he became a frequent visitor,

lie returned the favour by vindicating the

poet's works by notes and comments ; and in

consequence of the friendship thus excited and
cemented between them, Pope, at his death
in 1744, beqeathed to our author half iris

library, and the copyright of such of his works

already printed as were not otherwise disposed
of, a legacy supposed to have been worth
4000/. Among the numerous antagonists of

Warburton and his " Divine Legation," were
Drs Middleton, Pococke, R. Grey, Sykes, and

Stebbing, against whom he published, in 1744
and 1745, two defences, in which he treats all

his opponents, except Muldleton, with a high
degree of asperity and self-confidence, exhibit-

ing the conscious superiority of talents and

learning, which characterises more or less all

the productions of his pen. In 1745 he mar-
ried Miss Gertrude Tucker, the niece of Mr
Allen; and this connexion ultimately made
him possessor of the splendid seat of Prior-

park. He became in 1746 preacher to the

Society of Lincoln's-inn ; and in the following

year he appeared as the editor of Shakspeare.
He now rapidly advanced in the course of pre-
ferment in his profession, becoming preuend
of Gloucester in 1753 ; king's chaplain in or-

dinary in 1754 ;
then prebend of Durham

;

DD. by archiepiscopal mandate ; dean of Bristol

in 1757 ; and two years after bishop of Glou-
'cester. In 1762 he severely animadverted on
the principles of Methodism in his " Doctriae
of Grace, or the Office and Operation of the

Holy Spirit vindicated from the Insults of In-

fidelity and the Abuses of Fanaticism." The
third, fourth, and fifth volumes of the " Divine

Legation
"
were published in 1765 ; and some

remarks which he introduced on the character
of Dr W. Lowth, father of the learned bishop
of London, involved him in a new controversy,
in which he was assisted by Dr Richard Hurd.
In 1768 he established a lecture at Lincoln's-

inn, on the evidence in favour of Christianity
from the Prophecies of the Old and Nw Tes-
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lament. The last years of his life were em-
bittered by the decease of an only son, who
fell a victim to consumption at the age of nine-

teen. Bishop Warburton died at Gloucester,

June 7, 1779, and was interred in the cathe-

dral church, where a monument was erected

to his memory. His works were collected and

published by his friend bishop Hurd in 1788,
6 vols. 4to ;

and a biographical memoir, form-

ing a seventh volume, appeared several years
after. Dr Johnson, in his Life of Pope, says
of Warburton,

" He was a man of vigorous

faculties, a mind fervid and vehement, supplied

by incessant and unlimited inquiry with won-
derful extent and variety of knowledge, which

yet had not oppressed his imagination, nor

clouded his perspicuity. To every work he

brought a memory full fraught, together with

a fancy fertile of original combinations ; and

at once exerted the powers of the scholar, the

reasoner, and the wit. But his knowledge
was too multifarious to be always exact, and

his pursuits were too eager to be always cau-

tious. His abilities gave him a haughty con-

sequence, which he disdained to correct or

mollify ; and his impatience of opposition dis

posed him to treat his adversaries with such

contemptuous superiority, as made his readers

commonly his enemies, and excited against the

advocate some who favoured the cause. He
seems to have adopted the Roman emperor's
determination ' Oderint dum metuant.' He
used no allurements of gentle language, but

wished to compel rather than to persuade. His

style is copious without selection, and forcible

without neatness ; he took the words that pre-
sented themselves

;
his diction is coarse and

impure, and his sentences are unmeasured."

'Eiicyc. Brit. Aihin's Gen. Biog.
WARD (EDWARD) a burlesque poet and

miscellaneous writer, born in Oxfordshire,

about 1667. He kept a tavern in Moorfields,

London, and his compositions, while they
evince considerable talent of the humorous

kind, are strongly tinctured with the vulgarity
and indecency of low life and profligate so-

ciety. He was the author of some dramatic

pieces, which are deservedly forgotten. His

poems possess more merit, but he is chiefly

remembered as the author of a work in prose,
called " The London Spy." He died June 20,

1731, and was interred in the churchyard of

St Paucras, near London. Gibber's Lives of
the Poets.

WARD (JOHN) a philological writer of

eminence, who was born in London in 1679.

He obtained a situation in the Navy office,

which he relinquished in 1710 to become a

schoolmaster. He then delivered lectures in

the metropolis on civil law, and the law of

nature and nations; and in 1712 he published
a small tract in Latin, containing rules for

composition. Continuing to distinguish him-

self as a classical scholar and antiquary, he

was chosen in 1720 professor of rhetoric at

Gresham college. In 1736 he was admitted

into the society of antiquaries, of which he

subsequently became a vice-president. He
was in 1751 created LLD. by the university
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I Edinburgh, and in 1753 he was elected one
of the first trustees of the British Museum.
ie died at Gresham college, October 17,
1758. Besides several works of minor im-

>ortance, he was the author of the " Lives of

he Gresham Professors," 2 vols. folio, 1740
;

and " A System of Oratory," 2 vols. 8vo,
mblished after his death. Nichols's Lit. Anec.
WARD (SETH) an eminent English pre-

ate, distinguished as a philosopher and ma-
thematician. He was the son of an attorney

,t Buntingford, in Hertfordshire, where he
was born in 1617. After previous education
at a grammar-school at his native place, he
was sent in 1632 to Sidney college, Cam-
mdge. He afterwards obtained a fellowship,
rom which he was expelled in 1644, for re-

using to take the covenant. After leaving the

university, he became a tutor in various gen-
lemeu's families

;
and on the deprivation of

jreaves, the Savilian professor of astronomy
at Oxford, he succeeded him, but was obliged
o take the oath called the engagement. In
1654 he was made DD. together with Dr
Wallis, Savilian professor of geometry ;

and
was one of the members of the philoso-

ihical association which gave origin to the

Eloyal Society. On the establishment of that

nstitution he was nominated a fellow, and he
:iad the honour to be the second president,
[n 1659 he was chosen master of Trinity col-

ege, which post he resigned at the Restora-

tion, when he obtained the rectory of St Law-
rence Jewry, London ;

and he was installed

into the precentorship of Exeter, to which he
lad a few years before been presented by the

xpelled bishop. Soon after he was made
dean of Exeter, and in 1662 promoted to the

iishopric. In 1667 he was translated to Salis-

bury, and in 1671 he obtained the chancellor-

ship of the order of the garter, which has ever
since been annexed to the see of Sarum. He
distinguished himself greatly by his public

spirit and munificence in his last diocese, hav-

ing largely contributed to several public un-

dertakings, besides founding and liberally en-

dowing a college of matrons, for ten clergy-
men's widows. He died in 1689, having been
for some years unfortunately reduced to a

state of mental imbecility. Bishop Ward was
the author of several works on astronomy and
different branches of mathematical science,
which were formerly in high esteem, but have
been superseded by modern improvements.
He also published a Latin treatise against the

philosophy of Hobbes
; sermons;

" A Philo-

sophical Essay on the Being and Attributes of

God, the Immortality of the Soul, &.c." Life

by Dr Walter Pope. Cassan's Lives
iff

the Bps.

oJ'Saihb.WARD (THOMAS) a Catholic writer on

polemical divinity, born in Yorkshire in 1652.

He was educated in the Protestant faith, on

renouncing which he was disinherited by his

father, after whose death however he con-

verted his mother, and the whole of his family.
He then went to Rome, and obtained a com-
mission in the pope's guards. On the acces-

sion of James II he returned to England, and
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employed his pen in support of the church of

Rome, attacking the Protestants both with

satire and argument. He criticised the au-

thorized translation of the Scriptures in his
" Errata to the Protestant Bible ;" and he

published a Hudibrastic poem, entitled "Eng-
land's Reformation," besides other works.

He died in France in 1708. Chalmers's Biog.
Diet.

WARE (JAMES) an eminent surgeon and

oculist, distinguished for his skill as an opera-
tor, and for the variety and importance of the

professional works of which he was the au-

thor. Among these may be mentioned " A
Treatise on Ophthalmy, Psoropthalmy, and

the Purulent Eye;"
"

Chirurgical Observa-

tions relative to the Epiphora, or Watery
Eye," Sac. ;

" A Treatise on the Cataract,'

translated from the French of baron \V~nzel,
with remarks ;

" An Enquiry into the Causes

which have most commonly prevented the

Success of the Operation of extracting the

Cataract ,"
" Remarks on the Fistula La-

chrymalis;" and "
Chirurgical Observations,"

1798, 2 vols. 8vo, including his various tracts

previously published. Mr Ware was a fellow

of the Royal Society, and of the London Me-
dical Society ;

and some of his contributions

appear in the memoirs of the latter society,
and in the Philosophical Transactions. After

having been long ongaged iu the practice of

his profession in London with the highest re-

putation, he died at the age of sixty, April 13,

1815. Gent. Mag. lieuss.

WARE (sir JAMES) the name of two emi-

nent scholars, father and son, who in succes-

sion filled the offices of auditor general, and

secretary to the lords deputies of Ireland.

The second and most celebrated of the two
was born at Dublin in 1604, and received his

education at Trinity college in that capital.
On the death of his father in 1632, he suc-

ceeded him in his appointments, having been

knighted three years before through his in-

terest. In 1639 he was chosen representative
for the university of Dublin, and sworn a

member of the privy council, and in the course

of the same year published his useful work,
entitled " De Scriptoribus Hibernise." When
Pym, at the head of the Commons, com-
menced those attacks upon the earl of Straf-

ford, which eventually cost that nobleman his

life, sir James distinguished himself by the

zeal and ability which he displayed, though un-

successfully, in his defence ;
and on the retreat

of king Charles to Oxford in 1644, he came
over from Ireland on a mission from Ormond
to that monarch, on which occasion the uni-

versity complimented him with the honorary
degree of LLD. On his return he was inter-

cepted while crossing the Channel by the par-
liamentarians, who committed him close pri-

soner to the Tower. Having at length ob-

tained his liberation, which was not effected

without considerable difficulty, he returned to

Dublin, where he remained till on the surren-

der of that city he was once more in durance

as a hostage for the performance of the con-

ditions of the capitulation. From this period
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till the death of Cromwell he resided partly
in Normandy and partly in the French me-

tropolis, during which period he employed
himself in completing and preparing for pub-
lication a valuable work on the ancient monu-
ments and early history of Ireland, entitled
" De Hibernia et ejus Autiquitatibus Disqui-
sitiones," printed first in 1654, and reprinted
with considerable additions four years after.

When monarchy was restored, he accompa-
nied Charles II to England, and was restored

to his former posts, which he continued to

hold till his decease in 1666, having previously
exhibited his moderation in declining several

offers of advancement made him by the court.

In addition to the works already mentioned,
he was the author of " llerum Hibernica-
rum Annales," &c. folio ;"

" DC Pnesu-
libus Hibernias," folio ;" an edition of the

works of the venerable Bede, &c. beside

some curious and highly interesting remains
in manuscript, which at his death came into

the possession of Hyde, earl of Clarendon,
and subsequently of archbishop Tenison.

There are two editions of his writings, that

of 17 39, folio, 3 vols. and that of 1764, in

two. He left a son, Robert, who ia known
as a controversial writer on the Protestant side

of the question. Biog. Brit. Harris's Edition

of Ware.
WARGENTIN (PETER) a Swedish philo-

sopher, secretary to the Academy of Stock-

holm, among whose transactions are to be
found many valuable papers of his composi-
tion. He was born in 1717, and having ac-

quired a considerable reputation as an astro-

nomer, became FRS. and honorary member
of several foreign literary societies, while at

home his merits were acknowledged by the
order of the polar star, conferred on him by
his sovereign. He completed some useful

tables for calculating the eclipses of the satel-

lites of Jupiter, to be found in the Nautical

Almanac, 1779, and died in the enjoyment of

great reputation, in the Royal Observatory at

Stockholm, December 13, 1785. Hutton's

Math. Diet.

WARHAM (WILLIAM) an English prelate
and statesman of the sixteenth century. He
was a native of Hampshire, and was educated
at Winchester school and New college, Ox-

ford, where he obtained a fellowship in 1475.
He subsequently practised as an advocate in

the court of arches
;
and after an embassy to

Burgundy, he was appointed chancellor of

Wells, and master of the rolls. Henry VII at

length raised him to the dignity of lord chan-

cellor, and he successively became bishop of

London and archbishop of Canterbury. He
was one of the early patrons of Wolsey, whose
excessive influence under Henry VIII gave

umbrage to Warham ; and in 1515 he resigned
the great seal, and at length withdrew his at-

tention from affairs of state. He died in 1532.

This prelate was an encourager of learning,
and was the friend and patron of the cele-

brated Erasmus. Godwin. Birch.

WARNER (WILLIAM) an English poet of

the sixteenth century. He was an attorney of
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the court of Common Pleas, and was the au-

thor of a poetical production of considerable

merit, entitled " Albion's England, or an his-

torical Map of the same Island," first pub-
lished in 1586. He also wrote a fictitious

narrative, in prose, called "
Syrinx, or a

sevenfold History," 1597. Warner was a

native of Oxfordshire, received a liberal edu-

cation, and appears to have been patronized

by Henry Carey, lord Hunsdon. He died sud-

denly, at Amwell, in Hertfordshire, March 9,

1608-9. Ritson's Bibliog. Poet.

WARNERY (CHARLES EMANUEL) a wri-

ter on military tactics, who was a native of

the Pays de Vaud. He entered at the age of

fourteen into the servke of the king of Sar-

dinia, which he quitted for that of Prussia,

and at the beginning of the seven years' war

he had attained the rank of lieutenant-colonel.

His services were rewarded with the knight-
hood of the order of merit

;
but having been

concerned in the capitulation of Schweidnitz

in 1758, he resigned his commission, and went
to Poland, where he became a major-general.
He subsequently retired to an estate in Silesia,

and devoted his time to study. His death

took place in 1786. Besides other works he

was the author of an account of the seven

years' war, published under the title of ' ' Cam-

pagnes de Frederic II, Roi de Prusse, de 1756
a 1762," Vienna, 1788, 8vo. Aikin's Gen.

Bwg.
WARREN, FSA. (CHARLES) an eminent

engraver, who first succeeded in removing the

difficulty of engraving on steel, an art of

which he may be considered the inventor.

Dying suddenly of apoplexy, the gold medal

awarded him by the Society of Arts, was pre-
sented by H.R.H. the duke of Sussex to his

brother, in trust for his orphan daughter. He
died in the prime of life, April 21, 1823.

Ann. Bwg.
WARREN, bart. G.C.B. (sir J. BORLASE)

a distinguished officer in the British navy, de-

scended from the ancient family of the Bor-

lases in Cornwall. From Winchester school

he entered the naval service at an early age,
but soon after availed himself of a temporary

opportunity to complete his studies, and en-

tered himself of Emanuel college, Cambridge.
On the breaking out of the French war he

was appointed to the Flora frigate, and re-

ceived the command of a flying squadron, for

the purpose of annoying the coast of France.

In 1794 he obtained for his services the ribband

of the order of the Bath, and the year follow-

ing acted as commodore of the division of ships

which landed a body of emigrants in Quiberon

bay, his flag then flying on board La Pomone.

Having removed into the Canada seventy-four,
he joined the Brest fleet under lord Bridport,
and being detached with a squadron, came up
on the 10th of October 1798, off the coast of

Ireland, with the Hoche, a French man-of-

war, and three frigates laden with troops, for

the conquest of that island. After a smart

engagement he succeeded in capturing the

whole squadron, and received the thanks of

parliament on the occasion. Soon after he
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hoisted his flag as rear-admiral, whence he

|

arrived in due course at the rank of admiral of
the white. On the conclusion of peace, sir

John, then recently nominated a privy-coun-
sellor, went out as ambassador extraordinary

I to the Russian court, a situation which the
'

dispute with that power respecting the reten-
tion of the island of Malta rendered one of

great delicacy. In this negociation he appears
to have conducted himself with great pru-
dence, and to have smoothed the path very
adroitly for his successor. He sat in four par-
liaments, being returned in those of 1774 and
1780 for the borough of Great Marlow, and
in those of 1796 and ISO 1-? for that of Notting-
ham. He died February 27, 1822, in the

apartments of sir R. Keats, at Greenwich
hospital, and was buried in the family vault at

Stratton-Ardley, Oxfordshire. Ann. Biog.WARREN (sir PETER) an English admi-
ral, distinguished alike for his professional ta-

lents and his private virtues. He was de-
scended from an ancient family in Ireland,
and he received an education suitable to the

employment for which he was destined.

Having entered young into the navy, he gra-
dually rose to the rank of commodore, which
he held in 1745, when he was appointed com-
mander of an armament destined for the at-

tack of Louisbourg, (NA.) then belonging to

the French. He joined the fleet of transports
from Boston in Canso bay on the 25th of

April, having under his command the Superb
man-of-war, and the Launceston and Eltham
frigates; and being afterwards joined by seve-
ral other ships of war from England, he took

possession of Louisbourg on the 17th of June.
The French considered the loss of this place
of so much importance, that in 1747 they
fitted out a powerful fleet for the purpose of

re-taking it
; and at the same time another

squadron was sent to the East Indies. The
views of the French government were rendered
abortive by the courage and activity of admi-
ral Alison and sir Peter Warren. The latter,
who had been made a rear- admiral, with a large
fleet, fell in with the French squadron, com-

pletely defeated them, and captured the greater
part of their men-of-war. This was his last

service in the line of his profession, peace
being concluded the succeeding year. He
was now elected MP. for Westminster

; and in
the height of that popularity which he had so

deservedly acquired, he paid a visit to his na-
tive country, where he was seized with an in

flammatory fever, of which he died in 1752.

Encyc. Brit.

WARREN (RICHARD) a medical practi-
tioner of great eminence in London, who was

physician in ordinary to the king and to the

prince of Wales. He died in 1797, at the

age of sixty-five. Dr Warren was a fellow of

the Royal and Antiquarian societies, and his

professional talents were of the highest order
;

but his productions as an author consist only
of two papers in the Medical Transactions,
relative to the bronchial polypus, and the co-

lica pictonum. Gent. Mag.
WARTON (JOSEPH) son of the rev. Tho-
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mas Warton, professor of poetry at Oxford,
who died in 1745. He was born in 1722, at

Dunsfold in Surrey, of which his maternal

grandfather, the rev. Joseph Richardson, was
rector. At the age of fourteen he entered on
the foundation at Winchester school, and in

1740 at Oriel college, Oxford. He left the

university after taking his first degree, and be-

came curate to his father, afterwards exercis-

ing the same office at Chelsea. He was cre-

ated MA. by diploma in 1757 ; and in 1768
he was admitted to the degree of DD. He
published in 1744 a small volume of "

Odes;"
and in 1748 he was presented by the duke of

Bolton to the rectory of Winslade, Bucks
;
and

soon after he married. In 1751 he accompa-
nied his patron the duke of Bolton to France,
as his chaplain, for the purpose of uniting him
in the bands of wedlock to his mistress, Miss

Fenton, a public singer, on the occurrence of

the expected death of the duchess. The

chaplain, however, returning to England be-

fore that event took place, another clergyman
solemnized the nuptials of the amorous peer.
In 1753 Warton published a new translation

of the Eclogues and Georgics of Virgil, ac-

companied by Pitt's version of the ./Eneid,
with dissertations and notes; and he became
a contributor to Dr Hawkesworth's Adven-
turer. In 1754 he was presented to the rec-

tory of Tamworth, and the following year he
was chosen second master of Winchester
school. His "

Essay on the Writings and
Genius of Pope

"
first appeared anonymously,

in 1756
;
and twenty-six years after he added

a second volume, pait of which had been

printed at the same time with the former. In
1766 he was advanced to the station of head-
master at Winchester, where he presided witk

high reputation nearly thirty years. His

subsequent preferments in the church were the

living of Thorley in Hertfordshire, and a pre-
bend of St Paul's, bestowed on him by bishop
Lowth in 1782 ; and a prebend al stall at Win-
chester, and the rectory of Easton, which he
obtained in 1788. He resigned the mastership
of Winchester school in 1793, and retired to

the rectory of Wickham in Hampshire, which
he had procured in exchange for another. In

1797, an edition of the works of Pope, with

notes, issued from the press under his superin-
tendance, in 9 vols. 8vo ; and he then under-
took an edition of Dryden's works, of which
he had prepared for the printer only two vo-

lumes at the time of his death, which took

place at Wickham, February 23, 1800, and
his remains were buried in Winchester cathe-
dral. His poetical productions, consisting of

miscellaneous pieces, are now seldom read,
with the exception of his " Ode to Fancy,"
which is an elegant and spirited composition.
Memoirs of his life and writings were pub-
lished, in 2 vols. 4to, by his pupil Dr Wooll.

I^empriere. Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WARTON (THOMAS) brother of the pre-

ceding, was horn at Basingstoke in 1728. He
received his education at Winchester school,
and Trinity college, Oxford; and in his twenty-
first year he distinguished himself by his
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poetical vindication of his Alma Mater against
the reflections in Mason's elegy of " Isis."

Warton's poem,
" The Triumphs of Isi,"

displayed great merit, and procured the bard
much reputation ; though he afterwards ex-

cluded it from his volume of collected pieces.
His "

Progress of Discontent," said to have
been composed as a college exercise in 1746,
added to his fame. In 1750 he took the de-

gree of MA, and the next
year

he was chosen
a fellow of his college. His " Observations
on Spenser's Fairy Queen," published in 1754,
made him advantageously known as a critic,

and as conversant with poetical antiquities ;

and prepared the way for his election, in 1757,
to the professorship of poetry at Oxford,
which office he filled for ten years with great

ability. Having taken the degree of BD. in

1761, he was instituted to the living of Kid-

dington, in Oxfordshire, in 1771. Seveial

years afterwards he published an archaeolo-

gical and topographical account of his parish,
under the title of a "

Specimen of the His-

tory of Oxfordshire," 1783, 4to ; but it does
not appear that he ever contemplated the

completion of such a work. He had indeed

previously engaged in an undertaking of more

importance and of deeper interest to the

learned world, and which was left unfinished
at his death. This was his "

History of Eng-
lish Poetry," the first volume of which, in

quarto, was published in 1774, and the second
and third, respectively, in 1778 and 1781.
His plan was much more extensive, including
the period from the eleventh to the eighteenth

century ;
but the history goes no lower than

the reign of Elizabeth, and a few sheets only
of a fourth volume were prepared for the

press, when he suspended and ultimately re-

linquished his undertaking. What he has
executed is however extremely well done, the
work exhibiting an extent of research and

reading, and a correctness of taste and critical

judgment, highly creditable to his talents,

which render it a subject of regret that he
should have been diverted from carrying on
his design to its destined conclusion. A new
edition of the History of Poetry, with notes

and a useful index, was published a few years
since, in four volumes, octavo. He now ob-

tained some augmentation of his income by
his promotion to a donative in Somersetshire,
and in 1785 he became Camden professor of

history at Oxford, and also succeeded White-
head in the office of poet laureate. His last

publication was an edition of the smaller

poems of Milton, elucidated with curious

notes. In his sixty-second year he was seized

with a paroxysm of the gout ;
and though a

journey to Bath removed the complaint, yet it

probably laid the foundation for a paralytic

attack, which occasioned his death at Oxford,

May 21, 1790. He was interred with acade-

mical honours in the chapel of Trinity college.

Among his various literary labours not already
noticed, were an edition ?f 'lie Greek Antho-

logy, 1766
;
another of Theocritus, 1770,

vols. 4to ;

" The Life and Literary Remains
of Dr Ralph Bathurst," 1761, 8vo ;

" Life of
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Sir T. Pope," 1780, 8vo ; and " An Enquiry
into the Authenticity of the Poems attributed

to Rowley," 1782, 8vo. He published a col-

lection of his poetical productions in 1777,
8vo

; and his " Poetical Works," with an ac-

count of his life, by Richard Mant, appeared,
in 2 vols. 8vo, Oxford, 1802. Rees's Cyclop.
Land. Mag,
WARWICK (sir PHILIP) an historical and

miscellaneous writer of the seventeenth cen-

tury. He was horn in Westminster, and after

studying at Eton college he travelled to Ge-
neva. On his return home he obtained a

subordinate office under government, in the

reign of Charles I. He had a seat in parlia-

ment, where he opposed the impeachment of

the earl of Stratford ; and when the civil war
took place, he retired to Oxford with the

king, whose confidence he enjoyed. In 1646
he was one of the royal commissioners em-

powered to treat with the parliament about a

pacification ;
and the following year he at-

tended his majesty in the Isle of Wight as

his secretary. After the restoration he be-

came MP. for Westminster, and obtained the

office of clerk of the signet, which he formerly
held. His death took place in 1682, at an
advanced age. He was the author of a
" Discourse on Government ;" and of some

interesting
" Memoirs of King Charles I."

Lempriere.
WASE (CHRISTOPHER) a learned and in-

genious scholar of the seventeenth century, a

native of Hackney, in the vicinity of the me-

tropolis. He commenced his education at

Eton, whence he was elected off on the foun-

dation to King's college, Cambridge. Of his

fellowship there he was afterwards deprived, in

consequence of his monarchical principles, dis-

played in a preface annexed to the "Electra" of

Sophocles, of which he published an edition

in 1650. The parliamentarian party took

great offence at some of the expressions con-

tained in this essay, as well as at the general
tenor of its contents, and would in all proba-

bility have proceeded to extremities with the

author, had he not withdrawn himself sud-

denly to the continent. While abroad, he

acted as tutor in the earl of Pembroke's fa-

mily, and after the Restoration obtained the

headmastership first of Dedham grammar-
school, and subsequently of that founded by
sir Andrew Judd at Tonbridge. Some time

before his death he resigned this situation for

the law beadleship at Oxford, which he held,

together with a situation in the Clarendon

printing-office, till his death in 1690. His

writings consist of an English translation of the
"
Cynegeticon" of Grotius ;

one of Grotius's

Catechisms into Greek verse, 8vo ;
an English

and Latin Dictionary, in 4to ;

" Structura

Noniaiue ;" and "
Senarius, sive de Legibus

et Licentia veterum Poetarum." Chalmers's

Biog. Diet.

WASHINGTON (GEORGE) commander-
in-chief and first president of the United
State* of America. He was born February 1 1 ,

1732, in the parish of Washington in the

county of Westmoreland in Virginia, where

WAS
his great-grandfather, descended from an an-
cient Cheshire family, settled in 1657. His fa-

ther, Augustine Washington, dying when he
was only ten years of age, the care of his edu-
cation devolved upon his mother. His scho-

lastic instruction was probably very bounded,
which, however, included some knowledge of

the mathematics. His youth displayed a grave,

prudent, and thoughtful character ; notwith-

standing which a degree of latent ardour in-

duced him, at the age of fifteen, to seek the

appointment of a midshipman in the British

navy, which station he was prevented from

accepting by the entreaty of his mother.

Little is known of the manner in which he

passed his time until his nineteenth year, when
his reputation must have been thoroughly es-

tablished, as he was appointed one of the ad-

jutants-general of Virginia, with the rank of

major. He was first actively employed in some
hostilities which ensued in consequence of the

plans of the French to establish a chain of

forts from the Canadian hills to the Ohio,
which would have limited the English colonies

to the east of the Allegheny mountains. In

1755 open war took place, and general Brad-

dock was sent to command in America, in

whose fatal expedition Washington served with

great bravery as a volunteer, having then ob-

tained the rank of colonel. All the regular

troops being withdrawn from Virginia, sixteen

companies were raised for the defence of its

frontiers, the command of which was conferred

upon him, with the title of commander-in-
chief of all the forces raised or to be raised in

that state. After having acted a considerable

part in a subsequent expedition to the Ohio,
when the successes in the northern colonies

had secured the back settlements in the south,
he retired in 1758 with injured health from
the service. He soon after married an opulent

widow, and by the death of his elder brother

inherited an estate on the Potomack, called

Mount Vernon, of his beautiful seat at which

place many descriptions exist. During the

fifteen following years he attended only
to agricultural pursuits and to his duties

as a magistrate and member of the state as-

sembly. On the disputes breaking out between

the American colonies and the mother country,
he took a decided part against the claims of

the latter. As a distinguished citizen, he was
elected a member of the first congress, which
assembled at Philadelphia in 1774, and was

upon all the committees appointed to concert

on measures of defence. At length, when it

was determined to raise a general army, he

was unanimously appointed commander-in-

chief, which important charge he accepted
with all the modesty and disinterestedness by
which his conduct was ever so invariably dis-

tinguished. At the time he assumed the

command of the American army it consisted of

about 14,500 men, who were entrenched at

different posts near Boston, opposite to the

British army under general Gage, entrenched

on Bunker's-hill. A farther detail of his mi-

litary services would ke to supply a summary
of the events of the American war. It is only
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therefore necessary to rtmark, that by his bra-

[
each river; as it was reasonable to expect,

very, prudence, firmness, and soldierly abili- the period succeeding the peace with Great

ties he overcame obstacles and surmounted ; Britain, was one of much confusion, arising

difficulties of the most perplexing and compli- j

out of the democratic jealousy and opposing
cated nature, and, asithas often been remarked, ' interests of the different states. No one felt

seemed born for the crisis in which he acted so
j

the mischief and danger of such a state of

distinguished a part. The surrender of the things continuing more than Washington, who
British army under earl Cornwallis, in 1781, as indefatigable in furthering his sentiments

was the virtual termination of his important from his retirement, to the leading men
services in the field

;
but even the auspicious throughout the Union. The result of these and

era of a triumphant peace was attended with ; correspondent exertions was a general conven-

circumstances which it required all his cha-
J
tion, in order to revise and settle the federal

racteristic consideration and prudence to en- government, which assembled at Philadelphia
counter. This originated in a disposition in

the army to resist dishandment, until its ser-

vices were expressly remunerated. Happily
bis weight, character, and salutary influence

ultimately produced a unanimous declaration

on the part of tb officers to trust their cause

to congress, and the forces were quietly
disbanded in November 1783. In the same
month he made his public entry into New-

York, and soon after took a solemn leave of bis

officers, the scene of which is described as equal-

ly tender and dignified. His manly demeanour,
softened by sensibility, filled every eye with

tears, and after grasping the hand of each in

silence, he proceeded to the place of embark-

ation, followed by the officers in mute and si-

lent procession. On entering the barge, he

waved a last adieu with his bat to his compa-
nions in arms, many of whom answered with

their tears, and the whole kept their eyes upon
him until he was no longer distinguishable.
On his way to Annapolis, then the seat of

congress, he delivered to the comptroller of

Philadelphia au account of all the public

money which he had received while in arms,

amounting in eight years to less than 16.000/.

nothing being charged for personal services.

He then proceeded to congress, which re-

ceived him as the greatest and best citizen of

America, and after a suitable address he re-

signed his commission into the hands of the

president, who energetically expressed the

national sense of his great talents. Such were
the feelings of public gratitude towards him,
he could have asked nothing that would not

have been granted ;
but making no sort of re-

quest, either for himself, family, or relatives,

he limited himself to an indirect recommenda-
tion to congress of some young officers without

fortune, who had served him as aides-de-camp,
and hastening to Mount Vernon, quietly de-

scended into private life. The patriotism of

this estimable character would not however
allow him to confine his attention exclusively
to his own property ;

besides attending to an

improved system of general agriculture, be

was the zealous promoter of an extended plan
of inland navigation. The legislature of Vir-

ginia not only engaged in the works that he

recommended, but passed an act to vest in him
150 valuable shares in the navigation of the

rivers James and Potomack, as a testimony of

gratitude for his exertions. These however
he would only accept on condition of ap-

propriating the proceeds to the establishment

in May 1787, general Washington being una-

nimously chosen president. Their labours

were completed in the September of the same

year, and the result was the recommendation
of a new form of federal government, by
which ample powers were given to congress,
without recurrence to the consent of each par-
ticular state, for national acts. The plan was
submitted to a convention of delegates in each

state, and its merits were warmly discussed in

writings and speeches, in which Washington
took no part, wisely wishing the final decision

to appear as much as possible the act of the

people. The constitution having been accepted

by eleven of the states, their next task was to

choose a chief, and Washington was unani-

mously elected the first president of the United
States of America. This honour was officially

announced to him on April 14, 1789, and
without delay he set out for New York, re-

ceiving on his way addresses of congratula-
tion, and all manner of tokens of public re-

spect and esteem. The difficulties at this time

pressing upon the American states were very

great. An empty treasury, with large demands

upon it
; divisions in relation to the new con-

stitution, which two of the states had refused

to accept ; disputes with Great Britain ; inter-

fering claims of Spain, in regard to the Missis-

sippi ;
restricted trade ; and hostilities with

the Indians, formed a mass of public evil

which it was no easy task to surmount. All

these, however, the new president, assisted by
the ablest men in the country as coadjutors,
was enabled gradually to overcome. He made
a peace in 1790 with the Creek Indians ; ob-

tained the free navigation of the Mississippi
from Spain ; and in 1794 settled the differences

with great Britain, by a treaty signed in Lon-

don, an agreement which had been much im-

peded by the intrigues of the French repub-
lican resident, Genet. Calm and wise in hij

love of freedom, the president did not hesitate

to risk some unpopularity in checking the cur-

rent of animosity against England, and ol

predilection for France, which marked this era

in America
; and even exercised his preroga-

tive in refusing to communicate to the house
of representatives the treaty with the former

country. At length, having steered the coun-

try during an unquiet period of eight years,

being then sixty six, he declined re-election

to his high office. He announced this inten-

tion in a long address to the people of the

I'nited States, replete with the most excellent

of a seminary of learning in the vicinity of
|
advice for their future conduct, and with the
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soundest views of their political state. There

was no point on which he more enlarged in

his parting counsel, than the impolicy of en-

tering into the political intrigues of foreign

countries, and of indulging a spirit of fa-

vouritism towards particular nations ; and upon
the whole, although many state papers may
have shown greater eloquence and force of ge-
nius, none evei displayed more wisdom, inge-
nuousness, honesty, and fervent affection for

country and for mankind. It was in the be-

ginning of 1797 that he resigned his authority
to his successor, Mr Adams

;
and although the

stirring nature of the times had latterly given
rise to no small portion of party enmity, a few

party zealots excepted, he received on this oc-

casion abundant proofs of continued esteem
and affection from the whole Union. He re-

turned with joy to the comforts of domestic

life, from which however he was recalled the

following year, and once more nominated to the

command of the armies of the United States,
in consequence of some aggressions on the

part of France, which called for defensive pre-

parations. These were however rendered un-

necessary by the fall of the Directory, and
an accommodation with Buonaparte. The life

of this great and valuable man did not long
outlast the period of his services, but yielded
to an inflammation of the windpipe, produced
by cold, after an illness of only thirty-five

hours, on the- 14th of December, 1799, in

the sixty-eighth year of his age. He left a

widow, but no issue ;
and honours of every

kind were paid to his memory by his grateful

CDuntry. It has been said of general Wash-

ington,
" that the whole range of history does

not present a character on which posterity can

dwell with such entire and unmixed admira-

tion." With the exception of some occasional

strictures on his military severity to major
Andr6, and the ultra democratic censure ori-

ginating in party spirit towards the close of

his career, every order of testimony unites in

praise of the public character of this great
man, in whom the moral and intellectual qua-
lities were so happily blended, that while ca-

pable of the most strong and decisive measures

when necessary, they were uniformly tem-

pered with the moderation and lenity which
flow from unaffected humanity and general
benevolence. Equally inaccessible to the flat-

teries of life, or the suggestions of despon-

dency, he held on his firm, patriotic, and dis-

interested career, under all fortunes, with un-

deviating consistency. In the character of his

intellect, judgment and good sense pr doini-

nated, to the exclusion of fancy or vivacity, to

which lie made no pretension. It was how-
ever a proof of a strong power of acquisition,

that, with a very scanty education, he became
master of an English style at once pure, ele-

gant, and energetic ; and few better specimens
of public addresses can be shown, than those

which are the products of his pen. With more
brilliant characters the pages of history fre-

quently abound, but with few winch claim

from unbiassed reason a more exalted re-

si>er* than that of Washington. Ramsey and
\
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WASSE (JOSEPH) an ingenious scholar, a

native of the county of York, born in 1672,
and educated at Queen's college, Cambridge,
where he graduated as BD. in 1707. He is

known as the author of several literary articles

to be found in the Transactions of the Royal
Society, and as the editor of Sallust's works.
Kuster and Duker were also indebted to him
for assistance in their editions of Suidas and

Thucydides. His death took place in 1738, at

Aynhoe, Northants, of which parish he had
been many years incumbent. Kicholf's Lit.

Anec.

WATELET (CLAUDE HENRY) a French
writer of eminence on the fine arts and the
belles lettres. He held the office of a receiver-

general of the finances ; and he was a mem-
ber of the French academy, and of several

foreign learned societies. He died at Paris,

January 13, 1786, aged sixty-eight. He pub-
lished in 1760 a poem

" Sur 1'Art de Pein-

dre," which was translated into German ; and
he was the author of several other works, the
most important of which is the Dictionary of

Painting, Sculoture, and Engraving, forming
part of the Encyclopedic Methodique.
Diet. Hist.

WATERHOUSE (EDWARD) a writer on

heraldry and on miscellaneous subjects, was
born in 1619. He received a learned educa-

tion, and resided some time at Oxford for the
sake of the Bodleian library. In 1668 he was
chosen a member of the Royal Society, and

although a man of good fortune, he afterwards
entered into orders. He died in 1670, aged
fifty. He was author of the following works,
some of which are much sought for by collec-

tors :
" An Apology for Learning and Learned

Men," 1653, 8vo ;

"
Piety, Policy, and Cha-

rity of Elder Times and Christians," 1655,
12mo

;

" A Defence of Arms and Armoury,"
1660, 8vo ;

" Fortescutus Illustratus, or a

Commentary on Sir John Fortescue De Lau-
dibus Legum Anglias," 1663, folio. Gent.

Mag. Athen. Oxon.

WATERLAND (DANIEL) alearned Eng-
lish divine, and writer on controversial theo-

logy. He was born in 1683, at Wasely in

Lincolnshire, of which place his father was
rector

;
and he was educated at Lincoln free-

school, and Magdalen college, Cambiidge. In
1704 he obtained a fellowship, and taking the

degree of MA. in 1706, he became distin-

guished as a private tutor. He was appointed
master of his college in 1713, and presented
to the rectory of Ellingham in Norfolk. He
was subsequently made chaplain in ordinary
to George 1 ; and in 1717 he received the

royal nomination to the degree of DD. His
future preferments were the united rectories

of St Austin and St Faith, London, the chan-

cellorship of York, the archdeaconry of Mid-
dlesex, a canonry at Windsor, and the vicar-

age of Twickenham. His death occurred in

1740. Among his works may be mentioned
" A Vindication of Christ's Divinity," against

Dr Samuel Clarke ;
" History of the Athana-

2 V
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sinn Creed ;"

" Ou the Importance of the

Doctrine of the Trinity ;" and Sermons at

lady Moyer's Lecture. Among the literary

opponents of Dr Waterland were Whitbv,

Conyera Middleton, Sykes, Hoadly, and Dr
M. Tindal. It should be mentioned, to the

honour of this sturdy polemic, that though a

zealous defender of orthodoxy, he did not dis-

play that uncharitableness and illiberality

which the advocates for established systems
of faith too often exhibit in their treatment of

those who dissent from their opinions. Biog
Brit. Seed's Fun. Sermon.

WATSON (RICHARD) a celebrated English

prelate, born at the village of Heversham in

Westmoreland, in 1737. His father was a

clergyman, and master of a free grammar-
school, where the son received his early edu-

cation. In 1754 he became a sizar of Trinity

college, Cambridge, where he was distin-

guished for his intense application to study,
and for the singularity of his dress, which
consisted of a coarse mottled Westmoreland

coat, and blue yarn stockings. He regularly
took his degrees, and became a college tutor,

and in 1760 he obtained a fellowship. In

1764 he was elected professor of chemistry,
when he first applied himself to the study of

that science, and with great success, as ap-

pears from the five volumes of " Chemical

Essays
" which he subsequently published.

On the death of Dr Rutherforth, in 1771, he
succeeded him as regius professor of divinity.
He early distinguished himself by a display of

his political opinions, in a sermon preached
before the university on the anniversary of

the Revolution, which was printed, under the

title of " The Principles of the Revolution

Vindicated." This discourse excited a de-

gree of public attention, only exceeded by
Hoadly 's celebrated sermon on the Kingdom of

Christ. A short time previous to this exhibi-

tion of his politics, Dr Watson appeared with

advantage in the field of controversy as the

opponent of Gibbon, to whom he addressed a

scries of letters, entitled " An Apology for

Christianity." The patronage of the duke of

Rutland was exerted to obtain his promotion
to the see of Llandaff, where he succeeded

bishop Barrington in 1782 ;
and he was per-

mitted to hold at the same time the archdea-

conry of Ely, his professorship, and other ec-

clesiastical preferments. Shortly after, he
addressed to the archbishop of Canterbury a

letter containing a project for equalizing the

value of church benefices. In 1785 he pub-
lished a collection of "Theological Tracts,"
selected from various authors, with additions,

in 6 vols. 8vo. The following year he expe-
rienced a large addition to his income by the

bequest of a valuable estate from Mr Luther,
of Ongar in Essex, who had been one of his

pupils at Cambridge. During the illness of

the late king in 1788, the bishopric of St Asaph
became vacant by the death of Dr Shipley,
when bishop Watson, in a speech in the house

of Lords, strongly defended the right of the

urince of Wales to the regency, in opposition
to the doctrine maintained by Mr Pitt. If hi*

WAT
conduct on this occasion arose from interested

motives, he was disappointed ;
for the unex-

pected recovery of his majesty left the advo-
cates for the prince regent little to hope for

from the royal favour, and Dr Watson never
obtained any farther promotion. In 1796 the

bishop appeared a second time as the defender
of revealed religion, in his "

Apology for the

Bible," designed as an answer to Paine's Age
of Reason. In 1798 he published

" An Ad-
dress to the People of Great Britain," in

which he animadverted on the danger which
threatened this country, in common with other

parts of Europe, from the influence of those

principles which had occasioned the Re volution

in France. Gilbert Wakefield liaving pub-
lished a reply to this address, was prosecuted
for sedition, and sentenced to imprisonment ;

but in the proceedings against him bishop
Watson took no part whatsoever. Though he

always continued to be the advocate for libe-

rality, both in politics and religion, yet the fer-

vour of his feelings became somewhat abated
towards the close of his life, and his fears from
the ascendancy of French principles were

strongly expressed in a publication which he
issued under the title of " The Substance of a

Speech intended to have been spoken in the
House of Lords, November 22, 1803." The
latter part of his life was chiefly spent in re-

tirement at Calgarth-park, a seat delightfully
situated near the lakes of his- native county,
where he amused himself with making exten-

sive plantations of timber trees. He died at

that place, July 4, 1816. Besides the works

already mentioned, he published several papers
in the Philosophical Transactions

; Sermons ;

and Theological Essays : and after his death
bis autobiographical memoirs were edited by
!iis son. Univ. Mag. Rees's Cyclop.
WATSON, LLD. (ROBERT) a native of

St Andrew's in Scotland, who studied at the

university there, and afterwards at Glasgow
and Edinburgh. He adopted the ecclesiastical

profession, and became a preacher; but after

iiaving delivered lectures on rhetoric and the

srinciples of composition at Edinburgh, he
obtained the professorship of logic at St An-
drew's, to which was added, by royal patent,
those of rhetoric and the belles lettres. On
the death of principal Tulideph, Dr Watson
succeeded him, through the interest of the earl

of Kinnoul. He did not survive this appoint-
ment many years, dying in 1780. He pub-
"ished the history of Philip II of Spain, which
work was so favourably received, that lie was

encouraged to undertake the history of Philip
III, which being left imperfect at his death, it

was completed and published bv Dr William
Thomson. Encyc. Brit.

WATSON (sir WILLIAM) an eminent phy-
sician and natural philosopher, born in Lon-
don in 1715. He was educated at Merchant
Tailors' school, and then studied pharmacy,
and engaged in practice as an apothecary. His
researches into physical science procured him
admission into the Royal Society ; and having
seen honoured with the diploma of MD. from
two German, universities, he practised as a
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physician. In 1762 be was elected physician
to the Foundling hospital ; he became a fellow

of the Royal College of Physicians in 1784 ;

and two years after he was knighted. He
made some electrical discoveries, for which he

was rewarded with the Copleian medal by the

Royal Society ;
and he published, in the Phi-

losophical Transactions,
" An Account of the

Blue Shark." He was likewise the author of
" An Account of Experiments on Innoculating
for the Small-Pox;" and a treatise "On
Time," 1785, 8vo. Botany was also one of

the favourite pursuits of sir W. Watson ; and

he was one of the trustees of the British Mu-
seum. His death took place May 10, 1787.

Pulteneij's Sketches of the Prog, of' Botany in

Fo;. Reuss.

WATT (JAMES) a distinguished cultivator

of natural philosophy and the kindred arts

and sciences, who, especially by his improve-
ments in the steam-engine, has gained a high

degree of celebrity. He was the son of a

tradesman, and was born in 1736, at Greenock
in Scotland. He was brought up to the occu-

pation of a mathematical instrument maker,
and in that capacity became attached to the

university of Glasgow, in which he had
tapart-

ments, where he resided till 1763 ; at which

time, having entered into the married state,

he settled in business for himself in the city.

In 1764 he conceived the idea of improving
the steam-engine, and having carried it into

effect, he acquired so much reputation for

knowledge of mechanics, as induced him to

adopt the profession of a civil engineer, and

he was frequently employed in making
surveys for canals and other undertakings.
To facilitate his labours he invented

a new micrometer, and likewise a ma-
chine for making drawings in perspective.
In 1774 he quitted Glasgow to remove to the

vicinity of Birmingham, where he entered

into partnership with Mr Boulton, in conjunc-
tion with whom he carried on his improve-
ments in the steam-engine, which he brought
to a high degree of perfection. Here he be-

came associated with Dr Priestley and other

philosophical experimentalists ;
and he shared

in the chemical researches which they pro-

secuted with so much success. He was ad-

mitted a fellow of the Royal Society, to whose

Transactions he contributed an interesting pa-

per, entitled "
Thoughts on the constituent

Parts of Water, and of dephlogisticated Air,

with an Account of some Experiments on that

Subject ;" and another " On a new Method

of preparing a Test-liquor to show the Pre-

sence of Acids and Alkalies in Chemical

Mixtures." Mr Wr
att was also a fellow of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh ;
and in 1806 he

received from the university of Glasgow, the

honorary degree of LLD, as a tribute to his

merit as a successful labourer in the cause of

science. Various inventions of great practical

utility originated from his ingenuity, among
which may be mentioned a polygraph or copy-

ing-machine. His death took place Aug. 25,

1819. Gent. Mag. Ann. Biog.
WATTEAU (ANTOINE) a painter of great

WAT
merit, talents, and industry, bom ia lo'3t, M
Valenciennes. His parents, who filled a very
humble situation in life, with

difficulty con-
trived to give him the instructions of a very
inferior master in the country, who qualified
him for the situation of a scene-painter at the
Parisian opera. The genius of Watteau, how-
ever, soon carried him beyond the lowly
sphere to which he appeared to have been
condemned

; and at length, without any further

assistance, he was fortunate enough to pro-
duce a picture which gained the prize at the

academy. His subsequent rise in his profes-
sion was as rapid as well merited. The king,
whose notice his performance had attracted,
settled a pension on him for the purpose of

enabling him to complete his study of the art
in Italy. The opportunities he enjoyed at

Rome, and the intimate acquaintance he
formed with some of the best works of Ru-
bens and Vandyck, whose style he afterwards
more especially imitated, rescued him en-

tirely from the disadvantages which his early

penury had thrown in his way, and obtained
him a great reputation, particularly for his con-
versational pieces, in which his heads and
the attitudes of his figures are highly admired.
From Rome he came over to this country, and
was much noticed during the year he passed
in it

;
but the incessant application with which

he devoted himself to his easil had already
begun to make formidable inroads on a consti-

tution naturally weak
; and although he suc-

ceeded in returning to France, he did not long
survive, dying at Nogent, in the neighbour-
hood of the capital, in 1721. Pilkington.
WATTS (ISAAC) a nonconformist divine,

eminently distinguished for his learning and

piety. He was born at Southampton in 1674,
and after being educated there, under a clergy-
man of the established church, he removed,
at the age of sixteen, to an academy for dis-

senters, in London, kept by the rev. Thomas
Rowe. After pursuing his studies five years
with great credit and advantage, he returned

to Southampton, and remained two years at

home, employed in the farther cultivation of

his talents. In 1696 lie became tutor to the

son of sir John Hartopp, at Stoke Newington,
near London

;
and in 1702 he succeeded Dr

Isaac Chauncy (to whom he had previously
been assistant) as minister of a dissenting con-

gregation in the metropolis. An attack of

fever in 1712 obliged him to relinquish for a
time his pastoral duties, when he obtained an

asylum at the house of sir T. Abney, a Lon-
don alderman at Newington ;

and there he
resided during the remainder of his life. His

literary reputation became greatly extended by
numerous works which he produced, not only
on subjects immediately connected with his

profession, but also on several branches of

science and letters ; in consequence of which
he received diplomas of DD. from the univer-

sities of Aberdeen and Edinburgh : and he

was generally respected by the friends of learn-

ing and virtue of all denominations. He died

November 25, 1748. Among his works are
"
Lyric Poems ;"

"
Psalms," and " Hymns ;"

<2 F2
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' Sermons ;"

"
Philosophical Essays ;"

" A
Discourse on Education ;" "An Elementary
Treatise on Astronomy and Geography ;" "A
Brief Scheme of Ontology ;"

"
Logic ;" and

ft valuable supplement to it, entitled " The

Improvement of the Mind ;" besides theolo-

gical tracts, and various controversial pieces.
Johnson's Lives of the Poets. Aikin's Gen.

Biog.
WAY (GREGORY LEWIS) an English poet,

born in 1756. He deserves to be noticed for

having contributed to excite a taste in this

country for the chivalric romances of the

middle ages. His death took place April "26,

1799 ;
and in the following year was pub-

lished "
Fabliaux, or Tales, abridged from

French MSS. of the twelfth and thirteenth

Centuries, by M. Legrand, selected and trans-

lated into English verse, by G. L. Way, with

a Preface, Notes, and Appendix, by George
Ellis," % vols. 8vo. Reuss.

WAYNFLETE (WILLIAM of ) an eminent

English prelate of the fifteenth century. He
derived the name by which he is distinguished
from his birthplace, Wr

aynflete in Lincoln-

shire, his family name being Patten. He be-

came provost of Eton college, and in 1447 he
was raised to the see of Winchester, and he
also held the office of lord chancellor. He
died in 1486. This bishop is noted as the
munificent founder of Magdalen college, Ox-
ford. Fuller's Church Hist. Chalmers's Hist,

of Oxford Univ.

WEBB (DANIEL) an ingenious writer,
born at Maidstown, in the county of Limerick,
in Ireland. The publications by which he dis-

tinguished himself are " An Enquiry into the

Beauties of Painting," 1760, which was trans-

lated into German
;

" Some Reasons for think-

ing that the Greek Language was boirowed
from the Chinese, in Notes on the Gramma-
tica Siuica of Fourmont," 1787, 8vo

; and
"

Miscellanies," including his former produc-
tions, with pieces of poetry and other addi-

tions, 1802, 4to. He died at Bath, August 2,

1798. Gent. Mag.
WEBB (PHILIP CAIITERET) the name of

an attorney of the last century, eminent both
as a constitutional lawyer of great reading and

experience and as a sound antiquary. He was
born iu 1700, and made his first appearance in

quality of an author in 1747, when he pro-
duced a professional treatise on the proceed-

ings and practice of the high court of admi-

ralty. A strong predilection for the study of

antiquities, more especially of those of his na-

tive country, caused him to take a veiy promi-
ment part in the organization of the Antiqua-
rian Society in 1751, while his professional
abilities rendered his assistance very valuable

in drawing up and procuring the ratification

of their charter. Of this society he was one

of the original members, and several papers
of his composition are preserved among their

transactions. In 1754 he obtained a seat iu

parliament for the borough of Haslemere, in

the neighbourhood of which his residence was

wtuate, and soon after, through the patronage
af the earl of Hardwicke, was appointed OLS
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of the joint solicitors to the treasury nud a *?

cretary of bankrupts ; notwithstanding which
he took the popular side of the question iu the

memorable contest between the government
and John Wilkes, and even wrote against mi-

nisters on the illegality of general warrants.

His other writings consist of a curious " Ac-
count of Domesday Book ;"

" An Account of

a Tablet of Copper discovered in the Bay of

Tarentum," the subject of which he presented
to the king of Spain ;

" A Short Account of

Danegeld ;" and a .reply to bishop Warburton
on the Divine Legation, &c. He was a great
collector of objects of curiosity, as well in scare*

literary productions as in articles of virtu, all

of which were brought to the hammer and dis-

persed after his decease in 1770. Nichots't

Lit. Anec.

VVEBBE (SAMUEL) one of the most emi-
nent English musicians and composers (espe-

cially of glees) of the last century. He was
born in 1740 of a respectable family, his father

holding an official situation under government
in the island of Minorca, where he died

;
and

the succession to his property being litigated,
the circumstances of his widow were so re-

duced, that she was compelled to bind her son

apprentice to a cabinet-maker. The expira-
tion of his indentures however having released

him from a business he disliked, youner VVebbc
turned his attention to music, of which he was

passionately fond, as a profession, employing
the time he did not absolutely devote to the

acquisition of the science with the most un
wearied industry to the study of languages.
Thus by his own unassisted efforts he con-
trived to acquire a tolerable acquaintance with
the Latin classics, as well as with the French,

Italian, and German tongues ; and is even
said to have had some slight knowledge of

Hebrew. His glees and part songs, which
have been collected and published in three

large volumes, are above a hundred in number,

many of which regularly acquired the Glee '

Club prize medals, till the time of the discon-

tinuance of those rewards of genius, and still

enjoy at least as high a reputation as those of

any other -composer. His death took place

-May 25, 1816, iu his seTenty-sixth year. Biog.
Diet, of A/us.

WEBER (GEORGE HENRY) a German na-

turalist, who was professor of medicine and

botany in the university of Kiel. He was dis-

tinguished for his acquaintance with crypto-

gamic botany, and was the author of "
Spici-

ligium Florae Gottingensis Plantas imprimis

Cryptogamicas Hercyniae illustrans," Gothae,

1778, 8vo, a classical work in the department
of science to which it relates. His death took

place in 1786, at the age of thirty- five. Schreber
bestowed the name of VVebera on a genus of
East Indian evergreen shrubs, in commemora-
tion of this botaitist. Rees's Cyclop.
WEBER (CARL MARIA von)one of the most

original and talented composers of the German
school since the time of Mozart, born of a re-

spectable family at Eutin, a small town m
Holstein, December 16, 1786. ^e ws cue

youugcr of two sons, and as weli aa n** i>*o-
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ther Edmund, afterwards director of the opera

'

at Salzburg, displayed at a very early age an
|

unconquerable attachment to music. The easy
circumstances of his father enabled him to

j

give his children a liberal education, and the

peculiar bent of his younger sou's genius being

discovered, every facility was afforded to its

due cultivation, by his being placed under

Heuschkel of Hilburghausen, an eminent mu-

sician, and an able though severe instructor.

As he advanced in years he farther benefited

by the lessons of Michael Haydn and Kalcher,
to the latter of whom he was especially in-

debted for his proficiency in the theory of mu-

sic, while Valesi subsequently taught him sing-

ing at Munich. His first production, six

fugues in four parts, published in 1798, was
well spoken of by the Musical Gazette, as a

composition of great promise. This was im-

mediately succeeded by an opera, entitled
" The Power of Love and Wine ;" and some

other pieces, which the maturer judgment of

the author committed to the flames. In the

following year his musical studies suffered

some interruption from the success of Senne-

felder, in the newly invented art of lithogra-

phy. Weber fancied that he could improve

upon the original method, and prevailed on

bis father to remove with him to Freiburg in

Saxony, for the more conveniently carrying on

his new pursuit ;
and from the ardour with

which he at first followed it up, the world (to

use the words of one of his biographers)
" was

on the point of obtaining perhaps a bad en

graver in exchange for an admirable musician."

Fortunately the comparative tediousness of

lithography soon disgusted him, and returning
with added vigour to the study of composition,
lie produced in the November of 1800, his

opera
" Das Waldmadchen," which met with

great success at Prague, Vienna, and Peters

burg, and was afterwards recast by him at

Carlsruhe, under the name of " Silvana."
" Peter Schmoll," his next production, was a

failure, although his master Haydn speaks in

high terms of the overture. In 1802 he oc-

cupied himself in making a professional tour

through many of the great German cities, in

the course of which he completed and pub-
lished his "

Analysis of the Vogler 12 Cho-

rale" of Bach. The year following he visited

Vienna, where he pursued his studies with the

most indefatigable perseverance under the

abbe Vogler. In 1805 he accepted an invita-

tion to be chapel master at Breslau, where he

brought out his
" Rubezahl," or " Number-

Nip," hut the breaking out of the Prussian

war in the succeeding year induced him to re-

sign his situation for a similar one under the

duke of Wirtemberg. After four years spent
in the service of this prince at Carlsruhe, he

nade a second tour through part of Germany,
ind at Darmstadt produced his opera of "Abon
Hassan." From 1813 to 1816 he conducted

the opera at Prague, where he wrote his " Pre-

ciosa,* and a splendid cantata in commemora-
tion ot the battle of Waterloo, called "

Kampf
und Sieg,'

1

lately performed in London. At

length being requested by the king of Saxony

WEB
to form a national opera at Dresden, lie settled

in that capital, and held the appointment of

director of music to the court there until his

death. The next, aud perhaps the greatest
effort of his genius, was his celebrated opera
" Der Freischiiu," still so popular in this

country. This work was first produced June

21, 1821, at Berlin, where, as well as at

Vienna, Stutgard, Munich, and Dresden, it

was received with a degree of enthusiasm ex-

cited by no other composition since the " Zau-

berflote," and Weber at once rose by general
acclaim to the head of his profession. His
"
Euryanthe," performed at Vienna in the

autumn of 1823 did not meet with equal ap-

probation, partly perhaps from the extravagant

height to which public expectation had been

raised by his previous fame, and partly from
the insipidity and confusion of the plot, which
was written by madame de Chezy. It is how-
ever an excellent and scientific composition.
The high reputation which " Der Freischiitz"

had procured its author in ;his country, in-

duced the managers of Covent Garden theatre

to enter into a negociation with him in 1825
to write an original opera for that theatre, and
to superintend its production in person. Ac-

cordingly, early in the spring of the next year,
Weber came to London, and although at that

time labouring under a severe pulmonary af-

fection, set himself in earnest about his task.

It was completed, and brought out on the

12th of April, the composer himself presiding
in the orchestra, on which occasion he was re-

ceived with the most distinguished honours.

The plot of this piece is founded on Wieland's

poem of "
Oberon," which name it bears, and

being supported by Mr Braharn and very ably

by Miss Paton, with a view to whose particular

powers the principal parts were composed, pro-
duced a powerful sensation, although much in-

ferior to that created by "DerFreischiitz." This

opera closed his theatrical career
; death was

advancing with hasty strides; his debility be-

came every day more apparent; and although
he exerted himself to compose a song from

Moore's Lalla Rookh, first sung by Miss Ste-

phens, on the 26th of May, and even to appea.
at Miss Patoii's benefit concert a few days
afterwards, life ebbed apace, and he was at

length found dead in his bed at the house of

sir George Smart, who had hospitably enter-

tained him during his residence in England,
on the 3d of June, 1826, four days previous to

the one appointed for his return to Germany.
He was interred on the 2 1st of the same month,
with the accustomed solemnities of the Roman
Catholic church, in the chapel a* Moorfields,
attended by all the leading instrumental and
vocal performers in the metropolis. In addi-

tion to the works already noticed, this eminent

composer published seme vocal compositions
in four parts, with accompaniments for the

piano-forte, as also a great number of pieces
for various instruments. He is also said

to have left a work in manuscript, entitled
" Kunstler Leben" (Lives of Artists), which

contains narratives of the principal events of

his own life, with observations on the most
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celebrated ancient and modern composers.

Ann. Biyg.
"WEBSTER (JOHN) a dramatic poet of the

seventeenth century. He was clerk of the

parish of St Andrew, Holborn, and a member
of the company of Merchant Tailors. His

works are,
" The White Devil, or the Tragedy

of P. Giordano Ursini, Duke of Brachiano,
with the Life and Death of Vittoria Corom-
bona, the famous Venetian Courtezan," 1612;
"The Devil's Law-Case," tragi.-com. 1623;
" The Duchess of Malfy," trag. 1623 ;

"
Ap-

pius and Virginia," trag. 1654 ;

" The Thra-
cian Wonder," comical hist. 1661; and " A
Cure for a Cuckold," com. 1661. He was
also the author of a pageant, exhibited in

162-4 by the Tailors' company ; and he as-

sisted Dekker in writing Wyatt's History.

Biog. Dram.
WEDDERBURN (ALEXANDER) earl of

Rosslyn, a distinguished lawyer, was the eldest

son of Peter Wedderburn, of Chester-hall,

esq. one of the senators of the college of justice
in Scotland. He was born in 1733, and bred

up to the law in his native country, but early
removed to the Middle Temple, by which So-

ciety he was called to the bar in 1757. He
rapidly acquired reputation, and also obtained
the patronage of the earls of Bute and Mans-
field. He was appointed solicitor-general in

1771, in which office he gave an offence to

Franklin, in arguing before the privy council
on American affairs, which that distinguished
person never either forgot or forgave. In 1 778
he was made attorney-general, and in 1780
chief justice of the Common Pleas, with the
title of lord Loughborough. He adhered to

the party of Mr Fox when Mr Pitt first came
into power ;

but joined the administration,
with many others, under the alarm produced
by the French Revolution in 1793, when he
succeeded lord Thurlow as chancellor, which

high office he held until 1801, when he retired

with the title of earl of Rosslyn. As a law-

yer, he was able, plausible, subtle, and elo-

quent ; but as a politician, rather a partizan
than a statesman, but very serviceable to the
side which he espoused. He died without

issue, January 3, 1805. Lord Rosslyn wrote
a work on the management of prisons, pub-
lished in 1793. Brit. Peerage.

WEDEL(GEonc i WOLFGANG) an eminent

physician and copious writer, born at Golzau
in Lusatia in 1645. He studied at Jena,
where he took the degree of MD. in 1667

;

after which he entered on professional prac-
tice at Gotha. He soon removed to Jena, to
become professor of medicine, which station
lie occupied with high reputation for nearly
fifty years. To great skill as a physician he
added considerable knowledge of mathematics
and philology, as well as of the Oriental and
classical languages. He was a member of the
Academia Naturaj Curiosorum and the Royal
Society of Berlin, physician to several German
princes, a count palatine, and an imperial
counsellor. He died in 1721. Besides nume-
rous academical dissertations he was the
author of "

Opiologia ;"
" Pharmacia in Artis
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Formam redacta ;"

" De Medicamentorum Fa-

cultatibus cognoscendis et applicandis ;"
" L>

Morbis Infantum ;" and" Exercitationes Me-

dico-Philologicse." Wedel is chiefly cele-

brated for his pharmaceutical science, and tin

elegance of his prescriptions, so that many c

his formulae have been adapted in dispensato-
ries. Eloy Diet. H. de la Med. Rees's Cycl.
WEDGWOOD (JosiAn) an ingenious im-

prover of the English pottery manufacture.
He was born in July 1730, and was the

younger son of a potter, to whose business he
succeeded. He almost immediately distin-

guished himself by his discoveries of new spe-
cies of earthenware and porcelain, as well as

by the taste and fancy displayed in the forms

and decorations of the various results of his

ingenuity. So important was the result, that

in a very few years he turned the current of

importation of the finer earthenwares into that

of exportation. In 1763 he obtained a patent
for a new species of ware, which received the

name of queen's ware, and continuing his ex-

perimental researches, added six more different

species of ware to the English manufacture.
His ingenuity was not altogether confined to

his own business, being versed in several

branches of natural philosophy, and in par-
ticular he invented a thermometer for mea-

suring the higher degrees of heat employed in

the various arts. He was also the proposer of

the Grand Trunk canal uniting the Trent and

Mersey, and subsequently communicating with
the Severn and the Grand Junction canal.

To this navigation, which was of the greatest
benefit to the pottery district, he added a turn-

pike-road, ten miles in length, which gave
still greater facilities to that extensive branch
of manufacture. His own pottery was near

Newcastle-under-Line, in Staffordshire, where
he built a village, which he called Etruria. In

1786 he was the promoter of an association in

London, denominated " The General Cham-
ber of the Manufactures of Great Britain," and
he much distinguished himself by opposing Mr
Pitt's proposition for adjusting the commercial
intercourse between Great Britain and Ire-

land. His death took place January 3, 1795,
in his sixty-fourth year. To great public spirit
and an ever open hand in the distribution of

the large fortune which he acquired by his

spirit and enterprise, in beneficial objects and

institutions, Mr Wedgwood united great pri-
vate benevolence, and was a benefactor to the

poor in the most enlarged sense of the term.

He was a member of the Royal and Antiqua-
rian societies. Gent. Mag.
WEENINX (JOHN BAPTIST) an artist of

the Flemish school of painting, a native of

Amsterdam, born there in 1621. He was t

scholar of Bloemaert, whose style he imitated,
and attained to considerable eminence, both as

an historical and portrait painter, besides pro-

ducing some good landscape pieces. Wee-
ninx resided principally at Utrecht, where he
died at the age of thirty-nine. Nouv. Diet.

Hut.
WEEVER (Jons) whose name is also

spelt Weaver, was born in the palatinate of
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iJincasier, about the year 1576, and received

a classical education at Queen's college, Cam-
bridge, where he imbibed so strong a passion
for the study of antiquities, that as soon as he
had completed the usual course of academical

learning, he set out for the continent for the

avowed purpose of acquainting himself more

thoroughly with the yet subsisting remains of

the classic ages. On his return he visited

most of those parts of the United Kingdom
which contain any vestiges of the works of

our own ancestors, which he was indefatigable
in hunting out. His " Antient Funeral Mo-
numents of Great Britain, Ireland, and the

adjacent Islands," first printed in folio, 1631,
and afterwards in quarto, 1766, though occa-

sionally inaccurate, is a highly useful treatise,

and exhibits the perseverance and industry of

its author in a remarkable degree, and has been
often referred to by the historian. This labo-

rious antiquary resided during the latter part
of his life in the metropolis, where he died in

1632, and was interred at Clerkenwell.

Cough's Topog.
WEICKARD (MELCHIOR ADAM) a Ger-

man physician of great eminence, who was
director of the medicinal establishments in

the territory of Fulda. He was an advocate
for the Brunonian system of medicine, in fa-

vour of which he published several works
;

and he was likewise the author of one en-

titled " The Philosophical Physician." He
died in 1803. Besides an autobiographical
memoir, which he published himself, he also

composed an interesting history of his life, en-

titled "
Denkwiirdigkeiten seines Lebens,"

intended for posthumous publication, and dis-

tinguished by a greater degree of freedom and
uureservedness than the former production.

Zopf Hist. Univ. Month. Mag.
WEIDLER (JOHN FREDERICK) an emi-

nent mathematical writer, who belonged to the

university of Wittemberg. In 1741 he pub-
fished " Historia Astronomic, sive de Ortuet

Progressu Astronomiae Liber sing." Vitemb.
4to ;

and this learned work was followed

by
" Institutiones Astronomiae selectis Obser-

vationum et Calculorum Exemplis illustratae,"

1754, 4to ;
and "

Bibliographia Astrono-

mica Temporis quo Libri vel compositi vel

editi sunt, ordine observato, ad supplendam
et illustrandam Astronomiae Historiam di-

gesta." 17.55, 8vo. Saiii Onomast. Lit.

WEIGEL (CHRISTIAN EHRENFRIED) a

German physician, distinguished for his re-

searches concerning chemistry and the natural

history of vegetables. He was professor of

chemistry in the university of Gripswald in

Upper Saxony ;
and his reputation as a pro-

foundly learned practical botanist rests chiefly
on his " Observationes Botanicas," published
as an inaugural dissertation under his presi-

dency in 1772. lie was a correspondent of

Linnaeus
;
and he is commemorated by Thun-

berg, who bestowed the appellation of Wei-

gelia on a Japonese genus of plants. Besides
ome works in the German language, he was
the author of " Flora Pomerano- Rugica, ex-

hibcoB Plautas per Pomeraniam, anteriorem
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Suecicam et Rugiam sponte nascentes," Be-
rol. 1769, 8vo ;

and " Observationes Chemicas
et Mineralogies," p. ii. Getting, et Gryph
1771, 1773, 4to. Rees's Cyclop.
WEIGEL (EUHARD) an eminent mathe-

matician of the seventeenth century, who was
educated at Halle and Leipsic. In 1653 he
became professor of mathematics at Jena ; and

having gained the favour of William duke of

Saxony, whom he instructed in astronomy, he
was appointed mathematician to the court and
chief director of buildings. He laboured with

great diligence in improving the calendar, and
invented many curious instruments for facili-

tating the study of astronomy. The latter

years of his life were spent chiefly in travelling,
and he died in 1699, aged seventy-four.
Among his works, which are very numerous,
may be mentioned "

Geoscopia Selenitarum,"
1654, 4to, describing the appearances of the
earth as seen from the moon

;
and " Pancos-

mus sive Machina totius Mundi superioris
Phaenomena velut ad vivum exprimens," 1671,
folio. Aikin's Gen. E'wg.
WELMAR (ANNA AMELIA, duchess of)

a German princess, highly distinguished for

her talents and virtues, whose patronage was

powerfully exerted for the improvement of
taste and learning among her countrymen.
She was the daughter of the duke of Bruns-

wick, and the niece of Frederick II of Prus-

sia, and her birth took place October 24, 1739.
At the age of seventeen she was married to

the duke of Weimar, who left her a widow,
after a union of about two vears. The com-
mencement of the seven years' war which then
took place rendered her situation peculiarly

embarrassing, as, while herself a minor, she
was called to the guardianship of her infant

son, the sovereign of the little state over which
she presided. To add to her difficulties, she
found herself obliged, as a princess of the

empire, to take part against her uncle, the

great Frederick. But he treated her personally
with kindness

; and though her provinces suf-

fered severely, they were preserved from ab-

solute ruin. When peace was established,
she directed her cares to the education of her

sons, and the public affairs of the duchy. Her

regency was attended with great advantages
to the country. In the administration of

justice, the management of the revenue, in

public establishments, she was alike sedulous
;

and under her fostering patronage a new spirit

sprang up among her people, and diffused its

influence over the north of Germany. Fo-

reigners of distinction, artists and men of

learning, were attracted to her court, either a*

visitors or fixed residents. The use of a large

library was given to the public ; a new the-

atre was erected, and provision was made for

the improved education of youth. The uni-

versity of Jena underwent a revision, and the

liberality of the princess was exerted in mo-

difying and extending the establishment. She

delighted in the society of men of talents and

literature, and succeeded in drawing within

the circle of her court many individuals of

high celebrity, among whorr were Wieland,
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Goethe, Schillrr, and Herder. Tn 1778 she

loos a journey to Italy, partly with a view to

the restoration of her health, which had suf-

fered from a recent severe attack of illness;

but she also anticipated great gratification from

the study of those arts to which she had al-

ways been attached, especially music, with

which she was intimately acquainted. The
conclusion of her life was clouded by misfor-

tune
;
and the deaths of several of her rela-

tives, the rum of royal houses with which she

was connected, and the miseries occasioned by
the French invasion of Germany, contributed

to embitter the last moments of her existence.

She died in April 1807, and was interred on

the 19th of that month at Weimar. Athe-

iiifnm, vol. ii.

WEIMAR (BERNARD, duke of) a distin-

guished officer of the seventeenth centuiy.
He was descended from a branch of the elec-

toral hoase of Saxony, dispossessed of its pri-

vileges by Charles V. His hatred of the

house of Austria induced him to take arms
under Gustavus Adolphus. He lost the battle

of Nordlingen ;
but being placed at the head

of a powerful army by Louis XIII of France,
he obtained several signal victories. He drove

the imperialists out of Burgundy ;
and in 1638

he took Rheinsfeld, after having defeated a

body of troops sent to its relief. He then be-

sieged Brisach, of which he made himself

master, and an important victory succeeded

this conquest. All Alsace submitted to him
;

and he was on the point of gaining farther ad-

vantages, when his career was stopped by
death, in July 1639- Nouv. Diet. Hist.

WE1SIUS (CHRISTIAN) a native of Zittau

in Lnsatia, where his father was a teacher of

polite literature. He was born in 1642, and

at the age of eighteen he was sent to the uni-

versity of Leipsic. While there he published
two volumes of Latin poetry, under the title

of "
Parerga Juvenilia." On leaving Leipsic

he became secretary to the count of Leinin-

gen ;
and in 1670 he obtained the chair of

politics, rhetoric, and poetry, at the college of

Weissenfels, whence he removed to the pre-

sidency of the college of Zittau. He died in

1708. Among his writings are " Ethica Chris-

tiana ;"
"
Compendium Politicum ;"

"
Quaes-

tiones Politics ;" and various other elemen-

tary works : besides several publications in the

German language. Moreri. Stollii Int. in Hist.

Lit. Sniii Oiwmasi. Lit.

WEISSE (CHRISTIAN FELIX) a German

poet and dramatist, born at Aunaberg in

Saxony, in 1726. He studied at the gymna-
ium of Altenburg, and afterwards at Leipsic,
where he became acquainted with several stu-

dents, who rose to eminence in the republic
of letters. He concurred with Lessing in

translating from the French and English pieces
for the stage, and afterwards in furnishing

original compositions. Having finished his

education lie became a private tutor in a fa-

mily of distinction at Leipsic, continuing to

cultivate poetry and the drama with great suc-

cess. In 1761 he obtained an office in the

ievenu department, though he did not inter-
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mit his literary occupations. Becoming the

father of a family, his attention was directed

to the subject of education, and in 1772 he

published a collection of short tales and moral

maxims, which was followed by a periodical
'

work, called " The Cliildrens' Friend," which
',

became extremely popular, and to which Ber-

quin was indebted, not only for the plan, but
also for many of the materials of his Ami
des Enfans. In 1790 Weisse succeeded to

the possession of a fine estate at Stotteritz near

Leipsic, which placed his family in affluent

circumstances, and afforded him a pleasant re-

sidence for the remainder of his life, which
terminated in the month of December 1804.

: His Amazonian Songs and his Lyric Poems
|

have been highly commended
;
and his dra-

matic productions are said to have formed an

epoch in the history of the German stage.
I After his death appeared biographical memoirs

I

of Weisse, written by himself. Aihin's Gen.
\ Biog. Znpf Hist. Univ.

WEITBRECHT (JOSIAH) an eminent phy-
sician and anatomist, who was professor of

physiology at Petersburg!!, in the middle of

the last century. He was also a member of

the Imperial Academy of that city, and contri-

buted many interesting papers to the acts of

that society. His anatomical researches chiefly
related to the ligaments of the human body,
and he published an account of them, in a va-
luable work entitled "

Syndesmologia, give

Ilistoria Ligamentorum Corporis Humani,"
Petrop. 1742, 4to, of which a French trans-

lation, by M. Tarin, appeared in 1752. Eloy
Diet. H. de la Med.
WELCHMAN (EDWARD) a clergyman of

the church of England, rector of Lapworth
and of Solihull in Warwickshire, and arch-

deacon of Cardigan. He was a native of

Banbury, Oxfordshire, and was educated at

the university of Oxford, where he held a fel-

lowship of Merton. Mr Welciiman was a
divine of considerable polemical talent, as well

as a sound classical scholar, and is known as

the author of " A Defence of the English
Church ;

a reply to Clarke On the Trinity ;

" The Husbandman's Manual ;" and a trea-

tise on the Thirty- nine Articles. He also su-

perintended the publication of a new edition

of Novatian in 8vo. His death took place in

1739. Nicliols's Lit. Anec.

WELLS, DD. (EDWARD) an able theolo-

gian, and eminent scholar, who nourished in

the earlier part of the last century. He was
born at Corsham in Wiltshire, in 1663, and
received the rudiments of a classical education
on the foundation at Westminster, whence he
was in due course elected of}' on a Christchurch

studentship to Oxford. His literary attain-

ments gained him a high reputation at the

university, and he at length obtained the Greek

professorship, with the living of Cotesbach,
Leicestershire. Besides entering with con-
siderable zeal and ability into the Trinitarian

controversy against Dr Clarke, Peirce, Sue. he
was the author of a voluminous paraphrase
and commentary on the .New Testament

; a
valuable work " On the Geography of the
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Holy Scriptures," first printed in four, an<i

since in two thick octavo volumes
;

" A Help
for the right Understanding of the Divine

Laws and Covenants," in 8vo
;

" The Young
Gentleman's Mathematics," 8vo, 3 vols

;
and

an edition of the Survey of Dionysius Perie-

getes, with a Latin version, London, 1708.

His death took place at Cotesbach in 1727.

Chalmers's Biog. Diet.

W'ELSTLD (LEONARD) an ingenious Eng-
lish poet, descended of a respectable Leices-

tershire family, but born at Abington, North-

ants, in 1689. He was first placed by his

friends at Westminster, and afterwards, as

appears from major Cleland's preface to the

Dunciad, as well as from the "Characters of the

Times," said to be written by himself, to have
been a member of both universities. The inte-

rest of his friend lord Clare, afterwards duke of

Newcastle, procured him early in life an official

situation in the Ordnance, which he enjoyed till

his death in 1747. As an author, Mr Wel-
sted rose above mediocrity, though his genius
never reached the sublime

;
and although he

suffered from the sarcastic attacks of Pope,
who gave him a place in the Dunciad, paro-

dying for the occasion Denham's well known

description of the river Thames ; yet his talents

appear to have secured him the respect and
esteem of some of the most illustrious charac-

ters and brilliant wits of the age in which he

lived. He produced but one dramatic compo-
sition, a comedy entitled "The Dissembled

Wanton, or My Son get Money," performed in

1726, and afterwards printed. His other works

consist of epistles, odes, and a variety of poems
on miscellaneous subjects, the principal of

which are,
" The Duke of Marlborough's Ar-

rival," folio, 1709; "To the Memory of Mr
Philips," folio, 1710

;
odes to general Wade,

the duke of Newcastle, the duke of Chandois,
&c. ; as well as a translation of Longinus's
treatise on the Sublime, taken from the French

version. There is also a small poem of consi-

derable merit and humour, called " The Apple
Pie, a Tale," erroneously attributed to Dr

King, and even printed in his works, but since

ascertained to have been a iuvenile effusion

of Mr Welsted's, written before he left West-

minster. Life by Nichols.

WELWOOD (THOMAS) a physician and

historical writer, who was born near Edin-

burgh in 1652. He studied at Glasgow, whence
he removed to Holland with his parents, who
were obliged to flee from Scotland in conse-

quence of being suspected as accessary to the

murder of archbishop Sharp in 1679. Having

completed his education at Leyden, and taken

the degree of MD, he returned to England
with king William at the Revolution. He was

appointed one of the royal physicians for Scot-

land, and settling at Edinburgh, lie arrived at

eminence in his profession, and acquired a con-

siderable fortune. He died

Wehvood was the author of

1716. Dr
Memoirs of

England from 1583 to 1688," 8vo, a work of

considerable merit, though occasionally tine-
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tests of the period to which h:s history rvfen-

Hutchinson's Biog. Med.
WENDELIN (GODFREY) a native of Bra-

bant, who studied at Louvain,and after travel-

ling in Italy became professor of philosophy
at Digne in France, and died canon of Tournay
in 1660. Besides several works on mathema-
tics and as ronomy, he published an edition en

the Salic Laws, enriched with learned notes

and a glossary, Antwerp, 1649, folio. Moreri.

Nouv. Diet. Hist.

WENTWORTH (sir THOMAS) earl of

Strafford, an eminent minister and states-

man, was the eldest son of sir William

Wentworth, representative of the ancient

family of that name in Yorkshire. He was
born in Chancery-lane, London, April 13,

1593, and after a preliminary education, was
entered of St John's college, Cambridge. On
leaving the university he travelled, and on his

return received the honour of knighthood, and
married. The death of his father, in 1614,

gave him possession of a large fortune, and he
was soon after appointed custos rotulorum of
the west riding of Yorkshire, in lieu of sir

John Savile. In 1621 he was chosen repre-
sentative for the county of York

; and when
Charles I asserted that the Commons enjoyed
no rights but by royal permission, sir Thomas
Wentworth, already signalized by the vigour
and strength of his capacity, strenuously called

upon the house to maintain that their privi-

leges were rights by inheritance. In 1622 he
lost his first wife, of the noble family of Clif-

ford, and in 1625 married Arabella, second

daughter of Holies, earl of Clare. On the

convening of the new parliament in the same

year, he was one of the six popular members
who were prevented serving their country in

that assembly by being chosen sheriffs for their

respective counties. He submitted to this ar-

bitrary act in silence ; and soon after the
duke of Buckingham, who began to feel some
alarm at the measures taken against him in

parliament, maile him overtures which proved
ineffectual, and the favourite revenged himself

by obliging him to restore his ofh'< e of custos
rotulorum to sir John Savile, which act in-

creased the enmity which had previously ex-
isted between them. When Charles, among
other injudicious expedients for raising money,
had recourse to a forced general loan, Went-
worth decidedly refused to pay his contribu-

tion, and was first imprisoned in the Marshal-

sea, and then confined to a range of two miles
round the town of Dartford. This restraint

was, however, removed when it was necessary
to summon a new parliament in 1628, and he

again took his seat for Yorkshire, and became
one of the most conspicuous advocates of the

famous petition of right. Having now proved
the strength of his abilities and the potency of

his opposition, high terms were offered him by
the court, which he finally accepted, and in

1628 was created baron Wentworth, and some
months afterwards a viscount and privy coun-

sellor, and on the resignation of lord Scrope
>ired with the prejudices or prepossessions of I nominated president of the North. The as-

due who had been a sufferer in the civil con-
j

sassination of Buckingham oon after, freed
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him from a powerful enem> at court, and lie

became so influential in the king's councils that

his powers in the four northern counties over

which he presided became enormous
; and, ac-

cording to Clarendon, his commission con-

tained fifty-eight instructions, of which scarce-

ly one did not exceed or violate the common
law. In the exercise of this authority he dis-

played equal haughtiness, impetuosity, and

ability ; aud by his strictness in levying exac-

tions increased the revenue in his district to

four or five times the previous amount. Hav-

ing assiduously cultivated the friendship of

archbishop Laud, who unhappily for the king
had succeeded Buckingham in his favour, it

was thought that the vigour and decision of his

character would be beneficial to Ireland, and

he was selected by that prelate to proceed there

as lord-deputy in 1632. The particulars of his

Irish administration form a subject for history.
That he greatly improved the state of the couu-

*jry, both as regarded law, revenue, and trade,

('.be manufacture of linen being of his own
creation), cannot be denied

;
but at the same

time nothing could be more arbitrary than his

system of government, it being his boast that

he had rendered the king as absolute in Ire-

land " as any prince in the whole world could

be." His severe and vindictive proceedings

against several persons of high rank, however,
it is thought, produced an influence at court

which prevented him acquiring the earldom

which he solicited, and gradually produced an

opposition, that by the disquiet which it occa-

sioned him, added to the cares of business,

produced a dangerous illness. On the first

symptoms of resistance to the royal authority,
he counselled the strongest measures ; and
after the failure of the king's first expedition

against Scotland, he was sent for from Ireland

and created earl of StrafTbrd and knight of the

garter. He returned with the full title of lord

lieutenant, with a view to gain subsidies and

troops, in which he fully succeeded ;
and again

repairing to England, took the command in the

^'orth, but found himself obliged to retire be-

fore the Scottish army, and retreat to York.
Charles was now by his necessities obliged to

call the long parliament ; on which Strafford,
aware of the enmity which he had inspired

among the popular leaders, wished to return to

his government ; but the king, hoping that his

great talents would be serviceable, encouraged
him by a solemn promise that " not a hair of

his head should be touched by parliament."
His apprehensions were well founded : the

very first movement of the party opposed to

arbitrary power was to impeach him of high
treason, with which charge Pym appeared at

the bar of the house of lords, November 18,

1640. The articles of impeachment, at first

nine in number, were afterwards increased to

twenty-eight, the great object of which was
to convict him of an attempt to subvert the

fundamental laws of the country. As in tho

case of Laud, it was easy to'prove that he acted

as a friend and promoter of arbitrary measures,
iiut not to substantiate any particular fact to

rujtify a capital charge. A Ithough treated with
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the extreme of legal rigour, and debarred the

assistance of counsel, his own great abilities

and force of mind supplied every deficiency ;

" and never man," says U'hitelock, the chair-

man of the impeaching committee, "act-d

such a part on such a theatre, with more wis-

dom, consistency, and eloquence, or with

greater reason, judgment and temper." His

defence, indeed, was so strong, that the origi-

nal impeachment was deserted, for the unjus-
tifiable proceeding of a hill of attainder. The
moderate members of the house of Commo is

were indignant at this violation of the princi

pies of justice, but the bill passed by a great

majority ; and so great was the animosity home
towards this nobleman as a popular deserter,

that the house of lords was intimidated into

similar compliance. His only hope was now in

the king, who had imprudently endeavoured to

stop the hill by his personal interference.

Charles had not sufficient firmness to redeem

the pledge of safety which he had previously

given, but yielded to the advice of his coun-

sellors, backed by a letter from Straffbrd him-

self, who urged him for his own safety to ra-

tify the bill. This act has the semblance of

being truly heroical, yet it is probable that he

did not think that the king would have been

swayed by it, since being assured of the fatal

truth, he lifted his eyes to heaven, and with

his hand on his heart exclaimed,
" Put not

your trust in princes, nor in the sons of men
;

for in them there is no salvation." His conduct

from this time to his execution was in the

highest degree composed and noble. At the

scaffold he addressed t.h people, expressing
entire resignation to his fate, and asserting the

good intention of his actions, however misre-

presented. He fell in the forty-ninth year of

his age, lamented by some, admired by more,
and leaving behind a memorable but certainly
not an unspotted name. The parliament not

long after his death mitigated his sentence as

regarded his children, and in the succeeding

reign his attainder was reversed. He married

three times, and by his second wife left an only
son and several daughters. Biog. Brit. White-

lock's Mem. Aiken's Gen. Biog.
WEPFER (JOHN JAMES) a physician and

medical writer of eminence, born in 1620, at

Schauffhausen in Switzerland. He was edu-

cated at Strasburg and Basil, and after having
visited several Italian universities, he took the

degree of MD. at Basil in 1647. He then

settled at his native place, and attained an ex-

tensive reputation, which procured him the

nomination of physician to several German

princes. He contributed much to the im-

provement of science by his dissections and

experiments. In 1658 appeared his cele-

brated work, entitled " Observationes Anato-
micffi ex Cadaveribus eorum quos sustulit Apo-
plexia, cum Exercitatione de ejua loco affecto,"

8vo. In his "
Epistola de Dubiis Anatomi-

cis," 1664, 8vo, he asserts the entire glandu-
lar structure of the liver prior to Malpighi.
His death took place in 1 C95, owing to dropsy,
his constitution having been injured by the fa-

tigue of attending on the duke of Wurtemburg
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and the imperial army under his command.
Besides the works mentioned, he published a

valuable piece entitled
" Cicutas Aquaticae

Historia et Noxae," 1679, 4to ; and papers in

the Ephemerides Naturae Curiosorum. After

his death appeared his
" Observationes Me-

dico -Practicae de Affectibus Capitis internis

etexternis," 1727, 4to. Halleri BibL Etoy.
Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WERDENHAGEN (JOHN ANGELUS) a

famous German lawyer of the seventeenth

century, who was professor of jurisprudence
at Helmstadt, afterwards syndic of Magde-
burg, and at length privy-counsellor of the

archbishop of that city. Entertaining some

peculiar opinions on theology, he became en-

gaged in controversy, and suffered the impu-
tation of heresy ;

in consequence of which he

thought proper to retire into Holland, where
he ended his days. Among his works are
" Breviarium in Libros Bodini de Republica;"
" Verus Christiauismus ;"

"
Psychologia Ve-

ra ;" and " De Urbibus Hansaaticis."

Moreri.

WERENFELS (SAMUEL) an ingenious

writer, who was the son of Peter Werenfels,

archdeacon of Basil, where he was born in

16.37. After completing his education he tra-

velled in Holland, Germany, and France, and

at Paris he formed an acquaintance with

Malebranche, Montfaucon, and Varignon. He
returned to Basil in 1702, and the following

year he succeeded his father as professor of

theology. In 1708 he was chosen a member
of the Academy of Sciences at Berlin

;
and

his reputation for learning procured him the

correspondence of many of his illustrious con-

temporaries in foreign countries, and drew a

multitude of students to the university to which
he belonged. He died at Basil, June 1,

1740. Werenfels was the author of a famous

treatise,
" De Logomachiis Eruditorum,"

1702, 8vo, reprinted in a collective edition of

his works, Geneva and Lausanne, 1739, 2

vols. 4to. His sermons, composed in the

French language, have heen translated into

German, Dutch, and English. Nouv. Diet.

Hist

WEUKMEISTEll (ANDRKAS) an eminent

German composer, and writer on musical sub-

jects, the son of a brewer at Benneckstein in

Thuringia, where he was born in 1645. He
received his education in the college of Qued-

linburg, and afterwards accepted the situation

of organist at Hasselfelde in Blankeuburg. In

1674 he went to Elbingerood, being appointed

organist and recorder of the town, whence he

again removed to fill a similar situation at Wai-

lerstadt, and died there in 1706. He was the

author of "
Orgel Probe," printed in 1681

;

" Musicae Mathematics," 1687 ;
a treatise

"On the Use and Abuse of Music," 1691
;

"
Hypomnemata Musica," 1697;

" Cribrum

Alusicum," 1700
;
a translation of Steffani's

Letters, with notes, in the same year ;

" Har-

monologia Musica," 1702 ;
and " Musical

Paradoxes," printed after his death in 1707.

Biog. Diet, of Mus.

WERLHOF (PAUL GOTTI.IKB) a German
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physician of eminence, who was nephew to

Henry Meibomius, and was boru at Helm-
stadt in 1699. He was educated at the uni-

versity of his native place, where his father

was professor of jurisprudence. In 1723 he

published a learned dissertation,
" De Medi-

cina sectae Methodicae veteris, ejusque Usu et

Abusu," Helmst. 4to. After taking his de-

grees he settled in practice at Hanover; and
in 1729 George 1 1 appointed him his tirst phy-
sician in that country. He died in 1767.

Among various works which he published on
the practice of medicine, may be noticed his

"Observationes de Febribus praacipue Inter-

mittentibus," Hanov. 1732, 4to, reprinted at

Venice in 1757, 8vo, in which he recommends
the use of Peruvian bark in intermittents.

Saxii Onomast. Lit. Eloy Diet. II. de la Med.
WERNER (ABRAHAM GOTTLOB) a cele-

brated mineralogist, born in Germany, Sep-
tember 25, 1750. His father was overseer of

iron works in Upper Lusatia, and the son be-

ing intended for the same employment, he was
sent, after some previous education at school,
to the mineralogical academy at Freyburg.
Thence he removed to Leipsic, where he ap-

plied himself to natural history and jurispru-
dence, but more especially to the forrner,wliich
he found the most attractive. The external

characters of mineral bodies attracted much of

his attention
;

and in 1774 he published a

work on that subject, considered as the basis

of his oryctognostic or mineralogical system.
It has been translated into various languages,
and adopted and commented on by other

writers
;
but the author could never be per-

suaded to publish a new and enlarged edition.

Soon after this publication, Werner was in-

vited to become keeper of the cabinet of na-
tural history at Freyburg, and to deliver lec-

tures on mineralogy. In 1780 he published
the first part of a translation of Cronstadt's

Mineralogy ;
and in his annotations on this

work he gave the first sketch of his mineralo-

gical system, and published many descriptions
in conformity with the methods proposed in

his treatise on external characters. In 1791

appeared his catalogue of the vast mineral

collection of Pabst von Obaine, captain-

general of the Saxon mines. Besides his lec-

tures on mineralogy, he also delivered lectures

on the art of mining, which he is said to have
rendered peculiarly intelligible and interesting

by his simplification of the machinery, and by
drawings and figures. His system of geognosy
or geology was unfolded only in his lectures

;

but those he caused to be written out by his

approved pupils, and revising them himself, he
communicated authority to their manuscripts.

Many parts of these lectures have been pub-
lished in different countries. Werner himself

likewise published some mineralogical papers in
the Miner's Journal ;

and in 1791 appeared
his " New Theory of the Formation of Metal-
lic Veins," which was translated both into

French and English. He was nominated coun-

sellor of the mines of Saxony in 1792 ;
and he

had a great share in the direction of the Aca-

demy of Mineralogy, and in the administration
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for public works. The cabinet of minerals ley, was born at Epwortli, June 17, 1703. He
which he bad collected was unrivalled fur its

j

received his school-education at the Charter-

completeness and arrangement, consisting of
j

house, whence lie was removed to Christ-

one hundred thousand specimens. This he. sold
j

church college, Oxford, After taking his first

f:>r 4'),000 crowns, reserving the interest of

33,000 as an annuity to himself and his sister,

who bad no children
;
and at her death to re-

vert to the Mineralogical Academy of Frey-
burg-. He died, unmarried, in August 1817,
A knowledge of the Wernerian mineralogy
was first introduced into this country by Kir-

wan
; but a more complete view of it is exhi-

bited in professor Jameson's System of Mine-

ralogy, 1804, second edition, 1817. As a

geologist Werner is scarcely entitled to the

merit of originality, as his geognosy consisted

degree, he was in 1724 elected fellow of Lin-

coln college, and in 1726 he graduated MA.
About this time be was distinguished for his

classical attainments, skill in dialectics, and

no inconsiderable share of talent in poetry.
Soon after he was elected fellow, he was ap-

pointed Greek lecturer, and took pupils ; and
in 1725 he was ordained by bishop Potter.

For some time after his residence at Oxford he
was only distinguished as a grave, sedate,

young man, but after a while the perusal of

some, devotional tracts, and more especially
more in the invention of a new language adapt-

j

Law's " Serious Call," induced him to conse-

ed to support a theory, than in the adduction
of novel facts, or the discovery of a new and

practical method of investigation. But the

science of mineralogy is highly indebted to his

labours
; and in having given a definite and

systematic arrangement of mineral bodies,

showing their characteristic analogies, he has
done that for the branch of natural knowledge
he cultivated, which Liunseus did for the

science of botany ;
and thus attached a per-

manent celebrity to bis name. lieeis Cijclr>p-

WERNSDORF (Jonx CHRISTIAN) a Ger-
man critic, who was a professor in the univer-

sity of Helmstadt, where he died in 1793. He
published a good edition of the " Poetae La-
tini Minores," 10 vols. 8vo. ZnpfHist. Univ.

WESLEY (SAMUEL) an English divine,

crate himself more entirely to what he deemed
the essentials of a holy life. In 1729 lie as-

sociated with some friends of similar disposi-

tion, who met and read together the classics

on week-days, and divinity on Sundays, but

shortly after their meetings became exclusively

religious. This society, consisting of fifteen

members, who by the strictness of their manners
and deportment, were variously designated by
the gayer students, but more especially ob-

tained the name of methodists, which appella-
tion they themselves sanctioned and retained.

His fatherwished him to make interest for the

next presentation of his living of Epworth,
but he was too much attached to Oxford and
the manner in which be was engaged, to listen

to bis advice. A mission to Georgia had sown

was the son of the rev. John Wesley, the
'

after greater attractions, and in 1735 he ac-

ejected nonconformist minister of Whitchiircl

in Dorsetshire, where he was born in 1662.
He was admitted a servitor of Tixeter college,

Oxford, and on taking orders obtained the liv-

ing of South Ormesby in Lincolnshire, and af-

terwards the rectories of Epworth and Wroote.
He obtained some celebrity by his poetical |

turbed state of the colony prevented all preach-
efforts, and published "Maggots," a volume 'ing to the Indians, and although the colonists

cepted the invitation of Ur Burton, one of the

trustees for that newly- founded colony, to go
over and preach to the Indians. He accord-

ingly embarked the same year in the company
of his brother Charles, two other missionaries,
and several German Moravians. The dis-

of poems; "The Life of Christ," an heroic

poem ;

" The Histories of the Old and New
Testament in Verse," 3 vols. 12mo ; elegies
on queen Mary ani archbishop Tillotson

;
and

" Dissertationes in Librum Jobi," which last

work did not appear till after his death in

173.5. Nichols's Lit. Artec.

WESLEY (SAMUEL) eldest son of the pre-

ceding, was born at Epworth about 1692. He
received his education at Westminster, whence
he was elected to Christchurch, Oxford, where
he. graduated AM. in 1718. He afterwards
became a tutor in Westminster-school, and was
o much attached to bishop Atterbury and the

Jacobite party, that it impeded his preferment.
In 1732 he was appointed master of the gram-
mar-school at Tiverton in Devonshire, where
he died in 1739. He wrote poetry with con-

siderable feeling, and wa* the author of the
" Battle of the Sexes, and other Poems,"

published in 1736, 4to. He was a rigid high
churchman in bis notions, and totally disap-

proved of the conduct of his brothers John
and Charles. Ibid.

WESLEY (JOHN) the second son of the

former and brother of the latter Samuel Wes-

of Savannah were at first attentive to the mi-

nistry of Mr Wesley, his notions were too

exclusively high church for his hearers. He
refused the Lord's supper to dissenters, unless

they would be rebaptized, insisted upon im-
mersion in the lite of baptism, and by a va-

riety of ascetical practices, excited an unfa-

vourable opinion of his judgment. What
most injured his reputation, however, was his

conduct towards a young lady, whom it was

expected he would marry, and whom he re-

fused to admit to communion after her mar-

riage with another person, without deigning to

assign any reason. Legal proceedings were in

consequence commenced against him, previous
to the conclusion of which, after a consultation

with his friends, he became convinced that "God
called him to return to England ;" on which
he gave public notice of his intention to de-

part,
" shook off the dust from his feet," and

left Georgia after an abode of a year and nine

months. On his arrival from America, he dis-

covered that he, who had been voyaging to

convert others, had never been converted

himself, and he felt, as he observed,
" a want of

the victorious faith of more experienced Chris-
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tians." This conviction appears to have been

Ktrengthened by a German Moravian mis-

sionary, with whom he much communed, unti

at length he taught himself to expect a sudden

conversion, which by his own account occurred

on the 24th of Way, 1738, at a quarter before

nine in the evening, while a person in a

society in Aldersgate-street was reading Lu-
ther's preface to the Epistle to the Romans.
The innate rationality of his character would
not however leave him quietly to the influence

of enthusiasm, and to strengthen his faith and

quiet some occasional misgivings, he went over
to Germany, and proceeded to Hernhuth, the

head-quarters of the united brethren, most

likely with tjie additional view of becoming ac-

quainted with the discipline and organization
of the Moravians. He returned in September
1738, when he commenced the systematic la-

bours which have made him the founder of the

great religious body of methodists. He began
to exhort and to preach, often three or four

times a day, at the prisons and other places in

the metropolis, and made frequent excursions

into the country, where his followers became

rapidly very numerous. His discourses were
often attended with the demonstration of the

effect produced on the hearers, such as swoon-

ings, outcries, convulsions, and similar results

of violent internal emotion and excitement.

He soon after accepted the invitation of White-

field, who had some time before commenced
the practice of field- preaching, to join him at

Bristol ; and in May 1739 the first stone of a

methodist meeting was laid in that city. Some
difficulties, which arose as to the liability of the

feoffees, nominated in the first instance, to the

expenses of erection, by inducing Mr Wesley
to take it all into his own hands, laid the foun-

dation of the unlimited power which he ob-

tained over his followers, and which the pre-
sent managing body of ministers has inherited

from him. Whatever chapels were subsequently
built by the connexion, were all either vested

in him or in trustees bound to give admission
to the pulpit as he should direct. It is thought
that his original plan was to form a union of

clergymen, in order to further his scheme of

conversion by their joint efforts
;
but the dis-

like of ministers of the establishment to join in

it, reduced him to the necessity of appointing

lay preachers, and employing them as itine-

rants among the different societies of the per-
suasion. At the same time he assumed as his

inalienable right the power of nominating those

preachers, and thus, as the societies increased,
his authority received indefinite augmentation.
The opinions of Wesley being derived from

the Arminian theology, differed materially
from those of Whitefield on the points of un-

conditional election, irresistible grace, and
final perseverance ;

in consequence of which
a coldness grew up between them, and a last-

ing separation between the societies over which

they presided. Nothing so much favoured the

progress of Wesleyan methodism us the strict

and orderly discipline established by the foun

der, commencing from the small division of

clas&es, and ending in the annual conference*
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of the numerous preachers. The whole v aw

very wisely calculated to bind the society to

each other, and to the great source of autho-

rity, in the first instance Wesley exclusively,
and since his death a sort of presbytery, term-
ed the Conference, as arising out of the annual
assemblies originally so denominated. The
society in its infant state had to contend with
much popular hatred, sometimes fomented by
persons in the upper ranks of society ; but all

this has gradually subsided. At the same
time, as the followers of both Whitefield and

Wesley were in the first instance chiefly among
the uneducated classes, they were little sus-

ceptible of being affected by the ridicule heaped
upon the occasional displays of enthusiasm and
fanaticism by their leaders. In 1749 he married
a widow of good fortune, which was however all

settled upon herself
; and, as his friends foresaw,

the union was an unhappy one, and terminated
in a final separation in 1781. On the breaking
out of tbe American disputes, he wrote a pam-
phlet on the side of government, entitled " A
Calm Address to the American Colonies,"
which produced a considerable effect, at least

upon his own followers. When the contest
terminated in separation, he took a step which

appeared a renunciation of the principles of
the episcopal church, by ordaining preachers
for America, by imposition of hands, and con-

ecrating a bishop for the methodist espiscopal
church. By this step he deeply offended many
of the society, and especially his brother
Charles ; and it is asserted that he himself

repented it, as likely to further that separation
rrom the church, which after his death vir-

tually took place. The approach of old age
did not in the least abate the zeal and dili-

gence of this extraordinary person, who was
almost perpetually travelling, and whose reli-

nous services, setting aside his literary and
controversial labours, were almost beyond cal-

culation. Besides his numerous exhortations,
ic generally preached two sermons every day,
and not unfrequently four or five, all which he
was enabled to effect by very early rising and
:he strictest punctuality. His labours were
continued to within a week of his death, whick
ook place March 2, 1791, in the eighty-eighth
year of his age. John Wesley had a counte-
lance wherein mildness and gravity were very
pleasingly blended, and which in old age ap-
>eared extremely venerable. In manners he
was social, polite, and conversible, without

any of the gloom and austerity that might
lave been expected. In the pulpit he was
luent, clear, and argumentative ;

often amus-

ng, but never aiming at or reaching, like

Whitefield, the eloquence of passion. His

style in writing was of a similar description,
and he seldom appeared heated even in con-

roversy. His great mental characteristics

were energy, and love of power, which he
would never share with any one

;
like many

orrespondent characters in the Catholic

world, who could not have effected what

they accomplished upon any other principle.
In a similar manner he mixed up no small

;)ortiou of human policy in his religious sys-
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; in all which respects he has been closely
followed by the governing juntos of ministers

who hfcve succeeded him, a tenacity which has

produced one separation, and from appear-
ances may eventually lead to more. That, in-

dependently of these alloys of human weak-

ness, his objects and purposes were to benefit

the best interests of mankind, it would be un-

candid to dispute ;
and he will ever be deemed

a memorable person, even by those who feel

but little interest in the fortunes of the fabric

of which he has apparently laid so durable a

foundation. The works of John Wesley on

various subjects of divinity, ecclesiastical his-

tory, sermons, biography, &c. amounted even
in 1774 to 32 vols. 8vo. CHARLES WESLEY,
younger brother of the above, was born at

Epworth, Dec. 18, 1708. He was educated
at Westminster school and Christchurch, Ox-

ford, where he graduated AM. in 1732. He
accompanied his brother to Georgia, and also

became a preacher in the methodist connexion,
for which he wrote hymns, now sung in their ch a-

pels. Some of bis sermons have been printed,
and his poetical compositions exceeded those of

his brother, from whom he differed on various

points. He left two sons, who have obtained

considerable eminence as musical composers.
Lives 6i/ Hampton, Whitehead, and Southey.
WESSEL1NG (PETER) an eminent critic,

who presided over the gymnasium of Middle-

burg, was afterwards a professor in the uni-

versity of Franeker, and at length occupied
the chair of eloquence at Utrecht. Besides

other works he published
" Observationum

Variarum Libri duo,'
; Amsterd. 1727, 8vo ;

" Probabilium Liber singularis," Franeq. 1731,
8vo ;

" Antonini Itinerarium," Amsterd. 1735,
4to ;

" Dissertatio Herodotea," Traj. ad Rhen.

1758, 8vo ; and a valuable edition of Hero-

dotus, with Annotations, Amst. 1763, folio.

He died in 1764, aged seventy-two. Saxii

Onomast* Lit.

WESSELUS (JOHANNES) an eminent Ger-
man scholar and philosopher of the fifteenth

century, a native of Groningen, where he was
bom in 1419. Having made a great profi-

ciency in classical as well as theological lite-

rature, while studying at Zwoll and Cologne,
he declined taking the cowl, and according to

some authorities, travelled into the Levant
for the purpose of perfecting himself in the

Eastern languages. Delia Rovere, general of

the order of St Francis, held him in great
esteem

;
took him with him to tbe council of

Basil, and on being elevated to the tiara by
the name of Sixtus IV, sent for his old friend,
and desired him to mention any request he
wished to make. Wesselus, with great mode-

ration, limited his demand to the possession of

a copy of the Scriptures in Hebrew, with a

Greek version, which had attracted his notice

in the library of the Vatican ; and when the

surprised pontiff inquired why he had not rather

asked for some valuable piece of preferment,

replied with great simplicity,
" because I did

not want it." The same unambitious tempe-
rament, aided perhaps by conscientious mo-

tives, as he is known to have entertained some

WES
opinions not very dissimilar to those afterwards

professed by tbe reformers, induced him to re-

tire from tbe papal court to tbe comparative

obscurity of bis native city, wbere he gave lec-

tures in philology and metaphysics till bis

deatb, which took place October 4, 1489.

There are two editions of his works, both in-

complete, as many of his writings have pe-
rished ; the one printed in 152" at Leipsic,
the other in 1614 at Grouiugen, in quarto.
Freheri Theatrum.

WEST (BENJAMIN) a celebrated painter,

born in 1738, near Springfield, iu the state of

Pennsylvania, (N.A.) His parents were qua-
kers, but perceiving in their son something
little short of an innate propensity for the art

of drawing, they bad the good sense to allow

him to cultivate bis talents, in opposition to

the rigid principles of their sect. After re-

ceiving proper instruction, he exercised the

profession of a portrait painter in various parts
of the United States. He then, with a view

to improvement, undertook a voyage to Italy,
and visited successively Florence, Leghorn,

Bologna, Venice, and Rome ; and passing

through Savoy into France, be remained some
time at Paris. In 1763 be arrived in England,
where he met with such encouragement, that

be took up his residence here for the re-

mainder of his life. One of his first patrons
was Dr Drummond, archbishop of York, who
introduced tbe young American artist to bis

late majesty ;
and by order of tbe king he

executed his picture of " The Departure of

Regulus from Rome," which procured him
much reputation. On the foundation of the

Royal Academy of Painting in 1768, be be-

came a member; and in 1791 he succeeded to

the office of president, on the death of sir

Joshua Reynolds. Among the earlier produc-
tions of his pencil, that which attracted most
notice was his painting of " The Death of

General Wolfe," almost universally known
from the admirable engraving by Woollett.

After the treaty of Amiens, Mr VVest visited

Paris, for the purpose of taking a survey of

tbe magnificent assemblage of works of art in

the galleries of the Louvre. On this visit he

experienced from the French artists and from
the government a reception alike honourable

to all parties ; but after his return to England,
he had tbe mortification to perceive some di-

minution of the royal patronage, which he had
so long and so deservedly enjoyed. He how-
ever found encouragement from other quar-
ters. The British institution presented him
with three thousand guineas for a painting of
" Christ healing tbe Sick;" and an exhibition

of some of his works was, at least in the first

instance, productive of considerable profit.
One of his latest great works was a represen-
tation of " Death on tbe pale Horse," from
the Revelations. In 1817 he lost bis wife, an
American lady, to whom he had been united
more than half a century. He survived her
about three years, dying March 18, 1820, at

his residence in Newman-street, London
;
and

his corpse was splendidly interred in St Paul *

cath dr.,1. Ann. Biog.
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"WEST, LLD. (GILBERT) a learned and

ingenious aut'Uor, the friend of lord Lyttelton
and Mr Pitt, afterwards the celebrated earl of

Chatham. He was the son of Dr West, known
as the editor of Pindar's works, and was born

in the year 1706. Being intended by his

friends for the ministry, he was sent to Eton,

whence he removed to Christchurch, Oxford
;

but circumstances rendering it advisable for

him to enter the army, he obtained a commis-

sion in a cavalry regiment. He did not how-

ever long remain in the service, retiring on his

marriage to Wickham in Kent, where he de-

voted his time to literary pursuits and the en-

joyment of the society of his noble and talented

friends. The patronage of Mr Pitt at length
obtained him in 1751 the situation of clerk to

the privy council, he having previously held a

deputy's place nearly twenty years. The

treasurership to Chelsea college was afterwards

added through the same interest, but although
still in the prime of life, his enjoyment of this

improved state of his finances was soon de-

stroyed by domestic misfortunes. The death

of an only son, which took place in 1755, ren-

dered him reckless of the world, and his grief

in consequence of this calamity at length in-

duced a paralytic affection, which carried him
off on the 26th of March in the following

year. Dr West obtained his degree from the

university of Oxford, as a compliment due to

his merit in producing his celebrated " Obser-

vations on the Resurrection," first printed in

1747. His other writings are an original poem
on the " Institution of the Order of the Gar-

ter," and a spirited translation of some of the

Odes of Pindar. Johnson's Lives of the Poets.

WEST (RICHARD) chancellor of Ireland,

an eminent lawyer of the last century. He
was a member of the society of the Temple,
and in 1714 published a professional treatise

of considerable ability on the law of treason.

Three years afterwards he was presented with

a silk gown, and in 1725 was farther promoted
to the highest law dignity in the sister king-

dom. Besides the work already mentioned,

he was the author of an "
Inquiry into the

Method of creating Peers ;" a tragedy entitled
" Hecuba," and some Essays in a periodical

work called The Freethinker. Lord chancellor

West was by his marriage son-in-law to the

celebrated bishop Burnet, and father to Mr
West, the friend of Horace Walpole. He did

not enjoy his high situation more than a twelve-

month, dying in the course of the year 1726.

Chalmers's Bin*. Diet.

WEST (THOMAS) an English Jesuit of the

last century, born about the year 1716. He
received his education on the continent, and

for some years filled the professor's chair in

natural philosophy, in one of the col leges there

belonging to his order. On his return to

England he took up his abode at Ulverstone

in Lancashire, dividing his time in a great

measure between that place and the seat of the

Strickland family, in the neighbouring county
of Westmoreland. While in this retreat he

employed his leisure hours in studying the na-

tural beauties and architectural antiquities of
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the vicinity, the result of which he gave to the
world in an interesting

"
History of Furness

Abbey ;"
" A Guide to the Lakes," &c. toge-

ther with some essays on antiquarian subjects,
to be found in the Archaeologia. His death
took place at Ulverstone, July 10,1779. Gent.

Mag.
WESTON (ELIZABETH JANE) an English

woman, distinguished for her learning and ac-

complishments in the sixteenth century. She
was born in 1560, but quitting this country
while a girl, became settled in Bohemia,
where she contracted a marriage with a gen-
tleman about the court, named Leon. She
was familiar with most of the modern as well
as with some of the ancient languages, and
wrote Latin verse especially with great purity
and elegance. She must not be confounded
with an ELIZABETH WESTON, who was born
about the year 1672 at Edinburgh, and who
acquired a considerable degree of notoriety in

the earlier part of the last century, by her fa-

naticism and eccentricities. The death of
the latter lady took place in 1735 at Saline.

Ballard's Memoirs.
WESTON (THOMAS) a comic actor of great

merit, whose father filled the office of first cook
in the royal kitchen in the reign of George II.

The son received a liberal education
; and

being provided with some inferior offices in the

king's household, he was sent to sea as a mid-

shipman. This situation proving unpleasant,
he left the service clandestinely, and went on
the stage. After experiencing for a time the
inconveniences of a strolling life, he procured
an engagement at Foote's theatre in the Hay-
market, where he at first occupied only sub-
ordinate characters. At length his per-
formance of Jerry Sneak, in The Mayor of
Garrat established his fame

; and beinf en-

gaged at Drury Lane, he played Abel Drug-
ger, in The Tobacconist, during Garrick's
absence in France and Italy. He subsequently
performed at Covent Garden, and in parts si-

milar to those already mentioned he was ex-

tremely successful ; but ruined in his health
and circumstances by dissipation, he died in

distress, in January, 1776. Thesp. Diet.
WESTON (WILLIAM). There were two

learned English divines of this name, father
and son. The elder Mr Weston presided for

many years with great reputation over the
foundation school at Okeham, where his sou
was educated under him. The latter subse-

quently became fellow of St John's college,
Cambridge, and incumbent of the parish of

Campden, Gloucestershire, for which piece of

preferment he was indebted to his friend, lord

Gainsborough. His "
Enquiry into the Re-

jection of the Miracles of Christ by the Hea-
then World," printed in 1746, and'his " Dis-
sertation on some of the most remarkable \Von-
ders of Antiquity," published two years after-

wards, exhibit deep erudition with great anti-

quarian research, and are much admired. The
younger Weston died in 1760. Gent. Mag.
WETSTEIN, the name of a family long

resident at Basil, several of the members of

which were highly distinguished as scholars
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r.d theologians. Tlie first on record filled the

jsrofessor's chair of that university in Greek
and divinity, and was succeeded in both these

honourable situations, by his eldest son, Jo-
IIAXN RODOI.PHUS WETSTEIN, born 1647.

The latter, among other devotional tracts, was
the author of " An Exhortation to Martyr-
dom," and published an edition of Origen's

writings against the tenets of Alarcion. His

death took place at Basil in 1611. HENRY
WETSTEIN, younger brother to the above, was
born in 1649, and settled at Amsterdam,
where he carried on an extenive business as a

printer, and published several valuable works,
with notices prefixed of his own writing,
which are sufficient to stamp his character as

a man of considerable erudition and acuteness.

He attained the age of seventy-seven, dying in

1726. JOHN JAMES WETSTEIN, born in 1693,
was the son of a third brother, and made so

rapid a progress in his studies, that he is said

to have graduated at Basil as a doctor in phi-

losophy before he had reached the age of

seventeen. Having entered the church, he
devoted himself with uncommon ardour and

perseverance to the restoration of the purity of

the text of the New Testament, and in pur-
suance of this his favourite object, visited

most of the principal libraries of France,

Switzerland, Germany, and England, examin-

ing aud collating their various manuscripts,
with a view to confirming an argument which
he had maintained with great ability at the

university,
" that variety of readings were no

objection to the general authenticity of the

text." On his return to Basil, he declared

his intention of publishing a new treatise on
this important subject, under the title of ' ' Pro-

legomena ad Novi Testamenti Graci Editio-

nem accuratissimam e vetustissimis Codicibus

Manuscriptis denuo procurandam." This an-

nunciation excited considerable uneasiness

among the German divines, who exerted them-
selves with such effect to procure the suppres-
sion of a work, which they feared might un-

settle the received version, that the council

refused to sanction or permit the publication.
Wetstein in consequence removed to Holland,
where he published his book in 1730, and was
soon after appointed by the Remonstrants to

the professorship of history and philosophy,
then become vacant by the resignation of Le
Clerc. In 1751 -2 appeared his last work, an

edition of the New Testament, in two folio

volumes, with the text as generally received,
and the various readings, notes, &c. below.

To this he also annexed two curious epistles
of Clemens Romanus, from a Syriac manu-

script, with a Latin version. This learned and
acute critic was a fellow of the Royal So-

cieties of London and Berlin, and died at Am-
sterdam, March 24, 1754. Chanfepie.
WEW1TZER (RALPH) a comedian dis-

tinguished for his wit and talents, who was a

native of London, where he originally followed

the occupation of a jeweller, which he quitted
for the precarious honours of the stage. He
made his tirst appearance at Covent Garden
theatre about 17Uo, as Ralph in the comic
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opera of The Maid of the Mill. The ability
which he displayed as an actor in low comedy,

especially in the characters of Jews and French-

men, procured him much reputation. He per-
formed at Dublin under Mr Ryder's manage-
ment; and returning to Covent Garden, con-

tinued there till 1789, when he undertook the

management of the Royalty theatre. On the

failure of that concern, he procured an engage-
ment at Drury Lane, aud performed there and
at the Haymarket till the close of his theatrical

career. He is said to have invented some panto-
mimes ; and he was the ostensible author or

compiler of a jest-book, entitled " Tlie School

of Wit." He died at the age of seventy-sir
in 1824, in indigent circumstances, having for

several years been a pensioner on the Thea-
trical Fund. Thesp. Diet. Ann. Reg.WHALLEY (PETER) a native of Rugby in

the county of Warwick, born 1722. l-rcm

Merchant Tailors' school in the city of Lon-

don, where he received the rudiments of a

classical education, he removed on a founda-

tion fellowship to St John's college, Oxford,
where he graduated and took holy orders.

Soon after he obtained the living of St Se-

pulchre at Northampton, and subsequently
those of St Margaret Pattens, London, and Hor-

ley in the county of Sussex. In 1768 he became
head master of the grammar school attached

to Christ's hospital, which situation he filled

eight years, and then resigned it for a similar

one at St Olave's, Southwark. He was the

author of " An Inquiry into the Learning of

Shakspeare," 8vo ;

" An Essay on writing

History ;" an edition of Ben Jonson's works, in

7 vols. 8vo ;
a "Vindication of the Authenticity

and Evidence of the Gospels," 8vo, written in

reply to Bolingbroke ; some verses prefixed to

Hervey's Meditations," and a few sermons on
miscellaneous subjects. Besides these works
he was long engaged in arranging the mateiials

of a history of the county of Northampton ;

but the book was left incomplete, and did not

appear till after his decease, which took place

during a temporary visit to Holland in 17$1.

Nichols's Lit. Anec.

WHARTOM (HENRY) an English divine,

antiquary, and historian, distinguished for his

industry and learning. He was born in 1664
at Worsted in Norfolk, of which, parish his

father was the vicar. At the age of fifteen he
was admitted a pensioner of Gonvii and Caius

college, Cambridge ; and after taking the de-

gree of BA. he assisted Dr William Cave in

his Historia Litteraria. In 3697 he entered

into holy orders, and the following year pro-
ceeded MA. He was subsequently engaged
in writing or editing some tracts against

popery, and in other literary occupations ;

until he took priest's orders, when he obtained
the vicarage of Minster in the Isle of Tha-
net, and in 1689 the rectory of Chartham.
He then undertook the work which has prin-

cipally contributed to his reputation,
"
Anglia

Sacra," 1691, 2 vols. folio, consisting of a col-

lection of original memoirs relative to the Eng-
lish prelates to the time of the Reformation.
After his death, which took place in March,
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1694-5, appeared a supplement to the preced-

ing work, entitled " Historia de Episcopis et

Decanis Londinensibus
;
necnon de Episc. et

Decan. Assaviensibus," 1695, 8vo. He was
also the author of " A Defence of Pluralities

"

" The History of the Troubles and Trial of

Archbishop Laud;" "A Specimen of some
Error* and Defects in the History of the Re-
formation of the Church of England, by Gil-

bert Burnet, DD." besides other works.

Biog. Brit. Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WHA11TON (THOMAS) a physician and

anatomist, born in 1610 in the county of York.
He was educated at Pembroke-hall, Cam-
bridge , and previously to the civil war he re-

sided at the university of Oxford, where be
was private tutor to a natural son of the earl

of Sunderland. On the commencement of

hostilities he removed to London, and en-

gaged in medical practice. After the sur-

render of Oxford to the parliament, he re-

turned thither ; and on the recommendation
of general Fairfax he was created MD. May 8,

1647. He returned again to London, where in

3650 he was admitted a member of the Col-

lege of Physicians, of which he subsequently
became censor. Being appointed professor of

anatomy at Gresham college, he delivered

lectures on the glandular system, which formed
the basis of a work he published in 1636, un-
der the title of "

Adenographia, sive Glandu-
larurn totius Corporis Descriptio,"8vo. Whar-
ton's descriptions are chiefly taken from brute

subjects ; but his account of the salivary glands
and ducts is esteemed accurate, and he has

furnished useful observations on diseases of the

glands. He died in 1673. Eloy Diet. H. de

la Med. Aikin's Gen. Bwg.
WHARTON (THOMAS, marquis of) an

English statesman, descended from an ancient

family of Westmoreland, who was the son of

Philip lord Wharton. At the Revolution he
wan; one of the 6rst persons of distinction who
joined William III on his arrival in England;
and by that prince he was made comptroller
of the household, a privy counsellor, justice in

Eyre,' south of the Trent, and lord-lieutenant

of Oxfordshire, and afterwards of Westmore-
land. Queen Anne created him viscount

Winchendon and earl of Wharton
;
and in

1709 he was sent as viceroy to Ireland, but
the following year he resigned all his employ-
ments. Being a zealous whig and firm sup-

porter of the Hanoverian succession, he was
favoured by George I, who raised him to the

rank of marquis. He diedia 1715. WHAR-
TON (PHILIP, duke of) son of the preceding,
was born in 1699. He displayed when quite

young talents which attracted notice, and hav-

ng been educated under domestic tutors, at

the age of fourteen he married clandestinely
the daughter of major-general Holmes, to the

j

June 1772. Biog

great disappointment of his father, whose death vol. ii.

shortly after left him at liberty to follow his
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wards to the court of the pretender at Avig.
non. That prince, highly gratified bv his at-

tentions, decorated him with the title jf duke
of Northumberland. About the end of 17 1

he returned to England, and thence proceeding
to Ireland, where he possessed a peerage, he
was allowed to take his seat in the Irish house
of Peers. He then displayed the

versatility of
his character by defending, with all the powers
of reasoning and eloquence, the established

government ;
in consequence of which he ob-

tained promotion to a dukedom. On attaining
the age of majority he made his appearance in
the English parliament, where he pursued a
line of political conduct diametrically oppo-
site to that which be had lately exhibited

;

distinguishing himself as the warm defender
of bishop Atterbury, impeached as an adhe-
rent to the bouse of Stuart. He also published
a virulent opposition paper, called " The True
Briton." Having impoverished himself by
extravagance, his estates were, by a decree in

chancery, vested in the hands of trustees, who
allowed him an annuity of 1200L He then
retired to the continent, and visited Vienna
and Madrid. His duchess dying in 1726, he
married a young lady of Irish extraction, who
was maid of honour to the queen of Spain.
After practising new intrigues, deceiving by
the levity of his conduct the Spanish court and
the chevalier de St. George, and rendering
himself contemptible alike to all parties, he
deprived himself of all his resources, by reject-

ing an offer of restoration to his title and es

tate, made him by sir Robert Walpole. Over-
whelmed with debts, he went to Paris, where
he lived for some time meanly and disreput-
ably. At length he returned to Spain ; and
ruined in health as well as in fortune, he was

proceeding towards a mineral spring in Cata-

lonia, in hopes of relief, when increasing ill-

ness obliged him to stop at a small village,
where he died May 31, 1731. Towards the
close of his life he engaged in writing a tra-

gedy on the story of Mary queen of Scots.

His poems, speeches, and letters, with his life

prefixed, were published in 1731, 2 vols. 8vo.

Birch's Lives. Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WHATELY (THOMAS) apolitical and mis

cellaneous writer, who held the office of secre-

tary of the treasury towards the middle of the

last century. He was the author of " Re-
marks on the Budget," 8vo, and " Conside-
rations on the Trade and Finances of this

Kingdom, and on the Measures of Adminis-
tration with respect to those great National

Objects since the Conclusion of the Peace,"
1763, 8vo. But besides these two political
tracts of temporary interest, he published an

ingenious woik, entitled " An Essay on De-

sign in Gardening," 1760, 8vo. He died in

Lit. and Polit. Anecd

own inclinations. In 1716 he set out on his

travels, professedly for the purpose of finishing
his studies at Geneva. But disgusted with

WHEARE (DIGOEY) Camden professor
of history at Oxford, was born at Jacobstow
in Cornwall, in 1573. He was a student of

Broadgate-hall, and was subsequently chosen

the sober manners of that place, he left his fellow of Exeter college in the before men-

governor there and went to Lyons, and after-
[

tioued university, which he left in 1608, and

'..IN. BioG.-Voi,. III. 2 G
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Ix-came principal of Gloucester-hall, being also

appointed first lecturer on history on Camden's
foundation. He died in 1647. He published" De Ratione et Methodo legendi Historias

Dissertatio," Oxon. 1625, 8vo, which has

been translated into English under the tit* of
" The Method and Order of Reading joth

Civil and Ecclesiastical Histories," 1698, 8vo.

He also wrote " Parentatio Historica ; sive

Commemoratio Vitae et Mortis Gul. Cam-
deni," Oxon, 1628 ;

" Dedicatio Imaginis
Camdeniana; in Schola Historica ;"

"
Epis-

tolarum Eucharisticarum Fasciculus." Life

Oy Bohun.
'

WHEATLEY (CHARLES) a divine of the

church of England, who was a native of Lon-

don, and was educated at St John's college,

Oxford, where he obtained a fellowship. He
afterwards removed to London, and became
lecturer at the church of St Mildred in the

Poultry. At length he was promoted to a

vicarage in Hertfordshire, where he died in

1742, aged fifty-six. He was the author of a
" Rational Illustration of the Common Prayer,"
which has passed through several editions ;

and he published a volume of Sermons preached
at lady Moyer's lecture ; a tract against bishop

Hoadly on the Sacrament, &c. Some of his

Sermons were also published posthumously.
Nichols's Lit. Artec.

WHEATLEY ( FRANCIS) an eminent pain-

ter, bora in London in 1747. He received his

first instruction in Shipley's drawing school
;

and while young he obtained several premiums
from the Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, &c. He was employed by Mortimer to

assist him in painting the ceiling at Brockett-

hall, a circumstance that contributed to his

improvement as an artist ; but he appears to

have been chiefly indebted for his skill to the

study of nature. After practising some years
in London, he went to Dublin, where he

painted a large picture of the Irish house of

Commons, including portraits of distinguished

political characters. Returning to England,
he employed his pencil with great success on

rural and domestic subjects, which he executed

with great facility, and thus obtained both

fame and monev. He was elected an acade-

mician 1791, and he died of the gout in 1801.

Pees's Cyclofxed.
WHEELOCKE (ABRAHAM) a learned

Orientalist and first professor of the Arabic

and Saxon tongues in the university of Cam-

bridge. He was born at Loppington in Shrop-
shire, at what date is not recorded ; but he

graduated AM. at Trinity college, Cambridge,
in 1618, and the following year was elected a

fellow of Clare-hall. About 1622 he was ap-

pointed professor of the Arabic and Saxon

tongues at Cambridge, with which he held the

vicarage of Middleton in Norfolk. He was

deeply engaged in the production of the cele-

brated Polyglot Bible; anddied at London,while

he was printing his Persian Gospels, which
were intended to have been introduced into

Persia. He also published an edition of Bede's

Ecclesiastical History and of Lambarde's Ar-

chaionomia. Fuller's Worthies.
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WHELER, or WHEELER (sir GEOKGE)
a learned, traveller, was the son of colonel

Wheler, of Charing, in Kent, and born in

1650, at Breda in Holland. In 1667 he be-

came a commoner of Lincoln-ball, Oxford, on

leaving which he travelled into Greece and

Asia, in company with Dr James Spon. ot

Lyons, their primary object being to copy in-

scriptions and describe antiquities. On his re-

turn he presented to the university of Oxford
a valuable collection of Greek and Latin MSS.
for which the degree of master of arts was
conferred on him in convocation, he having
been previously knighted. In 1684 he took

orders, and obtained a prebend in the church
of Durham, was made vicar of Basingstoke,
and presented to the rich rectory of Hough-
ton-le-Spring, by his patron, bishop Crewe.
He was created DD. in 1702, and died Feb. 18,
1723-4. In 1682 he published an account of

his journey into Greece, in the company of

Dr Spon, in six books, folio, which work is

highly valued for its authenticity and in-

formation, interesting to the medallist, anti-

quary, and students of natural history. He
also published an account of " The Churches
of the primitive Christians," 1689 ; and a
work entitled " The Protestant Monastery, or

Christian Ceremonies." Sir George Wheler
built a chapel on his estate in Spitalfields,
which still goes by his name. Biog. Brit.

Pultenev's Sketches.

WHETHAMSTEDE (JOHN) an English
chronicler, who was abbot of St Albans. His

paternal name was Bostock, and he derived

that by which he is commonly known from the

place of his birth in Hertfordshire. He is said

to hare been a monk of Gloucester, whence
he removed to St Albans, and in 1382 he was
admitted to priest's orders by Braybrook, bi-

shop of London. After having been prior of

Tinmouth, which was dependant on the mo-

nastery of St Albans, he at length became
abbot. He resigned this dignity, but again re-

sumed it, and died at a very advanced age in

1464. He was librarian to Humphrey, duke
of Gloucester, and contributed much to the

formation of the library collected by that

prince. Tanner has given a copious list of

the writings of this learned monk, among
which are a treatise,

" De Viris illustribus ;"

and " Historia brevis Angliae a Bruto ad Hen-
ricum Sextum." Leland. Bale. Pits. Tan-
nf.ri Bibl. Brit. Hibern.

WHICHCOTE (BENJAMIN) an eminent

divine, born in 1610, of an ancient family, at

Whichcote-hall in Shropshire. Having stu-

died at Emanuel college, Cambridge, and
taken his degrees, he became in 1633 a fellow

of his college, and a distinguished tutor. He
was ordained in 1636, when he established a

lecture at Trinity church, Cambridge, which
he continued for nearly twenty years, with the

exception of a short period which he passed
at a benefice which he obtained in Somerset-
shire. In 1644 he was made provost of King's
college; and in 1649 he took the degree of

f)D, and was presented to the rectory of Mil-

ton in Cambridgeshire. At the Restoration
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he was deprived of his provostship, on which

he removed to London, and in 1662 he was
chosen minister of St Anne's, Blackfriars.

His church being burnt down, he retired to

Milton, but returned again to London on ob-

taining the vicarage of St Lawrence, Jewry,

by presentation from the crown. He died in

1683. After Ins deatli a volume of his " Se-

lect Sermons," 1698, 8vo, wa* published, with

a recommendatory preface, by lord Shaftes-

bury, author of the Characteristics
; and

three more voluires appeared subsequently,
edited by Dr Jeffery and Dr Samuel Clarke.

llees's Cyclop.
WHISTON (WILLIAM) a learned divine

and mathematician, born in 1667 at Norton,
near Twycross in Leicestershire, where his fa-

ther was rector of the parish. He studied at

Clare-hall, Cambridge, where he applied him-

self particularly to mathematics
;
and he dis-

played his predominant disposition by com-

posing devout religious meditations. Having
taken his first degree iii 1690, he was chosen

a fellow of his college, and became an acade-

mical tutor. In 1693 he proceeded MA, and

entering into holy orders, he was appointed

chaplain to Dr Moore, bishop of Norwich. In

1696 he published a "
Theory of the Earth,"

on the principles of the Newtonian philosophy,
an ingenious but fanciful performance, which

provoked the animadversions of Dr Keill. His

patron the bishop gave him the living of

Lowestoffe, in Suffolk, in 1698 ; and he re-

sided there til! 1700, when he was appointed

deputy professor of mathematics at Cambridge,

by sir Isaac Newton, who three years after re-

signed the professorship in his favour. Whis-

ton then gave up his benefice, and settled at

Cambridge, where bishop Moore nominated

him catechetical lecturer at the church of St

Clement. In 1706 he published an "
Essay

on the Revelation of St John ;" and the next

year he became Boylean lecturer, and his ser-

mons on that occasion, on the "
Accomplish-

ment of Scripture Prophecies," were printed
in 1708, 8vo. He had now conceived doubts

concerning the doctrine of the Trinity, and he

was at length led to adopt Arian opinions, in

which he was confirmed by the perusal of the

Apostolic Constitutions, a manifestly spurious

work, but which Whiston pronounced to be
" the most sacred of the canonical books of

the New Testament.'' His perseverance in

heterodox sentiments occasioned his losing his

catechetical lectureship ;
and in 1710 he was

formally expelled from the university, in con-

formity to a statute against maintaining doc-

trines contrary to the established religion.

The following year he was deprived of his

professorship ; and having now no employ-
ment at Cambridge, he removed to the metro-

polis, and published an account of the pro-

ceedings against him, and also pieces in de-

fence of his peculiar sentiments, which he

continued to maintain without any regard to

liis private interest. He gave lectures on as-

tronomy, which were patronized by Addison,
sir Richard Steele, and others

;
and had he

been contented to desist from theological con-
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[troversy,

his talents as a mathematician would
I have secured him ample encouragement and
support. But by the publication of an " His-
torical Preface to Primitive

Christianity re-

vived," in 1711
; and by the work itself, which

appeared in 5 vols. 8vo the following year, he

subjected himself to the notice of the convo-
! cation, and was prosecuted as a heretic, though
the proceedings were ultimately terminated by
an act of grace in 1715. Being refused ad-
mission to the sacrament at his parish church,

: where he had regularly attended, he opened
his own house for public worship, using a li-

turgy of his own composition ; but towards
the close of his life he became a baptist. In
1719 he published a letter to the earl of Not-

tingham,
" On the Eternity of the Son of

God and his Holy Spirit," which afforded that
nobleman an opportunity for signalizing his or-

thodoxy, and prevented Whiston from being
chosen a fellow of the Royal Society, where
he was proposed as a candidate in 1720. He
subsequently distinguished himself by an
abortive attempt to discover the longitude ;

and by his professed opinions relative to an

approaching millennium, and the restoration

of the Jews. Among his latest labours were
his memoirs of his own life, 1749-50, 3 vols.

8vo. This learned and ingenious, but very ec-

centric scholar, died in Londou in 1752. Be-
sides his original productions, which are ex-

tremely numerous, he published a valuable
translation of the works of Josephus, with

notes, dissertations, &c. Biug. Brit. Aikin'$
Gen. Biog.
WHITAKER (JOHN) an eminent divine,

historian, and antiquary, born at Manchester
about 1735. He was educated at Oxford, and
became a fellow of Corpus Christi college,

taking the degree of MA. in 1759, and that
of BE), in 1767. He began to distinguish
himself as an acute and erudite inquirer into

our national antiquities by the publication, in

1771, of the first volume of his "
History of

Manchester," including a variety of disquisi-
tions relative to the state of Britain under the

dominion of the Romans. The same year ap-
peared his " Genuine History of the Britons

asserted j" and this was followed, in 1775, by
the second volume of his former work, relat-

ing to the Saxon period of our national history.

Having taken orders, he was chosen morning
preacher at Berkeley chapel, London, in 1773 ;

but he was soon after deprived of this situa-

tion. He was so warm a parti/.an of ortho-

doxy, that he refused to accept of a valuable

benefice offered him by a Unitarian patron.
In 1778 he obtained the college living of Ruan

Lanyhorne, in Cornwall, where he. became in-

volved in a contest with his parishioners about

tytlies, which was the source of much unea-
siness to him, but was at length amicably con-
cluded. He published, in 1783, a course of

sermons on death, judgment, heaven, and
hell

;
and in 1787, appeared his "

Mary Queen
of Scots Vindicated," 3 vols. 8vo, in which he
exhibited much research and ingenuity, com-
bined with an abundant portion of zeal for the

memory of the unfortunate Mary, and of pre-
2 G2
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possession, if not prejudice, against tier per-
secutors. Among the future productions of

liis pen were,
" The Course of Hannibal over

the Alps ascertained," "Z vols. 8vo ;

" The

Origin of Arianism disclosed," 8vo; and
" The aacient Cathedral of Cornwall histori-

cally Surveyed," 2 vols. 4to. He was also a
considerable contributor to the English and

Antijacobin Reviews, and the British Critic.

His death, in consequence of a paralytic
ttroke, took place at his rectory in October
(808. Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WHITAKKR (EDWARD W.) a divine and

theological writer, who was the son of Serjeant

Whitaker, and was born in 1750. After

finishing fais studies at Cbristchurch, Oxford,
lie entered into lioly orders, and became cu-
rate of St John's Clerkenwell, in London.
He afterwards obtained the livings of St Mil-
dred's and All Saint'*, Canterbury ;

and in

the latter part of his life lie kept an academy
at Egham in Surrey, where he died in 1818.

Among his works are "Sermons on Educa-

tion," 1788, 8vo ;

"
Dialogues on the Doc-

trine of the Trinity," 1786, 8vo ; "A Gene-
ral and Connected View of the Prophecies re-

lative to the Times of the Gentiles," 1795,
8vo; "Family Sermons," 1798-99, 3 vols.

8vo ;

" A Commentary on the Revelation of

St John, accompanied with Historical Testi-

mony of its Accomplishment," 1802, 8vo
;

and " An Abridgment of Universal History,"
2 vols. 4to. Mr Whitaker was principally
concerned in establishing that useful institu-

tion the "
Refuge for the Destitute." Gent.

Mag.
WHITAKER, LLD. FRS. and FSA.

(THOMAS DUNHAM) an acute and industrious

antiquary and author, born at Rainham in

Norfolk, of which parish his father was cu-

rate, June 8, 1769. The year following, his

father succeeding to the paternal estate of
Holme by the death of his elder brother,

placed his son first with the rev. John Shaw
of Rochdale, and afterwards with the rev. W.
Sheepshanks at Grassington in Craven,whence i

he removed in 1775 to St John's college,
j

Cambridge, at which university he graduated.
In 1797, having taken orders some years pre- i

viously, he became perpetual curate of the
{

chapel at Holme, founded by his ancestors, !

but rebuilt and re-endowed by himself. In
j

1809 he was presented to the vicarage of

W'halley, and to that of Blackburne in 1818.
His principal works are,

" A History of the

Original Parish of Whalley, and H'onor of

Clitheroe, in tlie Counties of Lancaster and

York," quarto, printed first in 1801, which
has passed through three editions ;

" A His-

tory of the Deanery of Craven," 4to, 1805
and 1812 ;

" De Motu per Britanniam Civico

Annis 1745 et 1746," 12mo, 1809; "Life
and Original Correspondence of Sir G. Bad-

ciiffe, Knt." 4to, 1810 ;
" Loidis and Elmete,

or an Attempt to Illustrate the Districts de-

wrribed in those Words by Bede," folio, 1816 ;

" Substance of a Speech at Blackburne, Fe-

broarv 20, 1817," "The History of York-

shire," folio, 1821 ;
besides several single ser-
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mmis preached on different occasions. Ho
also published new editions of Piers Plow-

man, in 4to
;

the Works of Archbishop
Sandys, with a Life of the Author ; and of

Thoresby's Ducatus Leodinensis, folio, 1816 ;

and left behind him in M&. materials for a

history of " Richmondshire and Lunedale."
He had the character of being a profound
theologian, a good scholar, and an active ma-
gistrate, and died December 18, 1821. Ann.

Biog.
WHITAKER, (WILLIAM) a Calvinistic

divine and controversial writer of eminence in

the sixteenth century. He was a native of

Lancashire, and was educated at St Paul's

school, and Trinity college, Cambridge, where
he obtained a fellowship. He displayed his

learning by Greek translations of the English
Liturgy, and of dean NowelTs Catechism

;

and his zeal for die doctrines of the Genevan
reformer by various publications against car-

dinal BeHarmine, the Jesuit Stapleton, and
others. He was made professor of divinity at

Cambridge, and chancellor of St Paul's cathe-
dral in 1579 ; and he resigned the last pre-
ferment on being appointed master of St John's

college. He died in 1595. His works were

published collectively at Geneva, 1610,2 vols.

fdio. Tanneri Bibl. Brit. Hib.

WHITBREAD (SAMWEL) for several years
a leading member of the house of Commons,
was the son of the eminent brewer of the same
name, to whose extensive business he suc-

ceeded. He was born in London in 1758, and
was educated at Eton, whence he was removed
to St John's college, Cambridge, after which
he made the tour of Europe under the care of

Mr (subsequently archdeacon) Coxc. Soon
after his return, he married the daughter of sir

Charles (afterwards earl) Grey, and in 1790
was returned to the house of Commons for

the borough of Steyning, but for the greater

part of his life he represented the town of

Bedford, in which borough and county he pos-
sessed a large landed property. He imme-

diately became an active member of the oppo-
sition headed by Mr Fox, but distinguished
himself by acting on many occasions agreeably
to his own views, independently of his party.
For many years he was esteemed one of the
most shrewd, investigative, and vigorous op-
ponents of the Pitt administration, and of the
war growing out of the French Revolution.
He was also the conductor of the impeachment
against lord Melville, which, although termi-

nating in acquittal, threw a shade over the
close of that statesman's life, and proved a
source of extreme concern to the premier. Of
the political opinions of Mr Whitbcead, those
who study the history of the period in which
he acted a very conspicuous part in parlia-
ment, will judge by their own

; but few will be

disposed to dtny him the praise of being for

many years a most able, useful, and active

senator. The close of his life was melancholy ;

an over-anxious attention to business in gene-
ral, but more especially to the intricate concerns
of Drury Lane theatre, produced a W>nmr>rzi-y
aberration of intellect, during which be sud-
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deuly terminated his own life, July 6, 1815,

in the fifty-seventh year of his age. The second

son of Mr Whitbread is now (1828) member
for the county of Middlesex. Ann. Biog.
WHITBY (DANIEL). See Appendix.
WHITE (GILBERT) a writer on natural

history and antiquities, born at Selborne in

Hampshire, in 1720. He studied at Oriel col-

lege, Oxford, where he obtained a fellowship
in 1744 ;

he took the degree of MA. in 1746,
and in 1752 he filled the office of senior proc-
tor of the university. He afterwards fixed his

residence in his native village, devoting his

leisure to literature and the study of nature.

The fruit of his researches appeared in his
" Natural History and Antiquities of Sel-

borne," 1789, 4to, of which a German trans-

lation was published at Berlin in 1792. He
died in 1793. " A Naturalist's Calendar,"
extracted from his papers, was published post-

humously ;
and this was reprinted in a collec-

tion of his works on Natural History, 1802,

t vols. 8vo. Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WHITE (HENHY KIRKK) a youthful poet

of distinguished ability, who was born at Not-

tingham, March 21, 1785. He was the son

of a butcher, and was intended for the same

occupation ; but the delicacy of his constitu-

tion occasioned his destination to be changed
for the more sedentary employment of a stock-

ing-weaver. From his infancy he manifested

an extraordinary love of learning ;
and at the

age of fourteen he produced specimens of

poetry worthy of preservation. He was now
removed from the stocking- loom to be placed
In an attorney's office ;

and he devoted his

spare time to the study of Latin and Greek,

increase of knowledge inspired him with the

desire to obtain more favourable opportunities
for improving his talents

;
and the advantage

of a university education, with the prospect
of entering the church, became the great ob-

ject of his ambition. At length, through the

generosity of Mr Wilberforce, and the exer-

tions of the rev. Charles Simeon, he was ad-

mitted a student of St John's college, Cam-

bridge. There he applied himself to his stu-

dies with such unremitting labour, that his

health became deranged, and he died October

19, 1806, deeply lamented both on account of

his virtues and his talents. He published in

1803 a poem called "Clifton Grove;" and

after his death his " Remains," consisting of

Poems, Letters, and Fragments, were edited

by Robert Southey, 2 vols. 8vo. Brit. Crit.

WHITE (JOSEPH) an eminent divine and

Orientalist, who was the son of a weaver at

Stroud in Gloucestershire, where he was born

in 1746. An early inclination for reading, in

which he indulged while working with his

father, enabled him to acquire such a know-

ledge of literature as attracted the notice of a

neighbouring gentleman, who procured him
the means of farther instruction, and sent him
to Wadham college, Oxford. He took the

degree of MA. in 1773, and obtained a fellow-

ship in his college. He directed his studies

particularly to Oriental literature, and in 1775
he was elected Laudian professor of Arabic,

WHI
when hn printed a discourse in Latin on the

utility of that language in theological in-

quiries. He was appointed by the university
editor of the Philoxenian Syriac version of the
four Gospels, which he published in 1778, 4to,
with a Latin translation and notes. About
this time he was nominated one of the preach-
ers at the cliapel roynl, Whitehall. In 1783
he edited major Davey's translation, from the

Persian, of The Institutes of Timour, 4to.

Being appointed preacher of the Bampton
lecture in 17&1, he delivered a set of sermons
on the evidences of Christianity, printed at

the Clarendon press in 1784. They procured
professor White an immediate accession to his

literary reputation, which was afterwards some-
what lowered by the discovery that he had
been materially assisted in the composition of
these celebrated discourses by the rev. S. Bad-
cock and Dr S. Parr. He was however pre-
sented to a prebend at Gloucester, and soon
after took the degree of DD. About 1790 he

married, and obtained a college living in Suf-

folk, where he took up his residence. In this

situation he continued to prosecute his studies,
and having set up a printing-press in his own
house, he published a volume entitled "

JEgyp-
tiaca," relating to the antiquities of Egypt,
and an account of that country by Abdulla-

iph, in Arabic, with a Latin version. He died
n 1814. Besides the works already noticed,
Dr White published an edition of tLe Greek
Testament, from the text of Griesbach

;
and a

Harmony of the Four EvangeJists, in Greek.
Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WHITE (RICHARD) usually known, by the

Latinized appellation Ricardus Vitus, an his-

torical and philoJogical writer, who was born
at Basingstoke in Hampshire, and studied at

Winchester and Oxford. In 1557 he obtained
a fellowship at New college, but being a Ca-
tholic, he was displaced in the reign of queen
Elizabeth, when he went to Douay, and be-
came professor of jurisprudence, and subse-

quently rector of that university. He obtained
from the emperor of Germany the title of count

palatine ;
but at length took holy orders, and

died canon of St Peter's, Douay, in 1612.
He published

" Historia Britannias Insulse ab

Origine Mundi ad AD. octingentesimum,"
1602, 12mo ; and an enigmatical epitaph on
JElia. Laslia Crispis, purporting to have been
discovered at Bologna, which has been often

printed. Wood's Athen. Oxon.
WHITE (THOMAS) an English philosopher

of the seventeenth century, chiefly known as
the friend and correspondent of Hobbes and
Descartes. In his writings he designated
himself Thomas Albius or de Albis

; and in

the controversies to which the Cartesian phi-
losophy gave rise, he distinguished himself as
its advocate. He was a native of Essex, and

being of a Catholic family he was educated in

a seminary abroad ; after which he was or-

dained a secular priest, and was appointed
sub-rector of the college of Douay. He died
in 1676, aged ninety-four, Biog. Brit. Ber-

kenhaut.

WHITE (THOMAS) an English divine, emi-
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sent as a benefactor of literature. lie was Benson did not scruple to confer on liira

born at Bristol, and studied at Magdalen col- priest's orders, and ou repairing to London,

lege, Oxford. Having taken orders, he ob- the churches in which lie preached were in-

tained various preferments iu the metropolis ; capable of holding the crowds who assembled

and at length became a prebendary of St to hear him. He now adopted the design of

Paul's and a canon of Cliristchurch and of preaching in the open air, which he seems

Windsor. He published some Sermons ; but first to have practised at Kingswood, near

Ins benefaction of property to Magdalen col-
j

Bristol among the colliers. His ardent and

lege, for the education of students, and his emphatic mode of address attracted several

foundation of Sion college, for the clergy of ! thousands of these people as auditors, on

London, have contributed to preserve his name
from oblivion. He died in 1623. Wood.

whom his discourses produced a surprising
effect, and whose vicious manners and habits

WHITEFIELD (GEORGE) founder of the he visibly improved. He afterwards preached
Calvinistic methodists, was born atGloucester, I in the open air in Bristol, and in Moorfields,

where his parents kept the Bell inn, Dec. 16, i Kennington, and other places in the neigh-
bourhood of London, to vast assemblages of1714. He was the youngest of six sons an

a daughter, and his father dying in his infancy
the care of his education devolved upon hi

mother. He was sent to a grammar-school a

Gloucester, where he distinguished himself b}
a ready memory, and good elocution, wind
enabled him to figure highly at the annual vi

sitations of the corporation. Being destinet

to assist his mother in the business of the inn

he was taken early from school, and for some
time officiated iu a blue apron as drawer. A
the age of eighteen, however, he embraced ai

offer of being entered as s?rvitor at Pembroke

college, Oxford, where he b?came acquaintec
with the Wesleys, and joined the small society
which procured them the name of methodists

[See article WESLEY (JoHN.)j Here, in ad-

dition to the religious prea hing, reading, ant

visits to gaols, and to the poor, he began to

exhibit many of the symptoms which, under
the Roman Catholic system, usually precede a

vocation for the cloister. He describes himsell

as lying whole days, and even weeks, on the

ground, in silent or vocal prayer, choosing the

worst sort of food, and dressing in a patched
gown and dirty shoes, to acquire a habit of

humility. Hearing of his devotional tenden-

cies, Dr Benson, bishop of Gloucester, made
him an offer of ordination at the early age of

twenty-one, which he accepted, and was or-

dained a deacon in 1736. Such was his strain

of preaching, that at his first sermon at Glou-

cester, a complaint was made to the bishop
that he had driven fifteen people mad, on
which the prelate observed, that he hoped the

madness would not be forgotten before the
next Sunday. The week following he returned
to Oxford, where he graduated BA. and soon
after was invited to London to officiate at the

chapel of the Tower. He preached also at

various other places, and for some time sup-
plied a curacy at Dummer, in Hampshire.
The account sent him by the Wesleys of their

progress in Georgia, at length excited in him
a desire to assist in their pious labours, and

embarking at the close of 1737, he arrived at

Savannah in the following May, where he was
received with great cordiality, and acquired
considerable influence. Observing the deplo-
rable want of education in the colony, he pro-

jected an orphan-house, for which he deter-

mined to raise contributions in England, where
he arrived in the beginning of 1739. Although
discountenanced by many of the clergy, bishop

people, who came from all parts to hear him.
In August 1739 he again embarked for Ame-
rica, and made a tour through several of the

provinces, where he preached to immense au-

diences, with an effect which is portrayed in

a very forcible manner in the autobiography of

Benjamin Franklin. He arrived at Savannah
in January, 1740, where he laid the founda-

tion of the orphan-house, and after making
another extensive tour, returned to England,
where he arrived in the March of the follow-

ing year. During his absence his cause had
been declining at home, and the differences

between him and Wesley on the doctrines of

election and reprobation, lost him many fol-

lowers. His circumstances were also embar-
rassed by his engagements for the orphan-
house

; but his zeal and intrepidity gradually
overcame all difficulties, and produced the two
tabernacles in MoornVlds and in Tottenharn-

court-road. After visiting many parts of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Wales, where, like Wes-

ley, he married a widow, in 1744, he again
returned to America, and remained there

nearly four years, not returning until July
1748. He was soon after introduced to the

noble convert to methodism, the countess of

Huntingdon, who made him one of her chap-
ins, a circumstance which led to his preach-

ng- before the lords Chesterfield and Holing-
sroke, who were desirous to hear a preacher
of whose eloquence so much was every where
said. A visit to Ireland, and two more voy-
ages to America followed, and for several

r'ears his labours were unremitting. At length,
on his seventh voyage to America, he was car-

ied off by an asthma, at Newbury port, in

Vew England, September 30, 1770, in the

ifty-sixth year of his age. The person of

(Vhitefield was tall and well-proportioned, and
lis features good, with the exception of a cast

n one of his eyes. That he possessed a high
legree of natural eloquence is indisputable,
and if in the pulpit he occasionally intermixed

'uffoouery, it was not the less effective on that

ccount. His learning and literary talents

were mean, and he was a writer only for hia

followers. That he had much enthusiasm
and fanaticism in his composition is evident

ro n his journal and letters ;
and to what de-

jree they were accompanied by the usual alloy
t" cratt and artifice it is difficult to deter-

nine, especially as he possessed both warm
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friends ar.d bitter enemies to misrepresent on

each side of the question. He was clearly

below Wesley as to genera! intellect and

length of view ;
and while the one has proved

himself a Protestant Loyola, the other did

little to perpetuate his own name, although
the junction of his chapels with lady Huu-

tingdon's connexion has produced a religious

party of considerable strength, which may be

denominated a scion of the low church of

England. Whitefield's works, practical and

controversial, have been published in 6 vols.

8vo. Life by Gillies. Ann. Reg.
WHITEHEAD (GEORGE) an eminent early

leader among the quakers, was born at Sem-

teyg, in the parish of Orton, Westmoreland,
about 1636, and received his education at the

freeschool of Blencouwe, in Cumberland. On

leaving school he was for some time engaged
in the instruction of youth, but so early as the

age of eighteen, his journal exhibits him tra-

velling in various parts of England, propa-

gating the principles of quakerism. He en-

dured, as might be expected from the spirit of

the times, much persecution, was imprisoned

many times, and in one instance sentenced to

be whipped, which ignominy he calmly en-

dured, and proceeded to preach as before.

After the Revolution he was very serviceable

to the society of friends, by his active services

during the time the toleration bill was before

parliament, and in making those representa-
tions which led in civil cases to the admission

of an affirmation in lieu of an oath, as well as

to other relief. This active, able, and deter-

mined character lived to a very advanced pe-

riod, dying in great respect and esteem, in

March 17*2-3, at the age of eighty six. Be-

sides various publications, chiefly controver-

sial, he left behind him some memoirs of his

life, which were printed in 1725, in one vo-

lume, 8vo. Memoirs as above.

WHITEHEAD (JOHN) a physician, and

preacher among the Wesleyan methodists.

He was born of humble but respectable pro
vincial parents, who gave him a classical edu-

cation ; and early in life he was connected

with the Wesleys, but left them, and set up
as linendraper in Bristol. Having failed in

business, he became a quaker, and was placed
in a school by that body at Wandsworth. He

subsequently attended a son of Mr Barclay,
the brewer, to Leyden, where he studied

medicine with such success and perseverance
as induced Dr Lettsom to get him nominated

physician to the London Dispensary. He

eventually, however, quitted the quakers and

returned to the methodists, among whom he

became at once a successful physician and fa-

vourite preacher, so much so, that he attended

Mr Wesley in his last illness, and preached
his funeral sermon. He afterwards published
" The Life of the Rev. John Wesley, MA.
collected from his papers and printed works,
and published at the request of nis executors."

Of this work, which is avowedly a "
History

of Methodism," the first volume appeared in

1793, and the second in 1796. The publica-
tion of this life, which is written with great

W H I

'candour, caused iirscZi party dispute amin,g
'

the Wesley connexion, as the Conference had

j

intended to publish a life of their own. Dr
Whitehead was in consequence for some time
excluded from their pulpits, but a reconcilia-

tion ultimately took place. He died in 1804.
Gent. Mag.
WHITEHEAD (PAUL) an English poet

of the last century, youngest son of Edmund
]
Whitehead, a respectable master tailor, re-

siding in Castle-yard, Holborn, was born there
on the 25th of January (the conversion of St

Paul) 1710, and from that circumstance de-
rived his baptismal name. At an early age
he was placed under the tuition of a clergy-
man at Hitchin, Herts, where he imbibed a

strong taste for literary pursuits. He was sub-

sequently apprenticed to a mercer in the
city,

but on the expiration of his indentures he did
not hesitate to abandon a line of life for which
nature and education had alike unfitted him.
His determination was perhaps accelerated by
an intimacy which he had formed during this

period with Mr Lowth, at that time under ar-

ticles to the same master, who subsequently
introduced him to the acquaintance of Fleet-

wood, the manager of Drury Lane theatre.
This gentleman succeeded in persuading him,
who was now become a law student in the

Temple, to join him in a bond for 3000/., on
which security the latter was eventually ar-

rested, and remained for several years an in-

mate of the King's Bench prison. His first

productions were three poems, entitled " The
State Dunces," 1733 ;

"
Manners," 1738 ;

and "
Honor," a satire : the second produced

a prosecution of his bookseller Dodsley, and
in the third he ridiculed the annual p'roces-
sions of the freemasons with such success aa
to cause their discontinuance. These circum-
stances necessarily drew on him a considera-
ble share of public notice, which was farther
increased by a series of political squibs, occa-
sioned by the prosecution and imprisonment
of the hon. Mr Murray, which arose out of
the Westminster election. The prominent part
taken by him on this occasion raised him high
in favour at the prince of Wales's court at

Leicester- house. The interest of sir Francis

Dashwood, afterwards lord Le Despencer,
having obtained him the appointment of de-

puty treasurer to the exchequer, worth about
800/. per annum, his circumstances, previously
much improved by his wife's portiouof 1(),()00/.

became still more easy, and the remainder of his

days was passed in his retirement at Twicken-
ham, embittered only by occasional ill health,

proceeding from a lingering disorder, which at

length put a period to his life, on the 50th of
December 1774. By his last will, made about
three months previous to his decease, he be-

queathed his heart, enclosed in a marble urn
of the value of 50/. to his friend and patron,
lord Le Despencer, with a request that it

might be placed in his lordship's mausoleum
at High Wycombe. This, his last wish, was

complied with, and the vase deposited then1

with much ceremony, on a pedestal prepared
for that purpose. Besides the writings al-
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ready enumerated, he was the author of a

poem entitled " The Gymnasiad," printed in

1744, with a mock dedication to Broughton
the pugilist, whose art, then much patronized

by William duke of Cumberland, it was in-

tended to ridicule. As an author he appear*
to have possessed more judgment than genius,
and his works, though popular in their day
for their temporary allusion, are now little

read. As a man hie morals may be judged of

by the fact of his being a member of the club at

Medmenham abbey, the sensual orgies ofwhich
were exposed in revenge by Wilkes, himself a

party, when prosecuted for bin Essay on Wo-
man. Whitehead however was a mixed cha-

racter, and is the decline of life acted a bene-

volent, hospitable, and respectable part. He
cared so little for his character as a poet, that

nothing could induce him to collect his works,
a complete edition of which was first published

by Kearsley in 1777, with a biographical me-
moir. Memoirs fry Keartley.
WHITEHEAD (WILLIAM) an ingenious

poet and an amiable man, the son of a baker

of Cambridge, where he was born in 1715.

At the age of fourteen he was placed at Win-
chester school by the interest of lord Montfort,

and though he failed in his object of being
elected off to New college, Oxford, on a foun-

dation scholarship, yet he succeeded in obtain-

ing one of inferior value at Clare-hall, Cam-

bridge, which in due course led to a fellow-

ship. To this preferment he was appointed
in 1742, and about the eame period produced
two of his earliest and best dramatic pieces,
"
Creusa," and " The Roman Father." Three

years after he visited Germany, Italy, Swit-

zerland, and the Low Countries, in quality of

travelling tutor to lord Nuneham and a son of

the earl of Jersey, and on his return to England
obtained through the interest of the last-men-

tioned family the registrarship to tlie order of

the Bath. Some elegant poems, suggested

by his visit to the continent, having gained
him some popularity as a poet, that circum-

stance, backed by the interest of his noble

friends, procured him to be nominated poet
laureat on the vacancy occasioned in that post

by the death of Gibber. This appointment he

enjoyed till his decease, which took place in

Charles- street, Grosvenor-square, April 14,

1785, and was produced by an affection of the

heart, under which he had laboured more
than forty years. In addition to the writings

already spoken of, he was the author of " The
School for Lovers," a comedy, 1762 ;

"
Trip

to Scotland," a farce, 1771 ;

" A Charge to

die Poets," a satire ;

"
Variety ;"

" The
Goat's Beard ;" with several other miscella-

neous poems, of which elegance rather than

fancy is the distinguishing characteristic, and

a few prose essays in The World, a popular

periodical of the day. Mr Whitehead lies

buried in South Audley-street chapel. Life
bu Mason.

WHITEHU&ST, FRS. (JOHN) an emi-

nent engineer of the last century, born iu

1713, at Congleton, in the county palatine of

Chester. His father, a watchmaker, brought

Itbn up to the business, which lie afterwards
followed on his own account at Derby, ex-

tending his attention at the same time to the
construction of hydraulic machines and other

philosophical instruments. Having been for-

tunate enough to attract the notice of the duke
of Newcastle, that nobleman, in 1775, gave
him a situation in the Mint, as a stamper of

money weights, which induced him to settle

in the metropolis. Here, with the exception
of a temporary visit to Ireland, made for the

purpose of seeing the Giant's Causeway, he
continued to reside till his decease, which
took place in Bolt-coart, Fleet-street, in 1788.
As an author, Mr Whitehurst is advantage-
ously known by his highly ingenious

"
Enquiry

into the Original State and Formation of the
Earth," 4to, 1778, which procured his admis-
sion into the Royal Society. He also pub-
lished an able treatise on a new method of

measuring length, capacity, and weight by
means of a chronometer, another on a machine
for raising water, and some useful observations
on the thermometer, to be found among the
Transactions of the Royal Society. After
his deatli Dr Williams edited a posthumous
work of his on "

Chimneys and Ventilation."

Life by Dr Hiitton.

WHITELOCK (BULSTRODE) an eminent
statesman and lawyer, the son of sir James
Whitelock, a justice of the King's Bench. He
was born in London in 1605, and received his
education at St John's college, Oxford. In
addition to other branches of study, he gained
a knowledge of music, on account of which he
was appointed by the benchere of the Temple
one of the chief managers of the royal masque
presented by the inns of court to Charles I and
his queea in 1633. He soon obtained emi-
nence as a lawyer, and was much consulted

by Hampden when under prosecution for re-

fusing to pay sliip-money, In 1640 he was
chosen MP. for Marlow in the long parlia-
ment, in which he acted with Selden and the
more moderate anti-royalists ; but though
averse to the commencement of hostilities, he
accepted the office of deputy- lieutenant for
Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire, and took
the command of a company of cavalry raised
for the service of parliament. Iu January
1642 3 he was one of the commissioners ap-
pointed to treat with the king at Oxford

; and
in 1644 lie again interfered to promote a paci-
fication. He appeared as a lay-member of the
Westminster assembly for settling the form of
church government, when he opposed the as.

sumed divine right of the presbytery ; and he
was, much to his honour, the opponent of

arbitrary power both in church and state. In

February 1648-9 he was nominated one of the
council of state, and he was subsequently sent

by Cromwell on an embassy to the court of
Christina, queen of Sweden, with whom he
concluded an advantageous treaty. Returning
home he became a commissioner of the great
seal, which office he resigned, on the regula-
tion and limitation of the court of Chancery
and was then appointed a commissioner of th

Treasury. He was member for Buckingham
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shire, in Oliver's third parliament, and he

was called by the protector to his house of

Peers; but Whitelock declined being made

governor of Dunkirk, and also the title of a

viscount. During the short government of

Richard Cromwell he acted as one of the

keepers of the great seal, and he afterwards

opposed the designs of general Monk. At
the Restoration he narrowly escaped the con-

sequences of a bill of pains and penalties, re-

jected by a small majority in the house of

Commons. He then retired to his estate at

Chilton in Wiltshire, where he chiefly passed
the last fifteen years of his life, and died in

January 1676. He was the author of " Me-
morials of the English Affairs, from the Begin-

ning of the Reign of Charles I to the Restora-

tion," 1682, folio, an improved edition of

which appeared in 1732 ;

" Memorials of the

English Affairs from the supposed Expedition
of Brute to this Island to the End of the

Reign of James I." 1706, folio
;

" White-
lock's Notes upon the King's Writ for choosing
Members of Parliament, 13 Car. II, being

Disquisitions on the Government of England,"
1766, 2 vols. 4to

;

" A Journal of the Swedish

.Embassy in 1653 and 1 654 from the Common-
wealth of England, &c." 1772, 2 vols. 4to ;

and " Whitelock's Labours remembered in

Ihe Annales of his Life, written for the Use of

flis Children," MS. Biog. Brit, Rees's Cycl.
WHITELOCK (sir JAMES) a learnedjudge,

distinguished for his eloquence and general as

well as legal knowledge, who flourished in the

earlier part of the seventeenth century. He
was a native of the metropolis, born about the

year 1570, and educated at St John's college,

Oxford, on a foundation scholarship from Mer-
chant Tailors' school. In 1594 he quitted
the university for the Temple, where he ap-

Elied

himself assiduously to the study of the

iw, and rose in succession to be chief justice
of Chester, and a judge of the Common Pleas,

whence he afterwards removed to the court

of King's Bench. A remarkable proof of his

attainments as a scholar was exhibited on one

occasion at Oxford, where he was presiding on

the circuit. Some foreigners of rank were ac-

commodated with a seat by him on the bench,
and being unacquainted with the English lan-

guage, the judge repeated for their edification

the whole of his charge to the grand jury in

elegant Latin. His acquaintance with the

Hebrew as well as the Greek tongue is also

said to have been extensive. Judge White-
lock sat in the parliament of 1620 for the bo-

rough of Woodstock, and received the honour

of knighthood about the same period. His
death took place in 1632. His writings consisl

of " Lectures delivered in the Hall of the

Middle Temple," &c. and some of his par-

liamentary speeches have also been printed,
besides a few miscellaneous pieces, which
Hearne has preserved in his Curious Dis-

courses. Biog. Brit.

WHITGIFT (JOHN) an English prelate
horn at Great Grimsby, Lincolnshire, in 1530
He became a student at Queen's college,

Cambridge, in 1548, and afterwards removed

WHI
to Pembroke-hall. In 1555 he obtained a fel-

owship at Peterhouse ; and in 1557 he took
the degree of MA. He had been a pupil of

Bradford, who suffered as a Protestant

martyr : and on the visitation of the university

jy cardinal Pole, he escaped expulsion through
the protection of the vice-chancellor. He en-

tered into holy orders in 1560, and about three

years after he was appointed Margaret pro-
"essor of divinity, and then chaplain to queen.
Elizabeth. He held several other academical
ituations previous to his becoming vice-chan-

cellor in 1571 ; and in the exercise of that

office he displayed so much zeal for the esta-

blished church, that he was rewarded by the

queen with the deanery of Lincoln and other

preferments. In 1577 he was advanced to

the bishopric of Worcester, whence, on the
death of archbishop Grindal in 1583, he was
translated to the metropolitan see of Canter-

bury. In this exalted station he showed the

most decided hostility both to the Catholics

and the puritans ;
his conduct forming a strik-

ing contrast with that of his predecessor. Being
placed in the direction of an ecclesiastical com-
mission, which he had persuaded the queen to

issue, he proceeded with unrelenting severity

against those who were regarded as schisma-

tics or heretics. Hume says the court where
he presided was a real inquisition, attended

with all the iniquities, as well as cruelties,

attributed to that tribunal. Such conduct na-

turally provoked the strong animadversion of

those whose principles he attempted to eradi-

cate
;
and accordingly his character was at-

tacked both with wit and argument by Penry
(Martin Marprelate) and other puritan writers.

In private life the conduct of Whitgift ap-

pears to have been unexceptionable, and he

distinguished himself as an encourager of

learning ; though his own literary attainments

were but inconsiderable, and his writings con-

sist only of controversial tracts against the

puritans. He died in February 1603-4, and
was interred at Croydon in Surrey. Biog.
Brit. Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WHITTINGHAM (\VII.I.IAM) a zealous

ecclesiastic of the reformed church, born in

1524 in the city of Chester. He matriculated

at Brazennose college, Oxford, which he quitted
for a fellowship at All Souls in the same uni-

versity, and that again for a studentship at

Christchurch. In 1550 the rigour exercised

by Mary against the Protestants caused him
to withdraw to the continent, where settling
at Frankfort, he became by marriage nearly
connected with the great reformer of Geneva.
The attachment which this alliance confirmed

in him to the peculiar dogmata of Calvin,
with respect to church discipline, occasioned

much ill-will between him and the clergy of

Durham, when, after her accession to the

throne, Elizabeth sent for him, and preferred
him to the deanery of that cathedral, his zeal

exhibiting itself in the mutilation of statues

and monuments, and every thing however ve-

nerable or curious in the eye of the antiquary,
which he conceived at all to savour of popery.
Dean Whittingham assisted in translating the
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Geneva BiLile, and (lie initials of liisname ar

alfixed to a few of the Psalms in Hopkins a

Stemhold's version. He died in 1579. Hut
minion's Durham.
VVHITT1NGTON (GEORGE DOWNING) a

ingenious writer, who was the son of Jacol

VVLittington, esq. of Thaberton-hall, Suffolk

He studied at St John's college, Cambridge
where lie took the degree of LLB. He
adopted the clerical profession, and he pub
lished "A Dissertation on the External Evi
deuces of the, Christian Religion," 8vo. Hav
ing travelled in trance, he paid particular at

tention to the church architecture of tha

country, on which subject he wrote a worl

entitled " An Historical Survey of the Eccle

siastical Antiquities of France, with a View
to illustrating the Rise and Progress of Gothi
Architecture in Europe." His death took

place at Cambridge, at the age of twenty-six
in 1807

; and two years after appeared the

first edition of the work just mentioned, whicl
was republished with a preface by the eatl o

Aberdeen in 1812, 8vo. Grig.
WHITWORTH (CHARLES, earl) was de-

scended of an ancient family in Staffordshire

one of the members of which had been en-

nobled iu 1720 for his diplomatic services, but

dying without issue the title had become ex-

tinct. The subject of this article was born in

17o4 at Leoburne-grange, Kent, the seat oi

his father, sir Charles VVhitworth, and wa
educated at Tunbridge grammar-school, on

leaving which he obtained a commission in the

Guards. The example of his ancestor, how-

ever, appearing to point out diplomacy as a

surer road to distinction, he soon quitted the

army, and after going rapidly through the usual

preliminary and subordinate situations, was

appointed, in 1786, minister plenipotentiary to

the court of Poland, then the centre of in-

trigues, which terminated in the dismember-
ment and annihilation of that ancient and un-

fortunate kingdom. After residing two years
at Warsaw, Mr Whitworth was recalled, and
in the autumn of 1788 proceeded in the same

capacity to St Petersburg, where, in 1793, he

received the red ribband of the Bath, in order

to give added dignity to his mission, the ob-

ject of which at that period was a coalition

against the French revolutionary government.
On his return to England in 1800, sir Charles

was created baron VVhitworth of the kingdom
of Ireland, and was soon after again despatched
abroad on an embassy to the court of Denmark,
then complaining of the right of search exer-

cised by the English ships. An adjustment,
which proved but shortlived, took place through
his exertions in the August of the same year.

The ambassador accordingly returned home,
and in the April following married the duchess

dowager of Dorset. After the treaty of

Amiens, concluded by lord Hawkesbury and

the marquis Cornwallis, lord Whitworth hav-

ing been previously created a privy counsellor,

was accredited as plenipotentiary to Paris to-

wards the close of 1802, and amidst the diffi-

cult situations which the heartburnings and

jealoufeies
that preceded the dissolution of this
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shortlived truce placed him in, conducted him-
self with equal spirit, firmness, and modera-
tion, till his mission terminated abruptly in the
renewal of hostilities, and he quitted the
French capital May 13, 1803. Lord Whit-
worth now retired to Knowle, in Kent, the

family seat of the Sackville family, into the

temporary possession of which he had come
in right of his wife, and there exerted himself
in raising, at his own expense, a troop of yeo-
man cavalry, to aid in repelling the menaced
invasion of the country. In the spring of 1813
he was made one of the lords of the bedcham-
ber, and the year foliowing took his seat in the
house as an English peer by the title of vis-

count Whitworth of Adbaston. In the August
of 1 8 14 he succeeded the duke of Richmond as

viceroy of Ireland, which high dignity he en-

joyed till 1817, when the usual period of office

being expired he returned to England, having
been in the interval still farther advanced to
an earldom. Lord Whitworth, who united
much private worth to unquestioned talent,
died at Knowle, after an illness of only three

days' duration, May 13, 1825. Ann. Bio<r.

WHYTT, MD. FRS. &c. (RouEnx) an
'minent Scottish physician of the last century,
educated at Edinburgh, of which city he was
a native, being born there in 1714. After

studying physic at the university of St An-
drews, he went to France for the completion
of his medical education, and graduated in

1736 at Rheims. On his return to Scotland
le commenced practice in the metropolis, of
which he was a native, and rose to be professor
of medicine in the university there, president
of the College of Physicians, and first physi-
:ian to the king in Scotland. Dr Whytt was
.he author of some able professional tracts,
vhich were collected and published in one
quarto volume, some time previous to his de-
cease. This latter event took place in the

spring of 1766. Encydop. Brit.

WICKL1FF, WICLEF, or DE WYC-
.IFFE (JOHN) a famous divine and theologi-

cal and political writer of the fourteenth cen-

ury, usually regarded by Protestants as an emi-
icnt reformer of Christianity, or, as he has been
omewhat quaintly styled, the Morning Star of
he Reformation. He was born about I324in
Yorkshire, near the river Tees, in a parish
whence he takes his name. He studied at

Queen's college, Oxford, and then at Merton,
n the same university ; and he distinguished
limself by his attention to school divinity and
he works of Aristotle, the most abstruse
>arts of whose writings he is said to have
ommitted to memory. He also became inti-

nately conversant with the civil and canon
aw, and with the laws of England ; to which
e added a diligent perusal of the Scriptures,
nd the works of the Latin fathers of the church.
is early as 1356 he inveighed against the au-

'lority of the pope, in a treatise " Of the Last

ige of the Church ;" and in 1360 he wai ac-
ive in opposing the encroachments and in-

rigues of the mendicant friars, who took

very opportunity to establish their credit and
ower in the university. In 1361 Wickufl
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was appointed master of Baliol college, and
was presented to a college living ;

and in 1365
Simon Islip, the primate, constituted him
warden of Canterbury college, which he had
then newly founded at Oxford. An equal
number of regular and secular priests having
been placed as fellows in this college, by the

founder, after his death disputes arose which
led to the expulsion of Wickliffand the other

three secular members of the college in 1367.

On an appeal to Rome, the measure received

the sanction of the papal court, a circumstance

which naturally exasperated the mind of the

ejected warden against the pope. In 1372 he
took the degree of DD, and he then delivered

lectures on theology with great applause. Dis-

putes at this period existed between king Ed-
ward III and the court of Rome relative to the

homage and tribute exacted from king John
;

and the English parliament had determined to

support their sovereign in his refusal to sub-

mit to the vassalage in which his predecessors
had been forced to acquiesce. A monk came
forward as the advocate of the church ; and
Dr Wickliff wrote a reply, which made him

favourably known at court, and procured him
the especial patronage of John of Gaunt, duke
of Lancaster. In 1 374 he was sent to Bruges
in Flanders, to confer with the pope's nuncio
on the liberties of the English church ;

and the

same year the king gave him the valuable rec-

tory of Lutterworth in Leicestershire ;
and he

shortly after obtained a prebend in the colle-

giate church of Westbury in Gloucestershire.

He had now taken a decided part as to eccle-

siastical politics ; and having, in his writings,
' not only charged the bishop of Rome with si-

mony, covetousness, ambition, and t\ranny,
but also styled him Antichrist, it can be no
matter of surprise that he was denounced as a

heretic. Nineteen articles of alleged false

doctrine, taken from his works, were trans-

mitted to pope Gregory XI, who in 1377 re-

turned three bulls addressed to the archbishop
of Canterbury and the bishop of London, or-

dering the seizure and imprisonment of Wick-
liff, and requiring the king and government, if

necessary, to assist in extirpating the errors he
had propagated. Edward III died before the

bulls arrived, and the duke of Lancaster, who
chiefly ruled the kingdom under his nephew,
was the avowed protector of the refractory di-

vine. Therefore, when he appeared at St

Paul's church, on the citation of the two pre-
lates, he was accompanied by a vast concourse
of people, and was supported by the duke of

Lancaster and the earl marshal ;
and an al-

tercation taking place betwein the noblemen
and the bishops, the meeting was dissolved in a

tumultuous manner. Wickliff afterwards at-

tended at Lambeth palace, and delivered to

the two prelates a defence or explanation of

the propositions objected against him. The

populace flocked together in crowds to protect
him, and he was dismissed without any judg-
ment taking place, partly ,

as it appears, owing
to a mandate from the queen, Anne of Bohe-
mia. Pope Gregory XI dying in March 1378,
the commission I e had issued necessarily ex-
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pired, and Wickliff escaped farther quostion
for the present. In consequence probably of

anxiety and fatigue, he was seized with a se-

vere fit of illness, on his recovery from which
he applied himself anew, by -writing and

preaching, to his task of undermining the

papal authority. The disputes then
existing

in the church between the rival pontiffs, Ur-
ban VI and Clement VII, furnished him with
a fair opportunity for exposing the exorbitant

pretensions of the court of Rome, of which
he freely availed himself. Having in some of

his works advanced some peculiar notions re-

lative to the Eucharist, they attracted the no-
tice and condemnation of the chancellor of the

university of Oxford, on which Wickliff ap-
pealed to the king and parliament in 1382 ;

but not being supported, as he had anticipated,

by his former patron John of Gaunt, he was

compelled to submission
; and he accordingly

made a confession of his errors at Oxford be-

fore archbishop Courtney, six bishops, and
other clergymen, who had alreadv condemned
his tenets as heretical. A royal letter was

procured by the primate, addressed to the chan-
cellor and proctors, directing them to expel
from the university and town of Oxford all

who should harbour Wickliff or his followers,
or hold any communication with them. He
was however allowed to retire unmolested to

his rectory at Lutterworth, where he continued
to preach, and completed a translation of the

Scriptures, in which he had engaged some

years before. In 1383 he was seized with

palsy, and this attack furnished him with an
excuse for not making his appearance to a ci-

tation of pope Urban VI. A second para-

lytic stroke terminated his life on the 31st of

December, 1384. The works of Wickliff
are extremely numerous, but most of them re-

main in manuscript, in the libraries of Oxford,

Cambridge, and Dublin, the British Museum,
and Lambeth. Among those which have
been printed are, "Trialogus," 1525, 4to, re-

published at Frankfort, 1753, 4to, containing
a body of theology, in the form of a conversa-
tion between Truth, Falsehood, and Wisdom

;
" Wickliff's Wicket, or a Learned and Godly
Treatise of the Sacrament," Nuremberg, 1546,
8vo, reprinted Oxford, 1612, 4to ; the Pro-

logue to bis Translation of the Bible, pub-
lished by R. Crowley, under the title of " The

Pathway to PerfectKnowledge," 1550, 12mo
and his version of the New Testament, first

edited by the rev. J. Lewis, London, 1731,
folio, and more recently by H. H. Baber, MA.
1810, 4to. The version of the Old Testament
remains unprinted. Wickliff was a bold and

original speculator both in religion and poli-

tics; and the influence of his writings on the
state of public opinion in Germany, may be
estimated from the proceedings against him at

the council of Constance, after his death, when
his sentiments being condemned on the score

of heresy, his bones were ordered to be taken

up and burnt : and this sentence, to t-he dis-

grace of his adversaries, was afterwards exe

cuted. His greatest admirers must indeed

admit, that many paradoxical notions are to bo
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found in his writings. Like some other moral
and theological philosophers, he has bewil-
dered himself in the mazes of fatalism, and be-

came involved in the abyss of the supralapsarian

heresy. This will be obvious from a short ex-
tract of a summary of his doctrines, taken

from his famous "
Trialogue," mentioned

above. He asserts that every thing happens
through necessity ;

that he resisted the ad-

mission of that doctrine a long time, because
it is inconsistent with the liberty of God ;

but

that he was
finally obliged to give way to it,

and to allow at the same time that all the sins

committed in the world are necessary and in-

evitable
; that God could not prevent the sin

of the first man, nor pardon it without the sa-

tisfaction of Christ
;
but the incarnation and

its consequences were all matters of absolute

necessity. He goes on to state, that God ap-
proves of our becoming sinners, that he

obliges us to commit sin, and that man cannot
act better or otherwise than he does act. As
to the doctrine of transubstantiation, the main

point of contention between the modern Pro-
testants and the Catholics, this early reformer
seems to have entertained no very precise
ideas. He indeed positively asserted that the

effectual consecration of the elements required
personal purity in the priest ; and that the

guilt of mortal sin destroyed all power and au-

thority, all title to respect and obedience in cle-

rical and lay officers of all descriptions, from the

pope to the deacon, and from the king to the

constable. To this doctrine, evidently a heated

consequence of his great zeal against the papal
usurpations, must be attributed much of the

antipathy with which the Romanists have ever
been accustomed to regard the memory of

Wickliff. Even among Protestants, he ha*
met with some severe censurers of his opinions,

including Melancthon and Dr Fell. But how-
ever mistaken this celebrated divine may have
been in some of his speculations, the praise of

talents and learning cannot be denied him
;

and it may be questioned whether he himself
intended any thing more than the discovery of

truth, and the diffusion of knowledge. Among
many biographical memoirs relating to him,

may be mentioned "The Life and Opinions
of John de Wycliffe, DD, illustrated princi-

pally from his unpublished MSS. by Robert

Yaughan," 2 vols. 8vo, recently published.

Bi<>g. Brit.

WICQUEFORT (ABRAHAM de) an emi-
nent political character of the seventeenth

century, by country a Dutchman, having been
born at Amsterdam in 1598. The early part
of his life was spent in Germany, where hav-

ing entered the service of the elector of Bran-

denburg, that prince in 1626 appointed him to

take charge of his interests at the court of

Paris. In this capacity he continued to re-

side at the French capital till 1658, when a

suspicion arising against him of having made

improper disclosures to the States General, he
was arrested by a lettre de cachet, at the in-

Btance of cardinal Mazarine, and sent to the

Bastile. After a twelvemonth's imprisonment
in this fortress he obtained liberty to return
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to Holland, which he did, visiting England on

his way. De Witt, then at the head of the

Dutch government, gave him the appointment
of historiographer to the States, and induced

him to undertake the task of writing a history
of his native country, while the duke of Bruns-
wick Lunenburg made him his resident at the

Hague. But the same suspicions which had
before proved so injurious to his political career

again interfered with his prospects. He was
once more arrested, tried, and condemned to

perpetual imprisonment, for conveying intelli-

gence to the enemies of his country. The
courage and address of one of his daughters,
however, opened the way to his escape, after

a second confinement of four years' duration,
and he fled to Zell in 1679. Here he occu-

pied himself for two years in unavailing at-

tempts to prevail on the duke to interest him-
self in procuring a reversion of his sentence

;

but at length finding all his importunities dis-

regarded, he quitted the court hi disgust, aud
is said by some to have died of chagrin in

1682. Besides his "
History of the United

Provinces," De Wicquefort was the author of

a considerable work on the science of diplo-

macy, entitled " L'Ambassadeur et ses Fonc-

tions," 4to, 2 vols.
;

" Memoirs concerning
Ambassadors and Public Functionaries ;" and
some excellent translations of books of travels

from the Spanish aud German languages into

Dutch. Mnreri.

WIELAND (CHRISTOPHER MARTIN) an
eminent German writer, was born in Septem-
ber 1733 at Biberach, a small imperial town in

Suabia, where his father was the Protestant

clergyman. He received the early part of his

education under the paternal roof, and in his

thirteenth year began to compose Latin ami
German poems, and showed a decided attach-

ment to the muses. In the following year he
was sent to the celebrated school of Kloster-

bergen, after which he resided at Erfurt, and
imbibed a strong attachment to Sophia de

Guterman, afterwards celebrated by her works
under the name of madame de la Roche. The
lovers were however soon separated, and in

1750 he was sent to Tubingen, in order t

study jurisprudence, which he altogether ne-

glected for the belles lettres, and published
various poems, moral epistles, and fanciful

tales. He also began a poem in heroic verse,
on the subject of Arminius. which introduced
him to the celebrated Swiss poet Bodmer, who
invited him to Zurich. Here in tranquil retire-

ment he composed several of the numerous
works which have entitled him to the appella-
tion of the German Voltaire. In 1760 he re-
turned to his native city, where he obtained

]

the place of a director of the Chancery, which

I

office he held until 1769, but without much im-

I
pediment to his literary avocations. About

j

this time he became known to count Stadion,

I

who had been prime minister to the elector of
Mentz

; and this nobleman became so at-

! tached to Wieland, that he assigned him an

apartment in his magnificent castle. He wa
soon after invited by the elector of Mentz to
be professor of philosophy and the belles
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lettres in the university of Erfurt, which offer

ne accepted. In 1765 he married a woman of

good family at Augsburgh, who brought him
thirteen children, and of whom he always
spoke in the highest terms. In 1772, having
become introduced to the duchess dowager of

SaxeWeimar, he was appointed tutor to her two
sous

;
and in due time he became aulic coun-

sellor to the eldest son, since so distinguished
as the liberal and literary reigning duke. He
ultimately retired to a mansion and small es-

tate in the neighbourhood of Zurich, where he
lived highly venerated and respected for many (

years. He was even visited in 1808 by Buo-
|

naparte, who sent him the cross of the legion ;

of honour. He died in January 1813, in his

eightieth year. The works of this eminent
writer are so numerous, and of so multifarious '.

a nature, a detailed account, or even a cata-

logue of the whole of them, would exceed our

limits. Of his poems the most celebrated are
I

" Musarion " and " Oberon," the latter of;

which has become well known to the English
reader by Sotheby's very elegant translation.

Of his novels and tales the best known are Aga-
thon, Don Sylvio de Rosalva, Peregrinus Pro-

teus, and Combabus. His minor productions
of the same class are very numerous. His mis-

cellaneous works are also extremely -versatile,

some of the best known of which are " So-

crates run mad, or the Dialogues of Diogenes
of Sinope ;"

" New Dialogues of the Gods,"
and "

Aristippus and some of his Contempo-
raries." Among his translations are Lucian
from the Greek ;

the Satires of Horace, and
Cicero's Epistles from the Latin ; and Shak-

speare from the English. His original works
alone form 42 vols. 4to, Leipsic, 1794, 1802,
and he also had a share in various journals.
A German critic of considerable celebrity re-

gards him as possessed of a vivid imagination,
inexhaustible humour, true and delicate feel-

ing, and a penetrating and philosophical

spirit, which praise is qualified by another

with a little censure of his later productions as

often too improbable, and abounding in images
too licentious and impure. This may be just,
as also the imputation of a degree of scepti-
cism and freethinking. He however fully merits

the high character for versatile and extraor-

dinary genius, which all Germany have agreed
to bestow on him. Vies des principaux Savcms

de I'Allemagne. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

WILCOCKS, FSA. (JOSEPH) an ingenious
writer and benevolent philanthropist of the

fast century. He was the son of Dr Joseph
Wilcocks, bishop of Gloucester, and after-

wards of Rochester, who died in 1756. He
was born in 1723, and was educated at Christ-

church, Oxford. He spent some time in Italy,
and atCivita Turchino he made a discovery of

subterraneous apartments, with Etruscan in-

scriptions and paintings, of which he pub-
lished an account in the Philosophical Trans-
actions. Being at Rome during the ponti-
ficate of Clement XIII, he became known
to his holiness, who denominated him " the

blessed heretic." He died in 1791. His ta-

lents and learning are advantageously dis-
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played in a work entitled " Roman Conver-
sations," 2 vols. 8vo, published posthumously-

Month. Rev.

WILD (HENRY) a learned tailor, was born
in 1684. He was educated at the grammar-
school of Norwich, until nearly fit for the uni-

versity, but his friends wanting means to send
him there, he was bound apprentice to a tailor,

with whom he remained sewn years, and af-

terwards worked seven more as a journeyman.
Towards the expiration of the last mentioned

period, he was disabled by a fever and ague
from attention to his trade

;
and in this de-

pressed state he was gradually led to study the
Hebrew language, and subsequently Greek,
Arabic, Persian, and Syriac. By a fortunate

accident, his acquirements becoming known
to dean Prideaux, he was by his interest em-

ployed some years in the Bodleian library, to

translate and make extracts from the MSS.
there. About 1720 he removed to London,
under the patronage of Dr Mead, but where
he died is not known. In 1714 he published
a translation from the Arabic of Mahomet's

Journey to Heaven. Gent. Mag.
WILKES (JOHN) a political character of

great temporary celebrity, was born in London
in 1727, being the second son of Mr Israel

Wilkes, an opulent distiller. After a prelimi-

nary education first at Hertford, and then
under a dissenting minister at Aylesbury, he
was sent to finish his studies at the univer-

sity of Leyden. He returned to England in

1749, with a considerable portion of classical
and general knowledge ;

and with the manners
and accomplishments of a gentleman ; and
soon after married Miss Mead, a lady of large
fortune, but several years older than himself.
One daughter was the only fruit of this ill-

assorted union, which did not prevent him
from living a very free, not to say very licen-

tious life. In 1754 he became a candidate to

represent the town of Berwick-upon-Tweed,
but was unsuccessful

;
and soon after he

finally

separated from his wife. In 1757 he obtained
a seat for the borough of Aylesbury, which
much involved his affairs by the expense at-

tendant on the election. He went into par-

j

liament under the auspices of earl Temple,
I

through whose interest he was also appointed
|

lieutenant-colonel of the Bucks militia. His

early career in parliament was by no means
conspicuous, but on the secession from the mi-

nistry of earl Temple and Mr Pitt in 1762, he
attained considerable reputation by some pam-

j

phlets in attack of the administration, and
more especially of the earl of Bute. He ex-
tended his hostility not only to that nobleman,
but his country ;

and by his famous periodical

paper, entitled the " North Briton," rendered

antipathy to Scotland a prevalent sentiment in

England. It is thought, indeed, that the ef-

fect produced by these papers hastened the re-

signation of lord Bute, whicli took place in

April 1763. In the same month appeared the

famous No. 45 of the " North Briton," which
commented on the king's speech in such caus-

tic terms, that a prosecution was determined

upon. The home secretary in consequence
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issued a general warrant, or one in which par-
ticular names are not specified, ordering the

apprehension of the authors, printers, and

publishers of the paper in question. On this

warrant Wilkes, among others, was appre-

hended, when, with his characteristic cool-

ness, he asserted the illegality of the warrant,
and refusing to answer interrogatories, he was
committed to the Tower. Some days after,

however, he was brought by writ of habeas

corpus before chief-justice Pratt of the Common
Pleas, who declared the judgment of that

court that general warrants were illegal, and
he was consequently discharged, amidst the

general rejoicings of the populace. Aided by
lord Temple, he brought actions against the

secretary of state, under-secretaries, messen-

gers, and every person employed in the trans-

action, in all of which the prosecutors obtained

damages, which were paiil by the crown
; and

whatever opinion may be entertained of the

motives or character of Mr Wilkes, gratitude for

this important accession to the cause of liberty,
was certainly due to him. Not content with

this escape, he reprinted the obnoxious " North

Briton," which produced a second more regu-
lar prosecution to conviction ,

and in the mean
time having fought a due! with a Mr Martin,
in which he was dangerously wounded, he
withdrew to France. The result of his non-

appearance to meet the prosecution, was expul-
sion from the houne of Commons. A second

charge was also brought against him for

printing an obscene poem, entitled an " Essay
on Women," and he was found guilty of bias-

|

phemy as well as libel, added to which his

continued absence produced outlawry, and thus
,

the ministerial triumph was complete. He in
|

vain made attempts to procure the reversal of.

his outlawry ; but, trusting to his popularity, j

he ventured to return on a change of ministrv,
and to deliver himself into custody. Not-

withstanding his imprisonment, he was elected

to represent the county of Middlesex, by a vast

majority ;
and soon after his outlawry was dis-

cussed at various hearings, and solemnly re-

versed, but this did not procure his liberty ;

and he was condemned to an imprisonment of

twenty-two months, and a fine of 1000/. In

1769, in consequence of a pamphlet written

by him, in censure of a letter from the secre-

tary of state to a magistrate, advising the

employment of the military in repression of the

riots which were the result of Mr Wilkes's

confinement, he was again expelled the house.
This measure being followed by his immediate

re-election, he was declared incapable of be-

coming a member of the existing parliament,
and colonel Luttrell set up against him, who
was declared the sitting member for Middle-
sex at the next election, although the votes for

him did not amount to a fourth part of those
for Wilkes, a decision which produced a great
sensation, and excited disgust even among
those who disliked the person thus opposed. In

return for the loss of his seat, he was elected

alderman of the ward of Farringdon Without,
and in this civic magistracy displayed his usual

spirit agair^t what he deemed illegal authority.

>v i r.

The house of Commons having summoned
some printers in the city before tbem for pub-
lishing their peeches, they neglected to at-

tend, when a royal proclamation was obtained

for apprehending them ; and when, on its au-

thority, one of the printers was carried before

alderman Wilkes, he, who deemed the appre-
hension a breach of the privileges of the

c-ity,

discharged the printer and ordered the captor
to give bail. The lord mayor Oliver, and al-

derman Crosby, acted in the same way in re-

gard to two other printers, for which, being
members of the house of Commons, they
were committed to the Tower, wh ie Wilkes,

being summoned to the bar of the house ot

Commons, instead of obeying, wrote to the

speaker, and claimed his seat. The house
was now sensible of the difficulty in which
it had involved itself, and found no better ex-

pedient to save its credit than an adjournment
beyond the day on which he was ordered to

j

attend. In 1772 he was chosen sheriff, anr1

in 1774 elected mayor; and he knew so well

j

both how to acquire and to retain popularitv,
! that on the dissolution of parliament in the

j

same year he was once more chosen member

I

for Middlesex. In parliament he was a stre-

j

nuous opposer of the measures which led to

the American war, but did not render himself

very conspicuous as a speaker. In 1779 he
was chosen, by a great majority, chamberlain
of London, which lucrative office, so necessary
to his broken fortune, he held for the remain-
der of his life. In 1782, upon the dismissal

i of the Noith administration, the obnoxious re-

solutions against him were, on his own motion,

; expunged from the journals of the house
; from

1 which time, although in 1784 once more re-

elected member for Middlesex, he deemed him-
self " afire burnt out." He died Dec. 26, 1797,

aged seventy ;
for some years previously to

which event he was comparatively forgotten. Of
the strict purity of the patriotism of this spirited
character much doubt has at all times been en-
tertained

;
but it is but fair to presume from

the whole of his couduct, that his original no-
tions of government were constitutionally po-
pular ;

and it is equally certain, that both the

liberty of the subject and parliamentary law
were strengthened by his courage, coolness,
and perseverance. Without refining too much
upon motives, the occasional spirit and tena-

city of men like John Wilkes have done much
for the general liberties of England. For the

rest, as a writer and speaker, he did not reach

beyond mediocrity. His private character was

unconcealedly one of great licence
;
but like

many who resembled him in that respect, he

possessed points which conciliate esteem, in-

cluding elegant manners, fine taste, ready wit,
and pleasing conversation. The letters and

speeches of Mr VVilkes were published by
himself in 1787 ; and much light has been
thrown upon his conduct and abilities by the

publication of " Letters from the Year 1774
to the Year 17'96, written by the late John
Wilkes, Esq. to his Daughter," 1804, 4 vols.

12mo. His correspondence, in 5 vols. was
also published, with a memoir bv A linon, in
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1805, five vols. 8vo. Union's Mem. Annual

Register.
WILKIE (WILLIAM) a Scottish poet of

eome notoriety in his day, was born in the

parish of Dalmeny, in the county of West
Lothian. His father, a small farmer, contrived

to give him a liberal education, and at the age
of thirteen he was sent to the university of

Edinburgh. Before he completed his acade-

mical course, the death of his father obliged
him to pay attention to the farm, which was
the only inheritance of himself and three sis-

ters. He still however prosecuted his studies,

and was admitted a preacher in the church of

Scotland. For some years this made no alter-

ation in his mode of living, as he only assisted

at some neighbouring churches occasionally.
In 1753 he published his

"
Epigoniad," an at-

tempted epic, which met with so much success

in Scotland, that he was induced to print a

second edition in 1759, which being but slowly
called for, was aided by a printed encomium
from Hume, in a letter to the Critical Re-
viewers. Before the publication of the first

edition of this poem, the author was made
minister of Ratho ;

and in 1759 he was chosen

professor of natural philosophy in the univer-

sity of St Andrews. In 1766 he received the

degree of doctor of divinity, and in 1768 he
sent out a volume of "

Fables," in imitation

of those of Gay. Dr Wilkie, who with great

learning and ingenuity, was remarkable for

coarse and slovenly habits, died October 10,

1772. The "
Epigoniad" has already fallen

into oblivion, no* are the fables much recol-

lected, although often sprightly and ingenious.

Encyc. Brit.

WELKINS (DAVID) a learned divine and

editor, was born in 1635. His name does not

appear among the graduates of either univer-

sity, although he was honoured with the de-

gree of DD. by that of Cambridge in 1717.

In 1715 he was appointed keeper of the archi-

episcopal library at Lambeth, and in three

years he drew up a curious catalogue of the

MSS. in that valuable collection. As a reward
for his industry and learning, archbishop Wake
gave him three livings in Kent, and sub-

sequently the rectories of Hadleigh, Monk's

Ely, and Becking. He was also collated to a

prebend at Canterbury, and to the archdea-

conry of Suffolk, in consequence of which he

gave up several of his other preferments. He
died in 1745. His publications are " Novum
Testamentum Copticum/' Oxon. 1716, 4to

;

"
Leges Saxonicafi," London, 1721, folio; an

edition of Selden's Works, 3 vols. folio
;

" Concilia Magnae Britannia;," 1736, 4 vols.

folio. Kichols'n Lit. Anec.

WILKINS (JOHN) bishop of Chester, a

learned and ingenious, though somewhat fan-

ciful prelate of the seventeenth century. He
was the son of a goldsmith of Oxford, who was
married to a daughter of John Dod, a noncon-

forming divine, known by the name of the De-

calogist, from his work on the Commandments.
In the house of his grandfather, situate at

Fawsley near Daventry, Northants, the future

bishop was born in 1614, and after receiving

WIL
the rudiments of a classical education at a

; private seminary in the city, where his
father resided, was matriculated at New-inn-
hall in 1627, which society he afterwards left

for Magdalen-hall, and there graduated. Hav-

ing taken holy orders, he obtained the appoint-
ment of domestic chaplain to the count pala-
tine of the Rhine

; notwithstanding which, on

|

the breaking out of the civil wars, he made no

scruple of taking the covenant, and both in

his opinions and discourses manifested his ad-

herence to the popular party. On the success
of the side he had espoused, his conduct was
rewarded by the headship of Wadham col-

lege, Oxford, a situation for which celibacy
was then and is still (though the only one of

a similar rank in the university) an iudispen-
sible qualification. This, according to the col-

lege statutes, he should have vacated on mar-

rying Robinia French, widow of Dr Peter

French, one of the canons of Christchurch, an
event which took place in 1656. The lady
however was sister to Oliver Cromwell, then
in the zenith of his power, and the protector
hesitated not to give his brother-in-law a dis-

pensation, which prevented his losing his pre-
ferment. In 1659 he removed to the sister

university, his wife's nephew during his short-

lived supremacy having presented him to the

headship of Trinity college there
; but the

restoration of monarchy in the following year
not only put a stop to his hopes of farther pre-
ferment from the republican party, but his

connexion with the family into which he had
married was the cause of his being ejected
from his present situation. The political sen-

timents of Dr Wilkins were not however of

that stubborn nature which refuses to bend to

circumstances. He obtained the appointment
of preacher to the society of Gray's-inn ; and

having succeeded in gaining the esteem of Vil-

liers duke of Buckingham, the sunshine of

court favour again opened upon him. His

presentation to the rectory of St Lawrence,
Old Jewry, followed, and was succeeded by
the deanery of Ripon, till in 1668 he was
elevated to the episcopal bench through the

same powerful interest. The pliability of bishop
Wilkins's politics may perhaps be not unfairly
ascribed in a great measure to his mind being

continually occupied on matters more congenial
to his disposition, as on all occasions he exhi-

bited a degree of forbearance and toleration

which rendered him in turn unpopular with
the more bigoted of both parties. The influ-

ence he enjoyed during the protectorate from
his matrimonial alliance, was on several occa-
sions exerted with effect in preserving the uni-

versity in which he was brought up, and
which, from its partiality to the royal cause,
was particularly obnoxious to the independents,
from spoliation. This gained him the ill will

of the puritans, while the moderation he af-

terwards showed towards the dissenters ex-

cited against him the minds of the high church

party. Asa mathematician and a philosopher
lie exhibited considerable acuteness and inge-

nuity,espec iallywhen the general state ofscience

in England at the period in which be lived is
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taken into account. Some ridicule has in later

times been attached, and not without sufficient

grounds, to his opinions of the practicability of a

massage to the moon, which planet heconceived
:o be inhabited, and wrote a work in support of

his theory, entitled " The Discovery of a New
Woild, or a Discourse on the World in the

Moon," 8vo, 1638. In 1640 he published a

second treatise, the object of which is to prove
that the earth is a new planet. His oilier

writings are,
"
Mercury, or the Secret and

Swift Messenger," 1641 ;

" Mathematical

Magic, or the Wonders to be performed by
Mechanical Geometry," 1648 ;

"
Ecclesiaates,

or the Gift of Preaching;"
" On the Gift of

Prayer ;"
" On the Principles and Duties of

Natural Religion ;"
" A Discourse concerning

Providence ;"
" An Essay towards a real

Character and Philosophical Language," folio
;

and a few sermons. He was one of the lite-

rary personages whose association for the pur-

pose of scientific inquiries afterwards took a

more decided and permanent form, and re-

ceived a charter of incorporation from Charles

th? Second, uudei the name of the Royal So-

ciety. For some little time previous to his

decease, the bishop had taken up his residence

with his daughter, the wife of doctor (after-
wards archbishop) Tillotson,in Chancery-lane,
London, where he died of an attack of the

stone, November 19, 1672, and was buried in

the chancel belonging to the church of St Law-
rence in the Old Jewry. His work on natural

religion appeared after his decease; and in

1708 some of the earlier productions already
alluded to were collected and published toge-
ther in one 8vo volume. Bumet'sOwn Times.

W1LLAN (ROBERT) a physician and me-
dical writer of eminence, boru near Sedburgh,
in Yorkshire, in 1757. He was the son of a

physician, who belonged to the religious sect

of the quakers} and he studied at Edinburgh,
where he took his degree as MD. in 1780.
Soon after he settled in practice at Darling-
ton in Durham, whence he removed to Lon-

don, and was appointed physician to a dispen-

sary in Carey-street. In 1791 he became a

fallow of the Antiquarian Society; and his

death took place in 1812, at Madeira, whither
lie had gone for the recovery of his health.

Dr Willan, who had left the society of the

(luakers, was the author of " The History of

the Ministry of Jesus Christ," 1782, 8vo ;

and among various medical works, he pub-
lished a valuable treatise on cutaneous dis-

eases, 4to, illustrated with engravings. Cent.

Mag.
WILLEMET(PiF.r<RE REMI) a French

naturalist, who was the son of an eminent phy-
sician, and was born at Nanci in 1762. Hav-

ing studied the principles of the art of healing
under his father, he embarked for the East In-

dies, where he became surgeon to Tippoo
Sahib. He died at Seringapatam in 1790.

He was the author of several Latin disserta-

tions relative to physiology, botany, and me-
dicine

;
and also of a small tract entitled " Her-

barium Mauritianum," 1796, 8vo, containing
an account of plants found in the island of
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Mauritius. NPUV. Diet. Hist, taicyclap. Me-

thod. Botan. Art. Voyageurs.
WILLIAM I, surnamed the Conqueror,

king of England and duke of Normandy. He
was born in 1024, and was the natural son of

Robert duke of Normandy, by Arlotta, the

daughter of a tanner of Falaise. His father

having no legitimate son, on his departure on

a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, caused the states

of the duchy to swear allegiance to him as his

heir. Robert died in 1035, on his return from

Palestine
;
and the guardian of the young

duke could not prevent the king of France

from reducing the duchy to a very low
condition. When William assumed the reins

himself his vigour and ability soon repelled
these aggressions, and reduced both the

French king and his own rebellious barons to

the necessity of peace and submission. Ed-
ward the Confessor, at this time king of Eng-
land, being closely connected with the Norman

family, was instigated by the archbishop of

Canterbury, a Norman, to allow William to be

given to understand that the king designed
him for his successor. The irresolute charac-

ter of Edward, however, induced him to

keep the secret in his own breast, which
enabled Harold, the able son of earl Godwin,
to ascend the throne on his death in 1066,
without opposition. Harold had previously
been carried a captive into Normanny,
where he was treated with great distinction by
William, who informed him of the intentions

of the Confessor, and took from him an oath to

do his utmost to carry them into effect. His

occupation of the throne himself, and renu -

ciation of his oath as compulsory, therefore led

to immediate war, and the celebrated Norman
invasion followed, which was rendered suc-

cessful by the battle of Hastings, fought
on the 4th of October, 1066, terminating in

the defeat and death of Harold, and two of

his brothers. On the Christmas-day of the

same year, William was crowned, after a sort

of tumultuary election on the part of the En-

glish nobles, and took the customary corona-

tion oath. His first measures were mild and

judicious ; he sought to ingratiate himself with
his new subjects, preserved his army in strict

discipline, confirmed the liberties of London
and other cities, and administered justice im-

partially. On his return to Normandy, how-

ever, the English being treated by the Norman
leaders like a conquered people, and exposed
to contumely and spoliation, broke out into

revolt in various places, and the Kentish men
setting the example, a conspiracy was planned
for the massacre of all the Normans in the

country. On this intelligence, William re-

turned, and began with a show of justice, by
repressing the encroachment of his followers

;

but reviving the tax of Danegelt, which had
been abolished by Edward the Confessor, the
discontents were renewed. These he repressed
with his usual vigour, and a temporary calm

succeeded, during wlncli his queen Matilda
came over, and was crowned at Westminster.
The resistance ofthe two powerful Saxon nobles,
Edwin and Morcar, who had formed an alii-
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ance with the kings of Scotland and Den-

mark, aud with the prince of North Wales,
soon after drew William to the north, where

he succeeded in crushing the attempt in its in-

fancv, and obliged Malcolm, king of Scotland,

to do homage for Cumberland. From this time

he treated the English like a conquered

people, multiplied confiscations in every quar-

ter, and forced the native nobility to desert the

country in great numbers. In 1069 another

formidable insurrection broke out in the north,

and at the same time the English resumed

arms in the eastern and southern counties.

William first opposed the storm in the north,

and executed such merciless vengeance in his

progress, that the whole country between

York and Durham was turned into a desert,

and above 100,000 of both sexes and all ages
are said to have perished. There being now

scarcely a landed proprietor who had not in-

curred the forfeiture of rebellion, he put into

execution his plan of introducing a total alter-

ation of the state of English law and property,

by dividing all the lands into baronies, and

adopting the feudal constitution of Normandy
in regard to tenure and services. He also

reduced the ecclesiastical property to a similar

system, and in order to prevent resistance

from the clergy, expelled all the English
church dignitaries, and placed Normans or

other foreigners in their stead. He also ad-

mitted the first resident legate from the pope,
and inculcated the same respect for the supre-

macy of Rome, which existed on the conti-

nent, but wisely reserved to himself the con-

firmation of all acts of papal authority in Eng-
land. Still farther to subjugate the minds of

the English, he sought to abolish even their

language, causing the French to be spoken at

court, and used in courts of justice, and in

law proceedings ; and ordering it to form a

leading part of instruction in all the schools

throughout the realm. In 1071 the earls Ed-

win and Morcar produced a new insurrection

in the north, which terminated in the death

of the former, and capture of the latter ; and
the. Scottish king having again aided them,
William marched an army into Scotland,

which soon led to a peace, on which occasion

he allowed the return of the weak but rightful
Saxon heir, Edgar Atheling, who had taken re-

fuge in Scotland, and promised him an ho-

nourable establishment. In 1073 he returned

to Normandy, whence he was recalled by a

revolt among his Norman barons, which was
however quelled by the regent Odo, his half

brother. In 1076 lie received a letter from

the haughty and ambitious pope, Gregory VII,

requiiing him to do homage for his kingdom,
and to pay the accustomed tribute from Eng-
land to the holy see. William denied the ho-

mage, nor would he allow the English prelates
V attend a general council summoned byGre-
g'jry, but consented to the levy of Peter's

pence. A civil war took place between him
and his son Robert the same year, in Nor-

mandy, which ended in a reconciliation. About
the year iOtfl he instituted that general sur-

vey of the ianded property of the kingdom,
Btoc. Dicir VOL. III.
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the record of which still exists under the title

of Domesday Book, being a minute return of

the estates in the different counties, their ex-

tent, proprietors, tenure, condition, and value.

It might be supposed that his anxiety to ac-

quire an accurate knowledge of die state of

his kingdom was to promote itsimproiement ;

but his passion for the chase interfered with
all laudable views of this nature, and the

manner in which he laid waste the New Fo-

rest in Hampshire, where he demolished vil-

lages, churches, and convents, and expelled
the inhabitants for thirty miles round, merely
for hunting facilities, forms a notable instance

of his cruelty, and love of sporting, which he

further protected by a most severe code of

game laws. The remainder of his reign affords

little matter for biography. In 1087 he went
to war with France, whose king had encou-

raged a rebellion of Norman nobles, and ag-

gravated the injury by an unseemly jest on
William's corpulency. He entered the French

territory and committed great ravages, but by
the starting of his horse received an injury
which hastened his deaih, at the abbey of St

Gervais, near Rouen, September 9, 1087, in

the sixty-third year of his age. He left three

sons
; Robert, to whom he bequeathed Nor-

mandy ; William, who inherited England; and

Henry, who received nothing but his mother's

property. He also left five daughters. Wil-
liam the Conqueror, before his death, was the

most powerful sovereign of his time
;

lie pos-
sessed superior talents, both political and mar-

tial, and employed them with remarkable vi-

gour and industry. His passions were, how-

ever, strong, his ambition severe and merci-

less
;
and his love of sway often led him to

disregard all restraints of justice and huma
nity. There never was a more fortunate con-

queror, or usurper of a throne, as he trans-

mitted that of England to a long and still

subsisting line of descendants
;
and the es-

tablishment of his dynasty may be said to

have altered the entire current of English

history. Hume. Henry.
WILLIAM II, surnamed RUFUS, from

his red hair, second son of the preceding so-

vereign, was born in 1060. Being nominated

king of England by his father, on the death
of the latter he hastened over from Normandy,
took possession of the royal treasury at Win-
chester, and was crowned at Westminster in

September 1087. The division of England
and Normandy did not, however, please the

great barons, who possessed territories in

both, and a conspiracy was formed for effect-

ing the deposition of William iu favour of his

brother Robert. As the conspirators were

chiefly Normans, the king, who possessed a

considerable share of his father's vigour and

activity, immediately turned his attention to

the English, and by promising a restoration of

their ancient laws, and liberty to hunt in the

royal forest, he was enabled to levy a force, by
the means of which he. successively reduced

the castles of the confederates, whom he sent

to Normandy, after confiscating all their Eng-
lish possessions. Being now firmly seated OB

2 H
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his throne, he quickly forgot his promises to

the unhappy English, and the death of Lan-

franc, archbishop of Canterbury, freeing him
from an authority winch he respected, he ex-

tended his rapacity to the church, and seized

the temporalities of vacant bishoprics Mid

abbeys, to which lie delayed appointing suc-

cessors. In 1090 he made an incursion into

Normandy, to retaliate on his brother Robert,
but a reconciliation was effected between

them, and Robert accompanied him back to

England, and led an army for him against the

king of Scotland, whom he compelled to do

homage to William. The two brothers did

not, however, long continue friends, and in

1095 William was in France plotting against

Robert, when he was recalled to England by
a conspiracy of his barons in the north, which
he quickly repressed. The following year
Robert mortgaged his dukedom to William
for the sum of ten thousand marks, to enable

him to fit out an expedition and join the cru-

sade's in the Holy Land. William accord-

in'/y took possession of .Normandy and

Maine, and soon after being seized with a dan-

gerous illness, he appointed Anselm, a Nor-
man abbot, distinguished for learning and

piety, to the archbishopric of Canterbury,
which had remained vacant since the death

of Lanfranc. Contrary to his expectation, he
found in Anselm a strenuous defender of the

claims of the church, and he strove to de-

pose him by means of a synod, but could

not succeed. At length Anselm obtained per-
mission to visit Rome, and in his absence the

king immediately seized on all the tempora-
lities of his see. He soon after was obliged
to visit France, to resist the progress of the

lord of La F let-he, who gained possession of

the town of Mons, which he soon delivered.

In 1100 the duke of Guienne, following the

example of the duke of Normandy, applied to

William to advance him money on his pro-
vince, to which the latter readily agreed, and
was about to take over the money and ac-

quire possession of the territories, when an

jnfortunate accident terminated his life. He
was hunting in the New Forest, and had

flighted from his horse after a chase, when a

Itag suddenly starting up near him, a French

gentleman, named Walter Tyrrel, let fly an
rrow at the animal, which glancing from a

tree, entered the king's breast and pierced
him to the heart. Tyrrel immediately gal-

lopped to the coast and embarked for France,
where he joined the crusaders. The king's

body was found by the country people, and
interred without ceremony at Winchester.

This event took place August 2, 1100, when
William was in the fortieth year of his age,
and thirteenth of his reign. '1 he incidents

which mark the sway of this prince prove
him to have possessed vigour, decision, and

policy ; but to have been violent, perfidious,
and rapacious to a very high degree. The ec-

clesiastical historians are, naturally enough,

peculiarly unfavourable to him, and accuse

him of indifference to all religion ; and if se-

veral of the anecdote* which thev relate of
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him be true, they were fully justified.

Rufus deserves to be regarded as a promoter
of the useful ar'.s, as his erection of the Tower
of London, London Bridge, and Westminster

Hall, still remain to testify. Ibid.

WILLIAM HI, king of England, prince
of Orange, and stadtholder of Holland, was
the posthumous son of William II, prince of

Orange, and of Mary, daughter of Charles I,

king of England. He was born November 14,
1650. His youth, paswed among violent party
contests, originating in the suspicions which
the republican party entertained that the

house of Orange meditated designs against

public liberty ; and in the conditions made by
Cromwell against it, as a branch of that of

Stuart in the peace of 1 654. The Restora-
tion in England gradually opened the way to

the recovery of the honours and authority
possessed by his ancestors ; and in opposition
to the most strenuous efforts of the party,
headed by John de Witt, which had procured
the abolition of the stadtholdership, he was, in

1672, chosen captain- general of the force

raised in order to resist the unprincipled inva-

sion of Louis XIV7
. The edict for abolishing

the stadtholdership was also soon after revoked.

and the execrable murder of the De Witts,
who had placed too much confidence in France,

by annihilating their party, placed full autho-

rity in the hands of William. At this early

age he discovered the firmness of mind which
was his great characteristic, and created an

opposition to the designs of France, that, se-

conded by his military services, produced the

most beneficial consequences to Europe at

large. Details respecting the contest between
Louis XIV and the United Provinces at this

period belong to the historian ; it is sufficient

to observe, that to humble that monarch
henceforward became a ruling passion in the

breast of William. It was greatly with a

view to fix the English court in the same inte-

rest, that in 1678 he sought the hand of, and
came to London to be united to Mary, eldest

daughter to the. duke of York, an alliance

which greatly pleased the English people, who
entered fully into his animosity to that mis-

chievously ambitious prince. On the conclu-

sion of the peace of Nimeguen, the country

being no longer in danger, the jealousy of the

house of Orange again revived in the United

Provinces, and William took several strong and
unconstitutional measures to carry an augmen-
tation of troops to resist some ambitious and

equivocal demonstrations on the part of Louis.

The succession of his father-in-law to the

crown of England in 1685, which ought to

have drawn the alliance close between the two

countries, had a directly contrary effect, owing
to the attachment of James to his religion,
which induced him to look with coldness upon a
son-in-law, who on the continent was regarded
as the great supporter of the Protestant cause.
The measures of James in Great Britain,
united to the revocation of the edict of Nantes

by Louis, served, by the alarm which at this

time they excited throughout Protestant Eu-

rope, to suspend party opposition to Wil-
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liam in Holland, and equally tended to turn

upon him the eyes of all the friends of civil

and religious liberty in England. It is for the

historian to relate the private negociation
which followed, until the issuing of his decla-

ration to the British nation, and embarkation
and landing with a numerous force at Torbay,
on the 4th of November, 1688. It is equally

unnecessary to recapitulate the events atten-

dant upon the memorable Revolution which

followed, forming one of the most important
events in modern history. It is sufficient to

observe, that it terminated in the settlement

of the crown upon the prince and princess of

Orange for their lives, the sole administration

however to remain iu the prince. After their

deaths the crown was to descend to his issue

by Mary, and in default thereof to the prin-
cess Anne and her issue, or such issue failing,
to that of William by any other wife. At the

same time a bill of rights was passed, settlin_
all the disputed points between the king and
the people, and circumscribing and defining
the royal prerogative. From this time, there-

fore, a contract has existed between the prince
and people, the existence of which had

Jong been theoretically contended for, but
which thus became a recorded fact in English
government. William was now the sovereign
of a powerful kingdom, but one with which
he had little personal acquaintance, and in

which party differences existed to an extreme

degree. Neither were his own habits or man-
ners such as to create personal attachment,

partaking of a degree of coldness and reserve

which repressed all enthusiasm in his favour,
even among those who were strongly attached

to his cause. But had he been the reverse,
the circumstances under which he received

the crown could not fail to embarrass his go-
vernment. Although the tories had joined
with the whigs in inviting him to come to pro-
tect the establishment, they were, in general,
far from inclined to make him king, in preju-
dice not only of James, but of his infant son.

On the other hand, the high church party
were too zealous in favour of indefeasible he-

reditary right, a notion, with its concomitant,

passive obedience, by no means extinct even
at present, to acquiesce in the transfer of a

throne by the will of the people. In Scotland

the whigs alone favoured the exaltation of

William
; and in Ireland, the majority being

Catholics, openly adhered to James. His

anxiety for toleration, and the comprehen-
sion of the dissenters within the pale of the

establishment, still farther indisposed num-
bers

; so that the crown was no sooner placed

upon his head, than a large proportion of his

subjects were secret or open enemies to the

wearer of it. Hence his reign was full of

events, domestic and foreign, which occupy
an important space in the page of his-

tory, but in this summary a few personal

poiuts alone can be hinted at. In apprising
the States-general of his elevation, he ex-

pressed his intention of abating nothing in his

zeal for his native country, as also of retaining
the important offices which he held in it. War
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with France being renewed in 1689 by tha
States, in conjunction with Austria, he found
no

difficulty in gaining the concurrence of the
English parliament to a league for the humili-
ation of France. Greatly as he wished to
lead in this continental war, James, aided by
a force from France, having landed in Ireland
in the spring of 1689, he was obliged in the

j

first instance to seek to make himself master
of his own kingdom. This he effected, after

j
suppressing a Jacobite insurrection in Scotland,
by the famous battle of the Boyne, fought on

j

the 1st of July, 1690, which routed and to-

j

tally dispersed the Irish army, and quickly
sent James back to France. William then in-

|

vested Limerick, to which place the remnant
j
of the army of James had retired

; but being
repulsed in an attempt to storm the place, he
returned to England. Limerick, however,
capitulated the following year, on terms very
favourable to the Catholics, and which they
say were never adhered to

; and although
much casuistry has been employed to prove
the contrary, it is difficult on the face of the
articles themselves to disprove the assertion.
The reign of William continued for some time

very restless and uneasy; and a French
invasion was meditated, which the disaster
that befel Louis's fleet at La Hogue alone pre-
vented from producing serious alarm 'to his

government. These events took place in the
absence of the king, who had repaired to the

continent, and placed himself at the head of
the great alliance against France in 1691.
The loss of Mons and of Namur, with the
failure of a spirited attempt to surprise mar-
shal Lucemburgh at Steenkirk, were of no ad-

vantage to his military reputation, although an
infamous attempt against his life proved how
formidable he'was deemed as an enemy. Little
was effected on either side in the two follow-

ing campaigns ; and in 1695 William experi-
enced a severe domestic affliction, in the loss

of queen Mary, to whom he was strongly and

sincerely attached. The death of this prin-
cess, without issue, revived the hopes of the

Jacobites, and various new conspiracies were
formed, one of which involved an atrocious

plan for the assassination of William, for

which several individuals were condemned
and executed. An indecisive campaign fol-

lowed, until hostilities terminated in 1696,
with the congress of Ryswick, which com-

pleted a treaty the following year in which
France was to acknowledge William king of

Great Britain, and to abstain from all future

attempts to dispossess him of his throne. On
the return of peace, William endured sever*!

mortifications from the objections of one party
to a standing army, and the dislike of another
to himself

, and he was obliged to part with
his favourite Dutch guards. The death of the

king of Spain in 1701, with a testament in

favour of the grandson of Louis XIV, again
led to active preparations for a war with

France, in which the naiion appeared heartily
to concur, and another extensive alliance was
formed by William during a visit to the con-

tinent. He was not, however, destined tc en-

2 II*
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joy the pleasure he took in the anticipated hu-
miliation of France. A life of care and fa-

tigue had worn down a constitution originally

delicate, and a fall from his horse gave it an
additional shock. Fever, with increasing

symptoms of debility, announced that his

end was approaching, and, preparing for it

with perfect composure, he expired March 8,

1702, in the fifty-second year of his age, and
thirteenth of his reign. The character of

king William has been represented with all

the diversity of colouring which belongs to

opposing party sentiments ;
with respect,

however, to his understanding and temper,

opinions have not much varied. His military
talents were not brilliant, being seldom suc-

cessful in the field
;
but he was never de-

feated in spirit, and no commander surpassed
him in repairing losses and maintaining a

respectable countenance under all fortunes.

A cold ungracious manner always adhered to

him, and did him much injury ;
but many

proofs have been supplied, that it rather

proved the disguise than the absence of feel-

ing, insomuch that his attachment to indivi-

duals was often imputed to him as a crime.

The part which he acted in the deposition of

his father-in-law, being judged of by opposing
principles, will necessarily be both attacked

and defended. The advocates of the house of

Stuart and of passive obedience, which, al-

though virtually, are not sentimentally ex-

tinct, still speak of it with the severest repre-
hension. Their opponents, and doubtless the

majority of impartial posterity, who regard the

preservation of public liberty as the first of all

duties, pronounce directly the reverse. The
United Provinces had certainly reason to re-

gard him as their second founder ; and he as

certainly delivered the British islands from a

perverse, perverted, and despotically inclined

race, who courted the alliance of the greatest

enemy of the religious opinions of the great

majority of their subjects with very indefensible

views. In his own estimation, William pro-

bably acted a higher part still
;
that of a man

who sought to protect the liberty of Europe
generally from an ambitious and tyrannical
French ascendancy, which would have been

equally injurious to civil and religious liberty
wherever it prevailed. Hume. Hf.nrn. Aikin.

WILLIAM OF NASSAU, prince of Orange
and founder of the Dutch republic, was born

in Germany in 1533. He was the son of

William, surnamed the Old, and of Juliana of

Stolberg, who were Lutherans, but having en-

tered into the service of the emperor Charles

V, he conformed to the Roman Catholic reli-

gion, and became a great favourite at the im-

perial court. He was trained to high employ-
ments, and at length arrived at the dignity of

governor of the provinces of Holland, Zea-

land, and Utrecht. He held this situation in

the Netherlands when the establishment of the

inquisition, and the arbitrary conduct of

Philip II and his minister, the cardinal Gran-

relle, produced open insurrection. Wr
illiam

united with the counts Egmont and Horn in

giving all possible opposition to these seven-
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ties; and ou the arrival of the duke of Alva
would have experienced their fate, but that he

declined appearing to his citation. On hi*

non-appearance his estates were confiscated,
and his eldest son, then studying at Lou'rain,
was carried off into Spain. He soon after de-

clared himself a Protestant, and began that

brave and persevering opposition to Spanish

tyranny, which terminated in the union of

Utrecht in 1579, when the basis of the confe-

deration of the seven united provinces wag
established. Philip II was so exasperated
at this event that he set a price upon the

head of the prince of Orange, which stimulus

to assassination led, in 1582, to an attempt
oa the part of one Jauregui, who fired a

pistol at the prince as he was rising from
table at a public dinner, the ball from which

passed from behind his right ear beneath his

left jaw. He recovered from his wound, but

the murderous attempt was successfully re-

peated in 158-i by one Balthasar Gerard, whose
fanaticism being urged on by a cordelier and a

Jesuit, he obtained an introduction to the

prince, on the plea of business, on the 10th of

July, 1584, when he drew out a pistol loaded

with three balls, and shot him in the body.
William fell, ejaculating,

" My God have

mercy on me and these poor people," and

instantly expired. He was interred at

Delft with almost regal honours, in the
midst of the lamentations of the whole

people, who regarded him as their sole sup-
port and protector. William, who at the time
of his death had nearly completed his fifty-
second year, was four times married, and had
issue by all his wives. His eldest son Philip,

being detained in Spain, and brought up in re-

ligion and politics a Spaniard, his second son
Maurice succeeded to his authority in the
United Provinces, and proved one of the

greatest captains of his age. The character of

William is sufficiently conspicuous from the
events of his anxious and useful life. He ne-

cessarily contracted the caution and reserved

habits of a statesman, involved as he was in

political intricacies and difficulties, and he has
in consequence been accused of ambition and
dissimulation ; yet his objects always set-ra to

have been pure and patriotic, and if his me-

mory has been reviled by the advocates of des-

potism, it has received the highest honours
from a grateful people, who regard him as

the principal author of their freedom, indepen-
dence, and delivery from the intolerable yoke
under which they groaned. Grotii Ann. Belg.
Univ. Hist.

WILLIAMS (JOHN) an English divine

and statesman of some eminence in the seven-

teenth century. He was descended from an
ancient Welsh family, and was born March
25, 1582, at Aberconway, in Carnarvonshire.
He studied at St John's college, Cambridge,
where he took the degree of BA. in 1602, and
the next year he obtained a fellowship. In.

1609 he entered into holy orders, and was pre-
sented to a small benefice in Norfolk, and two

years after to the rectory of Grafton in North-

amptonshire. Being appointed chaplain to
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tue lord chancellor, Egerton, lord Ellesmere,
he ingratiated himself so much with that

nobleman, that through his interest he ob-

tained much valuable church preferment.
After the death of the chancellor, who left

him his MSS. he was nominated one of the

royal chaplains ; and in 1619 he became dean
of Salisbury. Attaching himself to the king's

favourite, Villiers, afterwards duke of Buck-

ingham, he was rapidly promoted to high sta-

tions both in the church and state. In 1620 he

exchanged the deanery of Salisbury for that

of Westminster, and the following year he was
nominated lord keeper of the great seal, on

the disgrace and deprivation of the celebrated

Bacon. Almost immediately after he was
raised to the bishopric of Lincoln, with which
he held various other benefices in commen-
darn. During the remainder of the reign of

James I, he retained great influence at court,

and was deeply engaged in the intrigues of

that eventful period. But having offended

Buckingham by his disapproval of the journey
of that nobleman to Spain with the prince of

Wales, and being on ill terms with Laud, to

whose promotion to the bench he had greatly

contributed, he was, on the accession of

Charles I, ordered not to attend at the coro-

nation, in his office of dean of Westminster,
and he was deprived of his post of lord keeper.
He subsequently, in parliament, advocated the

netition of right, but at the same time pro-
Dosed the addition of a clause in favour of the

trown ; and he moved likewise for an act to

explain the bill of rights, so as to confirm the

king's claim to the duties of tonnage and

poundage. He is said to have been reconciled

to the duke of Buckingham, whose death how-
ever prevented his restoration to favour at

court. In 1629 his name was erased from the

list of the privy council, and he was subjected
to other marks of the royal displeasure. In

1636, being prosecuted in the court of star

chamber for scandalous expressions against
the king and his ministers, he was sentenced to

pay a fine of 10,000/. and to be imprisoned in

the Tower, and suspended from all his digni-

ties, offices, and functions. He was released,

on his petition to the king, in November

1640, and the proceedings against him were
rescinded. Among the most important of the

future transactions of his life, are his joining
in the proceedings against archbishop Laud,
and his using his influence with the king to

procure his assent to the bill of attainder

against the earl of Stratford. In 1641 he was

made archbishop of York ;
but before he ob-

tained possession of the see, he was with other

prelates committed to the Tower for opposi-
tion to the attempts of the parliament to ex-

clude them from sitting in the house of Peers.

During the civil war he fortified his castle of

Conway for the king's service ; but he acted

in general a temporizing part, and at length
he died in retirement, in North Wales, on his

birth-day, in 1650. Archbishop Williams

was the author of sermons, and of a work of

temporary importance, entitled " The Holy
Table, Name, and Thing," directed against
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the church ceremonies introduced by I and.-'

Biog.Brit.
WILLIAMS (DANIEL) an eminent non-

conformist divine, born at Wrexham in Den-
bighshire, about 1644. He appears to have
laboured under disadvantages as to his early
education, the defects of which he supplied by
self-application and diligence. Being of a
serious disposition, he devoted himself to the

ministry; and at the age. of nineteen he be-
came a preacher among the presbyterians.
After officiating in various parts of England,
he went to Ireland as chaplain to the countess
of Meath, and afterwards settled as pastor to

a congregation in Dublin. He continued in

that situation nearly twenty years, highly re-

spected and esteemed
; and having married a

lady of an honourable family, he obtained with
her a considerable estate. His zeal for Pro-
testantism subjecting him to inconvenience, in

the latter part of the reign of James II he
removed to London, and after the Revolution
he was chosen minister of a presbyterian so-

ciety in Bishopsgate- street. In 1691 he suc-

ceeded the famous Baxter as one of the lec-

turers at Pinners'-hall chapel; and he con-
tinued to officiate there till theological disputes
occasioned a secession of many of the sub-

scribers, who established a separate lecture at

Salters'-hall, whither Mr Williams, together
with Dr Bates, Mr Howe, and Mr Alsop, re-

moved as preachers. In 1692 he published a

tract, entitled "
Gospel Truth stated and vin-

dicated, &c." 8vo, against the Antinomian
doctrines of Dr Crisp ;

and he afterwards

added "A Defence of Gospel Truth, &c." 8vo.
These works brought on him the imputation
of Socinianism, which he indignantly repelled ;

as he also did a charge of immorality adduced

against him by his malignant opponents, from

which, in justice to his character, it must be

stated that he was distinctly exonerated by a

committee of the united London ministers, to

whom he submitted the investigation of his

conduct. Having become a widower, in 1701
he took a second wife, with a large fortune,

who survived him. In 1709 he was honoured
with the diploma of DD. from the universi-

ties of Edinburgh and Glasgow. His wealth
and talents gave him much influence among
his brethren in the early part of the last cen-

tury ; and he distinguished himself by op-

posing the bills against occasional conformity,
and for imposing the sacramental test on the

dissenters in Ireland, as well as on otber oc-

casions. On the accession of George I he

presented a congratulatory address to his ma-

jesty, at the head of a deputation of the me-

tropolitan dissenting clergy. He did not long
survive that event, dying January 26, 1715-

16. Besides numerous benefactions for cha-

ritable purposes, he bequeathed estates for the

support of six presbyterian students at the

university of Glasgow ; and also his private
collection of books, and a sum of money for

the foundation of a public library in London,
which led to the establishment of the Red
Cross-street Institution, opened in 1729. Dr
Williame's works were collected and published
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by his directions, in six volumes, octavo, con- 1816. Besides the publications already men-

eisting partly of Latin versions of several of tioned, he was the author of " A Letter to Sir

his tracts, intended for the benefit of foreigners. George Saville on the Nature and Extent of

Aikin's Gen. Biog. \

Intellectual Liberty," 1779, 8vo ;

" A His-

W1LLIAMS (sir CHARLES HANBURY) an tory of Monmouthshire," 2 vols. 4to ; and

English poet and diplomatist, who was the some single Sermons and Tracts. Ann. Biog.
second son of a South Sea director. He sat WILLIAMS, FSA. (JOHN) an antiquary
as a member of the house of Commons for the and natuialist, who was employed as a mine-

borough of Monmouth, in several parliaments;
' ral surveyor in Scotland. He published in

and in 1744 he was installed KB. and two
|

1777 "An Essay on the Vitrified Forts,"

years after sent as minister to the court of . found in various parts of that country ; and

Berlin. He subsequently was ambassador at
j

" The Natural History of the Mineral King-
St Petersbnrg, and his death took place No-

vember 2, 1759. His poetical compositions

display ease and vivacity, but the sentiments

hey exhibit cannot always be commended on

the score of morality. Chalmers's Ring. Diet.

WILLIAMS (DAVID) a learned and inge-
nious writer on different branches of the belles

lettres, who was a native of Cardiganshire in

South Wales. He was educated at a dissent-

ing academy, and became minister to a con-

gregation at Frome in Somersetshire. Thence
lie removed to occupy a similar situation at

Exeter, and afterwards to Highgate, in the

neighbourhood of the metropolis. While he
filled the office of a dissenting teacher, he pub-

dom," Edinburgh, 1789, 2 vols. 8vo ; besides
" A Plan for a Royal Forest of Oak in the

Highlands of Scotland," in the Transactions

of the Edinburgh Antiquarian Society, tc

which he belonged. He died at Verona in

Italy, May 29, 1795. Gent. Mag.
WILLIAMSON, knight (sir JOSEPH) the

son of an English clergyman, incumbent of the

parish of Bridekirk in the county of Cumber-
land, where the subject of this article was born
in 1630. From Westminster grammar school

he removed to Queen's college, Oxford, of

which he became fellow. King Charles II

bestowed on him the honour of knighthood,
made him a clerk of the council, and after-

lished "
Essays on Public Worship, Patriotism, wards employed him on a diplomatic mission

and Projects oYReformation," 1773, 8vo; "Ser- to Cologne. On his return to England he
mons on Religious Hypocrisy," 1774, 8vo ;

and : met with farther advancement, and in 1674
a tract on Education, which was translated

into the German language. At length, becom-

ing sceptical as to revealed religion, he quitted
his ministerial station among the dissenters

;

and in 1776 opened a chapel in Margaret-
street, Cavendish-square, for the celebration

was associated in the government as one of
the secretaries of state. But although a
favourite at court, he was far from popular
with the people ;

and having issued certain

commissions to persons openly professing the

Roman Catholic religion, the house of Com-
of public worship on the principles of natural

j

mons took up the matter, and passed a vote,

religion ; and at the same time he published
'

consigning him close prisoner to the Tower.
a "

Liturgy on the Universal Principles of

Religion and Morality," for the use of his

The disgraced secretary was accordingly con-

veyed there in custody of the serjeant-at-arms;

hearers, to whom he delivered a course of but the king, on being made acquainted with
" 1/ectures on the Principles and Duties of the strong measure taken against him, exerted

Religion and Morality," afterwards published
' his prerogative, and released him before he

in 2 vols. 4to, and translated into German by
j

had been many hours in confinement. His
J. A. Eberhard, and printed at Halle, 1785, immediate retirement from office was however
2 vols. For some time the novelty of Mr
Williams's plan attracted the notice of the

public ; but the numbers of his followers gra-

dually decreased, so that at length the temple
of infidelity (as some chose to denominate it)

was finally closed, and the lecturer tuiued his

attention to literary speculations and private

the consequence, and the remainder of his lift

was passed as a private gentleman in literary
leisure. He was a considerable benefactor to

Queen's college, Oxford, bequeathing to that

society at his death all his valuable manu-

scripts and a legacy of six thousand pounds in

money. Part of his property went also to the

tuition. He published in 1785 " Letters con- I endowment of a school at Rochester in Kent.

cerniug Education," 8vo ; and this work was Sir Joseph Williamson died about the com-
mencement of the last century. Martin's

Hut of Thetford.
WILLIS (BROWNE) a distinguished anti-

quary, grandson of Dr T. Willis, the subject of
a following article. He was born at Blandford
in Dorsetshire, in 1682, and prosecuted bis

studies at Westminster school and Oxford uni-

versity, whither he removed in 1690, and was
admitted a gentleman commoner of Christ-

church. Having taken his degrees, he con-
tinued his studies under Dr W. Wotton. When
he came into the possession of the family
estate in Buckinghamshire, he was returned
a member of parliament for that county in

1705. He seems howeyer to have taken hot

followed by his " Lectures on Political Prin-

ciples," 1789, 8vo ;
and " Lectures on Edu-

cation," 3 vols. 8vo, all which displayed the

abilities of the author to advantage. Abou"
1791 he was employed by some booksellers to

write a continuation of Hume's History of

Knl;tmi, a task for which his studies and ac-

quirements had in many respects qualified him.

But an alarm being raised against the scheme

by persons who objected to Mr Williams's re-

ligion and politics, the undertaking, so far as

he was concerned, was abandoned. He ac-

quired much distinction in the latter part of

his life, as the founder or projector of the Li-

terary Fund. Hia death took place June 29,
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little interest in public affairs, devoting him-
self to the investigation of the constitutional

and ecclesiastical antiquities of his native

country. In 1715 he published the first part
of his " Notitia Parliamentaria, or a History

of the Counties, Cities, and Boroughs in Eng-
land and Wales;" the second part appeared
in 1716; and the conclusion not till 1750.
He became in 1717, a fellow of the newly re-

vived Society of Antiquaries ;
and lie devoted

his time and fortune to the promotion of the

objects of that association. Among his lite-

rary productions are "
Surveys of the Four

Welsh Cathedrals;" a "
History of the Mitred

Parliamentary Abbies, and Conventual Cathe-
dral Churches ;" arid "The History and An-

tiquities of Buckingham." He collected a

fine cabinet of English coins, which in 1741
he presented to the university of Oxford,
where he was honoured with the degree of

LLD. He died at his seat at Whaddon-hall,

P'ebruary 5, 1760, and he was interred at

Fenny Stracford, Bucks. To Browne Willis

may justly be ascribed the merit of having
greatly contributed to the improvement of our
national history and archisoloajy, by reference
to records and registers, which he assiduously

investigated, and made his transcripts and ex-

tracts with care and accuracy. Ilee.ss Cur/cp.
WILLIS (FRANCIS) a physician, distin-

guished for his skill in the treatment of cases

of insanity. He was a native of Lincolnshire,
and was educated at Brazermoze college,

Oxford, where he obtained a fellowship. He
took the degree of MA. in 1740, and enter-

ing into holy orders, he was presented to a

college living in the metropolis. He then

s-tudied medicine, and devoting hisattention to

the treatment of maniacal diseases, established

a private asylum for lunatics at Greatford in

Lincolnshire. The anomaly of a clergyman

keeping a madhouse having subjected him to

the animadversion of the faculty, he pro-
ceeded to take his degrees in medicine, and

thus became entitled to engage in regular

practice as a physician. When his late ma-

esty was first afflicted with mental disease, and
his professional attendants despaired of his re-

covery, Dr Willis was called in, and on hin

expressing a decidedly favourable opinion re-

lative to the case of the royal patient, he was
entrusted with the management of it. The
esult proved the accuracy of his judgment;
and his success was rewarded with a handsome

gratuity from the parliament. The accession

of fame which he also obtained, necessarily
occasioned a great increase of professional

practice; and among those victims of insanity
whom he attended, was the late queen of

Poitugal ;
but in her case his mode of treat-

ment was unsuccessful. He died suddenly at

Greatford, in 1807. His son and successor,

Dr Robert Darling Willis, was in 1811 ap-

pointed one of the royal physicians in ordi-

nary. Gent. Mag.
WILLIS (THOMAS) an eminent English

physician, born February 6, 1622, at Great

Bedwin, in Wiltshire. He was in 1636 ad-

mitted a student of Christchurch, Oxford,
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j

where he took the usual degrees with a view
'

to the clerical profession. The death of hig

j

father, and the breaking out of the civil war,
induced him to alter hia purpose ; and after

having served for a time in the royal army, he
returned to Oxford, and studied medicine, in

which faculty he took his bachelor's degree in

1646. He then commenced practice at O*
ford, and became distinguished not only for

his professional talents, but also for his atten-

tion to science
;
and he was one of the first

members of the philosophical association which

preceded the Royal Society. On the restora-

tion of Charles II, he was made Sedleiau

professor of natural philosophy, and soon after

took the degree of MD. In 1666 lie removed
to London, and being appointed physician in

ordinary to the king, he rapidly advanced to

the first rank in his profession. His death
took place in London, November 11, 1675.
The principal works of Dr Willis are " Ana-
tome Cerebri, cui accessit Nervorum Descrip-
tio et Usus," Lond. 1664, 12mo, reckoned the

best of his productions ;

"
Pathologiae Cerebri

et Nervosi Generis Specimen, in quo agitur de
Morbis Convuisivis et Scorbuto," Oxon. 1667,
12mo ;

" Adfectionum quae dicuntur Hyste-
rics et Hypochondriacs Pathologia Spasmo-
dica, vindicata contra Respons. Kpist. .Nath.

Highmori : cui accesserunt Exerciiuuoueo Ale-

dico-Physic;e de Sanguinis Accensione et Motu
Musculan," Lond. 1670, 8vo; and " De Ani-
nia Brutorum qua Hominis Vitalis ac Sensa-
tiva est, Exercitationes dua;, 1672, 8vo. A
collective edition of his writings appeared at

Geneva, in 1676, 2 vols. 4to, and several re-

publications of them took place previously to

the end of the seventeenth century; but

though the ingenuity of his physiological and

pathological speculations procured their au-
thor much temporary renown, his theories

have been long consigned to oblivion, and the

descriptive portions of his works alone retain

any value. Hutchinson's Bing. Med. Aikin's

Gen. Biog.
WILLUGHBY (FRANCIS) a celebrated

naturalist, born of a good family in Lincoln-

shire, in 1635. He studied at Trinity college,

Cambridge, under the tuition of Ray, with
whom he made a tour on the continent in

1663 and 1664. He paid particular attention

to ornithology and ichthyology, and formed a
rah museum of animal and fossil productions.
In 1668 he married the daughter of sir H.
Bernard, and settling at Middleton in War-
wickshire, he prosecuted his philosophical and
scientific researches in conjunction with his

friend and frequent guest Mr Ray. The re-

sults of their labours were communicated to

the Royal Society, of which Mr Willughby
had become a fellow in October 1662. His

premature death in 1672 prevented him from

committing his writings to the press ;
but Mr

Ray, whom he had appointed his executor,

published in 1676,
" F. Willugbeii Ornitho-

Jogiaj Libri tres," folio
;
and the same work,

translated into English, with additions, in

1678. The same editor also collected and ar-

ranged Willughby'a papers on ichthyology,
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which appeared in 1686, under the title of sitiun, and a considerable share of vanity, ren-
" F. Willugbeii de Historia Piscium Libri dered him the reverse On his return to Eng-
quatuor, jussu et suinptu Societatis Regise land, he rushed at once into the full vortex of

Loud, editi : totum Opus recognovit, coapta- dissipation, became the personal friend and

vit, supplevit, librum etiam primum et secun- favourite of his sovereign, who, while he en-

dum integros adjecit J. Raius," Oxon. folio, joyed his sallies, is said to have encouraged
The papers of this naturalist in the Philoso- and shared many of his most degrading ex-

phical Transactions relate to vegetation, plants, ploits. The reckless levity of his disposition,
and insects

; and Ray's correspondence in- which in the exercise of unrestrained fami-

cludes some of his letters. Schreber has liarity sometimes lost sight of the respect due

given the appellation of Willughbeia to a to the monarch, not unfrequently brought him

genus of plants found in Guiana. Biog. Brit, into disgrace, and he was more tban once for-

Eluif Diet. H. de la Med. I bidden the royal presence. During one of

WILLYMOT, LLD. (WILLIAM) a learned these temporary banishments, he amused him-

divine, known as the author of several valu-
'

self by personating a mountebank, and the

able elementary books, intended for the use speech which he delivered in that character on

of scholars, the fruits of his own experience Tower- hill is yet extant. His good nature

in tuition. He was a native of Royston, and
,
and companionable qualities, however, which

received his educational Eton college, whence made him necessary to the amusement of his

he was elected off on a foundation fellowship master, prevented his occasional exile from
to King's college, Cambridge, and there gra- i being ever of long continuance. The original
duated in arts about the close of the seven-

|
strength of his constitution at length gave way

teenth century. In 1707 he took the degree
j

under such perpetual excitement, and, toge-
of LLD. and after devoting many years of: ther with sickness, came reflection. According
his life to the instruction of youth, as an un- to doctor (afterwards bishop) Burnet, who at-

der master at Eton, and subsequently at a pri- tended him at his own request in his last ill-

vate establishment of his own, he returned to ness, so material a change took place in big

Cambridge in quality of vice- provost of his sentiments, that had he survived, the happiest

college. Besides the treatises already alluded results to himself might have been anticipated.

to, he was the author of a small devotional

tract, intended as a companion to the altar,

and edited Bacon's Essays, in two octavo

volumes. Dr Willymot did not obtain any
ecclesiastical preferment till late in life, when
he was inducted to the living of Milton in

Cambridgeshire, but enjoyed it little more than

a twelvemonth, dying iu 1737. Nichols's Lit.

Ante.

WILMOT (JOHN) earl of Rochester, a

witty but profligate nobleman of the court of

the second Charles, pre-eminent for licentious-

ness even in that age of almost universal de-

bauchery. He was born in the spring of 1648,
and on the decease of his father, Henry earl

of Rochester, succeeded him in his titles and

estates, the latter of which his extravagance
and sensuality soon contrived to dissipate.
From Burford grammar school he was removed
to Wadham college, Oxford, where having

gone through the usual course of academical

study, he followed the example of most
of the young men of rank at the period,
and made the grand tour through France
and Italy, for the purpose of completing
his education. He then served in the

fleet under Lord Sandwich, and from the

gallantry he displayed in the attack made

by that commander upon the Dutch fleet at

Bergen, gained a reputation for courage,
which his subsequently declining a challenge
from the lord Mulgrave, if it impaired could

not altogether destroy. In fact, it appears
that the natural qualities of this young noble-

man's head and heart were sufficiently estim-

able, and that at any other period than the

one in which it was his misfortune to live, he

might have proved as great an ornament to

Nature, however, had been worn out by the

incessant demands made upon her. The pe-
nitent confessed to the divine that he did not

believe he had been perfectly sober one hour

together in a course of more than five years ;

and at the age of thirty, he was visited with

all the debility and rapid decay of extreme old

age. He lingered for some time in this me-

lancholy condition, and at length died, profess-

ing great penitence for his misspent life, on
the 26th of July, 1680. His poetical works,
some of which are of the most disgusting de-

scription, have been frequently printed, both

separately and collectively. It is, however,
but justice to add, that there is every reason

to suppose that many of those which go under
his name are not the production of his pen,
and that other persons equally licentious and
less witty sheltered their obscenities under the

name of one who had but too often confessedly
offended in that respect ; thus increasing the

load of obloquy on his memory, while the

dullness of their ribaldry cast an almost equal

imputation on his talents. A few of his poems
are of a better description, especially his poem
on "

Nothing," and his lampoon upon sir

Carr Scroope, which exhibit some vigour with
careless versification. His satire against Man
is little more than a translation from Boileau.

Johnum's Poets. Life by Bishop Burnet.

WILMOT (JOHN EARDLEV) the name of

two eminent English lawyers, father and son,
who flourished in succession for more than a

century. Of these the elder and more cele-

brated was a native of the town of Derby,
born in the year 1709. After undergoing a

preparatory course of study at Lichfield, h
was removed to \Vestminsier, and thence to

the rank he held in society as his behaviour, , Trinity-hall, Cambridge. On quitting the

influenced by evil example, a sanguine dispo- 1 university, he entered himself a member of
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the society of the Inner Temple, by which he

'

was called to the bar in 1732. His persever-

ing industry, and the extensive legal know-

ledge to which it led, opened to him in due
course the highest honours of his profession,

'

and in 1755 he was raised to the bench. The

year following he was appointed chief-justice,
'

which dignified situation he continued to fill

till 1771, when he quitted public life, although
he survived his retirement more than twenty

years. The " Notes and Opinions" of chief-
j

justice Wilmot were printed in one quarto vo-
j

lume, some years after his decease, which
took place in 1792. The younger of the two, :

born also at Derby in 1748, was, like his fa-

ther, educated at Westminster, whence he re-

moved to University college, Oxford, and af- .

terwards obtained a fellowship at All Souls.

On being called to the bar, he devoted himself

to chancery practice, and in 1783 was ap-

pointed a master of that court. In this capa-

city he was named one of the commissioners

for arranging the claims of the American loy-

alists, on the recognition of the independence
of the United States by the mother country, j

Of this commission he afterwards published
j

an account, in one volume, 8vo. His other
|

writings are,
" A Treatise on the Laws and

j

Customs of England ;" "A brief Defence of

the Opposition," 1779 ; and two biographical
memoirs of bishop Hough and of his own fa-

ther. His death took place at his house in the

parish of Tottenham, in 1815. Gent. Mag.
WILSON (ARTHUR) an English historian,

born in 1596. He was secretary to Robert,
earl of Essex, the parliamentary general in

the civil wars ;
and subsequently steward to

the earl of Warwick. His " Life and Reign
of James I," 1653, folio, republished in Ken-
net's Complete History of England, contains

some interesting information relative to the

earliest of the Stuart kings of Biitain and his

courtiers. Wilson was also a dramatic writer,

and his comedy, entitled " TLe Inconstant

Lady" was published at Oxford in 1814,
4to. He died in 1652. Chalmers's Biog.
Diet.

WILSON (FLORENCE) a native of Elgin in

Scotland, distinguished as a man of letters in

the sixteenth century. He wrote in Latin,
and assumed the appellation of Florentius

Volusenus, by which he is best known. After

kaving been patronized by cardinal Wolsey
and other distinguished ecclesiastics, he be-

came rector of a school at Carpentras, in

France, and died at Vienne in Dauphiny in

1547. His works consist of poems, and a

treatise " De Tranquillitate Animi," which

has been repeatedly printed. Moreri Chal-

mers's Biog. Diet.

WILSON(RicHARn) a most eminent Eng-
lish landscape painter, who w-as the son of a

clergyrran,aiid was born atPineges, in Mont-

gomeryshire, in 1714. After receiving a clas-

sical education, he was sent to London, and

placed as a pupil with an obscure portrait

painter, named Wright. On leaving his mas-

ter, he first practised in the same branch ol

his profession in London, but with no great

W I L

success. At length lie went to Italy, where
he occasionally exercised his talents in studies

of landscape ; and at Venice meeting with.

Zuccarelli, that artist persuaded him to devote

himself wholly to the cultivation of that de-

partment of the art, in which he attained so

much excellence. After staying some time

at Rome and Naples, where he acquired great

reputation, he returned to England in 175o,
and settled in the metropolis. He had for a
while much employment, but he was at length
doomed to undergo indifference and neglect ;

and as an asylum from the severest wants in-

cident to age and the decay of powers, he was
reduced to solicit the office of librarian to the

Royal Academy, of which he was one of the

brightest ornaments. He died in May 1782.
Wilson has been termed the English Claude

;

but the style of these two great artists was
extremely different : our countryman does not

display the sublimity of the Italian, but his

taste was exquisite, and whatever came from
his easel bore the stamp of elegance and
truth. If posthumous fame could compensate
for contemporary neglect, the fate of Wilson

might be considered as fortunate, for he has
been unanimously ranked among the greatest
artists of modern times. Piikington byFuseli.
Rees.

WILSON (THOMAS) an English prelate,

distinguished for his learning and piety, born
iu December 1663, at Burton-in-Wirral, Che-
shire. From a school at Chester he removed
to Trinity college, Dublin, where he took his

degrees, in arts, and studied medicine, which
he abandoned for divinity. He was ordained
in 1686, and obtained a curacy in Lancashire ;

and having taken priest's orders in 1689, he

subsequently became chaplain to the earl of

Derby, whose eldest son he attended as tutor

during a tour on the continent. On the death
of his pupil he returned to England, and hav-

"ng been nominated by his patron to the bi-

shopric of the Isle of Man, he was consecrated

n January 1697-8, the degree of LLD. being
}e?towed on him, by the archbishop of Can-

terbury. Though the revenues of his see

were only 300/. a-year, he made them suffice

:o support the dignity of his station, and to

contribute to the comforts of the poor and

helpless. He built a new chapel at Castle-

ton, established parochial libraries, and im-

proved the agriculture of the Isle of Man by
introducing corn, horses, cattle, and sheep
from England. He published ecclesiastical

constitutions, which were so much approved
that lord chancellor King said of them, that
' '

if the ancient discipline of the church were

lost, it might be found in all its purity in the

Isle of Man." As a token of respect for his

virtues and talents, he had the degree of DD.
bestowed on him by the university of Oxford,
in full convocation, in 1707, and afterwards

received the same honour from Cambridge.
His zeal for the interests of religion involved

him in some disputes with the governor of

Man, who treated him with harshness and in-

dignity ;
and the bishop showed his calmness

and moderation in passing over the insult,when
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ne might afterwards have punished his perse-
cutor. This meritorious di\ ine was so attached

to his benefice, that he refused the offer of an

English bishopric ;
and such was the public

estimation in which his character was held,
that during a war with France he procured an

order from the French minister that no priva-
teer should commit ravages on the Isle of

Man. He died March 7, 1755. Among his

works are Sermons, Tracts, a Short History of

the Isle of Man, and " The Principles and
Duties of Christianity," in the Mauks lan-

guage, being the first work printed in that

dialect. He was also the author of Notes on
the Bible

; and he commenced a Manks Ver-
sion of the New Testament, which was com-

S'eted
by his successor, bishop Hildesley.

is son, Dr THOMAS WILSON, born in 1703,
was educated at Oxford, and entering the

church, he at length became rector of St Ste-

phen's VValbrook, London. He died at Bath,

April 15, 1784. He was the author of a tract

entitled " The Ornaments of Churches consi-

dered," 4to ;
besides some pieces on tempo-

rary topics ;
hut he rendered himself chiefly

memorable by his enthusiastic patronage of the

historian, Mrs Macauley, whose statue, in the

costume of the goddess of liberty, he erected
in his own church. Biog. Brit. Aikin's Gen.

Biog.
WIMPFEN (FELIX de)aFrencn military

officer, born of a noble family, on the banks of

the Rhine, in 1745. He entered very young
into the service of the. duke of Deux Pontf,
who assisted the French in the seven years'

war, when Wimpfen first distinguished him-
self. In 1768 he, went to Corsica, as a cap-
tain of volunteers

;
and at the age of twenty-

five he obtained the rank of lieutenant-colonel

and the cross of St Louis. He then served in

the war of the United States of America with
Great Britain, and on his return to Europe he
was present at the siege of Gibraltar. He was
made a brigadier, and received a pension for

his services. After having resided for some
time in retirement on his own estate, he was
in 1789 elected a deputy to the States Gene-

ral, from the nobility of Caen. He joined
those members of the Assembly who wished
to unite with the chamber of the Tiers Etat

;

nnd he proposed the establishment in France
of what he termed a royal democracy. Being
appointed a member of the military committee,
he drew up the reports of that body, and in

the National Assembly, he confined his atten-

tion chiefly to the affairs connected with that

committee. In 1792 he was nominated to tlie

command of Thionville, which fortress lie

vigorously defended fifty-five days against the

attacks of the. Austrians and emigrants. The

following year he commanded the army in Bri-

tanny ; and having been defeated at Vernon by
the royalists, and obliged to take flight, he
four.d an asylum at BayeiiT. There he re-

mained in obscurity till after the revolution of

No ember 1799, when the first consul gave
>im a pension, and appointed him to the office

of mayor of the commune, where he resided.

He WM the author of some curious memoirs

relative to the early part of the "French Reo-
lution. Biog. Nouv. des Conte tip.

WINCHELSEA (ANNE, countess of) m
ingenious poetess of the seventeenth century.
She was the daughter of sir Richard Kings-
mill of Hampshire, and was maid of honour to

Mary of Modena, the second wife of James II.

She was married to Heueage Finch, the fourth

earl of Wiuchelsea, by whom she had no chil-

dren
;
and she died before her husband, Aug.

5, 1720. Lady Winchclsea wrote a poem on

the spleen, printed in Gildon's Miscellany,

1701, which, as well as some of her smaller

pieces, possess much merit ; and she also pro-
duced a tragedy, entitled "

Aristomeues,"
which was published, but never acted. Her

poetical works were collected aod printed in

1713, 8vo. Southey's Specimen of Eng. Poets.

WINCHESTER (ELHANAN) an American

divine, who founded a religious sect, called

Winchesterians or Universalists, because their

distinguishing tenet was the ultimate universal

salvation of mankind, and also of the devils

themselves. He was a native of the United

States, where he appears to have first broached

his peculiar sentiments. About 1738 he vi

sited this country, and attempted to found a

Philadelphian Society, and also propagated his

doctrine by means of a Philadelphian Maga-
zine, as well as by preaching. He maintained

the necessity of regeneration, and contended
that as it was certain all are not regenerated
in the present life, there must be room for a

farther process of purification of fallen crea-

tures in a future state ; and that this would be

effected chiefly by the means of punishment in

the torments of hell, which in some cases

might extend to "
ages of ages," before the

stubborn sinner would be purified thereby, so

as to be received into ueaven. -Finally, how-

ever, he believed that not only all mankind,
but even devils would be restored to the di

vine favour, to holiness, and to happiness
Besides other literary productions, Mr Win
Chester composed an heroic poem, on " Th,

Process and Empire of Christ, from his Birth

to the Time when he shall have delivered up
the Kingdom to God, even the Father," which
he first recited from the pulpit in a chapel in

Southwark, and afterwards published in his

Magazine. Among his other works are " Lec-
tures on the Prophecies that remain to be

Fulfilled," 1790, 4 vols. 8vo ;
and " The

Universal Restoration, exhibited in a Series of

Dialogues between a Minister and his Friend,"
1 788, 8vo, of which a fourth edition, with notes

by W. Vidler, appeared in 1799. In conse-

quence of some domestic misfortunes Mr Win-
chester returned in 1792, to his native coun-

try, where he died. Tl'iV/iam's Diet, of Relig

WINCKELMANN (Jonx JOACHIM) a ce-
lebrated German antiquary, born at Stendal ir

the Mark of Brandenburg, in 1713. He was
the son of a shoemaker and was brought up
to the same employment ; but fortunately

meeting with favourable opportunities for the

cultivation of his talents, he obtained the pro-

fessorship of bf lies lettres at Sechauseu. Ii
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afterwards removed to Saxony, and became
librarian to count Bunau ;

and in 1754 be

went to die electoral court at Dresden, where

he improved bis taste by an intercourse witb

artists and men of letters. He published
about this time " Reflections on the Imitation

of the Greeks in Painting and Sculpture,"
which contributed to establish his reputation.

Having embraced the Catholic faith, he took a

jourcey to Italy, to survey the treasures of art

at the Vatican, and the relics discovered at

Herculaneum. Assuming the ecclesiastical

habit, he was made keeper of the pope's cabi-

net of antiquities ; and he was also appointed

copyist in the Vatican library. Under the

patronage of his holiness, Winckelmann com-

pleted his "
History of Art among the An-

cient*," and in 1768 he visited Germany, for

the purpose of getting his work translated into

French, by M. Toussairit of Berlin. On his

return to Italy through Trieste, he was basely
assassinated at an inn, by a wretch named Arc-

angeli, who had joined him on the road, and

who had so far gained his confidence, that he

had shown him some gold medals and other

valuable presents, which he had received at

Vienna. This unfortunate event happened
June 8, 1768. The murderer, who endea-

voured to escape with the plunder which had

instigated his crime, was taken and executed

on the wheel. Among the works of Winckel-

mann not already noticed, are "
Description des

Pierres Gravees du Baron Stosch," Flor. 1760,

4to
;
" Letters on the Discoveries made at

Herculaneum," translated into English by Mi
Gough ;

"
Unpublished Monuments of Anti-

quity, such as Statues, ancient Paintings, en-

graved Stones, Bas Reliefs in Marble and Terra

Cctta ;"
" On Allegory, or Treatises on that

Subject," 2 vote. 8vo ;
and " Remarks on the

Architecture of the Ancients." His " Letters

to his Friends" were published in German,
2 vols. 8vo, with an account of his life pre-

fixed, by professor Heyne. Noitv. Diet. Hist.

Rees's Cyclirp.

WINDER (HENRY) a dissenting divine,

who was a native of Graystockin Cumberland,
and was born in 1693. After completing his

education at an academy at Dublin, he was

chosen minister of a congregation at Tunley
in Lancashire, and in 1718 he removed to oc-

cupy a similar situation at Liverpool. He sub-

sequently obtained the diploma of DD. from

the university of Glasgow ;
and his death took

place in 1752. He published no works of im-

portance during his life, but after his decease

appeared a treatise, entitled " A Critical and

Chronological History of Knowledge," 2 vols.

4to, edited by Dr. George Benson. Biog.

Mem. by Benson.

WIN DET (JAMES) a metaphysical writer

of the seventeenth century. He studied at

Queen's college, Oxford, and afterwards at

Leyden, where he took the degree of MD.
He afterwards became a member of the Col-

lege of Physicians in London ;
and he died in

1680. He is only known as the author of a

treatise
" De Vita Functorum Statu, ex He-

brtEorum et Grajcorum comparatis Senteutiis

WIN
concinnatua," Lond. 1663, 4to. reprinted 1677,
18mo. This work displays more erudition
than judgment; and its value is

materially
lessened, by the neglect of the writer in not

properly referring to the sources of his in-

formation. Wood's Athen. Ox. Stoliii Int. in

H.L.
WINDHAM (JOSEPH) an ingenious Eng-

lish antiquary, a native of Twickenham, where
he was born in 1739. After going through
the usual course of academical instruction at

Eton and Cambridge, he went to Italy,
where he devoted his whole attention to the

study of the antiquities of the capital and

country. The fruits of his researches are to
be found in the " Ionian Antiquities," printed
at the expense of the Dilletaute Society, for

which he furnished the descriptions. There
is also a paper of his " On Pliny's Account
of the Temple of Ephesns," published in the

Archaeologia ;
and Mr Stuart is said to have

been indebted to him for assistance in his

Athens. Mr Windham's death took place in

1810, at Earsham house, Norfolk. Gent. Mag.WINDHAM (WILLIAM) a senator and
statesman of some eminence, was the son of

colonel Windham of Felbrigge in Norfolk. Pie

was born in London in 1750, and educated at

Eton, whence he was removed first to the

university of Glasgow, and subsequently to

University college, Oxford. He came into

parliament in 1782, as member for Norwich,
at which time he was secretary to the earl of

Northington, lord-lieutenant of Ireland. He
sided with opposition, until the celebrated se-

cession from the whig party in 1793, when he
followed the lead of Mr Burke, and was ap-

pointed secretary at war, with a seat in the

cabinet. This office he retained until the re-

signation of Mr Pitt in 1801, and he much
distinguished himself by his opposition to the

ephemeral treaty of Arniens. On Mr Adding-
ton's being driven from the helm in 1805, a
new administration was again formed by Mr
Pitt, which was terminated by his death in

1806, when lord Grenville, in conjunction
with Mr Fox, made up the administration so

well known by the designation of " All the Ta-
lents." In this short-lived cabinet Mr Wind-
ham held the post of secretary of war and co-

lonies, in which capacity he carried into law
his bill for limited service in the regular army.
His death took place May 17, 1810, in conse-

quence of a contusion of the hip, produced by
a fall while exerting himself to save the library
of his friend Mr North from the flames. The

eloquence of Mr Windham was forcible, point-
ed, and peculiar, and he produced considerable

impression both as an orator and a statesman,

although possibly rather by the honest ardency
of many of his strong opinions, than by their

political or philosophical accuracy. He was
also a sound scholar and master of multifarious

reading ; and no man possessed a larger share

of general esteem in private life. Gent. Map
WING (VINCENT) a mathematician of the

seventeenth century, who blended the studies

of'astronomy and astrology. He published aa-

nually, for many years, an Ephemeris, or Alma'
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aac, which became so popular, that his name
is still retained in the title of a similar work.

He was also the author of " Harmonicon Cos-

leste," 1651 ,/olio ;

" Urania Practica, or Prac-

tical Astronomy," 1652, vo;
" ExamenAstro-

nomiaj Carolina; T. S. or Animadversions onT.
Streete's Astronomical Tables," 1665, 8vo; and
" Astronomia Britannica," 1669, folio. He
died September 20, 1669. A Relation of his

Life and Death by J. G. [Gadbury] was pub-
lished in 1670, 4to. Lempriere.
WING ATE (EDMUND) an eminent mathe-

matical scholar of the seventeenth century, a

native of Yorkshire, or as others say, of the

county of Bedford, born about the year 1593.

After graduating as AB. at Queen's college,

Oxford, he entered himself of the society of

Gray's-inn, with the view to making the law
his profession, and in due course was called to

the bar. On the marriage of Charles I with

Henrietta Maria, he was despatched to the

continent, for the purpose of instructing the

new queen in the language of the country of

her adoption, and continued attached to the

household as her English tutor for some time

after her arrival in England. Notwithstanding
his situation, however, he espoused the popu-
lar side when the civil wars broke out ; took

the covenant, obtained a seat in the house of

Commons, and is said to have enjoyed the per-
sonal friendship of the protector. His writings
are " Natural and Artificial Arithmetic," a

useful work, which has gone through many
editions, and is still in constant request ;

" On
he Construction and Use of Logarithms ;"
' Use of the proportional Rules in Arithmetic
and Geometry ;"

" The Exact Surveyor," and
" Ludus Mathematicus." He was also the

author ofan ethical treatise, entitled " Maxims
of Reason," and an "

Abridgment of the Sta-

tutes at Large." This latter is the only pro-
fessional work ascribed to him, although he

appears to have risen so far as to be appointed
one of the benchers of the society to which he

belonged. His death took place in 1656.
Ihitton's Math. Diet.

WINSLOW (JAMES BENIGNUS) a cele-

brated anatomist, born in 1669 at Oiiensee, in

the Danish island of Funen, where his father

was a Lutheran minister. His attention was
first directed to the study of theology, which
he relinquished for medicine, and became the

pupil of Borrichius, at the university of Co-

penhagen. After attending his lectures for a

year, he obtained a pension from the king of

Denmark, that he might be enabled to travel

for improvement. Having visited Holland,
he removed thence to Paris, where he pursued
his studies under Duverney ; and during his

residence in the French metropolis he be-
came a convert to the Catholic faith, when he
Hssumed the baptismal name of the learned

Bossuet, whose Exposition of the Doctrine of

the Church had led to his conversion, and who
had received his abjuration of Lutheranism,
and administered to him the rite of confirma-

tion. This transaction offended his relations,

and occasion! d his separation from them and

from his native couutrv. His own taleuts, how-
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ever, and the patronage of Bossuet procured
him an establishment in France, where he

continued his studies, and in 1705 he was ad-

mitted to the degree of MD. In 1707 Du-

verney procured for him the office of assistant

anatomist at the Academy of Sciences
;
and

he afterwards read lectures on anatomy and

surgery for Uuverney at the Royal Garden.
He did not however immediately succeed the

latter as professor, but after the death of M.
Hunald he obtained the chair, January 5, 1743.

He had mean while communicated several es-

says on anatomical and physiological subjects
to the Academy of Sciences, of which he was
an associate, as he was likewise of the Royal
Academy of Berlin. His death took place at a

very advanced age, April 3, 1760. Besidesother

works, Winslow published
" A Dissertation on

the Uncertainty of the Signs of Death," 1742,
12mo ; and "

Exposition Anatomique de la

Structure du Corps Humain," Paris, 1732,

4to, which lias been translated into the. Ger-

man, English, Italian, and Latin languages,
and is still considered as a standard work on

the brancli of science to which it relates. The
author had projected a larger treatise on ana-

tomy, but he did not carry his design into exe-

cution.- Haller. Eloy Diet. H. de la Med.

Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WINSTANLEY, DD. (THOMAS) principa'

of St Alban's-hall, Oxford, Camden professor
of ancient history, and Laudian professor of

Arabic, a distinguished scholar, versed in

most modern as well as ancient languages. In

1780 he edited the Poetics of Aristotle, ac-

companied witli a Latin version, afterwards a

lecture- book in the university. He also col-

lected and edited the works of Daniel Webb,
in one volume, quarto, now become, from the

destructive fire of February 8, 1808, very
scarce. He died September 2, 1823, in the

seventy-fourth year of his age. Ann. Biog.
WINSTANLEY (\VII.LIAM) a literary

compiler of the seventeenth century, whose

original occupation was that of a barber. He
published "The Mnses' Cabinet stored with

variety of Poems," London, 1655, 12mo;
"

England's Worthies, or Select Lives of Emi-
nent Persons," 1660, 8vo ;

"The Loyal Mar-

tyrology, or Brief Catalogues and Characters

of the most eminent Persons who suffered for

their Conscience in the late Times of Rebel
lion

; as also Dregs of Treachery, with the Ca-

talogue and Characters of the Regicides,"
1663, 8vo ; and " Lives of the most famous

English Poets," 1687, 8vo. The style of

Winstanley is incorrect and vulgar : but his

works are worth notice, as containing facts

omitted by other writers. Granger's Biog.
Hist, of Eiig.
WINTLE (THOMAS') a learned divine, was

born at Gloucester in 1737. He was educated

at his native city, whence he was removed to

Pembroke college, Oxford, wiiere he obtained a

fellowship, and graduated MA. in 1759. Hav-

ing taken orders, archbishop Seeker made him
his chaplain, and gave him the rectory of Wit-
trisham in Kent, with which he held the liv-

ing of St Peter, Wallingford, but relinquished
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both on being presented to the rectory of

Brightwell, in Berkshire, where he died in

1814. His works are,
" An improved Version

of Daniel, with Notes;" "A Dissertation on

the Vision in Zechariah ;''
" Sermons at the

Bampton Lecture ;"
" Christian Ethics, or

Discourses on the Beatitudes;"
" A Letter

to Bishop Hurd," occasioned by his strictures

on archbishop Seeker and bishop Lowth.
Gent. Mag.
WINTRINGHAM, bart. (sir CLIFTON)

an eminent physician and medical writer, who
was the son of a physician of the same name,
settled at York, where he died in 1748. Th<=

son was appointed chief physician to the duke
of Cumberland in 1749, became a fellow of

the Royal College of Physicians and of the

Royal Society, physician extraordinary to the

king in 1759, and physician in ordinary in

i/62, and lie was also physician general to the

army. He died in London, January 10, 1794,
in the eighty -fourth year of his age. Besides

an edition of the medical works of his father,

1752, 2 vols. 8vo, lie published
" An experi-

mental Inquiry concerning some Parts of the

Animal Structure," 1740, 8vo, second edition

1777
;

" An Inquiry into the Exility of the

Vessels of the Human Body," 1743, 8vo ;

and Dr Mead's " Monita et Praecepta Medica,

permultis Armotationibus et Observationibus

illustrata ;" besides an original work " De
Morbis quibusdam Crnnmentarii," 1782, which
was translated into German. Hlitchinsnn'n

Biog. Med.
WINWOOD (RALPH) an able statesman

in the reign of James I, was born at Aynho
in Northamptonshire, about 1564. He was
educated at St John's and Magdalen colleges,

Oxford, and was chosen proctor of that univer-

sity in 1592. He then proceeded on 'us tra-

"ols, and in 1599 accompanied sir Hf ary Ne-
ville on his embassy to France, in the capacity
of secretary. In 1603 he was sent by king
James I as envoy to the states of Holland, and

in 1607 he was knighted, and appointed a

joint ambassador with sir Richard Spencer to

the same power. He again visited Holland in

1609, on the theological business respecting
Vorstius, in which James T so improperly in-

terfered. In 1614 he was made secretary of

state, which office he occupied until his deatli

in 1617. Sir Ralph Winwood was an accom-

plished and able minister, and particularly
conversant with commercial and military af-

fairs. In 1725 Edward Sawyer, esq. pub-
lished " Memorials of Affairs of State, in the

reigns of Queen Elizabeth and King James I,

collected chiefly from the Papers of the Right
Hon. Sir Ralph Winwood, Knt. &c." 3 vols.

folio, which are esteemed valuable as records

of the political transactions, of the period.
Biflir. Rrit.

W1RSUNG, or VIRSUNGUS (JOHN
GEORGE) a German physician and anatomist,
who was a native of Bavaria, and studied at

Padua, in Italy, whither he went in 1629.

The discovery of the pancreatic duct in the

human subject, which he demonstrated in

1642, has rendered his name famous in the
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annals of anatomy. He sent an account of
this discovery, with a drawing of the duct, to

Riolan, at Paris, in July 1643. On the 23d
of August following he was assassinated by a
Dalmatian physician, according to Haller, out
of revenge for having beeii silenced by Wir-

sung in a public disputation. Eloy Did. H.
deta Med.
WISE (FRANCIS) a learned antiquary of

the last century, a native of Oxford, where lie

was born October 3, 1695. He received the
rudiments of a classical education in the school
then attached to New college, and at the age
of sixteen entered himself at Trinity college,
where he obtained a fellowship in 1718. Eleven

years afterwards he was made keeper of the ar-

chives of the university, to which situation in

1 748 was added the office of librarian to Dr Rad-
chffe's institution. He was the author of a va-

riety of ingenious works, principally on subjects
connected with the antiquities of this country.
Of these the principal are two treatises " On
vVhite Horse Hill in Berkshire," in a letter

addressed to Dr Mead, and " On the Red
Horse in the County of Warwick ;"

" Annals
of the Reign of Alfred the Great," 8vo

; "An
Enquiry into the State, Literature, &c. of the

Aborigines of Europe," 4to ;

" On the History
and Chronology of the Fabulous Ages," 4to

;

and a catalogue of the ancient coins and me-
dals co^'ained in the Bodleian collection, in

one voLiiie, folio. Mr Wise had taken orders
at f!ie usual age, and proceeded to the degree
of bachelor in divinity in 1727, which enabled
him to hold the vicarage of Ellesfield in Ox-
fordshire (given him by one of his pupils, the
earl of Guildford), with the college living of
Rotherfield Grays, in the same county. Iu

private life he appears to have been as much
beloved for the amiableness of his life and
manners as he was generally respected for his

literary attainments. His death took place at

the parsonage -house of Ellesfield, October 6,
1762. Kichols's Lit. Artec.

WISE (MICHAEL) the name of an English
musical composer, educated at the chapel
royal soon after the Restoration. In 1668
he was organist and master of the boys at

Salisbury cathedral, which situations he re-

signed in 1675, on being appointed a gentle-
man of the king's chapel. He stood high in

the favour of Charles II, till his presumption
and unhappy temper lost him the king's coun-
tenance. The immediate cause of his disgrace
is said to have been his audacity in interrupt-

ing a sermon to which the sovereign was list-

ening, when on one of his progresses, by in-

truding a voluntary of his own. The violence
of his disposition proved at length the cause of

his death. Rushing from home one evening
in a paroxysm of rage, after a quarrel with
his wife, he encountered a watchman, whom
he struck

;
a scuffle ensued, in which he re-

ceived a blow on the head, which fractured

his scull, and proved almost instantaneously
fatal. He was the author of " Awake up my
Glory," and several other popular anthems, as

well as of some glees and catches, printed in

the Musical Miscellany. Biog. Diet, of Mus*
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WISEMAN (RICHARD) an eminent Eng

Jli&h surgeon of the seventeenth century. H
first distinguished himself in his profession i

the civil wars under Charles I, and he accom

panied Charles II >n his exile in France, Ho]

land, and Flanders. He then served in th

Spanish navy, and returning home previously t

the battle of Worcester, he was present i

that engagement, where he was made a pri

soner. Being liberated, he settled in Londo
in 1652 ;

and after the Restoration he hecam
so eminent in his profession, that he was ap

pointed serjeant-surgeon to the king. He ap

pears to have held the same office in the reign
of James II, but the time of his death is un

certain. He published the result of his ex

perience in " Several Chirurgical Treatises,'

1676, folio, reprinted in 1686 and 1705, am
in 2 vols. 8vo, 1719. The subjects of thesi

treatises are tumours, ulcers, king's evil

wounds, fractures, luxations, &c. ;
and the ap

parent accuracy and candour of the author in

his relations of the numerous cases which fel

under his care, have given a permanent value

to his writings. Aikin's Gen. Biog.
WISHART (GEORGE) one of the first mar-

tyrs to the Protestant religion in Scotland, was
born in the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and was the descendant of a very ancien

and respectable family. He appears to have

been early distinguished by his attachment to

the principles of the Reformation, originating,

it is said, in his travels to Germany, where he
became acquainted with the opinions of Lu-
ther. Some accounts assert that he was ba-

nished from his own country for teaching the

Greek Testament, and that he subsequently
resided for some years in the university ol

Cambridge. In 1544 he returned to Scotland,
where he was received with the most ardent

good will, and began to preach in a very
bold and open manner against the corruptions
of the church of Rome, and the vices of

the clergy. This conduct exceedingly ex-

asperated cardinal Beaton, and the priest-

hood under his influence, and subjected
the life of Wishart to more than one at-

tack, until at last he was arrested, and on
the 1st of March, 1546, put on his trial

for obstinate heresy, before a convocation of

prelates and clergy, assembled for the purpose
in the cathedral. No attention being paid
to either justice or mercy, he was found guilty
and condemned to the flames, which sentence

was put into execution the following day, in

the castle yard, with great pomp and cere-

mony. Most accounts assert that the cardinal

and clergy attended ; and it is certain that so

much indignation was apprehended on the

part of the people, that the artillery of the

castle was pointed towards the place of exe-

cution. This zealous reformer was a man of

great piety, courage, and comparative mode-
ration ;

and in the opinion of Dr Henry, his

death was a loss to his persecutors as well as

to his frjends, as he would have exerted his

influence to effect the revolution with more re-

gularity and less devastation. Macltenzie's

Scottish Writer*. M'Crie's Life of Knox.

WIT
WISHART or WISCHART

bishop of Edinburgh, was born in East Lo-
thian, 1609, and educated at the university of

Edinburgh, where he took his degrees and en-
tered into orders. He became minister of

North Leith, but was deposed in 1638 for re-

fusing to take the covenant, and was also im-

prisoned. On his release, he accompanied
the marquis of Montrose as his chaplain, with
whom he was taken .I'lS'm- r. When again at

liberty lie went abroad, and became chaplain
to Elizabeth, queen of Bohemia, with whom
he came over to England, in the visit she paid
to her nephew Charles II after his restoration.
On the restoration of episcopacy in Scotland,
he was made bishop of Edinburgh. He died
in 1671. He wrote the history of the war in

Scotland under the conduct of the marquis of

Montrose, in Latin, under the title of "
J. G.

de Rebus auspiciis serenissimi et potentissimi
Caroli Dei Gratia Mag. Brit. Regis, &c. sub 1m-
perio illustrissimi Montisrosarum Marchionis,
&c., Anno 1644 et duobus sequentibus, &c."
This was first published in 1646, and there
have been several English translations of it

from that time to 1720, when it was printed
with a second part, left by the author in MS.

Keith's Cat. of Scottish Bishops. Censura
Lit.

WITHER (GEORGE) a name well known
among the admirers of old English poetry, was
sorn at Bentworth, near Alton in Hampshire,
June 11, 1588. His parents, who were very
"espectable.gave him an excellent preliminary
education, and sent him to Magdalen college,
D.xford. He was, however, prematurely re-

moved from the university, with a view to

agricultural pursuits; but disliking a country
ife he came to London, and entered himself a
student of Lincoln's-inn. Like many more of
his turn of mind, he paid more attention to
he Muses than to law

; and several of his
)iece getting abroad, he acquired the reputation
if a poet. In 1613 appeared his celebrated

satires, entitled " Abuses Stript and Whipt,"
he severity and personality of which led to
is confinement in the Marshalsea, where he

wrote his "Satire to the King," which is said
o have procured his release. In 1615 he
ublished his "

Shepherds Hunting," written

uring his imprisonment in the Marshalsea,
rbich is deemed the most feeling and poetical
f all his works. From this time he continued
o write both poetry and prose to the day of
is death, and it is to be lamented with far
lore attention to quantity than quality. At-

aching himself with zeal to the puritans, he
.as however much exalted by that party, and
f course as violently assailed by their op-
onents. He took an active part on the side
f parliament when the civil war broke out,
nd sold an estate to raise a troop of horse,
nd obtained the rank of major. He was
nade a justice of peace by the long par-
ament for three counties, and major-general
f all the horse and foot in the county of

urrey by Oliver Cromwell. On the Restoration
e lost all which he had amassed by his previous
mploymeut; and having published a niece
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enominated " Vox Vnlgi," wbich was
Deemed seditious, lie was committed to New-
~ate, and afterwards to the Tower, where he

Kas denied the use of pen, iiik, and paper,
ji this confinement he remained more than

Jiree years, and wrote several things by the

connivance of the keeper, which were subse-

quently published. When lie was released is

not recorded ; but he reached the age of se-

venty-nine, and died May 2, 1667. The

writings of Wither amount to 112 articles in

prose and verse. Some of these have been

recently republished by sir Egerton Brydges,
including his "Shepherds Hunting," 1814;
his "

Fidelia," 1815 ; and his "
Hymns and

Songs of the Church," 1815. The other

works are scarce, and bring good prices, since

attention has been drawn to his poetical
merits by Mr Gilchrist, sir Egerton Brydges,
and other warm admirers of old English lite-

rature. Biblifigraphia. Censura Lit. Life by
Gilchrist in Gent. Mag.
WITHERING (WILLIAM) a distinguished

physician
and writer on botany, who was born

in 1741 . He studied at Edinburgh, where, he
took his doctor's degree in 1766. He then

settled at Stafford, and afterwards removed to

Birmingham, where his skill and assiduity

speedily raised him to eminence in his profes-
sion. The chief objects of his attention, in-

dependent of his duties as a medical practi-

tioner, were chemistry and botany ;
and the

result of his researches appeared in several va-

luable publications. Being subject to pul-
monic disease, he thought it desirable, in 1793
and 1794, to pass the winter at Lisbon ; and
after his return home he did not again resume
to any extent his professional practice. He
died at the Larches, near Birmingham, in

November, 1799. His principal publications
are,

" A Systematic Arrangement of British

Plants," 2 vols. 8vo, 1776, extended in the

edition of 1787 to three volumes, and in that

of 1 7 96 to four ;

"An Account of the Scarlet Fe-
ver and Sore Throat, or Scarletina Anginosa,"
1779, 8vo ; "An Account of the Foxglove,
>nd some of its Medical Uses, with Practical

.Remarks on the Dropsy, and other Diseases,"

1785, 8vo; "A Chemical Analysis of the

Waters at Caldas da Rainha," Lisbon, 1795,
4to

; besides a translation of Bergman's Scia-

graphia Regni Mineralis, and papers in the

Philosophical Transactions relative to mine-

ralogy. The name of Witheringia has been

bestowed on a genus of American plants by
L'Heritier

;
and the native carbonate of Ba-

rytes has received the appellation of Withe-

rite, in honour of Dr Withering, who first dis-

covered and described it. Rees's Cyclop.

WITHERS, DD. (PHILIP) a miscellaneous

writer, born at Westbury, in Wiltshire, where
his father carried on the business of a dyer of

woollen cloth. After having been apprenticed
to a shop-keeper, at the age of twenty he be-

came a pupil to the rev. Joseph Milner, who

kept a school at Hull, in Yorkshire. In 1777
he was admitted a member of Trinity college,

Cambridge, whence he removed to Queen's

college ;
and he is said to have made a consi-
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derable proficiency in the Greek language
About 1778 he published proposals for a splen-
did edition of " The Table of Cebes," in

Greek, with plates and notes, for which he
made an abortive attempt to obtain the a

tronage of archbishop Cornwallis, the wpo-
being advertised as undertaken for the benefit
of the sons of the clergy, but it never made
ts appearance. After leaving Cambridge,
Withers opened an academy in St Mary Axe.
[n 1781 he was lecturer of St Clement's

Eastcheap, and in 1783 he resided at Pad-

dington, and was preacher or reader at Ben-

.inck-chapel. During the year last mentioned
ic published an address to Dr Dennis, vice-

chancellor of Oxford, in reply to a letter

signed
" Vindex," in the St James's Chro-

nicle, which he supposed to have been directed

against him. In this address he endeavours to

vindicate himself from the imputation of ig-
norance and methodism, and challenges any
person of the university of Oxford to a trial

of skill in the Greek language. In 1787 be
commenced his career as a political writer, by
an anonymous pamphlet under the signature
of " Cassandra." He afterwards produced
some works on grammar and elocution, which

display learning and ingenuity ;
but in 1789

resumed the occupation of a political par-
tizan, and commenting with little regard to

delicacy on public topics, he subjected him-
self to a prosecution in the court of King's
Bench, for a libel on Mrs Fitzherbert. Being
convicted, the indiscretion of his behaviour,
when brought up to receive judgment, tended
o increase his punishment, and he was sen-
:enced to pay a fine of fifty pounds, and be

mprisoned twelve months in Newgate. He
died in that prison in July 1790, and was in-

terred at Chelsea, in which parish he had been
a resident previous to his confinement. His

principal production was a treatise entitled
'

Aristarchus, or the Principles of Composi-
ion," 1788, 8vo; and he also published Re-
marks on Sheridan's Pronouncing Dictionary.

Lysons's Environs of London, vol. ii.

WITHERSPOON (JOHN) a learned mi-
nister of the Scottish kirk, a native of Yester,
in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, borr,

1722. Having received a theological educa-
tion in the university of the northern metro-

polis, he was ordained according to the pres-

byterian forms to the parish of Beith, and af-

terwards officiated at Paisley, till in 1768 he
crossed the Atlantic, and became president of

Princetown college in America. He was the

author of a tract written in condemnation of

theatrical amusements
;
three volumes of de-

votional essays ;

" Ecclesiastical Characteris-

tics ;" and some sermons on miscellaneous

subjects. His death took place at PrirLcetown,
in 1794. Prof. Dissenters' Mag.
WITIKIND, a celebrated Saxon chief,

who commanded against Charlemagne in the

eighth century, when that sovereign undertook

to subdue and christianize the Saxons. Hi*

resistance was so pertinacious, that the empe-
lor was induced to make favourable proposals
to him, which lie accepted, and received tb*
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title of duke of the Saxons, with the princi-

pality of Engeru. He also consented to be

instructed in the Christian religion, and was

bap tizd with his whole family. In his old

age he made war upon the Suevi, against whom
he lost his life in battle, about 807. From
this chief the existing house of Saxony trace

their origin. Moreri. Mod, Univ. Hist,
.

WITSEN (NICHOLAS) a learned Dutch

writer, who was a magistrate of Amsterdam,

Ueputvo the council of staie from the province
of Holland in 1674, and ambassador from the

United Provinces to different European courts.

In 1671 he published a curious treatise on the

naval architecture of the ancients
; and he

was the author of a chart of Northern and
Eastern Tartary, and of a letter to Dr M. Lis-

ter, with two draughts of Persepolis, pub-
lished in the Philosophical Transactions. He
died August 10, 1717. Moreri, Saiius. Nouv.
Diet. Hist.

W1TSIUS (HERMAN) a learned Orientalist,

by country a Dutchman, being born in 1626,
at Enckhuisen, in the province of North Hol-

land. He applied himself with great industry
to the study of Eastern antiquities, his profi-

ciency in which his excellent books on the

comparison between the Hebrew ritual and
that of the ancient Egyptians sufficiently
evinces. This valuable work is entitled
"
Egyptiaca et Decaphylon," 4to. He was

also the author of a treatise, called " Econo-
mia Fcederum," a work highly spoken of by
Hervey, and translated into our language under
the title of " The (Economy of the Covenants
between God and Man," 8vo, 3 vols.

;

" Mis-
cellanea Sacrorum ;" and a "

History of Jeru-
salem." Witsius, in his religious opinions,
was a rigid supporter of the doctrines of Cal-

vin, and having taken orders, rose by his learn-

ing and reputation for controversial talent to

be a divinity professor, first at Franeker, and

subsequently at Utrecht and Leyden, in which
latter city his decease took place in. 1708.
Siii ii Onom.
W1TTE or WITTEN (HENNING) professor

of rhetoric and history at Riga in Livonia,
where he died January 22, 1696, aged sixty-
one. He was the author of a work entitled
" Memoriffi Medicorum nostri Sseculi clarissi-

morum renovatae, Decades duo," Francof.

16/6, 8vo. Eloy Diet, Hist, de la Med.
WODHULL (MICHAEL) a literary gentle-

man of good private fortune, a native of Then-
ford, Northants, born 1740. From Winches-
ter grammar school he removed to Brazennose

college, Oxford, but does not appear to have

graduated. He is advantageously known as

the author of a metrical translation of the

tragedies of E uripides, 8vo, 4 vols. 1782.
There are also some miscellaneous poems of

minor importance from his pen. Mr Wod-
hull's death took place in 1816. Gent, Ma".
WODROW (ROBERT) a Scottish divine

and historian, who died in the beginning of

the eighteenth century. He was the son of

the rev. James Wodrow, professor of theology
at Glasgow, who died in 1708. The subject
of this article was born in 1679, and he en-
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tered aa a student of the university of Glas-

gow in 1691. He was in 1698 chosen libra-

rian to the university, which office he held

during four years ;
and at that time he com-

merced his researches into the ecclesiastical

history of Scotland, which he continued to the
end of his life ; and he likewise imbibed
taste for the study of medals, inscriptions, and
other monuments of Roman, Celtic, and Bri-
tish antiquity. He was also one of the first

cultivators of the science of natural history in
Scotland

; and among his friends and corre-

spondents were sir Robert Sibbald, Edward
Lhwyd, and Nicolson, afterwards bishop of
Carlisle. Having left Glasgow, Mr Wodrow,
in March 1703, obtained a licence to preach
the Gospel, from the presbytery of Paisley ;

and towards the close of the same year he be-
came minister of the parish of Eastwood. In
1712 the magistrates of Glasgow invited him
to be one of the ministers of that city, and in
1717 he received a similar application from
the town of Stirling ; but both these advan-

tageous offers of promotion he thought proper
to decline, choosing to continue in the obscure

country parish with which he was first con-
nected. He paid a close and regular attention

to every part of his duty, as a clerical member
of the church of Scotland

; and notwithstand-

ing his studious turn, he punctually assisted

at the meetings of presbytery, synod, and

general assembly, when elected, as he often

was, a member of that court. His leisure he
dedicated chiefly to the investigation of the

history of the national church. Strongly pre-
possessed in favour of that ecclesiastical esta-

blishment of which he was a member, he em-

ployed many years of his life in the study
and elucidation of its annals ; and the result

of his labours partly appeared in " The His-

tory of the singular Sufferings of the Church
of Scotland, during the twenty-eight Years

immediately preceding the Revolution," print-
ed at Edinburgh in 1721, 2 vols. folio. This
work has been praised by Mr Fox, in the frag-
ment of his History of James II, for its accu-

racy and fidelity, qualities of the highest im-

portance in a historian ; but the extreme mi-
nuteness of detail in which the author in-

dulgences, renders his narrative tedious and

heavy. Mr Wodrow afterwards undertook a

Biography of the principal Persons concerned
in introducing the Reformation of Religion
into Scotland, and settling the different forms
or modes of ecclesiastical government attempt-
ed to be established there from about 1560 to

1660, when the "
History of the Sufferings

"

commences. But this latter work was left in

complete at his death, in March 1734 ; an^
the MS. is preserved in the library of the uni

versitv of Glasgow. Encyclop. Britan.

WOFFINGTON(MARn..RET) an actress,

highly distinguished for her beauty and talents,

who was born at Dublin in 1719. Her father

kept a huckster's shop on Ormond quay, and
she commenced her theatrical career as the

pupil of madame Violante, an exhibitor of

feats of activity on the tight rope, who hav-

ing taken up her residence in the Irish metro-
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polls about 1728, among other schemes for the

amusement of the public and her own emolu-

ment, formed a company of Lilliputian actors,

lu these exhibitions little Woffington, then in

her tenth year, attracted much notice as the

representative of Macheath in the Beggar's

Opera. A few years after she procured an

advantageous engagement at one of the regu-
lar Dublin theatres, where she acquired so

much reputation, that she was invited to Lon-

don, and in 1740 she made her appearance at

Covent-gardfn, in the character of Sylvia, in

the Recruiting Officer. She then took up the

part of sir Harry Wildair, in which she was

extremely successful. In comic characters,

from the finished coquette or haughty lady of

high rank and fashion, to the affected old maid,
or vulgar termagant, she displayed a truth and

facility of personification which has rarely
been exceeded. Her attractions in private life

were widely felt and acknowledged, and her

society sought by persons of rank and talents.

She was president of the weekly beef- steak

club, held in the green-room of Covent-garden
theatre. At length the derangement of her

health induced her to retire from the stage in

1759; and her death took place March 28,
1760. Davies's Mem. of Garrick. Thesp. Diet.

WOIDE, LLD. (CHARLES GODFREY) an

eminent Oriental scholar, the country of whose
birth has been variously described as Poland
and the United Provinces. Having taken up his

abode in this country about the year 1765, he
obtained the appointment of preacher to the

German chapel in the Savoy, and also to that

adjoining Marlborough house, Pall-mall. lu
1782 he was elected by the trustees of the Bri-

tish Museum one of the assistant librarians to

that national institution, a situation for which
his deep erudition, especially in Egyptian an-

tiquities, eminently qualified him. Four years
after he was presented with the honorary de-

gree of LLD. by t'je university of Oxford, in

testimony of the sense entertained of his ser-

vices in superintending the publication of La
Croze's Egyptian Lexicon, which had conti-

nued in MSS. since 1720; and of Scholtz's

Grammar of the language, which issued from
the Clarendon press in 1778, at the expense of

that learned body. He also published a fac-

simile of the Alexandrian manuscript of the

New Testament, now in the British Museum.
His death took place in the spring of 1790.

Nichols's Lit. Anec.

WOLCOT, MD. (JOHN) a humourist, poet,
and satirist, was born at Dodbrock in the

county of Devon, in 1738. He was educated

at the free school of Kingsbridge in the same

county ; after which he visited France, and
on his return was articled to an uncle, who
had borne the expenses of his education, and
was an apothecary at Fowey. He early showed
an attachment to poetry, as also for drawing,
in which he became a considerable proficient
He subsequently visited London, to attend the

hospitals, and in 1767 obtained the degree oi

MD. from Scotland, and accompanied sir Wil-
liam Trelawney to Jamaica, of which island the

Utter was appointed governor. Here meeting
GJJV. Bioo. VOL. III.
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but little encouragement as a physician, it it

said that he obtained orders, and became rector
of a living in the gift of his patron, which being
attended exclusively by a black congregation,
claimed or at least received very little of his

attention. On the death of sir William Tre-

lawney he returned with bis widow to Eng-
land ; and on the decease of his uncle, who
left him the principal part of his-property, he
settled as a physician, first at Truro and after-

wards at Helstone in Cornwall. While in this

situation, he had the merit of discovering the

talents of the late celebrated painter Opie,
then a mere youthful miner, with whom in

1780 he came to London. Here he soon ren-

dered himself conspicuous by those satirical

compositions which he published under the
name of Peter Pindar, and which for the drol-

lery and great peculiarity of their humour be-

came in the highest degree popular. His at-

tacks were in the first instance chiefly levelled

at the royal academicians ;
but ultimately the

harmless singularities of his late majesty, his

consort, and family, formed the principal field

for his wit, which was much more conspicuous
than either his truth or consideration. So
much however was thought of his talents, that

a negociation was at one time entered into

with him by the under secretary of the trea-

sury, to become either silent or to direct his

satire against the opponents of administration,
which treaty however came to nothing, owing
to iiis backwardness to write on that side of

the question. Having obtained an annuity
from his booksellers of 2501. per annum, and

jeing otherwise in easy circumstances by the
sale of his productions, he passed the close of

:iis life in ease and convivial enjoyment, inter-

rupted however in the sequel by blindness and
other maladies. His death took place in So-
mers Town, on the 14th of January, 1819, in

:he eighty-first year of his age. As a man Dr
Wolcot assumed much licence, and may be re-

jarded as an Epicurean of the coarser class ;

as a poet he exhibits freshness, naivete, and
a portion of humour, singularly made up of

the playful and the biting. Like all satirists

on temporary and personal subjects, however,
Iiis works are rapidly verging towards oblivion;
but the extreme felicity with which he lowered
the importance of much secondary and assump-
tive pretension, will never allow them to be

altogether forgotten. His poetical works were
collected in 1812, in 5 vols. 8vo. Ann. Biog.
WOLF (NATHANIEL MATTHEW de) an in-

genious but fanciful writer on botany, who
practised as a physician at Dantzic, where he
died in 1784, at the age of sixty. He con-

trived a new system of botanical nomenclature,
on principles very similar to those adopted in

Grey'b Memoria Technica. This scheme he

developed in a work which he published in

1776, under the title of " Genera Plantarum

Vocabulis Characteristicis definita," 8vo ;
and

also in his " Genera et Species Plantarum.

Vocabulis Characteristicis definita," Ilegio-
mont. 1782, 8vo. Whatever may be thought
of the utility of Dr de Wolf's plan, few will

be disposed to deny him the praise of industry
2 I
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and originality ;

and his index, entitled " Con-
cordantia Botauica," which accompanies the

former of the above publications, is truly va-

luable. Rees's Cyclaped. Art. Nomenclature.

WOLFART ("PETER) first physician to the

prince of Hesse Cassel, was born at Hanau in

1675, and descended from ancestors distin-

guished in the profession to which he belonged.
After having finished his classical studies at his

native place, he went to the university of Gies-

en, to apply himself to medicine, and in 1696
he obtained the degree of RID. In 1698 he

visited Holland, and afterwards England and

France. Returning home he entered on me-
dical practice, and soon acquired much repu- j

tation as a physician and a man of science. He
was in 1703 nominated professor of physics
and anatomy in the gymnasium of Hanau ; and

in 1708 he was admitted into the Academia
Curiosorum Naturre. His death took place in

17S>6. Wolfart was the author of " Clavis

Philosophise Experimentalis," 1704 ;

" Amne-
nitates Hassia: Inferioris subterraneae," 1711

;

"
Physica Curiosa Experimentalis," 1712,

4to
;

" Historia Naturalis Hassise Inferioris,"

1719, folio ; besides other works. Eloy Diet.

Hist, de la Med.
WOLFE (CHARLES) a young Irish divine of

great poetical talent and much promise, de-

scended of the same family as the late lord

Kilwarden. He was the youngest son of Tho-
mas Wolfe, esq. of Blackball, in the county of

Kildare, and was born in Dublin, December

14, 1791. His mother removing to England
on the decease of his father, placed him at

various schools in Bath, Salisbury, and after-

wards at Hyde abbey school in Winchester,
where he remained till 1808, when the family
returned to Ireland. The following year he

entered himself of Trinity college, Dublin,
under the immediate tuition of Dr Davenport,
the professor of natural philosophy, and soon

acquired considerable distinction by his abili-

ties and assiduity, which were eventually re-

warded by a scholarship. Having taken orders,

he obtained the curacy of Ballyclog, an ob-

scure and remote village in the north of Ire-

land, which he afterwards resigned for that of

Castle Caulfield, in the diocese of Armagh ;

but the active labour in which the superintend-
ance of a large and populous parish now in-

volved him, combined with a disappointment
of a tender nature, to make rapid inroads upon a

constitution naturally far from robust, and une-

quivocal symptoms of consumption displayed
themselves. Although his friends, with the

view of averting the evil, prevailed on him
to visit the milder climates of Devonshire and

Bordeaux, yet the disease, nourished perhaps

by a morbid sensibility, had taken too firm a

root, and after lingering with the usual fluctua-

tions of his complaint till the winter of 1822,
he died about the end of February in the fol-

lowing year. The composition which acquired
Mr Wolfe considerable posthumous celebrity
in this country, was his " Ode on the Death
of Sir John Moore," commencing

' Not a dram was heard," &c.

which lord Byron, in a conversation comme-
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morated by captain Medwin, pronounced
" the most perfect ode in the language." Be-
sides this piece, which first appeared anony-
mously in an Irish newspaper, Mr Wolfe was
the author of several minor poems of great

beauty. Ann. Bing.
WOLFE (,'AMES) a very distinguished Eng-

lish general officer, was the son of lieutenant-

general Edward Wolfe, and was born at Wes-
terham in the county of Kent, in 1726. He
betook himself young to the profession of arms,
for which he was particularly adapted, by the

bravery, elevation, and decision of his character.

Even at the early age of twenty he attracted at-

tention by his military skill, and during the

whole of the German war was actively employed
and regarded as a great and rising soldier. At

length he was called into high and indepen-
dant command by the discernment of the first

Mr Pitt, who appointed him to command the

important expedition against Quebec. Here
he singly, and alone in opinion, formed that

great, hazardous, but necessary plan of ope-
ration, which drew out the French to their

defeat, and ensured the conquest of Canada.

Having surmounted all obstacles, he encoun-
tered the enemy on the heights of Abraham,
where in the moment of victory he received a

ball in the wrist, and another in the body,
which rendered it necessary to bear him oft' to

a small distance in the rear. There, roused

from fainting in the agonies of death, by the

sound of "They run,"he eagerly asked
" Who

run ?" and being told the French, and that

they were defeated, he exclaimed " Then I

thank God, and die contented," and almost

instantly expired. This event took place Sep-
tember 13, 1759, in the thirty -fourth year of

his age. A national monument is erected to

the memory of this much lamented and excel-

lent officer, in Westminster abbey. Ann. Rag.
WOLFF or WOLFIUS (CHRISTIAN) an

eminent German mathematician and philoso-

pher, born at Breslau in 1679. After being
well instructed in the principles of literature

and science, he went in 1699 to the univer-

sity of Jena, where he prosecuted his studies

with great success for three years, and then

removed to Leipsic. In 1703 he took the

degree of MA. on which occasion he published
a thesis entitled "

Philosophia practica univer-

salis Mathematico Modo conscripta ;" and the

following year he produced another piece on

the Differential and Infinitesimal Calculus. As
he had studied theology as well as philosophy,
he became a preacher, and was invited to ac-

cept the office of pastor to a country congre-

gation ; but the advice of the celebrated Leib-

nitz induced him to decline this situation and
devote himself to philosophical studies. His

reputation extended to various parts of Ger-

many ; and after refusing a professorship m
the university of Giessen, he accepted the ma-
thematical chair at Halle in 1707. There he

taught for several years, and acquired fame by
his writings as well as his lectures ; but at

length he became involved in literary quarrels,
which proved highly prejudicial to his repose,
and afforded a temporary triumph to his ene-
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miea. Wolff, on quitting the post of pro-
rector of the university of Haile in 1721, de-

livered a dissertation in which he compared
the principles of Confucius and the Chinese

with those of Christianity, and announced the

peculiar opinions which he entertained on the

doctriue of necessity. The theological fa-

culty took the alarm, and a controversy arose

which was carried on in a manner but little

creditable to either party. At length hia op-

ponents found means to prejudice his sove-

reign, the king of Prussia, against him, as a

disseminator of dangerous principles, and the

philosopher received an order in November
1723 to quit the Prussian territories in two

days, on pain of death. He immediately pro-
ceeded to Cassel, where he met with the king
of Sweden, who appointed him professor of

mathematics at Marpurg. The enmity of the

clergy of Halle still followed him
;
but he re-

tained his situation, and many of his former

pupils removed to Marpurg to attend his lec-

tures. He now resumed his literary labours,

and published, under the title of " Remarks
on Metaphysics," an answer to the principal

objections against his doctrine, in which he

had manifestly the advantage of his oppo-
nents. Having thus vindicated his philosophy
from reproach, he received repeated invitations

to remove from Marpurg ;
but though after an

interval of nine years his sentence of exile was

reversed, and tempting proposals made to in-

duce him to resume his former station, he

rather chose to continue where he found him-

self agreeably situated, and at perfect liberty
to pursue his speculations. In 1740 appeared
the first volume of his " Treatise on the Law
of Nature," to which he prefixed a dedication

to the hereditary prince of Prussia, afterwards

Frederick the Great. On the accession of

that monarch to the throne, Wolff was recalled

to Halle, and with the permission of the king
of Sweden, he accepted the professorship of

the law of nature and nations, and also that of

mathematics, with a salary of two thou-

sand crowns, and liberty to teach whatever he

thought proper. He obtained also the title of

privy counsellor, and was made vice-chan-

cellor, and subsequently chancellor of the uni-

versity. In 1745 the elector of Bavaria raised

him to the dignity of a baron of the empire,
without any solicitation on his part. At an

early period of his career he was chosen a

member of the Royal Society of London, and
also of the Academy of Sciences at Berlin ; in

1733 he became a foreign associate of the Pa-

risian Academy of Sciences
;
and in 1752 he

was made a member of the Institute of Bo-

logna. This last of his scientific honours he
did uot long enjoy, dying April 9, 1754. Among
his numerous and bulky publications are

"Theoretical and Practical Philosophy;"
" A Course of Mathematics ;"

" The Law of

Nature," 8 vols. 4to ;
and " The Law of Na-

tions." Brucker thus characterizes this phi-

losopher :
" He possessed a clear and me-

thodical understanding, which by long exer-

cise in mathematical investigations was parti-

cularly fitted for the employment of digesting
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the several branches of knowledge into regu-
lar systems ; and his fertile powers of inven-
tion enabled him to enrich almost every field

of science in which he laboured with some
new addition. The lucid order which appears
in all his writings enables his reader to follow
his conceptions with ease and certainty
through the longest trains of reasoning. But
the close connexion of the several parts of hia

works, together with the vast variety and ex-

tent of subjects on which he treats, renders it

impracticable to give a summary of his doc-
trines." Stollii Introd. in Hist. .Litt. En-

Jield's Hist, of Philos. Atkins's Gen. Biag.
WOLFIUS (JEROME) a learned critic and

classical scholar of the sixteenth century. He
was a native of Oettingen in the country of the

Grisons, and he studied at the university of

Tubingen, where he acquired an intimate

knowledge of the Latin and Greek languages.
He then became secretary to the bishop of

Wurtsburg, and afterwards visited several

parts of Germany, and was employed hi the

tuition of youth and in making versions of the

Greek classics. At length he settled at Augs-
burgh, as librarian to the great patron of litera-

ture, John James Fugger ;
and the senate ap-

pointed him principal of the college in that

city, where he died in 1580, aged sixty-four.
Wolfius translated into Latin the works of Zo-

naras, Nicetas, and other Byzantine historians
;

the orations of Isocrates and Demosthenes
;

and the productions of several other Greek au-

thors ; and he wrote annotations on some of

the classics ; besides other works. Teiuiet

Eloges des Hommes Savons.

WOLFIUS (JOHN) an historical and mis-

cellaneous writer, who was born in 1537, at

Bergzabern in the duchy of Deux Fonts. He
studied jurisprudence at the university of Dol,
and took his degrees ia that faculty ; after

which he was employed as a diplomatist by
the elector palatine. In 1593 he was ap-

pointed counsellor to the margrave of Baden,
ind was also made governor of Mindelsheim.
He died in 1600. Wolfius published, in 2 folio

volumes, a work entitled " Lectiones Memo-
rabiles," which, amidst a vast deal of dull and

unprofitable reading, contains some curious

facts and observations. Moreri. Teissier.

WOLFIUS (JOHN CHRISTOPHER) a learned

German divine and philologer, born at Werni-

gerode in 1683. Removing with his father to

Hamburgh in 1695, he was educated under
John Albert Fabricius, whom he assisted in

his Bibliotheca Graeca. He then studied at

Wittemberg, where he proceeded MA. and in

1706 became an adjunct of the philosophical

faculty. After having travelled for improve-
ment in Holland and England, and resided

some time at Oxford, he was appointed in 1710

professor extraordinary of philosophy at Wit-

temberg. He was afterwards advanced to the

chair of theology ;
but in 17 12 he removed to

Hamburgh, to become professor of the Oriental

languages in the gymnasium, and in 1715 he was

promoted to the rectorship of that institution.

He was also a preacher at the cathedral, and

pastor of the church of St Catherine ;
and soon

2 18
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after ne was chosen a member of tlie Academy
of Sciences at Berlin. He formed a vast col-

lection of Rabbinical and Oriental books and

MSS. which he bequeathed to the public li-

brarv at Hamburgh, where he died in 1739.

Among his works are " Historia Lexicorum

Hebraicorum," Witt. 1705, 8vo ;

"
Compen-

dium Historia; Philosophize antiquae, sive Ori-

genis Philosophumena," Hamb. 1706, 8vo ;

" Bibliotheca Hebraea," 17151733, 4 vols.

4to;
" Anecdota Graeca, Sacra et Profana,"

1722 1724, 4 vols. 8vo;
" Curae Philologicie

et Criticae in Nov. Test, accedunt in Calce

qtiffidani ex Photii Amphilochiis adhuc non

editis," Basil. 1741, 5 vols. 4to. JOHN CM RIS-

TIAN WOLFIUS, brother of the preceding, was

the author of a work of considerable research,

entitled " Monumenta Typographical' Hamb.

1740, 2 vols. 8vo. Saxii Onomast. Lit. Nouv.

Diet. Hist.

WOLFIUS (PANCRATIUS) a German phy-
sician who studied at the university of Altorf,

where he took the degree of RID. in 1674.

He practised medicine in several of the cities

of Germany, and especially at Halle in Saxouy,
where he occupied a chair in the schools of

that faculty. This professor engaged in a con-

troversy with Stahl, on the subject of aurum

fulminans ; and he had also several disputes
with Michael Alberti. As a physiologist he

deserves notice for an ingenious attempt to ex-

plain the phenomena of vitality on the princi-

ples of mechanism and chemistry, in a work
entitled "

Physica Hippocratica, qua exponi-
tur Humanae Naturse Mechanismus Geome-

trico-Cbymicus," Lips. 1713, 8vo. Etoy Diet.

Hitt. de la Mr.d.

WOLLASTON, LLD. FRS. (FRANCIS) a

mathematician and astronomer, who was pre-
centor of the diocese of St David's, and rector

of the parish of St Mary Aldermary, Lon-

don. Besides several papers in the Philoso-

phical Transactions, he was the author of " A
Specimen of a General Astronomical Cata-

logue, arranged in Zones of North Polar Dis-

tance," 1789, folio
;

" Fasciculus Astronomi-

cus, containing Observations of the Nortli cir-

cum-polar Region, together with some Ac-
count of the Instrument with which they were

made, and a new set of Tables, by which they
were reduced to the mean Position foi the Be-

ginning of January, 1800," London, 1800,
4to ;

" A Portraiture of the Heavens as they

appear to the naked Eye," on ten plates, Lon-

don, 1811, folio. Dr Wollaston died in 1815,
at the age of eighty-four. Reuss. Watt's

Bibl. Brit.

WOLLASTON (WILLIAM) an eminent
writer on ethics and theology, who was de-

scended from an ancient family, and born at

Cotton Clanfordin Staffordshire, in 1659. He
studied at Sidney college, Cambridge, and

having proceeded MA. in 1681, he entered

into holy orders. His first settlement was as

an assistant at a free school at Birmingham,
to which was annexed a small lectureship ;

and he afterwards became second master in

the same school. In 1688 the death of a re-

lation put him in possession of considerable
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landed property, when be removed to London,
and resided in Charterhouse-square. His

marriage shortly after with a lady of consider-

able fortune having rendered him independent,
he relinquished all thoughts of rising in the

church, devoting his time to literary re-

searches. In 1691 he published
" The De-

sign of the Book of Ecclesiastes, represented
in an English Poem," 8vo, but this he would
afterwards have suppressed, from a conviction

that he had no talents for poetry. He printed
in 1722, for private distribution only a work
entitled " The Religion of Nature delineated,"
which he afterwards revised for more exten-

sive circulation. This treatise, in which the

author advances some ingenious speculations

concerning the principles of ethical science,

notwithstanding the abstruse nature of the

subject, and the absence of the graces of com-

position, attracted the notice of the learned,
and procured the writer a distinguished station

among the philosophers of the last century.
His death took place October 22, 1724.

Nichols's Illustr. of Literal. Aikin's G. Biog.
WOLSEY (THOMAS) cardinal, an eminent

minister of state under Henry VIII. He was
the son of a butcher at Ipswich, where he
was born in 1471. After receiving a gram-
matical education, he was sent to Magdalen
college, Oxford, of which he was elected

fellow. He was also appointed master of a

grammar-school dependant on the same col-

lege, in which situation he had three sons of

the marquis of Dorset under his care, a cir-

cumstance which induced that nobleman to

present him with the living of Limmington in

Somersetshire. Although his conduct was by
no means regular, his manners and appearance
recommended him to Dean, archbishop of

Canterbury, who made him his domestic chap-
lain. On the death of that prelate, he served
sir John Nanfan, governor of Calais, in the
same capacity, by which patron he was recom-
mended to Henry VII, who made him one of
his own chaplains, and in consequence of his

able and expeditious conveyance of a despatch
to the emperor at Bruges, he was rewarded
with the deanery of Lincoln. On the death of

Henry VII he was introduced by Fox, bishop
of Winchester, to Henry VIII, whose favour
he courted so successfully, that he shortly ob-

tained the first place in the royal favour, and
became uncontroled minister. His progress
in advancement was very rapid. In 1510 he
was introduced into the privy council, made
reporter of the star chamber, registrar, and
afterwards chancellor of the Garter. Ecclesias-

tical preferments were also profusely heaped
upon him, of which the principal were the bi-

shoprics of Tournay and Lincoln in 1513, and
the archbishopric of York in 1514. The fol-

lowing year, the pope, to ingratiate himself

with Henry, elevated him to the dignity of

cardinal. His nomination to be the pope's

legate a latere, completed his ecclesiastical

dignities, by exalting him above the archbishop
of Canterbury. Naturally proud and osten-

tatious, no English subject, either lay or ec-

clesiastic, ever took BO much state upon him-
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e!f, entertaining a train of eight hundred

servants, many of whom were knights and

gentlemen. In 1515 archbishop Warham,
whom he had much annoyed by his con-

tentious ambition, resigned the office of

chancellor, to which Wolsey was appointed ;

and his administration in that capacity is

said to have done him credit. His legan-
tine power, on the contrary, was exercised

with great severity and oppression, and
his rapacity for acquirement was unbounded.
At the time the celebrated rivalry between
the emperor Charles V and Francis I ren-

dered the friendship of Henry of great

importance, Wolsey was treated with the
'

greatest respect by both sovereigns, receiv-

ing pensions from each, as well as a third

from the pope. He ultimately, however, fa-

voured the side of Charles, who settled upon
him the revenues of two bishoprics in Spain,
and flattered him with hopes of the popedom,
which induced him to involve Henry in a war
with France. Insatiable in the pursuit of ec-

clesiastical emolument, in 1519 he obtained
the administration of the see of Bath and

Wells, and the temporalities of the abbey of

St Albans, and afterwards enjoyed in succes-

sion the rich bishoprics of Durham and Win-
chester. By these means his revenues nearly

equalled those of the crown, part of which he

expended in pomp and ostentation, and part in

laudable munificence for the advancement of

learning. He founded several lectures at Ox-
ford, where he also erected the celebrated col-

lege of Christchureh. He also founded a col-

legiate school at Ipswich, and built a palace
at Hampton-court, which he presented to the

king : but it must be understood much of this

was done by the seizure of minor religious es-

tablishments, for which he obtained papal au-

thority. The critical affair of the divorce of

queen Catherine was one of the first steps to

his fall, being thought, by the king, assistant

in the artificial delays of the court of Rome.
The attachment of Henry to Anne Boleyn
still farther involved him

;
and at length, in

1529, the dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk were
sent to require the great seal from him, and
he was ordered to quit York-place, his palace
in London, and retire to Esher, all his rich

plate and furniture being seized in the king's
name. After some suspense, owing to some
remnant of attachment on the part of Henry,
articles of impeachment were exhibited against
him in parliament, but he was defended so vi-

gorously by his retainer Cromwell, that they
were withdrawn. His enemies then indicted him
under the statute of provisoes for procuring
bulls from Rome, which was made the grounds
of a sentence of forfeiture. After the in-

tended effect was produced of making him re-

sign York palace and its riches to the king, he
was granted a full pardon, and part of his re-

Tenues. In 1 530 he was ordered to remove to

his diocese of York, where he passed part of

the year at his mansion of Cawood, until once

more, on the 1st of November in the same

year, he was arrested for high treason, and set

out under custody for Lord'..-.. Indisposition
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of body however combining with mental djg-

j

tress, he was obliged to stop at Leicester,
where he was honourably received at the ab-

[ bey. His disorder increasing, a few days
1 brought him to his end, on the 28tl.\ of No-
! vember, 1530, in the sixtieth year of his age.

Shortly before his decease, he exclaimed to

the officer appointed to conduct him,
" Had I

but served God as diligently as I have served

my king, he would not have given me over in

my grey hairs." There has been considerable

disposition in later writers to advance the

character of this ambitious minister : but it is

impossible with justice to regard him as any
other than a fortunate man of talents, lifted

up by the caprice of a despotic monarch to an

extraordinary degree of power and splendour,
which he exercised and displayed with an un-

exampled degree of pride and presumption.
Wr

ith the exception of some regard for the ad-
vancement of learning, neither as a statesman
nor ecclesiastic is he to be held in estimation.

It has been attempted to be shown that hia

conduct between Francis I and Charles V was

really sagacious and expedient ; but his selfish

motives have been too clearly exposed to allow

of much being effected by this line of reason-

ing. That he fell a victim to tyranny in the

sequel is indisputable, but it was a tyranny
that he had himself assisted both to form and
to exercise. He will, however, always live in

history as one of the most powerful favourites

under the crown of England. Life by Fiddes.

Gait.

WOOD (ANTHONY) an eminent English

antiquary and biographer, was born at Oxford
in 1632. He received his school education in

that city and at Thame, and in 1647 was en-

tered of Merton college, Oxford. He early
met with some books which gave him a turn

for heraldry, and the appearance of Dugdale's

Antiquities of Warwickshire confirmed his taste

for the study of antiquities. Having graduated
MA. he set himself to transcribe the monu-
mental inscriptions and arms of the parishes of

Oxford
;
and in 1660 lie obtained permission

to consult the registers and other records of

the university in the Schools' Tower. These

researches, added to others in the Tower of

London and the Cotton library, produced the

materials for his "
History and Antiquities of

the University of Oxford." The copy of this

work, which he had compiled with greater in-

dustry than skill, was purchased of him by
the university for 100/. It was written in

English, but as it was thought proper that it

should appear in Latin for the information of

foreigners, it was translated into that lan-

guage under the inspection of Dr Fell, and

published at the Oxford press, under the title

of " Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis Ox-

oniensis," 2 vols. folio. Of this version he often

complained, as exhibiting various mistakes and

omissions. In 1691 appeared his more popu-
lar and important work

" Athenae Oxonienses,"
or an account in English of almost all the wri-

ters educated at Oxford, and many of those at

the university of Cambridge. A prosecution
was soon after instituted against him iu tbr
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vice-chancellor's court , for an

work affecting the character

arl of Clarendon ;
and he w

,

expulsion ui.til he should formally recant it.
;

and the year following was elected \ menan

He endured this mortification from the party to professor on the resignation of sir Robert

which he leaned, but he had also to undergo
various other attacks from other quarters,

owing to hi prejudices and partialities
in fa-

vour of Jacobitism and the popish party

Chambers. In this capacity he published in

1789 a work entitled
" Elements of Jurispru-

dence," and in 1792 " A Systematic View of

the Laws of England, as treated in a Course of
WU* U* +1 ctww** " " f"~I I J

~
- j f\ t \ 9) "*l, ^

Nothing indeed could be more narrow and un-
|

Vinerian Lectures read at Oxford, with a <

philosophical than many of his sentiments, dr
j

dication to king George III. Besides these

more poor and vulgar than his style. His I nothing appears under his name, with the ex-

work however affords valuable materials for i ception of a small tract.published in 1779, and

biography, and he appears to have been a man
ofstrict veracity, anil biassed by crudely formed

opinions, rather than by any views of an in-

terested nature. He died in 1695, and left his

books and papers to the university of Oxford.

A third edition of his " Athena Oxonienses,"

corrected and enlarged fiom the author's MSS.
has recently appeared under the superintend-
ance of Dr Bliss. Life prefixed to Bliss's edi-

tion. Bi> Brit.

WOOD (ROBERT) an accomplished scholar

and statesman, was born at Riverstown in the

county of Meath, in 1726. In 1751 he made
the tour of Greece, Egypt, and Palestine, in

company wiih Messieurs Bouverie and Daw-
kins, and at his return published a splendid
work in folio, entitled " The Ruins of Pal-

myra, otherwise Tadmor in the Desert," being
n account of the ancient and present state of

that place, with a great number of elegant en-

gravings. This was followed by a similar
"

Description of the Ruins of Balbec." In

1759 he was appointed undersecretary of state

by the earl of Chatham, at which time he was

preparing for the press his "
Essay oil the

Life and Writings of Homer," which was in

consequence delayed, and did not appear until

after his death, which took place at Putney,
September 9, 1771. Lysons's Environs of Lon-
don.

WOODALL (JOHN) an English surgeon
of the sixteenth century. In 1589 he went to

France in a medical capacity with the troops
tent by queen Elizabeth to the assistance of

Henry IV. He afterwards travelled on the

continent, and resided for some time at Stade
in Germany ; and at length returning home,
he settled as a practitioner in the metropolis.
He became a member of the surgeons' com-

pany, and about 1612 was elected surgeon of
St Bartholomew's hospital, and likewise sur-

geon- general to the East India company. In

1638. when he was iu the sixty-ninth year of
his age, he published a collection of works
winch he had previously printed, including,
besides other pieces, .a " Treatise on the

Plague," and another " On Gangrene and

Sphacelus." These productions are impor-
tant, as showing the state of surgery in Eng-
land in the early part of the seventeenth cen-

tury. The period of the decease of this wri-
ter is uncertain. Aikiti't Memnirs of Medicine.

\\OODDESON, DCL. (RICHARD) was
born at Kingtton-upon-Thames, May 15, 1745.
At the age of fourteen he was admitted at I'em-
*>roke college, Oxford, whicn he quittted the

called " A Brief Vindication of the Rights of

the British Legislature, in answer to some

Positions advanced in a Pamphlet entitled

Thoughts on the English Government." He
died in London, October 29, 1822, and is

buried in the Temple church. Ann. Biog.
WOODFALL (WILLIAM) a printer and

parliamentary reporter, whose father, also a

printer, was the proprietor of the newspaper
called the Public Advertiser. The son was

placed in the printing-office of Mr Bald-

win, and afterwards assisted his father. He
then attempted the stage, but with little suc-

cess
; and he also prepared for exhibition Sa-

vage's tragedy, entitled Sir Thomas Over-

bury, acted at Covent Garden in 1777. In

consequence of his being the publisher of the

famous Letters of Junius, he was exposed
to a prosecution, which induced him to take

refuge in Ireland. At length he became a

proprietor and editor of the Morning Chro-

nicle, when he distinguished himself by the

ability and precision with which he reported
the debates in parliament, as given in that pa-
per. He died August 1, 1803, at the age of

fifty-eight. Besides his labours as a journalist,
he produced, in separate pamphlets, reports of
a debate in the Irish house of Commons

; and
another at the India House. Tliesp. Diet.
Watt's Bibl. Brit.

WOODVILLE (WILLIAM) an eminent

physician, born at Cockermouth, in 1752.
After having received a good classical educa-

tion, he became apprentice to an apothecary,
and subsequently studied at Edinburgh,
where, in 1775, he took the degree of MD.
Having passed some time on the continent, he
returned, and settled as a practitioner at his
native place, where he remained five or six

years. He then removed to London, and was
appointed one of the physicians to the Mid-
dlesex Dispensary. In 1791 he was chosen

physician to the Small-pox Hospital at St Pan-
eras

; and he continued in connexion with
that institution till his death, which took
place March 26, 1805. Dr Woodvilie was
the author of " Medical Botany, containing
systematic and generic Descriptions, with
Plates, of all the medicinal Plants, indigenous
arid sxotic," 4 vols. 4to ;

" The History of
Inoculation of the Small-pox in Great Bri-
tain," vol. i. 1796, 8vo ; the second volume
was never published, in consequence of Dr
Jenner's discovery, relative to which Dr
Woodvilie made many experiments, and for
which he was an advocate. Reei't Cyclop.
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WOODWARD (HENRY) an eminent comic

'

actor, born in Southwark in 1717. He re- '

ceived a good education at Merchant Tailors'

school, on leaving which he went on the

stage. He was first employed in ibe lowest

pantomimical characters, but his abilities soon

raised him to distinction. After att' acting ap-

plause as a harlequin, he entered on the walks
of comedy, and became unrivalh d in such

parts as Marplot, sir Andrew Aguecheek,
Touchstone, Parolles, &c. In 1747 he was

engaged by Sheridan, then manager of the

Dublin theatre ; and on his return to England
he became a member of the company at Drury
Lane, under the management of Garrick.

There lie continued till 1758, when he joined

Barry in opening a new theatre in Crow-

street, Dublin. This however proved a losing-

speculation, and Woodward, after having sunk

a considerable part of his property, left Ire-

land, and returning to London, made his ap-

pearance at Covent Garden theatre, where,
with some intervals, he continued to perform
till his death, which took place April 17, 1777.

Woodward altered for the stage the old comedy
of the London Cuckolds, Shakspeare's Win-
ter's Tale, and some other pieces ;

and he is

said to have been the author of " The Male

Coquet;"
" A Lick at the Town ;" besides

which he published a sarcastic letter to Dr
John Hill, who had abused him in a periodical

paper, called the Inspector. As a com-

poser of pantomimes he had great merit, and

among his productions of that description
were "

Harlequin Fortunatus ;"
"

Harlequin
Sorcerer ;" and " Queen Mab," which became

extremely popular. Thesp. Diet.

WOODWARD (Joim) an eminent physi-
cian and naturalist, who was of respectable

parentage, and was born in Derbyshire, May 1,

1665. After receiving a classical education at

a school in the country, he was sent to Lon-

don, where he was apprenticed to a linen-dra-

per. In this situation he became acquainted
vrfth Dr Peter Barwick, who took him into

his family, and instructed him in the medical

sciences. Through the recommendation of his

kind tutor he was chosen professor of medicine

at Gresham college in 1692. The following

year he was admitted a fellow of the Royal

Society ;
and in 1 695 he obtained the degree

of MD. by mandate of archbishop Tenison.

He now published
" An Essay towards a Na-

tural History of the Earth and Terrestrial Bo-

dies, especially Minerals, as also of the Sea,

Rivers, and Springs, with an Account of the

Universal Deluge, and o/ the Effects it had

upon the Earth," 8vo. This work was fol-

lowed by
" Brief Instructions for making Ob-

servations in all Parts of the World," 1696 ;

and new editions of the essay appeared in

1702 and 1723. He became a fellow of the

College of Physicians; and in 1714 he de-

fended his geological speculations against the

objections of Camerarius, in a Latin treatise,

entitled " Naturalis Historia Telluris illus-

trata et aucta," of which an English transla-

tion, by Benjamin Holloway, LLB. FRS. was

published in 1726. In 1718 Dr Woodward
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publ shed a tract entitled " The State of Phy-
sic and Diseases, with an Inquiry into the
Causes of the late Increase of them, but more

particularly of the Small-pox, with some Con-
>iderations on the new Practice of Purging in

that Disease," 8vo. The mode of practice on
which he animadverted had been adopted by
Dr Mead and Dr Freind, with the former of
whom Woodward engaged in a controversy,
which led to personal hostilities, with as little

credit to the courage as to the prudence of
either party. Dr Woodward died April 25,
1728, and was interred in Westminster abbey.
Shortly after his death appeared the following
works :

" Fossils of all Kinds, digested into
a Method suitable to their mutual Relation
and Affinity," 8vo

; and
" A Catalogue of Fos-

sils in the Collection of John Woodward, MD."
2 vols. 8vo. He left by will the gum of 150/.
a year for the foundation of a lectureship on

mineralogy, in the university of Cambridge,
which was first held by Dr Conyers Middleton.
As a geologist Dr Woodward has the merit of

being the first who recurred to actual observa-
tion as the basis of theory ;

and in this point
of view his speculations on the formation of

the earth are advantageously distinguished
from the fanciful hypotheses of Burnet and
Winston

;
but the stock of materials in his

time was by far too scanty for such an under-

taking as a system of cosmology ;
and a simi-

lar observation will even hold good at present,

notwithstanding the vast additions made to our

knowledge of the mineral kingdom during the
last hundred years. Besides the works already
noticed, Dr Woodward was the author of some

archaeological tracts and papers in the Philo-

sophical Transactions. Hutchinson's Biog.
Med.

WOODWARD (THOMAS JENKINSON) an

ingenious botanist, whose skill and accuracy
were only equalled by his liberality and zeal

in the service of science. He afforded im-

portant assistance to Dr Withering in his
"
Systematic Arrangement of British Plants ;"

and he was a fellow of the Linnaean Society,
to whose Transactions he contributed an essay
on the British Fuci, written in conjunction
with bishop Goodenough, and several other

papers on cryptogamic botany. He died in

1820. Sir James Edward Smith dedicated to

the honour of this botanist a genus of ferns,

denominated Woodwardia. Reuss, Rees't

Cyclop.
WOOLHOUSE (JOHN THOMAS) an emi-

nent oculist, who was a native of Londcn.
He settled in the practice of his profession at

Paris, where he had chiefly resided many
years, when he published in 1711 an account
of the different operations he had performed
for the cure of diseases of the eyes. This
work was translated into Latin, and printed
at Frankfort in 1719, under the title of
"
Quadraginta circiter Operationes Chirurgicae

quas Oculis laborantibus administrat, docetque
in Collegio vulgo dicto de 1'Ave Maria, in

Universitate Parisiensi," 8vo. Woolhouse
carried on controversies with Heister, Mo-
rand, St Yves, and others of bis professional
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contemporaries, on the nature of cataract, re-

Utive to which he published
" Dissertations,

'

in 1717 ;
aud he was alao the author of " A

Catalogue of Instrument* for Operations on

the Eyes," Paris, 1696, 8vo ; memoirs in the

Journal de Trevoux, and in other periodi-

cal works. He held the office of oculist to

king William III. Elny Diet. H.dela Mat.

WOOLLETT (WILLIAM) an eminent

engraver, was born at Maidstone in Kent

August 27, 1735. He was the son of a thread-

maker, and early attracted the notice of hi

choolmaster by his spontaneous display of

graphic talents ou the slate or on paper. Hav-

ing attempted some engravings in copper,

which were seen by Mr Tinney, an engraver,

he took him as an apprentice.
When out of

his time his rise in his profession
was very ra-

pid, and he brought the art of landscape en-

graving to great perfection.
He also engraved

historical subjects and portraits
with the great-

est success. All his best works bring high

prices, but particularly his
" Niobe,"

" Phae-

ton,"
"
Ceyx and Alcyone,"

" Celadon and

Amelia," and the "
Fishery," all from Wil-

ton ; and his " Death of General Wolfe,"
and " Battle of the Boyne," from West. He
died May 23, 1785, at the age of fifty.

Strutt's Diet.

WOOLSTON (THOMAS) an English di-

vine of singular conduct and opinions, was the

son of a respectable tradesman of Northamp-
ton, where he was born in 1669. He was ad-

mitted of Sidney college, Cambridge, in 1685,
of which he was subsequently elected fel-

low, and took orders. Having become an as-

siduous reader of the works of Origen, he im-

bibed a fondness for allegorical interpretations
of Scripture, the result of which tendency ap-

peared in 1705, in a work entitled" The Old

Apology for the Truth of the Christian Reli-

gion against the Jews and Gentiles revived."
The object of this tract was to prove that all

the actions of Moses were typical of Christ
and his church, and to show that some of the
fathers understood them as such, and not as
realities. Although this doctrine was singu-
lar, so far from giving offence, the book was
issued from the university press. In 1720 he
left his college, and went to London, where he

published a Latin dissertation concerning the

supposed epistle of Pontius Pilate to Tiberius.
In the same year he published two Latin dis-

sertations, addressed to Waterland, Winston,
and other disputants, in defence of Origen's
allegorical mode of interpreting the Scrip-
tures. His next work was an inquiry

" Whe-
ther the people called quakers do not the
nearest of any other sect in religion resemble
the primitive Christians in principles and
practice!" His chief object in this publica-
tion was apparently to attack the

clergy,
which conduct, with his refusal to reside at

college according to the statutes, lost him his

fellowship in 1721. He did not however be-
come altogether sceptical for some years after,
a* in 17<6 he published

" A Defence of the
Miracle of the Thundering Legion against Mr
Moyle." Although by this time regarded as a

WOR
man of singular notions, he was not personally

molested, until engaging in the controversy be-

tween Anthony Collins and his opponents, he

published several pamphlets, in which he not

only argued for mystical interpretations of the

miracles of Christ, but asserted that they were

never actually wrought. He was now re-

garde 1 as a declared enemy to Christianity,

and a prosecution was instituted against him

by the attorney-general, which Whiston and

other friends to toleration had the interest to

get stayed. He was not however silenced, and

in 1727 and the three following years published
his " Sir Discourses on the Miracles," and two
" Defences of the Discourses," in which he

not only maintained the same opinion of their

unreality, but expressed his opinions with a

degree of sarcasm and ridicule which gave se-

rious offence, and the law again interfered with

renewed vigour. He was tried at Guildhall

before chief-justice Raymond for blasphemy,
when his counsel pleaded that it was so far

from his purpose to bring the Christian reli-

gion into contempt, that he intended to place
it on a firmer footing. He was, however,
found guilty, and sentenced to a year's impri-
sonment, and a fine of 1001. He purchased
the liberty of the rules of the King's Bench

prison after the expiration of his imprison-

ment, not being able to pay his fine. He had
obtained some money by his publication*, which
was swallowed up by legal expenses, and he

chiefly relied for support on a small annual al-

lowance from his brother, and the contribu-

tions of some respectable persons, who re-

garded him as a man of learning intending
well, but misled by mysticism and enthusiasm.

Solicitations were made for his release by Dr
Samuel Clarke, but he declined giving any
security not to offend again in a similar way.
He was, however, soon after released by death,

being carried off by an epidemic disorder in

January 1732-3, in his sixty-second year. Hit

moral character appears to have been unira

reachable, and there is little doubt that hi

lead was more defective than his heart.-

Biog. Brit.

WOOTTON (JOHN) a painter of animals
and landscapes, who was a pupil of John

Wyck. He was much employed in the por-
traits of horses and dogs, and on sporting;

scenes, especially representations of fox-hunt-

ing, on which subject seven of his pictures
were engraved by Canot. He also executed a

sicture of the battle of Culloden, which is but
an indifferent performance, though there is an

engraving of it by Baron. Wootton, who was

very successful in his profession, died in 1765.

Pilkington by Fuseli.

WORCESTER (EDWARD SOMERSET, mar-
quis of) an English nobleman, celebrated for

his scientific studies, and supposed to have
been the first inventor of the steam-engine.
This nobleman engaged in the service of
Charles I during the civil war, and after its

termination he spent his time in retirement,
and in the cultivation of natural philosophy
and mechanics. In 1663 he published a book
entitled "The Soantlings of One Hundred



Inventions," in which he first gave a descrip-
'

tion of the uses and effects of his engine ; and
he afterwards published a small pamphlet,
called " An Exact and Tiue Definition of the

most stupendous Water- commanding Engine
invented by the Rt. Hon. (and deservedly to !

be praised and admired) Edw. Somerset, Lord

Marquess of Worcester." In neither of these
;

works does he give any statement of the mode
of constructing his engine ;

but from his de-
j

scription and account of its effects, it may
be inferred that its action depended on the I

condensation as well as the elastic force of the

steam, and consequently that in principle it

resembled the modern steam engine. It seems

also that he had actually constructed a machine

upon a large scale, though unfortunately for

himself, and for the interests of science, he

was unable to excite the attention of the pub-
lic towards his project, and was looked upon by
his contemporaries as a visionary speculator.
His death took place in 1667, at the age of

seventy. Cullins's Peerage. Mechanics' Weekly
Jmirn.

WORLTDGE (THOMAS) an ingenious ar-

tist, distinguished as a painter and engraver.
He executed portraits in miniature and on

canvas, but he was principally celebrated for

the delicacy and effect of his etchings in the

manner of Rembrandt. He was a native of

Peterborough, and died at Hammersmith,
near London, in 1766, aged sixty- five. Wor-

Jidge published
" A Select Collection of Draw-

ings from curious Antique Gems," 4to.

Elmes's Diet, of the Fine Arts. Pilkingttm.
WORMIUS (OLAUS) a learned Danish

physician, born in 1588, at Arhusen, in Jut-

land, where his father was a burgomaster.
After some previous education he went, in

1605, to the university of Marpurg, and then

to Strasburgh, where he studied medicine. He

subsequently removed to Basil, and took the

degree of MD, having previously travelled in

France, Italy, Holland, and England. In 1613
he returned to his native country, and was
made professor of the belles lettres in the uni-

versity of Copenhagen. In 1615 he was
transferred to the chair of Greek literature,

and in 1624 to that of physic, which he held

till his death. His academical engagements
did not prevent him from practising as a phy-
sician

; and the reputation of his skill occa-

sioned his being employed by his sovereign,
Christiern IV, who in recompense of his ser-

vices made him a canen of the cathedral of

Lunden. His death took place in 1654. He
was the author of several works relative to his

profession, and he also wrote in defence of the

Aristotelian philosophy ;
but his most impor-

tant productions are those concerning the an-

tiquities of Denmark and Norway, among
which may be mentioned,

" Fasti Danici ;"
" Litteratura Danica Antiquissima ;"

" Mo-
numentorum Danicorum Libri sex ;"

" Lexi-

con Runicum ;" and " Series Regum Da-
niae." WILLIAM, the son, and CHIUSTIERN,
the grandson of this writer, were both physi-
cians and men of some note in the republic of

literature. Hutchinson's Biog. Med. Niceron.

WOR
WORSDALE (JAMES) a painter and dra-

matist of much temporary notoriety. He ex-
ercised his talents as an artist in such a man-
ner as to contribute greatly to his own emolu-
ment

;
and he obtained at length a situation

under government. Besides many popular
songs and other light pieces of poetry, he was
the author of five dramatic performances. He
was intimate with Mrs Pilkington and her
husband ; and the former, in her Memoirs,
claims the credit of having furnished Wors-
dale with some of the poems which he pub-
lished as his own. He died in 1767. Biog,
Dram.
WORSLEY (sir RICHARD) son ofsir Thomas

Worsley, a baronet of an ancient and honourable

family of the west of England, born in 1751
at Apuldrecombe, the family seat, situate in

the Isle of Wight. He succeeded to the title

in his eighteenth year, and soon after visited

the continent, where he cultivated his taste,

for antiquities, by the study of the remains of

ancient Rome, and made some large purchases
of statues, marbles, and other articles of virtu,
which on his return to England, it formed his

principal amusement to classify and arrange.
A catalogue of this collection was afterwards

published, under the title of " Musaeum Wor-
sleianum," in two folio volumes." In 177p
he married Miss Fleming, daughter of a baro
net of that name, but after seven years' coha

bitation, the union was dissolved by a sentence
of the ecclesiastical court, although in a pre-

ceding action for damages considerable blarne

had been thrown upon the husband, for his

conduct in the affair which led to the separa-
tion. The year previously to this event sir

Richard published a "History of the Isle of

Wight," in one vol. 4to, with engravings of
the principal seats, views, &c. by Godfrey.
He was many years in parliament as represen-
tative of the borough of Newport, and held a
situation about the person of king George III,
as comptroller of the royal household. He
was also governor of the island in which he
resided, and where he ditd suddenly ofan apo-
plectic attack in the autumn of 1805. Gent.

Mag.
WORTHINGTON (JonN> learned divine.

He was a native of the town of Manchester,
born there in 1618 ; and was educated at

Cambridge, where he held in succession a

fellowship at Emanue! college and the. head-

ship of Jesus. On the restoration of mo-

narchy, Dr Worthington, whose political prin-

ciples were adverse to the new order of things,

resigned his mastership, and came to London,
where he officiated as curate to the parish of

St Bene't Fink. He eventually obtained the

living of Ingoldsby near Grantham, in the

county of Lincoln, with a stall in the cathe-

dral belonging to that diocese. Dr Worthing-
ton did not however reside much at his rec-

tory, having been elected to the lectureship of

the parish of Hackney, Middlesex, where he

continued to do duty till his decease. This

event took place in the winter of 1671,
and he was buried in the church where
he had been accustomed to officiate, a
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funeral sermon being preached on the oc-

casion, by Dr (afterward* archbishop) Til-

'otson. This discourse was printed in 1785,

prefixed to a volume of his own sermons. His

other writings are " The Doctrine of the Re-

surrection considered," 8vo j
"A Scripture

Catechism," 8vo ;
and a treatise

" On the

Duty of Resignation," 8vo. Birch's Life of

TlUotton.

\\ORTHINGTON (WILLIAM) a native of

Merionethshire in North Wales, was born in

the year 1703, and in the earlier part of his

life commenced his education at the grammar
school of Oswestry. From this seminary lie

removed to Jesus'college, Oxford, where he

graduated as DD. in 1768. Having obtained

the friendship of Dr Hare, then bishop of St

Asaph. he was presented through that pre-

late's influence to a living in the county of Sa-

lop, and afterwards to that of Llanrhayader,

Denbighshire, with a stall in the cathedral of

his diocese. To this preferment archbishop
Drummond afterwards added a prebendal stall

in York minster. He was the author of a va-

riety of theological works, of which the prin-

cipal are " An Essay on the Scheme of the

Redemption ;" two tracts on " The Demo-
niac*" of the Gospels, written in reply to Mr H.
Farmer ;

" The Scripture Theory of the Earth,"

8*0; "Evidences of Christianity, deduced
from Facts, c." " On the historical Sense of

the Mosaic Account of the Fall ;" and two
volumes of sermons preached at the Boyle
lecture, 1777-8. -, His decease took place at

his Denbighshire living, in the autumn of 1778.
A'ir/io/s'i Lit. Anec.

WOTTON (EDWARD) an eminent physi-
cian, was the son of Richard Wotton, beadle
of divinity in the university of Oxford,
where he was born in 1492. He became demy
of .Magdalen college, where he graduated BA.
in 1513. It appears that he studied physic
on the continent, as he had a doctor's degree
conferred on him at Padua, as also at Oxford
on his return in 15^5. He became very emi-
nent in his profession, and was physician to

Henry VI II. He was ihe first among the Eng-
lish physicians who applied himself to the study
of natural history, and he made himself fam-
ous tjoth at home and abroad by a work entitled

1 Ue Differentiis Animalmm, Lib. X," Paris,
15.">2,on which Gessnerand Possevin bestowed
great praise. He died October 5, 1555. Ai-
kin's Hi,<K . Mem. of Med.
WO I ION (sir HENRY) a conspicuous po-

litical and
literary character in his own age,

was the youngest son of sir Robert Wotton, of
ilocton or Boughton-hall in Kent, where he
was born in 1568. After receiving a classical
education at home and at Winchester school,
lie was entered at New college, Oxford,
whence he removed to Queen's college, where
he much distinguished himself by his atten-
tion to logic and philosophy, and composed a

tragedy. He studied civil law under an emi-
nent Italian professor, which led to his be-

coming an extraordinary proficient in the Ita-
lian language. His father bequeathing him a
loJermto income, he determined in 1589 to

WOT
j travel, and visited all the principal countries (A

the continent. On his return he was appointed

secretary to the earl of F.ssex, whom he at-

tended in his maritime expeditions against the

Spaniards, and afterwards to Ireland. On the

fall of that nobleman he thought proper, al-

though not implicated in his crime, to quit the

kingdom and reside at Florence, where he

composed a treatise, not printed until after his

death, entitled " The State of Christendom."

While thus employed, the grand duke of Tus-

cany, having intercepted some letters disclos-

ing a plot to take away the life of James, king
of Scotland, he engaged Wotton to carry se-

cret intelligence of it to that prince. This ser-

vice he ably performed in the character and

guise of an Italian, and returned to Florence.

When James came to the English crown, he in

return sent for Wotton home, whom he

knighted, and in 1604 employed as an ambas-
sador to the republic of Venice. As he passed
through Augsburgh, he was desired by a lite-

rary character to write something in his album,
and being a man of humour, he wrote, in La-

tin, that "an ambassador is a good man, sent

abroad to lie for the good of his country."
This quip, which he merely regarded as an
innocent sally, was, by the malignity of Schi-

oppius, represented as a state maxim, avowed

by the religion professed by the king of Eng-
land. James, who thought nothing relative

either to king-craft or state-craft a subject for

wit, was in consequence highly displeased,
and on his return Wotton remained five years

unemployed. At length he recovered the royal
favour, and was trusted with a mission to the

United Provinces, and subsequently restored

to his former post at Venice, where he re-

mained three years. Other missions followed

to the duke of Savoy, and to various princes in

Germany, on the affairs of the elector pala-
tine. A third embassy to Venice closed his

diplomatic labours, from which he did not re-

turn until the death of James, when, in 1624,
he was made provost of Eton college, as a re-

ward for his various services. A literary re-

treat was very congenial with his taste, but his

circumstances were so embarrassed, he found
some difficulty in settling there. The first

fruits of his leisure were his " Elements of Ar-

chitecture," accounted the best work on the

subject which had then appeared in England.
The statutes of the college requiring him to

assume a clerical character, he took deacon's

orders, and spent the remainder of his life in

literary leisure, social hospitality, and innocent
amusement. He had planned a life of Luther,
but by the persuasion of Charles I he laid it

aside for a history of England, in which he
made very little progress. The arrears of his

demands on the crown remaining unpaid, he
continued embarrassed to his death, which
took place in December 1639, in the seventy-
second year of his age. Sir Henry Wotton
was a person of sound understanding, poignant
wit, and great accomplishments, in whom the
scholar and the man of the world were very
happily blended. He passed too busy a life to
write much, so that in addition to the works
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already mentioned, there is only under his

name a collection of miscellanies published
after his death under the title of "

Reliquiae

Wottonianse," several times reprinted. It

consists of lives, letters, poems, and charac-

ters, in which a lively fancy and penetrating

understanding are generally discernible, al-

though somewhat obscured by the pedantry of

the age. Of his poems, one entitled " A
Hymn to God in a Night of my latter Sick-

ness," is much admired for pointed energy of

expression and harmonious versification.

Biog. Brit. Granger.
WOTTON (WILLIAM) a clergyman of dis-

tinguished learning, was the son of the rev.

Henry Wotton, rector of Wrentham in Suffolk.

He was bom in 1666, and under his father's

tuition acquired such a knowledge of languages

during his childhood, as caused him to be re-

garded as the wonder of the time. It appears
that in his sixth year he could construe the

Latin, Greek, and Hebrew tongues chiefly by
the aid of an extraordinarily retentive memory.
In consequence of this precocity he was en-

tered at Catherine-hall, Cambridge, before he
was ten years old. He took the degree of BA.
in his thirteenth year, some time before which
he had been celebrated in a copy of verses,

not only for his acquaintance with the learned

languages, including Arabic, Syriac, and Chal-

dee, but for his knowledge of geography,
logic, philosophy, and mathematics. Visiting
London in 1680, he was widely introduced,
and commencing BD. in 1691 , was made chap-
lain to the earl of Nottingham, who in 1693

presented him to the rectory of Middleton

Keynes in Buckinghamshire. The first fruit

of his extensive reading appeared in 1694, in

a book entitled " Reflections upon Ancient
and Modern Learning," the plan of which was
to institute a comparison between the ancients

and moderns in all that regarded arts, science,

and literature. As this design required more

knowledge than mere reading could confer on

any man, some mistakes were found in this

performance, though in general it added to the

reputation of the author. To a second edition,
in 1697, was annexed Dr Bentley's Disserta-

tion on Phalaris, and other supposed authors,
which circumstance involved Wotton in the

controversy relative to the merits of the ancients

and the moderns, and subjected him to the sa-

tire of Swift in the Battle of the Books. In a

third edition, therefore, he added a defence of

his book against some strictures made by sir

William Temple and others, and also wrote

some condemnatory observations on the Tale of

a Tub. In 1701 he published a small History
of Rome, from the death of Antoninus Pius to

that of Alexander Severus, intended for the

use of the young duke of Gloucester. Em-
barrassed in his circumstances in consequence
of certain irregularities of conduct, he was

obliged in 1714 to retire into South Wales,
where he employed himself in writing on ec-

clesiastical antiquities and kindred subjects.
He also wrote various other pieces, but none
which made any addition to his fame : and he

may be enumerated among the many instances

w ou
in which early proficiency, resting principally
on strength of memory, disappoints the expec-
tation which it excites. He died in 1726, at

the age of sixty. Nichols's Lit. Anec.

WOTY (WILLIAM) a very ingenious Eng-
lish poet, who was born in 1731. He pub-
lished, under the feigned name of J. Copywell,
a collection of poems, entitled " The Shrubs
of Parnassus," 8vo ; and he was also the au-

thor of " The Muses' Advice," 1761, 4to
;

and " The Blossoms of Helicon," 1763, 8vo.

He then engaged with Francis Fawkes in a

work called " The Paetical Calendar, contain-

ing a Collection of Scarce and Valuable Pieces

of Poetry, original and selected," 1763, 12
vols. He afterwards published several other

poetical productions, and his principal compo-
sitions were printed collectively in two vols.

octavo. Some of his songs display great merit.

His death took place March 10, 1791. Reuss.

Jones.

WOULFE (PETF.R) a distinguished culti-

vator of the science of chemistry, who was one

of the latest believers in the mysteries of al-

chymy. He occupied chambers in Barnard's-

inn, when residing in London ;
but he usually

spent his summers at Paris. His rooms,
which were extensive, were so filled with fur-

naces and other chemical apparatus, that it

was difficult to reach his fireside. His break-

fast hour was four in the morning, and a few
of his select friends were occasionally invited

to this philosophical repast, to whom a secret

signal was imparted by which they gained en-

trance, knocking a certain number of limes at

the inner door of his apartment. He had long

vainly searched for the elixir of the alcliy-

mists, and ascribed his repeated failures to the

neglect of due preparation by pious and cha-

ritable acts. Among his peculiarities of con-

duct and manners by no means the least ex-

traordinary was his mode of treatment, when
he found himself seriously indisposed. On
such occasions he was accustomed to take a

place in the Edinburgh mail, and having
reached that city, he would immediately come
back in the returning coach to London. A
cold, taken in one of these expeditions, termi-

nated in an inflammation of the lungs, in con-

sequence of which he died in 1805. Mr
Woulfe was a fellow of the Royal Society, and

the author of several papers in the Philoso-

phical Transactions. He is also known as the

inventor of useful apparatus for experiments
on gases. Reuss* Journal of Royal Institution.

WOUVERMANS (PHILIP)" an eminent

master of the Flemish school of painting, son

of an artist in the same profession, and bro-

ther to two others, neither of whom attained

an equal degree of celebrity with himself.

He was born at Haerlem in 1620, and studied

painting under John Wynants. The instruc-

tions derived from this master were indeed

the sole assistance which his native genius re-

ceived, as his circumstances rendered it im-

possible for him to travel for improvement,
nevertheless his industry and talents soon

raised him to a very high rank in his profes-

sion, although the pecuniary recompense
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which they received was so inadequate to his

meriu that all his endeavours and perseverance

were insutficient to raise him above want. The

disgust which this treatment excited in him

was no strong, that when on his death- bed, he

committed lo the flame* a large box filled with

sketches and designs, lest the possession of

them should induce hii sou to engage in so

ill-requited a puntuit as painting. His hunt-

ing pieces and other subjects, where horses

axe introduced, are especially admired as su-

perior to any others of a similar description in

his time. His landscapes and battle scenes

also rank high in the estimation of connois-

seurs. Wouvermans died at Haerlem, very

poor, in 1668. D'Aigeniiile Vies des Feint.

WREUE (CHARLES PHILIP VON) a Ger-

man general, who was originally a lawyer,

or land-steward, but displaying military capa-

bilities, he was recommended by count Rum-
ford to the elector of Havaria, who gave him

a commission in the army. In 1788 he was

appointed commander of a detached corps in

Carelia. In 1806 and 1807 he had the com-

mand of a division sent against the French
;

and in 1809 he headed the army of the north,

destined to act against Russia. He was also

employed asadiplomatiat, having in 1810 been

sent ambassador extraordinary to Paris ;
and

he was instructed to submit certain proposals
of the States- general assembled at Orebo to

the king, and he was the first who acquainted
the diet with the result. He died in. 1824,
and agreeably to the directions in his will, his

body was interred without any pomp at his

country seat, and was carried to the grave

by peasants. Biog. Kouv. des Contemp.
WREN (sir CHRISTOPHER) a celebrated

architect and mathematician, who was the son

of the rector of East Knoyle in Wiltshire,
where he was born October 10, 1632. He
entered as a student at Wadham college, Ox-
ford, iu 1646, previously to which time he had

given proofs of his genius, by the invention of

astronomical and pneumatic instruments. In
1647 he wrote a treatise on spherical trigono-

metry, upon a new plan ; he took the degree
of HA. in 1650 ; and the following year he

composed an algebraical tract on the Julian

period. In 1653 he was chosen a fellow of
tli*1

college of All Souls, when he proceeded
MA. He was one of the earliest members of
tin- philosophical society at Oxford, which
was the origin of the Royal Society, after the
institution of which, in 1663, he was elected a
fellow, and lie distinguished himself by his

activity in promoting the objects of that insti-

tution. In 1657 he was appointed professor of

astronomy at Gresham college ; but on being
nominated to the Savilian professorship of

astronomy at Oxford, he resigned the former
office, and in 1661 returned to the university,
where he was created LLD. Wren now pie-
tents himself to our notice as an architect of
the highest eminence in his profession ; and
thus distinguished, he received a commission
in 166S to prepare designs for the restoration
of St Paul's cathedral, then one of the most
remarkable Gothic edifices in the kingdom.

WRE
With a view to improvement in architectural

science, and to the execution of this great un-

dertaking, he made a visit to France in J66o.

He then finished the designs ;
but while they

were under consideration, the cathedral was

so completely destroyed by the fire of London
in 1666, that the plan of repairing it was relin-

quished, and Wren had an opportunity for

signalizing his talents by the erection of an en-

tirely new structure. The contemporaneous
destruction of fifty parochial churches and

many public buildings also furnished ample

scope for the exercise of his ingenuity ;
and

he would have had the honour of refounding,
as it were, a new city, if the design which lie

laid before the king and parliament could have

been adopted ; but private interests were al-

lowed to supersede the vast public benefit

which would have resulted from the plan
which he proposed. On the death of sir John

Denham, in 1667, he succeeded to the office of

surveyor of the works
;
and in ordf.r to obtain

leisure for the performance of the numerous

undertakings in which he was employed, and
more especially the rebuilding St Paul's ca-

thedral, he resigned his Savilian professorship
in 1673. In 1674 he received the honour of

knighthood ; and in the following year the

foundation of the new cathedral was laid. In

1680 he was chosen to the presidency of the

Royal Society ; in 1683 he was appointed ar-

chitect, and one of the commissioners of

Chelsea college ; and the following year,

comptroller of the works at Windsor castle.

He was elected MP. for the borough of

Plymptonin 1685. To his other public trusts

were added, in 1698, those of surveyor-general
and commissioner for the repair of Westmin-
ster abbey ; and in 1699, that of architect of

Greenwich hospital. In 1700 he represented
in parliament the boroughs of Weymouth and
Melcombe Regis. In 1708 he was made one
of the commissioners for the erection of fifty

new churches in and near the city of London.
After having long been the highest ornament
of his profession, and fulfilled with so much
credit to himself and advantage to his country
the duties of his office, he was in 1718 de-

prived of the surveyorship of the royal works,
to the disgrace of the administration, which
from political motives alone adopted this mea-
sure. Sir Christopher was then in the eighty-
fifth year of his life, the remainder of which
was devoted to scientific pursuits and the

study of the Scriptures. He died in conse-

quence of a cold which he caught in a journey
from Hampton-court to London, February 2.5,

1723. His remains were interred, with the

requisite honours, under the choir of St Paul's

cathedral
;
and on his tomb is a monumental

inscription, which, had it been placed in the
church above instead of the subterranean

vault, would have been highly appropriate ;
it

is as follows :
" Subtus conditur hujus ecclesice

et urbis conditor Christ. Wren, qui vixit an-
nos ultra nonaginta, nou sibi sed bono publico.
Lector, i monumentum requiris circumspice."
The edifices constructed by this architect were

principally public, including a royal hunting-
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seat at Winchester, and the modern part of the

palace at Hampton-court. Some of the most

remarkable of his buildings, besides St Paul's,

are the Monument on Fish-street-hill, the

'Theatre at Oxford, the library of Trinity col-

lege, Cambridge, the hospitals of Chelsea and

Greenwich, the church of St Stephen, Wai-
brook, those of St Mary-le-Bo\v, St Michael,

Cornhill, and St Bride, Fleet-street, and the

great campanile of Christchurch, Oxford. Of
his character as a man of science we may ac-

cept the testimony of Newton, who in his

Principia joins the names of Wren, Wal-
lis, and Huygens, whom he styles "hujus
aetatis geometrarum facile principes." As an

architect he possessed an inexhaustible ferti-

lity of invention, combined with good natural

taste and profound knowledge of the principles
of his art. His talents were particularly

adapted to ecclesiastical architecture, which
afforded domes and towers to his picturesque

fancy ;
while in his palaces and private houses

he has sometimes sunk into a heavy monotony,
as at Hampton-court and Winchester. The
interior of the church of St Stephen's, Wai-

brook, which has been considered as hischef-

d'ceuvre, exhibits a deviation from common
forms equally ingenious and beautiful. The
Monument is grand and simple ;

and St Paul's

cathedral, notwithstanding the severe criti-

cisms to which it has been subjected, may be

fairly reckoned among the most magnificent

productions of architectural genius which
ha/e ever existed. Upon the whole, it may be

concluded that sir Christopher Wren's archi-

tecture is the perfection of that modern style,
which with forms and modes of construction

essentially Gothic, adopts for the purposes of

decoration the orders and ornaments of classi-

cal antiquity. CHRISTOPHER WREN, son of

the preceding, devoted himself to the study of

antiquities ;
and his collections relative to the

history of his own family were published after

his death, in 1750, by his son, Dr STEPHEN
WREN, under the title of" Parentalia," folio.

Biog. Brit. Aikin's Gen. Biog. Elmes's

Memoirs of Sir C. Wren.
WREN (MATTHEW) an eminent prelate,

born in London in 1585. He studied at Cam-
bridge, and obtained a fellowship at Pem-
broke-hall in that university, and in 1614 the

rectory of Teversham in Cambridgeshire. In

1621 he went, as chaplain, to Spain with

prince Charles
;
and after his return to Eng-

land he was made master of Peterhouse. He
attended Charles I to Scotland in 1633 ;

and
the next year he was raised to the bishopric of

Hereford. Thence he was translated to the

see of Norwich, and in 1638 to that of Ely.

Belonging to the high church party, and being
connected with archbishop Laud, he was im-

peached by the house of Commons, and being
committed a prisoner to the Tower, he re-

mained there eighteen years. On the resto-

ration of Charles II he obtained his liberty,
and was restored to his diocese. His death

took place in 1667. The published works of

bishop Wren consist of Sermons and Letters.

HUsoii, MATTHKW WREN, was one of the

WRI
earliest fellows of the Royal Society, and he
held the office of secretary to the eail of Cla-

rendon, and afterwards to James duke of

York. He was the author of some tracts

against Harrington's Oceana
; and he also

wrote an "
Essay on Revolutions in England.

1"

He died in 1672, aged forty-two. Biog. Brit.

WRIGHT (ABRAHAM) a royalist divine

of the seventeenth century, born in the Eng-
lish metropolis in 1611. He went oft' on a
foundation fellowship from Merchant Tailors'

school to St John's college, Oxford, where he

graduated, and became public orator to the

university. Having taken holy orders, he was

presented to the rectory of Okeham, in the

county of Rutland, but was afterwards de-

prived of his preferment by the parliamenta-
rian party, for his attachment to the monarchy,
and his consequent refusal to take the " so-

lemn league and covenant." From this period
he supported himself by private tuition till

the death of Cromwell and the restoration of

Charles II, by whom he was reinstated in his

living. Besides a volume containing five ser-

mons, he published some notes on the Penta-

teuch, and the book of Psalms;
" Deliciae

Deliciarum ;" poems in Latin verse
; and

" Parnassus Biceps," a miscellaneous collec-

tion, by various hands. He died in 1690,

leaving one son, James, himself known as the

author of a "
History of Rutlandshire;"

" A
History of the English Stage ;" and an abridg-
ment of Dugdale's Monasticon. Chalmers's

Biog. Diet.

WRIGHT (JOSEPH) a celebrated painter,

usually styled Wright of Derby, was born

September 1736, in that town, where his fa-

ther practised as an attorney. In 1751 he was

placed under Hudson, the most celebrated por-
trait painter of the day, although of very mo-
derate talents. After deriving what he could

from his master, he married, and visited Italy,
where ke made great advances in his profes-
sion. In 1755 he returned to England, and
resided first at Bath but afterwards at Derby,
where his attention was directed for some

years to portrait painting. At a mature age
he again visited Italy, and on his return in

1782 was elected an associate of the Royal
Academy. His later pictures were chiefly

landscapes, which are much admired for ele-

gance of outline and judicious management of

light and shade. A large landscape, a view of
" The Head of Ulleswater," stands at the head
of his productions of this class, while in the

historical line,
" The dead Soldier

"
is alone

sufficient to stamp him a fine painter. He was
much urged to reside in London, but family
attachments and love of retirement confined

him to Derby, where he fell a victim to his

unwearied attention to his profession, dying of

a decline, August 29, 1797. His pictures were

always in so much request, that he amassed a

handsome fortune, and they have seldom or

ever been seen in the hands of dealers since

his death. Edwards's Ante.

WRIGHT (PAUL) an English divine and

historical and topographical writer. He ob-

tained the degree of DD. and was vicat of
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Oakley, and rector of Suoreham. He pub-

lished a new and improved edition of Dr Hey-

lin's Help to English HUtory. 177S, 8o ;

"The Complete British Family Bible, 1781 ;

and several single sermons. He was a fellow

of the Society of Antiquaries,
and l.e made

collection for a history of Hertfordshire ;
bat

his death, in 1785, prevented the execution of

this undertaking. Reua. Lempriere.

WRIGHT (WALTER RODWELL) an inge-

nious English poet, the author of a piece en-

titled
" Horse Ionic*," descriptive of tlio isles

and the adjacent coast of Greece. Lord Byron,

in his English Bards and Scotch Reviewers,

warmly eulogizes this production,
which he

styles a very beautiful poem. Mr Wright was

recorder of' Bury St Edmunds, subsequently

consul-general for the Seven Islands, and at

length he became president of the High Court

of Appeal at Mulia, where he died in April,

18*6. Orig.
WRIGHT, MD. (WILLIAM) a member of

tbe Royal College of Physicians at Edinburgh,

and formerly physician to the forces. He was

born in March 1735. After a long residence

iu various parts of the West Indies, and par-

ticularly in Jamaica, he returned to his native

country, and settled at Edinburgh, where he

died in September 1819. Dr Wright greatly

distinguished himself by Lis attention to me-

dical botany, and among his numerous contri-

butions to the Edinburgh Medical Commen-

taries, and other periodical works, may be

noticed " A Description of the Jesuits' Bark

Tree of Jamaica and the Caribbees ;" "A
Description and Account of the Use of the

Cabbage Tree of Jamaica ;"
" An Account of

the medicinal Plants growing in Jamaica;"
and " A botanical and medical Account of the

Quassia Simaruba." He was also the author

of a work on fevers, 2 vols. 8vo. Watt's

Bibl. Brit.

WROUGHTON (RICHARD) a judicious
actor of the school of Garrick, with whom he

WM contemporary, born in 1749. In the ear-

lier part of his theatrical career he appeared
with success in several tirst-rate characters, ol

which his Hotspur gained him the greatest

reputation. At a more advanced period ol

life, his personation of Old Norval, and ol

Darlemont, in the play of " Deaf and Dumb,'
were much admired, especially the latter

which Mr Fox used to pronounce the bes

piece of acting he had seen since the days o

Garrick. lit- was much respected in private
life, and survived to the advanced age o

seventy-three, when he died at his house in

Howland-street, Fitzroy-square, February 7
1842. Ann. Biog.
WURMSER (DAGOBERT SIGISMOXD

count) field-marshal in the Austrian service

was a native of Alsace. After having bee:

for some time in the French army, he entere

into that of the emperor of Germany, where

hia bravery and talents conducted him to th

first rank in his profession. In 1793 he too

the command of the imperial troops to attac

the French in Alsace, and having passed th

Rhine, he marched to assist the Prussians in

W Y A
he siege of Mayence. He afterwards a-
aulted the lines of Weissembourg, and gained

arious advantages over the enemy, but he

;as at length obliged to retreat. In January

79-t he went to Vienna, where he was well

eceived by the emperor. In August 1795 he

esumed the command of the army of the Up-
er Rhine, and in November following he took

lanheim, for which he was raised to the rank

f field-marshal. In 1796 he was employed

gainst the French in Italy, where he was at

ret successful ;
but being opposed by Buona-

arte, be retired to Mantua, and being besieged

n that city, after an obstinate defence and

>e loss of twenty-four thousand men, he was

orccd to capitulate, February 2, 1797. On,

is return to S
r
ienna, he was appointed com-

nandaut-general in Hungary, and he received

pension of fourteen thousand florins, which

e enjoyed but a short time, dying in tbe sum-

ler of the year last mentioned. Diet, des

I. M. du 18roe S.

WULFEN (FRANCIS XAVIEB vou) a Ger-

nan divine, who was professor of natural phi-

osophy and mathematics at Klagenfurt, in

^arniola, to which charge he was appointed in

762. Amid the duties of his profession, and

hose of his academical office, he found time

or the study of the botany and mineralogy of

lie country in which he resided ; and hia nu-

nerous contributions to the publications of

acquin on the rare plants of Carniola and

^annthia, constitute a treasure of the most

aluable and original information. He died

Jarch 17, 1806, aged seventy-eight. He waa

he author of a tract in the German language
>n the mineralogy of Carinthia ; and he is

eported to have left behind him in MS. a

omplete
" Flora Norica," descriptive of the

vegetable productions of a particular part of

'Jarniola
;
an "

Agrostographia," and several

aher works, rich in practical and scientific

observations. Cat. Bibl. Banks. Rees's Cyc.
WYAT (sir THOMAS) a distinguished

ourtier of the age of Henry VIII, son of sir

-lenry Wyat, master of the jewel office, and
born in 1503, at Allington castle, in the county
of Kent, the principal seat of the family. He
commenced an academical education at St

John's college, Cambridge, which he after-

wards completed at Oxford, and on quitting
the university, went on his travels to the con-

tinent. On his return to England he appeared
at court, where the reputation he had already

acquired as a wit and a poet introduced him
to the notice of Henry, who knighted and re-

tained him about his person. In the nice af-

fair respecting the king's divorce from queen
Catherine, sir Thomas narrowly escaped losing
the royal favour by an indiscreet expression of
his opinions on the subject ; but finding how
the business must terminate, he had sufficient

pliability of disposition to veer about in time,
and by a facetious remark on the possibility of
" a man's repenting nis sins without the leave
of the court of Rome," so met the king's hu-
mour, that his influence in that quarter in-

creased rather than suffered any diminution.
He was subsequently employed on several di-
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p.omatic missions to different powers, and if

we are to believe his biographers Winstanley
and Mrs Cooper, died of the plague during one

of them, which he had undertaken to the

court of the emperor Charles V. Wood, how-

ever, gives a different account, both of the

manner and place of his death, which he
affirms to have occurred at Sherborne in Dor-

setshire, and to have been occasioned by a

fever, brought on through over-fatigue, while

journeying to meet the Spanish envoy, then

just landed atFalmouth. All parties agree in

stating that this event took place in 1.541. His

poetical works, which consist principally of

love elegies, odes, &c. and a metrical trans-

lation of the Psalms, were published in con-

junction with those of his contemporary and

personal friend, the gallant earl of Surrey.

They evince more elegance of thought than

imagination, while his mode of expression is

far more artificial and laboured than that of his

noble friend. Leland however scruples not

to rank him with Dante and Petrarch. He
must not be confounded with a sir Thomas

Wyat, who headed an insurrection in the

reign of queen Mary. Wood's Athen. Oxon.

Bibliograph.
WYATT (JAMES) a distinguished English

architect, who was born at Burton in Stafford-

shire, about 1743. After previous instruction

he went to Italy, and studied at Rome the arts

of architecture and painting. On his return

to England he erected the Pantheon in Ox-
ford-street

;
and he succeeded to the office of

surveyor of the board of works, on the death

of sir William Chambers. He was also ad-

mitted into the Royal Academy, and for some

time he sat as president of that institution. He
erected wings in addition to the villa of the

duke of Devonshire at Chiswick ;
and dis-

played his taste to advantage on many occa-

sions. In his buildingB at Kew under the

direction of his late majesty, and at Fonthill

abbey for Mr Beckford, he was in some re-

spects very unfortunate ;
but it ought to be

observed, that the architect in both cases was

not at liberty to act on the uncontrolled dic-

tates of his own taste and judgment. His

death took place September 5, 1813, in con-

sequence of the overturning of a carriage, in

which he was travelling from Bath to London.

Gent. Mas;.
WYCHERLEY (WILLIAM) one of the wits

and dramatists of the reign of Charles II, was

the eldest son of a gentleman of Cleve in Shrop-

shire, where he was born about 1640. After

receiving a school education, he was sent for im-

provement to France, where he embraced the

Catholic religion. He returned to England a

short time before the Restoration, and re-

suming Protestantism, was entered a gentle-

man commoner of Queen's college, Oxford,

which he left without a degree, and took

chambers in the Middle Temple. He paid

however little attention to the law, but be-

came a man of fashion on the town ;
and as

the cultivation of the drama formed at that

time a common part of the character, made

himself known in 1672 as the author of " Love
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in a Wood, or St Jatnea'a Park," a comedy.
This piece brought him into much notice : he
became a favourite of the meretricious duchess
of Cleveland, and was much regarded by Vil-

liers, the witty and profligate duke of Buck-

ingham, who made him captain-lieutenant in

his own company, and one of his equerries or
masters of the horse. He was likewise in

great favour with the king himself, who once

paid him a visit when sick, and recommended
a visit to the continent. He lost the king's
countenance by a clandestine marriage with
the countess of Drogheda, a young, rich, and
beautiful widow, whose jealousy of him was
so great, that his life was altogether embit-
tered by it. At her death she settled her for-

tune upon him, but his title being disputed,
the costs of law and other incumbrances pro-
duced embarrassment which ended in arrest.

He remained in confinement seven years,
until released by James II, who was so pleased
with his comedy of the " Plain Dealer," that

he ordered his debts to be paid, and added a

pension of 200/. per annum. Wycherley's
modesty rendering him unwilling to disclose

the whole that he owed, lie still remained in-

volved until the death of his father, whose
estate descended to him, but with considerable

limitation, which prevented him raising money
on it. He however discovered an expedient,

by marrying at the age of seventy-five a young
gentlewoman with a fortune of 1500/. whom
he recompensed with a good jointure, and died

about fifteen days after the celebration of the

nuptials, January 1, 1715. He is s:iid to

have very gravely enjoined his wife not to

take an old man for her second husband. Be-
sides the plays already mentioned, he wrote
the comedies of the " Gentleman Dancing-
Master," and "

Country Wife," and a vo-

lume of poems printed in 1660. The corres-

pondence between him and Pope, then a youth,
whom he requested to revise and correct his

miserable versification, is printed in the col-

lection of that poet's letters. He is now only
remembered as a dramatist, and that princi-

pally by his " Plain Dealer" and "
Country

Wife," the latter of which is better known by
the title of the "Country Girl," a name given
to a modern adaptation, which gets rid of

much objectionable coarseness. His " Plain

Dealer" may be deemed an English counter-

part of the Misanthrope of Moliere, displaying
more licence with considerable wit, humour,
and comic force of character. " The Posthu-

mous Works of Wycherley, in Prose and

Verse," were published by Theobald in 1728.

BiogBrit. Spence's Anec. Malone's Dryden.

WYDEVILLE, W1DVILLE, orWOOD-
VILLE (ANTHONY) earl of Rivers, a very ac-

complished nobleman of the fifteenth century,
was the son of sir Richard Wydeville, by Ja-

queline of Luxemburg!), duchess dowager of

Bedford. He was born in 1442, and early
exhibited marks of gallantry and capacity,
which were brought into very active exercise

by the marriage of his sister Elizabeth, the

widow of sir John Grey, with king Edward

IV. He shared iu all the vicissitudes which
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subsequently befel that warlike and luxurious

monarch, and on his ultimate triumph was

constituted governor of Calais, and captain
-

general of all the king's forces by sea and

land. On prince Edward being created prince

of Wales, be was also appointed bis governor,

and had a grant of the office of chief- butler of

England. He was even on the point of es-

pousing the Scottish princess, sister to James

III, when the death of Edward suddenly

changed the scene. On that event be raised

a body of troops, with the intention of crown-

ing bis nephew ;
but by the machinations of

the usurper, Richard duke of Gloucester, this

accomplished nobleman was, with lord Ri-

chard Grey and sir Thomas Vanghan, cap-

tured and beheaded without trial at Pontefract,

the same day that lord Hastings was, with

equal lawlessness, decapitated in the Tower of

London. This event took place in 1483, at

which time earl Rivers was in the forty-first

year of his age, and esteemed one of the

most gallant and accomplished noblemen of

his time. Sir Thomas More describes him as

a man equally able to advise or to execute
;

and lord Orford is eloquent in praise of bis

learning, amiable manners, and gallantry.
Lord Rivers was the patron of Caxton, who

printed
" The Dictes and Sayings of the Phi-

losophers," translated by bim from the French,

folio, 1477 ;

" flie Morale P'overbes of

Cbristyne of Pyse ;"
" The Book named

Cordyale, or Memorare Novissima." Ac-

cording to Caxton, he also composed
" Bal-

lades agenst the Seven Dedely Synnes." One
of these ballads is to be found in Percy's Re-

liques of Ancient Englit-h Poetry ;
and of all

the writings of this nobleman an ample ac-

count will be found in Dibdin's Typograpnical
Antiquities. Walpole's Royal and Noble Au-
thor$.

WYKEHAM (WILLIAM of) bishop of

Winchester, and lord high chancellor of Eng-
land, a distinguished and munificent prelate of
the fourteenth century. He derived his desig-
nation from Wykebam ,

a village in Hampshire,
where he was born in 1324, of respectable

parents, but at the same time so poor that but
for the liberality of Nicholas Uvedale, then

governor of Winchester castle, and lord of the
manor of Wykeham, a liberal education would
have been far beyond his reach. On the com-
pletion of his studies, be became private se-

cretary to bis patron, and was by him eventu-

ally recommended to the notice of Edward 111.
The talents, diligence, and integrity which be

displayed in the service of the king, raised
bim gradually to a distinguished place in the

royal favour; and in 1356, Edward, then oc-

cupied in his favourite project of rebuilding
Windsor cautle, appointed him to superintend
the erectiun of the fabric in

quality of sur-

veyor of the works. The structure was com-
pleted under his directions, and reached the
state in which it appeared previous to the re-
cent alterations in our own time ; but although
the new edifice gave great satisfaction to bis

employer, a perhaps excusable piece of vanity
was near ruining the architect for ever in the
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king's favour. On one of the towers he bad

the imprudence to put up an inscription,
" This made Wykebam." So fair an oppor-

tunity of injuring bim in Edward's esteem was

not lost upon bis enemies : they affected to

read the words inversely, and exclaimed

against the presumption which they exhibited.

The ingenuity of Wykebam, however, saved

him on this occasion, when being called to ac-

count in the royal presence, he assured the

king that the utmost he had intended to inti-

mate was that his diligence and exertions in

forwarding the building had raised bim,

through the favour of bis prince, from a low

estate to bis present rank. The storm blew

over, and Wykebam, having taken holy orders,

was presented in the course of the following

year to the living of Pulhain, Norfolk, with a

stall in Licbfield cathedral. Thence lie rose,

gradually but rapidly, to the highest dignities

both in church and state. The deanery of the

collegiate church of St Martin-le-Grand was
added to bis other ecclesiastical preferments
in 1360; but be resigned them all six years

after, on being elevated to the rich see of Win-
chester. The posts of private secretary to the

king, warden of the forests, &c. the appoint-
ments of lord keeper and president of the

council followed in swift succession, till in 1367
he reached the highest point of bis career in

the chancellorship of England. This arduous

and dignified office be discharged with great

ability nearly four years, distinguishing himself

in the interval as well by his orderly manage-
ment of the diocese over which he had been
called to preside, as by bis disinterestedness

in dedicating a large portion of bis temporali-
ties to the improvement of bis cathedral and
the foundation of a grammar-school at Win-

chester, which still exists a worthy monument
of his munificence. In 1371, a party about

the court, strongly opposed to the increasing
wealth and influence of the clergy, and beaded

by the celebrated John of Gaunt, duke of

Lancaster, succeeded in persuading the par-
liament that his power was too great for a sub-

ject, and be was compelled to resign the seals.

The sam persecution continued to follow him,
till two years afterwards the progress of bis

new foundation was for a time suspended in

consequence of the sequestration of his reve-

nues, which his enemies succeeded in effecting,

although all their endeavours failed to procure
his conviction of the high crimes and misde-
meanours laid to his charge. For the re-

mainder of this reign be continued apart from
the court, consoled in some degree for bis dis-

grace by the attachment of the people, and
bis general popularity through the country.
This circumstance, and the reviving influence

of the churchmen, restored bim, on the acces-

sion of Richard, to his dignities and emolu-
ments. In 1386 be completed bis noble foun-

dation of New college, Oxford, which he had
undertaken under the express permission and

encouragement of tneking, secured by a royal
patent, and which occupied six years in the

building. In the chapel belonging to this es-

tablishment his crozier, or highly ornamented
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pastoral staff, is still preserved, supposed to

be the only one in England. Scarcely waa
this college finished, when he commenced

|

erecting another at Winchester, which he also

lived to see finished in about the same space
of time. In 1391 he a second time resigned
the chancellorship, and from that period de-

voted his attention solely to his ecclesiastical

duties, and the superintendance of his two
noble establishments. Of his private life,

but few particulars have reached posterity ;

but his general benevolence and charitable dis-

position may fairly be inferred from the worthy
disposition of his immense property. His
death took place at South Waltham, Septsm-
ber 24, 1401. Life by Lowth. Milner's Hitt.

of Winchester.

WYNANTZ (JOHN) a Dutch landscape

painter of considerable eminence, born at

Haerlem about the commencement of the se-

venteenth century. He was remarkable for

the delicacy of his tints and the boldness of

his designs ;
and is also known as the in-

structor of Philip Wouvermans. Like too

many of the sons of genius, his prudence was
inferior to his talents; yet although his life

was passed in alternations of study and sen-

suality, he survived to an advanced age, and

died m 1670. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

WYNDHAM (HENRY PENRUDDOCKE) an

English gentleman, descended of a good fa-

mily in Wiltshire, which county he at one pe-
riod represented in parliament. He was born

in 1736, and received his education at Wad-
ham college, Oxford, where he graduated, and

passed the remainder of his life in literary

leisure, occasionally attending his duties in

the senate. His writings consist of a " Pic-

ture of the Isle of Wight," 8vo ;

" A Tour

through Monmouthshire and the Principality
of Wales," 4to

;

" Wiltshire, extracted from

Domesday Book," 8vo ; and " The Diary of

George Bubb Doddington, afterwards Lord

Melcombe Regis," 8vo. Mr Wyndham was
a fellow of the Royal and Antiquarian Socie-

ties, and died in 1819, at Salisbury.
WYNDHAM (sir WILLIAM) an eminent

senator and statesman, was born at Orchard -

Wyndham in Somersetshire, in 1687. His

father, of the same name, who died in the in-

fitncy of the subject of this article, had been

created a baronet by Charles II. He was edu-

cated at Eton, whence he was removed to

Christchurch, Oxford. On quitting the uni-

versity he made the tour of the continent, and

on his return was chosen knight of the shire for

the county of"Somerset. He soon became con-

spicuous as one of the most able members of

the house of Commons ;
and on the change of

ministry, which produced the treaty of Utrecht,
was appointed master of the buck hounds,
then secretary at war, and lastly, in 1713,
chancellor of the exchequer. On the breach

between the earl of Oxford and viscount Bo-

lingbroke, he adhered to the interests of the

latter. Upon the death of qr.een Anne he

was displaced, and in the ensuing parliament
took a leading part in opposition, and signa-
lised himself by his advocacy of the treaty ol
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Utrecht, and in defence of the duke of Or-
mond and earls of Oxford and Strafford, when
impeached by the house of Commons. On
the breaking out of the rebellion iu Scotland,
under the earl of Mar. in August 1715, he
waa arrested at his seat in Somersetshire, on

suspicion of being concerned in that event, but
he made his escape from the messenger.
On a proclamation being issued for his

apprehension, be soon after surrendered

himself, and was committed to the Tower, but
was never brought to trial. On his regaining
his liberty he continued his opposition, but on
more broad and less jacobitical grounds than

heretofore, and he remained in strenuous con-
test with ministers until his death, which took

place in 1740. Sir William Wyndham mar-
ried twice, and by his first wife, lady Catherine

Seymour, second daughter of Algernon, duke
of Somerset, was father to sir Charles Wynd-
ham, who, on the death of the duke, became
earl of Egremont, the title having been granted
to that nobleman, with remainder to his grand-
son. The latter nobleman, who succeeded the
first earl of Chatham as secretary of state, died
in 1763. Birch's Lives.

\VYNNE (EDWARD) a learned barrister

and law-writer, was born in 1734. He was
the son of WilliamWynne, esq. serjeant-at-law,
and he followed his father's profession, but
confined himself principally to the composi-
tion of legal works, which unite great elegance
of style to considerable professional knowledge
and acuteness. He died of a cancer, Dec. 26,

1784, in the fiftieth year of his age. His works
are a miscellany containing several law tracts,

1765, 8vo ;

" Eunomus, or Dialogues con-

cerning the Law and Constitution of England,"
4 vols. 8vo, a second edition of which ap-

peared in 1785. Bridgman's Legal Bibliog.WYNNE (JOHN HUDDLESTONE) a miscel-

laneous writer, was born of a respectable fa-

mily in Wales, in 1743. He was brought up
to the business of a printer, which he followed
for some time in London, and then obtained a

commission in the army, which, owing to the

eccentricity of his temper, he was obliged to

quit. He then settled in London as an author

by profession, and experienced all the vicissi-

tudes of that precarious calling. He died in

1788. His principal works are "A general His-

tory of the British Empire in America," 2 vols.

8vo
;

" A general History of Ireland," 2 vols.

8vo; and " Fables of Flowers for the Female
Sex." His uncle, the rev. RICHARD WYNNE,
MA. of All Souls, Oxford, was rector of St AI-

phage, London, and of Ayot St Lawrence, in

Hertfordshire. He published the New Testa-
ment in English, carefully collated with the

Greek,2 vols. 8 vo. He died in 1799. Gent.Mag,
WYNTON, orWINTON (ANDREW) an

ancient Scottish chronicler of the fourteenth

century. He was a canon regular of St An-
drew's, and a prior of the monastery of St

Serf, in Lochleven. His "
Orygynale Crony-

kil of Scotland
" was undertaken at the request

of sir John Wemyss.the ancestor of the exist-

ing noble family of'that name. His Chronicle

was Buffered to remain in MS. until iu 1795 a

2 K
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pecimen of tliat part of it which relates more

immediately to the affairs of Scotland was pub-

lished in two volumes, octavo. The editor

ileems Wynton not inferior to Fordun in his-

toric merit, and regards his Chronicle, which

is written in the Scottish language, as highly

worthy of the ecclesiastical historian and an-

tiquary. He died about 1430. Mackenzie's

Scottish Writert. Ellis's Specimens.

WYRLEY, or WIRLEY (WILLIAM) an

WY R
heraldic writer, descended from an ancient fa-

mily of that name in Staffordshire. He was

appointed rouge-croix pursuivant at arms in

1604, which office he held until his death in

1618. In 159% he published a book, entitled
" The true Use of Armoury, showed by His-

tory, and plainly proved by Example." He
also made collections for a history of Leicester-

shire, of which much use was made by Bur-

ton. Noble's College of Amu.

XAV
XAVIER

(Sr FRANCIS) a celebrated Spa-
nish missionary, born in 1506, in the

castle of Xavier, at the foot of the Pyrenees.
He studied at Paris, and lectured on philoso-

phy at the college of Beauvais, in that city.

Having formed an acquaintance with Ignatius

Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits, he became

one of his earliest and most zealous disciples,

and followed him into Italy, where he attended

the sick in an hospital at Venice. At length,
on the recommendation of Ignatius, he was
sent by John III, king of Poriugal, to the East

Indies, to preach the Gospel. He arrived at

the Portugueze colony of Goa in 1 542 and he

propagated the Christian faith not only in that

city, but also on the coast of Comorin, at Ma-
lacca, in the Molucca islands, and especially
in Japan. He died in an island belonging to

China, in 1552, just as he was about to enter

that vast empire as a Christian missionary.
He was interred at Goa, and numerous miiacles

having been ascribed to him, he received the

honour of canonization in 1622. Five books
of his " Letters" were published a* Paris in

1631, and he was the author of some other
works. Diet. Hiit.

XAVIER (JEROME) a relation of F. Xavier,
and like him a Jesuit and East Indian mis-

sionary. He died at Goa in 1617. His " His-

tory of Jesus Christ ;" and "
History of St

Peter," written in Portugueze, and translated
into Persian by an Oriental writer, were both

published by Ludovicus de Dieu, with Latin
versions, Lugd. Bat. 1639, 4to. Jerome Xa-
vier was also the author of a treatise " De
Missione ad Regnum Magni Mogor," Mo-
gunt. 1601, 12mo. Moreri.

XENOCRATES, a Greek philosopher, the

pupil of Plato, and successor to Speusippus in
the Academia, or Platonic school at Athens. His
master, in comparing his character and dispo-
sition with those of his fellow-disciple Ari-
stotle, used to say that the former required the

spur and the latter the rein. He was remark-
able for the severity of his manners, and hi

incorruptible integrity, the former of which
qualities he displayed in resisting the allure-
ments of the beautiful Phryne, and the latter
in refusing the presents offered him by Philip,
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dng of Macedon, when sent on an embassy
;o the court of that prince. Notwithstanding
is public services, the Athenians ungratefully

suffered him to be sold as a slave, because he
was unable to pay the taxes. But Demetrius

Phalerius, the governor of Athens for Ptolemy
ting of Egypt, paid the debts of the philoso-

pher, and set him at liberty. His death took

place 314 BC. at the age of eighty-two, after

be had been a public teacher twenty-five

years ; and he was succeeded in the Platonic

school by Polemon. Xenocrates was the au-

thor of a tract on death, published by Aldus
in 1497. XENOCRATE*, a Greek physician of

eminence, practised his profession at Rome in

the reign of the emperor Nero. Stanley.

Diog. Laertius. Vossius. Bayle.
XENOPHANES, a heathen philosopher,

founder of the Eleatic school, so termed from

Elea, the birth-place of Parmenides, Zeno,
and Leucippus, who were distinguished mem-
bers of this sect. Xenophanes was born at

Colophon, and became a professor in the

school of Pythagoras. He applied himself

chiefly to the study of nature, and taught that

matter was immutable. He delivered his doc-

trines in verse ; but none of his writings are

extant. According to Dr Priestley he was
born 620 BC. and lived more than one hun-
dred years. There was another XENOPHANES,
of a later period, called Sillographus, from his

having been the composer of "
Silli," a kind

of poetical satires. Diogenes Laertius. Stan-

ley. Stollii Int. in Hist. Lit.

XENOPHON, a celebrated Greek philoso-

pher, commander, and historian, the son of

Gryllus, an Athenian, was born about BC.
450. He engaged the attention of Socrates
while a youth, and was persuaded by that phi-
losopher to become his disciple. He zealously
imbibed the doctrines of his master, whom he

accompanied to the Peloponnesian war, where
he distinguished his valour by fighting for his

country. When the younger Cyrus planned
his expedition to dethrone his brother Arta-

xerxes, by the aid of a body of Greek auxi-
liaries, Xenophon entered as a volunteer,
without any particular command. The object
of that celebrated attempt being defeated by
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the death of Cyrus at the battle of Cunaxa,
the Greek auxiliaries were 'surrounded, and

ordered to lay down their arms. Xenophon
was among the most strenuous opposers of the

required submission, and when, soon after,

Clearchus and the other Greek generals were

treacherously massacred, by his eloquence in

a council of war he roused the troops from the

despair in which this circumstance had thrown

them, and was chosen among the new chiefs

to succeed his friend Proxenus, the leader

who had originally induced him to enter this

service. The famous " .Retreat of the Ten
Thousand" then commenced, the success of

which, in the narrative supposed to have been
drawn up by himself, is chiefly attributed to

his councils. When the greater part of the

Greeks, on their arrival at Byzantium, em-
barked for their respective homes, Xenophon,
witn several of his followers, entered into the

service of Seuthes, king of Thrace. Deeming
himself ill-treated, he soon quitted Seuthes,
and being prevented from returning home by
a sentence of banishment passed against him
for joining the expedition of Cyrus, he ac-

companied Agesilaus, king of Sparta, to

Greece, and fought with him against the

Thebaos at the battle of Chreronea. Under
the protection of the Spartans, by whom he

was greatly esteemed, he ultimately withdrew
to a retreat in Elis, near Olympia, where he

employed himself in his retirement, in com-

posing works on history and philosophy, and
in rural occupations aud amusements, until his

death at a very advanced age, BC. 360. Of
the principal philosophical works of Xeoo-

phon, there are extant the " Memorabilia of

Socrates," and the "
Apology for Socrates,"'

which are deemed much more authentic ac-

counts of the lessons and conduct of tltat sage
than the writings of his fellow-disuiple Plato

and others. As a historian he is known to

modern times by his "
Hellenics, or Grecian

History," in which he appears as a continua-

tor of Thucydides; by his "
Anabasis," or

relation of the memorable expedition under

Cyrus.which however appeared under the name
of Themistogenesof Syracuse, and is quoted as

hi work by Xenophon himself in his Hellenics ;

but on the dubious authority of style, in the

face of some striking contradiction, it has been

almost universally regarded as the v;ork of

the latter. His celebrated "
Cyropsdia, or

Institutions of Cyrus," is now universally re-

garded as a philosophical fiction rather than

history. Among his political works may be

enumerated his account of " The Republic
and Laws of Sparta ;"

" The Republic of

Athens and its Revenues ;" his " Praise of

Agesila'is ;" and his "
Hiero, or Dialogue on

Tyranny." Of the miscellaneous class he left

treatises " On (Economics ;"
" On Hunting ;"

and " On the Office of Master of the Horse.."

The writings of Xenophon exhibit him as a

man of kind and genuine feelings, and very

pious after the manner of his country, with a

great portion of superstitious credulity. His

observations are seldom remarkable for depth
or acuteness, but with the exception afore-

XIM
said, are marked with great good sense
virtuous intention. His style has always
been admired for sweetness, Attic purity, and

singular clearness, and these qualities, and his

exquisite taste, render him one of the most

pleasing of instructors aud engaging of narra-

tors. The works of Xenophon, which are pro-

bably the most popular of all the Greek clas-

sics, have often been reprinted, both collec-

tively and separately. The best editions are

that of Stephens, folio, 1581
;
of Wells, Ox-

ford, 5 vols. 8vo, 1703
;
and of Weiske, at

Leipsic, 5 vols. 8vo, 1802. There was another

XENOPHON, a native of Ephesus, who lived in

the second or third century, and wrote a ro-

mance, entitled "Ephesiaca, or the Loves of

Habrocomas and Antbia," printed in London,
1726, 4to, and at Vienna, in Greek and La-

tin, in 1796, by baron Locella. The style of

this author is his chief recommendation.

Diog. Laei't. Brucker. Le Jeune Anachars.

Mitford's Greece,

XIMENES DE CISNEROS (FRANCIS) a

celebrated Spanish statesman, born in 1437, at

Torrelaguna, in Old Castile. He was de-

scended of an honourable but not wealthy fa-

mily, and he received an academical education
at Alcala and Salamanca. The circumstances
of his parents, combined with his own inclina-

tions, induced him to enter into holy orders,
and he soon obtained benefices of considerable

value, which placed him in the way to farther

preferment. All at once he renoiwiced his

benefices, and after undergoing a severe novi-

ciate, assumed the habit of St Francis in a

convent of Observantine friars. There he be-

came remarkable for the austerity of his man-
ners, and a rigidly superstitious attention to

religious duties. He was made provincial of

his order, and his reputation for sanctity pro-
cured him the office of confessor to Isabella,

queen of Castile, which he is said to have ac-

cepted with great reluctance. He preserved
at court all the stern austerity which had dis-

tinguished him in the cloister. In 1495 the

queen nominated him to the archbishopric of

Toledo, which, next to the papacy, is the rich-

est dignity in the Catholic church. This ho-

nour he resolutely declined, and was at length
induced to accept of it only in consequence of

an authoritative injunction of the supreme
pontiff. Promotion produced no alteration in

is manners : under his pontifical robes he

wore the coarse frock of a Franciscan friar,

which he mended with his own hands. He at

no .time used linen, but was commonly clad in

hair-cloth. In his lodging and diet he was no

less attentive to the severe rules of his order.

Notwithstanding these peculiarities, so incon-

sistent with the manners of the world, he pos-
sessed a thorough knowledge of its affairs ;

and when called upon by Ferdinand and Isa-

bella to take a principal share in the adminis-

tration of the government, he displayed ta-

lents for business which rendered the fame of

his wisdom equal to that of his sanctity. In

1507 the pope bestowed on him a cardinal's

hat ;
and shortly after the king appointed him

prime minister. His conduct in this exalted

2 K2
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so satisfactory to his master, that during his short regency, leave it doubtful

-
--_,

at his death in 1M6 he left Ximenes sole re-

gent of Castile till the arrival of his grandson
and successor (afterwards the emperor Charles

V)in Spain. The national character of the

Spaniards, and the existing state of affairs,

combined to render the duties of the new re-

gent peculiarly arduous ;
but by a rare union

of prudence, firmness, and decision, he pre-

served undiminished the authority with which

he had been entrusted, in spite of the cabals

of the Spanish nobility, and the more danger-
ous intrigues of the courtiers who surrounded

the young king during his residence in the Ne-

therlands, where he continued twenty months

after the death of his grandfather. The nar-

rative of the events which marked the regency
of cardinal Ximenes must be sought in the

pages of history ;
but the ungrateful requital

of iiis services by the prince, whose interest

he had so powerfully promoted, and the me-

lancholy termination of his career, are too in-

teresting to be omitted. Notwithstanding he

was nearly fourscore years of age at the pe-
riod when he held the reins of government,
he abated nothing of the rigour of his mortifi-

cations, or the regularity of his attentions to

religious duties, either public or private. Such

occupations and exercises did not prevent him
from constantly attending the council of state,

reading all papers presented to him, dictating
letters and instructions, and inspecting all bu-

siness, civil, ecclesiastical, or military. The

only amusement in which he indulged himself

by way of relaxation, was to canvas with a few
friars and other theologians some intricate ar-

ticle of scholastic divinity. Wasted by such
a course of life, the infirmities of age daily

grew upon him. When the king landed in

Spain, in September 1517, the cardinal set out
to meet him, but illness obliged him to stop
short on his journey, at a place called Bos Es-

quillos. Anxiously wishing for an interview
with his master, he wrote to him, entreating a

visit, and at the game time warning him against
the danger of retaining the Flemish courtiers

by whom he was accompanied. Those who
thought it their interest to prevent a meeting,
industriously kept Charles at a distance from
Aranda, the place to which the cardinal had

whether his sagacity in council, his prudence
in conduct, or his boldness in execution, de-

serve the highest praise. His reputation has

been permanent, not only for wisdom, but for

sanctity: and "he is," says Dr Robertson,
" the only prime minister mentioned in his-

tory whom his contemporaries reverenced as a

saint, and to whom the people under his go-
vernment ascribed the power of working mi-

racles." Literature was indebted to cardinal

Ximenes for academical foundations at Alcala

and at Talavera, and also on account of the

famous polyglott Bible, printed under his pa-

tronage at Alcala or Complutum, thence termed

the Complutensian Polyglott. Among the

biographical memoirs of this statesman may be

mentioned ihe French works of Marsollier and

Flechier. Moreri. Robertson's Hist, of Charles

the Fifth.

XIMENES (FRANCIS) a Spanish Franciscan,

who was one of the twelve friars who first

preached Christianity to the Mexicans. Being
well skilled in the language of that people, he

collected a great deal of information relative to

the properties and medicinal uses of the plants
and animals of New Spain, ami especially of

Mexico ; whence he composed a treatise, in

four books, published at Mexico in 1615,
which is often quoted with approbation by De
Laet. Plumier consecrated to the memory of

this naturalist a genus of plants called Xime-
nia. Eloy, who calls this writer F. Ximenes
de Carmona, says that he was a native of

Cordova, and studied medicine at Salamanca,
where he afterwards lectured on anatomy. He
returned from his mission to Mexico, and set-

tled as a physician at Seville, where he spent
the remainder of his life. Besides the work
above mentioned, he published a treatise on
the medical virtues of water. Eloy Diet. H.
de la Med. Kees's Cyclop.
XIMENES (RoDERic) a Spanish divine

and historian, who was a native of Navarre,
and became archbishop of Toledo. He went
in 1247 to Lyons, to defend, before pope In-

nocent IX and a general council, the rights
and privileges of his see, against the archbi-

shop of Compostella, who laid claim to the

primacy because his church contained the
re-moved. Through their suggestions, every body of St James, the apostle of the Spa-
tncasure that lie recommended was rejected ; niards, when the dispute was decided in fa-
niui the utmost care was taken to make him
feel, and to point out to the whole nation, that
I'.is power was on the decline : even in things

vour of the archbishop of Toledo. He died

on his passage down the Rhone, as he was

returning to Spain. Ximenes was the author

purely trivial, such a choice was always made ! of a "
History of Spain," in nine books, which

as was deemed most disagreeable to him.
While

suffering under the mortification such
treatment must necessarily inflict, he received
a letter from the king, in which, after a few-
cold and formal expressions of regard, he was

was published in the collection of Spanish His-

torians by the Jesuit Andrew Schott. Moreri.

Nouv. Diet. Hist.

XYLANDER (WILLIAM) was the son of

indigent parents, residing at Augsburgh, where.*-" fc
|^(* Wlll.^, 1CMUUIK <ftl ^a*U|BLrlUKUf ITM*W

utted or rather ordered, to retire to his he was born in 1532. Displaying in early
, that after a life of such continued ap- youth strong indications of precocious talent,

plication he might end Ins days in
tranquillity, llelinger, one of the magistrates of the city,

Id not brook this unmerited
benevolently took him under his protection,

indignity ; and worn out with disease and men- and gave him a liberal education, for which# i . .
** &** "Am iiuciai cuuvaiiuii, lor WHICH

:.on, he expired a few hours after read- ! purpose 1 e placed him first at the university of
ter, Novembers, 1517. The

variety, his native place, and subsequently at those of
leur, and the success of hii scheme.

, Tubingen and Basil. The death of Mycillus,
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Greek professor at Heidelberg, in 1558, made
an opening there for Xylander, whose reputa-
tion as a scholar was now established, and he

was accordingly unanimously invited to fill the

chair, an honourable distinction for which he

was principally indebted to his Latin transla-

tion of Dion Cassius, printed in the preceding

year. In the year following he published a

Latin translation of the book of Marcus Anto-

ninus, btt several errors having crept into it,

he printed a revised edition in 1568, about

which period also appeared similar versions of

Strabo and Plutarch from his pen. Xylauder
was twice secretary to the ecclesiastical coun-

cils which sat to discuss the great question as

to the eucharist, and died in 1576. Though
his erudition is indisputable, yet through either

haste or carelessness, his books are very faulty.
Moreri. Teiisier.

XYP
XYPHILIN (JOHN). The name of two

distinguished ecclesiastics, natives of Trebi-

zond, who flourished in the eleventh century.
The elder, a man -of great erudition and ex-

emplary manners, was patriarch of Constanti-

nople, to which high dignity he was appointed
in 1064. No work of his has readied poste-

rity, with the exception of a single sermon, to

be found in the Bibliotheca Patrum. The

younger was nephew to the first, and is known
as the author of a Greek abridgment of Dion
Cassius, commencing with the thirty-second
book of that writer. Of this work, which is

written in a very rude style, there is an Eng-
lish translation by Manning. The two Xiphi-
lins have not uufrequently been confounded.
Moreri.

YAR
YALDEN,

DD. (THOMAS) an English
divine, of considerable scholastic at-

tainments, and a lively poetical genius. He
was the youngest son of Mr John Yalden, a

gentleman of Sussex, and was born in 1671, at

Exeter. In his nineteenth year he entered

himself a commoner of Magdalen college, Ox-

ford, having previously received the rudiments

of a classical education at the grammar-school
attached to that foundation. Here he com-
menced a strict intimacy with Addison and

Sacheverel, which lasted through life, although
the parties were as strongly as possible op-

posed to each other in politics, in which Yal-

den's opinions assimilated much more to those

of the latter than of the former. In 1700 he

was elected fellow, and soon after succeeded

to the college living of Willoughby, Warwick-

shire, and the lectureship in moral philoso-

phy. In 1706 he was received into the family
of tiie duke of Beaufort, and was presented by
that nobleman, who held him in great esteem,
to the livings of dialton and Clf anville, two

adjoining parishes in Hertfordshire. In 1713
he was appointed to the preachership of

Bridewell hospital, on the resignation of his

friend Dr Atterbury, his connexion with whom
was afterwards productive of considerable in-

convenience to him. On the banishment of

the bishop, Dr Yalden was arrested and exa-

mined before the council, who committed
him to prison in consequence of a libellous

copy of verses being found in his pocket-
book, but no farther evidence being produced
against him, he was at length released. Dr
Yalden's writings consist of " The Conquest
of Namur," a Pindaric ode ;

" The Temple of

Fame," &c. ; and some miscellaneous prose

pieces, among which is,
" The Medicine," a

tale, to be found in The Taller. His death
took place Jrjy 16, 1736. Life by Gibber.

YART (ANTOINE) a French writer, who
was bora at Roueu in Normandy, in 1709.

Y AT
He embraced the ecclesiastical profession, ari i

obtained the living of Saus^ay in the Vexin.
His taste for literature produced an intimate

connexion with Cideville, the friend of Vol-
taire and the abbe Resnel. He distinguished
himself by his attention to English poetry, and
his principal work is entitled " Idee de laPo-
sie Anglaise," 1756, 8 vols. 12mo, in which
lie introduced to the knowledge of his coun-

trymen many English bards with whose works

they were previously unacquainted. Nouv
Diet. Hist.

YATES, or YEATES (RICHARD) a comit

actor of considerable merit, who was long a

member of the metropolitan theatres. In con-

junction witli Shuter, he was accustomed to

open a booth for dramatic exhibitions at Bar-

tholomew fair in Smithfield, and at Lady fair

in the Borough, till an order of the court of

common council, issued June 17, 1762, put a

period to their performances. Yates was a

great favourite with the public in Fondlewife,
in the Old Bachelor, and similar characters.

From defective memory or bad habit he would
not unfrequeutly repeat a sentence twice or

three times, for which he was deservedly cen-

sured by Churchill, in the llosciad. He died

April 21, 1796, aged ninety, leaving a widow.
His first wife, ANNA MARIA YATES, was

highly distinguished as a tragedian. Her
maiden name was Graham, and she is said to

have been a native of Birmingham. She
made her first appearance on the stage at Dub-
lin, about 1752 ;

but her efforts were then so

unsuccessful, that she for a while relinquished
the theatrical profession. Circumstances how-
ever induced her to resume it, and in February
1754 she appeared at Drury Lane, in a tra-

gedy entitled Virginia. She still attracted

little notice, till after her marriage with Mr
Yates, to whose instruction she was indebted

for the development of her talents ;
and at

length she acquired great popularity, and on
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the death of Mrs Cibber, in 1765, she sue-

1

ceeded to her characters, and became for a

while the unrivalled heroine of the stage,
j

Quitting the profession in which she had been

BO prosperous, Mrs Yates, in conjunction with

Mrs Brooke the nOTelist, in 1773, undertook

the management of the Opera, and conducted

that concern till 1782. During this female

regency, the best composers, the greatest .

singers, and the most celebrated dancers,

were brought forward ;
for between 1773 and

j

1782, Sacchini, Truetta, and Anfossi, were

engaged as composers ;
Pacchierotti, An- .

fossi, and the Gabrielli, as singers ;
and ma- ,

demoiselle Heinel, Vestris, and Le Picq, as

dancers. Mrs Yates did not enrich herself
j

by her speculation ;
but she had the address

to escape that ruin which the government of

the Opera has generally entailed on those who
have held it. Her death took place in May
1787, at the age of fifty-nine. Thesp. Diet.

Rees's Cyclop.
YEARSLEY (ANNE) a poetess, novel

writer, and dramatist, born at Bristol about

1756. Her mother was a milk-woman in that

city, and she for some time exercised the same

occupation. She was taught by her mother

and brother to read and write ;
and having

!>ad opportunities of perusing Young's Night

Thoughts, and some of the works of Pope,
Milton, Dryden, and Shakspeare, her talents

^rere called forth, and she produced some

pieces of poetry which excited the attention

of Mrs Hannah More. To the assistance and
advice of that lady she was much indebted for

the improvement of her abilities ;
and under

her patronage she published by subscription a

volume of poems in 1785. The profits of this

work enabled her to relinquish her business

for the more congenial employment of keeping
a circulating library at Bristol Hot Wells.

Her subsequent publications were a second
collection of " Poems on Various Subjects,"
1787 ; a short poem,

" On the Inhumanity of

the Slave Trade," 1788 ;
" Stanzas of Woe,"

addressed to Levi Ames, esq. mayor of Bris-

tol, 1790; "Earl Godwin," an historical tra-

gedy, which was performed at the Bristol and
Bath theatres; and a novel, entitled "The
Royal Captives," 1795, 4 vols. 12mo, founded
on the history of the man with the iron mask,

imprisoned in the Bastile, whom she supposes
to have been a twin brother of Louis XIV.
She experienced great encouragement from the

public in the course of her literary career
;

but an unfortunate quarrel with her patroness
Mrs More, which, like most affairs of the

kind, wag carried on in a manner by no means
creditable to either party, tended somewhat to

injure her popularity. Some years before her
death she retired from trade, and resided with
her family at Melksham in Wiltshire, in a

state of almost absolute seclusion. She died

May 8, 1806, leaving a sou and two daugh-
ters. Another son, who had studied painting
as a profession, and who appeared to be a ta-

lented individual, was cut off by a pulmonary
disease, two or three years previously to the
death of his mother. Evans's Hist, of Bristol,

?ol. ii.

YOU
YELVERTON (sir HENRY) an eminent

English lawyer, a native of Islington, Middle-

sex, born there in 1566. Having graduated
at the university of Oxford, he became a

member of GrayVinn, by which society he

was in due course called to the bar. His

progress in his profession was rapid, aiid h

was appointed in succession to fill the respon-
sible offices of solicitor and attorney-general,
with the honour of knighthood. A temporary

quarrel with the duke, of Buckingham caused

his deprivation and imprisonment ; but on the

removal of the cause the effect also ceased,
and he was subsequently advanced to the

bench. Of judge Yelverton's "
Reports

"

there are two editions ;
the first, written in

the French language, appeared in 1661
;
the

second, in English, was printed in 1734. His

death took place in 1630. Athen. Oxon.

YORK (FREDERICK, duke of) second son

of his majesty George III, was born at Buck-

ingham-house, St James's-park, London, Au-

gust 16, 1763. In the month of February
following he was elected prince-bishop of Os-

uaburgh, in Germany ;
on the 13th of De-

cember, 1767, he was invested with the insig-
nia of the order of the Bath ; and installed as

first and principal companion of that order

June 15, 1772. He was chosen a companion
of the most noble order of the Garter, June

19, 1771 ;
and on the 25th of the next month

installed at Windsor, with his brothers, the

present king and the duke of Cumberland. In

the literary part of his education he was asso-

ciated with his elder brother ; and the direc-

tion of the studies of the two princes was suc-

cessively confided to Dr Markham, afterwards

archbishop of York, assisted by Dr Cyril
Jackson

; and to Dr Hurd, then bishop of

I-icbfield. From his earliest years prince
Frederick was destined for the military profes-

sion, and in November 1780, having been ap-

pointed a brevet-colonel in the British service,

he set off for the continent, and after visiting

Hanover, proceeded to Berlin to study the

tactics of his profession, in the school of that

veteran general the great Frederick. He con-

tinued abroad till 1787, and during his absence

was appointed colonel of the Coldstream

guards, with the rank of lieutenant-general.

Shortly after this promotion, November 27,

1784, he was created duke of York and Al-

bany in Great Britain, and earl of Ulster in

Ireland. In November 1787, he took his seat

in the house of Peers, and in the debates on
the re~gency at the close of the following year
he made his first speech in parliament. Pub-
lic attention was much excited in 1789, in

consequence of a duel between the subject of

this article and colonel Lenox, afterwards duke
of Richmond, who had required from his royal
highness an explanation or retractation of an
observation made by the latter, which he
deemed derogatory to his honour. The duke not

complying with the requisition, but expressing
his willingness to waive the privileges of his

superior rank, and give the satisfaction which

might be expected from any private gentle-
man, a meeting took place on Wimbledon-
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common, and the word being given for both

parties to fire at once, colonel Lenox obeyed,
and his ball grazed the hair of the royal duke,
who fired his pistol in the air, and the affair

terminated without any personal injury to tl

combatants. In September 1791, the duke
of York married the eldest daughter of Fre-

derick William, king of Prussia
;
and as this

union was the result of political arrangements,
it may be sufficient to remark that the duke
treated his consort with uniform respect and
decent attention, though after a few years a

separation took place, arising from circum-
stances which did not involve the slightest de-

gree of impropriety of conduct on the part of

the duchess, whose death occurred in 1820.
On his marriage, the duke of York received

an augmentation of his income, which raised

it in the whole to 35.000/. a-year, exclusive of

the revenue of the bishopric of Osnaburgh.
In 1793 his royal highness was sent to Flan-

ders at the head of a British army, to oppose
the French. After obtaining some previous

advantages over the enemy, he laid siege to

Valenciennes, which surrendered to the troops
under his command July 26, 1793. On the

22nd of August he sat down before Dunkirk,
whence he was speedily obliged by the French
to retire. In the campaign of 1794 he had
at first some success, but Pichegru having
taken the command of the French army, that

of the duke, with his German allies, after ex-

periencing various reverses, retreated into

Westphalia ;
and in April 1795, the remnant

of the British army returned to England. In

February of the same year the duke of York
was appointed to the high office of commander-
in-chief. In 1799 he was again employed in

active service against the French in Holland
;

the expedition which he headed being fitted

out on the presumption that the Dutch were

generally desirous to throw off the yoke of

France, and return to their previous subjection
to the stadtholder. But the idea proved erro-

neous ;
and the ill-planned campaign termi-

nated with a truce, one condition of which
was the liberation of 8000 French and Dutch
seamen, then prisoners of war in England.
This expedition terminated the active services

of the duke of York in the field, in the course
of which he had various opportunities of dis-

playing that courage which he in a high de-

gree possessed ;
but opposed as he was by of-

ficers indebted for their stations to superior
talents alone, the reverses which he expe-
rienced were such as might naturally have
been expected, where rank formed the princi-

pal pretension. In 1809 he became unfavour-

ably distinguished in the opinion of the public,
in consequence of the disclosures which took

place in the course of a parliamentary investi-

gation, originated by colonel Wardle, who in

the house of Commons charged the duke with

having suffered a female favourite, named

Mary Anne Clarke, to influence him in the

disposal of commissions in the army. From
the evidence brought forward, it appeared that

ic a few cases promotion had been extended
to persons recommended by this woman, who
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doubtless derived pecuniary advantage from
such transactions

;
but as nothing occurred to

implicate the duke of York directly in the

corrupt transactions between Mrs Clarke and
the persons to whom she sold her services, he
was acquitted by a majority of eighty-two,
who voted against the proposed general in-

quiry into his official conduct as commander-
in- chief. His royal highness, however,
thought proper to resign his post, in which,
in about two years after, he was rein-

stated by the prince-regent, with little or no

objection on the part of the public, who were

disgusted with the means and evidence em-

ployed to disgrace him, coupled as it was with
the known fact that the army had never been

nearly so free from the corruption complained
of as under himself. This touch of adversity
was not without its salutary consequences, as

it produced in the duke a redoubled attention
to his duties. From that time he not only ex-
ercised the most rigid impartiality in the dis-

tribution of promotion, but the humblest peti-
tion was sure of attention

;
the rights and com-

forts of the soldier were studiously attended
to

;
and without relaxing necessary discipline,

some of its more odious and dispensable rigours
were discountenanced. Upon the whole, both
in a moral and a social, as well as ia a military
sense, the British army owes much to the ex-

ertions and good-will of this prince, whose
rank and influence enabled him 1.0 effect im-

provements, which equally good intentions,
without such advantages, might have failed to

secure. Among the future circumstances of
his public life was his appointment to the post
of custos of the person of his afflicted father
in 1818, to which post was annexed a salary of

10.000Z. per annum, not without much popu-
lar objection, its being deemed very inconsis-

tent with the economy which a long and a
wasteful war had rendered necessary. The
last speech of the duke of York in parliament
was against Catholic emancipation, and might
be said to amount to a declaration, in his ca-

pacity of heir-apparent, that he would never
consent to that disputed measure, should he be
ever called on to reign. Not long after this

event he was attacked with a dropsy in the

chest, which complaint gradually became more

dangerous in its symptoms, and after long and

protracted suffering, ultimately proved fatal, on
the 5th of January, 1827. The duke of York
was a prince of great humanity, good temper,
and benevolence, especially during the last

twenty years of his life
;
and by his ease and

affability, lived to see himself without a

public or private enemy in any quarter. Nei-
ther forming, nor displaying pretensions to

commanding intellect, he gradually rendered
himself an able and an active official man of

business, and pretended to nothing more. Ge-

nerally speaking, he kept aloof from the contest

of party or politics ;
but so far as he was active,

he countenanced the more confirmed tones and

high churchmen, by whom he was doubtles*

prompted into his uncalled-for declaration

against the Hornan Catholic claims. As con-

cerns private life, unhappily for himself, he
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assumed the licence too common to his rank,

but under circumstances which supply more

excuae than can always be produced for similar

aberrationR. A passion for high play, very
fatal to his own repose, and which marked'the

decline of his life with many melancholy cir-

cumstances, cannot receive the same conside-

ration, tending as it did to the injury of

others, and to afflict both the early and the

Uter stages of his existence with great and

merited disquiet. On the whole, however,
Ins failings were too common to his station to

cull for particular animadversion : and the

kiud, and in many respects aft'ectionate tone

of public feeling at his decease, cannot but re-

dound to the general credit of the individual

by whom it was so spontaneously excited.

Ann. Bii'g. A'tw Monthly Mug. Biog. Kouv.

des Conteinp.
YORKE (PHILIP) first earl of Hardwicke

and lord high chancellor, was born December

1, 1690, at Dover in the county of Kent,
where his father practised as an attorney, and

brought his son up to the higher branch of

his own profts-sion. From a respectable se-

minary kept by a Mr Morland at Betlmal-

green, he was xemoved to the Middle Temple,
and being called to the bar, in 1714, soon rose

to great eminence as a counsel. In six years'
time the interest of lord-chancellor Parker

procured him the office of solicitor-general,
in which capacity he displayed great profes-
sional knowledge and eloquence, as well as

unbending integrity, especially in the Atterbury
trials. Four years after he was farther advanced
to the attorney- generalship ;

and on the re-

signation of lord King, in 1733, was made
lord chief-justice of the king's bench, with the

barony of Hardwicke, and a salary increased
from 20001. to 4000/. On the decease of lord

chancellor Talbot, in 1737, lord Hardwicke was
elevated to the woolsack ; and during the long
course of twenty years in which he presided
in the equity courts, acquitted himself with so

much ability, judgment, and integrity, that

only three of his decisions, it is said, were
ever called in question, and even all of these
were on appeal confirmed by the upper house.
In 1754 a patent was issued from the crown,

advancing him to the rank of an earl, two
years after which he resigned the seals, and
retired from public life. Lord Hardwicke died
at his house in Grosvenor-square, March 6,

1764, and was buried at Wimpole in Cam-
bridgeshire. He was the author of a single

paper in the Spectator ; but his only profes-
sional work is an equity treatise, entitled

" The
Legal Judicature in Chancery stated." He
left several children, of whom the eldest suc-
ceeded him in his tides and estates. B'w.
Brit.

YORKE (PHILIP) second earl of Hard-

wicke, son of the foregoing, was bora Dec. 20,

1720, and was placed by his father at Dr New-
come's fchool at Hackney, whence lie removed
tf) Corpus Chrisli(Bpne't) college, Cambridge.
AY bile at the university he distinguished him-
eelf by the publication of his " Athenian let-

ter*," in whkb he was assisted by his brother
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Charles, afterwards lord Morden. This ele-

gant work was originally printed only for dis-

tribution among iiis private friends, but was

published some years after the decease of the

author, in two quarto volumes, 1798. His

other publications
are " The Correspondence

of Sir Dudley Carleton, Ambassador to the

States General ;" and a collection of state

papers, from the commencement of the six-

teenth century to the year 1726. His death

took place in 1790. There was a third of this

name, and of the same family, who was a na-

tive of Erthig, Denbighshire, born 1743. He
graduated at Corpus Christ! college, Cam-

bridge, and afterwards sat in several succes-

sive parliaments for the boroughs of Helstone

and Grantham. Mr Yorke, who is known as

the author of a work entitled " The Royal
Tribes of Wales," died in 1804. British

Peerage. Cent. Mag.
YOUNG (ARTHUR) a learned and amiable

divine, who for many years held a prebendal
stall in Canterbury cathedral, was a native of

the county of Norfolk, and a graduate of Cam-

bridge. He is advantageously known as the

author of " An Historical Dissertation on
Idolatrous Corruptions in Religion," in two

volumes, 1734, dedicated to his friend and

patron bishop VVilcocks. His death took place
in 1759. Ann. Biog.
YOUNG (ARTHUR) son of the preceding,

was born in 1741. He applied himself to the

study of agriculture as a science, after declin-

ing the business of a wine-merchant, for

which he had been designed by his father.

His experiments however did not improve his

circumstances, and he was at length induced
to decline in his own person the practice,
while he continued to advocate the theory of
the science. Mr Young was the author of a
work first projected in 1770, and entitled the
"Farmer's Calendar;" as also of another
which appeared periodically, under the name
of " Annals of Agriculture," to which the late

king is said to have been an occasional contri-

butor. He was afterwards employed by go-
vernment to obtain information on the subject
of his favourite pursuit throughout the coun-

try, and on the appointment of the Board of

Agriculture was nominated to the office of its

secretary. Notwithstanding a total loss of

sight.which afflicted him some years previously
to his decease, he continued to employ his

mind on the advancement of rural economy
up to the time of his death, which took place
in the spring of 1820. Ibid.

YOUNG, DD. (EDWARD) an English di-

vine, was born at Woodhay, Berks, in 1642,
and was elected off on the foundation from
Winchester grammar-school, to a scholarship
at New college, Oxford, of which he became
in due course a fellow. He enjoyed several
valuable pieces of church preferment, among
which may be enumerated the rectory of Up-
ham, Hants, a stall at Salisbury, and even-

tually the deanery of that cathedral. Them
are extant two volumes of sermons by dt&a
Young, who died in 1705. Athen. Oion.
YOUN V DD. (EDWARD) son of the pic-
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Ceding, was born at his father's living of Up-
ham in 1681, though some assign the date of

his birth at two years earlier. He was edu-

cated in the same distinguished seminary as

his father, and like him obtained a New col-

lege fellowship, which he resigned in 1708 for

another at All Souls, in the same university.

Although originally designed for the law,
which induced him to graduate in thai faculty,
the predominant bias of his mind towards a

religious life at length induced him to take

orders. His poems on the " Last Day," and
" The Force of Religion," printed in 1713,

strongly manifest this prevailing feeling, al-

though at one time his thoughts were so far

secularized, that he had aspired to the repre-
sentation of the borough of Cirencester in

parliament. His failure in this undertaking
appears to have confirmed a previous inclina-

tion for the church, which he soon after en-

tered, and obtained the living of VVelwyn,
Herts, with a king's chaplaincy. In 1741 the

death of his wife, to whom he was much at-

tached, appears to have much increased the

melancholy of a mind originally perhaps of a

sombre complexion, and to this event may be
ascribed the production of his principal poem," The Complaint, or Night Thoughts," by
which latter title it is more generally desig-
nated. Besides this poem, Dr Young was the

author of three tragedies,
" Bu?iris ;"

" The
Brothers ;" and " The Revenge." Some sa-

tires also proceeded from his pen, under the

title of " Love of Fame, the universal Pas-

sion," which, with a poem entitled "
Resig-

nation," written in 1759, conclude his poeti-
cal labours. As a prose writer he is chiefly
known by his " Centaur not fabulous," levelled

against the prevailing manners of the time
;

and a treatise entitled "
Conjectures on origi-

nal Composition," written at the age of eighty.
Dr Young, in his retirement at Welwyn,
maintained the situation of a man of easy for

tune and respectable connexions. His latter

years were, however, subject to much discon-

tent
;
he had taken deep offence at the youth-

ful irregularities of his son, and like many
other aged persons he fell under the sway ol

a housekeeper, by whom he was entirely go-
verned. On. his death-bed he declined an

interview with the former, but sent him his for-

giveness, and made him his heir. His deatl

took place in April 1765, in his eighty-fourtl

year. The fame of Dr Young rests altogether
on his poetry, comprising his satires, trage-

dies, and "
Night Thoughts." The former are

built on the supposition of fame, or notoriety

being the universal passion of mankind, a po
sitioii, the philosophical accuracy of which maj
be questioned. They abound more in flashe

of wit and in caricature than in grave ex

posures of vice and folly ;
but they are never

theless lively and epigrammatic. As a dra

matic writer, with much poetic conception an

strong feeling, he is exaggerated and bombas
tic.

" The Revenge," however, keeps th

stage, and its hero, Zanga, stands pre-emineu
for theatric interest among the personages o

modern tragedy.
" The Night Thoughts," o
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hich the fame of Young for

originality it

xclusively founded, although occasional i/tu-
lid and extravagant, the characteristic fault

f the author, exhibit great force of language
nd occasional sublimity of imagination. They
particular command the sympathetic feelings

f the devout, and will also form a study for

il lovers of poetry, who will not be deterred

y the gloom and severity of their sp rit, and
ic awful rigour of their theology.

" The
Slight Thoughts," which are even more popu-
ar in France and Germany than at home,
ave passed through a great number of edi-

ons. An edition of his entire works, in four

olumes, octavo, was published by himself.

Hog* Brit. Life by Herbert Croft, in John-

>n's Lives of the Poets.

YOUNG (MATTHEW) bishop of Clonfent

n Ireland, a prelate of considerable learning
nd research, especially in the sciences of ma-
lematics and natural history. He was a na-
ve of the county of Roscommon, born 1750,
nd educated at the university attached to the

rish capital. In 1775 he obtained a fellow-

hip of his college, to which, eleven years
fter, was added the professorship of philoso-

hy. Marquis Cornwallis, who much es-

eemed him for his talents and learning, at

eugth raised him to the see of Clonfert,
which he continued to fill with great dignity
nd ability till his death in 1800. Bishop
Young was the author of " An Analysis of

he Principles of Natural Philosophy ;"
" The

Method of Prime and Ultimate Ratios ;" and
u "

Essay on Sounds." Button's Math.
Diet.

YOUNG (PATRICK) a distinguished scho-

ar and Orientalist of the seventeenth century,
)orn in 1584, at Smeaton in Scotland. He
eceived his education in the university of St

Andrew's, where he graduated as AM. in

603, and two years after was admitted ad
eundem at Oxford. Having taken holy orders,
le obtained a chaplaincy at New college, but

quitted the university on being appointed to

uperintend the king's library. While thus

engaged he published in 1637, St Clement's

epistle, with a Latin version, and engaged in

editing the Alexandrian manuscript of the

Bible, presented by Cyrillus Lucaris to king
Charles I. The breaking out of the civil wars,
:iowever, prevented his doing more in this mat-
ter than printing a fac-simile of the opening
chapter, with a specimen of his own notes.

His other writings are "
Expositio in Canticum

Qmticorum Gilbert! Folioti Episcopi Londi-
nensis

;
and he is said to have afforded mate-

rial assistance to the learned Selden, in his

disquisition on the Arundel marbles. Being
deprived of his situation as librarian by the

parliament, he took up his abode at Bromfield,

Essex, and died there in 1652. Life by T.

Smith.

YOUNG (sir WILLIAM) an ingenious poli-
tical writer of our own times, born about the

middle of the last century at Charltcn, a small

village near Canterbury, in the county of Kent.

He was the eldest son of a baronet of the same

name, whom he succeeded in the title in 1788.
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From Eton be removed to Clare-hall, Cam-

bridge, and thence again to University college,

Oxford, where the present lord Stowell was

hi* tutor. On quitting the university he made
a tour over great part of the Europeon conti-

nent, an account of which was afterwards

printed, but never published. Some years after

In return to England, he took his seat in the

house of Commons as member for the borough
of St MaWPS, and in 1807 went out to the

West Indies, in quality of governor of the

island of Tobago. His writings consist of
" The History of Athens," in one volume,

quarto, originally printed in octavo, under the

title of " The Spirit of Athens ;"
" The West

India Common-place Book ;"
" The Rights

of Englishmen ;" and a tract on the Poor

Laws. He also edited the "
Contemplatio

I'lnl isojil-K-a
"

of hii maternal grandfather,
Dr Brook Taylor. Sir William did not live to

return to his native country, but died at the

seat of his government in 1815. Cent. Mag.
YRIARTE. See IRIARTE.
YSAU RE, or ISAURE (C LEMENCE) a lady

of Tou'.ouse, celebrated both for her talents

and virtues, who lived in the early part of the

fourteenth century. She instituted the famous
Floral games, which were annually solemnized

at Toulouse in the month of May. For the

support of this literary festival she left a fund
to provide the prizes for the successful compe-
titors for poetical fame, which consisted of a

golden violet, a silver columbine, called at

Toulouse the eglantine, and a silver pansy, to

which is given the appellation of gauchet. On
these occasions it was customary to pronounce
a eulogium on the foundress of the games,
and to crown with flowers her statue in the
hotel de ville. Moreri. Diet. Hist. Art.
Floraui. Nonv. Diet. Hist.

YSDEGERD, YEZDEGERD, or ISDE-
JERD, the third of that name, king of Per-
sia, of the family of the Sassanides

; and not

only the last of his race, but also the last so-

vereign of Persia previous to the Mahometan
conquest. He If* the battle of Cadesia, in
which he oppostd the Moslem invaders, in
the cmlifate of Omar, AD. 636. After his
defeat he became a fugitive and a wanderer in
the provinces of Kernian, Segestan, and Kho-
rassan, for upwards of fifteen years. He was
th

' ' ' '
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necame professor of theology at Die iu Dau-

phiuy, but was deprived of his chair in the

reign of Louis XIV, in consequence of the

suspicion of a secret attachment to the church

of Rome, exhibited in a discourse which he

composed with a view to promote a union

between the Protestants and Catholics. He
retired into Piedmont, where he died. He

en betrayed by one of his own subjects, the
governor of the city of Merou, who invited
Tarkhan, king of the Turks, into Persia

; and
Ysdegerd, after having been conquered by the
invader, was killed on his flight from the field
of battle. Moreri.
YSE (ALEXANDER tie) a French Protestant

divine, who wiw a native of Grenoblo lie

appears to have been the author of a work
entitled

"
Proposition pour la Reunion des

deux Religious en France," 1677, 4to.

Bayle. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

YVES (CHARLES St) an eminent French

oculist, born near Rocroy in 1667. He was
educated under the patronage of mademoiselle
de Guise, who made him one of her pages;
but at the age of eighteen or nineteen his

ideas taking a religious turn he entered into

the abbey of St Lazarus, and having com-

pleted his noviciate, he made his profession
October 9, 1686. While in the monastery he
studied medicine and surgery, that he might
administer assistance to the brethren of his

order. Becoming distinguished for his skill

and knowledge, his reputation gradually ex-
tended even to foreign countries, and in 1711
be left the convent, and settled at Paris. De-
voting his attention to the treatment of dis-
eases of the eyes, he continued the practice of
jis profession with great success till 1732, when
illness obliged him to decline it, and he died
October 3, 1733. St Yve was the author of
" Trait6 des Maladies des Yeux et de leur

Remedes," of which there are numerous edi-
tions and translations

; and "
Reponse de St.

Yves a la Critique de son TraiteV' Paris,
1723, 12mo. He was succeeded in his prac-
tice by his pupil, STEPHEN ST YVES, whose
family name was Leoffry, but who took the
former appellation on his marriage with the
niece of his master. His reputation for ma-
nual dexterity as an oculist was not inferior to
that of the former

;
but he does not appear to

have written on the subject of his profession.
Eloy Diet, ifrsf. de la Med.
YVETEAUX (NICHOLAS VAUQUELIN,

seigneur des) a learned writer, who was a na-
tive of Normandy, and became tutor to
Louis XIII, king of France. After the con-
clusion of his duties at court, he retired to the

faubourg St. Germain, where he led the life of
a literary voluptuary. He wrote a treatise in
verse, entitled " Institution d'un Prince ;"
and "Stanzas,"

"
Sonnets," and other poems,

published in the Delices da la Poesie Fran-
foise, 1620, 8vo. His death took place in
1 649, at the age of ninety. Huet Origines d
Caen. Moreri. Nouv. Diet. Hist.
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ZABARELLA,
the name of two distin-

guished ecclesiastics of the Italian church,

uucle and nephew. The elder, FRANCESCO

ZABARELLA, who is also sometimes styled De
Zabarellis, was born in the year 1339, at Pa-

dua, and was one of the most celebrated pro-
fessors of the canon law of the age in which he

lived. He commenced the study of ecclesias-

tical jurisprudence in the university of Bo-

logna, and afterwards lectured on that science

with great reputation in his native city. In

1406 the Venetians laying siege to Padua,
Zabarella went to Paris with the view of ob-

taining the interference of that court in behalf

of his countrymen ;
but failing to interest the

French government in their favour, he retired

to Florence, where he resumed his former

mode of life, and became professor of the ca-

non law. The bishopric of Padua was soon

after offered to his acceptance, which he de-

clined, but eventually availed himself of a se-

cond proposal made him by pope John XXIII,
and became archbishop of Florence. The
same pontiff in 1411 raised him to the purple,
and two years after joined him with another

member of the conclave, and Emanuel Chryso-
loras, in an embassy to the court of the em-

peror Sigismund. In this capacity he took a

very prominent part in the proceedings at the

council of Constance, where the pretensions
of the three aspirants to the tiara were dis-

cussed, and acquired so great a degree of es-

teem from all the distinguished personages
then present, that after his death, which took

place September 26, 1417, the emperor, in

person, with his whole court, attended his

funeral. Cardinal Zabarella was the author

of a variety of learned and elaborate treatises,

which altogether occupy six folio volumes

They consist principally of ? commentary on

the decretals, acts of councils, orations, &c
BARTOLOMEO ZABAHELLA, born in 1394

also filled the-chair of professor of civil law

at Padua, and succeeded his uncle in the se

of Florence. He was a prelate of great pietj

and erudition, and died in 1442. Coun

JAMES ZABARELLA, a descendant of the sami

family, was a native of Padua, where he flou

rished about the middle of the succeeding

century, and is known as the author of a com

mentary on Aristotle, and a treatise on th

perpetual motion. He died in 1589. Moren
ZACAGNI (LAURENCE ALEXANDER) a

Italian critic and antiquary, who died at Rom
about 1720. At an early age he embrace

the profession of an ecclesiastic, and being a

liberty to pursue his studies without interrup

tioii, he devoted his time to researches int

archaeology and ancient literature. Havin

acquired reputation by some literary produi

tions, he was appointed keeper of tke Vatica

library, an office which afforded him an o;
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irtunity of rescuing from oblivion many cu-
ous remains of former ages, of which he
ublished an account under the title of " Col-
ctanea Monumentorum veterum Ecclesiaa

rsecae et Latin," Romse, 1698. Nouv.Dict.
ist.

ZACCARIA (FRANCESCO ANTONIO) a
arned Jesuit of the last century, a native of

e Venetian states, born in 1714. Having
ceived his education at one of the colleges

elonging to his order, he devoted himself to

literary life, and obtained the situation of li-

rarian at the court of Modena. This he
'terwards exchanged for a similar appoint-
ent at Mantua, which he held till the gene-

al proscription of the disciples of Loyola forced

im to take refuge at Rome. In this capital

passed the remainder of his days, subsist-

_ upon a liberal allowance made him by the

ope, and on the profits of his literary labours.

[is writings consist of an, elaborate treatise,

ntitled" The Library of Ancient and Modern

[istory," 4to, 6 vols ;

" The Literary History
f Italy," 8vo, 14 vols ;

"
Literary Annals of

taly," 3 vols.; "The Lapidary and Nftmis-

latic Institutions," 2 vols. His death took
lace in 1795. Chalmers's Biog. Diet.

ZACCHIAS (PAOLO) a medical writer of
lie seventeenth century, physician to pope In-

ocent X. He was a native of Rome, bora
lere in 1584, aud in addition to his profes-
ional acquirements was considered no mean
roficient in the fine arts. His writings con-
ist of "

Quffistiones Medico-Legales," Lyons,
vols. folio, 1726 ; a treatise on hypochon-
riasis, in 4to ; and " La Vita Quadragesi-

male," 8vo. His death took place at his na-
ive city in 1659. Haller Bibl. Med.
ZACHARIE DE LISIEUX, a French

apuchin, who was the author of several trea-

ises, partly moral and partly satirical, which
rove that the author was familiar with the

works of the Roman writers. His principal
reductions are,

" Ssculi Genius," which has
>eeu often printed ;

"
Gyges Gallus," 1658,

Paris, 4to, of which a German translation,

notes, was published at Ratisbon, 1739,
$vo ;

and " Relation du Pays de Jansenie,"
an ingenious satire on the Jansenists, under
the pseudonym of Louis Fontaines. The

sroper name of father Zacharie was Peter
Firmian. He died in 1661, aged seventy-
nine. Ntmv. Diet. Hist.

ZACUTUS LUSITANUS, a physician,
who was born at Lisbon in 1575. He was of

Jewish extraction, but was educated in the

Christian faith, and studied philosophy and
medicine at Salamanca and Coimbra. After-

wards adopting the latter as a profession, hto

went to the university of Siguenza, where ho
was admitted to the degree of MD. He then

returned to Lisbon, and practised phyic for
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twenty years with much reputation. In 1625,

alarmed at the decree of exile against the

Jews issued by Philip IV, he fled to Amster-

dam, where he embraced the religious faith of

his ancestors. His death occurred Jan. '21,

164s?. He left a great number of works,

which have been several times printed toge-

ther, in two volumes, folio. Among them are

" De Medicorum principum Historia ;

" " Praxis

Historiarum Lib. V ;"
" Introitus Medici ad

Praxim ;"
"
Pharmacopoea Elegantissima ;"

Jixi " Praxis Medica admiranda." He also

was the author of a treatise
" De Cbirur-

gorum principum Historia," and other works

remaining in manuscript. Eloy Diet. H. de la

Mtd.
ZAHN (JOHN) a canon regular of the Pre-

monstratensian order, who was prior of a cell

near Wurtsburgh. His leisure was devoted

to philosophical experiments and the study of

physical science. He published at Nurem-
[

berg, in 1696, a large work, forming a kind of

encyclopaedia of natural knowledge, entitled
j"

Specula Physico-mathematico-historica no- 1

tabilium ac mirabilium sciendorum, in qua
MunJi niirabilis oeconomia, necnon minnce

amplius et magnificus ejusdem abdite recondi-

tus, nunc autem ad lucem protractus Thesau-

rus, in triplici Mundo cculesti, aereo et terres-

tri praeponitur." He was also the author of a

treatise, entitled " Oculus Teledioptricus,"
1702, folio, containing an account of the con-

struction and use of telescopes. His death

took place June '27, 1707. Though Zahn had
the reputation of being a very ingenious as

well as a very learned man, he displayed a de-

gree of weakness or prejudice in rejecting the

astronomical system of Copernicus. Moreri.

ZAMBECCARI (JOSEPH) a learned Flo-

rentine physician, much distinguished about
the middle of the seventeenth century. He
removed from Florence to Pisa towards the

year 1680, and gave lectures on anatomy. His
researches were principally devoted to the

anatomy and physiology of brute animals
; and

from a letter which he addressed to Francis

Redi, it
appears

that he conducted his expe-
riments with a disregard of the bodily suffer-

ings of the unfortunate subjects of them,
which has too often been the reproach of phy-
siological experimentalists. An account of his

investigations has been published by Manget
and by Leclerc ; and he was also the author
of " Breve Trattato de' Bagni di Pisa e di

Lucca," 1712, 4to. He was living in 1726,
but how long he survived that period is uncer-
tain. F.lny Diet. H. de la Med.
ZAMOLXIS, a celebrated person among

the Scythians, is reported to have been the
slave of Pythagoras, and to have accompanied
his master into Egypt, where he was manu-
mitted, and whence he carried his doctrine to
his countrymen, the Getes. Herodotus how-
ever is of opinion that he was aThracian, who
lived before Pythagoras, and inculcated the
doctrine of the immortality of the soul amonu
the Scythians. After his death he was re-

garded by that people as a divinity, with
whom they were to dwell agaki in the invisible
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world. With tbis notion they offered human
victims to him, who were put to death by

being thrown up into the air, and caught on

the points of spears. Herod. Brucker.

ZAMOSKI (JOHN) the son of Stanislaus,

castellan of Chelme, a town in Red Russia,

distinguished in the annals of Poland in the

sixteenth century. He studied at Paris, and
afterwards at Padua, where his literary abili-

ties procured him the rectorship of the univer-

sity. While in that station he wrote a work
entitled

" The Roman Senate," and another

called '' The Perfect Senator." Returning to

Poland he was raised to considerable employ-
ments in the state, and in 1573 he was one of
the ambassadors sent to Paris to offer the Po-
lish crown to the duke of Anjou, afterwards

Henry III of France. When Stephen Bat-
tori came to the throne, he bestowed his niece
in marriage on Zamoski, and made him grand
chancellor of the realm, and soon after gene-
ral of his armies. He distinguished himself
both as a statesman and a warrior, and in the

latter capacity especially, by humbling the

czar of Muscovy, and rescuing from his yoke
the provinces of Polesia, Volesia, and Livonia.

On the deatli of Battori in 1586, many of the
Polish nobles wished to make him king ; but
he declined their overtures, and promoted the

election of Sigismoud, prince of Sweden. He
died in 1605, honoured with the title of the

defender of his country and the protector of

the sciences. He established several colleges,
whither by his munificence he attracted learned

foreigners ;
and he founded a university in the

city which he built, and which bears his name.
Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ZAMP1ERI. See DOMENICHINO.
ZANCHIUS. There were two learned ec-

clesiastics of this name, contemporaries, who
flourished in the sixteenth century. They were
descended of the same family, but differed if.

their religious profession ; BASIL, the elder of

the two, born in 1501 at Bergamo, being to

the last in the communion of the Romish
church, in which he obtained the office of a

regular canon, although suspected of holding

opinions of an heretical tendency. He held

the situation of librarian to the Vatican, but
his heterodoxy becoming more and more in

question, he at length fell under the cognizance
of the Inquisition, who threw him into prison,
where he died in 1560. He is known as the

author of a poetical dictionary, printed in 8vo
in 1612 ;

" Observations on the Scriptures,"
1553 ; and a volume of poems written in the

Latin language, of which there are two edi-

tions
;

that of Rome, 1540, and that of Ber-

gamo, 1747. JEROME ZANCHIUS, born in

1516 at Alzano, became a member of the con-

gregation of canons regular of St Giovanni di

Laterano, when only fifteen years of age, and
while in that society formed a close intimacy
with the celebrated Peter Martyr, also an as-

sociate of their community. The conversation

and example of this distinguished convert to

the reformed church, made a great impression
upon Zanchius, as well as upon many of his

brethren, which was farther increased by th
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lecture* which Peter subsequently delivered at

Lucca. The result, though not immediate,

was decisive, and Zanchius, after having worn

the monastic habit nearly twenty years, at

length threw it off in conjunction with eigh-
teen of his companions, and openly seceded

from the Romish communion. This abjuration

necessarily induced him to quit Italy, and ac-

cordingly, in 1550, he took refuge at Geneva,
where he remained two years, and then, de-

clining an invitation to England, proceeded to

Strasburg. Here he obtained the theological

professorship, and read lectures both in divi-

nity and in the. Aristotelian philosophy, with

great reputation, till 1563, when he removed
to Chiavenna in the Orisons, in the capacity
of pastor to a reformed congregation there.

The divinity chair at Heidelberg becoming
vacant in 1568, he was induced to accept of it,

and settled there under the immediate patron-

age of Frederic III, elector palatine, at whose

instigation he composed his great treatise

against Antinomianism. The death of this

prince in 1578 occasioned his resignation of

the professorship ;
but although he took up his

abode after this event for a short period at

Newstadt, he returned to Heidelberg in 1585,
and there passed the remainder of his days.
He was the author of a great variety of con-

troversial treatises, of which one " On the

Doctrine of Predestination." has been trans-

lated into English. The whole of his polemical
and devotional writings, his commentary on

the epistles, &c. were collected and printed in

nine folio volumes, at Geneva, in 1619. Zan-

chius died at Heidelberg in 1590. Moreri.

Tirabnschi.

ZANNICHELLI(JOHH JEROME) an emi-

nent Italian physician, born at Modena in

1662. After some education at home he went

to Venice to study pharmacy, and in 1684 he

was admitted into the college of apothecaries
in that city. He established a laboratory, and

applied himself with great assiduity to the

preparation of chemical remedies and to phi-

losophical investigations. In 1702 tne duke
of Parma, by letters patent, constituted Zan-

nichelli doctor of medicine, chemistry, and

surgery throughout his dominions. In 1710
he commenced investigations into the nature

of fossils ; and his partiality for natural his-

tory induced him to undertake many journeys,
in the course of which he made a curious col-

lection of shells, petrifactions, &c. In 1711

h published
"

Catalogus Plantarum terres-

trium et marinarum," &c. He subsequently

pursued his researches in Istria, the environs

of Feltri, the march of Trevisano, and in the

territory of Vicenza. The lords of the Cham-
ber of Health, in 1725, appointed him phy-
sician-naturalist to all the states of Venice.

He died January 11, 1729. Among the works
of Zannichelli are "

Promptuarium Reme-
diorum Chymicorum," 1701, 8vo

;

" Litho-

graphia duorum Montium Veroneusium, vulgc
Monte di Boricolo et di Zoppica," 1721 ;

anc
" De Rusco ejusque Praeparatione,'

4 ' 1727
STO. His son, JOHN JAMES ZANNICHELLI

published from his MSS. "
Opuscula Bota-

ZAP
nica posthuma," 1730, 4to

; and "
Istoria

lelle Piante die nascono ne' Lidi intorno a
Venezia," 1731, folio. The younger Zanni-
chelli was also the author of "

L'numeratio
Elerum Naturalium quaj in Musaao Zannichel-
iano asservantur," 1736, 4to

;
and of a letter

on the medical properties of the horse-ches-
nut. Elny Diet. H. de la Med. . Haller.

ZANONI (JAMES) an Italian physician and
naturalist, who was a native of Bologna. He
published a work, entitled " Historia Bota-

nica," 1675, folio
;
and he was also the author

>f -a treatise on rare plants, which being left

n manuscript at his death in 1682, was long
after published by Cajetan Manti. Nouv.
Diet. Hist. Eloy.
ZANOTTI (FRANCISCO MARIA) a mathe-

matician, was born in 1692, at Bologna, where
e was educated in the Jesuits' college, ?nd
fterwarda applied himself for a while to the

study of jurisprudence, with the view of mak-

ng the law his profession. Subsequently,
lowever, he diverted his attention to the ma-
hematics, of which science he became profes-
sor in the university attached to his native

city. In addition to this situation Le also held
hose of secretary and librarian. This latter

appointment he resigned in 1766, on being
elected president of the academy, a dignity for

he possession of which he was indebted to

lis introducing the Newtonian philosophy into

:he university, to the subversion and exclusion
of that of Descartes, which had up to that

seriod been taught there. He published an
listorical account of the Bolognese Institute,
and two catalogues of its library, as well as

some miscellaneous poems in the Latin lan-

guage, which he wrote with much purity and

legance. His death took place in 1777.
JOHN PETER ZANOTTI, a native of Paris, stu-

died painting under Pasinelli, whose life he

wrote, and attained to considerable eminence
in the art. Fabroni.

ZANZALES (JACOBUS) otherwise called

Baradteus, a Syrian priest of the sixth cen-

tury, who revived the doctrines of the Euty-
chians or Monophysites. He was made bishop
of Edessa, and died in 588. The distinguish-

ing tenet of this heresiarch was the assertion

that Jesus Christ had but one nature, whence
the term Monophysite. The followers of Zan-
zales were also called Jacobites, from their lea-

der
;
and under that appellation they still exist

in considerable numbers in Syria. Dupin.
Mosheim.
ZAPl'I (Gi.tMBATiSTA FELICE) a lawyer

and poet, was born of a noble family atlmola
in 1667. He was educated at Bologna, and
settled as an advocate at Rome, when he mar-

ried Faustina, the daughter of the celebrated

Carlo Maratti, whose poetical talents rivalled

those of her husband. Zappi was highly es-

teemed by pope Clement XI, and by all the

learned and accomplished persons in Italy.

His poems, which are in several collections,

are not numerous, but very much admired, and

his best sonnets have elicited considerable ob-

servation and criticism. .
He died in 1719, at

the age of fifty-two. Tirabo$chi.
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ZARLINO (GIUSEPPE) an eminent musi-

cian and composer, born at Giogga, in the

Venetian territories, about the beginning of the

sixteenth century. He studied music under

Willaert, and eventually succeeded Cyprian
Ilore as chapel-master to the cathedral of St

Mark at Venice. Zarlino was one of the first

who wrote scientifically ou music, and is said

to hare discovered the relation between the

major and the minor third. He was the au-

thor of a variety of operas, one of which, the
"
Orfeo," was performed at Paris in 1630, by

especial command of cardinal Mazarin. Four

volumes of his works were printed in folio at

Venice in 1538. Laborde fixes the death of

Zarlino in the year 1569. Burnev's Hut. of
Mns. llees's Cyclop.
ZAZ1US (ULRIC) a learned German law-

yer of the sixteenth century. He was a na-

tive of Constance, where he practised as a

notary, which employment he relinquished
when he was more than thirty years of age,

to commence the study of jurisprudence. He

applied himself to this science with so much

success, that having taken the degree of doc-

tor, he became professor of law at Fribourg,
and he maintained the highest reputation till

his death, which happened in 153.5, at the age
of seventy -four. Zazius was intimately ac-

quainted with Erasmus, and though a Catholic

he highly esteemed the great reformer Martin

Luther, whom he styled the phoenix of theo-

logians. Henry Cornelius Agrippa, in one of

his epistles, ranks Zazius with William Bud
and Andrew Alciat, as the triumvirs of the

republic of letters. Among his principal
works are " Intellectus Legum singulares ;"
" De Origine Juris ;"

" Tractatus de .Tudaao-

rum Infantibus baptizandis ;" and "
Epitome

in Usus Feudales." Teissier Eloges des H. S.

ZEA (DoN FRANCISCO ANTONIO) a native
of Antioquia, in the province of New Granada,
one o( the founders of the republic of Colum-
bia, of which he was vice-president. He was
a man of considerable talent, and took a prin-
cipal part in the formation of the new consti-
tution of his native country, which he had
the satisfaction of presenting himself to con-

gress, and seeing adopted in all its leading
features. In 1820 hp. arrived in England on a

diplomatic mission, and remained here as the

agent of the Columbian government till his

death, which took place at Hath, in the fifty-
fim year of his age, November 28, 1822.
Ann. King.
ZKGKDIN. SeeSzEGEDiN.
ZKILEll, or ZEILLKR (MARTIN) a na-

tive of the province of Styria in Germany, in-

spector of the schools at Ulm, and known as
the author of several geographical works, of
which the principal are his itineraries of Ger-
many and of

Italy, and topographical descrip-
tions of Bavaria, Suabia, Alsatia, and Hun-
gary. His death took place at Ulm in 1661,m the seventy-second year of his age. Fre-
heri Theutrum.

XF.1SIJEIIGER (DAVID) an American
clergyman, of German extraction, distin-

guished as a philological writer. He applied

ZEN
himself to the study of the languages of the

aborigines of America, and composed a gram-
mar of the dialect of the Delaware Indians, of

which a French translation, by M. Pierre

Etienne Duponceau, from the German origi-

nal, was published after the death of the au-

thor in the Transactions of the American Phi-

losophical Society, vol. iii. Philadelphia, 1827.

Revue Encyc. vol. iv.

ZENO, the pjleatic, a Grecian philosopher,
was born at Elea, in Magna Grecia, about

BC. 463. He was a disciple of Parmenides,
and became a celebrated master in the Eleatic

sect. He displayed great subtlety in his logi-

cal argumentations, which were afterwards re-

duced to rule by Aristotle and others. He was
a zealous friend to civil liberty, and is sup-

posed to have lost his life in an attempt to su-

persede the petty tyrant of his native city.

Zeno, according to Aristotle, taught that there

is only one being, which is God ; that in na-

ture there is no vacuum ;
and that motion is

impossible : in maintenance of which last po-
sition he argued with extreme but unprofit-
able acuteness. Seneca even asserts that he

carried his scepticism so far as to deny the ex-

istence of external objects. His writings ap-

pear to have been much esteemed by the an-

cients, but none of them have reached modern
times. Ding. Laert. Bayle.
ZENO, founder of the Stoic sect, was born

at Cittium, a maritime town of Cyprus, about

BC. 366. His father was a merchant, who

occasionally visited Athens, where be pur-
chased many of the writings of tbe Socratic

philosophers for his son, who early displayed a

great propensity for learning. When he be-

came a man, he visited Athens himself, where
he became a disciple of the Cynic philosopher
Crates

;
but wishing to extend the sphere of his

knowledge beyond the narrow limits of a sect,

which prided itself in a contempt for all sci-

ence, he forsook Crates for Stilpo, and various

other masters, finishing his course of study in

the school of Polemon, who detected his pur-

pose of selecting materials for the formation of

a sect of his own. This design he ultimately
carried into execution, in a place called the

painted porch, from its being adorned with the

pictures of Polygnotus and other eminent

painters, and more generally the Stoa, or

porch, whence all his followers acquired the

name of Stoics. Zeno obtained great fame by
the acuteness of his reasonings ;

and his pri-
vate character being also highly respectable,
he was much beloved and esteemed by his nu-
merous disciples, and even by the great. The
Athenians placed so much confidence in his

integrity, that they deposited the keys of their

citadel in his hands, and decreed him a

golden crown and a statue. He is said to

have come rich into Greece, but he lived

with great simplicity and abstemiousness,
and the modesty of his disposition led him to

shun crowds and personal distinctions. He
reached the advanced age of ninety-eight ;

when hurting one of bis fingers in a fall, ho

interpreted the accident into a warning to

depart, and repeating from the tragedy of
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" Here I am, why do you call me"?"

went home and strangled himself, on the prin-

ciple that a man was at liberty to part with
life whenever he deemed it eligible to do so.

The Athenians honoured him with a public
funeral and a tomb, with an inscription record-

ing his services to youth, by his rigid inculca-

tion of virtuous principles and good conduct.

His death is dated in the first year of the 129th

Olympiad, B.C. 264. As the founder of a

new school, he seems rather to have invented

new terms, than new doctrines, and scientifi-

cally agreed in many points with his masters

of the Platonic sect. In morals he followed

the principles of the Cynics, cleared of their

practical indecencies, which induced Juvenal
to observe that the two sects only differed in

the tunic. The philosophy of the Stoics hav-

ing risen into high reputation, has been the

subject of much elaborate discussion among
both the ancients and moderns. It may be

sufficient here to observe, that as regards mo-
tives and sources of action, their doctrine is

more especially opposed to that of Epicurus,
who became celebrated towards the decline

of Zeno's life, and in whom he found a

powerful opponent. The wise man of 7eno
was a character of the purest virtue of which
he could form a conception ;

and although for

the most part unattainable, his idea of excel-

lence certainly formed some of the most ele-

vated and virtuous public and private charac-

ters which the ancient world presents. Strictly

inculcating all the self-denial, without which
virtue is utterly unattainable under any defi-

nition, the alloy of moral pride which in this

sect has been a too usual concomitant, has noi

on the whole prevented an extensive benefi-

cial result. Diog. Laert. Brucker. Enjield,
ZENO (APOSTOLO) an eminent Italian man

of letters, was born at Venice in 1688. He
was the son of a physician in that city, who
was a descendant from a noble family whicl

had long settled in the island of Candia. He
was educated in a seminary of religion at Cas-

telli, but principally cultivated polite literatim

and the study of Italian history and antiqui
ties. In 1696, he instituted at Venice, the

academy
"
Degli Animosi," and was the edi

tor of the " Giornale de' Letterati d' Italia," o

which he published thirty-eight volumes, be

tween the years 1710 and 1719. His firs

musical drama,
"
LMnganni Felice," was per

formed at Venice in 1695 ;
and between tha

time and his quitting Vienna, to which h

was invited by Charles VI in 1718, who mad
him both his poet and historian, he producei

forty-six operas and seventeen oratorios. H
continued eleven years in the imperial ser

vice, at the expiration of which he obtainec

his dismission from the emperor, who allowe

him to retain his salary on condition of fur

dishing annually a sacred drama for music
which he continued to do until the appoint
ment of Metastasio. On his return to Venic
he wrote some biographical memoirs of men
of letters, principally of the learned typogra
phical family of Manuzio. He also made som
valuable additions to the accounts given b
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/"ossius of the Italian historians, by his " Dis-
ertazioni Vossiani." He lived until an ad-
anced age, his death taking place at Venice,
fov. 11, 1750, in his eighty-second year. The
ramatic works of Zeno were published at

Venice in 10 vols. 8vo, 1744. They rank not

ery high as poetical compositions ; but he is

first Italian poet who gave his countrymen
ood rules for tragedy, and freed it from the

ntermixture of low buffoonery with which the

talian serious drama was before infected.

Hs letters, which were published in 1752, in
> vols. 8vo, contain much sound criticism, and

nany notices of the literary history of his time.

Fabroni Vit<R ItaL Tiraboschi,

ZENOBIA, queen of Palmyra, and one of

be most illustrious women who have swayed
he sceptre, claimed her descent from the

Vlacedonian kings of Egypt. She was in-

truded in the sciences by the celebrated Lon-

jjinus, and made such progress, that besides

ler native tongue she spoke the Latin, Greek,
and Syrian languages. She also patronized
earned men, and herself formed an epitome of

"Egyptian history. She was married to Ode-
natus king of Palmyra ;

and accompanied him
>oth in the war and the chase, and the success

of his military expedition against the Persians

s in a great degree attributed to her prudence
and courage. Gallienus, in return for services

which tended to preserve the east to the

Romans after the capture of Valerian by
feapor king of Persia, declared Odenatus em-

peror ;
on whose death, in 267, she assumed

the sovereignty, under the title of queen of the

East. She preserved the provinces which had
been ruled by Odenatus, and was preparing to

make other conquests, when the succession of

Aurelian to the purple led to a remarkable

change of fortune. That martial prince, dis-

sted at the usurpation of the richest pro-
vinces of the East by a female, determined to

make war upon her
;
and having gained two

battles, besieged her in Palmyra, where she

defended herself with great bravery. At

length finding that the city would be obliged
to surrender, she quitted it privately ; but the

emperor, who had notice of her escape, caused
her to be pursued with such diligence, that

she was overtaken just as she got into a bout

to cross the Euphrates. Aurelian spared her

life, but made her serve to grace his triumph.
The Roman soldiers demanded her life, as that

of another Cleopatra ;
but according to Zosi-

mus she purchased it by sacrificing her minis-

ters, to whose advice she attributed her pro-

ceedings, among whom was the illustrious

Longinus. She was allowed to pass the re-

mainder of her life as a Roman matron, and
her daughters were married by Aurelian into

families of distinction. Her only surviving
son retired into Armenia, where the emperor

besto-yed on him a small principality. Crevier.

Gibbon

ZENU8 (JACOBUS) a Venetian nobleman,
who became bishop of Padua in the 15th cen-

tury, and was eminent for his proficiency in

both sacred and profane literature ;
lie was

also distinguished for his eloquence, and for
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li-.s wisdom and experience as a politician.

Trithemius states that lie was tbe author of

several works calculated to procure him post-

humous fame, among which he particularly

notices a treatise " De Gestis Summorum Pon-

tificum Uber unus." He flourished in the

reign of the emperor Frederick III ; and his

death occurred in 1477. Trithem. de Script,

fades.

ZEUNIUS (JonN CHARLES) a learned

German critic and classical scholar, who was

professor ofthe Greek language at the university

of \Vittemberg, in the latter part of the last cen-

tury. He distinguished himself as a philolo-

gical writer, and published valuable editions

of the works of Xenophon, Terence, Macro-

bius, &c.' His death took place in 1788.

Zopf Uitt. Univ.

ZEUXIS, a celebrated painter, who is said

to have begun to practise his art in the fourth

year of the ninety-fifth Olympiad, BC. 397.

lie waa a native of Heraclea, but of which

town bearing that name in Greece or Magna
lirecia, is not ascertained. He is said by

Quintiliau to have been the first who exhibited

a due uuderstandiug of the management of

light and shade ;
but at the same time he was

thought to have given too much of hulk and

niassiveneas to the human figure. He stood

extremely high in his profession, and many
stories are told of the fidelity with which he

copied nature. One of his most famous pic-

tures was a Helen, which he executed for the

Crotonians as an ornament for their temple of

Juno. This figure was celebrated by the poets
Jiiid amateurs of antiquity as the finest speci-
men of art existing ;

and the artist himself,
who was very vain and ostentatious, inscribed

under it the lines of Homer, in which Priam

speaks his admiration of the beauty of Helen.
Hf became very rich, and at length gave his

pictures away, affecting to regard them as

above all attainable price. One of his finest

performances, a Hercules strangling some Ser-

pents in his Cradle, with Alcmena and Am-
phitryon looking on in terror, was on this

principle presented to the Argentines. Of
the circumstances of his private life little is

known, nor is it recorded how long he lived.

Tradition, most likely erroneously, attributes
his death to a very whimsical cause : it is

said, that having painted an old woman, on at-

Untivrly surveying his work he was seized
with so violent a fit of laughter, that he died
on the spot. Plinii Hist. A'ut. Junius de
Pictiira Veterum.

ing yone through the usual course of school
<lu< alion at Gorlitz and Berlin, he removed

in 1703 to the university of Halle, where he
pplied himself closely to biblical literature.
About this time, the king of Denmark being
desirous of sending some qualified missiona-
ries to India, Ziegenbalg was

particularly re-
rommetided to him, and in 1705 he was or-
dam-^d at Copenhagen for that purpose. He
fculcd to India the same year, aud arrived at
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Tranquebai in July 1706, but met with great

opposition on the part of the Danish authori-

ties, who for a short time even confined him
;

nor was he allowed to proceed in a translation

of the New Testament into the Malabar lan-

guage, which he had commenced. Orders,

however, arriving from Copenhagen for the

Danish authorities to protect the missionaries,

and also receiving great pecuniary assistance

from England and Germany, he was enabled

in 1711 to make a voyage to Madras, and
also to visit the territories of the mogul.
In October 1714 he sailed for Europe, and
reached Copenhagen in the following year.
He was received with great respect, and after

completing a dictionary of the Malabar lan-

guage, which was printed at Halle in 1716,
4to, he visited England, where he obtained an
audience of George I and the members of the

royal family, and obtained a passage to India

by the direct countenance of the East India

Company. He accordingly embarked at Deal
in March 1716, and arrived at Madras the fol-

lowing August, whence he proceeded to Tran-

quebar, and resumed his functions. Inspirited

by the encouragement which he had met with
in Europe in 1718, he took an extensive jour-

ney by laud, and was fulfilling the object of his

mission with great zeal and success, when he
was attacked by the cholera morbus, and died

February 23, 1719, in the thirty-sixth year of

his age. He was the author of some accounts
in German of the particulars of his mission ;

of " Grammatica Damulica," Halle, 1716,
4to ;

" Brevis Delineatio Missionis Operis,"
1717

;

"
Explicatio Doctrinae Christianas Da-

mulice," 1719, 8vo
;

" Biblia Damulica,"
1723. In some of these works he was assisted

by his brother missionaries Grundler and
Schultz. Chaufepie.
Z1EGLER. There were three of thisname.

JAMES, the first in point of time, a Bava-

rian, or as some say, a Suabian by birth, was
an eminent divine and a professor of mathe-
matics at Vienna, in the fifteenth century.
He was educated in the Romish church, but

abjured it for the reformed religion before his

death, which took place in 1549. He is known
as the author of "Notes on Passages of the

Bible," fol.
;

" A Description of the Holy
Land," fol. 1536 ;

" On the Construction of

the Solid Sphere," 4to, and a Commentary on
the second book of Pliny. BERNARD ZIEG-

I.KR, a native of Misnia, was born about the

close of the fifteenth century, and became the

intimate friend of Luther and Melancthon.
He filled the divinity chair at Leipsic with
considerable reputation, and was the author
of several tracts, principally on controversial

subjects. His death took place in 1556.

GASPAR ZIEGLER, a German lawyer of much
eminence, was born in 1621 at Leipsic, and
became professor of jurisprudence at \yittem-

berg. He published a commentary on Gro-
tius's work, De Jure Belli et Pads, and
several treatises on the offices of bishops,
priests, deacons, &c. He died in. 169C.
Jl/oreri .

Z1ETEN (JouN JOACHIM von) a Prussian
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officer who served iu the wars of Frederick the

Great, and held a distinguished place among the

military favourites of that prince. He entered

into the array in the reigu of Frederick William

I, and his courage and attention to his duties

gradually raised him to eminence ; though his

promotion was somewhat retarded by the im-

petuosity of his disposition. He was present
in several of the principal engagements which
took place in the seven years' war ; and he

j

signalized himself particularly at the battle of

Prague, and in attacking the heights of Tor-
|

gau. His death took place at an advanced

age, in 1785. Month. Mag. Nouv. Diet.

Hist.

ZIMMERMANN (JOHN GEORGE) an emi-
nent physician and miscellaneous writer, was
born in 1728, at Brug, in the canton of Berne,
of which his father was a senator. After re-

J

ceiving a regular education, he made choice of
I

the medical profession, and repaired to the
'

university of Gottingen, where he studied ]

under Haller, a relation of whom he subse-
'

quently married, and soon after was appointed j

public physician to his native town of Brug. :

In this retired situation he employed his lei-

sure in the publication of pieces both in prose
and verse, and among others the first sketch of
bis popular work " On Solitude." This was
followed by his essay

" On National Pride,"
which passed through several editions, and
was translated into various foreign languages.
In 1763 he composed his work " On the Ex-

perience of Medicine," which he followed up
by several other professional treatises, in conse-

quence of which he received an offer of the va-

cant post of physician to the king of England
for Hanover, which he accepted, and removed
in 1768 to that capital. Notwithstanding his

literary speculation on solitude, he appears to

have been heartily weary of it in his native

town ; nor in any situation did the constitu-

tional irritability of his temper, and tendency
to hypochondriac-ism, allow him much satis-

faction. In 1771 a local complaint induced
him to put himself under the care of a cele-

brated surgeon in Berlin, where he received

many flattering attentions from Frederick the

Great. Having become a widower, he mar-
ried a second time in 1782, and was indebted

to this union for most of the comfort of his re-

maining life. His literary occupation for some

subsequent years was to re-write his favourite

work on solitude, which was ultimately pub-
lished in 4 vols. 8vo. In 1786 he attended

Frederick in his last illness,which afforded little

room for medical skill, but enabled him to

publish an account of his conversations with
that celebrated sovereign. He also undertook
a defence of that prince from the censures of
the count Mirabeau, which writings exposed
him to some severe criticism. His mind was
farther disquieted by the part which he took
in the controversies which arose out of the

discussions that led to the French revolution.

Attached by court habits and birth to the

cause of royalty and aristocracy, he viewed
with extreme jealousy every thing which ex-

hibited the slightest tendency to affect them.
Uioo. DICT. VOL. HI.
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He even proceeded so far as to address a mo.
moir to the emperor Leopold, recommending
the suppression of certain societies of which ha

disapproved, by the hand of power ; and in-

volved himself in a prosecution for libel, for q

charge which he brought against the baron da

Knigge, for an unavowed publication. While
his mind was in a state of agitation from these

causes, the approach of the French towards
Hanover in 1794; almost subverted his reason.
He could think of nothing but the pillage pf

his .house and rum of his fortune, and under
this morbid irritation wasted to a skeleton, and
died absolutely worn out in 1795, at the age of

sixty. Most of his works have been trans-

lated into English, and his " Solitude" was at

one time very popular. Life by Tissot.

ZIMMERMANN (EBERHARB AUGI.-STUS
WILLIAM von) a German naturalist and sta-

tistical writer, born in 1743, at Weltzen, where
his father filled the post of superintendant.
He studied at the university of Gottingen,
and afterwards at that of Leyden ; and having
completed his education, he obtained the pro-

fessorship of natural philosophy in the Caro-
line College at Brunswick. He published a

mathematical treatise on the analysis ofcurves;
and this was followed in 1777 by his "

Spe-
cimen Zoologiae," which was published in

French at Cassel in 1784, 8vo, under the titla

of "
Zoologie Geographique." The subject

of this tract is an investigation of the native

climates of the respective varieties of ani-

mated beings ; and the inquiry was still farther

pursued in Zimmermann's subsequent work on
" The Geographical History of Man and Qua-
drupeds," 3 vols. 8vo. During a visit to Eng-
land in 1787 he published a " Political Survey
of the Present State of Europe ;" and he

subsequently employed his pen in oppos-

ing the principles of the revolutionary
statesmen of Fiance

;
and his services in,

checking the spirit of political innovation

among his countrymen, procured him a patent
of nobility from the emperor Leopold II. He
afterwards published

" A Geographical Sur-

vey of France, and of the American United

States," 2 vols. besides other works. He re-

moved in 1806 from Brunswick to Hamburgh ;

but he some time after returned to Brunswick,
where he resided till his death in 1815.

Biog. A'ouu. des Contemp. Life of Zimmermann

by Bottiger.
ZINCKE (CHRISTIAN FREDERICK; a Ger-

man artist, celebrated for the beauty of hi

paintings in enamel. He was born in 1684 at

Dresden, but passed the greater part of hia

life in England, where he arrived in his twenty-
second year. He was the scholar of Boit, but

is considered to have far exceeded his master

in the excellence of his productions. He wa
much patronized by George II. and his queen,
and was appointed cabinet painter to Frederick

prince of Wales. He died in March 1767.

Walpole's Anecd.

ZINGIS, GENGIS.or JENGHIS KHAN.
founder of the Mogul empire, was the son of

a chief over thirteen hordes of Moguls, in the

vast Tartarean range between China anil the

2L
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Caspian ea. The date of hi* birth is placed
txxit 1161. and the first name he bore was

IVmn^in. His father dying when he was only
thirteen years of age, the greater part of his

subjects "deserted him, and joined another

chief. He took the field against the revellers,

mini after an indecisive battle, experienced a

considerable variety of adventure, iu respect

to which the Orienial writers are very con-

fused. At length, in his fortieth year, having

ZI N
numerous issue, of whom four son* are alone

mentioned in history. Zingis possessed the

civil and military qualities necessary for the

founder of a mighty empire, with a penetrating

and inquiring mind, which, by proper culture,

might have entitled him to a place among
truly great princes. As it is, his memory sur-

vives chiefly as that of one of the extensive

conquerors whose deeds have contributed at

once to devastate and astonisli the world. Hi

attained great *lebrity as a warrior, he re-
j simple laws were long strictly observed by the

dnced the revolted hordes, and treated the people whom he governed, aad even now
leaders with extreme severity. Confederacies they form the code of the Crim Tartars.

were then formed against him by the other
;

D'Heibelot. Univ. Hist. Gibbon.

Tartar chiefs, but he baffled all their attempts,
j

ZINN (Jons GODFREY) a distinguished

until, by the total defeat of the great khan of i physiologist, who was professor of medicine at

the Karaites, he rose to the supremacy of the i Gottingen, where he died April 6, 1758, at the

Mogul tribes, of whom, in the year 1206, he
! age of thirty-two. Notwithstanding he was

was acknowledged sovereign under the title of cut off so early in life, he had attained high

Chiuger, or Zingis, signifying the most great. ! reputation as a man of science
;
and he had

The laws of Zingis had for their object the
j

been admitted into the Academy of Gottingen,

preservation of peace at home and the conduct the Institute of Bologna, and the Royal Aca-

of war abroad. The penalty of death was de-
j

demy of Berlin. He was a pupil of 1 Jailer,

nounced against murder, adultery, perjury, ! whose physiological doctrines he supported ;

and the theft of cattle. The future election
j

and he also published new experiments on the

of the great khan was vested in the princes of insensibility of the pericranium and dura
his family, and the natives were interdicted all mater, and on injuries of the cerebellum and the

servile labours, which were to be performed by j spinal marrow. But he chiefly employed Lim-
lavts and strangers. In religion he was him-

j

self in researches into the structure of the eye,
elf a pure theist, but he allowed all his sub-

j

on which subject he published a valuable work,

jects, Jews, Christians, Mahometans, and
;

entitled "
Descriptio Anatomica Oculi IIu-

idolaters. to pursue their different systems in ' mani, iconibus illustrata, Gotting." 1755, 4to.

peace, without distinction as to privileges. : Zinn was also the author of a "
Catalogue of

Having settled the affairs of his proper Mogul the Plants cultivated in the Botanic Garden

empire, he turned his attention to China, and at Gottingen, together with those Growing in

in two expeditions he completely subdued its the neighbouring Country," 1757, 8vo.
five northern provinces. He next invaded the Eloy Diet. Hist, de la Mod.
dominions of Mahommed sultan of Karizm, |

ZINZENDORFF (NICHOLAS Louis, count)
whose territories extended from the Persian founder or restorer of the sect of the Moravian

5ulf

to the confines of India and Turkestan, brethren, was born at Dresden in the month of
n this expedition he employed an army of May, 1700. He was descended from an an-

700,000 men, which was commanded by his cient and noble family in Austria, and his fa-
four sons. They were opposed by 400,000 of ther, who was one of the principal ministers
the troops of the sultan, and the result was of the elector of Saxony, died a few weeks after
the entire conquest of the dominions of Ma- his birth. His mother marrying a Prussian
hommed, who died a fugitive in a desart island general officer, he was educated under the eye
in the Caspian sea. In the mean time two of of his grandmother, who being of a very pious
his generals had conquered Persian Irak, re- turn of mind, he early acquired the bent byduced Ardebil and Tauris, and defeated the which he was afterwards so much distin-

Georgians. They afterwards returned through guished. He was entrusted to the care of pro-the gates of Derbend, crossed the Volga and fessor Franke at Halle, and it is asserted that
to desart, and thus completed the circuit of even before he left school he endeavoured to

; Caspian sea. After completing bis recent form religious societies, and was accustomed
onquesu, the khan returned to Bochara in to hold assemblies of young people in remote
LB3. J 1224 he crossed the river Sir, and

'

places. In 1716 he removed to Wittemberg,
L u* ^ u

et m
J
he plalng of T nkat,

j

where he prosecuted his studies with great
ich. although seven leagues in length, was

! zeal, and then proceeded on his travels. He
arcelyableto contain the tents of all the ! staid some time at Utrecht to study history,

onages assembled from the most re- jurisprudence, and theology, and then pro-

!L?
Ce8

K- A
followin& year be Deeded to Paris, distinguishing himself in everybrought under his dominion the kingdom of place by his zeal to diffuse his own peculiar

>rtbern China, and then notions. He returned to Germany in 1720,

rf ShLrtl
tLe 'Umme'bU the province and having received the management of hU

fcnensi, when
falling sick, he sent for the

generals of his army, before whom he declared
few fourth son regent, until the arrival of his
brother Octai, whom be named his successor
mad then expired in August 1227, at the agof Bixty-six. By his many wives he left i

property from his guardians, he purchased a

lordship in Lusatia, and espoused a sister of
the prince of Reuss. It was in the year 1722
that he began to conceive the idea of a purer
church discipline, some traces of which were

a
; observable among '.he sect culled the B')he-
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mian and Moravian brethren. A leader of correct. Vn liis writings he set all rufos o.

these, a carpenter, named Christian David, j grammar at defiance, but produced considerable
obtained an introduction to count Zinzendorff, effect by his extempore preaching. In all

who allowed him and a few followers of both respects, indeed, he was eccentric and irre-

eexes to settle on his estate. These poor
'

gular, which gave his enemies ample scope to

people erected on a hill in a wild marshy dis-
'

:

assail him, of which they very freely availed

trict, a wooden habitation, where they re-
j

themselves. He was accused, like many other
ided amidst the ridicule and scorn of the

'

religious leaders who aspire to the formation of

neighbourhood, until the contagious proper- a sect, with a mixture of finesse and artifice ;

ties of this species of enthusiasm gradually
'

but, upon the whole, the purity of his general
increased their numbers. Such was the purposes can scarcely be doubted, and possibly
commencement of the celebrated village of looking to the nature of the superstructure
Hernhutt, which arose more from accident than

i
which he did so much to raise, more judgment

any regular plan on the part of count Zinaen-
j

and less vivacity of action and deportment
dorff. It soon grew into a considerable place,

'

might have failed to produce so striking a re-

by the accession of more converts
;
and the : suit. Grants' s History of the United Brethren.

count, in conjunction with a Lutheran minister
j

Mosheim.
named Rothe. the clergyman of Bertholsdorff,

J

ZISCA (JOHN) whose proper name was
and some others laboured to instruct them,

' Trockznow, was a native of Bohemia, and was
and to give education to their children. At brought up at the court of the emperor Wen-
length he endeavoured to form statutes for their

'

ceslaus. He went into the army very young,
government ;

and from this period the Mora-
;

and lost an eye, whence he was called Zisca,
vian writers date the renewal of the Union of which signifies one-eyed. Almost all the

t!ie Brethren. The whole congregation was Bohemians partaking of the sentiments of the
divided into classes called choirs, and one of reformer John Huss, whose cruel death pro-
their own sex and station in life was appointed,

'

duced great exasperation, Zisca became their

under the inspection of the elders, to the spe- I leader, and soon saw himself at the head of
cial care of each. The ministers, according I 40,000 men, with which he gained several

to the apostolic practice, were chosen by lot,
j

victories over the Catholics. He built town

They have adopted also other primitive prac- in an advantageous situation, which he named
tices, such as the foot- washing, the lura of

'] Tabor, whence the Hussites were called Ta-

charity, and the celebration of the agapae, or
j
borites. He lost his other eye at the siege of

love-feasts. All matrimonial contracts were Rubi, which did not prevent his continuing

subject to the approbation and direction of the the war, and obtaining great victories, which

elders, and their worship is addressed almost induced the emperor Sigismund privately to

exclusively to Jesus Christ. In 1736, on his
|

offer him very advantageous terms, which he
return from a tour in Switzerland, the count

j
accepted, and set out to meet the emperor,

met a rescript, forbidding his return to his
j

but died of the plague on his journey in 1424.
native country, on which he repaired to Berlin, It is said that he ordered a drum to be made
where, under the sanction of the king of Prus-

sia, he was consecrated bishop of the Mora-
vian congregation. He then visited England,
and formed the commencement of the bre-

thren in London, and became acquainted with

John Wesley. He was so anxious to extend

hi sect, that he travelled over almost all Eu-

rope, and twice visited America, in conse-

quence of which numerous settlements of Mo-
ravians were formed, and missionaries sent to

all parts of the world. In 1747 he received

of his stein, at the sound of which he assured

his followers that the Catholics would imme-

diately fly. It is added that the Hussites

obeyed him, and his predictions were verified :

but the whole story is justly deemed an absurd

fiction. Zisca has been ranked among the

reformers ; but he was more a general
than a divine, and makes a better figure in

belligerent history than in that of the church.
Like some who had not the same excuse of the

military character, he seems to have modelled

permission by electoral decree to return to himself rather on the example of the prophets

Saxony, where he obtained leave for the Mo and leaders of the Old Testament than of the

ravians to establish a theological academy ; he I New. His abilities as a captain were however
also succeeded in obtaining a commission of very great, nor was the end he sought unwor-

invetaigation into their principles, which com-
mission declared the Moravian community
true adherents of the confession of Augsburgh.
In 1747 he went to England, and countenanced

by archbishop Potter, general Oglethorp, and

others, obtained an act of parliament for the

protection of his followers throughout the Bri-

tish dominions. This extraordinary character

ultimately died at Hernhutt, after a short ill-

ness of four days, in the month of May 1760,
and his funeral was attended by upwards of

two thousand of his followers. Count Zinzen-

thy of his exploits. Devoid of ambition and

avarice, he seemed to have no other aim than
to put down ecclesiastical tyranny, and to es-

tablish civil and religious liberty upon its

ruins. Gilpins Liies. Mosheim.

ZOEGA (GEORGE) a learned antiquary,
was born at Kiel in Holstein, in 1751. He
resided at Rome for several years as consul of

Denmark, and was much countenanced by
Pius VI, at whose desire he wrote a work en-

titled
" De Origine et Usu Obeliscorum." He

was reduced to great poverty by the French

dorff was of quick and apprehensive faculties, |
invasion of Italy, but met with relief from tbfl

b it ns in the case of most persons of very lively j king of Denmark. Besides the work already

imagination, he was by no means retentive or
; nieunoued, he wa author of a "

Dissertating
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cm Lycurgus and the Menades," and formed a world for the cloister, he bad filled some dis-

catalogue of the imperial medal, found at tinguished offices about the imperial court, but
catalogue of the impena
Alexandria. Lift by Berneaud.

ZOFFANY(JonN) an eminent painter,
who

acquired the principles of his art in Germany,
but came to England in the early part of the

late reign. Obtaining the notice of George III

and his consort, they sat to him for a large

picture, in which the whole family appeared
aiisembled. He was soon after admitted a

member of the Royal Academy, and subse-

quently visited India, where he became a fa-

vourite with the nabob of Oude, and amassed

a handsome fortune, with which he returned

to England, and settled at Kew, where he died

in 1810. Gent. Mag.
ZOILUS. The name of a Thracian rheto-

rician, whose hyper- criticisms on the works of

Homer have given him a veiy unenviable kind

of distinction with posterity. He was a native

of the town of Amphipolis, said to have been

born about two hundred and seventy years
before the Christian era, and studied under

Polycrates, himself an abusive and illiberal

critic. The appellation by which Zoilus de-

lighted to be known was Homero-mastyx,

becoming at length disgusted with its intrigues,

gave himself up to a religious life, employing
his leisure hours in the compilation of a
"
History of the World, from the Earliest Pe-

riods to the Year 1118." In this work, of

which an edition appeared at Paris in two

folio volumes, 1687, he follows principally the

narrative of Dion Cassius, and all the earlier

part of the book is a tissue of fable
;

but as he

approaches his own times he becomes more
entitled to attention, as all his mistakes arise

evidently more from ignorance than design.
There is also extant a commentary on the

apostolic canons by him. His death took

place about the year 1120. Fabricii Bibl.

Grtre.

ZONCA (VICTOR) an eminent Italian ar-

chitect and mathematician, who flourished in

the seventeenth century. He is chiefly known
as the author of a work, entitled " Novo The-
atro di Machini e Edificii." Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ZOPF (JOHN HENRY) a German divine and
bistorian of the last century. He was a native

of Gera, and became rector of the gymnasium

although his censures were by no means con- ! of Essen. In 1729 he published a sketch of

fined to the writings of the great father of epic

poetry, but extended indiscriminately and im-

partially to those of Demosthenes, Aristotle,

Plato and all others whose works came un-

der his lash. His very name has now become
a proverb as applied to all illiberal and captious

pretenders to criticism. The period of his

death, which was a violent one, is unknown;
indeed the precise era in which he lived is not

absolutely determined, Vitruvius making him

contemporary with Ptolemy Philadelphus,
while yElian refers him to the ninety-fifth

Olympiad. Life 6i/ Parnell.

ZOLLIKOFER (GEORGE JOACHIM) an
eminent Swiss divine, born in 1730, at St Gall.
He received the rudiments of his education at

and completed it afterwards at

Having devoted himself to the mi-
Bremen,
Utrecht.

nistry, he settled as pastor to a congregation
at Murten, where, as well as at his subsequent
cures in the Orisons and at Isenburg, he dis-

tinguished himself by his great purity of cha-

racter, eloquence and abilities. Eight volumes
of his discourses, which are highly esteemed
in his native country, have been printed ; two
of which have within these few years been

elegantly translated into English by the late
rev. W. Tooke, as also a small volume of his
" Devotional Exercises." Zollikofer passed
the latter part of his life at Leipsic, and died
there in 1788. Memoirs prefixed to Translation

of Sermom.
ZOLLNER (Jons FREDERICK; an eminent

German theologian and philosopher, who was
minister of a Lutheran church at Berlin. Be-
lles works on divinity, he was the author of

Travels in Silesia.

Hist. Univ.

He died in 1804.

ZONARAS (JOHN) a monk of St Basil, by
birth a Greek, who lived during the latter part
of the t- It v.-nth and the commencement of the

following a-ntiiry. Hrf-re he renounced the

eerselle. politique, ecclesinscique, et

, depuis la Creation du Monde jusqu'a

universal history, under the title of " Gruud-

legung der Universal Historic." This work

passed through many editions, with alterations

and improvements, previous to the death of

the author, which took place in 1774. The
nineteenth edition, much enlarged, was pub-
lished by M. Fabri, in 1782 ; and from a sub-

sequent edition by professor Krause, of Halle,
was made a French version, which appeared in

1810, under the following title,
" Precis d'His-

toire universelle

litteraire

la Paix de Schoenbrunn, trad, de 1'Allemand

d'apres la 20me edit, de J. H. Zopf," Paris,
5 vols, 12mo. Orig.
ZOROASTER, a celebrated Eastern phi-

losopher or divine. His history is involved in

great obscurity, and it is uncertain whether his

name belongs to one or to many persons. Some
writers have maintained that there was but one

Zoroaster, who was a Persian ; while others, in

order to reconcile opposing accounts, make
also a more ancient Zoroaster, who was a

Chaldean. The favourers of the latteropinion
make the Chaldean Zoroaster the father of the

Chaldean astrology and magic ; but all the

writings attributed to this probable nonentity
are undoubtedly spurious. The other Zoro-

aster, the Zerdusht of the Persians, appears
to have lived at a much later period than that

assigned to the former, and is considered as

the reformer of the more ancient religion of
the magi. This system of religion is con-

tained in a work called the Zeudavesta, of

which there is a compendium called the Sad-

der, both being esteemed of sacred authority.
Of these the fundamental article is the cele-

brated doctrine of the two principles, being
an attempt on the part of Eastern philosophy
to reconcile the existence of moral and physi-
cal evil with the attributes of a wise and be-

nevolent creator of the world. The primary
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or original being, according to Zoroaster, is

"Time without bounds," amere metaphysical
abstraction, which is made to produce the ac-

tive principles of good and evil, Ormuzd and

Ahriman
;

the former of whom, at the final

consummation, will triumph over its opponent,
and the latter and his followers will sink into

native darkness. These tenets were shadowed
in the obscurity of Oriental mysticism and al-

legory, so as to be comprehended only by the

studious; but the simplicity of the rites en-

joined by Zoroaster was obvious to common ob-

servation. According to Herodotus the an-

cient Persians rejected the use of temples, al-

tars, and statues, and offered sacrifices on the

summits of the mountains. They were charged
with worshipping the elements, and the sun
and moon, which arose from their particular
reverence for fire, light, and the sun, which
last they termed Mithra. On their own part

they asserted that they only regarded them as

symbols of the divine power and nature. A
great number of trifling ceremonies are en-

joined by the Sadder, but like all religious sys-
tems it contains some pure moral precepts, aud

requires good deeds as well as ritual obser-

vances. The magi, or sacerdotal order, in this

system were numerous, and formed a regular

hierarchy, and the payment of tithes for their

maintenance was made a sacred duty. The

language of the Zendavesta has frpm a remote

age been obsolete, which indicates its great

antiquity. Many other works have been at-

tributed to Zoroaster, but they are all lost ex-

cept the fragments of a production entitled his
"
Oracles," which are still extant. Of these a

collection has several times been published, but

they abound so much in the language of the

later Platonists, that Brucker attributes them
to some writer of that sect, about the begin-

ning of the second century. Univ. Hist.

Brucker* Gibbon.

ZOSIMUS, sumamed the Panopolitan, be-

cause he was a native of the city of Panopolis
in Egypt. Delrio and Naude, who state that

he was the most ancient Greek writer on che-

mistry, place him under Diocletian, towards

the close of the third century. The titles of

his works are a " Treatise on the Composition
of Waters ;"

" The Divine Book of Zosimus

on Virtue and Interpretation ;" a " Treatise

on the Sacred and Divine Art;" and a " Trea

tise on Instruments and Furnaces." Accord-

ing to Boerhaave the writings of Zosimus exist

in manuscript in the library of the king of

France. Eloy Diet. H. de la Med.

ZOSIMUS, a Pagan historian, who held the

post of advocate to the treasury at the court

of Constantinople. He compiled a history of

the Roman emperors, from Augustus down-

wards, of which work the first six books are

yet extant. The first, from Augustus to Dio-

clesian, is a mere abridgment of former au-

thors, the remainder are written more diffusely,

and aie replete with invective against Con-

Manfcne, Theodosius I, and the other Chris-

tian emperors. There are several editions of

this book ; the earliest is that of Frankfort,

with a Latin rprsion liv Lr unclaviun, 1590;

zou
nnother printed at Oxford in octavo,
that by Cellarius in 1696; and the last aar
best published at Leijisic in 1784, in octavcv
Fabricii fiibl. Grate.

ZOUCH (RICHARD) an eminent civilian,
descended from an ancient and noble family ot

that name, was born at Anstey in Wiltshire,
about 1590. He was educated on the foun-
dation at Winchester, whence in 1607 he was
elected to New college, Oxford, and chosen
fellow in 1609. Having studied civil law, he
was in 1613 admitted at Doctors'-commons,
and became an eminent advocate. In 16il'() he
was appointed regius professor of law at Ox-
ford, aud ultimately judge of the high court of

admiralty under Charles I. In 1653 he was

appointed by Cromwell one of the delegates
in the famous cause of don Pantaleon Sa, bro-

ther to the Portuguese ambassador, who was
executed for killing a gentleman in the New
Exchange, Westminster. On the Restoration
he was reinstated in his post of judge of the

admiralty, but he died the same year, March
1, 1660. He was author of several esteemed

professional treatises, the principal of which
are " Elementa Jurisprudentis," Oxon. 1629,
8vo ; "Deseriptio Juris et Judirii Feudalis,"
Oxon. 1634 1636, 8vo ;

"
Deseriptio Juris

et Judicii Temporalis," Oxon. 1636, 4to ;"
Descriptio Juris et Judicii Ecclesiastici,"

1636, 4to ;

"
Descriptionea Juris et Judicii

Sacri ; Juris et Judicii Militaris ; et Juris et

Judicii Maritimi," Oxon. 1640, 4to ;

" Solutio

Questionis de Legati Delinquentis, Judici Com-
petente," 1657, 8vo ;

"
Decriptio Juris et Ju-

dicii Fecialis," Oxon. 1650, 4to;
" Eruditionis

Ingenuae Specimini scilicet Artium Logicae,"
&c. Oxon. 1657 ;

"
Questioninum Juris Civilig

Centuria," Oxon. 1660;
" The Jurisdiction

of the Admiralty maintained against Sir Ed-
ward Coke's Articuli Admiralitatis," London,
1663, 8vo. He also wrote a poetical work in

his youth, entitled " The Dove, or certain

Passages of Cosmography." Bwg. Brit.

Cooke's Cat. of Civilians.

ZOUCH, DD. (THOMAS) a learned divine,
was born in 1737, at Sandal, near Wakefield,
in Yorkshire. In 1757 he was removed from
the school of the latter place, to Trinity col-

lege, Cambridge. In 1763 he, was chosen fel-

low of his college, which in 1770 presented
him to the rectory of Wycliffe, in the North

Riding of Yorkshire. In this retirement he
continued until 1793, diligently performing his

duty as a parish priest, and augmenting hia

knowledge of natural history, especially bo-

tany. He was then appointed chaplain to the
master of the rolls, and rector of Scrayingham.
By the death of his elder brother, the rev.

Henry Zouch, in 1795, he succeeded to an
estate at Sandal, where he resided until his

death. In 1805 Mr Pitt presented him with
the second prebend in the church of Durham,
and in the same year he took the degree of

DD. He was offered the bishopric of Car
lisle in 1808, but declined it on account of ad-

vanced age. He died in 1806. His wor
are " The Crucifixion, a Seaton Prize Poem

;

" An Inquiry into the
| r^phetic Character of
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tlie Romans, M described in Daniel ;" The educated at Basil, where he devoted hi. at.

good Schoolmaster, as eiemplified in the Cha-

racter of the Rev. John Clark ;"
" Memoirs

of Sir Philip Sidney," 4to ;

" Memoir of John

tention to the study of medicine, and prac-

tised there with great reputation as a physi-

cian, after having lectured on that science at

Sudburv, Dean of Durham ;" an eduion of several of the French and Italian universities.

Isaak Walton's Love and Truth ; another of
,
His death took place in 1588. He was the

the lives of Donne, Wotion, Hooker, and author of an elaborate and voluminous trea-

death. Gent. Mag.
Zl CCARELLI (FRANCIS)

the Royal Academy of London, and an able

artist, was born at Florence in 1710. In early

life he studied as a historical painter, but after-

wards confined himself to landscape, in

which he obtained great mastery. He came
to England about 1752, whfn he met with

much encouragement, and several of his pic-

tures were engraved by Vivares. He returned

to Florence with a handsome independence,
but having placed it on bad security, he was
once more constrained to have recourse to his

pencil. He died at Florence in 1788. Some

it at Lyons in 1656, in eight volumes, folio.

a member of! The second, son of James, and grandson of

the preceding, united the character of a phy-
sician to that of an ecclesiastic, and became

pastor of a congregation at Basil, where he

established a high reputation in both capaci-
ties, especially during the great plague which
devastated that city in 1629. He died in

1651, leaving behind him only a few tracts on
devotional subjects. The third was grandson
to the last-mentioned Theodore, son of John

Zuinger, Creek professor at Basil, and inhe-

rited the talents and industry of the family.
He obtained the professor's chair in physic

of the pictures and etchings of this artist are t
and eloquence in his native university, Basil,

yery highly esteemed. Edwards's .Anecdotes of and is known as the author of a " Theatre of

Botany," written in the German language,
in folio;

" Fasciculus Dissertationum," 4to;
"
Triga Dissertationum," 4to ;

some medical

tracts, and a Latin and German Dictionary.
His death took place in 1724. Moreri. Fre-
heri Theatrum.

ZUINGLIUS (Ut-Ricus) celebrated as the

Swiss reformer, waa born January 1, 1484, at

Wildhausen, a village of Tockhausen, which
is a member of the Helvetic confederacy. His
father was a peasant in easy circumstances,
who attained the dignity of first magistrate of

the district. His early indications of a studious

disposition induced his parents to bring him

up to the church, for which purpose he was
sent to the universities of Vienna and Basil,
in which last he became a teacher of the clas-

sics when only in his eighteenth year. He
studied theology under Wittenjbach, and hav-

ing graduated MA. was chosen minister of

Claris, the chief town of the canton of that

name. In order to fit himself for his profes-

sion, he engaged in an extensive course of bib-

lical reading, and especially in a critical peru-
sal of the New Testament. To this he joined
the study of the fathers and of the authors of

the middle ages, including those who had been
censured by the church of Rome. The effect of

this research was gradually to imbue him with
the principles of the Reformation, which he
exhibited openly in his subsequent office of

preacher at the celebrated abbey of Einsiedlen,
in the canton of Schweitz. Here, both in the

pulpit and as a confessor, he aided the propa-
gation cf rational notions of religion, and even
ventured to assail the legendary sanctity of the

abbey in which he presided. In 1518 he was
invited to fill the vacant post of preacher in

the cathedral of Zurich, where he soon ac-

quired the influence consequent upon his nb.'e

upright, and vigorous character. About 'hi

time he published his first work, entitled "Cl-
servations on Lent," in which he aJv;ic.:<!<|

ZUCCHERO, the name of two eminent
Italian artists, brothers, and natives of the

duchy of Urbino. TADDJSO, the elder, born

in 1529, was placed by bis father, himself a

painter, with Pietro Calabro, at Rome, before

he had reached his fifteenth year, under whom
he attained to great proficiency in the art

;
and

although his colouring is faulty, excelled in

elegance of design. His fame might in all

probability have risen higher had he lived to

complete many excellent pictures which his

untimely death in 1566 left incomplete. His

younger brother, FREDERICO, born in 1543,
studied under him till his decease, and after-

wards finished several of the paintings above
mentioned. A quarrel with some of the dis-

tinguished persons about the papal court, in-

duced him to revenge his injuries real or sup-
posed, by caricaturing his enemies, whom, in
a picture entitled "

Slander," he represented
wearing asses' ears. This ebullition of his

spleen (of which there is an engraving by Cor-
nelius Cort) lost him th* patronage of pope
Gregory XIII, in whose favour he had pre-
viously ranked high, and he found it advisable
to quit Rome. Retiring therefore into France,
he entered the service of the cardinal of Lor-
raine, and afterwards went to Madrid, where
Philip II gave him employment for a while.
His next removal was to England, where he
soon grew into great repute, and painted the

portrait of queen Elizabeth. His friends at

length succeeded in restoring him to favour at
Rome ; and receiving permission to return, he
established an academy of painting in that

city, for which he built a handsome edifice,
and continued to superintend it til! his death
in 1609, or as others say 1616. D'Argenville
Vies At Peint.

ZUINGER (THEODORE). There were
nrse

^of
this name; the elder, a native

nf Bic'"*8tzel, in the Turgau.boru 15S4, was
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tome very free opinions on the obligation of

fa*ting and keeping particular days ;
which

production induced the bishop of Constance to

address a charge to his clergy, and letters to

the council and chapter of Zurich, urging
them not to permit the ordinances of the church

to be infringed. This was followed up in 1523

by an examination and colloquy, in which he

was called upon to give an account of his doc-

trines before the deputies of the bishop, and
the civil and ecclesiastical authorities of the

district, in the town-hall of Zurich. The in-

quiry terminated in favour of Zuinglius, and
with something like an open assent to the doc-

trines of the Reformers. He however pro-
ceeded with great calmness and moderation,
but in some disputes relating to the worship of

images and the celibacy of the clergy, he

openly maintained the principles of the Re-
formation. Such was the progress he and his

coadjutors made, that in 1524 the council of

Zurich undertook the reform of public worship

according to his ideas, one of the first results

of which was the clearing of the churches from

pictures and images. This was followed by
the abolition of the mass, a suppression of

the mendicant orders in the city, and the or-

ganization of a system of public instruction,

both ministerially and in respect to education,
which still in a great measure remains in force

at Zurich. His first disquiet arose from the

fanatics who imbibed the notions of the cele-

brated anabaptist Muncer,whose extravagances !

he in vain attempted to keep down, until the
;

execution of one of the ringleaders, named
Mantz, as a disturber of the public peace, as-

sisted him to allay the fermentation. His in-

fluence now extended to the canton of Berne,
where he assisted Haller and other reformers :

to effect a similar alteration to that which had
,

taken place at Zurich. This accession pro- ;

duced a great alarm to the other cantons, i

which broke out into open hostilities, that
j

were not settled until the treaty of Coppel in
|

1529. Some difference existed between the!

doctrines of Luther and Zuinglius on the sub-
]

ject of the Eucharist, in which the former ad-

vocated a modification of the Roman Catholic

real presence, whereas the latter regarded it

as a simple commemoration. This produced
ft violent controversy between the Saxon and

Swiss reformers, which terminated in a sort of

compromise as to the observance of personal
moderation. The animosities between the

Catholic and Protestant cantons were only

repressed, not extinguished, by the peace of

Coppel ;
and at length political

differences also

ensuing, hostilities recommenced, and Zuin-

glius being directed to accompany a small body
of Zurkhers in a particular expedition, with a

view to animate them in battle, was mortally
wounded in the conflici which ensued, in

which his party was defeated. He was found

by some Catholic soldiers alive upon the field

of battle, one of whom brutally despatched
him, and a military tribunal ordered his body
to be burnt, and his ashes scattered to the

winds. Thus, in October 1531, at the age of

forty -seven, terminated the career of this most
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calm, able, and philosophical of all the reform-
ers, who happily united the qualities which
make a man amiable in private society, with
the firmness, ardour, and intrepidity which ar

indispensable in executing strong, salutary, and
efficient purposes. His views were large and
generous ; and it was no small proof of libe-

rality in that age, that he ventured to assert
his belief of the final happiness of virtuous
heathens and of good men of all descriptions,
who act up to the dictates of conscience. As
a reformer he was also original, as he emanci-

pated himself from the superstition of the pe-
riod by the strength of his own judgment, and
with far less regard to the prepossessions pro-
duced by the old system than Luther, whom
he exceeded in learning and moderation as
much as he did Calvin in humanity and good
temper. He wrote many works of great utility
in those days, and the reform of which he was
the author remains still unde.cayed among a

people distinguished for morals and mental
cultivation. Life by Hess. Moiheim.
ZUMBO (CAJETANO JULIO) a Sicilian

artist, who is said to have been the inventor of
wax-work anatomical models. He was born
at Syracuse, in 1656. According to some, he
was a private gentleman, and others say he
was a secular priest; but both statements

may be correct as referring todifferentperiods
of his life. He displayed particular skill in

the art of modelling ; and a profound study of

anatomy, and the antique enabled him to exe-
cute works at Bologna, Florence, Geneva,
and Marseilles, which have excited great ad-

miration. Millin observes, that his very accu-
rate representation of the degrees of putrefac-
tion iu the human body, and the effects of the

plague, particularly attracted the notice of

connoisseurs. These preparations were for a

long time in the gallery of Florence, till the

grand duke Leopold gave them to his physi-
cian Lagusi. According to Felibien, Zumbo,
who was eminent as a sculptor, died at Paris

in 1701. Nouv. Diet. Hist. Elmes's Dirt,

of the Fine Arts.

ZUMSTEEG (JOHN RODOLPH) an eminent
musical composer and performer on the violin,

who belonged to the chapel of the duke of

Wurtemberg. He was born about 1760, at

Gansingen, in the country of Lauffenbourg.
His professional education commenced at the

academy of Wurtemberg, under the cliapel-
master Poli, who conceiving a friendship for

Zumsteeg, took a particular interest in his im-

provement ;
and he afterwards studied the

works of Mattheson, Marpurg, and D'Alem-
bert. He died at Stutgard, January 27, 1802.

He composed both for the violoncello and for

the voice, and his works consist of opera?,

songs, and a mass ; besides pieces for instru-

ments. Biog. Nouv. des Contemp.
ZURLAUBEN (BEAT FIDEL ANTOINB

JEAN DOMINIQUE, baron de laTourChatillon)

a military historian, who held the rank of lieu-

tenant-general in the service of France. He
was a native ofZug iu Switzerland, aad died in

1799. His works are,
" Histoire Militaira

des Suisses au service de la France," 8 void
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12mo;

" Mfcinoires et Lettres do Henri Due
de Rohan;"

" Tableaux topographiques, pit-

toresques, physiques, historiques, moraux,

politiquea et littlraires de la Suisse," 4 vols.

folio ; besides several other publications.

Zopf Hist. Univ.

ZWELFER (JOHN) a pharmaceutical wri-

ter of eminence, born in the palatinate of the

Rhine in 1618. After some previous study lie

went to the university of Pavia, where he took

the degree of AID. ; and he then settled at

Vienna, and gave lectures on chemistry. He
is also said to have been appointed physician
to the imperial court, but this is probably a

mistake, as he does not assume the title in any
of his works. He died in 1668. Zwelferwas
the author of " Animadversiones in Phanna-

copcciam Auguccanam, et annexam ejus Man-
/' 1654, folio ;

"
Appendix ad Animau-

ZYP
versiories in Pharm. August. ;"

" Pharmaco-

peia Regia, ecu Dispensatorium absolutissi-

inum ;" and " Discursus Apologeticus adversu*

Hippocratem Chymicum Ottonis Tachenn.

E/ov Diet. Hist, de la Med.
ZYPE (FRANCIS VANDEN) or Zypaeus,

professor of anatomy in the university of Lou-
vain towards the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury. He was a native of the Netherlands
;

and before he settled at Louvain, be taught
anatomy and surgery at Brussels, where ho

acquired much reputation, and was patronized
by the duke of Parma, governor of the Low
Countries, to whom he was indebted for his

academical situation. He was the author of a
work entitled " Fundamenta Medicina Phy-
sico-anatomica," Brux. 1683, 12mo, which
was long used as a text-book in the universit"

where he presided. Eloy Diet. H.dc la Med
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_\A (THIERRY VANDER) a Dutch painter,
born at the Hague in 1731, a disciple of

Keller. He painted in conjunction with G.
Metz for some time, principally fruit, flowers,

and birds, with considerable skill. He died

in 1809. Bryan's Diet, of Art.

AARON HARISCHON, a Jewish rabbi of

the thirteenth century, author of an esteemed

commentary on the Pentateuch. Moreri.

AASCOW (URBAN BRUNN) a Danish phy-
sician, who died about 1781, author of "A
Journal of Observations on the Diseases which
occurred on board the Danish Fleet employed
in the Bombardment of Algiers, in 1770;"
and papers in the Memoirs of the Royal Aca-

demy of Copenhagen. Lond. Med. Journ.

Biog. Univ. Class.

ABBATISSA (PAUL) a Sicilian poet of the

sixteenth century, who translated Homer and
Ovid into Italian. Moreri.

ABBATIUS (BALDUS ANGELUS) an Italian

physician of the fourteenth century, author of
'' De Admirabili Viperae Natura," &c. Idem.

ABBIATI (FiLiPPo) a Milanese historical

painter, who died at the beginning of the

eighteenth century, famous for invention and

facility. Pilkington.
ABBOT (CHARLES) baron Colchester, was

born in 1757, and having received the early

part of his education at Westminster school,
he removed to Christ Church college, Oxford,
where he took the degree of B. C. L. in 1788,
and that of D.C. L. in 1792. While at the

university in 1777 he gained a prize for a

Latin poem in praise of the czar Peter the

Great, for which Catherine II sent him a

gold medal. Adopting the law as a profes-
sion, after studying the usual time at one o:

the inns of court, he was called to the bar, anc

soon acquired considerable reputation as a

chancery pleader. He entered into parliament
in 1790, when he was chosen representative
of the borough of Helstone, after a contest

followed by a petition to the House of Com-
mons

;
in 1796 he was elected again for Hel-

stone ; and in 1802 for the borough of Wood-
stock. In February 1 800 he made a motion
in the House of Commons for the appointmen
ofa committee to inquire into the state of the

national records; and its researches were
carried on under his direction till 1817. In
the early part of his parliamentary career, he
SUPPLEMENT.
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acted as chairman of the select committee of
inance, and was engaged in some legislative
measures of importance relative to the statutes

concerning treason and forfeiture, and the re-

ponsibility of public accountants. Soon after

his he went to Ireland, became a member of
he Irish privy council, and acted as principal
secretary of state. In February 1802 he
succeeded sir John Mitford (lord Redesdale)
as speaker of the House of Commons ;

and in

:his very important office he distinguished
limself by giving the casting vote against the

ministry, on the motion of Mr. Whitbread for

a censure on lord Melville for malversation
while treasurer of the navy. In 1806 Mr
Abbot was elected, after a contest, repre-
sentative of the university of Oxford, which
seat he retained till 1810, when, on his re-

signation of the office of speaker of the Com-
mons, he was raised to the peerage by the
title of lord Colchester. He held the posts
of a lord of trade and plantations, a privy
councillor, and keeper of the privy seal in Ire-

land, at the time of his death, in 1829. Be-
sides a treatise on the " Jurisdiction and
Practice of the Court of Great Session of
Wales on the Chester Circuit,'' 1 795, r. 8vo,
he published Speeches delivered in the House
of Commons on the Catholic Question, 1813,
8vo. Wilson's Biog. Index to House of Com-
mons. Burke's Peerage. Watt's Bibl. Brit.
Gent. Mag.
ABBOT (LEMUEL) an English portrait-

painter, and a scholar of Hayman. He was
noted alone for the fidelity of his likenesses.

He died in 1803. Pilhington's Diet.
ABBOTT (CHARLES) baron Tenterden of

Hendon in the county of Middlesex, an emi-
nent judge and law writer. He was of
humble parentage, and was born at Canter-

bury, October 7, 1762. His education com-
menced at the free grammar school in his

native city, a seminary of considerable repu-
tation, where he remained longer than the

usual period for scholars, devoting himself
with ardour to study, in the hope of obtaining
a foundation scholarship at the university of

Oxford, in which he was not disappointed.

Entering as a member of Corpus Christi col-

lege, he continued his literary pursuits with

unabated vigour and perseverance. In 1 784

he gained the chancellor's prize for a copy of

B
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Latin verses on Aerostation, entitled

" Glolms

Acrostaticus ;" and afterwards for an essay

on the Use and Abuse of Satire, which was

published at Oxford, 1786, 8vo. He speedily
obtained both a fellowship and a tutorship ;

and his success in the latter office led to his

adoption of the legal profession, which proved
the means of his advancement to fame and

fortune. One of his pupils was the son of

Mr. Justice Duller, who, struck with the pro-

mising talents of young Abbott, advised him

to apply to the study of the law, with an en-

couraging prediction that he would rise high
in the profession. In pursuance of this

friendly recommendation he entered as a stu-

dent at the Inner Temple, and in 179C he was

called to the bar. He joined the Oxford cir-

cuit, and soon obtained extensive employment
as a junior counsel

;
his judgment and learning

being eminently conspicuous, though he was

deficient in those powers of oratory which are

requisite to command extraordinary attention

from a jury. But the defect of eloquence was

compensated by the extent and accuracy of

his legal knowledge, which were so highly

appreciated that his business before he was

promoted to the bench was probably more

profitable than that of any other barrister
;

as during the continuance of the income tax

his returns for several years were higher than
those of his professional contemporaries, ave-

raging, it is said, about lO.OOOZ. a year. On
the death of judge Bulk'r, Mr Abbott was so

fortunate as to meet with a new patron in the

person of Lord Ellenborough, to whose influ-

ence he was principally indebted for his ad-
vancement to a puisne judgeship in the Court
of Common Pleas, which took place on the
death of Mr Justice Heath, in Michaelmas
Term, 1816. In consequence of the decease
of sir Simon Le Blanc, the same year, Mr
Abbott was, in the Easter Term ensuing, ap-
pointed his successor in the Court of King's
Bench, on which occasion he received the
honour of knighthood. Lord Ellenborough's
retirement (which was speedily followed by
his death) made way for the ultimate ad-
vancement of sir Charles Abbott, in Novem-
ber 1818, to the office of lord chief justice of
the King's Bench. It has been generally
understood that when the late lord Gifford
was raised to the peerage, in 1824, a coronet
was also offered to the subject of this article,

by whom it was declined. However, on the
30th April 18-27, he was created a peer by
the title of lord Tenterden of Hendon in
Middlesex. He was supposed to have accepted
this honour with a view to retirement from
the fatigues of office, and the enjoyment of
learned leisure

; but he continued to discharge
the onerous duties of his judicial station dur-
ing the remainder of his life. In addition to
his judicial dignity he held the post of deputy
speaker of the House of Lords

; and he was
a memlxjr of his majesty's privy council. He
had been for some years in declining health,
though with unimpaired faculties, when on
the 2Cth of October 1832, presiding at the
trial of the magistrates of Bristol, for alleged

ABBOTT.
neglect of duty during the riots in that city,

he was taken so ill that he was unable again
to make his appearance in the court. He re-

turned to London, where the violence of his

complaint rapidly increasing, he died No-
vember 4, 1832, at his residence in Russell-

square ;
and he was interred in the chapel

belonging to the Foundling Hospital, of which
institution he was a governor. His lordship,
in his last moments, is said to have exhibited

an instance of what Pope styles
" the ruling

passion strong in death," the more remark-

able, perhaps, as it was a manifestation of

wandering faculties influenced by the power
of habit. The family of the judge were

standing around his bed in silent sorrow,

watching his last struggles, when he was
observed feebly to move his hand along the

pillow, as if in the act of writing ;
and im-

mediately afterwards he was heard to exclaim,
almost in his usual tone,

" Gentlemen of the

Jury, you may retire :" he then closed his

eyes, and expired. He was much better qua-
lified for a judge than for an advocate ;

and
in the former capacity he distinguished him-
self by his skill and judgment, and by the

extraordinary dispatch of business, while his

decisions have rarely been set aside. Upon
the whole, his powers of mind, though con-

siderable, were not of the highest order : they
were more discriminative than creative. To
extensive acquaintance with the common law
of England (in which he was unequalled
since the days of Holt, or even of Coke), he
united extraordinary calmness of temper, the
more remarkable as he was constitutionally
vehement and imperious patience in watch-

ing and balancing the arguments of counsel,
or the facts disclosed in evidence, and skill

in laying the merits of the most complex case

before a jury. Like the great bulk of trained

lawyers, lord Tenterden had his predilections
in favour of authority. He was strongly at-

tached to the ancient institutions of the country
in church and state

;
and it has been alleged

that he could not entirely divest himself of
these prepossessions where the interests of the

crown were in question, but still he was a

distinguished and very able judge. Although
without much personal dignity, beyond what
was inseparable from suavity of manners
under the guidance of good sense, lord Ten-
terden contrived to keep his court in admir-
able order, and the most arrogant spirits sunk

habitually under his steady and grave rebuke.

As a legislator, his claims to notice are not

very considerable : he never had a seat in the

House of Commons, neither was he an active

law reformer
;

but he introduced into the

House of Lords several useful and important
bills (chiefly drawn up on the recommenda-
tion of the common-law commissioners), which
have become the law of the land. He seldom

spoke before the peers ;
and one of his latest

speeches was against the bill for the reform
of the House of Commons. In 1802 he pub-
lished " A Treatise on the Law relative to

Merchant Ships and Seamen, in four parts :

1. Of the Owners of Merchant Ships; 2. Of
2
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the Persons employed in the Navigation of

them ; 3. Of the Carriage of Goods in them
;

4. Of the Wages of Merchant Seamen." 8vo.

This is reckoned a standard work, and it has

passed through several editions. Lord Ten-

terden was also one of the best classical and
mathematical scholars of the age ;

and even

to the close of his life he was constantly oc-

cupied in mastering every kind of knowledge
both popular and scientific. As a token of

reminiscence of his own educational advan-

tages, he presented to the free grammar
school at Canterbury two annual prizes, one

for the best English essay, and the other for

the best Latin verses
;

besides a contribution

of five pounds a year to the School Feast So-

ciety. By his lady, who survives him, he
has left two sons and two daughters. Ann.

Biog. New Month. Mag.
ABD EL AZIZ, prince of the Wahebis.

He was the son of Ibn Seoud, an Arab chief-

tain, whom he succeeded about the close of

the eighteenth century. He availed himself
of the zeal and courage of his followers in

subjecting to his power those of the Arabian
tribes who had not been before subdued, and
in the course of his predatory warfare he col-

lected abundance of treasure, and at length
found himself at the head of a great nation of

soldiers. In 1801 the pacha of Bagdad at-

tacked the Wahebis by order of the Porte,
when Abd el Aziz, being obliged to take

flight, had recourse to stratagem, and the

Turks, deceived by his negotiations, and se-

duced by his promises and bribes, returned

to Bagdad. This gave him time to collect

his forces, and he suddenly took Imam Hus-
sein and soon afterwards Mecca

;
but in the

midst of his triumphs he was stabbed by an

assassin, and died November 13, 1803. He
was succeeded by his son Saoud. Biog. Univ.

ABDUL KERIM, a native of Cashemire,
settled at Delhi, in Hindostan. Having es-

caped the carnage which took place on the

capture of that city by Nadir Shah, in 1738,
he travelled in various parts of India and
Arabia. His " Memoirs of the Life of Nadir

Shah, and the Political Events in Hindostan,"

appeared in an English translation, at Cal-
cutta 1788, 8vo. Idem.

ABDUL RAHIM, a Mogul writer, who died

at Delhi, in 1628. He translated into Per-
sian the " Commentaries

" which the sultan

Baber wrote in the language of the Ugur
Tartars. An English version of these me-
moirs, from the original, by Dr. J. Leyden
and W. Erskine, has been recently published.

Idem.

ABEL, MD. (CLARKE) an ingenious writer

and man of science, who accompanied lord

Amherst to China, as chief medical officer

and naturalist to the embassy. He published
a " Narrative of a Journey in the Interior o:

China, and of a Voyage to and from that

Country, in the Years 1816 and 1817," with

maps and other engravings, Lond. 1818, 4to
This work comprises a valuable essay on the

geology of the Cape of Good Hope. Dr Abel
who was a member of the Linnsean, Geologi
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al, and Asiatic Societies, and of the Medical
and Physical Society of Calcutta, also held
he office of surgeon to the governor-general
if India. His death took place in December,
826, during a journey through the upper

provinces of India.

ABEL (NICOLAS HENRY) a young Nor-

wegian mathematician, born in 1802, at Frin-
Loe on the west coast of Norway, died in

829 at the iron mines of Froland, where he
iad gone to see his relations. The great
French prize for mathematics in 1830 was
one-half of it sent to his mother as a token of

respect for her son's talents when it was too

ate to succour him. Bioy. Univ.

ABERLI (JOHN Louis) an eminent Swiss

andscape painter, born at Winterthur in 1 723.

After receiving some instructions from an in-

ferior artist, he studied under John Griman,
and at first painted portraits, but his incli-

nation led him to prefer the delineation of

andscape scenery, in which he arrived at great
excellence. In 1759 he went, with his pupil

Zingg, to Paris, but returning to Switzerland,
ic settled at Berne, where, after having been

.ong esteemed and admired, he died in 1786.

His manner has often been imitated, and his

coloured designs of Swiss scenery, which are

xtremely beautiful, have been surpassed by
those of his scholars Rietter and biderman,
the former of whom wrote the life of his

master, published in the " Helvetic Journal of
Arts and Literature," Zurich, 1806. Idem.
ABERNETHY (JOHN) an eminent sur-

geon, distinguished for his professional skill,

and physiological researches and publications.
He Avas born in 1765, and his parents having
removed to London in his childhood, he re-

ceived some classical education at a day-school
in Lothbury ;

and in 1 780 he was apprenticed
to Mr Charles Blicke, one of the surgeons of

Bartholomew's hospital ;
after which he stu-

died under John Hunter. Having commenced

practice in his profession, he succeeded Mr
Percival Pott, at St Bartholomew's, both as a

surgeon to the institution, and a lecturer on

anatomy and surgery. His first literary pro-
duction was a small volume of "

Physiological

Essays," which was shortly followed by a

surgical tract describing a new and ingenious
method of treating the dangerous disease

called a lumbar abscess. The death of Dr
Andrew Marshal, a popular lecturer in Hoi-

bom, left Mr Abemethy for some time with-

out a rival as an anatomical professor in the

central part of the metropolis ;
and on the

decease of his old master sir Charles Blicke,
he became one of the principal surgeons to

Bartholomew's hospital. He added to his

reputation by publishing, in 1804,
"
Surgical

Observations, part second, containing an Ac-
count of Disorders of the Health in general,
and of the Digestive Organs in particular,
which accompany Local Diseases and obstruct

their Cure." This last work especially pro-
cured him a considerable accession of fame,
and was the means of adding greatly to his

private practice, in cases of dyspepsia, in the

treatment of which he was eminently success-

B2
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ful. His name appeared as a contributor to

the last edition of Dr Ilees's Cyclopaedia, for

which he wrote the anatomical articles under

the first two letters of the alphabet. Having
been appointed anatomical lecturer to the

Royal College of Surgeons, he published in

1814 two lectures delivered before the college,

under the title of " An Inquiry into the Pro-

bability and Rationality of Mr. Hunter's

Theory of Life ;" and the opinions which he

advocated became the source of a controversy

with a subsequent lecturer, Mr. William Law-

rence, who, in opposition to the theory of

Hunter, ascribed the phenomena of life to

organization, a doctrine which was violently

but most unjustly reprobated as leading not

only to materialism but to atheism. As a

man of science Mr Aberaethy was admitted a

member of the Royal Society of London, the

Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh, and the

Medical Societies of Paris and Philadelphia ;

and he belonged to the court of assistants of

the Royal College of Surgeons, and was one

of the curators of their museum. His death

took place, after a protracted illness, at his

house at Enfield, Middlesex, April 18, 1831.

At one period he warmly opposed the doctrine

of Craniology or Phrenology proposed by Gall

and Spurzheim ;
but he afterwards became a

convert to the system, though disposed to

question some of the details belonging to it.

As a surgeon he established his fame both at

home and abroad by the bold and successful

operation of tying the external iliac artery,
of which he published an account ; and under
his auspices Bartholomew's hospital obtained

higher reputation as a school of surgery than
it had ever before enjoyed. Much has been
circulated relative to the eccentricities of Mr
Abernethy, in his intercourse with his pa-
tients, in which he is reported to have dis-

played extreme bluntness and even rudeness
of behaviour ; indulging his wit or spleen
sometimes very unwarrantably at the expense
of those by whose tediousuess or dulness of

comprehension he was annoyed. But in this

respect great exaggeration has certainly taken

place ; and on the other hand several well au-
thenticated instances of his liberality and bene-
volence are on record. On the whole he was
a man of great originality of character and
strong powers of mind, somewhat spoiled by
a consciousness of his exciting great public
attention, and often tempted into much oddity
of conduct because he perceived that some-
thing of that description was uniformly ex-
pected from him. He published several essays
and tracts on professional topics besides those

already mentioned, his works extending to six
volumes 8vo. Ann. Biog. vol. xvi. Month.
May.
ABILDGAARD (NICHOLAS ABRAHAM) a

distinguished historical painter, who was born
at Copenhagen, in 1744. After having studied
at the Academy of Arts in his native city, he
completed his professional education during
five years' residence in Italy ;

and on his re-
turn to Denmark he rose to great reputation,
and at the time of his death, in ] 809, he was

ABRAHAM.
director and professor of painting at the aca-

demy of Copenhagen, where his lectures were

well attended. His principal works adorn the

royal palace, but many of the productions of

his pencil were destroyed when the palace of

Christiansburg was burnt, in 1794. His paint-

ings are said to display a gloomy grandeur of

effect, great originality of manner, and fine

colouring. He left several eminent disciples,

sculptors as well as painters ;
and among the

former the celebrated Thorwaldsen. He pub-
lished short essays intended to correct the

taste of the moderns by a reference to ancient

works of art. Biog. Univ.

ABILDGAARD (PHILIP CHRISTIAN) a
Danish physician, who was one of the most
eminent naturalists of the eighteenth century.
He was the brother of the preceding, and was
also a native of Copenhagen. He was one of
the principal founders of the veterinary school

in that city ;
and in 1 789 he assisted in the

formation of the Society of Natural History
there. In the memoirs of the Royal Academy
of Sciences at Copenhagen, of which he was

secretary, are several papers which he wrote

relating to medicine, zoology, and mineralogy ;

and he gave a description of the Megatherium,
an immense animal of an extinct species, con-

temporaneously described by Cuvier. Idem.

ABINGTON (FRANCES) a justly celebra-

ted comic actress, born in London in 1731.

Her maiden name was Barton
;
and she made

her first appearance in 1751, at the Hay-
market theatre, under the management of

Theophilus Gibber. She afterwards performed
with great success at Bath and at Drury-lane.
On her marriage with Mr Abington she went
to Dublin, where she was much admired, not

only for her professional talents, but also for

her wit and conversational powers, which pro-
cured her the acquaintance of many of the

Irish nobility and gentry, with whom she cor-

responded till the time of her death. Return-

ing to London, she was engaged at Drury-
lane by Garrick, with whom she acted the

principal characters of the comedies of Shak-

speare, Ben Jonson, Cougreve, Gibber, &c. In
1 782 she accepted an engagement at Covent-

garden, where she remained several years, and
then retired from the stage. Circumstances,

however, induced her to resume her situation

in 1797; but in 1799 she finally retreated to

private life, highly esteemed and respected by
her numerous friends and acquaintances. She
died March 4, 1815. Thesp. Diet. Month.

Mag.
ABRAHAM A SANCTA CLARA, an

Augustine friar, who distinguished himself by
his eccentricity as a preacher. His proper
name was Ulrich Megerle, and he was born
in Krahenheimstetten, in Suabia, June 4,

1642. He joined the order of bare-footed

friars of St. Augustine in 1662, and applied
himself to the study of theology and philoso-

phy, in one of their convents at Vienna. He
was afterwards appointed preacher at Saxa,
in Bavaria

;
and then called to preach before

the imperial court of Austria, in which station

he continued till his death, in 1709. His ser-
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mons display singular notions expressed in a

manner bordering on the burlesque ;
but they

were adapted to the taste of his audience, and

rendered him a popular preacher. The titles

of his writings somewhat resemble those of

the English fanatics of the seventeenth cen-

tury : as
"
Fye on the World, or concerning

Virtue and Vice ;''

" Abraham a Sancta Clara's

Nest of newly-hatched Fools, or curious

Workshop of various Fools, both male and

female." German Conversation Lexicon.

ABRAHAM (NICHOLAS) a learned French

Jesuit of the seventeenth century, author of

several esteemed commentaries on the classics,

and of a Hebrew Grammar in Latin verse.

Bayle. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ABSALOM, archbishop of Lund, one of

the greatest men Denmark ever produced.
He was born at Finnesleo, in the isle of Zea-

land, in 1 1 28. He was highly distinguished
both as a warrior and a statesman. The code

of laws published by Waldemar I was partly
drawn up by this prelate, and he was the sole

author of the Ecclesiastical Code of Zealand,
which exhibits some remarkable proofs of

the liberality of his opinions. He employed
Saxo Grammaticus and Swen Agesen to write

the History of Denmark. By the erection of

Copenhagen castle he laid the foundation of

that metropolis. He died in 1203. Biog.
Univ.

ABU HANIFA, surnamed AL NOOMAN, a

Mahometan doctor, head of the sect of the

Hanefites, one of the four orthodox denomi-

nations among the Moslems. He wrote
" Commentaries on the Koran," held in high
estimation by the Turks and Arabs. He died

in consequence of poison, at Bagdad, A.D.

767.D'Herbelot, Bibliot. Orient. Biog.
Univ.

ABU'L OLA, a celebrated Arabian poet,
who was born at Moarrah, in 973. He lost

his sight, in consequence of the small-pox,
when he was three years old

;
notwithstand-

ing which he studied at Bagdad, and having

acquired a knowledge of literature, he re-

turned home and devoted himself entirely to

poetry. His manners and his opinions at-

tracted the censure of the Moslems, and he

was accused of following the religion of the

Brahmins, but he appears rather to have been

a professed libertine. . His compositions, which
are on trivial subjects, display great facility of

writing, and an uncommonly extensive know-

ledge of the Arabic tongue. He died at

Moarrah, in 1057. Extracts from his works
were published by Fabric!us in 1656, and by
Golins in 1658. Biog. Univ.

ABUNDANCE (JOHN) the assumed name
of a French poet of the sixteenth century,
author of various curious Moralities and

Mysteries, still in MS. in the royal library of

Paris. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ABU NOWAS, an Arabian poet of the

eighth century. His poems were collected in

a book called
" The Divan,

"
or Volume.

iTHerbelot.

ABU TEMAM, surnamed AL THAU, from
the Arab tribe to which he belonged; the
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prince of Arabian poets. He was a panegy-
rist of the caliphs of Bagdad, from whom he
received great favours. He died at Mosul, in

845. Some of his poems have been published

by Schultens in Holland, and in England by
Carlyle. Biog. Univ.

ABYDENUS, a disciple and friend of

Aristotle, who wrote a history of Troy. To
him are attributed, with some doubt, the his-

tories of Chaldea and Assyria, fragments of
which are preserved by Eusebius. Vossius.

ACACIUS, a disciple of Eusebius, whom
he succeeded in 340. He wrote the life of

Eusebius, not extant. Socrat. Hist. Eccles.

ACAMAPIXTLI I, king of the Azteks,
or ancient Mexicans, who died in 1420, after

reigning forty years. He was the legislator
of his subjects, by whom his death was greatly

regretted. This prince collected the scattered

tribes of the people together, and founded the

city of Tenoehtitlan, cow Mexico. Herrera.
Robertson.

ACCA (St.) an Anglo-Saxon divine, who
was bishop of Hagulstadt or Hexham, in

Northumberland, in the early part of the

eighth century. After having been expelled
from his see he was restored, and held it till

his death in 740. This prelate enlarged and
embellished his cathedral church, having pro-
cured artists for that purpose from Home,
whither he travelled in company with the

celebrated Wilfrid, whom he had succeeded.

He was distinguished for his musical taste,

and founded at Hexham a permanent baud of

performers for the service of the church. He
cultivated literature, and among his writings
are a treatise entitled

" Passiones Sanctorum,"
and a letter to Bede on the "

Study of the

Scriptures." Bedce Hist. Eccles.

ACCIAIUOLI (DONATO) of a noble Flo-

rentine family, flourished as a statesman and
scholar in the fifteenth century. He wrote
commentaries on Aristotle, and translated

part of Plutarch's Lives, &c. Moreri.

ACCIAIUOLI (JOHN) of the above men-
tioned family, in the sixteenth century. He
wrote a work entitled " Multa doctissimorum
Problematum Monumenta magno studio et

ingenio elucubrata." Idem.

ACCIAIUOLI SALVETTI (MACDA-
LENA) a Florentine lady, who died in 1610.

She wrote a poem entitled "David Perse-

cuted," and other metrical pieces. Diet.

Hist.

ACCIAIUOLI (ZENOBIO) a noble Floren-

tine, of the same family. He was librarian

to Leo X, a churchman, a poet, and a critical

writer. He published a collection of Politian's

Greek epigrams, &c. Idem.

ACCIO (ZccHio) a poet of Verona, in the

'fifteenth century. He published ./Esop's Fables

translated into Latin verse, each fable pre-
ceded by a Latin epigram. This work was

reprinted 1491, 1493, and 1497. Idem.

ACCUM (FREDERICK) born 1770, died at

Berlin 1839, an operative chemist in London,
and at first an assistant to Dr Garnet, at the

Koyal Institution. He then lectured on

chemistry at the Surrey and London Institu-
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lions. His career was terminated by the

discovery that, to save himself the trouble of

transcribing, he had mutilated the books in

those institutions, and stolen the mutilations.

He fled the country in consequence. He pub-
lished a number of works connected wi'h

chemistry, some of which have merit, and

others were mere claptraps, to attract public

notice and become lucrative to himself. Of

the latter class was one on culinary poisons,

which obtained the sobriquet of " Death in

the Pot," but revealed nothing new. Gent.

Alaq.
ACEBEDO or ACEVEDO (Dox MANUEL)

an artist born in Madrid, in 1744, died iu

1800. He was a disciple of J. Lope, but

surpassed his master. He painted historical

and scripture subjects.

ACEVEDO (FELIX ALVAREZ) a Spanish

officer, who was one of the principal actors in

the revolution in his native country in 1820.

He was originally an advocate at Madrid, but

quitted that profession to enter into the body-

guard of Charles IV. He became com-

mander of the eighth corps of the volunteers of

Leon in 1808, and colonel the year follow-

ing ;
and he distinguished himself against the

French hi the campaigns of 1808 and 1814.

In 1820 he was placed by the people of

Galicia at the head of the insurrection in that

province against the authority of king Ferdi-

nand ; and the same year he was killed in an

ambuscade after having defeated a party of

the royalists. Biog. Univ. Class.

ACHAINTRE (NICOLAS Louis) an ex-

cellent philologist and critic, born in 1771 in

Paris, died at Evreux in 1836. He was in-

tended for an ecclesiastic, but the revolution

of 1789 changed his destination. He entered

the army of the north, made several cam-

paigns, and in 1795, being made a prisoner,
was conducted into Hungary, where he was a

captive for above two years. On his return

to Paris he became the editor of several

works, but they did not improve his situation.

Modest and laborious, he by chance obtained
the notice of Louis XVIII, who allowed him a
moderate pension. His notes are in much
esteem, and the editions he published are

good. Biog. Univ.

ACHARD (FRANCIS CHARLES) an eminent
chemist and natural philosopher, born in
Prussia in 1754. He was a member of the

Academy of Sciences at Berlin, and died in
1821. Besides Academical Memoirs, he was
the author of "

Lectures on Experimental
Philosophy ;" and "

Instruction for making
Sugar, Molasses, and Vinous Spirit from
Beet Root." Diet. Hint.

ACHAHIUS (Ewe) a Swedish botanist,
who distinguished himself by his researches

concerning cryptogamic vegetables. He died
at Stockholm, in 1 820. His principal works
are "

Lichenographiee Suecia; Prodromus ;"" A Method of arranging the Lichens
according to their Genera, Species, and Va-
rieties ;" and " Universal Lichenography."
Idem.

ACHENWALL (GODFREY) a native of

ADAM.
Elbing, in Polish Prussia, who lectured on

history at Marpurg, and afterwards became

professor of jurisprudence in the University
of Gottingen, and distinguished himself by
giving a scientific form to the principles of

statistics, which term he is said to have in-

vented. His writings on this subject, which
are in German, have been superseded by the

productions of more recent political econo-

mists. He died in 1772. Biog. Univ.

ACHILLINI (ALEXANDER) one of the

most celebrated physicians and anatomists of
the sixteenth century. He was a native of

Bologna, in Italy, where he became professor
of medicine and philosophy, and acquired so

great reputation, that pupils flocked to his

lectures from almost every part of Europe.
He first discovered and described two of the
minute bones of the ear called the Incus and
the Malleus ;

and he was the author of various
treatises on anatomy and medicine. In philo-

sophy he adopted the opinions of Averroes, on
which he carried on a contest with the famous

philosopher Peter Pomponatius, in which the

latter appeared to have bad the advantage.
He died at Bologna, in 1512, at the age of
49. His works were published collectively
at Venice, in 1545. Nouv. Diet. Hist. Biog.
Univ. Dr. Sprengel's Hist, of Anatomy.
ACHILLINI (CLAUDIO) grand nephew of

the preceding, was born at Bologna, hi 1574;
and died in 1640. He was skilled in philo-

sophy, medicine, theology, and jurisprudence,
of which last science he was for several years
professor at Parma, then at Ferrara, and at

length at Bologna, where his fame procured
him public honours

;
but he was disappointed

in his expectations of patronage from the

papal government. He wrote poetry in the

flowery style of Marino; and his works in

verse were published in 1640, at Bologna, and

again, together with some prose compositions,
at Venice, in 1662. Moreri. IVouv. Diet.
Hist.

ACKERMANN (CONRAD) a German co-

median, born in the early part of the eighteenth
century. He is regarded as the founder of
the modern German theatre. In 1765 he be-
came manager at Hamburgh, -where a great
number of the dramas of Lessing were brought
out under his direction. Like many of his

profession, he seems to have possessed much
more talent than prudence ;

and he died poor
in 1771, having obtained the reputation of

being the first comic actor of his time. Biog.
Univ.

ACOLUTHUS (ANDREW) a learned pro-
fessor of languages at Breslau in the seven-

teenth century; and his principal work is a

specimen of a Polyglot Koran. Moreri.
ACOSTA (CHRISTOPHER) a Portuguese

surgeon and naturalist of the sixteenth century,
who was a native of Africa. Besides some
works on ascetic divinity, he wrote "

Voyages
to the East Indies ;" and " A Treatise on the

Drugs and Medicinal Plants of the East In-

dies." Biog. Univ.

ADAM (JAMES) translator of De Thou's

History, Montecuculi's Memoirs, Athenseus,
6
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&c.; born at Vendome 1663, died 1735.

Idem.

ADAMANTIUS, a Greek physician of the

fifth century, author of a work ou physio-

gnomy. Idem.

ADAMANUS, abbot of Icolmkill in Scot-

land, in the eighth century, author of " De
Locis Terrae Sanctee," and a life ofSt. Columba.

Bede.
ADAMI (LEONARDO) a Tuscan writer of

the eighteenth century. His principal work
was "Arcadica," folio, Rome, 1716. Bioy.
Univ.
ADAM SCOTUS, doctor of the Sorbonne,

in the twelfth century, author of " The Life of

David I, King of Scotland," &c. Vbssius.

Wouv. Diet. Hist.

ADAMS (sir WILLIAM) See RAWSON.
ADAMS (GEORGE) an ingenious writer on

astronomy and natural philosophy, who was
mathematical instrument maker and optician
to his Majesty. His works are,

"
Microgra-

phia Illustrata
; or, the Knowledge of the Mi-

croscope explained," London, 1746, 4to; a
" Treatise describing and explaining the Con-
struction and Use of the new Terrestrial and
Celestial Globes," 1766, 8vo; and "The De-

scription and Use of the Universal Trigonome-
trical Octant," 8vo. He died March 5, 1786.

ADAMS (GEORQE) son of the preceding,
who succeeded his father in his official situa-

tions, and in his business carried on in Fleet-

street, was born in 1750. He published
" An

Essay on Vision," 8vo, which was translated

into German
;

" Lectures on Natural and Ex-

perimental Philosophy," 1794, 5 vols, 8vo, of

which there is also a German translation
;
and

"Geometrical and Graphical Essays," 1791,
8vo

;
all which are works of great merit. He

died August 14, 1795. lieuss. Gent. Mag.
ADAMS (JOHN) a divine, historian, and

miscellaneous writer, born about the middle of

the last century, at Aberdeen; at the univer-

sity of which place he graduated. Removing
southwards, he established a respectable aca-

demy at Putney, over which he presided till

the period of his death, in 1814, when he was
interred in the new burial ground ofthat place
He was many years minister of the chapel
in Cross-street, Hatton-garden, and distin-

guished himself very honourably in the lite-

rary world. Among bis publications, many of
which have run through numerous editions,

may be enumerated :

" Universal History,"
2 vols, 8vo; "Original Anecdotes," 2 vols;
"
Sermons," 1 vol, 8vo

;

" Histories of Greece
and Rome ;" with a long list of others, whereof
most were popular at the time, and many con-
tinue so. Orig. Com.
ADAMS (JOHN) second president of the

United States of America. In the account of
the life of this politician and statesman in the

body of the work, following the authority of
Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary, his death
was recorded as having occurred in October
1803

;
whereas he was alive, in close retire-

ment, at the very period our article was com-

posed. How this mistake originally occurred,
in a work compiled several years after the
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jresumed event, it is not easy to discover

;
but

;he error, which was detected in time for cor-
rection in the major part of our impression,
las also misled Watkins and other biographers.
The mistake is of little consequence, as the
details of the active life of Mr Adams are

correctly given; and, at worst, it supplies a
lesson on the transitory nature of the attention

which follows even eminent men, when once

fully withdrawn from the public gaze. Mi-

Adams's decease has since actually taken place,
at the advanced age of ninety-one. What is

very remarkable, he died July 4, 1826, on
the same day with the ex-president Jefferson,

being the fiftieth year of that American inde-

pendence which they had so great a share in

advancing. Ed.
ADAMS (JOHN) an Englishman, one of the

mutineers of the "
Bounty," who, with others,

landed on Pitcairn's Island in 1790 and burned
their vessel. There they were discovered in

1814, having with them a number of colonists,
the offspring of Otaheitan women. There
were forty-eight individuals in all, living hap-
pily together, instructed by Adams, who was
the head of the party, and by the only other

survivor of the crew, named Young. In 1825
the number of inhabitants had increased to

sixty-six. An English missionary subse-

quently settled upon the island, but Adams, the

chief, did not long survive after his arrival,
he having died in 1829, aged 63. Adams had
a full sense of his moral duties, and led a

strictly moral life, his past adventures and
conduct appearing to have re-acted and kin-

dled a religious feeling in his mind. Gent.

Mag.
ADAMS (SAMUEL) one of the most remark-

able men connected with the revolution which

separated the States of North America from
Great Britain. He was born at Boston,
N. E., September 27, 1722, and was educated
at Harvard College ; where, when he took the

degree of MA., in 1743, he proposed the

question
" Whether it be lawful to resist the

supreme magistrate, if the common-wealth
cannot be otherwise preserved ?" when he
maintained the affirmative. He engaged early
in politics, and in 1766 obtained a place in the

legislature, from which period till the termina-
tion of the revolution war, he on every occa-

sion showed himself to be a most diligent,

efficient, and disinterested assertor of the free-

dom and independence of his country. Soon
after his admission into the house he was
chosen clerk, it being usual then for that of-

fice to be filled by one of the members. He
was on every committee, had a share in all

the reports, and was ever foremost in opposing
those measures of the British government
which he deemed oppressive and unjust. H
continued in the legislature till 1774, when
he was sent to the first congress of the old

confederation; and in 1776 he was one of the

signers of the declaration against Great Bri-

tain. He was an active member of the con-

vention that formed the constitution of the

state of Massachusetts ;
and subsequently

presided over the senate of that state. In



ADDISON.
1789 he was elected lieutenant-governor, and

from 1794 to 1797 he held the office of gover-

nor. At the latter period he retired from

public life, and remained in seclusion till his

death, which took place at Boston, October 2,

1803. As to politics he was a stern republi-

can, so jealous of power that he was scarcely

willing to give the constitutions of the states

a sufficient degree of conservative strength:

in religion he was a strict Calvinist, with a

leaning towards the exclusive bigotry of the

old Puritans, from whom he was descended.

Encucto. American.

ADDISON (G. H.) a writer of consider-

able promise, prematurely cut off in India.

He was the author of the "
Bengal Moofussel

Miscellany," 1837, and is said to have been

born in 1815. Indian Paper.
ADEMAR, or AYMAR, a monk of St.

Martial, of the eleventh century, principally

known by his " Chronicon Aquitanis." Vos-

sius de Hist. Lat.

ADENEZ LE EOI, a Flemish writer of

romances in the thirteenth century. He was

the author of "The Metrical Romance;"
"The Romance of William of Orange;"
"The Infancy of Ogier the Dane," &c.

Moreri.
ADHEMAR (GCILLACME D') a Proven-

cal poet, who died about 1190. He was the

author of a treatise in verse " On Illustrious

Women," which he dedicated to the empress
Beatrice, wife of Frederick Barbarossa, who
in recompense bestowed on the bard the castle

of Grignan. Bioy. Univ.

ADIMARI (ALEXANDER) an Italian poet
of an ancient family in Florence, born 1579,
died 1649. He left a collection of much ad-

mired sonnets, &c. JVouv. Diet. Hist.

ADIMARI (LEWIS) of the same family,
born at Naples 1644, died at Florence 1708.

He wrote lectures on chivalry, sonnets, satires,

dramas, &c. Idem.

ADIMARI (RAPHAEL) an Italian historian

of the seventeenth century. He wrote a history
of Rimini, his native place. Idem.
ADLZREITER (JOHN) a German historian

of the seventeenth century, chancellor to the
elector of Bavaria, author of " Annales Boicse

Gentis," being a history of Bavaria to 1662.

Biotj. Univ.

ADO, archbishop of Vienne, and a chro-
nicler of the ninth century. His works are a
universal chronicle, a martyrology, and the
lives of Canissius and St. Theudier. Voss
Hist. Lai.
ADRIA (JOHN JAMES) a Sicilian historian

and topographer of the sixteenth century. He
wrote "

Topographia inclytse Civitatis Maza-
riffi,"&c. Munijitore, Bibliot. Sicul.
ADRY (JoiiN FELICISSIMUS) a French

bibliographer and philological writer, born in

1749, died in 1818. He was librarian to the

congregation of the Oratory at Paris, till the

suppression of religious institutions in 1790
He then devoted himself to literature, ant
became a distinguished contributor to the

Magasin Encyclope'dique ; besides editing the
works of several ancient and modern writers

AFFRY.
Ie was also the author of some curious articles

n the Journal Encyclope'dique in 1782.

Biog. Univ. Class.

jEGIDIUS (PKTER) of Albe, a French

rriter and traveller of the sixteenth century.
le was patronized by Francis I, and wrote

De Vi et Natura Animalium ;" besides an

account of his Grecian, Asiatic, and African

ravels. Thuani Hist.

jEGIDIUS ATHENIENSIS, a Greek phy-
sician in the eighth century, who wrote " De
'ulsibus et de Venenis." Friend's Hist, of
Physick.
AELST or AALST (EVERT or EVERHAKD

an) a Dutch painter in the seventeenth cen-

ury, famous for his skill in painting fruit and

;ame. Pilkinyton.
jEPlNUS (FRANCIS MARIE ULRICK. THEO-

DORE) a German physician, born 17-24, died

1802. He wrote " Tentamen Theorise Elec-

tricitatis et Magnetism! ;" and "
Reflections on

;he Distribution of Heat on the Surface of the

Earth.'' Encyc. Brit.

^ESCHINUS, a Socratic philosopher, called

in his article in the body of the work "
oppo-

nent of Demosthenes," being, in that single

observation, confounded with the orator his

namesake, who was so. The error was inad-

vertently copied from a larger work. Dele
words "

public orator and opponent of Demos-
thenes." Ed.
AFFRY (LEWIS AUGUSTINE PHILIP, count

d') chief magistrate of Switzerland, after

Buonaparte had proclaimed himself protector
of the Helvetic confederacy. He was born at

Freyburg in 1743, and being destined for the

army he accompanied his father on an em-

bassy to the Hague, soon became adjutant in

the Swiss Guards, and was at length made a

lieutenant-general. At the commencement of

the French revolution he commanded the

army on the Upper Rhine, till August 10,

1792, when the Swiss having been disbanded,
he returned home, and became a member of

the secret council at Freyburg. In 1 798, when
Switzerland was menaced with a French inva-

sion and political commotions, he resumed the

command of the troops ;
but perceiving the

inutility of resistance, he applied himself prin-

cipally to the task of shielding the country
from the perils of war and rebellion, and after

Freyburg was taken by the French he became
a member of the provisional government. He
did not interfere in the insurrections of 1801

and 1802
;
but when Buonaparte, first consul

of France, invited the Swiss to send delegates
to Paris, he readily accepted the appointment
of Deputy, and assisted greatly in forming an
administration for the government of Switzer-

land. In February 1 803, he received from the

first consul the act of mediation, was consti-

tuted first magistrate for that year, and in-

vested with extraordinary powers during the

interval, previous to the convocation of a diet.

He subsequently endeavoured to promote the

views of Buonaparte, without, however, neg-

lecting the interest of his native country ;
and

in all respects he acted with ability, displaying
the experienced skill of a thorough statesman.

8



His death took place June 16, 1810. Ency-
clop. American.
AGELET (J. LEPAUTE d') a French as-

tronomer, bom in 1751. He became a pupil
of the celebrated Lalande, and in 1 773 he was

employed in the expedition to the South Seas,
under Bougainville. On his return to France
he was elected a member of the Academy of

Sciences
;
and he drew up memoirs on the

aphelion of the planet Venus, and on the

length of the year. The love of science in-

duced him to embark with La Perouse in the

voyage which proved so mysteriously disas-

trous to those who engaged in it. Biog. Univ.

Class.

AGIER (PIERRE JEAN) born in Paris 1748,
died there in 1823; a magistrate of high in-

tegrity, president of the Royal Court, and a

friend of constitutional liberty. He was the

author of numerous publications, both upon
professional and biblical topics. He was also

a translator of the Hebrew prophets, with

critical notes. Bib. Univer.

AGINCOURT (SEROUX d') an eminent
French archaeological writer, born at Venette,
near Compiegne. He passed a great part of

his life at Rome, where he distinguished him-
self by his researches concerning the works of

ancient art, and his patronage of artists. He
published

"
Hist, de 1'Art par les Monumens,

depuis sa Decadence au 4ine S. jusqu'a son

llenouvellement au I6me," Paris, 1809, 2 vols,

folio. His death took place at Rome in Sep-
tember, 1814. Idem.

AGLIATA E DI PARUTA (FRANCESCO
d') an Italian poet, who possessed extraordi-

nary facility in writing verse. He was the

son of the prince of Villa Franca, duke of

Sala, and was born at Palermo in Sicily in

1629. His application to learning and his

poetical talents raised the admiration of his

contemporaries, and he is highly praised by
Joseph Glareanus in his Musse Siculse. His
works were published at Palermo under the

title of " Canzoni Siciliane," 1662, 12mo.
He died, at his native place, July 12, 1697.

Mongitore, Bibliot. Sicul.

AGLIO (ANDREA SALVATORE DI ANTONIO
DiARZo) born at Lugano in 1736, a painter
on marble, and the first who discovered the
mode of fixing colours upon that material.

Bryan's Diet, ofArt.
AGLIONBY (WILLIAM) an English di-

plomatist and polite writer of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. He was the author
of a book entitled

"
Faulting illustrated in

three dialogues, with the Lives of the most
eminent Painters, from Cimabue to Raphael."

Athen. Oxon.

AGNOLO (BACCIO) a Florentine sculptor
and architect, who died in 1 543. He began
by carving in wood, and afterwards applied
himself to architecture, and acquired great
reputation, particularly by the edifices he
erected at Florence, which are distinguished
for solidity and elegance. Biog. Univ.
AGOP (JOHN) a learned Armenian critic

and grammarian of the seventeenth century.
His works, entitled " Puritas Haygica," com-

9

AGUIRRE.
prising Latin and Armenian grammars, were
printed at Rome, 1675, 4to. Grig.
AGORACRITES, a Grecian statuary, who

was a native of Paros, and flourished in the
fifth century BC. He was a pupil of Phidias,
and became one of the most skilful artists of
his time. Pliny.
AGOULT (C. C.C. LOOT JOSEPH MA-

THIEU) born at Grenoble in 1747, died at

Paris 1824, bishop of Pamiers. At the revo-

lution he became an emigrant. He returned
to Paris in 1801. He was the author of
several works, among them " Letters to a

Jacobin,"
"

Reflections on the Constitution

of England and the Royal Charter," &c.
He also left voluminous manuscripts. Bio.
Fran.

AGRICOLA (GEORGE) a German physi-
cian, born at Glanchen in Misnia, in 1494.

He distinguished himself by his researches

concerning metals and fossils, and added con-

siderably to the previously existing stock of
information on those subjects by visiting mines
and studying the processes of metallurgy.
His writings display an elegance of style

superior to that of contemporary authors who
treated on the physical sciences

;
and he was

long regarded as a principal authority in

questions relating to spagyrical chemistry.
He died at Chemnitz, Misnia, Upper Saxony,
in 1555. Having given offence to the Luthe-

rans, then become possessed of power, they
showed their resentment by leaving his body
unburied for several days after his death.

His chief works are a treatise
" De Re Metal-

lica," in 12 Books, Basil, 1561, folio; and

another,
" De Ortu et Causis Subterraneorum,"

Basil, 1558, folio. Biog. Univ. Eucyclop.
Britan. Snpp. Prelim. Diss.

AGRICOLA (GEORGE ANDREW) a Ger-
man physician, bom at Ratisbon in 1672,
died in 1738. He was the author of a curious

work on the multiplication of trees and plants,

1716-17, 2 vols, folio, of which a French
translation appeared at Amsterdam, 1720,
2 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ.

AGRICOLA (JOHN HENRY) a musical

composer, who died at Berlin in 1 7 74. He
was director of the chapel royal, and left

the operas of " Achilles
" and "

Iphigenia."
Diet. Hist.

AGUESSEAU (HENRI CARDIN JEAN
BAPTISTE, Marquis of) and grandson of the

chancellor of that name who died in 1751.

He was born in 1746 and died in 1826. He
was a man of feeble character, but was loaded
with favours by Napoleon, created a senator

and member of the Legion of Honour, and
was made a member of the French Academy
in 1787, without knowing anything of science

or literature. He was received into high
favour at the restoration of the Bourbons, and
was chosen to present the orders of St. Michel
and of the Holy Ghost to the allied sovereigns
on the part of Louis XVIII. Bib. Univ.

AGUIRRE (JOSEPH SAENS d') a Spanish
Benedictine of the seventeenth century. He
was created a cardinal, wrote voluminously
on theology, philosophy, and ethics, and made



AHLWARDT.
a collection of the councils of Spain. Dupin,
JBibl. Ecclet.

AIILWARDT (CHRISTIANWIM.IAM) born

at Griefswald, 1760, died 1830. He was pro-
fessor of ancient literature at Griefswald, and

rector of the academy of Anklam.
AHMED KESMY HAJI, a Turkish his-

torian, who was counsellor of the Divan, and

chancellor to the sultan Mustapha III, about

1758. That prince employed him in two

missions, to Vienna and to Berlin, of which he

drew up accounts inserted in the " Annals of

the Othoinan Empire," compiled by Ahmed
Wasif Effendi, and printed in Turkish at

Scutari, 1804, 2 vols, folio. A German trans-

lation of this work appeared at Berlin in 1809,

8vo. Edinb. Rev. Biog. Univ. Class.

AHMED SHAH EL ABDALY, founder

of the kingdom of Candahar. He was brought

up at the court of Nadir Shah, and after the

death of that prince he seized on the provinces
of Candahar and Caubul, and, erecting them
into a kingdom, took the royal title. He
engaged in several invasions of the north

of Hindostan, and in 1761 he defeated the

Mahrattas at the battle of Panniput. He
died in 1773, leaving the crown to his son

Timur Shah. Biog. Univ. Class.

AHRENDT, or ARENTS (MARTIN FRE-

DERIC) an antiquary and palaeographer, who
was a native of Holstein. He spent forty

years in travelling on foot through Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, France, Spain, Italy, and
other parts of Europe, in search of Scandina-
vian antiquities and Runic monuments

;
and

carried on an extensive correspondence with
his learned contemporaries, relative to the

objects of his investigations. His perpetual

journeys and various peculiarities subjected
him to some unpleasant adventures. Towards
the latter part of his life, after having visited

France, Spain, Italy, Hungary, and Austria,
he remained some time at Mecklenburg, and
then proceeded through the south of Germany
to Naples, where he was imprisoned on sus-

picion of being implicated in the conspiracy
of the Carbonari. On being liberated, he
set out to return to Germany, and died in

February 1824, at a small village two leagues
from Vienna. His collections of Icelandic

MSS, Runic alphabets, and palocographic ob-

servations, &c. were transmitted to his native

country through the care of the Danish resi-

dent at Vienna. Ahrendt published a number
ofpaperson the antiquitiesofDenmark and Nor-
way, in the Norwegian Topographical Journal
and other Danish periodical works. Lit. Gaz.
AIGREFEUILLE (CHARLES d') canon of

Montpellier in the eighteenth century, author
of " Histoire de la Ville de Montpellier."
Nam. Diet. Hist.

AIKIN (EDMUND) an ingenious architect,
son of Dr. J. Aikin, died March 13, 1820.
He wrote an account of St. Paul's cathedral,
annexed to some engravings of that edifice,
published by J. Britton, FSA., besides some
professional essays ;

and he furnished designs
for the Presbyterian chapel in Jewin-street,
London. Land. Mag.

AKOUI.
AILHAUD (PIERRE Touss) born at Mont-

pellier, in 1759, died 1826, professor of rhe-

toric at Montauban. His principal works are
" The Egyptiad,"

" The Argonauts of Hu-

manity," and the "
Triumph of Revelation,"

all in verse. He also published part of a
" New Henriade," and a table of French
literature. Bib. Univers.

AIMAR VERNAI (JACQUES) a French

peasant of the province of Dauphiny in the

seventeenth century, who professed the art of

Rhahdomancy. See BLETON.
AIMERICH (MATTHEW) a Spanish Jesuit,

who died at Ferrara in 1799, aged eighty-
four. He was the author of several historical

and philological works, the most important of
which are,

"
Specimen Veteris Romanae Lit-

teraturse deperditee," &c. Ferrara, 1784, 4to;
and " Novum Lexicon Historicum," Bassano,
1787, 8vo. Diet. Hist.

A IRENTE (JOSEPH VINCENT) archbishop
of Genoa, born in 1767 atDulcado, died 1831.

He was keeper of the Calamata library. He
wrote upon the toleration of religion by the

ancient Romans, and an explanation of the

table of Peutinger, much commended by
Zach in his astronomical correspondence.
Bib. Univ.

AISSE (Mademoiselle') a native oi Circas-

>ia, who was purchased when she was but
bur years old, from a slave-merchant, by the
:ount de Ferreol, the French ambassador at

Constantinople. He bestowed on her a good
ducation, and returning to France, introduced
ler to respectable society, though she was
.understood to be his mistress. She^died in

1733, and left some interesting
"

Letters,"
which were first collected and published in

1807, 18mo. Biog. Univ.
AKAKIA (MARTIN) a native of France,

and physician to Henry III. He wrote " De
Morbis Mulierum,"

" Consilia Medica," &c.
Nonv. Diet. Hist.

AKERBLAD ( ) a Swedish antiquary
and philologer, who died at Rome in 1819.

He applied himself to the study of Egyptian
antiquities, and discovered the key to the

nterpretation of the cursive characters of
he Copts, previously unknown. In 1802 he
jublished at Paris "

Inscriptionis Phrenicse

3xoniensis nova Interpretatio," Svo
;
and his

erudite researches had afforded the promise
of high celebrity as an Oriental scholar,
when he was cut off in the flower of his age.

Biog. Univ. Class.

AKERMAN ( ) a Swedish engraver,
settled at Upsal in the eighteenth century,

distinguished as a manufacturer of celestial

and terrestrial globes, much in request in

very part of Europe. Idem.

AKOUI, a Chinese mandarin, of Tartar

origin, who was general and prime minister of
the emperor Kien Long, in the last century.
He signalized himself in many warlike ex-

peditions to reduce to subjection rebellious

provinces of the empire ;
and he became the

counsellor, the friend, and the depositary of

the secrets of his master, whose esteem he

always preserved, as well as that of the Chi-
10
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nese and Tartar nations, whose government
he administered. The period of his death is

not known. Idem.
ALAIN (Jons) a Danish author of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He wrote
" On the Origin of the Cimbri," &c. Nouv.
Diet. Hist.

ALAIN (NICHOLAS) a French dramatic

author at the beginning of the eighteenth

century. He wrote some trifling comedies.

Idem.
ALAMANNI or ALEMANNI (NICHOLAS)

a learned critic of the sixteenth century, a

Greek by birth, who became librarian of the

Vatican. He published an edition of the
"
Anecdota," or secret history of Procopius ;

and a description of the church of St. John
Lateran. Idem .

ALAN OF TEWKSBURY, abbot of the

monastery there in the twelfth century, and
friend of Thomas a Becket, an account of
whose exile he composed, besides " Acta Cla-

rendonensia," &c. Biog. Brit.

A'LAWY, a Persian, who was physician
to Nadir Shah, and died at Delhi in 1749. He
was the author of many learned works, one of

which, called " The Collection of Collec-

tions," according to the celebrated Orientalist

Langles, is a kind of medical cyclopaedia.

Biog. Univ.

ALBANEZE, an Italian musician, who
died at Paris in 1800. He appeared in France
in 1747, and obtained great reputation by his

excellent method of singing. He composed
many

" Airs
" aud "

Duets," full of melody,
which have all been published. Biog. Diet,

of Music.

ALBENAS (JOHN PALLIO d') a French

lawyer and antiquary of Nimes, in the

sixteenth century. He wrote an historical

dissertation on the antiquities of Nimes, &c.

Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ALBENAS (J. JOSEPH viscount) a poet
and publicist, born at Sommieres near Nimes,
in 1760, died at Paris in 1824. He was one
of those Frenchmen who accompanied general

Lafayette to America, and took a part in the

war for shaking off the yoke of England.
Bib. Univers.

ALBERGATI (CAPACELLI) a Bolognese
marquis, who died in 1802. He passed his

youth in dissipation, but, with great talents,
redeemed himself at forty, and became a

very considerable dramatic writer and actor,
and was called the Garrick of Italy. Tira-
bosclii.

ALBERIC, a French Cistercian monk,
poet, and historian, in the thirteenth century.
He wrote a chronicle from the creation to the

year 1241, edited by Leibnitz, 1698. Nouv.
Diet. Hist.

ALBERIC DE BOSATI, or ROXIATI,
a native of Bergamo, the friend of Bartholus,
and one of the most learned jurists of the

fourteenth century. He wrote valuable com-
mentaries on the sixth book of the Decretals ;

a Dictionary of Jurisprudence ;
a treatise

" De Statutis ;" and commentaries on the

Pandects and the Civil Code. Diet. Hist.
11

ALBERS.
ALBERT (JEAN BAPTISTE) born in 1771,

in the department of the Hautes Alpes, died
in 1822. He was one of the best generals in
the French army. He distinguished himself
in the Pyrenees, in Italy, and Germany,
fought at Austerlitz and Jena, at Eylau,
Dantzick, Essling, and Wagram, in Russia in

1812, and in the campaign of 1814. He was
afterwards aide-de-camp to the duke of Or-
leans. Bib. Univers.

ALBERTI (GEORGE WILLIAM) a Hano-
verian divine in the eighteenth century. He
wrote "

Thoughts on Hume's Essays on Na-
tural Religion ;"

" Letters on the State of

Religion and the Sciences in Great Britain ;"
and an "

Essay on the Religion, Worship,
Manners, and Customs of the Quakers."
Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ALBERT (HENRY CHRISTIAN) professor of
the English language at the university of
Halle in Germany, where he died in 1800.
He published two English and German Gram-
mars

;

"
Essays on Shakspeare :"

" Researches

concerning the English Constitution ;" and a
drama on the death of Charles I. Diet. Hist.

ALBERT OF STADE, a Benedictine
monk in the thirteenth century. He like-

wise, in compliance with the fashion of the

time, compiled a chronicle from the creation

to 1256. Vossi de Hist. Lat. Nouv. Diet.
Hist.

ALBERT OF STRASBURG flourished

in the fourteenth century. He was the

author of a chronicle from 1270 to 1378.
Idem.

ALBERTRANDY (JOHN BAPTIST) a Po-
lish historian, bishop in Partibus of Zenopolis,
who died at Warsaw in 1808. He went to

Italy in 1782, and continued there three years
exploring the different libraries, and making
extracts from books and MSS relative to the

history of Poland. He filled with his collec-

tions 110 volumes; and afterwards visited

Stockholm and Upsal, where he made valu-

able additions to his literary materials for the

history of his country. Gifted with an extra-

ordinary memory, he was enabled to elude
the prohibition of the Swedish government
against copying any part of the documents he
was allowed to examine, by writing down from
recollection every evening what he had per-
used during the day. He was employed to

the end of his life in his historical labours
;

and the result ofthem appeared in his " Reigns
of Henry de Valois and Stephen Battori,

Kings of Poland," published after his death
from his MSS, by Ignatius Onaceweiz, War-
saw, 1824, 2 vols, 8vo. Revue Enci/clnp.
ALBERS (H. PHILIP FRANCIS) born at

Hameln in 1768, died in 1830 at Waustorf.

He was first physician to the king of Hanover,
and a writer in Hufeland's Journal and the

Magazine of Hanover. He also published re-

marks upon the mineral waters of Rekbourg.

Biog. Univ.

ALBERS (JOHN ABRAHAM) born at Bre-

men, 1772, died 1821, a learned German phy-
sician who left some valuable writings upon
therapeutic diseases.



ALBI.

ALBI (HENRY) a Provencal Jesuit in the

seventeenth century. He wrote " The History

of Illustrious Cardinals,"
" A French Gram-

mar," &c. Niceron.

ALBIN (ACHILLES) born in 1808, died m
1836, an antiquary and provincial writer of

some note, whose early decease was much re-

gretted. He was the author of a journal at

Montlucon in which he concentrated his re-

searches the product of his leisure time. He

was also author of " Sketches of the Bour-

bonnais," and had begun a work on the ancient

history of that province, from which much was

expected. Biog. Univ.

ALBON (CLAUDE CAMILLE FRANCOIS

count d') member of a noble family of France,

was born at Lyons in 1753. He was the au-

thor of various miscellaneous works, the prin-

cipal of which are,
" A Dialogue between

Alexander and Titus," 8vo ;

" Observations

of a Citizen upon the New Plan of Imposts,"

8vo; "Miscellaneous Works," 8vo ;
"Eulo-

gies on Quesnoy, the Count de Gebelin, and

Chamouset," 8vo ;

" La Paresse," a pretended
translation from the Greek ;

" Discourse on

the Augustan Age, and that of Louis XIV. ;"
" Discours Politiques, Historiques, et Cri-

tiques sur quelques Gouvernements de 1'Eu-

rope," 3 vols, 8vo, &c. He died in 1789.

Biog. Univ.

ALBRECHTSBERGER (J. G.) a German
musician, who was born at Kloster Neubar in

1 736. At the age of seven he was employed
as a singing boy at his native place, and he

afterwards conducted a school at the abbey of

Moels. He learned to play on the organ and

studied musical composition under Monn, or-

ganist to the court, and was himself subse-

quently appointed organist at Raal. In 1772
he obtained the situation of court organist, and
became a member of the academy at Vienna,
and he was afterwards made chapel master
at the cathedral of St. Stephen in that city.
He has been characterised as one of the most
learned of modern contrapuntists, and he
formed a great number of eminent scholars,

among whom was the celebrated Beethoven.
The best known of his works is his " Elemen-

tary Treatise on Composition,"' published at

Leipsig in 1790, of which very useful produc-
tion there is a French translation in 2 vols,
8vo. His death took place in 1803. Biog.
Univ. Biog. Diet, nf Musicians.
ALBRET (CHARLES d') constable of

France in the reign of Charles VI, to whom
he was related by blood, belonging to one of
the most illustrious families of the south of

France, whence sprung the kings of Navarre.
He was deprived of his post by the Burgun-
dian faction in 1412, but was restored by that
of Armagnac the following year. He com-
manded the French army at the famous battle
of Agineourt, in which he lost his life, in

1415. Mezerai. Moreri.

ALBUCASIS, ALSARAVIUS or ABU'L
KASEM KHALAF BEN ABBAS, an Arabian

physician, who was a native of Alzarah, in

Egypt. He acquired great reputation in Spain,
and died at Cordova in that country, in 1 107.

ALCYONIUS.
His works, which have been repeatedly pub-
lished in Latin, relate rather to surgery than

to medicine, and he appears to have been the

earliest writer who gave descriptions and

figures of chirurgical instruments. An edi-

tion of the "
Chirurgia

"
of Albucasis, com-

prehending the Arabic text, with a Latin

translation by Dr. Channing, was printed at

Oxford, 1778, 2 vols, 4to. Friend's Hist, of

Physich. Biog. Univ.

ALBUQUERQUE COELHO (EDWARD d')
a Portuguese nobleman in the seventeenth

century. He wrote " A Journal of the War
of the Brazils which began in 1630." Biog.
Univ.

ALCAMENES, a Greek statuary, who was
the disciple and the rival of Phidias. He exe-
cuted statues of Venus Aphrodites, of Juno,
and of Vulcan, besides the front of the temple
of Jupiter Olympius. Idem.

ALCIATI (TERENCE) a Roman Jesuit in

the seventeenth century. He left materials

for a history of the council of Trent, which

history was afterwards completed from those

materials by cardinal Pallavicino. Diet.Hist.

ALCM^EON, a Pythagorean philosopher
of Crotona, AM. 3520. He wrote on physics,
and first studied comparative anatomy by dis-

secting animals. Diog, Laert.

ALCMAN, a lyric poet, and one of the best

writers of Greece. He flourished BC. 672.

Some few amorous verses of his, in the Doric

dialect, have been preserved by Athenseus.

Voss. de Poet. Grcec.

ALCOCK (NATHAN) an English physician
in the eighteenth century. He studied under

Boerhaave, and is distinguished for the ana-

tomical lectures he delivered at Oxford, 1741.

Gent. Maq.
ALCYONIUS (PETER) an Italian critic

and philological writer, who was professor of

Greek at Florence in the sixteenth century.
He was patronized by the cardinal de Medici,
afterwards Pope Clement VII, whose protec-
tion he forfeited by embracing the party of
the Colonna family, who were the enemies of

that pontiff. He had then no other resource

than that of becoming a tutor, his lessons, how-

ever, procuring him more honour than profit.

He died in 1527 at the age of 40. Alcyonius
published a translation of four treatises of

Aristotle, under the title of " Aristotelis Opera
Varia," Ven. 1521, folio. This version is exe-

cuted with more elegance than fidelity, and it

has become scarce, in consequence of the au-

thor, piqued at the remarks of his critics,

having bought up and burnt all the copies he
could procure. This learned scholar wrote a
treatise

" De Exilio," Ven. 1522, 4to, repub-
lished by Menckenius with the title of " Ana-
lecta de Calamitate Literatorum," Lips. 1707,
12mo. This work was conjectured to have
been taken from the lost treatise of Cicero
" De Gloria ;'' which it was pretended that

Alcyonius had destroyed after making use of
the manuscript. But the accusation is unjust,
the essay on Exile being only in imitation of

Cicero's philosophical dialogues, and the

style, though pure and agreeable, scarcely re-
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sembling that of the celebrated Roman orator.

Nouv. Did. Hist. Biog. Univ.

ALDINI (count ANTOINE) boni at Bolog-
na 1756, died at Milan 1826. He studied the

law both in his native town and in Rome, and

was made professor of law in the university
of Bologna. He was the nephew of the cele-

brated Galvani. He subsequently attached

himself to Napoleon, and became a count, a

member ofthe Legion ofHonour, and treasurer

of the order of the Iron Crown. He afterwards

resided in France. In 1814 he inhabited the

chateau of Montmorency near Paris, which he

embellished at a great expense, but the ravages
of the invading armies in 1815 so defaced it

that he sold it to be dilapidated, and retired to

Milan, where he died. -Biog. Univ.

ALDINI (JOHN, brother to count ALDINI)
a philosopher and mathematician of eminence.

He made numerous experiments in galvanism,
and employed the tides of the ocean as a

moving power for mills. He had been coun-

sellor of state for the kingdom of Italy in 1811.

The date of his birth is uncertain. Idem.

ALEGAMBE (PHILIP) a Flemish Jesuit

in the seventeenth century. He filled many
important posts, and wrote some learned and

esteemed works on his own order. Nouv.

Diet. Hist.

ALENIO (JULIO) a Venetian Jesuit in the

seventeenth century. He was a missionary in

China for thirty-MX years, and left several

works in the Chinese language on theological

subjects, one of which was in verse. Idem.

ALES10 (MATTHEW PEREZ d') a Roman
painter and engraver in the sixteenth century.
He was the pupil of Michael Angelo, and

caught a portion of his fire. His St. Christo-

pher, a huge gigantic figure, in fresco, in the

great church of Seville, is his best productionD'Argenville.
ALESSANDRI (JOHN degli) born at Flo-

rence, 1765, died 1828. He was vice-presi-
dent of the academy of fine arts in that city
and subsequently director. He was also a

deputy to the legislative body for the depart-
ment of the Amo. Biog. Ital.

ALESSI (GALEAS) a 'celebrated Italian ar-

chitect in the sixteenth century. His works
are spread over Germany and the south o:

Europe ;
but his fame principally rests on the

monastery and church of the Escurial. Cum-
berland.

ALEXANDER APHRODIS^EUS, a peri-

patetic philosopher in the second century
He was an able commentator on Aristotle

and inscribed his book " De Fato," printec
at London, 1688, to the Roman emperor
Lucius Septimus Severus. Porphyr. in Vit

Plotin.

ALEXANDER POLYHISTOR, a Roman
historian about eighty-five years BC. He was
a voluminous writer, but his works have pe
rished, with the exception of a few fragments
preserved in some of the classics. Vossius.

ALEXANDER I, emperor of Russia and

king of Poland, was the eldest son of Paul I

by his second wife Sophia Dorothea, princess
of Wirtemherg Stutgard. He was bom De-
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ember 22, 1777, and received his education
mder the direction of his grandmother, Ca-
herine II, who engaged as his tutor the cele-

irated M. de Laharpe. He married in 1793
Elizabeth Alexievna, princess of Baden. On
he death of his father, in March 1801, he
ucceeded to the imperial crown

;
and one of

lis first measures was the publication of a ge-
neral amnesty, a single individual among
hose who were suspected of having assassi-

nated the late emperor being excepted and
exiled to Siberia. A change of state policy
was adopted, and the maritime confederacy
with the northern powers against England,
which had been formed in the preceding reign,
was broken through, and a treaty concluded
at St. Petersburgh, June 17, 1801, between
the Russian ministers and the British ambas-

sador, lord St. Helen's, conceding to this coun-

:ry the right of searching neutral ships in time
of war. Alexander was crowned at Moscow
in September following, when a ukase was

published for diminishing taxes, liberating

persons confined for debt, prohibiting prose-
cutions for the recovery of fines, discontinuing
the mode of recruiting the army, and granting
a free pardon to all deserters. In 1802 the

emperor had an interview with the king of

Prussia at Memel
;
and the ensuing year he

offered his mediation to effect a reconciliation

between England and France. The seizure

and execution of the duke d'Enghien, in 1804,
induced him to remonstrate with the French

government on the violation of the neutral ter-

ritory of Baden
;
and he subsequently ap-

pealed to the diet of Ratisbon. But the influ-

ence of Buonaparte, at that time, in the Ger-
man empire, rendered these measures nuga-

tory. In April 1805 a convention was en-

tered into between Russia, England, Sweden,
and Austria, for the purpose of resisting the

encroachments of the French on the territo-

ries of independent states. A large Russian

force was sent into Germany, which did not

however arrive in time to prevent the capital
of Austria from falling under the power of

Napoleon. On the 2nd of December the

battle of Austerlitz took place, in which Alex-
ander appeared at the head of 50,000 men
to aid the emperor Francis, whose troops
amounted to about half that number. The
French were victorious, and Alexander was

compelled to retreat to his own dominions. In

July 1806 negociations for a general peace
were commenced at Paris ; but the Russian

minister, D'Oubril, having signed precipitately
a separate treaty with France, his master re-

fused to ratify it ; the negociations were there-

fore broken off, and the relations between

England and Russia remained undisturbed.

Poland now became the seat of warfare. On
the 26th of November was fought the battle of

Pultusk
;
and on the 7th and 8th of February

1807, that of Eylau, neither of which engage-
ments was decisive

;
but on the 14th of June

the Russians were completely defeated at

Friedland, by Napoleon : the result of whose

victory was an interview between the_
two

emperors, which led to the treaty of Tilsit, by
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which Russia was bound to acknowledge the

brothers of Buonaparte as kings of Naples,

Holland, and Westphalia, and formally to

recognise the Rhenish confederation. It was

also by secret articles stipulated that the

ports of Russia and Prussia should be closed

against the commerce of Britain. The seizure

of the Danish fleet by the English govern-

ment occasioned a declaration of war from

Russia against this country; but hostilities

only extended to the cessation of trade be-

tween the two nations. A second meeting of

the French and Russian sovereigns took place

at Erfurdt, September 27th, 1808, Buonaparte

being anxious to secure the friendship of

Alexander previously to his meditated sub-

jugation of Spain. While the former was en-

gaged in the prosecution of this undertaking,

the latter made himself master of the Swedish

province of Finland, his troops taking posses-

sion of Abo, the capital, in September 1809 ;

and the annexation of the greater part of the

province to the empire of Russia soon fol-

lowed. The interruption of commerce with

England now began to be severely felt by the

Russians ; and the pride of Alexander revolt-

ing against the subjection to which he had

been reduced by the dangerous friendship of

Napoleon, he resolved to throw off the yoke.
On the 23rd of March 1812, an imperial ukase

was issued, ordering a levy of two men out of

every five hundred throughout the Russian

dominions ;
a treaty was concluded with the

Turks
;
and all matters of dispute with Great

Britain were pacifically arranged. The in-

vasion of Russia which followed, and which

paved the way for the downfal of the colossal

power of the emperor of France, though the

most important event in the history of the

reign of Alexander, is not one in which he was
so far personally concerned as to require a de-

tailed relation in this article. Napoleon en-

tered Russia at the head of between three and
four hundred thousand men, and took posses-
sion of the capital, Moscow, after having de-

feated the Russians in several most obstinately
contested engagements. But the victor was
unable to retain his conquest, and having
failed in an attempted negociation, through
the firmness of the Russian sovereign and his

ministry, Buonaparte returned almost alone to

Paris, like Xerxes from his Grecian expedi-
tion, and his army, like that of the Persian

prince, was almost annihilated. Alexander
l>ecame the aggressor in the contest which
followed. Joining his army in Poland, in

February 1813, he published the famous ma-
nifesto, which served as the basis of the coali-
tion of the other European powers against
the rapacity of the French emperor. Germany,
and then France, became the scene of hostili-

ties, and the capture of Paris, on the 30th of

April, 1814, was followed by the abdication
of Buonaparte, and the restoration of the
Bourbons. After the conclusion of peace,
Alexander visited England, in company with
the king of Prussia

;
and on his return to his

own dominions, he appears to have zealously
employed himself in endeavouring to ame-

ALEXANDER.
liorate the internal condition of his empire.

Early in his reign he had improved the con-

stitution of the state by reorganizing the se-

nate and limiting the powers of governors.
On being crowned king of Poland in 1815, he

submitted to a limitation of the regal autho-

rity, granted the right of legislation and self-

taxation to the senate, and a representative

body to the people. Throughout his domi-

nions he displayed his regard for literature

and the arts, which flourished in his reign ;

and though he exhibited a tendency towards

superstition in religious matters, it did not

lead him into any odious measures of con-

straint or persecution. His death took place

suddenly, in November 1825, at Taganrock,
on the sea of Azoff. Leaving no issue, he

was, in the first instance, succeeded by his

brother Constantine, who, however, resigned
the crown in favour of his younger brother

Nicholas, the present sovereign of the Rus-
sian empire. Alexander I may be regarded
as an able, active, and talented prince, and a

very efficient sovereign for an empire like that

of Russia, which he carried with considerable

dexterity and address through a period replete
with vicissitude and danger. It must not,

however, be supposed that he was destitute of
a portion of the ambition which makes a

powerful ruler dangerous to his neighbours,
Persia, Poland, and Finland all testifying a

passion for sway and aggrandisement ;
nor is

it to be concealed that he anxiously and as

duly laboured to extend Russian influence in.

the south of Europe, and that too in reference

to affairs of internal policy with which it had
no necessary connexion. On the whole, how-

ever, his memory is justly popular in his own

country, and he will possibly be regarded by
posterity as the most judicious, political, and

highly gifted of the legitimate rulers of his

age. -Biog. NOUV. des Contemp. London

Encyc.
ALEXANDER, MD. (WILLIAM) an emi-

nent physician and medical writer of Edin-

burgh, where he died in 1788. He published
"
Essays on the external application of Anti-

septics in Putrid Diseases ;
on the Doses and

Effects of Medicines; and on Diuretics and

Sudonfics," 1768, 8vo; and an "Inquiry
concerning the Causes of Putrid Diseases,"

1772, 8vo; German translations of both
which productions appeared at Leipsic in

1773; besides which he was a contributor to

the third volume of "
Essays and Observa-

tions Physical and Literary," read before a

Society at Edinburgh. Dr. Alexander was
also the author of a "

History of Women,
from the earliest antiquity to the present
time," 1779, 2 vols, 4to; republished in 1782,
2 vols, 8vo

;
and of this work there is a Ger-

man translation. Eeuss. Biog. Diet, of
Living Authors.
ALEXANDER (THOMAS) earl of Selkirk,

known as the founder of a colony in Canada,
and for his writings on politics and statistics.

He died in 1820. Lond. Maq. vol. iii.

ALEXANDER (WILLIAM) earl of Stir-

ling, was born at New York, in North Ame-
14
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rica, and became a major-general in the

service of the United States during the Ame-
rican war, in the course of which he was
taken prisoner. He died in 1783, aged fifty-

seven. This nobleman distinguished himself
more by his attention to mathematics and

astronomy than by his military talents. He
wrote " An Account of the Comet of June
and July, 1770," published in the first volume
of the American Philosophical Society of

Philadelphia. Diet. Hist.
ALEXANDER (JOHN) born 1735, died

1765, an English dissenter and minister, the

author of a periodical work called " The
Library." His brother translated into Eng-
lish the work of Morgagni,

" De Sedibus et

Causis Morborum." Biog. Diet.
ALEYN (CHARLES) an English poet in

the seventeenth century. He wrote poems
on the battles of Cressy, Poictiers, and Bos-
worth Field, and translated the histoiy of

Euryalus and Lucretia from JEneas Sylvius.
Cens. Lit.

ALFRAGANI, or AHMED BEN COS-
SEIR AL FERGAN, an Arabian astronomer,
who was born at Ferghana, a town in Sog-
diana. He became so skilful in making astro-

nomical calculations, as to have obtained the

appellation of Hacib, or the Calculator. He
flourished in the reign of the Calif Al Ma-
murn, in the ninth century, but the period of
his death is uncertain. His principal work is

an " Introduction to Astronomy," of which
three Latin versions have been repeatedly
published, including that of Golius, with
learned notes, 1CG9, 4to. Alfragani also wrote
a treatise on the Solar Quadrant, and another
on the construction and use of the Astrolabe.

Biog. Univ.

ALGARDI (ALEXANDER) a Bolognese
sculptor and architect in the seventeenth cen-

tury. He was the pupil of Lewis Caracci,
and friend of Domenichiuo. At Bologna his

group of the Beheading of St. Paul is much
admired. Tiraboschi.

ALHAZEN, or ABU ALT AL HASSAN,
BEN AL HASSAN, an Arabian philosopher,
who was a native of Bassora. Having failed

in a scheme which he had proposed to pre-
vent or check the inundations of the river

Nile, and being alarmed at the displeasure
of the Fatemite Calif Hakem Bemrillah, by
whom he had been patronized, he feigned
himself to be insane till the death of that

prince. Having no other means of support,
he employed himself in writing and copying
books; but his laborious industry scarcely
sufficed to preserve him from indigence. He
died at Cairo in 1038. A catalogue of his

numerous works has been published by Ca-
viri, in his Bib. Arab. Hispan. vol. i. and
some of them are preserved in manuscript in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford. Alhazen is

chiefly known as the writer of a treatise on

Optics, published in Latin, with a Com-
mentary by Risner, at Basil, in 1572; toge-
ther with a tract on Twilight and Atmos-
pi eric Refraction, which had been previously
edited by Gerard de Cremona. Biog. Univ.
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ALIAMET (JAMES) an engraver of emi-

nence, born at Abbeville in 1728, died in
Paris 1 788. His works were principally from
Berghem, Wouverman, and Joseph Vemet.
He had a brother who practised the art in

England, named Francis Germain Aliamet.

Bryan's Diet. Art.
ALIBAUD (Louis) born at Nimes in

1810, and executed at Paris in 1836, having
fired at King Louis Philippe as he was
mounting his carriage, but happily missed his

object. Biog. Univ.
ALIBERT (J. Louis) a celebrated French

physician, born at Villefranche in 1766, died
in Paris in 1837. He was the son of a coun-
sellor. He came to Paris early in life, and
studied surgery. His " Thesis

" was deemed
worthy of the highest notice. He became,
with Bichat, one of the founders of the
Medical Society of Emulation, and soon took
a high rank among the more distinguished
authors upon the science in which he was a

practitioner. He was named physician in

ordinary to Louis XVIII after the restora-

tion, and created a baron and a member of
the Legion of Honour. His works were
numerous. One of the principal is on the
"
Physiology of the Passions." In his leisure

he cultivated elegant literature, and wrote a

poem called " The Dispute of the Flowers."

Biog. Univ.

ALI PACHA, an Albanian chief of strong
character and great abilities, was born in

1750 at Tepelini. His father, who possessed
considerable authority, died of grief, in con-

sequence of being stripped of his territories

by the Agas, leaving a widow, a woman of
considerable energy of character, who spirited

up her son to assume the conduct of a preda-

tory troop of his countrymen. With this

band he committed so many depredations,
that the adjacent tribes took up arms in their

own defence; and the inhabitants of Gardiki,
in a nocturnal expedition, carried off his

mother and sister from Tepelini, and very
nearly surprised himself. The conduct of
the victors to their unfortunate captives was
so brutal, that the naturally implacable temper
of Ali was roused, and he vowed the exter-

mination of the whole race, which oath, in

the sequel, he almost literally executed. For
some years he was the sport of various for-

tune, and at one time was reduced to great

poverty, from which he was relieved by the

discovery of a chest of buried gold, with
which he raised a new body of two thousand
men. He now assumed great authority ; and,
as it is said, by counterfeiting a firman of the

sultan, he exercised the pachaship of Janina.
This event, which took place in 1788, afforded

him the desired opportunity to wreak his

vengeance upon the Suliotes, whom he treated

with the most horrible barbarity. At length
the jealousy of the Porte was excited, and

steps were taken to arrest his progress, but

Ali had now attained despotic rule, and for

several years, with a singular mixture of

policy, craft, and courage, set the Ottoman

power at defiance. During this interval his
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authority was exercised with all the rigour

of the most absolute eastern sway, and innu-

merable striking acts of political ferocity are

on record, in proof at once of the cruelty and

the determination of his character. The
insurrection of the Greeks iu 1821 was an

event of which he was taking the necessary

steps to avail himself, but his fortunes, which

had previously begun to yield, gradually sunk

under the powerful efforts of the Porte, and

he was ultimately surprised, like a tiger in

his den, by the craft of Hassan Pacha, who
had been sent to demand his head. The

latter, who had gained access on a view of

compromise, no sooner declared his errand

than AH replied,
" My head is not to be deli-

vered up so easily," and the fierce old man

accompanied the words with a pistol-ball

which broke his opponent's thigh. With

equal courage and resolution he shot two

more dead upon the spot, but fell the same

moment himself, on which his head was
severed from his body, and sent to Constan-

tinople. Ann. Biog.
ALISON (ARCHIBALD, the Rev.) a cler-

gyman of Edinburgh, of Baliol College,
Oxford. He died in 1839, aged 82, being
born in 1757. He was the author of an
"
Essay upon Taste," published in 1790 ; a

memoir of Lord Woodhouselee, and some
sermons. Gent. Mag.
ALISON (FRANCIS) born in Ireland in

1705, and educated at Glasgow. In 1735 he
went to America, and became the presby-
terian minister of New London, in the county
of Chester. In 1747 he was made president
of the Academy of Philadelphia. He died in

1777.

ALIX (PETER) a French abbot in the
seventeenth century. He wrote "

Dialogue
entre Porte Noire et le Pilori ;"

"
Eponge

pour effacer la Censure du P. Dom. Verne-

rey ;" and the "
History of the Abbey of St.

Paul." Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ALLAINVAL (LEONOR JEAN CHRISTINE
SOULAS d') a French abbe' and dramatic poet
of the middle of the eighteenth century.
He possessed considerable merit. His best

piece is
" L'Embarras des Richesses." Biog.

Univ.

ALLAN, FSA. (GEORGE) the son of G.
Allan, the historian of Durham. He was
educated at Hertford, under Dr Carr, the
translator of Lucian; and at Trinity Hall,
Cambridge, where he took the degree of MA.
in 1792. He was chosen MP. for the city of
Durham in 1813, after an expensive contest;
and after the dissolution of parliament in
1818 he went to reside at St. Omer, in France,
where he died July 21, 1828, at the age of
sixty. Mr. Allan was a considerable contri-
butor to the eighth volume of Nichols's"
Literary Anecdotes." Ann. Biog.ALLAHD (Guv) a native of Dauphiny in

the seventeenth and eighteenth century. He
was counsellor to the king, and wrote several
treatises, which have become very scarce, on
the history of Dauphiny, valuable for their
provincial and genealogical anecdote, together

ALLEN.
with the history of prince Zizim, an amorous
romance. Moreri.

ALLARD (JOSEPH FELIX) born at Mar-
seilles 1795, died in Paris 1831. He was one
of the contributors to the " Bulletin Uni-

versel," and translator of the "
Apology

"
of

Tertullian, His collection of rare MSS. and
books was highly estimated. Bib. Univ.
ALLARD (JEAN FRA^OIS) born in 1785,

died 1840. This Frenchman, a native of St

Tropez, was educated for a military life, and
at 18 years of age served under Marshal
Brune, to whom he became aide-de-cainp.
After the death of that officer he went to Leg-
horn, with the idea of proceeding to America,
and had taken his place on board a vessel

for the purpose, when an Italian officer per-
suaded him to go to Egypt in his company.
Not finding there the good fortune which he

expected, he went to Persia, where he was
well received by Abbas Mirza, who gave him
the title of Colonel, and promised him a regi-

ment, which he never got. Tired of such a
situation he went to Cabul, where he was

honourably received, but was scarcely estab-

lished before he heard that at Lahore there
was a politic and bold chief, then occupied in

founding a kingdom. He went to Lahore,
and saw Runjeet Singh, and in a short time
obtained his confidence. At first he was set

to discipline some men who were to be made
instructors of others. After this he organized
a regiment, then a brigade, and subsequently
a division. The army thus formed, the rival

chiefs, who disputed the power with Runjeet,
were attacked and beaten in succession.

Allard was loaded with honours. He visited

France in 1836, to see his friends and rela-

tions, but returned to India again agreeably
to a promise made to Ruujeet, but he had

only just arrived when he was attacked with
an illness which put a termination to his life,

after struggling for a short time with his dis-

ease. Bib. Univer.

ALLART (MARIE GAY), born at Lyons
1750, died in Paris 1821. She was the au-

thoress of " Albertine de St. Albe," and the

translator of " Eleanora de Rosalba " and
"
Family Secrets

"
into French out of the

original English. Bib. Univer.

ALLEGRAIN (CHRISTOPHER GABRIEL)
a celebrated French sculptor towards the close

of the eighteenth century, admitted into the

academy for his fine execution of the figure of

a young man. His Venus and Diana are

greatly admired. Bioy. Univer.

ALLEMAND (COUNT ZACHARIA JAMES

THEODORE) a French naval officer, born at

Port Louis in 1762, died at Toulon 1826.

He commanded the Carmagnole and the

Duquesne, but was principally known for his

attack on Toussaint L'Ouverture, in St. Do-

mingo, and saving the lives of a great number
of persons. He aided in the capture of

Dominica, and reached the rank of vice-

admiral.

ALLEN (ANTHONY) an English lawyer
and aniiquary in the first half of the eight-
eenth century. He collected a biographical
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account of the members of Eton College, and

formed a vocabulary of such English
_

words

as have changed their original meaning, as
"

villain,"
"
knave," &c., which work was

never printed. Chalmers Biog. Diet.

ALLEN (ETHAN) a brigadier-general in

the service of the United States during the

American war. He was born at Salisbury

(N.A.) and removed with his parents into

Vermont, at the commencement of the dis-

turbances in that province in 1770. He
distinguished himself on many occasions by
his daring courage and address; and parti-

cularly by the capture of Fort Ticonderago,
which enterprise he executed in concert with

Colonel Arnold, without tiring a shot. He
was subsequently taken prisoner by the

English, but was exchanged in May 1778.

He published besides an account of his cap-

tivity,
" A Vindication of the Opposition of

the Inhabitants of Vermont to the Govern-
ment of New York, and their Right to form
an Independent State," 1779

;
and a work

entitled,
" Allen's Theology, or the Oracles

of Reason," the first professed attack on

Christianity which appeared in the United

States. General Allen was a confirmed infidel,

holding very peculiar opinions, among which
was the Pythagorean doctrine of Metempsy-
chosis. He died in 1802. Encyclop. Amer.
Edinb. Mag.
ALLEN (!RA) an American officer and

topographical writer, born, about 1752, at

Cornwall, in the county of Litchfield, Con-
necticut. He attained the rank of major-

general of the militia of the state of Vermont

(N.A.). In 1798 he published "The Na-
tural and Political History of the State of

Vermont, with an Appendix." 8vo. Public

Characters.

ALLENT (PETER ALEXANDER JOSEPH)
born at St. Omer, in 1772, died in 1837. He
belonged to the engineers, and had a com-
mand at the siege of Lille, in 1792. He rose

rapidly until he became head of the staff to

the armies of the Rhine and Danube. He
carried off the prize for eloquence at the

Institute in 1797, by a paper upon the moral
and political influence of painting. He was
a peer of France, and a member of the

Council of Defence in 1814. He refused to

belong to the Council of State during the

hundred days. His principal works were a

"History of Military Engineering, with the

Battles and Sieges under Louis XIV upon the
Frentiers," and an "

Epitome of the History of
the Arts and Military Institutions of France
since the Romans." Bio. Univer.

ALLERSTA1N or HALLERSTAIN
( ) a Jesuit missionary, who was a native

of Germany, and died at Pekin in China,
about 1778. He was mandarin president of

the tribunal of mathematics
;
and he left

" Astronomical Observations," published with
those of father Koegler, by F. Hell, at Vienna,
1766, 2 vols, 4to. Diet. Hist.

ALLORI (ALEXANDER) called Bronzino,
a Florentine painter in the sixteenth century.
He was well acquainted with anatomy, and

SUPPLEMENT.

ALP ARSLAN.
hence excelled in the naked figure. His
portraits are graceful, and he successfully fol-
lowed Michael Angelo. Pilkinyton.
ALLORI (CHRISTOPHANO) son and dis-

ciple of the preceding. He excelled in the
minuteness and delicacy of his touch. His
pictures, which are small, abound with
minim figures admirably executed. Idem.
ALLSTON (WASHINGTON) a painter,

born in America, whence he came to England,
and rose to be an associate of the English
Academy. He produced several paintings of
considerable excellence. He returned to his

native country, where he died, iu 1843. His
works carry marks of a highly imaginative
character. Gf.nt. Mag.
ALMENDINGEN (Louis HARCHER d')

born at Paris, in 1766, died 1827. His fa-

mily was noble, but ruined by commercial

speculations. His father taught him Latin,

history, and geography, and one of his rela-

tions found the means of supporting him for
two years at the University of Gottingen.
He then became a tutor in a rich family at

Amsterdam
;
and subsequently occupied the

law professorship in the Academy of Herborn.
In 1813, he was a member of the Commission
of Legislation at Nassau. In 18 16, being
vice-president of the Aulic tribunal of Dillen-

burg and Councillor of State, he was con-
demned to a year of imprisonment, for having
published a memoir in favour of the family
of Anhalt. The decree was not executed,
because the Aulic tribunal of Dillenburg re-

fused the needful forms. The Government
of Nassau thanked him, and continued his

appointments. From the year 1822 he never
left his chamber. He wrote no less than

thirty-five works. The most distinguished
are,

" On the Origin of War, and its Influ-

ence upon Civilization ;"
" On the Progress

and Decay of the Sciences ;"
" An Essay upon

Penal Law, and the Metaphysics of Civil

Processes." Bio. Univer.

ALMOpOVAR (Dec d') a Spanish noble-

man, distinguished for his literary talents,
who died at Madrid, in 1794. He published
in that city, in 1781, a journal entitled,

" De-
cada Epistolem ;" and he also produced a
work on the Establishments of the Europeans
in the East and West Indies, under the

pseudo-nym of Odoardo Malo of Lucca. He
occupied in succession the posts of minister

plenipotentiary from the court of Spain in

Russia, in Portugal, and in England. Bioy.
Nonv. des Contemp.
ALOMPRA, the founder of the Birman

empire. He was of obscure birth, but being
bold and enterprising, he raised himself to

independence and sovereign power, having
established a new dynasty about the middle
of the eighteenth century. He founded the

city and port of Rangoon, and made a treaty
with the English. His death took place in

1769. Pinherton's Geography.
ALP ARSLAN, the second sultan of the

dynasty of the Seljucides, in Persia. He died

in 1072. This prince enlarged his territories

by numerous conquests; and after various
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ALPHIUS AVITUS.
encroachments on the eastern empire, he van-

quished in a decisive battle and made captive

tht emperor Komanus Diogenes. Gibbon.

ALPH1US AVITUS, a Roman poet of

the third century, in the reign of Severus.

He wrote the lives of illustrious men, and the

history of the Carthaginian war in verse.

yoss. de Hist. Lot.

ALQUIER (CHARLES JOHN MARIA) born

in 1752, died in 1826. He was principally

employed as an ambassador by the different

governments of France, and was one of those

who organized provisionally the new govern-
ment of Holland, in 1795, and served diplo-

matically in Bavaria, Spain, Italy, Sweden,

and Denmark. He was called home by Louis

XVIII, and then banished on account of his

conditional vote against Louis XVI, but was

recalled finally to France in 1818. He was

considered an able diplomatist, and a man of

humanity. Bio. Univer.

ALSOP (RICHARD) an Anglo-American
writer, born at Middletown, in Connecticut.

He published several fugitive pieces, in prose
and in verse, which were well received, and
he translated various works from the Italian

and French languages, among which the most

important was the " Natural and Civil His-

tory of Chili," from the Italian of Molina, 2

vols, 8vo
; reprinted in London. In 181 5 he

prepared for the press a " Narrative of the

Captivity and Adventures of J. R. Jeivett

among the Savages of Nootka Sound." He
died in 1815, at the age of fifty-six. TLncij-

clop. Amer.
ALSTEDIUS (JOHN- HENRY) a German

philosopher and protestant divine in the

seventeenth century. He completed an En-

cyclopaedia, the origin of the works of that

description, and was likewise the author
of some celebrated theological collections.

Moreri.

ALSTROEMER (CLAUDE) a Swedish na-

turalist, who was the son of Jonas Alstroemer.

(See DICT.) He studied botany under the
celebrated Linnaeus, and, having travelled in

Spain and several other European countries,
he collected specimens of plants, which he
sent to that naturalist, who inserted notices of
them in his '

Species Plautarum," with refer-
ences to the scientific researches of his pupil.
At Cadiz Alstroemer saw a Peruvian plant,
the beauty of which attracted his attention,
and having procured some seeds from it, he
forwarded them to Sweden, where being
planted they grew, and the flower thus pro-
duced was generally cultivated under the
appellation of the Lily of Alstroemer

; and
Linnaus, arranging it as the first species of a
new genus, gave it the name of AlatroemeHa.
C. Alstroemer devoted his attention to various
topics of natural history and agriculture, and
he published a description of the Babian, a
species of ape, in the Memoirs of the Aca-
demy of Science at Stockholm. He was born
in 1736. arid died in 1794. Biog. Univer.
ALTINO (MENSON) a burgomaster of

Groningen in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. He is the author of the best de-

AMAND.
scription of the Low Countries now extant.

Bai/le.
ALTISSIMO (CHRISTOPHER) a Florentine

painter, who flourished in 1 568 ; he was the

scholar of Bronzino. Bio. Univ.

ALVAREZ ( ) a celebrated Spanish

sculptor, born at Valentia, who was sent as a

student to Rome at the government's expense.
When the French occupied the Papal states,

Napoleon ordered the principal artists to send

in bas-reliefs to ornament the palace on the

Monte Cavallo. Alvarez on this occasion ob-
tained the suffrages of the judges, those o

Canova and of Thorwaldsen in a particular
manner. His works were full of the spirit of
the grand antique sculpture. Ferdinand VII,
on his own return to Madrid, made him a baron

;

but in Spain, as usual, he only got the empty
title, and died in 1830 in a state bordering
upon indigence. Bib. Univ.

ALZATE Y RAMIREZ (Jos. ANT.) a

Spanish geographer and astronomer, who
was a native of Mexico, and lived in the last

century. He published a Mexican Literary
Gazette, and made many astronomical obser-

vations. He was a correspondent of the

Academy of Sciences at Paris, to which he
dedicated a new chart of North America : and
he constructed several other charts, and wrote
"
Geographical Memoirs." Diet. Hist. Biog.

Univ.

AMADUZZI (JOHN CHRISTOPHER) born
in the papal dominions, was a distinguished

philologer, and became inspector of the print-

ing-office of the Propaganda at Rome, about
the middle of the last century. He carried

on an extensive literary correspondence, and

published a great many learned works. Biog.
Univ.

AMALRIC (AUGERI) a biographer of the

fourteenth century. He wrote a history of the

popes, entitled
" Chronicum Pontificale."

Noitv. Diet. Hist.

AMAMA (SIXTINUS) professor of Hebrew
in the university of Franeker, was born in

Friesland, and died in December 1629. He
was a Protestant divine, and was induced to

attack the authority of the Vulgate transla-

tion of the Bible ; commencing by animad-
versions on the Pentateuch, and concluding

by a collection of critical dissertations against
the translations in use among the Catholics.

'J his work appeared under the title of " Anti-

barbarus Biblicus," 1656, 4to. The author

shows himself to be a bold critic, but he dis-

plays an unreasonable degree of prejudice,
and particularly against the Council of Trent

;

at least such is the charge brought against
him by Catholics, but Brian Walton and other

Protestant writers mention the critical works
of Amama with approbation. He was also

the author of an Hebrew Grammar, Amsterd.
1025. Niceron. Idem.
AMAND (MARK ANTHONY GERARD, Sieur

de St.) a French poet in the seventeenth cen-

tury. His father had a command in the Bri-
tish navy, but being taken prisoner by the

Turks, was confined three years in the black
tower at Constantinople. He was one of
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AMANDE DE HOCUS.
the first members of the French Academy, and

distinguished himselfin the amatory.burlesque,
and comic walks of poetry. Biog. Unio.

AMANDE DE KOCUS, born in Cyprus
in 1570; being taken by the Turks, and des-

tined for the Harem of the Sultan, she set fire

to the magazine of the vessel in which she

was embarked, and perished gloriously with

her enemies. Bib. Univ.

AMANTON (CHARLES NICHOLAS) born

1760, died 1836. He was an advocate of

Dijon, and member of many literary acade-

mies. He edited for twenty years the Dijon

Journal, and published a number of articles

upon literary subjects. His most important

undertaking was a numismatography of his

native province, of which he left all the plates

engraved. Idem.

AMAR-DUVIVIER (JOHN AUGUSTUS)
born in 17i3 in Paris, died in 1837. He was
a distinguished writer, and narrowly escaped

falling under the axe of the revolution. In

1802 he was conservator of the Mazarine

Library, and professor of rhetoric in the Napo-
leon Lyceum. Towards the end of 1816 he

gave himself up entirely to his literary
labours. In 1829 he was made honorary

inspector of the Academy of Paris, and was
decorated with the Legion of Honour. He
edited the "

Quinzaine Litteraire," and was
one of the most active contributors to the
" Annales de Litterature et des Arts." The
"
Bibliotheque Classique Latiue

"
of Lemaire,

and the "
Biographic Universelle" of Michaud,

were indebted to his labours. He also pub-
lished some valued editions of Terence, and
similar works of ancient date. He had a

narrow escape from Lyons after the siege of

that city, where he a second time fixed himself

as an instructor until 1802. Biog. Gen.

AMATA (JOSEPH) born at Naples in 17f>9,

died in 1832. He was best known as Padre
don Jose. He was selected by the College of

the Propaganda to preach the Catholic faith

to the Birmese people ;
he arrived among

them in 1784. He commonly lived in the

centre of his mission, composed of a few vil-

lages. He was master of the Pali and Binnan

languages, understood medicine, botany, and
natural history. He had made collections of

new animals and plants, together with notes,

of which he was deprived by a soldier after

the defeat of the Birmese by the English.
Bib. Univ.

AMBHOSIUS (THESEUS) a learned writer

on dialectics in the sixteenth century. He
was a Canon Regular of the Lateran, and

superintendent of the Monastery of St. Peter

at Pavia, in Italy, where he died in 1540.

He distinguished himself among his contem-

poraries by his knowledge of different

languages, and he collected the observations

of preceding writers, and with his own im-

provements reduced them to an order calcu-

lated to throw light on the subject of his in-

quiries. This appears from his " Introductio
in Chaldaicam linguam, Syriacam, atque Ar-

meniam, et decem alias linguas," Pavia, 1539,
4to. It is a mistake into which several writers
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lave fallen to represent this as merely a new
edition of Postel's treatise on the same sub-
ect. It is rather a completely new and dif-

ferent work
;
for of the three languages par-

ticularly specified in the title of Ambrosius's

jublication, and of the ten others which are

reated of in a more cursory manner, Postel
las only given an account of two, the Chaldee
and the Armenian. Adelung's Mithridates,
vol. i. Biog. Univ.

AMEILHON (HUBERT PASCAL) an emi-
nent French writer, who was born at Paris in

1730. He first attracted notice by the pub-
lication of a work entitled "

Histoire du
Commerce et de la Navigation des Egyptiens
sous les Regnes des Ptolemies ;" and after the
death of Lebeau he continued the "

History of
the Lower Empire," begun by that writer. He
successively gained three prizes for literary

productions, offered by the Academy of In-

scriptions and Belles Lettres ; and in 1766 he
became a member of that society. During
the latter part of his life he was engaged in

editing periodical journals, particularly the
Journal of Verdun

;
and in the arrangement

of various libraries, in which he was employed
by government. Through his exertions

great numbers of books were collected and
classed, which had been procured from the
convents and other institutions suppressed in

the course of the Revolution. Ameilhon,
however, did not neglect the cultivation of his

favourite study, archaeology ;
but in the pro-

secution of his researches he displayed an

enlightened understanding, which led him to

prefer objects of utility to those of mere curi-

osity. In 1800, when he was dean and pre-
sident of the Institute, in addressing the

young artists who had obtained prizes that

year, he described with admirable sagacity
the state of fine arts among the ancients,

showing that they did not minister to the pur-

poses ofluxury only, but were interwoven with
the public institutions of the people : and he

deprecated th ir application at present to ob-

jects of a mean and trivial nature, instead of

which he remarked they ought to be devofed
to the improvement of intellectual taste and

feeling. He died at Paris in 1811. Bioy.
Nouv. des Contemps.
AMELIA (ANNE) princess of Prussia, sister

of Frederick the Great, born in 1723, died in

1 787. She distinguished herself by her taste

for the arts
;
and she set to music " The Death

of the Messiah," by Ramler. Bioy. Univ.
Class. See TRENCK.
AMELSFOORT (QuiRiuus van) born at

Bois le Due in 1760, died in 1820, an artist

of considerable merit for the truth of his re-

semblances. Bryan's Diet. Art.

AMERSFOORT (JAMES) born 1786, died

1824, a minister of the reformed religion in

Holland. He was a professor of the Atheneum
at Harderwyck, where he taught the Oriental

languages, and afterwards occupied the pro-

fessorship of theology at Franeker. His

principal work is "A Dissertation on the

various Readings of the Pentateuch," and some
lectures. Bib. Univ.
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AMES.
AMES (FisnER) a distinguished American

statesman and public writer, torn at Uedham,

in Massachusetts, in 1758. He was admitted,

while young, into Harvard College, where he

displayed great talents and industry, studying

with a view to qualify himself for the legal

profession ;
but after receiving his degree, in

1774, the narrow circumstances of his widowed

mother obliged him for a while to become an

assistant in a public school. At length, in

1781, lie commenced the practice of the law,

having previously passed some time in the

office of a member of the profession at Boston.

He soon attracted notice both as a public

speaker and an essay writer; and in 1788 he

obtained a place in the Massachusetts con-

vention for ratifying the constitution, whence

he passed to the house of representatives in

the state legislature. Here his fame increased

as an orator and a man of business, so that

the voters of the Suffolk district elected him

their first representative in the congress of the

United States. He remained a member of

the congress during the eight years of Wash-

ington's administration, and he showed himself

a zealous and able defender of the policy
of that great and truly patriotic statesman.

After the retirement of the President, Mr
Ames returned to his residence at Dedham,
where he devoted his time to the cultivation

of his estate, and the practice of his profes-
sion. The latter he relinquished after a few

years, owing to his declining health ; but his

anxiety for the welfare of his country pre-
vented him withdrawing his attention from

political subjects. He published a consider-

able number of essays relating principally to

the contest between Great Britain and revolu-

tionary France, with reference to its influence

on the liberty and prosperity of America. No
writer expressed more anxiety for the cause
of Britain, or more alarm at the character and

tendency of French despotism. In 1804 Mr
Ames was chosen president of Harvard Col-

lege, which honourable office he declined.
When Washington died, this gentleman, then
a member of the council of : he commonwealth,
was appointed to deliver his funeral eulogy
Injfore the legislature of Massachusetts. Mr
Ames died July 4, 1808, after a long illness,
and he was interred at Boston with extra-

ordinary funeral honours. His works were
published collectively, in a large octavo

volume, in 1809, with a preliminary biogra-
phical notice of the author, by the llev Dr
Kirkland, president of Harvard College.
Enc>i<-l"p. Amer.
AMICO (ViTO MARIA) a Sicilian professor

of theology, ofa noble family in the eighteenth
century. He is principally known by his
Sicilian antiquities. Moreri.
AMMAN ^IGNATIUS AMBROSIUS) a German

geographer, who was born in 1753, at Miil-
hein on the Danul>e. After having been in
the service of the Count de Scheuk and that of
the Prince Bishop of Augsburg, he became
aulic councillor and public surveyor at Dil-

lengen, and councillor of the direction of that

country for the king of Bavaria, in 1803, and

AMONTONS.
he at length retired to Uhn with a pension.
He obtained great reputation by his work
entitled

" Determination Ge'ographique de
la Souabe Orientale et des Pays Voisins,"

Augsbourg, 179:i, 8vo; and also by the con-

struction of a large and accurate chart of the

south-west part of Suabia, contained in six

sheets, engraved by Abel, at Stuttgard. Am-
man died in 1811. Biog. Noitv. des Contemp.
AMMAN (Jusxcs) an engraver and

painter at Zurich, in the sixteenth century.
He was famous for illustrating the classics

with his prints, and published portraits of the
French kings, with descriptions ;

but his chief

work was his collection of 115 plates of the
various artificers at work, Frankfort, 1564.
Nouv. Diet. Hist.

AMMANATI (BARTHOLOMEW) a Floren-
tine architect and sculptor in the sixteenth

century. His chief performances are the

colossal statue of Neptune at Venice, and the
statue of Hercules at Padua

;
besides which

he published
" La Cita," an architectural

work. Tiraboschi,

AMO (ANTHONY WILLIAM) an African

negro, born on the coast of Guinea, about the

beginning of the eighteenth century. Having
been taken by slave-dealers to Holland, in

1 707, he was presented to the duke of Bruns-

wick, who sent him to study at the university
of Halle. He became skilful in astronomy,
and learnt to speak the Latin, Greek, HebreAv,

German, Dutch, and French languages. He
continued his studies at Wittemberg, and
afterwards delivered courses of lectures with

great success. On the death of his benefactor

he fell into a profound melancholy ;
and at

length determined to quit Europe, where he
had resided thirty years. He returned to

Africa, and in 1753 he was visited by the

learned traveller Gallandat, who found him

leading a secluded life with his brother and
sister. Some time after he died at Chama, in

the fort belonging to the Dutch company.
Diet. Hist.

AMON (JOHN ANDREW) born at Bamberg
1763, died 1825, a German musical composer.
He was a director of music at Heilbronn in

1789, and afterwards chapel-master of the

prince of WT
allenstein. He produced nume-

rous compositions, besides two operas and a
German Requiem. Bioq. Fran.
AMONTONS (GUILLAUME) born in Nor-

mandy in 1663. He devoted himself to the

study of natural philosophy, and became a

distinguished member of the Royal Academy
of Sciences at Paris. He constructed a new
thermometer, hygroscope, and other philo-

sophical instruments. Taking a voyage to

England, he laid before the Royal Society a

plan for communicating intelligence at con-

siderable distances by visible signals, to be
observed with telescopes ;

and on his return

to Paris he made some experiments on the

subject. But this scheme since carried to

such perfection in the various modifications of
the telegraph, does not appear to have been
then applied to any useful purpose. Arnon-
tons died October 11, 1705. In 1695 he pub-
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AMORETTI.
lished

"
Experiences Physiques sur une nou-

velle Clepsydre, et sur les Barometres," dedi-

cated to the Academy of Sciences. JBiog.

Univ. Diet. Hist.

AMOKETTI (MARIA PELLKGRINA) a

learned Italian lady. Such was her early

proficiency, that at the age of sixteen she

maintained theses on philosophy ;
and when

twenty-one, she was admitted LL.D. at the

university of Pavia. She wrote a treatise
" De Jure Dotium," which was printed, but

not published. Her death took place in 1787,
at Oneglia. Diet. Hist.

AMOKETTI (CHARLES) a mineralogist,
born at Oneglia, in the Milanese, in 1740;
died in 18L6. He entered into the church,
and became one of the keepers of the Am-
brosian library at Milan. He published in

Italian " A Tour from Milan to the Three
Lakes of Como, of Lugano, and Major," 1805,
4to. This work contains an exact and curious

description of all the mineral bodies disco-

vered in the places explored by the author.

The abbe Amoretti composed a great number
of memoirs and tracts, which appeared in

various Italian journals of literature and
science. He also published

" Guide des

Strangers dans Milan et les Environs de cette

Ville," 1805, for which he was rewarded with
the decoration of the order of the Iron Crown.
Soon after he was appointed a member of the

Institute of Milan, and admitted into the

council of mines of the king of Italy. He
edited Pigafetta's account of the " First Voy-
age round the World," with notes and illus-

trations, Milan, 1 800, 4to, and translated the

same work into French, published at Paris,

1801, 8vo. Another of his literary labours

was an edition of the forged
"
Voyage of

Ferrer Maldonado from the Atlantic to the Pa-
cific Ocean by the North-west Passage," Milan,
1811, 4to, which he likewise translated into

French, Placentia, 1812. 4to. Diet. Hist.

AMOREUX (PETER Jos.) a French phy-
sician, librarian to the faculty of medicine at

Montpellier, born about the middle of the

eighteenth century. He was the author of

numerous works, displaying great research,
but defective in respect of perspicuity and ar-

rangement. They treat principally of rural

economy and natural history ;
and among the

most important are " Tentamen de Noxa Ani-

rnalium," 17(32, 4to
;

" Lettres sur la Me'dec.

Ve'te'rinaire," 1771 3, 8vo;
" Essai Hist, et

Litt. sur la Me'dec. des Arabes," 1805, 8vo;
" Precis Histor. sur 1'Art Vtterinaire," 1810;
and " Tr. de 1'Olivier," 1814, 8vo. His death
took place in 1824. Idem.
AMPERE (ANDRE MARIE) a French

mathematician and philosopher, born at Lyons
in 1773, died in 1836. The work which
first brought him into notice was " Consi-
derations sur la The'orie Mathematique du
Jeu." He was also the discoverer of electro-

magnetism, and he published a number of
scientific treatises. His works had a great
influence upon the theory of electricity and

galvanism. In private life he was most
amiable and honourable. He was professor
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of analysis to the Polytechnic School of Paris,
a member of the French Institute, of the

Academy of Sciences, and Inspector-General
of Study, ranking deservedly as one of the
most illustrious scientific men of the age in

every respect. Bioy. Univ.

ANCHERSEN (PETER) professor at the

gymnasium of Odensee, in Fionia, one of the
Danish islands, in the former part of the eigh-
teenth century. He published "Researches
on the Antiquities of Denmark ;" and he was
one of the most learned men of his age and

country. Idem.
ANCH1ETA (Jos.) a Portuguese Jesuit,

surnamed the Apostle of the New World.
He was bom in 1 533, in the isle of Teneriffe

;

and at the age of twenty-eight he went with
other members of his order to Brazil, where
he founded the first college for the conversion
and civilization of the savage natives. Ap-
pointed governor of the converted Indians, he
contributed with them to the foundation of
St. Sebastian's. He died in 1597. Both the

Portuguese and^he savages ascribe to Father
Anchieta the power of working miracles.
He was the author of a long Latin poem in

honour of the holy Virgin. Biog. Univ.

ANCILLON (JOHN PETER "FREDERICK)
born at Berlin 1766, died in 1837. He was

originally a professor at the royal military
academy, which he quitted to become a
minister of religion, and soon acquired repu-
tation as a preacher. He became known to

the court, and this helped forward his for-

tunes. His different publications also raised

his character witli the public. The king of
Prussia chose him for the tutor of his son and

nephew, and nominated him a counsellor of

State. He was next nominated minister of

public instruction, of which he extended the

benefits to all classes. He was afterwards

nominated minister for foreign affairs. His
death was universally regretted. His literary
works are voluminous, and some of them are

conspicuous for their depth as well as for

views friendly to the best interests of hu-

manity. Bib. Univ.

ANCKARSTROEM (J. J.) a Swedish
officer, born in 1751. He acquired a shocking
celebrity by the deliberate assassination of his

sovereign Gustavus III, whom he shot with
a pistol, on the night of March 15, 1792, as

he was quitting a masquerade. A nckarstroem
was condemned to be scourged with rods three

days, to have his right hand cut off, and then
to be decapitated; which sentence was put in

execution April 29, 1792. Biog. Univ.

ANDERSON, MD. (ROBERT) a physician
and writer of biography, who was a native of

Carnwath, Lanarkshire (N. B.) He was
educated at the university of Edinburgh,
where he took his medical degree ;

and after

having practised as a physician several years
at Alnwick, in Northumberland, he removed
to Edinburgh, where he died in March 1830,
at the age of seventy-eight. In 1795 he pub-
lished a valuable edition of the British Poets,

in 14 vols, 8vo, with critical and biographical
notices ;

he afterwards edited the works of
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Dr John Moore, and the Miscellaneous Works

of L)r Tobias Smollett, the latter of which

passed through several impressions, and was

;u'eomp:inied with the
" Life of T. Smollett,

MD. with critical observations on his works ;"

but the most popular of his productions was

the Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. with cri-

ticisms on his works. Gent. May.
ANDERTON (JAMES) a distinguished

writer on controversial theology, who was a

uative of Lancashire, and wrote in the early

part of the seventeenth century. He was a

l.iyman and a man of fortune, who professed

the Catholic faith, and in order to avoid en-

countering the penal severities of the laws

against the Catholics, he published his works

under the assumed name of John Brereley.

Hi p;i icipal production was entitled
" The

Apolo;ry of the Protestants for the Roman

Religion," 1604, 4to, in which he produced the

testimonies of Protestant authors in favour of

the doctrines of the Catholic church; in reply
to which Dr. Morton published, in 1606, an
"
Appeal to the Catholics for the Protestants ;''

to whose animadversions, and those of other

writers, Anderton replied in the notes attached

in a second edition of the Apology, in 1608.

lie was also the author of an "Explication of

the Liturgy of the Mass,'' Cologne, Hi20, 4to;
and the "

Religion of St. Augustine," 1620,
8vo. Bioq. Univ.

ANDOC IDES, one of the ten Greek ora-

tors whose lives are written by Plutarch. He
flourished BC. 468. Four of his orations,
which are extant, were edited by Stephanus.

Plat, in Decem Oral.

ANDKADA (ANTONIO) a Jesuit, born
about 1580, who, being employed as a mis-

sionary in India and Tartary, distinguished
himself by his geographical discoveries. In
1624 he penetrated iuto Thibet, which had

probably been visited by Marco Polo in the
thirteenth century, but had subsequently
become totally unknown to Europeans. On
the return of Andrada to Goa, he was em-
ployed by his superiors in many affairs of

importance. He died, in consequence of hav-

ing been poisoned, in 1634. The account of
his travels was published at Lisbon in 1626

;

and in French, at Paris, in 1028
; and a new

translation appeared in the " Recueil de Voy-
ages au Thibet," by MM. Perou and Billecocq,
Paris, 179 i, ISmo. Biog. Univ.
ANDRli (CHRISTIAN CHARLES) horn 1763,

in Frauconia, died at Stutgard in 1831. He
was secretary to Prince Waldeck and was
made director with Sultzmaun of a celebrated

place of instruction at Schnepfenthal near
Dessau, and of other places of a similar
nature. He was editor of the "

Hesperus."
His principal literary works are connected
with education and the sciences. Bib. Univ.
ANDREAM (ANDREA) a Mantuan en-

graver iu the seventeenth century. He en-
graved in the style called chiaro-scuro, and
executed many pieces from Raphael, Titian,
and other great pa'nters. Strutf.

ANDREOSSI (FRANCIS) an eminent French
engineer and mathematician, born at Paris in

ANDREOSSY.
1633. To him has been ascribed the con_
struction as well as the plan of the canal of

Languedoc, though his claim to the sole merit

of the undertaking has not been universally
admitted (See RIQUET, PAUL.) On the sub-

ject of his labours,
" L'Histoire du Canal du

Midi," by his descendant general Andreossi,
" L'Histoire du Languedoc," by Messrs. Cara-

man, and " L'Histoire du Corps du Genie," by
M. Allent, may be advantageously consulted.

Andreossi published a chart of the canal of

Languedoc, and memoirs concerning its con-

struction. He died iu 1688. Biog. Univ.

ANDREOSSY (ANTHONY FRANCIS count)
a distinguished French military officer and

engineer, descended from the subject of the

preceding article. He was horn in 1761, and

having become a lieutenant of artillery at the

age of twenty, he was, during the war in Hol-
land in 1787, taken prisoner by the Prussians.

Having been exchanged and returned to

France, the revolution afforded ample scope
for the exertion of his talents, and in the

course of several campaigns he rose rapidly
from one rank to another, and had reached
that of inspector-general of the artillery at

the period that Napoleon ascended the throne.
He was then nominated grand-cordon of the

Legion of Honour
; commander of the order

of the Iron Crown; and grand chancellor of
that of the Three Fleeces, (Trois Toisons,)
which was never organized. He distinguished
himself at the siege of Mantua in 1796, during
the expedition to Egypt, and on other occa-

sions. He was appointed a member of the

institute established at Cairo, and as the re-

sult of his researches he produced
' Memoires

sur le Lac Manzaleh, sur la Valle'e du Lac
Natron, sur le Fleuve sans Eau," which were

published in the " Memoires sur 1'Egypte,"
and also separately at Paris, 1800, 4to. He
returned to France with Buonaparte, who
created and placed under the direction of

Andreossy a fourth division of the ministry
of war, which comprehended the administra-
tion of the artillery and engineers. He was

subsequently appointed general of a division,

commandant of Mayence, and at length chief
of the staff of the Gallo-Batavian army.
After the peace of Amiens he was sent am-
bassador to the court of London, and being
recalled on the recurrence of war, he was in

1806 nominated president of the electoral

college of the Aube, and afterwards a count
of the empire. Having been ambassador to

Vienna, he was made governor of that city in

1 809, after the victory over the Austrians at

Wagram Returning to France he was not

long after despatched on an embassy to the

Porte, where he remained till the restoration
of Louis XVIII, by whom he was recalled in

August, 1814, when he was presented with
the cross of St. Louis. At the return of Buo-
naparte from Elba in 1815, Andreossy took
an active part in public affairs

;
he signed the

famous deliberation of the Council of State,
March 25, 1815

; he accepted the transitory
honour of a peerage, and the presidency of
the section of war. Subsequent events agaiii
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drove him into retirement, as one of the parti-
sans of the fallen emperor. His death took

place in 1828. He published in 1800,
" His-

toire Ge'uerale du Canal du Midi," containing
an account of the scientific operations of his

ancestor in the construction of the canal of

Languedoc, which gave rise to a literary
contest. (See RIQUET.) In 1802 appeared
from his pen

" Relation de la Campagne, sur

le Mein et la Rednitz, de 1'Armee Gallo-

Batavie aux Ordres du Ge'ueral Augereau,"
8vo; and he laid before the Institute "Me-
moires sur 1'Irruption du Pont Euxin dans la

Mediterrane'e ;" and " Sur le Systeme des

Eaux qui abreuvent Constantinople." Biog.
Ifouv. iles Conternp. Month. Mag.
ANDREOZZI (GAETANO) born in Naples

in 1763, died in 1826. His first works were
cantatas. He was only 16 when he went to

Rome to compose his first opera of the " Death
of Casar." He composed operas for the prin-

cipal Italian cities, and afterwards went to

Petersburgh, where he composed his " Dido "

and " Giasone e Medea." He came back and
wrote in Italy his

" Sofronia e Olindo," and
"
Sesostris." He then visited Madrid, and com-

posed his " Gustavo Re di Suezia." He re-

turned to Naples, where he wrote " La Pas-
sione de Giesu Cristo," an oratorio. His last

work was " La Giovanne d'Arco." He now
ceased to write for the theatre and devoted
himself to instruction. Among his pupils was
the duchess de Berry, whose patronage he en-

joyed in Paris, where he died. Biog. Univ.

ANDRES (JUAN) a learned Spaniard, who
was born at Valencia in 1727. He became
a Jesuit, and on the expulsion of his order
from his native country he retired to Italy,
where he added to the reputation he had pre-

viously acquired as a man of letters. In 1776
he published in Italian, an "

Essay on the

Philosophy of Galileo;" and in 1782, at

Parma, in the same language, a treatise " On
the Origin, Progress, and Present State of

Literature," 7 vols, 4to, republished in 12

vols, 8vo, a work of great research, display-

ing becoming impartiality, and elegance and

purity of style. A Spanish translation by
his brother, Don Carlos Andres, was printed
at Madrid

;
and the first volume of a French

version appeared at Paris in 1805, but the
death of the translator, J. E. Ortolani, in 1807,

prevented its completion. The abbe Andres
was also the author of " Cartas familiares a

su Hermano D. Carlos, com la Noticia del

Viage a varias Ciudades de Europa," Madrid,
1794, 6 vols, 4to, containing an account of
his travels. When the Spanish government
permitted the ex-Jesuits to re-enter Spain, he
returned home, but after the death of his

father he again went to Italy ;
and he was

appointed keeper of the royal library at

Naples, which office, notwithstanding poli-
tical revolutions, he long retained. In 1807
he produced a tract, in which he endeavoured
to demonstrate the error of the common
opinion that the mariner's compass was the
invention of Flavio Gioia, of Amalfi. He
became blind in 1813, in consequence of
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cataracts in the eyes, the removal of which by
an operation his very advanced age rendered
hazardous. It has been stated in a work of

authority, that the abbe' Andres died in 1803
;

but he survived that period several years,
and is supposed to have been living in 1820,
but we have not been able to ascertain the
exact period of his decease. Biog. Univ.

Biog. Nouv. des Contemp.
ANDREW OF PISA, a sculptor and archi-

tect, was born in 1270. He built several

grand structures at Florence, Venice, and
other of the principal cities in Italy, and also

obtained great reputation as a painter, poet,
and musician. He died in 1345. Nouv. Diet.
Hist.

ANDREW OF RATISBON, a German
historian of the fifteenth century. He wrote
a chronicle of the dukes of Bavaria, and a
"
History of Bohemia."- Idem.
ANDREW (JAMES) born in 1 757, died in

Edinburgh, 1833. He had been principal
director of the military school for the en-

gineers and artillery of the East India Com-
pany. He was the author of a Hebrew

vocabulary and grammar, a system of sacred

chronology, nautical tables, and similar works.

Biog. Diet.

ANDREWS (HENRY) a mathematician,
who for more than forty years was employed
in making calculations for the "Nautical

Ephemeris," but was better known as one of
the latest editors of the " Vox Stellarum," or

Almanac of Francis Moore. His scientific

attainments were the result of his own appli-
cation. He was born of poor parents, at

Freiston, near Grantham, in Lincolnshire, in

1744; and he commenced life as a servant,
but afterwards kept a school at Eoyston, in

Hertfordshire, to which occupation he united

that of a bookseller and stationer. He died

January 26, 1820. The once popular but now
extinct and deservedly obsolete publication,
which Mr Andrews long superintended, was

originally edited by Francis Moore, who died

in London about 1734; it was then compiled
and continued by John Wing, and afterwards

by his son Tycho Wing, of Pickworth, in the

county of Rutland, the latter of whom died
in 1750. The care of the publication was
next intrusted to William Harvey, of Kniptca,
near Grantham

;
and after his death, about

1762, to Thomas Wright, of Eaton, near

Melton Mowbray, in Leicestershire ;
who was

succeeded, about 1780, by the subject of this

article. Gent. Mag.
ANDRIESSEN (ANTONY and JURIAAN)

both Dutch painters and brothers, and both

born at Amsterdam, the first in 1746, who
died in 1813, and the second in 1742, who
died in 1819. Antony in conjunction with

his brother painted figures and landscapes.
Juriaan was an able decorative artist, and
several living painters are from his school.

Bryan's Diet, of Art.

ANDRIEU (BEBTBAND) a medallic en-

graver, born at Bordeaux in 1761, and died at

Paris in 1822. He engraved a great number
of medals from the collections in the roval
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cabinet and library at Paris, a multitude of

vignettes, and various models for the notes of

the French national bank. He has been con-

sidered as the restorer of the art of engraving

medals, which had declined after the reign

of Louis XIV. Diet. Hist.

ANDROMACHUS, a native of Crete in

the first century, and physician to Nero. He

wrote, in elegiac verse, a description of the

theriaca, a medicine which he invented, and

dedicated it to the emperor. His son wrote a

description of the same in prose. Galen de

'llieriac.

ANELLI (AxcELo) born in 1761 at Desen-

zano, died in 1820. He was a professor of

Latin literature at twenty years of age, but

soon abandoned the business of instruction.

He joined the French artillery, and general

Augereau took him for a secretary. He after-

wards quitted the military service and was

nominated professor of eloquence in the Ly-
ceum of Brescia. The professorship being

suppressed he died of mortification at the

event. He wrote " Odes and Elegies ;"
" Ar-

gi-ua," a novel in rhyme ;

" Cronache de

Pindo," and several operas and miscellaneous

pieces. Bioq. Univ.

ANGELIS (DoMiNico de) a learned Nea-

politan writer of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries. His merit obtained for him
the appointment of historiographer to Philip V.

Besides some poems, he was the author of

several biographical and historical pieces in

the Italian language. Tiraboschi.

ANGLADA (M. T.) a doctor of medicine

at Perpignan, where he died in 1833, aged 58.

He was the author of a history of mineral

and sulphureous waters, and also of warm
baths, and of the warm and mineral springs
of the province in which he resided.

ANGLICUS (GiLBERTUs) an eminent Eng-
lish physician in the thirteenth century. He
wrote a compendium of physic, the earliest

extant, which has frequently been printed.
2'riend.

ANGUILLESI (Jons) born at Pisa in

1766, died 1833, a poet and literary man of

Tuscany. He was secretary to the princess

Elizn, the sister of Napoleon. He translated

gome of the French writers into Italian, and
while the French were in Italy succeeded in

getting the academy Delia Crusca again es-

tablished. He wrote an historical Itinerary
of Tuscany, and became chancellor of the

University of Florence. His poems were pub-
lished in 1818, and in 18-22 he became editor
of the "Giornale di Litterati." Bio. Univ.
ANGUS (WILLIAM) an excellent English

engraver of landscapes and buildings. He
engraved the works of Sandby, Dayes, and
other artists in a delicate and pleasing manner.
He flourished between 1786 and 1820.

Bryan's Diet. Art.

ANICH (PEI-EH) a Tyrolese peasant, who
distinguished himself as a geographer and
astronomer. He was born at Oberporfess.
near Innspruck, in 1723; and till the age of

twenty-eight he was engaged in his paternal
occupation, that of a farmer, though he had

ANSART.
at an early period manifested an admiration

of the sciences. The Jesuits of Innspruck at

length noticed his inclination for study, and

gave him instruction in mechanics and mathe-
matics. This enabled him to undertake with

success the construction of a celestial and a

terrestrial globe, and various mathematical
instruments. His teacher, a Jesuit, introduced

him to the notice of the Empress Maria
Theresa, who ordered him to draw a map of
the northern Tyrol. This task was rendered
difficult by the superstition of his country-
men, whose interruptions and annoyances were
so serious as to threaten his life. At length
he finished his survey, and completed the

map, but on its being taken to Vienna it was
found to be on too large a scale for publica-
tion, and he was consequently directed to

reduce it to nine sheets. While engaged in

this last labour, he died, September 1, 1766.
The map was engraved and published in

1774, with the title "Tyrolia geographice
delineata, a Petro Anich et Blasio Huever,
curante Ign. Weinhart." Biog. Univ. Ger-
man Conversation Lexicon.
ANICHINI (LDIGI) a famous seal en-

graver, a native of Ferrara, who was contem-

porary with Michael Angelo. His Interview
of Alexander the Great with Jaddua the

High Priest of the Jews, was declared by
Michael Angelo to be the perfection of the
art. Now. Diet. Hist.

ANNO, archbishop of Cologne in the
eleventh century. A hymn, composed in ho-
nour of this prelate, after his death, is re-

garded as the only poetical monument of

importance of the German national literature

of that period. An edition of it was pub-
lished by Dr Goldmann, at Leipsic, in 1816.
The political importance of Anno as chan-
cellor of the emperor Henry III and as ad-
ministrator of the empire during the minority
of Henry IV, his bold spirit of government,
as well as the sanctity of his life

;
his paternal

care of his diocese, and his zeal for the found-

ation of churches and monasteries, and for

the reformation of monastic establishments,

gained him the veneration of his contempo-
raries, and the character of a saint. The
hymn of St. Anno commences with the po-

pular traditions of Germany, proceeds to the

history of the archiepiscopal see of Cologne,
and of its thirty-three prelates who preceded
Anno, and among whom were seven saints,
and of their residence in the city of Cologne
on the Rhine. The poet then describes the

secular and spiritual government of the saints,

and laments the madness of his countrymen
as displayed in their continual discords. In

despair at not being able to change this state

of things, the German patriot becomes weary
of life, and dies of grief at the ingratitude of
his contemporaries, whom he had so zealously
endeavoured to benefit. German Conversa-
tion Lexicon.

ANSART (Louis Jos. AUG.) a canon re-

gular of France, born in 1 748. He was the

author of " Bibliotheque Litteraire du Maine,"
1784, vol. i. (no more published), which has
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been erroneously ascribed to his cousin AND.
Jos. ANSAHT. (See Art. Ansart, Diet.')

ANSELIN (JEAN Louis) a French en-

graver, lorn in Paris, 1754, died in 18:23.

His chief works are on poetical and historical

subjects. Bryan's Diet. Art.

ANSIAUX (JEAN JOSEPH ELEANORA AN-

TOINE) a French painter of history and por-

trait, born at Liege in 1764, died in Paris,

1840. His works are numerous, both his-

torical and poetical. He painted the portraits

of most of the great men of the time of

Napoleon, and is reckoned one of the best

French artists of the present century. Idem.

ANSPACH (margravine of) a celebrated

lady and lively writer, was the daughter of

Augustus the fourth earl of Berkeley, by
Elizabeth the daughter of Henry Drax, esq.,

of Charborougli in Dorsetshire. She was born

in London, in December 1750; and on the

death of her father when she was but five

years old, and the second marriage of her

mother, she was consigned to the care of a

Swiss governess, to whose kindness and atten-

tion she seems to have been indebted for the

early cultivation of her talents. After having
visited Paris and been introduced at court at

home while yet very young, she was, in May
1767, married to William Craven, esq., who,
in 1769, succeeded his uncle as earl Craven.
She had by him seven children

;
but after a

union of thirteen years a separation took

place, and lady Craven quitted England for

France. She afterwards travelled in Italy,

Austria, Poland, Russia, Turkey, and Greece ;

she was received with the honours due to her

rank at the courts of Vienna, Warsaw, and
St. Petersburgh. She then returned to Eng-
land, when she published an account of her

travels, under the title of " A Journey through
the Crimea to England," 1789, 4to. Subse-

quently she settled at Anspach in Germany,
where she became the principal lady of the

court ofthe margrave ofAnspach ;
and having

established a theatre, of which she was chief

manager, she wrote and translated into French
some dramatic pieces for the stage. She re-

sided five years at Anspach, and having
visited Naples and Lisbon with the margrave
who had become a widower, on receiving
news of the death of lord Craven, which oc-

curred at Lausanne, September 26, 1791, she

was, on the 3Cth of October following, united

to the margrave of Anspach. From Lisbon
the margrave and margravine went to Ma-
drid, thence through France to Berlin, and
afterwards to England. Here they experi-
enced considerable mortification, in conse-

quence of the conduct of the margravine's
relatives, and the refusal of the queen to re-

ceive her at court as margravine of Anspach.
But notwithstanding these circumstances, the

margrave, having sold his principality to the

king of Prussia, in 1791, settled with his lady
in England. He purchased an estate at Ben-

ham, in Berkshire, and also Brandenburgh
House, near Hammersmith, which he made
his principal residence, kept a large establish-

ment, and had a private theatre. The mar-

ANTHING.
gravine again indulged her taste for theatrical

composition, and produced
" Princess of Geor-

gia ;"
" The Twins of Smyrna ;"

"
Nourjahad,"

and several other pieces ; and for the songs in
these dramas she composed musical airs. In
i 806 the margrave died, and left to his widow
nearly 1 50,000/. She resided in England with
little intermission till after the peace in 1815,
when she revisited the continent, and at length
settled at Naples, where she built a house for

her residence on a piece of ground given her

by the king ;
and there she died, January 13,

1828. She published, in 1825, an autobiogra-
phical work, entitled " Memoirs of the Mar-

gravine of Anspach, formerly Lady Craven,"
which is interesting from the accounts it con-

tains of her intercourse with Catherine II,

Frederick the Great, Joseph II, and other

exalted personages. The margravine of An-

spach claims attention rather from circum-
stances than talent

;
she was a light and viva-

cious woman, of a school which is rapidly
going by, and which it is of the least possible

consequence to renovate. Gent. Mag.
ANTAR or ANDAR, an Arabian chief

who lived in the middle of the sixth century,
and who was one of the seven great poets
whose works, embroidered with gold upon silk,

were hung up at the door of the Temple of

Mecca, forming a portion of the famous
Moallakah. His compositions are devoted to

the description of his warlike deeds and his

love for the fair Abla. In the Arabian ro-

mance entitled "
Antar," Asmai, a renowned

grammarian at the court ofHaroun al Ras-

chid, has formed a collection of the old Ara-
bian traditions concerning Antar, to which he
has added stories of the chivalrous adventures
of other Arabian heroes. This romance, first

described by Sir William Jones, and after-

wards by Von Hammer, affords the most per-
fect idea of the manners, opinions, and super-
stitions of the early Arabians, which have

undergone so little alteration, that the picture

may be recognised in the state and appearance
of the modem Bedouins. The work is com-

posed in the purest Arabic, and is reckoned

among the classics of Arabian literature.

There is an English version entitled "
Antar,

a Bedouein Romance, translated from the
Arabic by Terrick Hamilton," Lend. 1819,
4 vols, 12mo, and a French translation has
more recently appeared at Paris. An edition

of the Moallakah, Arabic and Latin, edited by
Menil, with observations by Willmet, was

published at Levden, 1816, 4to; and there is

an English version by Sir William Jones.

German Conversation Lexicon.

ANTHING (FREDERICK) a German mili-

tary officer, known as the biographer of the

famous Marshal Suwarrow. He was born at

Gotha, in Saxony, travelled through Europe,
and went to St. Petersburgh, where he sup-

ported himself by making Silhouette portraits,
cut in paper ; and the profile likenesses of this

kind which he took of the imperial family

brought him into notice. He was the compa-
nion in arms of Suwarrow, with whom he was

long on the most intimate terms, till that
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general Ml into disgrace with the emperor
Paul. Anthing died at St. Petersburg!! in

1805. Idem.

ANTI PATER OF SIDON, a poet and

Stoic philosopher of Sidon, in the 17 1st Olym-

piad. He is quoted and praised by Cicero

and Seneca. Some of his poems are still ex-

tant in the Anthologia. Cic. Orat.

ANT1PHON, the Rhamnusian, (from

Rhamnus, the place of his birth,) an Athe-

nian orator, who flourished about 430 years

BC. He was the first who laid down the

rules of orator)-, and was put to death 411

years BC. for having, by his talents, contri-

buted to establish the tyranny of the Four

Hundred. Sixteen of h'is orations are pre-

served in the collections of Greek orators

made by Aldus and Stephanos. Voss. de

Hint. G'ra-c.

ANTOINE (AxToiXE IGNATIUS) born

1749, at Embrun, France, died 1826. He
visited Cherson on the Black Sea, and formed

an establishment there. Afterwards, being
well aoquainted with the subject, he published
an " Historical Essay on the Commerce and

Navigation of the Black Sea." He was a

member of the Legion of Honour and baron

de St. Joseph. Jiiog Univ.

ANTOMMAKCHI (Dr) born in the Isle of

Corsica, in 17 So, died in Cuba in 1838. He
was sent to St. Helena by cardinal Fesch, to

attend on the emperor Napoleon, and pub-
lished an account of that great man's last mo-
ments upon his return to Europe. New
J\Io iifitly Mag.
ANTON (COXRAD GOTTLOB) born in

High Lusace, 1745, died 1814. His labours

in learning were considerable. Tv.-o of them
are " A Dissertation upon the Ancient Hebrew
Measures,"

" A Dissertation upon the Inter-

pretation of the Book of Jonah," &c. There
was also a relation named Charles Gottlob

Anton, born in 1754, at Laubau, died in 1818,
who was equally learned. Biotj. Univ.
ANTONELLE ( PETER AXTHOXY, marquis

d') a native of Aries in Provence, who was an

infantry officer, but quitted the service before
the French revolution. Appointed mayor of
Aries in 1791, he took a very active part in
the troubles at Avignon. He was the same
year chosen deputy to the legislative assem-

bly. In 1793 he was excluded from the Ja-
cobin club on account of his nobility ;

but
he voted for the death of the queen a'nd the
de t'uction of the Girondists. He was after-

wnrds imprisoned himself, till the overthrow
of Robespierre, when he became one of the
conductors of the "

Journal des Hommes
Libres." lie was tried as an accomplice in
the conspiracy of Babeuf

; and Ireing acquitted
he interfered no more in politics till 1814, at
the Kestoration, when he published a tract,
in which he maintained that there was no

prospect of liberty for France but under the
Bourbons. He died at Aries in 1817. He
wrote a great number of pieces on temporary
topics, the most remarkable of which is his

"Catcchisme du Tiers-Etat," 1789, 8vo.
Diet. Hist.

APOSTOLI.
ANTONELLI (LEONARD) born in Sini-

gagliain 1730, died at Aries 1817, a cardinal

of the Catholic church, to which office he

was elevated by Pius VI. He was suspected
of certain intrigues in Rome, and of being

privy to the excesses in which the French

general Duphot was killed. He was expelled
from Rome by the French in 1808, and con-

ducted to Spoleto, where he died in 1811.

His letter to the bishops of Ireland, published
in England, would seem to show that he was
not the most intolerant of his order, as some

pretend him to be. Stag. Univ.

ANTONI (A. V. PAPACINO d') a Piedmon-

tese, born at Villefranche, in the country of

Nice, in 1714, and died in 1786. He raised

himself by his merit from the rank of a pri-
vate in the artillery service to that of lieute-

nant-general and director of the school of

artillery at Turin. He published several

works, among which are "
Physico-mechanical

Institutes," for the use of the students under
his care

;

" An Essay on Gunpowder," which
has been translated into English, French, and
German

;

" A Treatise on the Use of Fire-

arms," &c. Diet. Hist. Biog. Univ.

ANTONINI (ANMBAL and JOSEPH) two

brothers, natives of Italy, in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries. They wrote in con-

junction the history of Lucania, and Annibal
was the compiler of an Italian grammar and

dictionary. Tiraboschi.

ANTONIUS NEBRISSENSIS O&LIUS)
a Spanish writer in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, on grammar, poetry, history, law,

medicine, and theology. Among other things
he published a Spanish grammar, and a Spa-
nish and Latin dictionary. Moreri.

ANYTA, an ancient Greek poetess, some

fragments of whose compositions are pre-
served iii a collection of eminent female poets

published at Hamburgh in 1 734. Voss. de.

Poet. Grac.
APEL (JOHN AUGUSTUS) born 1771, died

1816, at Leipsig, a German lawyer. His fa-

ther was a burgomaster of that town, but soon

abandoned the study of the law for that of

literature. He possessed a fortune, and had
no care of increasing it. He wrote with great

facility, and among his numerous productions
his "

Family Portraits,"
"
Judgment of God,"

" Stories fallen from the Moon," the " Cock in

the Basket," &c., may be mentioned as clever.

He also wrote several novels. He had a bro-

ther, Frederick Augustus Ferdinand, who
preferred literature to business, and published
several works principally connected with the

laws.

APELBOOM ( ) a Dutch poet, who
died about 1780. Among his most distin-

guished productions may be mentioned " Ovi-
dius in Nederlanden," i. e. Ovid in the Ne-

therlands, Amsterdam, 1752, 8vo. Diet.

Hist.

APOSTOLI (FRAXCIS) born about the

middle of the eighteenth century, in Venice,
and endowed with a lively but romantic ge-
nius. He set out in life in the office of the

secretary of state, which he left to visit Ger-
26
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many and France, until, without resources, he

was obliged to return to the place he had

vacated. At length he was made French con-

sul at Ancoua, from which he was driven by
the Austrians. He ultimately reached Paris,

but his letters being intercepted, showed that

he had been slandering the government that

had supported him. He was ordered to quit

France within eight days, and was then re-

duced to such distress as to accept the em-

ploy of the police that had detected him. He
was at last named inspector of the library at

Padua, until the French were obliged to quit

Italy, when he became once more friendless.

and died of hunger in 1816. "Letters and

Sentimental Stories, by George Wanderson,"
the "Story of Andrea," "Franchi e Fran-

chesi," &c. are some of the works ofwhich he

was the author. Bioy. Fran.

APOSTOLIUS (MICHAL) a learned Con-

Stantiuopolitan Greek in the fifteenth century.
He wrote a collection of apophthegms, entitled
" The Violet-bed," Gr. et Lat. Nouv. Diet.

Hist.

APPELDOOM (JEAN) a painter of land-

scape and a designer, the scholar of Jordanus

Hoorn, at Amersfoort, where he was born in

1765. He lived at Utrecht fifty years, and
died in 1838. Bryan's Viet, of Art.

APPIANI (ANDREA) a celebrated Italian

painter, born in 1754. After having studied

his art under the chevalier Giudei, he formed
for himself a grand and original style, which
rivalled that of Coreggio ;

and he excelled es-

pecially in fresco painting. His finest works
are in the choir of the church of St. Mary at

Milan, in the palace of Busca, and in the

castle of Monza. Being appointed member
of the institute of Italy, and of the legion of

honour, and painter to the king of Italy, he

executed portraits of Napoleon and the prin-

cipal personages of his court
;
but he espe-

cially distinguished himself by his frescos in

the palace of Milan, an immense undertaking.
He was attacked by apoplexy in 1813, and

lingered until 181 S, when he died. Idem.

AQUILA (PETER and FRANCIS) engravers.
Peter a painter also, well known by his plates
in aquafortis of the lodges of the Vatican, the

battle of Constantine, after Raphael, and
others. He was born at Palermo in 1724 and
died in 1795. FRANCIS died at the beginning
of the present century ;

his line of art in

engraving, or rather etching, was similar to

thac of his brother. There was a Neapolitan

painter named AQUILA or POMPKY D' AQUILA
in the sixteenth century, ofwhom some works

remain, and particularly a Descent from the

Cross, in fresco, in the church of Santo

Spirito. Idem.
ARAB SHAH (AHMKD BEN) an Arabian

historian, who wrote the life of the celebrated

Tartar prince Timur, or Tamerlane, under the

title of " The Wonderful Effects of the Divine
Decrees in the Affairs of Timur." This work,
which has been made the subject of pompous
eulogy by orientalists, displays that brilliance

of imagination and exaggeration of style
which is characteristic of Arabian literature.
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Sir William Jones, in his treatise on Asiatic

Poetry, says,
" Quam bistoriam ^Timuri sc.)

poema nobilissimum audeo dicere." Arab
Shah died in Egypt in 1450. The Life of
Timur was published in the original, at

Leyden, 163C, 4to; and in Arabic and Latin,
with Notes by Manger, Leovard, 1767, 3 vols,
4to. Bioq. Univers.

ARALDI (Micmx) bora at Modena, 1740,
died at Milan, 1813. A physiologist and
mathematician. He made so great a pro-

gress in his studies that in his eighteenth year
he received the prize in all the faculties of

the University. In 1760 he was nominated
to the professorship of physiology, and upon
the reorganization of the University of Mo-
dena in 1772, he added to it the professorship
of anatomy, rendered famous by having been
before held by Scarpa. On the creation of

the national institute of Italy, he was named
a member, and at length perpetual secretary.
The memoirs of Araldi in the different

sciences are in the proceedings of the Society
of Sciences of Modena, and one printed sepa-

rately is entitled
" De Fusage des Anastomoses

dans les vaisseaux des machines animales,
et particulierement dans le systeme de la

circulation du sang." Idem.

AKAUJO DE AZEVEDO (ANTONIO DE,
count of Barca) a Portuguese minister of

state, born in 1752, died 1817. His public
conduct was weak and indefensible. He was
a man of mild and affable manners, and left

two tragedies unedited,
" Osmia " and " Ines

de Castro." Idem.

ARBOGAST (Louis FR. ANT.) a French

geometrician, born at Mutzig in Alsace, who
became professor of mathematics at Stras-

burgh, associate of the Institute, and member
of many learned societies. He was also a

deputy to the National Convention, and died
in 181)3. His principal work is

"
Traite' du

Calcul des Derivations," 1800, 4to. Idem.

ARCERE (Louis STEPHEN) a celebrated

French ecclesiastic, poet, and historian, in

the eighteenth century. He is principally
known by his works on Rochelle and Amiens.

Idem.

ARCHDALL (MKRVTN) an episcopal cler-

gyman who distinguished himself by his re-

searches concerning the monastic and baronial

history of antiquities of Ireland. He was
born in Scotland, 1 72ii, and probably received
an academical education, as he obtained the

degree of Master of Arts: and having entered
the church, he was presented to the Rectory
of Slane, county of Meath, in Ireland. In
1786 he published at Dublin, in 1 vol. 4to, a
work entitled " Monasticou Hibernicum, or
a History of the Abbeys, Priories, and other

Religious Houses in Ireland," illustrated by
a map of Ireland and eighteen plates repre-

senting the costumes of the various religious
orders. He likewise published, in 1 789, a
corrected and enlarged edition, with a con-

tinuation, of Lodge's
"
Peerage of Ireland."

Mr Archdall, who was a member of the Royal
Irish Academy, died August 6, 1791. Gent,

Mag.
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ARCHENHOL/ (JOHN WILLIAM von) a

very voluminous German writer, who was

born in 174:?, and died in 1812. He is best

known as the author of "
England and Italy ;"

a work describing those countries, which has

been translated into almost all the modern

languages of Europe. lie likewise produced

"Annals of British History, from 1788,'

20vols, 1789-98; and the "History of the

Seven Years' War in Germany," Berlin, 1793,

2 vols, 8vo. German Conversation Lexicon.

Bitxj. Nonv. des Contemp.
ARCHIAS, a Greek poet of Antioch, the

contemporary of Cicero, and the intimate

friend of Lucullus. His claim to the rights

of a Roman citizen were defended by Cicero

in the celebrated oration
'' Pro Archia Poetft."

He M-rote epigrams, some of which have been

collected and published by Brnnck, in his

"Analecta;" and Archias also composed a

poem on the Cimbric war, and commenced
another on the consulate of Cicero. Vossius.

Bioy. ruiv.

ARCON (J. C. ELEONOR LEMICEAUD d')

a French officer, born at Pontarlier in 1733
;

and died in 1800. He became general of a

division, inspector of fortifications, member
of the Institute, and senator. He was the

inventor of the famous floating batteries

used at the siege of Gibraltar in 1782.

Among his works are " Reflexions d'un

Inge'nieur," Amsterdam, 1773, 12mo; and
" Considerations Militaires et Politiques sur

les Fortifications," 1795, 4to. -Biog. Univ.

AliCULPHUS, a French divine in the

seventh century. He visited the Holy Land,
and wrote an account of his travels, printed
in If 19. Norn. Diet. Hist.

ARCY (PATUICK d') a military writer, born
at Galway in Ireland, of Catholic parents.
He entered into the French service in 1739,
and served in Germany and Flanders, as well

as in an expedition to Ireland in favour of

the Pretender. On his return he became a

member of the Academy of Sciences, and
died in 1779. He published

"
Traite' snr la

The'orie de PArtillerie;"
" Theorie de la

Lune;" and " Mo'moire sur la Dure'e des
Sensations de la Vue." Diet. Hist.

AKDI/XOM (NICOLAS) born in Taggia
in 176G, died in 1833. He was a professor
of the law, in the territory of Genoa. In
1797 he was one of the counsel of sixty in
the legislative txxly. In 1814, when the king
of Sardinia wanted to modify the French
code of laws, so as to adapt them to the old

usages of the country, Ardizzoni was one of
the commissioners nominated to effect it.

When it was completed he was nominated to
the professorship of commercial law, which
at a later period he exchanged for the
Pandects. In this last professorship he lec-
tured in Latin -with an elegance and facility

rarely heard. His memory was so extraor-

dinary, that the famous improvisatore Gianni

having appeared in the theatre of Genoa, he
retained in his head the whole of Gianni's

improvisations, and a few days afterwards
delivered them oft' himself. Biotj. Univers.

ARENDT.
AREMBERG (AUGUSTUS MARIE RAY-

MOND, prince of) born at Brussels in 1753,

died 1 833. He was for a long time known
as the count de la Marck, which was ordered

by an uncle, in conferring upon him the pro-

perty of a German regiment, thus named,
which was in the French service. In 1778

he went to India, where he acquitted himself

with honour. He returned to France in

1784, where he had a duel with one of his

officers, named Perron, whom he killed. In

1789 he was nominated a deputy from a

province he possessed in Flanders, and con-

nected himself with Mirabeau. He contri-

buted greatly to the influence of Mirabeau at

the court, and he was left one of his execu-

tors. When the cause of Louis XVI. was
lost, the prince retired into the Low Countries,
and from thence to Vienna, where he made
his peace with Austria, and she gave him the

rank of major-general in her army. When
his brother-in-law, the duke d'Urgel, was
named a senator by Napoleon, he desired to

enter into the French service, but Napoleon
seemed little disposed to receive him, and he
remained in Vienna until 1815. He then
returned to Brussels, and was made a lieuten-

ant-general by the king of the Netherlands.

He never joined the Belgian army after the

resolution of 1830. Biog. Univers.

ARENA (BARTHOLOBIEW) born in 1769 in

Corsica, died in obscurity in 1 829 at Leghorn.
He was the brother of Joseph Arena, who was
executed for being concerned with the emi-

grants in preparing the infernal machine for

the assassination of Napoleon. Bartholomew
was a member of the Legislative Body, hav-

ing left Corsica for Paris in 1793, where he
had vainly struggled against the party of

Paoli. In Paris he was an ardent Jacobin,
and is no further remarkable than as being
the individual who seized Napoleon by the

collar on the 18th of Brumaire, and to whom
the journals gave a dagger at that great coup
d'e'tat, which he did not possess. Biog. Univ.

ARENA (JOSEPH de) a native of Corsica,

adjutant-general in 1 793, deputy from Golo
to the legislative body in 1797, and chief of

the brigade of gendarmerie till November 9,

1800. He was arrested at the opera on the

10th of August 1801, and executed on the

31st of January following, for an attempt on
the life of his countryman Buonaparte, then

first consul. Diet. Hist.

ARENDT (MARTIN FREDERICK) born at

Altona, 1769, died near Venice in 1823, an
eminent Danish antiquary. He studied botany
at Gottingen and Strasburgh, and while but
a scholar, visited the principal European
botanists. On his return be was attached to

the botanic garden of Copenhagen, but occu-

pying himself more with archeology than

botany, he was dismissed. From that time
to his death he was a wanderer, without re-

source, occupation, or country, asking bread
when he was hungry, and receiving gratuit-
ous relief. Sometimes he entered where he
was not invited, and was repulsed or well
received as accident happened. He thus
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travelled nearly all over Europe, making
archeological researches, but principally in

the north. At Paris a gifted man, so strange
in bearing, had no chance of success. Taken
ill he was carried to the Hotel Dieu, and
left it with the loss of an eye. Wishing to

see the Runic inscription on the lion of St.

Mark in Venice, he went 500 leagues to satisfy

his curiosity. In 1810, the year after this,

he went again to Paris, and was hospitably
received by M. Malte-Brun. On a fine day,

taking his departure for Naples, he was ar-

rested as a vagabond fifteen leagues from

Paris, and conducted to the mendicity recep-
tacle at Melun, from whence M. Malte-Brun

got him away. He often refused money from

people struck with the great extent of his

knowledge, who would willingly have given
it to him. He never took more than was

absolutely needful for his subsistence. In

1823 he entered Hungary. At Presburgh he

presented himself before baron Mednyauszky,
requesting a conference of some hours, in

the court of the hotel, about the work that

the baron had published upon the history of

his country. The baron has given an ac-

count of the interview. He saw a little man
enter, bald and one-eyed, with a white beard,
his body bound round with a cord, and his

feet swathed up in cloth. He had a small

havresack on his back and a stick in his

hand. " That little man, of so pitiable an

exterior," said the baron,
" was furnished

with erudition enough for half a dozen aca-

demicians. In order to supply matter for

conversation, I touched upon the most diverse

scientific subjects : he displayed on all points
a great knowledge, a wide extent of personal

experience, and a memory extremely good
and constantly disposed to open treasures

of science." Arendt took a little food, refused

money offered him, and continued his wander-

ing course. He pushed so far the desire of

self-instruction, that once scarcely returned

from Madrid into Germany, he recalled to

mind that he had forgotten to clear up a

certain doubt. He at once set out for Madrid

again, and when he had himself seen what
he wanted to know, he returned again to

Germany. He entered Italy when the secret

societies gave apprehensions to the kings oJ

Europe, and the resemblance of his name
to that of the author of the "

Spirit of the

Time," Arndt, caused his arrest as a German
carbonaro. The Runic alphabets he possessed
were taken for secret cyphers, and he was

flung into the tyrannical dungeons of the

police. He was set at liberty when the error

was discovered, but his health was destroyed

by the confinement. He could not even reach

Venice, but died at some distance from that

city. A paper on the emigrations of the

nations of the north in 1823 is the only writing
he published. Biog. Univ.
ARETIN (JoHX ADAM CHRISTOPHER

JOSEPH) born at Ingoldstadt in 1769, died at

Heidemberg in 1822. He was minister o
state in Bavaria, and in his youth studied the

law, afterwards entering into public life
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Being attached to the chancellor's office in

Munich, be at different times filled im-

portant offices, and became chamberlain to

he king of Bavaria. He represented Ba-
varia at the German diet, and to the time of
bis decease was one of the most distinguished
members of that assembly, where he was
remarkable for the polish of his mind, the

politeness of his manners, and the extent of

his acquirements. His collection of en-

gravings was the most valuable in Germany.
He published anonymously the "

Magazin der
Bildenden Kiinste"at Munich in 1791, the
" Hanbuch der Philosophic des Lebens," a

Collection of the Treaties of Bavaria," and
some other works. He was the brother of

John Christopher Frederick, baron d'Aretin.

Biog. Univ.

ARETIN (CHRISTOPHER, baron of) a Ger-
man writer on history and politics, who was
born at Ingoldstadt in 1772. He studied at

Heidelberg, and afterwards at Gottingeii and
at Paris, and entered while young into the

public service. At one period he was in-

volved in the enterprises of the Illuminati ;

and in 1799 and 1800 he recommended the

abolition of the feudal estates and the convo-

cation of the diet. In the contests between
the Bavarian states and the government in

1800 and 1801, he took an active part as a

writer. In 1803, after the abolition of the

monasteries, he was appointed commissioner

by the government for the examination of

the conventual libraries; in 1804 he was
made vice-president of the Academy of Sci-

ences, of which he afterwards became secre-

tary ;
and in 180G chief director of the library

of Munich. He now engaged with others,

from 1804 to 1806, in the conduct of the

Aurora, a daily paper; and afterwards in

the New Literary Informer, a continuation of

the well-known Leipsic Universal Literary
Informer. Among his publications are " De-
cisions of the Courts of Love ;"

" A History
of the Jews in Bavaria," 1803 ;

" Memoir on
the Histoiy of the Divining Rod," 1807 ;

" The Earliest Consequences of the Art of

Painting exhibited in the History of the

World," 1809; "An Introduction to the

Theory of Mnemonics," 1810; "Historical

Literature of Bavaria Information on the

History of Bavaria, from hitherto unused
and chiefly foreign sources," 1811

;
"Annals

of the Administration of Justice in Bavaria,"

1813-18; and many other works on Bavarian
literature and politics. One of his produc-
tions involved him in a violent contest with

other men of letters at Munich, and by order

of the king he resigned his offices, and in

1811 went to Neuburg, as first director of the

Court of Appeal, of which in 1813 he became

vice-president. In 1819 he was chosen mem-
ber of the chamber of deputies in the Bava-
rian Diet, in which assembly he had great
influence. In the same year he became a

member of the society for collecting the

ancient history of Germany. He died at

Munich December 24, 1824, in the office of

president of the Court of Appeal in the Circle
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the peace of Wertlae, he received honorary

Conversation Lexicon. tokens of acknowledgment from the Empress

ARKZ/O (.THOMAS, cardinal) bom at

Ortibello in I75i.', died at Home in 1833. He

was of a Sicilian family from Palermo. He

went to St. Petersburg, and there treated with

Paul 1 upon the subject of the union of the

Greek and iioman churches. Alexander,

who succeeded Paul, was opposed to the

measure, and Arezzo was obliged to leave St.

Petersburg. He went from thence as legate

to Dresden, where he remained many years.

He was imprisoned at Florence in 18i;8, for

betraying Napoleon's instructions to him upon

his being sent to Pius VII by that potentate.

He obtained his liberty at last, but was again

arrested and sent a prisoner to Corsica,

whence he escaped to Sardinia, In 1814 he

returned to Home. He awaited the return of

the Pope at Snvona, and in 1830 was raised

to the dignity of vice-chancellor of the

Church. He left
<; Memoirs of the Ecclesi-

astical History of his own time," which are

n-portcd to be of a very curious character.

Bioo. Univ.

ARGENTAL (CHARLES AUCUSTIN DE

FERRIOL, comte d') a native of Paris, and a

man of wit and pleasure, who died at an ad-

vanced age in 178S. He is supposed to have

been the author of a novel entitled
" Me-

moires du Comte de Comminges," which has

by some been attributed to Autoine de Fer-

riol, Comte de Pont de Veyle, who died in

1774 ;
and by others to his profligate relative

Madame de'Tencin. The count d'Argental
also wrote letters, which have been given to

the public. See TENCIN (Claudine Alexan-

drine Guerin de), DICT. Zopf.
ARGENTELLE (Louis iSlAKK ANTONY

ROBII.J.ARD d') born at Port Evcque 17

died in Paris 18^8. lie had been in the

military service, under De Caen, in the I'.ast

Indies. Having seen at Florence imitations

of fruit and plants in wax, he wished to brin

the art to such perfection as to avail himsel]

of it for imitating the tropical productions,
but it was necessary to find out some sub-

stance that would support the heat of tropical

climates better than wax. He succeeded, and
had just returned with a rich collection, which
he denominated "

Carporama." It was ex-
hibited iu 1827, and the Institute reported
that such perfect representations of nature
had never before been made, when ju.-t at the

moment of the success of his toil

nuity he died. Biny. Univ.

ind inge-

ARMFELDT (GusTAvus MAURICE, count

d') a Swedish statesman, whose public life

was marked by singular changes of fortune.

He was born in 1757, was the son of a general
officer of rank, and, having been educated in

the military school at Carlscrona, he was ap-
pointed ensign in the guard at Stockholm.
He gained the favour of his sovereign, Gus-
tavus III, by whom he WHS rapidly promoted,
and honoured with various marks of distinc-

tion. In the war with Kussia between 1788
and 17'Ji 1

, he signalized himself in the fit-Id,

and having as lieutenant-general concluded

of Russia. Gustavus III, on his death-bed,

manifested his high esteem for this nobleman,
who h was said was to have been made presi-
dent of the Council of Regency during the

minority of his successor, though the guar-

dianship of the young king had by a previous
will of his father been assigned to the Duke
of Sudermania, who subsequently ascended

the throne as Charles XIII. He now became
stil jected to the dispkasure of the regent,
whose political enmity seems to have been

heightened by jealousy, the count having
been his successful rival in the affections of

a lady of the family of Rudenskiold. In Sep-
tember 1792, he was deprived of all his

offices and dignities, and sent on an embassy
to Naples ; where, after escaping from secret

and open attempts against his life, he was

proclaimed by the Swedish government a

traitor and an outlaw, and stripped of his

rank and fortune. He afterwards resided in

Germany till 1799, when the sentence against
him was annulled by Gustavus IV, and he
was restored to his former situation. He was
then appointed ambassador to Vienna; and
in 1807 he was raised to the rank of general
of infantry, and as such he commanded the

Swedish troops in Pomerania, and in 1808
the western army against Norway. In the

autumn of the same year he was nominated

president of the military institution at Stock-

holm
;
and made a peer of the realm. In

1810 he obtained his discharge from service

at his own request, and retired to private life.

His connexion with the infamous Countess

Piper having involved him in new difficulties,

he retired to Russia, where he was well re-

ceived, was made a count, chancellor of the

university of Abo, president of the depart-
ment of state for the affairs of Finland, and
member of the Russian senate. He died

August 19, 1814. Biog. Nouv. des Contemp.
Germ. Conversation Lexicon.

ARMONVILLE (Jons BAPTISTE) born
at Rheims in 1736, died there in 1808. He
was one of the most ignorant and vulgar 01

the deputies sent to the National Convention
in 1792, from the department of the Marue.
He voted for the death of Louis XVI without

appeal or delay. He was called the " Run-

ning Dog of the Mountain." Seated by
Marat, he only spoke or acted at the signal

given by that ferocious man. After the sit-

ting of the sessional convention terminated,
he went home and resumed his work of a

wool-carder. Biog. Univ.

ARMSTRONG (JOHN) born in Scotland
in 1771, died in London in 1797. He pub-
lished a volume of poems, with " An Essay
on the Prevention of Crime." He wrote in

the newspapers, and preached with some suc-

cess among the dissenters, when his career

was cut short by death. Biog. Viet.

ARMSTRONG, MD. (Jons) a physician
and medical writer, celebrated for his re-

searches concerning the causes and pheno-
mena of febrile diseases. He was born May
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8, 1784, at Ayres Quay, iu the parish of Bi-

shopswearmouth, county of Durham, where
his father was a superintendent of some glass-

works. After having had a common scho-

lastic education, he was placed with a surgeon
and apothecary at Monkwearmouth ;

but not

liking the situation he soon left it, and alter

remaining at home two or three years, he

went to Edinburgh, and entered as a student

of medicine at the university. He was then

about eighteen, and he resided at Edinburgh
three years. In June 1807, he took the

degree of Doctor of Medicine, having in the

preceding mouth passed an examination at

the Koyal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh.
His inaugural thesis was entitled " De Causis

Morborum Hydropicorum Kationeque iis me-
dendi." Returning the same year to his

native place, he commenced practice as a

physician; and shortly after he removed to

the adjoining town of Sunderland, where he

continued some years. He had hitherto oc-

cupied lodgings, but the profits arising from
his profession becoming considerable, he was
enabled to take a large bouse, which was
situated at Bishopswearmouth. In January
1811, he was chosen physician to the Sunder-

land Dispensary, and he continued to dis-

charge the duties of that office until his

removal from the north of England. Having
become distinguished as a practitioner, he

shortly after this period began to make his

name known beyond the limits of his own
circle by his writings on professional subjects.
His first publication was a paper on the

Brain Fever produced by Intoxication, in

Dr Duncan's Edinburgh Medical and Sur-

gical Journal, January, 1813; and anoiher

of his contributions appeared shortly after in

the same work. The same year he completed
his " Facts and Observations relative to the

Fever commonly called Puerperal." In 1814
and 1815 he again contributed papers to Dr
Duncan's Journal; and in 1816 appeared his

work on Typhus Fever, which passed
through three large editions in three jears,
and procured him the highest distinction at

home and in America, where he was styled
" the modern Sydenham." He now deter-

mined to seek professional employment in

the metropolis ;
and accordingly he resigned

the office of physician to the Sunderland Dis-

pensary, and in February 1818, he fixed his

residence in Great James Street, Bedford
Row. Soon after his arrival in London he

published his " Practical Illustrations of the

Scarlet Fever, Measles, Pulmonary Consump-
tion, and Chronic Diseases, with Remarks on

Sulphureous Waters," which, though possess-

ing less novelty and interest than the work
on Typhus, passed through a second edition

within a few months. In the summer of
1818 Dr Armstrong presented himself for

examination at the London College of Physi-
cians, to practise as a licentiate, when he suf-

fered the mortification of being rejected ;
but

the circumstance seems to have been produc-
tive of no injury to his professional reputa-
tion, for he was shortly after elected joint
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physician (with'Dr Cleverley) to the Fever
Hospital at St Pancras, and he soon rose to
eminence as a private practitioner. In 1821
he engag'-d with Mr Edward Grainger . sur-

geon, in the formation of a medical school, in

Webb Street, Borough, where he delivered
lectures on the practice of physic. In 1822
he published

-' Some Observations on the

Origin. Nature, and Prevention of Typhus
Fever," in the Medical Intelligencer; and in

1823,
" Some Observations on the Utility of

Opium in certain Inflammatory Disorders,"
in the Transactions of the Associated Apothe-
caries of England and Wales. Finding the

labour and attention required for public and

private practice as a physician, and for deli-

vering medical lectures, too oppressive, he,
in 1824, resigned his situation at the Fever

Hospital; but in 1826 he joined Dr Loott
and Mr E. Bennett in establishing a new
School of Medicine in Little Dean Street,

Soho, his connexion with which, however, he
was obliged to relinquish in the ensuing year.

Previously to this he had published
" An

Address to the Members of the Koyal Collect
of Surgeons on the injurious conduct and de-

fective state of that Corporation, with refer-

ence to professional right?, medical science,
and the public health." His object in this

production was to promote the interests of
those who were excluded from the opportu-

nity of employing their talents as public
teachers

;
and the strong opposition which

the conduct of the College met with from the

profession eventually led to a more liberal

policy. Dr Armstrong employed some years
in collecting materials for a work on Chronic

Diseases; and in 1828 he published the first

fasciculus of " The Morbid Anatomy of the

Stomach, Bowels, and Liver; illustrated by a
Series of Plat< s, with explanatory letter-press,
and a Summary of the Symptoms of the

Acute and Chronic Affections of the above-
named Organs." This work was interrupted
after the appearance of the fourth part, in

consequence of the approach of that disease

which occasioned the death of the author.

He had for some time been subject to a

cough, but it was not till December 1828,
that he manifested symptoms of confirmed

phthisis pulmonalis. Notwithstanding his

illness, however, he delivered his usual
course of lectures in the spring of 1829

;
and

he commenced his lectures for the summer
;

but the rapid increase of disease obliged him

finally to retire from the medical theatre, and,

though he continued to visit patients occa-

sionally till the month of November, the pro-

gress of the complaint was uninterrupted,
and after trying in vain the effect of change
of air and scene, he died, after a short con-

finement to his bed, on the 12th of December,
1829, at his residence in Russell Square. Dr
Armstrong's manners were gentle and unpre-

suming, exclusively domestic and retired

from the world, when his intercourse with it

was not required in the way of his profession.
His nature wus candid, confiding, and unsus-

picious ; his sensibilities lively and acute;
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and his tastes refined and discriminating.
He carried that sagacity which he displayed
as a physician into his observations on life

and character, remarking, with a sort of in-

tuitive sensibility, the distinctive traits of

disposition in those with whom he associated.

He was most exclusively and anxiously de-

voted to the duties of his profession, extending
the benefit of his advice with equal readiness

to the poor as to the rich ;
and as a public

lecturer he not only exerted his utmost atten-

tion to promote the improvement of his

pupils, but was also ever ready to afford the

most liberal assistance to those who were
unable to remunerate his services. He was
fond of literature, and especially poetry, in

the composition of which he sometimes em-

ployed his pen. A few fragments of his

compositions have been published by his

friend Dr Boott, in his " Memoir of the Life

and Medical Opinions of John Armstrong,
MD." from which the preceding article has

been extracted.

ARNAUD (PETKR Louis, viscount) and
officer of the Legion of Honour, a distin-

guished French soldier who died in 1832,

aged 60 (after 40 years of military service) at

Carcassonne in the department of the Aude, of

which he held the command at the time of
his decease. He was chief of the 58th regi-
ment in the campaigns of 1807 and 1808,
which was so distinguished. Biog. Univ.

ARNAUD DE RONSIL (GEORGE) an
able surgeon who quitted Paris to practise in

London, where he died in 1774. He wrote
several professional works, published in Paris
under the title of " Memoirs of Surgery,"
1768. Idem.

ARNAUDAT (PETER HENRY) born at

Orthez in the department of the Basses Pyre-
nees, died 1837. In 1793 he distinguished
himself against the Spaniards at the battle of
the " Mountain of Louis XIV," for which he
was made a general of brigade. Idem.

ARNAULD (ANTONY) born at Grenoble
in 1747, a French military officer who rose
from the ranks and greatly distinguished
himself. He died in Holland at Zeist of the

effect of that unwholesome climate.

ARNAULD DE VILLENEUVE, a phy-
sician of the fourteenth century, persecuted
as a heretic by the university of Paris. He
fled into Sicily, and was protected by Ferdi-
nand of Arragon, who sent him to cure Pope
Clement, then ill at Avignon. He died on
the way, and was buried at Genoa. His works
have been often reprinted. He was remark-
able, with his disciple Raymond Lully, for

being one of the creators of the science of

chemistry. He discovered the acids, alcohol,
and other spirituous liquors still employed in

medicine. Idem.

ARNAULT (ANTOINE VINCENT) a French
writer of eminence born in Paris Jan. 22,
1766. died in 1834. In 1791 he wrote " Ma-
rius at Minturnee," and in 1792 "

Lucretia,"
dramatic pieces which were much applauded.
Not supporting the principles of the revo-

lution, he quitted France after the 10th of
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August and went to England, and from thence

to Belgium. In 1797 he went to Italy, where
he was well received at Milan by Napoleon,
who commissioned him to organise a new go-
vernment for the Ionian Islands. Proceeding
from Malta to France he was taken prisoner,
but soon exchanged, and in 1800 was placed
at the head of one of the divisions of public
instruction. He accompanied Luciea Bona-

parte to Spain, when he went as ambassador,
and while in Madrid gave a lecture upon the

state of letters and arts in France. On re-

turning to Paris he was again employed in the

work of public instruction, and in 1808 was
named counsellor and secretary-general of
the university, which he lost at the restoration,
but gained again during the hundred days.
Exiled from France on the king's return a
second time, he retired to Brussels, and em-

ployed himself in literary pursuits. In 1819
he was permitted to return to Paris. In 1833
he became perpetual secretary of the Aca-

demy. He died in Paris in 1834. His works
were published in eight volumes, containing
his fables, dramatic works, and miscellanies,

together with the articles he wrote for the

journals which he had edited. "
Marius,"

" The Venetians." "Germanicus" (forbidden
after its first representation), "Mile'dor and
Phrosine," are his principal works attached to

the drama. He also published some memoirs.
A political and military life of Napoleon is

attributed to his pen. He was a contributor
to the "

Biographic des Contemporains," at

least his name appeared upon the title-page,

together with the names of his particular
friends. His account of Napoleon is not
thought to be too impartial. Idem.
ARNAULT DE LA BORIE, a canon of

Perigueux, and chancellor of the university
of Bordeaux. He died at Perigueux in 1607.
He wrote the "

Antiquities of Perigord," and
translated Maldonat's treatise on demons.

Kiog. Fran.

ARNAULT DE NOBLEVILLE (L. DA-
NIEL) a physician, born at Orleans in 1701
and died in 1778. He was the author of
"Hist. Nat. des Animaux," 12mo;

" Cours
de Me'decine Pratique," 12mo; and other
works. Biog. [*niv.

ARNAVON (FRANCIS) born in 1740, at

Lisle, in the Venaisin, died in 1824, canon oi

that place and prior of Vaucluse. He wrote
" An Apolosry for the Christian Religion
against the Social Contract," and " Petrarch
at Vaucluse." Idem.
ARNDT (CHRISTIAN GOTTLIEB von) an

eminent writer on jurisprudence and philo-
logy, who was a native of Germany, but passed
a considerable part of his life in Russia. In
the reign of the Empress Catherine II he was
attached to the Russian cabinet

;
and he

assisted that princess in her literary pursuits.
He wrote several treatises on the laws of the

Russians, which are esteemed on account of
the purity of style and language which they
display. His last production, on the "

Origin
of the European Dialects," published ai

Frankfort, in 1818, excited the attention of
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literary men, even iii America. He held

the title of Imperial Russian Councillor;
and his death took place at Heidelberg,

January 2, 1829, at the age of eighty-five.
Ann. Reg.
ARNDT (GODFREY AUGUSTUS) born at

Breslau 1748, died 1819. He was hereditary
lord of Paunsdorf and professor of morals and

political economy in the university of Leipsic.
He published several works, among others the
" Archives of the History of Saxony." Biog.
Diet.

ARNDT (JOHN GODFREY) born at Halle,
in Saxony, in 1712, died 1767. He wrote the
" Chronicles of Livonia," and one or two works
on the Belles-Lettres in that country. Idem.

ARNEMAN (Jusi) an eminent German
physician born at Luneburg 1763, died by his

own hand 1807. He composed many profes-
sional works, and published a variety ofpapers
in periodical productions. Diet. Hist.

ARNIM (Lotns ACHIM) a German poet born
at Berlin 1781, died 1832. He also applied
himself to the study ofthe natural sciences. He
published a "

Theory of the Phenomena of

Electricity,"
" The Life and Amours of

Hallin," with " A Life of Rousseau," a ro-

mance called the " Revelations of Ariel," and
several other works, but he does not seem to

have been appreciated in Germany in a way
equal to his merits. Biog. Univ.

ARNOLD (BENNET) an American general,
a traitor to his country, whose lapse of honour
caused the execution of Major Andre as a spy
in 1780. Rebuked by the illustrious Wash-
ington for his luxurious mode of living and
his insolence in respect to civil authority, he
formed a plan to betray his country, and for

this purpose obtained the command of West

Point, which by a mere accident he was
thwarted in delivering over to the English
army. He died in London in 1801, univer-

sally despised. Idem.

ARNOLD (CHRISTOPHER) born in 1650,
died in 1697. He rose from a peasant to be
an able astronomer, and left numerous astro-

nomical observations. Biog. Diet.

ARNOLD D'HILDENSHEIM, a German
historian of the thirteenth century, who con-

tinued the Chronicles of the Sclaves of Hel-

mondus, published at Lubec, in 1659. Idem.

ARNOLD (GEORGE DANIEL) born 1780,
died 1 829, a professor oflaws, a native of Stras-

burgh. He made his way without friends in

early life, destitute of fortune. He was pa-
tronised by Gothe, and his merit soon appre-
ciated by the grand master of the university
of Strasburgh. In 1810 he was chosen pro-
fessor of Roman law in the Strasburgh uni-

versity. He was also a counsellor of the pre-
fecture in 1820, which office he resigned.

Wishing to visit Oxford he came over to Eng-
land for that purpose, and died soon after hi

return. He wrote " Elementa Juris Civilis

Justiniani, cum Codice Napoleoneo et reliqui

Legum Codibus collata,"
" Notices of the

Alsatian Poets," and the "
Monday of Pente-

cost," a comedy in the dialect of Strasburgh.

Biog. Univ.
SUPPLEMENT.

ARNOLD.
ARNOLD (GODFREY) a Lutheran minister

and historiographer to the king ofPrussia, bora
1665, died 1714, of grief, at seeing a Prussian

recruiting party enter his church while he
was administering the sacrament and by force
take away several of his parishioners. Before
lie died he lamented the publication of a mys-
tic work, called "

Sophia, or the Mysteries of
Divine Wisdom," and that he had not more
carefully edited his "

History of the Church
and of Heresies." Among his numerous works
is one entitled " Christianorum et Metalla
damnatorum Historia." Biog. Univ.
ARNOLD (NICHOLAS) born at Lesna in

Poland, in 1618, died 1680. He was placed
at the. head of the church and school of Ja-
blouow. The talent he displayed caused him
to be sent to foreign universities in order to

improve himself, and by that means the sys-
tem of instruction at home. He studied at

Francker, Leyden, Groningen, and Utrecht.
In 16 51 he was made professor of theology
at Francker. He understood the Dutch lan-

guage thoroughly, and obtained high reputa-
tion. His works are written in Latin. He
left a son called Michel, who died at Harlem
in 1758, where he was a clergyman. He was
author of the " Codex Talmudicus Talmidac,"
and of " Christian Meditations," &c. Idem.
ARNOLD (THOMAS, DD.) a clergyman,

and the master of Rugby school, born in 1795,
at Cowes, in the isle of Wight, died June 12,
1842. He was the son of the collector of the
customs at that port, and was educated at

Winchester school. He was appointed head
master of Rugby school in 1828. On the
death of Dr Nares, in 1841, he was made
by the queen regius professor of modern his-

tory. His success in teaching was remark-

able, and was observed at the universities to

be beyond that of other masters. He treated

all his scholars with the same care, and en-

couraged them to the utmost, while his atten-

tion was repaid with a singular love and
veneration from the minds he instructed. He
elevated their ideas and instilled into them
the best principles. He had none of the harsh-
ness of the masters of public schools in gene-
ral, but was remarkable for the forbearance,

sweetness, and placability of his disposition.
He had no regard to self-interest in following
out his duties. He was bold iii behalf of the
truth upon all occasions, doing rightly in a
true Christian spirit, and leaving consequences
to themselves. In his writings he displayed
the same spirit, standing almost alone among
his contemporaries. His thoughts were lu-

cidly expressed, and his style pure and easy.
His talents as a scholar and historian rank

deservedly high. His lectures delivered at

Oxford, in his capacity as professor of modem
history, prove the extent of his acquirements
and the excellence of his character as a histo-

rian. His theology was sound and liberal.

He expressed his convictions without the

dread of censure. His conduct as a divine

was most exemplary. He had no predilec-
tion for naiTowing the entrance of the church

to which he belonged. He was opposed to
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those superstitious observances to which some

would bring back the establishment, and was

for being upon a friendly footing with all who

were sincere Christians. He devoted as much

time as he could spare from his course of in-

struction in the school to his lectures upon

history, and to a history of Rome. He contem-

plated in a few years to retire into Westmore-

land, to the life which he preferred of country

seclusion, and the ambition to be useful, not lov-

ing the glare of fashion or the glitter of a court,

but the meditations and tranquil duties which

are so pre-eminently attaching to the nobler

order ofminds. His hopes were those of huma-

nity in general, vain and short-sighted. He was

suddenly seized with the mortal disease called

angina pectoris, which, after two hours of suf-

fering, ended in death. It was said that his

father died early in life from the same fatal

disease. The works of Dr Arnold have been

collected and published in three volumes, and

have been stamped with general admiration,

no less for their truth and boldness than for

the novelty and precision which mark them,
and the genuine spirit of Christianity with

which they are impressed. Orig.
ARNOLDI (JOHN de) born at Herborn 1751,

died 1827. At the age of sixteen he was ad-

mitted among the academicians of his native

town. He became secretary of the regency,
and was also auditor of the chamber of ac-

counts. He afterwards attached himself to

the house of Orange, fulfilled different func-

tions on its behalf in Germany, and, in 1813,
entered his native town with the Russian

forces. In 1815 he retired from public life.

He was the author of several political works
and a history of the house of Orange-Nassau
and its sovereigns, published in 1816. Idem.

ARNOLFO DI LAPO, an Italian architect

who died in 1300. He first paved Florence
with flat stones, invested it with a third wall

flanked by towers, and built a number of

bridges ; but his finest work is the cathedral

of Santa Maria del Fiore. finished by Brunel-

leschi, which passes for one of the largest
and noblest edifices in Europe. The passage
from the Gothic style into the antique is

strongly marked in its architecture. Bioa.
Diet.

ARNOLPHE or ARNOUL of Calabria, a
writer of the tenth century, who composed a

chronological history of his own country, from
923 to 965, printed in the " Chronicou Sara-
cenico Calabrum," in the second book of the

history of the writers of the kingdom of

Naples, published by Taffnry. Biog. Univ.
ARNOUL (RENE") a French poet, born in

1 569, at Poictiers, died at Orleans in 1 639.
The only work extant of this writer is entitled
" The Infancy of Rene' Arnoul." Biog. Fran.
ARNOULD (AMBROSE MARIA) born at

Dijon 1750. He was a member of the council
of five hundred in 1 798, and concurred in the
revolution of the 18th Brumaire. He wrote
works on the " Balance of Trade," "A Sys-
tem of Maritime Policy for the Europeans of
the Eighteenth Century,"

" The Results of the
Wars which have preceded and followed the
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Coalition against France," and " A General

History of the Finances from the Commence-
ment of the Monarchy." Idem.

ARNOULD (NICHOLAS FRANCIS) born at

Auteuil 1795, died 1830, the author of three

French operas. Idem.

ARNOULD (JOSEPH) a watchmaker and
celebrated mechanic, born at Gulligny in

1723, died at Nancy 1798. He was the in-

ventor of several ingenious hydraulic ma-

chines, of a chiming clock, and of a boat to go
against a current by means of two horses

turning a machine in the inside.

ARNOULD (SOPHIE) born in Paris,

1744, in the room in which admiral Coligny
was assassinated, died 1803. She was an

actress, whose tone of voice was particularly
soft and pleasing. She played many leading
characters from her debut in!757to 1778,
when she quitted the stage. She possessed
much original wit, of which Grimm in his

memoirs records several instances; and al-

though some of her sallies were very satirical,

she was much regretted by all who knew her.

A pretty silly woman complaining to her one

day that her crowd of lovers incommoded

her,
" What !" said Sophie,

" and so easy to

pack them off ? You have only to speak to

them." On a play by the duchess of Villeroi

being damned, she remarked,
" The matter is

simple enough ;
the .duchess has only had a

miscarriage." Biog. Fran.
ARNU (NICHOLAS) born at Merancourt,

1629, died at Padua 1692, a celebrated theo-

logian, author of "
Clypeus philosophies Tho-

misticse," in 6 vols, and one or two other works
connected with his profession. He was con-

sidered one of the most able theologians of the

seventeenth century. Biog. Univ.

AROUET (RENE
1

) the son of Peter Arouet,
a notary of St Loup, born in 1440, an ancestor

of Voltaire, whose family continued to inha-

bit the same place until the eighteenth cen-

tury, when, just as that extraordinary genius
was born, they went to reside in Paris.

Biog. Fran.

ARQUIER (JOSEPH) a composer for the

stage, and musician, born at Toulon in 1763,
died at Bordeaux 1816. His pieces were
well received on their first appearance, but

were for the most part exhibited in the pro-
vincial cities.

ARREDONDO (!SIDOR) a Spanish painter,
who died in Madrid in 1702. His master

was Francis Ricci, and he inherited some of

his fine pictures and designs.
ARRIBAS (PAUL ANTONY) born in 1771,

died at Colombe, near Paris, 1828. He was
a distinguished student, and at the age of
nineteen obtained the professorship of philo-

sophy in the University of Valladolid. In

1808 he embraced the cause of Joseph Bona-

parte, and was a member of his Council of

State, and afterwards of Justice and General

Police. On the return of Ferdinand VII he

was obliged to quit Spain, and then moved to

the village of St Colombe. He held the office

at one time of Procureur-General to the Royal
Court of Appeals.
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ARRIGHETTI (NICOLAS) a Jesuit, -who

died at Sienna, in 1767. He published a

work on " The Theory -of Fire."

ARRIO (ISAAC) a rabbi of the sixteenth

century, author of commentaries on the Pen-

tateuch and on Ecclesiastes, called " Tan-
chumoth El, the Consolations of God," printed
at Salonichi. Hose, Diet. Bio.

Ai RIVABENE (ANDREAS) a printer,
who lived at Venice, about the middle of the

sixteenth century, and the author of a trans-

lation of the Koran into Italian, made from
the Latin of Retinensis and the base of the

German translation of Schweigger.
ARRIVABENE (JOHN FRANCIS) an Italian

poet in the sixteenth century. He -wrote

"Maritime Eclogues,' and '-Maritime Dia-

logues," besides some pieces in prose. Tira-

bosclii.

ARRIVABENE (HYPPOLITCS) a Roman
physician, of the same family as the poet
Arrivabene. He died in 1739. He was the

author of some poems, printed at Modena,
and of an academical discourse, entitled

" La
Vera Idea della Medicina." Idem.

ARRIVABENE (JoHN PETER) born 1441,
died 1504. He was an excellent Greek scho-

lar, and bishop of Urbino. He was the

author of a Latin poem called Gonzagidos.
Some Latin poems are also ascribed to him,

printed at Milan.
ARROW6MITH (JOHN) born 1602, died

1659. He was an eminent divine among the

dissenters
;
born at Gateshead, and afterwards

a fellow of Catherine Hall, Cambridge. He
had the church of St Martin's, Ironmonger-
lane, before the Restoration, and was one of
the assembly of divines called on to assist the

Long Parliament in religious affairs. In 1647
he was Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge, and in

1651 regius professor of divinity. He died

on the eve of the return of Charles II, and
was buried in Trinity-College chapel. He
seems to have been a sincere and pious man.
He left

" Two Sermons preached before the

Parliament ;" "Amilla Catechetica ;

" " Tactica

Sacra," &c. His works are still held in

esteem.

AH ROY (BESIAN) a theological doctor of
the Sorbonne, born at Lyons, in the seven-

teenth century, and known by several works
of little public moment. Biog. Univ.

ARROYO (DIEGO) a painter, of the time

of Philip II. He excelled chiefly in the

execution of miniatures. He died at Madrid,
in 1551.

ARSELYN ( ) a Dutch painter, who
died at Amsterdam, in 1660. Some ruins

and twenty-four landscapes are well known

engravings from his works. Biog. Univer.

ARSENIUS ( ) patriarch of Constan-

tinople, died 1275. He was a lay monk in a

monastery of Macedonia, from whence he
was elevated by Theodore Lascaris to the

patriarchal chair. In the space of one week
he was deacon, priest, patriarch, and crowned
his sovereign

1

; who, four years after, when
he died, committed his son John Lascaris to

his care for instruction, conjointly with
35
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Muzalon. He was deposed by Michel Pa-
leologus, and retired to a monastery ; but in
1261 he was again called by Michel to his

see, who was crowned in the church of St

Sophia. Michel put out the eyes of John
Lascaris, and Arsenius thereupon excom-
municated him

;
and for three years Arsenius

refusing to withdraw it, Michel lay under
the degrading sentence. Arsenius was de-

posed upon the sentence of a council of

bishops assembled by Michel, and banished
to the small island of Prcpontis, under the

pretence of having been engaged in a con-

spiracy against the emperor. He died in bis

exile, in 1 '273. A collection of canons, drawn
up by him from the laws of the emperors, yet
remains, accompanied with notes to exhibit
their concordance. Biog. Univer.
AR8ENIUS or AR'SEJSE, the son of

Michel Apostolius. He lived at Rome in the
time of Leo X, who made him archbishop of

Monembasia, in Peloponnesus. He printed at

Rome a small work. " Preclara Dicta Philo-

sophorum, Imperatorum et Poetarum ab
Arseuio Monembasiae Archiepiscopo collectae,

Grace,'' in 8vo. There are some things in this

collection to be found nowhere else. He also

collected in MS. the Scholia on Seven Trage-
dies of Euripides, which he printed at Venice
in 1534, and dedicated to Pope Paul III. He
left other works. His "

Syntagma Logicnm
"

was printed at Paris, in 1540, in the original
Greek, and the translation in 1541. He died
at Venice, in 1535. Biog. Univer.
ARSENIUS (SCCHANOW) superintendent

of the convent of St. Sergius, at Moscow. He
was sent to visit the principal holy places in

the East, to ascertain for the Moscovian
Government what were the exact ceremonies
and practices of the Greek church and to

collect Greek MSS. He wrote a journal of
his travels, called " The Devotional Pilgrim-
age." In his account of Jerusalem, he cen-
sured the negligence of the Christians there
so much that they complained of him to the

Czar. He was afterwards sent to the convents
of Mount Athos and other places to collect

Slavonic and Greek MSS, of which he

brought back five hundred, which are now
considered the most valuable portion of the

synodal library. Arsenius died at Moscow
in 1668. Ibid.

ARTARIO (J. B. and JOSEPH) father and
son, architects and statuaries. The father

was born in 1660, and though an excellent
artist was surpassed by his son, who died in

1769 at Cologne, where he was attached to

the court of the elector. Idem.

ARTAUD (ANTONY M. FRANCIS) born
at Perpignan in 1767; died at Orange in

1838. He quitted trade to give himself wholly
up to the arts, and soon became known as a

painter and designer. He settled at Lyons,
was made conservator of the Museum, and
became director of the School of Art in

that city. By his will he left legacies to the

academy and to the city of Lyons, which had
some years before bought his precious cabinet

ofantiquities. He also left several publications
D2
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connected with the fine arts. Among those

in folio is an account of the " Mosaics of

Lyons and the Southern Departments of

France." This is a fine undertaking, in fifteen

parts. He left several works in manuscript.

Biog. Univ.

ARTAUD (JOHN BAPTISTS) a literary

man, born at Montpellier in 1732, died at

Paris 1796. He -was librarian to the duke of

Duras, and royal censor a long time before

the revolution of 1789. He was one of the

literary men remunerated by the national con-

vention in 1793. He left several comedies

and pamphlets, and endeavoured without suc-

cess to revive the paper called
" Le Courrier

d'Avignon," once published by Morenas.

Idem.
ARTAUD (PIERRE JOSEPH) born at Bor-

sieux in 1706, died in 1760. He was bishop
of Cavaillon, and wrote "Pastoral Instruc-

tions," a panegyric on St. Louis, and other

works. Idem.

ARTEVELDE (JAMES van) born at Ghent
in 1 300, murdered in 1 345

;
the son of a simple

citizen, who became page to count Charles de

Valois, and then joined the household of Louis

le Hutin. Returning to Ghent, he married

the widow of a brewer, and became himself

one of the principal brewers of the city.

Edward III of England made a treaty with

him after he had obtained the sole power, and
the French had in vain attempted to secure

him on their side, Edward wishing to profit

by the troubles in Flanders, to enlist the

Flemings on his side against France. After

some difficulties were got over, the Flemish
and English troops combined. The Flemings,
to the number of 60,000 men, united them-
selves with the English before Tonrnay in

1340. Afterwards a truce was concluded be-

tween France and England. Artevelde suc-

ceeded in stipulating for the provisional inde-

pendence of Flanders. Being freed and left

to themselves, they were governed by magis-
trates, over whom Artevelde held a species
of supremacy. He had a great task now to

perform in maintaining order and tranquillity,
the task in performing which leaders in

general, at first the idols, become the victims
of popular revolutions. Artevelde, a man of

energy, soon made enemies from the weight
of his position, and was charged with despo-
tism and tyranny. One of his acts was made
an excuse of by his enemies to send him to

prison, from whence his partisans delivered

him, and made him more powerful than ever.
The republic was governed by twenty-six
sheriffs ; Artevelde wishing to favour the de-

mocratic party, got it decided that twenty
should be named by the general body. De-

spite his good intentions, the weavers revolted
and committed several massacres. Convinced
that he was not powerful enough to master
the population, Artevelde thought of recalling
Louis de Crecy, but he would not quit France.
He then imagined to raise Flanders to a king-
dom, and offered the crown to the prince ol

Wales, son of Edward III. A conference

took place at Ecluse, whither Artevelde went

ARTHUR.
with the principal magistrates. During this

time his enemies were not inactive. The

higher class of citizens that had always been

jealous of the elevation of Artevelde, raised a

revolt of the weavers against him. Informed
of what was passing, he entered Ghent in

baste, hoping to restore peace by his eloquence ;

but an armed band, excited by his enemies,
entered his house on the night of July 17,

1345, and murdered him who had been their

idol. He was a man of high honour and in-

domitable energy. Biog. JJict.

ARTEVELDE (PHILIP) son of James

Artevelde, was chosen head of the people of

Ghent, when they had revolted against Louis

III, in 1382. His name, ever dear to the Fle-

mings, was no sooner pronounced by the fac-

tious than they ran to his house, conducted
him to the public square, and took an oath of

fidelity to him as to their sovereign. His first

act was to avenge his father's death, and he
had twelve of his murderers executed under
his own eyes. He then declared war against
the count of Flanders, who came to besiege
Ghent, but without success. Artevelde de-

feated him, took Bruges, and, elated with his

victory, affected the style of a sovereign. The
count of Flanders implored aid from France.

Artevelde and his friends in vain endeavoured
to allay the storm, and attempted to nego-
tiate with France and England. A numerous
French force under Charles II entered

Flanders. A battle ensued, and Artevelde,
his army being defeated, was found under a

heap of dead, and disgracefully hung up by
the victors upon a tree on the 27th of Novem-
ber, 1382. The count of Flanders was thus

restored to power. Idem.

ARTHUR, or ARTUS, a king of the

Britons, the son of Uther Pendragon and

Igerne his wife, born of adulterous intercourse

at the castle ofTintagel, in Cornwall, about the

year 500. There is so much of fable mingled
with the accounts ofking Arthur, and romance
writers have so defaced the relics of his his-

tory, that nothing very certain can be gathered
respecting him. He is said by some to have

conquered both Scotland and Ireland; by
others, with far more probability, to have

gained numerous victories over the Saxon in-

vaders of his country. Romance writers have
made him conqueror of France and the north
of Europe. It is said, that while holding a
court in Paris, he received intelligence that

his nephew, Mordred, had revolted against
him : that he returned, and subduing his

nephew in a battle near Camelford, in Corn-

wall, received there a mortal wound. He
was carried from thence to Glastonbury,
where he died and was buried. His body
is said to have been found there in 1189.
The extravagances mingled with the name
of Arthur have induced many to believe

there never was such a chieftain. This is,

probably, carrying the negative too far
;
but

that the mighty deeds attributed to him and
his foreign conquests, his knights of the round
table before the days of chivalry, and the
savour of gallantry mingled up in the history
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given of him, evidently indicate the fictitious

details of a later age, the manners of which
cannot be mistaken. He was, probably, an

ancient British chief of the west, who was
successful beyond all his compeers in resisting

the encroachments upon the territories of

Cornwall and Wales, then inhabited by the

Britons, to which they had been driven on

the departure of the Romans a century before.

The connection of Cornwall and Armorica
accounts for the mention of the latter in the

history of Arthur, as, down to the time of

Henry VIII, the inhabitants intermarried,
and the names of places and persons are often

the same in both provinces to this hour.

There is no doubt that fiction and fancy have
dressed up the story of an ancient British

chief in Arthur. Leland, in 1 544, defended

the whole legend. Sharon Turner has at-

tempted to prove the existence of such a per-

sonage, and Ritson has attempted, not very

successfully, to separate the truth from the

falsehood evident in the legendary history of

this renowned personage. Milton was of

opinion, that as the existence of such a per-

sonage had been doubted, so it might be again.
That the Saxons were for some time defeated

and thrown back, there is no doubt; and

Arthur, or some one, must have been thus far

successful in the west at Badon Hill. But
even if Arthur achieved this the last of his

twelve battles, it gave him no title to renown

beyond the limits of the Britons in the west

of England, in place of foreign countries, in

Scotland, or in Ireland which conquests
must still be among the dreams of romancers,
with all the attendant pomps and circum-

stances related of him. William of Malmes-

bury transcribed all he knew of Arthur from

Nennius, a trivial writer still extant. In all

events Arthur has been, and will no doubt

long be, as to his existence and deeds, a sub-

ject of much learned controversy. Orig.
ARTHUR (ARCHIBALD) a native of Scot-

land, and professor of moral philosophy at

Glasgow in the eighteenth century. He left

a course of lectures on theological and lite-

rary subjects, published in 1803. Life by
Professor Richardson.

ARTIEDA (ANDRES REY de) born at

Valencia in 1560. The time of his decease

is unknown. He was a soldier, and served

under the orders of the Duke of Parma, in

1588. He then made a campaign in Hungary
against the Turks. On his return to Spain
he published a volume of poetry, printed at

Saragossa in 1615, entitled "Dicursos, Epis-

tolas, y Epigrammas." He is also said to

have written a tragedy called " Amantes."

Biog. Univ.
A'RTIGAS (DON JUAN) born at Monte

Video in 1760, died in 1826, the general-in-
chief of the republic of Buenos Ayres. He
early entered the military service, and in

1810 had risen to no higher a rank than that

of a captain in the royal Spanish army. Dis-

gusted with his treatment by another officer,

he offered his services to the republic of

Buenos Ayres. Supplied with arms and
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ammunition he excited the inhabitants of the
Banda Oriental to revolt, and being made
jeneral, he defeated the Spaniards under Elio,
at Las Piedras. The Portuguese trying to

possess themselves of the left bank of the

Plata river under the pretence of assisting the

Spaniards, he armed the Gauchos and pastoral

tribes, beat the Portuguese, and assisted at the

siege of Monte Video. Artigas was now at

the head of the republic, and the Portuguese
were obliged to treat with him. Puyredon
being elected director, sought out of jealousy
to destroy Artigas ;

but the latter raising the

country between the Uruguay, the Parana,
and Brazil, it flocked to his support, and

though he was seventy years of age in 1815,
he defeated the force sent against him twice,
and his enemies were forced to cede to him
the whole of the Banda Oriental of the Plata.

The Portuguese in 1816 again took Monte
Video, but Artigas obliged them to negotiate.
The fear of an attack from Spain after the

revolution of 1820 made Puyredon and

Artigas draw more together, when Artigas

occupied Buenos Ayres in consequence of

dissensions there, but he could not long pre-
serve his ascendency, and was obliged to seek

a refuge in Paraguay, where though once

upon bad terms he was received with open
arms. He lived in the Franciscan convent,
had a plantation of tobacco, and died there.

He was a man of great activity, and identified

with the people in manners with whom he

acted. Rose's Bio. Diet.

ARTIGNI (ANTHONY GACHET d') a Ger-
man divine in the eighteenth century. He is

principally remembered for his " Me'moires

d'Histoire, de Critique, et de Litterature,"

7 vols, 12mo, Paris, 1749, partly compiled
from the abbe Brun. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ARTIS (GABRIEL) born in 1660, at Mil-

hand, in France. He was minister of the

French church of Berlin in 1684 and 1696.

His attacks upon his colleagues caused his

suspension for twelve years from his functions.

He at last left Berlin for Amsterdam, where
he published a journal. He died in London
in 1750. He published works at the Hague,
in Berlin, and in London. Among the last,
" The Mistress Key of the Kingdom of Hea-

ven, &c, or a Dissertation against Popery."
Biog. Univ.

ARTIS (JEAN de) called also Artesius, a

French canonist, born in 1572, died in 1651.

He was the author of a work entitled "
J.

Artisii Admiranda Pedis," 1629, attempting
to show the relation between the individual

character and the shape of the foot. Ibid.

ARTNER (THERESA von) born at Schin-

ton near Presburgh, in 1772, the daughter of

an officer of dragoons. Devoid of personal
charms, she was gifted with the love of poetry
and art, displaying considerable talent even

from her childhood. At sixteen she under-

took an epic poem upon the subject of Conrad
the Hohenstaufen, which she only continued

to the 14th canto. Soon after she became a

favourite of the German public, under the

name of Theona. Many of her poetical pieces
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appeared in the Iris, Minerva, Hormayr's
Hist. Taschenl>uch, and other periodicals.

Some fragments of her poem on the Battle of

Aspern were printed in Hormayr's Archiy,
but the Austrian government or censorship

would not permit the poem to be published

entire. She died at Agram, in Croatia, in

1830. Roses Bio. Diet.

AUT01S ( JAMES van) born at Brussels in

1613. He studied nature with great atten-

tion, and thus acquired a good manner and

the power of giving a proper character to

every object. He was equally marked by

vigorous colouring, though many of his

works are too much in shadow. Teniers,

who was a close friend of Artois, often painted

or retouched the figures in his pictures. He

charged high prices and enjoyed an extensive

reputation that would have eariched him but

that he gave sumptuous entertainments to

great people. He died poor, in what year is

not known. His principal works are at

Brussels, Malines, Ghent, and Diisseldorf.

JBiog. Univers.

ARTUS (THOMAS) born at Paris about

the middle of the sixteenth century. A work
is attributed to him, called

" A Description of

the Island of the Hermaphrodites." Ibid.

ARTUSINI (ANTONIO) born at Forli,

1554, an Italian poet, author of a discourse

addressed to Urban VIII, and of some poetical
works. The date of his decease is not

known.
ARVIEUX (Chevalier LAURENCE d') a

native of France and traveller into the East,

occasionally residing there in an official

capacity, in the seventeenth century. His

memoirs, containing his travels, were pub-
lished at Paris in 6 vols, 12mo, 1735. Biog.
Univ.
ARVISENET (CLAUDE), born at Laugres,

1755, died at Gray, 1831, a canon and vicar-

general of the diocese of Troyes. He exer-

cised his functions until the Revolution, when

refusing to take the oath, he retired to the

canton of Lucerne, in Switzerland. During
his exile he composed several religious works,

particularly one, called a " Memorial of a Sa-

cerdotal Life," which obtained much praise
from Pius VII. In 18a3 he was offered the

canonicate and vicar-generalship of Troyes,
and was preserved in his post by successive

prelates. He was author of "
Sapientia Chris-

tiana," 2 vols.
' Manuductio Juvenum a<3

Sapientiam," and other works.
ARZACHEL (ABKAHAM) called also

ELIZARAKEL, a native of Toledo, born in

the eleventh centui-y, and one of the most
celebrated astronomers of the Middle Ages
He was of the Jewish race. His astronomical

tables were in use before those of Alphonsinus
and are said to have been completed in 1080

The Latin translations of his tables coutinuec

to be used in England until the beginning o:

the fifteenth century. He was the first who
made an approach to the decimal scale. He
wrote a treatise on the obliquity of the zodiac

and determined the apogee of the sun by four

hundred and two observations. He fixed the

ASCONIUS PEDIANUS.
obliquity of the zodiac at 23 34'. fiose,

Diet. Bio.

ARZERE (STEFANO dall') a painter of the

Venetian school, who flourished about 1560.

He imitated Titian coarsely, and painted in

fresco. Pilkinglon's Diet.

ASCH (GEORGE THOMAS), born in 1729 at

Petersburgh, died in 1807. He was a physi-

cian, and studied under Haller at Gottingen.
He enriched the library there with many
valuable presents. He was one of the com-

posers of the Russian Pharmacopoeia, and left

articles upon medicine, of which some ap-

peared in the "
Philosophical Transactions."

In 1756 he accompanied the Russian army
in the campaign of Prussia, and in 1772 was
sent to Moscow in consequence of the plague

breaking out there. He was dean of the me-
dical faculty, and was well rewarded for his

services. He was of German descent. Bio.

Univers.

ASCHAM or ASKAM (ANTHONY) a phy-
sician and ecclesiastic of the time of Edward
VI, who presented him to the living of

Burnishton, in Yorkshire. He left a treatise

on Astronomy, and a small Herbal, neither of

moment in a scientific view. Diet. Hist.

ASCHAM (ANTHONY) an English repub-
lican and member of the Long Parliament.

He was educated at Eton and King's College,

Cambridge. At the beginning of the war he

took the side of the Parliament, but soon

joined the Independents. He was appointed
tutor to James, Duke of York, son of Charles

I. In 1649 he was sent by the Rump Parlia-

ment to be British resident at the court of

Spain. At that time, the royalists, who ill

brooked their defeat at home, acttd against
Ascham before, as others of them did after

the Restoration to Lisle at Lausanne, and as

they endeavoured to act towards Ludlow and
others in Switzerland. Six of them entered

and assassinated him in his chamber at Ma-
drid, together with his secretary, Baptista

Riva, who happened to be sitting with him.
One of the assassins, named Sparks, was taken
and executed. The assassins were all known

royalists. An account of the whole affair

was printed in London in folio, in 1651, by
James Howell Biog. Diet.

ASCIANO (GIOVANNI) a painter of the

Sienese School, the reputed scholar of Berua
da Siena. He continued the series of pic-
tures begun by that master in the church
of St Gimignano. Those pictures, thirteen

in all, are said to be coloured in a superior
manner to those by his master, but to be

designed with less excellence. He exercised

his art also at Florence under the protection
of the family of the Medici. Bio. Univers.

ASCLEPIADES, a Greek philosopher
about BC. 350. He, with his friend Mene-
demus, was so poor as to work at a mill

during night, in order to pay the expense of

attending Plato's lectures by day. They
were both relieved by the magistrates. Cic,
Tus.

ASCONIUS PEDIANUS, a grammarian
of Padua, at the commencement of the Chris-
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tian era, under the rule of Augustus. He was
intimate with Virgil and Livy, and wrote notes

on Cicero's Orations, which are still extant.

Voss. de Hist. JLat.

ASFELD (CLAUDE FRANCIS BIDAL) born

in 1665, died March 1743. A marshal of

France, son of the baron Asfeld who was
Swedish minister at the French court. He
contributed greatly to the victory at the battle

of Alman/a, reduced Valentia, and received

several rewards from Philip V for his good
conduct and services. He refused the com-
mand of the war in Spain in 1719, but in 1734
he succeeded to the command of the army of

marshal Berwick. When a marshal of France
he made head against prince Eugene, and
took Philipsburgh. Marshal Asfeld had a

brother, the Abbe de la Vieuville, who de-

fended Jansenism so openly that he drew

upon himself a lettre-de-cachet. He died in

1745, having, during his life, been the author

of some publications of temporary interest.

He assisted in the explanation of the holy
Scriptures by Duguet. There was also a

baron Asfeld of the same family, who was
noted for his gallant defence of Bonn, in 1689,
when the garrison, reduced to eight or nine

hundred men, marched out, nearly naked,
and attenuated with hunger and fatigue. Baron
Asfeld had received a mortal wound in the

siege, and died soon after the surrender.

ASH (JOHN) born 1723, died 1798, a cele-

brated physician, who commenced practice at

Birmingham. He was a Fellow of the Col-

lege of Physicians, and of the Royal and

Antiquarian Societies. He became deranged
towards the latter part of his life from an at-

tention too severe to his professional duties.

Edward Ash, born at Birmingham in 1770,
was nephew of Dr John Ash : he practised in

the metropolis, where he died in 1829.

ASHBY (GEORGE) an English poet born in

the reign of Henry VI. Little is known of

him but that he was a clerk of the signet to

queen Margaret, and author of a poem
" On

the active Policy of a Prince," written in the

author's eightieth year. Eng. Hist.

ASHBY (HENRY) born at Wotton-under-

Edge 1744, died 1818. An eminent writing
engraver, originally bred a clock-maker. His

employment was engraving the titles of maps,
charts, and similar publications. He retired

to Exming during the last few years of his

life. Ann. Biog.
ASHBY (sir JOHN) born at Lowestoff,

died at Portsmouth 1693, a British admiral
of merit, who was falsely accused of not doing
his utmost at the battle of La Hogne in 1C 92,
but defended his conduct successfully at the
bar of the House of Commons. Biog. Diet.

ASHE (ANDREW) born 1756, died 1838, a
musician of Lisburn, in the county of Antrim
in Ireland. He was educated in a school near

Woolwich, and very early showed a genius
for the study of that science. He received
his first lessons from the master of the band
of the Royal Artillery. He obtained the

patronage of count Bentinck, and was taken

by him to Minorca, where he had the instruc-
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tion of an Italian master. He accompanied
his patron on a tour through Europe, and
settled with him on his Dutch estates, where
the count designed him for his land steward.
In Holland he gave up the violin for the

flute, and received lessons from Wendl'mg,
soon exciting the astonishment of the Dutch
at his progress. Ashe afterwards entered into
the service of lord Torrington, and then of lord.

Dillon. From the continent Ashe removed
to Dublin, and finally to London. In 1792
he made his first appearance at the Hanover
Square Rooms, where he excited great admi-

ration, and became the leading flutist at the

great concerts in London, and the first at the

Italian Opera. He married a pupil of Rauz-

zini, who attained vocal celebrity as Mrs
Ashe. He died in Dublin. His excellence
arose from the fulness of the tones he drew
from the instrument in the more abstruse

keys. Rose, Biog. Diet.

ASHE (RABBI) born A.D. 353, died 427,
called Babylonius, one of the most learned of
the Jewish doctois, the author or compiler of
the Babylonian Talmud. He was prefect of
the academy of Sera in Babylon ;

an office

entrusted to him at the age of fourteen an
incredible circumstance. His whole life was

spent in the compilation of that immense
work at the rate of two treatises in a year,
one being given to his disciples at their half-

yearly assembly, on the contents of which

they were examined at the next meeting.
His work was left unfinished at his death to

the care of his son and others, and was not

finally completed until seventy-eight years
after his decease, or A.D. 505. Hose, Biog.
Diet.

ASHE (THOMAS) the author of various law

books, who lived in the beginning of the

seventeenth century. His tables of Dyer's
Reports were printed in 1602. Besides other

works of the same kind he published
" Fasci-

culus Florum
;
or a Bundle of Flowers from

the Books of Sir Edward Coke," in 1618.

Ibid.

ASHEBURNE (THOMAS) an English poet
of the 14th century, a Carmelite of North-

ampton. He wrote a religious poem called
" De Contemptu Mundi "

in 1384. An im-

perfect copy is preserved among the Cottonian
MSS. Bio. Diet.

ASHER (RABBI) died 1321. He was a
German doctor, the pupil of R. Meir. He
was obliged to fly Germany for Spain, where
he was elected chief of the Toledan Academy,
and taught criminal and civil law for six-

teen years with great applause. He had
several sons of high reputation as Talmudic

writers, but all their works have perished
except those of Rabbi Jacob, author of the
" Arba Turrim." The Jews being afterwards

persecuted at Toledo, Rabbi Judas, another

son, killed himself, his wife, and his brother

Jacob, together with others of their relations,

to escape the brutality of the populace. Bio.

Univ.

ASHLEY (GENERAL C.) died at Pimlico

in 1818. He was educated in music under
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Giardini and Barthelman, and was an excel-

lent musician. His instrument was the violin.

Bio. Diet.

ASHMORE (JOHN) an English poet of the

early part of the seventeenth century. Of

his works there only remain selected
" Odes

of Horace," some poems, and
"
Epigrams,Ana-

grams, and Epitaphs," 1641. This volume is

extremely rare. Idem.

ASHWELL (THOMAS) a composer of

church music in the time of Henry VIII and

Edward VI. Some of his works are pre-

served at Oxford. Diet. Mus.

ASHWORTH (CALEB) an English dissent-

ing minister in the eighteenth century. Ori-

ginally a carpenter, he rose to clerical distinc-

tion by his merit ;
and left

" A Hebrew

Grammar." Kippis's Life of Doddridye.
ASINARI (FREDERIC count CAMERANO).

He lived at Asti, in Piedmont, about the year

1560, and published some sonnets, poems, and

a tragedy called "
II Tancredi." He used to

submit his works to the judgment of Annibal

Caro. Bio. Univerf.

ASNER (JOHN) born at Vienna, died 1748,

an eminent engraver, who had two sons that

followed the same profession, Francis and

Leonard. John Asner the father was a pupil
of Dietel, and engraved devotional subjects

for the most part. Francis was born in 1 742

and learned engraving from his grand-father,
Adam Napert. He surpassed his father.

Leonard studied under John Manveld and

engraved landscapes. Idem.

ASP (MATHEW) born in 1696, died 1763,
a professor of eloquence, ancient languages,
and theology in the University of Upsal in

Sweden. He travelled into Germany, Eng-
land, and France, and connected himself with
the most learned men of his time. He left dis-

sertations upon ancient literature and several

funeral orations. His son, who had been minis-

ter for Sweden indifferent courts,was ennobled
and died in 1808. He published a voyage to

Constantinople and the Archipelago, and a

work upon the finances of Sweden. Idem.
ASPE (ANT. J. B.) born at Toulouse in

1732, condemned and executed in 1794. He
was president a mortier of the parliament of

Toulouse, aud he formed at the commence-
ment of the revolution a volunteer legion
bearing his own name. This corps was ac-
cused of hostile designs against the Protes-
tants of Card, and was dissolved by a decree
in 1790. Having protested against the acts

ofthe constituent assembly with others, he was
condemned to death by the revolutionary
tribunal. Idem.
ASPER (HANS) a Swiss painter in the six-

teenth century. His forte lay in flowers and
animals, for which he had a medal struck in

honour of him, and was reckoned little infe-

rior in those branches to Holbein, though he
died in poverty. Pilkington.
ASPER (CONSTANT - GHILABIS - CHARLES

van HOOBROUCK, baron) born in 1754 at

Ghent, died of his wounds at Wagram, in

1809. He studied in the English college of

Jesuits at Bruges, but his taste was less for

ASPINWALL.
literature than for arms. In 1770 he entered

the regiment of the Prince of Ligne. In

1789, at the head of a body of volunteers, he

completely routed 3000 of the patriots, and
obtained for this service the rank of major.
He seconded the operations of the Austrian

army before Luxemburg, and contributed to

the re-establishment of the prince bishop of

Liege in his states. He received the cross of
Maria Theresa for his services, and the in-

habitants of Limburgh presented him with a

sword, bearing the inscription
" Provincia

Limburgis suo Liberatori." His name from
that time became celebrated by the services

he rendered to Austria in the revolutionary
wars. He was in active service, until being at

Bologna when the people were going to mas-
sacre seven hundred French prisoners, he
saved them by his address. Among his other

services he entrapped and captured three

French frigates at Leghorn, for which he
received the Collar of Maria Theresa. He
was taken prisoner at Genoa by the French,
after various important services. He returned
home at the treaty of Luneville. In 1805 he
was ordered to cover the march of general
Mack. Passing by the right bank of the

Danube, he crossed the river and threw him-
self in the French rear at Wertingen. He
was again taken by the French, but set at

liberty after the peace which followed the

battle of Austerlitz. In 1809, when hostilities

recommenced, he commanded 16,000 grena-
diers, and comported himself nobly atEssling.

Directing the left wing of the Austrian army
at Wagram, he attempted to carry the in-

trenched village of Adecklow, and then forc-

ing back the right wing of the French, he
would perhaps have decided the victory in

favour of the Austrians, when a cannon-ball

struck him from his horse, a part of his belly
was torn away, and his right arm broken.
In this state he had the courage to remount,
but soon after his strength failed and he fell.

His arm was cut off and he uttered no com-

plaint, but in attempting to replace his bowels
he expired. His correspondence regarding
his campaigns, which he left in place of me-

moirs, not published, would fill many vo-

lumes of high interest. Baron Asper had a

brother colonel of Austrian hussars, who died

at Liege, in 1802. Bib. Univers.

ASPINWALL, MD. (WILLIAM) an Ameri-
can physician, born at Brookline, state of

Massachusetts, in 1743. He was educated
at Harvard College, where he took his de-

gree in 1764, hut afterwards studied in the

hospital of Philadelphia, and received a di-

ploma from the university in that city, about
1 768. He then returned to his native place,
and engaged in medical practice, till the revo-

lutionary war broke out, when he was ap-
pointed a surgeon in the army, and soon after

deputy director of a military hospital near

Boston; and at the battle of Lexington he

fought as a volunteer. After the conclusion

of the war, he engaged largely in inoculation

for the small pox, and erected hospitals for

the purpose at Brookline. When vaccine
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inoculation was introduced into the United

States, he warmly patronised and adopted the

practice, though it greatly lowered his pro-
fessional emoluments. After having long

enjoyed great reputation as a physician, he
died in 1823. Encyclop. Americ.

ASPLEY (JOHN) author of a popular work

upon navigation, in 1668. He is commended

by Dr. J. Free in his introduction to the

translation of the "
Algehra" of Rhenius.

Bio. Diet.

ASPREMONT (FRA^OIS DE LA MOTHE
VILLEBERT, viscount de) died 1678 of fatigue
at Toulon. He was an engineer of the school

of Vauban, and was particularly employed in

sieges. His scientific services at Stenai,

Valenciennes, Dunkirk, and other places, were

highly rated. He signalized himself in Spain
at the battle of Esponillos. His talents were

highly estimated. Bib. Univ.

ASPULL (GEORGE) born in 1815, died at

Leamington 1832. He was an extraordinary
example of precocious talent. At the age of

eight he played on the pianoforte with facility
the most difficult compositions of Hummel, of

Moscheles, and of Kalkbrenner. He gave
promise of the most brilliant talents in

musical execution, when he was cut off by
a disease of the chest. Gent's. Mag.
ASSAROTTI (OCTAVE JEAN BAPTISTE)

born in Genoa October 25, 1753, died 1829.
He was the founder of the deaf and dumb
institution in that city. In 1 802 he opened a

school, wherein five or six deaf and dumb
youths quickly learned to read and write;
and this attempt gained him an extended

reputation. Napoleon visited his establish-

ment, and at once assigned to it an income of
6000 f. to support 12 scholars. Assarotti gave
his fortune in the undertaking, and left all

he possessed to support it. Biog. Univ.

ASSCHE (HENRY VAN) born at Brussels

1775, died 1841. He was a pupil of De Roi
of Brussels, but received his first lessons from
his father. He travelled into Switzerland to

study landscape, and left some fine pictures
behind him, some of which are ornamented
with figures by Ommeganck. Bryan's Diet,

of Art.

ASSELIN (GILLE THOMAS) a poet of no

great repute, born at Vire. He was the
scholar of Th. Corneille, and obtained the

prize of the French academy in 1 709, as well
as being crowned by it several times at the
Floral Games, principally for a pathetic elegy
upon his master. He died at Issy in 1767.
Diet. Bio.

ASSELINE (JEAN RENE) the son of a

groom in the stables of the duke of Orleans.
He was born at Paris in 1742, and was first

successor to the abbe Ladvocat in the pro-
fessorship of Hebrew in the Sorboime, andnext
grand vicar of the archbishop of Paris.

Nominated bishop of Boulogne in 1789, he
would not take the oaths attached to the civil

constitution of the clergy, and emigrated into

Germany. He refused to lay down his office

under the Concordat, and after the death of
the abb Edgeworth, was chosen his confessor
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by Louis XVIII. He died at Hartwell in
1813. He was author of some religious
works, and six volumes of his writings were
published in Paris in 1823. Bio. Univ.
ASSEMANI (JOSEPH SIMON) born in 1687,

died in 1768, archbishop of Tyr, a Syrian
Maronite. He was educated at Rome. Among
other works he published

"
Biblio. Orientals

Clementino-Vaticana," 1719 to 1828, in 4
vols, folio. STEPHEN EVODE ASSEMANI was
the nephew of Joseph, and his successor in
the Vatican. He published a catalogue of
the oriental MSS in the library of the
Vatican in 2 vols, folio, with several other
works. JOSEPH ALOYUS, who died in 1782,
published

" Codex Liturgicus Ecclesice Uni-
versal," 12 vols, 4to. He was brother to the
first Joseph. SIMON was the grandson of

Simon, who educated him, born in 1749. He
was an oriental scholar, a native of Tripoli,
and for some time a librarian at Vienna, and
the professor of oriental languages at Padua,
a member of the academy of the same city
and of the Italian Institute. He published
several learned works, and a catalogue of the
oriental manuscripts in the library of count

Nani, comprising much biographical and

antiquarian information. Bio. Univ.
ASSHETON (Dr WILLIAM) an English

divine at the close of the seventeenth and the

opening of the eighteenth centuries. He wrote
some devotional tracts, but distinguished him-
self chiefly as the author of a scheme for pro-

viding a maintenance for clergymen's widows,
&c. by a jointure payable by the Mercers'

company. Biog. Brit.

ASSOUCI (CHARLES COYPEAU, Sieur d')
a French poet in the seventeenth century. He
was an imitator of, and hence called the Ape
of Scarron. He led a vagrant life, an account
of which he wrote in a buffoonish style ;

with
some poems of little merit. The infamy of
his character and conduct appears from an
adventure which befel him at Montpellier, as

related in the "Voyage de Bachaumont et

La Chapelle," the witty authors of which,
however, treat the offender with more levity
and less reprobation than he deserved. Let-
tres Francaises, avec des Notes, par Bichelet.

Biog. Univ.

ASTARITA (JANVER) born at Naples in

1 749
;
died at the commencement of the pre-

sent century. He was a composer of dramatic

music, and enjoyed, in Italy, an extended re-

putation, principally in comic pieces. In the

course of seven years he composed fourteen

operas. That of "Circe and Ulysses" had an

astonishing success, not only in Italy but in

GJermany,where itwas first represented in 1 787.

His style does not entitle him to a lofty rank in

the classic school, but he is deemed worthy of

standing at the head of the second class of the

musicians of Italy. Bio. Univers.

ASTON (ANTONY) an individual of whom
ittle is known but that he was author of

;he Fool's Opera, and had, according to his

own account, figured in almost every charac-

ter. He was the son of Richard Aston, Esq.,

of Furnival's Inn, secondary of the King's



ASTON.
Bench Office, and his mother was the daughter
of colonel Cope of Dumally Castle, Armagh,
Ireland. He was educated at Tarnworth,

placed afterwards in the Six Clerks' Office,

but finally took to the stage. In 1717 he

gave a performance in Fleet-street, three days
in the week, on his own account, at the Globe

and Marlborough Head. It is said he first

took to the stage at the latter end of the reign

of King William, and travelled the country

with has "Medley" as he called it, or the

Fool's Opera. He was known to be thus

travelling in 1 "49, but no more was heard of

him afterwards.
" Love in a Hurry," acted

in Dublin, but never printed, is attributed to

him ; and a drama called "
Pastora," printed in

1712. His supplement to Colley Cibber, and

his " Lives of Actors and Actresses," printed

after 1742, is the only work of value he left.

Bio. Die.
ASTON (Sir ARTHUR) killed at Drogheda

in Ireland, in 1649. He was an adherent to

the Stuarts, and distinguished himself on the

side of Charles I at the battle of Edgehill
and at Reading, where he was wounded. He
next went to Ireland after the fortunes of the

king had fallen in England ; and being gover-
nor of Drogheda, was put to the sword with

the whole garrison, by Cromwell, in the

storm of that place. Idem.

ATHENAS (PETER Louis) born at Paris

in 1753, died at Nantes 1829, a naturalist and

archeologist, and one of the founders of the

Academic Society of Nantes. He published
numerous works, memoirs, and dissertations

upon the sciences, arts, and objects of gene-
ral utility. Bib. Univers.

ATHENODORUS, a Stoic philosopher of

Tarsus, about fifty years BC. He was the

preceptor of Augustus, and the ultimate mo-
deration of that ruler is attributed to his

admonitions. Some of his works are alluded
to by ancient writers. Cic. ad Farn.

ATTAVANTI (PAUL) or Father Paul of
Florence, flourished in the fifteenth century.
He wrote " Breviarium totius Juris Canonici."

Nouv. Diet. Hist.

ATTUMONELLI (MICHEL) born in 1750
at Andria in Naples, died at Paris in 1826,
an excellent physician, and the author of
several works upon professional subjects, as
well as a translation into Italian of Condorcet's
"
Policy of Regenerated France." Bio.

Univers.

AUBERNON (PHILIPPE) born at Antibes
in 1757, died at Paris in 1832. From the

passage of the Var to the battle of Waterloo
he was the chief commissary in all the more
active French campaigns. His integrity and
devotion to his duties were of the first order.
The victory of Loano was ascribed to him by
general Sche'rer; Masse'na declared that

through him the siege of Genoa was pro-
longed, and to that was owing the success o'.

the battle of Mareugo. Jaubert called him
the soldier's father, and Napoleon in his

Italian campaigns always kept him near his

person. Bio. Univers.

AUBEKTIN (DOMINIQUE) born at Lune-

AUGEREAU.
ille 1751, and died there in 1825. He was
n the French military service, and left a

Memoir on the War of La Veude'e, in 1793

and 1794," printed with the memoirs of gene-
ral Hugo. Idem.

AUBERY (JOHN) a French physician in

.he seventeenth century. He wrote an apo-

ogy for physic, in Latin, and an antidote to

ove, in French. The latter is esteemed a

curious book. Biog. Univ.

AUBREINE (CHARLES ALEXANDER
JOSEPH GHISLAIN, count of) born at Brussels

n 1773, died at Aix-la-Chapelle in 1835.

le served actively from the campaigns of

ichegru and Duinouriez to the battle of

Waterloo, where he commanded the second

>rigade of the third division. He passed
rom France into the service of Holland
when that kingdom came under French

domination, and was on the staff when the

Belgian revolution broke out. He followed

he staff to Antwerp and thence to the Hague,
taking no part in the events of the moment.

Bio. Diet.

AUDIFRET (JOHN BAPTIST) a celebrated

French geographer in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. He wrote a work on
ancient and modern geography, which was
icld in much esteem, though left unfinished.

Nouv. Diet. Hist.

AUDOUIN (PIERRE) an eminent French

engraver and pupil of Beauvarlot, born in

Paris 1768, died 1822. He left some fine

specimens of his talents behind him.

AUDOUL (GASPARD) a French civilian

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

He wrote " Traite de 1'Origine de la Regale
et des Causes de son Etablissement," which
was condemned by a brief of Clement XI,
1710; but which brief was revoked by the

parliament of Paris. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

AUGELET (CHARLES FRANCIS) born at

Ghent 1797, died there 1832. At seven

years old he was able to take part in a ton-

cert on the piano. He composed numerous
fantasias and variations, "La Le'opoldine,"
"Aux braves morts pour la patrie," and
other pieces. Bib. Univers.

AUGER (Louis SIMON) born in 1772,

died 1829. A celebrated French writer and

journalist, and a member of the French

Academy, of which he became the perpetual

secretary on the dismissal of Raynouard. He
wrote in the "Decade Philosophique," in

the "
Mercure," in the " Journal de 1'Empire."

He was the editor of numerous works, of

academic lectures of his own, of philosophic
and literary miscellanies, and a contributor

to the "
Biographic Universelle." He was

author of a valuable commentary upon
Moliere, full of anecdote, sound criticism,

and useful illustrations of the times in

which the great writer lived. In the very
height of his prosperity he committed suicide

by throwing himself into the Seine. Bio.
Univers.

AUGEREAU (P. F. CHARLES) marshal
and peer of France, duke de Castiglione, was
born at Paris in 1757. He entered young
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AULNAY.
into the army, and served in the French cara-

bineers, and then among the Neapolitan

troops till 1787. He afterwards settled as a

fencing-master at Naples, which city he

quitted in 1792; and returning home, entered

into service as a volunteer. He rapidly rose

to be general of a brigade in the army of the

eastern Pyrenees in 1794, and distinguished
himself against the Spaniards. Removed to

the army of Italy as general of a division, he

greatly increased his reputation, especially

by his conduct at the battle of Castiglione
and at the bridge of Arcola. After the treaty
of Campo Fonnio he had the chief command
at Paris, and he acted an important part on

the 18th of Fructidor. In 1798 he succeeded

Hoche as commander of the army of the

Sambre and Meuse, and of the Rhine. No-
minated in 1 799 a deputy to the Council of

Five Hundred, he became secretary to that

assembly ; and in 1800 he was sent to head
the French troops in Holland, maintained at

the expense of that republic. He afterwards

seconded the operations of Moreau on the

Rhine. In 1804 he was made a marshal of

the French empire, and appointed to com-
mand the army collected at Brest for the

invasion of England. At the close of 1805
he was employed in Germany ;

and the fol-

lowing year he contributed to the victory
over the Prussians at Jena. In 1809 he sig-
nalized himself in Poland

;
and was wounded

at the battle of Eylau. General of the army
of Catalonia, in 1809, he besieged and took

Gerona. In the campaign in Russia, in

1812, he commanded the llth corps; and

supported as far as possible the retreat of the

troops through Prussia. At the battle of

Leipsic, in 1813, and in the campaign of the

following year, he displayed great courage
and ability. He was one of the first who
submitted to Louis XVIII, who made him

knight of St Louis, a peer of France, and

governor of the 14th military division. On
the return of Bonaparte he offered the re-

newal of his services, which were not accepted.
He resumed his place in the chamber of peers,
after the second restoration of the king ;

but
he held no subsequent employment. His
death took place June 12, 1816. Diet. Hist.

AULNAY (FRAN9OIS HENRY STANISLAUS

de) born in Madrid 1739, died in Paris 1830,
a French writer of considerable merit. He
died in very indigent circumstances. Bio.
Univ.

AUMONT (Louis MARIE CELESTK, duke

of) born in 1770, died in 1831. He was
known as duke of Piennes until 1799, when
he took the title of duke of Villeguier, which
he kept till the death of his father in 1814.

At first allied with the duke of Orleans in

the revolution in France, he became an emi-

grant in 1792, and served in Spain in 1793,
in the royal legion. He entered afterwards
into the Swedish service, and served in Po-
merania in 1806, and against the Russians in

Aland. In 1814 he returned to Paris and
became first gentleman of the bedchamber.
He commanded the 14th military division in
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1815. After Napoleon's return he retired
into England, organized a corps of volunteers
to operate on the coast of Normandy, and dis-

embarked there. He was wounded in a

skirmish, but entered Bayeux. He was
nominated a peer of France on the second

restoration, and died in 1831, president of the

Society of the Friends of the Arts. Bio.
Univ.

AUROGALLUS (MATTHEW) a Bohemian
professor of languages in the sixteenth cen-

tury. He assisted Luther in his German
translation of the Bible, and compiled a
Hebrew and Chaldee grammar. Moreri.
AUSTEN (JANE) a highly gifted and

sensible novelist, was born on the 16th of

December, 1775, at Steventon, in the county
of Hants, of which parish her father was rec-

tor for upwards of forty years. At the age
of seventy he resided with his family at Bath,
and upon his death his widow and two daugh-
ters retired to Southampton, and ultimately
in 1807 to Chawton ill the same county. It

was during her residence in the last-men-
tioned place that Miss Austen composed the

novels, which for ease, nature, and a complete
knowledge of the features which distinguish
the domesticity of the English country gentry,
are very highly estimated. The principal of
these productions are " Sense and Sensibi-

lity ;"
" Pride and Prejudice ;"

" Mansfield
Park ;" and " Emma." Two more were pub-
lished after her death, entitled "

Northanger
Abbey," and "

Persuasion," which were how-
ever her most early attempts. The praise-

worthy object of Miss Austen in all her works
was to advocate the superiority of sound

principle, unsophisticated manners, and unde-

signing rectitude, to more splendid and artifi-

cial pretensions, and within the sphere of her
delineation she eminently succeeded. At the
same time her discrimination was acute, her
humour easy and spontaneous, and her power
of creating an interest in her characters by
slight and reiterated touches, extraordinary.
This amiable and accomplished lady, whose

personal and mental attractions were other-

wise of a high order, died of a decline, on
the 18th of July 1817, in her forty-second

year. Preface to Northanger Abbey.
AUSTEN ( WILLIAM) an English engraver,

born in London about 1740. George Bick-
ham was his master. His principal work
was a series of views of ancient Rome and
the ruins of Palmyra. Bryan, Diet, of Art.

AUSTIN (WILLIAM) an English barrister

in the seventeenth century. Besides " Medi-
tations on the Fasts and Feasts of the Church,"
he wrote " Hscc Homo," upon the excellency of

woman, partly taken from Agrippa. Biog.
Hist.

AUSTIN (SAMUEL, the elder and younger).
The first was a divine and poet born at

Lostwithiel, in Cornwall, in 1616. His poem
of "

Urania, or the Heavenly Muse," is of

considerable merit. The first part is dedi-

cated to Dr Prideaux; the second to Mr
John Robarts, son of lord Robarts, baron

Truro. In this is a poem to his three friends



AUTICHAMP.
Draytou, Browne, and Pollexfen, exhorting
them to direct their talents to sacred subjects.

The younger Samuel, the son of the former,

a Cornishman horn, was entered of Wadham
College, Oxford, at eighteen. He was a

writer of verse without his father's power and

talents. He died at about thirty years of age,

in \GG5.-Biog. Viet.

AUTICHAMP (JEAN THEBESE Louis DE

BEAUMONT, marquis of) born in 1738, at

Angers; died in 1831. He entered the army
at eleven years of age, and made his first

campaigns about 1762. In 1792 he entered

Champagne with a corps of cavalry, but the

army of the French princes being dissolved,

he sought a refuge in Maestricht with a crowd

of emigrants. The republican army besieg-

ing he assisted in its defence, until the Aus-

trians raised the siege. He then went to

Switzerland, and afterwards to England. He
entered the Russian service under Paul I,

and commanded an army of 30,000 men
destined to support Suwarrow, when the de-

feat of the coalition put an end to his hopes.
He returned to France in 1815, and became a

lieutenant-general and governor ofthe Louvre.
He distinguished himself in the three days of

July 1 830, on the part of the Bourbons, and
was superseded in his command. He died in

1831, at the age of 93. He left behind him
some memoirs, which are said to be very
interesting. Count ANTOINE JOSEPH EULA-
J.IA D'AUTICHAMP was a younger brother of
Jean Therese, and served in Corsica, in

America, and St Domingo. He returned to

France and lived in retirement after the 1 8th
of Brumaire, until 1814, when he had his
former rank confirmed, with the government
of St Germain. He died in 1822. CHARLES
ANTOINE FRANCIS, abbe d'Autichamp, was
a writer of some agreeable poetry, and a song
upon the federation of 1790, which became
popular throughout France. He was grand
vicar of Toulouse. He was arrested in 1793,
and perished upon the scaffold four days
before the revolution of the 9th of Thermidor.
MARIE JEAN JosEPH,viscount d'Autichamp,

born in 1768, the son of count Antoine, was
a major of cavalry at the revolution. He
left France and formed one of the expedition
to Quiberon, but did not arrive in time to

land, and went to Jersey, and from thence to

Portugal. He next became a general in La
Vended, but when that country was pacified
in 1800 he was permitted to live in France,
where he remained in retirement until 1814.
The king then named him sub-lieutenant of
the garde du corps, with the grade ofmare'chal
de camp. He died in 1828. He was elder
brother of count CHARLES, peer of France
under Louis XVIII and Charles X, who was
condemned to death par contumace, in No-
vember 1833. Biog. Univ.

AUTOLYCUS, a Greek philosopher about
BC. 340, author of astron\wical treatises, a
few of which are still extant Brucker.
AUVERGNE (THEOPH. MALO CORRET de

la Tour d') the first grenadier of France, born
in Brittany, in 1743. He was descended

AVOGADRO.
from an illegitimate branch of the family of

Bouillon, which gave birth to Turenne. He
entered the army in 1767, and was a cap-
tain in 1779, when he served as a volunteer in

America ;
and he became aide-de-camp to the

duke de Crillon at the siege of Port Mahon
in Minorca. At the commencement of the

revolutionary war in 1792, La Tour d'Au-

vergne, though he had retired on a pension,

thought it his duty to take arms to defend his

country against foreign invasion. He refused

to accept any higher rank than that of cap-
tain

;
but he commanded eight thousand grena-

diers in the army of the Eastern Pyrenees in

1793, with great reputation. After the peace
with Spain, in 1795, he resumed his literary

occupations, and composed successively,
" A

Glossary of Forty-five Languages ;" and " A
Franco-Celtic Dictionary." He had previ-

ously published
" Traite des Origines Gau-

loises." In 1799 he quitted his retirement

and his studies, to replace, in the army of

Helvetia, the only son of his friend Brigant,
who was liable to the conscription. At this

period he received from Buonaparte the title

of first Grenadier of France ; but he refused

the pension which he was offered with it.

He was killed June 27, 1800, at the combat
of Neubourg, and was interred by his com-
rades on the field of battle, and his grave was
covered with branches of laurel and oak. A
monument, with an appropriate inscription,
was afterwards erected to his memory in the

same place. Diet. Hist.

AUZON (MADAME) a French artist, born
in Paris in 1775. A paintress of familiar

subjects and portraits, some of which have
been engraved. Bryan's Diet, of Art.

AVERANI (BENEDICT) an Italian scholar

of distinguished reputation towards the end of

the seventeenth centuiy. He had a great

knowledge of the Greek, into which he trans-

lated some of the Latin authors
;
and wrote

in Latin, orations, dissertations, and poems,
&c. Landi, Hist. Lett, de Italic.

AVERANI (JOSEPH) younger brother of
the preceding. With great strength of mind
he grasped the languages, mathematics, phi-

losophy, and law. He defended Galileo, and
left behind him many learned works in litera-

ture and science. Idem.

AVIANO (JEROME) an Italian poet in the

sixteenth century. His poems, consisting of
three epistles, were three times printed, in

1605, 1615, and 1627. Tiraboschi.

AVILER (ACGCSTINE CHARLES d') a
French architect in the seventeenth century.
He was taken by the Algerines and carried
to Tunis, where he left a monument of his art

in the shape of a grand mosque. He wrote
some valuable works on architecture. Moreri.
AVITUS (SEXTUS ALCIMUS ECDICIUS) a

Gallic bishop, and nephew to a Roman empe-
ror of the same name in the fifth and sixth
centuries. He opposed the Arians. A col-

lection of his poems, letters, &c., is extant.

Dupin.
AVOGADRO (LuciA ALBANI) an Italian

poetess in the sixteenth century. Her pieces
44



AVRIL.

possessed such merit, that Tasso became her

commentator. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

AVRIL (JEAN JAQUES) an eminent en-

graver, born in Paris in 1744. He was the

scholar of J. G. Wille, and engraved works

deservedly admired. He left 540 pieces, some
of large dimensions. He died in 1832.

Bryan's Diet.

AYLMER (JOHN) an English scholar in

the seventeenth century. He was a good
Greek and Latin poet, as appears from his
" Musce Sacrse." ttiog. Brit.

AYSCOUGH (Captain GEORGF. EDWARD)
an English officer in the Foot Guards. He
wrote " Letters from an Officer in the Guards
to his Friends in England," containing some
account of France and

Italy ;
and " Semi-

ramis," a tragedy. He died in 1779. Gent.

Mag.
AZUNI (DOMINIC ALBFRTJ an Italian

jurist, born at Sassari, in 17 CO; died January
1827. He was intimately acquainted Avith

the science of jurisprudence, and especially

AZZO.
with what relates to maritime commerce-
He became, successively, judge of the tribunal
of maritime commerce at Nice, president of
the imperial court at Genoa, member of the

legislative body in France, judge of the su-

preme tribunal of the consulate of Cagliari,

president of the library of the royal university
of that city, and member of various academies.

Among the works which he published are
" Sistema Universale de' Principii del Diritto

Maritime dell' Europa," 1795, which was
translated into French

; an " Universal Dic-

tionary of Commercial Jurisprudence;" a
" Dissertation on the Origin of the Compass ;"

and many other productions which display
the erudition of the author. Revue Encyclo-
pedique.
AZZO (PoRTius) an Italian civilian in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries. He com-

piled
" A Summary of the Code and the In-

stitutes," which is much esteemed. He is

said to have been publicly executed for killing
a man in a personal conflict. Biog. Univ.

B.

BAARSDORP. BACHEVILLE.
BAARSDORP (CORNELIUS de) physician

to Charles V, author of " Methodus Universal

Artis Medicae." He died in 1565. Moreri.

BAB1NGTON (WILLIAM) born in 1757,
died in 1 833, an eminent physician, author of

a "
Systematic Arrangement of Minerals, &c,"

" A New System of Mineralogy," and various

contributions to the existing scientific journals.
He was the connecting link between the phi-

losophers of the last and present century, from

Priestley down to Davy and Wollaston.

Gent's. Mag.
BACCHIOCCHI (MARIA ANNE ELIZA

BONAPARTE) born in Corsica 1777, died at

Bologna 1820. She was the elder sister of

Napoleon, and married M. Bacchiocchi, an

officer of the Royal Corsican regiment, in 1 797.

She left a son, who was killed at Rome in his

18th year, in 1833, by a fall from his horse.

While Princess of Piombino she established

useful public works, and made the magnificent
road between Lucca and the Baths de la Villa.

Bio. Univers.

BACHEU (GEO. FRED.) a German physi-

cian, born in Alsace, in 1709 (given in the

body of the work, but repeated to correct

error in authorities). He studied in the uni-

versity of Besancjon, and took the degree of

MD. in 1733. He was chiefly famous for

his skill in the treatment of dropsy. He pub-
lished at Paris, between 1 765 and 1 776, several

tracts relating to dropsical diseases. ALEX-
ANDER ANDREW PHILIP FREDERIC BACHER,
son of the preceding, followed the same career

as his father. He engaged with M. Demangin
in conducting the Journal de Medecine, from
1776 to 1790, and afterwards continued it

alone till 1793. This physician died at Paris,
in October 1807. Barbier, in his Dictionnaire
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des Anonymes, states that M. Bacher (whom
he has confounded with his father) formed
the plan of a course of public law, to consist

of several octavo volumes, and to be divided
nto five parts. In 1803 two volumes of this

work were printed. They were not sold, and
re very rare

;
and may be considered as

iterary oddities. Biog. Univ.
BACHER D'ALBE (Louis ALBERT
CILLAIN, baron de) a French artist, born atSt

Pol, in 1761, died 1824. He held civil and

military offices under Napoleon. He painted
a number of views in Italy, the battle of Lodi
and Passage of the Po, with many similar

scenes, and also some interesting landscapes.

Bryan's Diet.

BACHEVILLE (BARTHELEMI and AN-
TOINE) born at Trevoux, in France, one in

1778, and the second in 1780. They entered
into the French imperial guard in 1 804, and

fought in all the battles of the empire from
that year to 1814. Both accompanied the

emperor Napoleon to Elba, and followed him
in the battles that took place on his return.

They were disbanded after the battle of

Waterloo, and obliged to fly to escape the

proscription which impended over them. They
reached Switzerland, and from thence Poland
and Wallachia, where the two brothers sepa-
rated never again to meet. Barthelemi visited

Constantinople, the Archipelago, and Greece,
and joined AH Pacha of Janina. Antoine
remained at Jassy, but unable to put up with
his brother's absence, departed for Constanti-

nople, where a trap laid for him by the French

police was defeated in getting him arrested.

Made aware of it in time he went to Persia,
and died in 1 820, at Muscat, at the entrance

of the Persian Gulf. Barthelemi having



BACKER.
quitted AH Pacha, went to France and fixed

himself at Chambe'ry. In 1822 he cleared

himself of his sentence par contumace, and

after the revolution of 1 830 was named com-

mandant of the Fort of Eclure, in the Jura,

where he died in 1833. The fidelity of the

two brothers to Napoleon was a rare example
in the followers of heroes in misfortune.

BACKER (JACOB) a Dutch portrait and

historical painter in the seventeenth century.

His works command high prices. His best

pieces are bis
" Last Judgment," and " Cimon

and Iphigenia." Pilkiiigton.

BACKER (JAMES) a Flemish portrait

painter in the sixteenth century. He died

young, but acquired a great reputation.

idem.
BACKLER D'ALBE (baron AUBEKT

Loois) born at St. Pol (Pas de Calais) in

1761, became draughtsman and chief of geo-

graphical engineers attached to the war depart-

ment. He was then successively director of

the topographical cabinet, marechal de camp
in 1803, and chief of the division of the min-

istry of war after the return of Buonaparte
from Elba in 1815. He died at Paris in 1 824.

He constructed a valuable " Chart of the

Theatre of War in the first Campaigns of

Buonaparte in Italy," and published various

collections of picturesque views. Diet. Hist.

BACMEISTER (HARTMAN Louis CHRIS-

TIAN) an historical and miscellaneous writer,

who was born in 1 73C, at Hernhorn, in Wat-

teravia, in the principality of Nassau Dillen-

bourg. He completed his education in Ger-

many, and about 1770 he went to Russia,
and was appointed director of the German

College at St Petersburg. His death took

place in that city, in 1806. He paid much
attention to the history, topography, and lite-

rature of the Russian empire ;
and besides a

"
History of the Swedish Nation," Leipsic,

1767, he published "An Abridgment of the

Geography of the Empire of Russia,'' St

Petersburg, 1773; "A Collection of Memoirs

concerning Peter I," Riga, 1785; and the

"Russian Library," 1777 1788, 11 vols.

This last work comprises much valuable in-

formation concerning the language, poetry,
and literary institutions of Russia. He was
a member of the Royal Academy of St

Petersburg, and was honoured with the deco-

ration of the order of St Vladimir. Biog. des

Contewpor.
BADOCH (PIERRE JOSEPH) born at Tulle

1789, died in 1827, a noted French advocate
and counsellor of state.

BAGGESEN (JENV or lMMANCEL)a Dane
who distinguished himself as a poetical

writer, chiefly in the German language. He
was born at Corsoer, in 1 764

;
and he has

given the history of his own education, and
described the effect of circumstances in the

formation of his character, in the Labyrinth.
In 1785 he published

" Comic Tales,
"
exhibit-

ing much humour and fancy. The Prince of

Holstein Augustenburg furnished him with

the means of travelling through Germany,
France, and Switzerland

; and in 1 793 he

BAIL.
visited Italy. He afterwards obtained from

the Danish government an appointment at

Copenhagen. In 1800 he went with his

wife, a niece of the celebrated Haller, to re-

side at Paris. In 1811 he was made pro-
fessor of the Danish language at the univer-

sity of Kiel, which post he resigned in 1814,
and removed to Copenhagen. At this period
he had obtained the highest reputation as a

poet. In consequence of the declining state

of his health in 1825, he visited the baths of

Carlsbad; and he afterwards took up his

residence at Dresden
;
the following summer

he went to Toplitz and other watering places,
but he experienced no permanent relief from
the mineral waters, and returning to Dresden
he died October 3, 1826. From an exami-
nation after death it appeared that his suffer-

ings, which had been very severe, were occa-

sioned by a disease of the kidneys. The
Danish productions of Baggesen chiefly con-

sist of songs and other short pieces, extremely
popular among his countrymen. A collection

of his German poems was published in two
volumes at Hamburgh, in 1 803

;
but his prin-

cipal work is entitled "
Parthenais, oder die

Alpenreise," a pastoral epic in twelve lays,

Amsterdam, 1807; of which a French prose

translation, by Fauriel, appeared in 1810.

Among his other compositions in German,
which are numerous, may be mentioned
" Adam and Eve, or the History of the Fall,"
a humorous or mock epic, published posthu-

mously, in 1827. New Germ. Necrol. Encycl.
Amer.
BAGRATION (K. A.) a Russian prince,

senator, and imperial counsellor. He distin-

guished himself by his military services in the

campaigns in Poland in 1792 and in 1794;
and in those in Italy, under Suwarrow, in

1799, and particularly at the battle of Aus-
terlitz. He was afterwards appointed com-
mander-in-chief of the army of Moldavia ;

and he continued to add to his reputation by
the display of skill and courage on several

occasions, till at length he was mortally
wounded at the battle of Moscow, during the

invasion of Russia by Buonaparte in 1812.

Diet. Hist.

BAGSHAW (EDWARD) an English civi-

lian in the seventeenth century. In the Re-
bellion he first sided with the parliament, then
with the king. He was author of some legal,
and several controversial works, on the poli-
tics of the times. Wood.
BAGSHAW (EDWARD, jun.) son of the

preceding, an English divine of a turbulent

character, author of some controversial works
in opposition to Baxter. Calamy.
BAIL (CHARLES JOSEPH) born at Bethune

in Flanders in 1777, and entered into the
French army at the age of fifteen. He
marched with the regiment to which he be-

longed to the relief of Lille, besieged by the
Austrians : be afterwards made a campaign
in Belgium, then removed into the artillery,
and at length was called to the administration

of the army. In 1807, being an adjunct of
the intendant of Erfurdt, he was appointed
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BAILEY.
director of the offices of the regency in the

kingdom of Westphalia. Through his exer-

tions was published the work entitled "
Statis-

tique du Koyaume de Westphalia," Gottingen,
1809. After having assisted in the adminis-

trative organization of the new government,
Bail was nominated secretary-general of
finance. In 1813 he was made a prisoner of

war, when he lost the property which he had

acquired hi the course of his services. He
was restored to his rank in 1814, and em-

ployed in the French army which retreated

to the banks of the Loire, in July 1815.

Having concurred in the measure of disband-

ing that army, he returned to Paris. In 1 8 1 8

he retired into the valley of Montmorency,
where he died February 20, 1824. Among
his productions are, "Des Juifs au 19me

S., ou Considerations sur leur Etat Civil et

Politique en Europe," Paris, 1816, 8vo;
" Etat des Juifs en France, en Espagne, et en

Italie, depuis le commencement du 5me S. jus-

qu'alafin du l6me," Paris 1823, 8vo, an essay
which was rewarded with a prize offered by
the Academy of Inscriptions ;

and " Essais

Hist, et Crit. sur 1'Organisation des Armees,
et sur 1'Administration Militaire en France,"
1817, 8vo.Dict. Hist.

BAILEY (PETER) an ingenious man of

literature. He was the son of a solicitor at

Nantwich in Cheshire, who had realized con-

siderable property, and was educated at Mer-
ton College, Oxford, whence he removed to

London, and entered himself a student at the

Inner Temple. Like many more of vivid

fancy, he neglected his profession, and after a

long course of vicissitude found himself con-

fined to the liberties of the King's Bench

prison.' Here he composed an amusing and
characteristic poem, entitled " Sketches from
St. George's Fields, by Giorgione del Castel

Chiuso.'' He was also author of "
Idwal,"

an unpublished poem on the conquest of

Wales; and of an anonymous poem in the

Spenserian stanza, entitled
" The Queen's

Appeal." At the time of his death he was
editor of a weekly periodical paper, entitled
" The Museum." He died suddenly, in a

coach, on the 25th of January 1823, on his

way to the Italian opera, by the bursting of a

blood-vessel, leaving a wife and three children.

Ann. Biog.
BAILLOT (PIERRE MARIE FRANCOIS DE

SALES) born at Passy, near Paris, 1771, died

1842, a celebrated French musical composer.
Polidori was his first master, and next Sainte-

Marie and Pollani. In 1791 he was placed
in the orchestra of the Theatre Feydeau,
which he soon left for a public office. At
length he made music a serious study. In
1795 he replaced Rode in the Conservatory
of Music, studied harmony under Catel, and

counter-point under Reicha and Cherubini.
He was named chief of the violins in the

chapel of the Emperor Napoleon, went to

Russia, and gave concerts there, and in several

cities of Belgium. In London he was made a
member of the Philharmonic Society, and di-

rected concerts in several of the most con-
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siderable provincial towns. He returned to

Paris in 1816. He was afterwards named
among the private musicians of King Louis

Philippe, and subsequently gave concerts in

Savoy, Piedmont, and Lombardy. He left a
numerous collection of compositions and di-

rections, an account of a new chronometer,
and a notice of Viotti's life. Bio. Univer.
BAIRD (sir DAVID) a distinguished mili-

tary officer, who was of Scottish descent. He
entered the army as an ensign of the 2nd

regiment of foot, in 1772, and joined his regi-
ment at Gibraltar in April the year following.
In 1778 he obtained a lieutenancy, and the

same year was made captain of grenadiers in

the 73rd, and in 1779 he sailed for Madras.
He was employed under Colonel Baillie against

Hyder Ally, and was wounded and taken pri-
soner in the sanguinary battle of Perimban-
cum. After remaining a prisoner three years
and a half at Seringapatam, he was, in March
1784, released, and in July he joined his regi-
ment (then called the 71st) at Arcot In

1788 he returned with it to Madras; and in

October, having previously obtained a ma-

jority, he procured leave of absence, and visited

Britain. In December 1790, he was made a

lieutenant-colonel; and in 1791 he returned to

India, and joined the forces under the Mar-

quis Cornwallis. He commanded a brigade
of Sepoys, and was present at the attack of a
number of hill forts, and at the siege of Se-

ringapatam. In 1793, when he commanded
a brigade of Europeans, he was present at

the siege of Pondicherri. In 1795 he was
made a colonel; and in October 1797, he em-
barked with his regiment for Europe ;

but ar-

riving in December at the Cape of Good Hope
he was appointed brigadier-general, and placed
on that staff in command of a brigade. He
was promoted to the rank of major-general
in 1798, and removed to the staff in India,
where he arrived with troops under his com-
mand in January 1799. Shortly after he

assisted in the capture of Seringapatam. In

1800 he was removed to the Bengal staff, and
had a command at Dynypore. His next ser-

vice was in Egypt, whither he was sent with

forces in 1801. He landed at Cosseir, on the

Red Sea, marched his army across the desert,

embarked on the Nile, and arriving at Grand

Cairo, in July, he joined general Hutchinson,
a few days before the surrender of Alexandria.

In May 1801, he was appointed colonel of the

54th regiment ;
and in 1802 he returned with

his troops across the desert to India. He was
removed to the Madras staff in 1803

;
and

commanded a large division of the army
forming against the Mahrattas. After the

appointment of major-general Wellesley to

the command of the greater part of the army,
major-general Baird obtained permission to

return home. On his passage he was cap-
tured by a French privateer ;

but being re-

taken he arrived in England in November
1804. He was appointed lieutenant-general
in October 18 '5, and sent in command of an

expedition against the Cape of Good Hope,
and after a battle with the Dutch army, that



BAKKER.
colony was surrendered to the British forces.

In 1807 he returned to England, and removed
from the colonelcy of the 54th to that of the

24th regiment ; being also placed on the fo-

reign staff, under Lord Cathcart, -with whom
he served at the bombardment of Copenhagen,
where he received a wound in the arm. The
last service in which he was engaged was in

the expedition to Spain, in 1808, under sir

John Moore. He joined that officer some
time previous to the battle of Corunna, where

he greatly distinguished himself; and the

general being killed, the chief command de-

volved on him, but the loss of an arm during
the engagement obliged him to relinquish it

to general Hope. His services on this occa-

sion were rewarded with a baronetcy ;
and he

had previously been honoured with the order

of the Bath, and had received from the Grand

Seignor the order of the Crescent. Sir D.
Baird was promoted to the rank of a general
in 1814: he obtained the post of governor of

Kinsale in 1819: and he was subsequently
made governor of Fort St. George, (N. B.)
He died at his seat at Fernton, in Perthshire,
in September 1829. He was married, but

had no children
;
and the baronetcy devolved

to his brother, R. Baird, Esq. of Newbyth,
Haddingtonshire, agreeably to the limitations

of the patent. The Memoirs and Correspond-
ence of sir David Baird were arranged and

published by Theodore Hook. Monthly May.
Ann. Reg.
BARKER (PETERHUZIXGA) a Dutch poet,

who was born in 1715, and died in 1801. He
wrote a poem on the Inundation of 1740,
which is greatly esteemed

;
and he translated

into his native language Hight's Latin poem
on Spring. His works have been published in

three volumes, one of which contains satires

and songs in ridicule of the English nation.

He was the relative and friend of the Dutch
historian Wagenaar, of whom he published
a biographical notice. German Conversation

Lexicon.

BALDINGER (ERNEST GODFREY) a Ger-
man physician and medical writer, who was
born near Erfurt in 1738. He was patronized

by Frederick II of Prussia, and in the seven

years' war he was charged with the direction

of the military hospitals. He afterwards be-

came professor at Gottingen, whence the

Landgrave of Hesse called him to Cassel and

gave him the post of court physician and di-

rector-general of medical establishments. In

1785, residing at Marpurg, he assisted in the

re-organization of the university of that city.
He died of apoplexy, January 2, 1804.

Among his works are a " Dissertation on the
Maladies of Soldiers," Wirtemberg, 1762;" A Treatise on the Diseases which prevail in

Armies," Langensalz, 1774 ;
"The Physician's

Magazine," Cleves, 12mo;
" The New Maga-

zine," Leipsic, 1779, 2 vols;
"
Litteraturse

Universa; Materise Medica?,'' Marpurg, 1793;
and several publications on botany. Bioy. des

Contemp.
BALDOVINI (FRANCIS) a Florentine poet

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

BALLESTEROS.
His principal work is a pastoral poem, trans-

lated into English in 1800 by J. Hunter,
under the title of " Cecco's Complaint.''
TiraboscM.
BALLANTYNE (JAMES) died 1833, an

eminent printer of Edinburgh, celebrated for

his improvements in the art, and proprietor
and editor of a weekly journal. Gent's. Mag.
BALLESTEKOS(FRANCis) a distinguished

Spanish officer, born at Saragossa, in 1770.

He was first lieutenant in the light infantry

regiment of the Volunteers of Aragon, when
in 1793, after the death of Louis XVI, Spain
declared war against France. He signalized
himself particularly in the campaign which

followed, and was promoted to the rank of

captain. In 1804 he was accused of having
appropriated to himself money which he had
received for the purchase of forage ;

and the

minister of war, Caballero, being unfavour-
able to him, he was deprived of his commis-
sion

;
but the Prince of Peace, the first minister

of Charles IV, as a compensation for the loss

of his situation, obtained for him the employ-
ment of commandant of the Douaniers, or

coast-guard to prevent smuggling. On the
invasion of Spain by the French in 1808, the

Junta of Asturias gave Ballesteros the com-
mand of a regiment. Shortly after, under the

title of brigadier and major-general, he joined
his division to the army of Castile, commanded
by the generals Blake and Castanos. On
several occasions he acted as commander-in-

chief; and at all times he manifested both
talent and intrepidity. When a British army
was sent to assist in the defence of Spain, it

was stipulated that the supreme command of
the allied troops should be vested in a British

officer, which arrangement was violently
opposed by Ballesteros, as well as other

Spaniards ; but he was obliged to submit to it,

and consequently became subject to the con-
trol of sir Arthur Wellesley (now the Duke of

Wellington). The reverses which in the first

instance followed this appointment gave rise

to an accusation against the Spanish general
of having been prompted by resentment to

betray the interest of his country ;
and so

strong was the feeling of disapprobation of his

conduct that he thought it necessary to pub-
lish a justificatory memoir. When Ferdinand
VII recovered his crown, Ballesteros seems
to have enjoyed his confidence, as he was
appointed minister for military affairs ; but
he was ere long disgraced and removed from

office, having reason to think himself fortunate

in retaining his freedom, when he retired to

Valladolid, on half pay. Ballesteros was dis-

tinguished among the Spanish officers who
fought for independence, not only by his vic-

tories over the enemy, but also by the dis-

cipline and good conduct of the troops which
he commanded, and which he had formed.
He was much esteemed by the Andalusians,
whose confidence in him however occasioned
them some disappointments as to the conse-

quences of the war. It is reported that he
had formed a plan to recover Gibraltar from
the English; and that being pursued by a
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French division, in the mountains, near Honda,
he supposed that his retreat being cut off, he

should obtain admission for his troops into

that fortress, of which he hoped to make him-

self master; but this dishonourable project

did not succeed. This general had subse-

quently other opportunities for serving his

country. He contributed greatly to the reso-

lution taken by the king to accede to the

wishes of the people ;
but in the mean time, as

vice-president of the provisional junta he

exerted all his influence to prevent the evils

of anarchy, and to cause the supreme autho-

rity of Ferdinand to be respected, till the

Cortes should be assembled.

BALLYET (EMANUEL) a French mission-

ary in the eighteenth century, who wrote an

account of his mission, and became bishop of

Babylon. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

BALTHASAR (J. A. FELIX de) a juridical

and historical writer, who died in 1810, at

Lucerne in Switzerland, president of the muni-

cipal council of that city. Among his works

are,
" De Jure Helvetiorum circa Sacra,"

which has been translated into French
;

" A
Defence of William Tell," 1760, 8vo; and
" De Viris illustribus Lucernse," 1777, 4to.

Viet. Hist.

BALTHASARD (THEODORE) professor of

mathematics and physics at Erlangen. In*

1710 he invented the solar microscope, of

which he published an explanatory account

entitled
" De Micromatorum Telescopiis et

Microscopiis applicandorum vera Structura et

Usu," Erlang. 1710, 8vo. Viet. Hist.

BALZAC ( ) a French architect, mem-
ber of the committee of arts and sciences in

the Egyptian expedition of Bonaparte. He
was born about 1750, and died in 1820. He

published some fugitive poetry, collected in

one volume 8vo, Paris, 1817; and was the

author of an allegorical work in verse, entitled
" Douleurs et Gue'risons," 1819, 8vo. Viet.

Hist.

BAMBRIDGE (CHRISTOPHER) an English
cardinal, archbishop of York in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, distinguished for an

embassy from Henry VIII to Julius II. He
was poisoned while at Rome by a domestic.

Several of his letters are in Rymer's Fcedera,

Biog. Brit.

BANIM (JOHN) born in Ireland 1800, died

near Kilkenny in 1842. At an early age he

began to exhibit a taste for literature and also

for painting far above his years. Early in

his career he became the editor of the Lein-

Bter Journal, and before he was 20 produced
his play of " Damon and Pythias," afterwards

performed at Drury-lane. He was not more
than twenty when he came to London and

edited a little publication called the "
Literary

Register." The " O'Hara Tales
" was the work

which first introduced him to public notice.

He departed from the factitious path of some
of the writers upon Irish subjects, and taking
truth and nature for his model, he exhibited

the crimes, passions, and tragedies of the

Irish cabin in all their gloom and atrocity
Others have since imitated but none surpassed
SUPPLEMENT.

BARABAND.
him in the same line of delineation. He pub-
lished also "The Celt's Paradise," "The
Boyne Water,"

" The Anglo-Irish,"
" The

Smuggler," and in 1841 "Father Connell."
An accident injured his health, and he ulti-

mately returned to Ireland. In 1837 a pen-
sion of 150/. a year was granted to him by
the government, and 40/. a year to educate
bis daughter, but prolonged illness brought
with it a deprivation of all power to labour
until he expired, after great suffering.
Gent's. Mag.
BANKES (sir JOHN) an English judge in

the seventeenth century, distinguished for his

loyalty to Charles I, as his lady was for her

gallant defence of Corfe castle against the in-

surgents. Idem.
BANNAKER (BENJAMIN) a negro, who

died in Maryland (N. A.) in 1807. He raised

himself to notoriety as a man of science by
the force of his abilities

;
and while employed

daily in the labours of agriculture, he in-

structed himself in mathematics and astro-

nomy, by means of the works of Ferguson
and the Tables of Tobias Mayer. He made
the necessary calculations, and published for

many years almanacks for Maryland and the

adjoining states. Viet. Hist.

BANNISTER (JOHN) born in London,
1760, died 1837, a comedian and tragedian
of extraordinary talents, the son of Charles

Bannister, also a singer and a wit. He first set

out in life as a painter, and made some pro-

gress in drawing, but relinquished the pursuit
and went on the stage in the year 1772 and
studied under Garrick. At first he appeared
merely as a walking gentleman in comedies,

being only fourteen jears of age. In 1778 he
made his first appearance at the little theatre

in the Haymarket, and soon became a general
favourite. He married a Miss Harper, a vo-

calist, who in a few years retired from the

stage. They lived in great happiness and had
a family. In 1790, upon the death of Edwin,
his characters descended to Bannister in addi-

tion to his own, and he shone without a rival.

His spirit and liveliness were unequalled. In

1 796 Bannister left the Haymarket. In 1802
he succeeded Kemble as manager at Drury
Lane, but found the duties too irksome to con-

tinue them. He was afflicted with the gout in

1815, so that he was obliged to quit the stage.
He was perhaps the most general favourite

that ever trod the boards. In manners he was
remarkable for his gentlemanly carriage and
uniform good conduct. Gents. Mag.
BARABALLI, a native of Gaeta in Italy,

who lived under the pontificate of Leo X, and
had the vanity to place himself on a level with

Petrarch as a poet. The pope, in order to

correct his presumption, allowed him to recite

his verses before an assembly of Roman cri-

tics and wits, who pretended extravagant ad-

miration of his productions ;
and he was then

paraded through the city on the back of an

elephant, exposed to the clamorous derision of

the mob. Diet. Hint.

BARABAND (JAMES) a French painter
of flowers and animals, born at Aubusson, in

B
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1772. He studied under the famous Malaine,

painter and designer to the manufactory of the

Gobelins ; and he applied himself particularly

to the delineation of birds. He was employed

by Le Vaillant, and by the Egyptian com-

mittee in making drawings for their magnifi-

cent works on natural history. He also exe-

cuted arabesques, from the designs of M.

Percier, the architect ;
and left various other

admirable productions. He died in 1809, at

Lyons, where he was professor of design in

the Special School of the Arts. Diet. Hist.

BARAGUAY D'HILLIERS (Louis) a

French general, born at Paris, in 1734. He

successively ascended from the rank of a lieu-

tenant in the regiment of Alsace to that of

general of a division, In which station he

served with reputation in the campaigns in

Germany and Italy. Returning to France, he

was dismissed in consequence of accusations

against him ;
but was restored after a full jus-

tification of his conduct. Being raised under

the empire to the post of grand officer of the

legion of honour and colonel-general of dra-

goons, he distinguished himself greatly in the

campaign in Germany in 1805, and subse-

quently in Spain. He' was also engaged in

the unfortunate expedition to Russia in 1S12,

and on his return he died at Berlin. Diet.

Hist.

BARBA (ALVAKEZ ALONZO) an Italian

priest and mineralogist, in the seventeenth cen-

tury ; author of a scarce book entitled
" Arte

de los Metallos;'' published afterwards both

in an abridged and in an enlarged form, the

latter with remarks on the ancient mines

in Spain, by Alonzo Carilla Lasso. Diet

Hist.

BARBADILLO (ALPHOXZO JEROME DE
SALAS ; a Spanish dramatic writer in the se-

venteenth century ;
author of several admired

comedies, and " The Adventures of Don
Diego de Noche."- JVouv. Diet. Hist.

BARBAN^OIS (Cu. HELIOX, marquis de)
a French writer on Kural Economy, who dice

in his castle of Villegongis, in 1823, agec

sixty-three. He was the author of a treatise

on Merino sheep, and various other works.
Diet. Hist.

BARBIER (ANTHONY ALEXANDER) an
eminent bibliographer, who was a native o

Coulomeniere, in Picardy, and at the com
mencement of the French revolution he was
a parochial vicar, or ecclesiastical superin
tendent. In 1794 he went to Paris, and was
chosen member of a committee appointed tc

collect works of art and literature from thi

suppressed monasteries. In 1798 he wa
made keeper of the library of the council o

state ;
and when it was transferred to Fon

tainebleau in 1807, Bonaparte gave him th<

appointment of librarian. On the restoration

of Louis XVIII he became keeper of the

King's private library, which office he hel(

till his death hi 1825, at the age of sixty
His works are "

Catalogue de la Bibliothequ
du Couseil d'Etat," Paris, 1801 3, 2 vols

folio, now very rare;
" Dictionnaire des

Ouvrages anonymes et pseudonymes," 180

BARDIN.
9, 4 vols, 8vo, third edit. 1 824, reckoned the

)est work of the kind; and " Examen Critique
t Complement des Dictionnaires Historiques,"

820, 8vo. Germ. Conversation Lexicon.

BARBOSA MACHADO (DIEGO) a learn-

>d Portuguese, member of the Academy of

listory at Lisbon, who published an edition

f
" Memoirs of King Sebastian," 4 vols, 4to,

and a "
Library of Portuguese Authors," 1 741

52, 4 vols, folio. Diet. Hist.

BARBOT (JOHN) a French voyager of the

ifteenth century, author of a Description of
?rench and English America, published in

Churchill's Collections of Voyages, London,
732. This traveller obtained his informa-

ion while employed by the French East India

Company. Diet. Hist.

BARCLAY DE TOLLY (count) a

Russian field-marshal, and minister at war.

:le rapidly rose from one rank to another, till

ic became major-general ;
and he distin-

guished himself in the campaigns in Germany
n 1806 and 1807. Having succeeded Kutu-

soff, he was commander-in-chief at the famous
Dattle of Leipsic, so disastrous to the French

emperor and his followers. He commanded
the Russians again in 1814 in Champagne,
and marched to the capture of Paris. He was
then made a field- marshal; and he joined in

the second invasion of France, after the battle

of Waterloo, when he received the title of

prince. His death took place in 1818. Biog.
des Contemp. Diet. Hist.

BARD (JOHN) an American physician,
who died in 1 799. He deserves to be com-
memorated for his professional courage in

going to New York to attend patients at-

tacked by the yellow fever, when all the

resident physicians had fled from the city.

Diet. Hist.

BARDESANES, a Syrian heresiarch, in

the second century ;
he denied the resurrec-

tion, and acquired reputation by his writings.
Another of the name in the third century,

a native of Babylon, wrote a treatise on the

Gymnosophists. Euseb.

BARDIN (JOHN) an eminent historical

painter, born at Monbar in France, in 1732 ;

and died at Orleans, hi 1809. He was a

pupil of MM. Lagrenee and Pierre
;
and his

talents and industry enabled him to establish

his reputation as an artist whose works were

distinguished for purity of design and rich-

ness of composition. His picture of "St
Catherine in the midst of the Doctors "

pro-
cured him admission into the Academy of

Painting; as that of "Tullia ordering her

Charioteer to drive over the Corpse of her

Father
" had been the means of his reception

into the school at Rome. When the Institute

was established he became one of the first

corresponding members. Being placed at the

head of the School of the Fine Arts at Orleans,
before the Revolution, he supported that in-

stitution at his own expense during the period
of public confusion and alarm. Besides his

larger works, he left a fine collection of

designs highly worthy of publication. Diet.

Hist.
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BAREBONE (PRAISE-GOD) a leather-seller

in Fleet-street, who being a talkative poli-

tician, and probably possessed of some in-

fluence among his fellow-citizens, was nomi-
nated by Oliver Cromwell a member of the

legislative convention which succeeded the

long parliament, in 1653. In this assembly
he greatly distinguished himself by his ac-

tivity, so that becoming a leading member,
the body to which he belonged acquired the

appellation of Barebone's Parliament. It was
soou dissolved, and Barebone probably inter-

fered no more in public affairs during the life

of Cromwell. But in February 1659-60,
when General Monk was in London, occupied
in preparing matters for the restoration of the

king, Barebone appeared at the head of a nu-

merous mob, and presented a petition to the

long parliament, then re-assembled, against
the regal interest. General Monk, aware of

the popularity of Barehone, mustered his

forces, and addressed a letter to parliament,

expostulating with the members " for giving
too much countenance to that furious zealot

and his adherents." The petitioners, how-

ever, received the thanks of the house for the

expression of their good affections to the par-
liament. Shortly after, he was concerned in

the publication of a book against the court of

Charles II, entitled " News from Brussels, in

a Letter from a near Attendant on his Ma-
jesty's Person, to a Person of Honour here.

Dated March 10, 1659, O. S." The real

author of this libellous tract is said to have
been Marchmont Needhain, Barebone having
been no more than the agent in conveying it

to the printer. After the Restoration he was

naturally regarded with jealousy ;
and on

November 26, 1661, he was arrested, together
with Major Wildman, and Harrington the

author of the Oceana, and committed to the

Tower, for some real or imaginary plot against

government. He continued in confinement
some time, but the result of the accusation is

not known
;
nor have we any account of his

subsequent history, or of the time of his death.

He had two brothers, both designated by
fanatical names

;
one of which was,

" If

Christ had not died thou hadst been damned
Barebone ;" which some of his profane ac-

quaintance took the liberty of abbreviating to
" Damned Barebone." Wilson's History of
Dissenting Churches.

BARFORD (WILLIAM) an English divine,
who died prebendary of Canterbury, in 1792.

He published
" In Pindari Pritnum Pythium

Dissertatio habita Cantabrigiae in Scholiis

Publicis," 4to, 1751. Gent. Mag.
BARKE tt (HENRY EDWARD) born in York-

shire, 1788, died in London, 1839; was a

good and sound scholar, and a contributor to

the "
Classical Journal

"
for upwards of

twenty years. He was an indefatigable
writer, and undertook an edition of Stephens's
"Thesaurus Linguae Graecse," intending to

introduce whatever materials the lapse of two
centuries and upwards could furnish for the

improvement of Greek lexicography. He
obtained 800 subscribers, and purchased the
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most costly books for his purpose. The
bishop of London ruined his original design
by an article in the "Quarterly Review," for
Mr. Barker was a liberal in politics, and
Grecian or not, did not in such a matter

signify an iota with the translator of Aris-

tophanes. Thus Mr. Barker's name did not

appear to a work the index of which cost him
three years to make, a work consisting of

11,752 pages of double column. The praise
denied him at home he received from the con-
tinent. He edited other learned works, for

he was painstaking beyond example. He was
much beloved by Dr Parr for his mild temper
and attainments, but he ill-repaid the doctor's

attachment by two volumes called "
Parriana,"

displaying a singular want of tact and a pro-

portionate lack of interest. His labours were

incessant, and his writings numerous, even of
books for children, most of which were with-
out his name. Gent's. Mag.
BARL^EUS (GASPARD) an eminent scho-

lar and Latin poet of Antwerp, in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries. He left epistles,

orations, and Latin poems, which latter are
the most esteemed. Moreri.

BARL./EUS (LAMBERT) brother of the

preceding, a learned classical critic, who left

an edition of Lucian's Timon, with notes
;

and a commentary ou Hesiod's Theogony.
Idem.

BARLETTI DE ST. PAUL ( ) a

learned writer, of Neapolitan descent, but
born at Paris, in 1734. He distinguished
himself at an early period by his proficiency
in his studies, under the direction of the abbe

Pluche, father Vinot, and Dumarsais. Con-

secrating his talents entirely to the art of

education, he contrived a plan to facilitate the

communication of knowledge. He had already

composed an "
Encyclopedic de la Jeuiiesse,"

in 18 vols, when he was appointed, in 1756,
sub-tutor of the royal children of France.

Experiencing, however, obstructions to the

printing of his great work just mentioned, he
went to Spain in 1770, and became professor
of the belles lettres at Segovia, which post he

resigned three years after. His " Nouveau

Systeme Typographique," which he published
in 1776, procured him a donation of 20,000
francs. His talents were respected even dur-

ing the revolutionary period ;
and he became

successively member of the jury of public

instruction, 1793, and professor of grammar
and logic at the central school of Fontaine-

bleau. Barletti died in 1808, without being
able to execute his vast plan of education, of

which a favourable report had been made by
Sicard, in 1802. Among the productions of

this laborious author not already mentioned,
are "

Moyen de preserver des Erreurs de

1'Usage dans llnstruction de la Jeunesse,"

Brussels, 1780, 4to; "Les Dons de Minerve
aux Peres des Families," 1782; and "Plan
d'une Maison d'Education," 1784. Diet.

Hist.

BARNAVE (ANTHONY PETER JOSEPH

MARIE) a native of Grenoble in France, who
became a counsellor of the parliament of that
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BARNES.
city ; and being elected one of the members
of the first National Assembly after the

Revolution, he distinguished himself by his

eloquence, and acquired great popularity. On
the return of the royal family to Paris, after

the flight of Varennes, he spoke with energy
in favour of the inviolability of the kings

person ;
and at the close of the assembly he

deprecated the hazard of bestowing on France

a constitution too much inclining to demo-

cracy. These sentiments gave offence to the

Jacobins, and Barnave, returning to Grenoble,

was imprisoned, and after fifteen mouths

removed to Paris, and tried before the revolu-

tionary tribunal ;
and in spite of an ingenious

and spirited defence, he was condemned to

death, which sentence was executed Novem-
ber 29, 1793, in the thirty-third year of his

age. Many of his speeches and public reports

have been printed. Diet. Hist.

BARNES (ROBERT) an English divine in

the sixteenth century. He wrote some trea-

tises on Justification, &c. and was chaplain
to Henry VIII ; but defended Luther so

earnestly, that, offending the king, he was
condemned to be burnt in 1540. Biog.
Brit.

BARNES (THOMAS) born in 1785, died

1841
;
he was educated at Christ's Hospital,

and entered of Pembroke College, Cambridge.
He was editor of the " Times "

newspaper,
which under his conduct attained an excel-

lence in the editorial department to which it

had never before made pretensions. He gave
that journal its influence, not with the trading
reader who looked to its commercial informa-

tion alone, but to the man of reflection, the

learned, and the individual of taste an in-

fluence that departed with him, however
much a superiority in intelligence might have
continued to increase its circulation above its

contemporaries. He preserved a unity in each

department of subject, so that in place of con-
tradictions of sentiment in one article against
another, arising out of the difficulty of com-

bining speed with a proper supervision, he
made the whole literary part of this great
machine pull together in a mode never before
exhibited. He was a good scholar and a man
of letters, and his personal friends highly es-

teemed him. He died from the effects of a

painful operation on the day of its perform-
ance. tlrig.
BARRAL (Louis MATTH. de) bishop of

Troyes, was a native of Grenoble in Dauphiny ;

and died in 1816, aged seventy. He emi-

grated at the Revolution ; but returning to

France in 1801, Bonaparte made him, in

1802, bishop of Meaux, and at length arch-

bishop of Tours, and almoner to the Empress
Josephine. He was appointed senator in

18oti, and the king created him a peer in

1814. Having taken his place in the chamber
of the nobles during the hundred days, he
was excluded on the second restoration of the

king Among his writings are,
"
Fragment

relatifs a 1'Hist Eccle's. du 19me S.," Paris,

1814, 8vo; and "Oraison Funebre de 1'Impe'-
ratrice Josephine ;" besides which he pub-

BARRE.
lished a " Justification

"
of his political con-

duct. Diet. Hist.

BARRAS (PAUL FRANCIS JOHN NICHOLAS,
count de) a French statesman, born of an
ancient and noble family, at Foxemphoux, in

Provence, department of Var, June 30, 1755.

He commenced his career in the army as a

sub-lieutenant in the regiment of Languedoc,
and hi 1775 he served in the Isle of France,
and afterwards in India, with the regiment
of Pondicherry. He returned to France with
the rank of captain, but with dissipated habits

and ruined fortune, which rendered him dis-

posed to engage in any rash enterprise. The
Revolution, which now took place, afforded

ample scope for the exercise of his abilities,
and he became a distinguished deputy from
the third estate in the National Assembly.
On the 14th of July, 1789, he assisted in the

attack on the Bastile, and on the 10th of

August, 1792, in that against the Tuileries.

In September the same year he became a

deputy to the National Convention from the

department of Var; and he was one of the

members who voted for the death of Louis
XVI. He was afterwards employed on a
mission to the south of France, when he exer-

cised great cruelties, especially at Toulon.
He assisted in overturning the tyranny of

Robespierre, in July, 1794, and was appointed
commandant of the armed force which re-

pulsed the troops of Heuriot, and captured the

dictator and his accomplices. He subsequently

displayed his zeal in the public service, and
on the establishment of the directory he be-

came one of the heads of the government, and

by his spirit and firmness he preserved an

ascendancy over his colleagues. After main-

taining his position for some time, and over-

coming those who opposed him, he at length
became one of the victims of the revolution

in November, 1799, by which Bonaparte
was raised to the direction of public affairs.

Barras soon afterwards retired to Brussels,
where he resided several years in great splen-
dour. In 18i'5 he obtained permission to

remove to the south of France, where he had
an estate, at Grosbois; but he was subse-

quently banished to Rome for plotting against
the government. In 1814, on the restoration

of the Bourbons, he returned to Paris, and as

he held no office after the return of Bona-

parte from Elba, he was unmolested after the

second restoration of Louis XVIII. He died

at Paris, January 29, 1829. Diet. Hist, des

Hommes Marquans. Month. Mag.
BARRE (FRANCOIS POULLAIN de la) a

French ecclesiastic in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. He wrote on the equality
of the sexes and the education of females.

Diet. Hist.

BARRE (Louis FRANCOIS JOSEPH de la)
a French historian and antiquary in the

eighteenth century. He edited Moreri's Dic-

tionary, assisted Banduri in his Imperium
Orientale and Roman Medals, and wrote me-
moirs of the history of France and Burgundy
&c. Biog. Univ.

BARRE (WILLIAM VINCENT) an ingenious
52
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writer, who was the son of a Protestant gen-
tleman of respectability in the south of France.

At the age of fourteen he was sent to Eussia,
and entering into the navy, served with great

reputation, and obtained the command of a

ship. The revolution in France having re-

moved the disabilities under which he had
laboured as a Protestant, he returned home,
and was appointed a captain under Napoleon
in the campaign in Italy. His talents as a

linguist subsequently procured him the post
of interpreter to the government ;

but having
written a satire on the First Consul, he was

obliged to consult his safety by taking flight
to England. Arriving in London he published
" The History of the First Consulate," 1807

;

and he translated into French a pamphlet
written by sir Sidney Smith, on the Expe-
dition to Egypt. In 1815 he published the
"

Origin, Progress, Decline, and Fall of the

Empire of Bonaparte in France," London,
8vo. At one period he was a teacher at Bath,
and is said to have obtained a large income

by tuition ; but he made no provision for the

latter part of his life, which was terminated

by suicide, at Dublin, in 1829, when nearly

sixty years of age. Biog. des Contemp. Ann.

Reg.
BARRET (JOHN) an English lexicographer

in the sixteenth century. He compiled an

English, French, and Latin dictionary, which
he entitled

"
Alvearie," to which, in a second

edition, was added the Greek. Chalmers's

Biog. Diet.

BARRINGTON (SHUTE) bishop of Dur-
ham. He was the sixth son of the first vis-

count Barrington, and was born at Becket, in

Berkshire, May 26, 1734. After studying at

Eton he removed, in 1752, to Merton College,

Oxford, where he obtained a fellowship, and
took the degrees of M.A. in 1756, and D.C.L.
in 1762. Having taken holy orders, he was

appointed a royal chaplain on the accession

of George III; in 1761 he obtained a canonry
at Christchurch, Oxford; in 1768 a canonry
at St Paul's, London

;
and the following year

he was raised to the bishopric of Llandaff. In

1 777 he exchanged his canonry at St Paul's

for one in the collegiate church of Windsor
;

and in 1782 he succeeded Dr Hume in the

see of Salisbury, whence, in 1791, he was
translated to that of Durham. His death took

place March 25, 1826. He was married, in

1761, to Lady Diana Beauclerc, daughter of
the duke of St Alban's, who died in 1766;
and in 1 7 70 he married the daughter of sir

John Guise, bart., who died in 1807; but

by neither of his wives had he any family.

Bishop Barrington distinguished himself as

a senator chiefly by his warm opposition to

the petition from some of the clergy against

subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles, and

by his efforts, in 1779, to procure the enact-

ment of a bill for the prevention of adultery.
He published, in 1772, a new and improved
edition of his father's Miscellanea Sacra : and
he was the author of several occasional ser-

mons and visitation charges, most of which,
with other tracts, were reprinted collectively
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n 1811, 8vo. He was likewise a contributor

to the annotations accompanying Bowyer's
critical edition of the Greek Testament. In
1783 he engaged in a literary controversy
with the Calvinists, and in 1806 with the

Roman Catholics ; but, though hostile to their

doctrines, he signalized himself by his bene-
ficent liberality to the French prelates and

clergy who took refuge in England during
the stormy period of the Revolution

;
and his

charitable donations, both for the support of

public institutions and for the relief of indi-

vidual penury, displayed a munificence worthy
of his character and fortune. Ann. Biog.
Georgian Era.

BARRUEL DE BEAUVERT (ANT. JO-

SEPH, count de) born at the castle of Beauvert,
near Versailles, in 1756. Having adopted the

military profession, he commanded a com-

pany in the regiment of Belsunce, which he

quitted for the militia of Brittany ;
and in

1790 belonged to the national guard at Bag-
nols. After the flight of the royal family to

Varennes, he oflered himself as a hostage for

Louis XVI, and he received the cross of St

Louis as a reward for his conduct on the 20th

of June, 1792. In 1795 he was editor of the

journal entitled
" Les Actes des Apotres,"

and on that account he was comprised in the

decree for the deportation of the eighteenth
Fructidor, but he made his escape. Under
the consular government he was subjected to

the supervision of the police ; but, at. length,

obtaining the protection of the Empress
Josephine, he was nominated inspector of the

metrical system in Jura and the neighbouring
departments. He died in 1817. The best

known of his works are " Vie de J. J. Rous-

seau," 1789 ;

" Caricatures Politiques ;"
"
Hist,

de la pre'tendue Princesse de Bourbon Conti,"

Besancon, 1811 :

" Lettres sur quelques Par-

ticularites de 1'Hist. pendant I'lnterregne des

Bourbons," 1815, 3 vols, 8vo. Diet. Hist.

BARRY (GEORGE) a Scotch divine, who
died in 1805, author of a history of the ancient

condition and present state of the Orkney
islands. Gent. Mag.
BARRYMORE (GILES) an eminent actor,

who was a native of Taunton in Somersetshire,
and the son of a tradesman whose name was
Bluett. The son was placed in a counting-house
in London

; but, being fond of society, he fell

into expensive habits, and imbibing a taste for

the stage, he quitted commerce for the drama,
on which occasion he adopted the appellation

by which he was afterwards known. After per-

forming for some time in the country, he was
seen at Brighton by George Colman, sen., pro-

prietor of the Haymarket Theatre, who invited

him to London, but afterwards refused to en-

gage him. He then succeeded Mr. Dubellamy,
at Drury Lane, where he appeared as Young
Meadows in " Love in a Village ;" but he

did not attract much notice till the removal
of Mr Farren to Covent Garden, when be

obtained some parts of more importance than

he had previously filled, and he at length suc-

ceeded in establishing himself in the public
favour. During many seasons he was a kad-
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ing actor at the Haymarket. He performed
alike in tragedy and comedy, but his most

effective part is said to have been that of

Osmond in the "
Castle Spectre." He retired

from the stage several years before his death,

which took place at Edinburgh, July 14,

1830, at the age of seventy-two. Thesp. Diet.

Month. Mag.
BARTHES DE MARMORIERES (AN-

TONY) born at StGall in Switzerland, in which

country he passed a great part of his life. In

1705 he was secretary to the French ambas-

sador Beauteville, when he interested himself

in the affairs of J. J. Rousseau. At the com-

mencement of the Revolution, in 1 789, he held

the office of private secretary to the count

d'Artois, as colonel-general of the Swiss

guards. He then became an active partisan

among the royalists. The Directory, in 1798,

drove him into exile
;
but he subsequently

paid homage to Bonaparte, and, returning to

France, he died in 1811. He was the author

of "
Elnathan, ou les Ages des Hommes," a

pretended translation of a Chaldean tale, 1801,

3 vols, 8vo, and several other works ; and he

published
" The'orie du Beau dans la Nature

et les Arts," 1807, 8vo, from the MSS of his

brother. Paul Joseph Barthes. Diet. Hist.

BARTHOLDY (JACOB SOLOMON) a Prus-

sian diplomatist, who was a native of Berlin,
but of Israelitish parentage. He studied at

the university of Kcinigsberg, and afterwards

travelled in Greece. Returning to Germany,
lie abjured Judaism and became a Protestant.

Soon after, the war of 1807 broke out, and he
served against the French as an officer in

the landwehr of Vienna. He wrote a tract

called " Tiroler Krieg," i. e. The War of the

Tyrol, which produced a great sensation. In
1813 he became attached to the chancellor's

office, under the minister Hardenberg; and
he drew up the edict relative to the land-

sturm, after the publication of the armistice.

In 1814 he accompanied the allies to Paris,
and then visited London. The next year Bar-

tholdy was appointed Prussian consul-general
at Rome : and after the congress of Aix la

Chapelle he was made charge d affaires at the
court of Tuscany. He died in 1826. He
published, besides the work above noticed,
" Travels in Greece in 1803 and 1804," of
which a French translation appeared at Paris,

1807, 2 vols, 8vo; and " The Life of Cardi-
nal Consalvi," Stutgard, 1824, 8vo. He made
various antiquarian collections, and he left in

MS a "
Treatise on the coloured Glasses of

the Ancients." Ann. Biog.
BARTRAM (JOHN) an eminent American

botanist, born in Chester county, Pennsylva-
nia, in 1701. His grandfather was a farmer,
who emigrated from England with William
Penn in 1682. He was engaged in the same

occupation, to which he added the study of

natural history, and by his own exertions

acquired so intimate an acquaintance with
that branch of it relating to the vegetable

kingdom, that Linnams pronounced him " the

greatest natural botanist in the world." He
made excursions into Florida and Carolina

BASMADJY.
in search of scarce and curious plants. He
formed a botanic garden a few miles from

Philadelphia, on the banks of the river

Schuylkill, said to have been the first esta-

blishment of the kind in America, and which
still bears his name. He carried on cor-

respondence with most distinguished natu-

ralists in every part of the world
;
and severa.

foreign academies and scientific societies be-

stowed their honours upon him, and published
his communications in their Transactions. His
death took place in 1777, in the seventy-sixth

year of his age.
BARTRAM (WILLIAM) the fourth son of

the preceding, and also distinguished as a
naturalist. He was born at Kingressing, in

Pennsylvania, in 1739. At the age of sixteen

he was placed in the counting-house of a

merchant in Philadelphia, where he continued
six years, and then went to North Carolina,
to engage in commerce on his own account

;

but his inclination led him rather to apply
himself entirely to the study of natural his-

tory, and having accompanied his father in

a journey of botanical research through East

Florida, he remained there about a year, on
the river St John, and then returned home in

1771. At the request of Dr Fothergill, in

1 773, he commenced journeys in the Floridas,

Carolina, and Georgia, for the purpose of

making researches in natural history, and
after five years he terminated his undertaking,
and transmitted to London for his employer
the valuable collections and drawings which
he had accumulated. In 1790 he published
an account of his travels, including interesting
notices of the Creeks, Cherokees, and Choc-
taws. After his return from his southern

tour he continued his scientific pursuits. In

1782 he was elected professor of botany in

the university of Philadelphia, but he declined

accepting that office in consequence of the

state of his health. In 1786 he was chosen

a member of the American Philosophical So-

ciety, and was admitted into other scien-

tific associations both in America and Europe.
He was the author of the most complete and
accurate table of American ornithology which
had appeared previously to the work of Wil-
son on that subject. His death took place

suddenly, in consequence of haemorrhage
from the lungs, July 22, 1823. Encyclop.
Amer.
BARUFFALDI (JEROME) an Italian poet

and divine. He was born at Ferrara in 1675,
and died March 31, 1753. Pope Benedict

XIV, by whom he was much esteemed, be-

stowed on him various ecclesiastical dignities ;

and he long occupied the chair of professor
of sacred literature at Ferrara. He wrote a

great number of works in prose and verse,

among which is a didactic poem on the cul-

tivation of hemp,
"

II Canapajo," in eight
books, Bologna, 1741, 4to. Noitv. Diet. Hist.

BASIN (THOMAS) a French ecclesiastic in

the fifteenth century, author of a history of

his own times. Diet. Hist.
BASMADJY (IBRAHIM) a native of Hun-

gary, who embraced the Mahometan faith,

54-
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and engaged in concert with Seid Effendi in

establishing a printing-office at Constanti-

nople. The sultan Achmet III formally
countenanced the undertaking ;

but the print-

ing of any part of the Koran, or any thing

relating to the Turkish laws or religion, -was

interdicted. Works which treated of philo-

sophy, medicine, astronomy, geography, and

history were exempt from prohibition. Bas-

madjy, however, published only sixteen works,

though he experienced the liberal patronage
of the sultan. He died in 1746. New Mem.

of Lit. Diet. Hist.

BASSANO (HUGUES BENARD MABET, duke

de) born in 1763, at Dijon, died in 1839. He
was the son of a distinguished physician, who
wrote several useful works. At the age of

eighteen he contended for the prize at Dijon

academy, the subject being a "
Eulogy upon

Vauban," but he was obliged to cede it to

Carnot, though the superior merit of the lat-

ter was dubious. He was brought to Paris

by the Count de Vergennes, who intended

him for a diplomatic post, but the death of

that minister, and the events which followed,
retarded his success. He became editor of

the "Bulletin" and of the " Moniteur." He
belonged, at the beginning of the Revolution,
to the Society of the Amis de la Constitution,
which took the name of the "Jacobins" in

1791. After the affair of the Champ de Mars
he withdrew from it wholly, and belonged to

the club of the Monarchists, of which he vas
one of the founders. After the 10th of May,
1792, he was sent to London to negotiate a

treaty of neutrality. The death of Louis XVI
put an end to his mission, which the secret

determination of the English cabinet would

not otherwise have sanctioned, Pitt being
ambitious of shining as a war minister, if a

safe opportunity presented the occasion. Bas-

sano was then intended for Naples, but he

was, arrested on his way by Austrian troops,
and closely imprisoned in a fortress of Mora-
via for three years, when he was exchangee
for the Duchess d'Angouleme. In 1797 he

was sent to Lille to treat of a peace with

England. The 18th Fructidor put a stop to

the negotiations. Maret then attached him-
self to letters, and got a dramatic piece ready
for the Theatre Fran9ais, when the 18th o:

Brumaire occurred, and the change of govern-
ment. Allied with the principal actors in tha

affair, he was already known to Bonaparte
and was named secretary-general to the con-

suls. He was employed in various capacities
and in 1811 became foreign minister, which
the year following he gave up, but was em-

ployed by Napoleon in several importan
missions. He received the emperor's farewel

at Fontainebleau, and did not for a moment
quit him until his departure for Elba. He
remained in private life until the return of

Napoleon, and retook his post of secretary o:

state, and on the second abdication again
entered into private life, in order to retire

into Switzerland, where he was disgracefully
arrested and handed over to the Austrians

who kept him a prisoner five years. In 1820
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ie got permission to return home. He resided

at Beaujeu near Gray for ten years. In 1 830
xe was nominated a peer by Louis Philippe,
and took a part in public affairs. He was
named president of the council in 1835, for a
short time only. He was a member of the
Institute until 1815. More recently he was
elected of the French Academy. He was a

mild, inoffensive, and diligent man, a lover

of literature, and a liberal patron of literary
merit when he held power. Biog. Univ.

BAST (FREDERICK JAMES) a learned Hel-

lenist, who was secretary of legation to the

embassy from Hesse Darmstadt, at the con-

gress of Radstadt
;
and he was also a corre-

spondent of the French Institute. He died in

1811. M. Bast published a "
Critical Com-

mentary on the Banquet of Plato ;" and
" Lettre critique a. M. Boissonnade sur Anton,

Liberalis, Parthenius, et Aristenete," 1805,
8vo. Diet. Hist.

BASTA (GEORGE) a celebrated Italian

commander under the duke of Parma in the

sixteenth century, author of two treatises on

military discipline, in Italian. Tiraboschi.

BASTARD (THOMAS) an English poet and
divine in the seventeenth century, author of
"
Chrestoleros," or seven books of epigrams ;

"
Magna Britannia;" sermons, &c. Biog.

Brit.

BASTER (Jos) a Dutch philosopher and

naturalist, who left a great number of works
on botany, &c. Besides papers in the Transac-

tions of the Royal Society of London, and in

those of the Philosophical Society of Haerlem,
he was the author of "

Opuscula subseciva,

Observationes Miscellaneas de Animalculis et

Plantis quibusdam Mariuis, eorumque Ova-
riis et Seminibus continentia," 1759, 4to

;

and "
Principles of Botany, according to

Linnaeus," in Dutch, 1768, 4to. Gronovii

Biblioth. Diet. Hist.

BASTIEN (JOHN FRAN.) born at Paris in

1747. He became a bookseller and volumi-

nous author, or rather compiler and editor.

Among his principal publications are
" Let-

tres d'Helo'ise et Abelard," 1782, 2 vols
;

"La Nouvelle Maison Rustique," 1798, 3

vols, 4to
;

" Nouveau Manuel du Jardinier,"

1807, 2 vols, 12mo; Amyot's Translation of

Plutarch's Lives
;

the works of Montaigne,

Charron, Rabelais, &c. He died in 1824.

Diet. Hist.

BASTON (ROBERT) an English poet and

Carmelite in the fourteenth century, author of

several works not contemptible for the period
in which he lived. Biog. Brit.

BATECUMBE (WILLIAM) an English
mathematician in the fifteenth century. His

writings are chiefly on the sphere and on the

astrolabe. Biog. Brit

BATES (JOAH) a musician of eminence,
born at Halifax in Yorkshire in 1740. Such

was his reputation, that at the commemoration
of Handel in Westminster Abbey he was the

person unanimously selected to superintend
the performance. Till the year 1793 he con-

ducted, with much skill and energy, the

choral performances of ancient music, at
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which period he retired, and was succeeded

by Mr Greatorex. His wife was a prima
donna singer, celebrated for the excellence

of her voice (a fine contralto) and the clear-

ness of her tones and articulation. Her exe-

cution of Purcell's celebrated song of Mad
Bess is said to have been inimitably fine. The
husband died in 1799. Biog. Diet, of Mas.

BATESON (THOMAS) organist of Chester

about the year 1600. He is one of the best

English writers of madrigals, of which he

published a collection, and was a contributor

to Morley's Triumphs of Oriana. Burney.

BATHELIER(J AMKS LE SIEUR D'AVIRON)
a distinguished civilian in the sixteenth cen-

tury, author of " Commentaries on the Nor-

man Law," reprinted with those of Berault

and Godefroi. Moreri.

BATMAN (STEPHEN) an English writer

in the sixteenth century, author of " The

Doom," 1581
;
"A Christal Glass of Chris-

tian Reformation," 1569; and various other

controversial and poetical tracts. Herbert's

J^d. of Ames.
BAUDART (WILLIAM) a Flemish Pro-

testant divine, born in 1565, and died in 1640.

He was employed in translating the Bible

into Dutch, and published a collection of en-

gravings of sieges and battles, with illustrative

Latin verses. Diet. Hist.

BAUDELOQUE (S. Louis) a celebrated

French accoucheur, born in Picardy in 1 746.

He studied the sciences connected with his

profession at Paris, after which he was ap-

pointed chief surgeon of the Hospice de la

Maternite, and professor of midwifery at the

medical school. He died in 1810. Besides

a great number of papers in the Memoirs of
the Academy, and various medical journals,
he was the author of " Principes des Accouche-

mens," 1775, and
" L'Art des Accouchemens ;"

both several times reprinted, being considered

as works of standard authority. Diet. Hist.

BAUDOU1N (JOHN) a French writer in

the seventeenth century. He translated Sal-

lust, Tacitus, Lucian, and Suetonius, and was
author of a history of Malta, and some novels,
&c. Mvreri.

BAUER (FERDINAND) a German artist,

highly distinguished for his skill as a botani-

cal painter. He came to England and made
drawings for a work entitled

" Delineations of
Exotic Plants cultivated in the Royal Garden
at Kew," 1796, folio. He was engaged as a

draughtsman to accompany Mr Robert Brown,
in Captain Flinders's expedition to survey the

coast of New Holland, between 1802 and
1 805, where he made a number of drawings
from living plants in their native soil, of which

engravings appeared in
"
Illustrationes Florae

Nova; Hollandiac, sive Icones Generum quae
in Prodrome Florae Nov. Hoi. et Insulae Van
Diemeu, descripsit Rob. Brown," of which the

first part was published in 1813. Those

figures in this work which were not taken
from the living plants were copied from draw-

ings made under the direction of sir Joseph
Banks, during Captain Cook's first voyage,
except a few from dried specimens preserved

BAUSCH.
in the herbarium of this artist, or that of Mr
Brown. Bauer died at Vienna, March 17,

1826. He left a most valuable herbal, or

collection of dried plants, and a great many
botanical drawings, executed with great ac-

curacy. Biog. Diet, ofLiving Authors. New
Germ. Necrology.
BAUER (FRANCIS) born in 1758, died in

1840 at Kew Green. He was born at Freds-

burg, in Austria. His father was painter to

Prince Lichtenstein. He came to England in

1 788, where his brother Ferdinand Bauer
was engaged upon the drawings since published
in the Flora Graeca. Sir Joseph Banks induced
him to remain in England, and to take up his

residence near the Royal Garden at Kew. He
defrayed his salary while he lived, and pro-
vided for him after his decease. Bauer in

consequence made the drawings and sketches
of subjects in natural history which are now
in the British Museum. His sketches of the

different genera of plants, and his microsco-

pical observations, were skilfully conducted,
and of the utmost importance in some cases on
the score of utility. Such was his investigation
into the "

blight" in wheat. As an observer,
as well as artist, he stands one of the first in

the names of scientific draughtsmen. He also

furnished sir E. Home with his assistance in

various anatomical and physiological investi-

gations. His paintings, as the more finished

of his productions may be termed, are models
of artistic skill and effect in the representation
of natural objects. He was a fellow of the

Linnaean Society. His drawings after his

decease fetched considerable prices. Gent's.

Mag.
BAUREINFEIND (GEORGE WILLIAM) a

painter and engraver, who accompanied Nie-
buhr in his travels in Arabia, and made many
drawings illustrative of the Description of

Arabia, published by the latter on his return

to Denmark. Baureinfeind died at sea in

1763. Diet. Hist.

BAUSCH (LEONARD) a physician ofSchwe-
infurd in Franconia, in the sixteenth century,
who wrote commentaries on the works of Hip-
pocrates, published at Madrid in 1 594. JOHN
LADRENCE BAUSCH, his son, was also a phy-
sician. He was born at Schweinfurd in 1605,
and after studying at various places, took the

degree of MD. at the university of Altdorf.

He deserves notice as the founder of a society
of physicians in 1652, who met at stated

periods for the purpose of communicating
such observations on philosophy and medi-
cine as occurred in their practice, and ap-
peared deserving of preservation. This at

length gave birth to the Academia Naturae

Curiosorum, of which he was the first presi-
dent

;
and in 1 67 1 they commenced the pub-

lication of their memoirs, under the title of
" Miscellanea Curiosa Medico-Physica Aca-
demiaE Naturae Curiosorum," 4to. This society
still subsists, and its published Transactions
amount to a considerable number of volumes.

Bausch, who died in 1665, wrote several

tracts on natural history. Halleri. Bibl. Med.
Pract. Eloy, Diet. Hist, de la He'd.
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BAUSSET (Louis FRAN, de) a French

ecclesiastic, born at Pondicherry in 1 748. He
was sent to France for education at the age of

twelve, and studied among the Jesuits at La
Fleche, and afterwards at the college of St

Sulpice. He then took orders, and became
vicar -general to the archbishop of Aix. He
had held this office ten years, when he was

promoted to the bishopric of Alais
;
and in

1786 he was one of the deputies chosen to

present to the king addresses from the states

of Languedoc. He became a member of the

two assemblies of Notables
;

but was not

elected a deputy to the States-General. In

1791 he protested against the civil constitu

tion of the clergy, which had been decreed by
the constituent assembly. During the reign
of terror he was confined in the convent of

Port Royal, and was set at liberty after the

fall of Kobespierre. He then lived in retire-

ment till the settlement of the concordat,

when, on the requisition of Pope Pius VII, he

formally resigned his bishopric. In April
180b he was nominated canon of St Denis,
and afterwards titular counsellor of the uni-

versity. By a decree of the king, dated Fe-

bruary 17, 1815, he was constituted chief of
the royal council of the university ;

and Na-

poleon on his return from Elba replaced him
in his former situation, but being tormented
with the gout, he was unable to take any ac-

tive part in official affairs. On the second re-

storation of Louis XVIII he resumed the pre-

sidency of the council of the university ;
and

in August 1815 he was created a peer of

France. In April the following year he was
admitted into the French academy, and soon
after made a cardinal. He died at Paris,
June 21, 1824. Bausset was the author of

an elaborate " Life of Fe'nelon," 4 vols, 8vo,
from original materials, which has been trans-

lated into English by Mr Mudford
;

and a
" Life of Bossuet," 4 vols, 8vo. He had pro-

jected a history of cardinal Fleury, but his

infirmities prevented its completion. Bioy.
Nouv. dcs Contemp. Diet. Hist.

BAYLE (G. L.) a French physician, who
contributed to the improvement of anatomical

pathology. He was attached to the hospital
de la Charite, and died prematurely in 1817.

Among his writings are " Recherches sur la

Phthisic Pulmonaire," Paris, 1810, 8vo
;

dissertations and observations in the Journal
de Medecine ; articles in the Dictionnaire

des Sciences Medicales of Panckoucke ;
be-

sides a large work on cancerous diseases,
which he left in MS. Diet. Hist.

BAYLEY (JOHN) born at Chesterton 1732 ;

died at Vine House, Seven Oaks, a baronet and

judge. Sir J. Bayley was for twenty-five

S;ars

the great ornament of the English bench,

e was called to the bar of Gray's Inn in

1792. The soundness of his decisions in cases

of medical jurisprudence may be doubted.
The sense was good, but it was too loosely
worded. According to his dictum, if a person
were suddenly seized with illness and what

might be thought calculated to give relief by
an individual of judgment, not a medical per-
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son, who was present, was given, the giver
would be guilty of manslaughter if death
ensued

;
because there was medical assist-

ance to be had in the town or village where the

ndisposed person lived. If it was intended
o apply to ignorant persons practising medi-
:ine, the case would be different, and the
'

good intention," including a fee in return,
would be justly punishable. There is no one
who would not, on seeing a person faint, run
a a hartshorn bottle, and even administer a
few drops by the mouth to recover the sufferer,

in place of leaving him or her, and running
through the town for a doctor. But it might
not be a fainting fit: would that person be

guilty of manslaughter, when the chances
were or would be nine times in ten that

the attack was really a fainting-fit? Lord
Hale and others were against such an ex-

planation of the law. A pure, disinterested

intention is no way to be subjected to punish-
ment, though now and then it may cause im-

probable mischief, or where is the supervision
of the law to cease ? The judge no doubt in-

tended "
interested

"
though good intention,

as in the c^se of a paid quack, or old gossip
doctress. This judge was a man of benevolent

heart, great erudition, mildness of manners,
and ever leaning towards mercy in criminal

cases. His intellect was clear, and he was one
of the most impartial lawyers that ever sat on
the bench. He left three sons and three

daughters. He was author of ' The Summary of
the Law of Bills of Exchange," become a stand-

ard book among the legal profession. Grig.
BAYLEY (RICHARD) an eminent American

physician and medical writer, who was born
in Connecticut in 1745. After studying at

home, he finished his professional education

in London, and returning to his native country
he settled as a physician at New York in 1772.

The prevalence of the croup in that city
afforded him an opportunity for the display
of his skill and judgment, treating it in

a new manner as an inflammatory disease;
and his publication, entitled " A View of the

Croup," led to the general adoption of his

plan. In autumn, 1775, he revisited London,
and the following spring he returned to New
York as a surgeon in the English army under
Sir William Howe. This post he resigned
in 1777, and passed the remainder of his life

in professional practice in that city. In 1787
he gave lectures on surgery ;

in 1792 he was

appointed professor of anatomy in Columbia

College; and in 1793 professor of surgery.
In 1797 he published a treatise on Yellow

Fever, in which he is said to have proved the

disease to have been of local origin. He had

previously been appointed Health Physician
for the Port of New York, and in 1798 ap-

peared his Letters from the Health Office,

submitted to the New York Common Council
His death took place in 1801, in consequence of

fever, with which he became infected in the dis-

charge of his professional duty. JE?icy. Amer.
BAYNARD (ANN) a learned lady in the

seventeenth century. She was possessed of

great classical attainments, and wrote Latin
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in a pure and elegant style. Collier's Hist.

Did.
BAZIN (JAMES RIGOMEB) a native of Mans,

who figured as an anarchist in the French revo-

lution, and was imprisoned as an accomplice in

the conspiracy of General Mallet against Bona-

parte. He was set at liberty in 1815, and was

killed in a duel in 1821. He wrote a great

number of political pamphlets, besides a novel,

a tragedy, and a melodrama. Diet. Hist.

BEATTY (sir WILLIAM) born in 1773,

died in 1842, the surgeon of lord Nelson in

the battle of Trafalgar, afterwards physician
of the fleet at Plymouth. He was appointed

lastly physician to Greenwich hospital.

After the battle of Trafalgar he resided at

Plymouth until his last appointment. He
was much respected for his manly bearing

and attention to his duties. He published
" An

authentic Narrative of the Death of Nelson" in

1808, that great commander having expired
in his arms. Edit.

BEAUFORT, LLD. (DANIEL AUGUSTUS)
rector of Navan in the county of Meath, and

vicar of Collon in that of Louth, at which

last place he died in June 1821. He was,

during nearly sixty years, a beneficed and

resident clergyman in Ireland. In both his

parishes the churches were rebuilt under his

direction ;
and those edifices sufficiently dis-

play his munificence and architectural taste.

This gentleman chiefly distinguished himself

by the publication of a "Civil and Eccle

siastical Map of Ireland,'' accompanied by a
" Memoir of the Map of Ireland, illustrating

the Topography of that Kingdom," 1792, 4to.

This production, which is perhaps the most
valuable contribution to Irish geography that

has yet appeared, has extended the fame of the

author not only to England but also to the

continent. Dr Beaufort was a member of the

Royal Irish Academy. Ann. Reg. 1821.

BEAUFORT (LEWIS de) a learned writer

who died at Maestricht in 1795. author of a

history of Germanicus, a dissertation on the

uncertainty of the five first ages of the Roman
republic, and of a history of the Roman re-

public. Diet. Hist.

BEAUHARNO1S (STEPHANIE, countess

de) a French authoress, born in J 7-^8, am
died at Paris in 1813. She was the daughter
of a receiver-general, and married the brother

of the empress Josephine's first husband
Her -works are a poem on maternal love
" Lettres de Stephanie," an historical ro-

mance, 2 vols, 12mo; &c. Diet. Hist.

BEAUMONT, bart. FRS. (sir GEORGE
distinguished as an amateur of the fine arts

was born at Dunmow, in Essex, in 1753. Hi
succeeded to the baronetcy on the death o

his father in 1"(>2, and he received his educa
tion at Eton and Oxford. In 1782 he set ou
on his travels, and visited France, Switzer

land, and Italy. He was chosen MP. for

Beeralston in 1 790, but he did not activel]

engage in politics. He distinguished him
self not only as a patron of the arts, but was
himself an artist of no mean skill. Som<

landscapes which he painted were exhibited a

BEAVER.
Somerset House. He died February 7, 1827.

About two years previously to his decease, he

>resented a collection of pictures to the Na-
ional Gallery. Gent. Mag.
BEAUNE (FLORIMOND de) a French ma-

hematician in the seventeenth century. He
nvented a problem known by his name,
which is said to have been solved by Des-

cartes, for determining the nature of curves by
he properties of their triangles. Moreri.

BEAURAIN (JOHN de) an eminent French

geographer in the eighteenth century. He con-

itructed for Louis XV a number of plans and

charts, and was author of a topographical and

military description of the campaigns of Luxem-

burgh from 1690 to 1694. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

BEAURIEU (GASPARD GUILLARD de) a

French writer of eccentric habits in the eigh-
teenth century author of"The Pupil ofNature,"
often reprinted ;

" The Happy Citizen;" and a
course of natural history. Diet. Hist.

BEAUVILLIERS (ANTONY) a Parisian

cook, celebrated in the annals of gastronomy,
who died in 1817. He published a digest of

his art under the title of " L'Art du Cuisi-

nier," 1814, 2 vols, 8vo. Diet. Hist.

BEAVER (PHILIP) an active and enter-

prising naval officer. He was the son of a

respectable clergyman, whose sudden death,
in 1777, left a widow and a large family almost

unprovided for, and young Beaver, then eleven

years old, was sent to sea with Captain,
afterwards Admiral Rowley. Such was his

progress in professional knowledge and his

general merit, that at the age of eighteen he

obtained a lieutenants commission. The
American war being then recently concluded,
and having no prospect of active employ-
ment, he engaged with Mr Dalrymple in a
scheme for colonizing the island of Hulama,
near the then newly-formed settlement of

Sierra- Leone. After two years of unremitting
exertion and patient endurance of almost

every kind of hardship, Captain Beaver found

himself obliged to return to England, with

news of the failure of the undertaking ;
and

he not only obtained no recompense for his

services, but also lost his half-pay during the

whole period of his absence. He was after-

wards appointed first lieutenant of the Stately,
and was present at the capture of the Cape
of Good Hope, in August 1795. In June
1799 he obtained his captain's commission,
and was appointed to the Dolphin, 44 guns,
which he shortly after quitted for the Aurora,
and having joined lord Keith in the Mediter-

ranean, he was made assistant captain of the

fleet. During this service he distinguished
himself at the taking of Genoa, after which
he was sent with dispatches to England. He
soon returned to his post, and immediately
upon his arrival he was employed in the ex-

pedition to Egypt, in which he added to his

former reputation. Having married Miss

Elliot, the daughter of a naval officer, at the

conclusion of peace he returned home, and
lived in retirement. The war being renewed,
on the threatened invasion of England by-

Bonaparte, Capt. Beaver was appointed to
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the command of the Fencible Yeomanry on
the coast of Essex. Soon after he was sent

to the West Indies, as captain of the Acasta

frigate, in which he was employed in con-

ducting and landing seven thousand men in

the expedition against Martinique, and on
other occasions. In 1809 he returned home,
and was for some time without employment
in consequence of his ship being paid off. A
length he solicited and obtained the command
ofthe Nisus, in which he greatly distinguished
himself at the taking of the Isle of France

;

and he was appointed commodore, and in-

vested by the admirals on the station with
the honourable but laborious post of senior

officer in command. His valuable services

were at length terminated by his death, which
took place, somewhat suddenly, April 5, 1813,
at Cape Town, South Africa, in consequence
of an attack of internal inflammation. His
talents appear to have been much beyond
the station which he attained, and to his pro-
fessional knowledge he added a considerable

acquaintance with general literature. Captain
Beaver was the author of " African Memo-
randa, relative to an Attempt to establish a
British Settlement on the Western Coast of

Africa, with a brief Notice of the Neighbour-
ing Tribes," 1805, 4to. Life and Services of
Capt. Philip Beaver, by Capt. W. Smith, 1829.
BECKFORD (WILLIAM) born in Jamaica,

17U>, ami died 1770. He was twice lord-

mayor of London, and was a distinguished par-
tisan of Pitt, lord Chatham, and celebrated for

his spirited and patriotic reply to George III

upon the latter receiving the city address with a
sarcastic smile. A monument to his memory
was erected in the Guildhal 1 of the city of Lon-
don. He was the son of Peter Beckford, of the
island of Jamaica, speaker of the House of As-

sembly there, and grandson of Peter Beckford,
who was lieutenant-governor of the island and
commander-in-chief there in 1710. Edit.

BECKFORD (WILLIAM) born 1760, died
at Lansdown, Bath, 1844. He was the son of
the lord-mayor of London of the same name,
to whose magnificent estates and property he
succeeded when a minor. He married Mar-
garet, only daughter of the Earl of Aboyne,
and became a widower in 1786. On his fine

estate of Fonthill he erected a costly abbey,
and furnished it in a style of splendour more
fitting for the theme of story than the reality
of modern times. He was the best educated
and most accomplished man of his day, and

spoke and wrote critically five or six living

languages. The depreciation of his West
India property, which from producing him a
vast income fell to an inconsiderable revenue,
and the loss of a large estate by an action in

Chancery, caused him to sell his splendid
estate of Fonthill, reserving his vast library
and most valuable paintings, and transferring
them to a new residence at Lansdown, near

Bath, which, though on a small comparative
scale, was equally tasteful, unique, and orna-
mental. He was an adept in botany and gar-
dening, of an extremely active make, and
with a mind so cultivated, having the means
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in his power of carrying out his plans, that
lie declared he never had a moment of ennui
in his protracted existence. At the age of

twenty he wrote, in French,
"
Vathek," an

Eastern tale, so perfect in the language that
no Frenchman would credit its having been
written by a foreigner. The tale itself is not
a less extraordinary indication of his extensive
studies and his acquaintance with Eastern
lore.

" '

Rasselas,'
"

says Byron,
"
pales its

ineffectual fires before ' Vathek' and the Hall
of Eblis." This book has gone through
numerous editions. He wrote three episodes
to it, one of which he destroyed, and the

others have never been published. When
near his eightieth year he astonished the

world by two volumes of Letters, containing
an account of his travels in Italy, Spain, and

Portugal, nearly sixty years before; also a
volume containing an account of a visit,

during a residence in Lisbon, to the superb
monasteries of Alcoba9a and Batalha, about

1787, and some account of the court and

great people there, in a style brilliant and

new, intermixed with remarks sometimes pro-

found, and often deeply sarcastic. From six-

teen years of age up to the last of life, his

faculties were perfect. His abilities, too,

were in full exercise from that age, when he

wrote a humorous and happy satire on the

lives of artists, called " Memoirs of Extra-

ordinary Painters." His library was filled

with the choicest works of every age, and he

possessed every new work of merit. These
were all filled with criticisms of his own,
shrewd, moral, satirical, or dogmatical, as he

read them, written in pencil, on the blank

leaves. Whole quartos of these have been

extracted, and remain in possession of his

executors. He was an excellent musician,

taught by Mozart, and was so attached to his

master, that he once went from England to

Vienna, only to pay him a visit. He also used

his pencil as a draughtsman with great facility.

Being asked how he accomplished so much,
he said he made good use of his time, rose

early, and retired to a hard bed, took exercise

on horseback regularly in all weathers except

during east winds, and counteracted his se-

dentary hours by those of activity. He had
two daughters, one of whom alone, the

Duchess of Hamilton, survived him. His

library and most valuable effects were depo-
sited by the duchess in a gallery built for

them in Hamilton Palace, Scotland. Orig.
BECKINGHAM (CHARLES) an English

dramatic writer in the eighteenth century,
author of "

Scipio Africanus
" and "

Henry
IV of France," two tragedies, performed be-

fore he was twenty. Biog. Dram.
BECLARD (PETER AUGUSTUS) an emi-

nent French anatomist, born at Angers in

1785. He became professor of anatomy and

physiology at Paris in 1818, and had attained

great reputation, when he was cut off by
death in the midst of his career, in March
1825. He published

" Anatomical Memoirs,"
and an improved edition of the " Tr. d'Ana-

tomie Generale
"
of Bichat. Diet. Hist.
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BECQUET (ANTONY) a French Celestine

in the eighteenth century, who wrote in Latin

a history of his order. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

BECTOZ (CLAUDE de) a learned French

abbess in the sixteenth century, much admired
for her classical attainments by Francis I.

She left several pieces in verse and prose in

her own and the Latin language. Biog. Univ.

BEECHEY (sir WILLIAM) born at Bur-

ford 1753, died at Hampstead 1839, a painter
and Royal Academician. He commenced
life as a student of the law, but was subse-

quently enamoured with the fine arts, and

left the law to become a student at Somerset

House. He began by painting some por-

traits, the first he exhibited being some of

the Ruspini family. He went from London
to Norwich, and there commenced painting
small pieces in the manner of Hogarth and

Zoffany. He afterwards returned to London,
and became celebrated for his portraits, as

his attempt at fancy pieces was not very suc-

cessful, either from his want of an inventive

mind, or that he could not turn it to profit.

His becoming fashionable as a painter of por-

traits, and his election to the Royal Academy
in 1797, were profitable, both in money and

reputation, at least ofthat species which those

who are fashionable portrait artists may be

supposed to enjoy in England, where it is the

highest in the public regard of any branch
of the profession. He painted several pic-
tures from fancy, which were noticed at the
time and much praised, but, on the whole,
though a cheerful and good man, as an artist

he left no works calculated to keep his name
before a future generation. Weekly Journal.

BKETHOVEN (LoDwic von) a very emi-
nent musical composer, was born at Bonn,
where his father was tenor singer in the cha-

pel of the elector of Cologne in 1770. He
received his first instructions in music from
Nef, the court organist, and at a very early
age not only became a finished performer on
the organ and pianoforte, but even distin-

guished himself in composition. In 1792 he
was sent, at the expense of the elector, to

Vienna, to study the theory of music under
the celebrated Haydn, nnder whose instruc-

tions and those of Albrechtsberger, he ob-
tained a degree of proficiency that was soon
rendered evident by his productions. The
precarious situation of Cologne during the

war, and the death of the elector in 1801, in

whom he lost a zealous patron, induced Bee-
thoven to choose Vienna for his permanent re-

sidence. Original in thinking, eccentric in

manners, and above all disdaining to court
the great or the wealthy, he lived nearly thirty

years in that capital, in open hostility with
but too many, and intimate only with a few,
whose admiration of his genius would not
allow them to take offence at his extreme sin-

gularity, and unseasonable resolve to declare
his opinions, however repulsive they might be.

Thus independent and disdainful, it was late

in life before he obtained any other emolu-
ment than what he acquired by his composi-
tions. The imperial family, although attached

BEK.
to music, had hitherto altogether neglected
him

;
and it was not until he was about to

accept the post of maestro di capella to Je-

rome Bonaparte, that the archduke Rudolph
and the princes Lobkowitz and Kinsky settled

on him an annuity of 4000 florins, upon no

other condition than that so long as he derived

the benefit of it, he would not reside out of

the Austrian dominions without express per-
mission. Some years passed away without

his seeking leave to quit Vienna, although
some time before his death it was reported
that he was about to visit England. Consi-

derable feeling was excited just before his

death, both in this country and France, by
the report that he was suffering severely from

pecuniary difficulties
;
and a handsome sum

was collected to be sent over, when the ac-

count arrived of his death, together with a

warm contradiction of the report that his pa-
trons in Vienna had allowed foreign assistance

to be at all necessary. The death of this emi-

nent man took place in the fifty-seventh year
of his age. Nothing like a detailed account

of the very numerous productions of this

great composer can be expected in a work of

this nature. As lately enumerated in a po-

pular periodical musical publication, they
amount to no less than a hundred and twenty-
one. Of these his oratorio of the " Mount of

Olives," his " Overture to Prometheus," and

pianoforte concerto in C minor, would of them-
selves have stamped him a first-rate genius.
Few men indeed have obtained a higher
rank in the loftier walks of composition, and
in many of his orchestral symphonies, over-

tures, quartettes for the violin, concertos,

trios, and sonatas for the pianoforte, he may
take a place by the side of Mozart and Haydn.
His peculiar merit, in the estimation of musi-

cal connoisseurs, consists in originality of in-

vention, extraordinary passages, great energy
of manner, and profound scientific modula-
tion, the latter possibly occasionally carried

to excess. Setting aside the singularity of his

humour, Beethoven was kept out of society by
extreme deafness, an affliction which gave him
heartfelt concern. He could however hear
when addressed very loudly and distinctly.

Although one of the most uncourtly and ab-

rupt, he was also one of the most upright
and honourable of men. Beethoven appears
indeed, from all accounts, to have been one
of those finely organized men of genius, who .

pay a correspondent tax for their peculiar
excellence

;
the derangement of that mental

equilibrium, which is the result of a general
harmonious distribution of the intellectual

faculties, being usually disturbed by the ex-

quisite refinement of any one of them. Biog.
Diet, of Mus. Harmonicon.
BEGUIN (JOHN) a French ecclesiastic who

was almoner to Louis XIII. He published
a work entitled "

Tyrocinium Chimicum ;"

which has been repeatedly published, and
translated into French. Mareri.

BEK, or BEAK (ANTHONY de) bishop of

Durham, a bold and spirited prelate, who ap-

pears to have been a man of considerable ta-
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lent. He acquired the character of strictness

and austerity as a divine, to which he added
the courage and skill of a soldier. He was
of so active a disposition and so little dis-

posed to self-indulgence that he always rose

when his first sleep was over, and to him is

ascribed the saying reported to have been
used by a celebrated living warrior, that it

was unbecoming a man to turn in his bed.

He was so modest, that though he could smile

at the frown of a king, he could never lift

his eyes to the face of a woman
;
and when

the remains of St William, archbishop, were
to be removed to York, he was the only prelate

present whose conscious chastity permitted
him to touch the sacred bones. Bek loved

military parade, had knights and soldiers

always about him, and spent immense sums
on his household and equipage ;

and a piece
of cloth being shown him of which some one
had said that it was too dear for the bishop
of Durham, he immediately bought it to cut

up into horse-cloths. He gallantly led the

van of the army ofEdward I, in an expedition

against the Scots, and once when at Rome he

singly opposed a band of ruffians who had

forcibly entered his house. This haughty
priest seized the king's palfrey as a deodand,
but at length he broke his heart at being ex-

communicated by the archbishop of York. His

death occurred in 131 0. He was the founder and

perhaps the architect or designer of Barnard
Castle and other fortresses. Anglia Sacra,
vol. i. Surtees' History of Durham, vol. i.

BEKA, or BEG (JOHN de) a canon of the

church of Utrecht in the fourteenth century,
author of a chronicle of his church from St

Willibrod, first bishop of Utrecht, to 1346.

Diet. Hist.

BEKKER (ELIZABETH) an ingenious
Dutch lady, who is said to have united great

literary talents with much dignity and purity
of morals. She was born at Flushing in 1738,
and died at the Hague in 1H04. Among her
numerous works, considered as classics in the

literature of Holland, are the romances of
" Willem Leevend," 8 vols

;

" Letters of A.

Blankart to C. Wildschut
;'
and " The History

of Sara Burgerhart." She wrote her most

important works in conjunction with her

friend Agatha Deken, who survived her de-

cease only nine days. Germ. Conversation

lexicon.

BELFOUR (Huco JOHN) a poetical and
dramatic writer, who was the nephew of the

Rev. Okey Bel four, minister of St John's

Wood Chapel, near London. He adopted the

clerical profession, and having obtained a

curacy in the island of Jamaica (W. I.) he

died, after a short residence there, in Septem-
ber 1827, at the age of twenty-five. His
works display considerable talent and com-
mand of language ;

and they include two

dramas,
" The Vampire," and " Montezuma ;"

with poems, published under the assumed
name of St John Dorset Gent. Mag. O.
BKLKOUR was the author of " The Lyceum
of Ancient Literature, or Biographical and

Analytical Account of the Greek and Roman
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Classics," 1809, 12mo; first published in the

Monthly Magazine. Ed.
BELIN DE BALUE (JAMES NICHOLAS)

born at Paris in 1755, was a distinguished
Hellenist, and became a member of the Aca-

demy of Inscriptions, and professor of the
ancient languages. He was for some time
director of the Prytaneum of St Cyr, which
office he quitted to go to Russia, where he
was employed in public instruction. He
translated into French the " Hecuba" of Euri-

pides, and the works of Oppian and Lucian,
and the " Characters" of Theophrastus. He
also published

"
Hist. Grit, de 1'Eloquence

chez les Grecs et les Romains," 1803, 2 vols,
8vo

;
and an edition of Oppian. He died in

Russia in 1815. Diet. Hist.

BELKNAP, AM. (JEREMY) an American
divine and historian, born at Boston in 1744.
He became pastor of a Presbyterian church
at his native place in 1787, and died in 1798.
He published

" The History of New Hamp-
shire," and " American Biography ;" besides
other works. Reuss. Diet. Hist.
BELL (ANDREW) the founder of the Na-

tional System of Education. He was a native
of St Andrew's, Fifeshire (N.B.) and after

having completed his studies in the university
there he obtained ordination as a minister of
the church of England, and went out to the
East Indies as a chaplain on the Company's
establishment. He became superintendent of
the Male Asylum at Madras, and the Hindoo
mode of writing in sand and other peculiarities
of tuition having attracted his notice, he in-

troduced them into that institution with great
advantage. Returning to England he pub-
lished "An Experiment in Education made at

the Male Asylum at Madras," 1798. 8vo; and
" Instructions for conducting Schools on the
Madras System," 1799, 12mo. The advan-

tages of the mode of instruction which he re-

commended were after a time acknowledged,
and the system was adopted, but a similar pro-
ject having been set on foot about the same
time by Joseph Lancaster, a member of the So-

ciety of Friends, a controversy arose between
their respective partisans, which was warmly
carried on for some time, especially in the

Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews. At length
two societies were formed, one called the Na-
tional Society, for the establishment of schools
on the plan of Dr. Bell, and the other called
the British and Foreign School Society, for

establishments on that of Lancaster, both
which have given rise to great multitudes of
useful institutions. The diplomas of DD. and
LLD. were conferred on this meritorious

divine, who obtained the rectory of Swanage
in Dorsetshire, and subsequently was pre-
sented by Dr Barrington, bishop of Durham,
to the lucrative mastership of Shirburn Hos-

pital, iu that diocese and county. He died at

Cheltenham, January 28, 1832, leaving very
extensive prop* rty, the greater part of which
had been accumulated in the West Indies.

To various pLces and institutions in this

country he bequeathed no less than 120.000/.

for the purposes of literary encouragement
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and the advancement of tuition, 10,000<r. being

appropriated to the recently founded Royal
Naval School. His funeral obsequies took

place February 14th in Westminster Abbey.
Besides the works already mentioned, he was

the author of " A Sermon preached at Lam-

beth, June 28th, 1807, on the Education of the

Poor under an improved System," 8vo ;

" The
Madras School, or Elements of Tuition," 8vo,

1808 ; and "Elements of Tuition, containing

the English School, or the History, Analysis,

and Application of the Madras System of Edu-

cation," 8vo, 1814. Biog. Diet, of Living
Authors. Edit.

BELL (BENJAMIN) an eminent surgeon and

writer on surgery, who was born at Dumfries

(N.B.) in 1749. After receiving a classical

education, he commenced his medical studies

at Edinburgh in 1766; about 1770 he went

to Paris, and subsequently completed his pro-
fessional education in London. In 1772 he

returned to Scotland, and settled in the me-

tropolis, where he obtained considerable repu-
tation as an operator, both at the infirmary
and in private practice. In 1778 he published
" A Treatise on the Management of Ulcers,"
which passed through several editions

;
and the

work was afterwards incorporated in his sys-
tem of surgery, of which the first volume ap-

peared in 1783, and the last in 1788. It

soon superseded the comparatively imperfect
and inaccurate productions of Heister and Le
Dran, and in spite of manifest errors and
defects which it exhibited, such was the de-

mand for the work that, in 1801, a seventh
edition was published, in 7 vols, 8vo. He
was likewise the author of " Treatises on
Gonorrhcea Virulenta, and on Hydro and Can-
cer ;"

"
Essay on Agriculture ;" and political

tracts, printed anonymously. In consequence
of the failure of his health, he made several

tours through the country, about 1800
; but,

after continuing some time in a declining state,
he died April 4, 1806. London Encyclop.
BELL (sir CHARLES) born in Edinburgh

1778, died at Worcester 1842. He was an
eminent surgeon, educated in his native city.
Before he was admitted a fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, he had

published the first part of a "
History of Dis-

sections." In 180i, in consequence of dissen-

sions among the professional men of Edin-

burgh, Bell quitted that place for the metro-

polis, and commenced lectures on anatomy
and surgery in conjunction with Mr Wilson,
in Great Windmill-street, which were suc-

cessfully conducted. After the battle of Co-
runnn he left London to attend upon the
wounded soldiers, and published the result of
his observations upon gunshot wounds, as an

appendix to a system of operative surgery
which he had published in 1807. After the
battle of Waterloo he went over to Brussels,
where he was put in charge of a hospital, and
for three days and nights was employed in

dressing wounds and operating upo'n the
wounded. He attended no less than 3uO men,
and made drawings of the finest kind ever

taken, illustrative of the subject. He was

BELLI A RD.
afterwards a member of the College of Sur-

geons of London, and was also appointed sur-

geon to Middk-sex Hospital. He published

many works, but those upon which his fame

principally reposes are treatises upon the nerv-

ous system. He was knighted by William
IV. His professional works are numerous.
His "

System of Anatomy
" was partly com-

posed by his brother, John Bell. He wrote

upon the "Arteries," the "Brain," the
"
Nerves,'' and on the "

Anatomy of Expres-
sion in Painting," a work of importance to

artists. His 01 her treatises were numerous. In
1836 he was invited to accept the chair of sur-

gery in the University of Edinburgh, which he
took, and the duties of which he fulfilled up
to the time of his decease. Gent. Mag.
BELLAMY (JAMES) a distinguished Dutch

poet, who was a native of Flushing. He was
engaged in the occupation of a baker, when
in 1772, at the age of twenty-five, the cele-

bration of the second secular festival in com-
memoration of the foundation of the Dutch

government aroused the energy of his mind,
and Ms genius, prompted by patriotism, was
exercised in poetical composition. The suc-

cess of his first productions induced him to

continue his career. He studied Latin, and

having also acquired a more accurate ac-

quaintance with his native language he pro-
duced some pieces, which were inserted in the

collections of the Society of Arts at the

Hague. He published, under the title of
" Vaderlandse Gezergen," patriotic songs,
which entitle him to rank among the first

poets of his nation
;

and with Bilderdyk,
Helmers, Loots, and others, he may be consi-

dered as one of the restorers of Dutch poetry.
Some of his productions belong to the class of

amatory poetry, and his latter works are said

to exhibit a kind of melancholy feeling, which
renders them highly interesting. He died in

1796. Germ. (Conversation Le.iicon.

BELLART (NICOLAS FRANCO'S"* born in

Paris 1761, died in 1826, an advocate, first

noted as the defender of General Moreau. He
was distinguished in 1814, after the return of
the Bourbons, and fled with them on the

return of Napoleon. He returned, and be-

came a favourite of Louis XVIII, who made
him a Counsellor of State. He was author of
several professional works, and an "

Essay on
the Legitimacy of Kings." Bio. Univers.

BELLEGARDE (HENRY) born at Cham-
bois 1758, died at Vienna 1831. A general
in the Austrian service, who succeeded to the

command after the defeat of Melas at Ma-
rengo. He was one of the most successful of
the Austrian generals at that period of ill

success. He died after being President of the

Council of War. Bio. Univers.

BELLIARD (AUGUSTIN DANIEL, Count
de) born at Foutenay le-Comte 1769, died
at Brussels 1832. He was a captain in the
volunteers of La Vendee, and commenced
active service in 1792 as aide-de-camp to

General Dumouriez, in all whose campaigns
he was distinguished for his services. He
served under Hoche in the West, in Italy, and
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Egypt, where he was Governor of Said. He
commanded at Cairo when it surrendered to

the English by capitulation. He distinguished
himself in most of the subsequent campaigns
of Napoleon, down to 1814. He remained
with Napoleon until his departure for Elba.

He was named a peer of France by Louis

XVIII
;
but he joined Napoleon on his return

from Elba, and was employed by him actively.
For this he was imprisoned in the Abbaye
for above six months. In 1819 he was re-

stored to the list of peers. He was sent to

represent France in Belgium in 1831. He
died of apoplexy in coming out of the palace
of Brussels. A statue of marble was erected

to his memory by the Belgians. His " Me-

moirs,"' written by himself, were published in

1842. Bio. Univers.

BELLINI (VINCENT) born at Catania in

1802, died at Proteaux, near Paris, in 1835.

His father and grandfather were musicians,
and he studied at Naples under Zingarelli.
Before he was twenty he wrote a successful

opera called " Biancha e Fernando," which
at once gave him a reputation. He composed
" 11 Pirata,"

"
Straniera,"

"
Zaira,"

" La Son-

nambula,"
" I Capuletti e Montecchi,"

" Nor-

ma,"
" Beatrice Teuda," and

"
I Puritani." He

was buried in Pere-la-Chaise. Cherubini's re-

quiem, by the instrumental performers, was
executed in the Church of the Invalids, before

the body was removed for interment. (Tent.

Mag.
BELLMAN (CHARLES MICHAEL) the most

original among the Swedish poets, was born

in 1741 at Stockholm. He grew up in the

privacy of domestic life
;
and the first proofs

he gave of the possession of talents for poetry
were by the production of pious effusions.

The dissipated manners of the youthful vota-

ries of pleasure at Stockholm afterwards be-

came the subject of his compositions. His

fame at length spread over the country ;
and

Gustavus 1 II extended to him his patronage,
and gave him an appointment, which afforded

him a competent subsistence. He died in

1795. His songs are truly national, and are

principally devoted to the description of

scenes of revelry.
BELLUNO (VICTOR PERRIN) born 1766

at Marche in the Vosges, died at Paris 1841

He entered into the artillery in 1781 ;
in 1793

was made a general of brigade, and became a

marshal and peer of France. He was Gover-
nor of Prussia under the treaty of Tilsit, hav-

ing distinguished himself in most of the

previous campaigns, and rendered France
the most eminent services down to the cam-

paign of 1814. In 1815 he followed Louis
XVIII to France, and after the battle of

Waterloo was named a peer by the king. He
became ambassador from France to Vienna.

In 1 830 he was a partizan of the new dynasty,
and remained in the Chamber of Peers until

his decease, without taking any very active

part in the debates. Bio. Univers.

BELOSIELSKY (prince) a Russian noble-

man, who was ambassador from Catherine II

to the court of Turin. Having fallen into dis-
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rrace he forsook politics for the cultivation of

iterature, and he wrote in French " Tr. de la

Vlusique d'ltalie," 1778, 8vo
;

' Poesies Fran-

Daises d'un Prince etranger," published by
Vlarmontel, 1789, 8vo; and "

Dianyologie, ou
Tableau de 1 Entendemeut," 8vo. He died at

Petersburg in 1809. Month. Rev.
BELSHAM (THOMAS) an eminent Unita-

rian divine and theological writer, who re-

ceived his education at a Dissenting academy
at Daventry, in Northamptonshire. Having
finished his studies, he became assistant tutor

in metaphysics, mathematics, and natural

history at that seminary, which he quitted in

1778, and settled as a preacher at Worcester.
In 1781 he returned to Daventry, to fill the

offices of minister of the congregation there

and principal or theological tutor in the aca-

demy. He resigned this station in conse-

quence of changing his sentiments from
Calvinism to Unitarianism in 1789; and in

justification of his conduct he published a

discourse " On the Importance of Truth, and
the Duty of making an Open Profession of it,"

delivered April 28, 1790, before the supporters
of the New College at Hackney, where he
was chosen professor of Divinity ;

and when
Dr Priestley retired to America, he suc-

ceeded him as pastor of the Unitarian Congre-
gation at Hackney. The Dissenting College
or Academy was dissolved, but Mr Belshain

remained as minister at Hackney till 1805,
when he became preacher at the Unitarian

chapel in Essex-street, London, on the resig-
nation of Dr John Disney. He resigned the

pastoral office some years before his death,
which took place at Hampstead. in November
1829, in the eightieth year of his age. Among
his principal writings may be specified,

' A
Review of Wilberforce's Treatise, entitled

A Practical View of the prevailing Religious

Systems of professed Christianity, in a Letter

to a Lady," 1798, 8vo, third edit. 1813;
" Ele-

ments of the Philosophy of the Mind, and of

Moral Philosophy ;
to which is prefixed a

Compendium of Logic," 1801
;
''A General

View of the Evidence and Importance of the

Christian Revelation," 1807; "A Cairn In-

quiry into the Scripture Doctrine concerning
the Person of Christ, including a brief Review
of the Controversy between Dr Horsley and
Dr Priestley, and a Summary of the various

Opinions entertained by Christians on the

subject," 1811 ;

" Memoirs of the late Theo-

philus Lindsey, MA., including a Brief

Analysis of his Works, together with Anec-
dotes and Letters of Eminent Persons, his

Friends and Correspondents : also a General
View of the Progress of the Unitarian Doc-
trine in England and America," 1812 :

" The
Epistles of Paul the Apostle translated, with
an Exposition and Notes," 1823, 4 vols, 8vo ;

besides which he published various contro-

versial tracts and numerous single sermons.

Gent. Mac/. Month. Repos. Month. Mag.
BELSHAM (WILLIAM) the brother of the

preceding, a miscellaneous and historical

writer of eminence, who died November 17,

1827, at the age of seventy-five. He pub-



BELTROMELLI.
lished, in 1789, "Historical, Political, and

Literary Essays," 2 vols, 8vo, which passed

through several editions ;
and he subsequently

wrote on the Test law, the French revolution,

parliamentary reform, and many other sub-

jects ;
but his principal work is a "

History of

Great Britain from the Revolution to the

Treaty of Amiens," forming 12 vols, 8vo,

published between 1793 and 1806. This

historian was a stanch advocate for both civil

and religious liberty. Lit. Gaz.

BELTROMELLI (JOSEPH) born 1734,

died 1816, a man of letters, of Bergami, who
was sent young to Bologna, and educated

under the Jesuits. He travelled over Europe
to visit the cabinets of art, became ruined in

his circumstances by the Italian troubles, and

solicited and obtained the professorship of

Eloquence in his native town until his death.

His writings on the fine arts are considered of

value, as well as those on Bibliography.
Bio. Univers.

BEN-DAVID (D. LAZARE) born at Berlin

1 762, died 1832. He began life as an engraver

upon glass, but afterwards went to Gottingen
and studied mathematics. At Halle he re-

ceived the diploma of a Doctor in Philosophy.
He opened lectures at Vienna with great suc-

cess, but was persecuted by the professors of

the university there, and obliged to give up
his place of lecturing. He wrote much in the

German periodicals upon Hebrew literature.

A work on " Parallel Lines," also on the
" Amelioration of the State or the Jews," and
an "

Essay on the Logical Analysis of the

Mathematical Curve," remain from his pen,
with several other interesting works in science

and economy." Bio. Diet. Cab.
BENABEN (L. E. J. MARIE) born at

Toulouse 1774, died 1832. A commissary of
the French army, who was one of the French

expedition to Egypt. He left several pub-
lished works, written between 1804 and 1818.

Bio. Univers.

BENDA (JOHN WILLIAM AMADEUS OTHO)
born at Berlin 1773, died at Oppeln 1832.

He was educated by an uncle, and sent in

1797, with the title of auditor, to Petriki, and

ultimately was made a criminal counsellor.

He was in this capacity at Oppeln when he
died. He left several works behind him,
principally of imagination; two, upon the im-

posts on the industry of Prussia, and upon
the police as affecting strangers and travellers,
attracted considerable attention. Bio. Univ.
BENELLI (ANT NIO PKREGRINO) born in

1771 at Forli, died in 1830, a singer and

composer of eminence, was settled at Dresden,
and was much followed there, until he losl

his voice in 1822. Mus. Diet.

BENEZECH (PETER) born at Montpellier
in 1745. He was made Minister of the In-

terior under the French Directory, and in

1797 resigned his office to Fr. de Neufchateau.
He was afterwards appointed Counsellor ol

State and Colonial Prefect at St Domingo, on
the expedition of General Leclerc in 1802 :

and he died not long after his arrival in that

island. Diet, des H. M. du I8me S.

BENSON.
BENGER (ELiz. OGILVY) a writer on his-

tory and biography, born at Wells in Somer-
setshire in 1778. At the age of twelve she

"learned Latin, and at fifteen she wrote and

published a poem, which is said to display-
some marks of genius. She subsequently re-

moved to London, and attempted the drama,
but without success. Her next production
was a poem on the abolition of the slave-

trade, which was followed by two novels.

But her principal productions are " Memoirs
of Mrs Eliz. Hamilton ;"

" Memoirs of John
Tobin ;"

" The Life of Anne Boleyn ;"
" Me-

moirs of Mary Queen of Scots ;" and " Me-
moirs of Elizabeth Queen of Bohemia " Her
death took place January 9, 1827. New
Month. Mag.
BENNATI (FRANCIS) born 1798 at Mon-

tesa, killed at Paris by a fall from his horse

1^34. He was an Italian physician, and pub-
lished researches into the " Mechanism oi the

Human Voice," with several other treatises

upon different branches of the same subject.
Bib. Univers.

BENNET (WILLIAM) a learned antiquary,
who was born near London in 1745. He re-

ceived his education at Harrow School and
Emanuel College, Cambridge. After taking
the degrees of BA. and MA., he obtained a

fellowship, and became one of the tutors of

his college. He subsequently went to Ireland

as chaplain to the Lord Lieutenant the Earl

of Westmoreland, who had been his pupil at

the university. In 1790 he was raised to the

united bishoprics of Cork and Ross ;
and in

1794, having been made DD., he was trans-

lated to the see of Cloyne. He died June 16,

1820. Dr Bennet, who was a fellow of the

Society of Antiquaries, directed his studies

particularly to the ancient topography and

history of Britain, in which he was deeply
skilled

;
but the only remaining monuments

of his researches consist of contributions to

the Archaeologia. and to the H istories of Lei-

cestershire by Nichols, of Cornwall by Pol-

whele, and ancient Wiltshire by sir R. C.
Hoare. Georgian Era.
BENSLEY (THOMAS) born in London,

died in 1836. He was an eminent printer of

Bolt-court, Fleet-street, celebrated tor the

excellence of his press ;
and is not only re-

markable on this account, but as having em-
barked his fortune in Koenig's invention for

printing by steam, with which the Timet

newspaper was first printed in 1814. It was
not until after great outlay and trouble that

the machine was brought to print both sides

of the paper. Scarcely was the invention

perfected before a disastrous fire, in 1819,
consumed much of the fruit of his labours, but
the machinery was fortunately little injured.
He soon after retired from the larger part of
his business, leaving a name worthy of being
connected with the most eminent of his pro-
fession. Gent. Mag.
BENSON ( WILLIAM") an English critic in

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He
published, among other things,

"
Virgil's

Husbandry, with notes critical and rustical ;"
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BENTHAM.
" Letters on Poetical Translations ;" and an

edition of Arthur Johnson's Latin version of

the Psalms. Mr Benson erected a monument
to Milton in Westminster Abbey. Nichols's

Lit. Anec.
BENTHAM (JEREMY) a celebrated juridi-

cal and political writer, born in 1749. He
was heir to a moderate fortune, but studied

at Lincoln's Inn, with a view to the bar ; and

in compliance with the wishes of his father he

practised for some time as a barrister in the

courts of equity, where he displayed so much

ability as to attract the notice of the profes-

sion. But his father's death leaving him
in possession of independence, and the free

choice of his course of life, he at once aban-

doned all prospects of legal profits, emolu-

ments, and honours, and devoted the whole of

his subsequent existence to those labours

which he believed would be most conducive

to the welfare of the human race. He passed
several years at Cherson, in the Crimea ;

but

during a long period preceding his death he

resided in his native country, employing him-
self in the composition of a variety of works

principally relating to the improvement of le-

gislation, and kindred subjects. Among his

publications maybe mentioned, "A Fragment
on Government, being an Examination of what
is delivered on the Subject in Blackstone's

Commentaries," 1776, 8vo
;

" A View of the

Hard Labour Bill," 1778, Svo;
" A Defence of

Usury, showing the Impolicy of the present

legal Restraints on pecuniary Bargains," 1 787,

Svo ;

" An Introduction to the Principles ofMo-
rals and Legislation," (printed 1780,)17S9,4to ;

" A Draught of a new Plan for the Organiza-
tion of the Judicial Establishment in France,"

1790, Svo; "Panopticon, or the Inspection-

House, containing the Idea of a new Prin-

ciple of Construction applicable to any Place

of Confinement," 1791, 3 vols, 12mo; "Supply
without Burden, or Escheat vice Taxation,"

1795, Svo;
" Traite de Legislation Civile et

Penale, publiee en Francois d'apres les MSS.

par Etienne Dumont," Paris, 1802, 3 vols, Svo ;

" Letters to Lord Pelham, giving a compara-
tive View of the System of Penal Colonization

in New South Wales and the Home Peniten-

tiary System," 1802, Svo; "A Plea for the

Constitution," 1803, Svo; "Scotch Reform,
considered with reference to the Plan proposed
for the regulation of the Courts, and the Ad-
ministration of Justice in Scotland," 1808,
Svo

;

" The'orie des Peines et des Recompenses
re'dige'e en Franois par Etienne Dumont,"
Lond. 1811, 2 vols, 8vo ; "On the Law of

Evidence," 1813; a " Table of the Springs of

Human Action, viz. Pleasures and Pains,
with the correspondent Interests, Desires, and

Motives, with Explanatory Observations;"
" Swear not at all, showing the Needlessness,

Mischievousness, as well as Anti-Christianity
of all Oaths, and in particular the Use made
of them in the English Universities ;"

" Plan
of Parliamentary Reform, in the form of a

Catechism ;
with an Introduction showing the

Necessity of Radical and the Inadequacy of

Moderate Reform," 1817, Svo; and "
Esquisse

SUPPLEMENT.

BENTINCK.
d'un Ouvrage en Faveur des Pauvres, trad,
en Francois par Duquesnoy," Paris, 1802, Svo.

Only a portion of his works has been printed,
and of those which have passed through the

press, some, which have been regarded by
eminent men who have seen them as the
most valuable, have never in fact been pub-
lished. Repeated propositions have been
made for the publication of a complete edition

of his works
;
and very recently prince Talley-

rand, who has ever manifested the highest
admiration of the talents of Bentham, offered

to get an entire body of his works printed in

French, at Paris. A short time before his

death he had projected a new work on lan-

guage, and one on the mathematics. Among
the unpublished works he left one on the use of

language with a view to the giving certainty
to the expression of the will of the legislator.
In the earlier part of the year 1832 he suf-

fered severely from attacks of bronchitis,
from which he so far recovered as to be able

to receive the visits of distinguished foreigners
and public men, with whom he was in habits

of friendly intercourse
;
and it was hoped that

he might be able to resume and extensively

prosecute his literary labours. He began to

devote his attention to the portion of his MSS.
for the third volume of his unpublished

" Con-
stitutional Code," which is reputed by jurists
who have been made acquainted with it in

its progress to be one of the most valuable of
his productions, as it contains the plan for the

formation of a judicial establishment and a
code of procedure. Another attack of his dis-

order finally arrested his labours, and he died
at his residence in Queen's-square-place,
Westminster, June 6, 1832, in the eighty-fifth

year of his age. Mr Bentham was a bencher
of Lincoln's Inn, and at the time of his de-

cease he was the father of the bar. He lived

just long enough to be informed of the pass-

ing of the Reform Bill in parliament, a mea-
sure which he hailed with the utmost satis-

faction. In pursuance of a resolution, which
was announced during his life, this celebrated

philosopher bequeathed his body to his friend

Dr Southwood Smith, for the purpose of dis-

section and anatomical demonstration; and
on the 9th of June Dr Smith delivered a pre-

liminary lecture at Webb-street school of ana-

tomy, Southwark. in the presence ofmany per-
sonal friends ofthe deceased, a number ofmem-
bers of the medical profession, law students,
and others

;
the body was afterwards dissected,

and the lectures were continued by Edward
Grainger, the proprietor of the lecture-room.

BENTINCK (lord WILLIAM) born 1774,
died 1839. He was a general in the British

army, and allied to the Portland family,

being the second son of the third Duke of

Portland. He entered the army in 1791. In

1792 he served as a volunteer in the Prussian

forces, under the duke of Brunswick, but was
recalled by his father, and did not enter

France. He served under the duke of York
in his disastrous campaigns, and in 1799 was
sent to the head-quarters of the Russian

general Suwarrow, in Italy, where he remained
F



BEOLCO.
until 1801. He then proceeded to the army
in Egypt. In 1803 he was made governor of

Madras, and gave general satisfaction by his

wise and liberal policy. He returned in 1808,

and was appointed major-general on the staff

of the army under sir H. Burrard in Portugal ;

afterwards he was sent to the junta in Spain
on a mission, and remarked the supineness of

that incompetent body at the efforts making

by Napoleon for the subjugation of the coun-

try. Mr Frere succeeded lord William, who

joined the army ofsir John Moore, whom Frere

unfortunately deceived by his dispatches and

erroneous advice. Lord William was at the

battle of Corunna, and afterwards commanded

a division of Wellington's army, from which

he was removed to be minister and com-

mander-in-chief of the English forces in Si-

cily. Finding the queen Caroline's ascendancy
ruinous to the island, lord William opened
the prisons and released her victims

;
and in

1812 assembled a Sicilian parliament, and

gave the island a constitution somewhat simi-

lar to that of England. He in 1813 landed

with an expedition from the island in Cata-

lonia, but soon after returned to Sicily. In

1814 he left Sicily to the king of Naples, who

promised to retain the established form ot

government in the island, which promise
made to Eugland he violated, but of which

England, that did not then fight for freedom,
but for crowned heads, took no notice. Lord
William in 1814 made himself master of

Genoa by a capitulation, in which the inte-

grity of that state and a constitutional go-
vernment were guaranteed ;

but the allies at

the treaty of 1814 violated the terms agreed

upon without hesitation, and sacrificed the

ancient state of Genoa to the crown of Sar-

dinia. Lord William Bentinck brought this

flagrant breach of honour repeatedly before

Parliament, but lord Castlereagh continued to

stifle evciy attempt to examine and do justice

to the name and credit of England in the

matter. Lord William Bentinck remained
some time in Parliament, and went out as

Governor-General of India in 1827, where he

governed ten years, returning in 1837, when he

was elected to Parliament for Glasgow. He
resigned his seat a few days before his death.

He was married, but left no issue. Without

great talents, he possessed such as were emi-

nently useful and practical. He had sound

sense, which secured him from committing
faults ; upright intentions, an excellent heart,
a high principle of honour, and mild manners
with great firmness of character. He held

the mean arts and cunning of the common
race of diplomatic ministers in contempt, and
relied upon just principles and open dealing
in all his public acts. Orig.
BEOLCO (AKCELO) an Italian poet in the

sixteenth century, called Kuzzante, from imi-

tating in his rustic poems and farces the rude

simplicity of the vulgar, in which he was
held unequalled. Tiraboschi.

BEREGANI (NICHOLAS, count) an Italian

poet and historian in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. lie translated Claudian,

BERGASIE.
wrote sacred poems, and a history of the war
carried on against the Turks, 1683. Biog.
Univers.

BERENGER (LAWRENCE PETER) a na-

tive of Riom in Provence, who became a

member of the academies of Lyons, Marseilles,
and Rouen, and professor of rhetoric at the

college of Orleans before the Revolution. He
was subsequently professor at the central

school at the Lyceum of Lyons, and inspec-
tor of the academies from 1816 till his death
in 1822. Among the most important of his

numerous works are "
Voyage en Provence ;

"

" Les Soirees Provencales ;"
" Le Mentor

Vertueux
;

" " Recueil Amusant de Voyages,
en Vers et en Prose," 9 vols, I2mo;

" Nou-
velles Pieces intcressantes sur 1'Education des
Princes ;

" and " La Morale en Action."

Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Diet. Hist.
BERENGER (RICHARD) an English

writer, author of " The History and Art of

Horsemanship/' 2 vols, 1771, with plates.
He was gentleman of the horse to George III.

He died in 1 782. Chalmers's Biog. Diet.
BERESFORD (JAMES) born at Upham,

1764, died at Kilsworth, 1841. He was the

second son of Richard Beresford, and was
educated at the Charter-House School. He
became a fellow of Merton College, and there

published a work called the " Miseries of
Human Life," which had a considerable de-

gree of public favour. He was also the au-
thor of a number of other works, poems, ser-

mons, theological or polemical tracts, and

papers in the " Looker-on.'' He seems to

have been a man of high benevolence. His
discourse on "

Cruelty to the Brute Creation
"

is well worth the perusal of every friend of

humanity. Gent. Mag.
BERGASIE (NICOLAS) born at Lyons

1750, died 1832. He was of Spanish descent,
and an eminent French lawyer. At twenty-
two years old he distinguished himself by a

public lecture upon honour, but he was in

after life credulous, and became the advocate
of the German imposture of mesmerism. He
settled in Paris, and there took a part in some
events which were said to have accelerated

the revolution. Three causes in the law
courts are here referred to, together with a

comedy called " Folle Journe'e." In a case
of adultery, being employed for the defence,

Bergasie, who found characters of no common
order involved in the proceedings, brought in

politics, an attack on the minister's despotism,
and the necessity for a reformation of the
laws. By this he contributed to the unpopu-
larity of the ministers, while he was himself

regardful only of his own ends. In 1794 he
was seized at Taches and sent to Paris, -where

he, fortunately for himself, arrived when the

danger of the scaffold was over. He had

protested in bitter terms against the issue of

assignats. He was a royalist, and wrote nu-
merous professional and other works, and

corresponded with the emperor Alexander.
He ceased to write after the year 1821. He
had a brother, Alexander Bergasie, who
died at Lyons in 1821, havina; retired from
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trade to a country-house on the banks of the

Saone. He published a political work of

royalist tendency in 1816, to refute the ca-

lumnies of the enemies of the throne.

BERGAMO (JAMES PHILIP de) &j Ita-

lian monk and historian in the fifteenth cen-

tury, author of a chronicle from the creation

to 1503, and a treatise on illustrious women.
Tiraboschi.

BERGER (JoHN ERIC) born in Denmark
1775, died 1833. A professor of the Univer-

sity of Kiel, where he held the chair of phi-

losophy. He published an "
Expose of the

Philosophy of the Universe," and one or two
other works. Bib. Univers.

BERGER (THEODORE) born in 1683, and
died in 1773.

" His Algemeine Geschichte,"

folio, Coburg, passed through five editions,

and has been continued by professor Wolf-

gang. Crabb.
BERINGTON (JOSEPH) a Roman catholic

clergyman, an eminent writer on history and

polemical divinity, who died at Buckland,

Faringdon, in Berkshire, December 1, 1827.

His first literary productions appear to have
been metaphysical tracts on materialism in

opposition to the opinions of Hartley and

Priestley. In 1784 he published "History of

the Lives of Abelard and Heloisa, compris-

ing a period of 84 years from 1079 to ] 163,
with their genuine Letters from the Collection

of Amboise," 1784, 4to., of which a second

edition appeared in 1787 ;
and which was fol-

lowed by a "
History of the Reigns of Henry

II, and of Richard and John, his Sons, with the

Events of this Period from 1154 to 1216, in

which the Character of Thomas a Becket is

vindicated from the Attacks of George Lord

Lyttelton;" and in 1814 he published an

extensive work entitled
" A Literary History

of the Middle Ages, comprehending an Ac-

count of the State of Learning from the close

of the reign of Augustus to its Revival in the

Fifteenth Century." Besides these, he pro-
duced several small tracts, and was engaged
in a controversy with Dr James Fordyce, in de-

fence of the Catholics, and with the celebrated

Bishop Milner, on some points of Doctrine.

In 1 796 he announced a "
History of the Rise,

Progress, and Decline of the Papal Power,"
on an extensive scale, but the work seems
never to have been executed. Gent. Mag.
BERKHEY (JOHN LE FRANCQ von) a

Dutch naturalist, poet, and physician, born al

Leyden in 1729. He devoted himself warmly
to the study of anatomy, and after a time

formed at Leyden one of the most complete
anatomical cabinets in the Netherlands. In

1 761 he was admitted doctor of medicine
;
and

the following year he settled as a physician
at Amsterdam, occupying himself chiefly in

researches concerning the natural history o

Holland. He assisted in the publication o

the grand collection of objects of natura

history by Albert Saba. Subsequently re-

moving to Lecaroliet, he there composed his

Dutch Idylls, by way of relaxation, while en

gaged in his great work " On the Natura

History of Holland," which appeared in th

BERNARD D'HERY.
Dutch language, at Amsterdam, in 1769, 6

vols, 8vo. In 1776 he published Poems, in
2 vols, 8vo

;
and some years afterwards, other

)oetical productions. In the beginning of the
)resent century he printed a continuation of the
' Natural History of Holland." In 1807 he
was buried in the ruins of his house at Ley-
den, which was destroyed with many others

}y an explosion of gunpowder, but fortunately
ic was extricated without suffering any in-

ury. He died at Leyden, March 13, 1812,

laving been reduced almost to a state of in-

digence. Biog. des Contemp.
BERNARD (CATHERINE) a celebrated

French literary lady, who died in 1712. She
wrote poetry, obtained academical prizes, and
was pensioned by Louis XIV. Two of her

tragedies,
" Brutus " and "

Laodamia," were
acted with applause. She likewise wrote
romances. Biog. Univ.

BERNARD (JOHN) an actor and theatrical

historian, who was a provincial contemporary
of Garrick, having first made his appearance
on the stage at Bristol in 1770, when he was
about sixteen years of age. He subsequently
obtained an engagement at Covent Garden,
where his first exhibition was in the character

of Archer, in the " Beaux' Stratagem," and Ije

soon became known as the best representative
of the fops and fine gentlemen of the day.
He founded the celebrated Catch Club at

Bath, and in London he succeeded Captain
Morris as secretary of the Beefsteak Club. He
afterwards became manager of the Guernsey
theatre, but owing to the failure of that and
other provincial speculations, about 1797, he
embarked for America, where he was at one
time manager and lessee of the Boston theatre,
and in that and other theatres of the United
States he was engaged as a manager or an actor

during about twenty years. The last Ameri-
can theatre of Avlrich he had the management
was in Canada, and he took his final leave of

the stage in 1820, at Boston, after performing
his favourite character of Lord Ogleby. He
then returned with his family to England,
where he again became embarrassed in his

circumstances, and died in the metropolis in

great distress, towards the close of 1 828. After

his death was published an auto-biographical
work entitled

"
Retrospections of the Stage, by

the late John Bernard," an amusing produc-
tion, on which he was employed during the

last two years of his life. Times Neivsp.
BERNARD (SAMUEL) a French painter in

the seventeenth century. He executed some
historical pieces, but excelled in miniatures,
and admirably engraved Raphael's history of
Attila. Biorj. Univ.

BERNARD D'HERY (PIERRE) born near

Auxerre, 1756, died at Sens, 1833. He was
a member of the administration of the de-

partment of the Yonne, and narrowly escaped
in the reign of terror, being denounced as a

royalist. He wrote " Poetical Preludes,"
" An

Essay on the Life and Works of the Abbe
Prevost," and made a new translation of the
" Jerusalem Delivered" of Tasso; also two
volumes of Fugitive Pieces. Biog. Univers,
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BEENARDI.
BERNARDI (FRANCESCO) called Senesius,

an excellent soprano singer, who was born at

Sienna, about 1680. He appears to have first

attracted great public notice at Dresden, in

1719, and Handel, hearing of his fame, en-

gaged him for the opera in London at a large

salary, and he made his first public appear-

ance in this country in 1721. He remained

here some time, continuing to be a great fa-

vourite of the public, till he was seized with

illness in 1726, and as soon as he was able to

travel he went to Italy for the benefit of his

health
;

but after remaining there two or

three years he returned to London. Senesius's

voice was penetrating, clear, equal, and flex-

ible ;
his intonation was pure, his shake per-

fect, and he was peculiarly renowned for his

delivery of recitative. In 1 739 Senesius was

residing at Florence. He died about the year

1750. Biog. Diet, of Mus.

BERN Eli (FREDERICK WILLIAM) born at

Breslau in 1780, died 1817, one of the great-

est boasts of Silesia in the science of music.

He began his studies at five years of age, and

at nine he executed a public concerto on the

piano. At sixteen he obtained a place as

clarionist in the theatre of Berlin. He joined
Weber and the brothers Pixis, and was called

to Berlin in order to form a school. There he

made himself noted as an organist. Ou re-

turning home, Berner was named musical

director at the Protestant institution, which

obliged him to teach one hundred scholars. He
edited the musical catalogue of the convents,

and published pieces for the violin, orchestra,

flute, piano, and voice, chapel music, over-

tures, &c.
;
he was much regarded in Prussia

for his skill and scientific knowledge of his

profession. Biog. Univers.

BERRfi (JEAN BAPTISTE) born at An-

twerp 1777, died 1828, an artist who painted

subjects somewhat in the manner of Weeninx.
He settled in Paris, and there commenced
with works of an higher order. He was

principally esteemed for the great finish and
fine execution of his works which caused

them to bring high prices. Biog. Univ.

BERRI (CHARLES FERDINAND DE BOUR-

BON, duke de) son of the count d'Artois, the

late Charles X. of France. He was born at

Versailles in 1778, and at the age of eleven the

progress of the Revolution obliged his father

to become an emigrant. The young prince
entered into the army of the prince of Conde',
who gave him the command of a corps of gen-
tlemen styled Chasseurs Nobles, with which
he engaged in the service of Russia. After
the peace of 1801 the duke de Berri joined
his father in England. In April 1814 he
returned in triumph to his native country, and
on the re-appearance of Bonaparte from
Elba he took the command of the troops in

the neighbourhood of Paris, in order to oppose
his progress. Being obliged to give way to

circumstances, he followed the king and royal

family in the retreat into Belgium, and re-

turned to Paris on the 8th of July. The fol-

lowing year he married Maria Caroline The-

resa, eldest daughter of the prince-royal oJ
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the Two Sicilies. His death was tragical, as

he fell a victim to the dagger of an assassin,

named Louvel, who stabbed him at the opera,

February 13, 1820, and he expired the next

Hionung. The duchess of Berri was delivered

of a son on the 29th of September, who was
created duke of Bordeaux. Biog. Nouv. des

Contemp. Gent. Mag.
BERRIMAN (WILLIAM) an English di-

vine, born in 1688, and died in 1750. He
left five volumes of sermons, and some con-

troversial pieces. Chalmers's Biog. Diet.

BERTHOLLET (AMEDEUS B.) an inge-
nious French chemist and natural philoso-

pher, the only son of the celebrated philoso-

pher of the same name [see DICT., C. L. BER-

THOLLET], with whom he was associated in

his scientific pursuits. He assisted his father

in the second and enlarged edition of "
Ele'-

mens de 1'Art de Teinture," 1804, 2 vols, 8vo ;

and he was an active member of the Society
of Arcueil, and a contributor to the Memoirs
of that philosophical institution. The cause

and manner of his death were remarkably
and peculiarly melancholy : the circumstances

are thus related by Dr Thomson : Mr Ber-

thollet, jun,
" was unfortunately afflicted with

a lowness of spirits which rendered his life

wholly insupportable. Retiring to a small

room, he locked the door, closed up every
chink and crevice which might admit the air,

carried writing materials to a table, on which
he placed a seconds' watch, and then seated

himself before it. He now marked precisely
the hour, and lighted a brasier of charcoal

beside him. He continued to note down the

series of sensations he then experienced in

succession, detailing the approach and rapid

progress of delirium
; until, as the time went

on, the writing became confused and illegible,

and the young victim dropped dead upon the

floor." This event, which overwhelmed the

father of the unhappy youth with insurmount-

able grief, took place in 1811. Dr Thomson's

History of Chemistry, vol. i.

BERTIN (ANTHONY) a French officer and

elegant poet, born in 1752, and died in 1790.

To his poetry are attributed the beauties and
the faults assigned to Propertius; a brilliant

imagination, and language often unchastened

by decorum. -Biog. Univ.

BERTIN (Louis FRAN?OISE) born at Paris

1766, died 1841. He was editor of the

Eclair journal in 1793. After the 18th Bru-
maire he and his brother established the

Journal des Debats, which became the first

paper of the time. He was imprisoned in the

Temple for nine months in the following year
for being implicated in the affair of the Che-
valier Coigny. He was then enlarged, but

again arrested on the same charge, and ba-

nished to the Isle of Elba for four months.
He remained two years in Italy, and returned

to Paris in 1805. He had preserved the pro-

perty of his journal, which, in 1811, was taken

by Bonaparte, and from that time became
semi-official as the Journal de I'Empire. In

1814 it was restored to the former proprietor.
Bertin retook the editorship, and restored its
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old name of the Journal des De'bats. In 18 1 5

Bertin followed the king to Ghent, and the

editorship of the Moniteur Universel was
confided to him. In 1829, two days after the

Polignac ministry was formed, he exclaimed,
"
Unhappy France ! unhappy king !" and was

brought before the police tribunal, but ac-

quitted by the Cour royale. After 1830 he
embraced the new order of things, but still

keeping his property. He shortly after ceased

to be editor. He published several translations

of English tales and romances in his youth, but

his literary abilities were principally displayed
in his political editorship. Bib. Unirers.

BERTIN (NICHOLAS) an eminent French

painter, born in 1664, and died in 1736. He
was patronised by Louis XIV. His pictures
are mostly in Paris, and possess great merit.

Biog. Univ.
BERTIN (THEODORE PIERRE) born 1760

at Brie; died 1819. He was a good English
scholar, and translated "

Young," and the
" Life of Bacon,"

"
Paley," and John Taylor's

"
Stenography," which he simplified. He

wrote, in 1790, the proceedings in the legisla-
tive tribune, and transmitted them to the

journals. He was comprised in the number
of those to whom the legislative tribune voted

pecuniary assistance. He possessed at this

time a collection of books and medals, which
he disposed of. He invented a new mode of

covering books. His translations and other

works amount to one hundred volumes.
Bib. Univers.

BERTON (J. B.) a French general, born
near Sedan, in 1774. After studying at the

military school, he entered into the army as a
lieutenant. He distinguished himself at Aus-
terlitz and Friedland

;
and in Spain, under

Sebastiani, he became colonel and chief of

the staff; and having taken Malaga, Soult

appointed him governor of that place. Pro-
moted to the rank of major-general, he com-
manded a brigade at the battle of Toulouse

;

and the dragoons of General Excelmans at

Waterloo. His political opinions and pam-
phlets having occasioned his dismissal from
the army after the second restoration, he en-

gaged in a plot against the Government, for

which he was executed, October 5, 1822. He
published

" Precis Histor. Milit. et Crit. des
Batailles de Fleurus et de Waterloo," 1818,
8vo. Diet. Hist.

BERTRAM (CHRISTIE* AUGUSTUS) born
in Berlin 1751, died 1830, a counsellor of
war and of domains in Prussia. He early ex-

hibited a taste for letters. In 1789 his occu-

pations obliged him to abandon his literary

pursuits. He was elevated to the dignity of a
baron by the elector of Bavaria in 1790, and in

1 306 the general direction of the prisoners and
the domains having been transferred to Old
Prussia, Bertram followed the chief minister

into retirement. He then employed himself in

forming a collection of historical personages,
whose biographies he wrote ; and he continued
his former cultivation of the sciences. He pub-
lished a great many works in literature, the

dramatic art, and biography. Bib. Univers.
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BKRTRAND (JEAN) born atOrbe.died 1777.

He was the translator of numerous English
works, and wrote upon agriculture and gar-
dening. The "

Encyclopedic Economique,"
in 16 vols, was one of his literary labours. He
had a brother, Elias Bertrand, who was a dis-

tinguished naturalist. Die. Contemp.
BERVIC (CHARLES CLEMENT) one of the

most distinguished engravers of the French

school, who was a native of Paris. He studied

under George Wille, and was reckoned the

most eminent among his pupils. His works
are not very numerous

;
that which has been

chiefly celebrated being a full-length portrait
of Louis XVI, after a painting by Callot, the

copies of which engraving are of great rarity
and bear a high value, on account of the plate

having been destroyed during the revolu-

tionary tumults in 1793. His works have
been praised for exactness of drawing, firm-

ness, and brilliancy of touch, purity, and cor-

rectness of design, and the truth and facility
with which he transferred to the copper the

peculiar beauties of the work which served

as his model. He died in 1822. Encyclop.
Amer. Biog. des Contemp.
BERZEWICZY de BERZEWICZ et KA-

KAS LOMNITER (GREGORY of) born

1763, died 1822. He was a native of Croa-

tia, and applied himself principally to the

study of political scieuce and jurisprudence.
He passed six months at Gottingen, and tra-

velled into England and France, and through
the different states of Germany, in order to

improve himself in his studies. He returned

to Vienna in 1787, and was nominated to an

employment under the administration govern-
ing Hungary. Tired out with vain promises
and endless delays on the part of the Govern-

ment, he renounced the employment he held,
and settled himself in his own estates in the

coinitat of Lips, where he divided his time

between philosophical, literary labour, and
the gratuitous good offices he rendered his

fellow- citizens who honoured him with their

confidence. He was assessor of several of the

tribunals. The larger part of his writings
are to be found in the Hungarian and foreign

journals. He wrote in the "
Liberal," and in

the " Annals of Literature and Art" in Vienna ;

also " De Commercia et Industria Hungarian ;"
" De Conditione indolesque rusticorum in Hun-

garia," &c. Biog. Univ.

BESSIERES (J. B.) duke of Istria, mar-
shal of the French empire, colonel- general of

the imperial guard, &c. He was born in

Poitou in 1769, entered into the service in

1 792, and became a captain. He distinguished
himself at the battle of Rivoli, and was soon

after appointed commander of the guides of

general Bonaparte, whom he accompanied to

Egypt, where he was made general of a bri-

gade. He became general of a division under
the consulate, and marshal on the establish-

ment of the empire. After greatly distin-

guishing himself at Austerlitz, Jena, and

Eylau, he went in 1810 to command a corps
of the army in Spain. In the disastrous ex-

pedition to Russia he headed the cavalry of
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the imperial guard ;

and he served in the

same post in Saxony in 1813 ;
and was killed

May 1st, in the combat -which preceded the

battle of Lutzen. Biog. Nouv. dcs Cuiitemp.

BESSON-BEY, born at Rochefort 1782,

died at Cairo 1837. He -was originally of the

French marine service, and reached the rank

of lieutenant. He -was the proprietor of a

vessel then in the road of Kochefort, when

Napoleon arrived there
;
and he offered to

take the emperor to America in his vessel an

offer Napoleon accepted, but on embarking

changed his mind. Bessou then sailed alone

for America, finding he must live in future

by commerce. In 1820 he was at Alexandria

in Egypt, and tendered his services to Mehe-
met Ali, and was accepted. He was charged
with the superintendence of the Egyptian
vessels then building in France. He soon

found himself in a frigate of 64 guns ;
rose to

be a general, an admiral, and the minister of

marine, when he took the name of Bessou-

Bey. Under him the fleet of Mehemet Ali

rose into importance rapidly. Bio. Univer.

BETHENCOURT-Y-MOLINA (AUGUS-
TUS) born in Teneriff in 1760; educated at

Madrid as an engineer, he rose rapidly to be

inspector-general, and received the order of
St James. Being at Paris in ISO 7, he sub-
mitted to the Institute the plan of a sluice

applicable to canals of small navigation. Re-

maining without employment, he went to

Russia, and was soon promoted to be a major-
general, and decorated with the order of
Alexander Neuski. The works he executed
in Russia were of immense extent. He
created also the corps of hydraulic engineers,
and a school of the exact sciences. He died
in Petersburgh in 1826. He left several pro-
fessional works, one of which was a memoir
on the expanse of steam. Bib. Univ.
BETTS (JOHN) an English physician in the

seventeenth century, in the service'ofCharles II,
author of "De Ortu et Natura Sanguinis,'

1

and " Anatomae Thomee Parr," &c. If 'ood.

BEURNONVILLE (PETER RIEL, count

de) marshal of France, was born in Bur-
gundy in 1752. After having studied mathe-
matics and geography, he embarked for the
East Indies, in a military capacity, with
M. de Suffren

; and in that country he mar-
ried advantageously. Being appointed major
of the Isle of Bourbon, and afterwards inju-
riously deprived of his post, he returned to

France, -where he distinguished himself in the

early part of the revolution. Arriving at the
rank of lieutenant-general, he served under
Dumonriez

; but he was not fortunate against
the Austrians. In 1793 he -was charged with
the portfolio of minister at war ; and nar-

rowly escaped destruction from the Jacobins,
by scaling the walls of his hotel. At this

period Beurnonville was dispatched on a mis-
sion to Dumouriez, then at the head of his

army, and suspected of a design to overturn
the Convention. The envoy, with four mem-
bers of that assembly, was arrested by the

refractory general, delivered up to the Aus-
trians, and imprisoned at Olmutz, where thev

BIAGIOLI.
were confined till November 1795, and were
then exchanged for the daughter of Louis

XVI. After his return to France, Beurnou-
ville had the command of the army of the

Sambre and Meuse, and that of Holland. He
was appointed inspector of troops under the

consulate, ambassador at Berlin and Madrid,
and grand officer of the legion of honour,
count, and senator, under the imperial go-
vernment. He voted for the creation of a

provisional government and the expulsion of

Napoleon, and recommended the recal of the

Bourbons. He was made a peer of France
and minister of state by Louis XVIII, whom
he followed to Ghent during the hundred

days, and resumed his station on the return
of the king. He presided afterwards in a com-
mittee appointed to examine the titles of the

ancient officers. In 1816 he was nominated
commander of the order of St Louis, and re-

ceived the baton ofmarshal. He died in April,
1821. JJict. Hist. Biog.Nouvel.desContemp.
BEVY (CHARLES JOSEPH) born at St

Hilaire, near Orleans, 1738, died at Paris in

1830. He was a Benedictine of St Maur,
and historiographer to the king. His pub-
lished works relate principally to researches

into the royal house of France and the no-

bility of Europe ;
laborious and pains-taking,

but of little moment. He was a member of

many learned societies. Bib. Fran.
BEWICK (THOMAS) a celebrated wood-en-

graver, the brother of John Bewick, of whom
a notice occurs in the first volume of this

Dictionary. He was born at Newcastle-upon-

Tyiie, abcut the year 1754 ; and he became
the pupil of Mr Beilby, an artist, who was

employed by Dr Charles Hutton in engrav-
ing some plates for his "

Mensuration," his
"
Theory of Bridges," and his " Diarian Mis-

cellany." Under the tuition of Mr Beilby,

young Bewick became the best wood-cutter,
and he is generally allowed to have carried

the art he practised to a higher degree of
excellence than it had ever before attained in

this country. Besides the engravings for
" Histories of British Quadrupeds and Birds,"
which he executed in conjunction with his

brother and Mr Beilby, he prepared the
wood-cuts for a system of economical botany,
including four hundred and fifty plants ; the
text accompanying was furnished by Dr K.
J. Thornton

;
and just before his death he

was engaged in making engravings for a
"
History of Fishes." He died November 8,

1828, of gout, to the attacks of which he had

long been subject. Month. May.
BIAGIOLI (NICOLAS JOSAPHAT) born at

Vezzano in 1768, died in Paris 1833. He
was professor of rhetoric in the college of
Urbino when only seventeen years old. On
the creation of the Roman republic he ob-
tained a prefecture, but on the reverses of the
French arms he quitted Italy. In France he
received the professorship of Italian at the

Prytaneum. That being suppressed, he was

obliged to give himself up to teaching. His

works, generally commentaries, are marked
with good taste and deep erudition. He left
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in MS a commentary upon the " Decameron "

of Boccaccio. Bio. Univer.

BIANCONJ (JOSEPH) an Italian Jesuit
and mathematician in the seventeenth cen-

tury, author of "Cosmography demonstrated ;"
"
Chronology of eminent Mathematicians

;

"

"A Dissertation on the Nature ofthe Mathema-

tics," and an edition of Aristotle. Diet. Hist.

BIBBIENA (FERDINAND GALLI) an Ita-

lian painter and architect, born in 1657, and
died in 1 743. His taste and genius are evinced

by the fineness of his structures. He was pa-
tronised by the emperor, and left two books

upon architecture. Idem.

BIBERSTEIN (Fu. A. baron von) a ce-

lebrated traveller and botanist, who was born
at Aarberg, in the Swiss canton of Bern, in

1766. After having completed his studies

in the university of Stutgard, in 1792 he en-

tered into the Russian military service. In

the Crimea he became acquainted with the

learned Professor Pallas ;
and going to St

Petersburgh in 1795 he was appointed to the

command of troops destined to act against
Persia in the provinces bordering on the

Caspian Sea, where he had opportunities for

the prosecution of geological researches. But
the Emperor Paul ascending the throne the

following year, the army was suddenly re-

called, and the baron was prevented from

completing his investigations. He was how-
ever enabled to publish an interesting ac-

count of one province, in his "
Description

of the Country between the Rivers Tereck and
Kur and the Caspian Sea, with a Botanical

Appendix," Frankfort on the Main, 1800,
8vo. Shortly after his return from the Cas-

pian provinces he was appointed general-in-

spector of the establishments for rearing silk

worms, which had been formed in the south-

ern provinces of the Russian empire in the

reign of Peter the Great. This employment,
in which he engaged with great zeal and

success, obliged him to reside in the Crimea
and the provinces of the Caucasus, where he
devoted all his leisure to his favourite study
of botany ;

and as a counterpart to the " Flora
Rossica" of his predecessor Pallas, he pro-
duceda splendid work entitled "FloraTaurico-

Caucasiaca, exhibens Stirpes Phamogamas in

Chersoneso Taurica et Regionibus Caucasicis

sponte crescentes," Charkow, torn. i. ii. 1808.
torn. iii. Suppl. 1819, 8vo. The larger edition

of this Flora is adorned with one hundred
beautiful engravings. In 1804 Biberstein

undertook, with the approbation of the go-
vernment, a scientific tour through Germany
to Paris, where he had an opportunity of pro-

fiting by the conversation of the famous
Baron Cuvier, who had been his fellow-

student at Stutgard. His merit and talents

procured him repeated marks of imperial fa-

vour
;
and the' emperor Nicholas bestowed

on him the grand cross of the second class

of the order of St Wladimir. His death took

place at Merosa, 28 wersts from Charkow,
October 5, 182G. New German Necrology,
torn. ii. See CHORIS (Louis).
BICHENO (JAMES) a dissenting minister
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who kept a grammar-school at Newbury, in
Berkshire, who wrote on the prophecies. His
principal productions were,

" A Friendly Ad-
dress to the Jews," 1787, 8vo

; "The Signs
of the Times, or the Overthrow of the Papal
Tyranny in France the Prelude of Destruc-
tion to Popery and Despotism," 2 parts,
17921794, 8vo; "The probable Progress
and Issue of the Commotions which have
agitated Europe since the French Revolu-
tion," 1797; "A Glance at the

History of

Christianity and English Nonconformity,"
1798; "The Restoration of the Jews, the
Crisis of all Nations," 1800: "The Destiny
of the German Empire, and the general Pros-

'

pects of Europe," 2 parts, 1801 1806; and
" An Enquiry into the Nature of Benevo-
lence," 1817. He died April 9, 1831, aged
eighty. Gent. Mag. vol. ci.

BICKERSTAFF (ISAAC) an ingenious
dramatic writer, who was a native of Ireland.
He held a commission as an officer of marines;
and during Garrick's management he pro-
duced a great number of comedies and farces,
several of which still keep possession of the

stage. A disgraceful imputation at length
obliged him to seek refuge on the continent,
where he died in obscurity. Among his best

pieces are "Love in a Village," 1762; "The
Maid of the Mill," 1765 ;

" Love in the City,"
altered to the afterpiece called " The Romp,"
1767; "Lionel and Clarissa," 1768; "The
Hypocrite ;

" and " Dr Last in his Chariot,"
1769. Tliesp. Diet.

BIELSKI (MARTIN) a Polish historian,
who died in 1576. He was the author of a
"
Chronicle," containing a survey of the Na-

tional Annals to his own time
;
and it was

continued by his son Joachim to the reign of

Sigismond III. He is esteemed an authentic
writer

;
and the elegance of his language has

occasioned it to be said that he wrote in a
"
golden style." Itev. Enci/cl.

BIGG, RA. (WILLIAM REDMORE) an Eng-
lish painter, chiefly of domestic and familiar

subjects, in the treatment of which he dis-

played much talent and feeling. His "
Ship-

wrecked Sailor Boy ;"
" Youths relieving a

Blind Man ;"
" Black Monday ;" with many

other equally interesting productions of his

pencil, have been engraved, and some of them

copied by foreign artists. He was an intimate

friend of sir Joshua Reynolds, and was much
esteemed by his numerous acquaintance, both

for his professional skill and the amenity of

his manners. His death took place in London,

February 26, 1828. Gent. Mag. Ann. Biog.
BIGLAND (JOHN) an industrious histori-

cal and miscellaneous writer, who was a native

of Skirlaugh, in Holderness, East Riding of

Yorkshire. The principal part of his life

was passed in the station of a village school-

master, and to his own talents and assiduity
he chiefly owed the reputation which he at-

tained in the literary world. He was more
than fifty years of age when he published his

first work, entitled " Reflections on the Resur-

rection and Ascension of Christ," 1803. This

being favourably received, it was followed
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the uext year by

" Letters on the Study and

Use of Ancient and Modern History," which

has passed through several editions. He then

produced "Letters on the Modern History

and Political Aspect of Europe," a kind of

supplement to the foregoing ;
and his success

was such, that he was induced to become an

author by profession. Among the numerous

subsequent fruits of his industry may be

specified,
" Letters on Natural History," 1806;

" A System of Geography and History," 1809,

5 vols, Svo;
"
History of Spain," 1810, 2

vpls,

Svo
;

"
History of England, from the Earliest

Period to 1813," 2 vols, Svo; "History of

Europe, from the Peace of 1783 to the Pre-

sent Time," 1811, 2 vols, Svo; "Letters on

French History ;"
" Letters on English His-

tory ;" and " An Historical Display of the

Effects of Physical and Moral Causes on the

Character and Circumstances of Nations,"

1817; besides which he drew up the account

of Yorkshire, forming the ICth vol. of Britton

and Brayley's Beauties of England and Wales;
and he was a contributor to some of themaga-
xines. He died in February, 1832, at Finning-

ley, near Doncaster, aged 82. Gent. Mag.
BIGNON (Louis EDWARD) born at Meil-

leraye in Normandy 1771, died 1841. He
studied at the college of Lisieux. He v/as

drawn for the conscription, but general Huet
attached him to the staff and made him his

private secretary. He was a secretary of

Legation in Prussia in 1799, and in 1802 was
made charge" d'affaires. After 1807 he was
intendant at Berlin. In 1815, having been

previously in retirement, he offered his ser-

vices to the emperor, and became a represen-
tative for the Seine Infe'rieure, and in 1816
for the Eure. He was chosen for Rouen in

1827. At the revolution in 1830 he was
made minister for foreign affairs by the

municipal commission, and soon afterwards

minister of public instruction, which he held

for an equally short time, being called up to

the house of peers. He left several works

upon temporary circumstances, and a " His-

tory of French Diplomacy from 1792 to

1815," "A History of France from the 18th

Brumaire to the Treaty of Tilsit," in 2 vols,
1839-1842. This last work was undertaken
at the invitation of Napoleon, who left him

by his will the sum of 100,000 fr. upon his

engaging to write such a history, which death

prevented him from completing.
BILDERDYK (WILLIAM) a Dutch lawyer

and poet of great eminence, who was born at

Amsterdam in 1750. He studied classical

literature at Leyden under Valckenaer and
Ruhnken

;
and in 1776 he gained a prize, of-

fered by a learned association for a poem on
the Influence of Poetry upon Government.
The ensuing year he obtained from the same

society two more prizes, one for an ode on
True Patriotism, and the other for a di-

dactic poem on the same subject. He now
acquired an established reputation as one of

the greatest poets of the age in his own
country. He introduced into Dutch poetry
iambics and hexameters, rather however to

BILLAUD VARENNES.
show his skill in overcoming difficulties, than

from any approbation of those kinds of verse,
which he considered as ill adapted to the na-

ture of the language. In 1780 he obtained

another prize, for a poem on the Connexion
of Poetry and Eloquence with Philosophy,
to which he afterwards added a critical and

philological commentary. He practised as a

lawyer at the Hague, with great success, for

some years ;
but on the invasion of the Ne-

therlands by the French his attachment to

the Stadtholder induced him to quit that

country ;
and he removed first to Brunswick,

where he studied the language and poetry
of Germany, and then to London, in which

metropolis he delivered lectures in French on
literature and poetry, which were numerously
attended. On the establishment of a settled

government in Holland, he returned home in

1799, and soon afterwards published some of
his principal works, among which may be
mentioned a didactic poem on Astronomy,
and imitations of Delille's " L'Homme des

Champs," and of Pope's
"
Essay on Man."

Louis Bonaparte, on becoming king of Hol-

land, appointed Bilderdyk his Dutch tutor,
and he was one of the first members of the

National Institute founded by that prince.
After the incorporation of Holland with the

French empire the poet's lyre for a while was
laid aside

;
but on the deliverance of his

country from a foreign yoke, he resumed it

with fresh energy, pouring forth poetic strains

almost unrivalled in fire, vigour, and enthusi-

asm. The production alluded to,
" Holland's

Verlossing," (The Liberation of Holland),
was the joint composition of Bilderdyk and
his wife, that lady possessing considerable

taste and talents for poetry. When Bona-

parte returned from Elba, the poet endea-
voured to rouse the martial spirit of his

countrymen by writing war songs, said to be
the finest pieces of the kind in the Dutch

language. He published at Rotterdam, in

1823, two volumes with the title of "
Mengel-

poesy" (Miscellaneous Poetry), in which are

some ballads and imitations of Ossian. In
the latter part of his life he resided at Leyden.
He died in December 1831, and was interred

with great pomp at Haarlem, on the 27th
of that month. This great poet is said to

have entertained strong prejudices against
German literature. Encycl. Amer.
BILLARD (CHARLES MICHEL) born near

Angers 1800, died 1832, an eminent French

physician. He commenced his study at

Laval and afterwards obtained a place in the

service of the hospital at Angers. He went
to Paris to complete his education, and while
there collected facts for his principal work
or treatise

" OntheGastro-intestinal Mucous
Membrane, or Researches of Anatomical Pa-

thology, on the different healthy and morbid

aspects that the stomach and intestines may
exhibit." He was the translator also from
the English of "

Thompson's Principles of

Chemistry," c. Jliog. Univers.

BILLAUD VARENNES (FRANCIS) born
at Rochelle in 1762, and died at Philadel-
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phia (N. A.) in 1819. He entered into the

Congregation of the Oratory ;
and became

prefect of studies at the college of Juilly. In

1792 he was chosen a member of the com-
mune of Paris

;
and he afterwards entered the

National Convention. He distinguished him-
self as one of the most sanguinary terrorists

;

and after the 9th of Thermidor he was, with

Collot d'Herbois, exiled to Cayenne. He
made his escape, and after several romantic
adventures in Mexico and at Hayti, he settled

in the United States.
" Memoirs" under his

name were published in 1821, which are said

to be supposititious. He wrote various politi-

cal tracts, and official
"
Reports to the Con-

vention." Diet, des H. M. du 18me S. Biog.
Univ. Class.

BILLAUT (AoA3i) a French joiner and

poet in the seventeenth century, called Maitre
Adam. He possessed great genius, which
surmounted his humble station, though he re-

fused apartments at Versailles. He was pen-
sioned, and his works greatly admired. Biog.
Univ.

BILLE (STEEN ANDERSEN) born at Assens
in Fionia 1751, died at Copenhagen 1834, a
Danish admiral, who was educated in the

service, and was one of the royal college of

the Danish admiralty. He fought against
Nelson at the battle of Copenhagen in 1801.

On the attack upon Copenhagen by the Eng-
lish hi 1807, he refused to sign the capitula-
tion. He was a brave, accomplished, and zea-

lous seaman. Monthly Mag.
BILLINGSLEY (sir HENRY) an English

mathematician in the sixteenth century.

Though educated at Oxford, he entered into

business, and passed with e'clat through all

the civic honours of London, and was knighted.
Whitehead the mathematician became his

inmate by his bounty, caused him to study
the mathematics, and he published in conse-

quence the first English translation of Euclid,
with notes and a preface by Dr Dee, 1570.

Wood.
BINGLEY (WILLIAM) an ingenious natu-

ralist and popular writer, who was a native of

Yorkshire. He was left an orphan at an

early age, and was educated with a view to

the legal profession, but preferring the church,
he went in 1795 to Peterhouse College, Cam-
bridge, where he took the degree of MA.
While an undergraduate, he engaged in two
excursions through Wales, which furnished
him with information afterwards laid before

the public, in his "Tour through North Wales

during the Summer of 1798," 2 vols, 8vo. His
next production was a work entitled " Animal

Biography, or Anecdotes of the Lives, Man-
ners, and Economy of the Animal Creation,"

1802, 3 vols, 8vo, which was very successful,
a fourth edition having appeared in 1813, and
also translations into the French and the
German languages. He subsequently pub-
lished " The Economy of a Christian Life,"

1808, 2 vols, 12mo; "Memoirs of British

Quadrupeds ;"
" A Biographical Dictionary

of the Musical Composers of the three last

centuries," 1813, 2 vols, 8vo; and " Animated
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Nature, or Elements of the Natural History
of Animals," 1814, 8vo. This gentleman,
who was in holy orders, and was settled at

Christchurch, Hants, for some years was

engaged in drawing up a history of Hamp-
hire. He died in 1823. Biog.Diet, of Living
Authors. New Month. Mag.
BIONDI (sir FRANCIS) a native of Dal-

matia and an elegant historian, in the seven-

teenth century. Sir Henry Wotton introduced
him to James I, who knighted him. He was
the author of a valuable history of the civil

wars of the houses of York and Lancaster, in

Italian
;

translated into English by Henry
Carey, earl of Monmouth. Chalmers's Biog.
Diet.

BIRKBECK (GEORGE) born at Settle 1776,
died in London 1842. lie studied medicine
first at Leeds, and then became a pupil of Dr
Bailie. He afterwards repaired to Edinburgh,
where he formed an acquaintance with Jeffrey,

Horner, and other celebrated men of that city.
He practised for many years in London with

great success. In 1822 he founded the Lon-
don Mechanics' Institution in Chancery-lane,
to which he philanthropically lent 3000Z. to

erect a theatre for delivering lectures, &c.
From this, the parent institution, various other

societies of a similar character emanated, so

that he might be called their parent. He was
of a mild and equable disposition, and spoke
with much fluency and a considerable com-
mand of words. The mechanics considered

him as a father and friend. His aspect was

unpretending and his manners plain. He left

behind him five children, to whom the grati-
tude of thousands is rendered for the pains
taken by their father to extend the limits of

knowledge among those who had but for him
little means of acquiring it. Gent . Mag.
BIRKBECK (MORRIS) an English gentle-

man who emigrated to the United States of

America, and settled in the territory of Illi-

nois. He purchased at one sale 1 6,000 acres

of public land, in consequence of which the

backwoodsmen, it is said, gave him the

title of "
Emperor of the Prairies." He was

drowned in returning home from a visit to

Mr. Robert Owen at Harmony, in 1825. He
published in 1815, previously to his trans-

atlantic emigration, "Notes on a Journey
through France," 8vo; and subsequently,
" Notes on a Journey in America," 1818, 8vo ;

and "Letters from Illinois," 1818, 8vo; in

which latter productions he furnished flat-

tering accounts of the country in which
he had settled, holding out powerful induce-

ments to others to resort thither. Gent.

Mag. Edit.

BISHOP (SAMUEL) an English poet and

divine, born 1731, died 1795. He was mas-
ter of Merchant Tailors' school. His poems,
which appeared in two volumes, are easy and

elegant. Gent. Mag.
BISSET (CHARLES) an English physician,

who died 1791. aged seventy-five. After

serving in Flanders as an engineer, he re-

sumed the medical profession. He was author

of " An Essay on the Theory and Construe-
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tioii of Fortifications,"
" A Treatise on the

Scurvy," and " An Essay on the Medical Con-

stitution of Great Britain." Gent. Mag.
BISSY (HENRY Pous de TIIIARD, baron

de) a French ecclesiastic, who became bishop

of Meaux, and obtained a cardinal's hat. He

was one of the promoters of the famous bull

Unigenitus, relative to which he published a

pastoral letter ;
and he was also the author of

u " Treatise on Theology
"

in 2 vols, 4to, be-

sides other works. He died in 1737. Biwj.

Univer. Zopf. .

BITO, a mathematician, who flourished

about the year 345 BC., author of a " Treatise

on Warlike Machines, extant in Mathernatici

Veteres," Paris, 1593. Moreri.

BLACAS (DUK.E de) born 1770, at Aulps
in Provence, died at Prague in 1839. He
entered the army in early life, and emigrated
at the revolution. He joined Louis XVIII
in Italy, and accompanied him to Russia, and

then to England. He returned to France in

1814 and obtained considerable notice. He
followed the king into exile in 1815, and was

sent ambassador to Naples, to negotiate the

marriage of the duke de Berri and the prin-

cess Caroline, and on other important mis-

sions. After 1830 he followed Charles X in

his wanderings. He left a part of his fortune

to the duke of Bordeaux. He was an abso-

lutist to the last, and a supporter of the

divine right of monarchs. Oriy.
BLACKWALL (ANTHONY) an English

schoolmaster and divine in the eighteenth

century, author of a Latin Grammar, an In-

troduction to the Classics,
" The Sacred

Classics Defended and Illustrated," and an
edition of Theognis. Biog. Brit.

BLACKWELL (ALEXANDER) an unfor-

tunate Scottish physician, beheaded in 1748
for a supposed conspiracy in Sweden, where
he had retired, upon a failure of practice in

England. His wife published, in 1739, a

curious herbal, containing 500 cuts of the

most useful plants used in physic, 2 vols, folio.

Gent. Matt.

BLACKWOOD (sir HENRY) horn 1770,
died in Ireland 1832. A distinguished Brit-

ish naval officer, who had seen much service,

and distinguished himself by his activity at

Trafalgar. He conducted Louis XVIII to

France in 1814. He commanded the Ajax
when that ship took fire, and was blown up
in the Mediterranean and half his crew pe-
rished. Gent Mag.
BLAIR (JAMES) a deserving divine of the

episcopal church in Scotland, in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries. He ac-

quired reputation as a missionary to Virginia,
where he founded a college, of which he be-

came the first president, and left four volumes
of sermons. Chalmers's Biog. Viet.

BLAIH (WILLIAM) an eminent surgeon,
who wrote on the use of mineral acids in

siphilis, k.c. lie died in 1822. Month.

May.
BLAKE (B.) a painter of birds, fish, and

still life, of whom little is known. He died

in 1830. His works are very pleasing and

BLANCHARD.
carefully executed. It is feared the picture-

dealers held him the slave of their rapacious

doings, and even injured him by employing
others to copy his works. His life was passed
in obscurity. Bryan's Diet.

BLAKE (JOACHIM) died at Valladolid in

1827; one of the Spanish generals who was
most distinguished in the war of independence.
He was born at Velez Malaga, of au old Irish

family, and was a captain in the American

regiment when the war of 1793 broke out

between France and Spain. In 1808 he was
nominated to the command of the troops
levied in Gallicia to repel the invasion of

Napoleon, and he brought his men to the aid

of Cuesta, in Castile, where both were routed

by general Bessieres. He reorganised his army
in Beuavente, and after Castauos had taken

Madrid and forced the French to concentrate

on the Ebro, he occupied Bilbao. He was
soon driven hack by Napoleon. He after-

wards skirmished with the French in Va-
lencia. He was admitted into the new regency
in 1810, and his absence from the army was
at once discovered by the slowness of its

operations. The battle of most importance in

which he was engaged was that of Albuera,
where he ceded the command of the army to

Castailos. Captured at Murviedrq, he was
sent a prisoner to France. He returned at

the peace, but was not employed after 1823.

Bio. Univer.

BLAKE (WILLIAM) an ingenious but

eccentric artist, who was a pupil of Basire the

engraver. Among his earliest productions
were eight plates in the Novelists' Magazine,
which were beautifully executed. In 1793
he published "The Gates of Paradise," 12uio,
a very small book for children, containing
fifteen plates or emblems ; about the same
time appeared his "

Songs of Experience,"
with plates ; "America, a Prophecy,'' folio;
and "

Europe a Prophecy," in 1794. He
commenced in 1797 an edition of Young's
"
Night Thoughts," of which every page con-

tained a design, but only one number ap-

peared. He also furnished engravings for

the illustration of ballads by Hayley : and

designs for engravings by Schiavonetti, to

accompany a splendid edition of Blair's
'

Grave," a poem, 4to. Notwithstanding his

acknowledged talents, he lived in a state of

penury and seclusion in one of the courts near
the Strand, which would to most persons of
cultivated faculties have appeared almost the

extreme of misery, but which he bore with
cheerfulness and without repining. At the

age of sixty-six he commenced the study of
the Italian language, that he might be able
to read the works of his favourite Dante in

the original ; and he succeeded in his under-

taking. His death took place August 13,

1827, at the age of 68. Ann. lleq.

BLANCHAHD (FRANCIS) a French aero-

naut, who distinguished himself by the bold-

ness of his experiments. His most remark-
able undertaking was the passage from Dover
to Calais in a balloon, January 7, 1785, in

company with Dr Jeffries, an English physi-
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cian, who published a "Narrative of Two
Aerial Voyages of Dr Jeffries with M.
Blanchard, with Meteorological Observations

and Remarks," 1785, 4to. Blanchard made
various improvements in aerostation ;

and he
was the inventor of parachutes. He died at

the beginning of the present century. MA-
DAME BLANCHARD, his wife, who had fre-

quently accompanied him in his ascents, con-

tinued the practice of aerostation, to which
she ultimately became a sacrifice. She

perished in consequence of an accident which

happened at Tivoli, near Paris, in July 1819.

Month, lien. Diet. Hist.

BLANCO-WHITE (JOSEPH, rev.) born at

Seville, in Spain, 1774; died at Greenbank,

Liverpool, 1841. This clergyman was de-

scended from an Irish family who had left

the island in consequence of protestant per-
secution. His grandfather was from Water-

ford, and carried on business in Seville as a

merchant, being ranked among the gentry of

the city. He was educated for the catholic

church, but, according to his own account,
became an unbeliever in its doctrines, and in

fact his belief became shaken in that of any
creed at all. He described those feelings in

a work written in England, entitled " Evi-

dence against Catholicism." At length on
the French entering Seville he fled from it

and came to England, and became a convert

to the doctrines of Protestantism. In 1814
he subscribed the articles of the Church of

England, and retired to Oxford. He then be-

came a tutor to a nobleman's son, a duty he

discharged for two years. He published some
lectures on religion in 1817: after this he
inclined towards Unitarianism. In 1821 he

published his letters upon Spain, under the

name of Don Leucadio Doblado. He also

published other works, and in 182G the de-

gree of master of arts was conferred upon
him by the university of Oxford. In 1835
he appears to have returned to Unitarianism

again, and finally to have embraced that faith.

His life was a singular period of doubts and
fears on the subject of religion. In his

manners he was mild, and exceedingly ami-
able in disposition. Orig.
BLAND (ELIZABETU) a learned English

lady, in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies. She was the wife of a linen-draper,
and was taught Hebrew by Van Helmont,
which she wrote with such elegance, that a

phylactery of her writings is preserved as a

curiosity by the Eoyal Society. Ballard's
Learned Ladies.
BLAND (MARIA THERESA) born 1770, at

Caen, in Normandy ;
died 1838. A vocalist

of great sweetness and flexibility of voice
;

her style was pure and her intonation per-
fect. Her parents were Italians. She was
married in 1790 to Mr George Bland, the

brother of Mrs Jordan. Her husband left

her and went abroad. In 1822 Mrs Bland
exhibited symptoms of mental imbecility.
She sang at White Conduit Gardens in 1826,
and a benefit was got up for her at Drury-
lane

;
out ofthe proceeds the late excellent ear]

BLOMFIELD.
of Egremont guaranteed to her the amount
of seventy pounds as an annuity. This she

possessed until her death, which was caused

by apoplexy. She left four sons. Her ear
was so exquisite that she could not remain iu

a room where any one sung out of tune. She
was both theoretically and practically a good
musician. Her ballads on the stage with a

guitar accompaniment were charming.
Gent. Mag.
BLEULAND (JANUS) a Dutch physician,

of the eighteenth century, who was the author
of a treatise

" De Sana et Morbosa CEso-

phagi Structura," Leyden, 1787, 4to; and
Difficulte du Passage des Alimens dans le

Duodenum," 1787, 4to. He died in the

flower of his age, shortly after publishing
these very ingenious works. Loud. Med.
Journ.
BLIGH (WILLIAM) born at Farningham,

in Kent, in 1753; died in London, 1817. A
captain in the navy, who was sent, when a
lieutenant in the Bounty, to bring the bread-

fruit tree to the West Indies. He reached

Otaheite and shipped 1015 trees, and left the

island in 178y. A mutiny broke out on
board in consequence of his tyrannical con-

duct, and he, with eighteen other persons,
were put into the boats and left to the mercy
of the waves, with very little provisions.

They reached the isle of Timor, from whence

Bligh came to England. The Pandora

frigate was sent to search for the mutineers,
and discovered six at Otaheite that were

brought away. Bligh was then named go-
vernor of New South Wales, to recompense
his sufferings, but his despotic conduct de-

riving no lesson from past misfortunes, was
exercised there in such a manner that it was
deemed necessary in 1808, for the security of

the colony and to prevent a general revolt, to

depose him by force from his government
and to send him to England, for which pur-

pose he was dragged from under his bed,

where he had attempted to conceal himself.

The mutineers of the Bounty were subse-

quently discovered inhabiting Pitcairn's

island. (See ADAMS.)
BLIZARD (sir WILLIAM) born in 1743;

died 1836. An eminent surgeon, and one of
the founders of the school at the London

hospital. In 1787 he was appointed professor
of anatomy to the old company of surgeons,
and became an examiner. Sir E. Howe and
sir W. Blizard were the two first professors

appointed to the chartered institution called

the College of Surgeons. He was surgeon to

several public institutions. In 1785 he wrote

a pamphlet upon the police of the metropolis,
and he founded the Samaritan society in

1791. He wrote several articles and pamph-
lets upon professional subjects. He was
couched for a cataract in his ninety-second

year, and the result was successful. He at-

tended a court of examiners a week only
before his decease. Gent. Mag.
BLOMFIELD (EDWARD VALENTINE) a

distinguished classical scholar, who belonged
to the clerical profession, and was the younger
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brother of Dr Blomfield, bishop of London.

He was born iu 1788, and received his educa-

tion at Caius College, Cambridge, where, be-

sides other prizes, he gained in 1809, a medal

for writing an elegant Latin ode,
" In Desi-

derium Porsoni." In 1812 he was chosen

fellow of Emanuel College. In 1813 he

visited Germany, and while in that country
he acquired an intimate knowledge of the

German language; and he formed an ac-

quaintance with Professor Wolf, at Berlin,

and with Schneider, at Breslau. After his

return to England he published in the " Mu-
seum Criticum, or Cambridge Classical Re-

searches," remarks on German literature.

The university of Cambridge appointed him

one of the preachers at St Mary's church.

Subsequently he went to Switzerland with a

young nobleman to whom he was tutor, and

hearing while in that country that he had

been appointed proctor by the university for

the approaching year, he hastily returned

home, and the rapidity with which he travelled

brought on a fit of illness which occasioned

his death in October 1816. He commenced
a translation of Schneider's " Greek and
German Lexicon;" and he translated Mat-
thias's

' Greek Grammar," 2 vols, 8vo. En-

cycl. Amer.

BOAD.EN (JAMES) born at Whitehaven, of

a Cornish family, in 1762; died in 1839.

He was an eminent dramatic author, early
attached to literature. He became connected
first with the " World" newspaper, belonging
to Major Topham, and then with the "

Oracle,"
conducted by Peter Stewart. He produced
" Fountainville Forest," at Covent Garden,
in 1794; and next he entered himself of the

Middle Temple, and wrote six or seven pieces
for the stage. He at first supported the

authority of the Shakspeare MSS. forged by
Ireland, but soon recanted, having at first

suffered his enthusiasm to overcome his judg-
ment. His recantation and attempt to expose
the imposture of Ireland preceded Malone's

"Enquiry." Boaden wrote memoirs ofKemble,
of Mrs Siddons, Mrs Jordan, and Mrs Inch-
bald. He also wrote two novels or stories," The Man of Two Lives," and " The Doom
of Giallo ;"

" An Enquiry into the Authenti-

city of the various Pictures and Prints of

Shakespear," and a tract on that worn out

subject the " Sonnets of Shakespear," the

party to whom the sonnets were addressed

being in his opinion William Herbert, after-

wards earl of Pembroke. He became a
widower, and in six months afterwards fol-

lowed his wife in the grave, leaving nine

surviving children. Gent. Mag.
BOHROFF ( a Russian poet of

eminence, whose literary career extended
from 1784 to 1807. His works display con-
siderable powers of imagination, especially
his "

Khersonider, or Summer's Day in the

Peninsula of Taurida," styled by the author
a lyrical epic. It is written chiefly in blank

verse, and contains, as the title indicates,

descriptions of the scenery of the Taurian

Chersouesus, interspersed with narratives and

BODE.

episodes ;
and it is distinguished by its rich-

ness of colouring, and depth and varied ex-

pression of sentiment. The poem abounds in

strains of pure morality, and fervent religious

feeling ;
and it is altogether one of the most

interesting pieces of ihe kind in any lan-

guage. Bobroff is said to have been much
conversant with English literature. His death

took place in 1808. Bowring's Russian An-

thology. For. Rev.

BOCCIIERINI (Luioi) an ingenious mu-
sician and musical composer, born at Lucca
in 1 740. After having studied music under
his father, he went to Rome, where he soon

acquired a high reputation for the originality
and variety of his compositions ;

and having
remained there a few years, he returned to

Lucca, where his sonatas were first performed
in public. He subsequently quitted Italy and
went to Madrid, where he spent the latter part
of his life in the service of the king of Spain.
His compositions have been greatly admired,
nnd Dr Buruey says,

" There is perhaps no
instrumental music more ingenious, elegant,
and pleasing than Boccherini's quintetts, in

which invention, grace, modulation, and good
taste conspire to render them, well executed, a

treat for the most refined hearers and critical

judges of musical composition." Biog. Diet.

of Mus.
BOCTHOR (ELLIOUS) born in Upper

Egypt in 1784. lie became attached as inter-

preter to the French army under Bonaparte.
On the return of the troops to France he ac-

companied them, and applied himself with

great success to the study of the French lan-

guage and literature. He succeeded Don
Raphael as professor of modern Arabic at the

Royal Library, and his lectures were well

attended. He died in 1821. His works are
" An Arabic Alphabet, with Examples," Paris,

1820, 4to; and " A Dictionary of the French
and Vulgar Arabic," MS. A notice of his

books in the Turkish, Persian, Arabic, Coptic,
and other languages, was published at Paris

in 1821. Diet. Hist.

BODE (JOHN EHLKRT) a celebrated Ger-
man astronomer, born at Hamburgh, January
19, 1747. He was intended for a commercial

situation, but so strong was his passion for

science, that he made observations on the stars

with telescopes of his own construction ;
and

at the age of eighteen he was able to trace

the courses of the planets, and calculate

eclipses of the sun and moon. In 1765 he
was introduced to professor Busch, who
liberally gave him the use of his library and
astronomical instruments. In 1765 he wrote
a treatise on the eclipse of the sun of the 5th
of August that year; and in 1768 was pub-
lished his " Introduction to the Knowledge of
the Heavens and the Stars," with a Preface

by Busch. He shortly after commenced " An
Introduction to the Knowledge ofthe Situation

and Motions of the Moon and other Planets,"
which he continued annually from 1770 to

1777. Professor Lambert, of Berlin, in 1772

procured Bode the appointment of practical
resident astronomer in that capital, when he
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entered on the publication of his "Epheme-
rides, or Astronomical Annals," which were

uninterruptedly continued. He made dis-

coveries of comets and fixed stars, and accu-

rately observed the new planets Uranus, Juno,

Pallas, &c. He formed a fresh constellation,

called "
Frederichsehre," in honour of Fre-

deric II, which has been adopted in new

globes, celestial charts, and astronomical

works. In 1810 he published his "Atlas of

Celestial Maps," on which he had been em-

ployed for four years. It contains a catalogue
of 17,240 stars, being 12,000 more than were
indicated in preceding charts. Professor Bode
died November 23, 1826. His works, besides

those mentioned, are very numerous and
valuable. Bevue Ency,
BODIN (FELIX) born at Saumur 1795,

died in Paris 1837, the son of Jean Frangois
Bodin. He published under the restoration

several political pamphlets, and an "
Abridg-

ment of the History of France." In 1823 he

delivered a course of lectures on history at

the Athenaeum in Paris. He contributed to

many literary and political journals, and was
for some time editor of the "

Mercury of the

Nineteenth Century." After 1830 he was
elected a deputy for the department of the

Maine et Loire. Bib. Univer.

BODIN (JEAN FRANCOIS) born at Angers
1766, died 1824, an old receiver-general of

Saumur, and deputy of the Maine and Loire.

He was the correspondent of the Institute

there, and of the Royal Society of Antiquaries
in France. He left some papers unpublished,
and wrote the " Memoirs of the Antiquarian
Society of France ;"

" Historical Researches

in Saumur, its Monuments, &c." with plates ;

" Historical Researches in Anjou and its Mo-
numents ;" and " Letters to his Constituents

on the Sessions of 1820 to 1822." Bio.

Univer.

BOEHMER (GEORGE RODOLPH) professor
of anatomy and botany at Wittenberg, died

in 1803. Besides a great number of disserta-

tions on medicine and natural history, he

published
" Comuientatio Physico-Botanica

de Plantarum Semine," 8vo
;
a "

System of

Natural History," 9 vols, 8vo
;
a " Technical

History of Plants," 8vo
;
and " Commentatio

Botanico-Litteraria de Plantis in Memoriam
Cultorum nominatis," 8vo. Zopf.
BOEHMEli (JUSTUS HENSI.NG) the most

celebrated of a family of juridical writers and

professors, who was privy counsellor to the

king of Prussia, and chancellor of the Duchy
of Magdebourg. His " Consultations and
Decisions" have been published, in 5 vols,

folio, and he gave an excellent edition of the
"
Body of the Canon Law." He was also

the author of " Introductio in Jus Publicum

Universales, ex genuinis Juris Naturae deduc-

tum," Halac, 1716, 8vo. He died in 1749.

BOEIIMER (JOHN SAMUEL FREDERIC) a son

of the preceding, who was born at Halle, and
became professor of law at Frankfort on the

Oder. He distinguished himself by his learn-

ing, and published "Elementa Jurispruden-
tioe Criminalis," and other works. His death
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took place in 1772. BOEHMER (GEORGE
Louis) brother of the subject of the preceding
article, was a native of Halle, and became
professor of law at Gottingen. This dis-

tinguished jurist jjublished an edition in
6 vols, of his father's "

Exercitationes ad
Pandectas ;"

" Electra Juris Civilis," 3 vols,

8vo, besides other works. He died in 1797.

Biog. Univ.

BOGDANOVITSCH (HIPPOLYTDS FEDE-
ROVITSCH) called the Russian Anacreon, was
born at Perewolotschna, in White Russia, in
1 743. He was the son of a physician, and
was designed for the profession of an engi-
neer, in order to qualify himself for which
he entered a military academy at Moscow, in

1754; but the sight of a splendid play and
the perusal of the poems of Lomonofsoff
turned his inclination to poetry. He wished
to become an actor, but was dissuaded from

appearing on the stage by the manager of the
theatre Cheraskoff, in consequence of Avhose
advice he devoted himself to the study of the
belles lettres, and the acquisition of modern
languages. In 1761 he was appointed in-

spector in the university of Moscow, and
afterwards translator in the department of

government for foreign affairs. In 1762 he
went to Dresden as secretary of legation to

count Beloselsky, and he there employed his
leisure till 1768 in the cultivation of poetry
and the fine arts. The beautiful pictures in
the Elector's gallery attracted his attention,
and inspired the feelings which he displayed
in his " Duschenka "

Psyche, the publica-
tion of which in 1775 procured him great and

lasting reputation. After this he dedicated
his time entirely to music and poetry, living
in seclusion at St Petersburgh till Catherine
II called him again to public life. He then

wrote, on various occasions, several dramatic
and historical pieces. In 1788 he was made
president of the Imperial Archives. In 1795
he quitted the court to live in privacy in

Little Russia; but the emperor Alexander
recalled him to St Petersburgh, where he con-
tinued till his death, in 1803. For. Rev.

Bowring's Russian Anthology. Encycl. Amer.
BOGUE (DAVID) an eminent dissenting

minister, who was pastor of an Independent
congregation at Gosport, in Hampshire, where
he also kept an academy. He died in 1825,

aged seventy-six. He was the author of a
treatise on the "

Inspiration of the New
Testament," 12mo; and a "History of the

Dissenters," 4 vols, 8vo, written in conjunc-
tion with the Rev. J. Bennett. Month. Mag.
BOHADIN, a celebrated Arabian historian,

in the twelfth century. He wrote a history
of Saladin, of whom he was the favourite, and
is said to resemble Plutarch. Moreri.
BOIELDIEU (ADRIEN) born at Rouen in

1775, died in Paris 1834. He was early
remarkable for his musical skill, and at nine

years of age improvised upon the organ in a
most remarkable manner. At eighteen he
wrote an opera in one act, which was brought
out at the theatre of Rouen, and attracted

crowds to see it. He went to Paris in 1 795 and
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produced two fine operas. In 1797 he brought
out " La Famille Suisse

"
at the Opera

Comique. To this, other pieces succeeded,

and he was appointed one of the professors of

the Conservatoire de Musique. He married

a dancer of the opera named Clotilde, but

the marriage proved unhappy. He accepted

in 1803 an offer of Alexander of Russia to

make him director of the choir in the imperial

chapel of St. Petersburgh. There he com-

posed several pieces for the Hermitage Thea-

tre. In 1811 he returned to Paris, became a

member of the Institute, and here many more

of his works were composed and met universal

applause. He subsequently made attempts

to get his wife divorced, but was not success-

ful. His health began to fail him; he was

advised to try the waters of the Pyrenees : and

he expired at Jauy in 1834. He had a public

funeral in Paris, attended with much solemn

music and a vast number of musical persons
and of his admirers. A service was also per-

formed in his honour at Rouen, to which he

left his heart. His memory was also cele-

brated at Brussels by a grand ceremony at

the theatre. Bio. Uniters.

BOIGNE (Br.NOiT LE BORGXE count) born

in 1741 at Chambery, died 1840, a general
officer. He began life with the study of the

law, but preferring the military profession he

entered into an Irish regiment then in the

French service. He went to the Isle of

France, and in eighteen months returned to

Europe. He then joined the Russian admi-
ral Orloff, who was about to lay siege to

Tenedos. He was admitted as a captain in

the Russian service, when in a sally from the

garrison the larger part of his company was
killed and he was taken a prisoner to Chio
and then to Constantinople, nor did he regain
his freedom until the peace about six months
after. He then went to Smyrna and deter-

mined to seek his fortune in India. After

surmounting many obstacles, he reached
Madras, where he gave lessons in fencing,
and soon received an ensigncy in a sepoy
regiment that was nearly destroyed in a
battle with Hyder Ali. He obtained leave of
absence and determined to proceed to Europe
by land. He left with letters of credit from

governor Hastings to the English authorities
and their allied princes on his way, and was
well received by the nabob of the province
of Oude, at Lucknow, where he made him-
self perfect in several of the Hindoo dialects.

He reached Delhi in 1783. There he gave
up all idea of returning to Europe, and offered
his services to the rajah of Gohad against
Scindiah, then to the rajah of Djipoor, and
finally to Scindiah himself, the head of the
Mahrattas. To him he rendered great ser-

Tices and was nominated a general command-
ing his infantry. He was loaded with riches

and honour, and created governor and
administrator of the conquered countries,

receiving a part of the tribute. Scindiah

dying in 1794, Boigne returned to Europe,
quitting India for England, where he married.
His marriage was cot happy, and he returned

BOISSY D'ANGLAS. .

to his native land at Chambery, where he

built a theatre, a college, a hospital for old

persons, a refuge for persons out of employ,
and an establishment for lunatics. He was
created a count, lieutenant-general, and was
made grand cross of two orders by Louis

XVIII, as well as cross of St Louis, and a
member of the Legion of Honour. He left

behind him a fortune valued at 37,678,000
francs. Thus terminated the career of one
of the most fortunate adventurers ever known.

Bib. Univers,

BOINDIN (NICHOLAS) a French writer of
comedies in the eighteenth century. His
works are in two volumes. He was a humane
and moral man, but made an avowal of athe-

ism, and was buried, in consequence, without

religious ceremonies. Diet. Hist.

BOISARD (JEAN FRANCOIS MICHEL) born
at Caen 1743, died 1831 : he held several dis-

tinguished public offices, but was at last left

in utter neglect. In 1773 he wrote the first

volume of his fables. They were reprinted
in 1 806 under the title of " The Thousand and
One Fables." Bio. Fran.
BOISJOLIN (JACQUES FRANCOIS MOISE

VIELT DE) born at Alencon 1760, died in

Paris 1832
;
he was the writer of some fugi-

tive poetry much esteemed, a comedy in three

acts and several other works. He was for

some time professor of history in the central

school of the Pantheon, and was once sub-

prefect of Louvain. He had a son named

Augustine, who was a good mathematician,
but from reverses of fortune was obliged to

enter the military service. He became private

secretary to the grand duchess of Tuscany
He afterwards turned printer, and complet-

'

the supplement to the contemporary biography
which had been compiled by the Abbe

Alphonse Rabbe. He published also a trea-

tise on female education, and edited several

literary works. He was born in 1788 and
died in 1832. Bio. Univers.

BOISSY D'ANGLAS (FRANCIS ANT.) a
French politician, born in 1756, of a Protest-

ant family. He became maitre-d'hotel in

ordinary to Monsieur (Louis XVIII), which
office he resigned towards the end of the ses-

sion of the Constituent Assembly. At the

Revolution he embraced the popular cause;
but at first he acted only an inferior part as

a statesman. In 1792 he was chosen a deputy
to the Convention ;

and he was sent as a

commissary to Lyons, with Vitet and Legen-
dre. On the trial of Louis XVI he voted in

the first instance for his detention, and banish-

ment after the restoration of peace ;
and then

in favour of the appeal to the people. He
subsequently interfered but little in public
affairs, till the fall of Robespierre. He was
one of the presidents of the Convention on
the 20th of May, 1795, during the Jacobin

insurrection
;
and to his courage and firmness

may be principally ascribed the prevention
of the renewal of the reign of terror, with
which France was then menaced. He was

regarded as one of the principal authors of
the constitution of 1 7G5. He became a meiu-
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ber of the Council of Five Hundred, in -which

he opposed the directory ;
and at length he

was involved in the proscription of the 18th

of Fructidor, and sentenced to exile in

Guiana. He however kept himself in con-

cealment, and was recalled by Bonaparte in

1799. Under the consular government, he

was a member and then president of the

Tribunate; and in 1805 was made a senator

and commander of the Legion of Honour. In

June 1814 he was created a peer of France
;

and though he was employed on the return

of Bonaparte from Elba, his conduct after

the battle of Waterloo restored him to favour.

He was appointed a member of the Chamber
of Peers, and also of the Institute on its reor-

ganization in 1816. He died at Paris, Octo-

ber 20, 1826. For a list of his works see the

subjoined authority. Annales Biog.
BOLIVAR (SIMON) the celebrated libera-

tor of South America, was born in the city of

Caraccas, on the 25th July 1783. He was
of noble parentage, both his father and mother

having belonged to the privileged order of

persons called Mantuanos. At the age of

fourteen he was sent to Spain for education,
and having there completed his studies, he

visited Paris, and indulged himself in most
of the dissipations incident to that gay and
luxurious capital. He gained admittance into

the best society, and was much noticed for his

talents, acquirements, and knowledge of the

world. He formed an acquaintance with the

celebrated travellers Humboldt and Bon-

pland, with whom he passed some time, and

successively visited England, Italy, Switzer-

land, and a considerable part of Germany ;

making himself acquainted with the customs

of the different countries and the character

and manners of their inhabitants. In 1 802 he
visited Madrid, to take leave of his personal

friends, previously to his return to the land

of his nativity. He had formed a strong
attachment to the beautiful daughter of the

Marquis de Ustariz del Cro, and his affection

being returned, the lovers, with the consent

of the lady's father, were married; and
Bolivar and his lady crossed the Atlantic.

The period of connubial happiness was but

brief, for within a twelvemonth the lady,
who was only sixteen at the time of her mar-

riage, was snatched away by death : the

bereaved husband was almost frantic with

grief, and for a time gave way to the indul-

gence of sorrow for his irreparable loss. He
was at length roused by the sufferings of his

countrymen under the oppression and tyranny
of the Spanish government, and Bolivar,

yielding to the ardour of his feelings, devoted
himself to the patriotic task of rescuing his

country. Arriving at Venezuela, he was
appointed a colonel in the service of the

newly founded republic, and shortly after

was employed on an important mission to

London, the expenses of which undertaking
were defrayed from his private fortune. On
his return to South America general Mirand
appointed him commander at Puerto Cabello
but the Spanish prisoners having risen am
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seized the fort, he was obliged to quit the
own, and proceed by sea to Caraccas. When
Miranda had entered into a capitulation with
VIonteverde, the royalist general, and resist-

ance seemed to be at an end in Venezuela,
Bolivar retired to Curaoa, where he formed
a connexion with Admiral Brion, and thus
jrocured the advantage of maritime co-ope-
ration. He now offered his services to the

congress of New Grenada, which were ac-

cepted. Finding the Venezuelans once more
disposed to throw off the yoke of Spain, he
obtained from the congress a body of six
mndred men, with which he penetrated
through the Andes to Venezuela, in 1813.
After several sanguinary contests, he suc-

ceeded in obtaining possession of the whole
of that province, except the parts of La Guyra
and Puerto Cabello, in the latter of which
Monteverde defended himself with the most
determined firmness. It was in this cam-

paign that the war of extermination com-
menced, in consequence of the summary
execution of their prisoners by the Spaniards.
The authority of the Spanish government
over this part of the western world would
have now been annihilated, had not Monte-
verde succeeded in arming the slaves, and

spread insurrection throughout the country,
which became exposed to all the horrors of

war. Bolivarj who had been declared dicta-

tor of Venezuela, marched to attack these

new and formidable enemies
;

but he was
unsuccessful, and having been defeated in a
decisive engagement, distrust and disunion
arose among the republicans, while the royal-
ists achieved an unqualified triumph. Bolivar
then retired a second time to New Grenada,
and served for two years under the banners of

the congress. In 1815, when the Spanish
forces under Morillo landed in South Ame-
rica, he threw himself into Carthagena, and
after a most obstinate defence of that place

against the Spaniards who were besieging it,

with part of his army he cut his way through
their lines, and retreated to St Domingo.
The spirit of resistance, however, was by no
means exterminated; Arismendi drove the

Spaniards from the island of Margarita, and
Bolivar arriving there, with forces which he
had levied at Aux-cayes, was soon joined by
Brion. In conjunction with him he made
descents on the coasts of Caraccas and New
Grenada, ascended the Orinoco, and captured
Angostura, the capital of Spanish Guiana.
There Bolivar increased the strength of his

army by volunteers from Europe, and pre-

pared again to encounter Morillo. In 1817
he ascended the river Apure, and penetrated
into Caraccas, as far as Calaboza, but after

several obstinately contested engagements
he was defeated near Ortin, and obliged to

retire to Angostura. Thus discomfited, but
not dismayed, Bolivar altered his plan, em-
barked the whole of his army, sailed up the

Orinoco and the Meta, and thus penetrated
into New Grenada, and made himself master
of Santa Fe the capital, ia August 1819. This

bold measure led to important results. He
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was now joined by numbers, and having at

his command the resources of an extensive

tract of country, MoriJlo in vain endeavoured

to arrest his career. Towards the close of

1820, that chief found himself compelled to

conclude an armistice with Bolivar, in order

to afford time for a negotiation between the

South Americans and the Spanish govern-
ment When hostilities again commenced,
his army vanquished at Carabobo the host

of the Spaniards, and thus sealed the indepen-
dence of Columbia. This classical name, and
the union of Quito, Cundinamarca, and Vene-

zuela, which it expresses, were the important
work of the liberator. This confederation

was projected in 1813, and in 1821 it received

the sanction of the Congress of Columbia,

composed of representatives from all the

states. The union was consolidated under a

central government, and Bolivar was chosen

president of the republic. The legislative

body was subsequently occupied in improving
the national institutions, and adopting mea-
sures for the internal government of the

country, and its cultivation, education, modes
of communication, and fiscal and judicial
establishments. One of the most admirable
traits in the characteristic policy of the Co-
lumbian republic is the zeal displayed for the

abolition of slavery. Bolivar commenced
this measure of national justice by the manu-
mission of his own slaves a very consider-
able personal sacrifice. In 1821 an act was
passed, declaring all children of slaves born
after that period free

;
the trade in negroes

was prohibited, and funds were provided, as

well as means secured to the negroes them-

selves, for purchasing their own freedom.
So effectual were these provisions, that within
a few months after the enactment of the law
some slaves had taken up their liberty, and
the number manumitted has been annually
increasing. In 1823 the Congress of Peru,
assembled at Guyaquil, sought the aid of
Bolivar to settle their internal divisions, and
assist in establishing the independence of
their country. This call he obeyed, and set
out for Lima, where, supported by six thou-
sand troops, he was proclaimed Liberator of
Peru. During his absence from Columbia
the executive power devolved on the Vice-
President Santander. After overcoming nu-
merous obstacles, Bolivar was invested with
supreme authority, on the 10th of September
1823 ; but he and his companions becoming
the objects of jealousy to the Peruvians, and
the Spanish royalists having obtained posses-
sion of the fortress of Callao and the city of

Lima, he published a proclamation deploring
these events, and endeavouring to conciliate
the domestic factions, whose suspicion had
been excited, declaring his determination to

resign his power as soon as his numerous
enemies were overcome. For some years
Bolivar was generally acknowledged by the
Columbians as their beneficent and patriotic
deliverer, and under his government the

people exhibited an example of social order
that is rarely to be found in an infant republic.

BOLTS.
These first favourable indications inspired
the admirers of free constitutions with hopes
which unhappily have never been realized.

Discontents, jealousies, and divisions ensued.

Bolivar's success as a statesman was inferior

to that which he experienced as a soldier
;
he

appears to have been treated with ingratitude

by his countrymen, and, disgusted with their

conduct, he sold his property in Columbia,
determined to seek shelter in a foreign land.

At length the people, sensible of their injus-
tice to his merit, began to wish for his resto-

ration, but his death, which took place De-
cember 17, 1830, at San Pedro, near St

Martha, prevented the accomplishment of
their wishes

;
and the chiefwho had liberated

his compatriots from the yoke of ages died
in exile among strangers. The following
description of the personal appearance, mind,
and manners of Bolivar, taken from the
Memoirs of General Miller, who served under
him in the war of liberation, was published
whilst he was living.

" The person of Gene-
ral Bolivar is thin, and somewhat below the
middle size. He dresses in good taste, and
has an easy military walk. He is a very bold

rider, and capable of undergoing very great
fatigue. His manners are good, and his

address unaffected. It is said that in his

youth he was handsome ; he has had now
some years of war and patriot anxieties to

rob him of that least among many charms.
His complexion is sallow, and his hair, origi-

nally black, is now mixed with grey. His

eyes are dark and penetrating, but generally
downcast or turned askance when he speaks ;

his nose is well formed; his forehead high
and broad; the lower part of his face is

sharp ;
the expression of his countenance is

care-worn. His mind is of the most active

description. When not stirringly employed,
he is always reading, dictating letters, or con-

versing. His voice is loud and harsh
;
but

he speaks eloquently on all subjects. He
entertains munificently, but is himself very
abstemious. Disinterested in the extreme
with regard to pecuniary affairs, he is in-

satiably covetous of fame. Bolivar invariably

speaks of England, her institutions, and her

freat
men in terms of admiration. He often

wells with great warmth on the constancy,

fidelity, and sterling merit of the English
officers who had served in the cause of South
American independence under every varying
event of the war. As a collateral proof of
his predilection towards England, he has

always had upon his personal staff a number
of British subjects." Month. Mag. Cabinet
Ann. Keg.
BOLTS (WILLIAM) a writer on politics

and commerce, born in Holland in 1 740. He
entered into the service of the English East
India Company, and settled at Calcutta. Hav-

ing quarrelled with the governor, he was ar-

rested and sept prisoner to England, where he

published, as a justification of his conduct,
"Considerations on Indian Affairs," 1772,
2 vols, 4to. He afterwards entered into the

service of the empress Maria Theresa, whj
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made him a colonel, and gave him authority
over her establishments in the Indies. He
had formed six settlements on the coasts of
Malabar and Coromandel, when the death of
the empress put a period to his operations.
His death took place in Paris, in 1808.

BONALD (Louis GABRIEL AMBROISE, vis-

count de) born in Rouergue 1753, died 1840
;

he was a French royalist, and in 1791 quitted
France. He went to Heidelberg, and there in

an obscure cottage with his family he com-

posed his "
Theory of Political and Religious

Power," a work become rare, having been
hunted down by the police. In 1806, having
returned to France, he joined Chateaubriand
in the editorship of the Mercury and other

journals. In 1 808 he was named counsellor ot

the university. He, like most of the emigrants,
resisted all innovations, and all the measures
which time has rendered successful. At
length he retired from active life, and died at

the age of 87. He was a member of the
French academy. An edition of his works

complete was published in his lifetime in 1 2

vols, 8vo, but without his "
Theory of Politi-

cal and Religious Power." Bio. Univers.

BONAPARTE (CHARLES) born 1744, at

Ajaccio, Corsica, one of the cittadiui families
of that city, died of an ulcer in the stomach
in 1785. He was educated in Tuscany, and
married Letitia Ramolino, by whom he had
thirteen children, eight of which survived

him, five sons and three daughters. He took
a part with Paoli in 1768, in the endeavour to

preserve his country from French influence.

He followed Paoli with his wife up to the
moment when Paoli embarked from Corsica
to escape the French, and then retired to the

village of Apietto, his wife being seven
months gone with child of Napoleon, so

named after an uncle. When the govern-
ment of France was established in the island,
he was distinguished by Count de Marbceuf,
the governor, and reluctantly submitted to

live under French rule. He was named a

royal counsellor, and assessor of the province
and city of Ajaccio by Count Marboeuf. In
1777 he was chosen the deputy of the nobles
of Corsica to the French court, and in 1781
one of the island council of twelve nobles.
He went to Marseilles in 1785 to consult the

physicians about a disease of the stomach, and
died there on the 24th of February. Madame
Bonaparte was born in 1 750, at Ajaccio, and
married at seventeen. She was a woman of

great firmness of mind and simplicity of habit.

After her son's downfall, she resided at Rome,
having been obliged to keep her bed from the
effect of a fall, to which blindness was after-

wards added. Her secretary read the papers
to her and she conversed freely to the last,

dying at her house in the Place de Venice,
February 2, 1836, aged 86. Orig.
BONAPARTE (LUCIEN) Prince of Canino,

born in 1775, in Ajaccio, Corsica, died in

1840. He was a younger brother of the em-
peror Napoleon, under whom he at first

accepted employment ;
but contracting a

second marriage, contrary to his brother's

SUPPLEMENT.
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will, they differed so much that in 1810 he
embarked for America, when he was taken

by the English. He then lived three years
upon an estate which he purchased near

Ludlow. There he finished his poem of

Charlemagne. In 1814 he went to reside in

Rome, near his friend Pius II. When the

misfortunes of his brother occurred, he wrote
to him at Elba, and followed him to Paris.

After the battle of Waterloo he supported the

claims of his nephew. In 1815 he returned

to Rome, and lived in quiet amid his literary

pursuits. After the revolution of 1830 he

joined his elder brother Joseph in England,
and compiled his memoirs. His principal
works are "

Sellina," a romance written in

1 799
;

"
Charlemagne," 18 1 5 ;

The Cyrneide,
or Corsica Preserved," 1819. Lucienwas the

first friend and protector of the French poet

Berenger. Idem.

BONAPARTE (NAPOLEON FRANCIS
CHARLES JOSEPH) Duke of Reichstadt, the

only son of Napoleon, formerly emperor of

the French, by his second wife Maria Louisa
of Austria, the daughter of the emperor
Francis. He was born March 20, 1811, and
created by his father King of Rome. In the

act of abdication which Bonaparte found

himself obliged to sign after the battle of

Waterloo, he proclaimed his son as his suc-

cessor, under the title of Napoleon II
;
but

the progress of events rendered this step

wholly ineffective. The boy was placed under
the guardianship of his maternal grandfather,
and being removed to the court of Austria, he
was there educated as a German prince, his

titular distinction of King of Rome being ex-

changed for that of Duke of Reichstadt. The
active and enterprising disposition which he

displayed at an early age, induced the em-

peror of Austria and his ministers to decide

in favour of the military profession, as that

in the pursuit of which he might indulge his

passion for fame with the greatest advantage
to himself, and the least danger to the state.

In the prosecution of this design the example
of Prince Eugene of Savoy was set before

him, as among all the imperial generals

affording the fittest model for his imitation.

It was deemed necessary, as a part of the

general plan of management, that he should
be insulated from all communication with the

agitators and adventurers of France
;
and to

effect this object he was kept in utter solitude,
surrounded certainly by attendants and in-

structors, but otherwise in complete seclusion.

His orders were obeyed, his every wish anti-

cipated ;
he had his books, his horses, and

his equipages for the promenade or the chase
;

but for all that the soul or the heart holds

dear he was, with slight exceptions, a solitary

Srisoner.
This, with a child in whose veins

owed the fervid blood of the Corsican con-

queror, was a species of moral torture. The
spirit chafed against the prison bars, and the

victim of restraint pined, sickened, wasted

away, and died. Being under five years of

age when removed to Austria, no regular

attempt had been made to commence his

G
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education ;

but the scenes of his early exist-

ence had left indelible impressions on the

mind of the young Napoleon. One day when

he was at play with some youths of the im-

perial family, one of the archdukes showed

him a little medal of silver, of which numbers

had been struck in honour of his birth, and

distributed among the people
after the cere-

mony of his baptism. His bust was on it,

and he was asked if he knew whom it repre-

sented, when he readily replied" C'est moi,

quand j'etais Roi de Rome." Ideas of his

own former consequence, and of his father's

grandeur, (according to the testimony of his

early tutor, M. Foresti,) were constantly pre-

sent to his mind. Other impressions were

not less fixed
;
he had a love of truth which

rendered him perfectly intolerant of fiction

even in fable, and probably contributed to his

subsequent distaste for poetry. The first in-

struction attempted to be communicated to

him was a knowledge of the German lan-

guage, to which for a time he would pay no

manner of attention ;
but his dislike of the

study having been overcome by the solicita-

tions of his teachers, he speedily learnt to

speak German with the utmost facility. He
also manifested a great unwillingness to learn

to read ; but that difficulty was overcome by
exciting his emulation. One of his tutors

was M. Collin, a German poet and dramatist

of some eminence. This gentleman, regard-

ing the young Napoleon's abhorrence of fiction

as a sort of censure of his own literary pur-

suits, made a successful attempt to overcome
his antipathy to some extent, by making him

acquainted with the inimitable fiction of

Defoe. " The poetical genius of CoDin,"

says Foresti,
"
appeared to triumph over the

obstinate resolution to reject everything which
did not appear to be strictly and exactly true.

On the heights which overlook Schoenbrunn,
on the right of the elegant arcades of La
Gloriette, and at the bottom of a dark avenue
of trees, may be found a spot altogether se-

cluded from the view of Vienna by deep
thickets and an impervious mass of wood.
Here a hut has been constructed after the

fashion of Switzerland, or rather of the

mountains of Tyrol, and hence it is called

the Tyrolese House. In this rustic abode, and
in its vicinity, there is nothing to remind the

spectator of the neighbouring metropolis. To
this wild and quiet spot Collin would often

bring the young duke, and there he related
to him the story of Robinson Crusoe. The
imagination of the child was strongly excited

by the tale. Solitude and silence completed
the illusion: he fancied himself in a desert,
and Collin suggested that he should under-
take to construct the utensils that would be

necessary were he obliged to provide for his

own subsistence in a similar situation. He
acquitted himself of the task with much
dexterity. A collection has been made of
these things, which are placed in a pavilion
that still bears the name of the house of the

duke of Reichstadt. The tutor and the pupil,

by their united efforts and industry, succeeded

BONAPARTE.
in scooping out a cavern resembling that

described as the abode of Crusoe on his desert

island." During the first period of young
Napoleon's instruction at Schoenbrunn, his

tutors were much perplexed by his extreme

curiosity with regard to his father, and the

circumstances and causes of his fall. Those
about him found themselves obliged to apply
to the emperor Francis for instructions, as

they found it impossible to put an end to his

inquiries by evasive answers. They were very
properly directed to tell him the truth

; and
after his anxiety was satisfied, he became
more calm, and at length reserved on the

subject When the news of the death of

Bonaparte at St. Helena reached Vienna,
the Count de Dietrichstein, the superior go-
vernor of the duke, was absent, and M. Foresti

was directed by the emperor to communicate
the melancholy intelligence to the youth,
who wept bitterly, and his sadness continued
for several days. Every attention was paid
to his education. He was taught the learned

languages first by M. Colliu, and after the

death of that gentleman by M. Obenhaus,
who had been classical preceptor to various

members of the imperial family. To these

studies, however, he paid but indifferent at-

tention, Caesar's Commentaries being the only-
Latin book which much interested him. To
his military studies he devoted himself with
the utmost ardour. He left, however, nume-
rous proofs of literary industry. Among the

voluminous papers written by the prince in

Italian, is mentioned a sketch of the life of

prince Schwartzenberg, containing various

passages relative to his father, expressed in

a calm and candid tone. From the time that

he reached his fifteenth year he was permitted
to read any books whatever concerning the

history of Napoleon and the French Revo-
lution. He fully availed himself of the

opportunities for gaining information thus

afforded him. His collections in French on

history, chronology, and geography are said

to be of immense extent. His military enthu-

siasm displayed itself in the ardour with
which he pursued every thing that had any
connexion with the accomplishments requisite
for a soldier. At the age of seven he was in-

dulged with the uniform of a private, and he
used to stand sentinel at the door of the

apartments of the emperor : after a time, in

reward of the precision with which he per-
formed his exercise, he was made a sergeant,
to his extreme gratification. For a while he
was allowed to store his memory with facts,

and left to his own judgment for their inter-

pretation; but at length it was thought
proper to initiate him into the policy of the
Austrian cabinet, and accordingly prince
Metternich, under the form of lectures on

history, gave him. in a series of interviews,
the whole theory of imperial politics. One of
the very few personal friendships which the

duke of Reichstadt was allowed to form was
with M. Prokesch, a young officer who bad

distinguished himself by his travels in the

East, and by some military publications. With
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this gentleman he studied with great atten-

tion the works of Montecuculi, prince Eugene,
Vaudoncourt, Segur, Norvins, general Jomini,
and other military writers. He showed to

M. Prokesch a manuscript of singular in-

terest, in which he had speculated on his

own situation, and traced for himself the line

of conduct which his duty required ; but this

curious production he shortly after destroyed.
The revolution in France in July 1830 pro-
duced, as might have been expected, a start-

ling effect on the mind of this young prince.
It is, however, reported that he said, on hear-

ing the news,
" I wish that the emperor

would permit me to march with his troops to

the succour of Charles X;" which, if true,

proves that the lectures of Metternich had
not been delivered in vain. The author of a
" Letter ou the Duke of Reichstadt, by one
of his Friends," (said to be M. Prokesch,)
states, on the other hand, that his hope and
aim was the throne of France, on which he

expected to be placed, not by a party in

France, but in compliance with the general
demand of the country, and with the concur-

rence of the monarchs of Europe. If such
were his expectations they were certainly

visionary, for there is but little probability
that he would have been suffered to accept
the throne of Belgium had he been elected

;

and his elevation to that of France must, if

it had been contemplated, have experienced

greater opposition. The first appearance of

the duke of Reichstadt in society was on
the 25th of January 1831, at a grand
party at the house of the British ambassador,
lord Cowley ;

and on this occasion he be-

came acquainted with marshal Marmont,
with whose conversation he is said to have
been much gratified. In June 1831 he was

appointed a lieutenant-colonel, and assumed
the command of a battalion of Hungarian
infantry then in garrison at Vienna. At this

period he was labouring under symptoms of

consumption of the lungs, and his exertions

in the discharge of his new duties hastened

the progress of the disease, which had been
for some time undermining his constitution.

Much against his own wishes he retired to

Schoenbrunn, where he soon experienced some
relief from relaxation and medical treatment

;

hut his impetuous disposition, impatient of

restraint, hastened his fate. The first return

of vigour excited him to renewed exertion
;

he commenced hunting, in all weathers,

which, together with exposure to cold in

visiting a neighbouring military station, soon

occasioned a recurrence of the most dangerous
symptoms : and after dreadful suffering he
died at Schoenbrunn, July 22, 1832. In the

face young Napoleon resembled his father,

but he had light hair, and his figure was tall

and handsome. His manner is said to have
been graceful and elegant ;

there was some-
what of sadness in the expression of his fea-

tures ;
and he was reserved, except to those

who could win his friendship, but to such he

became confidential, free, and even affection-

ate. He seems to have been generally be-
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loved, being indisposed to give offence, much
less to inflict injury : displaying the greatest
kindness and consideration for all with whom
he was connected. One passion only appeared
to be developed in him that of military
ambition. The present with him was but a

preparation, and, in fact, he lived in a future
which was never to arrive. For. Quart. Rev.
BONCHAMP (ARTHUR de) a distinguished

general of the royalists of La Vende'e, born in

Anjou, in 1759. He had served in America
during the war between Britain and the
United States

;
and he was chosen by the

Vendeans, on their insurrection, commander-
in-chief, in conjunction with M. d'Elbe'e. He
contributed to the taking of Bressuire,Thouars,
Fontenai, Saumur, and Angers ;

and displayed
on every occasion great talents and courage.
In September 1793, in endeavouring to effect

a passage over the Loire, when assailed by a

superior republican force, he received a mortal
wound

;
and being removed to Ancenis, he

died in the arms of his wife, regretted both by
his friends and enemies. Madame de Bon-

champ published memoirs of the scenes of
warfare in which she accompanied her hus-
band. Diet, des H. M. du ISme S.

BONE (HENRY) born at Truro 1755, died

1834; a celebrated enamel painter and royal
academician. He was first employed upon
china at Plymouth, in painting landscapes
and groups of flowers. He afterwards re-

moved to London, where he became known
and was much recommended by Dr. Wolcot

(Peter Pindar), being from the same part of
the country. He was early distinguished by
a painting in enamel of a sleeping girl after

sir Joshua Reynolds. His labour was great,
and his skill in his department of the art

rarely or never surpassed. He painted the

portraits of the illustrious men and women of

England, a work which confers great fame

upon his artistic skill. After his decease this

collection became dispersed, and will only be
found scattered in the cabinets of the curious.

In private life he was a kind, unassuming man,
whose merits were never yet fully appreciated
in his own country. He left little or no for-

tune from the execution of some of the most
beautiful works of art ever exhibited by the

hand of a British artist. Orig.
BONELLI (FRANCIS ANDREW) born at

Cuneo in 1785, died 1830, a celebrated orni-

thologist and entomologist of Turin. He pub-
lished " Monographia de Carabes," and

"
Speci-

men Faunae Subalpinse," with several scien-

tific memoirs.
BONINGTON (RICHARD PARKES) an in-

genious artist, who was born in 1801, at the

village of Arnold, in Nottinghamshire. His
father was a drawing-master, and had some
skill in portrait and landscape painting.
This circumstance may account for the very
early predilection which the son evinced for

the fine arts. He began to make sketches

even in infancy, and being instructed by his

father, with the view of his becoming a

draughtsman, at the age of seven or eight

years he made some drawings from old build-
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ings at Nottingham, which displayed extra-

ordinary ability ;
and about the same time

he showed a decided partiality for coast

scenery and marine objects. At the age of

fifteen his father took him to Paris, where he

obtained permission to draw at the Louvre,
and he soon afterwards became a student at

the Institute, and likewise under M le Baron

Gros. About this time he produced several

fine drawings of coast scenery, fish, markets,

&c. with groups of figures, for which he con-

stantly found a ready sale. His talents first

attracted attention at home in consequence of

the exhibition of two of his pictures of this

description at the British Gallery, in 1826.

Mr Bonington next visited Italy, where he

studied assiduously and with great advantage,

and, among the results of his labour and ta-

lent, he brought home a beautiful painting of

the Ducal Palace at Venice, which was ex-

hibited in the gallery of the British Institution,

and in the same exhibition were his pictures
of Henry III of France, and a piece of coast

scenery. Several of his productions are in

the collections of the duke of Bedford, the

marquis of Lansdowne, the countess de Grey,
Mr Carpenter, Mr Vernon, and others. He
died in London, September 23, 1828, in con-

sequence of a consumptive complaint, said to

have been caused by anxiety of mind and too

close attention to his professional pursuits.
Month. May.
BONSTETTEN (CHARLES VICTOR de) an

ingenious writer on history, philology, and

general literature, who was born at Bern, in

1745. He visited England in 1769, and spent
two months with the poet Gray, at Cambridge.
In politics he was a liberal, and during the pro-
gress of the French Revolution he held the

office of bailiff of Nyon in the Pays de Vaud.
For more than half a century he was distin-

guished as a cultivator of the belles lettres.

He was known as a classical scholar, a traveller,
a moralist, a metaphysician, a geologist and a

politician ;
and he retained his faculties and

his constitutional vivacity to the last. His
death took place at Geneva (where he had

long resided) February 3, 1832. Among his

works may be mentioned "
Principes de la

Re'volution de la Suisse ;"
"
Voyage sur le

Scene de six derniers livres de 1'Ene'ide, suivi
de quelques Observations sur le Latium mo-
derne," Geneve, 1804, 8vo

;
and "Recherches

sur la Nature et les Lois de 1' Imagination,"
1807, 2 vols, 8vo; besides which he published
various pieces in the German language. Bon-
stetten was the confidential friend of the cele-
brated Swiss historian John Miiller, his cor-

respondence with whom was published at

Zurich, 1810, 8vo. In the later years of his
life appeared his " Etude de 1'Homme

;

"
" Homnie du Midi et Homme du Nord ;" and" Scandinavie ;" and lastly a sketch of auto-

biography, called " Souvenirs Cents en 1831,"
printed at Zurich. Biographic des Hommes
Vivants. Metropolitan.
BORGHESE(MARIA PAULINE BONAPARTE)

born at Ajaccio 1780. She married first

General Le Clerc, who died in 1801, in St.

BOSC.

Domingo ;
and secondly, the Prince Camille

Philippe Louis Borghese. She then took up her

residence at Rome, where she lost her son by
General Le Clerc. She was fond of the fine

arts and of society, but paid little regard to

the splendour of courts. She was fondly at-

tached to Napoleon, and had a great dislike to

his second marriage and to Maria Louisa, and
would not visit the court. When she heard of
his indisposition at St Helena, she in true sis-

terly affection solicited leave to join him there,
to administer to his comforts. She had before

sent all her diamonds and wealth to Paris to

be placed at his disposal, which his death ren-

dered of no service. Her will exhibited a rare

example of kindness of heart. She had gone
to Florence to join her husband, when she was
taken ill, and died there, in 1825.

BORLACE (EDMUND) an Irish physician
and historian in the seventeenth century, au-

thor of a "
History of the Irish Rebellion,"

1 680, folio. Wood.
BOROLASKI (Count) born in 1739, died

in 1837
;
he was best known as the "Polish

Dwarf," being well formed, but in height no
more than 39 inches. He had travelled over
most of the continent, possessed much wit, and

spoke several languages. He lived at Bowles

cottage, Durham, where some of the prebend-
aries allowed him an income during life.

Gent. Mag.
BORRETT (GILES) born at Worlingham

in Suffolk 1772, died at Great Yarmouth in

1842. He was an eminent medical prac-
titioner of extensive practice, and published
in early life valuable papers upon Hernia,
Rabies Canina, and other subjects, which his

great practical labours to the last disabled

him from collecting. He died by being thrown
from his chaise, the injury producing gan-

grene. Gent. Mag.
BOS (JEROME) a Flemish painter in the

fifteenth century, whose demons, spectres, and
incantations are ably, although repulsively,
executed. D"Argenville.
BOS (LEWIS JANSEN) a celebrated Flemish

flower painter, in the fifteenth century, re-

markable for the lucid beauty of his dew on
the leaves of plants. Idem.

BOSC (Louis AUGUSTS WILLIAM) born
1759 at Paris, died 1828, a distinguished
French naturalist, who in 1784 commenced
his career by articles in the " Journal de

Physique." In 1 793 he gave a singular proof
of his courage and gratitude, for having
been employed by Roland when minister, he

accompanied that minister's heroic wife

to the foot of the scaffold, when condemned
to die by the revolutionary tribunal. He
then fled into the forest of Montmorency,
where he passed three years apart from the

world, giving himself up to his favourite

science. He also prepared for publication the
" Memoirs of Madame Roland,'

1 which had
been intrusted to him for the purpose. Sent
in 1796 as consul to the United States, where
he was not permitted to fulfil the duties of the

office, he devoted his time to scientific re-

searches. He was one of the contributors to
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Dcterville's " New Dictionary of Natural His-

tory," in 24 vols
;
and to many other similar

works, as well as to articles on agriculture
and mining. He had a brother, JOSEPH Bosc,
born in 1764, died in 1837, at Besanson, who
also wrote largely upon scientific subjects,
and whose " Treatise on Vegetable Physics

'

was printed at the public expense by the

council-general ofthe department of the Doubs.
Bio. Univ.

BOSSELLINI (CARLO) an Italian advo-

cate, who distinguished himselfby his writings
on legislation and political economy. In 1 8 1 6

he published a work entitled
" Nuovo Esame

delle Sorgenti della Publics e della Privata

Eichezze,'' in which he freely investigates the

theories of Adam Smith and other writers on
the sources of national wealth. This treatise

was written long previous to its publication,
which was delayed till after the fall of Bo-

naparte, under whose rule the opinions of the

author could not have been propagated with

safety. He subsequently published various ar-

ticles on similar topics, in the "
Antologia," or

Journal of Sciences, Letters, and Arts, pub-
lished at Florence, and he opposed the doc-

trines of Malthus and Sismondi. Bossellini

was a warm yet dispassionate admirer of civil

and religious liberty. He was born at Mo-
dena, in 1765; and his death took place July
1, 1827. For. Rev.
BOSSI (Louis, count) born in 1758 at

Milan, died in 1835. He studied at Paris,
and became an ecclesiastic. He published
numerous dissertations, and left a great many
works

; among them are " The General His-

tory of Italy," in 19 vols
;

" Lives of Leo

X, Manutius, Columbus," &c.
;
and left at his

decease a "
Dictionary of Inventions and

Discoveries."

BOSSUT (CHARLES) one of the most pro-
found mathematicians of modern times, was a

native of the country of Lyonnais, but of a

family originally from Liege. He was edu-

cated at the Jesuits' college at Lyons, and

having finished his studies he obtained the

notice of Fontenelle, Clairaut, and d'Alem-
bert. He also became acquainted with Camus,
who procured him the professorship of mathe-
matics at the military school at Mezieres in

1752. The same year he published a memoir,
entitled "

Usage de la Differentiation des

Parametres, &c." He succeeded Camus as a
member of the Academy of Sciences, and as

examiner of pupils in the schools of artillery
and engineers ;

and he obtained several other

employments, which he lost at the Revolu-
tion. On the formation of the Institute, he
recovered some of his offices, which he kept
four years, and then retired on a pension. He
died January 14, 1814. His principal work
is

" Histoire des Mathematiques," 1810, 2

vols, 8vo, of which two editions appeared
within two years after its first publication. He
was also the author of " Cours de Mathema-

tiques," 3 vols, 8vo
;
and aninteresting me-

moir of Pascal, prefixed to an edition ot his

writings, besides various other valuable works.
Diet. Hist.
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BOSTON (THOMAS) a Scottish divine, was

born at Dunse in 1676, and studied at the

university of Edinburgh. He subsequently
kept a school at Glencairn, and in 1 707 be-
came pastor of Ettrick, where he died in

1732. He is author of a popular work enti-

tled " Human Nature in its Fourfold State ;"
"Memoirs of his Life and Writings;" a
curious manuscript in Latin, on Hebrew
accents, entitled " Tractatus Stigmologicus
Hebrseo-Biblicus," &c. All his works were

published in folio, in 1768. Life by himself.
BOTTA (CHARLES JOSEPH WILLIAM) born

in 1766 at St George in Piedmont, died 1837.
He studied medicine and botany early in life,
but in 1792, having declared himself a parti-
san of the French, he was imprisoned by the
order of the king of Sardinia for two years.
On his release he went to France, and was

employed as a physician in the French army
of the Alps, next in Italy, and afterwards in

the Ionian Islands. He published a descrip-
tion of Corfu. He afterwards became a
French deputy for the department of the
Loire. On the abdication of Napoleon he
returned to Piedmont, and spent the. remain-
der of his life in completing the great works

upon which his reputation rests,
" The History

of the War of Independence in America ;" the
"
History of Italy from 1789 to 1824," which

has gone through fifteen editions
;
and the

"
History of Italy from Guicciardini to 1789."

He also published a poem called " Camille."

Biog. Univ.

BOTZARIS (MARCO) a modern Greek

patriot, who was a native of the mountains of

Suli, in Albania. Being appointed stratarch

of Western Greece, in 1821, he fortified Mis-

solonghi, considering it as the rampart of the

Peloponnesus. In the beginning of August
1823, receiving information of the approach-
ing invasion of JEtolia. by the Turks, he
resolved to march against the enemy. He
arrived on the 7th of August (old style) at

the defiles of mount Collidromos, his troops

amounting to about 750. The Turkish army
was 20,000 strong : Botzaris, therefore, deter-

mined on a nocturnal attack. He placed part
of his forces in ambuscade, and with the re-

mainder, having surprised the advanced guard
of the infidels, he penetrated to the midst of
their camp, and killed the selictar, Moustai

Pacha, and seven of the principal beys. All

was confusion and alarm among the Turks ;

but Botzaris being wounded by a musket

ball, the Greeks retreated with their chief

towards Missolonghi. His wound proved
fatal, and his death took place August 23,

1823, at the age of forty-three. This hero
had originally borne arms in the French
service, in an Albanian regiment, in which
his father and his uncle were majors in 1807.

Diet. Hist.

BOUGAINVILLE (Louis ANTOINE) a
French navigator, distinguished for his mari-

time discoveries. He was born at Paris in

1729. He studied at the university with a

view to practising at the bar, and he was

admitted a counsellor of the parliament of
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Paris. He paid particular attention to the

study of mathematics, and in 1752 he pub-
lished " Traitc' du Calcul Inte'gral, pour
servir de suite k 1'Analyse des Infiniments

Petits," 2 vols, 4to. In 1753 he entered as

an adjutant in the provincial battalion of

Picardy, and he became aide-de-camp to

general Chevert, who commanded the camp
of Sarre-Louis in 1754. He then went to

London, as secretary of embassy, and was

made a fellow of the Royal Society. On his

return he rejoined Chevert, and afterwards

served under the marquis de Montcalm in

Canada. He was sent to France, in 1756, to

demand reinforcements for the defence of the

colony, and he returned to Canada in 1759,

having received the rank of colonel, and the

decoration of knight of St Louis. On the

capture of Quebec he returned home, and in

1761 he was employed in Germany, as aide-

de-camp to M. de Choiseul Stainville. Peace

taking place, he engaged in the naval service.

In 1763 he was employed to make a settle-

ment at the Malouine islands, but this project
was frustrated in consequence of their being
claimed by the Spaniards ;

and Bougainville
was therefore charged with the duty of

restoring them to Spain, for which purpose
he sailed with a small fleet from St Maloes,
November 15, 1766. Having executed his

mission, he sailed into the South Seas, and
visited the Society islands, the New Hebrides,
New Guinea, and other places ; and he re-

turned to St Maloes, March 16, 1769, having
enriched geography with a great number of

discoveries. His relation of his voyage round
the world was published in 1771. He com-
manded with distinction ships of the line in

the American war, in 1779 he was made a

commodore, and the following year he
obtained further promotion. He was em-

ployed to allay the disturbances at Brest, in

1790, but his services on that occasion were
ineffectual. At length he retired from pro-
fessional employment, after having served his

country in the army and navy, with great re-

putation, during more than forty years. In
1796 he was elected a member of the geogra-
phical section of the Institute, and afterwards
a member of the Bureau des Longitudes. He
was made a senator on the creation of that

body of the state. His death took place Au-
gust 31, 1811. Commersan, who accom-

panied him in his voyage round the world
as botanist, gave his name to a new genus
of plants, Bugainvillaea, of the family of

Nyctaginea, or night-blowing flowers. Biog.
Univ. An imperfect and incorrect notice
of this celebrated navigator having been

accidentally inserted in the body of this

work, the present article has been introduced
to replace it.

BOUILLER (DAVID RENAUD) a Dutch

divine, who was a native of Utrecht. He be-

came a preacher of the reformed church at

Amsterdam, and afterwards at London ; and
he published several works, among which

may be mentioned a "
Philosophical Essay

concerning the Soul of Brutes ;"
" Letters on

BOURDON.
the True Principles of Religion ;" and Ser-

mons. He died in 1 759. Zopf.
BOUILLY (JEAN NICOLAS) born at Tours

1764, died in 1841, a French author who
wrote several pieces for the theatre, and a
comic opera, together with a number of
works on education. He affected too much
sensibility in his writings, which procured
him the name of " the poet of tears." Biog.
Univ.

BOULAI (C.ESAR EGASSE du) a French
historian in the seventeenth century, author
of a history of the university of Paris. Nouv.
Diet. Hist.

BOULARD (ANT. MARIE HENRI) a
French lawyer and historical writer, who
died at Paris in 1825. He exercised the
functions of a notary in the metropolis for

many years, but in 1809 he quitted that
office to devote himself to literature. Among
his principal publications are a translation of
Dr Henry's

"
History of England;"' a trans-

lation of Schomberg on the Roman Law
;

" Histoire Litte'raire des Grecs dans le moyen
Age," 8vo; and " Histoire Litteraire des
Arabes ou des Sarasins dans le moyen Age,"
8vo. Diet. Hist.

BOURDELIN (CLAUDE) an eminent
French physician and natural philosopher,
who was born at Villa-Franca, near Lyons, in

1621. He paid particular attention to the

study of chemistry, and on the foundation of

the Academy of Sciences at Paris, in 1666, he
became one of the first members, with the

title of Chemist, and in that character he in-

stituted researches into the nature of mineral

waters, made experiments on the juices of

plants, and on the blood, bile, and other ani-

mal fluids, and he engaged in the analysis of
oils. The rapid progress of discovery in

modern times has rendered chemistry a new
science, and reduced almost to insignificance
the knowledge of our ancestors; yet the

labours of Bourdelin, as an experimental
philosopher, still deserve to be commemo-
rated. He died October 15, 1699, after baring
long practised as a physician in the French

metropolis.
BOURDELIN (CLAUDE) son of the pre-

ceding, was also a physician and a man of

science, distinguished alike for his learning
and for the benevolence of his disposition.
He was a member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences, having first the title of Associate

Anatomist, and subsequently that of Associate
Botanist

;
and having visited England after

the peace of Ryswick, he was chosen a fellow
of the Royal Society. He procured the post
of physician to the Duchess of Burgundy, but
devoted a great portion of his time to giving
medical advice gratuitously to the indigent.
He died April 20, 1711, aged 43. Fontenelle's

Eloyes of Academicians.
BOURDON (FRANCIS Louis) a French

revolutionary statesman, called Bourdon de

1'Oise, who was originally an attorney of the

parliament of Paris. He became a member
of the convention, and he successively assisted

in the overthrow of the Girondists, the Dan-
86
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tonists, and the Terrorists. After the fall

of the latter, he was appointed a member of

the legislative body ; and opposing the Di-

rectory, he was exiled to Sinamari, where
he died. BOURDON (LEONARD L, J. JOSEPH)
another revolutionary leader, was a school-

master at Paris. Becoming a member of the

convention, he voted for the death of Louis

XVI ;
and conducted himself with sanguinary

violence on many occasions. He was em-

ployed under the directory ;
but he sank into

insignificance, and died at Paris, in obscurity.
He published a " Memoir on National Educa-

tion," 1789, 8vo; and other works. Diet,

des H. M. du ISme S.

BOURGOIN (THERESE ETIENNETTE) born

1781, died 1833, an eminent French actress.

She was also noted for the originality of her

repartees. She played the female character

in juvenile parts with great success. Bio.

Univ.

BOURIENNE (Louis ANTHONY FAUVE-
I/ET de) born in 1769, died 1834. He was
educated at Brienne, at the same time with

Bonaparte; and in 1797 he was invited to

become the secretary of the general, with
whom he went to Egypt. He also assisted in

drawing up the treaty of Campo Formio.

Bonaparte being appointed to the consulate,

he made Bourienne a counsellor of state ; and
he was subsequently sent to Hamburgh as

Charge d' Affaires, and Envoy-extraordinary
to the circle of Lower Saxony. He resided at

Hamburgh until the fall of Napoleon. In
1814 he was appointed director-general of
the posts. In the same year he published a

"History of Bonaparte, by a man who had
not quitted him for fourteen years." His

larger work on the same subject has been
translated into English, but is interesting only
where he was personally concerned. He was
removed from his office when Louis XVIII
returned; and in 1815 appointed to the pre-
fecture of the police. He afterwards fled with
the king to Ghent He returned to Paris
after July 1815, and resumed his employ-
ment, continuing a minister of state until the

reign of Charles X terminated. The revolu-
tion of 1830 is supposed to have deprived him
of reason, and he died in a house of confine-

ment, from apoplexy. Bio. Univ.
BOUKRIT (MARK THEODORE) born at

Geneva in 1739, and died in 1819. He was

precentor of the cathedral of his native city,
and distinguished himself by his repeated
journeys among the Alps, and especially to

Mont Blanc. IJe published
"
Voyage aux

Glaciers de Savoie," 1772, 8vo;
" Nouvelle

Descript. des Glaciers de Savoie," 1785, 8vo,

reprinted in 1789 with " Nouv. Descript. des
Valle'es de Glace et des Alpes Penniues et

Rhetiennes," 3 vols, 8vo. Diet. Hist.
BOURSAULT (EDMUND) a French dra-

matic writer of some note in the seventeenth

century. His "
JEsop in the City, and ^Esop

at Court," is still received with applause.
Nouv. Diet. Hist.

BOUTERWEK (FREDEBIC) a distinguished
German writer on philosophy and polite lite-
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rature, who was a native of Oken, near Gos-
lar, in Franconia. He was born in 1766, and
at an early period of his life he displayed
indications of his future eminence. In 1 784
he entered the university of Go'ttingen as a
student of law, and in 1786 he obtained an
academical prize. He afterwards relinquished
the study of jurisprudence for that of philo-

sophy, especially in its connexion with the
fine arts. He first appeared as a public lec-

turer in 1791, when he disputed on the Kan-
tesian philosophy, with considerable success.

During the six following years he spent much
of his time in travelling; and in 1797 he was

appointed by the Hanoverian government
Professor-Extraordinary of Philosophy at

Gottingen, and in 1806 a Counsellor of State.

Foreign literary societies had already enjoyed
the advantage of his valuable communica-
tions

;
and in acknowledgment of his merit

he was admitted a member of several of those

institutions. In 1806 he was chosen an asso-

ciate of the Society of Arts at Lisbon
;

in

1809 of the Royal Academy at Munich; he
received similar honours from the Physical
Society of Wetterabia ;

from the Royal Society
of Arts and the Academy at Leghorn, in

1811
;
from the Royal Academy of Arts at

Berlin, in 1812; from the Mineralogical So-

ciety of Jena, in 1813
;
from the Royal Spanish

Academy of History, in 1819
;
and the same

year from the Royal Institute of the Nether-
lands. Bouterwek occupied the attention of
the public as a writer for the press during a

long period, and his works are very nume-
rous. His earliest production of importance
is entitled " Kleine Schriften Philosophischen,
aesthetischen und litterarischen Inhalts,"
with an autobiographical proem, in which he

displays not only a powerful intellect, but
likewise an extraordinary degree of self-

knowledge. Several of his publications re-

late to transcendentalism, or the Philosophy
of Kant and Jacobi

;
and amongst his most

valuable writings may be specified
" Aesthe-

tic," 2 vols, 8vo ;

" Ideen zu einer allgemener
Apodiktik," 2 vols, 8vo

;

" Museum der Phi-

losophic und Literatur," 3 vols, 8vo
;

" Lehr-
buch der Philosophischen Wissenschaften,
nach einem neuen System," 2 vols, 8vo ;

"
Religion der Vernunft ;" and " Geschichte

der Poesie und Beredsamkeit," 12 vols, 8vo.
The last mentioned of these works, compris-
ing the history of literature since the conclu-
sion of the thirteenth century, among the

Greeks, the Italians, the Spaniards, the Portu-

guese, the French, the English, and the Ger-
mans, though unequally executed, is the most

generally interesting, and is likewise the best

known in this country, that portion of it relat-

ing to Spanish and Portuguese literature hav-

ing appeared in an English translation. The
lectures of Bouterwek embraced the subjects
of logic, metaphysics, the philosophy of reli-

gion, practical philosophy, ethics, the laws of

nature, history, philosophy, aesthetics, in con-

nexion with the fine arts and with poetry,
and historical and critical discourses on an-

cient and modern German literature. In the
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winter of 1S27 the professor -was seized with

a disorder from which he never recovered

entirely ;
and his death took place on the 9th

of August 1828. During the last ten years
of his life he devoted himself with much assi-

duity to the study of the modern Greek, which

circumstance induced many young men from

Greece to become students at Gottingen.

For. Rev. Month. Mag. Edit.

BOVES (JOSEPH THOMAS) a royalist

general of Spain, employed against Bolivar,

a man destitute of honour, and of the most

sanguinary disposition. He opened the pri-

sons, and taking the vilest into his ranks, his

force of 8000 men was called the "Infernal

Division.'' He cut the throats of 1200 pri-

soners at one time, and pillaged and laid

waste the American province of Venezuela.

He routed Compar Elios, and killed all his

Erisoners.

Beaten by Kivas, who retaliated

is cruelties upon him, he recovered himself,

and beat Bolivar at San Mateo. At Villa

del Cura he worsted Bolivar, and took sixty

prisoners and some officers, all of whom he

put to death. Valencia surrendered to him
on conditions, which both sides swore to ob-

serve upon the holy sacrament. No sooner

was the place delivered to him than he shot

all the officers and most of the men whom he

had just before sworn to save. He gained
two other victories over the independents : but

at the last this monster was struck through with

a lance, and expired on the field. Bib. Univ.

BOWDITCH (NATHANIEL) born in 1777
in America, died at Boston, U.S. in 1838.

He was President of the American Academy
of Sciences, and the principal man of science

produced in the United States after Franklin.

He rose, like that great man, from humble
life. All the school education he received

was before he was ten years old. He went

early to sea, and there picked up a little

knowledge of navigation and geometry. Be-

ing informed that the master of a school had

got a new way of doing sums by the letters of

the alphabet instead of figures, the novelty
attracted his attention, and he was uneasy
until he knew all about it. He got a book

upon algebra, and when he got it did not

close his eyes for the night. He read it until

he mastered it from end to end
;
and getting

hold of a volume of the Philosophical Trans-
actions of London, he did the same with all

the mathematical papers it contained. He
abstracted these papers, being too poor to pur-
chase books

;
and in a small neat hand which

he wrote, his abstracts filled several folio

volumes. He derived much aid from the

books of Dr. Kirwan's fine library, capturec
in the channel by an American privateer dur-

ing the revolutionary war. In 1800 Bowditch

published his " Practical Navigator," adoptee
in all American vessels, and to a great degree
in those of Great Britain. In attempting to

correct Hamilton Moore's Navigation, in which
he found eight thousand mistakes, he took th(

idea of making one of his own. He subse

quently translated the "
Mecanique Celeste'

of La Place, and accompanied it with an ex

BOWLES.
;ensive explanatory comment, in four volumes

of 1000 pages each, except the revisal of a

'ew sheets of the last volume, which he said

hoped to be able to read over and correct

when death was upon him. He had a wife,

lis second, who nobly stimulated him in his

abours. He was too proud to publish by
subscription, and his work did not tempt the

cupidity of a bookseller
;

it was too useful and

:oo solid in merit to promise an immediate

return, which is all regarded by traders.

Mrs Bowditch urged him to risk the expense
limself (10,000 dollars), declaring nobly that

she would submit to any self-denial to meet
the means. So deeply did he feel this beauti-
I

ul and touching proof of conjugal regard,
:hat he proposed the dedication should be to

icr. He was a practical man and a scholar

united ; temperate, simple, and sincere, fond

of domestic quiet, faithful to his engage-
ments, and attached to law and order. Gent.

Mag.
BOWDLER (HANNAH) a lady who dis-

tinguished herself by her literary productions,
and who was the sister of Thomas Bowdler,
FRS. In 1786 she published at Bath " Poems
and Essays," 2 vols, 12mo; and subsequently
" Sermons on the Doctrines and Duties of

Christianity," which having appeared anony-
mously, Bishop Porteus, on reading them,
was so struck with their merit, that conclud-

ing the author to be a clergyman, he offered

through the publisher to confer a benefice on
the author. This lady appeared in 1810 as

the editor of "
Fragments in Prose and Verse

by the late Miss Elizabeth Smith," which
contained biographical notices of that highly

gifted female. She died at Bath, where she

had long resided, February 25, 1830, aged
seventy-six. Gent. Mag.
BOWDOIN (JAMES) an American states-

man and philosopher, born at Boston, in New
England, in 1727. He became governor of

the province of Massachusetts ;
and president

of the American Academy of Sciences, founded

at Boston, in 1780. He was also a fellow of

the Royal Societies of London and Dublin. He
died at Boston, in 1790. Governor Bowdoin

published in the transactions of the Boston

Academy, his inaugural discourse as presi-
dent: "Observations on the Phenomena of

Light ;"
" Observations on the Waste of Mat-

ter in the Sun and Fixed Stars, occasioned by
the constant Efflux of Light ;" and " Observa-

tions on the Existence of an Orb which sur-

rounds the whole Visible Material System."
Reuss. Diet. Hist.

BOWLES (WILLIAM LISLE, Rev.) born in

Somersetshire, at Uphill parsonage in 1 766,
died at Bremhill, Wilts, in 1850. He was
educated at Winchester school, where he was

placed in 177G. He was particularly noticed

here by the master, Dr Wharton. In 1792
he took his degree of master of arts. In 1797
he married and was presented with the living
of Dumbledon in Gloucestershire. In 1803

he became a prebendary of Salisbury, and

subsequently was presented to Bremhill, near

Devizes, where he continued to reside until his

88
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decease. The first publication of Bowles
as a poet was in 1789, and consisted of "Son-

nets," and verses upon
" Howard's descrip-

tion of Prisons." In 1801 he published
' The

Sorrows of Switzerland," and in 1805 " The

Spirit of Discovery." He also edited an

edition of Pope in 10 volumes, in 1807. This

gave rise to the celebrated controversy about

the principles of poetry, in which the leading

poets of the day were involved. Bowles was
an amiable man, attached to rural life and
retirement. He possessed high feelings of

humanity, and remonstrated with becoming
indignation against the severe sentence of

some of his brother magistrates, upon an un-

fortunate female who had committed some

trifling theft. In this he had the satisfaction

of knowing that his conduct was approved by
the Home Secretary of State, as well as by
every friend of humanity. He wrote much, but

as a British poet he can only rank in the

second class. He is too near the line of

mediocrity, and yet all he wrote is pure and
virtuous in sentiment, refined but not ele-

vated, tender but never impassioned, easy but

marked with the chilling correctness of the

scholar, rather than warmed by the fire of

high genius. He neither startles nor raises

the reader's imagination to an airy height ;

his path lies in the tranquil sunshine; he

always enlists on his side the kindlier feelings
of the heart, and kindles the social affections.

His sonnets had the merit of awaking a

poetic fire in others. Eminently beautiful

they lost nothing of their attraction by time,

and men of higher genius paid tribute to

their merit and to the tone of purity and the

beauty of colouring that pervade them. He
was once or twice involved in controversies,
in which he adopted the side of habitual pre

judice rather than that of reason, a defect

observable in all who are educated in our

public grammar schools, such as Winchester
or Eton

;
the impress given there precluding

too often the power of cool and deliberate

argument when their defects or excellencies

come to be argued. The poet attempted to

answer the "
Edinburgh Review "

upon the

point of a defective education in public
schools, but he was no match for Brougham,
being evidently acted upon by his early at-

tachments. In short, he was a pleasing poet
and truly excellent man. Orig.
BOYD (HENRY) born in Ireland, died in

1832. He was chaplain to Lord Charleville

He translated the Inferno of Dante, and

other Italian poems ; his last work was the

"Triumphs of Petrarch." Gent. Mag.
BOYE (JOHN) born at Copenhagen 1756

died 1830. He was the author of severa
learned works in the Danish tongue, anc

among them a " Refutation of the Critica

Philosophy of Kant."
BOYER (ALKXIS, baron) born atUzerche in

Limousin 1757, died 1833, an eminent French

surgeon, and first surgeon to Napoleon, wh
decorated him with the ribbon of the Legion
of Honor. He was a member of the Academ;
of Sciences, to which he addressed a memoi
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>n the best form of some surgical instruments,
' A Treatise on Anatomy," in 4 vois, and
ither works. He also invented several in-

truments for facilitating surgical operations,
,nd with Roux and Corvisart he conducted
he old " Journal of Medicine, Surgery, and
5
harmacy." Louis XVIII made him one of
he three consulting surgeons to the French
Town. Bio. Univers.

BOYLSTON (ZABDIEL) an American phy-
ician, born at Brookline, in Massachusetts,
^orth America, in 1680. He had the honour
)f introducing into his native country inocu-

ation for the small-pox. He was chosen a
fellow of the Royal Society of London

;
and

)esides several papers in the Philosophical
Transactions, he published a " Treatise

on Inoculation," London, 1726. He died in

1766. Diet. Hist.

BRACHMANN (LOUISA CAROLINE) born at

Rochlitz 1777, died 1822, the daughter of the

secretary of the "
Literary Circle." She

early showed a taste for poetry. Novalis,

jeing acquainted with her father, got Schiller

:o admit some of her verses into his " Alma-
nack of the Muses" for 1799. Losing both
father and mother in 1803, she endeavoured
;o live by her talents, but was continually in

pecuniaiy embarrassments. At Dresden, at

the age of forty-three, she married a young
officer of twenty-five, who determined to be-

:ome an actor, but failed. He then left the

theatre and his wife. Afterwards to deliver

tierself from her perpetual conflict between

passion and fortune she threw herself into

the Sala, where she perished in 1822. Her

poems are published in two editions. There
is also a work of hers called " Pictures of Real
Life."' She wrote many stories, articles for the

almanacs, and short tales. Bio. Univers.

BRADDOCK (EDWARD) major-general in

the British service, and commander-in-chief in

America during the war with the French in

the middle of the last century. He arrived in

Virginia in February 1755 ; and prepared to

conduct an expedition against Fort Duquesne.
He arrived at Monongahela July 8, with

12,000 men, and the day following he pro-

posed to invest the fort. In marching through
the woods he fell into an ambuscade, when
the general and most of his officers were killed,

and the army was saved from destruction

chiefly by the efforts of Washington, at that

time an aide-de-camp to general Braddock.
Smollett's Hist, of Eng.
BRADFORD (JOHN) an English martyr,

who suffered in Smithfield 1555; eloquent as

a preacher, and some of whose letters are ex-

tant. Biog. Brit.

BRAINERD (DAVID) a distinguished
American missionary, was born at Haddon in

Connecticut, in 1718. He was designed for

agriculture, but at the age of twenty-one he

quitted farming, and entered himself at Yale

college, in Newhaven, whence he removed to

New York, where he was gradually led to

undertake a mission among the Indians, He
successively visited Delaware, Susquehannah,
and various places on the river of that name,
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and converted several thousands, until his

constitution, which -was not strong, at length

gave -way under so much fatigue, and he died

on the 6th of October 1747, in the thirtieth

year of his age. Life by Styles.'

BRAND (JOHN) a writer on politics and

political economy. He was educated at Caius

College, Cambridge, where he obtained great

credit as a mathematical scholar, and took

the degree of BA. in 1766, and that of MA.
in 1769. He published, in 1772,

" Conscience,

an Ethical Essay," 4to, a poem written for the

Seatonian prize, which be failed obtaining, in

consequence of a delay in the presentation of

the piece to the university. He entered into

holy orders, and was presented to the rectory

of Wickham-market, in Suffolk, and that of

St. George, Southwark, both which he held at

the time of his decease, in February 1809.

In 1776 he published a second poem, entitled
"

Illicit Love," 4to, and the same year
" Ob-

servations on some of the probable Effects of

Mr Gilbert's Bill, with Remarks deduced from

Dr Price's Account of the National Debt,"
8vo. Among his subsequent productions are
" The Alteration of the Constitution of the

House of Commons and the Inequality of the

Land Tax considered," 1793, 8vo ;
"A Ser-

mon on the Fast Day," 1794, 4to ; "Consi-
derations on the Depression of the Funds and
the present Embarrassment of Circulation,"

1797, 8vo;
" A Determination of the Average

Depression of the Price of Wheat in War,
below that of the preceding Peace, and of its

re-advance in the following," 1800, 8vo; "A
Letter on Bonaparte's Proposals for opening
a Negotiation for Peace," 1801, 8vo

;
a " Pam-

phlet, in Defence of Mr Reeve's Thoughts on
the English Constitution," 8vo

;
and a " Re-

futation of the Charge brought against the

Marquis Wellesley on account of his Conduct
to the Nabob of Oude,'' 1807, 8vo, which
was drawn up from official documents. He
also published an expostulatory pamphlet on
the foundation of the chapel connected with
the Philanthropic Reform, in St. George's
Fields, which he considered as an encroach-
ment on his rights as rector of the parish.

Bioff. Diet, of Living Authors.
B'RANDES (ERNEST) born in Hanover

1758, died 1810. He was a counsellor of the
cabinet of Hanover, and one of those who
signed the capitulation with the French army.
He published

" Remarks on Woman ;" "Con-
siderations upon the French Revolution," and
other works. The celebrated Heyne, his

brother-in-law, pronounced a eulogy upon him
in the Royal Society of Gottingen. Bio.
Univers.

BRANDES (JOHN CHRISTIAN) born 1735,
died 1799, a poet and dramatic actor of merit,
born at Stettin. He left, besides his dramatic
works, "My History," in 3 vols, and a col-

lection of " Memoirs on the Dramatic Art,"
in 2 vols. Ibid.

BRANDOLINI (ACRELIO) a Florentine

poet in the fifteenth century, author of " De
Ratione Scribendi," a work of merit. Tira-
boschi.

BRARENS.
BRANDT, more correctly BRANT, a famous

chiefofthe Mohawk Indians in the English ser-

vice, whom the poet Thomas Campbell stigma-
tized for cruelty atWyoming. Brant possessed
lands in Upper Canada, where he died in 1807.

His son, an officer in the English service, ofgen-

tlemanly manners,cameto England in 1822,and

proved to the poet that his father was not at

Wyoming at all, in the combat that occurred
there ; and that, on the contrary, he had always
been noted for his humanity. The elder Brant
became a Moravian before his death, and trans-

lated the gospelof St John into his native tongue.
Young Brant, very highly esteemed, died in

1832. It is needless to say that the poet

apologized and added a note to the above
effect. He had merely gone by the tale of the

day. Orig.
BRARENS (HENRY) a naval officer in the

Danish service, who distinguished himself by
his writings on navigation. He was born in

1751, in the island of Fohr, in the North Sea,
and like most of his countrymen he became a
mariner when quite young. He gradually
rose to the rank of captain of a ship, in which
situation he continued twenty years, being
chiefly employed in the inland seas, but he
made a short voyage to the East Sea

;
after-

wards for three years he commanded in

Greenland. That voyage occasioned his

quitting his profession for a different employ-
ment. In 1785 an expedition for the dis-

covery of Old Greenland was undertaken by
order of the Danish Government, under the

direction of admiral Lowenorn, and Brarens

being employed in it, he attracted the notice

and obtained the patronage and friendship of

that distinguished officer. Through his in-

terest, the captain, after his return from Old
Greenland, was appointed examiner of young
mariners, retaining his rank in the navy. He
afterwards gave winter lectures on naviga-
tion, and in 1796 opened a. regular school for

naval instruction, with the full approbation
and support of his patron. In 1799 his merit

procured him an honourable employment un-
der the Royal Canal Inspector's Commission
at Rendsburg ;

and the following year he

quitted the isle of Fohr to settle at Tonnin-

gen, as inspector of naval affairs and exa-

miner of young seamen, and subsequently he
became a member of the Quarantine Com-
mission. He died August 4, 1826. Brarens

distinguished himself no less by his writings
than by his public services. In 1800 he pub-
lished a "

System of Practical Navigation,"
which was the first complete work on the

subject which had appeared in the German
language. He gave an improved edition of
this treatise, in 1807, in conjunction with his

son John Frederick Brarens; and in 1819 a
third with further improvements. He pro-
duced another work entitted "A System of
Practical Seamanship," 1807

; reprinted in

1819. Besides these professional productions,
so creditable to his talents and industry, he
was the author of a philosophico-theological
tract, with the following title,

" What are we
Men ? What do we know ?" in which he
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seems to have strayed beyond his proper sphere.
It must be added, that he bore an excellent

character in private life. New German Ne-

crology.
BRAY (FRANCIS GABRIEL) born at Rouen

1765, died in Bavaria 1832. He was des-

tined for the Order of Malta, and fought

against the Turks, but left the service and
became attached to the French embassy at

Ratisbon. He next entered the service of the

Elector of Bavaria, and became counsellor of

state. He was sent diplomatically both to

London and Berlin, and employed in very
important negotiations. He was last em-

ployed at Vienna, whence he retired to his

Bavarian estates and died. He published
several works. His "

Journey to the Salt-

springs of Salzburgh and Reichenhall
" was

superbly reprinted in 1825. He wrote an
"
Essay upon the History of Livonia," and

one upon the " Flora of the Primitive World,"
besides scientific papers in different journals.

Bio. Univers.

BRAY (THOMAS) an English divine, born

1656, died 1730. He distinguished himself
as a missionary in America, and as a founder
of many religious societies in England, and
was author of some theological tracts. Biog.
Brit.

BRAY (WILLIAM) a solicitor of consider-

able eminence, who distinguished himself by
his attention to topography and antiquities.
In 1778 he published

" A Sketch of a Tour
into Derbyshire and Yorkshire," 8vo, (anony-
mous ;) of which a second edition, with the

name of the author, appeared in 1783. He
also drew up

" An Account of Henry Smith,

Esq. and his extensive Charities," 1800, 8vo,
for private distribution, in which he has cor-

rected strange misrepresentations, which have
been circulated concerning the subject of the

memoir, whose great wealth, which he so

munificently distributed, was the result of
commercial enterprise and industry, instead

of having been collected in the character of
a travelling mendicant, as fabulously re-

ported. The principal work in which Mr
Bray was concerned is the "

History and An-
tiquities of the County of Surrey, compiled
from the materials of the late Rev. Owen
Manning, and continued to the present time,"
folio

;
the first volume of which was pub-

lished in 1804, the second in 1809, and the

third, which completes the work, in 1820.

Though the collections of Mr Manning
aiforded material assistance in the prosecution
of this laborious undertaking, yet the chief
merit is due to Mr Bray, especially in the
latter portions of the publication. He was a
fellow and was also the treasurer of the

Society of Antiquaries; and he contributed
several papers to the Archseologia. He
resided at Shene, in Surrey, where he died
December 21, 1832, in the ninety-seventh
year of his age. Besides the above works,
he edited the Diary and Memoirs of John
Evelyn, Esq. Biog. Did. ofLiving Authors.
BREDOW (GABRIEL GODFREY) professor

of history at Breslau, was a native of Berlin,
91
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where he was born of poor parents in 1773.
He was for some time professor at Eutin,
where he was the colleague of the celebrated
Voss

;
afterwards he held a professorship at

Helmstadt, and then at Frankfort on the

Oder, whence he removed to Breslau, on the
transfer of the university thither. He died
in 1814. He was distinguished for his patri-
otism as well as for his literary productions.

Among his works are " A Manual of Ancient

History," the fifth edition of which appeared
iu 1825; a "Chronicle of the Nineteenth

Century ;"
" Researches concerning History,

Geography, and Chronology ;" and " Histo-

rical Tables ;" all in the German language :

and he likewise published
"
Epistolaj Pari-

sienses," the result of a journey to Paris,
where he collected the fragments of the

Greek geographers. Encyclop. Amer.
BREGUET (ABRAHAM Louis) born at

Neufchatel, in Switzerland, 1747
;
died 1823.

He lost his father at ten years of age ;
and his

mother having married a watchmaker, he
became attached to the pursuit, and at fifteen

was apprenticed to a watchmaker at Ver-
sailles. His father-in-law dying, his mother
and sister-in-law became dependent upon him
for support. He nobly surmounted all ob-

stacles, and by his ingenuity and fine inven-

tive talents extended his reputation in his

art far and wide. At the revolution he was

permitted to quit France, and came to England,
where he remained two years. On returning
home he found his establishment destroyed ;

but the aid of his friends set him on again,
and he increased his reputation. In 1816 he

replaced Carnot in the Institute. In 1823,
while busy at his labour, he was struck with

apoplexy. His inventions were numerous,
skilful, and important. He wrote an "

Essay
upon Animal Strength, and on the Principle
of Voluntary Movement." Bio. Univ.

BREGY (CHARLOTTE SAUMAISE DE CHA-
ZAN, comtesse de) an accomplished French

lady in the seventeenth century. She was
the niece of Salmasius, and maid of honour to

Anne of Austria. She was the author of some

ingenious letters and poems. JVouv. Diet.

Hist.

BREISKLAK (SciPio) a celebrated Italian

geologist, who was born at Rome in 17C8. He
was destined for the church, but he became

professor of natural philosophy and mathe-
matics at Ragusa, and afterwards he was pro-
fessor in the Collegio Nazareno at Rome.

Going to Paris he formed an intimacy with

P'ourcroy, Chaptal, Cuvier, and other men of

science in that capital. Bonaparte, at the

period of his ascendancy in Italy, appointed
Breisklak inspector of the saltpetre-works and

powder-mills in the kingdom of Italy. He
first attracted public attention by his treatise

on the Solfatara in the vicinity of Naples;
and in 1798 he published at Florence his
"
Topografia Fisica della Campagna." Having

quitted Rome on account of political distur-

bances, he went to France, where, in 1801, he

produced that work in a new and enlarged

form, under the title of "
Voyages Physiques



BRETEUIL.
et Lithologiques dans la Campanie," 2 vols,

including a tojiographico-mineralogical de-

scription of the environs of Rome. The
French translation of this woik was from the

pen of General Pomereuil, and it was trans-

lated into German by F. A. Reuss, and pub-
lished at Leipsic, 1802, 2 vols. Breisklak,

while in France, visited Auvergne, and

studied with attention its once volcanic moun-
tains. Returning to Italy, he wrote " Arte

di Salnitrajo" The Art of making Saltpetre;
and in 1811 he published

" Introduzione alia

Geologia," 2 vols, which appeared in French,

much enlarged and altered, with the title

" Institutions G^ologiques," 1818, 3 vols. In

1822 he published an admirable geological

description of the territory of Milan. His

death took place at Turin, February 15, 1826.

He had formed a highly valuable cabinet of

minerals, which he bequeathed to the family
of Borromeo. Encycl. Amer.
BRETEUIL (Louis AUGUSTS LE TONNE-

LIER, baron de) a French diplomatist, who
was born in 1733. He was appointed minister

plenipotentiary at Cologne, and afterwards at

St Petersburgh ;
and then successively am-

bassador in Sweden, Holland, Naples, at

Vienna, and at the congress of Teschen. He
was subsequently made minister and Secretary
of State, was at length President of the Coun-
cil of Finance. He was a zealous partisan of

monarchy, and therefore at the Revolution he
became an obnoxious character, being obliged
to flee from France after the 14th of July
1789. Louis XVI, in 1790, intrusted him
with negotiations at some of the courts in the
north of Europe ; and in 1 792 he was pro-
scribed by the National Convention. In 1802
he obtained permission to return to France ;

and he died at Paris in 1807. Diet, des
Hommes Marq. du 1 8me S. Encycl.
BRETONNEAU (FRANCIS) a French Je-

suit, born in 1675 ; died in 1741, author of a

history of James II, and of some volumes of

sermons, &c. Moreri.

BRETONNIER (BABTHOL. JOSEPH) a
French advocate, who died in 1727, author
of some useful law tracts, especially

" Recueil
des principales Questions de Droit qui se

jugent diversement dans diffe'rens Tribunaux
du Royaume," 2 vols, 4to. Idem.
BRETSCHNEIDER (HENRY GODFREY

vou) a man of talent, who was a native of
Gera, in Hungary. He became a soldier, a

provincial counsellor, librarian at Ofen and
Lamberg, the adviser and confidant of the

Emperor Joseph II, a travelling adventurer,
a poet, a song writer, a collector of paintings
and engravings, a reviewer, a satirist, and, in

short, a Peregrinus Proteus; yet, amid all

changes, he appeared the firm friend of truth,
and avowed opposer of political and religious
imposture, which he exposed on every occa-
sion. Though unconnected with the French
encyclopaedists, he adopted their principles.
In his writings and conversation he displayed
his enmity to Napoleon, when grasping at

the sovereignty of Europe. Bretschneider
was educated under the Bohemian Brethren,

BRIOT.
at the Academy of Ebersdorf. His writings
are numerous

;
and scarcely any folly of the

times escaped his censure. His "
Journey to

London and Paris," Berlin, 1817, was trans-

lated and published in the Edinburgh Maga-
zine. Among his principal productions may
be noticed the " Almanac of the Saints, for

the year 1788," in which he attacks priest and

priestcraft. He died at the castle of Kirzi-

nitz, near Pilsen, Nov. 1, 1810. Encycl.
Amer.
BRIAL (DOUR) a learned French Benedic-

tine monk, who was a member of the Academy
of Inscriptions at Paris. He was born at

Perpignan, May 26, 1743, and died at Paris
in the autumn of 1828. He deserves to be
recorded as one of the contributors to the

great literary undertakings carried into exe-
cution by the French Benedictines, as he was

extensively engaged in the " Histoire Litte-

raire de la France ;" aad he edited the collec-

tion of the " National Historians of France,"
which had been commenced by Dom Bou-

quet, vols. xii.xiii.xiv. xv. xvi. xvii. andxviii.

M Brial was the last member of his order

who had a seat in the Academy of Inscrip-
tions ;

and no election took place at his death,
a law having been enacted under the ministry
of Corbiere, by which the number of mem-
bers of this academy is reduced from forty
to thirty. Dibdin's Bibliographical Tours in

France and Germany. For. Rev.

BRIDAINE (JAMES) a French priest and

missionary, who travelled about France

preaching to the people with a degree of zeal

and perseverance similar to that of Wesley
and Whitefield in England. He was pa-
tronized by pope Benedict XIV. He died

at Roquemaure in 1767. His "
Cantiques

Spirituels" passed through forty-seven edi-

tions. The abbe Caron published the life of

Bridaine, under the title of " Manuel des

Pretres."

BRINKLY (JOHN, bishop of Cloyne)
born 1763, died 1835. He was a distinguished

mathematician, a native of Suffolk. He was

appointed in 1 792 Andrews' professor of As-

tronomy in Trinity College, Dublin, and be-

came president of the Royal Irish Academy.
He published

" Elements of Astronomy, for

the use of Students," the best in the English

language; and in 1814 he discovered the

parallax of the fixed stars, which Pond for

some time controverted. His discovery he

subsequently supported by communications
to the Transactions of the Royal Irish Aca-

demy. He was consecrated bishop of Cloyne
in 1826. Gent. Mag.
BRIOT (PETER FRANCIS) an eminent

French surgeon arid medical writer, who was
born in 1773. Having completed his preli-

minary studies, in 1792 he was attached to

the army as officer of health. Being employed
for some time in the hospital at Placentia,
he availed himself of the opportunity thus

afforded for visiting Pavia, to attend the lec-

tures of the celebrated anatomist Scarpa. At
that period he wrote several memoirs on pro-
fessional subjects, and drew up a " Treatise

92
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on Gun-shot Wounds," which has never been

published. In 1800 he was chosen a corre-

sponding member of the Medical Society,
established in the School of Medicine at Paris.

At that period he had quitted the army, and
settled at Besar^on, where he contributed to

the formation of a provincial society, of which
he was one of the most active members. Hav-

ing obtained the degree of doctor in surgery,
he was, in 1806, attached to the Practical

School of the Hospital of St James, at Besan-

on, as professor of anatomy and midwifery,
and afterwards as professor of pathology and
clinical surgery. He wrote a preliminary
discourse to accompany Tourtelle's treatise on
the Materia Medica; translated into French
Stein's Midwifery ;

and produced an essay
which gained a prize offered by the Academy
of Medicine at Paris

;
and two others, in which

he displayed a profound knowledge of sur-

gical history and science. He died December
29, 1826. Rev. Encyclop.
BRITANNICUS (JOHN) an Italian critic

of great learning, who died in 1510. His an-
notations on Terence, Juvenal, Persius, Ovid,
Statins, &c. were greatly esteemed. Tira-
boschi.

BRITO (BERNARDO de) a Portuguese monk
and historian, who died in 1617, author of a

history of Portugal, in Latin, 7 vols, folio, &c.
Nouv. Hist. Diet.
BROKE (PHILIP BOWES VERE, sir) born

1776 at Nacton in Suffolk, died 1841, a

distinguished naval officer and British admi-
ral. He was educated at the Royal Academy
at Portsmouth, and went to sea first in the
'

Bulldog' sloop in 1792. He was made a

post-captain in 1801, having seen much ser-

vice, but did not get a ship until 1805. In
1806 he was appointed to the ' Shannon' fri-

gate. In 1812, after several intermediate

commands, he was appointed to command the

naval force on the Halifax station. Upon the

commander-in-chief going to Bermuda, he, in

his old ship, the ' Shannon' of 38 guns, being
off the port of Boston, fell in with the ' Chesa-

peake,' a fine American frigate of 48 guns
and 440 men. The enemy was carried by
boarding, after an action of only fifteen mi-

nutes, the ships falling foul of each other.

Captain Broke was desperately wounded.
For this he was raised to the dignity of a
baronet, and he received presents of plate
from Halifax, and a sword of a hundred

guineas value from the city of London, as well
as valuable presents from other places. On
returning to England it was found that his
wound incapacitated him from serving again
for some time. He left a son, a captain in the

navy, and a daughter, having had another son,
who was unfortunately drowned. Gent. Mag.
BROKESBY (FRANCIS) an English divine,

who died in 1718, author of a history of the

government of the primitive church, and a

biography of Dodwell. He likewise assisted

Nelson in his " Feasts and Fasts of the English
Church." Biog. Grit.

BROMEL (OLAUS) a Swedish physician
and botanist, born in 1G39, and died in 1705.
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BROOKMULLER.
Among his works is

"
Catalog. Gen. seu Pro

dromus Indicis specialioris Rerum Curiosa-
rum O. Bromelii," 1698, 8vo. Plumier gave
the name of Bromelia to a genus of plants
which Linnaeus has reunited to the Ananas.
MAGN. von BROMEL, son of Olaus, was first

physician to the king of Sweden. He con-
tributed greatly to the progress of science in

Sweden, and died in 1731, aged fifty-one.
He was the author of " Hist. Numismatica
Senatorum et Magnat. Suecise," 1730; and a
treatise on Swedish grasses. Biog. Univ.
BROMLEY (JAMES and JOHN CHARLES).

JAMES was born in 1800, died 1839. He was
an engraver in mezzotinto, the third son of
William Bromley, member of the Royal Aca-

demy of St. Luke. He was of a delicate con-

stitution, and sunk under disorders incident
to a sedentary occupation. He worked prin-

cipally upon heads, and was much esteemed
as an amiable and clever man. His brother,
JOHN CHARLES, was born in 1795, and died
in 1 839. He was also an engraver in mezzo-
tinto, and left numerous works of very con-
siderable excellence, in heads and history.
He left a large family, one of them, Frederick

Bromley, being an engraver of the highest
promise in the same branch of the art as his

parent. Gent. Mag.
BROOKES (JOSHUA) a distinguished ana-

tomist and lecturer on anatomy and surgery,
who died at his residence, Great Portland-

street, London, January 10, 1833, at the age
of seventy-three. He delivered lectures to

medical students during the long period of

forty years, and formed a valuable cabinet of

preparations illustrative of anatomy and zoo-

tomy, at a house which he occupied in Blen-
heim-street

;
but on his relinquishing the

duties of a professor, the curious articles

which he had collected were dispersed by
public sale. Mr Brookes was a fellow of the

Royal and Linnean Societies, and a member
of the Society for the Cultivation of Natural

History, at Moscow. Med. Gaz.
BROOKES (RICHARD) an English phy-

sician of the eighteenth century, who distin-

guished himself as a most industrious literary

compiler. He published a " Medical Dispen-
satory, or Dictionary of the Materia Medica
and Pharmacopoeia," 12mo, at the end ofwhich
is a list of his numerous works, including a
"
Gazetteer," and a "

System of Natural His-

tory," the former of which has passed through
a multitude of editions. Original.
BROOKETT (JOHN TROTTER) born 1788,

died 1842. He was of the profession of the

law at Newcastle upon Tyne, and intimately
connected with the antiquarian and literary
institutions of the north of England. He
was also a celebrated collector of books, corns,

and medals. Gent. Mag.
BROOKMULLER (JOHN JOACHIM DA-

NIEL) a German lyric poet of some eminence,
who was born in 1781. He was the son of a

respectable farmer, near Boitzenburg, on the

Elbe
;
and being designed for the ecclesias-

tical profession, he pursued his studies at the

universities of Kiel and Jena, and took the
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degree of doctor of philosophy. The irregu-

larity of his conduct appears to have prevented
him from obtaining preferment in the church,

and he was chiefly employed as a teacher.

He formed an acquaintance with professor

Tychsen, vice-chancellor of the university of

Rostock, to whom he addressed a congratu-

latory ode, on his seventy-eighth birthday, in

1811. In 181 7 he travelled through the Tyrol,

Italy, and Switzerland ; after his return he

became a private teacher of philosophy at

Tubingen ; and at length tutor in the family

of a nobleman near Libau, in which situation

he is said to have been much esteemed by
his employer. He died in February 1826.

Among his productious are " War Songs,"
1813 ;" An Address to the Hereditary Prince

Frederic Louis of Mecklenburg Schwerin, and

his Companions in Arms, on their Return to

their Country (Fatherland)," 1814; "Poems
on his Travels in the Tyrol, Italy, and Swit-

zerland," 1817 ; and a fine ode addressed " to

the Iron Age." New German Necrology.
BROOME (RALPH) an ingenious writer of

humorous poetry, who was a native of one

of the western counties of England. He
entered into the military service of the East

India Company, in which he attained the

rank of captain ;
and he was Persian trans-

lator to the army on a frontier station, during
a war in India under the government of

Warren Hastings. When that gentleman
was impeached before the House of Lords,

Captain Broome advocated his cause by means
of the press with much zeal and ability. He
published

" An Elucidation of the Articles

of Impeachment against W. Hastings, Esq."
1 790, 8vo

;

" An Examination of the Expe-
diency of continuing the present Impeach-
ment," 1791, 8vo; "A Comparative Review
of the Administration of Mr Hastings and
Mr Dundas, iu War and Peace," 8vo

;
but his

reputation as a public writer is founded on a

production of a different character, destined
to serve the same purpose with the preceding.
This is a light and playful but poignant
satire, entitled

" The Letters of Simpkin the

Second, Poetic Recorder of all the Proceed-

ings upon the Trial of Warren Hastings,
Esq. in Westminster Hall," 1789, 8vo, an
avowed and successful imitation of Anstey's" New Bath Guide." In 1 792 he went to

France with his family, being then married.
Besides the publications already noticed, he
was the author of " Observations on '

Paine's
Decline and Fall of the English System of
Finance,'

"
1 796, 8vo ;

" A Letter to a Friend,"
which Captain Broome wrote from Paris in

June 1792, giving a spirited account of the

existing state of affairs in that metropolis,
was published in a magazine in 1813, after

the death of the writer. Month. Rev. Biog.
Diet, of Living Authors. Ed.
BRONDSTKD (PETER OLAF, chevalier)

born in Aarhuus, in 1780, died at Copen-
hagen in 1842, in consequence of a fall from
his horse. He was educated at Horsens, and
in 1796 entered the university of Copenhagen.
In 1806 he took his degree as doctor of philo-

BROTIIERS.

sophy. He visited Paris in 1807 and 1808,

and in 1809 and 1810 went to Rome, and
visited Italy generally. In the autumn of

1810 he proceeded with others to Athens,
where he met Cockerell and Foster, two

Englishmen. In conjunction they made ex-

cavations in the temples of 2Egina, and of

Bassse in Phigalia. Some made in Carthea
disclosed fine monuments of Grecian art
In 1813 Professor Brondsted returned to

Copenhagen. He was soon after appointed

professor extraordinary in philology, and in

1815 made a knight of Dannebrog. The
government lent Brondsted its assistance, by a
loan of money, and in various ways, towards
the publication of the work which was to be

the result of his travelling investigations, and
he repaired again to Rome, wbere he was

speedily appointed the diplomatic agent of

Denmark. In 1820 he travelled through the

Ionian isles, Malta, and Sicily, prosecuting
his investigations, and subsequently went to

Paris to superintend the printing of his work,
the engravings of which had previously been

prepared at Rome. From Paris, which be-

came for several years his residence, he came
over to England in 1824 and 1826. In 1827

he visited his native country, and received

the title of privy counsellor of legation. His
" Travels and Researches in Greece

"
ap-

peared in 1827, in the French and German
languages. In 1830 the second part appeared,

containing the architectural and historical

description of the Parthenon. In 1832 he
returned home, and was appointed ordinary

professor of Philology and Archaeology in the

university of Copenhagen. In 1841 he was
made rector of the university, which office he
held at his decease. His publications, besides

his great work above mentioned, are nume-

rous, and relate principally to Greek anti-

quities. He possessed a profound knowledge
of the ancient classic languages, and no cue
had more deeply studied the political and
social structure of Greece and Rome as far as

light can be thrown upon them by any
existing materials. Brondsted was a man of

the world, of polite manners, and had a fine

taste in music. He was a widower, and had
a son and two daughters. Orig.
BROTHERS (RICHARD) an insane fanatic,

who for a time attracted considerable attention

from the public, and gained many credulous

disciples. He was a native of Placentia, in

the isle of Newfoundland; and having en-

tered into the naval service he attained the

rank of lieutenant. About 1793 he com-
menced his career as the apostle of a new re-

ligion, by announcing himself as the nephew
of the Almighty, the prince of the Hebrews,
who was to lead the Jews to the land of Ca-
naan to recover their ancient privileges. He
predicted the destruction of the city of London
by an earthquake, and promulgated many
similar absurdities. Notwithstanding the ex-

travagance and folly of his pretensions he
obtained many followers, including persons of
some talent and respectability, the most dis-

tinguished of whom was Mr N. Brassey
94
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Halhed, M.P. Besides his own writings, se-

veral pamphlets were published advocating
his claims, and others in refutation of them

;

and such was the infatuation of some of his

disciples that they sold their property in Eng-
land, in order that they might be enabled to

accompany the new prophet to the Holy Land.
As at that time all that bore a political ten-

dency in opposition to the ministers was

dreaded, and people flocked to hear this harm-
less fanatic, legal measures were therefore

adopted. Brothers was declared a lunatic,

and confined in Bedlam during the remainder
of his life, at the charge of government!
Among his publications were " A Revealed

Knowledge of the Prophecies and Times,
Book I, wrote under the direction of the

Lord God, and published by his divine com-

mand," 1794; a second part of the same

work, containing predictions of the sudden
destruction of the Turkish, German, and
Russian empires ;

" An Exposition of the

Trinity, with a further Elucidation of Daniel,

Chap. xii. one Letter to the King, and two to

Mr. Pitt," 1795; "A Letter to MissCott, the

recorded Daughter of King David, and future

Queen ofthe Hebrews," 1798
;

" A Description
of Jerusalem, with the Garden of Eden in the

Centre," 1802
;

" A Letter to his Majesty and
her Majesty," a poem, 1802. Biog. Diet, of

Living Authors.

BROUGHTON (SAMUEL D.) a surgeon of

considerable acquirements in his profession,
son of the rev. T. Broughton of St. Peter's,

Bristol, and surgeon of the 2nd Life Guards,

succeeding Mr Moore, the brother of gene-
ral sir J. Moore. Samuel Broughton was
well known in the scientific world as a phy-
siologist, and in medical jurisprudence he had

given some instructive lectures. He also

wrote in several scientific works, generally

upon professional subjects. His death took

place in consequence of a disease of the ankle-

joint for which amputation of the leg became

necessary. He saw the necessity, said it

should be done on the following day, ordered
his servant to drive him to Kensal Green,
where he selected the spot for his grave,
wrote a memorandum requesting to be in-

terred there if he sank under the operation,
submitted with fortitude to the amputation,
and died from the shock, against which his

constitution could not rally. He was buried
with military honours where he desired. He
died in August 1837. Gents. Mag.
BROUGHTON (THOMAS DUEK) born

1779, died 1836. He was a colonel in the
service of the East India Company, and the

great-grandson of the chaplain to the Duke
of Marlborough. He was educated at Eton
and went out as a cadet in the service of the
East India Company, from whence he rose to

the rank of colonel. He wrote several papers
connected with the literature of India, and
" Letters from a Mahratta Camp," also " Se-
lections from the Popular Poetry of the Hin-
doos." Gent. Mag.
BROUSSAIS (FRANCIS JOSEPH VICTOR)

born at St. Malo, in 1772, died at Paris 1838.
95

BROWN.
He was educated at Dinan, and commenced
the study of surgery under his father. He
served six years as a naval surgeon, and in

1799 went to Paris to attend some profes-
sional lectures. In 1805 he was received as

MD, his thesis being
" On Hectic Fever," and

was soon commissioned as physician in the

army. He made the campaigns of Holland,

Germany, and Italy, and in 1808 was nomi-
nated principal physician to the army in Spain.
In 1814 he returned to Paris and settled.

His lectures had an extensive reputation, but

he became a partizan of the wild theory of

Gall's phrenology, on which his public lec-

tures were suspended by authority. He was
considered the author of the "

Pathological

System," another of the thousand and one

systems of ancient and modern physicians.
His system was nearly allied to that of San-

grado, and in practice, it is probable, about as

advantageous to humanity. He left several

works upon which his disciples founded his

reputation, all of them as inconclusive as

similar works are generally found to be.

BROUSSON (CLAUDE) a French Protes-

tant divine, who in 1698 was broken on the

wheel in consequence of the revocation of the

edict of Nantes. He was the author of some

pieces in defence of the Protestants, and of
" Remarks on Amelot's Translation of the

New Testament." The States of Holland

pensioned his widow. Moreri.
BROUWER (ADRIAN) an eminent, eccen-

tric, and improvident Dutch painter in the

seventeenth century, admired by Rubens.
He excelled in scenes of the lowest humour.
Des Camps.
BROWN (ANDREW) editor of the Gazette

of Philadelphia, was born in Ireland about

1744. He went to America in 1773, and
settled in the state of Massachusetts. In the

American war he fought against the English
at Lexington and Bunker's Hill. In 1788 he
set up the Federal Gazette, and in 1793 he
removed to Philadelphia, where he changed
the title of his journal. He was conducting
it very successfully, when a fire took place

January 27, 1797, which not only consumed
his house, but occasioned also the destruction

of his wife and three children. He was him-
self greatly injured in his attempts to save

them, and he died a few days after this

shocking catastrophe. Diet. Hist.

BROWN (ROBERT) an eminent Scottish

agriculturist and writer on husbandry, born in

1758, at East Linton, in the shire of Peebles.

He was at first engaged in trade, which he

quitted for agriculture, having settled at West-

fortune, whence he removed to Marcle, where
he soon distinguished himself both for his

practical skill and his literary talents. His
" Treatise on Rural Affairs," his articles in

the Edinburgh Farmer's Magazine, and in

Dr Rees's Cyclopaedia, procured him great

reputation, several of his essays having been

translated into the French and German lan-

guages, and under the style of Robert Brown
of Marcle he is quoted by continental writers

as an authority on agricultural subjects. His
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death took place February 14, 1831, at Dry-
lawhill, East Lothian. Gardener's Magazine.
BROWN (ULYSSES MAXIMILIAN, count

de) a celebrated commander, of Irish extrac-

tion, in the imperial service. He eminently

distinguished himself against Frederick the

Great, and died of his wounds received at the

battle of Prague, 1757, aged fifty-two. His

memoirs are published in German and

French. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

BROWN (WILLIAM LAURENCE) a Scottish

divine and theological writer, who was for

several years minister of the English church

at Utrecht in Holland, and professor of Moral

Philosophy, Natural Law, and Ecclesiastical

History in the university of that city. Be-

sides some academical orations and single

sermons, he published abroad " An Essay of

the Folly of Scepticism, and the Absurdity of

Dogmatising on Religious Subjects, and the

proper Medium to be observed between these

two Extremes ;" and " An Essay of the Na-
tural Equality of Mankind, the Rights which

result from it, and the Duties it imposes ;"

both which pieces gained prizes offered by the

Teylerian Society of Haarlem. In 1796 he

succeeded Dr George Campbell, as principal
of the Marischal College, Aberdeen; and he
likewise became minister of the Grey Friars'

church in that place. In 1800 he was ap-

pointed one of his Majesty's chaplains in

ordinary for Scotland ; and at the time of his

death, in May, 1830, at the age of seventy-
seven, he was dean of the Chapel Royal at

Edinburgh, and of the Order of the Thistle.

Among his works not already mentioned, are

"Philemon, or the Progress of Virtue," a poem,
Edinb. 1810, 2 vols, 8vo

;

" An Attempt to-

wards a new Historical and Political Expla-
nation of the Revelations," 1812

;
a prize essay" On the Existence of a Supreme Being pos-

sessed of Infinite Power, Wisdom, and Good-
ness; containing also a Refutation of the Ob-

jections urged against his Wisdom and Good-
ness," 1816, 2 vols, 8vo; (see BURNETT of

Aberdeen, DICT.) and " A Comparative View
of Christianity, and all the other forms of

Religion which have existed, particularly in

regard to their Moral Tendency," 1826, 2
vols 8vo. Gent. Mag.
BROWNE (EDWARD) son of the celebrated

sir Thomas Browne, and physician to Charles
II. He died in 1708, and published an ac-
count of his travels in Germany, Hungary,
Thessaly, and Italy, and translated some of
Plutarch's Lives. Biog. Brit.
BROWNE ( MOSES) an English poet and

divine, originally a pen-cutter, who died in

1787, aged eighty-four. He published two
dramatic pieces, some religious poems, and
an edition of Walton's "

Complete Angler."
Gent. Mag.
BROWNE (PETER) a native of Ireland,

and bishop of Cork, who died in 1735, author
of a " Defence of Christianity against To-
land ;"

" The Progress, Extent, and Limits of
the Human Understanding;" a tract against
the custom of drinking to the memory of the

dead, and sermons, &c. Sing. Brit.

BRUIX.
BRUCE (JOHN) an eminent writer on

Moral Philosophy, Political Economy, and
the History of Commerce. He was descended
from the ancient family of Bruce of Earl's

Hall, and was educated at the university of

Edinburgh, where at an early age he was

appointed Professor of Logic. In 1780 he

published
" First Principles of Philosophy,"

8vo ;
and in 1786 " Elements of the Science

of Ethics," 8vo, containing the outlines of aca-
demical lectures. The former of these works
was translated into German by K. G. Schrei-

ter. Having resigned his professorship, he
obtained, through the interest of Lord Mel-

ville, a grant of reversion of the patent of

King's printer for Scotland, in conjunction
with Sir J. Hunter Blair; but several years
elapsed before the office devolved to them.
Mr Bruce was also made Keeper of the State

Paper Office, and Historiographer to the
E. I. Company, and for a short time he held
the post of Secretary to the Board of Control.
His death took place April 16, 1826, in his

eighty-second year, at his seat of Nuthill,

Fifeshire, N. B. Among his later works may
be mentioned " An Historical View of Plans
for the Government of British India, and the

Regulation of the Trade of the East Indies,"
1793, 4to;

" A Report on the Renewal of the
E. I. Company's Exclusive Privileges," 1794 ;
" Annals of the E. I. Company, from their

establishment in 1600 to the union of the
London and English East India Companies,
1707-8," 1810, 3 vols, 4to. Atlas Newsp.
Gent. Mag.
BRUCK (JAMES de) a celebrated Flemish

architect, who distinguished himself by the

elegance of his compositions, and the taste dis-

played in their ornament. He erected, in

1634, the superb monastery of St Julian, at

Mons. Diet. Hist.

BRUE (ANDREW) director and command-

ant-general of the French Company of Senegal
and Africa. He formed several settlements

on the African coasts, and extended the com-
merce of his native country in that part of the

world. He was appointed to his office in

1696 ; and after some years he returned

home, but went again to Africa in 1723. He
wrote " Nouvelle Relation de la Cote Occi-

dentale d'Afrique," published in 1729, by
father Labat. Biog. Univ.

BRUEYS (FRANCIS PAUL) born about

1750, entered into the French navy, and be-

came a lieutenant previous to the Revolution.

He attained the rank of admiral under the re-

publican government; and in 1797 he com-
manded the fleet which sailed from Toulon,
with the army under Bonaparte, destined for

the invasion of Egypt. After landing the

troops, admiral Brueys was attacked by an

English squadron under Nelson, in the bay of
Aboukir. An obstinate contest took place on
the 1st of August, 1793, which terminated in

the defeat of the French, and the death of
their gallant commander. Diet. Hist.

BRUIX (EUSTACHE) a French naval officer

and minister of the marine, born at St Do-

mingo, in 1759. During the American war
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he served under D'Orvilliers, De Grasse, and

D'Estaing ;
and he was afterwards appointed

second captain of a frigate. At the Revolu-

tion he obtained the command of an eighty-

gun ship ;
and after the reign of terror he

was major-general of the navy, and port-
admiral at Brest. Under Bonaparte he be-

came vice-admiral, minister of marine, and
commandant-general of the flotilla at Bou-

logne. He died in 1805. This officer wrote

"Essai sur les Moyens d'approvisionner la

Marine," Paris, 1794, 8vo. Biog. Univ.

BRUN (PETER le) a French ecclesiastic,

who died in 1729, author of " A Critical His-

tory of the Superstitious Practices which have

seduced the Vulgar and embarrassed the

Learned;" and of treatises "On the Unlaw-
fuluess of Dramatic Entertainments in a re-

ligious view;" and " On Liturgies," works of

merit. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

BRUN (PIGAULT le) born 1753, at Calais,
died at Lucelle, near St Germain, in 1 835

;
a

writer of romances, a dramatic author, and
historian. He was of good family, and
studied first at the College of Boulogne, being
intended for the law, for which he was not

sufficiently serious and steady. He composed
several dramatic pieces before the revolution.

His first comedy was called "
II faut croire k

sa femnie." He mingled the lively and pa-
thetic in his pieces buffoonery and serious-

ness. In attempting to be natural he fell too

often into the trivial, but he was fertile and

original. In his romances he neither had

respect for religion nor manners, and in the
" Citateur" he openly attacked them in 1803.

This work was seized by the police of the

emperor before it was again seized by that of

the restoration. From 1808 to 1811 he lived

in great intimacy with Jerome Bonaparte,

king of Westphalia, leading a life according
to his taste, of pleasure, joking, and revelry.

Napoleon reprimanded his brother for his

conduct, and Le Brun was desired to reply to

the reprimand in the way of writing a copy
for Jerome. A little time afterwards, in the

middle of a supper at which Le Brun was

present, General Rapp entered, and read a

manual order from the emperor in these

terms :
" Our aide-de-camp, General Rapp,

will depart immediately for Cassel, and will

order into his presence the commander of the

hussars of Westphalia, and go with him to

the king, whom he will commit to him to

guard. The king will be under arrest for

forty-eight hours. Pigault le Brun, the

author of the insolent letter which our brother

has written to us, will be placed in a cell for

two months, and immediately sent to France
under a sure and safe escort." This little

adventure cured Pigault of visiting great
people. The author of" The Barons de Fol-
sheim " and of " My Uncle Thomas," and
other lively tales, towards the end of his

career began
" A History of France abridged,

both Critical and Philosophical, for the use
of men of the world," in 8 volumes. It did
not succeed, nor indeed merit success. The
republication of his tales for thirty years
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before, caused the seizure of them by the

police, which much annoyed him
; and he lost,

in 1825, the place of Inspector of Salt, which
he had obtained under the empire. His works
make 20 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ.
BRUNE (GEORGE M. A.) marshal of

France, was born at Brive-la-Gaillarde iu
1763. He studied at Paris, and quitted his

original profession, the law, to become a

printer. Adopting with warmth the princi-

ples of the revolution, he attracted notice by
his writings, and became one of the founders
of the famous club of the Cordeliers, particu-

larly connecting himself with Danton. In
1791 and 1792 he edited a popular journal
and on the invasion of Belgium by Du-
mouriez, he was sent thither by the executive
council as a civil commissary. On his return
to Paris in 1793, he entered into the repub-
lican army, and, arriving at the rank of

general of brigade, he was employed in the

interior, and then in Italy under Bonaparte.
He distinguished himself on several occasions,

especially at the bridge of Arcola
;
and he

was raised to the command of a division. In
1799 he was placed at the head of the French

army in Holland, where he displayed great

military talents, and vanquished the Anglo-
Russian forces, under the duke of York, at

Alkmaer. Ou the establishment of the con-
sular government in 1800, Bruiie was sent

against the insurgents in La Vendee, whom
he reduced to subjection. In 1803 he was
sent ambassador to Constantinople, and he
returned to Paris in 1805. During his ab-
sence Bonaparte had mounted the throne,
and Brune was made a marshal of the empire.
In 1807 he was appointed governor of the
Hanse Towns

;
and being charged with pecu-

lation in this office, he was disgraced by Na-

poleon, and was not again employed under
the imperial government. On the restoration

of 1814, he sent to the senate his act of adhe-
sion to the new order of affairs

; but not

obtaining the notice he expected, he declared
in favour of Bonaparte on his return from
Elba. He was then made commandant in

the south of France, and admitted into the
chamber of peers. On the second downfall
of his imperial patron he prepared for sub-
mission to the royal authority, and was tra-

velling to Paris through Avignon, when a

popular commotion took place, in which he
was assassinated, August 2, 1815. Notwith-

standing the inquiries instituted by order of
Louis XVIII, the perpetrators of this outrage
were never discovered. Marshal Brune pub-
lished "

Picturesque Travels in the Western
Part of France," 1806; and he wrote " Me-
moirs," which remaiu in MS. Bioy. Nouv.
des Cont. Diet. Hist.

BRUNI (ANTHONY) an Italian poet in the
seventeenth century. His heroic epistles
are spirited, and are adorned with fine en-

gravings from the designs of Domenichino.
Tiraboschi.

BRUSCHIUS (CASPAR) a Bohemian his-

torian and poet in the sixteenth century, who
ended his days by assassination. He was
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supposed to have favoured the opinions of

Luther. His " Ecclesiastical History of Ger-

many
"

is his chief work. Moreri.

BRUYS (FRANCIS) a French writer, who
died in 1738. Born a Catholic, he went over

to the Calvinists, and then again became a

Komauist. His principal work is a history

of the popes, in 5 vols. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

BRYDGES (sir EGEBTON). He was born

at Wootoncourt, in Kent, in 1762, and died

at Campagne Gros Jean, near Geneva, in

September 1837. He was the second sou of

E. Brydges, by the daughter of the rev. Wil-

liam Egertoii. He was educated at Maidstone

grammar-school, and at the King's School,

Canterbury, and in 1780 was entered of

Queen's College, Cambridge. He was a good
classical scholar, and wrote good Latin as

well as English poetry. In 1782 he entered

the Middle Temple, and in 1787 was called

to the bar, but never applied himself closely
to the study of the law. He became a Fellow

of the Royal Society in 1795. He lived for

three years in retirement in Hants after

178G, when he married, and then took a

house in London. After this he purchased an
estate called Denton, near his native place in

Kent, and laid out large sums in repairs,
which remained afterwards a heavy weight
upon him. In 1810 he removed from Denton
to his sou's, at Lee Priory, near Canterbury,
having an idea of selling his Kentish estates

and purchasing Sudeley Castle, the ancient

seat of the Chandos family, near the city of
Gloucester. In 1790, on the death of the last

duke of Chandos, he incited his elder brother,
the rev. E. T. Brydges, to prefer a claim to

the barony of Chandos, alleging his descent
from a younger son of the first Brydges who
bore the title. In 1 803, after a long procras-
tination of the claim, the House of Peers de-
cided that the petitioner had not made out his

claims. It appeared that his family was only
illustrious on his mother's side by descent,
and that his ambition was almost a mono-
mania upon the subject, as he afterwards
often signed himself "

per legem terrae, B. C.
of S." He was a man of first-rate ability,

erroneously persevering in an idea adopted
fallaciously. His literary talents were con-

siderable, and he might have elevated himself

by them to lasting renown, but for the mean
ambition of desiring a frivolous and empty
honour, which of late years has been so mul-

tiplied as scarcely to be worth contending for

at a very small sacrifice, in place of a life

that might be both useful and honourable.
Sir Egerton wrote a novel called "Arthur
Fitz Albini," in which he pictured his own
feelings, defeats, and aspirations. He became
a candidate for a seat in parliament without

success, and then took the command of a troop
of fencible cavalry, in which he continued for

two years in different parts of the kingdom,
but it appeared that his habits of study and
his eccentricities were not suited to the duties

of a soldier. He married a second time in

1797, went home, and led a life amid his

books of complete domestic privacy. He was

BUCKMINSTER.
invited to stand a candidate for a large town,
but he wanted the means, and scorned to be-

come the dependant of a minister for the

attainment of any seat. In 1808 he received

notice of a foreign order having been be-

stowed upon him, a thing of little value on the

score of honour. In 1812 he was elected

member of parliament for Maidstone, and sat

until 1818, but he took a very slight part in

the debates. Age had, perhaps, cooled his

youthful aspirations after political distinc-

tion. He had obtained a baronetcy in 1814.

He quitted England scon after the parliament
was dissolved, and returned no more. The
mental talents of this extraordinary man
were of a higher order than might be ima-

gined from his reigning weakness. He loved

literature for its own sake; he wrote well,

and left his autobiography, one of the works
of that character most worth reading in the

English language. He published a volume of

poems in 1785
;
then " The Monthly Topo-

grapher," in conjunction with the rev. S.

Shaw, in 4 vols;
"
Mary de Clifford," a

novel, in 1792; "The Forester," a novel;
" Censura Literaria," in 1809, in 10 vols;
and he co-operated in other works, as " The
British Bibliography," and " The Restitute,"

&c. &c., in fact, too numerous a list to parti-

cularise. Some ofthese works were printed at

a private press ofhis own. Among these was
"
Coningsby," a novel, of which other writers

stole the title. Sir Egerton left descendants

by both of his marriages. Gent. Mag.
BUBNA (count) a German general, born

in Bohemia about 1770, and died in 1825.

He obtained the rank of lieutenant-field-

marshal in the Austrian service, and was

engaged in several diplomatic as well as

military affairs. At the time of his death he

was governor-general of Lombardy. Diet.

Hist.

BUCKMINSTER (JOSEPH STEVENS) a dis-

tinguished American divine, orator, and man
of letters. He was born at Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, U. S., May 26, 1784 ;

and he was
the son of one of the most eminent among the

clergy of that state. In 1797 he entered as a

student at Harvard College, Cambridge ;
and

in 1800 he attained university honours, after

the display ofuncommon proficiency in litera-

ture, and the delivery of an oration on the

characters of different nations. Quitting the

college, he continued at home his studies in

theology, and other branches of knowledge.
In October 1804, he first appeared as a public

preacher at Boston, and the following year
he accepted an invitation to become minister

of a religious society there. Too close atten-

tion to his clerical duties deranged his health
and brought on epilepsy. With a view to

his recovery, he made a voyage to England
in 180G, and after remaining there some
months he went through Holland to Switzer-

land, and thence proceeded to Paris, where
he stayed half a year, and then revisiting Eng-
land, he returned home. His malady was
not cured, but his constitutional strength was

improved by the voyage, and he had acquired
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a large addition to his stores of knowledge.
His sermons now procured him a place in the

first class of popular preachers. He contri-

buted to the per odical publications of the

day several valuable papers, and he prepared
a number of occasional addresses of great
merit. In 1808 he superintended an Ameri-
can edition of Griesbach's Greek Testament ;

and in 1810 he digested a plan for collecting
and publishing all the best modern versions

of the books of the Old Testament
;
but the

scheme failed for want of patronage. In 1811

he was appointed lecturer on Biblical Criti-

cism at Cambridge University. His prepa-
rations for the execution of this office brought
on a renewed attack of epilepsy, which
caused his death June 9, 1812. His sermons

were collected and published in 1814, with a

biographical memoir ;
and a second volume

appeared at Boston 1829. Enci/ct. Amer.
BUFFALMACO (BoNAMico')a Florentine

painter, .vho died in 1340, eminent in history
for that early period. He originated the

practice of putting labels into the mouths of

pictorial_fignres, now used in caricatures, by

recommending that line of proceeding to his

friend Bruno w. Pt7Ai</oH.
BUHLE (JOHN THEOPHILUS) a German

philologist, professor of philosophy at Got-

tingen, and afterwards at Moscow, in 1804.

He died at Brunswick, in 1821. Among his

numerous works may be mentioned a very
valuable "

History of Philosophy," Getting.
1806, 6 vols, 8vo, of which a French transla-

tion, by Jourdan, was published at Paris,

1810, 6 vols, 8\0.I)ict. hist.

BULOW ( ) a Prussian general, who
commanded the combined army in the cam-

paign against Bonaparte, in 1814; and the

following year he contributed to the victory
of Waterloo. He died in \8-25.-Dict. Hist.

BULOW (HENRY VON) a Prussian, who
published several works on military affairs,
which attracted on the continent much public

notice, and rendered the author obnoxious to

the Government. He wrote " The Spirit of

the new System of War," of which a French
translation appeared, under the title of
"

Esprit du nouveau Systeine de Guerre ;"

"The Campaign of 1800;" "Theorems of
the New Mode of Warfare ;"

" A Critical

History of the Campaigns of Prince Henry
of Prussia," 2 vols, 8vo

;
and " The Cam-

paign of 1805," 2 vols, 8vo. This last pro-
duction of his pen drew upon the writer the

displeasure of the Northern powers, in conse-

quence of which he was arrested at Berlin in

the month of August 1806, and ordered to

be sent to Siberia
;
but he died during his

journey thither in July 1807. Zopf.
BUNIVA (MICHAEL FRANCIS) born at

Pignerol, in Piedmont 1761, died 1834, a
celebrated Piedmontese physician. He left

behind him a number of professional works,
which are much esteemed.
BUONTALENTI (BERNARDO) a Floren-

tine painter, who died in 1608. Accom-
plished in his art, he was celebrated for his

miniatures and historical pieces, as well as
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for his Madonnas, which were considered

exquisitely beautiful. Pilkington.
BURCKHARDT (JOHN CHARLES) a

learned astronomer, born at Leipsic, in 1778.
He studied mathematics when young, and
derived a predominant taste for science from

reading the works of Lalande. The calcula-

tion of eclipses and the determination of geo-

graphical longitudes occupied much of his

attention
;
and he made himself acquainted

with most of the living languages of Europe,
that he might be able to read the works of
modern astronomers. Becoming connected
with baron von Zach, that scientific noble-

man admitted him into his observatory of
Mount Seeberg, near Gotha. After residing
there two years, Burckhardt wished to travel,
and the baron sent him to Paris, with letters of

introduction to Lalande, who took him into

his house, and afforded him every facility for

prosecuting his studies with advantage. In

1799 he obtained letters of naturalization in

France, and was appointed adjunct astronomer
to the bureau of longitude. The following

year he gained the prize offered by the In-

stitute for the best memoir on the "
Theory

of the Comet of 1770." He was admitted a

member of the astronomical section of the

class of the physical and mathematical
sciences. On the death of Lalande, in 1806,
he was placed at the head of the observatory
of the military school : and in 1 P 1 8 nominated
a member of the bureau of longitude. He
died in June, 1825. Burckhardt published
" Methodus combinatorio-analytica evolven-

dis Fractionum coutinuarum Valoribus maxi-
mc idonea," Lips. 1794, 4to.

;
a German

translation of ''La Me'canique Celeste" of

Laplace, Berlin, 1801-2, 2 vols, 4to
;

" Tables de la Lune ;"
" Tables des Diviseurs

pour tous les Nombres du Deuxieme Million ;"

and " Tables des Nombres premiers et des

Diviseurs du Troisieme Million." The
Ephemerides of baron von Zach also contain

many interesting articles from the pen of this

astronomer. Diet. Hist.

BURDER (GEORGE) an eminent dissenting
minister and theological writer, who died
at the residence of his son, a physician, in

Brunswick-square, London, May 29, 1832, at

the age of eighty. He was for more than

twenty years pastor of an Independent con-

gregation at Coventry, whence, removing to

the metropolis, he officiated for twenty-nine
years at a chapel belonging to the same de-

nomination of dissenters in Fetter-lane : and
it was not till within a few weeks of his death
that he was disabled from the performance of
his professional duties. During a long period
he held the office of gratuitous secretary of

the London Missionary Society, and he was
one of the editors of the Evangelical Maga-
zine. He was extensively known and es-

teemed as a man of unostentatious piety,

enlightened benevolence, and considerable in-

tellectual endowments. Among his publica-
tions may be mentioned, "Evangelical Truth

Defended," 1788, 8vo; an abridgment of

Dr Owen's " Treatise on Justification by
H 2
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Faith," 1797, Rvo

;

" The Welsh Indians, or

a Collection of Papers respecting a People
whose Ancestors emigrated from Wales to

America, in 1170, with prince Madoc, and
who are said now to inhabit a beautiful

country on the west side of the Mississippi,"

1797, 8vo; "Village Sermons," 1799-1812,
6 vols, a popular production ;

and " Mission-

ary Anecdotes," 1811, 12rno; besides which

he edited Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress and

Holy War; Howel's History of the Bible,

and Henry's Family Bible. Gent. Mag.
Ann. Biog.
BURGESS (THOMAS) bishop of Salisbury,

born 1756, died 1837. He was the son of a

grocer at Odiham, and was educated at Win-
chester. He found a patron in Dr Shute

Barriugton. who collated him, in 1787, to the

prebend of Wilsford and Woodford, in Salis-

bury cathedral. He was a man of a truly

independent spirit, but of retired habits. He
was first bishop of St David's, whence he
was translated to Salisbury in 1825. He took

no part in public affairs, but was in sentiment

high-church to the letter, and suffered his

name to be put forth as the chaplain to the

Orange grand association. He also wrote a

letter to Lord Melbourne on the Irish Church
measure. He published numerous theolo-

gical and learned works, and wrote against
Catholic emancipation in Ireland. He be-

queathed to St David's college, Lampeter,
the whole of his valuable library of many
thousand volumes, and some legacies to the

same for students. His writings, controver-
sial or critical, are rather calculated for par-
ticular objects than to confer celebrity upon
the name of their author by attracting general
attention. The college which he built and
founded while bishop of St David's will be
the lasting and worthy memorial of his name
when controversy and politics are forgotten.
His charity was to the full as great as his
means would admit of, and his good scholar-

ship could not be disputed. Gent. Mag.
Daily Paper.
BUHGH, LL.D. (JAMES) a native of Scot-

land and popular writer, born 1714, died in
1775

;
author of " Britain's Remembrancer ;""

Thoughts on Education ;"
"
Political Dis-

quisitions," 3 vols;
"
Crilo, or Essays," 12

vols ;

" The Dignity of Human Nature," 2

vols; "The Art of Speaking." Gent. Mag.
BURGH, LL.D. (WILLIAM) author of an

" Answer to Lindsey's Apology," &c., was a
native of Ireland, and died at York iu 1783.

Siog. Univ. Class.

BURHILL, or BURRELL (Dr ROBERT)
a learned divine, who was born at Dymock in

Gloucestershire, in the latter part of the six-
teenth century. He was probably educated
at Oxford, and he obtained the degree of
doctor of divinity. He has been character-
ized as a profound and judicious scholar, who
published many learned works. But the most
interesting circumstances recorded concerning
him are that he was the chaplain and friend
of sir Walter Raleigh, whom he assisted in
the composition of his "

History of the

BURNES.
World." He subsequently was presented to

the rectory of Northwold, in Norfolk ; and
his death took place in 1641. Atkyns's Hist,

of Gloucestershire. D'Israeli's Curiosities of

Literature, Sec. Series.

BURIGNY (JOHN LEVESQCE DE) a French
historical writer, who was a native of Rheims.
His principal productions are a "

History of

Sicily," 2 vols, 4to ;

"
History of the Revo-

lutions of Constantinople," 3 vols, 12mo;
" Lives of Grotius, Erasmus, Bossuet, and
Cardinal du Perron;" and a "Treatise on
the Authority of the Popes," 4 vols, 12mo.
He died in 1785. Biog. Univ. Zopf.
BURKITT (WILLIAM) an English divine,

born in 1650, died in 1703; author of "A
Practical Exposition of the New Testament,"
a work of utility, which has passed through
many editions. Biog. Brit.

BURN (ANDREW) a military officer, who
acquired considerable notoriety by his zeal

for what has been termed Evangelical Re-

ligion, and by his writings on that subject.
He was a native of Scotland, and entering
into the army, he attained the rank of major-
general in the Royal Marines. His death

took place at Gillingham, in Kent, in Oc-

tober, 1814. He published a popular defence

of Christianity, entitled " The Christian Offi-

cer's Complete Armour," 1806, 12mo ;

' Who
fares best, the Christian or the Man of the

World ?
" of which a third edition appeared

in 1810
;
and " The Resurrection of the Two

Witnesses exhibited in the formation and
success of the British and Foreign Bible

Society," 1812, 8vo. Biog. Diet, of Liv.

Authors.

BURNES (ALEXANDER, sir) born at

Montrose, N. B., 1805, died at Cabul 1842.

He was educated in Scotland, and went out to

Bombay as a cadet in 1821. In the follow-

ing year he was appointed interpreter in the

Hindostanee language to an extra battalion

at Surat. He joined his regiment in 1825,
and exhibited great zeal and attention to his

duties. In 1829 he had risen to be assistant

to the political agent in Cutch, in the survey
of the north-west frontier. In 1830 he was
nominated to convey a letter to Runjeet
Singh from the Governor of India, thanking
him for some fine horses which he had sent

as a present to the king of England. Burnes
was recommended by sir John Malcolm. He
arrived at Lahore ; at Loodiaua Burnes met
the Shah Soojah el Mook, the ex-king of

Cabul, of whom he made a poor report.
Burnes now proceeded into central Asia, on a

journey of observation, which is published,
and then returned to Calcutta, which he left

for London in 1833, with the memoirs and
observations he had drawn up. In England
he was received with high honours

;
his travels

were brought out under the patronage that

never fails to succeed, and he was elected

member of several learned societies. Burnes
left London again in 1835, and on his arrival

m Bombay he was ordered to fulfil the duties

of assistant to the resident at Cutch, Colonel

Pottiuger. He was soon after knighted by
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BURNEY.
patent, and in 1839 appointed political resi-

dent at Cabul, with 3000/. per annum. There
his conduct the result of too little experi-
ence in the character of the people, and

perhaps a self-willed feeling that did not

permit him to see what was apprehended by
others around him caused his assassination,

with that of his brother and seven other

officers, in 1842. Gent. Mag.
BURNEY, F. See D'4rblay.
BURNEY, LL.D. (WILLIAM) an indus-

trious writer and public teacher, who died

February 20, 1832, in the seventieth year of

his age, at Gosport, in Hampshire. Early in

life he established the seminary called the

Royal Academy of Gosport, in which many
most distinguished naval and military officers

received their education, and which he con-

ducted with great ability till about four years

preceding his death, when he was succeeded

by his sou, Henry Burney, LL.D, who had

long been his assistant. Dr W. Burney pub-
lished a Marine Dictionary ;

" The Naval
Heroes of Great Britain, or Lives of distin-

guished Admirals and Commanders :" and
other works relating to naval affairs. Diet,

of Liv. Authors. Gent. Mag.
BURR (AARON) an American divine, born

at Fairfield, in Connecticut, in 1714. He
was one of the founders of the college of New
Jersey, of which he became president. He
died in 1757, leaving a " Treatise on Theo-

logy ;"
" Discourses ;"

" Funeral Sermons,"
&c.Dict. Hist.

BURROUGH (EDWARD) a celebrated

preacher among the early quakers, in the se-

venteenth century. He commenced church-

man, turned presbyterian, and settled in qua-
kerism. He reproved Cromwell, obtained con-

cessions from Charles II, and left a folio vo-

lume of his Life and Works. He died in 1668.

Life as above.

BURTON (EDWARD, rev.) born 1794,
died 1836, rector of Ewelme in Oxfordshire,

regius professor of divinity at Oxford. He
wrote numerous pamphlets, principally on

theological subjects, and was a laborious and
useful divine. Gent. May.
BURTON (JEAN Louis) born 1 758, died

1833, at Marche in France. He had a share

in the composition of the " Historical Dic-

tionary
"
of Feller.

BUSCHING (JOHN GUSTAVUS) born 1783,
at Berlin, died 1829, an historian and anti-

quary. He was carefully educated by A. F.

Busching, so well known as a writer upon
geography. In 1810 he discovered in Silesia

several valuable MSS and antiquities belong-

ing to that province. In 1822 he was made
professor of philosophy in the university of

Breslau, but the new occupations to which he
was obliged to attend made him neglect his

historical researches until he was attacked by
a long and painful illness which terminated
his existence. "

Antiquities,"
" The popular

Songs of Germany,"
" The Book of Love,"

"
Fragments regarding Silesia," and nume-

rous other publications, attest his acquire-
ments and diligence. Bib. Univ.
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BUTLER.
BUSINGER (JOSEPH) born in Lucern,

Switzerland, died there in 1836, a canon of
that city. He earned a reputation by his his-
torical work upon and his topography of
Switzerland.

BUTLER (CHARLES) an English divine
and writer in the seventeenth tentury, chiefly
known by a popular work on Bees, called
" The Feminine Monarchy," and a "

Treatise
on Music." Chalmers's Bioy. Diet.

BUTLER (CHARLES) an eminent lawyer
and distinguished writer on jurisprudence,

history, and theology. He was the nephew
of the rev. Alban Butler, author of the
" Lives of the Saints," and he received his

education at the Catholic seminary at St

Omer's. On his return to England he entered
as a student at Lincoln's-inn, and subse-

quently practised as a conveyancer with great

reputation. In 17/8 he published
" An Essay

on the Legality of impressing Seamen ;" in

conjunction with Francis Hargrave, esq. he
edited Coke's Commentary upon Littleton,

with notes, 1788; and he superintended
another edition of that work in 1794. Asa
member of the Catholic church he always
displayed the utmost liberality towards Pro-

testants, and so much zeal for religious

liberty, that the celebrated Bishop Milner,

animadverting on his opinions, was induced
to characterise him as " a decided enemy to

the hierarchy of his church." His writings
on this subject consist of " A Letter to a
Nobleman on the proposed Repeal of the

Penal Laws against the Irish Roman Catho-

lics," 1801, Svo ;

" An Historical Account of
the Laws against the Roman Catholics,"

1801, Svo; and "A Letter to a Roman Ca-
tholic Gentleman of Ireland on Bonaparte s

projected Invasion," 1803, Svo. Mr Butler

was the first professor of the Catholic faith

who was admitted to plead at the bar after

the repeal of the prohibitory statutes against

Papists, and he was subsequently appointed

king's counsel. He died at his house in

Great Ormond-street, London, June 2, 1832,
in the eighty-third year of his age. Besides
the works already mentioned he was the

author of " Horse Biblicse, being a connected
Series of Notes on the Literary History of
the Bibles, or Sacred Books of the Jews and

Christians," 1799, Svo; "Horse Juridicse

Suhsecivse, being a connected Series of Notes

respecting the principal Codes of the Grecian,

Roman, Feudal, and Canon Law," 1804, Svo
;

" A connected Series of Notes on the Chief
Revolutions of the States which composed
the Empire of Charlemagne," 1807, 8vo

;
a

"
History of the Geographical and Political

Revolutions of the Empire ofGermany," 1812,
Svo

;

" Lives of Fenelon, Bossuet, the Rev.
Alban Butler, Michael de 1'Hopital, and

Grotius," published separately ;
and two vo-

lumes of "Reminiscences of Contemporary
History ;"

" The Book of the Catholic Church;"
and a " Vindication

"
of that work. Biog.

Diet, of living Authors. Edit.

BUTLER (SAMUEL) born at Kenilworth
1 1774, died in Staffordshire 1840 Dr Butler



BUTTAFUOCO.
was bishop of Lichfield, and for many years
head master of the grammar-school at Shrews-

bury, which he conducted with great success,

and sent many accomplished scholars to the

universities. He was raised to the episcopate
in 1836, but his health was broken, and to

the last he continued a sufferer. He was the

closest intimate of Dr Parr of Hatton. He
left a son and two daughters. His literary

works were chiefly learned commentaries, ser-

mons, and books on education. His last pub-
lication from the pulpit was his funeral ser-

mon on the death ofDr Parr. Gent. Mag.
BUTTAFUOCO (MATHEW) born 1730,

died at the commencement of the present cen-

tury, at an advanced age. He was a deputy
in the national assembly of Corsica, and when
the Genoese lost all hope of obtaining Corsica,

he pronounced himself for French domination,

and was made marechal de camp in that ser-

vice in 1787. He wrote a pamphlet entitled

"The Political Conduct of General Paoli,"

in favour of the claims of the Genoese to

the island of Corsica, just then put forth. At
the same time, in 1791, Napoleon Bonaparte,
then a simple lieutenant of artillery, at Aux-

onne, published a " Letter to Matteo Butta-

fuoco," in very severe language. It was

printed at Dole, and sent by Bonaparte to

the club at Ajaccio, which circulated it over

. the island. It caused great irritation against
Buttafuoco. After the session of the depu-
ties was over he left the island, and did

not return until 1794, when the English had
invaded Corsica. When they quitted he

disappeared from public life. He had formed

BZOVIUS.
a perfect collection of memoirs relative to

Corsica, dispersed afterwards by the pillage
of his house. He left an unprinted

"
History

of Corsica." He died in exile. Biog. Univ".

BUTTMANN (PHILIP CHARLES) born at

Frankfort on the Maine in 1764, died 1829,
a distinguished German philologist.
BUTTNER (CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM) a

German naturalist and philological -writer,
born at Wolfenbuttel in 1716. He adopted
the profession of pharmacy, and having tra-

velled in Germany, England, and Scotland,
he settled atGottingen, where he died in 1801.
He belonged to the Royal Society of Gottin-

gen, and was titular professor at the univer-

sity of Jena, and aulic counsellor. His works
are,

"
Comparative Tables of the Alphabets of

Different Nations," 1771 and 1779, 4to; "An
Explication of a Japanese Imperial Alma-
nack," 1773; "Observations on certain Spe-
cies of the Tape-worm," 1774;

"
Lists of the

Names of the most common Animals in

Southern Asia," 1 780 ; and
" Tabula Alphabet.

Hodiern." 1776. Biog. Univ.
BUTTS (sir WILLIAM) physician to Henry

VIII. He died in 1545; was the friend of
Cranmer and the Reformation, a circumstance
mentioned by Shakspeare in his

"
Henry VIII,"

and was one of the founders of the Royal
College of Physicians. Biog. Brit.

BZOVIUS (ABRAHAM) an eminent Polish

writer, born in 1567, died 1637; author of
a " Continuation of Baronius's Annals of the

Church," in 12 vols, and many other learned

works. Moreri.

c.

CABARRUS.
riABARRUS (FR. count de) a Spanish
\J financier, born at Bayonne in 1752. In

the American war the Spanish exchequer
being exhausted through the stoppage of sup-

plies from Mexico, Cabarrus found resources

for the government in the creation of royal
billets. He founded the bank of San Carlo,
was counsellor of finance, minister plenipo-

tentiary at the congress of Rastadt in 1797,

and, after diplomatic services in France and
Holland, became minister of finance. He
died in 1810. Cabarrus published

" Letters

to the Prince of Peace ;"
" A Treatise on the

System of Contributions most convenient for

Spain ;"
" Memoirs on Finances and Com-

merce,'' and other works. Diet. Hist.

CACC1ANINO (ANTONIO) born at Milan

1769, died 1838; was an officer of engineers
at the time Napoleon descended Mount St

Bernard into Piedmont. He was afterwards

named one of the commanders of engineers
in the Cisalpine republic, a director of the

Polytechnic School of Modena, and a member
of the Italian Institute. He wrote " An Ex-

position of the Geometrical Principles of the

Differential Calculus," and also " Meditations

CADET.
on the Differential Calculus," with several

works besides, never yet printed. Biog. Univ.

CACHIN (Jos. MARIA FRAN.) inspector
of bridges and highways, died at Paris in

1825, aged sixty-seven. He was a skilful

engineer ; and, besides other works, he pub-
lished " Me'm. sur la Digue de Cherbourg
comparee au Breakwater ou Jete'e de Ply-
mouth," 1820, 4to. Diet. Hist.

CADALSO (D. JOSEPH) a Spanish poet of
the eighteenth century. He followed the

profession of arms, and perished in the
flower of his age, at the siege of Gibraltar, in

1783. His productions are chiefly of the

lighter kinds of poetry, in which he excelled.
Under the pseudonym of Joseph Vasquez, he

published
" Los Erudites a la Violeta,"

Madrid, 1772, 8vo.Ibid.
CADET DE GASSICOURT (CHARLES

Louis) born 1769, died 1821. He was the
son of Louis Claude Gassicourt, a medical

practitioner and writer, who died in 1799, the
friend of Condorcet, Franklin, Buffon, and
Lalaude. He was designed for the bar, but

preferred medicine. In 1793 he escaped the

revolutionary tribunal, although he had the
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boldness to depose before it in favour of one
of its victims. In 1795 he was condemned
to death par contumace. He devoted fifteen

years of his life to the council of health, car-

rying out the schemes of his father. Napo-
leon named him his first apothecary, and

kept him near his person during the campaign
of 1809. In 1812, at the age of forty-three,
he became a doctor of sciences, and at the

restoration was named a member of the

Legion of Honour, although in the opposition.
He wrote several works. " A History of the

Templars and Freemasons,"
" The Tomb of

James Molai,"
" A Dictionary of Chemistry,"

" Travels in Austria," &c., and many
pamphlets and scientific papers. Biog. Univ.

CAESAR (JULIUS). Name repeated to cor-

rect an error in his article in the body of the

work, by the omission of the word "
left." It

is there observed that Csesar had three wives,
" but no children by either of them," instead

of" but left no children by either of them."
It is the more necessary to point out this

small but unlucky typographical error, being
rendered so conspicuous by the marriage of

Caesar's daughter Julia with his great rival

Pompey ;
his ultimate difference with whom

her premature death in child-bed promoted.
Ed.
CAFFARELLI DU FALGA (Louis

MARIE Jos. MAXIMILIAN) associate of the

Institute of France, and general of engineers,
was born at the castle of Falga, in Upper
Languedoc, in 1756. After the 10th of Au-

gust 1792, he was the only artillery officer

who refused to submit to the authority of the

National Convention, and being suspended
from his functions, he retired to his estate in

1793. Being restored to his rank, he served

under Moreau in Germany, and received a

wound which obliged him to submit to ampu-
tation of the leg. He subsequently remained
in obscurity till Bonaparte's expedition to

Egypt, in which he was employed as general
of artillery. He was wounded in the arm at

the siege of Acre, and an amputation took

place ; but he died soon after, in April 1799.
A life of this officer was published by M.

Degerando, 1801, 8vo. J. B. MARIE CAFFA-
HELLI, brother of the general, embraced the

ecclesiastical profession ;
and in 1802, Bona-

parte, then consul, nominated him bishop of
St Brienne. He died in 1805. Biog. Nouv.
des Contemp. Diet. Hist.

CALDER (JOHN) a Scottish clergyman
and miscellaneous writer. He was a native
of Aberdeen, and at the university there he
received his education, and obtained the de-

gree of DD. Having gained the favour of
the duke of Northumberland, to whom he
became private secretary, he resided for some
years in the neighbourhood of Alnwick Castle,
the seat of that nobleman, under whose pa-

tronage he afterwards moved to London. At
one period he was minister of a dissenting
congregation near the Tower, but he relin-

quished that station and the clerical profes-
sion many years previous to his death, which
took place at Paddiugton, June 10, 1815, at
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CALKOEN.
the age of eighty-two. Dr Calder wrote
notes on the Tatler, published in Nichols's
edition of that work, 1786, 6 vols, 8vo : and
he translated from the French Le Courayer's" Last Sentiments on Religion," 1787, lUmo;
but he is principally known on account of an
abortive attempt to prepare for the press an
edition of the Cyclopcedia, the superintendence
of which was subsequently transferred to Dr
Abraham Rees. Nichols's Illustrations of
Literature.

CALDERARI (count OTTO de) member of
the principal academies of Italy, and associate

of the French Institute, was born at Vicenza
about 1730, and died in 1803. He devoted
himself to the study of literature and the fine

arts, and was especially skilled in architec-

ture. Besides a number of elegant country-
seats, he designed the palaces of Loschi, Bo-

nini, and Cordellina, at Vicenza, and the

Seminario at Verona, which is considered as

his chef-d'oeuvre. Calderari wrote on archi-

tecture, and left several pieces of poetry.

Bioq. Univ.

C'ALDERINUS (DOMITIUS) a learned
Italian writer, and a native of the territory
of Verona, where he was born in 14-15. He
was professor of belles lettres at Rome, and
died in 1477. He published several valuable

commentaries on the Latin poets, especially
Martial and Juvenal. Moreri.

CALENTIUS (ELISINUS) an Italian writer

in the fifteenth century. He was preceptor
to the son of Ferdinand I, king of Naples.
There have been three editions of his works,

containing poems of various character, epi-

grams, epistles, fables, &c., which are still

esteemed. He died in 1 503. Moreri.

CALIDAS, or CALIDASA, a Hindoo

poet, author of a Sanscrit drama, in six acts,

entitled "
Sacontala, or the Fatal Ring." An

English translation of this work, by sir Wil-
liam Jones, was published at London 1792,

4to, from which a French version was made

by Ant. Bruguiere, Paris 1803, 8vo. Bioy.
Univ.

CALIXTUS (GEORGE) a Lutheran divine

of considerable celebrity, was a native of

Holstein, where he was born in 1756. He
became professor of divinity at Halberstadt.

He wrote "
Anti-moguntinus," a treatise

against the celibacy of priests, and other

works ; and was among the first who reduced

theology into its more modern scientific form.

He also sought to promote a union among
the various Christian communities ;

the only
fruit of which exertion was a long and bitter

controversy. Moreri.

CALKOEN (JOHN FREDERICK van BEEK.)
a Dutch astronomer and philological writer,

who was born at Groningen in 1772. He
wrote an essay to controvert the principles
advanced in the treatise of Dupuis on the

origin of different modes of worship, or sys-

tems of theology, which gained the prize
offered by the Teylerian Society of Haarlem ;

and he produced a work on the time-pieces of

the ancients ; and another entitled
"
Eury-

alus on Beauty. He was a professor in



CALLANDER.
the university of Leyden, and afterwards in

that of Utrecht; and was also a member of

several literary societies. His death took

place in 1811. Encycl. Amer.
CALLANDER (JAMES) a political and

historical writer, who was a native of Scot-

land, and died in Virginia "(N. A.) in 1805.

He was the author of " The Political Pro-

gress of Britain, or an Impartial View of the

Abuses in the Government," and " Researches

concerning the History of America." Diet.

Hist.

CALLCOTT (AnccsTps WALL) born 1779,

died 1844. He was the brother of the distin-

guished musical composer Dr Callcott, and

himself, when young, officiated for several

years in the choir of Westminster Abbey.
He still preferred painting to music, and for

some time pursued both studies together,
until the success of a portrait he painted in

1799 led him to the final choice of painting
as a profession. He soon found that portrait
was not so well suited to his taste as landscape

painting, to which he then devoted himself.

His pictures are generally of small dimen-

sions:, and quiet in scenery, extensive in

view, without glare, or aught to attract the

Tulgar taste. They were best appreciated by
those who see and comprehend nature her-

self. His sea pieces have the same tran-

quillity as his land views: the objects, gene-
rally selected with great taste, are less meri-
torious in colour. Many of his works are

engraved. He was knighted in 1837, and

appointed keeper of the royal collection of

pictures. Bryan's Diet.
CALLIERGUS (ZACIIARIUS) an early

Greek printer, who carried on business, first

at Venice, and afterwards at Rome. He took
a part in compiling, as well as printing, the
"
Etymologicon Magnum," published in

1499. His edition of Pindar, with Scholia,
Rome, 1515, 4to, was the first Greek book
printed in that capital. Fabricii Bibl. Grac.
CALLISEN (HENRY) an eminent surgeon,

and writer on medicine and surgery, who was
the son of a poor clergyman, and was born at

Pentz, in Holstein, in 1740. He obtained his
education chiefly through his own exertions

;

and, after having served both in the army
and navy, and in the hospitals at Copen-
hagen, he was, in 1771, appointed chief sur-

geon to the Danish fleet. In 1773 he became
professor of surgery in the University of

Copenhagen, and in that city he died, Febru-
ary 5, 1824. His principal production is

entitled "
Institutions Chirurgice Hodiernac,"

1777, which has been received as a work of

great authority in most countries of Europe,
and has been used as a text-book for lecturers
at Vienna, and in the Russian universities.
He was likewise the author of some valuable

essays published in medical journals. En-
cycl. Amer.
CALOMARDE (duke de) born in Galli-

cia, in Spain, 1770, died 1842. He was bred
to the law, and first became noted by his

intimacy with the minister Don Miguel
Lardizabel. He was minister for foreign

CAMBACERES.
affairs, and intrigued to place at the head of

the Spanish regency the infant Charlotte

Joachim, who afterwards became the queen-

dowager of Portugal. The Cortes of Spain
discovering the intrigue, he was obliged to

give up all concern in public affairs until the

return of Ferdinand VII in 1814. At that

period Lardizabel was placed at the head of

the ministry for the Indies, and Calomarde
was made first commissioner. He was one of

the first to sustain the ingratitude of that

worthless monarch, whose cause he had so

warmly supported. The ministry of India

was suppressed. In 1815 Lardizabel was
sent into Biscay, where he died. One day
the king himself, with seven followers in

hunting dresses, entered the house of Ca-
lomarde without notice, seized his papers,
and pretending to find proofs in them of a

plot, exiled him to Guadalajara, whence he
was to be transported to Porto Rico, but this

was afterwards changed into retirement at

Pampelona. Tranquil for some years, Ca-
lomarde re-appeared upon the public stage on
the arrival of the French army in 1823. He
was named secretary of the provincial re-

gency during the forced voyage of Ferdinand
to Cadiz. The king afterwards made him,
in 1824, minister of justice. He soon gained

great influence, but lost it under the ministry
of Zea and the Duke del Infantado ;

he after-

wards recovered his influence until the re-

establishment of the constitution, when he
went to France, and ultimately to Toulouse,
where he died in 1842, under the name of St

Isabel. Siog. Univ.

CALVERT (JAMES) a non-conformist di-

vine of the seventeenth century. He was
educated at Cambridge ;

and being ordained,
obtained the living of Topcliffe, in his native

county of York
;
of which he was deprived

by the act of uniformity. He died 1G98. He
is chiefly known by a learned work on the

ten tribes, entitled
"
Napthali, seu Colluctatio

theologica de Reditu Decem Tribuum, con-

versione JudjEorum," &c. 1672, 4to. Calamy.
CALVINO (JOSEPH MARK) horn at Tra-

pani iu 1785, died 1833, a Sicilian poet of

much vivacity and power, who first published
some works that bore few marks of any par-
ticular merit. In 1805 he brought out his
" Industria Trapanese," in which he dis-

played considerable excellence, and in 1826

two volumes of poetry, which were very

favourably received. He was a member of

the academies of Rome and Trapani ;
and at

the time of his death was employed upon a
mock-heroic composition called " Bernardo

Capece," and upon a translation of the Odes of

Anacreon. Biog. Univ.

CAMBACERES (J. JACQUES REGIS) ad-

vocate, deputy to the National Convention,
minister of justice, and at length arch-chan-
cellor of the French empire. He was born a^
Montpellier in 1753, and in 1771 he was ad-

mitted a counsellor of the court of aids and
accounts in that city. Being chosen a mem-
ber of the Convention in 1792, he was chiefly

occupied in judicial affairs. He declared the
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CAMBERLYN.
king culpable, but denied the right of the

Convention to judge him, yet he ultimately
voted for the punishment determined by the

penal code, and against the appeal to the

people and the arrest of judgment. After the

9th of Thermidor he was placed on the com-
mittee of public safety, and charged with the

direction of foreign affairs. He subsequently
resumed his profession as an advocate, which
he continued to exercise till the director

Sieyes appointed him to the ministry of jus-

tice, whence he was raised to the office of

second consul. On the assumption of the im-

perial title by Napoleon, Cambaceres was
made arch-chancellor, grand officer of the

legion of honour, and was particularly charged
with the organization of the judicial system.
After the return of Louis XVIII he was ex-
cluded from the chamber of peers, and during
the hundred days he resumed his functions

;

in consequence of which he was ordered to

quit France on the king' s second restoration.

In 1818 he was restored to his civil and poli-
tical rights, when he returned from Brussels
to Paris, where he died in 1824. Bioy. Nouv.
des Contemp. Diet. Hist.

CAMBERLYN (JOHN BAPTISTS WIL-
LIAM) born at Ghent in 1760, died in 1833,
a poet, whose verses while of little merit, and

generally addressed to crowned heads, pro-
duced him the usual cheap honours in return,
of a ribbon from one and a bauble from
another. He was a man of blameless life.

CAMBRONNE (PIERRE JACQUES ETI-

ENNE) born 1770, died 1842, a distinguished
French officer. He served in la Vendee, the

army of the Alps, that of Helvetia, and at

Zurich. He refused the title of " First Gre-
nadier of France" on the death of Latour

d'Auvergne at Oberhausen. He served in

Spain, in Russia, and in the battles of 1814.

He followed Napoleon to Elba, returned with
him and witnessed the last French victory at

Fleurus. He was taken at Waterloo, and
his regiment, the first of the old guard, almost

wholly destroyed, and was conducted a pri-
soner to England. He was tried by a military
commission on his return home, and acquitted.
He became governor of Lille for some time,
and afterwards retired to Nantes, where he
died. Biog. Univ.

CAMPBELL (THOMAS) born at Glasgow
July 27, 1777, died June 15, 1844, at Bou-

logne-sur-Mer, an English poet whose lyrics
and didactic writings have given him a last-

ing reputation. His father had been a mer-
chant connected with America, who had failed

in consequence of the revolutionary war

breaking out. The poet was educated at the

University of Glasgow, and there bore off the

best prizes in the teeth of able competitors.
The narrow circumstances of his father in-

duced him to make efforts for his own support
at an early period of his life. His attachment
to poetry was discovered when he was very
young, and grew upon him in the midst of
other labours. He went to Edinburgh in his

twentieth year and there began to write for

the booksellers, during which he planned and
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CANAYE.
partly executed his poem of the " Pleasures
of Hope." Some of his lines being shown to
Dr. Anderson, a well known literary character
in Edinburgh, he expressed a wish to see the

author, and soon afterwards introduced him
to booksellers who undertook to publish his

poem, which had astonishing success, and
soon became a British classic. His " Ger-
trude of Wyoming," his translations, odes,
and poems, have passed through numerous
editions. His lyrics are original, and some
of them the most popular and spirit-stirring
in the language. His prose works were few,
and in no way remarkable except for the

learning displayed in his " Lectures on

Poetry
"

delivered at the Royal Institution.

He wrote " Annals of Great Britain," which
fell stillborn from the press, published with-

out his name. "An Essay on English Poetry,
with Specimens of English Poets." This

essay is one of the most beautiful pieces of
criticism in the language. He also wrote
" Letters to the Students of Glasgow," of
which university he was three times elected

Lord Rector. He edited the " New Monthly
Magazine" from 1820 to 1830, and was the

founder of the London University, the idea

and plan of which he published, and in which
he took at first an active part. He received a

pension of 200/. a year at the close of Pitt's

ministry in 1805, and Lord Melbourne in-

creased it to 300/. during his administration.

His death took place through a rapid decay
at the age of 67. His remains were brought
to England and interred in Westminster

Abbey by the side of those of Sheridan in the

south aisle. Orig.
CAMPE (JOACHIM HENRY) an ingenious

German writer, born in 1764, at Deensen, in

the territory of Brunswick. He studied the-

ology at Helmstadt
;
and in 1773 he became

a chaplain in the Prussian army. He after-

wards established a private seminary for edu-

cation near Hamburgh, which in 1783 he re-

signed to professor Trapp, in consequence of

ill health. He is best known in England as

the author of " The New Kobinson Crusoe,
or Robinson Crusoe the Younger,'' a modifi-

cation of the celebrated fiction of Defoe. This
work has appeared in almost every European
language, including the modern Greek. His
"
Theophron

"
also has had a wide circula-

tion. His writings for the instruction of

youth were published collectively, at Bruns-

wick, 1806-9, 30 vols, 12mo,with plates. He
was also the author of a copious German
Dictionary, Brunswick, 1807-11, 5 vols, 4to;
and Letters from Paris, written in 1789, eulo-

gizing the French Revolution. His death

took place October 22, 1818. Encijc. Amer.
CANAYE (PHILIP de la, seigneur du

Fresne) an eminent statesman, was bom at

Paris in 1551. At the age of fifteen he tra-

velled into Italy, Germany, and even visited

Constantinople. On his return he was made
counsellor of state, and Henry IV employed
him in various embassies, an account of which

has been published in three volumes, folio. He
also wrote an account of his travels. Moreri.
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CANDIDO (PETER) a Flemish painter,

whose real name was De Witte. He was

born at Bruges in 1 548, and worked in con-

junction with Vasari at the papal palace in

Home. He afterwards entered into the ser-

vice of the elector of Bavaria, at which court

he died. He is at present chiefly known by
the prints engraved from his designs by Sade-

len. Nonv. Diet. Hist.

CANDOLLE (AucusnN PYRAME) born

at Geneva in 1778, died 1841, the son of a

bookseller and printer, a syndic of Geneva.

He was sent early to Paris when the revolu-

tionary troubles became calmed. There he

became one of the party of scientific men,

composed of Cuvier, Desfontaines, Lamarck,

Fourcroy, Vauquelin, and others. In 1798

he studied medicine and edited several im-

portant works. He was named honorary pro-

fessor of the Genevese Academy while in

Paris. He was nominated by the government
of France professor to the Faculty of Medicine

at Montpellier. He travelled much in France

to perfect his " Flora Fran9aise." While
director of the Botanic Garden of Montpellier
he saved the lives of the mother of Napoleon
and the princess Pauline in 1814, whom,
on the downfall of Napoleon, some ruffians,

friends of the church, were going to attack in

their dwelling. Candolle died of dropsy of

the chest at Geneva. His botanical works,
with plates, are highly esteemed and widely
known. Biog. Univ.

CANISIUS (HENRY) a native of Nime-

guen, and a celebrated German canonist of

the sixteenth and part of the seventeenth cen-

turies, who became professor of canon law at

Ingoldstadt, where he died in 1G10. Besides
his works on canon law, collected and pub-
lished in 1649, he wrote "

Antiquaj Lectiones,"
7 vols, 4to, 1603, and 4 vols, folio. Moreri.
CANNE (JOHN) an English puritan, who

fled to Amsterdam in the beginning of the
seventeenth century. He succeeded the ce-

lebrated Henry Ainsworth as pastor in that

city, where he published a Bible with a vast
number of marginal references, which has
run through several editions, the best being
that of Edinburgh, 1727. Neat's Puritans.
CANNING (GEORGE) father of the emi-

nent statesman, and an unfortunate man of
literature, was born some time between the

years 1740 and 1750, at Garvagh, in the

county of Londonderry. The family was ori-

ginally of Foxcote inWarwickshire, a younger
branch of which received the manor of Gar-
vagh, which now gives a title to its represen-
tative, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. The
subject of this article having offended his fa-

mily, by marrying a beauty without fortune,
received a very small provision from his

father, and was thrown upon his own re-
sources. He accordingly entered himself of
the Middle Temple, and was subsequently
called to the bar; but having distinguished
himself by several popular tracts and poetical
pieces ofmerit, he soon attracted the attention
of men of wit, and became the associate of

Whitehead, Keate, Churchill, Lloyd, and the

CANNING.
elder Colman, and also a warm partisan of

John Wilkes. This was not a species of

companionship favourable to legal application,
and he gave up the pursuit and turned wine-

merchant, but very soon failed. Repeated
disappointment now affected his health, and
he died of a broken heart on the llth of April,
1771, leaving his infant son precisely a year
old, and a -widow in such reduced circum-
stances that she attempted the stage for a

support, and ultimately married a person of
the same profession. The elder George Can-
ning wrote several poems of reputable preten-
sion, among which may be enumerated " A
Poetical Epistle from lord William Russell
to lord Cavendish the Night before his Exe-
cution," which may be seen in Dodsley and
Pearch's collection, published in 1775. Me-
moirs of George Canning.
CANNING (GEORGE) a highly gifted ora-

tor and distinguished statesman, son of the

subject of the last article. He was born in

the parish ofMarylebone, April 11, 1770, and
at a proper age was placed by his father's

family at Eton. Here he early displayed
talents of a very brilliant description, and be-

came editor, at the age of sixteen, of the Mi-
crocosm, a periodical work on the plan of the

Spectator, established by the senior scholars
of Eton ; and otherwise distinguished himself

by the sprightliness and humour of his com-

positions, both in verse and prose. On quit-

ting Eton he was entered at Christchurch,
Oxford, where he gained several prizes for

his Latin essays, and attracted considerable
notice by his orations

; and a high opinion of
his talents became general. He left Oxford
with the intention of studying law, and en-

tered himself at Lincoln's-inn for that pur-
pose, and soon became so distinguished for

wit and eloquence, that his talents attracted

the notice of the first lord Lansdowne. It

was expected from his known whiggish pre-
dilections and intimacy and relationship with
Mr Sheridan, at whose house he spent most
of his vacations, that he would have entered

parliament on the side of opposition. This
did not prove to be the case ; and different

opinions have been formed of the nature of

the feeling of self-interest and ambition

which, in 1793, rendered him a member of

the house of Commons under the auspices of

Mr Pitt, as the representative of Newport in

the Isle of Wight. His subsequent support
of that eminent minister was close and un-

deviating, and his powers in debate, although
not deemed weighty in the first instance,

gradually ranked him among his most dis-

tinguished adherents. In 1796 he was ap-

pointed an under-secretary of state
;
and in

1 799 his consequence was much increased by
his marriage with Miss Joan Scott, one of the

daughters and co-heiresses of general Scott,

whose immense fortune had been made by play.
As one of her sisters was married to lord

Down, and the other to the marquis of Titch-

field, this connexion powerfully strengthened
the interest of Mr Canning, who from that

time began to assume a degree of importance
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which indicated his future lead. In the mean
time his talents for satire and sarcasm were
exercised in conjunction with his friends

Messrs Freer and Ellis in the Antijacobin

Examiner, which journal materially aided

the ministerial cause by the poignancy of its

wit and spirit of its invective and ridicule,

which, however, were too frequently dis-

figured by virulence. He displayed a similar

talent when united in the general opposition
to the Addington administration, after the

failure of the peace of Amiens, the defeat of

which cabinet was almost as much assisted by
his ridicule out of doors as by his oratory
within. On the death of Mr Pitt he exer-

cised the same weapons against the Fox and

Grenville administration, whom he also op-

posed during their short and unsatisfactory
career with considerable force in the senate,
but in a manner so purely that of a partizan,
that he even allowed the abolition of the slave

trade, which he strongly approved, to pass

coldly by as a ministerial measure. Neither
on the death of Mr Fox was he deemed a

generous opponent ; and the unsparing severity
of his satire in print, and close junction with
the party to whom he himself was strongly

opposed on the very ground which afforded

them their triumph, produced that strength of

feeling against him in many quarters which
is so naturally excited by a supposed junction
of decided ability with doubtful principle.
He now became a leading member in the

Perceval cabinet as foreign secretary, which

post he held until the memorable endeavour
to remove lord Castlereagh from the war

department produced a duel between the

parties, and the resignation of both of them.
More blame has been attributed to Mr Can-

ning for his proceeding in this case than was

altogether due to him, as the concealment

complained of was rather attributable to

others than to himself
; yet it was felt, and

justly felt, that he acquiesced too long in it.

On the assassination of Mr. Perceval offers

were again made to him to join the adminis-

tration, which he declined, but soon after a

reconciliation was effected between him and
lord Castlereagh, but it did not produce his

immediate acceptance of office. In 1812 he
received a very spontaneous invitation to re-

present Liverpool, to which he attended
;
and

being triumphantly elected, he became the

most serviceable and efficient member ever
returned by that great commercial town. His

acceptance of an embassy to Lisbon, on the

presumption of the return of the prince regent
of Portugal to Europe, with a large salary,

exposed him to considerable obloquy, although
he resigned the appointment as soon as he
knew that the regent would not visit Europe.
In the early part of 1816 he again accepted
office, and became a member ofthe cabinet as

president of the board of control, and formed
one of the most strenuous defenders of the ce-

lebrated Six Acts, and other strong proceed-
ings adopted in repression of the popular
assemblages at Manchester. On the return
of queen Caroline from Italy, Mr Canning,
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who objected to the measures pursued in re-

spect to that unhappy princess, although al-

lowed by his colleagues to take no part in

them, retired from office. In 1822 he was
nominated governor-general of India

; but
after making preparations to quit England, he
was offered the seals of the foreign office, on
the decease of the marquis of Londonderry,
an event which may be said to have led to

another and more popular course of states-

manship both abroad and at home. The
foreign policy of Mr Canning was quickly
marked with a studied dissent from the prin-

ciples of the Holy Alliance, and by a more

enlarged acknowledgment of the general

rights of mankind. Assisted also by Mr
Huskission and others, he strongly coun-
tenanced that amelioration of theory and

practice in respect to commerce, navigation,
and manufactures, which the changes of the

times have seemed to render imperative. The
recognition of the republics of Mexico, Co-

lumbia, and Buenos Ayres, in 1824, was also

hastened, if not caused, by his exeitions. In
the autumn of 1826 he visited Paris, and was
received with great distinction; and it is

supposed that he came to some understanding
with the French cabinet which led to the sub-

sequent Treaty of London for the settlement

of Greece. In the ensuing session he distin-

guished himself by his able support of the

necessity and policy of aiding Portugal
against the aggression of Spain, and by the

prompt assistance afforded. On the 20th

January 1827, at the funeral of the late duke
of York at Windsor, with several more who
officially attended that ceremony, he caught
a severe cold, which it is thought laid the

foundation of the disorder which terminated

his life. The melancholy attack of the earl

of Liverpool by paralysis followed in Febru-

ary, and after a decorous pause to allow a time
for possible recovery, which interval was sig-
nalized by strong manifestations both of sup-

port and opposition to Mr Canning, he was

empowered by the king to form an adminis-
tration of which he was to be himself the

head. The result of this nomination was
the secession of no less than six members of
the preceding cabinet, for the most part on
mere personal grounds of objection, and a

consequent junction with several respectable
leaders of the whigs. The new premier

struggled manfully against the opposition
thus suddenly formed against him, which cer-

tainly signalized itself by extreme virulence,

especially in the house of Lords. His health

was, however, visibly sinking under so much
unexpected excitement, although he opened
the budget for the year as chancellor of the

exchequer, and sat out the session. He was

proceeding in the recess to issue orders and
form arrangements for an important revision

in matters of expenditure and finance, when
on the 15th of July he became seriously in-

disposed, but recovered in a few days, and
was again enabled to resume his public
duties. A relapse, however, taking place, it

was deemed advisable for him to retire to the
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villa of the duke of Devonshire at Chiswick,
where his disorder, which was an inflamma-

tion of the kidneys, inflicting great torture,

gradually became worse, and at length car-

ried him off on the 6th of August 1827, in

the fifty-seventh year of his age. Although

private, the funeral of this eminent statesmen,

which took place at Westminster abbey, was

attended by the duke of Clarence and several

persons of great distinction both for rank and

talent; and the sum of lO.OOOZ. has been

raised by subscription for a public monument
to his memory. Mr Canning left issue by
his widow, since created viscountess Canning,
one daughter, united to the marquis of Clau-

ricarde, and two sons, the eldest a captain in

the navy, and the other a student at Eton.

The character of a leading English statesman

is generally estimated according to the party
or other predilections of the persons who con-

sider it
;

if this be the case, when even cen-

turies may have passed away since their de-

cease, it is doubly so during the existence of

the generation of which they have formed a

part. Looking to the political career of Mr
Canning, he may be regarded as one of the

most respectable of those adventuring states-

men who, entering the career of political life

with great natural and acquired abilities, un-
backed by rank or fortune, must attach them-
selves to a person or a party to acquire sup-

port and distinction. It would be disingenu-
ous in the greatest of his admirers to deny
that place and power were always very de-

sirable to him
;
and that both in the com-

mencement and during the progress of his

political life he made some sacrifices of

opinion and consistency to secure them. On
the other hand, his most illiberal opposers
must admit that he was not one of those ser-

vile trucklers for office who clung to it under
all sorts of circumstances. Peculiarly the

minister of expediency, he was often no
doubt too facile in the sacrifice of principle to

temporary views and purposes ;
but his con-

duct in latter life, and as his independent in-

fluence increased, certainly exhibited a na-
tural predilection for the adoption of a theory
of broad and manly policy in reference both
to the foreign and domestic relations of the

country. His views as concerns Portugal,
Greece, and the new American republics,
have doubtless been much carped at

;
but it

is obvious that humanity, the spirit of the

times, and the general feeling of the country,
have been with him. At home he was indis-

putably lending his countenance to much
valuable amelioration, and he essentially set

his face against that blind alarm at innova-

tion, and enmity to necessary change, which
mark the very lowest order of intellect in the

political grade. Had he survived a few years
longer, his character as a statesman would
have most likely come out still more favour-

ably, resting for support, as he chiefly did both
in and out of the senate, upon a party em-

bracing the most active and energetic ability
in the country. As an orator and debater he
stood very high ;

his eloquence was singu-

CAPO D'ISTRIAS.

larly felicitous, elegant and correct, abounding
with classic beauty and unadulterated copi-

ousness ;
but very seldom, although some-

times, assisted by elevated nights ofpassionate
declamation and overwhelming ratiocination,

when his manner was peculiarly impressive.
At no time was his logic confused, nor his re-

sources commonplace; and he possessed a

happy vein peculiarly his own, by means of

which he turned his opponents into unbear-

able ridicule, as might be expected from the

author of the poetry ofthe Antijacobin. The

literary abilities of this accomplished man
and minister have been sufficiently adverted

to in the course of this meagre sketch, which

may be concluded with the observation that

he joined great personal advantages to his

other endowments, being at once commanding
in form and impressive in features

;
and these

natural advantages, joined as they were to

elegant manners and the most bland and con-

ciliatory address, rendered him the object of

strong personal attachment and popular ad-

miration wherever he appeared. Life of

George Canning.
CAPASSO (NICHOLAS) a Neapolitan di-

vine, born in 1671, whose poetical perform-
ances in Latin and Italian are held in great
esteem. An edition of these was published
at Naples in 1780, 4to. He also translated

the Iliad into Italian. He died in 1746.

Diet. Hist.

CAPELLO (BERNARDO) an Italian poet of

the sixteenth century, was a native of Venice,
from which he was exiled in consequence
of the freedom of his political opinions. He
died at Rome in 1559, leaving various poems,
which have been frequently reprinted. Tira-

boschi.

CAPO D'ISTRIAS (count JOHN) was born

at Corfu, where his family, which was re-

spectable, had been possessed of property from
an early period. When the Russians were

masters of the Ionian Islands he rendered him-

self useful to them, and on their withdrawing
he retired with them, and became so attached

to their policy and manners, that he never

ceased to consider himself as a Russian. He
held an office under the Russian government
when the Greek revolution was about to break

forth, and he was the agent by which the

early events of it were influenced and directed.

In 1819 he paid a visit to his native island,

and formed a connexion with the Hetaria, the

views of whose members he strongly fa-

voured, only so far however as they were
consistent with the interest of Russia. When
the insurrection took place in Wallachia, un-
der Ypsilanti, and the Russians affected openly
to disapprove of it, he also denounced it, and
disavowed the proceedings of those who were
concerned in it, though it was known that

he was secretly connected with them, and

adopted their principles. It was generally
believed that he always looked forward to

the possession of supreme authority when the

revolution was effected; hopes of which he
was encouraged to indulge through his con-

nexion with the country as a Greek, and his
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confidence in the support of the Russians.

He, however, took no part in the affair till

the troubles were over, and the independence
of Greece was secured. He then proceeded
thither, and in January 1828 arrived at Na-

poli di Romania in au English ship of war,
and was recognised as president, and chief of

the government. His coming was hailed with

joy by all as the signal of peace and concilia-

tion. Napoli was distracted by the factions

of Griva and Colocotroni, both of whom at

once submitted to Capo d'lstrias. All the

other chiefs followed the example, and his

authority was acknowledged with the general
esteem and goodwill of all parties. He dis-

played his influence most advantageously, by
issuing a proclamation requiring the general
surrender of arms, the danger from the ex-

ternal enemy being passed over; and the

whole population obeyed, and brought in their

weapons, while the country, which had been
overrun by armed men, became quiet and
secure for travellers. The lands which had

belonged to the Turks, and now to the go-
vernment, were let, on the terms of a rent

amounting to thirty per cent, of the produce.
Lancasterian schools were generally esta-

blished, and foreigners were induced to spe-
culate in the purchase of land, both on the

islands and the continent. At Napoli di Ro-
mania and in other towns new streets were

built, improvements were made, and the

country seemed to be, like a phcenix, rising
from its ashes. The people proposed to settle

on the president an annual salary of thirty
thousand crowns, which he declined. In a
short time, however, he showed that little

reliance was to be placed on this seeming pa-
triotism and disinterestedness. He abolished

the popular form of government, and esta-

blished a council called the Panhellenium,
which was wholly under his control. The
contributions which he received from France
and Russia were expended in remunerating
the agents of his despotic plans. All the

Constitutionalists, who had risked life and

property in promoting the revolution, were
excluded from his confidence. Mavrocordato,
Tricoupi, and others, were driven from the

situations of trust which they had filled, to

make way for a host of needy dependents from
the Ionian Islands, among whom were the

counts Viario and Augustine, the brothers of
the president. Informers were encouraged,
private correspondence was violated, and

tyranny and oppression prevailed. Just at

this juncture prince Leopold, now king of

Belgium, was announced as about to become

sovereign of Greece, to the great joy of the

people. Capo d'lstrias, at first, treated the

report with incredulity and derision
;
but on

finding it confirmed, he professed his readi-

ness to make way for the new governor. In
the meantime he contrived, underhand, to

raise difficulties about settling the boundaries
of the country, and at length succeeded, in

frightening the expectant of royalty into a re-

signation of the offered crown. The president
now fancied that his authority was firmly
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established, and proceeded to the execution of
his despotic schemes under the auspices of
Russia. When the deputies waited on him to

propose calling a national assembly, in order
to establish a constitutional government, he
told them that they were not fit for liberty,
and it was in vain for them to think of form-

ing free institutions. The people naturally
became discontented, and the Mainotes, the

Hydriotes, the Syriotes, and the Porotes, all

concurred in resolving to throw off the yoke
of their new tyrant, more galling than that of
the Turks. When the Greek insurrection

broke out, Pietro Bey Mavromichali, a rude
and venerable chieftain, was a kind of sove-

reign prince in Maina, exercising a feudal and
almost despotic sovereignty among the de-
scendants of the ancient Spartans. Pietro
and his sons, notwithstanding, in the ardour
of their zeal for the liberty of their country,
declared for the insurgents, at the sacrifice of
their own authority, and hazarded every thing
in order to advance the cause. One of the

sons of Pietro Bey was killed in the contest,
and when it was over, the father went to

reside at Napoli, with his remaining son Con-
stantine and his brother Giorgio, and he was

appointed a senator. The proceedings of go-
vernment soon disgusted him : he joined the

constitutional party, and became a proscribed
man. He attempted to return secretly to his

own province, but the president, knowing and

dreading his influence there, caused him to

be arrested, and confined in the dungeons of

Itaphkale'. His brother and his son adopted
his feelings ; they also became suspected, and
were arrested, and placed under the charge of

the police. On the morning of Sunday, Oc-
tober 9th, 1831, George and Constantino
Mavromichali proceeded to the church of St

Spiridiou, situated in the centre of the city of

Napoli, to attend, as they said, the early ser-

vice of the church, a little after daybreak,
and they were followed, as usual, by their

guards. While standing in the porch of the

church, the president also arrived, with his

suite, and was entering that part o ;the
church called the Narthex, leaving his body
guard at some little distance behind him. In

passing the Mavromichalis they saluted him,
and when he raised his hand to his head to

return the salute, George drew a poniard,
which he had concealed in his capote, and

plunged it into his body, while Constantine,
who stood before him, presented a loaded

pistol and shot him in the side, when he in-

stantly fell dead on the steps of the church.

The assassins fled. Constantine was pursued,
and killed by one of the president's guards ;

but George, having taken refuge in the hotel

of the French minister, was there seized,

tried by a court martial, and shot. New
Month. Mag.
CAPON (WILLIAM) an eminent scene

painter and architectural designer. He was
born at Norwich in 1757, and studied por-
trait painting under his father, who was an

artist of some ability. He preferred the pro-
fession of an architect, to learn which he was
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therefore placed with Michael Novosielski, a

Russian, who built the opera-house, of which

he was also scene-painter. After the erection

of Drury-lane theatre in 1794, Mr Capon was

engaged by John Kemble for the scenic de-

partment, and the taste and fidelity with

which many of his works were executed suf-

ficiently prove his intimate acquaintance with

our national antiquities. He painted other

pieces besides scenes, particularly two magni-
ficent interior views of the theatres of Drury-
lane and Covent-garden. Among his archi-

tectural designs may be mentioned plans of

the old palace at Westminster, and of the

ancient sub-structure of Westminster abbey.
He built in 1794 a theatre at Balan House,

in the county of Kildare, for lord Aldborough ;

and he projected a grand national monument
commemorative of the warlike genius of

Britain. His death took place at his residence

in Westminster, September 26, 1827. Gent.

Mag.
CAPPELLE (JAN VANDER) born in Hol-

land 1635, a Dutch painter. Little regarding
him is known, but many of his works, princi-

pally marine subjects and river views, have

been justly appreciated in England. It would
seem that he was a student of VV illiam Vaude-

velde, as his pictures recall those ofthat master

to the attention so strongly. He sometimes

painted landscapes, generally winter pieces.

Bryan's Diet.

CAPRARA (GIOVANO BATTISTA) born at

Bologna 1733, died 1810. He was scarcely

twenty-five years old before he was created

vicelegate at Vienna by Pope Benedict XIV.
In 1767 Clement III sent him as nuncio to

Cologne, where he so much pleased the em-

press Maria Theresa, that at her request pope
Pius VI appointed him his nuncio at Lucern.
In 1785 he was removed to Vienna, and Jo-

seph II, as well as Kaunitz his minister, were
much satisfied with him. He was created a

cardinal in 1792, and in 1800 made bishop of

Tesoy. On hearing of the distresses of the

people from famine, he set out in the middle
of winter, spent the whole of the large re-

venue of his see, and borrowed large sums
beside to purchase provisions and necessaries,
which he distributed to the suffering with his

own hands. In the following year he was

appointed legate to the French government,
and in 1802 signed the concordat for the
church. In 1805 he consecrated Napoleon
king of Italy, in the cathedral of Milan. In
his old age this kind ecclesiastic became blind
and in ill-health, and died in 1810. An im-

perial order directed that his funeral should
be performed with high honours and great
solemnity. Biog. Univ.

CARACCIOLI (DOMENICO marquis)
born at Naples 1715, died 1789, an eminent
Italian diplomatist.
CAKACCIOLI (Loici AXTOXIO de) bom

1721, in Paris, where his father was ruined

by the no'orious Law, died 1803. He wrote
numerous works, and in 1775 received a pen-
sion as a literary man from the French go-
vernment. His principal work, and one which

CAREW.
made a considerable noise in the world, was
his translation of the Letters of Gansranelli

(Clement XIV). Many would not believe the

letters to be original, until the translator

printed the Italian. Caraccioli also wrote a

Life of Ganganelli. Biog. Univ.

CARASCOSA "(baron) born 1769, a Nea-

politan nobleman, who having taken a part at

the first expulsion of Ferdinand from Naples,
was sentenced to the scaffold by the king on
Cardinal Ruffo's success in 1799. He made
his escape, and under Murat rose to the rank
of a lieutenant-general, and received signal
marks of approbation. He served in the

march to Moscow. On the failure of Murat's
Italian campaign he deserted his patron, and
some equivocal conduct in 1820, when the

constitutionalists prevailed, caused him to be
banished in disgrace. Biog. Univ.

CARESTINI (GIOVANNI) a celebrated

public singer, who was born in the march of

Ancona, in Italy, and at the age of twelve
he went to Milan, where he was patronised

by the Cusani family, whence he was often

called Cusanio. His voice, which was at

first a powerful and clear soprano, became

changed to a remarkably full and deep
counter-tenor, the beauty of the tones of

which have seldom been surpassed. He ap-

pears to have first sung on the stage at Rome
in 1721, when he exhibited in the female

character of Costanza, in Buononcini's opera
of Griselda. In 1723 he assisted at the

great musical congress at Prague, at the coro-

nation of the emperor Charles VI as king of

Bohemia. After having performed for se-

veral years at Venice, Rome, and other places
in Italy, he was at length engaged by Handel
to supply the place of Senesino in London.
He remained some time in this country, and
continued in the highest estimation long after

he had quitted it. He was engaged at Berlin

in 1750, 1754, and 1755, and at St Peters-

burgh till 1758, at which time he returned to

Italy, where not long afterwards his death

took place. In person Carestiui was tall,

handsome, and majestic ;
and his acting was

marked by animation and intelligence. It

has been said, by Hasse and other eminent

professors, that whoever had not heard Ca-
restini could not be acquainted with the most

powerful style of singing. Biog. Diet, of
Music.
CAREW (sir BENJAMIN HALLOWELL)

bom in 1760, died in 1834, best known in the

navy as Captain Hallowell. He succeeded to

the estates of the Carews of Beddington, and
assumed the name and arms in pursuance of
the will of his cousin Mrs A. Paston Gee, in

1828. He was a distinguished naval officer,

and served in the fleet of lord Rodney in

1 782. He married the daughter of Captain
Inglefield, who escaped from the wreck of the

Centaur. He commanded the Swiftsure in

the battle of the Nile. He picked up apart of
the mainmast of L'Orient after that battle, and
sent it to Nelson to make him a coffin, that he

might be buried in one of his trophies. He
was taken after a gallant defence by two
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French line-of-battle ships. He afterwards

shared in the reduction of Tobago and St

Lucia. He convoyed the second expedition
to Egypt, and in 1812 was employed off the

coast of Spain. He afterwards commanded on

the Irish station, and in the Medway. He
was one of those officers who distinctly be-

longed to the class that has earned its high re-

nown for the navy of England. Gent. Mag.
CAREY, LL.D. (JOHN) an eminent classi-

cal scholar and most industrious writer, who
was born in Ireland. At the age of twelve

be quitted his native country, being sent to

finish his education in a French university.
His first publication appears to have been
" Latin Prosody made easy," 1800, which was
followed by several other elementary works

relating to philosophy. He edited Dryden's
translation of Virgil ;

the Regent's Classics
;

Ainsworth's Latin Dictionary ;
the Abridg-

ment of Schleusner's Greek Lexicon of the

New Testament
;
and several other works of

standard merit. He translated from the

French " The Batavians," of Bitambe, and
" The Young Emigrants," of Mad. de Genlis

;

" Letters on Switzerland," from the German
of Lehman; and he engaged in many other

literary undertakings, and was a contributor

to periodical journals. He resided at Lam-
beth, Surrey, where he acted as a private
teacher of the classics, the French language,
and stenography. The latter years of his life

were embittered by sufferings arising from a

calculous disease, which occasioned his death

Decembers, 1830, at the age of seventy-three.
Gent. Mag.
CAREY (WILLIAM) born at Paulersbury

in Northamptonshire in 1761, died in India in

1834, an eminent oriental scholar. His father

kept a small school in his native village, and

giving his son an ordinary education, bound
him at fourteen an apprentice to a shoemaker
at Hackleton. His correct conduct and earnest

inquiries about religion attracted the notice

of the rev T. Scott, of Ravenstone. He was

baptized in 1783 by Dr Ryland, of Northamp-
ton, commenced preaching, and was at length
ordained over a congregation at Moulton,
whence he removed to Leicester. In 1792
the missionary society of the Baptists was
formed, and India being chosen for the com-
mencement of operations, Carey was selected

to proceed thither in 1793, with his family.
He lost all his money and effects by the sink-

ing of a boat in the Hoogley, Thus destitute,

they landed at Dehatta in 1 794, and he was

obliged to take the care of an indigo manu-
factory to live. He devoted all his leisure

time and all he could spare from his earnings
to the Bengalee language, in order to print
the Bible in that tongue. In 1795 he esta-
blished a school near the manufactory, and
preached there in the language of the country
twice a week. In 1 797 he travelled into Boo-
tan, to engage the Soubah to allow Christian-

ity to be preached there, and he himself

preached publicly at Dinagepoor. In 1799
he resolved to reside at the Danish settlement
of Serampoor, which afterwards derived its
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fame from this mission. Schools were esta-

blished, and printing-presses set up by consent
of the governor, on condition that the printing
should be confined to philological works and
the Scriptures in the native language, types
for which were obtained from Europe. In
1891 the progress of Carey in the study of the

languages of India recommended him to an

employment under the government. The
marquis Wellesley having founded the college
of Fort William, a person was looked for to
fill the professorships ofthe Sanscrit, Bengalee,
and Mahratta languages ; Carey was fixed

upon. In 1805 he published his Mahratta

grammar. He was elected a member of the

Asiatic society of Calcutta, and received the

diploma of DD. from one of the English uni-

versities. His labours were immense. He
published his Sanscrit grammar in 1806; a
Mahratta dictionary in 1810

;
a Punjabee gram-

mar in 1812; a Telinga grammar, 1814; and
between 1806 and 1810 the Raymayana, in

3 vols, 4to. In 1818 he published a Benga-
lee dictionary in 3 vols, which has gone
through three editions. In 1826 a Bhotanta

dictionary, and a grammar of the same lan-

guage edited by himself and Dr Marshman.
He had prepared a dictionary of the Sanscrit,
which was nearly completed, when a fire in

the printing-office destroyed both the copy
and impression, a lamentable loss. Among the

versions of the Scriptures in which Dr Carey
took a part are the following : Sanscrit, Hin-

dee, Brij-Bhassa, Mahratta, Bengalee, Orissa,

Telinga, Kurnata, Maldivian, Gujuratee, Bu-

loshee, Pushtoo, Punjabee, or Shekh, Kash-

nieer, Assam, Burrnan, Pali, or Magudha,
Tamul, Cingalese, Armenian, Maylay, Hin-

dostanee, and Persian
;
to which the Chinese

must be added. Thus did Dr Carey live to

see his labours rewarded by the translation of

the Scriptures into languages accessible to

forty native tribes, exclusive of the Chinese,
in which the labours of the Serampoor mis-

sionaries were in some degree superseded by
those of Dr Morrison. Gent. Mag. Miss.

Mag.
CAREZ (JOSEPH) a printer at Toul in

Languedoc, who made some important im-

provements in stereotype printing. He gave
to his works the appellation of omotypes.
Carez was chosen a deputy to the legislative

assembly in 1791, and he died in 1801.

Diet. Hist.

CARITEO, an Italian poet, whose real

name is unknown. He lived at Naples in the

fifteenth century, and published volumes of

poems in 1506 and 1509. In 1519 appeared
his

"
Opera Nuova e Amorosa Composta," &c.

Svo, which book is very scarce. Diet. Hist.

CARLISLE (ANNE) died about 1G80, an

ingenious English artist of the reign of Charles

II. She is said by Horace Walpole to have

gained great credit by her copies from the

works of the more eminent Italian masters.

CARLISLE (sir ANTHONY) born at Stil-

lington, co. Durham, 1768, died in 1840, an

eminent surgeon, who studied anatomy under

Dr Baillie and Mr Cruickshank. He was the
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first surgeon of the Westminster Hospital, and

one of the followers of John Hunter in the

study of comparative anatomy. When young
he was admitted a student of the Royal Aca-

demy, and hence it is probable he was chosen

in 1808 to succeed Sheldon as professor of

anatomy to that body of artists. The result

was "An Essay on the Connexion between

Anatomy and the Fine Arts." He greatly

improved many of the instruments used in

surgical operations, and was the first who
used in this country the bistourie cachtf. He
was surgeon extraordinary to the Prince

Regent, and Dr Parr introduced him to the

duke of Gloucester, who also made him his

surgeon. He holds a rank among the more

distinguished anatomists and physiologists of

the time in which he lived. He was skilful

and patient, liberal to those whom he attended

of small pecuniary means, and exceedingly
attentive to the poor. He was forty-seven

years an attendant of the Westminster Hos-

pital, and subscriptions to the extent of 8000/.

were raised for it by his exertions. He wrote

numerous papers in the scientific periodicals
of his day, and left behind him a character

for ability in his profession and amenity of

manners rarely surpassed. Gent. Mag.
CAKMONTELLE ( ) a French dra-

matist and miscellaneous writer, born at Paris

in 1717, and died in 180G. He was reader to

the duke of Orleans (grandson of the regent) ,

and manager of fetes, in the service of that

prince. His principal productions are his
" Proverbes Draniatiques," 1708-81, 8 vols,

8vo
;

" Nouveaux Proverbes Dramatiques,"
1811, 2 vols, 8vo; and 1825, 3 vols, 8vo.
He also wrote romances and conversations.

Bioy. Univ. Class.

CAROLAN (TWALOGH) died 1833, born
in Ireland about 1770. He was an eccentric

musical genius, and obtained the name of the

Irish Handel. He was the sou of a poor far-

mer, and was deprived of his sight by the

small-pox at so early an age that he had no
recollection of colours. His eyes he said were

transplanted to his ears. It was soon disco-

vered that he had an uncommon talent for

music, and his friends determined to cultivate

it by every means in their power. At ten

years of age he was instructed in the harp, but
he was never able to strike it with the hand of
a master. In general he used it only to assist

him in composition, his fingers wandering
over the strings while his mind was intent on
the musical expression of the chord. He be-
came enamoured of a Miss Cruise, who refused

him, but the song which bears her name is

considered his master-piece. He married

Mary M'Guire, a lady of Fermanagh, and
took a small farm in Leitrim ; but finding
that it would not support a family, he became
an itinerant harper. His fame soon reached
the ears of an Italian music-master in Dublin,
and he determined to put the blind composer
to a severe trial. He selected a good piece of
music in the Italian taste, here and there

altered, so that none but a judge could detect

the alterations. Carolan paid the utmost at-

CARPZOV.
tention to its performance, declared it was

good, but that here and there it limped and
stumbled. The alterations were set right ac-

cording to his directions, and he was pro-
nounced a true musical genius.

"
Gracy Nu-

gent
" and " Carolan's Devotion

"
are consi-

dered good specimens of his skill. Gent.

Mag.
CARPENTER (rev. LAKT) born 1780,

died 1840, a Unitarian minister at Bristol,

highly respected for his learning and talents.

He completed his studies at the University of

Glasgow, where he acquitted himself with

high credit. He was subsequently for a time
the Librarian of the Athenaeum at Liverpool,
but soon afterwards became the minister of
the dissenting congregation of St George's, in

Exeter. He next removed to Bristol, where
he undertook the ministry of Lewin's Mead
Chapel, and so remained up to the time of his

decease. His state of health had rendered his

absence from duty at times highly needful.

His end was singular ;
he had visited Italy for

his health, and was passing from Naples to

Leghorn by sea, when one morning he was
found to be missing. It appeared that after

he retired for the night he had unlocked his

travelling bag, removed some things, and it

seemed as if he had been preparing for rest.

When last seen he was on the cabin-stairs, be-

tween ten and eleven at night, standing as if

for fresh air, and it is supposed he proceeded
to the deck, suffering from sea-sickness, and,
the night being dark and rainy, that by a

sudden lurch of the vessel he was precipitated
into the sea. Those on board were unconscious

of his being missed until the next day. His

body some weeks after was washed on the

Italian coast, his watch, seals, and papers

being found upon him. He published a num-
ber of works of a religious or controversial

character, and some sermons upon particular
occasions. He was connected with several re-

ligious societies, and was an advocate for

general instruction. Gent. Mag.
CARPZOV or CARPZOVIUS (BENE-

DICT). There were two of this name, father

and son, each of them exceedingly eminent as

jurists. The former was born in 1565, in the

marquisate of Brandenburgh, and died profes-
sor of law at Wittemberg in 1624. The latter

was born in 1595, and succeeded his father as

professor at Wittemberg, and also became
chancellor of Saxony, and died in 1 666. He
wrote several commentaries on the Scriptures,
besides legal works, the principal of which

are,
" Introductio ad Practicam Rerum Cri-

minalium," folio
;

" Comment, ad Legem Re-

giam Germanorum," folio
;

" Definitiones Ec-

clesiasticae ;"
" Definitiones Forenses ;"

" Deci-

sioues Saxonicse," 3 vols, folio
;

" Processus

Juris Saxonici." There was also a JOHN
BENEDICT CARPZOV, who was professor at

Leipzic in the beginning of the eighteenth

century. He published in 1721 an esteemed

work, entitled " Introductio ad Libros Cano-
nicos Bibliorum Veteris Testamenti," which
was reprinted in 1731, and again in 1741.

Diet. Hist, Marsh's Lect.
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CARR (WILLIAM HOLWELL) a distin-

guished patron and connoisseur of the fine

arts, and a director of the British Institution.

He was the son of the rev. William Holwell,

vicar of Thornbury, Gloucestershire, and

having been educated at Exeter College,

Oxford, where he took the degree of B.D., he

obtained the valuable vicarage of Menhen-

niot, in Cornwall. In May 1797 he married

lady Charlotte Hay, daughter of the earl of

Errol, who became heiress of her maternal

grandfather sir William Carr, bart. of Etal,

in Northumberland ;
and on the estate of Etal

devolving to lady C. Holwell in 1798, she

and her husband obtained the royal licence to

take the name and arms of Carr. She died

in 1800, leaving an infant son, on whose de-

cease, in 1806, the estate passed to another

branch of the family. Mr Carr, who remained

a widower, died in London, December 24,

1830, aged seventy-two. He left his fine col-

lection of pictures to the National Gallery.
Gent. Mag.
CARRACCIOLI (FRANCISCO, marquis) born

at Naples 1 748
;
at the age of fifteen he entered

the navy of his birthplace, and served against

England during the American war in the fleets

of France and Spain. He afterwards served

against the French revolutionary government.
In 1798 he commanded a vessel in the fleet

which conveyed the royal family to Sicily.

Abandoned by the monarch, who carried off

the public money, the pay of the army, the

troops and marquis made common cause with

the republicans. Cardinal Ruffo succeed-

ed in producing a reaction, but the forts could

not be easily taken. That of St Elmo and

others agreed to surrender to the royalist

party after the suggestion of the cardinal that

the English commander might induce them
to come to terms. Captain Foote, the English
officer commanding in the bay, made the pro-

posals through the Russian officers, and general
Micheroux of the royal army on the king's
side. The forts were to be given up on con-

dition that the lives, liberties, and properties
of the individuals in them should be preserved.
The treaty was ratified by the cardinal, who
was then viceroy of Naples, appointed by the

king, and the forts placed in his hands agree-

ably to the treaty. Soon afterwards Nelson
came into the bay. At the suggestion oi

lady Hamilton, who wished to ingratiate her-

self with the notorious queen, at whose court

her husband was ambassador, and which court,

until lady Hamilton enchained the victor

sailor, he had pronounced to be composed ol

prostitutes and scoundrels at lady Hamilton' ^

suggestion Nelson broke the treaty, taking

advantage of it so far as to make prisoners
of all those who had surrendered under the

guarantee of a solemn treaty, and had then

put upon trial. The marquis of Carracciol

was among them. The untenable plea was tha

the viceroy had no right to make a treaty will

traitors, nor to proclaim an amnesty. Th
marquis was of course found guilty and hung
A bloody proscription was set on foot

;
and mor

than 40,000 citizens were at once thrown into
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rison. Nelson, at the side of the king, sanc-
ioned the proceeding. Commodore Trow-
ridge declared nothing should make him an
nstrument of the vengeance of such a woman
as the queen of Naples, and he sent a vessel full

f the proscribed parties to Toulon. Captain
\x>te remonstrated in vain. The profligate

ady Hamilton was charmed to gratify the

oyal vengeance, and was impatient until

he could bear the news of the execution
f Carraccioli to the queen, while during the

xecution she affected to shed tears. When
icr impatience was gratified, she wrote to

ssure the queen that " even the remains of
icr majesty's enemy were to be seen no more."
?hirteen days after, the king was walking the

.eck with Nelson, when he exclaimed,
"
Viene,

iene !

" with a tone of horror
;
the corpse of

/arraccioli reappeared breast-high above the

svaves, some of the shot attached to its feet

laving got loose. Two sailors, without orders,
n pity took up the admiral's body, and carried

t to a churcli for interment. There has since

>een no valid impeachment of this blot upon
he glory of Nelson through the instrumenta-

ity of lady Hamilton. It is the sole blot

apon his humanity, unhappily blinded by a

courtezan and a queen not less unprincipled.
New Month. Mag. Life of Nelson, Sj-c.

CARRE (MICHAEL) born at Amsterdam
1666, died in 1728, a scholar of Nicolas Berg-
lam, and the brother of Henry Carre. He
was not a painter of remarkable celebrity in

lis day, though appointed by the king of

Prussia one of his principal artists, but he

possessed great facility and boldness of pencil.
Diet, of Paint.

CARRINGTON (N T ) an inge-
nious poet, the son of a tradesman, who had a

situation in the arsenal at Plymouth, in which
town he was born in 1777. He was appren-
ticed to a measurer in the dockyard, but dis-

liking his occupation, he absconded, and

entering on board a man-of-war, served in an

action off Cape Finisterre, February 14, 1797.

Having written verses on the occurrence,
which were shown to his captain, he was dis-

charged as a favour; and returning to Ply-
mouth Dock, now Devonport, be became a

public teacher, an office for which he had

qualified himself in a great measure by his

own exertions. He afterwards opened a school

at Maidstone in Kent, where he remained

about two years ;
and in 1808 returned to

Dock, where he continued to keep a school or

academy till near the time of his death, which

took place at Bath, September 2, 1830. His

works consist of " The Banks of Tamar,"

1820;
"
Dartmoor, a descriptive poem," 1826,

written for a premium offered by the Royal

Society of Literature
;
and " My Native Vil-

lage, with other poems," published posthu-

mously. Amer. Bioy. vol. xvi.

CARRON (Gey TOUSSAINT JCLIEN) a

French ecclesiastic, bom at Rcnnes in 1760.

After he had entered on his professional ca-

reer, he founded at Rennes, in 1789, a manu-

factory of stuffs, cottons, &c, in which 2000

paupers were employed ;
and he also opened
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a penitentiary for the reformation of women of

the town. At the Revolution he refused to

take the oath required from priests by the

Constituent Assembly, and he was therefore

imprisoned at Rennes, and afterwards banished

to Jersey, where he devoted himself to cha-

ritable undertakings. In 1796 he removed to

London, and in that metropolis formed schools

and hospitals, and was patronized by the ex-

iled king, Louis XVIII. Returning to France

in 1814, he was made director of an institu-

tion for the support of young females who had

been deprived of their property during the

Revolution, called the Institute of Maria The-

resa. The abbe Carron died March 15, 1820.

He published
" Inflexions Chre'tiennes pour

tous les Jours de 1'Annee," 1796, 12mo;
" Pensees Ecclesiastiqnes," 4 vols, 12mo

;

" Peuse'es Chre'tiennes," 6 vols, 12mo ;

" Vies

des Justes ;" and " Les Confesseurs de la Foi

dans 1'Eglise Gallicane," 4 vols, 8vo. Biog.
Univ. Class.

CARTEAUX (Jons- FRAN.) a French re-

publican general, born in Franche-Comte in

1751. He entered into the army as a private
at the age of sixteen, and became a non-com-
missioned officer. Previous to the Revolution

he had quitted his regiment, and adopted the

profession of a miniature painter. He then

was appointed a lieutenant in the cavalry of

the National Guard
;
and he obtained the

rank of adjutant-general after the famous 10th

of August 1792, in the events of which day
he was concerned. He subsequently was
made general of a brigade, and employed
against the Marseillese in 1793

;
and he after-

wards commanded the army at the siege of
Toulon. He was then arrested by order of
the Convention, and confined in the Concier-

gerie at Paris. Being set at liberty, he was
sent to command on the coasts of Normandy
in 1795, when he quelled an insurrection at

Caen. Bonaparte (who had served under
Carteaux at Toulon), when he became consul,

placed him hi the administration of the lottery,
and at length sent him as a commissioner to

the principality of Piombino. He returned to

France in 1805, and died about two years
after. Idem.

CARTER (THOMAS) an eminent musician
and composer of vocal music, who was born
in Ireland. He left his native country while

very young, and being patronized by the earl
of Inchiquin, he completed his musical edu-
cation in Italy, where he was much noticed

by sir William Hamilton, English ambassador
at the court of Naples. Among his finest

compositions are the beautiful ballad of " O
Nanny, wilt thou gang with me ?

"
also the

celebrated description of a sea-fight,
" Stand

to your guns, my hearts of oak." He like-

wise composed a capricio, commencing with
the words " Fairest Dorinda," in which mu-
sical science is combined with most humorous
comic expression. He went to the East Indies,
where he remained some time, and was con-
ductor of the musical department at the theatre
of Calcutta. At length he was obliged to

return to England in consequence of ill health,

CAULAINCOURT.
labouring under an affection of the liver

which terminated in his death in 1804.

Bioy. Diet, of Mug.
CARTERET (PHILIP) a naval officer, who,

hi conjunction with captain Wallis, commanded
an expedition to the South Seas in 1766.

Some discoveries were made, of which Dr
Hawkesworth published an account in the in-

troduction to his Narrative of Captain Cook's
First Voyage. Captain Carteret, who was a
fellow of the Royal Society, was the author of

two papers in the Philosophical Transactions.
Ann. Req.
CARUSiUS or CARUSIO (JOHN BAP-

TIST) a Sicilian historian, was born at Pa-
lermo in 1673, and died in 1750. He is au-
thor of " Memorie Istoriche della Sicilia,"
folio

;
and " Bibliotheca Historica Regni Si-

cilia?," 2 vols, folio. Diet. Hist.

CASANOVA (FRANCIS) an eminent French

landscape and battle painter, of Italian pa-

rentage, but born in London hi 1730. He
settled at Paris, where he was admitted a
member of the Academy of Painting in 1 763.

He was employed by the prince of Conde,
and Catherine II engaged him to paint the

battles and victories of the Russians in her
wars with Turkey. He died near Vienna in

1805. Biog. Univ. Class.

CASSAS (Louis FRANCOIS) a distinguished
French artist and antiquary, who was born at

Azay-le-Feron in 1756. After having em-

ployed his youth hi the study and delineation

of the antiquities of Sicily, Istria, and Dal-

matia, he accompanied the count Choiseul

Gouffier to Constantinople, being engaged by
that nobleman to make drawings for the con-

tinuation of his "
Voyage dans la Grece."

Shortly afterwards he visited the Asiatic shore

of the Archipelago with M. le Chevalier,
author of the "

Voyage de la Troade," and
then proceeded to the ruins of Baalbec and

Palmyra, in the desert of Syria. About the

commencement of the Revolution he returned

to France, having his portfolio stored with
treasures highly interesting to the admirers
of the fine arts and the relics of antiquity.
The result of his labours appeared in the
"
Voyage pittoresque de 1'Istrie et Dalmatic ;"

and "
Voyage pittoresque de la Syrie, de la

Phenicie, de la Palestine, et de la Basse

Egypte," of which thirty parts had been pub-
lished in 1813, but the work was left unfi-

nished at the death of the artist, which took

place suddenly, in consequence of apoplexy,
at Versailles, November 1, 1827. M. Cassas
was occupied many years in forming, at a
considerable expense, a collection of archi-

tectural models in almost every kind of style,
which he liberally disposed of, for a small

annuity, to the imperial government for the
use of the public. For. Rev.
CAULAINCOURT (ARMAND AUGUSTIN

Louis de) duke of Vicenza, descended of one
of the most illustrious families of Picardy,
was born in 1773. He entered young into the

army, and became aide-de-camp to his father,

lieutenant-general the marquis de Caulaiu-

court, and retired from the service at the same
114
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time with him. In 1 792 he was imprisoned
as a suspected person, with all his family ;

and
he was set at liberty only because he was in-

cluded in the first requisition for recruiting
the republican army. He became a private
soldier in a regiment of foot, and removing
into the cavalry passed through the lower
ranks of promotion. After the 9th of Ther-
midor he was aide-de-camp to general Aubert
du Bayet, whom he attended in his embassy
to Constantinople. In 1797 he returned to

France with the Turkish ambassador
;
and he

then obtained the command of a squadron,
and became aide-de-camp to his uncle, general
d'Harville. He next served with distinction

under Moreau, and was afterwards made aide-

de-camp to the first consul, Bonaparte, who
sent him on a mission to Russia. He attended

Napoleon in his campaigns in 1805, 1806, and
1807

;
and was employed in another embassy

to Russia, in which he is said to have gained
the esteem of the emperor Alexander. He
afterwards in vain opposed the expedition of

Napoleon into Russia, and in 1813 he was sent

to negotiate at the congress of Prague. After
the battle of Leipzic he was made minister of

foreign affairs, which post he held during the

discussions at the congress of Chatillon. After
the restoration of the king he held no public
situation. His death took place at Paris,

February 13, 1827. Revue Encyc.
CAULFIELD (JAMES), born in London

1764, died 182G, a miscellaneous writer, the
son of a music-engraver. He early became

acquainted with Mr C. Sharpe, a noted print-
seller ofCambridge, who was so pleased with

Caulfield, when residing some time in that

city, that he presented him with 5l. and a

collection of prints and etchings. Here

began Caulfield's love and knowledge of en-

gravings. In 1780 he opened a shop near the

Strand, which was patronized by Dr John-

son, Cosway, and others, and published the

first number of his " Lives and Portraits of

Remarkable Persons." He edited several

similar works, and his " Cromwelliana." He
wrote lives and descriptions innumerable for

portraits and other engravings, and furnished
the lives to the " Kit-kat Club "

illustrations.

He edited, in six volumes, the last edition of
" Remarkable People," by Mr Wallace, and
the six volumes of Grainger's

"
Biographical

Historv." Gent. Mag.
CAVENDISH (lord FREDERICK), the third

son of the third duke of Devonshire, born in

1729. He entered into the army, and arrived
at the rank of field-marshal. Having been
taken prisoner at the battle of St Gas, on the
coast of France, in 1758, the French comman-
der offered to release him on his parole, and
when he declined the favour as one which he
could not conscientiously accept, because on
his return to England he should think it his

duty to vote as a member of parliament for

supplies for carrying on the war against
France,

" Let not that prevent you from re-

turning home," said the duke de
,

" for we
should no more object to your voting in parlia-
ment, than to your getting children, lest they
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should some day assist in the conquest of
France." Lord F. Cavendish died in 1S03.
CAVENDISH (lord JOHN), brother of the pre-
ceding, distinguished himself as a politician.
He was one of the lords of the treasury under
the ministry of the marquis of Rockingham,
in the American war

;
and he was a constant

opponent of lord North, whom he succeeded
as chancellor of the exchequer. He died in

1796. Smollett. Belsharris Hist, of George
III.

CENSORINUS, a grammarian and critic of
the third century, who lived at Rome, and

compiled a work,
" De Die Natali," printed

at Cambridge in 1695. It is a chronological
treatise on remarkable events. His remarks
on music are deemed curious. Moreri.

CENTORIO (AscANius) a celebrated Ita-

lian soldier and writer of the sixteenth cen-

tury, who wrote military annals of his own
time, printed at Venice in 1565 and 1569, in

2 vols, 4to. Diet. Hist.

CERACCHI (JOSEPH) an eminent sculp-

tor, born at Rome about 1760. He became a

pupil of Canova, and had obtained distinction

as an artist when the French invaded Italy.

Having adopted revolutionary principles, he

relinquished his profession to devote himself

to political intrigue. He was obliged to quit
his country ;

and going to Paris he engaged in

a plot against Bonaparte, then first consul,
for which he was executed, February 10, 1801.

See ARENA. Biog. Univ.

CERE (JOHN NICHOLAS) a French botanist,
born in the isle of France in 1737. After

having served in the navy, he retired to his

estate in his native countiy, and devoted his

time to the study of natural history. In 1775
he was appointed director of the botanic gar-
den in the Isle of France, in which he made

great improvements, and introduced into the

island the cultivation of cloves and various

other spices to a great extent. He was
chosen a member of the Agricultural Society
of Paris, in whose Transactions for ] 789 he

published a memoir on the cultivation of rice.

His death took place in 1810. Biog. Univ.

Class.

CERVETTO (Senor) born in 1680 in

Italy, died in 1783, an Italian musician who
came to England in 1 740, and played the bass

at Drury-lane theatre. Garrick had one

night fixed the eyes of the whole house upon
himself in one of his striking pauses, when

Cervetto, who had fallen asleep, yawned so

immoderately that the whole house was con-

vulsed with laughing. Garrick, angry, sent

for the musician, who disarmed all his re-

proaches by saying,
"
O, Mr Garrick, I beg

ten tousand pardon, but I alvays do so ven I

be ver much please." He lived to 103 years.
Diet. Bio.

CESPIDES (PAUL) an eminent Spanish

painter, who wrote a book on his art. His

picture of the Last Supper, in the cathedral

of Cordova, is much admired. He died in

1668. Cumberland.
CEVALLOS (the CHEVALIER de) born in

Spain 1763, died in 1838. He was formerly
12
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minister for Spain at the English as well as

at several other European courts. The mani-

festo of Spain when Napoleon invaded the

peninsula was drawn up by him, and made a

great impression in Europe. A/on. Mag.
CEVALLOS or ZEVALLOS (PETER

OBDONES) born in Andalusia in the latter

part of the 16th century. He embarked for

America as a common soldier in the fleet of

Francisco de Valanda, and returned home
after an absence of thirty-four years. He

composed a work called a "
History of Travels

in the World, in five parts, of Europe, Asia,

Africa, America, and Magellauica." He

speaks without disguise of the cruelties prac-

tised by his countrymen in America. He also

wrote an account of the kings of China,

Cochm-China, and Camboya. Some of his

works are of doubtful veracity, being taken

from hearsay authority, but what he saw is

generally to be depended upon. Biog. Univ.

CHABANON (M. de) a French writer,

who was member of the Academy of Inscrip-
tions and Belles Lettres. He died at Paris in

1792, aged sixty-two. He wrote some dramatic

pieces, and translated Pindar and Theocritus.

He was also author of a " Treatise on Music,"
2 vols, and an account of his own life. He
had a brother named CHABANON de MANGIN,
who also wrote some dramatic pieces. Diet.

Hist.

CHALMERS (ALEXANDER) born at Aber-
deen 1759, died 1834. His father was a

printer at Aberdeen. He was designed for

the medical profession, and left his home in

1777, to which he never returned. He be-

came early connected in business with Mr
Robinson, a bookseller in Paternoster Row,
and a contributor to various periodical publi-
cations. He edited several old works and
wrote lives of Burns and Dr Beattie. Among
his numerous undertakings he published a
" General Biographical Dictionary," and
edited an edition of the Poets for the book-

sellers, who had declined the offices of sir

Walter Scott and Thomas Campbell for a
similar task, because they insisted on insert-

ing the entire works of such poets as they
deemed fitting, or, in other words, would not
submit to be dictated to in the undertaking.
In fact, the life of Chalmers was spent in

editing works for publishers, and these in the
course of his long life could not but be nu-
merous. He seems to have possessed more
industry than taste. In the latter part of his
time he suffered much from illness, though
his life was protracted to seventy-five years.
Gent. Mag.
CHALMERS (GEORGE) a miscellaneous

writer of some eminence, was born in 1 742 at

Fochabers, in the county of Moray, where his

family had long been seated. He was edu-
cated at the grammar-school of that town,
whence he was removed to King's College,
Aberdeen. Thence he removed to Edinburgh,
where he studied law, which he practised in

America until the colonial revolt. On his re-

turn to Britain he settled in London, where he

applied to literary pursuits, and produced his

CHAMPOLLION.
" Political Annals of the United Colonies ;"
" An Estimate of the. Comparative Strength
of Great Britain ;" and various other works of

a kindred nature
;
on which account he was

selected as a fit person to be chief clerk of the

board of trade, which duty he fulfilled for

thirty-nine years. A list of the various works
of Mr Chalmers, who was a member both of

the Royal and Antiquarian Societies, we have
not been able to procure ;

but his most distin-

_uished production, his "
Caledonia," is ge-

nerally esteemed the most complete. He
composed in several departments of literature,
and much distinguished himself in the contro-

versy concerning Ireland's forgery of " Vor-

tigeru and Rowena," the authenticity of which
be too hastily credited. Besides the office

already mentioned, he acted as colonial agent
for the Bahama islands. He died on the 21st

of May 1825, aged eighty-two. Ann. Biog.
CHAMBERS (GEORGE) born at the close

of the last century at Whitby, the son of a

poor seaman. He went early to sea in a small

trading sloop, and served two years as a cabin

boy. He early began to make sketches of

shipping. His indentures being cancelled,
he determined to become a painter of ships.
For this purpose he put himself an apprentice
to an old woman who kept a painter's shop,
and while employed as a house painter he
took lessons of one Bird, a drawing-master.
He now painted small pictures of shipping,
which got a ready sale at humble prices.
He lived thus for three years. He then en-

tered on board a vessel, anxious to try his

fortunes in the metropolis, and so worked his

way to London. He there met with Homer,
who employed him for seven years in paint-

ing the great panorama in the Colosseum in

the Regent's Park. He was next engaged as

a scene-painter at one of the theatres, attracted

the notice of lord M. Kerr, a British admi-

ral, and obtained through him an introduction

to that kind monarch William IV. He was
on the point of reaping fame and fortune from
his past toils when his constitution failed, and
he fell ill and died in 1 840. His best produc-
tions were his naval battles, of which in the

Hall at Greenwich there are three specimens.

Bn/an's Diet.

CHAMPOLLION the YOUNGER (I
F ) a French writer, celebrated for his

discoveries relating to Egyptian archaeology,
and especially hieroglyphics. He was born
in 1790, at Figeac, and became professor of

history at Grenoble. He studied the Coptic
and other Oriental languages, investigated
the ancient inscription, on a stone found at

Rosetta when the French invaded Egypt, and
he examined rolls of papyrus, especially while
he was at Turin in 1823 and 1824. The
result of some of his researches appeared in

the publication entitled " Pantheon Egyptien,"
Paris, 1824, 4to, a collection of designs from

figures on Egyptian monuments, with explana-
tions. The same year he published

" Precis

du Systeme Hieroglyphique des Anciens

Egyptiens," 2 vols, 8vo, illustrated with en-

gravings, lu this he gave an account of his
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development of a Phonetic Alphabet, furnish-

ing a key to the ancient hieroglyphics. In

1825 he delivered lectures on his system at

Rome. In 1826 he was appointed by Charles

X superintendent of a department of the royal
museum at the Louvre, destined for the pre-

servation of Egyptian and other Oriental an-

tiquities. He went to Egypt in 1828 with

other men of science to prosecute researches

at the expense of the king of France. M.

Champollion, who was a member of the Aca-

demy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres, and
of other learned societies, died at Paris in

the beginning of March 1832, and he was
interred in the church of St Roche, Rue St

Honore. Encycl. Amer. Galignani's Mes-

senger.
CHANNING (WILLIAM ELLERY) born at

Newport, U. S., died at Burlington, Vermont,
U. S., 1842, in his sixty-second year, lately
minister of a dissenting church in Boston.

His father was an eminent merchant. Dr
Channing was small in stature, but sturdy.
He was educated at Harvard College, and
when he had taken his degree of B.A. he
went to Virginia as a teacher, and from some
cause his health there received a shock from
which it never recovered. He was ordained

over the chapel at Frederic Street, Boston,
in 1803. He leaned towards evangelical
views in theology. His sermons, published
in the course of 1812, brought him first into

notice. His review of the writings of Milton,
his character of Napoleon Bonaparte, and his

publications upon slavery drew him into more
extended notice. He was a man of great

independence of mind, and was swayed by no

popular applause, nor did he pay any respect
to men for their offices or wealth. He
honoured moral worth in high or low alike,

and was a faithful minister, of pure charac-

ter, lofty purpose, and inflexible integrity.
Gent. Mag.
CHANTREY (sir FRANCIS, knt.) born 1781,

at Norton, near Sheffield, died 1842. He was
the son of a carpenter. He was placed for a
short time with a grocer in Sheffield, and then

by his own desire apprenticed to a carver and

gilder. A Mr Smith, a painter and mezzo-
tinto engraver, took notice of his attachment
to drawing and modelling, and gave him
a few instructions. A statuary of some talent

also came to Sheffield, and taught him what
he knew of modelling and carving in stone.

His master, thinking such pursuits would
take him away from his business, and make
him less profitable, did not encourage his

pursuits, which he therefore practised in soli-

tude in a room he hired for a few pence
weekly. In 1802 he advertised himself as

taking portraits in crayons, being then only
twenty years old, and in 1804 as taking
models from life. Some busts which he
modelled on returning from London, where
he went to study at the academy, attracted

great attention by their excellence, and before

he had touched marble with his chisel he
became a candidate for a monument to a Dr
Wilkinson, which he achieved. He com-
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pleted other works there of a similar kind.
He then removed to London and became an
exhibitor, and in 1809 married a cousin. He
then commenced making busts with great
success, and was recommended very gener-
ously by Nollekens. His busts may be con-
sidered his best works, for in his figures he

displayed a want of knowledge of anatomy.
His monument to the daughter of the rev.

W. Robinson, in Lichfield cathedral, attracted
much attention, but the design is said not to

have been his own. It was popular and

touching rather than great as a work of art,
and in a nation where high art is not appre-
ciated that which strikes the feelings will

always attract the most attention. He now be-

came the fashionable sculptor of the day, and
orders poured in upon him from all quarters.
In person he was about five feet seven inches

tall, stout in early life, but towards the last

inclined to corpulency. He had but one
useful eye. His countenance was animated
and sometimes sarcastic. He had no know-

ledge but what he had picked up as he passed

through life from external observation
;
he

owed little to study and nothing to books or

the lore of other ages in art or literature.

His works are copies of nature, happy re-

semblances, and little more. His acquire-
ments did not extend beyond his art, of the

high ideal order of which he knew no-

thing. He decried anatomy, because he did

not know anything about it
;
nor had he any

of the beautiful imagination in his works.
His busts are eminently faithful, worked with

great nicety and delicacy after the life. He de-

sired to be buried in his native village, where
he had built himself a vault. He loved art, and
left his property after his wife's decease for its

encouragement. His place as to merit in sculp-
ture will be tested by posterity when fashion

and partiality will have perished ; but he will

always continue to furnish out a bright ex-

ample of the triumphs of genius and of natu-

ral talent over the obstacles of birth and the

frowns of worldly fortune in early life. Anon.

CHAPMAN (FRED. HENRY) a Swedish
naval officer, who distinguished himself by his

attention to marine architecture. He attained

the rank of vice-admiral, and died in 1808.

His " Treatise on Ship-building
" was trans-

lated into French by Lemonnier, and subse-

quently by Vial de Clairbois. Gustavus III

bestowed on him a patent of nobility, and the

title of commander of the order of the Sword.

Biog. Univ. Class.

CHAPPE (CLAUDE) the nephew of the

abbe Chappe d'Auteroche. (See DICT.) He
was born in 1763. In his twentieth year he
attracted the notice of men of science by
some essays published in the Journal de Phy-

sique ; but his fame is founded on the inven-

tion, or rather the introduction into practice,
of the mode of conveying intelligence by sig-

nals, to which he gave the name of the Tele-

graph. Wishing to communicate with

friends who resided at the distance of several

miles from him, he conceived the idea of

conversing by signals, and having made some
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experiments to ascertain the practicability of

the plan, he so far perfected it as to construct

a machine on a large scale, a description of

which he laid before the National Assembly
in 1792. The first telegraphic line of com-

munication was completed in 1793, and the

first news transmitted by it was an account

of the capture of Conde'. The advantages of

this scheme were so manifest that telegraphs
were soon erected, not only in different parts

of France, but also in other countries, and

the invention, which has received many im-

provements, has long since been generally

adopted. The honour of the discovery, how-

ever, was contested, and that circumstance,

with others, produced so melancholy an effect

on the mind of M. Chappe that he put an end

to his life, in 1805, by throwing himself into

a weu. Encyclop. Amer. See AMONTONS

(W. U.)
CHAPPLE (WILLIAM) a topographer, was

born at Witheridge in Devonshire, in 1718.

He received a common education, which he

improved by self-application, until he became

tolerably versed in the classics and mathe-

matics. He acted for some time as clerk to an

eminent surveyor, and then as secretary to the

county and city hospital at Exeter, and ulti-

mately as steward to sir William Courtenay.
He died at Exeter in 1781. He was an active

contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine, and
Ladies' Diary ; and a part of an edition of
Risdon's Survey of Devon, superintended by
him, was published after his death in 1785,

4to, with a sketch of his life prefixed. Life
as above.

CHAPTAL (JEAN ANTOINE CLAUDE) count
of Chanteloupe, peer of France, a distinguished
chemist and natural philosopher. He was
born in 1756, at Nozaret, in the department of

Lozere. His father supported his family by
the cultivation of his own estate, which de-

scended to his eldest son, and the subject of
this article was therefore destined for the
medical profession. He studied at Mende,
and afterwards at the college of Rhodez, and
then went to Montpellier, where one of his

uncles was engaged in the practice of medi-
cine. He subsequently passed four years at

Paris, whence he was recalled to accept of a

professorship of chemistry then founded at

Montpellier by the states of Languedoc. His
lectures were numerously attended, and his re-

putation as a chemist raised him to eminence.
He published at this time " Ele'mens de Chi-
mie,'' 3 vols, 8vo, which became exceedingly
popular, and was translated into English and
other languages. In 1787 the states, as a
mark of approbation of his conduct, obtained
for him the order of St Michael, and letters of

nobility. He displayed his attachment to

liberty on the occurrence of the French revolu-

tion, and especially at the assault of the cita-

del of Montpellier in 1791. Being summoned
to Paris in 1793, to assist in the measures

adopted by the government to obtain supplies
of gunpowder for the French armies, he suc-

ceeded in furnishing from the manufactory at

Grenoble 3500 Ibs. a-day. He co-operated in

CHARLES.
the formation of the Polytechnic school

;
and

having made arrangements for the performance
of the gunpowder-works, he obtained permis-
sion to return to Montpellier, to organize the

school of medicine there, in which he was ap-

pointed by the government to the professorship
ofchemistry. In 1 798 he returned to Paris, and
was made a member of the National Institute.

After the revolution of the 1 8th Brumaire, he
was appointed by the first consul, in 1799,
counsellor of state; and in 1800 minister of

the interior, in which last post he encouraged
the study of the useful arts, and established

near Paris a chemical manufactory on a large
scale. In 1804 he was dismissed from the

office of the interior ;
but Napoleon nominated

him a senator, and shortly after grand digni-

tary and treasurer of the senate. In 1810 he
received the title of count and chevalier grand
cross of the order of Re-union. After the re-

turn of Napoleon from Elba he was appointed

director-general of commerce and manufac-

tures, and minister of state. On the second

restoration of Louis XVIII, he retired from

public affairs ; and at this time he entered

into some negotiations with the princess of

Orleans relative to the estate of Chanteloupe,
from which he took his title, and which had
been her property. He was however, in 1816,
admitted into the newly organized Academy
of Sciences

;
and he was nominated a member

of the council-general of hospitals, of the

council of prisons, and the council of agri-
culture

;
and at length, by a royal decree of

March 5, 1819, he \vas called to a seat in the

chamber of peers. Besides the work already
mentioned he published

" L'Art de la Teiuture

du Coton en rouge d'Adrianople ;"
" Traite de

Chimie appliquee aux Arts," Paris, 1807,
4 vols;

" L'Art de faire le Vin ;"
" L'lndustrie

Fran?aise, ou Coup-d'oeil sur I'Exposition,
&c.'' 1821, 8vo

;
and "Chimie appliquee k

1' Agriculture," 1823, 2 vols. Count Chaptal,

though his name is often associated with those

of Lavoisier, Berthollet, Guyton Morveau, and
other celebrated men in France, whose labours

contributed chiefly to the vast modern im-

provements in chemical science, did not

distinguish himself by any splendid discove-

ries, or original views of the theory of chemis-

try ;
but he applied his talents with great ad-

vantage to the investigation of the methods of

conducting various processes in the arts and
manufactures of his native country, and he ac-

quired a large share of reputation by his at-

tention to technological chemistry, or what may
be styled the chemistry of the arts. His death
took place July 29, 1832. Biog. des Contemp.
Enct/cl. Amer.
CHARDON (MATHIAS) a learned French

ecclesiastic, who belonged to the Benedictine

congregation of St Maur. He was the author
of a valuable work entitled " Histoire des

Sacreniens," Paris, 1745, 6 vols, 12mo, of
which there is an Italian translation. Char-
don died at Metz in 1771. Biog. Univ.

CHARLES X (PHILIPPE DE BOURBON, EX-
KING OF FRANCE) born 1757, died 1837. He
was the youngest son of the dauphin Louis,
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sou of Louis XV, and the youngest brother of

Louis XVI. In his youth he had the title of

count d'Artois, and was noted for the dissipa-
tion and extravagance of his life and manners.
He was married at seventeen to a daughter of

the king of Sardinia, Victor Amadeus III,

who died in 1805. By this marriage he had
the duke d'Angou!6me and the duke de Berri,
who was assassinated. He was very unpopu-
lar in his youth, and much annoyed Louis XVI
by his debauched conduct. He was one of the

first to fly at the revolution, and to stir up the

continental sovereigns to invade France the

very cause which rendered the people furious

against the royal family, and probably caused

his brother's execution. During the different

revolutionary governments and the empire he

lived in different parts of Europe, where shel-

ter was afforded him. He resided, just before

the revolution, at Holyrood House in Scotland,
the devotee to all the dogmas of the old regime,
to his mistresses, and to the priests, for, like

the rest of his family, he was weak in mind,
while he did not possess their amiable quali-
ties. He succeeded his brother Louis XVIII
in 1824. He had no sooner ascended the

throne than it became too visible that the

profligacy of his early life had been succeeded

by superstition in age and a devotion to the

priests. In 1830, in consequence of the result

of a general election not being agreeable to his

arbitrary views, he issued two ordinances,
which were fatal to his power one abolishing
the freedom of the press, the other changing
the mode of election, and contracting both the

electors and the number of representatives.
The celebrated revolution of 1 830 ensued : the

king fled from the danger he had brought
upon himself. He offered to abdicate in

favour of his grandson, but was not listened

to, and got on board a ship at Cherbourg,
from whence he escaped to England. No
past misfortune could teach him a lesson ofwis-

dom. He resided for some little time at Poole,
and then took up his old quarters at Holyrood
House, Scotland, the scene of his parting with
Madame Polastron, one of his mistresses dur-

ing his former sojourn there, who, it is said,
made him promise when she was dying that

he would never marry, and where his confessor

M. de Latie had a powerful control over him
in his strange mixture of immorality and re-

ligious form. From Holyrood Charles retired

to Goritz in Illyria, where, as everywhere else,

he consoled himself with field-sports. His
indoor vocations were penance, fasti, and

prayers, sackcloth next the skin, and the con-

tinual supervision of his confessors. In his

manners be was smooth, polite, and inoffensive,
as years drew in upon him, his address being
that of a mild gentleman of the old school.

Orig.
CHARNOCK (JOHN) an ingenious miscel-

laneous writer, was born at Barbadoes in 1765.
He received his education at Winchester

school, and Merton college, Oxford, and sub-

sequently entered the naval service, but was
unfortunate in life, and died in the King's
Bench in 1807. His works are,

" The Rights
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of a Free People," 8vo

;

"
Biographia Na-

valis," 6 vols, 8vo
;
an able "

Supplement to

Campbell's Admirals ;"
" A Letter on Finance

and National Defence;" "A History of Ma-
rine Architecture," 3 vols, 4to ; a " Life of
Lord Nelson," &c. Chalmers's Biog. Diet.
CHARRERIE (Mad. de St HYACINTHE de)

a French authoress, bom about 1746, and died
in 1806. She was married to a gentleman of
the Pays de Vaud, and resided in a village
near Neufchatel. Among her publications are
"

Calliste, ou Lettres e'crites de Lausanne,"
1786, 8vo

;

" Mistress Henley ;"
" Lettres Neu-

chatelloises ;" and novels and dramatic pieces,
entitled " CEuvres de 1'Abbe' de la Tour,"
Leipsic, 1798, 3 vols, 8vo. Almost all her
works have been translated into German by
L. F. Herder. Biog. Univ. Class.

CHASTELAIN (GEORGE) a French gen-
tleman, who lived at the court of the duke of

Burgundy in 1475. He composed in French
verse an account of all the memorable events
of his time, 1531, 4to. He was also the au-
thor of " Le Chevalier Delibere', ou la Mort du
Due de Bourgogne," 1489, 4to

;

" Histoire du
Chevalier Jacques de Lalain, &c." 4to.

Moreri.
CHASTELARD (PIERRE de BOSSCOLE de)

a gentleman of Dauphiny, who was, according
to De Thou, the grandson of the chevalier

Bayard. He accompanied Mary queen of
Scots (when widow of Francis II) to her native

country, having become violently enamoured
of that beautiful princess. He secretly in-

troduced himself into her bed-chamber, and

being discovered, he was tried, convicted of

treason, and condemned to be beheaded, which
sentence was executed. Chastelard cultivated

poetry ;
and one of his compositions in praise

of his royal mistress has been published by
Laboureur, in the Memoirs of Castelnau.

Biog. Unit). Class.

CHASTELER (JOHN, marquis de) an Aus-
trian general, born in Hainault in 1750. He
entered young into the artillery, and distin-

guished himself in the war between Austria

and Russia, in 1 788, Being afterwards sent

into the Netherlands to repair the fortifica-

tions of Namur, he was taken prisoner by the
French in 1792; and being exchanged some
months afterwards, he was made a major-
general. In that quality he made the cam-

paign of 1793, and was repeatedly wounded
at the siege of Valenciennes. On the renewal
of hostilities between France and Austria in

1809, the marquis de Chasteler was employed
to organize an insurrection of the Tyrolese
against Bavaria

;
but he was vanquished by

the Franco-Bavarians, under marshal Lefevre.

He afterwards served in the campaign of

1813; and in that of 1815, in Italy, against
Murat. At length he was appointed governor
of Venice; and he died at his estate, near

Aeth, in the Netherlands, in 1820. Biog.
des Contemp. Biog. Univ. Class.

CHASTELET D'HARAUCOURT (Louis
MARIE FRAN, duke du) son of the celebrated

madame du Chastelet, born in Burgundy
about 1740. He entered into the army, and
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obtained the rank of lieutenant-general. In

1789 he was nominated a deputy of the no-

bility of Bar to the states-general ;
and being

imprisoned after the 10th of August 1792, he

-was tried before the revolutionary tribunal,

condemned, and executed, December 13, 1793.

He had been ambassador in England before

the revolution ;
and he wrote " Memoirs

"

relative to his mission, which were published

towards the end of the last century. Biog.

Univ. Class.

CHATEAUROUX (MARIE ANNE, duchess

de) was born in 1719, and at the age of seven-

teen married the marquis de la Tournelle.

Becoming a widow in 1742, she attracted the

notice of Louis XV, who made her his mis-

tress, gave her the title of duchess, and the

place of lady of the palace to the queen. She

died December 8, 1 744. A " Collection
"
of

her letters was published at Paris, 1806,

2 vols, 12mo. Biog. Univ.

CHAUDET (ANTOINE DENIS) a French

sculptor, born at Paris in 1763. He was a

pupil at Stouf, and became one of the most

eminent artists of his time. He also cultivated

painting ;
and particularly distinguished him-

self by a picture of ./Eneas and Anchises

amidst the Conflagration of Troy. He was

appointed professor at the schools of Painting
and Sculpture at Paris; and in 1805 he suc-

ceeded the sculptor Julian as a member of

the Institute. He died in 1810. Biog. Univ.

Class.

CHAUDON (Louis MAYEUL) a French

writer, born in Provence in 1737, died in

1817. Having belonged to the Benedictine

congregation ofCluny, which was secularized

in 1787, he retained the title of abbe' till his

death. Among his most important literary-

labours was his share in the " Nouv. Dic-
tionnaire Historique," first published at Avig-
non, 1766, 4 vols, 8vo, which has since passed

through numerous editions, the last of which,
1821-23, extends to thirty volumes. He
was the author of "

1*90118 d'Hist. et de
Chronol." Caen, 1781, 2 vols, 12mo; "Ele-
mens de 1'Hist. EccMs. jusqu'au Pontifical de
Pie VI," 8vo

;
and he was a contributor to

many compilations. Idem.

CHAUNCY, or CHAUNCEY, DD.
(CHARLES) an American divine, pastor of
the first church at Boston, New England, who
died in 1787, aged eighty-two. He was the

author of "
Thoughts on the State of Religion

in New England," 1 743, 8vo ;

" A True
Sketch of the Sufferings and Misfortunes of
the Town of Boston," 1744, 8vo; "The
Mystery hid from ages and generations made
manifest by the Gospel Revelation, by one
who wishes well to the whole human race,"
1 784, 8vo ;

" Five Dissertations on the Scrip-
ture Account of the Fall and its Conse-

quences," 1785, 8vo; and "The Benevo-
lence of the Deity considered," 1784, 8vo.

Dr Chauncy was one of the most eminent
writers belonging to the sect of the univer-
salists. lieuss. Williams's Diet, of Religious
Opinions.
CHAUSSARD (PIERRE J. B. PUBLICOLA)

CHENEVIX.
a poet and miscellaneous writer, born at

Paris in 1766. Adopting popular principles
at the Revolution, he successively became
civil commissary to the army in Belgium,
secretary to the mayoralty at Paris, secretary
to the committee of public safety, and at

length secretary-general to the commission
for public instruction. He subsequently was

professor of the belles lettres at Rouen, at

Orleans, and at Nimes. He died at Paris,
October 1, 1823. His works are very nu-

merous, including
"
Esprit de Mirabeau,"

2 vols, 8vo; a translation of Arrian's Ex-

pedition of Alexander the Great, 3 vols,
8vo ;

" Ode sur PIndustrie et les Arts ;"
"
Epitre sur quelques Genres dont Boileau

n'a pas fait mention dans son Art Poetique ;"

and he left in MS a translation of the Odes
of Horace. It is to be regretted that among his

most popular productions are some licentious

and obscene romances. Biog. Univ. Class.

CHEMNIZER (!VAN IVANOWITCH) a
Russian poet and fabulist, of German descent,
but born at Petersburg, in 1 744. He entered

into the Imperial Guards, and made several

campaigns ;
after which he removed into the

corps of engineers. After travelling with a

person of rank in Germany, Holland, and

France, he returned home, and obtained dis-

mission from the army, that he might devote

himself to literature. He died in 1784, at

Smyrna, where he had been appointed consul-

general by Catherine II. The Russians com-

pare this poet to La Fontaine, whom he is

said to have resembled in his personal cha-

racter. His works were collected and pub-
lished at Petersburg, in 1799, under the title

of " Fables and Tales, by I. I. Chemnizer,"
8vo. Idem.

CHENEVIX (RICHARD) a native of Ire-

land, who possessed great versatility of talent,

and distinguished himself by his labours in

various departments of science and literature,

but is best known for his researches and pub-
lications on chemistry. He was a fellow of

the Royal Societies of London and Edinburgh,
a member of the Royal Irish Academy, and
of several institutions on the continent of

Europe. He published many papers in the

Philosophical Transactions, Nicholson's Jour-

nal, the Philosophical Magazine, and other pe-
riodical works. His first separate publication
was entitled

" Remarks on Chemical Nomen-
clature according to the system of the French

Neologists," 1S02, 12mo. His observations

on mineralogical systems, a defence of the

doctrines of Hauy against those of the Ger-
man professor Werner, first appeared in a
French translation in the Annales de Chimie.
Mr Chenevix wrote " The Mantuan Rivals,"
a comedy ;

and "
Henry the Seventh," an

historical tragedy, which are said to display
the spirit of the dramatic authors ofthe Eliza-

bethan age. He was also the author of " An
Essay upon National Character, being an

Inquiry into some of the principal causes

which contribute to form and modify the

character of nations in the state of civiliza-

tion," 2 vols, 8vo. This work appeared after
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his death, which took place at Paris, April 5,

1830. Month. Mag.
CHERON (Louis CLAUDE) a French wri-

ter, born at Paris in 1758. He sat in the

legislative assembly in 1791 ;
was impri-

soned during the reign of terror
;
and being

set at liberty after the 9th of Thermidor, he
was in 1798 elected a member of the council

of five hundred, but he refused the office. He
became prefect of the department of Vienne,
and died at Poitiers, in 1807. His works are

numerous, consisting chiefly of dramatic trans-

lations or imitations, the best of which is his
" Tartufle de Mreurs," taken from Sheridan's
" School for Scandal." Biog. Univ.

CHEKUBINI (M. L. C.'ZENOBIE SALVA-

DOR) born at Florence 1760, died 1842. He
was an eminent musical composer, and had

composed a mass before he was thirteen years
of age. He afterwards composed some light
works which obtained for him the patronage
of Leopold II, grand duke of Tuscany, who
gave him means to study his science at Bo-

logna, under the celebrated Sarti. He re-

mained there four years, and then proceeded to

London, where he had little opportunity of

displaying his talents, his opera of " Giulio

Sabrico," having failed for want of proper sup-

port in the capital parts. He then went to Paris,
and afterwards to Turin, where he produced
his celebrated opera of "

Iphigenia in Aulide."

He returned to Paris and brought out his " De-

mophoon," the first of his works represented
there. In 1791 he composed his opera of" Lo-

doiska," which soon rang throughout Europe.
He subsequently produced various dramatic

works of great merit as
"
Eliza,"

" Les deux

Journees," and " Anacreon." In 1810 he

published a beautiful mass, highly prized by
all lovers of church music. He became after

this one of the professors of composition at

the Paris conservatory of music, and one of

the committee that edited the " Methode de

Chant." His style may be called the mixed

style, scientific enough to have had a German
origin, and yet marked by the more melodious

qualities which distinguish and adorn the

musical compositions of Italy. Biog. Univ.

CHETHAM (HUMPHREY) the munificent

founder of the college and library at Man-
chester. He was born July 10, 1580, and was
the third son of Henry Chetham, of Cramp-
sail, a Lancashire gentleman of landed pro-

perty. He engaged in trade as a dealer in

Manchester goods, and realized a large for-

tune. But little is known concerning him,

except that he served the office of high sheriff

of the county of Lancaster in 1635, and died,

unmarried, October 12, 1653, having, by his

will, dated December 16, 1651, made provi-
sion for the foundation of the noble establish-

ment to which he owes his fame. A collegiate
church was founded at Manchester, in the

reign of Henry V, by Thomas West, lord De
la Warre, which, being suppressed at the re-

formation, came into the possession ofthe earls

of Derby, from whom the buildings were

purchased by the trustees of Mr Chetham,
who obtained a charter of incorporation in
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1665. The original object of the college or
school thus instituted was to maintain and
educate forty poor boys, and since 1780 the
number has been increased to eighty. Mr
Chetham gave 1000Z. to purchase books for

the formation of a library, and after provid-

ing for the support of the school, and be-

queathing various sums for charitable and
other purposes, he appropriated the remainder
of his estate to the augmentation of the li-

brary. This is one of the few English literary
institutions the books belonging to which arc

unrestrictedly and gratuitously submitted to

the perusal of the public. It is opened daily

during several hours, when any person,
whether a resident at Manchester or not, on

entering the library and requiring to read, is

requested by the sub-librarian to insert his

name and address in a book kept for that

purpose ;
after which he is at liberty to make

use of the literary treasures of the institution,
a room, properly furnished, being appro-
priated to visitors. A catalogue of the col-

lection of books and manuscripts was printed
in 1791, 2 vols, 8vo

;
and a third volume, con-

taining subsequent additions, appeared in 1826.

Among the printed books are some valuable

editions of the classics, a variety of standard
works on philosophy, history, and science,
and many manuscripts, some of which are

extremely curious. Hone's Year-Book.
CHIAKINI ( ) a learned Jew,

who was professor of divinity, the Oriental

languages, and Hebrew antiquities at War-
saw, where he died, February 28, 1832. He
was the author of a work on the "

Theory of

Judaism," in French, 3 vols, the appearance
of which is said to have occasioned a great
sensation on the Continent. He also published
a Hebrew Grammar and Dictionary, in Latin,
which subsequently appeared in a Polish
translation

;
and a collection of Italian poetry.

At the time of his decease he was engaged in

making a complete translation of the Talmud,
of which the first part was printed, and other

portions of the work were left in manuscript.
Gent. Mag.
CHITTY (JOSEPH) born 1776, died 1841,

an eminent special pleader and practitioner of
the law. He left behind him numerous pro-
fessional works,considered indispensable auxi-

liaries to the study of English legal intrica-

cies. Daily Paper.
CHLADNI, or CHLADENIUS (ERNST

FLORENS FRIEDRICH) a distinguished German
philosopher, who made some important disco-

veries relating to phonics, or the science of
sound. He was born in 1756, at Wittenburg,
where his father was first professor of the law
in the university. He was educated partly at

home, and afterwards at the provincial school

of Grimma. He then travelled, and after his

return home he obtained a professorship of

jurisprudence at Leipsic, which on the death

of his father he resigned in order that he

might devote himself entirely to the study of

natural philosophy. He had some acquaint-
ance with music, and having observed that the

theory of sound had been more neglected than
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many other branches of science, he was in-

duced to institute researches, with a view to

the elucidation oi that subject. He made

many experiments on plates of glass or metal

fixed on one side, but so as to vibrate freely

on being struck ; and at length he made the

curious discovery, that a sonorous plate, fixed

horizontally, and having its upper surface

regularly strewed with sand, or any other fine

powder, on being struck at the edge with a

violin bow, not only gave a peculiar sound,

but also exhibited a corresponding arrange-
ment of the sand : the first figure which he

oL:erved on a round plate was that of a star

with ten or twelve rays. Having varied and

multiplied his experiments, he ascertained

that these appearances were produced by the

sonorous vibrations, and that they varied ac-

cording to the shape of the plate, and the

manner in which it was struck. Chladni

published the result of his observations, at

Leipsic, in 1787, in a work entitled "Dis-

coveries concerning the Theory of Sound ;"

and an account of the researches which he

subsequently made, relative to longitudinal
vibrations and other acoustic phenomena, ap-

peared hi the memoirs of scientific societies

and in periodical journals. Having made ad-

ditional experiments, he arranged in a more

systematic form his observations and discove-

ries in his
" Treatise on Acoustics," published

in 1802, and in French, at Paris, in 1809. He
likewise invented two musical instruments

;

one called the Euphon, in 1790, in which
musical sounds are produced by the friction

of glass tubes ; and the other, called the Clavi-

cylinder, about 1800. Besides the works al-

ready mentioned, he published
" Additional

Contributions to Acoustics," 1817
;
and " Con-

tributions to Practical Acoustics, and the

Theory of Instrumental Construction," 1822.
He also engaged in a course of experimental
researches relative to aerolites, the result of
which appeared in his treatises

" On the Ori-

gin of the Masses of Iron found by Prof. Pal-

las, and other substances of the same nature,"

Riga, 1794 ;
and a treatise

" On Fiery Mete-

ors," Vienna, 1819. This most ingenious and

highly successful investigator of natural phe-
nomena died in 1829. His latest discovery
was that of the manner of the propagation of

sound, by means of applying the theory of

liquid waves to that of aerial ones, strikingly
illustrative of the doctrines advanced in his
earlier writings on acoustics. Encycl. Anter.

Biog. Diet, of Music. Month. Mag.
CHOISEUL (ETIENNE FRAN, due de) born

in 1719. Having entered young into the

army, when he bore the title of the count de

Stainville, he rapidly rose to a high rank.
After marrying a rich heiress, the sister of
the duchess de Gontaut, he was appointed am-
bassador to Rome. In 1756 he was sent in

the same capacity to Vienna, and on his return
he became minister for foreign affairs. At the
same time he was created a duke and peer of
France

;
and on the death of the marshal de

Belleisle, he entered on the office of war mi-

nister, being himself succeeded by his cousin,

CHORIS.
the count de Choiseul, made due de Praslin

;

and two years after he had also confided to

him the ministry of the marine. One of the

most important measures in which he was en-

gaged was the suppression of the order of the

Jesuits, which he effected notwithstanding
the opposition of the dauphin, the father of

Louis XVI. The peace of 1763, inglorious as

it was for France, excited discontent against
his administration; and the death of the king's

mistress, madame de Pompadour, in the fol-

lowing year, deprived him of a friend to

whose support he was greatly indebted for the

success of his schemes. She was succeeded

by madame du Barri; and through her in-

trigues with the enemies of Choiseul he was
dismissed from the ministry in December
1770. After the accession of Louis XVI he

was restored to favour
;
but he did not recover

his influence in the state. He died over-

whelmed with debts, in 1 785. The improve-
ment of the constitution of the French army
and navy, the conquest of Corsica, an opposi-
tion (though ineffectual) to the first dismem-
berment of Poland, and the original idea of the

separation of the North American colonies

from Britain, are the most important circum-

stances connected with the administration of

this nobleman to military affairs
;
and the family

compact with Spain was his principal achieve-

ment as minister of foreign affairs. His writ-

ings, which were not intended for the public

eye, and which were disavowed by the duchess,
were published by Soulavie, in 1790, 2 vols,

8vo. Biog. Univ. Nouv. Diet. Hist.

CHORIS (Louis) an eminent artist, who
was born ofGerman parents, at Ekaterinoslaw,
in Russia, March 22, 1795. While a boy at

school at Charkow he displayed considerable

taste for drawing, and his skill in sketching

portraits appeared extraordinary. Thus qua-

lified, in 1813 he was engaged to accompany
the celebrated botanist, baron von Biberstein,

in a journey to Mount Caucasus
;
and he de-

signed the plants described in the " Flora

Caucasiana." In 1814 he was chosenamem-
ber of the Society ofArts at St Petersburg, and
in the same year he was appointed draughts-
man to the expedition undertaken at the ex-

pense of count Romantzoff, for a voyage round
the world, in a vessel called the Rurick, com-
manded by Otto von Kotzebue, son of the

celebrated dramatist. As the result of his

labours on this occasion, he published
"
Voyage

Pittoresque autour du Monde, offrant des

Portraits des Sauvages d'Amerique, d'Asie,

d'Afrique, et des Isles du Grand Oce'an
;
leurs

Armes, Habillemens, Parures, Utensiles, Ca-

nots, Pirogues, Maisons, Danses, et Musique ;

des Paysages, et des Vues Maritimes
;
Mam-

miferes et Oiseaux, et plusieurs objets d'His-

toire Naturelle," accompanied with descrip-
tions by baron Cuvier and M. Ad. Chamisso.
He also published "Les Cranes Humains,"
with observations by Dr Gall and others, hi

22 parts, folio, 1821-23. As a supplement
to the foregoing appeared in 1826,

" Vue et

Paysages des Re'gions Equinoctiales, recueil-

lies dans un Voyage autour du Monde," folio,
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24 plates. He likewise announced a publica-
tion entitled

" Recueil de Tetes et Costumes
des Habitans de la Russie, avec des Vues du
Mont Caucase et ses Environs;" but it did

not make its appearance. In 1827 M. Choris

sailed from France "with the intention of tra-

velling over a great part of America
;
but

after visiting some of the West India islands,

he passed from Cuba to New Orleans, and

having set off for Xalapa in Mexico, with an

English gentleman, March 19, 1828, they
were attacked by robbers, between Puente
Nacional and Plan del Rio, and the subject of

this article lost his life
;
his companion escap-

ing to Xalapa, persons were sent from thence,
who discovered the body of the deceased, which
was interred at Plan del Rio. This highly inge-
nious artist was a member of the Geographical
Society of Paris. For. Rev. Month. Mag.
CHORON (ALEXANDER STEPHEN) bora at

Caen 1771, died 1834. He was the inventor

of a new musical theory. He acquired the

science without books or masters, but after-

wards studied the principles of composition in

the works of Alembert and Rousseau. He also

became a self-taught mathematician, so that

Monge gave him a place in the polytechnic
school then forming. He acquired the lan-

guages needful to read all the works published
on the art to which he devoted himself, and
in 1801 made known a plan to learn reading
and writing at the same time, which was
afterwards adopted in the schools of mutual
instruction. In 1815 he was made director

of the opera, but soon gave it up, being un-
able to reform the abuses which distinguished
it. In 1817 he founded the school of music
in Paris, for which he wrote his " Me'thode

concertante," which he put in practice with

great success. From this may be dated the

progression of music in France. His works
are important to all musicians. Biog. Univ.

CHRIST (JOHN FREDERICK) a learned

German, born at Coburg in 1700. He be-

came professor of history at Jena, and was
afterwards professor of poetry at Leipsic,
where he died in 1756. A list of his works

may be found in the dictionaries of Meusel or

Adelung. Among the most important are a
"
Dictionary of Monograms," Leips. 1747, 8vo,

translated into French, with additions, Paris,

1750, 8vo;
" Noctes Academicse," Halle,

1727-29, 4 parts, 8vo;
"
Origines Longobar-

dicse," 1728, 4to; and " De Nic. Macchiavello
Lib. Ill," Lips. 1731, 4to. Biog. Univ.

CHRISTIE (JAMES) a distinguished ama-
teur and critic in the fine arts. He was the

eldest son of an eminent auctioneer ; and was
educated at Eton, and originally designed for

the church. He passed through that school
with great reputation, and acquired a consi-

derable share of classical knowledge, the re-

sults of which were displayed in those able

dissertations, which evince the soundness of
his learning, the depth of his researches, and
the purity of his taste. In 1802 he published
an "Essay on the Ancient Greek Game, sup-
posed to have been invented by Palamedes
antecedent to the Siege of Troy," designed to
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prove that the game of Palamedes was known
to the Chinese, and was afterwards improved
into the game of chess. In 1806 appeared
his "

Disquisition upon Etruscan Vases ;" and
he subsequently published

" An Essay on the
earliest Species of Idolatry, the Worship of
the Elements," the purpose of which is to
show with what views the elements were re-
ferred to by early nations, what was under-
stood of the Deity by their means, and by
what misconstruction they became objects of

worship. He had a refined taste for poetry,
which he read with uncommon feeling and

propriety ;
and though he seldom indulged the

"idle calling," he wrote verse with facility
and vigour. He followed his father's profes-
sion, in the practice of which he exhibited a
correct taste, and general knowledge of pic-
tures, sculpture, and other works of art. He
was a member of the Dilletante Society, one
of the Registrars of the Literary Fund, and
also a member of the Antiquarian Society of
Newcastle. He died, after a long illness, Fe-

bruary 2, 1831, aged fifty-eight, in King-street,
St James's square, London. Gent. Mag.
CHRISTIE (THOMAS) a political writer,

who attracted some attention at the commence-
ment of the French revolution. He was born
at Montrose in 1761, and was brought up to

trade, but subsequently studied medicine. He
sided strongly with the opening of the Revo-
lution, and published a " Sketch of the New
Constitution of France," and an answer to
Burke. His work entitled " Observations on
the Literature of the Primitive Christians" is

deemed able, and he had a considerable share
in the Analytical Review. He died at Suri-
nam in 1796. Month. Mag.
CHRISTOPHE (HENRY) king of Hayti, a

negro of a strong but ferocious character, was
born in the island of St Christopher in the
West Indies, about 1768. In 1 780, being then
in his twelfth year, he was removed by the

French, who captured that island, to St Do-
mingo, where he became skilful as a cook,
and was employed in that capacity at a tavern
in Cape Town. When the Revolution broke

out, the ascendancy of his character began to

appear, and in 1802 he was intrusted by ge-
neral Le Clerc with the command of a divi-

sion at the advanced posts, which trust he

betrayed, and on the death of Dessalines he
assumed the supreme command of the insur-

gents, with the title of Henry I, king of Hayti.
His abilities and determination, supported by
the fire inspired by his ferocious spirit, gra-
dually rendered him formidable, and having
established his power by a strong military
force, he built a town called Sans Souci, with
a splendid palace, defended by forts and re-

gular defensive walls. At length his tyranny
produced a successful conspiracy; and per-

ceiving that he could not rely upon his troops,
he shot himself through the heart on the 20th
of October 1820. Christophe evinced him-
self possessed of some enlightened views, but

was too harsh and despotic to effect all the good
which he intended. Some of his children

have been educated hi England. Ann. Reg.
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CHRYSOLOGUE (NOEL ANDR.) called

Pere, an astronomer and geographer, born in

Franche-Cornte' in 1728. He entered young
into the order of the Capuchins, and he stu-

died mathematics and astronomy under Le-

monnier, who encouraged him to publish, in

1778, a planisphere representing nine hundred

fixed stars of La Caille. He published subse-

quently three more, besides various maps,

charts, and memoirs. In 1806 appeared his

" The'orie de la Surface actuelle de la Terre."

He died in 1808. Biog. Univ. Class.

CHURTON (RALPH) au eminent divine

and controversial writer, born in the parish of

Malpas, Cheshire, in December 1754. He was

the son of a yeoman, and being left an orphan
while at school, he was enabled to obtain a

university education through the patronage
of archdeacon Townson. In 1778 he was

chosen fellow of Brazenuose College, Oxford ;

in 1785 he was appointed Bampton lecturer
;

bishop Porteus made him Whitehall preacher
in 1788; and in 1792 he was presented by his

college to the living of Middleton Cheney,

Northamptonshire. His last preferment was
the archdeaconry of St David's, to which he

was collated in 1805. He died March 23,

1831. Besides his Bampton Lectures he pub-
lished " The Lives of William Sonyth, Bishop
of Lincoln, and Sir Richard Sutton, knt,

founders of Brazen-nose Coll. Oxford," 1800,
8vo ;

" The Life of Alexander Nowell, Dean
of St Paul's," 1809, 8vo

;

" A Memoir of

Archdeacon Townson, prefixed to his works ;"
" A Memoir ofDr Richard Chandler, prefixed
to his Travels in Asia Minor ;"

" A Defence
of the Church of England," which led to a

controversy with a learned Catholic layman,
Francis Eyre, esq. of Warkworth ; and seve-

ral detached sermons
;
besides which he was

a contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine,
Nichols's Literary Anecdotes, Baker's His-

tory of Northamptonshire, and other works.
Ann. Biofj. vol. xvi.

CIAMCIAM (FATHER MICHEL) born in

1758, died 1823, a religious Armenian of the

congregation of Mekhitaristes of Venice. He
was designed for the business of a jeweller at

Constantinople, but in his 23rd year embraced
the ecclesiastical profession. Wishing to

make up for the defects of his first education,
he applied himself closely to study, and was
soon qualified for a professor of Armenian
literature. Some differences with his eccle-

siastical brethren made him return to Con-

stantinople, where he died. He wrote an ex
cellent " Armenian Grammar ;

"
a "

History
ofArmenia ;

" and " A Commentary upon the

Psalms," in 10 vols. Bio. Univ.

CIBOT (PIERRE MARTIAL) born at Limo-

ges 1727,died at Pekin 1780, oneofthose indus-

trious missionaries who first made the east oi

Asia known in Europe. He left 1'Orient for

China in 1753, and arrived at Macao in 1759,
and in 1 760 reached Pekin, where he passed
20 years of his life, occupied in his duties.

He studied the sciences extensively, and sent

to France numerous observations on the pro-
ductions, arts, and manners of the Chinese,

CLAP.
hen little known in Europe. With the Pere

Amiot, his colleague, they collected a vast

number of interesting facts and laboured
without ceasing. Their joint works occupy 15

volumes 4to., the larger part of which was due
o the industry of Cibot.

CICCARELLI (ALPHONSO) an Italian phy-
sician who was executed as a literary impos-
:or under the pontificate of Gregory XIII,
n 1580. He had fabricated a great number
of genealogies, and written the history of

many noble families, in the hope of profiting

)y the vanity of the great. Among his pub-
ications are " De Clitumno Flumine," with a
treatise " De Tuberibus," Padua

;

" Istoria

di Cassa Monaldesca," &c. Biog. Univ.
CICOGNARA (LEOPOLD, Count de) born

n 1767, at Ferrara, died 1834, a celebrated

[talian antiquary, of a patrician family. He
studied at Pavia, and was a member of the

principal academies of Europe. He wrote

upon the ancient monuments of Venice
;
on

sculpture ; upon the revival of the arts in

[taly, a work of three folio volumes. His
ast work was upon the chefs d'oeuvre of

""anova, of whom he was the friend and
ardent admirer. Idem.

CIENFUEGOS (ALONZO de) a distinguish-
ed Spanish poet and dramatist ofthe eighteenth

century. He was an imitator of Melendez,
with whom he was long upon intimate terms.

Amidst the political contests that agitated his

native country, he joined the opposite party,
but like him he died an exile in France. He
wrote "

Idomeneo," and other tragedies ; odes,

idylls, and ballads ;

"
Elogio del Senor Don

J. Almazara," Madrid, 1779; "Elogio del

Marques de Santa Cruz
;
and " La Pensa-

dora Gladitana," Cadiz, 1786, 4 vols, 12mo.

Maun/, Espagne Poetique. Rev. Enci/clop.

CLAGETT, the name of two learned and
able divines of the seventeenth century, bro-

thers, and natives of St Edmundsbury. WIL-

LIAM, the elder, born in 1646, graduated as

doctor in divinity at Emauuel college, Cam-
bridge, in 1 683. He is known as the author

of a. work " On the Operations of the Holy
Spirit," 8vo, of which there is an abridgment
by Stebbing ;

" A Reply to the
' Mischiefs of

Impositions,'
"

4to
;

" An Answer to the Dis-

senters' Objections to the Book of Common
Prayer," 4to

;
with four volumes of sermons,

and some pamphlets against the Catholics.

His death took place in the spring of 1688.

NICHOLAS, born in 1654, was educated in

Christ's college, Cambridge, where he gra-
duated as DD. in 1704. He held the livings
of Hitcham and Thurlo Parva, Suffolk, with
the archdeaconry of Sudbury. His writings
consist of a collation of sermons, and two
devotional tracts entitled

" Truth defended,"
and " A Persuasion to an ingenuous Trial of

Opinions in Religion." Dr Nicholas Clagett
died in 1727, leaving a son of the same name,
afterwards bishop of Exeter. Biog. Brit.

CLAP (THOMAS) an American divine, mi-
nister of Windham in Connecticut, and presi-
dent of Yale college, who died in 1767, aged
sixty-four. He was the author of the " His-
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tory of Yale College," 1766; "An Abridg-
ment of the History of the established Doc-
trine of the New English Churches ;" and
" Sermons ;" and he is said to have been one
of the most learned of the New English wri-

ters. Biog. Univ. Class.

CLAPPERTON (HUGH) a naval officer

and African traveller, who was born in 1 788,
at Annan, in Dumfriesshire, N. B., where
his father was a surgeon. At the age of

seventeen he went to sea as a cabin boy, on
board a merchantman, but soon after entered

the Royal Navy, and, through the interest of

some friends, was made a midshipman. In 1814
he was ordered to North America, and on his

arrival in Upper Canada he was made a lieu-

tenant
;
and subsequently appointed to the

command of the Confiance schooner. In 1 8 1 7

the British flotilla on the American Lakes,
to which lieutenant Clapperton belonged, was

dismantled, and he returned home to be placed
on half-pay. He then retired to Lochmaben,
in his native country, where he remained till

1820, passing his time in rural amusements
and social intercourse. He subsequently
removed to Edinburgh, where he became

acquainted with Dr Walter Oudney, through
whose suggestion he engaged in the task of

exploring the interior of Africa. In 1823 he
was employed by earl Bathurst to attempt a

journey to Timbuctoo, at the expense of

Government, in conjunction with lieutenant,
afterwards colonel Denham, and Dr Oudney,
the latter of whom died at an early stage oi

the journey, January 12th, 1824. Captain
Clapperton, after proceeding as far as Sacca-

too, was obliged to relinquish the undertaking,
and return home. He was again employed
by Government on a new mission to Africa, in

which he was associated with captain Pearce
of the navy, Mr Dickson, and Dr Morrison, a

navy surgeon skilled in natural history.
These gentlemen landed on the African coast,
in the Bight of Benin, on the 28th of Novem-
ber 1825. Captain Clapperton, having been

separated from his companions, arrived a

Saccatoo, which he had visited in his former

journey, and after being detained there fiv

months by the chief or king of the country
he died, April 13, 1827, of dysentery, a disease

which was greatly aggravated by the vexatioi

and disappointment which he experienced
In 1825 appeared, in one volume quarto
" Travels and Discoveries in Northern am
Central Africa, by Major Denham, Captain
Clapperton, and the late Doctor Oudney." Ar
account of his second journey was publishec

by his servant, Richard Lander, who returnee

to England after his death
;
and who ha

been subsequently employed by Governmen
in expeditions to Africa. Quart. Rev. Ne,
Month. Mag.
CLARIDGE (RICHARD) a dissenting cler

gyman, born in 1649, at Farnborough, War
wickshire. He was educated at Oxford, ii

the principles of the established church, whic!
he quitted from conscientious scruples, al

though the loss of the rectory of Peoppleton
Worcestershire, which he had enjoyed abou
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ighteen years, was the necessary consequence.
)n resigning his gown, which he did in 1691,
,e became a preacher among the Anabaptists,
>ut a second time changed his principles, and
mbraced those of Quakerism. Mr Claridge
>resided over a considerable school, first at

forking in Essex, and then at Tottenham, and
was the author of three polemical treatises,
ntitled " Melius Inquirendum ;"

" Lux Evan-

ijelica attestata ;" and a tract " On the Scrip-
ures," all printed in his lifetime

; besides a
ew others collected and published, with a

aiographical memoir prefixed, after his death.
This event took place in the metropolis, in

723. Biog. Brit.

CLARK (JOHN) a Scottish physician and
medical writer, born in 1 744. After finishing
lis studies, he became a surgeon in the East
!ndia Company's service ;

and he published
he result of his practice, in his " Observa-
ions on the Diseases in long voyages to Hot
Countries, and particularly in the East In-

dies," 1773, 8vo. He subsequently settled in

jractice at Newcastle-on-Tyne, where he con-
;ributed greatly to the improvement of the
rablic hospital, and founded a dispensary. He
died in 1 805. Besides the work mentioned,
of which a new edition appeared in 1792, he
was the author of " Observations on Fevers,

especially those of the continued type," 1780,
8vo ;

" On the Influenza, as it appeared at

Newcastle," 1783, 8vo; and "A Collection of
Memoirs on the Means of preventing the Pro-

gress of Contagious Fevers," 1802. He be-

longed to the Medical Society of Edinburgh,
to whose Transactions he was a contributor.

Reuss. Biog. Univ. Class.

CLARKE (ADAM) an eminent divine, anti-

quary, and Oriental scholar, who was a mi-
nister among the Wesleyan Methodists. He
was born in 1760, at Magherafelt, in the

county of Londonderry, Ireland. He was
instructed in the rudiments oi' classical learn-

ing by his father, who was a schoolmaster
;
and

he was afterwards admitted as a pupil into

the seminary established by John Wesley at

Kingswood near Bristol. In this situation he

improved his advantages for study as much as

possible ;
and in addition to his other acquire-

ments he gained a knowledge of Hebrew, and
laid the foundation of that high reputation
which he subsequently enjoyed as an Oriental

scholar. At the age of nineteen he became
an itinerant preacher in the Methodist con-
nexion

;
and he continued to travel in various

circuits till 1805. After that period he resided
for several years in London, devoting a con-
siderable portion of his time to literary re-

searches, and particularly to bibliography.
His first production was " A Dissertation on
the Use and Abuse of Tobacco," 1797. This
was followed by a "

Bibliographical Diction-

ary containing a Chronological Account of
the most curious Books in all Departments of

Literature, from the Infancy of Printing to

the beginning of the Nineteenth Century,
with an Essay on Bibliography, and an
account of the best English Translations of

each Greek and Latin Classic," 1802, G vols,
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1 2mo

;
and" The Bibliographical Miscellany,'

a supplement to the preceding, 1806, 2 vols

He now obtained the office of Honorary Li-

brarian of the Surrey Institution ; and he was
chosen a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries
In 1 805 he received the honorary diploma 01

Master of Arts, and the ensuing year that 01

Doctor of Laws, from the university of St

Andrews. He was afterwards chosen a mem-
ber of the Royal Irish Academy ;

and he ob-

tained admission into some literary associa-

tions in America as well as on this side the

Atlantic. In 1807 he published
" The Suc-

cession of Sacred Literature, in a chronologi-
cal Arrangement of Authors and their Works,
from the Invention of Alphabetical Charac-
ters to the year of our Lord 345," vol i, a

second edition ofwhich has recently appeared,
with a continuation to A.D. 1300, by the

rev J. B. Clarke, the author's son. Dr
Clarke was now appointed one of the sub-

commissioners for the arrangement of the

public records, having, on account of his

great learning and industry, been recom-
mended as a person qualified to prepare a

supplement and continuation to Rymer's
Foedera. The result of his labours was the

production of four Reports concerning the

state of the Public Records, all abounding
with curious and interesting information of
various points in English history. He also

superintended the printing of the first volume
of the new, enlarged, and elaborate edition of
the Foedera, now in progress, in which un-

dertaking he was assisted by Mr F. Hoi-

broke, and by his son Mr J. W. Clarke.
Another great undertaking in which he en-

gaged was an extensive commentary on the

Bible, which appeared under the title of
" The Holy Scriptures, &c. with Marginal
Readings, a Collection of Parallel Texts, and

copious Summaries to each Chapter ;
with a

Commentary and Critical Notes, designed as

a help to the better understanding of the
Sacred Writings," 1810-26, 8 vols, 4to. In
1815 he was enabled, by the munificence of
some friends, to purchase an estate at Mill-

brook, in Lancashire, where he resided for

several years, occupied in his literary pursuit8 ,

making agricultural experiments, and study-
ing occasionally astronomy and natural phi-

losophy. In 1822 he was instrumental in

establishing a mission to the Zetland Islands,
under the patronage of the Methodist Con-
ference ; and in the summer of 1826 he made
a voyage to Zetland, to ascertain the success
of the undertaking, which appears to have
been very satisfactory. He sold his property
at Millbrook in 1823, and removed to London,
but the air of the metropolis affecting his

health, he bought a mansion called Haydon
Hall, in the parish of Ruislip, Middlesex,
which became his residence during the re-

mainder of his life. The last public trans-

action of any importance in which he was
engaged was the establishment of some
schools in the province of Ulster, in Ireland,
in the spring of 1831. Dr Clarke died of

cholera morbus, while on a visit to a friend

CLARKE.
at Bayswater, August 26, 1832 : and he was
a few days afterwards interred in the Wes-

leyan chapel, City-road. Besides the works

already mentioned, he published a " Narra-
tive of the last Illness and Death of Richard
Person

;

" " Clavis Biblica, or a Compendium
of Scripture Knowledge ;

" " Memoirs of the

Wesley Family ;

"
and Sermons ;

and he like-

wise edited Baxter's Christian Directory ;

Fleury's History of the Iraelites ; Shuckford's

Connexion of Sacred and Profane History ;

and Harmer's Observations on Passages of

Scripture. He drew up memoirs of his own
life, said to be intended for publication.

Though furnished with ample opportunities
for enriching himself, he is stated not to have
been in affluent circumstances at the time of

his decease. However, he left a valuable

library of printed books, a large collection of

ancient and oriental manuscripts, and a mu-
seum of natural and other curiosities. Im-

perial Magazine. Ann. Biog.
CLARKE (HENRY JAMES WILLIAM) due

de Feltre, minister ofstate, and peer ofFrance,
was born at Landrecies in 1765. He was of

Irish parentage, and being left an orphan
when young, he entered into the military
school at Paris in 1781, and left it the next

year with the rank of sub-lieutenant in the

regiment of Berwick. After having been

employed in various embassies, he had at-

tained the station of general in chief of the

army of the Rhine, when in 1793 he was sus-

pended from his functions as a noble, and

imprisoned for some time. He retired into

Alsace, and afterwards going to Paris Carnot
had him appointed chief of the topographical
bureau established by the committee of pub-
lic safety, and he continued in office under
the Directory. He was sent on a secret mission

to Bonaparte when commanding in Italy; and
on the elevation of the latter to the empire,
to which general Clarke contributed, he was
made charge' d'affaires with the young king of

Etruria, and subsequently nominated counsel-

lor of state, and admitted into the secret

cabinet of the emperor, whom he accompanied
in various campaigns till 1807, when he be-

came minister-at-war. On the restoration he
attached himself to the royal party, and re-

tired with the king to Ghent. He resumed
the office of war minister in 1815, and the

disbanding of the army was effected under
liis direction. In 1816 he received the baton

of marshal, and his death took place in

1818. Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Biog. Univ.

Class.

CLARKE (JAMES STANIER) died 1824,
sorn at Willingdon in Sussex, a chaplain in

;he navy, and afterwards a preacher at Park
Street chapel, and domestic chaplain and
ibrarian to the Prince of Wales at Carlton
House. He was a canon of Windsor. He
jublished sermons preached in the Impetueux
n 1798. "The Progress of Maritime Dis-

covery, from the earliest period to the end of

he 18th century."
"
Naufragia, or Memoirs

of Shipwrecks ;"
" A Life of Nelson :" an

edition of Lord Clarendon's Essays, and the
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Life of James II, from his own Memoirs at

Carlton House, as well as the Stewart MSS.
Gent. Mag.
CLARKE (JOHN) an American divine, born

at Portsmouth, in New Hampshire (N.A.) in

1755. He became minister of a church at

Boston, where he died in 1798. He was the

author of a popular tract entitled
" An Answer

to the Question Why are you a Christian ?"

and of " Letters of a Student at the University
of Cambridge;" "Funeral Discourses;"
"
Sermons," &c. Biog. Notice by Theoph.

Lindsey, pref. to Tract on Christianity.
CLAUSEL (BERTKAND) born 1772, died

1842, a distinguished French officer. He
commenced his military career as a sub-lieu-

tenant of the line, under Louis XVI. He was

employed in 1793 in the army of the Pyre-
nees, was ambassador from France to Madrid
in 1795, and accompanied general Leclerc in

the disastrous expedition to St Domingo. On
his return to France he was named command-
ant of the Legion of Honour, and made a

general of division. He fought in 1809

against Austria
;
and commanded in Spain, in

1810 and 1811, a force which everywhere
discomfited the Spaniards. At Aripiles he
became chief of the army in consequence
of a wound received by marshal Marmont.
He was himself wounded, but did not quit the

field until he had seen the army effect in

safety the passage of the Tonnes. After the

defeat of the French army at Vittoria, he
moved with rapidity into the rear of the

British forces, with the idea of preventing
their profiting so much as they would other-

wise do by the dispersion of the French, and
thus give time to marshal Soult to rally his

troops before Bayonne, and cover the French
frontiers. He sent in his submission to Louis

XVIII, who conferred upon him the order of

St Louis. In 1815 he was declared a traitor

for supporting Napoleon, and he embarked
for America. The proceedings against him
were recalled in 1815, and in 1827 he was
elected a deputy. He was named a marshal in

1831, and afterwards governor of Algiers in

place of count d'Erlon. In 1 836 he made a
vain attempt to take Constantine with insuffi-

cient forces, being also short of provisions,
and was superseded in his command. He
went again in 1838, and was received with

high satisfaction. In 1840 he was president
of the commission for examining the projected
law for bringing the remains of Napoleon to

France. He was found dead in his bed. He
was an eloquent speaker, and one of the finest

characters of which the turbulent epoch in
which he lived furnished so great a variety.
He was a member of the general council of
French agriculture, of -which science he was
fond. Bio. Univers.
CLAUSEL DE COUSSAGUES (MICHEL

AMANT) born in 1763, died 1835, a French
ecclesiastic who left behind him several theo-

logical disquisitions and was one of the con-
tributors to the " Memorial Catholique."
Idem.

CLAVIER (STEPHEN) a learned French-
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man, who before the Revolution was counsel-
lor to the Chatelet at Paris. He became in
1804 judge of the criminal court of the de-

partment of the Seine ; and under the impe-
rial government he was displaced for refusing
to condemn general Moreau. He was a mem-
ber of the Academy of Inscriptions, professor
at the college of France, and one of the con-

tributors to the Biographic Universelle. He
was a native of Lyons, and died at Paris, No-
vember 18, 1817, aged fifty-five. Clavier

published
"
Hist, des premiers Temps de la

Grece," 1809, 2 vols, 8vo ; and valuable

translations of Pausanias, Apollodorus, and
other Greek writers. Biog. Univ. Class.

CLAVIJO Y FAXARDO (don Jos.) an
eminent Spanish writer, vice-director of the

Cabinet of Natural History at Madrid, edi-

tor of a journal entitled El Pansador, and
conductor of the Historical and Political Mer-

cury of Madrid, from 1 773 to 1 793. He pub-
lished a translation of the Natural History of

Buffon, Madrid, 1785-90, 12 vols, 8vo. He
was director of the theatre de los Sitios, and
made himself disadvantageously known by an
affair of honour with Beaumarchais, in con-

sequence of an intrigue with a sister of that

gentleman. The Factum published on this

occasion by Beaumarchais ruined the reputa-
tion of Clavijo, who was never able to recover

his credit with the public. He died in 180C.

Biog. Univ.

CLEMENTI (Mczio) a distinguished mu-
sical composer and performer on the piano-

forte, who was a native of Rome. He quitted

Italy for this country in 1767, and in 1773 he

published his celebrated "
Opus II," which

gave birth to a new era in sonata writing. On
his first arrival in England he resided in

Dorsetshire with Peter Beckford, esq, through
whose patronage he was enabled to prosecute
his musical studies with advantage. Having
subsequently settled in London, he was en-

gaged to preside at the harpsichord in the

orchestra of the opera-house, and he soon

acquired high reputation. In 1780 he visited

Paris, where his talents excited great admi-

ration, as they also did at Vienna, and he
was treated with attention by crowned heads,
and became acquainted with Haydn, Mozart,
and other celebrated musicians. In 1784 he

returned to the English metropolis, and was
for several years most advantageously em-

ployed as a teacher of music, producing from

time to time a number of admirable compo-
sitions, and works destined to facilitate the

progress of the student in the art which he

cultivated with so much success, particularly
an excellent and luminous " Introduction to

the Art of Playing on the Piano-forte." About

1800 he entered into business as a music-

seller and musical-instrument maker in Lon-

don. In 1802 he again went to Paris, and

afterwards passed some time at Vienna, St

Petersburg, Dresden, Berlin, Rome, and

Naples, not returning to England till 1810.

Whilst at Berlin he married a lady, who un-

fortunately soon died in childbed, and in 1811

he entered a second time into wedlock. He
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long continued to employ his talents in com-

posing new music, and in adapting the -works

of other composers, and he published a valu-

able system of musical instruction under the

title of " Gradus ad Parnassuin," in three

parts. His death took place at his country-

seat, Elm Lodge, near Evesham, Worcester-

shire, March 10, 1832, in the eighty-first

year of his age. His works, which are nu-

merous, consist chiefly of sonatas for various

instruments, and especially for the piano-

forte. Biog*. Diet, of Mus. New Month.

May.
CLENNELL (LUKE) born at Morpeth in

Northumberland, in 1781, died 1840, an artist

of considerable talent, the son of a farmer.

He was early given to sketching, and particu-

larly fond o'f caricaturing his schoolfellows.

He was apprenticed to a tanner, but his ruling
inclination was towards a different pursuit, so

that he was inattentive to his business, and his

friends placed him with Bewick the cele-

brated wood-engraver. His parents while he

was thus apprenticed got into pecuniary diffi-

culties, and he disposed of works of his own by
raffle among his friends and companions to as-

sist them. He assiduously followed his studies

while with Bewick, and soon got employed in

copying drawings on the block. In 1 804, having
served his apprenticeship he removed to Lon-

don, and married the daughter of the engraver
Warren. He now found plenty of employ-
ment. His cuts were distinguished by their

free and artist-like execution. While with

his father-in-law he determined to abandon

painting for engraving. He was familiar with

water-colours, having made drawings for

Scott's Border Antiquities. He became a can-

didate for the prize of the British Institution

for the best sketch of the "decisive charge o1

the Life Guards at Waterloo," and received

for it 150 guineas. It was subsequently en-

graved for the benefit of his family by
Bromley. In 1814 he had a commission
from the earl of Bridgewater to paint a

picture of the dinner given by the city o:

London to the allied sovereigns. He hac

some difficulty in procuring the portraits,which

gave him considerable anxiety, and his health

suffered. At length he proceeded with his

work, when, in 1817, without any warning, his

mind suddenly became a blank he was in

sane, and never recovered his reason. The
picture was finished by Bird, who also lost his

reason. During his insanity he drew ant

engraved on wood, and attempted poetical am
musical composition. His wood engravings
appeared those of a boy commencing, but he

thought thm first-rate productions. His

poetry was wild and incoherent, but not with
out music in its flow and the shadows of wha
was beautiful. As an artist he had readinea.

of composition, spirit, and power of execution

Those who knew him say that he was of a kirn

and pleasing temper and disposition ; open
hearted, sincere, and much beloved by hi

family and friends, and though miserable a

a spectacle to the world deprived of reason

Le seemed to enjoy pleasures of which other

CLEYNMANN.
:ould not conceive, showing after all that man
Iocs not depend for happiness upon the highest

[uality of his nature. Orig.
CLERCK (CHARLES) a Swedish entomo-

ogist, who was a disciple of Linnaeus, and a

member of the Eoyal Academy of Sciences

at Upsal. He published at Stockholm, in

757, a work entitled "Aranei Suecici."

The subjects are painted by the author, and
classed according to the Linnscan method,
with descriptions in the Swedish and Latin

angnages. An English translation of this

>ook, with additions by Mr Martyn, was
mblished, under the title of "

Aranei, or the

Natural History of Spiders," Lond. 1793,4to.
Another entomological production of Clerck
s his " Icones Insectorum rariorum, cum
Nominibus eorum trivialibus, locisque e C.
Linnoei Syst. Nat. allegatis," Stock. 1759, 4to.

This work (which is highly praised by Lin-

naeus), notwithstanding its title, is nothing
more than a collection of coloured figures of

Lepidoptera (butterflies), without any text.

Idem.

CLERISSEAU (CHARLES Louis) an emi-
nent French architect, dean of the ancient

Academy of Painting and Sculpture at Paris,
and architect of Catherine II of Russia. He
was born about 1719, and died at Auteuil,

January 19, 1820. In 1778 he published
"
Antiquitts de la France, Monumens de

Nismes," folio, forty-two plates, of which a
new edition appeared in 1806, 2 vols, folio.

Bioq. Univ.

CLERKE (CHARLES) died 1779, off the

coast of Kamtchatka, an excellent seaman,
and companion of Cook in his last voyage.
He entered the navy in 1741. He served as

a pilot in the war of 1756, and sailed with

Byron in 1764, 5 and 6. He commanded the

Discovery in Cook's last voyage, and became
sole commander of the expedition after his

unfortunate death. Clerke was ill when he

quitted England, and his only chance of

recovery after Cook's death was to enter on
a milder climate than the frozen latitude to

which his orders pointed. He would listen

to no voice but that of his duty. He per-

severed, found the north-west passage im-

practicable, and any further attempt hazard-

ous, and was returning to the southward,

taking St Peter and St Paul in his way, when
he died in sight of the coast of Kamtchatka,
where he was interred with military honours
on the 22nd of August, 1779. Bio. Diet.

CLERMONT - TONNERE (marquis of)
born in Paris 1780, died 1837. He had
entered the French army, where he was
noticed by Joseph, king of Naples, to whom
he became attached, and with whom he
remained until he was lightened of his crown.
He afterwards became marked by honours in

the service of France under the Bourbons,
but in 1830 ceased to belong to the chamber
of peers, to which he had been previously
elevated. Bio. Univ.

CLEYNMANN (FREDERIC JOSEPH) bora

1764, died 1827. He was a banker at Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, and the assessor of the
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CLIFFORD.
tribunal of commerce. In 1816 he was
chosen one of the burgomasters upon the city

being made free. He was possessed of

more commercial and financial knowledge
than any of his countrymen, and applied
himself with much labour to remedy the evil

resulting from the want of unity in the Ger-
man coin. He wrote many articles in the

"Commercial Magazine" of Fahnemberg.
He also published

" A Treatise on Monies ;"
"
Upon Duplicate Letters of Exchange ;"

"
Monetary Aphorisms ;"

" An examination

of Plans for Coinages ;" and " Materials for

a Monetary Code." Bio. Diet.

CLIFFORD (ARTHUR) born at Tixall,

1788, died 1830; he was brought up to the

law, studied several years upon the continent,
and published "The State Papers of Sir

Ralph Sadler ;"
" A Centenary Ode on the

Ascension of the House of Hanover to the

British Throne;" also several topographical
works. Gent. Mag.
CLINE, FRS. (HENRY) an eminent sur-

geon and lecturer on anatomy, who died in

Lincoln's Inn-fields, London, January 2, 1827,

aged seventy-six. He was a native of the

metropolis, and was for many years one of
the surgeons of St Thomas's hospital, South-

wark, where he gave lectures on anatomy
and surgery during the winter season to a
numerous class of pupils. His scientific

knowledge, judgment, and skill procured him
in a high degree the respect and esteem of

his professional brethren, as well as of those

who had occasion to avail themselves of his

assistance as a practitioner. Gent. Mag.
CLINTON (DE WITT) born in the state

of New York, 1769, of an old Irish family,
died 1828. He was educated at Kingston,
and entered what is now Columbia College
in 1783. He studied the law at first, but

afterwards became secretary to his uncle

George Clinton, then governor of New York.
He fulfilled several public employments. He
was elected governor of the state of New
York in 1817, and showed himself an able

and active leader, but as a political character

he was outdone by his opponents the federal-

ists, and afterwards resigned. Two years

subsequently he reappeared in public life and
was successful in obtaining office as president
of the state of New York. He died in 1828,

leaving no fortune to his children, but 10,000
dollars were voted to them by the state, to

which he had rendered eminent services.

His " Memoirs " were published by Dr
Hosack of New York. Biog. Univ.

CLINTON (GEORGE) an Americau states-

man and military officer, born in 1739. He
served under general Amherst at the taking
effort Frontenac from the French ; and after

the conquest of Canada he became a student
of law at New York. He sat in the congress
in 1775; and resuming the military profes-
sion, he served as a brigadier-general against
the English, when he, with an inferior force,

prevented sir H. Clinton from succouring
Burgoyne. After peace took place he was

vice-president of the United States
;
and he

SUPPLEMENT.

CLOWES.
died at Washington, April 20, 1812. Biog.
Univ.

CLINTON (sir HENRY) an English officer,
who served in America during the war of

independence, and succeeded sir William
Howe as commander-in-chief. He was after-
wards appointed governor of Limerick, and
he died in 1795, when he had been recently
made governor of Gibraltar. He published
narratives relative to his conduct during part
of his command of the king's troops in North
America, particularly that which respected
the unfortunate issue of the campaigns in
1781 and 1782, and other exculpatory pam-
phlets. Rruss. Biog. Univ.

CLOQUET (HYPPOLITE) born 1787, at

Paris, died 1840, a natural philosopher, who
published many works of importance to

science. His lectures gained him great ap-
plause. He was the editor of that part of the

Dictionary of the Natural Sciences which
treats of reptiles and fishes. He wrote more
than one work on anatomy, and a treatise

upon odours and that sense called "
Osphra-

siologie." He also finished the " Anatomical

System" begun by Vicq d'Azyr. Bib.
Univ.

CLOUET ( ) a French chemist and
mechanic, born in 1751. He was professor
of chemistry at the ancient school of artillery
at Mezieres

;
associate member of the Insti-

tute of France, and director of the manufac-

tory of forged iron at Daigny ;
and he dis-

tinguished himself by many useful inventions.
In the " Journal des Mines," and the "Annales
de Chimie," he published some important
disquisitions on chemistry and metallurgy.
Wishing to make some experiments on vege-
tation, he took a voyage to Cayenne, where
le died of the colonial fever, June 4, 1801.

Biog. Univ.

CLOWES (JOHN) a clergyman of the
established church, who rendered himself an

object of notoriety by embracing the doctrines

of baron Swedenborg. He was the son of a

Barrister, and was born at Manchester, in

1 743. At the age of eighteen he entered at

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took
lis first degree, in 1766, and was afterwards
elected a fellow of his college. Leaving the

university, he became rector of St John's

church, Manchester, which living he held
for the term of sixty-two years, having refused

more than one offer of higher preferment in

;he church. During the latter years of his

^ife he resided entirely at Warwick, his cor-

poreal infirmities having compelled him to

-elinquish his pastoral duties, though he con-

tinued to employ his pen in writing works

explanatory and justificatory of the peculiar
sentiments he professed. His publications
were very numerous, all of them relating to

religious topics, and the greater part consist-

ing of translations of the writings of Swe-

denborg, or pieces in defence of the opinions
of that mystical theologist. He died at

Warwick, May 29, 1831. Much obloquy
was cast on him in consequence of his retain-

ing his living after his adoption of sentiments



CLUBBE.
inconsistent with the articles of the esta-

blished church ;
and some of his parishioners

made attempts to remove him from the rector-

ship, but their opposition to him was rendered

abortive by his extremely amiable character,

aud through the influence of his diocesan,

Dr Porteus, then Bishop of Chester. Gent.

Mug.
CLUBBE (WILLIAM) an eminent divine

and ingenious writer, who was vicar of Bran-

deston, in Suffolk. He published
" Six Satires

of Horace, in a style between free translation

and literal version," 1795, 4to; "The Epistle

of Horace on the Art of Poetry, translated

into English Verse," 1797, 4to; "Omnium,
containing the journal of a late three days'
tour in France," 1798, 8vo; and "Three

Lyric Odes on celebrated occasions," 1806,

4to. His death took place at Framlingham,
in November 1814, at the age of seventy.
He was the son of the rev. John Clubbe,
rector of Wiieatfield. (See DICT.) Biog.
Diet, of Living Authors.

CLUTTERBUCK (ROBERT) an antiquary
and topographer, descended from a respect-
able family, originally from the Netherlands,
but long settled in Hertfordshire. He was
born at Watford, June 2, 1772, and edu-

cated at Harrow school and Exeter College,

Oxford, where he took the degree of BA.
He subsequently entered at Lincoln's Inn,

intending to make the law his profession ;

but his ardour in the pursuit of chemistry
and the art of painting, in which he took

lessons from Barry, induced him, after re-

siding some years in London, to relinquish
his original plan. In 1798 he married the

daughter of colonel James Copper, and re-

sided for a few years at Cathys near Cardiff,
in Glamorganshire, the seat of his father-in-

law. He afterwards removed to his paternal
estate at Watford, and became a magistrate
for the county of Herts. The duties of his

arduous office he executed with great assi-

duity and impartiality. During his intervals

of leisure he collected materials for a new
edition of Chauncey's History of Hertford-

shire, and announced his undertaking in the

Gentleman's Magazine, in 1809. The abun-
dance of his materials induced him, at a later

period, to prepare a completely new history
of his native county, instead of republishing
the work of sir Henry Chauncey. In the

prosecution of this purpose he steadily perse-
vered for eighteen years, and at length
finished his undertaking, in three volumes,
folio. The first volume appeared in 1816,
the second in 1821, and the third in 1827.
The plates which illustrate this work have
seldom been surpassed in any similar publi-
cation, whether as regards the appropriateness
of the embellishments, or the beauty and

fidelity of their execution. Mr Clutterbuck
himself possessed much talent as a draughts-
man, and several of the plates were from his

own sketches, others from drawings by Ed-
ward Blore, FSA. Between 1817 and 1830
Mr Clutterbuck, at intervals, travelled in

France, Norway, Switzerland, and Italy. His

COBDEN.
death took place at Watford, May 25, 1831.

Gent. Mag.
COBBETT (WILLIAM) born 1 7 56, at Farn-

ham in Surrey, died 1835, of humble parent-

age. He came up to London a youth, to

seek his fortune, and entered into a regiment
which soon departed for Nova Scotia. He
returned to England in 1792, with the rank
of serjeant. He married the daughter of a

Serjeant of artillery, and soon afterwards,

being free from the army, embarked for the

United States, where he commenced writing
under the signature of " Peter Porcupine,"

ridiculing the French revolution and all

democratical principles. He wrote libels,

and was prosecuted, while his name having
preceded him to England among the Tory
party, he came over, was welcomed by them,
and in 1800 commenced a paper in support
of the ruling party in the state. The refusal

of Pitt to grant him a pension, and the small

success of his journal among those it sup-

ported, soon convinced him that his game lay
on another colour. He accordingly shifted

his politics to suit his convenience, and in

1805, in a new work called ' The Political

Register," made a furious attack on the

party he had before supported, and carried

on his Register greatly to his profit for many
years, but not without prosecutions for various

libels from his old friends. To escape the

consequences of one of these he went to

America once more, and there for a time he
turned farmer. He wrote a very good and

plain
"
English Grammar," and a useful work

called "
Cottage Economy." On returning

to England he attempted to renew his journal-

ism, but was unsuccessful. He afterwards

got into parliament for Oldham, where he cut

no oratorical figure. He was remarkable for

the strength and purity of his English style,

and the unflagging extent of his labours.

He was always lucid, plain, strong, and

thoroughly English, but was overbearingly
violent. He excelled in stating common-

place facts rather than in novel ideas, or

showing the fruits of anything like genius.
Nor did his career exhibit much regard for

principle, for he served all sides in turn. On
the whole he was an extraordinary example
of natural ability self-taught. Biog. Diet.

COBDEN (EDWARD) died 1764, an Eng-
lish divine, chaplain in ordinary to George
II. He was educated at Trinity College,
Oxford, but took his degree at Cambridge in

1713. He was early in life chaplain to bishop
Gibson, who gave him his church promotion.
He held the united rectories of St Austin and
St Faith, in London

; Acton, in Middlesex
;

and was a prebend of St Paul's and of Lin-
coln

;
and archdeacon of London. He pub-

lished sermons, and also essays in prose and
verse. In 1 748 he committed the unfashion-
able and impolitic act of preaching the virtue

of chastity before the court, a virtue not

exemplified at this time in high places, and
he is said to have been displaced from his

situation as chaplain in consequence. Diet.
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COBOURG (FREDERICK JOSTAH) duke of

Saxe, grand cross of the order of Maria The-

resa, and field-marshal in the army of the

emperor of Germany. He was commander-
in-chief of the Austrian troops opposed to the

Turks in 1790, and obtained great advantages
over them in conjunction with the Russian

general Suwarrow, with whom he formed an
intimate friendship. In 1793 he assumed
the chief command of the combined armies

destined to act against the French in the

Netherlands. Assisted by general Clairfait,

he beat the French at Aldenhoven, drove them
from Liege, Aix-la-Chapelle, and Tirlemont,

gained the battle of Nerwinde, and in a short

time made himself master of a great part of

the Low Countries. On the 5th of April he

published a declaration dated from Mons, in

which he offered to establish in France the

constitution
'

of 1791, disclaiming all inten-

tion of making conquests. This measure
is supposed to have been prompted by Du-
mouriez, who had gone over to the Austrians

;

but whatever might have been the motive, a
new proclamation was issued four days after

which annulled the preceding. The prince
of Cobourg continuing successful, Conde',

Valenciennes, and Quesnoy surrendered to

him, and he took possession of those places in

the name of the emperor. He was less for-

tunate before Maubeuge and Dunkirk, and
was forced to raise the siege of those places.
The campaign of 1794 opened under favour-

able auspices, and his advanced posts pene-
trated as far as Guise

; but here his success

terminated. Pichegru having taken the com-
mand of the French army, the prince of

Cobourg found himself obliged, after many
bloody combats, to abandon at once all his

conquests, and he soon after relinquished the

command of the combined forces. As a mili-

tary man the prince of Cobourg was at one

period praised as much beyond his deserts as

lie was at another depreciated ;
those who at

the moment of his success proclaimed him
the first general in Europe, having, after he
was defeated, refused to admit that he pos-
sessed any talent whatsoever. Prejudice
apart, his claims to notice may be considered
as arising rather from the station he oc-

cupied than from the abilities he displayed.
He died in 1815. Diet, des H. Al. du
18we S.

COCHRANE (sir ALEXANDER FORESTER

INGLIS) born 1758, died 1832, a British ad-

miral, and brother of the earl of Dundonald.
He served in various vessels and at the cap-
ture of several of the French and Dutch West
India islands. During the war with America
he commanded the expedition that took the

city
of Washington, and did no credit to the

British name by destroying the public library
and the archives of the country. He com-
manded several other expeditions against
America. He was commander-in-chief at

Plymouth in 1821, after which he went to

France, where he died. Gent. Mag.
COCHRANE (ARCHIBALD) earl of Dun-

donald, lord Cochrane of Paisley and Ochil-
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tree, lord Cochrane of Dundonald, and a
baronet of Nova Scotia. This nobleman was
born January 1, 1749, and was the eldest

surviving sou of Thomas lord Dundonald,
by his second wife Jean, the daughter of
Archibald Stewart of Thorrance. In 1764 he
obtained a cornet's commission in a regiment
of dragoons, but he soon quitted the army
for the navy, in which he had risen to the
rank of lieutenant, in 1778, when on the
death of his father he succeeded to the earl-

dom of Dundonald. He then determined to

devote himself entirely to scientific pursuits,

principally with the view of making improve-
ments in the commerce and manufactures of
the country. In the prosecution of these ob-

jects he engaged in a variety of schemes,
some of which were beneficial to the public,
but it does not appear that any of them were

ultimately advantageous to the projector. In
1785 he published

' An Account of the Quali-
ties and Uses of Coal-tar and Coal-varnish ;"

and a pamphlet entitled " The Present State

of the Manufacture of Salt explained," in

which he recommends that article as a
manure. In 1795 he produced "A Treatise

showing the intimate Connexion that subsists

between Agriculture and Chemistry, ad-

dressed to the Cultivators of the Soil, to the

Proprietors of Fens and Mosses in Great
Britain and Ireland, and to the Proprietors
of West India Estates;" and in 1799, "The
Principles of Chemistry applied to the Im-

provement of the Practice of Agriculture."
In 1801 he obtained a patent for a method of

preparing a substitute for gum Senegal and
other gums extensively employed in manu-
facture; and in 1803 he procured another

patent for an improved method of preparing
hemp and flax. Though he made some use-

ful discoveries, and displayed considerable

talents for scientific research, yet his labours
were so unprofitable to himself that he be-

came reduced to absolute penury, and at one

period received pecuniary assistance from the

Literary Fund. Death at length put a period
to his misfortunes in 1831. He was thrice

married
; by his first wife he was the father

of Thomas lord Cochrane, highly distin-

guished as a naval officer, and several other
children

; by his second wife he had no issue,
but by his third wife, who was the daughter
of Francis Plowden, the Irish historian, he
had one child, now an orphan, her mother

having died in 1822. Ann. Biog.
COCHRANE (JOHN DCNDAS) an enter

prising traveller, who was a nephew of the

late earl of Dundonald. After having served
in the navy, he travelled on foot through
France, Spain, and Portugal, and then through
the Russian empire to Kamtchatka, between
the years 1820 and 1823. Returning to Eng-
land, he published

" A Narrative of a Pedes-
trian Journey through Russia and Siberian

Tartary, from the Frontiers of China to the

Frozen Sea and Kamtchatka," Lond. 1824,
2 vols, 8vo. He died in 1825, at Valencia in

Columbia, whither he had gone for the pur-

pose of engaging in a pedestrian expedition
K 2



COELN.
across the continent of South America. New
Monthly Mag.
COELN (DAVID GEORGE CONRAD) born

in Germany in 1788, died in 1833. He left

a number of learned works in theology.

Biog. Univ.

COETLOGON (count de) died in 1827.

He emigrated at the revolution. He was

author of "
David," a poem, of several tra-

gedies, and a poem dedicated to the dauphin,
called

"
Bayard Amoureux." Idem.

COETLOGON (CHARLES EDWARD DE)
died 1820, an ecclesiastic of the Calvinist per-

suasion, son of a French physician. He was

educated at Christ's Hospital, and studied at

Cambridge. He was a very popular minister.

Some funeral sermons, a " Treatise on the

Character of Moses,"
" The Temple ofTruth,"

in 3 vols, and several other works were pub-
lished by him, and highly praised by his

friends. Biog. Diet.

COITER or KO1TER (VOLCHER) an emi-

nent anatomist, who was born at Grouingen
in the Netherlands, in 1534. He studied

medicine and anatomy, with great success, in

the most celebrated universities of France

and Italy. In 1569 he was invited by the

magistrates of Nuremburg to take the office

of physician in that city, which he afterwards

left to become physician to the French army ;

and in the latter station he remained till his

death, the period of which is uncertain, being

differently stated to have taken place either

in 1576, 1590, or 1600. Goiter was one of

the founders of anatomical pathology, and he
contributed much to the progress of zootomy
as well as human anatomy. He gave the

first exact figures of the bones of the foetus,

and he made improvements in myology.
Goiter published some valuable works on

anatomy and physiology. Bib. Univ.

COKE (THOMAS WILLIAM) earl of Lei-

cester, born in 1752, died 1842, at Longford
Hall, Derbyshire. He was the son of Wen-
man Roberts, esq, who succeeded to the

estates of his maternal uncle the earl of
Leicester. In 1776 he became MP. for

Norfolk county. In 1806 he was returned for

Derby. He was returned for Norfolk again,
and sat for that county up to 1832. He
entered parliament at first with reluctance,
but he was a Whig, and wished to keep out
the Tories,

" whose system in the American
war and subsequently had loaded the land
with a poverty and taxation which was un-
known when he first went into parliament."
He opposed the American war and that against
France to replace the Bourbons. He was
offered a peerage in early life, but he refused
to forsake his principles as the price demanded.
In 1802 he took the lead in the improvement
of agriculture, with Francis duke of Bedford.
At his annual sheep-shearing he entertained
300 persons at Holkham for several days, of
all ranks, countries, and professions. The
improvement of his estate was beyond what
the dull heads of the farmers, even of Norfolk,
the princes of the fanners of England now,
believed to be possible. He let his land on

COLEBROOKE.
his first leases at one shilling and sixpence

per acre. The corn to supply the district

being then brought from other parts of the

country, he left it producing the finest corn,

in England. He raised woods where a blade
of grass did not grow before

;
and in 1 832

actually went on board a vessel built of oak
of which he had planted the acorns. There
were only 162 inhabitants in Holkham village
when he came to his property, and he had 900
there in 1 832. The total rental was then 2200/.
but of late years the annual fall of timber

averaged 500/. more than that sum, and the
rent above 20,000/. As soon as the reform
act was passed he retired from parliament.
From being the first commoner in England
he was raised to the peerage in his 85th year,

by patent. Mr Coke was married in early
life, but was left a widower with three daugh-
ters. He remained a widower 21 years, and
then married, at the age of 70, lady Anne
Coke, aged 1 9, who was seven years younger
than his granddaughter lady Roseberry. By
his second marriage he had four sons and a

daughter. He left his heir, the present earl,
within eighteen months of his majority. Such
was one of the most useful and most honoured

country gentlemen England has ever pro-
duced. He lived not for his own happiness
alone, but for that of all around him, taking
for his familiar motto " Live and let live."

COLDEN (CADWALLADER) born in 1688,
died in 1775. He was by birth a Scotchman,
and after studying medicine in England, went
to America, where he became the friend of

Franklin, possessing estates in New York,
and becoming lieutenant-governor of the pro-

vince, signalizing his government by the

foundation of many charitable establishments.

He left numerous writings, among which are

a " Treatise on the Yellow Fever ;" a " His-

tory of the Diseases familiar to America ;"

and a "
History of the Indians of the Five

Nations." Biog. Univ.

COLEBROOKE (HENRY THOMAS) born

1765, died 1837, a director of the Asiatic

Society and the younger brother of sir James
Edward Colebrooke. He was privately edu-

cated, and resided in France from thirteen to

sixteen years of age. In 1782 he went out to

India and was appointed to a writership. He
was early placed in the board of accounts at

Calcutta, where he continued all the time he
remained hi that city. He afterwards held a

situation in the revenue of Tirhoot, where he

acquired a great love for field-sports, but he
studied hard. He spoke much of the excel-
lence of Hindoo astronomy, and at one time

thought Arabic harder than Greek. At Pur-
neah, to which he was subsequently removed
about 1789, he was appointed to examine the
resources of the country, and he wrote his first

essay or " Remarks upon the Husbandry and
Commerce of Bengal." He advocated a free

trade between England and India, despite the
fear of displeasing his arbitrary masters. After
eleven years' residence he began the study of
the Sanscrit, in which he afterwards became
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so pre-eminent. He only sought at first a

knowledge of the mathematics and algebraical
treatises in that language. He translated sub-

sequently the great
"
Digest of the Hindoo

Law," compiled under the direction of sir

William Jones, and completed it in two years,
at nearly the cost of his life. He was at this

time appointed to a situation at Mirzapoor, a

healthy place and near the celebrated Hindoo

college of Benares. His principal works are
" A Digest of Hindoo Law on Contracts and

Successions, &c. ;

' " Peostra ; or, a Dictionary
of the Sanscrit Language, by Amera Sinsha,
&c. ;"

" Two Treatises on the Hindoo Law of

Inheritance ;"
"
Algebra ofthe Hindoos ;"

" On
the Impost of Colonial Corn." His editions of

the Amera Cosha and Hitopadasa are highly
appreciated by students of the Sanscrit tongue.

Gent. Mac/. Asiatic Keg.
COLERIDGE (SAMUEL TAYLOR) born at

Ottery in Devonshire, 1772, died at Highgate
1834; he was the youngest son of the rev

John Coleridge, vicar of St Mary Ottery,
Devonshire. In 1782 he was sent to the

school of Christ's hospital. Here he imbibed
that love of metaphysics and theological con-

troversy which was the distinguishing trait in

his character through a life spent with these

most idle of endowments. Fortunately a pe-
rusal of Bowies' sonnets roused his attention

to the beauties of poetry and the charms of

imagination. In 1791 he went to Jesus

college, Cambridge, but was not noted there

either for application to his studies or for

success in his academical exercises, but he suc-

ceeded in obtaining the only honour for which
he tried, in sir William Browne's medal for

the best Greek ode on a given subject. He
left the university without a degree, and with-

out an object of any kind, since it appears
that he wandered moneyless about London,
and at length enlisted in the fifteenth dragoons
under the name of Cumberbach. An officer

communicated his flight to his Mends, and
his discharge was obtained. He next went to

Bristol, where his friend Southey was residing,
and there he began a periodical work called
" The Watchman," for which he travelled to

obtain subscribers. It possessed little of the

attraction by which such works make their

way, nor was it very conspicuous for any sort

of merit. It only lived to its ninth number.
At Bristol with his friend Southey and others

who were discontented with European politics,
it was contemplated to proceed to America
and there to form a society in common, called

a "
Pantisocracy," to realize the period of a

golden age. These visions, however, were
never attempted to be realized. Coleridge
and Southey fell in love, and matrimony pre-
cluded all thoughts of shipping themselves to

the wilds of America. Coleridge married a
Miss Fricker of Bristol, for the sole reason
that Southey persuaded him he must, as he
had gone too far in his attentions. Southey
married the sister, and the same day set oft

for Spain ;
a friend named Lovell married the

third sister. Coleridge then took a cottage at

the foot ofthe Quantock hills, atNether Stowey.
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He contributed verses to the London papers,
and in 1796 published a volume of poems in

conjunction with his friend Charles Lamb,
and in the second edition some poems by-
Charles Lloyd. He was now near the resi-

dence of Wordsworth at Alfoxton, and they
formed together the plan of the noted "

Lyri-
cal Ballads." In pursuance of one part of the

plan, never further carried out, Coleridge
wrote the "Ancient Mariner," and part of
"
Christabel," in 1797 ;

"
Remorse," a tragedy,

was also written about this time. Coleridge
had now become a Unitarian, and used to

preach in a chapel in Taunton. In 1798,

through the munificence of the celebrated

Wedgwood, he was enabled to travel into

Germany, and was accompanied by Words-
worth. There he attended lectures on physi-

ology and natural histoiy, and studied in the

German Eichhorn's lectures on the New
Testament. He took lessons in German from

professor Tychen, and went through a com-

plete historical course of German literature,

but he did not become entangled in German

metaphysics until after he had returned to

England. When Wordsworth removed to his

native lakes in the north, Coleridge accom-

panied him. Southey had settled at Ktswick,
about fifteen miles from Grassmere, where
Wordsworth resided. In 1800 he published
his translation of the \V allenstein of Schiller.

He also became connected with the Morning
Post newspaper. From 1808 to 1814 he con-

tributed articles to the "Courier." In 1804
he visited Malta, and for some time acted as

secretary to sir Alexander Ball, the governor
of the island. He delivered lectures on poetry
and the fine arts at the Royal Institution in

1808. He then published "The Friend," a

periodical work, written at the lakes, which

languished to its 27th number. In 1810 Cole-

ridge quitted the lakes, and returned to them
no more. In 1 8 1 2 he contributed some articles

to Southey's "Omuiana," and in 1813 his

tragedy of " Remorse " was acted. He subse-

quently published the " Statesman's Manual,"
and two Lay Sermons, but they were by
no means remarkable productions. In 1816

he published
" Sketches of his Literary Life

and Opinions," and his poems called "
Sybil-

line Leaves," which, however beautiful, were

hardly of the class of newspaper poetry. He
wrote the prospectus to the "Encyclopaedia

Mftropolitana ;" and in 1818 the drama of
"
Zapolya." In 1825 he published

" Aids to

Reflection," and in 1830 a small volume re-

lating to the Catholic Bill. He was a member
of the Royal Society of Literature in the

latter part of his life a society that promised

largely and did nothing. By this he received

K'O/. per annum. In 1828 he visited the con-

tinent and the Rhine. He had been in the

habit of using opium to a mischievous extent

for some years before his death, which took

place on July 25, 1834. The attraction in

Coleridge was his conversation. He showed

great subtlety in discourse, on common or ab-

struse subjects exceedingly fascinating, but not

conveying information, metaphysical either
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contradictory or suggestive. He spoke in

one unbroken flow of language. His future

name will rest upon his poetry and portions

of his criticisms on art. He was described by
his friend Wordsworth as a " noticeable man
with large grey eyes," to which it may be

added that his person was bulky. He held

conversations at a friend's house at Highgate
several years before bis death, at which he

exhibited his dialectical powers. Gent. Mag.
COLLALTO (ANTONIO) bora at Venice

1750, died at Padua 1820, an eminent Italian

mathematician who published several scientific

works. " Treatise upon Mathematical Instru-

ments " was left behind him completed for the

press. Biog. Ilal.

COLLETTA (PETER) born in 1775 at

Naples, died 1833. He entered young into

the Neapolitan artillery, and was promoted to

the rank of an officer in 1798. He served

under Joseph Bonaparte, and after the fall of

Murat continued to serve until the Austrians

entered Naples. He was arrested as an ac-

complice in the revolution of general Pepe,
and shut up three years in the castle of St

Elmo, from whence the Austrians took him to

Brunn in Moravia. In 1820 he got leave to

visit Florence, and there wrote his "
History of

Naples,'
'

continued from Giannone. He brought
it down to 1825. When he died it was printed
in 4 vols, at Lugano, in 1834 Bio. Uiiivers.

COLLIER ( ) died in 1786, a hu-

morous writer who, under the name of " Tim
Bobbin," published an original work in its

way, taking off the Lancashire dialect. It

passed through numerous editions.

COLLIN DE BAR (ALEX. GILES HENRY)
attorney-general of the superior court of the

Indies, born at Pondicherry, in 1768. He
published

" Hist, de 1'Inde Ancienne et Mo-
derne," Paris, 1814, 2 vols, 8vo. His death
took place at Paris in 1 820. Bio. Univ. Class.

COLLINSON, FRS. (PETER) a hiehly
respectable and ingenious tradesman of Lon-

don, who for many years carried on a con-

siderable business as a mercer in Gracechurch-

street, devoting the whole of his leisure hours
to the cultivation of the science of botany.
He was a native of Kendal, in the county of

Westmoreland, born about the year 1694, and

distinguished himself greatly by his profi-

ciency in his favourite pursuit Mr Collinson
was the friend and correspondent both of Dr
Franklin and Linnaeus, the latter of whom has

paid him the compliment of calling one of the

plants in his catalogue after his name. His
death took place in 1 768. Pulteney.
COLLYER (JOSEPH) an industrious lite-

rary compiler and translator, who died at

Islington, near London, in 1776. His prin-

cipal work was a "History of England," in

14 vols, 12mo; and he assisted in writing a
"
Geographical, Historical, and Biographical

Dictionary of the World," 1772, 2 vols, folio.

He also continued a prose translation from
the German of Klopstock's

"
Messiah," which

his wife had commenced, and left imperfect
at her death

; and translated entirely from
the same language Bodmer's " Noah ;" and

COLMAN.
The History of Sophia Sternheim," a novel

written by Madame La Roche.

COLLYER, ARA. (JOSEPH) an eminent

engraver, was the son of the foregoing, and
was born in London, in 1748. He was ap-

prenticed to Anthony Walker, an artist of
some eminence ; and when young he was
admitted a student of the Royal Academy,
of which he was elected an Associate En-

graver in 1 786. Among his finest engravings
may be mentioned portraits of Gjeorge III

and Queen Charlotte, sir William Young,
bart, FRS. and the rev. William Tooke,
FRS

; Venus, from a painting by sir Joshua

Reynolds ;
the Flemish Wake of Teniers,

from the Houghton collection ; and a Review
of the Irish Volunteers, after Wheatley. He
died at his house in Constitution-row, New-
road, London, December 24, 1827. Gent.

Mag.
COLLYER (MARY) the mother of the pre-

ceding. Like her husband, she was engaged
in writing for the press. In 1750 she pub-
lished "Letters from Felicia to Charlotte,"
2 vols, 12mo, which introduced her to the

acquaintance of Mrs Montague, of Portman-

square ;
but she is chiefly distinguished as

the translator of Gesner's " Death of Abel,"
which was first published in 17C2, and has

since been often reprinted. The success of

this undertaking induced her to employ herself

in making a similar version of the " Messiah
"

of Klopstock, which she had scarcely begun
when her progress was interrupted by death,
in 1763. Idem.
COLMAN (GEOHGE, commonly called the

Younger*) born in 1762, died 1836. His lather

was the well-known translator of Terence, a
writer in the "Connoisseur," and the author
of " Clandestine Marriage ;" he was also a

joint proprietor of the Haymarket theatre.

The younger Column was early introduced

into the society of men of note who came to

his father's table
; among them were Johnson,

Gibbon, and Goldsmith. In 1777, when fif-

teen years old, he gained admittance to the

green-room of the theatre, to which he was
ever after fond of attaching himself. He
made little progress in learning, preferring

English to Attic wit, and only aspiring to be
in this sense a punster. He left Westminster
school for Oxford' in 1779, where he learned

only to be dissipated and idle, upon which
his father sent him to King's College, Aber-

deen, in the hope that Scotch straitlacedness

might reclaim him. He paid no attention to

the college discipline, and came back after a
two years' residence no way improved. He
began bis authorship with a poem, and then

wrote a farce called " The Female Demo-
crat," which was hissed. He was disheartened,
but wrote other pieces and succeeded. In
1784 he eloped with Miss C. Morris, and was
married at Gretua Green. He was entered
of Lincoln's-inn, being designed for the bar ;

there he wrote musical farces in place of

studying Blackstone. His father was seized

with paralysis, and he had now to write hi

good earnest to support his father, bis wife,
134
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and himself. "Inkle and Yarico" appeared
from his pen in 1787 and "was successful.

Numerous pieces followed, and brought him
both profit and favour

;
but his father became

deranged, and lingered five years in this

state. His last of many stage entertainments

was the " Loss of Java," a dull musical drama,
which appeared in 1822. He composed nu-

merous prologues and episodes ;
three in-

decorous poems called " My Nightgown and

Slippers," republished as " Broad Grins ;" a

volume of doggrel called
" Poetical Vaga-

ries," and one or two similar works already
defunct. He was made licenser of plays, and
conducted himself in his post like a harlot

;

laying the prude after his own productions
ad been passed. His ambition was to joke

and pun, and he shone most where the bottle

passed briskly. Some of his dramatic pieces
have considerable sweetness of dialogue, and
there is bustle and life in them to please the

groundlings, interlarded with loyal clap-trap
and commonplace sentiment. His works are

loose in their morality, and exhibit no deep
knowledge of nature. When he attempted
this he was prosy and no more, and though
he knew how to be a gentleman, he did not

always write like one. He was twice married.

He was long separated from his first wife,

with whom he eloped ;
his second was Mrs.

Gibbs the actress. Gent, Mag. Dramatic

Biog.
COLOMBIERE (CLAUDE de la) a French

Jesuit of the seventeenth century, who was
born in 1641, at St Symphorien, and coming
over to this country became one of the chap-
lains to James II. Falling into disgrace at

the English court, in consequence of a suspi-
cion having arisen that he was concerned in

one of the plots of the period, he returned to

France, and died there in 1G82, at Porai. He
is known as the author of some "

Spiritual
and Moral Reflections," and of six small

volumes of sermons, and was the person who
introduced the opinions of Goodwin the Inde-

pendent, respecting devotion of the heart to

Jesus, from this country to the continent,

where they afterwards made a considerable

progress. Moreri.

COLTON (CALEB C.) a very ingenious
writer, who rendered himself remarkable not

only for his talents, but also for the eccen-

tricity of his character, and the irregularity
of his life. He received his education at

Eton school, and King's College, Cambridge,
where he graduated as bachelor of arts in

1801, and master of arts in 1804; and he
also obtained a fellowship. In 1801 he was

presented to the curacy of Tiverton, Prior's

Quarter, a benefice which may be held in

conjunction with a fellowship. While in

this situation he published a tract entitled

"A plain and authentic Narrative of the

Sampford Ghost," 1810, 8vo. The avowed

object of this publication was to prove that

some strange occurrences which had taken

place in a house at the village of Sampford
Peverel, near Tiverton, originated in super-
natural agency ;

and in testimony of his firm
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conviction of the truth of what he asserted,
Mr Colton informed the public that he had
deposited in the hands of the mayor of
Tiverton an instrument empowering him to
call upon the reverend advocate for the ghost
for the payment of the sum of one hundred
pounds to any person who could give a satis-

factory explanation of the alleged supernatural
phenomena. In a subsequent publication he
boasted that though the proffered reward had
been increased to two hundred and fifty pounds,
no claimant had appeared after the period of
two years had elapsed. The whole affair,

however, as might have been expected, was
afterwards shown to have been founded on

imposition. In 1812 Mr Colton appeared
with more advantage as an author, in his

"Hyprocrisy, a satirical poem, with notes,"
8vo

;
and he also published

"
Napoleon, a

poem," 8vo. In 1818 he was presented by
his college to the vicarage of Kew with

Petersham, in Surrey. He established his

literary reputation by the publication of a
volume of maxims, under the title of "Lacon,
or Many Things in Few Words," 1820, 8vo,
which though partly derived from the essays
of Lord Verulam, and from Burden's Mate-
rials for Thinking, is yet highly creditable to

the abilities of the writer, and it has passed

through several editions. In 1822 he repub-
lished his poem on Napoleon, with extensive

additions, under the title of " The Confla-

gration of Moscow." He had dabbled deeply
in Spanish bonds, and without investigating
his affairs closely, which might have been

easily arranged, he absconded. In November
1827, on the latest day allowed by the law,
he made his appearance, in order that he

might be enabled to retain his living ;
but he

lost it in 1828, when a successor was appointed

by the college. He had visited the United
States of America. Subsequently he settled

in France, taking up his abode in the Palais

Royal at Paris, and, devoting his talents to

the mysteries of the gaming-table, he was so

successful as in the course of a year or two to

have gained 25,OOOZ. Part of his wealth was

employed in forming a picture-gallery : and
he printed at Paris, for private distribution,
an ode on the Death of lord Byron. This
talented but imprudent individual died by his

own hand, having blown out his brains at

the house of a friend with whom he was on a

visit at Fontainebleau, April 28, 1832. His
motive for suicide was the dread of under-

going some painful surgical operation, which
was become indispensable in consequence of

a disease with which he was affected. He
left for publication a poem entitled " Modern

Antiquity." Gent. Mag. New Month. Mag.
COLUMBUS ^REALDCS) an eminent sur-

geon of Cremona, in Italy, celebrated for his

skill in the anatomy of the human frame, in

which science he filled the professor's chair

at Padua with great reputation, about the

middle of the sixteenth century. He was the

author of a very able treatise on the subject,

entitled
" De Re Anatomica," and died in

1577 at Rome. Diet. Hist.
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COLUMNA (GuiDo) a Sicilian writer, of

the age of Edward I of England, who fol-

lowed iu the suite of that prince 011 his re-

turn from the crusade, and is known as the

author of a "
History of the Siege of Troy,"

which has gone through several editions. The
first is that of Cologne, 4to, 1477. Diet.

Hist.

COLVIL (ALEXANDER) an ingenious
Scottish divine, principal of the university of

Edinburgh, where he had received his educa-

tion and graduated as doctor in divinity. Dr
Colvil was a firm supporter of episcopacy,
and wrote several tracts against the presby-
terian mode of church discipline, as also a

humorous work entitled
" The Scottish Hudi-

bras." He died in 1676, at the age of fifty-

six. Chalmers Biog. Diet.

COMBE (CHAKLES) an eminent scholar of

our own times, born in 1 743, in the parish of

Bloomsbury, where his father was an apothe-

cary. He was intended for the same business,
and in consequence was removed from Harrow
school at the usual age, and served his ap-

prenticeship at home. In 1783, determining
to practise in the higher branches of medicine,
he procured a Scotch degree, and became

physician to the London Lying-in hospital.
He was a good classic, and well versed in

numismatics, in which latter department of

literature he published a catalogue of the

coins and medals in the Hunterian collection,
as well as a more miscellaneous index of

ancient coins in general, both in quarto. An
edition of Horace commenced by him, in con-

junction with Dr Parr and Mr Homer, was

completed by himself after his friends had
abandoned it, and it appeared in 1793, in two

volumes, quarto. His death took place in the

spring of 1817. Gent. Mag.
COMES (NATALIS) the Latin designation

assumed by Noel Conti, a Milanese poet and
historian of the sixteenth century. Besides a
"
History of his own Times," and a volume of

poetry in the Greek and Latin languages, he
was the author of a treatise on mythology.
His poetical writings were published during
his lifetime at Venice, but his other works did
not appear till some years after his decease,
which took place in 1589. Moreri.
COMMANDINE (FREDERICK) a distin-

guished Italian scholar, a native of Urbino,
born in 1509. To a large fund of classical

learning he united a great proficiency in the

mathematics, and published editions of the
works of many of the most eminent writers on
the latter science among the ancients, now ex-
tant. Among these we may enumerate those
of Euclid, Archimedes, Pappus, Aristarchus,
and Apollouius of Perga. His other produc-
tions are a treatise

" On the Construction of

Time-pieces ;" another " On the Centre of

Gravity in Solid Bodies ;" and a " Commen-
tary on the Planisphere of Ptolemy," all in

4to. He died in 1575. Moreri.
COMMERSON (PHILIBERT) an eminent

French naturalist, born in 1727, at Chatillone

les Dombes, and bred a physician. He sailed

with Bougainville as botanist to the expedition

CONCINA.
in 1773, but accompanied that circumnavigator
no farther than the Mauritius, when he fell a

victim to his eagerness in the search after

knowledge, his constitution being unequal to

the fatigues of a long sea voyage and the

vicissitudes of climate. He left behind him,
singularly enough, an account of others who
had perished similarly in the same pursuit,
which he had entitled a " Botanical Martyro-
logy." M. Commerson was also the author
of a treatise on ichthyology, in two quarto vo-
lumes. Eloge par Lalande.

COMNENUS (DEMETRIUS STEPHANOPOLI

CONSTANTINB) descended from theComnenian

family, which once sat upon the throne of the

Eastern empire, was born in 1749, in the island

of Corsica, where his ancestors had settled iu

the seventeenth century. Demetrius being
intended for the ecclesiastical profession,
studied at the college of the Propaganda at

Home, which he quitted at the age of eigh-
teen, and entered into the service of France.

He obtained a company of cavalry in 1778;
and at the revolution he followed the royal fa-

mily into exile. The count d'Artois employed
him at the court of Naples ;

and after having
been obliged to take refuge in Bavaria, he re-

turned to France in 1802. He lived in retire-

ment till the restoration, when he was made
mare'chal-de-camp. He died at Paris in 1821.

Conmenus cultivated literature, and published
several works, including

"
Pre'cis Historique

de la Maison Imp. des Conmenes," 1784, 8vo.

Biog. Univ. Class.

COMPAGNONI (abbe PIERRE) born at

St Laurent, near Lugo, 1802, died 1833. He
was professor of rhetoric and of geography
in Lugo ;

and left a number of published
works upon various subjects, principally in the

Italian language. Biog. Ital.

COMTE, the name of two French eccle-

siastics who lived in the seventeenth century,
and both acquired some reputation as con-

nected with Oriental literature. NICHOLAS,
the elder of the two, was born in the French

capital, and died there in 1689. He edited

Manni's History of Tonquin and Laos, Cou-
lon's History of the Jews, and De la Valle's

Travels, as well as some other works of me-
rit. LEWIS LE COMTE was a member of the

Jesuits' college at Bordeaux. He went on a
mission from his order into China in 1685,
and on his return published an account of his

journey under the title of " Me'moires sur la

Chine," a work which gave great offence to

the clergy, and was publicly condemned by
them. His death took place in 1729. Diet.

Hist.

COMTE (FRANCOIS CHARLES Louis) born
at St Lozere in France, died in 1837. He was
eminent as a journalist. He was the editor

of the "
Censeur,"' the " Censeur Europe'en,"

and the " Courier Fraucais." He also wrote
a "Treatise on Criminal Legislation," in 4
vols. Biog. Univers.

CONCINA (DANIEL) born at Friuli in

1<;86, died at Vienna 1756, a noted theologi-
cal writer of the Catholic church. Diet.

Univers.
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CONDE (don Jos. ANTON.) a learned

Spaniard, born about 1765, and died at Ma-
drid, October 20, 1820. He was employed
in the royal library, was a member of the

Spanish Academy, and was intimately ac-

quainted with Arabic literature. He pub-
lished "

Descripcion de Espana, hecha por
Zerif Aledris, conocido por el Nubiense, con

Traduccion y Notas," 1799 ;

" Hist, de la

Dominacion de los Arabes en Espana," Ma-

drid, 1820-21, 3 vols, 4to; besides other

works. Biog. Univ. Class.

CONEY (JOHN) born in London 1786, died

1833, an architectural designer and engraver.
In 1815 he published views ofWarwick castle,

and engraved cathedrals and churches for

the new edition of Dugdale's
" Monasticon."

He engraved numerous other plates, almost

wholly on architectural subjects. He was
little noticed in his lifetime, but his works
soon began to be appreciated. Gent. Mag.
CONGREVE, bart. (sir WILLIAM) a cele-

brated military engineer, who invented the

formidable instruments ofwarfare called Con-

greve Rockets. He was born in 1772, and
was the eldest son of sir William Congreve,
bart. of Walton, in Staffordshire. Entering
young into the artillery service, he in 1816
attained the rank of lieutenant-colonel, and
was then also equerry to the Prince Regent.
Retaining the latter honourable appointment,
he retired from the army in 1820. In 1808
he invented the rocket to which his name has

been attached, and which he succeeded in

bringing into permanent use in military and
naval tactics. It was employed (after being
tried in the Basque roads by lord Cochrane)
in the Walcheren expedition, in the attacks

on several places in Spain, at Waterloo, and
with most important effect in the assault on

Algiers. In the battle of Leipsic, in 1813,
the Congreve rockets were used, and with so

much advantage, that the emperor of Russia

thought fit to reward the inventor by making
him a knight of the order of St Anne. In

1816 and 1817 sir W. Congreve accompanied
the Russian prince, now the emperor Nicho-

las, in a tour through England. The Con-

greve rockets are of various dimensions, and
are differently armed according to the pur-

poses for which they are designed, whether
for the field or for bombardment. Those of

the first kind carry shells or case-shot
;
the

others are armed with highly combustible

materials, and are called carcass rockets.

Their form is cylindrical, and they are partly

composed of strong metallic cases, with sticks

attached of various lengths according to the

size of the rocket. The carcass rockets are

armed with strong iron conical heads pierced
with holes, and containing a substance as

hard and solid as iron itself, which when once
inflamed is inextinguishable, and scatters its

burning particles in every direction. When
this substance is consumed the ball explodes
like a grenade. The rocket is projected hori-

zontally, and whizzes loudly as it flies through
the air. The ammunition is divided into

three classes, heavy, medium, and light ;
the
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heavy including all above forty-two pounds
weight ;

the medium those between forty-two
and twenty-four pounds ; and the light from
eighteen to six pounds. Experience is said
to have shown that this instrument is not so
efficient as was generally imagined, the wind
and other causes occasioning an inappreciable
effect on their progress and direction, and

they sometimes recoil upon their employers.
Hence they are less formidable than common
artillery, and in sieges do less injury than
red-hot shot and bombs. Their composition
has not been kept a secret from foreigners, as

appears from their having been used in the

Austrian, Saxon, and.other services, with im-

provements on the original invention. Sir

W. Congreve, in 1812, published an "Ele-

mentary Treatise on the Mounting of Naval
Ordnance, showing the true Principles ofCon-
struction for the Carriages of every Species of

Ordnance," 4to; and in 1818, "A Descrip-
tion of the Construction, Properties, and Va-
rieties of the Hydro-pneumatic Lock," for

which he obtained a patent ;
the same year

he procured a patent for a new mode of

manufacturing gunpowder; and in 1819 a

patent for an improved mode of enlarging or

combining different metals
;
and another for

improvements in the manufacture of bank-
note paper, to prevent forgery. In 1823 he

published, by order of government, an inter-

esting report on the gas-light establishments
of the metropolis. He unfortunately became
involved in a speculation for working mines,
the result of which obliged him to become
an exile from his native country. In 1811
sir W. Congreve was elected a fellow of the

Royal Society; in 1812 he was returned to

parliament for the borough of Gatton, and in

1820 and 1826 for Plymouth. He succeeded
to the baronetcy on the death of his father in

1814 ; and his death took place at Toulouse,
in France, in May 1828. Encycl. Amer.
Gent. Mac/.
CONNOR (BERNABD) an Irish physician,

born in 1666, in county Kerry, who studied

medicine at several of the continental univer-

sities, and at length obtained the appointment
of first physician to John Sobieski, king of
Poland. Towards the close of the 1 7th cen-

tury he settled in London, was elected a fellow

of the Royal Society, and having renounced
the Roman Catholic communion for that of
the established church, lectured publicly in

medicine at Oxford. His lectures he after-

wards printed under the title of "
Disquisi-

tiones Medico-Physicse ;" and was also the

author of a "
History of Poland," and a sin-

gular treatise on the miracles of Scripture,
which he reduces to natural causes. This
curious work is called "

Evangelium Medici,"
or " The Physician's Gospel." His death took

place a few years after his arrival in this

country. Biog. Brit.

CONNOR (JAMES 0') born in Ireland 1 793,

died in Dublin 1847. He was a landscape

painter, and met with considerable success,

not only in his native country, but in London,
where for some time he was eminently dis-
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tinguished. Louis-Philippe of France bought
several of his works, upon which he set a

high value. Bryan's Diet.

CONSALVI (EBCOLE) born at Rome 1757,

died 1824, a cardinal of the holy Catholic

church. He -was made a member (Uditor di

ruota) of the highest civil court of the Koman
state by Pius VI. When Chiaramonti be-

came pope he made Consalvi a cardinal-dea-

con in 1800, and appointed him his secretary

of state. Consalvi was sent to Paris in 1801

to conclude the concordat with Napoleon. He
was removed from office in 1SOG by the influ-

ence of Napoleon, after the pope's abdication

in 1809. He was exiled from Rome with the

other cardinals, but was allowed to join Pius

at Foutaiuebleau. He was reinstated in his

office on the release of the pope in 1814, and

returned to Rome, where he died in 1820.

B'wq. Univers.

CONSTABLE (HENRY) a native of York-

shire, was successively a member of both uni-

versities, and was thrown into prison about the

commencement of the seventeenth century, on

account of his adherence to the Roman Ca-

tholic party. He obtained his liberty in 1 604.

His writings consist of an octavo volume of

sonnets on miscellaneous subjects, entitled

"Diana," 1594. The time of his decease is

uncertain. IVarton's Hist, of Poet.

CONSTABLE (JOHN) born near Wood-

bridge, the son of a miller, died 1837, about

sixty years of age. He was a pupil of Faring-
ton, and studied at the Royal Academy of

Painting. His style was peculiar : he imitated

neither the ancients nor any modem master.

His pictures strike from their singularity,
and yet they are full of nature. His favourite

subjects were views of water-mills, landscapes
after a shower, boats passing rocks, lake-

scenery, moonlights, and wild heaths with
thunder-clouds impending. He was much
esteemed in private life for his good qualities
both of head and heart. Bryan's Diet.

CONSTABLE, bart. (sir THOMAS HUGH
CLIFFORD) born in London in 17G2, died at

Ghent in 1823. He published, in conjunction
with his brother,

" A Topographical and His-

torical Description of the Parish of Tixall,
in Staffordshire," Paris, 1818, 4to ; and he
translated into English verse the Fables of

Lafontaine ; and left in MS. some works of
ascetic divinity, and an unfinished "

History of
the Normans." He was devotedly attached to

the Catholic faith, and was intimately con-
nected with the abbe Carron. Ann. Biog.
CONSTANT (BENJAMIN) a celebrated

French political writer, who was born at Ge-
neva in 176". His parents were Protestants,
and his father, after having beeu a general
officer in the Dutch service, had returned to

his native country at the close of his military
career. Young Constant obtained a situation

at the court of Brunswick, but becoming a

zealous partizan of the new philosophy, he

quitted it to go to Paris in the midst of the

Revolution, and in 1796 he appeared at the

bar of the Council of Five Hundred, to de-

mand admission to the privileges of a French

CONSTANT.
citizen, as being a descendant of a family
expelled from France in consequence of the
revocation of the edict of Nantes. About that
time be published a tract " On the Strength
of the existing Government (the Directory)
of France, and the necessity of supporting
it," which displayed considerable talent and
attracted much notice. In 1797 he wrote a
treatise " On Political Reaction," and another
entitled " An Examination of the Effects of
Terror," animadverting on the terrorism of
the Revolution. Another of his publications
at this period was " On the Consequences of
the Counter-Revolution in England in 1660."
After Bonaparte had gained the ascendancy
of affairs, M. Constant became a member of
the Tribunate, and in the first session of that
chamber he seemed disposed to put himself
at the head jof the opposition, vehemently
attacking the communication between dif-

ferent powers in the state. He supported the

conscription law, and the law for abrogating
the rights of primogeniture, but he opposed
the establishment of a sinking fund, and also

the institution of the Civil Code, which was
under discussion in 1801. In consequence of
his sytematic opposition to the measures of
the consular government, he was compre-
hended in Bonaparte's first purification of
the assembly, consequently in 1802 he had
ceased to be a member of the Tribunate.
Madame de Stael had also given offence to

the First Consul, and M. Constant having
been politically connected with her, they were
ordered to quit Paris at the same time ; and
the two exiles, leaving that capital, travelled

together over different countries. Some time
after M. Constant was permitted to return to

Paris, where, however, he stayed but a short

time, and then went to Gb'ttingen, and de-

voted himself to literary studies. It was here

that he wrote his "
History of the different

Modes of Worship ;" and he also produced
"
Walstein, a tragedy in five acts," in verse,

preceded by Reflections on the German
Theatre. In 1814 he returned to Paris in

the train of the prince royal of Sweden. At
that period he appeared as an advocate for

the Bourbons, and he employed his pen in

supporting their cause, particularly on the

occasion of the landing of Bonaparte in

France, after his escape from the island of

Elba. He censured the whole conduct of

Bonaparte, and expatiated on the folly of

trusting to promises of liberty from one who
had made France suffer so many years under
the most severe despotism. He continued to

write in the same style, even when the exile

of Elba was within a few leagues of Paris.

On the 19th of March he inserted an article

in the Journal des De'bats, with his signature,
in which he protested that he would never

purchase a dishonourable existence by bend-

ing before such a man. Yet this seeming
firmness and independence of spirit was by no
means supported by becoming conduct. On
the 20th of April he received from Bonaparte
the title of Counsellor of State : he assisted in

drawing up the constitution presented at thj
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Champ de Mai, -which he defended and en-

forced both by his writings and his speeches,
and immediately before the second and final

overthrow of Bonaparte he called upon the

French to rally round their imperial chief as

the first general in the world. The events

which followed showed the imperfection of

M. Constant's political sagacity ; and the re-

storation of Louis XVIII obliged this versa-

tile politician to retire to Brussels, whence he

removed to England, but in November 1816

he returned to Paris. Subsequently he wrote

in opposition to the government, in several

periodical journals, especially in Le Mercure,
and by advocating the cause of the liberals he

obtained a seat in the chamber of deputies
in 1818. He continued to display the same

principles, both as a writer and a statesman,

during the remainder of his career. In con-

sequence of exposure and fatigue at the

period of the memorable commotions at Paris

in July 1830, preceding the abdication of

Charles X, M. Constant became extremely ill

from a violent cold, and his health continued

in a declining state till his death, which took

place at Paris, December 8, 1830. His re-

mains were interred on the 12th of the same
month hi the cemetery of Pere-la-Chaise,
and his obsequies were attended by the cham-
ber of deputies and a vast multitude of per-
sons. He was one of the editors of La Minerve,
and was generally admitted to be one of the

ablest political writers of the age. He was
well acquainted with the German language,
and contributed greatly to the introduction

and extension of the literatures and philosophy
of Germany among the French. Besides the

works already noticed, he wrote " On the

Spirit of Conquest and Usurpation as they
influence European Civilization ;"

" Reflec-

tions on Constitutions, the Distribution of

Powers and Guarantees in a Constitutional

Monarchy ;"
" Observations on the Speeches

of the Minister of the Interior on the Liberty
of the Press ;"

" On the Responsibility oi

Ministers;" "Political Principles applicable
to Representative Governments, and par-

ticularly to the Existing Constitution ol

France;"
"
Principles of Public Law ;" "On

the Elections of 1807 and 1808 ;"
" Letters on

the Massacre of the Protestants at Nismes ;"
" Letters on the Hundred Days ;" and

" Adol-

phus, an anecdote found among the papers ol

a person unknown," a romance intended to

show the fatality attendant on a disregard to

the established opinions of society. He was
also one of the contributors to the Biographic
Universelle. Month. Mag.
CONSTANTINE (PAULOWITSCH) grand

duke of Russia, born J779, died 1831, the
second son of the emperor Paul, who was
assassinated. He was of a cruel and violent

temper. Upon this and for other reasons he
was passed by in the succession, which was
bestowed on his brother Nicolas. He left no
claim to the honour of posterity.
CONTAT (LOUISE) dame de Parny, a ce-

lebrated French actress, born in 1760. She
made her first appearance on the stage in
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1776, in a tragic character, and attracted little

attention ; but at length she established a de-
cided reputation in the part of Suzanne, in the

Marriage of Figaro. She married M. Parny,
nephew of the famous poet of that name; and
having retired from the theatre at the age of

fifty, she died of a cancer in 1815. Biog.
Univ. Class.

CONTESSA~(CHARLEs WILLIAM SALICE)
born at Hirschberg in 1777, died 1825, a Ger-
man dramatic writer, who painted life to ad-
miration in his descriptive scenes, but was not

equally happy in developing the sentiments
and movements of the mind. His scenes are

full of bustle and active energetic movement,
and he exhibited the " exterior

'' man in a
marvellous manner. He wrote six dramatic

pieces, which were published in Berlin, and
also a volume of poems. He had a. brother,
also a literary character, who wrote Romances,
and died in 1825. He was called CHRISTIAN
JAMES. Biog. Univers.

CONTRERAS (JOHN SENON) bom in

Madrid 1760, died 1826. He wrote a work
in 1786, entitled

"
Military and Political Re-

flections." He travelled into foreign coun-

tries, and was employed against the French

during the invasion of Napoleon, defending
Tarragona for two months in a manner that

did him signal honour, for the place was not
in a state to sustain a siege of such a duration,
and the Spanish army under Campo Verde
made no movement in his behalf. The works
were mined and Contreras stood five assaults,

refusing any terms of capitulation. The
town was stormed and dreadfully pillaged in

consequence. The garrison, reduced to half
their original number, braved their enemies
to the last moment; and Suchet, who had
before treated Contreras with politeness, sent

him a prisoner to the castle of Bouillon,
where he was more than a year in confine-

ment, but from whence he made his escape
and succeeded in reaching London. He af-

terwards took little part in public affairs
;
but

wrote a Commentary upon the system of

Carnot for the defence of fortified places,
which exhibits that he had well studied the

subject upon which he wrote his observa-

tions. Biog. Fran.

CONWAY (HENRY SEYMOUR) descended
of the noble English family of that name, was
born in 1720. Being a younger son, he en-

tered the army and served abroad in the Seven
Years' War. On his return to England he ob-

tained a seat in the House of Commons, rose

to be joint secretary of state with the duke of

Grafton, and held that situation from 1765 till

1768. In 1782 he was again called to office

as commander of the forces. Besides his ta-

lents civil and military, he was an elegant

scholar, and is advantageously known as the

author of " False Appearances," a comedy,
with a variety of miscellaneous pieces in verse,

and a few political tracts which excited some
attention in their day. General Conway, who
was the bosom friend of Horace Walpole, earl

of Orford, died in 1795. British Peerage.

CONZ (T-HARLEs PHILIP) a German poet
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of eminence, who was professor of classical

literature in the university of Tubingen. He
wrote some anacreontic pieces, which unite

liveliness of fancy -with philosophical reilec

tion, and which may be reckoned among the

best compositions of the kind in the German

language. He also produced a translation ol

the tragedies of yEschylus, which, notwith-

standing some defects, added much to his re-

putation. Besides the works already noticed,

he was the author of numerous essays on his-

tory and general literature, published in peri-

odical journals. His death took place July
26, 1827, iii the sixty-fifth year of his age.
For. Rev.

COOKE (GEORGE) born in London 1781,
died 1824. He was the pupil of Basire the

engraver, to learn his art, who took little

notice of his apprentice. But Cooke attained

a certain perfection in the art without assist-

ance, and his ability was soon visible in the

embellishments seen in different publications.
His plates in the " Views on the South Coast
of England," the "

Picturesque Views and

Antiquities of Scotland," the " Views of

Paris," and numerous other works, mark his

skill. Towards the latter part of his life he
was subject to difficulties, which he worked
with double labour to overcome, but died in

the midst of his efforts. Gent. May.
COOKE (WILLIAM) an eminent lawyer

and law writer, who was born in 1 757, in Lon-
don, where his father carried on business as a

jeweller. He received his education in the

neighbourhood of the metropolis ;
and after-

wards devoted himself to the study of juris-

prudence. The laws relating to bankruptcy
occupied his particular attention

;
and in 1785

he published
' A Compendious System of the

Bankrupt Laws, with an Appendix of Practical

Precedents," 8vo ; in which he reduced the
whole subject to a methodical distribution and

arrangement, with great professional skill.

This work passed through several editions,
and was long reckoned the best treatise on the

subject ;
but the great alterations which have

taken place in this department of law, in con-

sequence of new enactments, have at length
rendered it obsolete. The success of this

work probably induced him to enter as a stu-

dent at Lincoln's Inn, and in 1790 he was
called to the bar. Lord Chancellor Eldon se-

lected him for the office of a commissioner of

bankruptcy, which he filled with credit to him-
selffor many years. In 1816 he was appointed
king's counsel

; but shortly afterwards he be-
came so afflicted with the gout that he was
often obliged to absent himself from court,
and at length he relinquished his attendance

there, confining himself entirely to chamber
practice, chiefly in questions relating to bank-

ruptcy and arbitrations, in which kind of busi-

ness he had an extensive share. In 1818 he
was sent to Milan, as a commissioner to take
the depositions of witnesses against the wife

of George IV. When subsequently censured
in parliament for his conduct of that affair,
he intimated that the matter had proceeded
further than he contemplated, and that he had

COPLEY.
not been fairly treated. He finally quitted

practice in 1825, and subsequently resided at

Lenham in Kent, where he died in September
1832. Legal Observer. Ann. Bioy.
COOPER (ASTLEY PASTON, sir) born at

Brooke in Norfolk, 1 768, died in London 1841,
an eminent and fashionable surgeon. He
was educated by the schoolmaster of the vil-

lage in which he was born, and commenced
his surgical career in Yarmouth. In 1784
he came to London to attend the hospitals, and
was apprenticed to his uncle, then surgeon
to the Gray's Inn Hospital, but in less than
three months afterwards he was turned over
to Mr Cline. In 1787 he went to Edinburgh,
where he distinguished himself. Young
Cooper then came back to London and re-

sided in the house with Cline, who soon dis-

covered his superior value, and appointed
him demonstrator to his pupils, and soon
afterwards he had a share in the lectures,
which laid the foundation of his fame and
fortune. He became the idol of all the medical
students. He had not the smallest tincture of
affectation in his manner, which was marked

by elegance and perfect simplicity. He
was rapid in execution, and attended to

the most trifling minutiae himself. He ope-
rated with a light hand, and so skilfully that

it was observed that the instrument was of
small importance in his hand, compared to

the precision and dexterity in operating. His
lecture-room was always crowded. In 1792
he married Miss Anne Cook of Tottenham,
a distant relation of Cline, and did not omit

lecturing on the day of his marriage. In
1792 he went to Paris and attended lectures

at the Hotel Dieu. He returned and took up
his abode in the city. In the last year of his

residence there he made an income of 21,000/.
and from 18,000/. to 20,OOOZ. on his removal
to the west-end of London. During the

whole of his vast practice he never omitted
to deliver his customary lectures. He once
received a fee of a thousand guineas from a

patient where his demand was two hundred.
He was nominated serjeaut-surgeon to George
IV, and was made a baronet at the coro-

nation in 1821. He was also president of the

College of Surgeons in 1826 and 1837. He
at one time fancied retirement, but he could
not bear it, and returned to his old pursuit.
He was twice married, but left no issue, and
was succeeded by a nephew. His profes-
sional publications are full of useful matter,
but not written with any claim to elegance of
diction. Some are now standard class-books

of the profession. Orig.
COOTE (CHARLES) born 1759, died 1835,

in London. He was the son of a bookseller,
who procured him a good education. He
possessed much and various knowledge. He
translated Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History,
and wrote a History of England down to 1803,
in 10 vols. Gent's Mag.
COPLEY (JOHN SINGLETON) an eminent

painter, who was born at Boston, in the state

of Massachusetts, N. A., in 1738. He com-
menced the study of his art at a very early
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age, without the assistance of a master, and

before he left his native place he executed

works of great merit, scarcely surpassed by
his latter productions. In 1774 he visited

Italy; and in 1776 he came to England,

where, in consequence of the distracted state

of affairs in his own country, he determined

to settle, with a view to the fature practice of

his profession. He consequently took up his

residence in London, devoted himself to por-
trait painting, and became a member of the

Eoyal Academy. His first properly histo-

rical picture was the Youth rescued from a

Shark
;
but that called the Death of Lord

Chatham (representing the fainting of that

great statesman in the House of Lords, after

his memorable speech in favour of America)
established the fame of the rising artist.

In 1790, Copley was sent by the Corpora-
tion of London to Hanover, to take the por-
traits of four Hanoverian officers, in order that

he might introduce them into his painting oi

the Siege and Relief of Gibraltar, now a1

Guildhall. He followed his profession with

great success till his sudden death in 1815.

Besides the paintings already specified, his

Death of Major Pierson at Jersey, Charles ]

in the House of Commons, and Surrender o:

Admiral de Winter to Lord Duncan off Cam-
perdown, are among his most prominent pro-
ductions, of all which there are engravings
Lord Lyndhurst, late Lord Chancellor o:

Great Britain, now Chief Baron of the Ex
chequer, is the son ofthis distinguished artist

EncycL Amer.
CORAY (ADAMONTE) born at Smyrna in

1748, died at Paris 1833. He was the son o

a merchant, and sent early in life to Amster

dam, where in place of learning commerce
he gave himself up to study. He translatec

several ancient authors, and published" Greek Library," so called, in 9 vols.

CORDAY D'ARMANS (CHARLOTTE
MARIE ANNE) born in 1 768, at St Saturnin
near Seez in Normandy, of noble parentage
After the events of 1793, the flight of tb

republicans from Paris, and the works of th
abbe Raynal, made this singular woman
forget the soitness and mildness of the lesson

she imbibed in the convent where she wa
placed. She could not bear to see and hear o
the sufferings of the persecuted by Marat am
his associates, and that they were still suff'erei

to exist with impunity. She determined t

be the avenger of the injured, and to staj
the course of the horrible proceedings that s

filled France with terror. She went to Pari
and sought out Marat, the chief of all th

atrocities carried on in the name of the go
vernment. She wrote him three notes o
different pretexts. The two first were no
answered. The third obtained her admissio
to his presence. The conversation turne

upon the names of the deputies and adminis
trators who were at Evreux and Caen. H
had their names taken down, and said in

little time they should lose their heads
Charlotte heard no more, but took out
knife concealed beneath her dress and struc
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t into the breast of Marat. She was soon
fter arrested and taken before the revolu-

lonary tribunal. She showed no weakness
f mind, and went to the scafibld firmly.

en the executioner removed a part of her
ress a blush was observed to come upon her
heek

;
her death scarcely seemed to occupy

.er thoughts a moment. She was guillotined in

.er 25th year, July 27, 1793. Die. Univ.

CORDEMOI (GERARD de) a native of

'aris, and a member of the French Academy,
appointed through the interest of his friend

sossuet, reader to the dauphin. Besides a

variety of philosophical and ethical tracts, he
wrote a "

History of France," in two folio vo-

.umes, and died at a very advanced age in

1684. His history was continued after his

decease, by his son Louis, who was born in

1651, and who, having entered the church,
obtained the valuable abbey of Famieres, and
became a doctor of the Sorbonne. His death

took place in 17252. Moreri.

CORNIANI (JOHN BAPTIST) born at Or-

nizovi near Brescia, in Italy, in 1742, was the

author of two pieces applauded in all the the-

atres of Europe. These are "
II Matrimonio

Segreto," and
"
L'lnganno felice," set to music

by Cimarosa and Paisiello. He also published
" Secoli della Letteratura Italiana," Brescia,

1804, 9 vols, 8vo
;
besides other works. He

died in 1813. Idem.
CORT (CORNELIUS) a Dutch artist, the

friend of Titian, many of whose best paint-

ings he engraved in a very masterly style. He
was a native of Hoorn, born about the year
1536, but spent the greater part of his life in

Italy, where he died in 1578. Strutt.

CORVISSART (JOHN NICHOLAS) a cele-

brated French physician and anatomist, born

in Champagne in 1755. On completing his

studies at Paris, he was appointed adjunct

professor of anatomy on the foundation of An-

thony Petit; and he afterwards succeeded

Dcsbois de Rochefort, as physician to the

hospital of La Charite. On the establishment

of the School of Health in 1795, Corvissart

was made the first clinical professor. Bona-

parte,when first consul, appointed him his phy-
sician

;
and under the empire he received the

decoration of officer of the legion of honour
and the title of baron. In 1811 he became a
member of the Institute

;
and an honorary

member of the Academy of Medicine, on its

foundation in 1821. He died September 1 8,

that year. Corvissart published several works,
the best known of which is his

' Essai sur les

Maladies et les Lc'sions Organiques du Coeur
et des gros Vaisseaux," 8vo, of which an

English translation appeared in 1816, 8vo.

Dr Ferrus, physician to the hospital of the

Salpetriere, published
" Notice Histor. sur

J. N. Corvissart," Paris, 1821, 8vo. Biog,
Univ. Class.

CORYATE (GEORGE) an English poet of

the age of Elizabeth, rector of Odcome in the

county of Somerset, and prebendary of York
Minster. He was a native of Salisbury, and

having gone through Winchester grammar-
school, was elected off from that foundation to
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a fellowship at New College, Oxford. Besides

a quarto volume of miscellaneous poetry, com-

posed in Latin verse, he was the author of a
" General Description of England, Scotland,

and Ireland," written in the same language.
His death took place in 160G. Wood.

COSSALI (PETER) an Italian philosopher,
born at Verona in 1748. He studied theology,
and took the habit of a Theatine friar

;
and he

became professor of physics and astronomy at

Parma ;
he afterwards occupied the chair of

mathematics at Verona, and then that of

analysis at Padua. He was at length ap-

pointed inspector-general
of bridges and

highways by the new Italian government. His

death took place in 1815. Besides a variety
of academical memoirs, he was the author of

a " Dissertation on the Equilibrium of Air-

balloons," Verona, 1 784, 8vo ;
and a "

History
of the Origin and Progress of Algebra in

Italy," Parma, 1797, 2 vols, 4to.Bioy, Univ.

Class.

COSSART (GABRIEL) a French Jesuit of

the seventeenth century, born in 1615 at Pon-

toise, and known as the learned and indefati-

gable assistant of Labbe in his Collection of

the Councils, a laborious compilation occupy-

ing eighteen folio volumes. There are two
editions of his other writings, which consist of

some speeches and miscellaneous pieces both

in prose and verse. His death took place in

1674. Moreri.

COSTA (Louis) born in 1784, in Pied-

mont, died 1835. He was employed by the

secretary of state at Turin in affairs of law,
and was the envoy sent to Paris to reclaim the

works of art which had been carried there by
the armies. He wrote several professional

works, edited the Royal Almanac, and pub-
lished that called "

Papa Ciccio
"
or the Al-

manac of Anecdote. Bio. Univers.

COSTARD, FRS. (GEORGE) born in 1710,
was a native of the town of Shrewsbury, and
received his education at Wadham college,

Oxford, where he graduated and took holy
orders. He is known as the author of letters

to Martin Folkes, esq.
" On the Astronomy

of the Ancients," in three separate publica-
tions ;

" On the Use of Astronomy in History
and Chronology," 4to; a" History of Astro-

nomy ;

" and a commentary on the book of Job.
He also superintended the publication of a
new edition of Hyde on the Ancient Religion
of the Persians. Mr Costard held in succes-
sion the livings ofWhitchurchin Dorsetshire,
and Twickenham, Middlesex, at which latter

place he died in 1782. Gent. Mag.
COSTAZ (baron Loms) born at Bellay

in France, died 1842. He was a professor of
one of the military schools of France in 1789,
and in 1794 belonged to the commission of

arts and manufactures. He followed Napo-
leon to Suez in 1798, and in the " Courrierde

1'Egypte
" he gave an account of the journey,

with many other circumstances which hap-

pened in that expedition. He filled many
public offices. In 1829 he was named vice-

president of the Society of Geography, and a

member of the central commission. He

COURIER,

published numerous papers and articles rela-

tive to Egypt, both in the Courrier de 1'Egypte
and in the Collections of the French Institute.
- Bio. Univers.

COTES (FRANCIS) an English artist, who
rose to great eminence as a portrait painter
both in oil and crayons. He was a native of
the metropolis, born in 1726, and was one of
the original members of the Royal Academy.
His death took place in 1770. Strutt.

COTIN (CHARLES) a French poet of the
seventeenth century, who, although not without
talent as an author, is now principally known
by the sarcasms of Moliere and Boileau, of
which he was the object. Cotin was an eccle-

siastic, and had a seat in the Academy.
Diet. Hist.

COTOLENDI (CHARLES) an ingenious
French writer, who in the latter part of the
seventeenth century published at Paris the
lives of Madame de Montmorenci, St Francis
de Sales, Columbus, &c. the latter in two 1 2mo
volumes

;

" Texeira's Voyages and Travels,"
1 2mo. 2 vols

;

" A Book without a Name ;

"
" On the Writings of St Evremond

;

" " Arle-

quiniana," &c. M. Cotolendi practised as an
advocate at the Parisian bar, and died about
1701. Idem.

COTUGNO (DOMINICO) an Italian phy-
sician, born in the kingdom of Naples in 1 736.

He practised medicine and taught anatomy at

Naples ; and he discovered a part of the organ
of hearing, which has been denominated Aqua>
ductus Cotunii. He was appointed physician
to the queen of Naples, and first physician to

the king. His death took place in 1822. He
published

" De Aquscductibus Auris Humana
internse Dissertatio," 1761, 8vo; and several

other works. Biog. Univ. Class.

COURIER (PAUL Loms) an ingenious
French writer, distinguished from his earliest

years for the singularity of his character.

At his baptism he was registered by the ap-
pellation of Courier de Mere, but he would
never adopt the latter name lest he should be

suspected of an intention to insinuate that he
was of a noble family. His education was

superintended by his father, a man of great
erudition

;
and at the age of fifteen he was

well versed both in Greek and the mathematics.
In 1792 he was appointed an officer in the

artillery ;
and he remained in the army till 1 809,

having served during the campaigns in Italy
and Germany, without, however, neglecting
his literary studies. His republican principles
and the frankness of his character were ob-
stacles to his advancement under the govern-
ment of Bonaparte ; and after the battle of

Wagram he resigned his commission. On
quitting the service he went to Italy, when he
discovered the celebrated manuscript of the
Pastoral Tale of Longus, in the abbey of Monte
Cassino, of whpch he published an account in
his Letter to M. Renouard

;
a most curious

production, designed as a vindication of his
character from the ridiculous charges of pla-
giarism or fraud brought against him by the
I talians. Returning to France without a pass-

port, in 1812, he was arrested on suspicion of
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being concerned in the conspiracy of general
Malet, but he -was soon set at liberty. In 1 819

Courier was living quietly in one of the pro-

vinces, when the political reactions caused a

general alarm, and more than five hundred in-

dividuals were imprisoned. He then published
his " Petition to the two Chambers," which
contributed to the discontinuance of arbitrary
arrest. Being refused a seat in the Royal
Academy, he avenged himself by a letter to

the members of that learned association, in

which he displayed a spirit of raillery and
finesse worthy of a Pascal. He was assassi-

nated at a short distance from his own house,
and the public voice accused his wife of being
the instigator of this shocking crime. The

writings of Courier are said to combine the ex-

cellencies of Montaigne, Rabelais, and La Fon-

taine, the wisdom of Franklin, and the logic
of Pascal. In 1 828 appeared

"
Correspondance

et Opuscules inedites de Paul Louis Courier,"

Paris, 2 vols, 8vo. Renouard, Catalogue de

la Bibliotheque d'un Amateur. For. Rev.

COURTENAY (THOMAS PEREGRINE) born

1782, drowned at Torquay 1841, while bath-

ing. He was the younger son of the bishop of

Exeter. He entered parliament in 1782, be-

came a privy counsellor in 1828, and was an
amiable and accomplished man. He left

several literary works behind him, the prin-

cipal of which was " Memoirs of the Life,

Works, and Correspondence of Sir W. Temple,
Bart." Gent. Mag.
COURTILZ (GAMEN de) an ingenious

French writer, descended of the noble family
de Sandras, and born in 1644 in the metropolis.
Like most of the young nobility of his time he
entered the army, and served a campaign in

the Low Countries, but appears to have had a

strong bias in favour of literature, the fruits of
which appeared in the lives of Coligni, of

marshal Turenne, and of Rochefort
;

" The
Annals of Paris ;"

" A History of the Dutch
War ;"

"
Political Testament of M. Colbert ;"

" The Conduct of France since the Peace of

Nimeguen," &c. Some of these proving ob-

noxious to the French court, the author was,

by means of a lettre de cachet, consigned to a

nine years' imprisonment in the Bastille.

Eventually however he recovered his liberty,
and died in 1712. Diet. Hist.

COURTIN (E. M. PIERRE MARC ANTOINE)
born at Lisieux 1770, died at Paris 1839. He
was bred to the law, and afterwards became a

secretary on the staff of the French armies.

In 1811 he was named advocate-general of the

imperial court of Paris. He became an exile

at the restoration, but in 1818 returned and
resumed his profession of a lawyer. He is

known best to the public by the " Modern

Encyclopedia," in 25 vols, begun in 1824.

Bio. Univers.

COUTELLE (JEAN MARIE JOSEPH) born at

Mans, 1748, died 1835. He early exhibited a

taste for philosophical researches, and followed
his inclination in Paris in the early part of his

life. He was made director or captain of a

party of aeronauts, it being thought they
could be used to advantage by the French
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army. He wentw ith this corps to Egypt, but
their apparatus was all destroyed in the
1'Orient at the battle of the Nile. Coutelle
then employed himself in scientific discoveries.
He was afterwards made an inspector of re-
views and served in most of the German cam-
paigns. He published a small work on the
' Use of Balloons to the Armies of the Sambre
and Meuse," "The Topography of Sinai,""
Meteorological Observations at Cairo, &c."
Bio. Univers.

COVELL, DD. (JOHN) a learned divine, a
native of Horningsheath, Suffolk, born 1 638.
From the grammar-school of Bury St Ed-
moud's he removed to Cambridge, and obtained
a fellowship at Christ's college there, of which

society he eventually became the head. Going
into Turkey in 1670, in the capacity of chap-
lain to the English embassy, he there acquired
considerable information with respect to the

early constitution of the Greek church, a his-

tory of which he published many years after

in one folio volume. Dr Covell held some
valuable preferment in the church, together
with the chancellorship of the diocese of York.
His death took place in 1722. Biog. Brit.

COVELLI (NICOLAS) born at Cajazzo 1 790,
died in the isle of Ischia 1828, an Italian

naturalist, who studied botany and chemistry,
and left some interesting works upon volcanos,

miueralogy, and chemical subjects. Bio.
Univers.

COX (THOMAS) a learned and industrious

compiler and translator of works on history
and topography, who was vicar of Bromfield
in Essex. He was a man of considerable

knowledge and great application ;
and accord-

ing to Morant, he compiled that part of the
"
Magna Britannia," C vols, 4to, 1715-17.31,

subsequent to the county of Cumberland. He
also translated from the French, Dupiu's
" Life of Christ and his Apostles ;" and his
"
Abridgment of Ecclesiastical History," 4

vols, 12mo
;
from the Latin,

" Pancirollus of

Things Lost," 2 vols, 12mo
;
from the Greek,

" Plutarch's Morals by way of Abstract ;"

and he compiled the lives of Henry IV, Henry
V, Henry VI, and Richard III, in the " Com-
plete History of England." He died January
11, 1733. Bray's History of Surrey, voliii.

COXE (WILLIAM) a celebrated traveller

and historical writer. He was the eldest son
of Dr W. Coxe, physician to the Royal House-

hold, and was born in London, March 7, 1 747,
O.S. He received his education at Eton

school, and King's College, Cambridge, where
he distinguished himself by his classical ac-

quirements ; and in 1 7G8 he obtained a fellow-

ship. Having adopted the clerical profession,
he was ordained a deacon in 1771, and the

year following a priest, when he became tutor

to the marquis of Blandford, son of the duke
of Marlborough ; but after holding that situa-

tion two years, he relinquished on account of
ill health. In 1775 he accompanied the late

earl of Pembroke, then lord Herbert, on a
continental tour. They visited several parts of

Europe, particularly Switzerland, a country
at that time with which the English were but
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imperfectly acquainted. Mr Coxe therefore

performed an acceptable service to his country-
men by publishing

" Sketches of the Natural,

Civil," and Political State of Switzerland,"

which after a second tour in 1779 appeared in

an improved form, under the title of " Travels

in Switzerland and the Country ofthe Grisons,"

3 vols, 8vo. In 1 780 he published
" Russian

Discoveries," comprising an account of the

conquest of Siberia, and the commercial inter-

course between Russia and China ;
and in 1 784

"Travels into Poland, Russia, Sweden, and

Denmark," 5 vols, 8vo. He subsequently
travelled on the continent with the late Samuel

Whitbread, and then with H. B. Portman, of

Bryanston, Dorset. In 1 786 he was presented
to the college living of Kingston-on-Thames,
which he resigned in 1788, on obtaining from

lord Pembroke the rectory of Bemerton, near

Salisbury. During the remainder of his life

Bemerton became the principal place of his

residence, though in 1794 he again quitted

England for a few months, during a tour

through Holland, Germany, and a part of

Hungary, with lord Brome, son of the marquis
Cornwallis, by whom he was presented to the

chaplaincy of the Tower. In 1803 he was
chosen one of the canons residentiary of the

cathedral of Salisbury ;
in 1805 he was ap-

pointed archdeacon of Wilts; and in 1811 he
obtained the rectory of Fovant, Wilts, on

which he resigned that of Stourton, which he

had held previously. His literary productions
not already noticed are numerous, including
" Memoirs of Sir Robert Walpole, Earl of

Orford, with Original Correspondence and
Authentic Papers," 1798, 3 vols, 4to; "An
Historical Tour in Monmouthshire," 2 vols,

4to
;

" Memoirs of Horatio Lord Walpole,"
1 802, 4to

;

" Historical Memoirs of the Kings
of Spain of the House of Bourbon," 1813, 3

vols, 4to
;

" Memoirs of John Duke of Marl-

borough," 1817-19, 3 vols, 4to; "Private
and Original Correspondence of the Duke of

Shrewsbury, illustrated with Narratives His-

torical and Biographical," 1821, 4to; and
" Memoirs of the Administration of Mr Pel-

ham," left unpublished at his death
;
besides

" A Vindication of the Celts," against Pin-

kerton
;

" A comparative View of the Russian
Discoveries with those made by Captains Cook
and Clerke ;" and various tracts and sermons.
He died at Bemerton, June 8, 1828, aged 81.

Gent. Mag.
COYER (GABRIEL FRANCIS) a native of

Franche-Comte, born in 1707. He was edu-
cated among the Jesuits, but renounced the

order and obtained the appointment of tutor

to the young prince de Turenne. He was the

author of a French translation of Blackstone's

Commentaries on the Laws of England; an

elementary work on Education, in 1 vol. 12mo ;

a " Life of John Sobieski, King of Poland,"
3 vols, 1 2mo

;
and two volumes of travels.

His death took place in 1782. Biog. Univ.

CRABBE (GEORGE) a celebrated English

poet, who was a native of Aldborough in

Suffolk, where his father was an officer of the

Customs. After having finished his educa-

CRABBE.
tion, he became tutor to the duke of Rut-

land, \vhom he subsequently attended as

chaplain during his vice-royalty in Ireland.

He commenced his literary career by the pub-
lication of a poem entitled " The Library," in

1781 ;
and in the preface to a new edition of

that piece, he states that while he was com-

posing it he was honoured by the advice of
Mr Burke, in whose presence part of it was
written, and to whose judgment the whole
was submitted. This gentleman introduced
him to Dr Johnson, who bestowed on the

young poet warm approbation. This produc-
tion was followed by

" The Village, a poem,"
in 1783; "The Skull, a tale;" and "The
Newspaper, a poem," 1785. On the death of
his patron the duke of Rutland, he preached
a funeral sermon in the chapel at Belvoir

Castle, which was printed in quarto, 1788.

Through the recommendation of the duchess

dowager of Rutland, lord Thurlow, in 1789,

presented him to the crown livings of Muston,
in Leicestershire, and West Allington, in
Lincolnshire. The year following he com-
municated to Mr John Nichols, for his History
of Leicestershire, the Natural History of the
Vale of Belvoir. During several years from.

this period he devoted his attention almost

entirely to his clerical duties and the educa-
tion of his family; poetry being only occa-

sionally adverted to in his hours of relaxation.
In 1807 he published a volume of poems,,

including revised editions of his previously
published works, together with a new poem,,
entitled " The Parish Register," the manu-
script of which had been read, during his last

illness, by Fox, and been reviewed by lord
Holland. In 1810 Mr Crabbe published
"The Borough, a poem;" and in 1812
" Tales in Verse." About this time he was
presented to the rectory of Trowbridge, with
the curacy of Staverton, Wilts, in the patron-
age of the duke of Rutland

;
and going to

reside at Trowbridge, he passed the last

eighteen years of his life in that town. He
died February 3, 1832, in the seventy-sixth,

year of his age, at the rectory at Trowbridge,
after having been confined to his house about
a week ; and he is said to have been at the
time of his decease the most aged of our poets.
As a poet Crabbe was distinguished for the

graphic accuracy ofhis descriptions, especially
of natural objects and scenes in common life.

His portraits appear to be exact copies of

existing originals, and in the same way he
describes landscapes, houses, thoughts, and
feelings with such perfect verisimilitude, that
those who have seen and felt what he writes
about are surprised to perceive their recol-

lections brought back with all the strength
and vivacity of original perception. Some
critics have asserted that Mr Crabbe was no
poet, but it may with more truth and justice
be affirmed that he was one of the greatest
of poets in the particular class to whiclt he

belonged. His scenic descriptions, like the
scenic delineations of Hogarth and Wilkie,
are alike of the highest order in their pecu-
liar kind, and there can be no more reason
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for refusing to Crabbe the title of a poet, be-

cause his writings are inferior to the sub-

limities of Shakspeare and Milton, than for

withholding the title of a painter from Ho-

garth or Wilkie because their works are in-

ferior to those of Raphael and Michael

Angelo. Even those who are most disposed
to detract from his merit as a writer of poetry,
and sarcastically recommend that his tangled

rhymes should be turned into easy prose, yet
admit that his strong plain sense, shrewd

humour, acute observation, and faithful por-

traitures, would be instructive and delightful,
and (thus reduced to prose) give us what we
have not, a standard book on the manners
and characters of the great masses of English
society. The peculiar precision with which
this writer has delineated the scenery of a

seaport, and the character, manners, and habits

of its population, is extremely striking, par-

ticularly in his poem called " The Borough,"
his poetical pictures in this case doubtless

being the result of personal observation and
reflection while residing at the place of his

nativity. The private and professional cha-

racter of this distinguished individual appear
to have been highly respectable and amiable.

On his first settling at Trowbridge, a town
crowded with Dissenters, he was unpopular ;

but when they became acquainted with his

goodness of heart, strength of intellect, and

his kindness to the poor of all persuasions,
he became a great favourite, and was warmly
welcomed to all Bible societies and othei

associations for the benefit of the labouring
classes. lie however mixed but little with

genteel society, and though friendly with al'

he was intimate with but few. lie gave his

neighbours the benefit of his influence and
talents by acting as a magistrate, and one of

his most intimate friends was one of his col-

leagues in the magistracy, Mr Waldron. His
income amounted to about 800/. a year, which
was less than it would have been but for his

liberality and forbearance with regard to

tithes. His charity was general, but not in-

discriminate, and he has even been known to

search obscure lodging-houses in Trowbridge,
to bestow his bounty on sufferers whom mis-
fortune had driven to beggary. His feelings
were not blunted, neither was his hand checked

by frequent impositions and feigned tales of

woe, on discovering the falsehood of which he
would say,

" God forgive them, I do." He
paid much attention to the education of the

poor, in forwarding which he spent both time
and money ;

and in his latter days he de-

voted his frequent attention to the Sunday
school. His sermons were short but pointed
and impressive; in his declining years his

voice had failed, and frequently could not be
heard distinctly. As a proof of the general
esteem which his conduct excited, it may be
mentioned that one hundred of his fellow

townsmen requested leave to attend his fune-
ral. Biog. Diet, of Living Authors. Athe-
naeum. Metropolitan.
CRADOCK (JOSEPH) born at Leicester,

1742, died in London, December 15, 1826.

SUPPLEMENT.

CRAUFORD.
He was the author of "Village Memoirs, in a
Series of Letters between a Clergyman and his

Family in the Country, and his Son in Town,"
1774; "An Account of some of the most
Romantic Parts of North Wales,'' 1777;
"
Literary and Miscellaneous Memoirs," 1826,

2 vols, 8vo
;
two tragedies ;

and other works.
Gent. Mag.
CRAIG (JAMES) a Scottish clergyman,

much celebrated for his eloquence in the pulpit

during the early part of the last century. He
was born in 1082, at Gifibrd, in East Lothian,
and was the author of three volumes of ser-

mons, now become extremely rare. Mr Craig
was many years minister of Haddington, but

died at Edinburgh in 1744. Chalmers's

Biog. Diet.

CRAIG, knt. (sir THOMAS) a celebrated

Scottish lawyer, born in 1548, at Edinburgh,
but educated chiefly on the continent, where
he studied the principles of jurisprudence.

Returning to his own country he rose to great
eminence in his profession, and wrote a valu-

able work on the feudal law. He was also the

author of a treatise on the pretensions of the

Scottish king to the English succession, which
was perhaps as instrumental as his good repu-
tation in procuring him the honour of knight-
hood. His death took place in 1608. Ibid.

CRAIG, DD. (WILLIAM) minister of Cam-
busnethan, and afterwards of St Andrew's,

Glasgow, of which city he was a native. He
was the author of a volume of sermons, much
admired for their eloquence, and an ' :

Essay
on the Life of Christ." His death took place
in 1784, in the severity-fifth year of his age,

Ibid.

CRAMER (ANDREW WILLIAM) bora in

17GO at Copenhagen, where he was bred to

the law ; he died in 1S33. In the latter part
of his life he studied philology. His princi-

pal works are upon law, but he wrote upon
classical subjects, published various disserta-

tions, and at his decease left some occasional

pieces of poetry under the title of " A Do-
mestic Chronicle, devoted to the recollections

of relations and friends,'' printed at Ham-

burgh. Biog. Univ.

CRAIsTZ (HENRY JOHN NEPUMOCENE)
born about 1 732, the date of his decease is

unknown
;
a clever professor of medicine at

Vienna, who wrote several useful works on

botany and natural history. The last part of

his "Slirpium Austriacarum
" was published

in 1 709.

CRAS (HENR? CONSTANTINE) born at

Wageningen in 1739, died in 1820. He
studied at Leyden, and was made a professor
of civil law in 1785. He wrote a work upon
" Political Equality," which was answered by
a society called the " Societe' Telerienne."

He obtained the prize offered by the Univer-

sity of Stockholm for the best eulogy upon
Grotius. Biog. Univ.

CRAUFORD (QUINTIN) born in Air co.

Scotland in 1743, died in Paris 1819. He

passed his early life in India, where he made
a considerable fortune. On his return he

visited France and Italy, and took up his re-
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sidence at Paris where he formed a fine col-

kvtion of pictut-es. He left France at the

revolution und, on returning, employed him-

self 111 reforming his collection, which had

been disposed of or sold during his absence.

He wrote a number of works :
" Sketches re-

lating to the History of the Hindoos/' 2 vols,
"
History of the Bastile and the Man in the

Iron Mask,"
"
Essays on French Literature,"

&c, 3 vols,
"
Historical Essays," &c, and a

num!>er of other publications, some relating
to India, others historical. Bib. Univ.

CRKMONINI (CAESAR) an Italian writer,

a native of Cento, in the dukedom of Modena,
born there about the middle of the sixteenth

century. lie filled for several years the pro-
fessor's chair in philosophy, first at l-'errara

and afterwards in the university of Padua.

Cremonini held the soul to be material, and
was the author of several works, the principal
of which are " De Sensihus et Facultate ap-

p -tiva,'' 4to
;

" De Physico auditu ;"
" De

Calido innato
;

"
II Nascimento di Venetia,"

1 2mo
;
and a pastoral, entitled

"
Amyntas and

Chloris." His death took place in 1630.

Tiniboschi.

CRENIUS (THOMAS) a German philolo-

gist of great industry and ability, born at

Bramlenburgh in Iti48. He supported himself

by the exercise of his talents, and by the in-

struction of youth at Giessen, Zell, and other

places, but at length settled at Leyden. Of
his numerous writings the best are " De Phi-

lologia ;"
" De Eruditione comparanda ;" and

" Consilia et Methodi Studiorum optime in-

stituendorum
"

His other works are " Mu-
stcum Philolosficum," 12mo, 2 vols; "Fasci-
culi Dissertationum," 12mo, 2 vols;

" Com-
mentationes in varies Autores,' 12mo, 3 vols

;

" De Furibus Librariis,' 12mo : and " The-
saurus Librorum Philologicorum," 8vo.2 vols.

His death took place at Leyden in 1728.

Bioy. Unit!.

CKESCKNTIUS, or DE CRESCENTIIS
(PhTKRi a native of Bologna, born there in

1233, and educated for the profession of the
law in which he rose to great eminence. It

is however by his partiality for agricultural
pursuits that his name has been handed down
to posterity, and his treatise " Huralia Com
moda," is yet extant, while his professional

writings have perished. '1 here are two edi-
tions of this work

;
that of Augsburg, folio,

1471, and Naples, 8vo, 2 vols, 1724. His
death took place in 1320. Moreri.
CREST1X (JOHN FRANCOIS) born in

1745 at Villexin, died in 18W, a mediocre
French writer, known principally by his " Re-
searches on Gray." the arrondissement where
he livi-d. Bih. Univers.

CREUZ (FREDERIC CHARLES CASIMIR)
born at Hombourg in the Hartz, in 1724, and
first counsellor of Hesse-Hombourg, died Sep-
tember 1770, a few years after having recon-
ciled the two Houses of Hesse Hombourg and
IL-sse Darmstadt. He left a number of lite-

rary works in the German language, among
them " Odes and Songs ;

" "
Seneca, a Tra-

gedy;" "The Pictures, a Philosophical

CROFT.
Poem in Six Cantos ;

" and "
Lucrefiaa

Thoughts," a poem in 4 books. Biog. Univ.
CREUZE DK LESSAC (AucusTE) born in

Paris in 1771, died 1839 : he was employed in

a diplomatic capacity for some time at Parma.
He published

' Travels in Italy in 1*06," and
several comedies subsequently, which were
successful, also some comic operas ;

a poem in

imitation of Tassoni ; a translation of Juve-
nal ; and some lyric poems, odes, and tales.

Ibid.

CRISPUS or CRISPO (GIOVANNI BAT-
TISTA) a Neapolitan ecclesiastic of great

learning, and considerable talt-nt as an author
both in prose and verse. He was a native of
the town of Gallipoli. and read lectures in the

capital in ethics and theology with such repu-
tation, that a bishopric was offered him by the

pope in consequence ;
he died however pre-

vious to his investiture, in 1595. Besides a
volume of poems written in his native lan-

guage, and printed about ten years previously
to his decease, he was the author of a " Life

of Sannazarius," and a trea'tise
" On the Cau-

tion to be observed in reading the Works of
the Heathen Philosophers." Moreri.

CRIVELLI (ANTONIO) born at Milan

1783, died 1829; a celebrated Italian en-

gineer, nominated in 1810 to be engineer to

the council of mines in the department of the

Upper Adige. He travelled into Persia, and

acquired the art of making steel, at Lecco. of
such superior quality that it rivalled the

finest of the English. He made numerous

experiments on gas and the compressibility
of the atmosphere, and invented a hydro-
barometrostic lamp. He left several profes-
sional works, among them " An Account of a
New Apparatus to obtain a Useful Combus-
tion of Hydrogen Gas by its combination with

Oxygen." The " Art of making Sword-
blades of Damascus

;

" " On the Defect of

Safety in combined Locks
;

" " A Descrip-
tion of a New Lock rendered secure by Con-
struction without Combination, &c.'* Bib.
Univers.

CROFT (HERBERT) bishop of Hereford in

the seventeenth century, third son of sir Her-
bert Croft, knt. of Croft castle, Herefordshire,
and father of the first baronet of the same
name. He was born at Great Milton, Oxford-

shire, in 1603, and was educated in the prin-

ciples of the Romish church, at St Omer's, but

through the persuasion of bishop Morton ab-

jured that communion, and after taking the

usual degree* at Christchurch, Oxford, was

presented to the living of Harding His sub-

sequent rise in the church was a rap d one,
and after holding in succession stalls at Salis-

bury, Worcester and Windsor, he resigned
the latter in 1644, for the deanery of Here-
ford. Of this he was deprived during the

civil wars, for his adherence to the royal
cause, but on the reign of Charles II was
raised by that monarch to the see of Here-
ford. Bishop Croft was the author of a

variety of sermons and other devotional

writings, besides some strictures on Burnets

Theory of the Earth, and a tract in favour of
146
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toleration, called " The Naked Truth." His

death took place in 1691. Biog. Brit,

CROIX DU MAINE (FRANCOIS GRUDE
DE LA) so called from his estate near Mans,
was horn about the middle of the sixteenth

century. He was an eminent book collectors

and printed a catalogue of all the known works

in the French language, with an account of

their authors. This work, which is entitled
" The French Library," appeared in 1584,

in one large folio volume. Eight years after

its publication the compiler was inhumanly
murdered in the city of Tours. Diet. Hist.

CROME (AUGUSTUS FREDERICK WIL-
LIAM) born in 1753 in Oldenberg, at Seng-
warden, died 1833, professor of statistics in

the university of Giessen. His father was a

protestant minister, and his small income
would not permit his son to continue his

studies, who in 1774 went to Berlin as the

instructor of the sons of General Holzendorf.

He also educated the sons of the Prince of

Schoenhausen. He accepted a professorship
at Dessau, and introduced there new methods
of instruction. In 1782 he published at

Dessau a work on the productions of Europe,
with a statistical map, which was beyond
expectation successful. He published several

other works of a similar nature. He trans-

lated the Italian work called "
II Governo

della Toscana," of which two volumes ap-

peared in 1795. He also wrote in 1813, a

pamphlet called the "
Crisis and Deliverance

of Germany," before Austria and Bavaria

declared against France. In 1830 he retired

from his professorship, to Frankfort on the

Mein. His Statistic Manual of Hesse, pub-
lished in his 7<)th year, is as full of facts and

energy as any of his previous works, and is

the fiftieth volume from his laborious pen,
too numerous for separate enumeration in so

brief a biographical mention of a most labo-

rious and useful writer and lover of his coun-

try. Biog. Univ.

CROWE (WILLIAM) an ingenious poet,
who was a native of Winchester, and at au

early age became one of the choristers at the

college chapel. His promising talents attracted

notice
;
he was admitted into the school, and

at the usual period removed to a fellowship at

New College, Oxford, where he took the de-

gree of BCL. in 1773, and was appointed to a

tutorship. In 1781 he published "A Sermon

preached before the University of Oxford :"

and the following year lie was presented by
his college to the rectory of Alton Barnes, in

Wiltshire. In 1784 he was appointed to the

office of Public Orator at Oxford ;
in conse-

quence of which he delivered the Creweian
Oration on the subject of the revolution

;
and

another oration in 1800, both of which were

published. His principal poetical composition,
entitled " Lewesdon Hill," is written in blank

verse, and contains an interesting and elegant

description of scenery in Dorsetshire. In 1819

appeared a specimen of a new edition of the

works of Shakspeare, consisting of Hamlet and
as you Like it, projected by Mr Crowe in con-

junction with Mr Thomas Caldecote of the
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Inner Temple. He published in 1827 a col-

lection of his poems, and a treatise ou E;iLsh
versification. His death took place in Lou-
don, February 9. 1829, at the a.ge of eighty-
three. Gent. Mag.
CROWLEY (ROBERT) a protestant divine

in the sixteenth century, who obtained some
distinction as a writer of poetry and religious

controversy. He studied at Magdalen College,

Oxford,where he took the degree of BD., and
in 1542 was chosen a probationer fellow. In

the beginuing of the reign of Edward VI ha
settled in London, as a printer and bookseller,
also becoming an occasional preacher ; but

being a zealous reformer, he, on the accession

of queen Mary, fled to Frankfort, in Germany.
He returned home in 1556 and was made
Archdeacon of Hereford, and the next year he
obtained a prebend in that cathedral, but he

resigned both benefices soon after, and in 155S

he was collated to a prebend at St Paul's, Lon-
don. Subsequently he became vicar of tt

Giles's, Cripplegate, and in 1575, he was pre-
sented to the vicarage of St Lawrence Jewry.
He died in 1588. Among his poetical pro- j

luctions may be mentioned "
Thirty -one Epi-

grams ;" and a translation of the psalms; i>ut

he is now chiefly known as the first editor of

the " Vision of Piers Plowman." Birkenhout's

Bioc/. Lilt.

CRUS1US, or KRAUS. There were two
learned German professors of this name :

MARTIN, the first in point of time, was a na-

tive of Grebern, born in 1526, and filled the

chair of the Greek language and of ethics at

Tubingen. He published a curious abridg-
ment of the sermons delivered by various di-

vines in that university, which occupies four

quarto volumes
;

it is called
" Corona Anni,"

and is written in the Latin and Greek lan-

guages. His other works are eight books

entitled " Turco-Grsecia." folio ;

" Germano-

Grsecia," in six books, folio
;

" The Acts and

Writings of the Divines of Wirtemberg and

the Patriarch of Constantinople," Gr. et Lat.

and two folio volumes of Swedish Annals.

His death took place in 1007. CHRISTIAN, a

native of Wittemberg, was born in 1715, and
after receiving a classical education at the

universities of Halle and Leipsic, obtained the

professorship of rhetoric in that of the city
which gave him birth. He was the author of
' Probabilia Critica," in 8vo : a treatise on the

"Origin of Money," in which he derive- tlie

Latin word " Pecunia a Pecore," from the

barter of cattle before the invention of coin
;

and a small volume of miscellaneous tracts.

He was a member of the Historical Academy
of St Petersburg, and died in 1767. Mureri.

CUMBERLAND (WILLIAM AUGUSTUS,
duke of) born 1721. died 1765, the third son

of George II. king of England, a soldier as

much distinguished by his defeats as by his

successes. He was present at the victory of

Dettingen, where he as wounded. He com-

manded and was beaten at Fontenoy in 1745,

though this has been ascribed, perhaps truly,

to the cowardice of his Dutch allies, his own

troops having displayed great firmness. He
L 2
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returned home to command against the Scotch

rebels whom he followed to Culloden, and

there defeated, but sullied his triumph by acts

of unnecessary cruelty towards the vanquished,

although this did not make him less a favour-

ite with the English populace. He went again
to the continent and was beaten at Lawfeldt.

He was a constant actor in the disasters of

the allied arms up to the peace of Aix-la-

Chapel le. I n 1 7 56 he took the field again and

was defeated at Hastensbeck by the French,

and was soon after obliged to sign the dis-

graceful convention of Closter Seven; by
which his army of 40,000 men retired beyond
the Elbe and abandoned Hanover to the

French. His operations were much censured

by the great Frederick of Prussia, then in

British alliance, and truth requires it to be

stated that his success in Scotland over undis-

ciplined troops with a superior force, is the only

specimen ofhis military talent upon record. On
the continent it was the reverse of any success

at all. Nothing exhibited more the folly and

superficial nature of popular applause, and it

maybe added its selfishness in the present case;

by making this prince a hero for winning
such a battle as that of Culloden, but then it

secured their dwellings from the plunder of

the hungry Scotch, under the pretender, and

this constituted the merit of the soldier. On
the duke's return from his degrading conven-

tion he M*as received so differently from the way
he expected, that he resigned his military em-

ployments. In 1765 he is said to have ad-

vised the new king to form a different minis-

try, and during the discussion he was struck

with apoplexy. Two things are evident

from his history : the first, that it is wrong
to confide the command of a British army on
the continent to a prince of the blood whose

experience has not been that of a soldier bred
in camps ; the other is that Hanover, in later

times wisely severed from England, was then

the cause of much waste of treasure and blood
to England as well as of disgrace to her arms.

Orig.
CUNNINGHAM (ALLAN) born 1786, died

1842. He was originally an apprentice to a
stonemason in Scotland, and afterwards be-

came an assistant to Chantry the sculptor in

rough-hewing his figures. He wrote some

songs for a Scotch selection by Cromek, and
the biography of some of the British archi-

tects, painters, and sculptors a hasty and not

very accurate production. One or two novels
owned his authorship, and he put together" Memoirs" of Wilkie the painter, which last

became a posthumous publication. Daily

CUNNINGHAM, MD. (WILLIAM) an
eminent physician, who practised with great

reputation at Norwich about the middle o:

the sixteenth century. His professional writ-

ings are a commentary on the works of Hippo-
crates and a treatise on syphilis. Dr Cunning-
ham was also the author of a tract " De Acre,
Aquis, et Regionibus," and "The Cosmo-
graphical Glass," an elementary work, on

cosmography, navigation, &c. He lecturec

CUVELIER DE TRYE.
occasionally at Surgeons'-hall, in the metro

x>lis, and was a good engraver. The time of
bis death is uncertain. Aikin's Mem. of
Med.
CURAUDAU (FRANCIS RENE) an eminent

French chemist, born at Seez, in 1765. He
was a member of several scientific societies ;

and he published
" Tr. sur le Blanchissage a

la Vapeur," Paris, 1 806 ; besides a number of
memoirs and papers in various periodical
works. He died in 1813. Bioq. Univ. Class.

CURTIS (JOHN) born in 1766, died 1829,
brother to William Curtis the botanist; a

physician, who devoted much of his time to

the study of ornithology. His knowledge of
British birds was so accurate that he could tell

the species without seeing the bird, solely by
the song a thing almost incredible. He
was a quaker by religious profession, and an
amiable man, whose medical science was con-

siderable. Gent. Mag,
CURWEN (JOHN CHRISTIAN) born 1756,

died 1828, an eminent English agriculturist,
who was a member of parliament for many
years. He introduced the system of soiling ;

he also made researches into the best kind of

herbage for feeding cattle, and the mode of

rendering it most nutritious for them. He
made all his plans known and their results,
in order to confer a benefit upon the science

he loved. Idem.

CUSPINIAN, the name by which John

Speishammer, a German physician, was known
at the court of the emperor Maximilian I. He
was a native of Sweinfurt, born in 1473, and
rose high in the imperial confidence, being
employed on several diplomatic missions,
while his ostensible employment was that of

keeper of the library at Vienna. He was the

author of " A History of the Turks
;

"
another

of "
Austria;

"
a commentary on Sextus Rufus

" De Regia ;

" and " A History of the Caesars

and Emperors of Ancient Rome,'' in folio.

His death took place in 1529. Moreri.

CUSTIS (CHARLES FRANCIS) born in 1704
at Bruges, of an English family by descent ;

died 1752. He wrote "Annals of the Town
of Bruges ;

"
the "

Bibliography of the Low
Countries," &c.

;
and left several other works

in MS.
CUVELIER DE TRYE (JEAN GUIL-

LAUME AUGUSTE) a French dramatic writer

born at Boulogne-sur-Mer 1766, died 1824.

He was bred to the law, and became a deputy
from the national guard of that town to the

federation of 1790. He removed to Paris,
was sent on several missions, and was em-

ployed in the office of the minister of public
instruction. He afterwards adopted the mili-

tary life, and made the first French cam-

paigns in Poland and Prussia. His state of
health forced him to renounce the profession
of arms. He then became a writer and crea-

tor of melodramas. The nature of his talents

in this line, not less than his prodigious
fecundity, procured for him the ironical ap-

pellation, expressive enough, of the "Crebillou
of the melodrama." He died in 1824. leaving
behind him an enormous mass of comedies,
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dramas, prologues, pantomimes, &c., commonly
called " of the Boulevard." Bio. Unio.

CUVIER (baron GEORGE) a celebrated

French naturalist, particularly distinguished
for his writings on oryctology and comparative

anatomy. He was the son of a protestant

minister, and was born at Montbeliard, in the

ancient province of Franche Comte, 1769.

His attention appears to have been first di-

rected to the study of the structure and physi-

ology of animals, on which he gave public
lectures at Paris, which were published under

the title of " Leons d'Anatomie compare'e,"

1805, 5 vols, 8vo, of which there is an English
translation. He was a member of the Institute

or Academy of Sciences, to the memoirs of

which learned body he contributed many valu-

able papers, as he likewise did numerous ar-

ticles to the Annals of the museum of Natural

History. In 1 81 1 appeared an "
Essay on the

Mineralogical Geography of Paris," which he

wrote in conjunction with Alexander Brogniart.
In 1812 he published his most elaborate " Re-

cherches sur les Ossemens Fossiles," 4 vols,

4to, to which was subsequently added a fifth.

This work made a most important addition to

the stores of natural science, and entitled the

author to the highest place among the natural-

ists of Europe. It has been justly regarded as

one of the greatest improvements in modern

science, that a naturalist can now, on the dis-

covery of a fossil tooth, merely by the exami-

nation of that seemingly unimportant relic,

decide with certainty on the nature of the ani-

mal to which it belonged, the distinguishing

points of its structure, and even the prominent
characteristics of its nature and habits. That
this has been done, and that too with animals,

which, like the mammoth and the mastodon,
have long disappeared from the face of the

earth that we have been enabled to form in

some degree a natural history of the world

before the creation of man all this we owe

principally to Cuvier, who has thus, as it were,
laid open to our inspection a world over which
time seemed to have spread an impenetrable
veil. The discovery of a few bones, such as our

early writers have described as the skeletons of

giants, has in our times led to an extension of

the authentic history of nature, of which those

who lived but half a century ago could have

formed no conception. Another highly im-

portant production of this writer is his "Regne
Animal," 4 vols, 8vo. In this work Cuvier has

done as much to facilitate the study of the ani-

mal kingdom of nature as Linnajus and Jussieu

did for that of plants. By an exact classifi-

cation of animals according to their nature, he

has enabled us to take a comprehensive survey
of the links of being between the different

species, and thus contributed to the attainment

of a general and correct knowledge of the sub

ject. This work, which has also been trans-

lated into English, is perhaps the most useful

and the best known ofall Cuvier's publications.
Towards the end of 1829 he commenced, in

conjunction with Valenciennes, a Natural His-

tory of Fishes on an extensive scale. This de-

partment of natural history has experienced so
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much comparative neglect, that the prospect
of a work on such a topic, enriched by the
labours of so accurate an observer of nature,
was hailed with delight by the lovers of sci-

ence. Among the writings of Cuvier must be
noticed those which relate to the history of
science. He was perpetual secretary to the
Institute of France, and afterwards to the

Academy of Sciences, and in that character he

published
"
Rapport Historique sur le Projrres

des Sciences Naturelles depuis 1789 et surleur
Etat actuel," 1810, 8vo

;
and Eloges on the de-

ceased members of the Academy, which -were

collected and published in 2 vols, 8vo ;
and just

before the revolution of 1830 he commenced,
at the College of France, a course of lectures

on the History of the Natural Sciences from
the earliest records to the present time. This

great man was a member of most of the

scientific associations of Europe ;
and it is a

circumstance honourable to the English na-

tion, that in the midst of war between Great
Britain and France, in 1806, he was elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society. In the letter

which announced the election of Cuvier, and
that of Lacepede, which took place at the

same time, sir Joseph Banks expressed a hope
that the animosities of nations might never be
transferred to the realms of science. Cuvier,
like some of his brother philosophers, was
induced during the government of Bonaparte
to interfere in politics. At this period he was
made a baron, and appointed a member of the

senate, but he never took a very active part in

public affairs, nor committed himself, by ser-

vile adulation to his imperial patron, or by
the display of zeal for the opposite party after

the downfall of that great potentate. He ap-
pears indeed to have had too sincere an attach-

ment to science to be seduced by prospects of

political fame or fortune. His death took

place May 15, 1832. Though he had reached
the last stage of paralysis, he retained his

faculties entire even to the last day of his

life. He repeatedly expressed regret at being

obliged to leave so many of his works un-

finished, referring especially to that on Com-
parative Anatomy, on which it is said he had
been actively employed almost immediately
previous to his death. His countrymen and
their sovereign promptly displayed their esti-

mation of the great merits of this illus-

trious philosopher; the King of the French
conferred on the widow of Cuvier the

highest pension which he had it in his power
to bestow six thousand francs a-year ;

and a

public subscription has been proposed for the

purpose of raising a monument to his memory.
French Reviews and Papers.
CUYP, see KCYP.
CYRUS the Younger, the second son of

Darius Nothus and of Parysatis. He was
nominated satrap of Lydia and Asia Minor.

Darius died 403 years before Christ, when

Cyrus was accused of having conspired

against Artaxerxes Mnemon, the son of

Darius, and his life was only spared at the

request and prayers of Parysatis. He did not

renounce his design, and determined to dis-
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pute the throne with his brother. He took

l:*,oon Greeks into his service, and niiiong

them Xenophon, whom he deceived and con-

ducted to the Euphrates. There only he

made lam acquainted with his object, and the

distance to their own country being great,

they were obliged to follow him. He com-

bated his brother at the head ot the Persians

attached to his cause, in place of relying upon
the Greeks, carried all before him, and made
direct for the king's person, disregarding that

his troops were dispersed and not supporting
him, when he was slain by the soldiers of

Artax-Txes. The Greeks regretted him, as

they lost by his death the fruit of the victory,
and they were much attached to his personal

qualities. As the date of the reign of his

r.amesake Cyrus, king of the Medcs and Per-

sians, anno"f>3!> before Christ, is remarkable

ES the first fixed epoch of the history of the

ancient emperors of Asia, so that of the

younger Cyras is memorable for the retreat of

the ten thousand Greeks, 130 years subse-

quently, recorded by Xenophon. Univ. Hist.

CYRUS, patriarch of Constantinople in the

seventh century. He wrote in favour of the

Monothehtes, and his works were condemned

by the sixth council, iii 680, as heretical.

13 in. Univ.

CYRUS (FLAVIUS) born at Persepolis in

Egypt, prefect of Constantinople under Theo-
doMus II, and elevated still higher by the

empress Eudocia. He afterwards became an

ecclesiastic, and bishop of Smyrna, where he

died about 4oO. Of his poetry only seven

epigrams remain, which are written in a pure
and elegant style. They are to be found in

the *' Analeeta " of Brunck. Idem.

CZARTORYSKI (prince ADAM CASIMIR)
born at Dantzick 1734, died 1823, a Polish

prince of one of the oldest families of that

country. He married Isabelle Fortune

Flemming. He was an adherent of king
Stanislaus, but had the misery to be witness

to his country's misfortunes. He filled seve-

ral public offices. In 1794 his estates were
laid waste by the Russians, although he was
in Vienna, and his children dragged to St

Petersburg by order of Catherine. When
Paul ascended the throne his persecutions

Ceased, and the reign of Alexander restored

him to his estates, where in 1815 he received

the emperor in person. Between Alexander
and his son a friendship grew up and ripened
until 1812, when the Czar could not prevent
his domains from being ravaged by the

hostile armies, nor his complaints to the

French goyernment. In 1815 the Congress
of Vienna named Alexander of Russia king
of Poland. The monarch visited the aj:ed

prince, and the latter made every effort in his

power to get the fate of the Polish people
ameliorated. He died in possession of his

vast estates, having escaped the misfortune of

seeing them sequestered, and his son an exile.

He left a work, published in 1782 under the

modest title of " Letters of Doswiadryski,"

being a collection of maxims. Bib. Liiiv.

CZWITTENGER.
CZARTORYSKI (the princess ISABELT.E'

Foim.'NK) born in 1743. died in 1835, the
willow of prince Adam Czartoryski. In her
better days remarkable for the attachment to

her of the Russian prince Repnin. Shi- left

her husband, and travelled into the principal

capitals of Europe. Repnin sacrificed his

honours, rank, and p;ihlic duties, to travel wth
her, and being jealous of M. Lauzun, met him
in a duel. He then abandoned her to him and
returned to Russia. This princess, a finished

coquette in her youth, drew around her -wher-

ever she went the wits and men of letters. In
the later pa t of her life she retired to Pulavry,
where in the contest of 18'iO she made a hos-

pital of her magnificent palace, and succoured
the wounded. The Kussian balls entered the

apartment where she was executing her kind
offices At eighty-six years of age she was

obliged to fly into Galicia, out of her native

Poland, to the habitation of her daughter the

princess of Wurtemberg, where she died in

her ninety-first year, She wrote a treatise on
the " Construction of Gardens." a work
called " The Pilgrimage to Dobromil," &c.

Biort. Univ.

CZERNI GEORGE (GEORGE THE BLACK)
born near Kragisjewatz about 1765, died at

Belgrade 1817. He was the son of a Servian

peasant, named Petroni. At the commence-
ment of the revolt in Servia against the Porte,
he was a chief of Klepts or robbers, but his

talents soon placed him at the head of the

insurgents. In 1804 he took the city of Bel-

grade, and in 1806, assisted by the Russians,
then at war with Turkey, he succeeded in

expelling the Turks from Servia. Czerni

George was then recognized as the Hospodar,
or prince at the head of the country, and
maintained himself there as such until the

peace of Bucharest between the Russians and
Turks in 1812. The Porte then demanded
unconditional submission from Servia, in

whose favour the Russians had made no sti-

pulations of moment. The country was soon
invaded by the bordering pachas. The dis-

putes of the Servian leaders paralyzed all re-

sistance : and after a struggle of only four

months Czerni George was compelled to fly,

having previously shot his own father to pre-
vent his falling into the hands of the Turks.
He then fled to Austria, and afterwards to

Russia, where he was received with great
distinction by the emperor Alexander. His
restless spirit, however, led him back again
to Servia in 1817, in the hope of a fresh revolt.

He was taken by the artful contrivances of
Milosch Obrenovich, afterwards prince of

Servia, and delivered to the Turkish autho-

rities, by whom he was beheaded at Belgrade
in 1817. Some reported that he was a French-
man by birth, but the rumour seems to rest on
no solid foundation. Jtose Rioy. Jiict.

CZWITTINGKR (DAVID) a learned Hun-
garian, horn at Chemnitz, about the close of
the seventeenth century. He was the author
of a "

History of Hungarian Literature," in

Latin, Altorf, 1711, 4to. Ibid.
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DABELOW (CHRISTOPHER CHRISTIAN)

born 1768, in the duchy of Mecklenburg
Schwerin, died 1830, an eminent lawyer.
H..' became professor of law at the university
of Dorpt in Livonia, where he remained until

his dectase. His works, all upon professional

topics, are numerous and some of them held

in much esteem. Bin. Diet.

DACIER (JOSKPH) born at Valogna
1742, died in Paris 1833, aged 91, a literary

personage who w< s designed for an ecclesi-

astic by his parents, but devoted himself in-

stead to historical researches. He was per-

petual secretary to the French Academy of

Inscriptions. He was admitted into the aca-

demy in 1822, in place of the Duke de Riche-

lieu. He left several good translations from
the classics, one very superior of the Cyro-
paedia, a "

History of the French Academy
of Inscriptions," and various other works of a

literary character. Bib. Uiiivers.

D ACOSTA (JOHN) a political and mis-

cellaneous writer of eminence, who was a

native of Bengal. He was of Portuguese ex-

traction, and was born in 1785, and died in

1821. He distinguished himself as the editor

of the Times journal of Calcutta. Month.

Mag.
DAGOBERT (Louis AUGUSTUS) a French

general who was a native of St Lo. He ob-

tained the rank of marechal- de-camp, and
served in that capacity in Italy, under general
Biron, in 1792. In the year 1793 he was
chief commander of the army of the Eastern

Pyrenees, and he died the following year of

wounds which he had received at the capture
of Urgel, where he greatly distinguished him-
self. He was the author of " Nouv. Me'thode

d'ordonner 1'Infanterie combine'e d'apres les

Ordonnances Grecq. et Rom." Paris, 1793,
8vo Biog. Univ.

DAHL (JOHN CONRAD) born 1762, died

1833. He was a native of Mayence, and
educated at Ingoldstadt. In 1 784 he became
an ecclesiastic, and died canon of Mayence
He contributed numerous articles to the En-

cyclopaedia of Erch and Gruber, and to a
number of the German periodical works. He
wrote a statistical work upon Gemsheim, and
a " Picture Synoptical and Statistic of the

Grand Duchy of Hesse," with several other

publications of a similar character.

DAHLER (JOHN GEORGE) born at Stras-

burgh 1760, died 1832, a minister of the

Lutheran faith in that city, and a professor
of Greek in the gymnasium and director of
the theological school of St William. His
works are not numerous and are principally
in the Latin tongue, but he wrote many
articles in the literary journals of Leipsic
and Jena which bespeak his deep erudition.

Biog. Diet.

DALBERG (CHARLES THEOD. ANT. MA-
RIE, baron de) archbishop of Tarsus, priuce-
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primate, grand duke of Frankfort, &c, -was the
eldest son of the burgrave of Friedberg, and
was born at Herrnsheim, near Worms, in 1774.

Having embraced the ecclesiastical profession,
he successively became canon capitubry of

Mayence, of Worms, and of Wurtzburj.', privy
counsellor, civil governor of the principality of

Erfurt, president of the Academy of sciences
in that city, and bishop of I onstance. He
died at Ratisbon, February 10, 1317. This
learned and liberal-minded pr. late -was the

author of " Reflexions sur I'Uiiivers," of

which the tenth edition appeared in 17(8;
' Des Rapports entre la Morale et l,i Poll

tique," 1780;
" De la Connaissance de soi

meme, comme Principe Gen. de la Philos.'

Erfurt, 1793, 8vo; "DuMaintien des Const)
tutions des Etats," 1795, 4to;

" De 1'UtiliU

de la Ste'atite pour les (Euvr. de 1'Art, et sur

tout pour les Grav. en Pierres fines," ISi

8vo ; and " Re'flexions sur le Caractere dt

1'Emp. Charlemagne," 1806, 8vo. He also

published many memoirs on ecclesiastical go
vernment, mathematics, and the fine arts.---

Biog. Class.

DALBEKG (NILS, or NICHOLAS) a Swe-
dish physician, born about 1 735. After finish-

ing his studies, he accompanied Gustavus 111,

then prince-royal, to Paris, where Dalberg
formed an acquaintance with many distin-

guished philosophers and men of science. It;

1781 he retired from court in disgrace ;
but ht

was recalled to attend the king in his las 1

moments. He died at Stockholm in 18^C

He published memoirs in the collection of th*

Academy of Sciences at Stockholm ; and wrot
a journal of his travels, preserved in MS. a-

Linkoping. Linnaeus the younger gave th(

name of Dalbergia to a genus of plants, \L

honour of Dr Dalberg and his brother, win
was also eminent as a naturalist. Biog.
Univers Class.

DALBEUG (WOLFGANG HERIBERT baron)
born 1750 at Worms, died 1806 at Manbeim,
where he may be said to have founded a

theatre, which, through his means, bt-cam< of

the very first in Germany. Besides transla-

tions from Shakspeare, or imitations of him,
and other English poets, he left several dra-

matic pieces of his own, of which " U al \vais

et Adelaide,"
" Cora," and "

Montesquieu, or

the unknown Benefit," a drama in five acts,

are well known. He was minister of state to

the grand duke of Baden. Biog. Univ.

DALLAS (ALEXANDER JAMES) an Ame-
rican lawyer and public writer, who was born
in the island of Jamaica, in 1759. He v/as

the son of an eminent physician ;
and ht

received his education partly at Edinburgh
and partly at Westminster. His n.other I e-

coming a widow and again marrying, he was

prevented from obtaining any share of his

father's property; and in 1783 he quitted the

place of his nativity and settled in thiladel-
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ph;a (U.S.). Having taken the oath of allegi-

ance to the state of Pennsylvania, in June

1~,8'S, he was, in July 1785, admitted to prac-
tise as an advocate in the supreme court of

Pennsylvania ;
aud in the course of four or

five years he became a practitioner in the

courts of the United States. During this

period, as his business was not very extensive,

he employed himself in preparing reports of

law cases for the press, and in other literary

undertakings. He also wrote in the public

journals, and at one time was editor of the

Columbian Magazine ;
in his contributions to

which he is said to have displayed consider-

able ability. In January 1791, he was ap-

pointed secretary of Pennsylvania, by governor

Mifflin; and in December 1793, his commis-

sion was renewed. Not long after he was
constituted paymaster-general of a body of

forces, which he accompanied in an expedition
to Pittsburg. In December 1796, he again
obtained the post of secretary of state; and
while in office he published an edition of the

laws of the Commonwealth, with notes. On
the election of Jefferson to the presidency of

the United States, in 1801, Mr Dallas was ap-

pointed attorney of the United States for the

eastern district of Pennsylvania, and lie con-

tinued to occupy that post till his removal to

Washington. October 6, he was made secre-

tary of the treasury of the United States; and
in 'that highly responsible and difficult situa-

tion, he exhibited so much ability and energy
of character as to command the general confi-

dence and approbation of his fellow-citizens.

In March 1815, he undertook the additional

duties of the office of war secretary, and per-
formed with success the delicate task of re-

ducing the army. In November 1816, peace
and tranquillity being restored, he resigned
his post, and returned to the practice of the

law at Philadelphia. He died, in consequence
of an attack of gout in the stomach, at Tren-

ton, January 16, 1817. Encycl. Amer.
DALLAS (sir GEORGE) born in London

1758, died 1833. He embarked for India

when a youth of eighteen, and returned to

Europe at thirty. He brought a petition from
the inhabitants of Calcutta relative to the last

act of parliament for regulating Indian affairs.

He published a pamphlet regarding Mr Has-

tings, and several works connected with East
Indian topics, and also with the state and

politics of Ireland. He also wrote upon the

subject of the " Oath of Allegiance
"

at the
time it was a question respecting its being
altered. Gent. Mag.
DALLAWAY (rev. JAMES) born 1763,

died 1834, at Leatherhead, Surrey, being
vicar of that parish. He was educated at

Cirencester, and left the university of Oxford
in 1784. He early employed himself in lite-

rary undertakings, and made collections for

Bigland's Gloucestershire. His first publica-
tion was the editorship of the bishop of Derry's
Letters to Mrs Samhs. He afterwards pub-
lished "

Inquiries into the Origin and Pro-

gress of Heraldry in England," &c, and many
similar works. He was made secretary

DAMAS.
to the earl marshal of England in 1797. He
published several county histories, and papers
of a topographical character, and edited

works ou antiquities. His last undertaking
was a revision of an edition of a work of 1806
on the "Architecture in England." Gent.

Mag.
DALRYMPLE (sir HEW WHITEFORD) was

born in 1750, and entering young into the

army he obtained a colonel's commission in

1790. lie served on the continent under the

duke of York in 1793, aud was present at the

battle of Famars, the siege of Valenciennes,
and on other occasions. At the end of the

campaign he returned to England, and for

several years he was not engaged jn active

service, but between 1794 and 1806 he was
advanced to the rank of lieutenant-general,
and for some time commanded in Guernsey.
He was removed to the staff at Gibraltar in

1806; and in August 1808, he was sent to

take the command of the British army in Por-

tugal. He arrived just after the battle of
Vimiera

;
and the convention of Cintra, which

he entered into with the French general Junot,

subjected the English commander to great but

probably unmerited obloquy, which was

heightened by the conduct of the ministry,
who censured him in the name of his majesty,
though he was justified by the sentence of a
court of inquiry. He was subsequently ap-
pointed colonel of the fifty-seventh regiment,
and governor of Blackness castle

;
and in 1812

he obtained the rank of general. He was
created a baronet in 1814. His death took

place April 9, 1830. Very shortly after his

decease was published an exculpatory
" Me-

moir written by sir H. W. Dalrymple, Bart,
of his Proceedings as connected with the

Affairs of Spain, and the Commencement of
the Peninsular War," 8vo. Month. Mag.
DAMAS (AUOUSTE ALEXAXDRE MABTIAI.)

born in Paris 1772, died 1834. He was an
actor from his earliest youth, and first ap-
peared with success in the " Mort d'Abel."
He ranked as a player ofthe second order, who
continued to please and be respected to the
last. He retired from the theatre in 1825,
and died in 1834, at Saulx les Chartreux.
He was one of the best judges of the merits of
dramatic writers that the French boards pos-
sessed. Biog. Univ.

DAMAS (J. F. Loins CHARLKS CJESAR
duke de) born in 1758, died 1829. He entered

the French military service in 1780, and
served as aide-de-camp to count Rochambeau
in America. He was colonel of the regiment
of dragoons of the dauphin, and was intrusted

to ensure the safe escape of the royal family
of France at the head of his troop on the royal
flight to Varennes. He failed in his object,
and being conducted to Paris, was ordered to

be prosecuted by the National Assembly ;
but

the acceptation of the constitution by the king,
and consequent amnesty, set him free. He
soon after emigrated, and was selected to join
the expedition to Quiberon bay. When on
his way to England for the purpose, he was

shipwrecked near Calais, and with the duke
152
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de Choiseul made a prisoner. Fearful of

being brought before a military commission,

they were botli for some time in jeopardy, but

they were passed over and finally restored to

liberty. The duke then followed the fortunes

of the Bourbon princes, returned in 1814, and

was made a peer of France by Louis XVIII,
and a commander of light cavalry with the

rank of lieutenant-general, and also first gen-
tleman of the bedchamber. A singular ac-

count of the affair of Varennes, so necessary to

French history, is to be found narrated by
himself in the " Memoires relatifs a la Revolu-

tion, Paris, 1823, vol xx." He had a brother,

count Roger, a military man and a loyalist,

who died in 1 823. There was also a general
FRANCIS STEPHEN DAMAS, who served under

the empire, and died in 1828. Bib. Univers.

DAMBRAY (CHARLES HE.SRI) born at

Rouen 1 760, died at Montigny, near Dieppe,
1829. He was chancellor of France, and re-

placed Seguier in 1788. He became an emi-

grant, and retired into Germany. He was
made a peer of France by Louis XVIII, and

presided over the commission which con-

demned the brave Ney to death, and also that

which tried the conspirators of 1820. Idem.

DAMER (ANNE SEYMOUR) a distinguished
amateur sculptor, who was the daughter of

field-marshal Conway, the friend of Horace

Walpole. In 1767 she was married to the

hon. John Darner, eldest son of the first lord

Milton, by whose unfortunate voluntary death,
in August 1776, she was left a widow, without

any children. From this period she appears
to have particularly devoted her time to the

cultivation of her talents, and the indulgence
of a taste for the fine arts. She took lessons

in sculpture from Ceracchi, and from the

elder Bacon, and for the sake of improvement
she visited Italy. As an amateur artist she

certainly had much merit, though it may be

questioned whether she was not sometimes
the subject of higher encomium than she

absolutely deserved. Among the best known
productions of her chisel may be mentioned
a bust of lord Nelson, at Guildhall

;
a statue

of George III in the Register Office at Edin-

burgh; a bust of sir Joseph Banks, at the

British Museum
;
and masks of the Thames

and the Isis, on the bridge at Henley-on-
Thames. She occasionally displayed her ta-

lents as an actress in private theatricals, and
at length she fitted up a small theatre at. her
residence at Strawberry Hill, near Twicken-
ham. She had acquired this house through
the bequest of Horace Walpole, who also left

her a considerable legacy, and she lived there

from the time of the decease of the legatee
till about 1810, when she gave it up to the
late lady Waldegrave, who had a reversionary
interest in the property. Mrs Darner died in

London, May 28, 1828, in the eightieth year
of her ape. Gent. Mag.
DAMPMARTIN (ANNE HENRI, viscount)

a French writer, born at Uzes in 1750, died
at Paris in 1 825. He was a member of the

Academy of Nismcs, imperial censor in 1811,

deputy of Card in 1813, and librarian and
153
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keeper of the depot of the war department-
Among his principal works are "

Hist, de la
Rivalite de Carthage et de Rome," 1789,
2 vols, 8vo

;

" Evenemens qui se sont passes
sous mes Yeux durant le Temps de la Re'volu-
tion Fran." 1800, 2 vols, 8vo

;

" Annales de

1'Emp. Fran." 1805, 8vo
;
"La France sous

les Valois," 1810, 5 vols, 8vo
; and "

Quelques
Traits sur la Vie prive'e de Fred. Guill. Ill,"

1811, 8vo. Idem.
DANCHET (ANTOINE) a French dramatic

poet of considerable repute. He was born in

1671, and became one of the under librarians

in the king's library. He appears to have been
as much esteemed in private life for his inte-

grity as admired for the brilliance of his ta-

lents. Three years after his death, which
took place at Paris in 1748, his works were

published in four duodecimo volumes. Bwy.
Univ.

DANCKERTS. There were several ar-

tists of this name, all eminent to a certain ex-
tent in the different branches of their profes-
sion, and all connected with each other more
or less by the ties of consanguinity. Of these,
two were named CORNELIUS. The elder,
born in 1561 at Amsterdam, settled at Ant-

werp, and distinguished himself towards the
close of the century as a portrait and historical

engraver. The second resided at Amsterdam,
where he enjoyed a considerable degree of

reputation as an architect, and was employed
by the government in the construction of
several of their public edifices. He left a son,
who devoted himself to the study of paint-

ing, and was employed in the household of
the king of Poland. DANCKERT DANCKERTS,
son of the first Cornelius, was born about the

commencement of the seventeenth century,
at Antwerp, where he succeeded his father in

his business as a printseller and engraver, and
in the latter capacity somewhat eclipsed the

reputation of his predecessor. JOHN and
HENRY DANCKERTS, two brothers, came over
from Amsterdam to England soon after the

middle of the seventeenth century, and ob-

tained employment about the court. The en-

gravings for Juvenal's Satires, executed by
Hollar, were designed by John, while Henry
was occupied in taking views of many of the

principal towns in this country for the king.
There was also a JUSTUS DANCKERTS, an en-

graver, of Amsterdam, who executed a variety
of portraits in a very superior style. Strutt.

DANDINI. There were several of this

family, distinguished in various professions.
CAESAR and VINCENT, brothers, and nathes
of Florence, studied under Cortona, and are

known as eminent historical painters. Caesar,

born in lf>95, exercised his talents principally
in the composition of devotional pieces for

churches, and died in 1658. Vincent, who
was twelve years his junior, survived him, but

the precise time of his decease is uncertain.

Their nephew PIKTRO, born also at Florence

in 1640, excelled in copying the style of the

ancient masters, and died in 1712. ERCOLE

FRANCESCO, count di Dandini, descended of a

noble family at Ancona, was born in that city
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in IGG'), and studied jurisprudence at Padua,
in which university he obtained the professor-

ship of law. He was the author of two pro-
fessional treat' ses

' De Servitutibus Pradio
rum," and " De Forensi Scribendi Ratione."

His death took place in 1747. JKROME DAN-
DINI. a native of Cesena, born in 1554, was

brought up at one of the Jesuits' colleges, and
at t'ie usual asre became a member of the

order. He rose to be rector of more than one

of their seminaries, and was sent by pope
Clement VII into Syria, on a mission to the

Maronites. On his return to Europe he

print -d his travels, and is also known as the

author of some notes on Aristotle
' De Anirna."

His death took place in 1634. PWtingtoii.
Diet Hi*t.

DANDOLO (VixcENTio) born at Venice
in 1758, died 1819, a celebrated Italian che-

mist, who received the eulogies of Fourcroy
and Lavoifier for his labours in science. He
published

" Fundamenta della fiscia Chimica,"
which extended his reputation throughout
Italy. In I 79H he took a part in the events

which prepared the downfall of the Venetian

republic. He was named by Bonaparte
provedi tor-general for Dalmatia, and in the

space of five years contributed to civilize a

country that until then had shown none of
the marks of civilization. He was created a

count and senator on the formation of the

kingdom of Italy, but soon disgusted with
such idle honours, he returned to Varese in

Lombardy, and laboured to discover the best

means of ameliorating the agriculture of the

country. The emperor of Austria and the

king of Sardinia both sent him decorations of
honour. He left behind him numerous works
OH agriculture and rural economy, the result

of his experience, well calculated to benefit

mankind. Bioy. Unio.

DANIELL (WILLIAM) born 1773, died
1 837, an artist ofconsiderable talent, and a mem-
ber ofthe Royal Academy. He accompanied his

uncle Thomas Daniell to India, and painted a

large part of the " Oriental Scenery
"

pub-
lished in 1808,

" A Picturesque Voyage to

India,"
"
Zoography," two volumes of " Ani-

mated Nature," views of " The Docks." In
1814 a "

Voyage round Great Britain," in
4 vols. 4to, completed in 18:25, came from his

hand, and was a most arduous task, as it was
done from laborious and dangerous journeys
made round our rocky coasts, and from boat
excursions generally undertaken in the sum-
mer season. In 18-3-', with Mr Parris, he ex-
eou'ed the panorama of Madrns and that of

Lucknow, &c. an I the plates for the "Oriental
Annual." H;^ was a man of cheerful and
contented temper, and was much respected
and beloved by his friends. Nor had his

talents fallen off, but rather increased in energy
up to the time when disease attacked and
termitia'ed his labours for ever. Gent. Ma:/.
DANIELL (SAMUEL) an ingenious artist

and traveller, who died in the isl.md of Cey-
lou in December 1*11. at th? age of thirty-six.

Early in life he went to the Cape of Good
Hope, whence after some stay he proceeded

DANNECKEU.
to the interior of Africa, and collected much
valuable information, and made drawings or

various interesting objects. In this journey
he was accompanied by two scientific friends

;

and this small party went farther in a north-
eastern direction than any preceding European
travellers. Many of the drawings he made on
this occasion were engraved and published in

his work entitled
" African Scenery." He

also amassed another very la -ge collection o

drawings and illustrations of the scenery, ani-

mals, and native inhabitants of Africa, which
he brought with him on his return to England
in 1 8U4. About two years after he embraced
an opportunity which offered for visiting Cey-
lon, where, during a residence of nearly six'

years, he found abundant occasions for prose-

cuting his favourite researches, and increasing
his graphic stores. As the fruit of his la-

bours, one volume, relating to
" The Scenery,

Animals, and Native Inhabitants of Ceylon,"
has been published ;

in addition to which he
left an extensive collection of drawings, chiefly
illustrative of the natural history of the island.

Gent. Mug.
DANIELL (THOMAS) born 1749, died at

Kensington 1840, an artist belonging to the

K'oyal Academy, who devoted his pencil to

landscape, and at the age of thirty-five visited

India, accompanied by his nephew the late

William Daniell, RA. They remained ten

years at Calcutta ani in the East. On re-

turning home they published
" Oriental Sce-

nery," in six volumes. Thomas Daniell sel-

dom painted any but oriental subjects, which
he continued to exhibit at Somerset House

nearly up to the time when he ceased to be
able to use his pencil, some years before his

decease. Gent. May.
DANNECKER (JOHANN HKINRJCH) born

1758, died 1842, a celebrated German sculp-
tor, the son of a valet-equerry to prince
Charles of Wurtemberg. His father, dis-

contented with the taste which he showed for

the fine arts, refused him the means of instruc-

tion, but, supported in his wishes by his mo-
ther, he made rapid advances in his studies.

He was assigned a pension of 300 florins by
prince Charles an<l went to Paris, where he

passed two years in the studio of Pajon, who
first inspired him with love for the antique.
He proceeded from thence to Rome, where he
studied the Greek antique under the direction

of Canova and Thorwaldsen. He returned

to Stutt,rard, where he uniformly enjoyed the

protection and employment of Prince Charles.

He was employed by he greater part of the

allied sovereigns of Europe, and had the

friendship of Gtithe and Herder of which to

boast. In Italy his statue of Ceres and Bac-
chus gave him high reputation, and he was
elected a member of the academies of Milan
and Bologna. He executed a statue of Sappho
in 179(i. which obtained him additional fame.
He al=o made a statue of Schiller and a bust

of (>lu:k. which were considered among his

best works. H s Ariadne is the work of this

artist best known in England. His most re-

markable performance is a statue of Christ,
154
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of which he is said to have taken the idea

from a dream. It was finished in 1824, after

eight years' labour. It is now in St Peters-

burg. For some years before his decease he

had fallen into a state of second childishness.

fHent. May,
D.VANEMAYER (MATTH.) a German di-

vine and theological writer, born in Suabia in

1741. He became professor of theology and
ecclesiastical history at Fribourg, and after-

wa.-ds at Vienna, and died in the latter city in

18 5. He published
" Introd. in Hist. Eccles.

Chnsti. Univ." 1 778. 8vo ;

" Institutiones Hist.

Eccles." 1783 8vo
;
and " Institutiones Hist.

Eccles Nov.Test." Vienna, 1788. Bioy.Univ.
DANZI (FRANCIS) a distinguished musical

composer and performer on the violoncello.

He was of Italian parentage, but was born at

Manheim, May 15th, 17b3. H's father was
an excellent performer on the violoncello, and

by him he was instructed in music while very

young; subsequently he studied under the

celebrat jd Abbe Vogler, then chapel-master
to the elector of Bavaria He employed him-

self in composition at an early age, and in

1779 he produced his first opera, Azakia, for

the theatre of Munich, to the cathedral of

which town he obtained the employment of

chapel-master. Since that period he has pub-
lished several other operas, the best of which
are said to be the "

Midnight Hour," and
"

Iphigenia." He also produced a great va-

riety of instrumental music, among which his
"
Quatuors" for two viols, tenor and violon-

cello, opera forty-four, published at Leipsic,
have been particularly admired. In 1807 he

was appointed chapel-master to the king of

Wurtemberg, at Stuttgard, and subsequently
he became director of the opera at Carlsruhe.

His death took place April 13, 1826. Besides

his other works he produced masses, Te Deum
Laudamus, Magnificat, Cantatas, Psalms, and
other compositions for the service of the

church. Bwg.Dict.of Music. New German

Necrology.
DAQLJIN (JOSEPH) a French physician,

born at Chamberyin 1757, who died librarian

of that city in 18.5. He was professor of na-

tural history at the central school of the de-

partment of Mont Blanc ;
and was engaged

for more than half a century in medical prac-
tice. Among various useful works which he

published may be mentioned "Topogr. Medi-
cale de la Ville de Chambery, et de ses En-
virons. 1786, 8vo." Biorj. Univ. Class.

D'ARBLAY (Mrs ANNA) born 1754, died

1842, the daughter of Charles Burney. author
of the "

History of Music." Her mother
died in 1761, and she was the only on-j of the

family that never was at any school, nor put
uniler any governess or instructress whatever,
being to the very letter self-adncated. At

eight years of age she did not know the letters

of h-,r alphabet, and she began writing by
scrawling characters illegible to anybody but
herself. She next began to compose elegies
odes, plays, songs, and farces, upon every bit

of white paper she could procure. This was
her "

clandestine
"

delight. She afterwards,
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in her fifteenth year, burned all her stock of
scrawlings, in order to abandon for ever her
love of scribbling. She then began to invent
stories, which she retained in her memory,
but did not commit to paper. Thus she com-
posed the best part of her "

Evelina," and
copied it out in a feigned hand. She then
induced her brother to try and get some one to

print it. Several persons refused : at length a
Mr Lowndes offered to give 20/. for the MS.
when the book was completed. The book
had been published thus nearly six months
before her father was acquainted with it, and
that book was " Evelina." Miss Burney then
became the applauded of most of the leading
public literary characters of the day, Dr
Johnson, sir J. Reynolds, Mr Burke, and the

king and queen noticed her. She was even
entered for an office in the household of queen
Charlotte, which she kept for five years, and
resigned on account of her health. She mar-
ried a French emigrant officer of artillery in

1793, when in her thirty-ninth year. It was
in 1782 that she published her second novel,
"Cecilia." In 1793 she published "Brief
Reflections relative to the French Emigrant
Clergy." In 1795 she brought out a dramatic
piece at Drury Lane theatre, never printed.
In fact it was a failure. It wanted curtailing
in some parts, and in others there were cir-

cumstances that created ludicrous associations.
Her talents were evidently not those fitted

for the drama. In 1796 she published her
"
Camilla," a novel, for which she obtained

3000 guineas. She remained in France at
the peace of 1802, in consequence of her hus-
band having given his allegiance to Napo-
leon. In 181-2 she returned to England, two
years before her father's decease. She was
soon joined by her husband, who was raised
to the rank of a general officer. He died at

Bath in 1818. By him she had a son, who
died unmarried in 1837. Her last work was
" The Wanderer," for which she received
1500/ , published in 1814, but it was not very
successful. Her memoirs of Dr Burney were

published in 1832, and seem to have been her
lastest work. Orig.
DARNTY (VINCENT) born at Carpentras,

1771, died 1811. He studied for an eccle-

siastic ; went afterwards to Paris, where he
conducted the "

Miroir," and accompanied
the consul Orgagno to Sardinia as his secre-

tary, when a nervous affection came upon
him and he returned home, where soon after,

without apparent motive, he committed
suicide. He left some translations from the

Italian, and the story of" Atilo," set to music

by Gavaux
;
his other works, MS, are lost.

DARRIJOL (abbe JEAN PIERRE) born at.

Lahonce, near Bayonne, died 1829. He
spent his leisure in composing

" A Critical

and Apo'.ogetical Dissertation on the Basque
Language." He was attacked with a painful
intestinal complaint which destroyed his

health, yet he had still energy of mind suffi-

cient in the midst of keen sufferings to try for

the prize founded by Volney for the best
" Rational Analysis of the Grammatical Sys-
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tern of- the Basque Tongue." Although the

celebrated Humboldt was his competitor, he

bore off the reward. Bib. Univ.

DAKU ( PIERRE ANTOINE NOEL BBCNO,

count) a peer of France, distinguished as a

statesman, a poet, and an historian. He was

born at Montpellier, and after having received

a good education, at the age of sixteen, he

entered into the army. At the breaking out

of the revolution he joined the party of the

friends of freedom; but though engaged in

active service as a military man, he devoted

much of his time to literary pursuits. In

1800 he published a translation of the works

of Horace, which established his reputation
as a poet ;

and about the same period ap-

peared his "
Cle'opedie," or Theory of Literary

Fame, a poem displaying great spirit and

elegance of style. His talents procured him
the patronage of Bonaparte, and in 1805,

1800, and 1809, he was employed as in-

tendent-general in Austria and Prussia ; and
he had a seat in the council of state, where
his diligence and industry attracted the highest

approbation. After filling several offices in

the higher departments of administration, he
held the portfolio of the war department at

the time of the first restoration of the Bour-

bons. Blucher sequestrated his estate at

Meulan, but it was soon restored, and in 1818
he was called to the chamber of peers by
Louis XVIII. The latter part of his life was

chiefly devoted to historical researches, the

result ofwhich appeared in his " Life of Sully,"
and his "

History of Venice ;" the latter, first

published in 1819, and reprinted with addi-

tions in 1821 and 1825, is the most elaborate

of his productions, and is a truly valuable
work. Daru in 18U5 was chosen a member of
the National Institute. His death took place
towards the end of the year 1829. Encycl.
Amer. Biof/. Nouv. des Contenip.
DAUBENEY (CHARLES) an episcopal

clergyman and theological writer ofeminence,
born in 1744. He was educated at New Col-

lege, Oxford, where he took the degree of
BCL. in 1 773. He was appointed prebendary
of Sarum in 1"84, archdeacon in 1804, and he
held the living of North Bradley in Wiltshire.
In 1822 the university of Oxford conferred on
him the degree of DCL. ; and he died July 10,
1827. His principal work is entitled " A
Guide to the Church, in several Discourses,
with an Appendix," 1799, 2 vols, 8vo, se-

cond edition, 1804. He carried on contro-
versies with sir Richard Hill, the reverend
John Overton, and other advocates for what
is styled evangelical theology ;

and he pub-
lished "

Eight Discourses on the Connection
between the Old and New Testaments, demon-
strative of the great Doctrine of Atonement,"
1802, 8vo; besides a number of single ser-

mons and other works. Gent. Mag. Month.

Mag.
DAUBENTON (Madame) wife of the

celebrated naturalist (see DICT.) was born
sit Montbar in 1720, and died at Paris in

1818. She wrote a romance called "
Ze'lie

dan; le Desert," 1788, 2 vols, 8vo, which has

DAVID.
parsed through many editions. Biog. Univ,

/.s-s.

DAUBET (ROBERT) a French engraver,
born at Lyons in 1737, and died at Paris in

1824. He was a pupil of Balechou and Ville,
and was chiefly distinguished as a landscape
engraver. Ibid.

DAUDIN (FRAN. MARIE) an eminent na-

turalist, who was a native of Paris, and died

there in 1804. He was the author of " His-
toire Naturelle des Reptiles," 18023, 8 vols,

8vo, and other zoological works. Ibid.

DAUNON (PIERRE CLAUDE FRANOIS)
born in 1761, died 1840. He was born at

Boulogne, the son of a surgeon of that town.
He studied theology at Montmorency, and in

1785 taught philosophy at Boulogne. In

1787 he distinguished himself by an "
Essay

on the Influence of Boileau upon French

Literature," He served the government dur-

ing the empire and filled honourably many
offices. He lost all his places on the return

of the Bourbons, and then became editor of

the " Journal des Savants." He sat in the

chamber of deputies for Finisterre, from 1828
to 1834. In 1830 after the Bourbons were a
third time expelled from France, he was re-

stored to the offices he had lost when the allied

armies replaced them. He was a laborious

literary labourer, and his articles in different

works amount to many hundreds. Bib. Univ.

DAUSQUE (CLAUDIUS) a French Jesuit,
canon of Tournay, born about the year 1566,
at St Omer's. He was the author of several

works, now become extremely scarce
;

of
these the principal are " Terra et Aqua, seu

Terne fluctuantes," 4to; a Latin translation

of St Basil's works in octavo
;

"
Antiqui novi-

que Latii Orthographica," folio, 1632; and an
edition of Q. Calaber's works. His death took

place at Tournay in 1644. Biog. Univ.

DAVAUX (JEAN BAPTISTE) born in

Dauphiny about the middle of the last cen-

tury, died in 1832. He acquired considerable

reputation by his skill in instrumental music.

He went to Paris in 1773, and obtained much
success on the violin in concerted symphonies,
which Viotti brought to perfection. For four

other instrumental performers he composed
quartets, which were continually repeated at

the concerts, in which there were " rondeaux
"

abounding in movements easy to retain. Be-
sides his little opera of "

Theodore," pub-
lished in 1785, he published six compositions
for the violin. He had for a long time an

employment under the minister of war. At
the recommendation of marshal Macdonald
he received a retiring pension in 1815, in

place of the last situation he held in the office

of the chief of the legion of honour. Bio.
Diet.

DAVID (FRANCIS ANNE) an eminent
French engraver, who was a member of the

academies of Berlin and Roueu, and died at

Paris in 1824. He published
" Elemens du

Dessin," with twelve plates of figures from
the antique, 1797, 8vo ;

" llistoire de France
sous le Kegne de Napole'on le Grand, repre'-

sentee par Figures," together with "
Pre'cis



DAVID DE ST. GEORGE.
Historique depuisle 18 Brum. anVIII," Paris,

1811-13, 4 vols, 4to;
" Histolre d'Angleterre

sous le Regne de George III, with " Precis

Historique," 1812, 4to, of -which only a part

appeared;
" Bible des Enfans," 1814, 12mo;

and " Le Cabinet du Roi, &c, par une Societe

d'Amateurs et d'Artistes," 1816, 12mo. Biog.
Univ. Class.

DAVID DE ST. GEORGE (JOHN JO-

SEPH ALEXIS) born at St Claude in 1759, and
died at Arbois in 1809. He was a member of

the Celtic Academy, the Academy of Legisla-

tion, and the Academy of Besar^on ;
and he

formed the scheme of an arrangement of the

roots of all languages, so as to show their con-

nexion, according to the idea of the president
des Brosses. He collected, with immense la-

bour, a quantity of materials, which at his

death he confided to M Charles Nodier, who
has published prolegomena of the work, to be

entitled the "
Archseologue." David trans-

lated some of Smollett's novels and other Eng-
lish works. Biog. Univ. Class.

DAVIDSON (LucRETiA MARIA) an Ame-
rican poetess, remarkable for the early display
of her intellectual powers. She was born

September 27, 1808, at Pittsburgh, on Lake

Champlain (U. S.), and was the second

daughter of Dr Oliver Davidson, a physician.
Her parents were in straitened circumstances,
which rendered it requisite that much of her

timewhen young should be devoted to domestic

employments, which she always attended to

with alacrity, devoting every interval of leisure

to those intellectual and imaginative pursuits
which were peculiarly agreeable to her feel-

ings. Instead of playing with her school-

mates she generally retired to some secluded

place with her little books, and with pen, ink,
and paper, of which last article she consumed
so much as to excite the curiosity of her pa-
rents. Her mother at length i'ound, in a

dark closet, a considerable number of little

books, made of the writing paper she had

procured, and filled with rude drawings and

strange characters. These with some diffi-

culty were deciphered, and the writing, imi-

tated from print, was found to consist of

regular verses, generally in explanation of

figures sketched on the opposite pages. When
she found that her treasures had been disco-

vered she was greatly distressed, and upon
their being given up to her she took an early

opportunity of secretly destroying them. When
she was but eleven years old she wrote a few
stanzas on general Washington, which being
shown to her friends one of them expressed a

doubt of their being her genuine composition ;

at which she was very indignant, but speedily

put an end to the suspicion by writing a re-

monstrance in verse addressed to the person

by whom her talents had been thus under-
rated. Before she was twelve years old she

had read most of the standard English poets,
the plays of Shakspeare, Kotzebue, and

Goldsmith, many popular novels and ro-

mances, and much history, sacred and profane.
She continued her studies for some years
under great disadvantages, arising from do-
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mestic circumstances. In general she seems
to have paid but little attention to her pro-
ductions after they were completed, exec pt a
few which she preserved with care for future
revision

; but a great portion of her composi-
tions she destroyed. When she was but
thirteen she wrote a complete poem in five

cantos, entitled "
Rodri," which did not satisfy

her critical taste, and which she therefore

burnt, except one canto and part of another
rescued from, the flames by her mother, who
also in the same manner preserved several
of her other poems. In October 1 824, through
the beneficence of a gentleman who admired
her talents, she was placed for improvement
in an academy for females at Troy, and after-

wards at another school at Albany. Too
close attention to her studies combined with
the strong excitement of her feelings to occa-
sion an alarming illness, from which she only
so far recovered as to be enabled to return to

her friends at Plattsburgh, where she died

August 27, 1825. Her industry seems to

have been as extraordinary as her talents :

her poetical writings which were preserved
amounted in all to two hundred and seventy-
eight pieces, varying in length, including five

regular poems of several cantos each, besides
three unfinished romances, a complete tragedy,
school exercises and letters. After her death
her productions were published under the title

of " Amir Khan and other Poems, the re-

mains of Lucretia Davidson, with a Biogra-
phical Sketch by F. L. B. Morse, A.M." New
York, 1829. Quart. Rev.
DAVIES (EDWARD) a clergyman, who dis-

tinguished himself by his investigations into

the ancient history and archaeology of Britain.

He was probably a native of Wales, as he
obtained the rectory of Bishopstone in the

county of Glamorgan, which is in the patron-

age of the Bishop of Llandaff; and he held it

to the time of his decease, which occurred in

February 1831, at the age of seventy-five.
Besides his living he held the chancellorship
of Brecon. He published in 1 788 "

Vacunalia,

Essays in Verse on various subjects," in 1801
;

" Twelve Dialogues on different subjects ;"

and in 1811 "Church Union, a Series of Dis-

courses," 8vo; but the works on which his

reputation is founded are "
Celtic Researches

on the Origin, Traditions, and Language of

the Ancient Britons," 1804, 8vo; and "The
Rites and Mythology of the British Druids

ascertained," 1809, 8vo. Gent. Mag.
DAVOUST (Louis NICHOLAS) duke of

Aiierstadt and prince of Eckinuhl, marshal
and peer of France, was born of a noble fa-

mily at Annoux in Burgundy, in 1770. lie

studied at the college of Brienne at the same
time with Bonaparte, and entered as a sub-

lieutenant into a regiment of cavalry in 1785.

He adopted with ardour the principles of the

Revolution, and after the 10th of August
1792, he gave in his adhesion at the bar of the

legislative assembly. Having served as chief

of a battalion under Durnouriez, he was nomi-

nated to the command of a brigade after the

defection of that general, on account of the
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zeal which he displayed for the interest of the

repu! lican government. He was obliged for a

short time to quit the army, because of his

noblij descent, but he was recalled after the

overthrow of Robespierre. He then assisted

at the blockade of Luxembourg, was em-

ployed in the defence of Manheim, and he

distinguished himself particularly at the pas-

sage of the Rhine, April 20, 1797. He engaged
in the expedition to Egypt, where he signalized

himself on several occasions. In 800 here-

turned to France with Dessaix, after having
been detained a month a prisoner at Leghorn

by admiral Keith. He was well received by
the first consul, whom he aided in his projects

of ambition, and served with zeal and ability

in the brilliant campaigns which took place

between 1803 and 1809. The titles of duke

of Auerstadt and prince of Eckmuhl were be-

stowed on him as the immediate reward of

his valour on the field of battle. Marshal

D.ivoust had for several years the command
of the army which occupied Poland, and he

is represented as having exercised his au-

thority with more severity than justice over

that unhappy country. At the opening of the

campaign against Russia in 1812, he was re-

called to the grand army ;
and he subsequently

fixed his head-quarters at Hamburgh, where
he sustained a siege, and exerted himself to

support the power of Bonaparte. At length,
on K-arning the progress of events, he sent in

his adhesion to the provisional government,
when he was immediately replaced by general
Maurice Gerard. Being exiled from Paris,

in consequence of the complaints brought

against him by the citizens of Hamburgh, Da-
voust published, in justification of his conduct,
" Me'moire de M. le Mare'chal Davoust, Prince

d'Eckmuhl, au Roi," Paris, 1814, Svo. On
the return of Bonaparte from Elba he was
made minister at war when he zealously sup-

ported the interest of his ancient patron ; and
he had the command of the army under the

walls of Paris when the capitulation of that

city took place. After having resided some
time at his estate at Savigny, Davoust repaired
to court in 1818, and the following year he
entered into the chamber of peers. He died

June 4, 1823. Bioy. Nouv. des Contemp.
Bioy. Univ. Class.

DAVY (sir HCMPHRKY) one of the most
celebrated philosophers of the present age,

distinguished for the variety and importance
of his discoveries in chemistry. He was de-

scended of a respectable family, and was born
at Penzance, in Cornwall, December 17, 1779.

He received the rudiments of education at

the grammar schools of Truro and Penzance
;

and at an early period he displayed indica-

tions of literary talent. His first attempts at

composition were in verse, and some of his

juvenile productions were published in the

Annual Anthology. At the age of fifteen he
was apprenticed to Mr Borlase a surgeon, as

a p'-eliminary step to his becoming a medical
student at th" university of Kdinburgh. Na-
tural history i:ow attracted his attention, and

especially mineralogy ;
his residence in a

DAVY.
mining country afforded him peculiar facilities

for the study of that branch of science by
means of a collection of mineral spt-cimens.
With all the ardour and independence of

genius he began to extend his views to the

examination of natural phenomena in genera),
and a review of the theories and systems
which had been promulgated concerning them.
He formed for himself a method of study, and

by the time he was eighteen he had made
himself acquainted with the principles of bo-

tany, anatomy, physiology, chemistry, and
other branches of natural philosophy, together
with the elements of mathematics and meta-

physics. The recent researches of Black,

Priestley, and Cavendish, in England, of

Bergman, Gahn, and Scheele, in Sweden, and
of Lavoisier and other experimental philo-

sophers in France, had given birth to the new
science of pneumatic chemistry, which pre-
sented to the Cornish student a splendid career

ofdiscovery, on which he entered with avidity.
Some interesting experiments which he made
on the decomposition of air by marine plants,
were communicated to Dr Beddoes, of Bristol,
with whom he entered into a correspondence,
and who invited him to superintend an esta-

blishment called the Pneumatic Institution

in Doury-square, near the Hot Wells, Clifton,
formt-d for the purpose of investigating the

effects of inhaling some of the artificial gases
in the cases of persons labouring under phthisis

pulmonalis and some other diseases. Mr
Davy accepted the proposed situation, which
afforded him opportunities for the prosecution
of his favourite studies. He now formed an

acquaintance with Davies Gilbert, esq., Mr
W. Clayfield, and other men of science. He
discovered the curious properties of Nitrous

Oxide, or Gaseous Oxide of Azote, producing
when respired an agreeable excitement re-

sembling the first stage of intoxication; an
account of his experiments on which and on
other bodies appi-ared in his ' Researches

Chemical and Philosophical, chiefly concern-

ing Nitrous Oxide and its Respiration," ] 800,
8vo. This work introduced him to the notice

of count Rumford, through whose influence

he was chosen professor of chemistry at the

Royal Institution in Albemarle-street, Lon-

don, succeeding in that office Dr Thomas

Young. The new professor here found him-
self in a situation which afforded abundant
facilities for pursuing scientific inquiries,

especially by means of the chemical and elec-

trical apparatus belonging to the institution.

In 1802 he commenced a course of lectures

before the Board of Agriculture, designed to

show the connexion between agriculture and

chemistry, which formed the basis of his
" Elements of Agricultural Chemistry," pub-
lished in 1813. He was elected a fellow of

the Royal Society in 1803, of the Royal Irish

Academy in 1805, and the following year he
was appointed a secretary of the Royal So-

ciety. For some years he was diligently en-

gaged in making experiments with the Gal-
vanic l>attery, chiefly with a view to its powers
in producing chemical decomposition ;

and at
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length his labours were rewarded by the

splendid discovery of the bases of the fixed

alkalies, which formed the subject of his

Bakerian lectures delivered before the Royal

Society in 18UO and 1807. He likewise suc-

ceeded in decomposing some of the earths,

and demonstrating that they, as well as the

alkalies, are metallic oxides. His attention

was also directed to the investigation of the

nature of the gaseous body termed Oxymu-
riatic Acid, which he concluded to be a simple
substance having an analogy to oxygen, and
thus he confirmed the theory of its original
discoverer Scheele. His ideas relative to this

gas, which he called Chlorine, being incon-

sistent with the then generally received anti-

phlogistic theory of chemistry, doubts arose

among men of science as to their correctness,

and a warm controversy on the subject was
for some time carried on in Nicholson's Phi-

losophical Journal between Dr John Davy,
the discoverer's brother, and Dr John Murray
of Edinburgh ;

but the subsequent develope-
ment of various similar facts has verified his

hypothesis, and occasioned a modification of
the system of chemical science. The import-
ant investigations of the British philosopher
excited admiration both at home and abroad ;

and notwithstanding the state of hostility ex-

isting between England and France the prize
of the French Institute in 1810 was awarded
to him on account of the discoveries just men-
tioned, and in 1814, the same year in which
he was elected a vice-president of the Royal
Institution, he was chosen a corresponding
member of the Institute. In 1812 he married
Mrs Apreece, a widow lady of large fortune :

and a few days previously to that event he
had the honour of being knighted by the

Prince Regent, having been the first person
on whom his Hoyal Highness conferred that

dignity. Sir Humphrey Davy's next disco-

very led to an invention of great national im-

portance. In 1 8 1 5 a committee was formed at

Sunderland to inquire into the cause of fire-

damp in mines, with a view to the future

prevention of explosions so dangerous and de-

structive of life and property as those which
had frequently occurred. His assistance hav-

ing been requested, Sir Humphrey examined
some of the principal collieries in the North
of England, and made experiments on the

explosive gas, from which he discovered that

the inflammation was incapable of being ex-
tended through minute apertures, as those of

wire-gauze, and in consequence he contrived his

safety-lamp, which has been found to afford

almost absolute security to the miner in the

prosecution of his hazardous occupation, and
which the coal proprietors of the district of
the Tyne and Wear considered to be of so
much importance, that they presented him
with a service of plate worth 2,00<>Z. In
1817 he was elected one of the Associates of
the Royal Academy; and m 1818 and 1S19
he travelled in France and Italy. While in

the latter country he exercised his talents in

analyzing the colouring matter employed in

the ancient fresco paintings discovered at
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Pompeii, and in endeavouring to find out a
chemical solvent which might facilitate the

unrolling of the Herculanean manuscripts, but
in the latter instance his labours wei e attended
with imperfect success. On the 2i th of
October 1818, during his absence from Eng-
land, sir H. Davy was created a baronet.
About the time of his return home, the death
of sir Joseph Banks, in July 1820, leaving
vacant the presidency of the Royal Society,
he was elected to that ofice, his friend Dr
Wollaston, who had been proposed, having
declined in his favour, and lord Colchester,
who was also a candidate, being rejected by a

large majority. He presided over that insti-

tution about seven years, when the delicate

state of his health rendering a residence < n
the continent desirable, he resigned his post,
and was succeeded by his old friend Davies

Gilbert, esq. M.P. Sir Humphrey Davy
went abroad, and travelled in different places,

without, however, deriving the anticipated
benefit from the change of scene and climate.

Accompanied by his lady he arrived at Ge-

neva, May 29, 1829, and he was then in a
state of great suffering, but no immediate

danger was apprehended. During the night,

however, he was attacked with a fit of apo-

plexy, and he expired at three o'clock on the

morning of the following day. His widow
received the most kind and respectful atten-

tions from the most distinguished individuals

of Geneva, particularly M. de Candolle the

naturalist, and M. Sismondi the historian.

The funeral of sir H. Davy was attended by
the members of the government of the Canton,
the Academy of Geneva, the consistory of the

Genevan church, and the societies of a.-ts, and
natural philosophy, and history, together with

nearly all the English residents in the city.
Besides the works already mentioned, he

published
" A Syllabus of a Course of Lec-

tures on Chemistry, delivered at the Royal
Institution," 18<>2, 8vo ;

"A Lecture on a

Plan for improving the Royal Institution, and

making it permanent," 181u. 8vo; "Elements
of Chemical Philosophy," vol i. 181:.', 8vo,
left unfinished; "Salmonia, or the Days ot'

Fly-fishing," 1828 : besides numerous con-

tributions to the Philosophical Transactions

and scientific journals. Sir Humphrey Davy
possessed a poetical imagiration, the effect

of which is visible in the somewhat too ambi-
tious style of his writings on subjects of

practical philosophy ;
and he has been accused

of pedantry on account of his elaborate dis-

quisitions on the very unimportant circum-

stances of giving new names of Grecian origin
to newly discovered bodies, as Chlorine nnd

Iodine. He is said to have displayed either

absurd affectation or a strange deficiency of

taste on being shown the beautiful and inte-

resting works of art collected at the Louvre
at Paris, under the government of Bonaparte,

hurrying through the exhibition, and scarcely

deigning to look at anything except the Bel-

videre Apollo, at which he stopped only to

notice the mineralogical character of the ma-

terial, characterizing it as a beautiful sta-
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lactite. But notwithstanding these or other

defects of character, he must be admitted to

have been one of the most distinguished and

successful cultivators of science, whose labours

have greatly increased our store of natural

knowledge, and done honour to his age and

country. Month. Mag. Memoirs of the Life

of Sir H. Davy, by Dr Paris. Edit.

DAVY (WILLIAM.) This most ingenious
man and industrious scholar died June 13,

1826. He was educated at the free grammar
school Exeter; and having finished his studies

at the university he entered into holy orders,

and settled at Lustleigh, in Devonshire, as

curate of that parish. After the completion
of the singular and laborious undertaking of

which an account has been given elsewhere,

he printed in the same manner a volume of

extracts from his "
System of Divinity ;" and

having made additions to his last production,
it was printed and published in the usual

manner in 1825. His persevering and useful

industry at length attracted attention and

patronage, and he was presented to the livin

of Wiukleigh, which, however, he had hel

but a few mouths at the time of his decease.

His ingenuity and activity were directed to

subjects connected with the arts, for he con-

structed clocks, and other pieces of mecha-
nism

;
and he is stated to have contrived a

plan for recovering the property from the

Royal George man-of-war, sunk in Portsmouth
Harbour. Gent. Mag.
DAVVE, RA. (GEORGE) an eminent painter,

who was a member of the imperial and royal
academies of arts at St Petersburg, Stock-

holm, and Florence, and first painter to the

emperor of Russia. From 1809 to 1818 he

was a constant exhibitor at Somerset-house.

Among the various portraits which he pro-
duced were those of Dr Samuel Parr, the

Prince and Princess of Saxe Cobourg, the

Archbishop of Tuam, the bishop of Salisbury,
and lord Eardley ;

and among his historical

paintings, Andromache imploring Ulysses to

spare the life of her son Astyanax; Gene-

vieve, from a poem by Coleridge : a Chile!

rescued by its mother from an Eagie's Nest
and a Demoniac, in the Council-room of the

Royal Academy. He was chosen an associate

of the academy in 1809, and an academician
in 1814. His death took place October IS

1S29, at Kentish-town, near London. He
was the author of " The Life of George Mor-
land, with remarks on his works," 1807, 8vo.
Ann. Re<i.

DAWES (MANASSEH) a barrister of th
Inner Temple, who distinguished himself as

a writer on morals, politics, and jurisprudence
He died at his residence at Clifford's-inn

Fleet-street, April 2, 1829, having long pre
viously relinquished practice as a lawyer
Among his publications may be noticed

tract
" On Intellectual Liberty and Tolera

tion," 1 780, 8vo ;

" On Crimes and Punish

ments," 1782, fevo; "The Nature and Kxtt-n

of Supreme Power," 1783, 8vo ; pamphlets on
the Law of Libel, and on the Regency Ques
tiou; "Commentaries on the Law of Arrests

DECOMBEROUSSE.
n Civil Cases," 1789, 8vo, &c. Reuss. Ann.

DEBRY (JEAN A NTOINE JOSEPH) born at

Vervins in 1760, died 1834. He was bred to

the law. In the revolution he was attached
to the party of the Gironde. He voted for the
death of Louis XVI. In 1798 he was sent as

a plenipotentiary to Rastadt, with Bonnier
and Roberjot, who were assassinated. Having
received thirteen sabre cuts he feigned him-
self dead, and owed his life to his presence of
mind. After the 18th Brumaire he passed
:he tribunate, and hi 1801 was prefect of

Doubs, where he acquitted himself as an
officer of integrity and good ability. He
acknowledged the Bourbons in 1814

;
but they

turned him out of his office. In 1816 the law
forced him to retire to Mons. He came back
to Paris in 1834. He left a " Treatise on Na-
tional Education,"

"
TheEulogy of Mirabeau,"" An Opinion upon the Constitution of 1 793,"

and a " Catechism of Elections." Bib. Univ.
DEBRUE (GOILLAUBIE FRANCOIS) born in

1731, died in 1782, a learned bookseller of
Paris. Guillaume Debrue, born in 1734, died
1820. A bookseller of a similar reputation
for his acquirements as his cousin.

DECABAUDE (PIERRE ANTOINE) born

1787, died 1823, a French naturalist, who
early belonged to the museum of natural

history in Paris. He first made a voyage to

Portugal, and then journeyed to the south of
France and along the coasts of the Mediter-

ranean, where he procured a numerous collec-

tion of rnolluscae and fishes. He next visited

Brazil, and afterwards the Cape of Good
Hope, penetrating into Caffraria. The hard-

ships lie underwent in pursuit of science laid

the foundation of the complaint that hurried
him to the grave. He only published an
account of his voyage to the Cape in the eighth
book of the " Memoirs of the Museum of
Natural History" before he was cut off.

Bib. Univ.

DECHAZELLE (PIERRE TOUSSAINT) born
in 1751, died in 1833, near Neuville surSaone,
a French artist, noted principally for the ex-

cellence of his designs in the manufactures of

Lyons. He conceived and executed a useful

work called " Studier of the History of the

Arts, or a Picture of the Progress and Decline
of the Statuary and Painting of Antiquity in

the heat of the revolutions which agitated
Greece and Italy." Idem.

DECOMBKROUSSE (BENOIT MICHEL)
born in 1754, died 1841. He was a native of

Dauphinc, and an advocate of Vienne, named
a deputy to the convention for the Isere depart-
ment. After the 1 8th Brumaire he became pre-
sident of the criminal tribunal of the Isere, and
then judge ofappeal atGrenoble. Atthesecond
return of the Bourbons he retired into his na-

tive province. He composed several dramatic

pieces
" The Temptations of Bayard," a co-

medy in one act
;

" The Dangerous Crisis;"
" The Siege of Florence," a tragedy in five acts

;

and "
Asi:ill, or the English Prisoner," a co-

medy. He left many unedited works. -B ib.

l.'nin.
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DECRES (DENIS) a French admiral, born

of a noble family at Chateau Vilain in Cham-
pagne, in 1765. He entered into the sea ser-

vice in. 1799, and rose to the rank of vice-ad-

miral. At the battle ofAboukir he commanded
the light squadron, and having made his es-

cape on board the William Tell, he sailed to

Malta, but was taken by the English. On the

establishment of the maritime prefectures, De-
cres was appointed to that of L'Orient. In 1802

he was made minister of the marine, in which
office he remained till the fall of the imperial

government ;
and he was recalled in March

1815, but finally retired in June following.
He died at Paris in 1820, in consequence of

wounds he received in an attempt on his life

made by his valet de chambre. Biog. Univ.

Class.

DEFAUCONPRET (A. JEAN BAPTISTS)
born at Lisle 1767, died in 1842. He studied

in the college of Mazarine, and obtained the

five first prizes in rhetoric and the prize of

honour. After acting as a notary for fifteen

years in Paris he retired to London, and gave
himself up to study and to literature. He
was the author of the " Nouveau Careme,"
" Observations on France and Lady Morgan,"
" Fifteen Days in London,"

" Six Weeks in

London," "Anecdotes of the Court and Family
of Napoleon,"

" London in 1819, 1822,"
" Jeane Maillote," or a " Histoire Lilloise."

He translated an astonishing number of Eng-
lish works into French. He also translated

all Martial into verse, and left a Dictionary
of Rhymes in MS. Bib. Univers.

DELAMBRE (JEAN BAPTISTE JOSEPH)
born 1749 at Amiens, died 1822, a French
astronomer of considerable note. He was

early in life the friend of Delisle the poet,
who has mentioned him in his poems. He
was above thirty years old when he began to

study astronomy in the college of France, and
in a short time the pupil of Lalande became
his assistant there. His debut was marked

by his tables of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus,
the last recently discovered by Herschel. The
tables of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn

procured him the prize in 1792. A few
months after he was received into the academy
of sciences, and he was joined to Mechain
for the purpose of measuring a line of the

meridian in France, a labour which was com-

pleted in 1798. He was perpetual secretary
of the scientific class of the French Institute.

He succeeded Lalande in the college in 1807,
and was successively named treasurer of the

university and member of the council of

public instruction in 1814. Of this last he
was deprived the year following. He was

permitted to retire. His principal works are
" An Abridgment of Astronomy,"

" A com-

plete Treatise of Theoretical and Practical

Astronomy,"
"
History ofAncient Astronomy,

of that of the Middle Ages, and of the

Moderns," a "
History of the Astronomy ofthe

Eighteenth Century." Bib. Univ.
DELANDINE (ANTHONY FRANCIS) a

member of the constituent assembly, was
born at Lyons in 1756. He became librarian

SUPPLEMENT.

DELAVIGNE.
of that city, and member ofseveral academies

;

and he exercised the profession of an advocate

previous to the Revolution. His "Histoire
des Anciens Etats-gene'raux," published in

1788, contributed to his being elected a mem-
ber of the states on their convocation the fol-

lowing year ;
and till the closing of the con-

stituent assembly, he took an active part in

the deliberations which occurred, and distin-

guished himself by his judgment and modera-
tion. He was afterwards obliged to conceal
himself in the mountains of Forez, and being
discovered in 1793, he was dragged from pri-
son to prison, and only owed his safety to the
revolution which overthrew the reign of
terror. The remainder of his life was devoted
to literature

;
and he died in 1 820. He pub-

lished, in conjunction with Chaudon, the eighth
edition of the " Dictionnaire Historique ;"
and among his other works are "

Catalogue
des Livres de la Bibliotheque Publique
de Lyon ;

" and " Memoires Bibliogra-
phiques et Litteraires," 1816, 8vo. Biog.
Univ. Class.

DELANO (AMASA) born at Duxbury in

the United States of America, 1763, died

1817, an American seaman, who published an
account of his three voyages round the world,
and of surveys and discoveries made in the

Pacific Ocean and Oriental islands. Amer.

Biog.
DELAUNY (Louis) born 1740, the date of

his decease is unknown. He was a native of

Belgium, and published several works upon
minerology.
DELAVIGNE (JEAN FRANCOIS CASIMIR)

born at Havre 1794, died at Lyons 1843. He
first followed his studies at the Lyceum of

Napoleon at Paris, and when young showed a

decided partiality for poetry. In 1811 he
wrote a "

Dithyrambie on the Birth of the

King of Rome." The downfall of the im-

perial dynasty soon followed, and the poet,
become a supernumerary of the minister of

finances, employed his leisure time upon the

recollections inspired by the events of the pre-

ceding twenty years. He soon published the
" Messeniennes." He offered his tragedy of

the "
Vepres Siciliennes" to the Theatre

Franc,ais, which would not receive it with

alterations. He then took his work to the

second Theatre Fran^ais, where it was got up
in 1819; and to avenge himself on the ill-

judging censors at the first theatre, he brought
out in 1820 his comedy of the "

Comedians,"
an elegant satire upon the manners and tricks

of actors. Soon after the " Pavia
"
appeared,

a tragedy in five acts and in verse, with a

chorus, represented in 1821. From being a

supernumerary of the minister of finances

Delavigne now became librarian to the depart-
ment of justice. His patriotic sentiments in

the " Messeniennes
"
displeased the minister

Peyronnet, and he took away his place from
the poet. The duke of Orleans, afterwards

king of the French, made him his librarian,

and in the leisure thus kindly afforded him he

produced the " New Messeniennes," and

finally, in 1825,
" L'Ecole des Vieillards," a
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comedy ill five acts, which fixed his reputa-
tion. He became a member of the Institute

of France in 1825. Paying a visit to Italy
and Switzerland, he returned to Paris in 1827,
and there published seven new Messeniennes,
which had not the success of their predecessors.
He next wrote his comedy of the " Princess

Amelia," and the drama of " Marino Faliero."

At the revolution of 18.'W he brought out the
"

Parisienne,
' and a little after the " Varso-

vienne." He now refused all public employ-
ment, and devoted himself to his literary la-

bours. He afterwards produced
" Louis XI," a

tragedy ;
the " Infants of Edward," a tragedy ;

" Don Juan of Austria," a comedy; "A Family
of the time of Luther," a tragedy ;

"
Popu-

larity," a comedy ;

" The Daughter of the

Cid ;" and the "
Opera of Charles VI." In

order to regain a good state of health, which
had been injured by over-labour, he set out

for Montpellier with his wife and only son,

and died at Lyons on his way. He had

just finished the third act of a new tragedy
called " Melusine." There have been nu-

merous editions of his collected works. Bib.

Univcrs.

DELBENE (BENOIT) born 1749, died

1825, a literary Italian, who wrote several

useful works upon commerce, agriculture, and
the arts. Bioy. Diet.

DKLEYRE (ALEXANDER) a French Jesuit,
born in 1720, in the vicinity of Bordeaux.
He acted as librarian to the prince of Parma,
and was one of the authors who assisted

Diderot in the Encyclope'die. His other

writings consist of ' A General History of

Voyages," in nineteen volumes :
" Le Ge'nie

de Montesquieu," 12mo;
"
L'Esprit de St

Evremond," 12mo; and an "Analysis of
Bacon." Deleyre had ceased to be a mem-
ber of the fraternity of Jesuits for some time

previous to his decease, which took place in

1797. Biog. Univ.

DELFICO (MELCHIO) born at Leognano,
in Naples, 1744, died 1835, an Italian em-
ployed by Joseph Bonaparte as one of his

council of state. He was afterwards made
president of the commission of the archives
of the kingHom on the restoration of the

Bourbons. He left behind him twenty-nine
printed works on various subjects. Bio.
Ital.

DELFT (WILLIAM JAMES) so named from
the place of his nativity, where he was born
in 1 019. He was a good painter as well as an

engraver, in which latter branch of art he is

however considered to have been most suc-

cessful. His death took place in 1661.
Stnttt.

DELMOTTE (HENRI FLORENT) born at

Mons, and designed for the bar, afterwards a

notary at Mons. He was a correspondent of
the academy of Brussels. He died in 1836.
He puMished a number of works, some sa-

tirical and others of an historical character.
Bib. drivers.

DELORME (MARION) a celebrated French
courtezan, the contemporary and friend of
Ninon de 1'Enclos. She was born about 1615,

DEMARNE.
at Chalons in Champagne. After having been
connected with the royal favourite Cinq Mars,
who was executed for a conspiracy against
cardinal Richelieu, she formed a connexion
with that minister. Her house became the
resort of the partizans of the princes of ( onde'

and Conti
;
and being alarmed at the arrest of

those noblemen, she tied to London, spreading
at the same time a report of her death, and
on the day of her pretended funeral, in 1650,
she took her departure from Paris. In Eng-
land she is said to have married a very rich

nobleman
;
and becoming a widow, she re-

turned to France with a fortune of 100,000
francs, when she was robbed by a parry of

highwaymen, whose captain made her his

wife. He died in about four years, and
Marion married an attorney named Lebrun,
who left her a widow after a union of seven

years. She was then eighty-one, and having
taken up her residence at Paris, two of her
domestics decamped with all her property, and
she was reduced to absolute distress. To
complete her misery, she learned that her old
friend Ninon, the only person from whom she
could expect relief, had recently died (1706),
and she is believed to have perished herself

soon after. Some biographers, however, ex-
tend her existence to the extraordinary term
of 134 years, relying on the extract of a

parish register, purporting that Anne Oudette

Grappin, widow (for the third time) of

Lebrun, died at Paris, January 5, 1741.

Bioy. Univ.

DELORT (JEAN) born at Miranda 1789,
died 1827. He was early placed in the office

of the minister of finance. In 1814 he was

cruelly cut by some Prussians with the sabre

in the Champs Elysees, and narrowly escaped
with life, though he had offered them no pro-
vocation. He wrote " Travels in the Envi-
rons of Paris;" a pamphlet upon Literary

Property ;
a "

Critical Essay upon the History
of Charles VII;" &c.Bib. Univers.

DELPEDO (JEAN) born at Toulouse 1772,
an eminent surgeon of Montpellier and pupil
of Scarpa, who died the same year, 1832.

Delpedo was assassinated by one Descaptos,
a merchant of Bordeaux, whom he had
cured of a local malady some time before,

H'_> left behind him several useful professional

publications. Gent. Mag.
DELRIEU (ETIENNE JOSEPH BERNARD)

born in 1764, died at Paris 1836. He wrote

the tragedy of "
Artaxerxes," which still

keeps its place on the boards
;
and " Le

Jaloux inalgre lui." Bio. Univers.

DELVAUX (R. HENRI JOSEPH) born 1748,
died at Paris 182:?, an eminent French en-

graver. Bryan's Diet.

DEMANNE (Louis CHARLES JOSEPH)
born in 1773, died 1832. He published, with

other works, a new collection of anonymous
and pseudonymous works, designed as a sup-

plement to the Dictionary of Barbier. Bib.

Univers.

DEMARNE (JoHN Louis) a painter born
in Brussels 1744, died in Paris 1829. He
was a painter of animals and a good colourist
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of the Flemish school, but feeble. Bryan's
Diet. Art.

DEMME (GERMAIN CHRISTOPHER GOD-
FREY) born in Mulhausen in Prussian Saxony
1760, died 1822, a popular preacher, writer,
and superintendent of evangelical worship.
He was the author of several popular German
works.

DEMOUSTIER (CHARLES ALBERT) born

1760, died 1801, a French writer, who pub-
lished poems, tales, and dramatic pieces. His

father was a descendant of Racine, and

through his mother he was connected with the

family of La Fontaine. He exhibited more

spirit than knowledge of the world in his

dramatic pieces. He was an amiable man and
tolerant in his writings. Bib. Univers.

DENHAM (colonel DIXON) an enterprising

military officer and African traveller, who was
born in London in 1785. He entered young
into the army, and had attained the rank of

lieutenant, when, after the death of Mr Ritchie

at Mourzouk, and the return of captain Lyon
to England from Africa, he volunteered his

services in an attempt to pass from Tripoli to

Timbuctoo. It being intended that his re-

searches should commence from Bomou,
where Dr Oudney had been appointed British

consul, he was associated in the expedition
which had been planned under the direction

of captain Clapperton. Mr Denham, who was

separated from his companions, after encoun-

tering great dangers, returned to England
without being able to reach the place of his

ultimate destination. An account of his re-

searches was published in the work entitled
" Travels and Discoveries in Northern and
Central Africa, by Major Denham, Captain
Clapperton, and the late Dr. Oudney," 1825,
4to. He was afterwards appointed to the

office of Commissioner of Inquiry into the

state of the settlement of Sierra Leone
;
and

upon the death of sir Neil Campbell, he suc-

ceeded that officer as governor of the colony.
This appointment gave great satisfaction, and

sanguine hopes were entertained that import-
ant improvements would be effected under his

direction. Among various judicious regula-
tions, he took measures for inviting the native

chiefs to come down to the seat of govern-
ment to trade

;
he promoted friendly inter-

course between them and the colonists, and
he encouraged the establishment of savings'
banks. The excellence of his constitution

for some time prevented the pestilential cli-

mate from injuring his health, but at length,
like most of his predecessors, he fell a victim

to it, his death taking place in the month of
June 1828. He was interred with all the

military honours due to his profession, and
the deep regret of those who surrounded his

grave testified a strong sense of his merit and
of their own loss. Month. Mag.
DENIS (MICHAEL) a learned German wri-

ter, principal librarian of the imperial collec-

tion at Vienna. He was a Bavarian by birth,
born at Sclarden in 1729. His works consist

of "A Topographical Description and His-

tory of Vienna," in one vol, 4to
;

" A Cata-
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logue of Butterflies," 4to

;

" An Introduction
to the Knowledge of Books," 4 to, two vols ;

an edition of the unpublished works of St

Augustine, in one vol, folio
;

" Codices Manu-
scripti theologici Latini aliarumque occidentis

Linguarum, Biblioth. Palat. Vindobon." in

two folio volumes ; a translation of Ossian's

Poems into German ; a collection of songs,
with a dissertation on ancient northern poetry
prefixed ; and a volume of Latin poems. His
death took place at Vienna about the com-
mencement of the present century. J3iog
Univers.

DENNER (BALTHASAR) born at Ham-
burgh 1685, died 1747. He learned his art

at Altona and then went to Berlin, where he
was patronised by Frederick II. He came
to England in the reign of George I. He
painted with astonishing labour and precision,
and for this alone was remarkable. Diet,

of Art,
DENNER (JOHN CHRISTOPHER) born at

Leipsic in 1655, died 1707, remarkable as the

inventor of the clarionet. Bib. Univers.

DENON (DOMINIQUE VIVANT, baron) a
celebrated French traveller, director of the

Museum at Paris. He was born at Chalons-

sur-Saone, of a noble family, and was destined

for the office of magistracy. He was sent to

the metropolis to study the law, and at the

age of sixteen he had become a favourite of

the ladies ; but he was attacked with a

disease which . obliged him to undergo the

operation of lithotomy, and after severe suf-

ferings he recovered. He now devoted him-
self with enthusiasm to the study of literature

and the fine arts, and formed an acquaint-
ance with the most distinguished persons
of that period. Being appointed gentleman
in ordinary of the bed-chamber to Louis XV,
that prince, who had formed collections of

engraved gems and medals, confided them
to the care of Denou. He now wrote a

comedy entitled " Le Bon Pere," which was

performed at the Theatre Francais; and he
devoted his le isure to the study of drawing.
Subsequently he went to St Petersburg in

the suite of the French ambassador. After
the death of Louis XV he obtained the pa-

tronage of the count de Vergennes, minister

for foreign affairs, who sent him on a mission
to the Swiss government, when he visited

Voltaire at Ferney. He next became attached

to the embassy at Naples, where he remained
some years, part of the time as charge
d'affaires of France

;
and he transmitted to M.

de la Borde and the abbe de St Nou a journal
and designs of views in Naples, Apulia, Ca-

labria, Sicily, and Malta, which were pub-
lished in a splendid style by those gentlemen.
On the death of count de Vergennes he
returned to Paris, and was admitted into the

French academy. He then determined again
to visit Italy to study the great schools of

painting in that country ;
but his plans were

interrupted by the opening of the French

revolution, and after seeking an asylum in

Switzerland, he was recalled to Paris by the

decree of the Convention against emigrants.
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He was without resources, and exposed to

danger as an ex- noble, when the great painter
David procured an order for him to engrave
the newly projected national costume. He
afterwards attracted the notice of Bonaparte,
whom he accompanied in his expedition to

Egypt. There he collected materials for his

f-eat
work,

" Travels in Upper and Lower

gypt during the Campaign of General

Bonaparte," of which there is an English
translation. The French dictator rewarded
the services of Denon by appointing him
director and administrator-general of the Mu-
seum and Medal Mint, On the overthrow of

Napoleon the learned antiquary was retained

in his situation by Louis XVIII, but having
joined his old patron on his return from Elba,
he was displaced after the second restoration

of the Bourbons
;
and he passed the remain-

ing part of his life in retirement. He formed
a cabinet of curious works of art, Egyptian
antiquities, drawings, and paintings, which
he liberally opened to the public several days
in the week. The latter part of his life was

employed in the composition of a History of

Art, illustrated with plates of subjects from
his own cabinet. He died at Paris April 27,

1825, aged about eighty; and he was in-

terred in the cemetery of Pere-la-Chaise.

Biorj. Nouv. des Contemp. Ann, Reg.
DENORES (JASON) a Cypriot by birth,

who flourished during the latter part of the

sixteenth century, and distinguished himself
both as a philosopher and a rhetorician. The
subjugation of his native country by the Otto-

man forces in 1570 drove him for refuge into

Italy, where he obtained a professorship in

the university of Padua, and enjoyed it till

his death in 1590. His works consist of " An
Introduction to the Ciceronean Philosophy,"
8vo; "On the Art of Rhetoric;" "On the

Aristotelian Philosophy," 4to
;
and a treatise

on Horace's Art of Poetry, all written in the

Latin tongue ; together with " Del' Ottima

Rcpublica," 4to
;

"
Poetica," 4to

;

" Delia

Rhetorica," 4to
;

and " Del Mondo," 8vo,

composed in the language of the country of
his adoption. Diet. Hist.

DERING (sir EDWARD) a baronet of an
ancient family in Kent, situated at Surrenden

Dering, in the parish of Pluckley, in that

county, from the time of Edward the Confes-
sor. At the commencement of the disputes
between Charles I and his parliament, sir Ed-
ward embraced the popular side, and delivered

many speeches in parliament, which have been
collected and printed in one quarto volume.

When, however, the parliamentarians pro-
ceeded to extremities, he went over to the
court party, and became a cavalier. A lineal

descendant of his, of the same name, still en-

joys the family title and estates, which latter

are of great value. Strupe's .Life of Apb.
Parker.

DEROSSI (GIOVANNI GHERARDO) born at

Rome in 1754, died 1827, an Italian poet, who
was the son of a barber. He became director

of the Portuguese academy at Rome, and
j

afterwards minister of finances. His writings I

DESEINE.
are in Italian, and cousist of " Memoirs on the

Fine Arts," a " Treatise on Dramatic Art,"
" Sixteen Comedies,"

" Fables and Epigrams,"
&c. He was a man of the most exemplary in-

tegrity. Bib. Univers.

DEHSCHAWIN, or DERJAVINE (GA-
BRIEL ROMANOWITCH) a celebrated Russian

lyric poet, who was born in 1743. In 1760
he entered as a common soldier into the

army ;
and he distinguished himself in the

war with the impostor Pugatschef in 1774.

At that period he cultivated poetry, and in

1784 he published his famous ode entitled
"
God," which has been translated into the

English, French, German, Polish, Latin, and
Chinese languages. Under Catherine II in

1800 he held the office of treasurer of the
Russian empire, and in 1802 he was minister
of justice; but he ere long retired from public
life to the more congenial occupations of lite-

rary privacy. His death took place in 1816.

It has been said of this poet that it is almost

impossible to speak of him too highly. He
truly possessed the " mens divinior

"
of the

bard, and poured forth strains full of subli-

mity and inspiration. His powers and those

of his great predecessor Lomonosof are thus
characterised by a Russian critic :

" Lomo-
nosof always follows his subject ; Derschawin
directs it according to his own will. The
flight of the former is lofty and steady, but
the latter flashes suddenly like lightning, and
then disappears from his astonished reader.

We may compare the one to a noble river

flowing majestically between its banks ; the
other to a waterfall such as he himself has

depicted dashing its impetuous stream amidst

rocks, unrestrained in its course, and lending
an air of wildness to nature. The style of
Lomouosof is more pure and exact, more cau-
tious and uniform; that of Derschawin is

more brilliant, more varied, and more luxu-
riant : he elevates the soul, and makes us

constantly feel the sublimity of his genius."

Specimens of the poetical compositions of
Derschawin may be found in Bowl-ing's

" Rus-
sian Anthology." He likewise wrote on po-
litics and on topography Encycl. Ainer.

Foreign Review.
DESBOIS (FRANOis ALEXANDRE ACBERT

DE LA CHEMAI) a French Capuchin monk,
born about the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury at Ernee in the Maine. He was an in-

dustrious though not an original writer, and
besides a laborious catalogue of the French

noblesse, with their titles and pedigrees, in

fifteen volumes, left behind him several simi-
lar compilations of agricultural, philosophical,
and other dictionaries. He quitted his order
some time before his decease, which took

place in his eighty-fifth year, a few years pre-
vious to the breaking out of the French Revo-
lution. Biog. Univers.

DESEINE (Louis PIERRE) a French

sculptor, born at Paris in 1759, and died in

1822. He was a member of the Academy of

Painting and Sculpture, and published several

works on the fine arts, including
"
Lettres sur

la Sculpture destinee a orner les Temples Ca-
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tholiques," 1802, 8vo; and "Notices Histo-

riques sur les Academies de Peinture, Sculp-

ture, et Architecture," 1814, 8vo. Among the

principal productions of his chisel are the

busts of Louis XVI, Louis XVII, and Pius

VII; the statues of L'Hopital and D'Agues-
seau, at the foot of the steps of the fa-

cade of the chamber of deputies, bas-reliefs

in the church of St Rocb, &c. Biog. Univ.

Class.

DESERITZ (JOSEPH INNOCENT) a learned

and dignified ecclesiastic of Hungary, born in

1702, at Nitra, in that kingdom, and more

familiarly known among scholars by his Latin

designation Desericius. Pope Benedict XIV
raised him to the purple, and sent him as his

legate into Wallachia. He published in Latin

a "
History of the Diocese and City of War-

saw," in folio
;

" A Vindication of the Li-

terature of Hungary," 4to
;

and a " Com-

mentary on the Origin and Ancestors of the

People of Hungary," in five folio volumes.

The cardinal died at Rome in 1765. Diet.

Hist.

DESGENETTES (RENE NICOLAS DES-
PICHE, baron) born at Alenc,on 1762, died in

Paris 1837, a celebrated French surgeon, at-

tached first to the army of Italy in 1793. He
went to Egypt with the expedition of Napo-
leon, and while there made experiments on
the plague, and inoculated himself with its

virus, in presence of the military, who were

affrighted at the appearance of the disease.

He was taken prisoner by the Russians in the

dreadful retreat from Moscow, but was set at

liberty by the emperor Alexander, in consider-

ation of his services to the Russian wounded
and prisoners. He was present at the battle

of Dresden, and chief of the medical staff at

Waterloo. Under the Bourbons he was de-

prived of his posts, and the School of Medi-

cine, at which he lectured, was suppressed by
them and reorganised. He supported this un-

worthy treatment with his ordinary fortitude,

and continued the editorship of his medical

publications. After 1830 and the expulsion
of the Bourbons he was made physician to

the Hotel des Invalides, and an honorary mem-
ber of the Academy of Sciences. One of his

most important publications is his " Medical

History of the Army of the East." Biog.
Univ.

DESGODETZ (ANTOINE) a Parisian ar-

chitect and engineer, born in the French ca-

pital in 1653. He was employed by the court

to superintend the public buildings, and also

to make drawings of the most celebrated re-

mains of ancient Rome, which he gave to the

world in one folio volume, the French kin

defraying the expense. Of this work, origi-

nally printed at Paris in 1C82, there are two

subsequent editions, that of 1771, and one in

1776, both published in London. Another
valuable work, entitled " Les Lois des Bati-

mens," was printed from his papers after his

decease, which took place in 1728. Biog
Univ.

DESMAHIS (JOSEPH FRANCOIS EDOUARD
de CORSEMBLEU) a French poet of the las
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century, equally celebrated for the mildness
and benevolence of his manners and dispo-
sition, and for his lively genius. He was a
native of Sully on the Loire, born in 1722,
and, besides two volumes of miscellaneous

soetry, was the author of a comedy entitled
' The Impertinent." M. Dcsmahis died
much regretted by all parties in 1761.- Biog.
Univ.

DESPEISSES (ANTOINE) an able lawyer
of the sixteenth century, a native of Mont-

pellier, born in 1594. He joined his friend

De Boques in compiling an entire system of
Roman jurisprudence, which formed the occu-

pation of nearly forty years of his life. Of
this laborious work there are two editions,
that of 1658, in 4 vols, folio, and that of 1750,
in 3 vols. There is also a treatise on Wills

by the same author, in one folio volume.

Despeisses died soon after the completion
of his great work, in 1659. JYouv. Diet.

Hint.

DESPORTES (FRANCOIS) bom 1661, died

1743, a French painter, born in Champagne.
There are five of his works in the French
Museum. He also wrote a dramatic piece
called " La Veuve Coquette." His son was
also a painter, but an artist of a very inferior

ability. Bib. Univ.

DESPU1Z Y DANETO (don ANTONIO)
born in Palma, Majorca, 1745. He was au-

ditor de rota for the kingdom of Arragon in

Spain. Being in Madrid he proved himself
an intriguer. The Inquisitor had received the

denunciation of the Prince of the Peace as an

atheist, because he had not taken the sacra-

ments for eight years. Daneto, then arch-

bishop of Seville, wrote to Rome to obtain a
letter from the pope with an injunction to

the holy office to prosecute him. This cor-

respondence fell into the hands of Bonaparte
in 1796, who sent the letter to the French
ambassador at Madrid to lay before the

Spanish minister. The favourite sent Daneto
and two others of his enemies to Italy on a

commission. He was raised to be provicar
of Rome by Pius VII, and was afterwards

made a prisoner with him until 1812, when,

he obtained his liberty. Biog. Diet.

DESSENIUS or DESSEN DE CRONEN-
BURG (BERNARD) born at Amsterdam 1510,

professor of medicine at Groningen. He after-

wards went to Cologne, where he remained
until his decease. He left a work upon the

Plague, and another upon the Composition of

Medicines. Jour. Lexi.
DETERVILLE ( ) born in Normandy

1766, died at Paris 1842. He was the friend

of Chaptal, Cuvier, Lamarck, de Candolle,
and other learned men, and edited Chaptal's

Chemistry. He also published a " New
Course of Natural History," in 80 vols : a
" New Dictionary of Natural History," in 24
vols

;
and a " New Course of Agriculture," in

13 vols. Biog. Univ.
DEUENPS (HENRY) born in France 1746,

died in 1826. While studying in the college
of Toulouse, he met by chance with the Poly-

graphy of Trithemi, where he got the idea and
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clue for reading the most secret writing. He
was put to the proof by various specimens o:

indecipherable hieroglyphics, and he soon de-

ciphered them. He then applied himself to

unmask the tricks employed by cheats ant

quacks, and succeeded perfectly. He left his

friends, who wished him to enter into holy
orders, for which he had no taste, and set out
for Paris, where he took an obscure lodging
to husband his resources

;
and never going out

unless he was constrained, he spent his time
in reading the books which he purchased
upon the quays, noting down from them all

that was curious or singular. Thus he ac-

quired much superficial but varied know-

ledge. Discovered by a friend in whom he
had reposed confidence, he left Paris, and took
the road to Lyons on foot. He visited Ger-

many, Belgium, and then England, where
he learned astronomy. He also acquired
English, studied navigation, and made seve-

ral voyages. In 1 783 he returned home, and

printed his " White Art of Magic revealed."
He published some other works of a similar

nature, and laid open all the tricks of cards,

cups and balls, and jugglers, which at that

time were amusements proffered to good so-

ciety. He returned to England and opened a
school to teach French with great success.

Attacked for having sung the " Marseillaise"
in a tavern, he was ordered to quit London,
and he returned home in 1793. In 1794 he

published Lectures on Astronomy for work-

people and mechanics, but he did not sell

enough to pay the cost of the impression. He
afterwards lectured on the English language,
and gave lessons

;
he also taught astronomy,

navigation, and geography. He was author
of the "

Parisian in London ;"
" White Magic

revealed ;" a "
Supplement to White Magic

revealed ;"
" The Last Will of Jeremy Sharpe,

Professor of Amusing Philosophy ;"
" A

Codicil to the Will of Jeremy Sharpe ;"" Little Adventures of Jeremy Sharpe."
Diet. Fran.

DEVENTER (HENRY) an ingenious writer
on midwifery, in which branch of the medical

profession he was a great proficient. His

principal treatises are entitled "
Operationes

Chirurgicaj Lumen exhibentes Obstetricanti-

bus," 4to
; and " Ulterius Examen Partuum

difficilium, &c." 4to. Deventer was born in

Holland, and there is a posthumous work of
his written in his native language on the dis-

order in children called the rickets, 4to, 1739.

Eloy. Biog. Univ.

DEVILLE (ANTOINE) born at Toulouse
1596, died 1657, a distinguished French en-

gineer.
DEVONSHIRE (ELIZABETH HERVEY,

duchess of) a lady descended from the Her-

veys, earls of Bristol, who was distinguished
for her talents and patronage of literature. In
1815 she took up her residence at Rome, where
she was surrounded by eminent artists and
men of letters. She was the friend of cardinal

Gonsalvi, Canova, Camuccini, Thorwaldsen,
and other talented individuals. She published
at her own expense an edition ofthe translation

DIBDIN.
of the -works of Virgil into Italian by Annibal

Caro, with engravings from the designs of

some of the first Roman painters. She also

caused an edition of the fifth satire of Horace

(Book I) to be published in the same orna-
mental style ;

and she was about to engage in

an edition of the works of the celebrated
Italian poet Dante at the time of her death,
which occurred at Rome, March 30, 1824.

JEnc. Amer.
DE VOSS (MARTIN) born at Anvers 1534,

died 1604, a celebrated painter, who studied at

Rome. Peter and William de Voss were his

pupils. Bryan's Diet. Art.

DEVRIENT (DANIEL Louis) born 1784,
at Berlin, died 1832, a celebrated Prussian
actor.

DEWEZ (Louis DIEUDONNE JOSEPH) born
at Namur 1760, died 1834; he was once pro-
fessor of Rhetoric at Nivelle. He belonged to

several learned bodies, and became perpetual
secretary of the academy of Brussels. The
list of his works is numerous, consisting of

History, Geography, and Rhetoric, the two
former having relation principally to Belgium.

Bio. Fran.
DEYEUX (NICOLAS) born 1744, died 1837,

a learned French chemist.

DEYLING (SOLOMON) born atLeipsic 1677,
died 1765, a learned Protestant orientalist.

He left behind him several erudite works

principally relating to the Holy Scriptures.
Bio. Univers.

DEYVERDUN (GEORGE) born at Lausanne
1735, died 1789. He wrote "The Literary
Memoirs of Great Britain," and "

Melanges
Helve'tiques from 1782 to 1786."
DEZADE or DEZAIDES, a dramatic com-

poser, born, it is believed, in Germany, in 1740,
died in Paris 1792. He wrote a number of
musical works, the melodies of which are

graceful and natural. Bio. Fran.
DIBDIN (CHARLES) died 1833. He was

the son of the song-writer of the same name,
a manager of several of the London theatres,
and brother to Thomas Dibdin. He wrote
several dramatic pieces of the lighter kind for

the theatres, principally between 1801 and
1807. Gent. Mag.
DIBDIN (THOMAS) born 1772, died 1842,

a dramatic writer, the son of Charles Dibdin,
well known for his naval songs, and brother
of Charles Dibdin who died in 1833. Garrick
was his godfather, and he was introduced to

the stage in 1775. He represented the charac-
ter of Cupid in the " Jubilee

" when but four-

teen years of age. Mrs Siddons personated
Venus upon the same occasion. He received
the rudiments of a good classical education,
and was afterwards placed out to learn a trade.

After a servitude of four years he left his

apprenticeship, and joined a company of play-
ers in 1 7S9. After six years' acting in various

theatres, and writing an astonishing number
of songs, he came to London in 1795, and
there composed a number of dramas for the

minor theatres, all of which succeeded. He
was engaged at Covent Garden in 1799. His
irst work acted here was called the " Mouth
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of the Nile ;" the "

Cabinet,"
"
English Fleet,"

" Mother Goose," and an astonishing number
of petty pieces followed. At the period of his

decease he was editing a complete edition of

his father's songs. Gent. Mag.
DICKINSON (JONATHAN) an American

presbyterian divine, who died in 1747. He
was the author of a " Defence of Presbyterian
Ordination," Boston, 1 724

;
five sermons on

" The True Doctrine of Scripture," 1741 ;
and

" An Account of the Deliverance of Robert

Barrow, shipwrecked among the Cannibals of

Florida." JOHN DICKINSON, an Anglo-Ameri-
can statesman, was a member of the first con-

gress of the United States, and president of

the state of Pennsylvania. He died in 1788.

He was the author of " Letters "
against the

acts of the English parliament, which are said

to have had a great effect on the minds of his

fellow-citizens, and which were published with
his other political pieces at Philadelphia, 1801,

2 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

DICKONS (Mrs, once Miss POOLE) born
in 1773, died 1833. At six years of age she

was able to play with precision the overtures

and fugues of Handel. At eleven she was

placed under the instruction of Rauzzini, and
at thirteen appeared in public at Vauxhall,
London. She married in 1801 and proceeded
to Italy, where she met with great success.

She had a cancer in the breast, which was
followed by an attack of paralysis, of which
she died. Idem.

DICKSON (DAVID) a Scottish clergyman,
born in 1583, and educated in the university

belonging to his native city, Glasgow, where
he filled the professor's chair in philosophy,
and afterwards that of divinity. He obtained

the living of Irvine in 1618, and retained it

till 1662, when he was ejected for refusing to

take the oaths. He is known as the author
of some able commentaries " On the Gospel
of St Matthew ;" "On the Epistle to the He-

brews," 8vo; "On the Epistles" generally,
with a Latin version, in one folio volume ;

" On the Psalms ;"
" A Treatise on the Pro-

mises," 12mo;
"
Therapeutica Sacra;" and a

series of lectures on the confession of faith.

He did not long survive the loss of his prefer-

ment, but died in the course of the same year.
Mackenzie's Scottish Writers.

DICKSON (JAMES) an eminent botanist,
born in Scotland. He became a -vice- president
of the Horticultural Society, and he was one

of the founders of the Linnsean Society, and a

contributor to the Transactions of both those

associations. He died in London in 1822.

He published
" Fasciculi quatuor Plantarum

Cryptogamicaruin Britanniae," London, 1785

93, 4to; "A Collection of Dried Plants

named on the Authority of the Linnsean Her-

barium, and other original Collections," 1789

99, folio: and a Botanical Catalogue, 1797,
8vo. New Monthly Mag. Biog. Univers.

Class.

DICQUEMARE (JAMES FRANCIS) a dis-

tinguished French naturalist, born at Havre
in 1 733. He adopted the ecclesiastical profes-

sion, but he devoted his time to the study of
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nature, and he became a correspondent of the

Academy of Sciences at Paris, and a member
of several other learned associations. He cul-
tivated astronomy, navigation, geography, and
painting ; and among the proofs o*" his ability
he left five large pictures in the church of the

hospital at Havre. He was the author of
" Connaissance de 1'Astronomie rendue aise'e

et mise a la porte'e de tout le monde ;" and
"
Description d'un Cosmoplane invente et con-

struit par 1'Abbe Dicquemare." He was also

a contributor to the Journal de Physique, in

which he published a curious account of ani-

mal flowers. Biog. Univ.

D1CUIL, an Hibernian geographer of the
ninth century, who is only known as the au-
thor or compiler of a treatise " De Mensura
Orbis Terra," published by M. Walckenaer,
at Paris, 1807, 8vo. It was republished, with
commentaries and illustrations, by M. Le-

tronne, 1814, 8vo Biog. Univ. Clasx.

DIDOT (FiRMiN) born 1764, the son of
Francis Ambrose Didot, died 1836, a dis-

tinguished linguist and printer. He published
many splendid editions in typography. He
translated Virgil's

"
Bucolics," the "

Idyls" of

Theocritus, and produced a volume of poems
of his own, containing two tragedies, besides

fugitive pieces. Bio. Univ.

DIEBITSCH SABALKANSKY (count)
a distinguished military commander in the
Russian service. His father was a Silesian

by birth, and an officer of considerable merit
in the service of Frederick the Great, after

whose death he quitted the Prussian army,
and entered into that of Russia, leaving his

son to complete his education in the academy
for cadets at Berlin. Having himself obtained
an important command, he soon procured for

his son a commission in the Russian guards,
and the military studies of the latter were
therefore perfected at St Petersburg. He
rose rapidly in his profession, through the
influence of his talents, and particularly dis-

tinguished himself while with the division of

Wittgenstein, during the campaign of 1812.
In those of 1813 and 1814 he was lieutenant-

general, and quartermaster-general to the

emperor Alexander. He was wounded in the
hand at the battle of Austerlitz

; at Dresden
he suffered severe contusions, and had two
horses killed under him ; and he displayed
great courage in the fields of Ey lau and Fried-

land. He subsequently became head of the

staff; and in 1829 he was intrusted by the

emperor Nicholas with the supreme command
of the Russian armament against Turkey.
His brilliant success during that campaign
was rewarded by promotion to the rank of

field-marshal, of which there are only four or

five in Russia, the title of count Sabalkansky,
or the Grosser of the Balkan

;
the orders of

St Andrew and St George ;
a million of

rubles, or about 40,00(,'/. sterling ;
six cannon

taken from the enemy; and the honour of

having a regiment called after his name. Oil

the breaking out of the Polish revolution

marshal Diebitsch was immediately selected

to command the Russian force destined for
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its suppression. In this expedition his plans
were baffled, and he ultimately perished, yet
there seems no reason to doubt that he con-

ducted this campaign with skill and courage,
but the impediments to his successful progress
were insurmountable. The interruption of

his course by the sudden thaw of the Vistula,

the destruction of numbers of his troops by
the cholera, and above all the disunion of his

army, will sufficiently account for the failure

of his plans, without any imputation of im-

prudence or want of ability. He himself

fell the victim of that scourge of humanity
which has deselated the east. The approach
of death in his case was unusually sudden

and unexpected. Without having made any
previous complaint ofillness, about two o'clock

in the morning of the 10th of June 1831 he

was seized with symptoms of indisposition,

which increased so rapidly that at three the

physician was called in. His sufferings from
the usual symptoms of cholera soon became

very distressing, and such was the rapid pro-

gress of the disease, that death took place at

about eleven o'clock in the morning of the

same day. Count Diebitsch married in 1815

Jane, baroness de Tournau, niece to the lady
of prince Barclay de Tolly, but by this lady,
who died in 1830, he had no issue. Month.

Mag. Cab. Ann. Reg.
DIEPENBECK (ABRAHAM van) a Dutch

landscape painter of the seventeenth century,
born in 1G55 at the Hague. He came over

to this country and obtained the patronage of

the earl of Bath, for whom he executed many
excellent pictures of views principally taken
in the west of England. His death took place
in 1704. Walpote.
DIGNUM (CHARLES) a musician and pub-

lic singer, a native of the metropolis, where
his father was a master tailor. He became a

pupil of Lindley, and in 1784 made his first

appearance on the stage, in the character of

Young Meadows, in Love in a Village. Though
destitute of abilities as an actor, his talent as

a singer rendered him a great favourite
;
and

for a long series of years he was in high repu-
tation at the theatres, Vauxhall, and other

public places. He died March 29, 1827, after

having for many years retired from the stage.
He was the composer of many pleasing bal-

lads, and he published, by subscription, a
collection of popular vocal music. Thesp.
Diet. Month. Mag.
DIKMAN (PETER) died 1718, a learned

writer of Jonkopping in Sweden, who de-

voted his years to the study of the ancient

Gothic tongue. He left
" Remarks upon

the Money of the Sueo-Goths," and " Eccle-

siastical Antiquities of the Sueo-Goths."
Bib. Univ.

DILLENIUS (JOHN JAMES) a native of

Germany, born in 1681 at Darmstadt, and
educated at Giessen. At the age of forty he
left Germany for this country, where he was

appointed the first professor of botany at Ox-
ford, on the then recent foundation of his per-
H nal friend Dr Sherrard. His botanical writ-

irgs consist of " A Catalogue of Plants found

DIOCLETIANUS.
in the vicinity of Giessen ;"

" Hortus Eltha-
mensis ;" and a "

History of Mosses ;" besides

which he superintended the publication of a
new edition of Kay's Synopsis Stirpium Bri-

tannicarum. Dillenius took the degree of
doctor of medicine in 1735, and died in 1747.

Pulteney's Sot. Sketches.

DILLON (JOHN TALBOT) an Irish traveller

who visited various parts of the continent, and
at length settling at Vienna was made a count
of the Roman Empire. He published "Tra-
vels through Spain," 1780, 4to, of which there

is a German translation
;

" Letters from an

English Traveller in Spain," 1778, 8vo;
"
History of the Reign of Peter the Cruel,

King of Castile and Leon," 1788, 2 vols,

8vo ; and " Historical and Critical Memoirs
of the General Revolution in France in 1789,"
4to

;
besides other works. Reuss. Biog.

Univers.

DINI (BENET) died 1780, an ecclesiastic of

Messina, in Sicily. He cultivated poetry, ju-

risprudence, and the Greek language. He
left several devotional works. There was
another ecclesiastic of the same name in the

preceding century, a canon of Messina.

Biog. Univers.

DINIZ DA CRUZ (ANTHONY) a celebrated

Portuguese lyric poet, born at Castello de Vide
in 1730. He filled several offices in the

magistracy, and was a member of the Royal
Academy of Sciences at Lisbon. His works

display happy imitations of the classic models
of antiquity, and especially of the odes of

Pindar. Biog. Univers. Class.

DINTOO (GUSTAVUS FREDERICK) born
near Leipsic 1760, died 1841. He was first a

theologian and then gave himself up to the

work of instruction. He quitted the pulpit
in 1797, sacrificing his fortune and devoting
his whole life to disseminate the elements of

knowledge. He was first director of the

normal school at Dresden, his labours at

which injured his health. He was afterwards

consulted by the king of Prussia at Koenigs-

burg about the schools which he found it ne-

cessary to organise differently. He died at

Kiel, where he was detained as professor.
His life was shortened by his unceasing exer-

tions. He wrote several works, which were
directed to'forward his favourite pursuit; one
of the best was his " Bible for Schoolmasters,"

printed at Neustadt. Biog. Univ.

DIOCLETIANUS (CAIUS VALERIUS) a

military officer, who in the latter part of the

third century was raised to the throne of the

Roman empire. He was born in Dalmatia,
and his father, who appears to have been a

slave, was scribe or private secretary to the
senator Anulinus. From his birth-place,
Dioclea or Doclea, he derived the name of

Diocles, which he elongated into the more
honourable Latinized appellation Diocletian,

by which he is known in history. He was

serving in the army in Moesia, under the em-

peror Numerian, A.D. 284, when that prince
was killed by his father-in-law, Arrius Aper.
who, concealing the manner of his death, en-

deavoured to secure for himself the imperial
168
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crown. The suspicions of the soldiers were

excited, and a tumult took place, in the course

of which the assassin was put to death by
Diocletian, who was immediately proclaimed

emperor by the troops, and his election was
confirmed by the senate. On assuming the reins

of empire he associated with himself in the go-

vernment, with the title of Augustus, Maximi-
anus Herculeius, appointing also two inferior

potentates, Galerius Maximianus and Constan-

tius Chlorus, called Csesars : and the empire
was divided into four grand departments, over

each of which the August! and Caisars re-

spectively presided ;
but Diocletian, through

the influence of his age and talents, retained

a superintending authority over the whole.

The wars which were carried on under these

princes in Gaul, Britain, Persia, and Egypt,

though with immediate advantage to the Ho-

mans, yet tended to weaken the empire and
hasten its decay. Under this emperor took

place what has been termed the tenth and last

great persecution of the Christians by the

heathens. After a reign of twenty years Dio-

cletian abdicated the empire at Nicomedia, in

favour of the Csesar Galerius, his son-in-law ;

and he obliged his colleague Maximian to re-

sign the imperial crown on the same day, A.D.

304, at Milan, in Italy. Dioletian passed
the remainder of his life in retirement at Sa-

lona, in Dalmatia, where he died A.D. 313, at

the age of sixty-eight, or, according to some

authors, seventy-three. Gibbon.

DION (count de) born 1760, died at Fri-

burg 1834. He was a military officer in the

old service of France, whence he emigrated,
and published a " Picture of Universal His-

tory
"

in French rhyme. He followed the

Jesuits to Friburg, when they were expelled
from France, being strongly attached to the

order.

DMOCHOWZKI (FRANCIS) a Polish

writer, who belonged to the congregation of

the pious schools, which he quitted some

years before his death in 1808, at the age of

forty-six. He is said to have taken an active

part in the insurrection of Poland in 1794,
and he became a member of the government
established at that period. He translated into

Polish the Iliad, Horace's Art of Poetry,
Milton's Paradise Lost, and the Last Judg-
ment of Young ;

and he began a version

of the JEneid, which was finished by M.
Jaknbowski. For some years he edited a

literary journal entitled the "Memorial."

Bioq. Univers. Class.

DO (JOHN) died 1650, a Neapolitan painter
and pupil of Espagnolet, to whose manner he

closely approached. He excelled chiefly in

colour. The "
Nativity

"
is cited as one of his

best pieces ; another, called the " Pieta de

Turcnini," is in the church of the Penitents at

Naples. Bryan's Diet. Art.

DOBNER (GELASICS) an ecclesiastic be-

longing to the order of the pious schools, born
at Prague in 1 749. After having been a pro-
fessor elsewhere, he became rector of the uni-

versity of that city, where he died in 1790.
He published many important works on the
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history of Bohemia and Moravia, besides
memoirs inserted in the collection of the Sci-

entific Society of Prague. Bio. Univ.
DOBREE (PETER PAUL) an eminent

scholar and professor of the Greek language,
in the university of Cambridge. He was born
at Guernsey in 1782, and was sent at an early
age for education to the school at Reading,
under the care and direction of Dr Richard

Valpy. From Reading he was removed to

Trinity college, Cambridge, where he highly
distinguished himself for sagacity of criticism,

laborious research, and exquisite taste in the

beauties of the Greek and Latin languages.
He was intimately acquainted with Person,
whose professorship he ultimately attained.

When arrested by death he was preparing
public lectures on the Greek language, in re-

spect to which the highest expectations were
entertained. In 1820 Trinity college published
his notes to Person's Aristophauica ;

and at

the request of the same learned society in 1822
he corrected and edited the lexicon of Pho-
tius. He was also the author of some valuable

articles in the Classical Journal ; and had col-

lected materials for a new edition of Demos-
thenes. His death, on the 24th of September
1825, at the early age of forty-three, excited

great regret in the university to which he be-

longed, and in the learned world in general.

Although deemed a somewhat precise and fas-

tidious critic, he obtained the admiration not

only of the most finished classical scholars at

home, but of the most distinguished of those

in France and Germany. Ann. Biog. Gent.

Mag.
DOBRITZHOFFER (MARTIN) a learned

German Jesuit, who was sent in 1735 as a

missionary to Paraguay, where he remained

twenty-two years, and returning to Europe,
died in 1791. He was the author of a valu-

able work entitled
" Historia de Abiponibus,

Equestri, Bellicosaque Paraguarisc Natione,"

Vienna, 1783-4, 3 vols, 8vo. Idem.
DOBROWSKI (JOSEPH) a learned Bohe-

mian ecclesiastic, who distinguished himself

by his researches concerning Sclavonian litera-

ture and antiquities. Among his works may
be mentioned " Institutiones Lingua? Slavicae

Dialect! veteris
" and a "

History of the Bo-
hemian Tongue." He was a Doctor of Phi-

losophy, and a member of the Royal Bohemian

Academy of Sciences, who for some time re-

sided in the family of count Noslitz. His
death took place at Borno, in Moravia, in

1828, at the age of seventy-four. Encyl.
Amer. Edit.

DODD (GEORGE) civil engineer, the ori-

'nal designer of Waterloo bridge, died in

iltspur-street Compter, London, September
25, 1827, aged about forty-four. This talented

but imprudent individual was the son of Ralph
Dodd. (See DICT.) On the undertaking of

Waterloo bridge he was appointed resident

engineer, with a salary of 1000/. a-year,
which situation he resigned, though the sums
he received from the proprietors are said to

have amounted to 5000/. He afterwards en-

gaged in the building of steam-boats, and other
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undertakings, the failure of which affected his

intellects. He was placed in the Compter in

consequence of being found in the streets in a

state of intoxication ;
and being taken before

the lord mayor, the most humane attentions

were bestowed on him, and at his own request
he was suffered to stay in prison, where he

died, after remaining there about a week.

Gent. Mag.
DODD (WILLIAM) a divine of the establish-

ment, whose abilities, dissipated career, and

disgraceful death afford a striking and memo-
rable example for consideration and avoidance.

He was born in 1729 at Bourne in Lincoln-

shire, of which parish his father was vicar.

After receiving a grammatical education at a

private school, he was entered in 1745 as a

sizar at Clare- hall, Cambridge, where in 1750

he took the degree of BA. with considerable

reputation. The following year he married a

lady of much personal attraction and accom-

plishment, but unhappily without sufficient

fortune to render the connexion prudent, or

discretion and economy to supply the place of

it In 1753 he was admitted into orders, and

repaired to London, where his eloquence and

impressive oratory in the pulpit rapidly ren-

dered him one of the most admired and popu-
lar preachers of the day. He successively ob-

tained several lectureships, and published va-

rious sermons and devotional pieces, which
met with a very favourable reception. Ren-
dered vain by the attention paid him, which

very much resembled that excited by a favour-

ite actor, although his income was handsome,
his expenses far exceeded it, and the very con-

siderable sums which he received as author

and editor proved altogether inadequate to ex-

penses to which an opulent private fortune

would alone have been adequate. In the year
1757 he graduated MA. and about the same
time took an active part in the institution of
the Magdalen hospital, which owed much of

its support to the zeal and ability with which
he recommended it, and to his eloqueut ser-

mons as a preacher to the charity. For his ser-

vices in this situation he received a handsome
annual stipend ;

and in 1 762 Dr Squires, bi-

shop of St David's, who had previously made
him his chaplain, collated him to a prebend of

Brecon. By the friendship of the same pre-
late the celebrated earl of Chesterfield ap-

pointed him tutor to his godson and heir, the

late earl, created marquis before his death. In
the following year he was made one of the

king's chaplains, and in 1766 took the degree
of LLD. In the year 1772 he commenced a

subscription which gave rise to the truly bene-
volent Society for the ReliefofPersons confined
for Small Debts, and about the same time was

presented to the rectory of Hockliffe in Buck-

inghamshire. His extravagance, however, was
such, that he was involved in debts which he
could not discharge; and in 1774 he had re-

course to a miserable expedient to procure the

rich living of St George's Hanover-square, by
means of an anonymous application to the Lord
Chancellor's lady, to whom an offer of 3000/.

was made for her interest to procure the living.

DOEHNE.
The letter being traced to its author, he was

ignominiously struck out of the list of royal
chaplains ;

and. together with Mrs Dodd, being
almost openly ridiculed by Foote in his farce

of The Cozeners, he deemed it prudent to re-

tire 10 Geneva, where his pupil then was. who
received him with unmerited kindness, and as

a means of reliefprocured for him the living of

Winge in Buckinghamshire, with a dispensa-
tion to hold it with his other preferment. His

embarrassments, however, continued as great
as ever ;

and at length they tempted him, in

1777, to the forgery of lord Chesterfield's name
to a bond, by which he obtained a large sum
of money. He flattered himself with the

power of withdrawing it in time to prevent dis-

covery ;
but detection almost immediately fol-

lowed. Being brought to trial, he was capi-

tally convicted on the '24th of February 1777 ;

and, notwithstanding the most strenuous exer-

tions to procure a mitigation of his sentence,
executed on the 27th of June in the same

year. He died with all the marks of due

compunction for his errors and vices, and
with expressions of the most bitter remorse for

the scandal which his conduct had brought on
his profession. He published abridgments of
Grotius on Peace and War, and Locke on the

Human Understanding ;
the Hymns of Calli-

machus, translated into English verse
;
various

sermons, and devotional tracts in verse and

prose ;

" Reflections on Death ;"
" A Com-

mentary on the Bible ;"
" The Frequency of

Capital Punishments inconsistent with Justice,
sound Policy, and Religion ;"

" The Visitor,"
in 2 vols, l'2mo; an "Account of the Rise,

Progress, &c. of the Magdalen Charity," and

many other pieces which it is unnecessary to

detail. In his " Prison Thoughts," published
after his death, he was assisted by Dr Johnson.

Life prefixed to Prison Thoughts.
DOEDERLEIN or DODERLEIN (JOHN

CHRISTOPHER) a learned Lutheran divine and

Scripture critic. He was professor of divinity
at the German university of Jena, where he
formed a great number of disciples, and ob-
tained a high reputation. He was the author
of a work entitled " Institutio Theologi Chris-

tiani nostris temporibus accommodata," con-

taining a distinct account of the state of re-

ligious opinions among the protestants of

Germany. He also published "Scholia in

Libros Veteris Testament! Poeticos," Halse,

1779, 4to; and a Latin '-Translation of the

Prophecies of Isaiah from the Hebrew text,
collated with ancient manuscripts and versions,

accompanied with notes and illustrations,"

1788, 8vo. This production, according to

Rosenmuller, displays profound and elegant
learning, and great power both of judgment
and genius. He also edited, in conjunction
with Meisner, the Hebrew Bible of Reineccius.
with various readings selected from Kennicott
and de Rossi, which was not published till

after his death, which took place in 1792.

Zopf.
DOEHNE (JOHN CHRISTOPHER) born at

Zeitz in Germany, 1776, of mean parentage,
died 1832. He was instructed at first in the
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DOHM.
gymnasium of Zeitz, whence he entered the

university of Leipsic. He returned to his

native place and there became an instructor

in the gymnase, and one of the three literary

directors. He left behind him several works
for educational uses, to which his experience

imparts value. Biog. Univ.

DOHM (CHRISTIAN WILLIAM von) a Ger-

man statesman and literary writer, who was
born at Lemgo, in 1751. He was the sou of

a Lutheran minister, and he is said to have

formed his taste by the study of the Greek
and Roman classics, and of the works of the

best English authors. For some time he lived

in obscurity at Berlin, but he at length made
himself known by his writings ;

and he ob-

tained various employments under thePrussian

government. In 1 797 he was sent ambassador
to the congress of Rastadt, when he in the

name of the whole diplomatic corps drew up a

report concerning the murder ofthe two French

envoys. Having estates in Westphalia, he

continued to reside in that country after its

separation from Prussia by the treaty of Tilsit

in 1807
;
and in September that year he went

to Paris at the head of a deputation from the

states of the province and the administrative

authorities. A fter his return, in the month of

December following, he was appointed a

member of the council of state
;
and in Fe-

bruary 1808 he was sent ambassador from the

king of Westphalia to the court of Dresden.

Illness obliged him to request his dismission,
in April 1810; and he was permitted to retire

to his estate of Putsleben, in the county of

Hohenstein. He subsequently devoted his time

to historical investigations, the result ofwhich
was a work entitled "

Denkwiirdigkeiten
meiner Zeit, oder Beitrage zur Geschichte, von
1778 bis 1806,'' Lemgo and Hanover, 1814-19,
5 vols. This work, which contains the fruit

of the author's own observation and expe-
rience, as well as what he obtained from other

sources, is esteemed on account of its perspi-

cuity, correctness, and impartiality. Dohm
died at Putsleben, May 29, \820.JSnci/d.
Amer.
DOLGOROUKI (JOHN MICHAELOVITCH)

born 1764, in Moscow, died 1825- He first

served in a military capacity in the Russian

campaigns against Turkey and Sweden. He
afterwards filled several high offices in the

state, and was well skilled in the dead lan-

guages, so as to be placed among the foremost

scholars of the country. He was also a poet
of considerable celebrity, and excelled in

satire and epistolary verse. Three editions

of his works had been published in 1819,
entitled

" The State of my Soul, or Poems by
prince J. M. Dolgorouki.'' Bio. Univers.

DdMBASLE (C. J. ALEXANDER MATHFEU
de) born at Nancy 1777, died 1843, a cele-

brated French agriculturist. He left behind
him a volume of miscellanies, and numerous
works upon agricultural subjects, to which
he had devoted his entire life.

DOMBAY (FRAN, de) an eminent orien-

talist, born at Vienna, in 1758. He was em-

ployed as interpreter at Morocco, at Madrid,
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and lastly at Agram in Croatia, till 1792,
when returning to Vienna, he became coun-
sellor in the private chancery of the court
and state, and court interpreter of the eastern

languages. He was the author of a "
History

of the Kings of Mauritania," 2 vols, 8vo
;"

History of the Scherifs." 8vo ; and other
works relating to the history, literature, and
the languages of the Arabians, &c. Bio.
Univ.

DOMBEY (JOSEPH) a French naturalist,
born at Meaux, in 1742. He studied medi-
cine at Montpellier, and afterwards travelled
in South America. In 1785 he returned

home, and subsequent to the Revolution was
sent on a mission to the American United
States. He died in 1793, in prison, at Mont-
serrat. He published a herbal, including
sixty new species of plants of Chili and Peru ;

and his contributions to the Museum of
Natural History at Paris were very con-
siderable. Idem.

DOMBROWSKI (JOHN HENRY) born in

1755, died 1818, a Polish soldier, a native ofthe

palatinate of Cracow. He served in the army
of the elector of Saxony, but returned to take
a part in the war of independence in 1794,
when Kosciusko gave him the command of
the right wing of the entrenched camp of
Warsaw. He commanded the Poles after

the fall of Kosciusko, and was at last obliged
to sign the capitulation of Radoszyce in 1794.
He was made prisoner and brought to Suwar-
row, who offered him a commission in the

service of Russia, which he declined and went
into retirement. In 1796 the Prussians hav-

ing entered Warsaw he offered his services

to the French, and made a proposition to or-

ganize a Polish legion. His offer was ac-

cepted, and a second legion was afterwards
formed. His continued to fight for the French
and raise yet more Polish troops for their

service. In 1806 when Napoleon openly
announced his design of re-establishing Po-

land, in less than two months 30,000 men
were raised and equipped by Douibrowski.
He covered the bridges of the Beresina in the

retreat from Russia, and was badly wounded
in 1812. He defended the suburbs of Leipsic

against the Prussians in 1813. After the ab-

dication of Napoleon in 1814, the emperor
Alexander having gained over the Polish

troops by flattering them with a shadow of

their country's independence, he was one of

the committee appointed to organize the Po-
lish army, and in 1815 he was made colonel-

general of cavalry. He died on his estates of

Wiesnagora, in the grand duchy of Posen.

He published an interesting account of the
"
History of the Polish Legion in Italy." He

left a fine collection of antiquities and MSS,
together with his library, to the "

Society of

the Friends of the Sciences," at Warsaw.
DONATI (VITALIANO) an Italian physi-

cian, professor of natural history in the uni-

versity of Turin. He was a native of Padua,
born in 1717, and is known as the author of

a treatise on black coral, and a " Natural

History of the Adriatic Sea," folio, 1750.



DONDEY-DUPRE.
His death took place in 1763, at Bassora, in

the East, whither he had gone on a tour for

scientific purposes. Diet. Hist.

DONDEY - DUPRE (PROSPER) born

1794, died 1834, a literary printer of Paris.

He was concerned with his father in several

oriental publications, and was one of the con-

tributors to the ' Revue Britannique.' Die.

Fran.
DONDI (JAMES) better known by his

Latin designation, Dondus, an Italian physi-
cian of great eminence in the fourteenth cen-

tury, who practised at Padua, and from the

great variety of medicines which he invented

was surnamed by his contemporaries Aggre-
gator. He was the author of a treatise

" On
the Ebbing and Flowing of the Tides ;"

" On
the Warm Mineral Springs in the neighbour-
hood of Padua ;" and a medical tract printed
at Venice, and entitled

"
Promptuarium Me-

dicinse." Dondi was also a good mathemati-
cal scholar. His death took place in 1350.

Diet. Hist.

DONDUCCI (GEORGE ANDREW) a Bolog-
nese artist, born in 1575. He studied paint-

ing under Annibal Caracci, and his pictures
are remarkable for their depth of shade. Of
his life but few particulars are known, and
the precise time of his decease is uncertain.

Pilkington.
DONGEN (DYONYSIUS van) born at Dort

1748, died 1819, a scholar of Xavery at the

Hague. He painted landscapes and cattle,

and his works were sought after, not only by
his own countrymen, but foreigners, Bryan's
Diet. Art.

DONKIN (RUFANE SHAW) died 1841, a

distinguished British officer, much given to

literary study ; the son of general Donkin,
colonel of the 1 1th foot, and MP. for Sand-
wich. He had seen much service, and was
for two years governor of the Cape of Good
Hope. He was a writer in the Quarterly
Review. Gent. Mag.
DOODY, FRS. (SAMUEL) a native of Staf-

fordshire, eminent for his knowledge of

botany. He was a member of the medical

profession, and settled finally at Chelsea, as

superintendent of the botanical garden there.

The branch of science to which he more par-
ticularly devoted his attention is indebted to

him for some useful and ingenious discoveries

respecting the description of plants called

Cryptogamia. He also assisted in the publi-
cation of Ray's Synopsis, and furnished some
valuable papers to the Royal Society, of
which he was elected a fellow in 1695. Mr.

Doody died in 1706. Pulteney's Botanical
Sketches.

DOOLITTLE (AMOS) born 1755, died

1833, a native of Cheshire, in the United
States of America. He was the first person
who engraved in copper in the states. He
produced an incredible number of small

pieces. His works are now sought rather as

curiosities tban specimens of art. Amer. Bio.

DORAT (CLAUDE JOSEPH) a French poet,
born at Paris in 1734, died in 1780. He
was the author of tragedies, comedies, fables,

DOUCE.
odes, epistles, romances, and other works,
which procured him great reputation among
his contemporaries, and which formed alto-

gether twenty volumes octavo. A selection

of his works, by Sautereau de Marsy, ap-

peared in 1786. 3 vols, 12mo. He is said to

have sometimes approached to the manner of

Voltaire, and some of his theatrical pieces
were very successful. Biog. Univ.

DORISLAUS (ISAAC) a learned Dutch
civilian, memorable as having been one of the

public prosecutors of Charles I before the

High Court of Justice, in 1648. He appears
to have originally settled in England, in con-

sequence of being appointed, on the recom-
mendation of the celebrated John Gerard
Vossius, to a professorship of history, founded
at Cambridge by Fulke Greville, lord Brooke,
in ) 628. His lectures, from the democratic
sentiments they contained, seem to have given
offence

;
and Fuller states that Dorislaus was

accused to the king, troubled at court, and
after his submission hardly restored to his

place. In consequence apparently of this

affair he was desired by his patron to retire

to his own country, with the promise of

having his stipend continued during his life
;

but lord Brooke just at this period being
assassinated by his servant, this Dutch lawyer
remained in England, and he became one of
the professors of Gresham College. On the

breaking out of the civil war he took an
active part in public affairs, becoming the
counsellor and agent of the partisans of the

popular cause. After having acted as judge-
advocate in the army of the earl of Essex, he
was made one of the judges of the Admiralty,
and at length, on the trial of the king, he
was appointed, in conjunction with the attor-

ney and the solicitor generals, Cooke and

Aske, counsel for the commonwealth of Eng-
land. His services were rewarded with the

appointment of ambassador from England to

the Dutch United States, but he had scarcely
entered upon his office when he lost his life,

having been assassinated at the Hague by
twelve English cavaliers, May 3, 1649.

D' Israeli's Curiosities of Literature.

DOSSI (Dosso) an eminent ItaKan painter
of the sixteenth century, by birth a Ferrarese,
whose productions have been thought not un-

worthy comparison with those of some of the

first masters. A fine specimen of his talents

is exhibited in the Lateran church of his

native city, a head of St John. Dossi died
in 1560. D' Argenville.
DOTTI (BARTELEMI) born at Valcanonico

1642, died by an assassin 1712, an Italian

poet, who wrote some satires, and ' Rime e

Sonette,' published at Venice in 1C 89, now
become very scarce. Bib. Univ.

DOTTORI (count CHARLES) born 1624,
died 1686, an Italian poet, the author of
"
Aristodemo," a tragedy,

" Rime e Canzoni,"
and " Lr

Asino," a mock-heroic poem. Bib.
Univ.

DOUCE (FRANCIS) born 1757, died 1834, a
collector of antiquities, paintings, and medals,
and a lover of the fine arts, better than of the
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DOUTONS
bar, to which he was bred. He published
" Illustrations of Shakspeare and his Times,"
and a dissertation on Holbein's " Dance of

Death." Oriy.
DOUTONS (Px0L) born 1600, died 1666,

a Spanish painter, an excellent colourist and

designer. His pictures are principally in the

religious houses of Valencia. Sib. Univer.

DOVER (G. J. WELBORE AGAH ELLIS,

lord) born 1797, died 1833. He published
" A History of the State Prisoner called the

Man with the Iron Mask,"
" Researches into

the Character of E. Hyde, Lord Clarendon,"
the "

Correspondence of the Ellis Family,
1666 to 1829," and the ''Life of Frederick 11,

King of Prussia," 1832. He also wrote

articles in several of the monthly periodical
works. Gent. Mag.
DOW (ALEXANDER) an English military

officer, historian, and dramatist, who died in

Hindostan in 1799. He wasanative of Scot-

land, and rose from the situation of a com-
mon sailor to be a lieutenant-colonel in the

East India Company's service at Bencoolen.

Among his works are " A History of Hindo-

stan," 1772, 3 vols, 4to; a translation of the

Bahar Danush, published under the title of
" Tales of Inatullah of Dehly," London,

1768, 2 vols, 12mo ; and two tragedies, "Zin-

gis," and " Sethona." Thesp. Diet. Biog.
Univers.

DOYEN (GABRIEL FRANCIS) an eminent

French painter, who was a disciple of Vanloo.

He settled in Russia, where he died in 1806.

He painted
" The Death of Virginia," which

procured him admission into the Academy of

Painting at Paris in 1758; "The Death of

St Louis," for the chapel of the School of

Invalids
;
and many other works of merit,

before he left his native country. Biog.
Univers. Class.

DRAIS (C. G. FRAN90IS LEWIS) born

1755 at Anspach, died 1830. He was a

charitable and patriotic nobleman, who de-

voted much time to the amelioration of the

state of the poor. He wrote a "
History of

Charles-Frederick of Baden,"
" The Life of

Baron William de Gunderode," and " A His-

tory of the Courts of Justice of the Duchy of

Baden, &c." Biog. Viet.

DRAKE (NATHAN) born 1766, died at

Hadleigh. He graduated at Edinburgh as

MD, and settled finally as a physician at

Hadleigh in Suffolk. He married in 1807.

He was much esteemed in his profession. His

manners were kind and cordial, and his abili-

ties in his profession of a high standard. His

literary works were numerous. Among them
were " The Speculator,"

"
Poems,"

"
Literary

Hours,"
"
Essays,"

" The Gleaner,"
" Shake-

speare and his Times,"
" Winter Nights,"

"
Evenings in Autumn," " Noontide Leisure,"

"
Mornings in Spring,"

" Memorials of Shake-

speare," and other works of a miscellaneous,

critical, narrative, or biographical nature.

DRAPARNAUD (JAMES PHILIP RAY-

MOND) a French physician, born at Montpel-
lier in 1772, died in 1805. He was professor
of natural history at the School of Medicine

;
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and he left in MS. two important works
"
Hist. Nat. des Mollusques Terrestres et Flu-

viatiles de la France," published by M. Clos,
Paris, 1805, 4to; and "

Monographic des Coii-

ferves," to be edited by M. Bory de St Vin-
cent. Biog. Univers. Class.

DRAPARNAUD (VICTOR MARK XAVIER)
born in 1773 at Montpellier, died of cholera
1833. He commenced his life wildly, and
became afterwards a clerk in a public office

belonging to the army. He was soon tired
of this life, fabricated a commission as an
adjutant-general, and went with it to Nice,
where he was employed for a moment, but
was soon discovered and brought before a

court-martial, convicted of forgery, and con-
demned to hard labour for life. He contrived
to escape from the prison at Toulon, and got
into Spain. Hearing that his wife had got a
divorce, he contracted a second marriage in

Barcelona, and became naturalized as a Spa-
niard. He discovered a plot to poison the
flour delivered to the French garrison by
mixing arsenic with it. This did not procure
him the remission of his sentence. He was
detained a prisoner until 1813. Being at

Bordeaux in 1815, when the duchess d'Angou-
leme was there, he attempted to organise a
resistance to Napoleon just returned from
Elba, and worked hard to second her efforts.

After the second return of the king he went
to Montpellier, and there laboured for several

years, most probably on the works he after-

wards published. In 1820 he went to Paris,
and brought out a number of theatrical pieces,
none of which obtained much success. He
was pensioned by the Bourbons, but his in-

come from that source he lost in 1 830. Be-
sides his dramatic works, he wrote an Epistle
to the emperor Alexander of Russia. Sib.
Univers.

DRAYTON (WILLIAM HENRY) an Ameri-
can magistrate and historical and political

writer, born in South Carolina in 1742, died

member of the national congress at Phila-

delphia in 1779. He published some political

tracts, and he is said to have left prepared for

the press a "
History of the American Revo-

lution." Idem.
DRESSERUS (MATTHEW) a native of

Erfurt, professor of oratory in the university
of Leipsic. He was born in 1536, and is

known as the author of " Tres Libri Progym-
nasmaturn Litteraturse Grsecae," 8vo ;

" De
Festis Diebus Christianorum, Judsorum, et

Ethnicorum," 8vo
;

"
Isagoge Historica," 8vo;

and of four books on rhetoric. He died in

1607. Moreri.
DREW (SAMUEL) born in Cornwall 1765,

died 1833 at Helston. His parents were poor.
He was educated at a small village school,
and was apprenticed to a shoemaker. He
was ill-treated by his master, and left him for

another at Milbrook, whence he returned to

St. Austell, and took the management of a

workshop. He was there taken with an

ardent desire of knowledge, and set about

supplying his want of education by close

attention to study. He lost his brother at



DROLLING.
twenty-two years of age, who had become a

Methodist ;
and the loss operated so much

upon his mind that he joined the sect in

his turn, and was soon chosen one of their

preachers. He now laboured more than ever

to speak with propriety and correctness. At

last, from reading books, he became a writer,

and insensibly the favourable reception of his

works led him to quit his trade. His first

essay appeared in 1 799 ; but he remained in

his native place until 1819, when he was
made editor of the "

Imperial Magazine,"
and some works attaching to the sect of the

Wesleyan Methodists. He was fifty-four

years of age when he was suddenly attacked

with mental feebleness, and was taken from

London to Helston, in Cornwall, by his child-

ren, where he died. He published
" Remarks

on the first part of Paine's Age of Reason;
"

" Observations on Polwhele's Anecdotes of

Methodism ;

" " An Essay on the Immate-

riality and Immortality of the Soul ;"
" An

Essay on the Identity and on the General
Resurrection of the Human Body ;"

" A Trea-

tise on the Attributes and Existence of God ;"
" The Life of Dr Coke ;

" "A History of the

County of Cornwall." Orig,
DROLLING (MARTIN) born at Oberg-

heim 1752, died 1817, an eminent painter.
He delineated familiar life with great truth and

beauty, both of sentiment and colouring. His
works were highly popular while he lived,

and will remain so. He left his home, and
travelled to Paris with only a letter of intro-

duction to a valet of the prince de Conde ;

but he was repulsed, and even ordered from
the fellow's house. He passed his first night
in the open air, and for twenty-four hours
suffered the pains of hunger. At last by
accident he met two of his own countrymen,
who got him out of his perplexity, and gave
him means and time to procure occupation.
A picture-dealer on the bridge of Notre Dame
consented, on due consideration, to give him

thirty sols per picture for his labour. While

working for this trader he became acquainted
with the domestics of a great family, who sat

to him for their portraits, and procured some
of their comrades elsewhere to do the same.

By these kind of ill-paid works he contrived

to live. He conquered adverse circumstances,

got good instructions, and rose into repute;
his astonishing perseverance giving him his

place in art at last. One of his best works is
" A House for sale

;

" an "
Orange-merchant"

is another. The "
Kitchen," the "

Dining-
room," and the "

Village Schoolmistress," are
works of this artist more particularly ad-

mired. Diet. Fran.

DROSTE-HULSOFF (C. A. M. ANTONIO
AI.OYS PAULde) born 1793, died 1832, a Ger-
man lawyer of Westphalia. He was also a

theological professor, and follower of the

noted Hermes. His lectures on law at Bonn
were said to be little more than the echo of

his master, whom he had followed there. He
left a number of professional treatises, pub-
lished during the last ten years of his life.

DROUET (count D'EBLON) born 1765,

DRUMMOND.
died 1843, a distinguished officer of the
French army in the time of the empire. Ou
the first return of the Bourbons he com-
manded under them the 16th military divi-

sion, and became a chevalier of St Louis.
On the return of Napoleon he took an active

part under his old master, and commanded a

corps at the battles of Fleurus and Waterloo.
He retired into Germany after that event, re-

turned in 1830, and was for two years gover-
nor of Algiers. In 1843 he was made a
marshal of France. Sib. Univers.

DROUET (JOHN BAPTIST) a member of
the National Convention, born in 1763. He
was postmaster at St Menehould, in June
1791, when Louis XVI and his family passed
through that place with an intention to flee

from France ; and through his interference the

royal party was led back to Paris. Drouet
refused the offer of 30,000 francs from the
National Assembly for this service. In 1792
he was nominated a deputy to the Convention,
in which he accused Uumouriez, assisted in
the ruin of the Girondists, and distinguished
himself by his violence on several occasions.

Being sent a commissioner to the army of the

north, he was taken prisoner by the Austrians,
and in 1795 exchanged with others of his

party for the daughter of Louis XVI. He
was afterwards a member of the Council of
Five Hundred, and under the consulship sub-

prefect of St Menehould. In 1815 he was
chosen deputy from the department of Marne
to the chamber of representatives ;

and being
excepted out ofthe amnesty published January
6, 1816, and condemned to exile, he retired

to Macon. where he died in obscurity in April
1824. Biog. Univ. Class.

DRUMMOND (sirWILLIAM) an ingenious
and learned antiquary and cultivator of polite
literature. He belonged to a distinguished
Scottish family settled at Logic Almond,
where he possessed an estate. He was a

knight of the order of the Crescent, a privy
councillor, and a fellow ofthe Royal Societies

of London and Edinburgh ; and at one period
he filled the office of envoy- extraordinary and

minister-plenipotentiary from Great Britain

to the king of the Two Sicilies. In 1794 he

published his first work, " A Review of the

Governments of Sparta and Athens." At the

close of the year 1795 he was chosen MP. for

St Mawes
;
and in the parliaments which met

in 1796 and 1801 he had a seat for the borough
of Lostwithiel. In 1798 he published a trans-

lation of the Satires of Persius. In 1801,
while on an embassy at Constantinople, he
was invested with the Turkish order of the

Crescent, his title to which was confirmed by
licence in the London Gazette, September 8,

1803. His death took place at Rome, March
29, 1828. Besides the works above mentioned
he was the author of " Academical Questions,"
1 805

;

"
Herculanensia, or Archaeological Dis-

sertations, containing a MS found among the
Ruins of Herculaneum," 1810, 4to

; "An
Essay on a Punic Inscription found in the
Isle of Malta," 1811, 4to; "Odin, a Poem,"
1818; and "

Origines, or Remarks on the
174
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Origin of several Empires, States, and Cities,"

1824, 2 vols, 8vo; and likewise an unpub-
lished treatise entitled "

CEdipus Judaicus,"

designed to show that some of the stories in

the Old Testament are merely allegorical,

and this involved him in a controversy with

the Rev. George D'Oyley, DD. Gent. Mag.
DUAULT (FRANC.OIS MARIE GUILLAUME)

born at St Malo 1757, died in Paris 1834, a

Parisian man of letters, and contributor to

much of the periodical literature of his

time. He published the "
Athenaide,"

" Les

Amours,"
" The Seasons," and other works of

a light character, and translated one of the

novels of Henry M'Kenzie. Bib. Fran.

DUBOIS (baron ANTOINE) born 1756,near

Cahors, died 1837, an able physician, and

professor of the college of surgery at Paris.

His reputation was extensive. He was one

of the commission to Egypt, and was the

attendant of the empress Maria Louisa when
she lay in of young Napoleon. He invented

several surgical instruments, one of which
was named after him. He wrote a number
of interesting professional articles, and contri-

buted to the French "
Dictionary of Medical

Science." Bio. Univers.

DUBOIS DE CRANCE (EDMUND Louis

ALEXIS) minister-at-war under the French

directory, was born at Charleville in 1747.

He was a deputy to the states-general in 1789,
when he displayed his enmity to the nobility,

arising partly from personal motives. In the

convention he voted for the death of the king,
and against the appeal to the people. The

republican army owed to him its first organi-

zation, as he procured the decree for the levy
of 300,000 men, the arrangement of promotion
according to seniority, and the union of the

troops of the line with the battalions of the

national guard. He was a member of the

committee of public safety ;
and being sent

with some of his colleagues, in 1793, to sup-

press the insurrection at Lyons, he was ac-

cused of moderatism, recalled, and arrested.

He, however, recovered his liberty, and re-

appeared in the Convention. At this period
he made a motion purporting that each mem-
ber of the Convention should be obliged to

answer this question,
" What have you done

to deserve hanging, if a counter-revolution

should take place ?" Dubois attracted but

little notice in the Council of Five Hundred,
but the Directory appointed him inspector-

general and war minister. He opposed Bona-

parte, who, on gaining the ascendancy, de-

prived Dubois of his posts, when he retired

into Champagne. A report of his death was
circulated in 1800, and again in 1805; but
that event did not take place till June 1814.

Among his numerous publications may be

noticed,
" Observations sur la Constitution

Militaire," 1789, 8vo
;
and "Tableau des

Persecutions que Barrere a fait eprouver a
Dubois-Crance pendant 15 Mois," 1795, 8vo.

Biog. ffonv. des Contemp. Biog. Univ. Class.

DU BOIS (J. P. J.) private secretary to

the king of Poland, in Holland. The dates
of his birth and death are unknown. He
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wrote the " Lives of the Governors-General
of the East Indies ;" also " An Account of the
sland of Corsica, and Memoirs of Pascal
Paoli." He also contributed nine volumes to

he " General History of Voyages," the Hague
edition. Bib. Univers.

DUBY (PETER AUCHER TOBIESEN) a Swiss
medalist of considerable antiquarian research,

especially with respect to ancient numismatics.
He was born at Housseau in 1721, and the

earlier part of his life was passed in military
service, till, having lost a limb at Fontenoy,
tie retired, turned his attention to literature,
and became linguist to the king's library at

Paris. He made a curious collection of French

coins, especially of those struck by the earlier

feudal seigneurs, and was the author of a
work on medals in three quarto volumes,

printed in 1790, eight years after his decease.

Diet. Hist.

DUCANGE (PIERRE AUGCSTIN BRAHAIN)
died 1 833, secretary of the French embassy
to Holland. He published several small

works, and edited the Leyden Gazette. He
had a son, VICTOR HENRI, who also died

1833. His publications were numerous.

Bib. Univers.

DUCASSE (JOHN BAFT.) a French naval

officer, who was a native of the province of

Beam. After having been in the service of

the company of Senegal, he entered into the

royal navy, and was made captain of a ship

by Louis XIV. In 1691 he was appointed

governor of St Domingo, in which post he

rendered himself formidable to the English ;

and during the war about the Spanish succes-

sion he gained a victory over admiral Ben-

bow, for which he was raised to the command
of a squadron, with the title of lieutenant-

general of marines. He headed the fleet

which invested Barcelona in 1714; but his

infirmities obliged him to retire from the ser-

vice, and he died in the following year.

Bioy. Univ.

DUCCIO DI BONINSEGNA, an emi-

nent Italian artist, known as the inventor, or

rather restorer, of the lavoro di commesso, a

peculiar description of mosaic-work. He was
also an excellent painter, and a very favour-

able specimen of his abilities exists in an

altar-piece at Sienna. The date of his birth

is uncertain, but his death took place about
the year 1"11.

DUCHANGE (GASPARD) an eminent
French engraver, who was a disciple of John
Audran. He was born at Paris in 1662,
died in 1756, councillor of the Academy of

Painting.
DUCHENEZ (BALTHAZER ALEXANDRE

OREMGIANI) died 1833, aged 100. He was a

judge in the province of Savoy, and honorary
president of the senate. His legal knowledge
and integrity of conduct were coincident.

Bib. Univers.

DUCHESNE (ANTHONY NICOLAS) born

1747, died 1827, a distinguished French
naturalist. He left several very approved
works upon botany and gardening. He was

upon the list of the suspected at the revolu-
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tion, but was fortunate enough to escape being

brought before the Convention. Bib. Univers.

DUCHESNOIS (CATHERINE JOSEPHINE)
born 1777 at St Saulvne, near Valenciennes,
died 1835. Her true name was Rafin. In

early life she had to contend with every kind

of difficulty. Her father was a domestic ser-

vant. She obtained no education, and she

passed her youth among rude countrymen
and agricultural labourers. In 1792 she went

to Paris to endeavour to find a sister who led

a precarious life, when she saw Rancour as

Agrippina in "
Britannicus," and was struck

with so much admiration that she was able

the next day to recite some of the finer pas-

sages. She returned to Valenciennes, and
there went into the service of a lady of that

city, who admitted her sometimes to be her

companion, and permitted her to visit the

theatre and indulge her natural taste. During
the winter of 1796 and 1797 a dramatic

society had been organised in that town, and
there were to be performances for the benefit

of the poor. Miss Rafin took a part in the

pieces, and appeared in the character of Sophia
in" Robert, Chief of the Robbers," of Caroline

in " Charles and Caroline," and of Palmyra
in " Mahomet." The first attempts of young
Catherine were worth to the poor, in one

winter, five hundred garments, of which they
stood in great need. Encouraged by this

success, she did not hesitate to set out for

Paris, and on her arrival fell into the hands
of able masters. Aided by the poet Legouve
and others, and protected by Madame Bona-

parte, whose name she adopted on quitting
her own, she made her first appearance at

the The'atre Fran<jais, in 1 804, in the character

of Phedra. She played that character several

times over, and afterwards that of Semiramis ;

then Hermione, Dido, and Roxana. Never
were receptions so flattering or applause so

tumultuous. At the same tune Miss Weymar,
daughter of the director of the theatre of

Amiens, came out at the same theatre. A
part of the public and some of the journals
declared in favour of the last lady, who pos-
sessed uncommon beauty. The two actresses

occupied the attention of the press and the

public for a considerable time, and never was
there such a contest in the dramatic annals of
France. Finally, the Theatre Francois re-

ceived both actresses in 1804. Duchesnois
was remarkable for that sensibility which
enabled her to give the most perfect expres-
sion to her characters, and she sustained with
Talma the honours of the French stage before

all Europe. Napoleon had her to perform at

Erfurt in 1808, before a pit full of kings.
She was enabled, by her success, to support
her parents in comfort ; and her aid was

always ready, and her house an asylum for

the unfortunate. She took the mother of
Lavalette into her house, and she would
have saved Labedoycre if he would have
consented to it. The death of Talma was a

severe misfortune to Duchesuois. She retired

from the stage, and appeared there no more,

except upon very peculiar occasions for the

DUCQ.
benefit of actors. In the commencement of
1 834, finding her end approach, she received

the consolations of religion, and expired on the
Sth of January. She was buried near Talma
in Pere-la-Chaise cemetery. Bio. Fran.
DUCIS (JOHN FRANCIS) a distinguished

French tragic poet, horn at Versailles, in

1733. He studied at the college of Orleans.
His earliest essays betrayed few tokens
of his future celebrity. He was thirty-three
when his first drama,

"
Amelise," was repre-

sented, and which he withdrew after it had
been once performed. Not disheartened by
his want of success, Duels had recourse to the

stage again the following year, taking for his

model our celebrated countryman Shakspeare.
He produced in succession "

Hamlet," 1769;" Romeo et Juliette," 1772;
" Le Roi Lear,"

1783;
"
Macbeth," 1784; "Jean Sans-Terre,"

1791 ; and "
Othello," 1792

;
all which, except" Jean Sans-Terre," were eminently successful.

These are rather imitations than translations

of the productions of the English dramatist
;

but though Duels, in compliance with the taste

of his countrymen, has thrown a veil over
some of the bolder features of the original, he
has preserved more of the spirit of Shakspeare
than any other French theatrical writer. In
"
(Edipe chez Admete," which appeared in

1778, the author imitated the early Greek

tragedians, and this work is considered as his

chef-d'oeuvre. He was soon after chosen to

succeed Voltaire in the French Academy. His
" Famille Arabe," an entirely original compo-
sition, displays many beauties, but is, like his

other works, defective in the connexion of its

parts ;
for Ducis, while he excelled in detached

scenes, was unsuccessful in his attempts to

form a harmonious combination, so as to pro-
duce a proper effect. Devoted wholly to the

drama, he took no part in the events of the

revolutionary era ; and he rejected the favours
which were proffered him by Bonaparte.
He survived the restoration of Louis XVIII,
and his interview with that prince was a cir-

cumstance which brightened the latter days
of his lengthened existence. He enjoyed the

use of his physical and moral faculties till his

death, which happened hi the beginning of

1817. His works were published in 3 vols,

8vo, and in 6 vols, 32mo
;
and M. Campenon

published
" Les CEuvres Posthumes de Ducis,"

with his Life, 1825, 8vo. Biog. Now. des

Contemp. Lit. Gaz.
DUCKWORTH (sir JOHN THOMAS) born

at Leatherhead in Surrey, 1748, died 1817,
a British admiral. He entered the service at

eleven years of age, and was present in nu-
merous naval engagements. He first com-
manded a ship at the commencement of the

last war. He passed the Dardanelles with a
British squadron, not without some loss, and
commanded the fleet that destroyed a French

squadron in the Bay of St Domingo in 1806,
where captain Keats bore the brunt of the

day. Duckworth died while naval com-
mander-in-chief at Plymouth. Gent. Mag.
DUCQ (JOHN, le) born at the Hague, 1636,

died 1670, a painter and pupil of Paul Potter.
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He afterwards abandoned the pencil for a

military life, and then quitted it to return to

painting. His pictures have been often con-

founded with those of his master. H also

left etchings, and among others a pack of

eight dogs, published in quarto, having the

date 1654. Bryan's Diet. Painters.

DUCQ (JOSEPH FRANCIS) born at Ledeg-
hem, a village of West Flanders, died 1829.

His father was a barber-surgeon, who gave
his son but a sorry education. He was placed
under the tutorage of Peter le Cock, the

painter, with whom he made a rapid pro-

gress. He obtained the best prize for design,
in 1789, at the Royal Academy of Paris

; that

of the painted figure in 1796; and that of

expression in a head in 1800. He went to

Home in 1807. In 1815 he was nominated
first professor to the Academy of Fine Arts
at Bruges, and became successively painter
to the King of the Netherlands, Chevalier of
the Belgic Lion, and corresponding member
of the Institute of Amsterdam. His picture
of Antonello of Messina visiting the studio

of John Vandyck, and the marriage of An-

gelica and Medor, are his best works. A
stroke of apoplexy deprived him of the use
of his right arm first, and then destroyed
him. Bio. Univers.

DUCREST (CHARLES Louis, marquis)
brother of madame de Genlis, was born near
Autun in 1747, and died in the neighbour-
hood of Orleans in 1 824. He entered young
into the navy, which he quitted for the army,
in which he rose to the rank of colonel com-
mandant of the royal grenadiers. In 1787 he

presented a memoir to Louis XVI, announcing
himself as the only person capable of re-

establishing prosperity in the financial affairs

of France. His pretensions exposed him to

ridicule, and he shortly after left Ms native

country, but returned in 1790 to make a claim
of a large sum from the duke of Orleans, then
in the height of his popularity. The latter

refused payment, and Ducrest sued him for

the debt, pleaded his own cause (which no
advocate would undertake), and gained it. He
then quitted France again, and did not return
till 1800, from which period till his death he

occupied himself in literary undertakings. In
1617 he published

"
Traite' de la Monarchic

Absolue," Paris, 12mo, in which he proposed,
among various strange innovations, to abolish

the ministry of the marine, to teach the mili-

tary exercise by the Lancasterian system, and
to pay soldiers with lottery-tickets. Diet, des

H. M. du \ 8me S. Biog. Univ. Class.

DUFAU (FORTUNE) an eminent French

painter, who was a native of St Domingo, and
died at Paris in 1821. He studied under
David ; and after the restoration he was ap-
pointed professor at the school of St Cyr.
Among his principal works are " Count Ugo-
lino in Prison," and "

St Vincent de Paul."

Bing. Nouv. des Contemp.
DUFRENOY (ADELAIDE GILLETTE)

whose family name was Billett, a French

lady distinguished for her literary compo-
sitions. She published, besides other works,
SUPPLEMENT. 177
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a collection of "

Elegies," 1807
;

" Les Beautes
de mist, de la Grece Moderne," 1825, 2 vols,
1 2mo ; and several romances for the instruc-
tion of youth. She was born at Nantes in

1765, and died March 7, 1825. -Biog. Univ.
Class.

DUIGENAN, LLD. (PATRICK) an Irish
civilian of our own times, born of humble
parents, who with difficulty afforded him the
means of education as a sizar at Trinity col-

lege, Dublin. By indefatigable industry,
united to a considerable share of zeal, he
raised himself to the post of vicar-general of
the diocese of Armagh, with a seat in the
Irish House of Commons, and the rank of a

privy counsellor. Dr Duigenan was a strong
promoter of the Union, after the carrying of
which measure he obtained a seat in the

English parliament, and exerted himself there
with great perseverance in opposition to Ca-
tholic emancipation. He was the author of a
few political tracts, the principal of which
was entitled " An Address to the Nobility and

Gentry of Ireland ;" also of a small work
called "

Lachrymae Academicee," 8vo. He
died in the spring of 1816, iii his eighty-
second year. Gent. Mag.
DUISMAER (ALBERT JAMES van EWITT)

died 1820. He was professor of law at Gro-

niugen, and left a number of Latin disserta-

tions upon nice points of jurisprudence.
Bio. Univ.
DULAURE (JACQUES ANTOINE) born

1755, at Clermont-Ferrand, died 1835. He
was bred an architect, and abandoned his pro-
fession for a literary life. In 1785 he edited

several literary journals, and advanced anti-

religious principles. At the revolution in

1789 he attacked the nobles and priests in

several violent publications. He voted for

the death of Louis XVI. He held several

appointments under the revolutionary govern-
ment, and became one of the Council of Five
Hundred. After the 18th Brumaire he aban-
doned politics, and published a number of
learned and useful works, of which several

had great success. He died at Paris, and left

behind him works in manuscript. Idem.
DULON (Louis) a distinguished flute-

player and composer of instrumental music,
who was born in 1769. He was the son of a
civil officer at Orianenburg, near Berlin

;
and

he lost his sight in early infancy, in conse-

quence of inflammation of the eyes. While

very young he manifested a taste for music,
in consequence of which his father, who was
a musical amateur, was induced to instruct

him in playing on the German flute when he
was about eight years old. He studied the

works of Quanz and Telemann
;
and in 1781

he went with his father to Berlin, where he
became the pupil of the chamber-musician
Reif. So greatly did he profit by these advan-

tages, that he became a most skilful performer,
and from his sixteenth year may be dated the

commencement of that high reputation which
he enjoyed not only in Germany, but also in

Holland and England, both which countries

he visited, and remained some time at Amster-
N
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dam and in London. At Hamburgh he formed

an intimate acquaintance with the famous
musician Charles Philip Emanuel Bach, for

whose talents he always expressed the highest
admiration. He derived much advantage,
both as a performer and a composer, from a

palpable alphabet, invented in 1796 by the

Aulic counsellor Wolke, which afforded him
the means of attaining a high degree of ex-

cellence in the art which he professed. This

ingenious musician appears to have passed
the latter part of his life at Wurtzburg ;

and
he died there July 7, 1826. Dulon composed
an autobiographical work, entitled " The Life

and Opinions of the Blind Flutist," edited by
the celebrated Wieland, 2 vols, 1807-8.

JYew German Necrology.
DUMAS (count MATHIEC) born at Mont-

pellier 1753, died in 1837, a general in the

service of France. He was aide-de-camp of

Lafayette when the national guard was formed.

He commanded the escort that in 1791 con-

ducted Louis XVI to the capital. He was

continually employed under the empire, went
into Russia, and in 1813 was made prisoner
at Leipsic. He was named counsellor on the

return of the Bourbons, but accepted the

general direction of the national guards during
the hundred days. After the revolution of

1830 he was elevated to the peerage. As a

writer he is principally known by his account
of the military events, or historical essays on
the campaigns from 1799 to 1807, in nineteen

\ols. This is one of the most important
works which has yet appeared upon the wars of
the Revolution and the Empire. Bio. Univ.

DUMESNIL (MARIE FRANCOISE) a cele-

brated actress, born at Paris in 1713. She
first appeared on the stage in 1 737, and rose

to the highest eminence as a tragic performer.
In 1775 she retired to private life, and died in

1803 at Boulogne, where she had long re-

sided. In 1800 was published
" Me'm. de M.

F. Dumesnil, en repouse aux Me'm. d'Hyppo-
iyte Clairon," 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.
DUMONT (FRANCIS) born at Luneville

1751, died 1833, a painter of portraits and

history.
DUMONT (STEPHEN) a Jesuit, and a dis-

tinguished writer on legislation. He was a
native of Geneva, and was born about 1750.
For some time he was the coadjutor ofM Du-
roveray in the editorship of a journal designed
as a continuation of that of Mirabeau. In
1792 he held the office of librarian to the

marquis of Lansdowne, and during his resi-

dence in England he contracted an intimate

friendship with the celebrated Jeremy Ben-
tham, who intrusted him with the manuscript
of his great work written in French, and en-

titled
" Traite' de Legislation Civile," which

Dumont published in 1802, 3 vols, 8vo. In
1812 be appeared as the editor and translator

of Bentham's " The'orie des Peines et des Re'-

compenses," 2 vols, 8vo. He also published
Bentham's " Tactics of Legislative Assem-

blies, to which is added a Treatise on Poli-

tical Sophisms," 1816, 2 vols, 8vo. He died
at Milan in 1829, on his return to Geneva,

DUNN.
whither his remains were conveyed and there

interred beside those of M Charles Pictet.

Since the decease of M Dumont a very inter-

esting production of his pen has been pub-
lished, under the title of " Souvenirs sur

Mirabeau," of which there is an English
translation. Month. Mag.
DUMONT D'URVILLE (JcLitrs SEBAS-

TIAN CESAR) born in 1790, died 1842. He
was a native of Normandy and a seaman.
He sailed on his first scientific expedition in

the Chevrette commanded by captain Gaul-

tier, ordered in 1820 to perfect the hydro-
graphy of the Greek Archipelago, the Sea of

Marmora, the Bosphorus, and the Black Sea.
At Milo he discovered a statue of Venus,
which was afterwards sent to France, and is

one of the chief ornaments of the Louvre.
He sailed in 1822 upon an expedition, in the

Esquille, and while exploring different coasts

collected 3000 species of plants and 1200 of

insects, a great number of which were quite
new. In 1825 he sailed to New Zealand in

the Astrolabe, and corrected the form of the
coasts of those islands, traced that of New
Guinea, and gave an account of numerous
remains of Peyrouse's wreck, literally encum-

bering the French museum of natural his-

tory with his treasures. He sailed on a third

voyage in 1837, and visited New Shetland,

discovering the land of Louis-Philippe still

more to the southward. He was elected pre-
sident of the Geographical Society of Paris,
and was busy preparing the account of his

last voyage for the press, when he perished
with his wife and son, in the unfortunate
accident that occurred on the Versailles rail-

road in 1842. His body was carbonized to

such an extent as not to be recognised. His

voyage was afterwards printed by order of
the French government. Bio. Univ.

DUNDAS (sir DAVID) an English general,
born at Edinburgh about 1735, died in 1820.

He was a member of the pnvy council, com-
mander of the first regiment of dragoon
guards, and executed the functions of adjutant-
general of the army. He enjoyed the repu-
tation of being a profound tactician

;
and after

the peace of 1783 he obtained permission to

go to Potsdam, to be present at a general
review of the Prussian army by Frederick

the Great. On his return he published, with
a dedication to the king,

"
Principles of Mili-

tary Movements, chiefly applied to Infantry,"
1788, 8vo; and shortly after "Regulations for

the Cavalry;" both which have been adopted
as standard works for the direction of military
men. Sir D. Dnndas, in 1809, succeeded to

the chief command of the army, on the tem-

porary resignation of the duke of York.
Ann. Reg.
DUNN (SAMUEL) a schoolmaster, many

years resident at Chelsea, where he acquired
considerable property, which at his death he

bequeathed towards the foundation of a ma-
thematical school at Crediton in Devonshire,
the place of his nativity. Mr Dunn was
himself an able mathematician, and was ap-
pointed by the honourable East India Com-
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pany to examine their cadets in astronomy
and navigation. He was the author of a tract

on the doctrine of the sphere, and of an atlas

in two folio volumes, as well as of some mis-

cellaneous papers to be found in the Trans-
actions of the Royal Society. His death took

place in 1792. Gent. Mag.
DUNSTANVILLE (FRANCIS BASSET, lord

de)born in 1757, died 1835, baron of Tehidy,
county of Cornwall. He entered the House
of Commons for Penryn in 1780. In 1779
the French and Spanish fleets appeared off

Plymouth, the dockyard of which was in a

defenceless state. He was then Francis

Basset. Having great interest with the Cor-

nish miners, he appealed to them; a large

body came forward and marched to Plymouth,
Basset at their head. They threw up lines

and a ditch all round the dockyard and the

town of Plymouth-dock without the walls of

the yard in a very short space of time, with

angles to flank them, upon which heavy guns
from the stores in the port were soon mounted,
and the place secured against a coup de main.

For this service he was made a baronet. He
was promoted to the peerage in 1796, and
afterwards made baron Basset of Stratton,

Cornwall, with remainder to his daughter
on the failure of male issue. As a man he
was respected and beloved by persons of every
shade of opinion in Cornwall. He was a

liberal landed proprietor. He had a large
income from mines. He was kind and bene-

volent in his dealings ;
and no one was ever

more lamented in the circle of his acquaint-
ance. He was author of several papers in

Arthur Young's "Annals ofAgriculture," and
he published, in 1811, an edition of Carew's

"Survey of Cornwall," with notes. He died

from the effects of an attack of paralysis.

Orig.
DUNSTER (SAMUEL) an English clergy-

man, known as the translator of the Satires

and Art of Poetry of Horace into English
prose. CHARLES DUNSTEB, son of the pre-

ceding, received his education at Trinity col-

lege, Oxford, and died at Petworth in the

county of Sussex, of which living he had been

many years the incumbent. Mr Dunster was
a good classical scholar, as well as an able

divine. Of his theological works the principal

are,
"
Discursory Considerations on the Gos-

pels of St Mathew and St Luke," 8vo, which

brought him into a controversy with Mr Chur-

ton, the editor of Dr Townson's works ;

" A
Letter to the Lord Bishop of London on a

Passage in St Matthew's Gospel," 8vo ; and
"A Letter to Granville Sharpe, esq. on the

Lord's Prayer." He also published a transla-

tion of The Frogs of Aristophanes, and com-
mentaries of Phillips's poem Cyder, and the

Paradise Regained, with a separate treatise on
" The Early Reading of Milton." His death
took place in 1816. Gent. Mag.
DUPATY (CHARLES) son of the president

Dupaty, one of the most distinguished sculp-
tors of the modern French school. He was a

member of the class of fine arts of the Insti-

tute, and died November 13, 1825. This
179
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artist studied under Lemot, and resided seven

years at Rome. Among his finest productions
is a group representing

"
Religion consoling

France," for the sepulchral monument of the
duke of Berri. Biog. Univ. Class.

DUPONT (LEONARD PUECH) born at

Bayeux 1795, died 1828, a French anatomist
and naturalist. He excelled in modelling
natural objects in a mode peculiarly his own,
and exceedingly curious. Bio. Fran.
DUPONT DE NEMOURS (P. SAMUEL)

a French political economist, member of the

Institute, &c. born at Paris in 1739, and
died in America, August 6, 1817. He filled

some diplomatic situations, and under the

ministry ofM de Vergennes he was appointed,
counsellor of state. He was afterwards chosen
a member of the States-general; and he twice
sat as president of the Constituent Assembly.
He subsequently edited a constitutional jour-
nal, in which he opposed the anarchists, and
he narrowly escaped becoming their victim.

After having been a member of the Council of

Ancients, he encountered new perils on the
revolution of the 8th of Fructidor 1797, in

consequence of the strong expression of his

sentiments in the Historian, a journal of which
he was the editor. His liberty was preserved
through the friendship of Chenier, and at

length he went to the United States, whence
he returned in 1805, and became secretary of
the chamber of commerce. Notwithstanding
his great age, he accepted the office of secre-

tary of the provisional government in 1814;
and in March 1815 he finally retired to Ame-
rica, bearing with him the esteem of the king,
who, on his second restoration, replaced him
on the list of counsellors of state, and retained

for him his place in the Institute. Besides a

great number of memoirs and political essays;,
he was the author of " Reflexions sur 1'Ecrit

intit. Richesses de PEtat," London, 1763,

8vo; and "
Philosophic de 1'Univers," 1790.

8vo.

DUPPA (RICHARD) FSA. a barrister, who
was educated at Trinity college, Oxford, and
took the degree of LLB. at Trinity hall,

Cambridge, in 1814. He published a number
of works on different subjects, including

'* A
Journal of the most remarkable occurrences

that took place at Rome upon the Subversion
of the Ecclesiastical Government in 1 798 ;"
" The Life and Literary Works of Michael

Angelo Buonarroti, with his Poetry and Let-

ters," 1806, 4to 3rd edit. 1816; "Elements
of Botany," 1809, 3 vols, 8vo ;

" The Life of

Raffaelle," 1816; "Travels in Italy," 1828;
" Travels on the Continent, Sicily, and the

Lipari Islands," 1829. He died at Lincoln's

Inn, London, July 11, 1831. Gent. Mag.
DUPUYTREN(GuiLLAUiE)born at Pierre

Buffiere, in the department of the Haute

Vienne, in 1778, died in Paris 1835, a sur-

geon of high professional attainments and

eloquence. His parents were poor. A cavalry

officer, while he was a child, struck with his

appearance, offered to take him to Paris, and

in 1790, when he was but twelve years of age,
he commenced his career there, under M

N2



DUQUESNE.
Thouret, a celebrated physician, who con-

ceived a strong attachment for him. He was

admitted as a second-class surgeon on the 26th

of Fructidor, year X. A doctor in 1803;

assistant-surgeon in chief in 1808, and in 1812,

in the front of a host of competitors, professor

of surgery. In 1815 he was made surgeon in

chief of the Hotel Dieu, and in 1818 a mem-
ber of the Institute. His works are numerous

in anatomy, physiology, and pathology. He
was attacked in 1833 by a slight touch of

apoplexy, when his friends urged him to aban-

don his labours, and seek a return of health

in Italy. He came back in 1834, apparently

recovered, and renewed his lectures at the

Hotel Dieu ;
but was then attacked with pleu-

risy. Sea-bathing was recommended ; he re-

turned back worse. The disease assumed a

mortal character ;
but to the last he gave pro-

fessional advice, and had his journal read to him

the evening before his death. He left Madame
de Beaumont seven millions of francs, and

200,000 to found a professorship of medico-

chirurgical pathology, with 300,000 to found

a house of retirement for twelve superannuated
medical men. Dupuytren left his library to his

nephew, and neither forgot his assistants nor

one of his domestic servants. Sib. Univ.

DUQUESNE (ABRAHAM) born 1610, died

1688, a celebrated French naval officer. He
was first distinguished for his contests with

the Spaniards, for whom he seems to have

had an inextinguishable dislike, perhaps in

consequence of his father having been killed

by them. He first distinguished himself in

1637. He attacked the Spaniards near Gat-

laie, and fought them with great fury. At

Corunna, in 1639, he made them feel his

blows again, and here he was wounded. In

1641 he distinguished himself before Tarra-

gona, and a little afterwards was again
wounded in a contest with them off Cape de

Gat. He was sent to succour the Swedes

against the Danes, and would have taken

Christian IV prisoner, had he not got off to

the land after a conflict of two days. In 1672

he distinguished himself against the Dutch
under Ruyter and van Tromp. He also dis

played his courage off the coast of Sicily. H<

captured the vessel, off that coast, in which
were the remains of de Ruyter, the Dutch

admiral, who had been killed. They were on
the way to Holland. He gave the officer in

charge of them a free passport. He blockadec

Algiers, and forced the barbarians to terms
Louis XIV lamented that he could not rewan
him as he wished, because he was a Protestant

Telling Mad, Duquesne of it, she said he

should tell the king,
"
Though I am a Pro-

testant, my services are Catholic." Biog
Univ.

DURAND DE MAILLANE (PETER
TOUSSAINT) a French lawyer, born in Pro-

vence in 1729, and died about 1810. He was

deputy from Aries to the States-general in

1 789, member of the National Convention
and at length member of the Council of An
cients. He was deeply skilled in the canon

law, on which subject he published many

DUROURE.
works, which may still be consulted with ad-

antage. Among his productions is an "
Apo-

ogetical History of the Ecclesiastical Com-
mittee of the National Convention," to which
le belonged. Biog. Univ. Class.

DURAS (duchesse de) a literary lady of

eminence, distinguished for her virtues as well
as her talents. She was the daughter of count

iersaint, who voted in the National Conven-
ion against the execution of Louis XVI, and
"ell a victim to his integrity. To madame de
Ouras Paris owes the foundation of a pri-

mary school for the education of the children
of the poor. She published two works of

fancy,
"
Ourika," and "

Edward," which en-
;itle her to be ranked with Tencin and La-

fayette. Her death took place at Nice, after

a long and painful illness, towards the end of
1827. Morning Chronicle.

DUREAU DE LA MALLE (JOHN BAPT.
Jos. RENE) a French writer, member of the

legislative body, and of the Institute. He
translated the treatise of Seneca, De Bene-

ficiis, Paris, 1776, 12mo; and left in MS a

poetical translation of the Achilleis of Sta-

tius
;
but his principal productions are versions

of the works of Tacitus, first published in

1790, 3 vols, 8vo; and the "History of Sal-

lust," 1808, 8vo. He had commenced a trans-

lation of Livy, which was finished by M. Noel,
and printed with the original, in 15 vols, 8vo,
1810, &c.iog. Univ. Class.

DUROURE (Loos HENRI SCIPION GRI-
MOARD BEAUVOIR, count FLORAC) born 1763,
died 1824, of an ancient French family. His
maternal grandmother was the sister of the
celebrated lord Bolingbroke. He passed a

part of his youth in England, where he led a

very irregular life. He was obliged to fly to

the continent, having shot a physician, whose
wife he had run away with. He then went to

Provence, where his father had left him a
considerable fortune. He had dissipated a

good part when the revolution broke out, and
he commenced to be an ardent revolutionist.

He opposed the court in everything. He was
attached at one time to the Orleans party, and
at another belonged to the Jacobin club. He
was several times placed on guard over the

king. After having been active in the revo-

lution, but obnoxious to Robespierre, he was
thrown into the prison of St Lazare, only
escaping death by Robespierre's own fate

being sealed just before he expected to have
been led to the tribunal. He afterwards edited

with Antonelli the " Journal des Hommes
libres." In 1 799 he belonged to the club of
the Manege. After the 18th of Brumaire, he
was on the list of the proscribed, which the
consuls revoked. He died in 1 824, in Lon-
don, where he had come to receive the pro-
ceeds of his property, having with him a
natural son, who singularly enough died not

long after him in the same house in Arundel-
street. He published in France five editions

of Cobbett's Grammar, and translated many of
the British acts of parliament into French, to

which notes were added
;
also

" The treatise

of Sir R. Phillips on Juries." Orig.
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DUSSAULT.
DUSSAULT (JOHN JOSEPH) a French

journalist and miscellaneous writer, who was
made librarian of St Genevieve, and received

the decoration of the legion of honour from
Louis XVIII. He died in 1824. Dussault

was a critical contributor to the Journal des

De'bats, and a collection of his articles was

published at Paris, 1818-24, undtr the title

of " Aunales Litteraires," 5 vols, 8vo. Ibid.

DUVAL DE BEAULIEU (DIEUDONNE,
count) born at Mons 1786, died 1844, auditor

of the French council of state, a great agri-
culturist and breeder of horses. Of these at

his death he possessed 250. He was one of

the most ardent supporters of horse-racing on
the continent, to which he attended even when

occupied with missions by his government.
Biog. Univ.

DUVERNEY (Jos. GUICHARD) a cele-

brated French anatomist, born at Feurs, in

Forez, in 1648. He was admitted into the

Academy of Sciences at Paris in 1676, and
three years after appointed professor of ana-

tomy at the royal garden. He died in 1730.

His principal work is
" Tr. de 1'Organe de

1'Ouie," Paris, 1683, of which there are nu-

merous re-impressions. He was also the au-

thor of a "Treatise on the Diseases of the

Bones," of which an English translation ap-

peared in 1762, 8vo; and his " CEuvres Ana-

tomiques," 2 vols, 4to, were published at

Paris in 1761. Holler. Eloy. Bioy. Univ.

DUVOISIN (Jon* BAPTIST) a French

ecclesiastic, born at Langres in 1744. He
was a doctor of the Sorbonne, and grand vicar

of the diocese of Laon, in 1792, when he

suffered deportation with a great number of

his clerical brethren. He went to Brussels,

and afterwards to Brunswick, where he em-

ployed himself in teaching mathematics and

the belles lettres. Returning to France in

1802 he was raised to the bishopric of Nantes,

DYER.
and obtained the confidence and esteem of

Bonaparte, who created him a baron and
made him a member of the legion of honour.
He was one of the four prelates who resided
near the pope at Savonne and at Fontaine-

bleau, and he is said to have endeavoured as
much as possible to lighten the captivity of
the fallen pontiff. He died at Paris in IS 13.

The abbe Duvoisin was the author of " L'Au-
torite' des Livres de Mo'ise e'tablie et de'fendue

centre les Incre'dules," Paris, 1778, 12mo;
" Examen des Principes de la Re'v. Fran."

1795, 8v,o ;
and " Demonstration Evange'-

lique," 1802, 12mo, besides other works.

Bioy. Univ. Class.

DYER (sir THOMAS S., bart.) died in Lon-
don 1838, a lieutenant-general in the British

army, and in that of Spain. He entered the

7th foot regiment in 1783, and was assistant

adjutant-general in the expedition to the

Helder in 1799. He served with the army in

Egypt in 1800, 1801, and in 1808 was sent

upon a military mission into Spain, where he
remained with the army of the Spanish insur-

gents under general Cuesta for some time.

Returning to England, he was sent on a second

mission soon afterwards, and on his return

appointed assistant quartermaster-general at

home. He was a man of great goodness and
benevolence of character, as well as being re-

markably well versed in his profession. He
understood how to obtain best those facts

upon which safe opinions may be taken of the

state of countries in actual warfare, and was
not easily deceived by appearances. He was

exceedingly kind to individuals exiled from
the southern countries of Europe for their po-
litical opinions, and several were known to

have derived their, sole subsistence from him
while they were in England. He left no issue.

He married the daughter of J. Standerwicke,
of Ovington Park, Hants. Gent. Mag.

E.

EANDI.
EANDI (Jos. ANT. FRAN. JEROME) a

learned Piedmontese, born at Saluces in

1735, and died in 1799, professor of expe-
rimental philosophy at Turin. His principal

work was composed in conjunction with his

nephew, M Vassal!, and is entitled
"
Physicsc

Experimentalis Lineamenta ad Subalpinos,"

Turin, 1793, 8vo. He belonged to the Aca-

demy of Sciences at Turin, and contributed

many interesting memoirs to the collection of

that society. Bio. Univ.

EATON (WILLIAM) an American officer,

remarkable for his adventures, who was born

at Woodstock, in Connecticut, February 23,

1764. He was the son of a farmer, in strait-

ened circumstances, with a large family ;
but

he fortunately obtained the rudiments of a

good English education. At the age of six-

teen he enlisted as a soldier ; and in 1783 he

was discharged, with the rank of sergeant.
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EATON.
He then undertook the study of Latin and

Greek, which enabled him to get admitted

into Dartmouth College. From the begin-

ning of 1788 to 1791 he taught in a school

in Vermont, devoting his time to classical

literature, that he might be qualified for the

degree of BA, which he obtained. In Octo-

ber 1791 he was appointed clerk to the house

of delegates of the state of Vermont; and

in 1792 he received a captain's commis-

sion in the American army. He proceeded
with his company down the Ohio to the

western army at Legionville, with which he

continued till 1794, when he obtained the ap-

pointment of American consul at Tunis, in

consequence of which he became engaged in

some singular transactions. War was de-

clared in 1801 against the United States by
the Bey of Tripoli, who was an usurper, the

lawful bey, his brother, being then an exile



EATON.

at Tunis, With him Mr Eaton formed a

project for making an attack on the usurping

bey by land, while the American squadron in

the Mediterranean carried onoperations against
him by sea. In 1803 he returned home, and

laid his plan before the government ; but

finding he could receive no assistance from

that quarter, he set sail for Egypt, merely
with the character of American agent. Pro-

ceeding with the squadron for the Mediter-

ranean in July 1804, he reached Alexandria

in Egypt in November, and in the ensuing
month he arrived at Grand Cairo, tie there

learnt that Hamet Pacha, the ex-bey, after a

series of vicissitudes and disasters, had been

obliged to join the Mamelukes, and that he

was actually with them, commanding a few

Tripolitans, and their Arab auxiliaries, in

Upper Egypt. Mr Eaton contrived to obtain

from the viceroy of Egypt an amnesty for

Hamet, and permission for him to pass the

Turkish army unmolested. A rendezvous was

appointed, and a meeting took place between
the exiled bey and the American officer near

Alexandria, when it was stipulated, among
other articles, that the latter should be recog-
nised as general and commander- in-chief of

the land forces, to be called into service

against the common enemy, the reigning pacha
of Tripoli. The force consisted of nine Ame-
ricans, twenty-five cannoniers, and a company
of thirty-eight Greeks, the pacha's suite of

about ninety men, and a party of Arab ca-

valry, which, with footmen and camel-drivers,
made in all about four hundred. With this

body the expedition was undertaken, and
after a variety of adventure and suffering

they arrived on the 15th of April at Bombay,
where the United States' vessels, the Argus
and the Hornet, furnished them with pro-
visions, and the army was thus enabled to

reach Derne. That place was captured, but
it afforded no secure position. The reigning
pacha of Tripoli approached with a large body
of troops, when three engagements took place,
in all which the adventurers were successful.

Eaton, however, was stopped in the midst of
his victorious career by the official intelligence
that the Americans had concluded a treaty of

peace with the enemy. He and his asso-

ciate Hamet repaired on board the American

squadron, and their troops dispersed. Mr
Eaton on his return home was received with

flattering marks of public favour ;
and the

president, in his message to the Congress,
made honourable mention ofhis services. The
legislature of Massachusetts bestowed on him
a tract of land consisting of 10,000 acres, in

testimony of their sense of his " undaunted

courage and brilliant services." He died in

1811, as is stated, in consequence of having
contracted habits of intemperance after his

return to America. He was acquainted with

history and geography, military tactics, and
with the French and Italian languages, and he
left letters and a journal, containing an account
of his adventures on the coast of Barbary
and his expedition to Derne, in which he has

displayed no common powers of observation

ECKSTEIN.

and reflection. A life of General Eaton has
been published by one of his friends in Mas-
sachusetts. Encyl. Amer.
EBEL (JOHN GOTEFROID) born 1768 at

Zullechau in Prussia, died 1830, an eminent

physician and naturalist. He early in life pro-
ceeded to Vienna

;
then spent three years in

Switzerland, observing the country and man-
ners of the people, from whence he composed
his "Guide to Switzerland" in 1793. He
seems to have resided for the larger part of
his life at Zurich, where, after his death, a
Notice of his Life and Works was circulated

widely. Bio. Diet.

EBERHARD (JOHN AUGUSTUS) a Ger-
man divine and philosopher, born at Halber-
stadt in 1739. He studied at the university
of Halle, and having adopted the ecclesiastical

profession, his advancement was impeded by
the sentiments which he published, especially
in his "

Apology of Socrates," 1772, in which
he maintained the possibility of the salvation

of heathens. At length, through the inter-

vention of Frederick the Great, he was ap-
pointed preacher at Charlottenburg ;

and he
afterwards became professor of theology at

Halle, privy counsellor to the king of Prussia,
and a member of the Royal Academy of
Berlin. He died in 1809. Eberhard dis-

tinguished himself by his opposition to the

philosophy of Kant; and he was the author
of " A General Theory of the Faculty of

Thought and Sentiment," 1776, 8vo; "A
Theory of the Belles Lettres and the Fine

Arts," 1 783, 8vo
;

" A General History of

Philosophy," 1787, 8vo, and various other
works. Bio. Univ.

EBERT (J. J.) an eminent German phi-

losopher and geometrician, born at Breslau
in 1737, and died in 1805. He was professor
of philosophy and mathematics at Wittem-

berg, and he published
"
Dialogues on the

Principal Wonders of Nature ;"
" The

Leisure of a Father consecrated to the In -

struction of his Daughter ;" and several

other valuable elementary works, besides

conducting two literary journals. Bio. Univ.

Class.

ECKER (JOHN ALEXANDER) born 1766,
died 1829. He was first employed as a

surgeon in the Austrian armies, and was a

jrivy councillor of the grand duke of Baden.
Hie wrote a clever treatise " On the Causes
which render slight Wounds dangerous when
made with cutting or contusing Instruments."

Bio. Diet.

ECKHARD (JOHN FRED.) a learned
Saxon writer on philology and bibliography,
x>rn in 1723. He became rector of the col-

ege of Frankenhausen in 1748, and was di-

rector and librarian of that of Eisenach from
1758 to 1793. He died in 1794. A list of
lis works, to the number of ninety-two, has
jeen sometimes enumerated. Idem.

ECKSTEIN (FRANCOIS) born 1769, died
1 834. He was professor of surgery and mid-

wifery at Pesth in Hungary. He published
several valuable professional works. Bio.
Univ.
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EDELCRANZ.
EDELCRANZ (baron ABRAHAM NI-

COLAS) born in Abo, Sweden, 1754, died 1821.

He wrote several poetical and dramatic

pieces, but was principally noted for his

study of agriculture and commerce. He
published a treatise on Telegraphs in 1796,

in which he proposed 2080 signals with only
six figures. It was used in 1808 in the war
between Sweden and Russia. Bib. Univ.

EDEN (sir FREDERICK MORTON, bart.) a

writer on statistics and political economy. He
was director of the Globe Insurance Com-

pany, and died in Pall-mall, November 14,

1809. His works are,
" The State of the

Poor, or a History of the Labouring Classes

in England, from the Conquest to the Pre-

sent Time," 3 vols, 4to
;

" Porto Bello, or a

Plan for the Improvement of the City of

London," with plates, 1798, 8vo;
" An Esti-

mate of the Number of Inhabitants in Great
Britain and Ireland," 1800, 8vo;

" Observa-

tions on Friendly Societies for the Main-
tenance of the Industrious Classes during
Sickness," 1801, 8vo;

"
Eight Letters on the

Peace, Commerce, and Manufactures of

Great -Britain," 1802, 8vo;
" Address on the

Maritime Rights of Great Britain," 1808,
8vo. Gent. Mag.
The former part of the article relative to

sir F. M. Eden, as given in the Biographical

Dictionary, vol. i. is erroneous all the cir-

cumstances, except the date of his decease,
and the account of his principal publication,

relating to sir Morton Eden, who after filling
various diplomatic situations, as there stated,
was raised to the peerage by the title of lord

Henley, and died in 1802. The mistake ori-

ginated from the similarity of name in these

individuals. Ed.
EDMONSTONE ( ) born in 1795 at

Kelso, died 1834, a painter, the son of honest
artizans. He first exhibited some of his

works in Edinburgh, and the encouragement
he received induced him to go to London,
where he met equal success. He afterwards
visited Italy, and there he produced several

good pictures. He afterwards became ill in

London, returned to the North for the
benefit of his native air, and there he ex-

pired. Some of his pictures are exceedingly
well coloured. Bryan's Diet.
EDWARDS (JONATHAN) the son of an

American divine of the same name. He was
born at Northampton, North America, in

1745, and died in 1801. He was educated in

a school founded by his father at Stock-

bridge, where he acquired a knowledge of
the dialects of the native Indians, relative to

which he published some interesting obser-

vations. He became president of Union
College, in the state of New York. Among
his theological writings are a " Dissertation
on Liberty and Necessity ;" and " Obser-
vations on the Doctrine of Universal Salva-
tion."

EDWARDS (WILLIAM FREDERICK) born
in Jamaica, 1777, died at Versailles, 1842, a

distinguished French physician, originally
from Bruges. He was made a physician of
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the French faculty in 1815. He published a
work on the Anatomy of the Eye, and an-
other upon the " Influence of Physical
Agents upon Life," &c. He was one of the
contributors to St. Vincent's " Dictionarv of
Natural History." Bio. Univ.
EDZARDI (ESDRAS) born at Hamburgh

1629, died 1708, a learned Hebrew, who de-

voted himself to the study of Oriental lan-

guages. He was a Lutheran convert, and
endeavoured to gain over his brethren to

that communion. In the library of Basle
there are a number of his letters to Buxtorf.

He left a son, called SEBASTIAN, who died in

1 736. He was a professor of logic at Ham-
burgh. He wrote much against the Cal-

vinists, both in Latin and German. JOHN
ESDRAS and GEORGE ELEAZAR EDZARDI
were brothers of Sebastian. The first a
minister in England, who left an Eccle-

siastical History of that country. The second

professor of Greek and History in the univer-

sity of Hamburgh, who published some Tal-
mudic treatises with notes. Bib. Univ.

EGA (count de) died 1827, a Portuguese
nobleman of the Saldanha family, who played
an important part in Portugal upon the occu-

pation of that country by general Junot. He
was the Portuguese ambassador at Madrid,
which he did not quit until the sovereign of

Portugal had embarked for Brazil. He then
went to Lisbon, made his court to Junot, and
became the creature of his will. He got up
an address to Napoleon, affecting to be from
the general Portuguese nation, saying that

they only desired a sovereign of their own
choice, and suggesting Junot. The latter re-

buked the conduct of the party who presented
the address, which was anti-popular, and Ega
modified it. Portugal being soon after eva-

cuated, Ega was obliged to quit his native

land and went to Paris, where he was well
received by Napoleon, and obtained a hand-
some office, which he lost at the restoration

of the Bourbons. He soon after obtained one
far less lucrative, and finally returned to his

country under the amnesty pronounced by the

cortes, he having been justly condemned to

death as a traitor for deserting his post and

sovereign. He died at Lisbon: of the cha-
racter attaching to him Portugal had fur-

nished too many specimens. Bib. Univers.

EGGELING (JOHN HENRY) born at Bre-
men 1639, died 1813, a celebrated antiquary
and professor of history in that city. He was
also secretary of the Grand Council. He left

a collection of medals and several published
works much esteemed, all of which relate to

antiquities. JVouv. Diet. Biog.
EGLOFT (LOUISA) born 1803, in German

Switzerland, died 1834, well known as the

authoress of some poems of very great merit.

She preserved an unalterable mildness of tem-

per in the midst of heavy bodily infirmities

and deprived of sight, so that she was com-

pelled to place all her pleasures in the fruits

of her imagination. Biog. Univers.

EGLY (CHARLES PHILIP MONTHENAEXT
d') a French writer, born at Paris in 1696,



EGUIRA.

and died in 1749. He was an advocate by
profession, but devoted himself chiefly to lite-

rature. His principal production is
" Histoire

des Rois de Sicile de la Maison de Bourbon,"
1741, 4 vols, 12mo; and he translated from
the Greek of Achilles Tatius " The Amours
of Clitophon and Leucippe," 1734, 12mo.
EGUIRA y EGUREN (JOSE JUAN de)

born in Mexico, and professor of theology
there. He was author of the " Bibliotheca

Mexicana, or the History of Learned Men,
&c." printed in folio at Mexico in 1755.

Biog. Univers.

EHRENHEIM (FREDERICK. WILLIAM,
baron) born at Broby in Sweden 1753, died

1828, where he was president of the Chan-

cellory. He composed an essay "On Ge-
neral Physics and on Mineralogy," which

places him among the best authors of his

country. When a snuff-box of the value of

1000/. was offered him on the part of the

English embassy, according to custom, upon
the signature of a treaty, he, being very poor,

requested it might be remitted in specie-value
for the province ofBahus, then suffering dread-

fully from famine. The English minister at

once conceded the request, and joined to it

the amount of the worth of the Swedish snuff-

box sent to him. Canning was the English

foreign secretary at that time. Biog. Univers.

EHRMAN (MARIANNE de BRENTANO)
born 1755, died 1795. She was the wife of

Theophilus Ehrman of Switzerland. She

composed a number of instructive works for

females, and several romances, among which
were "

Amelia,"
'' Count Belding," and " The

Solitary of the Alps." Ibid.

EHRMANN (FRED. Louis) professor of
natural philosophy and chemistry at the cen-

tral school of the Lower Rhine, died at Stras-

burgh in 1800. He invented inflammable air

lamps, wrote " Elements of Physics," and
translated into German Lavoisier's Memoir on
the Action of Fire supported by Oxygen Gas.
EICHHORN (JOHN CONRAD) a Prussian

entomologist, who was a Lutheran preacher
at Dantzic. He made a number of microsco-

pical observations, of which he gave an ac-

count in a German treatise on " The Aquatic
Animals of Dantzic and its Environs not vi-

sible to the Naked Eye," 1775, 4to, republished
with a supplement, in reply to the criticisms
of Fuessli in 1783. Eichhorn died in 1790,

aged seventy-one. Biog. Univers. Class.

EICHHORN (JOHN GEO.) a celebrated
German divine and biblical critic, born in

1752, in the principality of Hohenzollern Oeh-

ringen. He applied himself with great suc-

cess to the study of Oriental literature, and
became professor at Jena, where he published
his "

History of the Commerce of India be-

fore Mohammed," 1775. In 1788 he removed
to the university of Gottingen, and after hav-

ing been long one of the greatest ornaments of
that establishment, he died June 25, 1827.

Eichhorn was highly distinguished not only
as an orientalist and a divine, but also as a bi-

bliographer and historian. Among his prin-

cipal works are a "
History of Literature from

EKEBERG.
the Earliest to the Latest Times," 11 vols ;
" A General History of Cultivation and Lite-
rature in Europe," 2 vols

;

"
History of Elo-

quence in the Modern Languages," 3 vols ;"
History of the Last Three Centuries,"

6 vols
;

" General Library of Biblical Lite-

rature," 10 vols
;

"
Repertory of Biblical

and Oriental Literature," 18 vols
;

" Introduc-
tion to the Old Testament," 5 vols

;

" Intro-
duction to the New Testament," 5 vols;
" Translation of the Hebrew Prophets,"
3 vols. He was likewise editor of the
"
Gottingen Anzeigen." Eichhorn is best

known iu this country on account of his hy-
pothesis relative to the origin of the first

three Gospels, which has been developed by
bishop Marsh in his notes on Michaelis's In-
troduction to the New Testament, and other
works. Foreign Review.
EIDOUS (MARK ANTHONY) a French

writer, who was a native of Marseilles, and
died towards the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury. He published translations of Dr James's
Medical Diet., 1746, 6 vols, folio; Father
Gumilla's Natural History of the River Oro-
noco, 1758, 3 vols, 12mo, &c.

;
besides an

original work, entitled " Hist des principales
Decouvertes faites dans les Arts," Lyons,
17fi7, 12mo. Biog. Univ.

EINARI, or EINARSON (HALFDAN) an
Icelandic writer, who died in 1787. He pub-
lished "

Sciagraphia Hist. Litt. Islandicae,''"

Copenhag. 1777, 8vo; an abridgment of
ecclesiastical history ; and a chronological
catalogue of all the ancient Scandinavian

poets to the end of the fourteenth century.
EINARI (G ISSUE) the first Lutheran bishop of

Schalholt, contributed greatly to the introduc-
tion of the Reformation into Iceland. He
translated into the Norwegian language the
Proverbs of Solomon. -EINARI (Orno) an-
other bishop of Schalholt, who died in 1630,
was distinguished as an Icelandic poet. Biog.
Univ. Class.

EKEBERG (ANDREW GUSTAVUS) an emi-
nent Swedish chemist who was born at Stock-

holm, January 16, 1767. He was the son of
a captain in the Swedish navy and was
educated at Calmar, whence in 1784 he went
to the university of Upsal, where he devoted
his time principally to the study of mathe-
matics. In 1788 he took his degree, on
which occasion he produced a thesis " De
Oleis Semiuum expressis." In 1789 he went
to Berlin, and after his return home, in 1790
he published a poetical piece entitled a " Dis-
course concerning the Peace between Sweden
and Russia." He subsequently directed his
attention to the prosecution of researches in

chemistry ; and in 1 794 he was appointed to
the office of Chemia Docens (Chemical
Teacher) in the university of Upsal. His

writings consist chiefly of chemical analyses.
He published a paper on phosphate of lime,
and another on the analysis of the topaz, the

object of which was to explain Klaproth's
method of dissolving hard stone substances.
But he chiefly distinguished himself by his

analysis of the mineral called Gadolinite, his
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determination of the chemical properties of

the earth Yttria, and his discovery of a new
metal, to which he gave the name of Tanta-

lum, which, however, Dr Wollaston subse-

quently proved to be the same with Colnm-
bium, a metal discovered by Mr Hatchett, in

an American mineral. Ekeberg likewise pub-
lished Analyses of the Automalite, of an ore

of Titanium, and of the Mineral Water of

Medevi. His death took place February 11,

1813, for some time previously to which his

health had been so bad as to render him

quite unable to discharge the duties of his

station. Dr Thomson's History of Chemistry.
EKEBERG (GusTAvus)a celebrated Swed-

ish voyager, captain of the admiralty, and
member of the Academy of Sciences at Stock-

holm. He was born in 1716. In the service

of the Swedish East India Company he visited

India and China, and he was the author of
several inventions, which procured him the

patronage of his own sovereign and of the

king of Prussia. He first introduced the tea-

tree into Sweden. Among the works which
he published are an account of the rural eco-

nomy of the Chinese ;
a description of the

island of Fernando de Noronha
;
and "

Voy-
ages to the Indies in 1770 and 1771." He
also wrote on inoculation for the small-pox,
and contributed to the introduction of that

practice into Russia. He died in 1784.

Biag.
EKEBLAD (CLACDE, count) a Swedish

minister of state, member of the Academy of

Sciences at Stockholm, and chancellor of the

university of Abo, was born about 1700, and
died in 1771. He was for many years Swedish
ambassador at Paris, whence he was recalled

to become minister of foreign affairs. He
opened those negotiations with the French
court which terminated in the revolution in

Sweden in 1772. Ibid.

EKSTROEM (DANIEL) a mathematical
instrument-maker, member of the Academy of
Sciences at Stockholm, distinguished for his

skill and acquaintance with mathematical
science. He died in 1755. Ibid.

ELBREICHT (JOHN van) born atElburgh,
near Canopen, at the commencement of the

sixteenth century. He was a member of the

academy of painters at Antwerp, and four of
his pictures decorate the principal churches
there. Bryan's Diet.
ELDON (JOHN SCOTT, earl of) born 1751

at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, died in London

January 13, 1838. Lord Eldon was the son

of a coalfitter, and was educated at New-
castle until he was fifteen, when he was sent

to Oxford. He became a fellow in 1767. He
was originally designed for the church, but
made a runaway match with a Miss Surtees
of Newcastle. He had next a narrow escape
from being a grocer. His university prefer-
ment was marred; and as it was said old

Surtees would never forgive him for running
away with his daughter, a friend proposed,
being in the grocery line, that John Scott

should join him in business. A return letter

from Oxford from his brother, afterwards
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lord Stowell, was to decide the point. The
letter held out different views, and John Scott
went back to Oxford. It was soon resolved
that he should go to the bar. He was ad-
mitted of the Middle Temple in 1773, and
was called to the bar in 1776. In 1783 a

patent of precedence was granted him by
lord Loughborough, and he was introduced
into Parliament for Weobly, for which he sat

until 1796. He adhered strongly to the ruling
party of Pitt. He was, however, no parlia-

mentary speaker, had no knowledge of the

broad, liberal principles of politics, and was
more a special pleader than an orator. In
1788 he was made solicitor-general, and

knighted. He persevered slowly but steadily
with his party in everything, while he fol-

lowed up his profession without the least

abatement of diligence. In 1793 he became

attorney-general, still labouring at his voca-
tion from morning until night. He was the

prosecutor of Home Tooke and others for

high treason, who had been doing and saying
no more than the premier himself had done
arid said before. How this must have told

with any twelve honest men did not seem to

be understood. Blind power was at work,
and defeated its own end. It has been said

that lord Eldon saw it in the correct view
of the matter, and that he wished only a

prosecution for misdemeanour, but he was
overruled. This is extremely probable, for

he was an exceedingly shrewd observer of
men and things, and he saw beforehand what
a blow by an acquittal would be given to his

party and friends. He made the most of the

case, in the success of which he had no faith.

He spoke for nine hours. He was raised to

the peerage in 1799, and in 1804 he became
lord chancellor. He contested but lost the

chancellorship of Oxford against lord Gran-
ville in 1809. He resigned the seals in 1806,
and was reappointed in 1807, and held them

altogether for nearly twenty-five years. In his

political views he was opposed to all change, to

all liberal opinions, and to civil and religious
freedom. lie wished to see the country re-

main as it was without change, not perceiving
that the natural course of things cannot he
resisted. He was, as to temper, remarkably
kind and good-humoured. He had no imagi-
nation, in which he differed from his accom-

plished brother lord Stowell. Lord Eldon
was only a lawyer. His vocation was his

world, and his first, last, and best of all things.
He had the reputation of loving money, and
his accumulations must have been very great,
so that he died enormously rich. Daily
Paper.
ELGIN ('THOMAS BRUCE, earl of) born

1771, died 1842 in Paris, was educated at

Harrow and Westminster, and in 1785 ob-

tained a commission in the foot guards. He
rose to be a lieutenant-general in 181-*. He
was sent on a special mission to the emperor
Leopold of Austria in 1790. In 1792 he was

appointed envoy-extraordinary to the court

of Brussels. He was attached to the Austrian

forces in the Low Countries till 1794, when
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they were driven out by the French. In 1795
he was envoy-extraordinary at Berlin, and in

1799 ambassador to the Ottoman Porte. It

was while on this embassy that he succeeded

in rescuing the remaining Greek works of

art at Athens from destruction. He employed
modellers and painters to copy and form a

complete collection of all the existing Greek

monuments, inscriptions, medals, bas-reliefs,

&c., the work of the best period of Greek
excellence in art. The marbles which he

secured, now in the British Museum, were

purchased for 35,000/. a cheap price, and
rendered beyond all cost in money value by
the destruction that would have overtaken

these works of the time of Pericles if they
had remained at Athens until the struggle
for Greek independence. His latter years
lord Elgin spent abroad in a state of econo-

mical exile, as, with all his situations in the

service of the state, he died far from being in

a wealthy position. England, however, will

owe him lasting obligations on the score of

art. Orig.
ELICAGARAY (DOMINIQUE) a French

ecclesiastic, member of the royal council of

public instruction, was born in the diocese of

Bayonne about 1760. He quitted France in

1791, because he did not choose to take the

oath required by the new constitution of the

church ; and returning under the directorial

government, he rejected the offered patronage
of Cardinal Maury, and contented himself
with exercising the functions of rector of the

Academy, professor of philosophy, and dean
of the faculty of letters. During the " hun-
dred days" he accompanied the duchess of

Angouleme to England as almoner, and after

his return to Paris he was appointed inspector
of the university. He died in 1822. A jour-
nalist at Marseilles having published in his

name a ridiculous discourse, he was so cha-

grined at the circumstance that it was supposed
to have hastened his death.

ELIO (count ANGE de) born at Florence

1764, died 1824, a learned Tuscan philologist.
He left the profession of arms, the bar, and

diplomacy to others, and gave himself up to

his taste for literature, which his wealth full)'

permitted his doing. His collection of books
was of rare excellence. After the fall of

Napoleon he returned to Italy from Vienna,
where he had before resided, but only as an
occasional sojourn. He was considered, after

the death of baron Locell, the first Hellenist
in Austria. His edition of Lucan was his

principal literary work. Bio. Univers.
ELIO (FRANCIS XAYIEB) a Spanish gene-

ral, who defended with courage the indepen-
dence of his country against Napoleon, and
at the restoration of Ferdinand VII he was

appointed governor of Valencia, in which
station his devotion to the interests of the

king procured him new favours from the

court. On the revolution in 1820, part of the

population of Valencia rose in opposition to

the governor, who escaped from their fury in

the first instance, but being taken prisoner
was tried by a military commission, declared

ELLISTON.

guilty of tyrannical and arbitrary acts, and
condemned to be strangled, which death he

accordingly suffered. Ferdinand, on recover-

ing his authority in 1823, reversed the pro-

ceedings against general Elio, and granted a

pension to his widow and children. Hid.
ELLEV10N (JEAN) born at Rennes 1769,

died at Paris 1 843, a celebrated French actor,

belonging to the comic opera. He was so

successful that, in the later years of his act-

ing, in 1812, he received no less than 120,000
francs per annum. Napoleon wanted his

income to be diminished in 1813, and he
determined in consequence to quit the boards,
after which he retired to an estate he possessed
near Tarare. There are ascribed to this

actor the words of three operas, which were

favourably received. Ibid.

ELLIOT (EBENEZER) born 1781, near

Rotherham, d.ied 1849, one of those men of

genius whom heaven and not men teach to

delight and instruct their fellow-creatures.

He was of humble parentage, but possessed a

vigorous mind, and published some very
striking poems ;

" Corn - Law Rhymes,"
"
Love, a Poem,"

" The Village Patriarch,"
" Poetical works," and " More Verse and
Prose by the Corn-Law Rhymer," the last a

posthumous publication. Orig.
ELLIOT (WILLIAM) an eminent landscape

engraver, born in 1717, died in London in

1766. His engravings after Cuyp, van

Goyen, Polemberg, &c. have been much
admired.

ELLISTON (ROBERT WILLIAM) an emi-
nent comic actor, who was the son of a watch-
maker in Orange-street, Red Lion-square,
London, where he was born April 7, 1774.

He was educated at St Paul's school, and
was intended for the church, but his desti-

nation was otherwise directed. He appears
to have first conceived a partiality for dra-

matic display in consequence of the applause
bestowed on a school speech, which he de-

livered in public in 1 789 ;
and shortly after

he performed the character of Pierre in
" Venice Preserved," at a private theatre. He
quitted school at the age of sixteen without

the knowledge of his friends, and went to

Bath, where, to secure the immediate means
of subsistence, he engaged himself as clerk in

a lottery-office. After remaining in that sta-

tion a few weeks, he found an opportunity of

making his theatrical de'but, but in the

humble character of Tressel, (" Richard the

Third,") April 21, 1791. He was, however,
unable to procure an engagement at Bath,
but being recommended to Tate Wilkinson at

York, he became a member of the company
under that manager. He subsequently re-

turned to his family, but he could not be

persuaded to relinquish his taste for the

drama; and in 1793 he went a second time
to Bath, where for three or four years he
continued during the seasons to play a variety
of characters, in tragedy, comedy, opera, or

pantomime. In 1796 he married, in opposi-
tion to her friends, Miss Rendall, a teacher

of dancing at Bath, and shortly after he made
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his first appearance before a London audience

at the Haymarket theatre, in the very oppo-
site characters of Octavian in the " Mountai-

neers," and Vapour in " My Grandmother."

Having performed a few nights, he returned

to Bath till the latter end of the season, when
he again appeared at the Haymarket as Sir

Edward Mortimer in Colman's " Iron Chest,"
his success in which character, after John
Kemble had failed in it, secured him the

favour of the manager. From the Haymarket
he went to Covent-garden, but soon rejoined
Mr Colman, under whose new arrangement,
in 1803, he became not only his principal

performer, but also his acting manager. The

succeeding year, Kemble having quitted

Drury-lane, Mr Elliston was engaged to

supply his place; but that theatre being
burnt, he performed with the company at the

Lyceum, which he left at length in conse-

quence of some quarrel with Thomas Sheri-

dan. He then took the Circus, and having
given it the name of the Surrey Theatre,
commenced performing the plays of Shak-

speare and other regular dramatists under
new titles, and with such ingenious altera-

tions as brought them within the licence

granted to the minor theatres, which practice
he defended with some tact in a pamphlet
which he then published. He himself acted

the principal parts, and was equally applauded
in Macbeth and Macheath. His speculation
at the Circus was far from being successful

;

he therefore resigned his lease in debt, and
returned to Drury-lane. On the reopening
of that Theatre, October 12, 1812, he deli-

vered the address written for the occasion by
lord Byron, and personated the character of
Hamlet. For a very considerable period he
was a public favourite, displaying much ex-

cellence in a varied range of character. In

1819, unfortunately for himself, he became
the lessee of that theatre, at an annual rent

of 10,200/., and so continued till he was de-

clared a bankrupt in 1826. After some spe-
culations in the Olympic theatre, he a second
time undertook the superintendence of the

Surrey, and occasionally performed on that

stage, in Cumberland's Jew, Dr Pangloss,
and some other light parts. In this last

undertaking he seems to have been successful,
and the theatre under his management ad-
vanced to a more improved state than at any
former period. Mr Elliston, who was left

a widower in 1821, died of apoplexy July 7,

1831
;
and his body was interred in St John's

church, Lambeth. He published in 1805
"The Venetian Outlaw, a drama, in three

acts," which he had himself adapted from a
French piece entitled "Abellino, le grand
Bandit." Mr Elliston has been characterized,

by a periodical writer, as the best comedian
of his time, in the highest sense of the word.
Others equalled him in some particular
points ; Lewis surpassed him in airiness, but
there was no gentleman comedian who com-

prised so many qualities of his art as he did,
or who could diverge so well into those parts
of tragedy which find a connecting link with
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the graver powers of the comedian in their

gractfulness and humanity. He was the best

Wildair, the best Archer, the best Aranza,
and carrying the seriousness of Aranza a little

further, or making him a tragic gentleman
instead of a comic, he became the best Mor-
timer, and even the best Macbeth of any per-
former who excelled in comedy. The tra-

gedy of this accomplished actor was, however,
only an elongation or drawing out of the
more grave and sensitive parts of his comedy.
It was in comedy that he was the master. In

comedy, after the death of Lewis, he remained
without a rival. He had three distinguished
excellencies, dry humour, gentlemanly mirth,
and fervid gallantry. His features were a
little too round, and his person latterly be-

came a great deal too much so. But this

refers to him in his best days. His face in

one respect was of that rare order which is

peculiarly fitted for the expression of enjoy-
ment; it laughed with the eyes as well as

the mouth. His eyes, which were not large,

grew smaller when he was merry, and
twinkled with glee and archness, his smile
was full of enjoyment, and yet the moment
he shook his head with a satirical depreca-
tion, or dropped the expression of his face

into an inuendo, nothing could be drier or
more angular than his mouth. There was
a generosity in his style, both in its greater
and smaller points. He understood all the

little pretended or avowed arts of a gentleman,
when he was conversing, or complimenting,
or making love, everything which implied
the necessity of attention to the other person,
and a just, and, as it were, a mutual consci-

ousness of the graces of life on his own.
Ann. Biog.
ELMENHORST (GEVERHART) an emi-

nent scholar, who flourished about the com-
mencement of the seventeenth century, at

Hamburgh, of which city he was a native.

He superintended the publication of new edi-

tions of various ancient authors, among others

of the works of Sidonius Apollinaris, Minu-
tius Felix, Arnobius, Gennadius de Dogma-
tibus, &c., and the Table of Cebes, from the

text of Casselius. His death took place in

1621.

EMERIC DAVID (TOUSSAINT BERNARD)
born in 1755, at Aix in Provence, died 1840,
a learned archacologist, originally destined for

the bar. The death of an uncle put him in

possession of the property of a considerable

bookseller. In 1787 he became a printer to

the king in place of his uncle. Elected mayor
of Aix in 1791, he gave in his resignation,

hoping to escape the troubles prevalent, but

was ultimately obliged to seek a refuge in

Paris. He afterwards entered upon commerce,
but finally abandoned all to continue the culti-

vation of letters. He left some works of

considerable critical value behind him. His
" Researches into the Art of Sculpture con-

sidered in relation to the Ancients and the

Moderns," was decreed the prize by the In-

stitute of France. He was a writer of very
correct taste in the arts. Bio. Univ.
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EMMETT (ROBERT) an eminently gifted

Irish insurgent chieftain against the British

government towards the close of the last cen-

tury. He was the son of a physician at Cork,
and was educated for the legal profession, on
the practice of which he was about to enter

with every prospect of success, when the re-

bellion took place, in which he became in-

volved. He was secretary to the secret direc-

tory of the United Irish, and being arrested
at Dublin in 1803, he was executed for rebel-

lion against the state. Biog. Univ. Class.

EMMETT (THOMAS ADDIS) an Irish

lawyer and political writer. He was the
elder brother of the subject of the preceding
article, and was educated with a view to

practise as a barrister, but becoming involved
in the schemes of the United Irishmen, he
was driven an exile from his native country,
and he settled in the United States of America,
where he acted as a counsellor in the courts

of law. In 1807 he published, in conjunc-
tion with another expatriated Irishman, Dr
William James MacNewin, " Pieces of Irish

History, illustrative of the condition of the

Catholics of Ireland." He died at New
York in 1827. Biog. Diet.

EMPECINADO (Don JUAN MARTIN, el)
was a distinguished Spanish general, born at

Castille, and hung at Rueda 1825, the son of
a poor peasant, who signalized himself as a
chief of guerillas during the invasion of the

Spanish peninsula by the French. He had
the good fortune to escape the proscription
that in 1814 followed the return of the king
Ferdinand VII. He was allowed to keep his

rank. When the excess of the vexations

heaped upon those to whom Ferdinand owed
his throne became no longer bearable, and
caused the troubles that broke out in 1820,
the Empecinado employed all his interest in

favour of the popular party, and having
defended the rights of the Cortes in 1823, he
was thrown into the state prison, and only
came forth after two years' confinement to

be led to death. Ibid.

ENARD (JEAN BAPTISTE) born at Stenay
1749, a religious Benedictine, who studied
the mathematics and physical sciences. In
1814 he was made chaplain to the French
Chamber of Deputies, a sinecure in which he
rested until his decease in 1829. His frank-
ness of manners and inflexibility of principle
made him many enemies. He published
several polemical works. Bio. Univers.
ENGELHARDT (CHARLES AUGUSTUS)

born in 1768, at Dresden, of a noble Hun-
garian family, a writer of considerable talent

upon education. He was employed in several

public situations. His works were numerous,
but they afforded him little profit. He died
in 1834. Besides writing in the journals, he
was author, among other separate works, of
" The new Friend of Children," in 1 2 vols.

Bib. Univers.

ENGESTROM (GUSTAVUS) born 1738, at

Lund in Sweden, died 1813. He was the
son of John Engestrom, bishop of Lund.

Engestrom the younger was a counsellor to the

ENTRAIGUES.

College of Mines in Sweden, and was em-
ployed early in life in the mines of Stockholm.
He visited the mines of Norway by order of
the government. After that he visited Eng-
land, where he published a work in 1764 on
the utility of the blow-pipe in mineralogy.
He remained several years in England, and
on returning to Stockholm was named con-
servator of money, and in 1774 assessor in

the College of Mines. He was twice elected

president of the Academy of Sciences of
Stockholm. His " Guide to Strangers to the

Quarries and Mines of Sweden, &c.," is a
work highly useful. Ibid.

ENSENADA (ZENO STLVA, marquis of)
born at Seca 1690, died at Madrid 1762. He
was of a humble family, and became the
maker of his own fortune. He economised
even in Spain, and repressed the pillage and
plunder of the public money, increased com-
merce, and almost renewed the navy ; but he
was at last the victim of unjust cabals, and in

1759 Charles III dismissed the minister who
had placed in his ports 450 vessels of war,
and in his treasury fifty millions of piastres.

Superior to his disgrace, he showed how
much superior he was, as a man, to the king
and to his calumniators, by the firmness of
mind he displayed under his misfortune.
Bio. Univers.

ENTRAIGUES or ANTRAIGUES (EM-
MANUEL Louis HENRI DE LAUNAY, count)
born at Villeneuve-de-Berg, 1755, assassinated

in England in 1812 by an Italian valet named
Laurence Stelli, who had only been three
months in his service. In 1788 the count

published a pamphlet on the States-general
of France, on their rights and the manner of
their convocation, which made a great sensa-

tion. The author justified the right of the

people to rise against the sovereign. Elected

deputy to the States-general, he was scarcely
in the chamber before he supported an op-
posite doctrine. In 1790 he retired into

Switzerland. There denounced for having
made incendiary proposals on his passage
between Bourg and Bresse, he wrote a letter

of justification. He went to Vienna, and for

some time received 36,000 francs from the

different courts, for services or pretended ser-

vices rendered to them. He now employed
all his efforts to aid the House of Bourbon.
He became an agent in all the intrigues of

foreigners against his country. In one of

these, escaping from Venice, he was taken
with all his papers, and among them were
found proofs of Pichegru's conspiracy. He
demanded, as he was a naturalised subject of

Russia, that he should be set at liberty. The
adroitness of his wife, a singer named Huberti,
who had been his mistress, enabled him to

effect his escape. He went to Russia, and
there embraced the Greek faith. With Alex-
ander he held a secret correspondence. He
was made Russian minister at Dresden, but
was sent away for his writings against Na-

poleon in 1805. On returning to Russia he

got or pretended to have got the secret

articles of the treaty of Tilsit, set off with
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them to London, and communicated them to

the ministry, who rewarded him with a good
pension, they thinking him a clever diplo-
matist. He introduced himself to Louis
XVIII at Hartwell, and continually visited

him there. Bonaparte, aware of his occu-

pation, employed two agents, who corrupted
his valet, Laurence Itelli, and obtained a

sight of and leave to copy a part of some notes

and despatches which the count, his master,
was going to communicate to the minister.

The notes were not returned by those agents
before the count announced his intention of

taking them the next day to Mr Canning.
The valet, dreading the discovery of his want
of fidelity, lost his mind, and murdered his

master and mistress as they were entering the

carriage to proceed from Barnes to London,
and instantly destroyed himself. Biog. Univ.

ENZINAS, surnamed DRYANDER
(FRANCIS) a learned Spaniard of the sixteenth

century, born at Burgos in 1515, and one of

the first of his countrymen who came over to

the reformed religion. At the instance of
Melancthon he produced a Spanish version of

the Scriptures at Antwerp in 1543. For this

work he suffered an imprisonment of two

years' duration at Brussels, and then was for-

tunate enough to make his escape to this

country about the very time when his brother

was brought to the stake for heresy at Rome.
He is known as the author of " A History of
the State of Religion in the Pays 13as and in

Spain." Diet. Hist.

EON DE BEAUMONT (CHARLES GENE-
VIEVE LOUIS AUGUSTE ANDRE TlMOTHEE D'

born at Tonnere 1728, died in London 1810.

This personage once made much noise as the

Chevalier d'Eon. He was called to the bar,
filled two missions to Russia, was an officer

of dragoons, and then accompanied the French
ambassador to England as his secretary. He
remained in England as a resident of the

French government, which had recompensed
his services with the cross of St Louis and a

pension. He received orders to put on the

female dress, and he obeyed. The confiden-

tial agent of Louis XV, he was sacrificed by
that prince to his ministers, condemned to a

species of exile, and lived in England fourteen

years, without any known functions. Louis
XVI in 1775 signed a permission for him to

return to France. Two years passed before

d'Eon returned, in consequence of a letter

from M Vergennes. He was well received

by the minister, but ordered not to doff the

female habit. Not in a hurry to obey, he
went to Tonuere without the dress ordered,
aud it was not until a second visit to the

capital that he resolved to become a female,
and to appear in the world as the Chevalier
d'Eon. In 1783 he went to London on the

invitation ofthe baron Breteuil, and ultimately
got on the list of emigrants, upon the break-

ing out of the revolution. His pension was
now lost, and, reduced to the verge of distress,
he had recourse to employment. His ability
in fencing was of great use to him, and he
exhibited a public assault with the famous
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3t George. But age and infirmity came upon
him, and some generous friend rendered his

last moments little painful as circumstances
would admit He died in London in 1810,
in a state bordering upon indigence. The
surgeon of Louis XVIII and several English
medical men testified to his sex. It is diffi-

cult to discover the reasons which induced
him to wear a female habit so long. The
chevalier was well informed in history, diplo-

macy, and financial affairs. Some of his

writings were collected in 13 volumes, under
the title of "Loisirs du Chevalier d'Eon."
In England for thirty years conversation

relative to the Chevalier d'Eon was rife in

all classes of society. Bio. Univers.

EPHORUS, a Greek historian, a native of

Cumse, and the scholar of Isocrates, under

whom he studied rhetoric and philosophy.
At the instigation of his master he com-
menced a history of Greece, from the return

of the Heraclidae to the twentieth year of

king Philip of Macedon, at whose court he

flourished a period of 750 years. Of this

work a few fragments only are extant, of

which there is a Dutch edition, printed in

1697. Vossius.

EREMITA (DANIEL) a Dutchman by
birth, who settled at Florence, and towards

the close of the sixteenth century obtained

the situation of secretary to the grand duke
there. He was very unsettled in his religious

opinions, and, after changing them once or

twice, ended in avowed atheism. Eremita
was the author of a work of some talent,

" De
Aulica Vita- ac civili," to be found with his

other writings, printed at Utrecht in 1702
His death took place in 1613, at Leghorn.
EROLES (baron d') captain-general of the

troops of his most catholic majesty, officer of

the legion of honour, and commander of the

order of St Louis, was born in Catalonia
about 1785, and died in September 1825. He
first engaged in military service during the

war of independence, and in 1822 he was ap-

pointed commander-in-chief of the army of

jfaith, and the same year was nominated a
member of the supreme regency of Spain
established at Urgel. He displayed his zeal

against his countrymen, the insurgent consti-

tutionalists, and employed all his talents and
influence to support the power of the Catholic

priesthood in Spain. Gazette de France,

Sept. 29, 1825. Biog. Univ. Class.

ERRANTE (JOSEPH) born 1760 at Tre-

pani in Sicily, died 1821 at Rome, a painter

employed by the court of Naples at the

Caserta. Among the Neapolitan patriots of

1788 he left Naples for Milan, where the

merit and beauty of his works were much
noticed. His finest pictures are " Count Ugo-
lino," and " The Death of Antigone." The
last was scarcely completed before his decease.

Bryan's Diet.

ERSCH (JOHN SAMUEL) professor and

principal librarian at Halle, in Saxony, who
from his extensive kaowledge of books was
termed the father of German bibliography.
He was the author of several useful indexes
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to the periodical literature of Germany, and
he published

"
Literary France, or a Dic-

tionary of French Writers from 1771 to 1805,"

Hamburg, I797-18O6, 5 vols, 8vo
;

and a
44 Manual of German Literature, from the

Middle of the Eighteenth Century to the Pre-

sent Time," Leipsic, 1809-1814, 8 vols, 8vo,

a most useful work, of which an improved
edition was subsequently printed. He was
also joint editor with professor Gruber of the
" Universal Encyclopaedia of Arts and Sci-

ences," on a large scale, published at Leipsic.
His death took place in January 1828, at the

age of sixty-two. For. Rev.

ERSKINE (DAVID, lord Dun) a Scottish

judge of the last century, who drew his title

from the place of that name, where he was
born in 1670. From the university of St An-
drew's he removed to that of Paris, and hav-

ing there completed the study of general juris-

prudence, returned to his native country, and
rose to a seat on the bench in 1711. In 1750

his age and infirmities induced him to resign
his situation as a commissioner of the high
court of justiciary, and to retire from public
life. He survived this secession about five

years. A small volume of "
Advices," which

bears his name, is the only work by which he
is known to posterity. Chalmers's Biog.
Diet.

ERSKINE (DAVID STEWART, earl of

Buchan) a nobleman distinguished for his

attachment to literature. He was born 1 742,
and succeeded to his title in 1767, on the

death of his father. He was educated in the

university of Glasgow, where he applied him-
self ardently to study, and also devoted some
time to the arts of designing, etching, and

engraving, in the academy of Robert Foulis,
an eminent drawing-master. As lord Car-
dross he commenced his political career in

the diplomatic department, under the cele-

brated earl of Chatham. But after succeed-

ing to the earldom, he relinquished the ha-

rassing pursuits of public life, for which he
seems to have had little taste. The fortunes

of his family having been greatly impaired,
he determined upon a plan of the most rigid

economy, yet he continued to patronise public
works and institutions. He offered premiums
for competition between the students of the

high school of Edinburgh and those of the

university of Aberdeen, and to his exertions

the Society of Antiquaries at Edinburgh is

greatly indebted for its existence. He be-

stowed his patronage and friendship on Burns
the poet, Barry the painter, Pinkerton the

historian and antiquary, and other men of

talent and learning ; and he also instituted an

annual festival in commemoration of Thom-
son, the author of the Seasons, at Ednam, in

Roxburghshire, where the poet was born. He
died at his seat of Dryburgh Abbey, Ber-

wickshire, in April 1829. His publications
from the press consist of a "

Speech intended

to have been spoken at the Meeting of the

Peers of Scotland in 1 780 ;" a " Life of Napier
of Merchieston," 1 790 ; and, in conjunction
with Dr Miuto, an "

Essay on the Lives and

ESPEJO,

Writings of Fletcher of Saltoun, and of
Thomson the poet," 1792, 8vo. Month. Mag.
ERXLEBEN (JOHN CHRISTIAN POLY-

CARP) a German professor of the last century,
born in 1744, at Quedlinberg, and educated
at Gottingen, where he filled the chair in
natural philosophy. He was the author of
some elementary treatises on medicine, che-

mistry, and natural history, as also of some
observations on the veterinary art. Erxleben
died at Gottingen in 1777. Biog. Unio.
ESCHELS-KROON (ADOLPHUS) born

1736, died 1793. He was the agent of Den-
mark in India, and resided eighteen years in

the East He left in German accounts of

Sumatra, and also of Borneo, with that of

many of the isles in the Indian Ocean Ibid.

ESCHENBACH (JOHN CHRISTIAN) born
1747 at Rostock, died 1822, a sound and
able writer, who was tutor to one of the

archdukes, and deeply versed in the science
of jurisprudence. Idem.

ESCHENBACH (WOLFRAM von) a cele-

brated German poet of the twelfth century.
He is only known as the author of two ro-

mantic poems,
"
Titurel," and "

Parcival,"

printed at Strasburg in 1477 and 1577.

Retrospective Review. Biog. Univ.

ESCHENBURG (JOHN JOACHIM) a dis-

tinguished German critic, born at Ham-
burgh in 1743, died in 1820. He was public
governor of the Caroline College at Bruns-

wick, and the author of a "
Theory and

Course of the Belles Lettres;" and he also

published the posthumous works of Lessing,
and a translation of the plays of Shakspeare.

Biog. Univ.

ESCOUSSE and LEBRAS, born in Paris

1813 and 1815, both died 1831, by suicide,
one at the age of twenty, the other, only six-

teen years old. The first had written a
dramatic piece which had not been unfavour-

ably received
;
a second, their joint youthful

composition, dissipated their ideas of success.

They procured some charcoal, closed up their

apartment, and perished together hand in hand
from the action of the carbonic gas. Ibid.

ESMENARD (JOSEPH ALPHONSO) born
in Provence 1770, died 1811, a French poet,
who visited America, England, Holland, and
the East. He went to St Domingo with the

disastrous expedition of general Leclerc, and
on his return was named censor and chief o
the division of general police. In 1810 he
was made a member of the Institute. Forced
to expatriate himself for having printed in the
" Journal des DeT>ats

"
a satire against the

Russian envoy, he went into Italy for some

months, and was returning in 1811, when
the horses of his carriage threw it down a

precipice, and he perished. His poem of
"
Navigation ;"

"
Trajan," an opera ;

" Fer-
nand Cortes," &c., and various articles in

periodical works, often of considerable merit,
are well known. Ibid.

ESPEJO (ANTONIO) a Spanish seaman
born at Cordova. He was the discoverer of

New Mexico, about the year 1580. Biog.
Diet. Hist.
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ESPENCE (CLAUDE d') a dignified
French ecclesiastic, a native of Chalons-sur-

Marne, where he was born in 1511. The
cardinal of Lorraine carried him to Rome,
and he afterwards assisted with great credit

to himself both at the council of Trent and
the conference of Poissy. D'Espence was
one of the doctors of the Sorbonne, but had
moderation sufficient to induce him to de-

tline the honour of the purple, to which he

might have been elevated. An edition of his

writings appeared at Paris several years after

his decease, which took place in 1571. Diet.

Hist.

ESPINOSA (HYACINTHUS JEROME) born

in 1600 at Corontaine, a village of Valencia,
died in IC80, in the city of Valencia.

He took his first instructions from his father

Rodriguez de Espinosa. His paintings are dis-

tinguished by a claro obscuro managed with

great skill, by correctness of design, and the

expression of his figures. He left a son,
whose pictures are often confounded with his

father's, but they are much inferior in merit.

Bib. Univ.

ESPINOSA (JOHN) born at Bellorado

1540, died 1596. He was a soldier, and
wrote many poetical works, but the principal
is entitled " The Commendation of Women."
ANTONIO ESPINOSA, a poet also, was born

at Antequera 1582, died 1650. He left

several works of his own, and a compilation
called " The Treasury of Poesy," being a
collection of the choicest morsels of Spanish
poetry up to his own time. NICOLAS ESPI-

NOSA, a Spanish poet, was born in the six-

teenth century in Valencia. His second part
of "

Orlando," &c. was printed for the first

time in Saragossa, in 1555. Ibid.

ESQUIROL (J. E. DOMINIQUE) born at

Toulouse 1772, died 1841. Bred to medicine,
he gave himself up to the study of mental

maladies, and became head of the house
for lunatics at Charenton. He was much
esteemed as a great friend to humanity. His
works relate to that branch of medicine to

which he had given almost his whole attention.

Bio. Univ.

ESTE (CHARLES) a popular public writer,
in early life connected with the newspaper
press. He belonged to the clerical pro-
fession, and was at one period one of the

reading chaplains at Whitehall. In 1787 he

published a pamphlet entitled " My own
Life," 8vo

;
and in 1795 "A Journey in

the year 1793 through Flanders, Brabant,
and Germany, to Switzerland," 8vo. This

gentleman was a proprietor and editor, in

conjunction with major Tophain, of the

daily journal called " The World," and
on his advertising for sale his share of the

paper, in 1790, a controversy took place
between Mr Este and Mr Topham, which for
some time attracted public attention. He
died in 1829, at the age of seventy-six.
Ann. Rey.
ETALLEVILLE (Guror, count de) born

1752, near Rouen, died 1828. He entered the

army at an early age, and served among the
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emigrants afterwards. For six years he
dwelt at Nuremberg, and lived by teaching
languages. When he returned home, he

gave himself up to literary studies. He
wrote among other things

"
Diligence, or

Love in Thirty-six Hours ;"
" The Waters

of Bareges, or a Cure for Ennui," &c. Biog.
Univ.

ETCHEVERRI or ECHEVERRI (JUAN)
born in the sixteen century at Tafalla, the

most noted of the Basque poets. He was a

priest and doctor of theology. His poetry
he composed in his youth, and it is said to be
full of grace and beauty. In his old age he

treated upon serious subjects. His works
were published at Bayonne in 1640. Ibid.

EUMENIUS, a rhetorician of Autun, of

the age of Constantine the Great, to whom
he delivered two addresses at Treves, on the

occasion of that emperor's visiting the city.

He was born of Greek parents, but his ora-

tions, some fragments of which are still to be

found in the "
Panegyric! Veteres," are com-

posed in the Latin tongue. Moreri.

EUPHRANOR, an eminent artist of an-

tiquity, equally celebrated in painting and

sculpture. He was an Athenian by birth,

and flourished about the middle of the fourth

century before the Christian era. Among
his principal productions were pieces taken
from the story of Theseus, and the battle

of Mantinea. Pliny speaks highly of his

talents.

EVANS (JOHN) a topographical and mis-

cellaneous writer, who was educated at Jesus

College, Oxford, where he took the degree of

Bachelor of Arts. Having been ordained a

clergyman of the Established Church, he

opened a school for young gentlemen at

Bristol, and subsequently he kept a school or

academy at Euston-square, in the northern

part of London. He published the following
works :

" A Tour through part of North
Wales in 1798, and at other Times, prin-

cipally undertaken with a View to Botanical

Researches in that Alpine Country, inter-

spersed with Observations on its Scenery,

Agriculture, Manufactures, Customs, History,
and Antiquities," 1800, 8vo;

" Letters written

during a Tour in South Wales in the year
1803, and at other times, containing Views of

the History, Antiquity, and Customs of that

part of the Principality," 1804, 8vo; "War
not Inconsistent with Christianity, a Dis-

course,'
1

1 804, 8vo
;

" The Doctrine of Philo-

sophical Necessity considered, in reference to

its Tendency," 1807, 8vo ;

" The Ponderer, a

Series of Essays," 1812, 12mo; Remains of

William Read, late of Thornbury, iuciiu ing
Rambles in Ireland, Correspondence, Poems,

&c, with Memoirs of his Life," 1816, 8vo; and
' A Brief History of Bristol." Ann. Biog.
EVANS (JOHN) a General Baptist minister

and theological writer, born at Uske in Mon-

mouthshire, in 1767. He studied in a dis-

senting academy at Bristol, and afterwards in

the universities of Aberdeen and Edinburgh,
where he took the degree of Master of Arts.

In 1792 he became pastor of a congregation
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of General Baptists in Worship-street, London.

He subsequently opened an academy for

youth at Hoxton, whence he removed it to Is-

lington, where it was continued till 1825,
when he relinquished it. In 1819 he ob-

tained the diploma of doctor of laws from

Brown university, in Rhode Island, America.

His death took place January 25, 1827. As
a writer Dr Evans is chiefly known by the

publication of " A Brief Sketch of the several

Denominations into which the Christian World
is divided, accompanied with a Persuasion to

Religious Moderation," 1794, 12mo, which
has passed through a vast number of editions.

He also published a sequel to this work,
" A

Preservative against the Infidelity and Un-
charitableness of the Eighteenth Century,"
1 2mo ;

" An Attempt to account for the Infi-

delity of the late Mr Gibbon, founded on his

own "Memoirs," 1797, 8vo
;
and many sermons

and religious tracts, besides " A New Geo-

graphical Grammar," 1809, 2 vols, 8vo
;
and

various other compilations. Theological Re-

pository.EVANS (Lotns) an eminent American

geographer and engineer. He published at

Philadelphia, 1749, a chart of the interior

of the British colonies in North America, and

of the Indian countries adjacent on the north

and west. In a second edition, which ap-

peared in 1755, he exhibited a general chart

of the colonies of Virginia, Maryland, Dela-

ware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and the country
of the confederated Indians. Biog. Univ.

Class.

EVANS (WILLIAM DAVID) an eminent

English lawyer and writer on jurisprudence.
He obtained a judicial office at Bombay, and
died in 1821. Mr Evans translated from the

French of Pothier a treatise on the law of

contracts, and was also the author of essays
on actions for money lent and received, &c.

He likewise wrote on the laws against the

Roman Catholics and Dissenters.

EVANGELI (ANTONIO) born at Cividale

1742, died at Venice 1805, an Italian poet
who left several MSS. He published some

compilations of Italian poetry. Biog. Univers.

EWING (JOHN) an eminent American
divine and mathematician, who was born in

Maryland, in 1732. In early youth he dis-

played a taste for mathematics
;
and in 1754

he joined the senior class at Princeton college,
where he acted also as teacher of the gram-
mar school. He took his degree in 1755, and
was appointed a tutor in the college. Having
studied divinity, he returned to his native

province, and obtained a licence as a preacher.
At the age of twenty-six he was chosen in-

structor of the philosophical classes in the

college of Philadelphia. From 1759 to 1773
he held the office of pastor to the first Presby-
terian church in that city , and during the

same period he collected materials for a va-
luable course of lectures on Natural Philo-

sophy, which he afterwards published. In

1773 he took a voyage to Great Britain, and
on visiting Edinburgh he received from the

EXMOUTH.

university the diploma of DD, and there and
in London he became acquainted with dis-

tinguished literary men. He returned home
in 1775; and four years afterwards he was
made provost ofthe university of Philadelphia,
which office he held during the remainder of

his life. He became one of the vice-presi-
dents of the American Philosophical Society,
to whose Transactions he contributed several

valuable memoirs. He made some important
additions to the astronomical articles in the
edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica pub-
lished in America; and his reputation as a
mathematician occasioned his being made one
of the commissioners for settling the boundary
line of the state of Delaware, and those be-
tween Massachusetts and Connecticut, and
between Pennsylvania and Virginia. His
death took place September 8, 1802. Encycl.
Amer.
EXMOUTH (EDWARD PELLEW, viscount)

born at Dover 1757, died 1833. His family
was from Cornwall. He entered into the
naval service young, and became a lieutenant
in 1780. In 1782 he was promoted, and in

1 793, in the Nymphe frigate, he captured the

Cleopatra, French frigate, after a gallant resis-

tance : for this he was made a baronet. In
1802 he was returned a member of parliament
for Barnstaple. In 1804 he commanded in

the East Indies, and soon after his return had
the command of the fleet in the Mediterranean.
His last action was his bravest achievement,
where all were distinguished. He was sent

against Algiers, with a Dutch squadron in

company, and ordered to bring the dey to

acknowledge the Ionian Islands, to make
peace with Naples and Sardinia, and to set

free all Christian slaves. The dey came to

terms. But the fleet had scarcely prepared
for dismissing the thought of hostilities, w^hen
news was brought that French, English, and
Spanish coral-fishers had been massacred at

Bona by the Algerines. Exmouth at once
set sail for Algiers with nineteen ships of the

line, which were joined by six Dutch frigates
under admiral Van Capellen. Three hours
were given the dey to consider of the ful-

filment of his engagements. In the interim
the admiral's ship was warped within forty
fathoms of the mole, and the fleet took up its

station ; the Dutch being directed to attack

the batteries that flanked th? squadron. The
hottest engagement ever sustained with bat-

teries now ensued. The arsenal, shipping,
and magazines of the dey were soon in flames,
and the town battered. From 6000 to 7000

Algerines were killed and wounded, the mole
and works near it were ruined, and the dey
forced to come to the conqueror's terms.
All the slaves were given up, without ransom,
that were to be found in Algiers, about 1200
in number, and those in the interior dispersed
about the country were brought in, and Chris-
tian slavery was for ever abolished. The
English consul was indemnified for his losses,

as well as the crown of Naples and king of
Sardinia the sums they had paid as ransoms
for their subjects. Swords of honour were
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voted to lord Exmouth from different nations,

He was made a viscount and thus terminated
his services out of his own country. He after-

wards commanded three years at Plymouth,
and died at Teignmouth, at an estate he had

purchased in that vicinity. Gent. Mag.
EYRE (FRANCIS) a gentleman descended

of a respectable family in Northamptonshire,

many years resident at Warkworth castle.

He was of the Romish church, and entered

iiito a controversy with Mr Churton in de-

fence of its principles. His other writings
consist of some " Remarks on the History of

the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,"
and "A short Essay on the Christian Reli-

gion," 8vo, 1795. Mr Eyre died in 1804.

Gent. Maq.
EZQUERRA or ESQUERRA (ALONZO)

born in Biscay 1568, died 1641, a priest and

EZRA.

canon of the cathedral of Valladolid. There
are few or no remains of his writings beyond
an "

Epistle to Bartholomew Argensola," with
whom it appears he had continued a corre-

spondence. This epistle is written in a fine

and elegant style, full of grace and power.
It is to be found in Book I of the Spanish
Parnassus, published at Madrid, 1770. Bou-
terwek in his history of Spanish poetry gives
it high commendation. Bio. Diet.
EZRA (JUAN JOSAPHAT BEN) a Spanish

divine, born in America, who professed him-
self a convert from Judaism to the Catholic
faith. Towards the middle of the eighteenth
century he published an account of his senti-

ments, under the title of " Venida del Mesias
en Gloria y Magestad," reprinted at Paris in

1825, 5 vols, 12mo. Bio. Univ. Class.

F.

FABRE.

FABRE
(FRANCIS XAVIER) born 1766, at

Montpellier, died 1837. He came young
to Paris and entered the studio of David, of

whom he was one of the last pupils. He was
sent to Rome to study the old masters, but

obliged to quit that city during the revolu-

tionary troubles. He sought a refuge in

Florence, where his talents were generally ac-

knowledged. His picture of the " Death of

Abel" extended his reputation, and he sus-

tained it by several compositions remarkable
for purity of design and good conception.

Among his friends were the poet Alfieri and
the countess d'Albany. After her decease in

1824 he revisited his native town, to which
he presented the rich library of Alfieri, who
had made him his heir. His disinterested

conduct was recompensed by the title of

baron from Charles X. Bio. Univers.

FABRE (JOHN CLAUDIUS) an ingenious
French writer, born in 1668, at Paris.

Having entered into holy orders, at the usual

age he became a priest of the Oratory and

divinity professor. He published translations

into French of the works of Phtcdrus and

Virgil, the latter in four volumes
;
a diction-

ary, Latin and French, in 8vo
;
a continuation

of Fleury's Ecclesiastical History ;
and a work

entitled " Entretiens de Christine et de Pelagie
sur la Lecture de 1'Ecriture-Sainte." His
death took place about the middle of the last

century. -Moreri.

FABRE D'OLIVET (ANTOINE) a French
writer born in 1767, and died at Paris March
27, 1825. Besides some dramatic pieces,
he published

" Lettres a, Sophie sur 1'His-

toire," 1801, 3 vols, 8vo;
" Histoire Philo-

sophique du Genre Humain ;" a translation

of Lord Byron's Cain, &c. Biog. Univ.
Class.

FABR1CI (GABRIEL) born in Provence
1725, died at Rome 1800. He belonged to
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the order of St Dominick, and was nominated
a lecturer of theology at Rome. Of all his

published works, the most esteemed on sacred
or profane subjects are his " Primitive Titles
of Revelation, or Critical Considerations on
the purity and integrity of the original text
of the holy books of the Old Testament."
FABRICIUS (JOHN) a bibliographical

writer, who died in 1729. He published" Historia Bibliothecse Fabricianse," Wol-
fenbuttel, 1717-1724, 6 vols, 4to.-Eioy.
Univ.

FABRICIUS (JOHN ANDREW) born 1696,
at Doderidorf, near Magdeburg, died 1769.
He was successively adjunct of the philoso-

phical faculty of Jena and professor of the

college of Caroline of Brunswick. He pub-
lished his "

Philosophical Rhetoric" in 1724,
and his "

Logic after the Mathematical Mode "

appeared in 1733. He was the author of se-

veral other erudite works. Biog. Univ.
FABRY (JOHN BAPT. GERMAIN) born at

Cornus in France, in 1780. He was educated
for the bar, was admitted an advocate in 1804,
arid at length became secretary to Fouche,
duke of Otranto, Bonaparte's minister of po-
lice. His death took place January 4, 1821.
He was the author of " Le Spectateuv Fran-

9ais au 19me Siecle," 1805-1812, 12 vols, 8vo;
and many other works, of which a list may
be found in the Bibliographic de la France,
an 1825. Biog. Univ. Class.

FACHITTI (PIETRO) born at Mantua,
1535, died 1613, at Rome. He was a portrait

painter, at one time greatly in vogue at Rome,
where he also engraved several prints, highly
esteemed. Pilhing. Diet.

FACIO (BARTOLOMEO) a Genoese by birth,

who about the middle of the fifteenth century
filled the post of secretary to the king of Na-

ples. He was the author of some biographical
" Memoirs of the Illustrious Characters of his

O
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own Times ;" a "
History of the Life and Ac-

tions of Alphonso, King of Naples ;" a trea-

tise
" On the Happiness of Human Life ;"

and another " On the Venetian War, &c."

Facio died in 1457. Moreri.
FAESI (JOHN CONRAD) born at Zurich,

1727, died at Flaach, near Schaffhausen, in

1790. He was a laborious writer, and pub-
lished a number of learned works. His geo-

graphical and statistical description of Swit-

zerland appeared, in 4 vols, in 1 768 ;
and his

" Memoirs of different Historical Subjects,
ancient and modern," in 1765. Biog. Univ.

FAGES (JOSEPH) an eminent French sur-

geon, born at Toulouse in 1764. He obtained

the office of first surgeon to the Hotel Dieu at

Montpellier in 1 785 ; and after having served

in a medical capacity in the army of the

eastern Pyrenees, during the revolutionary
war, he was in 18L4 appointed professor of

operative medicine. He died at Montpellier,
June 4, 1824. Biog. Univ. Class.

FAGP7T DE BAURE (JOHN JAMES) an

advocate-general of the parliament of Paris,
born at Orthez in 1755, and died in 1817.

He was the author of " Histoire du Canal de

Languedoc," 1815, 8vo;
" Essai Historique

sur le Beam," 8vo, besides other works.
FAGGI or DE FAGIIS (ANGELO) born

at the chateau of Sangrino, in Naples, about
1 500. He entered into the Benedictine order,
and was the abbe' of Mont-Cassino. He died
in 1593, having been the author of a number
of works, of which the larger part are in

Latin. Bib. Univ.

FAGIUOLI (JOHN BAPTISTE) born 1660,
died 1742, a comic poet of Italy. He had a

place in the Florentine magistracy. His
*" Rima Piacevoli

"
has gone through numer-

ous editions. He also published comedies and
miscellanies. Bib. Univ.
FAGNANI (count JULIUS CHARLES)

born in Sinigaglia 1690, died 1760, one of
the most distinguished of the geometricians of

Italy. About the year 1719 he published
several papers in the Italian journals upon
problems in geometry and the transcendental

analysis. All his works may be found in his
" Produzioni Matematiche," published at Pisa

1750, in 2 vols. Ibid.

FAGNANI (PROSPERO) a celebrated Ita-

lian civilian, born in 1598, who acted as se-

cretary to the papal see under several pontiffs
of the seventeenth century. There are three
folio volumes of his " Commentaries on the
Decretals

"
yet extant, a work

originally
un-

dertaken to alleviate the tedium oocasioned

by total blindness, which seized him at the

age of forty-four. His death took place in

1678.

FAILLE (GERMAIN de la) a French writer
of the seventeenth century, syndic of Thou-
louse, of which city he compiled a history, first

published in two folio volumes in 1687, and

reprinted 1701. He was also the author of
a " Life of Goudelin de Thoulouse," written

for an edition of that poet's works
;
some mis-

cellaneous pieces in verse for the Journal de
Verdun

;
and "

Traite' de la Noblesse des Cu-

FALCK,

pitouls." Faille died at Thoulouse in 1711,
;it tlie advanced age of ninety-five. Moreri.
FAILLE (JACOB BAART de la) born at

the Hague 1757, died 1823. He was profes-
sor of physics, natural history, and astrono-

my at the Hague, where he replaced Brug-
man in 1790. One or two of his addresses or
lectures have been published. Biog. Univ.
FAIN (A. J. FRANCOIS, baron) born 1778,

at Paris, died 1837. At the age of seventeen he
was nominated secretary to a committee of
the convention, year III, to resist the at-

tempts of the royalists, which powerfully con-
tributed to the 13th Vendemiaire. He became
first secretary to the emperor after Meneval

quitted that office, and so far became a fa-

vourite, that Napoleon took him with him in

his subsequent campaigns. His zeal and intel-

ligence obtained for him the title of baron and
master of requests. He was deprived of all

his places at the return of the Bourbons, was
restored to his office during the hundred days,
and was then made secretary to the provi-
sional government. On the second return of
Louis XVIII he retired to Montargis, where
he employed himself in editing his memoirs.
The revolution of 1830 restored him to office,

and he was named private secretary to Louis

Philippe and intendant of his estates. He
died in 1837. He wrote a MS ofthe year 3,

and a MS of the years 1812, 1813, and 1814.

Bib. Univ.
FAIPOULT (GUILLAUME MARIE) a

French republican statesman, born of a noble

family in Champagne in 1752. He served in

the army in his youth, and under the imperial

government he for ten years was prefect of the

department of the Scheld. He subsequently
held the office of minister of finance under

Joseph Bonaparte in Spain, and returning to

his native country in 1813 he was employed
on a mission to Italy by Napoleon, who on
his second restoration nominated Faipoult

prefect of the department of Saone et Loire.

He died near Auxerre, October 1817. An-
nales Polit.

FALCK (ANTONY REINHARD) born 1776,
at Utrecht, died 1843. In 1802 he became

secretary of legation at Madrid for the Bata-
vian republic. In 1808 he was minister of ma-
rine and of the colonies. On the abdication

of Louis Bonaparte, he entirely renounced

public affairs. When Holland was made a

part of the republic of France, he was sus-

pected, and set out on a tour in the north of

Europe. He supported at Petersburgh and
Stockholm the interests of Dutch commerce,
and published a pamphlet on the " Influence

of the Civilisation of the Dutch Nation on
the Progress of the People of the North." He
returned in 1812 to Holland, and was named
captain of a cohort of the national guards of

Amsterdam. In 1813, when the French em-

pire was shaken in every part, he presented
himself at the Hotel de Ville, at the head of
the national guards, and by his energy de-

cided the municipal council to embrace the

cause of the country. He was secretary of

the provisional government at the Hague, and
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secretary of state under the Prince of Orange,
the new sovereign, He subsequently filled

many important public functions. The king
conferred upon him the title of baron, but he

would never adopt it. His influence, inde-

pendence, and popularity were feared or en-

vied. He was sent ambassador to England
in 1824, as successor to M. Fagel, where

he was engaged in several important negotia-

tions. In 1829, perceiving that his counsels

were not heard, and that he no longer had

the king's confidence, he obtained leave of

absence, and visited Italy and the south of

France. At the Belgic revolution of 1830

he declared for the separation of Holland and

Belgium, and used every effort for the pur-

pose. He was recalled from his embassy
through his non-agreement with the king of

Holland, and went into retirement. He after-

wards represented the king of Holland in

Bruxelles, where he had long been a member
of the Academy. Bib. Univ.

FALCO DA BENEVENTO, secretary to

Innocent the Second, and known as the au-

thor of a Chronicle of the kingdom of Naples
from the commencement to about the middle

of the twelfth century. The date of his birth

and of his decease is equally uncertain. Ti-
raboschi.

FALCONBRIDGE (ALEXANDER) an Eng-
lish surgeon who made two voyages to the

coast of Africa, and died at Sierra Leone in

1792. He published an " Account of the

Slave Trade on the Coast of Africa," 1789,
8vo. His wife ANNA MARIA FALCONBRIDGE,
who accompanied him in his voyages, pub-
lished an account of the settlement of Sierra

Leone, London, 1793, 8vo, reprinted in 1794
aud 1795. Reuss. Biog. Univ. Class.

FALCONER (rev. THOMAS, MD.) born

1771, died at Bath 1839, the only son of the

late Dr William Falconer, a celebrated phy-
sician of Bath, and a writer on several topics.

The rev T. Falconer published several

learned works. He was educated at Oxford,
and in 1810 was the Hampton lecturer there.

These met with high commendation. In

18^2 he proceeded bachelor and doctor in

medicine. He was once curate of St James's,

Bath, for a short time, the only parish duty
hfi ever performed. He was offered prefer-
ment by the bishop of Salisbury, but declined

it. He was an accomplished and exceedingly
amiable man. His publications were prin-

cipally on classical and theological topics.

Biog. Diet. Gent. Mag.
FALDA (JoeN BAPTIST) born 1640, died

at the commencement of the eighteenth cen-

tury, an engraver of Valdaggia in the Milan-

ese. His etchings are in great request. He
published several works in architecture, and

views of cities, but principally of Rome.
Bib. Univ.

FALENS (CHARLES van) born at Antwerp
Ifi84, died 1733, a painter of hunting scenes
and subjects such as Philip Wouverman gene
rally selected. Some of his pictures have been

supposed to be imitations of Wouverman's
which they are not. Bryan's Diet. Art.
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FALETTI (JERONIMO) a Genoese, horn at

Savona, who enjoyed a considerable reputation
.t the court of the grand duke of Ferrara, both
as a poet and a diplomatist. He was employed
)y the duke on an embassy to the Venetian
states, and on other missions of a similar na-

,ure, and is known as the author of an heroic
>oem in ottavarima having for its subject the
wars of Charles the Fifth in the Low Coun-
tries, printed in 1557. Some other of his pro-
ductions both in prose and verse appeared in

he course of the following year. The time of
lis death is uncertain. Moreri.
FALIERI (MARINO) doge of Venice, who

succeeded Andrew Dandolo in 1354, at the

age of seventy-six. Being disappointed in his

expectations of redress for an injury or an
affront which he had received from a member
of the council of forty, he determined to take

vengeance on the whole body of the Venetian

nobility, for which purpose he joined in a

onspiracy against the state, with a number of
discontented plebeians. The plot was disco-

vered, and Falieri was executed April 17,
1355. This event is the subject of a tragedy
written by lord Byron. Biog. Univ.

FALK (JOHN DANIEL) born at Dantzic

1770, died 1826, a learned student, the son of
a barber. He wrote some satires and dramas,
" The Popular Mirror of Germany," and an
introduction to the songs of Herder, &c.
Bib. Univ.

FALKENSTEIN (JOHN HENRY) a learned
German antiquary, born in 1 082, in Franconia.
He was educated in the tenets of the reformed

faith, and rose to be superintendent of the

college at Erlangen, but changing his religious

opinions, became a convert to the church of
Rome. This lost him his situation, which he

resigned, and soon obtained the patronage of
the bishop of Eichstadt. Under the auspices
of this prelate he compiled a laborious " His-

tory of the Antiquities of Nordgau," in three

folio volumes. Falkenstein afterwards became
a member of the household of the margrave
of Anspach, at whose court his death took

place in 1760. Diet. Hist.

FALKNER (THOMAS) an English Jesuit,
who died in 1780. In the early part of his

life he was a surgeon, and in that capacity he
visited the coast of Guinea, and afterwards
Buenos Ayres, where he became connected
with the Jesuits, and entering into the order,
he was employed as a missionary in Paraguay.
After the suppression of the community to

which he belonged, he returned to England,
and passed the latter part of his life hi retire-

ment. He was the author of a "
Description

of Patagonia, and the Neighbouring Parts
of South America," 1774, 4to. Biog. Univ.
Class.

FALLETTI (OcTAVius ALEXANDER) born
at Turin 1753, died 1828, marquis of Barolo.

He began life with the profession of arms,
but retired early, and devoted himself to lite-

rary pursuits. His first literary publication
was an eulogy upon St Real

;
he wrote upon

subjects of moral philosophy, literary criti-

cism, and metaphysics. His critical epistles
O2
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on the posthumous works of Alfieri were

much noticed. He also wrote a species of de-

scriptive romance called the " Travels of

Theodore Callimachi in Italy." Bioy. Univ.

FALLOT (GcsxAvcs) born at Montbe-

liard 1807, of a protestant family related to

Cuvier, died 1836. Although bred to com-

merce he found time to study philosophy
from Bacou to Malebranche. He wrote " Re-

searches into French Literature ;" and had

nearly finished his great work
" On the Origin

of the French Language,
" when he was taken

off by a congestion of the brain. Ibid.

FALLOWS (FEARON) a distinguished ma-

thematician and astronomer, who was edu-

cated at the university of Cambridge. In

1821 he was appointed to the office of Astro-

nomer Royal at the Cape of Good Hope,
whither he proceeded, provided only with a

small transit, and an altitude and azimuth

instrument, a time-keeper, and a few other

absolutely necessary appendages of an obser-

vatory. During the two succeeding years
he formed a catalogue of two hundred and

seventy-three stars belonging to the southern

hemisphere, which was published in the Phi-

losophical Transactions for 1824. The delays
which afterwards took place hi the erection of

the observatory, and the want of those capital
instruments which were necessary to furnish

it, prevented him from pursuing his researches

to their utmost extent; and although it did

not interrupt the progress of his investigations,

yet by making them necessarily imperfect,

deprived them of a considerable part of their

value. When at length a grand mural circle

arrived, and he imagined himself in posses-
sion of the means of effecting the great object
of his ambition, that of making the catalogues
of the stars of the southern hemisphere equal
in accuracy and completeness to those of the

northern, he found new difficulties occurring
in the derangements occasioned in so large
an instrument by embarking, disembarking,
and fixing it, thus producing errors which it

was hardly possible to remedy without the

assistance of an artist of great ability. In

the midst of his embarrassments he was seized

with a severe illness, and at the same time

deprived of the aid of his assistant by a
similar cause. Yet notwithstanding his afflic-

tion he continued to attend to the duties of
his office, and in a letter written to one of his

friends in England a short time previous to

his death, he represented himself as being
carried daily in a blanket by his servants
from his chamber to the observatory, for the

purpose of winding up his clocks and chro-

nometers. His disease at length assumed
the form of an incurable dropsy, and he died
in 1831, shortly before the period that had
been fixed on for his return to England, on
which he had at length decided when his re-

covery at the Cape was pronounced to be

hopeless. In the course of the year 1829 he

made, in conjunction with captain Romade
and Mr Johnstone, a very complete series of
Observations on the Pendulum, which were

published in the Philosophical Transactions

FARINELLI.

for 1830. Mr Fallows was a Fellow of the

Royal Society. He left a very extensive series

of astronomical observations, made during
the last seven years of his life, which are in

possession of the Lords of the Admiralty, and
will probably be published. Ann. Biog.
FANTIN DESODOARDS (ANTOINE

ETIENNE NICOLAS) a French historian and
political writer, born hi Dauphiny in 1 738, and
died at Paris in 1820. Before the Revolution
he was an ecclesiastic, and subsequently be-

coming connected with Danton and Robes-

pierre, he employed his pen in writing the his-

tory of his contemporaries. Among his nu-
merous works are,

" Nouvel Abrege Chro-

nologique de 1'Histoire de France, par le

President He'nault, continue'e jusqu'a la Paix
de 1 783," 3 vols, 8vo

;
and " Histoire Philo-

sophique de la Re'volutiou Francaise," 1796,
2 vols, 8vo, enlarged in the sixth edition to 6

vols, 8vo. He also continued to the death of
Louis XVI the History of France commenced
by Velley, and carried on by Villaret and Gar-

nier, 1808 10, 26 vols, 12mo. Biog. Univ.
Class.

FANTONI (JOHN) born 1755, at Fiviz-

zano in Tuscany, died 1807, an Italian lyric

poet, whose works are much esteemed. They
are published in 3 vols. Bio. Diet. Univ.

FANUCCI (JOHN BAPTISTE) born at Pisa

in Tuscany 1756, died 1834, an Italian writer

who spent much of his time in exile. He left

several works on the " Maritime History of

Italy."
FAREY (JOHN) an eminent surveyor and

writer on mineralogy and geology, who was
born at Woburn, in Bedfordshire, in 1766.

After having studied mathematics, natural

philosophy, drawing, and surveying, at a
school at Halifax, in Yorkshire, he became

acquainted with Smeaton, the celebrated

engineer. In 1 792 the Duke of Bedford ap-
pointed him to the agency of his estates in

Bedfordshire, in consequence of which he
took up his residence at Woburn, where he
remained till the death of his patron in 1802.

In 1809 and the year following he made a

survey of the county of Derby for the Board
ofAgriculture, which was published in 1811

13, 2 vols, 8vo. He availed himself of every

opportunity which occurred for examining
the relative position of the strata throughout
Britain, and collected mineral specimens to

illustrate this important topic of geological

science, concerning which he wrote some

papers which appeared in Nicholson's Philo-

sophical Journal. He also formed maps and
sections of various parts of the country to

show the order of arrangement of the mineral

strata, which he intended to have published
with observations

;
but his labours were in-

terrupted by an attack of apoplexy, which

proved fatal, in January 1826. Ann. Reg.
FARINELLI (CHARLES BROSCHI) born

at Naples in 1705, died 1782. His father to

improve his voice and make his fortune caused

him to be emasculated, a practice common in

persons of his class, until Bonaparte, in recent

times, proclaimed it an offence. At seventeen
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he made his appearance as a singer at Rome,
and in 1734 came over to London, where

among the frivolous offspring of fashion he
became the most admired of vocalists. He
afterwards went to Spain and was the syco-

phantic amuser of the wearisome hours of

Philip V, who heaped favours upon him.
P'erdinand VI, the successor of Philip, who
had become almost as melancholy an ascetic,

was so charmed with the notes of Farinelli,
that the latter obtained the power of making
the king consent to all his requests. The
queen, to do him honour, presented him with
the order of the grand cross of Calatrava, by
placing it with her own hands upon him.

On the death of the king and queen this

singer, in 1762, retired to Bologna, and built

himself a noble mansion, where he played the

harp and cultivated a garden in retirement
till his death at the age of seventy-eight.
Bio. Univ.

FARREN (ELIZA) a celebrated actress,who
became countess of Derby. Her father was
a surgeon in the city of Cork, in Ireland, but

being too fond of convivial society, he failed

in his profession, and became a provincial
actor, and died young, leaving his family in

destitute circumstances. The daughter was
born in 1759, and at the age of fourteen she
made her first appearance on the stage at

Liverpool as Rosetta, in the opera of " Love
in a Village." In 1777 she appeared at the

Haymarket theatre in London, in the cha-

racter of Miss Hardcastle, in " She Stoops to

Conquer;" she afterwards played at Covent-

garden and Drury-lane, and it was at the

latter theatre that she attracted particular
notice in the part of Almeida, in Pratt's tra-

gedy of " The Fair Circassian," which had an

uninterrupted run of twenty-three nights, in

1780. Mrs Abingdon having quitted Drury-
lane for Covent-garden, Miss Farren was in-

duced to undertake the part of lady Townley,
which completely established her theatrical

fame
;
and from that time she succeeded

Mrs Abingdon in her chief characters, and

supported them with great success. Though
she had obtained much applause as a tragic
actress, her forte lay chiefly in comedy, and

among the characters in which she excelled

was that of lady Teazle, in Sheridan's " School
for Scandal." After she left the Haymarket
theatre she paid a summer visit to Dublin,
where the display of her talents attracted

general approbation. On the opening of the
new theatre of Drury-lane, in April 1794, she
delivered an amusing epilogue, written by
George Colmau the younger. At this period
she was noticed by persons of distinction, and
at the request of several of the nobility she
conducted the private theatricals at the duke
of Newcastle's house in Privy-garden, where
that nobleman had fitted up a small theatre,
on the stage of which lord Derby, lord

Henry Fitzgerald, Charles Fox, general Fitz-

patrick, lord John Townsend, the hon. Mrs.

Darner, and others, assumed the principal
characters. The earl of Derby, at that time

separated from his countess, formed a warm
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and honourable attachment to this accom-
plished actress, and becoming a widower in
March 1797, he married her shortly after.

Miss Farren took leave of the stage April 8-,

1797, after performing the character of Lady
Teazle, and on the 8th of the ensuing month
her nuptials took place. Soon afterwards she
was introduced at court, and was greatly
esteemed by their majesties George III and
his queen, as well as by the late king, and
she walked in procession at the marriage of
the princess royal to the prince of Wirtem-

berg. Her death took place, after several

years of ill health, April 23. 1829, at Knowes-

ley Hall, in Derbyshire. Thesp. Diet. Man.

FAUJAS DE ST FOND (BARTHELEMI)
a learned geologist, born at Montelimart in

1750, and died at Paris July 2G, 1819. He
was administrator and professor at the museum
of natural history, and he enriched the science

which he cultivated with many new observa-

tions and discoveries. Among his works are,
"
Voyage en Angleterre, en Ecosse, et aux

lies He'brides," 1797, 2 vols, 8vo;
" Recher-

ches sur les Volcans e'teints du Vivarais et du

Velay," 1778, folio;
" Histoire Naturelle du

Dauphiue," 1782, 4 vols, 12mo; and Mine'-

ralogie des Volcans," 1784, 8vo. Biog.
Univers. Class.

FAUQUE ( ) a French authoress,
known in England under the name of madame
de Vaucluse. She was born about the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century, in the ter-

ritory of Avignon. Having been forced by
her family to become a nun against her in-

clination, she procured a dispensation from
her vows and retired to England, where she

supported herself by writing for the press till

her death, which took place about 1777.

Among the productions of her pen are " Dia-

logues Moraux et Amusans," in English and

French, 1777, 12mo; and "Hist, de Mad.
la Marquise de Pompadour, trad, de 1'Angl."

1759, 12mo. Ibid.

FAUVEL (M.) born in Burgundy 1753,
died in Smyrna 1838, consul-general ofFrance
in that city. When young he made a journey
into Italy and Greece, from whence he brought
drawings which at once fixed his reputation
with the learned. He went again to the East

in 1 787 with Choiseul-Goultier, ambassador

of France at Constantinople, and accompanied
him to the coasts of Asia Minor, undertaking
to be the painter and designer of the Pic-

turesque Voyage to Greece. Fixing himself

at Athens, he studied and made drawings of

the antiquities there, which were afterwards

engraved. He was named vice-consul of

France at Athens, and he modelled and sent

to Paris some of his reliefs of the Acropolis.
He was nominated a member of the Legion
of Honour, and hoped to have passed his life

peaceably in his studies of Greek antiquities

on the spot, when the revolution broke out,

and the Turks, shut up in the Acropolis,
threatened to bury themselves in its ruins.

He therefore concluded a capitulation on the

part of the Turks, which the Greeks violated
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and murdered them all. Fauvel would no

longer remain in Athens and withdrew to the

island of Zea, then to Syra, and ultimately to

Smyrna. At the age of 85 he was in full ex-

ercise of his functions, and was in possession
of all his faculties at the time of his decease.

Sib. Univers.

FA VART (CHARLES SIMON) born at Paris

1710, died 1792. He was the son of a

pastrycook, who took high credit to himself

for inventing certain cakes. The son studied

in the college of Louis le Grand, and very

early began to make verses. He early carried

off a prize for his verses, but his success was
in his theatrical pieces, of which he wrote

sixty for the comic opera and the Italian

theatre only. The Opera Comique being sup-

pressed in 1745, Favart became leader of the

troop of comedians that followed marshal

Saxe in his campaigns. The general fell in

love with Madame Favart, and tried every
means to overcome the virtue of this charm-

ing actress, and went so far as to abuse his

power. She made from the first an heroic

resistance to his overtures. In virtue of a
" lettre de cachet

"
she was separated from

her husband, who took flight, and she was
shut up in a convent of the province, where
she remained above a year. At last she ob-

tained her liberty and went to Paris, where
the persecutions against Favart soon ceased.

He devoted himself to the cultivation of the

drama. In 1769 the theatre of the Italian

comedy offered him an annual sum of 800 f.

for two dramatic pieces, and that he should
write for no other house. He refused the

offer, and that sum was given him without

any condition. His dramatic works fill 10
vols in 8vo. His Memoirs and Literary Cor-

respondence were published in 1808. Favart
had a son who wrote some pieces for the stage,
and died in 1806. Bio, Univers.

FAVIERES (E. G. FRANCOIS de) born

1755, died 1837, a French writer of dramatic

pieces, all of which were successful. Ibid.

FAVOLI (HUGHS) born at Middeburg
1525, died 1585, a distinguished Dutch phy-
sician who studied at Padua, and was a culti-

vator of poetry. He left a description of his

journey to Constantinople in Latin verse
Ibid.

FAWCETT (JOHN) born 17G8, died 1837,
an actor of Covent-garden theatre, of consi-

derable talents in his own line of character,
and an estimable man. He was the son of an
humble actor at Drury-lane, and when young
was much noticed by Garrick. He was edu-
cated at St Paul's School, and was at first ap-

prenticed to a linen-draper, but he left his

shop and joined a company of players at Mar-

gate, where he performed Courtall in the

Belle's Stratagem. By degrees he rose to

eminence. He took leave of the stage, where
he was much respected, in 1830. He was au-

thor of "
Obi, or Three-fingered Jack," and

one or two little pantomimic dramas of a si-

milar cast Gent. Mag.
FAYETTE (MARIE PAUL JEAN ROCH

YVES GILBERT MOTIER, marquis de la) bora

1757, at Chavagnac in Auvergne. He married
at sixteen mademoiselle de Noailles, daughter
of the wealthy duke d'Ayen, and was only
twenty when he departed in 1777 for Ame-
rica, in a vessel he had himself freighted, in

order to combat in the American cause. The
rank of major-general in the army of the

United States was given him. He was
wounded near Philadelphia in the first action

in which he bore a part. He served the Ame-
rican cause with his sword and fortune, by
negotiation and by personal hazard, and

mainly contributed to the defeat of the Eng-
lish army and the capitulation of York town
in 1781. On his return to France he con-
curred with the illustrious Malesherbes in

those ameliorations which humanity and a
more enlightened era dictated, and against
which the resistance of the court and clergy,

by delaying, brought upon France that anar-

chy which overturned the monarchy. La
Fayette was deputy from the nobility of

Auvergne in 1789 to the states-general. He
supported the motion of Mirabeau for sending
away the troops. He was named commander
of the national guard, and on placing the tri-

coloured cockade in his cap said,
" This cock-

ade will make the round of the world !
"

Having been unable to prevent the massacres
of Foulon and Berthier, he resigned his com-

mand, but was obliged by his fellow-citizens

to resume it. He conducted a part of the na-

tional guard to Versailles to protect the royal

family, and brought them to Paris. On the

flight of Louis XVI he was accused of having
suffered the king to escape on the one hand,
and on the other of having stopped him.
He always protected the king, but approved
of the suspension of his authority until he ac-

cepted the constitution. The decree which
established the king having excited a tumult,
La Fayette dispersed it by force, having first

published the law which forbade it. In 1791,
when he had made the amnesty be accepted

by Louis XVI, he quitted Paris, resigning the

command of the national guard. When the

first coalition of the kings took place against
France, he was placed at the head of one of
the three armies destined to act on the northern

frontier, and he obtained some advantages
over the enemy at Philipville and Maubeuge.
Denounced by the members of the jacobin

club, he made known their designs to the le-

gislative assembly, and went some days after-

wards and demanded the punishment of the

parties who had been guilty on the 20th of

June, but left with the sad conviction that his

popularity was gone. His accusation being
decreed on the 10th of August, he had no
resource left but to seek an asylum in a fo-

reign country. He was seized by the Aus-
trians at Namur and plunged into the dun-

geons of Olmiitz, where madame La Fayette,
with her two children, who had escaped the

reign of terror, joined him and shared his

long captivity. The victories of Bonaparte in

Italy placed him in a condition to demand La
Fayette's liberation from his unjust imprison-
ment, and he made it one of the articles of the
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treaty of Leoben. But La Fayctte dared not

enter France, still in confusion, and he went
with his family to Kiel. He only returned to

France to inhabit his estate at Fontenoy near

Chaulnes after the 18th Brumaire. He declined

the place of a senator offered him by Napo-
leon, and after the establishment ofthe empire,
ceased to have any connection with the head of

the government. At the restoration he visited,

once only, the king and monsieur, by whom he

was well received. During the hundred days
he was deputed by the department of the

Seine and Marne to the chamber of repre-

sentatives, and was elected vice-president. He
moved, after the battle of Waterloo, that the

chamber should sit for a permanence, and he
was one of the commissioners sent to the allied

powers to demand a suspension of arms
;
he

protested against the violence used by the

conquerors in dissolving the legislative body,
and then retired to the Grange, where he
lived in retirement. In 1818 he was sent by
the department of the Sarthe as a deputy, and
he took his place in the chamber upon the

extreme left. He soon after visited America
to see the people once more for whom he had

fought in his youth. His reception was a con-

tinued triumph, and when in 1827 he was sent

a deputy from Meaux, he defended demo-
cratic principles as strongly as ever. He
foresaw the fall of Charles X, and when that

event was accomplished in 1830, he would
listen to none of the propositions made by
that obstinate old king, declaring to him that

they came too late. He contributed to attach

many to the new dynasty, announcing that he

saw in it a monarchy with republican institu-

tions. He died in 1834, at Paris, on the 20th

of May, in consequence of the fatigue he had

undergone upon a public occasion. His Me-
moirs were afterwards published by his family
in 6 vols. Biog. Univers.

FEA (CHARLES ALBE) born 1753, at Pigna
in Piedmont, died 1834. He studied at Rome,
and received there the cap of a doctor. He
was nominated librarian to prince Chigi, and
in that situation produced some of his publi-
cations, by which he supported himself. His

principal works relate to architecture and

antiquities. Ibid.

FEARNLEY (THOMAS) born 1802, atFre-

derichshal in Norway, died at Munich 1842.

His ancestry was English. He went to live

at Christiana after his fifth year, being de-

signed for a military life
;
but accident made

him change his residence, and having won a

prize for drawing, he from that circumstance
took a love for the art. He first tried his

fortune at Copenhagen, and one of his works
was seen there by Oscar, the crown prince of

Sweden. From that circumstance he went to

Stockholm, where a view of Copenhagen he
had executed for that prince had been sent.

He remained there for four years. In 1828
he proceeded, by Berlin and Hamburgh, to

Dresden, and in 1830 visited Munich, where
he painted some of his best works. He visited

Italy, Switzerland, France, and England, suc-

cessively, and arrived home after an absence
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of eight years. He visited London again for
a year and a half, and other parts of the conti-

nent, and in 1840 married. He proceeded soon
afterwards to Munich in declining health, and
breathed his last in that city. Bib. Univers.
FEINAGLE (GREGORY) born in Germany

1765, died in London 1820, a noted mnemo-
nist, and one ofthe followers of baron d'Aretin.
He went to France in 1806, and made a repe-
tition of his experiments before numerous and
brilliant assemblages of persons. Not having
obtained the patent for his invention which
tie sought, he was ridiculed even by those
whom he had taught, many of whom s'et up to
teach mnemonics themselves. He complained
that his secret was betrayed, and that he was
ill-treated, and went to England, where he
bad no great success, his scheme appearing
to partake, in no small degree, of that ideal
which has introduced from Germany so many
crude schemes, that, both in fact and prac-
tice, have been little other than wild theories,
which came to nothing in practice. Biog.
Univers.

FEITH (RHYNVIS) born at Zwolle 1753,
died 1824, one of the best poets of Holland.
He took the degree of doctor at Leyden in

1770, and then returned to his native city,
where he cultivated letters and poetry, and
was receiver of the Admiralty College. The
number of his works in prose and verse is

very considerable. His "
Eulogy on Admiral

Ruyter" obtained the first prize at Leyden,
and an ode of his the second in the same
year. These pieces are believed in Holland
to be equal to any of the same class that fo-

reign countries can produce. Besides poems,
he wrote four tragedies, and Letters upon
Literature (" Brieven over Verscheide Onder-

werpen") in six vols. Bib. Univers.

FELICE (FORTUNE BARTHELEMY de)
born at Rome 1725, died 1789 at Yverdun,
where he established a printing-office, and

published and edited numerous works. Bib.

Univers.

FELINSKI (ALOISE) a Polish poet, born

1763, atOssow in Volhynia, died 1822. He was

professor of poetry and eloquence at Krzcinie-

niec, and wrote several dramatic works.
FELLER (JOACHIM FREDERIC) son of

Joachim Feller, professor of poetry at Leipsic,
and born in that university in 1073. He was
educated under his father, and graduated in

philosophy. His works consist of " A Genea-

logical History of the House of Brunswick,"
" Otium Hanoverianum," both in 8vo; and
" Monumenta varia inedita." His death took

place in 1706, at the court of the duke of Saxe

Weimar, to whom he acted as private secre-

tary. Moreri.

FELS (JOHN MICHAEL) born August 1761,
at St Gall, died 1833, vicar, and professor of

Latin at St Gall, member of the great council

of the canton, and inspector of the establish-

ments of instruction. He wrote several works

upon teaching languages, and the alterations

to be introduced into female schools, &c.

Biog. Diet.

FELTON (JOHN) born in Ireland, the
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assassin who lulled the Duke of Buckingham
in 1628, when he was about to embark at

Portsmouth to succour the protestants at

Rochelle. Hist. Eug.
FENTON (EDWARD) died 1603, at Dept-

ford, an English navigator, who served in

Ireland with distinction, and then accom-

panied Martin Frobisher in his voyage ol

northern discovery. He sailed in 1 582 with

four vessels, the object of which was not

known, but they took three Spanish ships.

On his return he was made commander oJ

a vessel sent against the Spanish Armada,
which contributed to the destruction of that

formidable force.

FERG (FRANCIS PAUL) born in Vienna

1689, the son of an obscure artist, who could

teach him nothing, and placed him under the

tuition of another little better than himself.

lie applied, however, to the works of Callot,

which he closely studied : and was taughl
afterwards to design the human figure by
Hans Graaf, and landscape by Orient. He
was much admired in Germany, and particu

larly at Dresden. He came to England in

1718, and his pleasing style brought him

employment. He passed twenty years here,

but a bad marriage kept him in difficulties,

and he was found dead near the door of his

lodging in 1740, at the age of fifty-one.

He engraved himself some of his works,
and Vivares others. Diet. Univers. Bryan's
Diet.

FERMIN (PHILIPPE) born at Maestricht

1720, died 1790, a physician and naturalist,

who went from Europe to Surinam in 1754,
and studied the natural history of the country.
On his return he published a " Treatise on

the Diseases of that Colony," and the " Natu-
ral History of Equinoctial Holland, or Suri-

nam," and afterwards a general account of the

colony.
FERNANDEZ de LOREDO (JUAN) born

1632, died 1692. He was one of the best fresco

painters of his time in Spain. Biog. Univers.

FERNEHAM (NICHOLAS) bishop of Dur-

ham, a learned prelate, who is celebrated by
the historian Matthew Paris for his great skill

in medicine, on which subject he wrote seve-

ral treatises. He is said to have been with

difficulty persuaded to accept the bishopric,
and to have soon resigned it. He died in

1257. This bishop seems to have had a know-

ledge of architecture, as he rebuilt the cathe-

dral of Durham in conjunction with the prior
Thomas Melsonby. Before his elevation to

the episcopal see he held the office of physician
to the queen. Leland's Itinerary, vol viii.

Godwin.
FERNEL (JOHN) a physician and mathe-

matician, born at Clermont, near Beauvais,

1497, died 1558. He left numerous scientific

works. Biog. Fran.

FERNO ('MICHAEL) born 1463, at Milan,
died 1513, it is said by violent means. He
was a notary at Milan, and a collector of

MSS. He left a work entitled " De Lega-
tionibus Italices," 1493, and " CEuvres de

Camponi," &c.

FERRANDO.
FERNOW (Louis) a learned German philo-

sopher, who was born at Weimar in 1 775, and
died in 1809. His zeal for learning induced
him to travel on foot to Rome, where he de-

livered a course of lectures on the Kantian

philosophy. He published, under the patron-
age of the duchess dowager Amelia, the works
of Dante, Petrarch, and Ariosto; and he was
the author of " Tableau des Moeurs etde la

Culture des Remains," Gotha, 1802, 8vo.

Biog. Univ. Class.

FERRAND (ANTOINE FRANCOIS CLAUDE)
born in Paris 1751, died 1825, a counsellor
of the Chamber of Inquests of the parliament
of Paris, who proposed first to demand of
Louis XVI the assemblage of the states-gene-
ral. Frightened at the aspect of affairs he

emigrated in 1789. He ultimately retired to

Lisbon, where he gave himself up to literary
studies. He returned to France in 1801 and

published his "Spirit of History" in favour
of despotism against liberty. He then under-
took to finish the MS of the "History of
the Anarchy of Poland," of which its author
Rulhieres had only completed eleven books.
He changed the text of these considerably,
so that the moment the work was about to

appear, the MS was seized and the sheets

taken from the bookseller under the pretext
that Rulhieres had been a pensioner of the

government. The MS was given over to

Danau, who became the editor. He was one
of those who went to Alexander of Russia to

ask for the crown for Louis XVIII. In 1814
he was made minister of state and director-

general of the post. In 1815 he resigned his

place to Lavalette, who had before filled it

for twenty years. Before quitting his office

he demanded a safe conduct to quit Paris.

Lavalette contended that it was not needful,
as travelling was safe. He renewed the de-

mand through his wife, and Lavalette gave
way. This document was made afterwards
the evidence for the conviction of Lavalette.

The publications of Ferrand are numerous,
servile to the monarchy, and for the most

part political, although among them there are

some in the department of the drama, which
do not rank very high in estimation, rather

exhibiting the fertility than the excellence of
his talents. Biog. Univers.

FERRAND (JACQUES PHILIPPE) born at

Joigny in 1 653, died in Paris 1 732, a painter,
the son of the physician of Louis XIII. He
studied under Mignard, and was valet to

Louis XIV. He published a curious book

describing the process of his art, which was
enamel painting. It was called " The Art of

Fire, or the Manner to Paint in Enamel,"
accompanied by a " Treatise on Miniature

Painting," 1732. He left a son called An-
toine, who followed the profession of his

father both as an enamel and a miniature

painter. Bri/an's Diet.

FERRANDO (GONSALVO) born at Oviedo
about the middle of the fifteenth century.
He is chiefly remarkable for having intro-

duced into Europe the remedy ofguaiacum
for the cure of venereal disorders. On this
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medicine he wrote and published two Latin

treatises extolling its efficacy. Nothing more
is known of his merits either as a writer or a

professional individual. Hist. Diet.

FERRARI (Gui) horn at Novara, 1717,
died 1791, a member of the college of Jesuits,

employed to teach humanity and rhetoric in

the principal colleges of Italy. After the sup-

pression of the Jesuits, he devoted himself

entirely to study, and there were few branches

of polite literature on which he did not write,

poetry, history, biography, eloquence, inscrip-

tions, were all cultivated in turn. He left

numerous works almost all written in the

Latin tongue. Bib. Univ.

FERRARIS (JOSEPH, count de) an Aus-
trian general officer, distinguished as a geo-

grapher. He was born at Luueville in 1726.

He entered into the army in 1741, and arrived

at the rank of lieutenant-general in 1775.

Being a skilful engineer, he was in 1776 ap-

pointed director-general of artillery for the

Netherlands, when he commenced the con-

struction of a chart of those provinces, which
was finished in 1777. He served against the

French in the campaign of 1793, and he sub-

sequently became vice-president of the aulic

council of war at Vienna. In 1808 he was
made a field-marshal, and he died in 1814.

Ibid.

FERRATO (HERCULES) born at Palsot
near the lake of Como, about 1630. He
went to Rome and was noted there as early in

life as at twenty-seven years of age. He exe-

cuted in the principal churches of that city
a number of works iu marble and stucco,

among which are several statues for decorat-

ing the tombs of Bonelli and Pimental in the

church of Minerva. He also executed some
fine wArks in Tuscany. Pil/tiiigton's Diet.
FERREIRA (ANTONIO) born at Lisbon

15^, clieu i. ';!). lie left sonic l\r:cs and
"Hnanatic pieces^which rank him among the

Vest Portuguese authors. Bio. Diet.

FERREIRA (ANTONIO FIALHO) born at

Macao, about 1600. He filled several mili-

tary and civil employments, and in 1633 was
made captain of the flotilla of Macao. He
went on several important missions, and in

1639, being at Goa, he travelled to Persia,
and from thence on foot passed the mountains
of Armenia and Anatolia to Constantinople,
from whence he got to Madrid. He at length
reached Lisbon, and there he obtained suc-

cours for returning to Macao. He also made
a voyage to China by order of John IV. He
is thought to have died about 1658. He left

relations of several of his voyages. Ibid.

FERREIRA DE VICA (ALVARO) a Por-

tuguese genealogist, born at Lisbon about
1630. -Bio. Univ.

FERRERO (JACINTHCS) born 1785, died
1833 at Turin, a physician, who cultivated
the sciences of entomology and of botany with

great success, and at one time aided Bonelli
in his labours. He left numerous observa-
tions on the entomology of the Piedmontese

Alps, in which he annually made long and
profitable journeys. His collections are
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added to that of the city of Genoa. Bib.
TJnivers.

FERRETUS, the Latin designation of
Ferreti, a native of Vicenza in Italy, who
flourished in the fourteenth century, and may
be ranked among the restorers of literature.

His history of his own times, embracing a

period from the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury to the year 1318, is a valuable and
highly interesting work. Ferreti was also
the author of a Latin epic poem, of which
De la Scala is the hero. Diet. Hist.
FERRI (CiBo) an eminent Italian painter

and architect, the scholar of Pietro da Cor-
tona, born in 1634, of a respectable family at
Rome. His pictures bear a strong resem-
blance to those of his master, both in design
and execution. His death took place in 1689.

I)'Argen ville.

FERlil DE ST CONSTANT (count JOHN)
born 1755, at Fano, in the Roman states, died
there in 1830. He married madam de St Con-
stant, whose name he added to his own. He
obtained the place of secretary to the French
ambassador in Holland in 1789. The revo-
lution forced him to seek a refuge in England,
but he returned to France after the 18th Bru-
maire. In 1811 he was sent to Rome to

organise a plan for public instruction, but

subsequent events removed him from all his

employments. He left several works ; among
them one called " London and the English,"
1804, and the "

Spettatore Italiano," 1824.
Diet. Fran.
FERRIER (ARNOLD du) a French lawyer

and diplomatist of great ability, who flourished
at Paris during the reigns of Henry II and
Charles IX, was born in 1506, at Thoulouse.
After graduating in the faculty at Padua, he
commenced life as an advocate ; and although
educated in the communion of the Romish
church, was in heart a protestant, and distin-

guished himself by the boldness of his lan-

guage at the council of Trent in 1562. At

length, through the persuasion of Du Plessis

Mornai, he openly avowed his preference for

opinions which he had long cherished in

secret, and availed himself of the patronage
of the king of Navarre, who made him his

chancellor. Father Paul was much indebted
to his assistance in compiling his great work,
the History of the Council of Trent. He
died in 1585. Moreri.
FERRIER (.CLAUDE) an eminent French

civilian, born in 1639. He enjoyed an ex-

tensive practice at Rheims, and was a volu-

minous writer on subjects connected with

jurisprudence. Of these the principal are
" La Jurisprudence du Code," 4to, 2 vols

;

"Sur la Coutume de Paris," 12mo, 2 vols;
" Le Droit du Patronage," 4to; "Introduc-
tion a la Pratique," 12mo, 2 vols; "Traite'

des Fiefs," 4to
;
Du Digeste," 4to, 2 vols

;

" La Science des Notaires," 4to, 2 vols ;

" Des

Nouvelles," 4to, 2 vols
;

" Recueil des Com-
mentateurs de la Coutume de Paris," folio,

4 vols; and " Institution Coutumiere," 12mo,
3 vols. His death took place in 1715.

J, SEPH FERRIER, son of the above, was dean
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of the faculty at Paris, and is known as the

author of a valuable law dictionary. Ibid.

FERUSSAC (J. B. L. D'AUDEBARD, baron

de) born 1745 at Clerac, died 1815. He was
educated at the military school and became a

sub-lieutenant in the regiment of Beam. In

1778, while a captain in the regiment oi

Besancon, he read in the Academy of Sciences

a discourse upon the " Two Groups of the

Mountains of Sussenage and of the Chartreuse
in Dauphiny." He also wrote in the " Jour-
nal de Physique." He served in the emi-

grant army in 1 793, and reached the rank of

lieutenant-colonel. In 1808 he returned to

France, where he only found the wreck of his

fortune, which his wife had succeeded in

preserving. He now applied himself to his

more serious studies. He printed
" An

Essay on the Method Conchyliologique, ap-

plied to Fluvial and Terrestrial Mollusca."

On the return of the Bourbons, Ferussac was
raised to the rank of colonel and had a pen-
sion. He died before completing his work
on Mollusca, on which he was employed
thirty years. It was terminated by his son,

and published in 3 large vols, quarto, and

coloured, 3 vols, folio. Bio. Univ.

FESCA (FREDERICK ERNEST) born in Mag-
deburg 1789, died 1826, a distinguished mu-
sical composer. At four years it is said he
could repeat on the piano the pieces executed

by his mother. He received lessons on the

violin at nine, and proceeded to Leipsic,
where he placed himself under the tutorship
ofEberhard Miiller. After this his progress
was rapid. His works are overtures, operas,
and quatuors, which have been published in

Paris. Bio. Univ.

FESCH (JOSEPH) born 1763, at Ajaccio,
in Corsica, died 1839, a cardinal of the catho-

lic church and uncle of Napoleon Bonaparte.
At thirteen years of age he was sent to school

at Aix, in Provence, where he completed his

studies and took orders. At the commence-
ment of the French revolution he adopted its

principles, and took off his ecclesiastical dress.

He joined general Montesquieu in Savoy,
and performed his duty in the commissariat.

When Bonaparte became general-in-chief of

the army of Italy, he was made commissary
at war. After the 18th Brumaire, Napoleon
urged his uncle to put on his ecclesiastical

habit again, and the concordat of 1801 was
followed by his elevation to the archbishopric
of Lyons. He was promoted to the cardinal-

ship in 1803, and sent as an ambassador to

Rome, whence he returned with the pope to

attend the coronation of his nephew. Nomi-
nated grand almoner and senator in 1805, he
was in 1807 intended for the archbishopric of

Paris, but he refused to accept the new honour
in consequence of the disputes between the

pope and Napoleon. Elected president to the

council of Paris in 1810, he loudly pro-
nounced for the maintenance of the rights of

the church, and was sent to Lyons, where he

bought the Chartreuse, which he inhabited

until 1813. At the approach of the Austrian

armies lie retired at first to Eoanne, and at

FEVRET.

the request of his sister, madame Bonaparte,
to Rome, where the pope, Pius VII, received
him with great kindness. During the hun-
dred days he returned to Paris, and even sat
in the Chamber of Peers. On the second re-

turn of the Bourbons he went with his sister

to Rome, where he lived in tranquillity, em-
ploying one part of his income in relieving
the poor, and the other in the encouragement
of the arts. He constantly refused to resign
the archbishopric of Lyans, and died at Rome,
leaving a fine library and an excellent gallery
of paintings. Bib. Univ.

FESCH (SEBASTIAN) an ingenious anti-

quary, born in 1647, at Basil, where he even-

tually filled the professor's chair in jurispru-
dence. He was the author of several legal
tracts, but is principally known by his essays" De Insigm'bus," and as the collector of a

highly valuable assortment of medals and
other articles of virtu. He died in 1712
Ibid.

FESTA-MATTEI (madame) born at
Milan 1784, died at Petersburg 1836, an
excellent comic actor of the Italian Opera.
She was distinguished, besides her acting, by
the strength and extension of voice, as well
as for sensibility. Bio. Univ.
FESTUS (PoMPEius) a Latin critic of the

fourth century, known as the author of an
abridgment of the treatise " De Significa-
lione Verborum "

of Valerius Flaccus, which,

tiaving undergone some further curtailment,
may be found in the quarto edition of classi-

cal writers printed by Dacier, in 1681, for
the use of the dauphin. Diet. Hist.

FETI, or, as his name is more commonly
spelled, FETTI (DOMENICO) the pupil of
^ivoli of Florence, an historical painter of
Teat merit, whose works, never numerous,

are now become extremely rare. He was a
native of Rome, born in 1 589, and bade fair

to reach the summit of his art
;
but giving

way to all kinds of excesses, his constitution,

naturally weak, sunk under them, and he
died at Venice in his thirty-fifth year.
IfArgenville.
FEVRE (JEAN BAPTISTE le) a learned

ecclesiastic, who flourished in the earlier

mrt of the last century. He was a native of

^outance, and rose to be grand vicar of

Bourges. He distinguished himself by his

writings against the Protestants, especially

)y a nervously written tract, entitled " Irre-

fragable Arguments towards the Conviction
of those who profess the Reformed Religion,
alsely so called." Le Fevre became a
doctor of the Sorbonne, and died in 1716.

Diet. Hist.

FEVRET. There were several able and

ngenious persons of this name and family.
CHARLES, the first in point of time, born in

1 583, at Semur, in Auxois, was an advocate
of great reputation at Dijon, who gained the
%vour of Louis XIII by his eloquent address
n behalf of some condemned criminals,
whose pardon the king granted to his ora-

:ory, and further rewarded it by making
lim his own secretary, with a pension of 900
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livres. He was the author of a small tract,
" De Claris Fori Burgundici Oratoribus ;" a

translation of Pibrac's "
Quatrains ;" and

" Traite de 1'Abus," a work undertaken at

the instigation of the prince de Conde'. His

death took place in 1661. PIERRE FEVRET,
his son, was an excellent classical scholar,

and collected a valuable library, which at his

death in 1 706 he bequeathed to the college of

Jesuits at Dijon. CHARLES MARIE FEVRET
de Fontette, born in 1710, reprinted the " His-

torical Dictionary" of Le Longue, in 5 folio

volumes, and died director of the university
of Dijon in 1772.

FIACCHI (Louis) born 1754, died 1825,
a distinguished Italian poet and critic, of

Magello in Tuscany. He was bred an eccle-

siastic, and for some years was professor of

philosophy in the college of Magello. He
then obtained a canonship, and became a

member of the Academy della Crusca. He
left, besides his poetry,

" Observations on the

Decameron of Boccaccio,"
"
Favoli," and a

dictionary of proverbs.
FIALETTI (ODOARDO) born at Bologna

1573, died at Venice 1638, a scholar of Tiii-

toret. There are thirty-eight of his works

ornamenting the churches of Venice. He
left two works on the principles of design.

Pilkington's Diet.

FIARD(JEAN BAPTIST) born at Dijon 1736,
died 1 8 1 8. He first studied under the Jesuits,

qualified himself for a master, and was sent

as regent to the college of Alenc.on, At the

suppression of the society, he passed some
time at Paris, in the seminary of St Nicolas

du Chardemot, and then returned to Dijon to

exercise the humble functions of a vicar. He
became imbued with the idea that men are

able to communicate with infernal spirits,

and he finished by attributing to sorcerers

and magicians everything that seemed to him
out of the natural course of things, and he

pointed out these diabolical agents in a course

of lectures called "
Magic Letters, or Letters

upon the Devil," which he afterwards re-

produced in a volume. He was arrested at

the Revolution, but escaped with two years of

captivity. He afterwards published his '' In-

structions about Sorcerers." He published
other works upon the same topic, and in 1815
" The State Secret, or the Last Cry of the

True Patriot." Bio. Univ.

FICHET (WILLIAM) a learned French
writer of the fifteenth century, rector of the

university at Paris. His works, which are

now become extremely scarce, consist of a

treatise on oratory, and epistles. They were

originally printed in one volume, quarto, at

the Sorbonne, of which society their author
was a doctor. The precise time of his birth

and of his decease is alike uncertain. Diet.
Hist.

FICHTE (JOHN GOTTLIET) a celebrated
German philosopher and metaphysician, who
was born near Bischoffswerda, in Upper Lu-
satia, May 19, 1762. His parents were in

low circumstances, and he was indebted for

his early education to a gentleman named
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Von Miltitz. He subsequently studied in the
universities of Jena, l.eipsic. and Wittemberg,
passed several years in Switzerland and in
Prussia Proper, and at length became a private
tutor at Kouigsberg, where he associated with
Kant, the founder of the philosophical system
which has given celebrity to his name. In
1792 he published his " Versuch eirier Kritik
aller Offenbarung" (Essay towards a Criticism
on all Revelation) Konigsberg, in consequence
of which he was appointed professor of phi-
losophy at Jena in 1793. Here he acquired
great reputation ;

and he published, under
the title of " Wissenschaftlehre

"
Theory of

Science, a philosophical system originally
founded on that of Kant, from which, however,
he afterwards deviated so far as to form a

system of his own, to which he gave the
name of the Doctrine of Science. A paper
written by him " On the Reasons of our
Belief in the Divine Government of the Uni-

verse," which appeared in the "
Philosophical

Journal
"
of Jena, subjected him to the im-

putation of scepticism. An inquiry ensued,
the result of which was the resignation of his

professorship, and he removed to Berlin. In
1805 he was nominated professor of philo-

sophy at Erlangen, which office he lost in

consequence of the war between Prussia and
France

;
and after the peace of Tilsit in 1809,

through the influence of M de Humboldt, he
was constituted rector of the newly founded

university of Berlin. He died January 29,
1814. He was married in 1793 to a niece of
the poet Klopstock, who survived him

;
and

he left a son who devoted himself to the study
of philosophy. Fichte, whose speculations

superseded the transcendental idealism of

Kant, had the mortification to witness the

establishment of the new philosophical system
of Schelling on the ruins of his own. An
account of the philosophy of Fichte may be
found inM Ancillon's " Essai sur 1'Existence,
et sur les Derniers Systemes de Me'taphysique
qui ont paru en Allemagne;" or in the

author's own book entitled " Fundamental

Principles of the whole Doctrine of Science,
to serve as a Text-book ; and Sketches of the

distinctive Character ofthat Science relatively
to the Theoretical Faculty." He was the

author of several Avorks besides those above
mentioned. Biog. Nouv.des Contemp. Germ.
FICHTEL (JKAN EHRENREICH) born at

Presburgh in 1732, died 1795, an Hungarian
naturalist bred up to the profession of juris-

prudence. In 1763 he came to Vienna, and
was employed in the chamber of accounts.

He wrote upon the mineralogy of Transyl-
vania, on that of the Carpathian Mountains,
and on a volcano in Hungary, &o. He was a

zealous and close observer of nature.

FIELD (JOHN) born at Bath, England,
1783, died at Moscow 1837, a pupil of de-
menti, and excellent pianist. The greater

part of his time was spent on the continent.

Gent. Mag.
FIESCHI (JOSEPH MARIE) born in 1790

at Murano in Corsica, executed 1836 for an

attempt upon the life of Louis-Philippe of
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France, by which several persons were killed

but the king remained unhurt. Fieschi was
the sou of a peasant, and served in the Cor-
sicau legion, made the campaign in Russia,
and passed with that legion into the service

of Murat, king of Naples. He had been dis-

charged, and returned to Corsica, which he

left for France, and in 1816 was condemned
to ten years' imprisonment for a robbery.
He endured his sentence, and then gained a

miserable existence from town to town by the

produce of his labour. He was in Paris in

the revolution of 1830, and gave himself out

as a victim of the restoration, and succeeded

in getting a pension of 550 francs from the

commission for those politically condemned.
He was fortunate in getting incorporated in

the company of sub-officers stationed in Paris.

He succeeded by his intrigues in getting other

employments. In the time of the troubles

that ensued, it appeared that he had done
some real services, but his bad conduct and

swindling acts soon lost him his places and

protectors, and he fell once more into great

misery. He then conceived the idea of an
infernal machine of twenty-four musket bar-

rels. This he placed in an apartment which
he had hired in the Boulevard, and fired it at

the very moment when the king passed the

national guards in review. The king escaped

by a miracle, one of the greatest ever known,
but eleven persons, and among them old mar-
shal Mortier, fell dead. He was arrested and
condemned with two others, and suffered the

penalty of the law the last. Bio. Univ.

FIEVEE (J.) born in Paris 1770, died

1 839. He was originally a printer, but after-

wards studied letters. A partisan of the new
order of things at the revolution, he took a

part in editing the Chronicle of Paris. In

1790 he brought out an opera entitled " The
Rigours of the Cloister," which had great
success. The public events which followed
modified his political views. A constitutional

loyalist on the 13th Vendemiaire, he signalised
himself in the combat of the sections against
the convention, and contrived to evade the

search made after him. Anew proscribed on
the 18th Fructidor, he kept himself concealed
in the environs of Paris, and carried on an
active correspondence with the agents of the

Bourbons. Two of his letters being seized,
he was discovered, and in 1799 shut up in

the Temple. The first consul gave him a
delicate commission to England in 1802. He
returned, and became censor and proprietor
of the " Journal de 1'Empire," to which his

articles gave the reputation. He was made
a master of requests, and a chevalier of the

Legion of Honour. He fulfilled a confidential

mission to Hamburgh in 1810, and in 1813
was made prefect of the Nievre department.
He lost his prefecture in 1815, and, renouncing
his public functions, became the chief of the

opposition, which never ceased to harass the

different ministers of the restoration. En-
feebled by age, and tired of this continual

contest with all the powers that succeeded
each other, he retired wholly from his pur-

FINCH.

suits, with the reputation of a man of fertile

and pliant talents, and well informed in lite-

rature. His works are various, embracing
politics, romance, and history. Idem.
FIGUERIDO (ANTONIO PEREIRA de) Lorn

1745 at Macao, died 1797. In his early years
he published some excellent works upon gram-
mar, which laid the ground of his reputation.
He also wrote " A Defence of the power of

Kings over the Goods and Persons of Ecclesi-

astics." His life was remarkably active and
laborious. He resumed the habit of the ora-

tory, which he had quitted in the \voiid, and
died in it. His works amount to 169, of which
68 have been printed. Bio. Univers.

F1LHOL (ANTOINE MICHEL) born in 1759,
died at Paris 1812, an able engraver and

print-dealer. He is principally known by the

splendid work he edited of the "
Complete

Gallery of the Napoleon Museum" in 10 vols,

finished by his widow, in what had not been

issued before his decease, iu 1814 a volume
was afterwards added of the pictures intro-

duced after the restoration of the Bourbons.
Bio. Univers.

FINCH (sir HENRY) an eminent lawyer,
an ancestor of the noble family of that name,
and son to Thomas Finch, esq, of Fastwell

park, Kent. From Oriel college, Oxford, he
removed to Gray's-inn, and making the law
his profession, obtained the coif of a king's

sergeant and the honour of knighthood. He is

now principally known as the author of an

elaborate treatise on jurisprudence, entitled
"
Nomotechnia," of which he afterwards

printed an English translation. He was father

to lord keeper Finch, afterwards baron Ford-
wich. Blog. Brit.

FINCH (ROBERT) an ingenious antiquary,
who was the only son of Thomas Finch, FRS.
of Great Ormond-street, London, where he
was born in 1783. He was educated at St

Paul's school, whence he removed to Baliol

College, Oxford, and he took the degree of

MA. in 1809, having previously entered into

holy orders. On the restoration of peace in

1814 he went to Portugal, and passing through
France, he visited Switzerland, Italy, Greece,
and the most interesting parts of Palestine.

In 1817 he returned to his native country, but

he quitted it in the autumn of the following

year, and wentto Rome, where he chiefly resided

till his death, in 1830. He bequeathed his

valuable and extensive library, and his collec-

tions of medals, coins, pictures, print
1

;, and anti-

quities, to the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford.

He was a man of very considerable attain-

ments, well versed in classical literature, and

familiarly acquainted with modern languages,

especially Italian, which he spoke with fluency
and elegance. Antiquities and topography
were his favourite objects of research. He
was an occasional contributor to the Gentle-

man's Magazine and othur publications ;
but

though he is supposed to have left considerable

collections iu manuscript, he published nothing
except two sermons, entitled

" The Crown of

Pure Gold," and " Protestantism our surest

Bulwark," 1809. Ann. Bioy.
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FINELLI (JULIEN) born at Carrara, in

1602, died in 1657, a sculptor and architect,

and a scholar of the celebrated Bernini. He
was an inhabitant of Naples when the revolu-

tion of Massauiello broke out, and was arrested

and condemned to death on suspicion of being
attached to the Spanish party. He owed his

preservation to the duke de Guise, to whom
he had before given proofs of his talent that

interested him in his behalf. The most re-

markable of the works of Fiuelli are two
statues of St Peter and St Paul, in the chapel
of the royal treasury of Naples ;

and the

models of two lions in gilt bronze for the

king of Spain. Bio. Univers.

FISCHER (GOTTHELF AUGUSTUS) born

1763 at Okryna in Saxony, not far from Meis-

sen. He was early enrolled in the artillery of

the Saxon army, and served during the war of

the Bavarian succession. He was soon named
a sub-officer, and admitted as a gratuitous
scholar in the special school of the artillery.
He abandoned the career of arms in 1794, and
studied mathematics in the school of the pages
of the elector of Saxony at Dresden, and finally
at the polytechnic school, not long before

created, in Saxony, where he was made a pro-
fessor. He left a number of professional pub-
lications behind him, most of them equally
useful to the civil as well as the military

engineer, particularly his art to make off-hand

calculations for all kinds of objects required,
&c. His treatises on geometry are useful and

practical. Bio. Univ.

FISCHER (JOHN CHRISTIAN) a native of

Freiburg, in the Brisgau, celebrated for his

performances on the oboe. He came to Eng-
land, where he was much admired during the

latter part of the last century, till, in the

spring of 1800, he was seized with apoplexy,
while executing a movement of peculiar bril-

liancy at the Queen's concert, and died in less

than an hour after. JBiog. Diet, of Mus.
FISCHER (JOHN LEONARD) born 1760 at

Culmbach, died 1833, a noted German phy-
sician, who completed his studies in the uni-

versity of Leipsie and was there nominated

professor of anatomy. From Leipsie he went
to Kiel as titulary professor of surgery. He
rose to be nominated physician-in-chief in

Denmark, with the rank of a counsellor of

justice. His works on anatomy and medi-
cine are in high esteem in the North. Bio.

Univers.

FITZGERALD (lord EDWARD) a political

partisan, who fell the victim to his ill-directed

zeal for the cause of liberty. This young
nobleman, who was the son of the duke of

Leinster, being piqued by an affront which
he had received from a person high in office

in Ireland, engaged in an ill-omened con-

spiracy against the government. The country
at that time was agitated by two parties, who
watched the course and progress of that

popular excitement which had been princi-

pally occasioned by the French revolution.

On the one side were the restless and prac-
tised malccontents, who hoped to profit by
political convulsion, end how it might, and on
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the other were the cool calculators, who, pos-
sessed of sure intelligence, traversed the plans
of the conspirators, and suffered them to

mature their plot in order to cut them off

more effectually in the overt act. Lord E.

Fitzgerald thus involved in the trammels of

treachery, having become the object of pro-
scription, took refuge in a house in Thomas-
street, Dublin. He was lying on a couch,

disguised in the dress of a countryman, and

reading Gil Bias, when the party commissioned
to apprehend him arrived, under the guidance
of one of his perfidious associates. They
were headed by the two town-majors, Sirr and

Swan, and a captain Ryan, who had joined
them just as they were setting out from the

castle. Swan and Ryan entered the room to-

gether, and summoned lord Edward to sur-

render, but he, relying on his extraordinary
activity and personal strength, made a bold

attempt to escape, and closing with captain

Ryan, who rushed on before his companion,
killed him with a dagger on the spot. Swan,
who was by no means deficient in courage,

pinioned him round the body before he could

well disengage himself from the dying man,
and threw him back upon the couch from
which he had sprung on their entrance, when
Sirr, who had been standing at the door

during the conflict, came in, and putting a

pistol to his shoulder, as he lay under Swan,
shot him through the body. He was in-

stantly removed to a place of security, where,
after lingering for a day or two in extreme

agony, death closed his unfortunate career.

Thus perished a high-minded but hot-headed

man, who, born for better things, suffered

himself to fall, blindfold as it were, into the

hands of a set of sanguinary dastards, who,
as they betrayed his counsels and schemes,
would have deserted him in the field. His
death took place in 1 798. He married a lady
called Pamela, who was the protegee, and,

according to some, the natural daughter of

the duke of Orleans and Madame de Genlis.

This lady, who long survived him, went to

France, and married, a second husband, from
whom she was separated, and after having
passed some years in retirement, she removed
to Paris, where she died in 1831. Month.

Mag.
FITZGIBBON (JOHN) first earl of Clare,

and lord chancellor of Ireland, an eminent

lawyer of the last century. He was born in

1749, and received his education at Trinity

college, Dublin, and at Oxford, with a view to

practising at the Irish bar, of which his father

was a member. His rise in his profession was
a rapid one, till in 1789 he attained its highest

dignity, with the title of baron Fitzgibbon. In

1793 he was created viscount Clare, and two

years after received an earl's coronet
;
to these

honours was added an English barony in 1799.

Lord Clare was a main promoter of the Union,
and died in 1802. Gent. Mag.
FITZHERBERT (MARIA ANNE, Mrs)

born July 1756, died 1837
;
her maiden name

was Smythe. She was first married to Ed-

ward Weld of Lulworth castle, Dorset, in
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1775, and secondly to Thomas Fitzherbert of

Norbury, Derby. Both her husbands died

without issue. She afterwards became the

mistress of the Prince of Wales, and it was

reported that he was married to her under the

forms of the catholic church. Charles Fox, on

the authority of the Prince of Wales himself,
denied this marriage in the House ofCommons,
and it is a very doubtful incident, seeing that

under no circumstances could it be a legal

marriage or produce the slightest difference

in the position of either of the parties, and it

would therefore be a gratuitous act in mockery
of the real fact. This marriage was said to

have taken place about 1786 : in four years the

prince married the unhappy Queen Caroline,

while there was said to be an attachment to

another lady of rank during the intervening

period. If, therefore, a mere idle form of

marriage really satisfied Mrs Fitzherbert's

scruples, the morality of her royal paramour
suffered nothing by going through the farce,

and his constancy was no great test of his

virtue. It was reported that Mrs Fitzherbert

had SOOOA per annum settled upon her, in

which case she was more fortunate than some
others ofthe female acquaintance of the prince,
to whom he was far from being generous
or even just. In person this lady was hand-
some and retained to the last a degree of
freshness and fullness not often seen in ad-
vanced age. Orig.
FITZHERBERT (NICHOLAS) grandson of

sir Anthony, the celebrated judge, was born
about the middle of the sixteenth century,
and received his education at Exeter college,

Oxford, of which university he published a

description. He was also the author of a life

of cardinal Alan, under whom he held the
situation of secretary while in Italy. There
is besides a treatise on the "

Antiquity and
Duration of the Roman Catholic Religion in

England," ascribed to his peu. He came to

an untimely death by drowning, in 1612.

FLAUGERGUES (HONOBE') born 1775, at

Viviers, in France, died 1835, an astronomer,
who from his earliest years exhibited a
remarkable taste for that study. He entered
into a correspondence with Lalande on the

science, and through his interest was named a

corresponding associate of the French insti-

tute, and director of the observatory at Mar-
seilles, but would not accept the place. He
never could be prevailed upon to leave his
native spot, where he was a justice of the

peace. He enriched greatly by his observa-
tions the " Connaissance des Temps," and he
wrote " On the place of the node of Saturn's

ring," and " Astronomical Observations made
at Viviers." Biog. Univ.
FLAUST (JEAN BAPTISTE) a learned

French advocate, born in 1711, who was en-

gaged for upwards of half a century in com-

piling a most laborious treatise on the " Laws
and Customs of Normandy," in two folio vo-
lumes. His death took place at Rouen, where
he practised in 1783. Diet. Hist.

FLAVIUS (BLONDUS) the Latin designa-
tion of Flavio, a learned Italian, who iu the

FLAXMAN.
fifteenth century held the situation of secre-

tary to the papal see under four successive

pontiffs. He was a native of the town of

Forli, born in 1388, and dedicated much of

his leisure time to the study of the antiquities
of his country, the fruits of which appeared
in a variety of able treatises, of which there

is an entire edition, printed in 1531, at Basil.

The principal of these are entitled,
" Roma?

triumphantis ;"
" Roma instauratae ;"

" De
Origine et Gestis Venetorum ;" and " Italia

Illustrata." His death took place in 1463.
Diet. Hist.

FLAXMAN (JOHN) professor of sculpture
at the Royal Academy, was born at York,

July 6, 1755. His father, who was also a

sculptor, was for many years employed by
Roubilliac and Scheemakers, and also kept a

shop for the sale of plaster figures in the me-

tropolis. Mr Flaxman studied the models in

his father's warehouse, and in 1770 he was
admitted a student of the Royal Academy.
In 1782 he married Miss Anne Denman, a

ladydistinguishedfor her literary attainments;
and in 1787 she accompanied him to Italy,
where he pursued his studies for seven years.
While at Rome he executed a group of

figures, representing the fury of Athamas,
from Ovid's Metamorphoses, for the late earl

of Bristol. Soon after he made some designs
from the Iliad and Odyssey ; and subsequently
others to illustrate the works of Dante and the

tragedies of jEschylus. These productions
established his fame as an artist, and he was
elected a member of the academies of Flo-

rence and Carrara. In 1794 Mr Flaxman re-

.Jjirned to England, and took up his residence

in Buckingham-place, near the New-road,
London. The first work which he executed
after his return was a sepulchral monument
for lord Mansfield, which was erected in

Westminster abbey. From this period he was
almost uninterruptedly employed for a long
series of years in works of the highest import-
ance. In 1 799 he published

" A Letter to the

Committee for raising the National Pillar or

Monument, under the patronage of his Royal
Highness the Duke of Gloucester," in which
he proposed the erection of a colossal statue of

Britannia, two hundred feet high, on Green-

wich-hill, to be seen from the river. Mr Flax-
man also drew up a sketch of the professional
character of Romney the painter, for Hayley's
Life of that artist; and he contributed several

articles to Dr Rees's Cyclopaedia. In Ja-

nuary 1818 he finished a set of drawings and
a model of the shield of Achilles, as described
in Homer's Iliad

;
from which casts in silver

gilt have been made by Messrs Rundell and

Bridge, who paid Flaxman 620Z. for his de-

signs. This artist was elected an associate of
the Royal Academy in 1797, and in 1810 he
was appointed professor of sculpture to that

institution. In 1820 Mr Flaxmau had the
misfortune to lose his wife, from whose clas-

sical taste and knowledge he is said to have
derived much assistance in the composition of

many of his works. He died December 9,

1826, and was interred in the burial-ground of
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St Pancras. Among his principal productions

may be specified, a monument for Collins the

poet, and another for Miss Cromwell, in Chi-

chester cathedral
;
one for the countess Spen-

cer, at Brington church, Northamptonshire ;
a

monumental bas-relief for " his beloved scho-

lar," Thomas Hayley, son of the poet Hayley,
at Eartham, in Sussex ; and a monument at

Micheldever in Hampshire, to the family of

Baring. Ann. Biog.
FLEGEL (GEORGE) born at Olmutz in

Moravia, 1563, died at Frankfort 1638, a

painter of fruit, flowers, fish, and vases, the

execution of which had great merit. Bryan's
Diet. Art.

FLEMING (ROBERT). There were two
learned Scottish divines of this name, father

and son. The elder, born in 1630 at Bathens,
after graduating at St Andrew's, was minister

of Cambuslang, till the establishment of pre-

lacy induced him to retire into the Nether-
lands. He is known as the author of a work
entitled " The Fulfilling of the Scriptures,"

folio, 1726, which attracted a good deal of at-

tention in its day. His death took place in

1 694. The son accompanied his father to the

continent, and was a member of the univer-

sities of Leyden and Utrecht. Towards the

close of his life he came to England, and was
chosen pastor to a presbyterian congregation
in the metropolis, occasionally lecturing also

at Salter's-hall. Besides a volume of sermons
he published a variety of theological tracts,

among others "
Christology,"

" The Mirror
of Divine Love,"

"
History of Hereditary

Eight,"
"
Theocracy,"

"
Speculum Davidi-

cum Redivivum," &c. The younger Robert

Fleming died in London in 1716. Chalmers's

Biog. Diet.

FLETCHER (JAMES) an historical and
miscellaneous writer, who was born in 1811.

He resided for some time as an assistant with
a gentleman who kept a school at St John's

Wood, near London, which situation he re-

linquished to devote himself to writing for the

press. His principal production was a " His-

tory of Poland," 8vo, a work creditable to his

talents and industry. He was also the author
of some poems entitled "The Siege of Da-

mascus,"
" The Gem," &c, and he was a

contributor to several periodical publications.
The success of his work on Poland induced
him to give up his situation as a teacher, but

meeting with some unexpected disappoint-
ments as to pecuniary affairs, within a few
weeks afterwards, they had such an effect on
his mind as to drive him to the commission
of suicide, which he committed by shooting
himself with a pistol, the ball of which passed

through his breast, and occasioned immediate
death. This melancholy event, which was
attributed to temporary insanity, took place
at Lisson-grove, near London, February 3.

1832.
FLETCHER, or DE LA FLECHERE

(JOHN WILLIAM) a Calvinist clergyman of

the last century, descended of a good family in

the canton of Berne, but born at Nyon in the

Pays de Vaud, and educated at Geneva. In
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the earlier part of his life he served a short
time in the Portuguese army, after which he
came to England, and lived for a while with
sir Richard Hill, in quality of tutor to his

children. Having taken orders he became a
member of "

Lady Huntingdon's connexion,"
as it is called, and held a situation in the se-

minary at Trevecca, which he quitted on ob-

taining the living of Madely, Salop. Mr
Fletcher was the author of ten volumes, con-

taining sermons and other devotional tracts,

and died in 1785. Life by Gilpin.
FLEURIAU (JEROME CHARLEMAGNE) a

French writer, better known under the title

of the marquis de Langle. He was born in

Brittany about 1740, and died at Paris in

1807. His principal production is an eccen-

tric work, entitled
"
Voyage en Espagne, par

L. M. de Langle ;" and he was also the author

of "
Voyage de Figaro en Espagne ;" and

"Voyage en Prusse, ou Mem. Secrets sur

Fred, le Grand et sur la Cour de Berlin,"
8vo. France Litte'raire, par Ersch. Biog.
Univers.

FLEXMAN (ROGER) a dissenting divine

and theological writer, who was a native of

Devonshire, and died in London in 1795. He
published

" The Method of Divine Worship
in Dissenting Churches justified;" and he
was employed in various compilations and lite-

rary labours, among which was the formation

of an index to Dr Johnson's Rambler, in exe-

cuting which he entered a reference to some
criticism on Milton, thus,

" Milton (Mi-

John) observations on," to the great displea-
sure of the learned lexicographer. Biog.
Univ. Class.

FLINK (GOVAERT) born at Cleves 1616,
died 1 660, a painter, who was the scholar of

Rembrandt and of Lambert Jacobs. He was
a close imitator of the former master. He

painted historical subjects and portraits. His

works have great sobriety and purity of

colour, and his compositions are judiciously
and studiously arranged. He painted some
time for the elector of Brandenburgh and the

duke of Cleves. He was commissioned to

paint twelve pictures for the burgomasters of

Amsterdam, and had made the sketches for

them when he died. Bryan's Diet.

FLOWER (BENJAMIN) a popular political

writer, who was originally engaged in com-
mercial pursuits. In 1783 this gentleman,
then a partner in a house of trade in London,
lost the whole of his property by speculation
in the funds. He subsequently became a

printer at Cambridge, Avhere he appears to

have first distinguished himself by the pub-
lication of a work entitled

" The French Con-

stitution, with Remarks on some of its prin-

cipal Articles, in which the Necessity of

Reformation in Church and State in Great

Britain is enforced," 1792, 8vo. In 1793 he

commenced the publication of a weekly news-

paper, called the "
Cambridge Intelligencer,"

which he conducted for some time with extra-

ordinary success
;
but the freedom of his re-

marks at length attracted the notice of the

officers of government, and, being prosecuted
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for libel and convicted, he was subjected to

imprisonment, when his paper declined, and
was discontinued. He afterwards resumed
his occupation as a printer, and took up his

residence at Harlow, in Essex, where he com-
menced a new periodical journal, entitled the
" Political Review," which was continued for

some years, in monthly numbers, forming 8

vols, 8vo, 1807-1811. In the latter part of

his life Mr Flower retired to Dalston, in

Middlesex, where he died in February, 1820,
at the age of seventy-four. Besides the works

already mentioned, he published "National
Sins considered, in two Letters to the Rev
Thomas Robinson," 1796, 8vo

;
"Reflections

on the Preliminaries of Peace between Great

Britain and the French Republic," 1SOO,
12mo

;
and "

Proceedings on the Trial of an
Action brought by the Author against his

Brother-in-law, the Rev John Clayton, for

Defamation," 1808. Biog. Diet, of Living
Authors.

FODERE (JOSEPH BEXOIT) born 1764,
died 1835, was a physician of considerable

skill and learning, born at St Jean de Mau-
rienne, and educated in Piedmont. He made
the campaign of 1795 with the French army
in Italy, was afterwards physician of the

Hotel Dieu at Marseilles, and subsequently
occupied the professorship of medicine for

twenty years at Strasburgh. He left behind
him several professional works, among which
is a treatise on Goitre. He also left

" Travels
in the Maritime Alps," in 2 vols.

FOLO (GIOVANNI) born at Bassano, 1764,
died at Rome 1836, an engraver of great
merit, whose style or model was that of

Raphael Morghen.
FONBLANQUE (JOHN) an eminent Eng-

lish lawyer, who in 1764 published a "Trea-
tise on Equity," reprinted in 1 799 and in 1805,
with notes and improvements. Bridyemail's

Legal Bibliography.
FONSECA (ELEANOR PIMENTER, mar-

chioness de) born 1768, at Naples, of one of
the first families of which she was a member.
At seventeen she married the marquis de

Fonseca, and was made a lady of honour to

the notorious queen Caroline. She was soon

disgraced, being of principles too honourable
for that profligate court. She consoled her-

self by study, cultivating botany and different

branches of natural history, to which she was
much attached. She assisted the celebrated

Spallanzani in his researches and discovery
of the lymphatic vessels. In 1799 she made
herself conspicuous by endeavouring to pre-
vent the lazzaroni, incited by the court party,
from massacring the French. On the success

of Cardinal Ruflb, not having quitted Naples,
she was arrested without any charge of crime,
and thrown into a dungeon, from whence she

was taken out and hanged to glut the queen's

vengeance. The reason given was that she

had a hand in the conduct of the "
Neapolitan

Moniteur," which had attacked queen Caro-
line personally. Biog. Univ.

FONTANA (ANNIBAL) died at Milan 1587,

an able engraver on jewels and stones. The

most valued of his works is a small casket
of rock crystal, covered with bas-reliefs com-

posed and executed by himself. The bas-

reliefs and statues which ornament the portal
of Notre Dame de St Celse at Milan are by
him. Bioy. Univ.

FONTANA (FRANCIS Louis) an Italian

cardinal, who died in 1822, member of the

principal academies in Italy. He adhered to

pope Pius VII, whom he accompanied to

Paris in 1804
;
and he was afterwards im-

prisoned in the castle of Viucennes. Among
his literary productions are contributions to

Fabroni's History of Italian Literati
;
and a

Life of Father Gerdil, prefixed to his works,
1806-1811, 20 vols, 4to. Biog. Univ. Class.

FONTANELLA (FRANCIS) born at Venice,
June 28, 1768, the son of a working man.
He acquired the Eastern languages, and be-

came a professor of grammar at Venice, then
of Latin eloquence at the Lyceum d'Urb'mo.
He was a great admirer of Napoleon, and on
that account his house was pillaged in 1814.

Reduced to poverty, he became corrector of

the press to a printing-office, and died in that

office 1827. He left several works on prosody
and orthography, written in the Latiu tongue,
and published between 1790 and 1819.

FONTANELLE (JOHN GASPARD DCBOIS)
a popular French writer, born at Grenoble in

1737, and died in 1812. Among his works

may be noticed " Aventures Philosophiques,"
1765, 12mo

;

"
Naufragc et Aventures de

Pierre Viaud," 1768, often republished; a
translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses ;

and
" Cours de Belles Lettres," 1813, 4 vols, 8vo.

He was also the author of several plays.

Biog. Univ. Class.

FONTYN (PETER) born near Dort 1773,
died 1839, a painter of portraits and interior

scenes, with domestic enjoyments or carousing.
He was the pupil of Hoffman and Van Leen.

Bryan's Viet.

FONVIELLE (BERNARD FRANCOIS ANNE)
born at Toulouse 1759, died 1837, the founder
of the first political club in Montpellier. His
attachment to the monarchy afterwards ex-

posed him to the hatred of the revolutionary

party. In 1792 he endeavoured to raise the

southern departments in favour of the king,
and went to Lyons to aid the insurgent cause.

He went from thence to Toulon, while it was

occupied by the English, and next took refuge
in Italy. He wrote a tragedy called "Collot

d'Herbois," prevented from being performed
by the 13th Vendemiaire, and afterwards

went to Spain. His writings are numerous.
His tragedy of " Collot d'Herbois

"
is very

rare. He wrote one work called " Memoirs
of the Academy of the Ignorants." Biog.
Univ.

FORBES (ALEXANDER) lord Forbes of

Pitsligo, a Scottish nobleman who is said to

have been the prototype of the baron of Brad-
wartline in sir Walter Scott's Waverley.
Lord Forbes commanded a troop of horse iu

the rebellion iu 1 745 ;
and after the battle of

Culloden he fled to France, but returned to

Scotland in 1749, and died in Aberdeenshire
208
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in December, 1762, at a very advanced age.
Iii 1734 he published a volume of " Moral
and Philosophical Essays ;" and a second -work

of the same kind appeared in 1761, a short

time before his death. Ibid.

FOKBIN (Loois NICOLAS PHILIPPE Au-

GCSTE, count de) an artist and director-general
of the French museums, born at Eoque, in

Provence, 1779, died 1841. He was once the

chamberlain of the princess Pauline, sister of

Napoleon, and he made several campaigns in

Austria, Portugal, and Spain. Eeturning to

Paris after the Bourbon restoration, he ex-

hibited his picture of the "
Eruptions of Vesu-

vius," which obtained him an admission into

the Institute. He was then employed to fill

up the vacancies caused by the withdrawal of

the pictures by the allies in 1815. In 1817

and 1818 he travelled into Syria, Greece, and

Egypt. He formed a collection of the works
of French masters in the Luxemburg!}, which

space did not permit to be placed in the

Louvre. To the last he cultivated his art,

and found time to publish several works, as
" Recollections of Sicily ;"

"
Voyage in the

Levant;" "Charles Borhnare;" "A Month
at Venico ;" and

" A Collection of Picturesque
Views." Ibid.

FOEESTA or FOEESTI (JAMES PHILIP)
better known as Philip of Bergamo, an Au-

gustine monk, so called from the place of his

nativity. He was born about the year 1434,
and is known as the author of a chronicle

from the earliest period to the commencement
of the sixteenth century. A treatise on illus-

trious females is also ascribed to him. His
death took place in 1520. Morcri.

FOKFA1T (PlERRE A-LEXANDRE LAURENT)
an eminent French engineer, born at Eouen
in 1752, and died in 1807. He was the author

of a Latin " Memoir on Navigable Canals,"
for which he obtained a prize from the

academy of Mantua in 1773;
" Traite Ele-

mentaire de la Mature des Vaisseaux," Paris,

1788, 4to; besides many memoirs presented
to the Academy of Sciences, and several ar-

ticles relating to navigation in the Encyclo-
pedic Methodique. JBiog. Univ. Class.

FOEKEL (JonN NICHOLAS) a distin-

guished German writer, chiefly on the history
and theory of music. He was born in 1749,
and died at Gottingen in 1819. He had
obtained the degree of doctor of philosophy,
and was director of the music in the uni-

versity of Gottingen. His acquaintance with

musical literature was very extensive, and
his works relative to the theory of music are

regarded as possessing the highest authority.
The following are his principal produc-
tions :

" Uber die Theorie der Musik" (Of
the Theory of Music), Gottingen, 1774, 4to;
" Musicalis Kritische Bibliothek," Gotha,
1778, 3 vols, 8vo;

"
Allgemeine Geschichte

der Musik "
(A General History of Music),

Leipsic, 1781, 2 vols, 4to, reckoned the most
valuable of his works

;
a " Life of John

Sebastian Bach ;" an " Almanack of Music
for the Year 1782, &c." and "General Lite-

rature of Music," containing critical accounts
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of various treatises on that subject published
in different parts of Europe from the earliest

times to the present age, in the form of a

dictionary. Forkel also composed much
music, both vocal and instrumental, and he
was an excellent pianist of the school of
Bach ; he was also a man of extensive general
knowledge. Biog. Diet, of Mus.
FOESKAL (PETER) the name of a pro-

mising young naturalist, a Swede by birth,
and the scholar and friend of Linnaeus. After

completing his studies at Upsal, he travelled
into the East with Niebuhr, but died before
he had completed the second year of his ex-

pedition, in 1763, at Jerim in Arabia, at the

age of twenty-seven. His remarks on the

productions of the countries through which
he passed, occupying three quarto volumes,
were published by Niebuhr on his return to

Europe. Diet. Hist.

FOETIA D'UEBAN (A. J. F. X. P. E.
SIMON PAUL ANTOINE, count and marquis
de) born at Avignon 1756, died 1843. He
entered the army at an early age, and studied
mathematics. He then left the service of
France for that of the pope, and afterwards
went to Paris, where he gave himself up to

study and to literary labour. He published
voluminously, and left behind him an enor-
mous mass of MSS. Bioq. Univ.
FOSBEOKE (rev. T. D.) born 1770, died

1842, a distinguished antiquary of a Stafford-

shire family, and educated in Essex. He was
designed for the bar, but entered the church,
and settled as a curate at Horsley, Gloucester-
shire. In 1796 he wrote his "

Economy of
Monastic Life," a poem on the Darwinian

system. In 1799 he compiled his "British
Monachism." He soon after wrote a history
of Gloucester. His other works were nume-
rous. In 1830 he was presented to the living
of Walford, where he had been a curate for

twenty years. He was extremely diligent in

his labour and acute in his researches, and
holds no mean place among modern archae-

ologists and antiquaries. Gent. Mag.
FOSCOLO (Uco) a celebrated Italian

writer, born about 1776 on board a frigate

belonging to the government of Venice, near

Zante, of which island his father was pro-
veditor, or governor for the republic. He
was educated at the university of Padua, and
while there he incurred the suspicion of being
a democrat, and was summoned before the

state inquisitors ; but was dismissed with an

admonition, and advised to proceed on his

travels. He went to Tuscany, and ere he had
reached the age of twenty he wrote his tragedy
" Tieste." The government, under the influ-

ence of Bonaparte, no longer affording him

any grounds for apprehension, he returned to

Venice, and in January 1797 he procured his

tragedy to be represented at the theatre of St

Angelo, when it was received with the most

extraordinary applause. Foscolo was soon

after employed as secretary to Battaglia, who
was sent as ambassador to Bonaparte, to en-

deavour to preserve the independence of the

Venetian republic. The embassy was unsuc-
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cessful, and Foscolo, dissatisfied with the

Austrian government, retired into Lojnbardy,
then the Cisalpine republic. There he wrote

and published the " Ultime Lettere di Jacopo
Ortis," a romance, portraying in the most pow-
erful language the very depth of passion and

feeling. He subsequently adopted the military

profession, and, having enlisted in the first

Italian legion that was formed, he was shut

up in Genoa during the famous siege of 1799,

with general Massena. There he wrote two

Italian odes of great beauty, both addressed

to Luigia Pallavicini. After the battle of

Marengo he remained iu the Italian army till

1805, when he was sent to Calais with the

troops professedly destined for the invasion of

England. Disliking the service of Napoleon
after he had become emperor, he quitted it,

but retained his military rank as captain.

In 1803 and 1809 he published an edition of

the works of Montecucculi, the rival of Tu-

renne, which he dedicated to general Caffa-

relli, minister of war for the kingdom of Italy,

to whom Foscolo was aide-de-camp. About
this time he succeeded Monti as professor of

literature in the university of Pavia, when he

commenced his lectures by an oration " Dell'

Origine e dell' Uffizio della Letteratura ;" and

the boldness of his language is supposed to

have alarmed the jealousy of Napoleon, as the

professorship was suppressed, and he was thus

displaced after he had held the office only
two months. In 1812 he produced another

tragedy, "Ajace," which was represented in

the theatre Della Scala at Milan. He went
to Milan in 1814, and was promoted to the

rank of major by the regency of the kingdom
of Italy, after the fall of Napoleon. He is

said afterwards to have engaged in a con-

spiracy to drive the Austrians out of Italy,
when a discovery taking place he retired to

Switzerland, and in 1815 removed to Eng-
land. His reputation procured him a good

reception from some of our most eminent

literati, and he was noticed by persons of the

highest rank and fashion. He published
"
Ricciarda," a tragedy ;

"
Essays on Pe-

trarch," 1821; and " Discorso sulla Testa di

Dante," 1826
;
besides which he wrote various

articles in the Quarterly Review, in the New
Monthly Magazine and other works. He
might, by his writings alone, have insured

himself independence if he had acted with

prudence and moderation
;
but he involved

himself in difficulties by erecting and expen-
sively furnishing a cottage in the Regent's-

park, and his pride and violence of temper
disgusted his friends. He died near London,

September 10, 1827. Besides the works

already mentioned, he published
" Chioma

di Berenice ;"
"

II Sepolchro ;"
"
Poetry ant

Verses;"
"
Didymi Clerici Prophetaj Minim

Hypercalypseos, liber singularis," a curious

satire against living Italian authors, reviewers,
and politicians, a key to which he printed in

London
;
and he translated into Italian verse

the first and third books of Homer's Iliad.

London Mag. Revue Encyc.
' FOSTER (HENRY) a naval officer, distin

FOUCHE.
guished as a man of science. After having
accompanied sir Edward Parry in his voyages
to the Arctic regions, he was, in 1828, ap-
jointed to the command of the Chanticleer

sloop of war, to prosecute a voyage of scien-

tific research in the southern regions of the

lobe, and determine points relative to the

gure of the earth, magnetism, meteorology,
and other subjects. He sailed from Spithead
in April 1828, and after having visited Ma-
deira, Teneriffe, Rio de Janeiro, and St Ca-
therine's, at Monte Video he commenced
experiments on the pendulum and other ob-

jects of research. The vessel afterwards pro-
ceeded to Statenland, and Prince William's

Island, the most southernly tract of land
known on the globe. Thence she went to
St Martin's Cave, about eight miles from

Cape Horn, where the experiments and ob-
servations were again repeated. From Cape
Horn the Chanticleer, in twenty-eight days,
ran to the Cape of Good Hope, where she
remained four months, during which period
captain Foster was assiduously employed in
the government observatory. After having
visited St Helena, Fernando Noronha, and
other places, the vessel proceeded to Porto

Bello, where, in addition to the usual experi-
ments to be made at this place, captain Foster
had to ascertain the difference of meridian
between Panama on the Pacific, and Porto
Bello or some other station on the Atlantic,

by means of rockets. In the prosecution of

his undertaking he ascended the river Chagres
in a canoe, and \vas returning down the

stream, February 5, 1831, when he acci-

dentally fell into the water and was drowned.
His body, having been found by the Indians,
was interred at Chagres, and an inscription
to his memory, on a brass plate, was placed
by the officers of the Chanticleer in Fort St
Lorenza. Ann. Biog.
FOUCAULT (NICHOLAS JOSEPH) a learned

Frenchman, born in 1643 at Paris, and known
as the discoverer of the ancient town of the
Vindocassi in Normandy. It is to his re-

searches also that the recovery of Lactantius's

treatise De Mortibus Persecutorum is mainly
owing. His death took place in 1721. Diet,
Hist.

FOUCHE (JOSEPH) duke of Otranto, -was

born at Nantes in 1753. He displayed in his

youth a steady disposition and a strong taste

for the acquisition of learning. Successively
student and professor, he had already distin-

guished himself among the fathers of the

Oratory, when the commencement of the
Revolution opened to him the prospect of

playing a more important part than that of

regent of a college, which had previously
been the summit of his ambition. He adopted
the profession of an advocate, in which he
was not very successful

; but, having become
the founder of the popular society at Nantes,
he was, in 1792, elected a deputy to the Na-
tional Convention. On the trial of Louis XVI
he voted for his death. As an associate of the

Jacobins he was sent, with Collot d'Herbois,
to Lyons, to wreak the vengeance of his party
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on that devoted city. The cruelties which
he there committed are recorded in his own
letters and reports, published in the Moniteur.

Returning to Paris, he joined in the destruc-

tion of Robespierre, but only with a view to

save himself from sharing in his fate. He
was accused before the Convention of fraud

in the management of the revolutionary im-

posts ;
and when Tallien and Legendre would

have defended him, by alleging his co-opera-
tion on the 9th of Thermidor, Boissy d'Anglas
exclaimed,

" Fouche had no part in the event

of that day : it was an undertaking too noble

to be dishonoured by his interference !" In

consequence of this accusation a decree was

passed for his arrest
;
but he was set at liberty

by the amnesty of the 4th of Brumaire, in the

fourth year of the republic. He was then sent

on a mission to the frontiers of Spain ; and on
his return he retired, in a kind of disgrace, to

a country house near Paris. At length his

talents were again put it. requisition, through
the recommendation of Barras, and he was
sent ambassador to the Cisalpine republic in

the year seven. There, supported by general
Joubert, he resisted the orders of the directory,
who recalled him from Italy. His return to

Paris was at the period of the overthrow of

his enemies
;
and their successors having de-

termined to discredit the constitution of the

year three, Fouche was judged worthy to se-

cond their design, and be was appointed mi-
nister of the general police. By his order the

clubs were shut up, the journals seized, their

editors imprisoned, and, in one word, all his

illegal acts were executed, and the revolution

of the 18th of Brumaire was consummated.

Bonaparte himself could not behold withoul

astonishment and alarm this old conventionally

so readily initiated into all the secrets of arbi-

trary government. He was doubtful of his

sincerity, and it was not till after the explosion
of the 3rd of Nivose, the arrest of Carbon anc

St Regent, and the deportation of one hundrec
and fifty jacobins, that Bonaparte could place
confidence in his new minister. Some months
after the peace of Amiens, Fouche' was sacri-

ficed to the caprice of Lucien, who hated him
but it was soon perceived that he alone was

capable of smoothing the way for the passage
of his master from the consulate to the em
pire, and Lucien in his turn was obliged to

quit France. Bonaparte being called to th
theatre of war, the whole power of the govern-
ment was centered in Fouche, who used i

with wisdom and moderation. After the peac<
of Presburg, December 1805, the emperor
conferred on him the title of Duke of Otranto
Fouche did not, however, surrender his inde

pendence. He loudly censured the invasion o

Spain, and he gave still greater offence by re

commending the employment of Bernadotte t<

defend Belgium against the invasion of th<

English, saying in a proclamation,
" the pre

sence of Napoleon is not necessary to repe
our enemies." On the return of the empero
to Paris, he successively (Oct. 1809, and Jum
1810) deprived his obnoxious counsellor o
the portfolios of the interior and of the police
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which he had unitedly held. He was then
lent into a sort of honourable exile, with the

;mpty title of Governor of Rome. He travelled

.hrough Italy, and returning fixed his resi-

dence at Aix, in the department of the mouths
of the Rhone, where he remained till 1813,
when Napoleon called him to Dresden to give
iis advice as to the means of repairing the

disasters of that period. He again gave
offence by his frankness

;
and he was sent as

overnor-general into the Illyrian provinces.
Thence he was driven by foreign invasion

;

and that he might not return to France, he
was ordered to go to Naples. Murat was then

about to join the coalition against Bonaparte,
and Fouche, without entering into his scheme,

gave him some prudent advice. (See
" Lettre

a,u Roi Joachim," 1814.) He returned to

France when the face of affairs was entirely

changed, and he was well received by those

in power. His opinion was asked, but his

counsels were neglected, which became the

subject of regret when it was too late. Napo-
leon reappeared in France, and Fouche, being
suddenly called to the ministry, executed his

duties with the skill and devotion of a man
who preferred the interests of his country to

those of his sovereign. He told the emperor
that his only means of safety would be to

restore to the French the energy of liberty.
After the battle of Waterloo he was appointed

president of the provisional government ; and
it was he who pressed the abdication of

Bonaparte, and who treated with the duke of

Wellington, though he was disposed to have

resisted, if the defence of Paris had not been

judged useless. Under Louis XVIII Fouche
continued to belong to the ministry ;

but the

law of the 6th of January 1816 drove him
into banishment. He then retired to Dresden,
where he had been minister plenipotentiary ;

and, after travelling some time iu Germany,
he took up his abode at Trieste, where he
died in 1820. Several works have been pub-
lished relating to Fouche, among which the

most remarkable is that entitled Memoires de
J. Fouche, Paris, 1824, 2 vols, 8vo. Biog.
Nouv. des Contemp. Biog. Univ. Class.

FOULSTON (JOHN) born 1773, died 1842,
an architect who had the merit of reviving
the taste for art and erecting numerous public

buildings in the West of England. Some of

those in the town of Plymouth and its vicinity
are equal in chasteness and purity ofstyle to any
others in the kingdom, ofa class not more costly
nor of higher pretensions in respect to utility,
and do his memory high credit. Gent. Mag.
FOUQUIER TAINVILLE (ANTOIN'E

QUENTIN) born in 1747, the son of a hus-

bandman of Herouilles, near St. Quentin in

France. He followed the law, and bought a

procureurship to the Chatelet. He embraced
the cause of the revolution with his charac-

teristic violence, but at the beginning only

figured among the inferior characters, for he
had still some semblance of decency in his

conduct. After August 1792, nothing stopped
the party at the head of affairs. Those who
had filled the palaces with blood, and directed
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the massacres of September, were now at the

head of the state. Fouquier Tainville was a

first only a simple juryman of the revolu-

tionary tribunal. He then felt that to rise ht

must go to the fullest extent of crime anc

atrocity. His opinion therefore was never to

pronounce a verdict of innocence, it was al-

ways to death (a la mort). Directed by Ro-

bespierre, he was a most useful assistant to

the government as a public accuser, to which

post he was advanced, and then the tribunal

became a real slaughterhouse. The leaders

asserted that France was too populous for a

democracy founded on equality, and Carrier

at Nantes, Collot d'Herbois at Lyons, Fou-

quier Tainville at Paris, and others, acted

upon this principle. He showed his horrible

temper on the prosecution of the queen, and

afterwards of the twenty-two deputies, or the

Brissotins aud Girondius. He obeyed here

the instructions of Robespierre, and soon came
to dispense with all forms bad or good, mak-

ing a sentence of death a horrible mockery
of reason and justice. A poor old man being
brought before him whose tongue was para-

lyzed, he observed,
"

I do not want his tongue,
but his head !" He condemned a son of six-

teen for his father of sixty. He received lists

of proscribed names to which he added others,

and then went weekly with the judges and

principal jurymen to discuss it over a good
dinner at the house of one Lecointre, a deputy.
The next morning all united at a coffeehouse,
near the Conciergerie, and talked of the num-
ber of their victims before the sitting took

place, when Fouquier gave his orders regard-

ing the victims devoted the evening before,
and the cars arrived to take them to their

doom, sometimes to the extent of fifty or sixty.
Those lists of accusation, prepared in advance,
contained the same charges against all, and
there was only the name of the condemned to

write hi blank spaces left for the purpose, an
affair committed to the care of the bailiff of

the court. The juries had the clue before-

hand in the words "feu de file." Fouquier
Tainville pronounced them, and they were all

condemned after some forms that did not

occupy more than a couple of hours. The
change of affairs in July 1794 did not pre-
vent his fulfilling his character of accuser.

He turned to the new revolution that had just
been operated, and to the arrest of Robespierre
his protector.

"
Nothing must change our

course," said he,
"

it is necessary that justice
should have its way," and he sent forty-two
persons to the scaffold, the greater part of
whom were citizens of Paris. After this re-

volution he was ordered to have Robespierre

guillotined, and all those who had been de-

clared out of the limits ofthe law by the Con-
vention, and he had the audacity to present
himself at the bar of the Convention, and con-

gratulate that body on the victory it had ob-

tained. Barrere proposed to continue the sys-
tem of terror which had thus friglitened

Europe, and that Fouquier should be continued

as public accuser at the new tribunal they
were about to form. A violent opposition en- .

FOX.
sued, and Freron, a deputy, attacked Fouquier,
recalled his crimes to recollection, and ended

by saying,
"

I demand that Fouquier go to the

infernal regions and barrel up all the blood
with which he has made himself drunken."

Lesage, another deputy, accused him of hav-

ing sent forty-two persons to death without a

trial, who were imprisoned in the Luxem-
burgh. He was arrested, but no judgment
pronounced until a month afterwards. He
exhibited astonishing audacity, and defended
himself either in denying his crimes, or justi-

fying what he had done by the orders he
had received from the committee of Public

Safety. He feigned sleep during the summing
up of the public accuser, who exhibited a

picture of crimes too horrible for conception.
The assurance of his bearing inspired even
then a feeling of fear, such was the deep im-

pression that his name had made upon every
mind. He was condemned on the 7th ofMay,
1795. He published a justification of his

atrocities in a pamphlet of twenty pages.
Bio. Univera.

FOURIER (FRANC.OIS CHARLES MARIE)
born 1768 at Besangon, died 1837. He was
bred to trade, and seeing the trickery which
the love of gain inspires in those who possess

capital, he formed the design to ameliorate
the social state, under such circumstances, and
believed he had found the means of a better

distribution of labour and a more equitable
division of the profits. Such was the funda-
mental idea of the theory of association of

which he developed the principles in several

successive works, which were scarcely noticed

when they appeared. After the revolution of
1 830 he opened a school in Paris where he

taught his theory, and his disciples soon esta-

blished a journal there called " Le Phalange,"
to support his principles. He had flattered him-
self that he should live to see them confirmed

by experience, when he died. He left a " Trea-
tise on Domestic Agricultural Associations,"

published in 1822 in 2 vols. Bio. Diet.

FOX (CHARLES) born at Falmouth, Eng-
land, in 1749, died at Bath 1809. He was a
bookseller at Falmouth, and his house and
stock being consumed by fire, he was obliged
to find some other mode of exercising his

talents. He studied painting, and travelled

over the north of Europe, a great part of the

way on foot. He afterwards practised por-
rait painting at home, and acquired a very
extensive knowledge of Oriental languages
and literature. In 1803 he published a vo-
ume of poems translated from the Persian,
md left behind him, in two volumes, other
ranslations from the same source, which have
never been brought before the public. Orig.
FOX (HENRY) first lord Holland, an emi-

nent statesman of the last century. He was
he youngest son of sir Stephen Fox, and was
>orn in 1705. Mr Fox received his education
at Eton, and commenced his parliamentary
career at the age of thirty. After filling in

uccession the offices of surveyor to the board
of works, and commissioner of the treasury,
ic was appointed secretary at war in 1 746,
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which situation he held nearly ten years. In

1756 he retired in favour of Mr Pitt, after-

wards lord Chatham, but returned to office the

following year as paymaster of the forces.

Few ministers have been more severely at-

tacked by their opponents, who did not hesi-

tate to ascribe to him the most unbounded

peculation, especially in his discharge of the

duties of the last-mentioned office. In 1763
Mr Fox was called to the upper house by the

title of baron Holland of Foxley. He died in

1774. Collins's Peerage.
FOY (MAXIMILIAN SEBASTIAN) lieutenant-

general of the armies of France, was born at

Hamme in Picardy in 1775. He was admitted

as a student in the military school of La Fere

at the age of fifteen, and he entered as second

lieutenant into the third regiment of artillery.
In 1 792 he made his first campaign under the

command of Dumouriez
;
and by his bravery

and good conduct he successively rose to be

captain and chief of a squadron. He was ap-

pointed adjutant-general on the field of battle

at Diessenoifen in 1800; and his future be-

haviour showed that he was worthy of the pa-

tronage which he experienced. When pro-

ceedings were pending against Moreau, a paper
censuring his conduct was presented to Foy for

his signature, which he refused to give, ob-

serving
" that he was a soldier, and not a

judge." He also showed his independence of
mind by giving a negative vote on the propo-
sition for the institution of the empire. He

displayed his military talents to advantage in

the campaigns in Italy, Germany, and Por-

tugal. In 1809 he was made general of a

brigade ;
and he was chosen by marshal

Massena as an envoy from th;> army under his

command detained on the banks of the Tagus
to his imperial master. Foy was sent back
with the rank of general of a division

;
and

he subsequently distinguished himself at the

battle of Arapiles, or Salamanca (July 22,

1812), at the passage of the Douro, and on
various other occasions. He joined Bonaparte
on his return from Elba

;
and he was present

at Waterloo, where he was wounded, but he
remained at his post till the close of the en-

gagement. In 1819 he was nominated in-

spector-general of infantry; and on the llth
of September the same year he was chosen a
member of the chamber of deputies. He died

November 28, 1825. A subscription has been

subsequently made for erecting a monument
to his memory, and providing for his family.
Madame de Foy has published from her hus-

band's MSS. " Histoire de la Guerre de la

Peninsule sous Napoleon, precedue d'un Ta-
bleau Politique et Militaire des Puissances

Bellige'rantes." 4 vols, 8vo.

FRAMERY (NICHOLAS STEPHKN) a dis-

tinguished French musician and dramatist,
born at Rouen in 1745, and died in 1810. He
composed the music and poetry of a number
of operas ; published several critical tracts

;

wrote " Notice sur Joseph Haydn," 1810, 8vo ;

and translated into prose, in conjunction with
Panckoucke, the " Jerusalem Delivered

"
of

Tasso, and the " Orlando
"
of Ariosto ; besides
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he conducted the Journal de Musique in 1770
and 1771, 8vo. Bioy. Univ. Class.

FRANCESCHETTI (DOMINIC CESAR)
born 1776, at Bastia in Corsica, died 1835.

At the revolution he was an officer of the
national guard of that place, and became in

1805 a captain in the Corsican forces that

passed into the service of Naples. He attached
himself afterwards to Murat, from whom he
had several important missions. He landed
with Murat upon the coast of Naples in the

expedition which cost his master his life, and
was obliged to seek a refuge in the Abruzzi
mountains: worn out with hunger and fatigue,
he surrendered himself to the authorities, and
was conducted to the French territory. He
was reinstated in his rank ; but he pretended
that a debt of 80,000 francs was due to him
from Murat : he sued Madame Murat for that

sum, and he lost his cause. He published
an account of the events relative to the death
of Murat, &c., which is the only account ex-

tant, but its accuracy may be doubted.

13iog. Univ.

F'RANCIA (Dr) born 1757, died 1838.

He was governor of Paraguay in South Ame-
rica. This province in 181 1 declared itself a

free republic, and a government was formed
under a junta, composed of a president, two

assessors, and a secretary. It was seen that

the people, half Spanish and Indian, were not
fit for popular institutions, and great confu-

sion prevailed in consequence. Francia, the

secretary of the junta, was the first individual

who showed he had the power of controlling
these discordant social elements. He was by
birth a Frenchman. Don Fulgencio de Yegros
was president of the junta which formed the

government for two years. Francia was the

only member who possessed information or a
love of business. The sole administration fell

upon him, the other members minding only
their field sports. When they opposed his

will he threatened to retire, and they always
gave way. In 1813 a convention was held to

consider of the state of public affairs. Yegros
and Francia were appointed at last consuls of

Paraguay. Francia soon superseded his fel-

low consul, by getting appointed dictator for

three years. He had the title of excellency,
and a salary of 9,000 dollars, which he re-

duced two-thirds, saying that the state needed
the money more than himself. He occupied
the house formerly that of the Spanish go-
vernor, and became more devoted to business,
more studious, and austere, than before. He
improved the little army of 5,000 men, and

governed the country so well that, at the end
of three years, in 1816, he was appointed
dictator for life. He afterwards reigned un-
controlled. He showed no anxiety to culti-

vate the goodwill of the Spaniards: they
formed plots against him, which he disco-

vered and punished. He suppressed the catho-

lic church, and all convents and church dig-
nities. The religious affairs of the people
were attended to by a vicar-general. He esta-

blished a non-intercourse with all foreigners,
and upwards of forty were detained until
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after Mr Canning acknowledged the inde-

pendence of South America. Francia ma-

naged the government with a few officers ofhis

own selection. He planned roads and bridges,
commanded and organised the army, conduct-

ed the revenues, and found nothing beneath

his superintendence. At first his authority
was supported by harsh means, but when lie

had broken the people into his rule he relaxed

them. It is said that be was fearful of assas-

sination. He derided the catholic devotion

to images ; and had no regard for money, his

salary being always in arrear. Although his

career was at one time marked by severity,
it produced beneficial results. There were

none of the disturbances under him that made
the other republics scenes of tumult and

spoliation. He encouraged agriculture, com-

pleted useful works, embellished the capital,

reduced the Indians, and kept the country

respected and tranquil. He was in his eighty-
second year when he died. Biog. Univ.

FRANCIA (FRANCESCO) a celebrated Bo-

lognese artist, born about the middle of the

fifteenth century. He was bred an engraver,
to which profession he united the business of

a goldsmith, but latterly devoted himself

entirely to painting. Raphael d'Urbino held

his pictures in great esteem, especially his

representations of the Virgin Mary. Francia

died in 1518. D'Argenville.
FRANCIS (ANNE) an English poetess, who

died in 1800. She published a translation in

verse of the Songs of Solomon, London, 1781,
4to

;

" The Obsequies ofDemetrius Poliorcetes,
a Poem," 1785, 4to;

" Charlotte to Werter, a

poetical Epistle," 1 787, 4to ; and " Miscel-
laneous Poems," 1790, 8vo.

FRANCK or FRANCKS (FRANCIS).
There were two eminent Dutch painters of
this name, father and son. The elder, known

among connoisseurs by the name of Old
Francks, was born in 1544, and died in 1616.

He is celebrated for the beauty of his pieces,

principally taken from Scripture history. His

son, however, eclipsed the reputation of his

father in his own line. There is a magnifi-
cent specimen of his talents at Antwerp, taken
from the history of Solomon. The younger
Francks died in 1642, at the age of sixty-two.

D' Aryenville.
FRANCKE (JOHN VALENTINE) born at

Husum, in the Duchy of Sleswick, died 1830,
a learned philologist and a professor at the
Russian university of Dorpat. He left several
learned essays upon philology. Biog. Diet.
FRANCKENSTEIN (CHRISTIAN GOD-

FREY) was born in 1661, and practised at the

Leipsic bar. His writings consist of a " Life
of Christina, Queen of Sweden;" a "History
of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries;"
and a "

Supplement to Puffendorf 's Introduc-
tion to History." His death took place in

1717. JAMES FRANCKENSTEIN, son to the

preceding, is known as the author of a treatise

on the laws and customs of the Jews in Ger-

many, and of another entitled " De Collatione
Bonorum." He died in 1 733. Moreri.

FRANCOIS DE NEUFCHATEAU (Ni-

FRAUENHOFER. '

COLAS) born at Neufchateau, in Lorraine,
1750, died 1828, a man of letters, bred to the

bar, for which he proved of too lively a tempe-
rament. In 1782 he went to St Domingo,
and returned about the time of the revolution.
He adopted its principles, and became a de-

puty for the department of the Vosges in 1 792.
He wrote a drama called "

Pamela," which
was represented in Paris in 1793. In 1797
he was minister of the interior. He edited
several works, and entered into the contest

relative to the genuineness of Gil Bias with
some ardour. He also wrote two works upon
agriculture and the best manner of making it

a study as a science. Biog. Univ.
FRANK (PETER) a German physician, born

at Rotalbeu, in the grand duchy of Baden, in

1745. He studied medicine and anatomy at

Heidelberg, and afterwards became physician
to the bishop of Spires. He then filled a chair
in the University of Gottingen, and succeeded
Tissot at Pavia. He was also nominated

director-general of the hospitals of Lombardy,
but he quitted Italy in 1795 to become clinical

professor at Vienna. That city he also left

to go to Russia as imperial archiater, but ill

health obliged him to return to Vienna, and,
after refusing an invitation to France from

Bonaparte, he died in 1821. The works of

professor Frank are "
Systeme de Police Me-

dicale," 1 1 vols, 8vo
;

" Choix d'Opuscules

appartenant b, la Mcdecine," 1785, 12 vols,
8vo

;

" Plan d'Ecole Clinique," Vienna, 1790,
8vo

;
and " De 1'Art de Traiter les Maladies,"

Pisa, 1818, 9 vols. 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

FRAUENHOFER (JOSEPH YOU) doctor of

philosophy, professor in the Royal Bavarian

Academy, and knight of the Bavarian Civil

Order, and of the Danish Order of Danne-

brog. He was the son of a glazier at Strau-

bing; and being destined for the same employ-
ment, his early education was neglected. In
his eleventh year, being left an orphan, he
was first placed by his guardian with a tur-

ner, whose work being too laborious for his

strength, he was, in August 1799 appren-
ticed to Philip Weichselberger, court mirror
maker and glass cutter. In the second year
of his apprenticeship an accident happened to

him, which proved the first occasion of his

advancement. On the 21st of July that year
(1801), the house in which Frauenhofer

lodged, in Munich, fell down, and he was
buried in the rubbish, from which, however,

fortunately he was extricated alive. His re-

markable preservation came to the knowledge
of the king, Maximilian Joseph, who ordered
that the utmost care should be taken for the

recovery of the boy, concerning whose pros-

pects and situation he made inquiries. He
afterwards gave him eighteen ducats, and pro-
mised him his protection. Frauenhofer made
a good use of this money : he constructed a

glass-cutting machine, and on holidays made
and ground optical glasses ;

and in spite of all

difficulties he acquired a knowledge of the

theory of optics and mathematics. He pro-
cured further information from the works of

Kastner, Klugel, Priestley, and others, from
214
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which he found that a knowledge of pure ma-
thematics would be necessary, and he there-

fore steadily applied himself to the acquisition
of it. Besides these difficulties he had others

to encounter, from the opposition of his mas-

ter, and the neglect of other persons, notwith-

standing which he persisted in his studies.

At length he became independent of his mas-

ter, having purchased the last half year of his

apprenticeship. He now learned to engrave
on metal, without any assistance, and con-

trived a model of a press ;
but the occurrence

of war, which filled the country with troops,

interrupted his proceedings. Through that

and other misfortunes, Fraueuhofer was

brought into great embarrassment, and found
it difficult to procure the means of subsist-

ence ; yet he could not assume courage enough
to make known his difficulties to the king.
In these distressed circumstances he returned

to his old
occupation

of looking-glass making
and glass-cutting, continuing the study of

mathematics on holidays. At this time,

through the recommendation of Usschneider,
he was admitted into the Mathematical Mecha-
nical Institute of Reichenbach, then under the

superintendence of professor Schiegg. Here
Frauenhofer computed and ground optical

glasses, from the new glass works at Benedict-

baiern,for the observatory ofBuda. As the In-

stitute was now of less importance than Bene-

dictbaiern, Frauenhofer went thither in 1809,

to occupy the place of optician. There he made

many useful discoveries and inventions, which
have raised him to the utmost celebrity as a

man of science. His grinding and polishing

machines, and the excellence of the flint and
crown glass with which he made his tele-

scopes, procured him the highest reputation,
and his contributions in the 74th volume of
" Gilbert's Annals of Physics,"

" Researches

concerning the Laws of Light," have added

to his fame. In 1817 he was admitted a

member of the Academy of Sciences at Munich,
and in 1823 he was appointed conservator of

the cabinet of natural curiosity belonging to

that institution. He died June 10, 1826.

New German JYecrol.

FRAYSSINOUS (DENIS) born ] 765 at Cu-

rieres, died 1841 ; bred up an ecclesiastic, he

passed in retirement through the storms of the

revolution. When the Concordat restored

some influence to the Catholic clergy, he be-

gan lectures upon the evidences ofChristian-

ity, which led him to high honours. Fon-

tanes, his protector, was then grand master of

the university, and called him into the council

ofthat body as amember of the faculty of theo-

logy. He continued his lectures in the church
of St Sulpice, by which he gained a consider-

able degree of celebrity. In 1814, on the
return of the Bourbons, a species of persecu-
tion to which he was subjected gave him
greater success, and he was named preacher
to the king. In 1815 he obtained the place ol

member of the commission of public instruc-

tion. He was at length named bishop of Her-

mopolis, and grand master of the university
of Paris in 1822. He found the gates of the
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French academy thrown open to him, although
he had published no work which gave him a
legal right to enter. His nomination was the

subject of numerous epigrams and disputes.
Named in succession count and peer of France,
it seemed almost impossible for there to be any
new favour he could obtain, when, in 1824,
the ministry ofecclesiastical affairs was created
on purpose for him. The same year, being
appointed to speak the funeral oration over
Louis XVIII, at St Denis, he made a violent
attack on the liberty of the press, and did not
mind calling up the recollection of the assassi-

nation of the duke de Berry in 1 820, to prove
the necessity of keeping the people in igno-
rance. Become the first almoner ofCharles X,
he, by his political influence, caused the revo-
lution of 1830. He wrote a number of works,
most of which betray the bigoted church-

man, and few of which are remarkable but as

being connected with the time in which he
lived. Bioy. Univ.

FBEABT (ROLAND) sieur de Chambrai, a
French architect of the seventeenth century,
known as the author of a valuable work enti-

tled " Ancient Architecture compared with

Modern," in 1 vol, folio, of which there is an

English translation. He also published a
French version of Leonardo da Vinci's work
on painting. Freart died at Paris in 1676.

Diet. Hist.

FREDEGARIUS, surnamed Scholasticus,
an early French writer, who, about the middle
of the seventh century, wrote a history of

events from the earliest ages to the year 641.
This curious work is to be found in Du-
chesne's collection. Moreri.
FREEMAN (WILLIAM PEERE WILLIAMS)

a distinguished naval officer, who was the

grandson of W. Peere Williams, an eminent
law reporter. His father was a beneficed

clergyman, and he was born at Peterborough,

January 6, 1742. He was educated at Eton

school, whence he removed at the age of fifteen,

and entered as a midshipman on board the

Royal Sovereign, and in the course of the same

year he was appointed acting lieutenant of

the Rainbow, which appointment was subse-

quently confirmed. In May 1768 he was
made a master and commander, and, in 1769,

appointed to the command of the Otter sloop
of war. In the beginning of 1771 he was
raised to the rank of captain, and successively
commanded the Wolf and Active frigates,

stationed in the West Indies with the fleet

under Admiral Mann ; and he served with

credit in that situation during a part of the

American war. He afterwards exchanged
into the Lively, and served under Admiral

Montague, on the Boston station, North Ame-

rica, until ordered home towards the end of

1773. Four years afterwards he was appointed
to the command of the Venus, a fine frigate,

stationed at Rhode Island, under the orders of

admiral lord Howe, and from that vessel he

exchanged with Captain Ferguson into the

Brune, and in 1778 he returned to England.
In April 1780 he was placed in command of

the Flora frigate, befopging to the Channel
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fleet, in which, on the 10th ofAugust ensuing
while on a cruise off Ushant, he engaged an

enemy's frigate and a cutter, the former o:

which he captured, after a most desperate
action, in which sixty-three men, including
the commander, were killed on board the

French frigate, which was called La Nymphe
while the number of killed on board the Flor?

was only nine. This action was the result o;

a challenge transmitted by the Chevalier du

Romain, the captain of La Nymphe, while in

the port of Ushant, to the captain of the Flora

and by the latter readily accepted. In March
1781 captain Williams accompanied the fleet

under vice-admiral Darby to the relief of Gib-

raltar, whence he proceeded to Port Mahon
On the 29th of May following, thy Flora and
the Crescent, the latter commanded by cap-
tain (afterwards admiral sir T.) Pakenham,
being near the coast of Barhary, fell in with

two Dutch ships, and the next morning a furi-

ous engagement took place, which terminated

in the surrender of one of the Dutch vessels,

the Castor of thirty-two guns, to the Flora ;

and the Crescent, having been disabled, was
saved from the enemy by the exertions of cap-
tain Williams. He was not again employed
in actual service after the close of the Ame
rican war, his politics being opposed to those

of the government under the administration of

Mr Pitt. His country being thus deprived of

his services, he spent his time in retirement,

employing his ample means in deeds of bene-

volence, which were concealed from the world.
In April 1794 he attained the rank of rear-

admiral, that of vice-admiral in June 1795,
and that of admiral, January 1, 1801. On the

accession of his Majesty William IV to the

throne, the station of admiral of the fleet be-

coming vacant, the king conferred it on admi-
ral Williams, sending him a splendid baton as

an ensign of the rank to which he had been
raised. His death took place February 10,

1832, at Hoddesden, in Hertfordshire; and he
was interred in the family vault at Brox-
bourne, in the same county. Admiral Wil-
liams assumed the name of Freeman upon the

death of Strickland Freeman, esq, of Faw-
ley Court, Buckinghamshire, November 25,

1821, pursuant to the will of Sambrooke Free-

man, esq, dated June 1, 1774. He succeeded
to large estates on this occasion, including
property in the counties of Bucks, Oxford, and
13erks, aad in the city of London, all which,
with his paternal estates, descended to his two

grandsons. Marshall's Jtoi/al Naval Biog.
FREGE (CHRISTIAN) born 1757 at Zwick-

au, died 1834. He was pastor of Laas, and
afterwards of Zwickau in Germany. He wrote
a '

History of Saxony, of Thuringia, and of

Misnia, &c.," several botanical works, and a
manual for reading religious books ;

also some

religious meditations. Bib. Univ.

FREUIDWEILLER (DANIEL) born 1793,
died 1827, a Swiss painter, the son of a shoe-

maker. He received gratuitous lessons from

Pfenuinger, who had observed his taste for

design, while an amateur of art put into his

hands a sum o/ money which took him to

FUGGER.
Rome, where he passed three years, and then
returned to Zurich. There he became noted
as a portrait- painter, but fell into poverty, and
died in 1827. He left a fine collection of

drawings after Raphael. Bib. Univ.
FRISI (PAUL) a mathematician and philo-

sopher, born 1728 at Milan, died 1784. He
was a member of most of the philosophical
societies of Europe. Biog. Univ.

FUALDES (ANTOI.NE BERNARD) born

1761, at Mur de Barrez, a town of Rouergue
in France. He was bred to the law, and be-

longed to the criminal court oftheAveyron. He
retired from his public duties in 181C, and
had proposed to quit Rodez to return to the

place of his nativity, when his life was taken,
his body being cut up, and part found in the

Aveyron. The assassins were discovered.

They had cut their victim's throat on a table,
received the blood in a vessel and given it to

some hogs, and thrown the body into the river.

The horrible tragedy was remarkable for a
Madame Manson having witnessed the san-

guinary proceedings, and being brought for-

ward as a witness under very singular and
romantic circumstances. Biog. Univers.

FUERBACH (PAUL JOHN ANSELMO) boru
at Jena in Prussia, 1775; died 1833. He
came young to Frankfort, and studied in the

Gymnasium of that town. He was not more
than twenty-eight years old when he published
several treatises : among them an "

Essay
upon the Knowledge of the Law," and on the
"
Impossibility of the First Principle of Philo-

sophy." In 1798 he published his " Anti-

Hobbes, or Limits of Supreme Power." His
other writings of a similar character were
numerous. He was made counsellor and pro-
fessor of the university of Landshut, but only
for a short time. In 1805 he became a mem-
ber of the department of justice and of police
at Munich. He was ordered by the king of

Bavaria to revise the Code Napoleon. This
was completed, received the royal sanction, and
was printed as the "CivilCode for the kingdom;
of Bavaria." He, with others, also edited and
revised the Codex Maxiinilianus, which was
never put into execution. In 1813 and 1814
he published several pamphlets in favour of

the independence of Europe and Germany.
In 1814 he went to Switzerland to establish

his health, and was afterwards named com-

missary-general for the circle of Sulzach.

Finally he returned to Prussia, where he lived

in retirement for the last ten years before his

decease. Ibid.

FUGER (HENRY) born at Heilbrunn 1751,
died at Vienna 1818; an eminent German
painter and director of the imperial gallery in

Vienna. He was considered one of the most
eminent of the German artists of his time,

though his works are of very unequal merit.

Ibid.

FUGGER (HULDRIC) a native ofAugsburg,
rn in 1526. He may be considered as

itcrally a victim to the bibliomania, his rela-

;ions at length procuring a decree which took
Torn him the administration of his own affairs

111 consequence of the large sums he lavished
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in collecting and publishing rare manuscripts.
His death took place in 1584, at Heidelberg.

Diet. Biog.
FULTON (ROBERT) an American engineer,

born in the county of Lancaster, in the state

of Pennsylvania, about 1767. He was first

intended for the occupation of a jeweller,
which he relinquished for that of a painter.
He came to England, and studied under his

countryman West, with whom he continued

some years, and then went into Devonshire,
where he became acquainted with another

American named Kumsey, who was skilled in

mechanics. He then became a civil engineer,
and distinguished himself by the boldness and

novelty of the projects in which he engaged.
While in England he published a treatise
" On the Improvement of Inland Navigation,"
4to, 1796, in which he proposed the use of

inclined planes to supersede locks on navi-

gable canals. In 1800 Mr Fulton, in concert

with Joel Barlow, introduced panoramas into

Paris, for which he obtained a patent of im-

portation ;
and this proved a very profitable

scheme. In France he took up the idea of

submarine navigation, for the purpose of blow-

ing up ships of war. This project he perti-

naciously pursued for many years, but with
little advantage. On his proposal being re-

jected by the French government he came to

England, and made some experiments under
the patronage of the late earl Stanhope. He
then returned to his native country, where he
constructed a sort of boat to pass under water,
called a catamaran, nautilus, or torpedo ;

and

among various other inventions, of which he

published an account, were a mill for cutting
and polishing marble, and a machine for

twisting ropes. At length he employed him-
self in the improvement of steam-navigation,
of which he claimed the invention

;
and it is

said that vexation at being denied the credit

of the discovery, and prevented from deriving
the whole benefit of it, preyed on his mind
and hastened his death, which took place at

New York, February 24, 1815. Month. Mag.
FUNCK (CHRISTIAN LEWIS) born 1751,

died 1834, a Saxon theologian. He wrote
several works upon theology, and was pastor
of Buckburg. Bib. Univers.

FUNES (GREGORIO) a patriot statesman of
La Plata in South America. He was dean of
the cathedral church of Cordova, in which
station he employed all his influence in sup-
port of the revolution which detached the

Spanish colonies from the parent state. He
became a member of a junta assembled at

Cordova, which, under the instigation of

Liniers, resisted the progress of the revolution,

notwithstanding the opposition of the dean to

the views of a majority of his colleagues. In
1810 he was sent as a deputy from Cordova to

the congress at Buenos Ayres, and on various

subsequent occasions he acted a prominent part
in the political transactions which took place
in South America; as also did his brother
D. Antonio Funes, who signalized himself as

governor of Cordova. Dr G. Funes was chair

man of the committee of congress on constitu-
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tional affairs, which, in June 1826, presented
their famous report, recommending the adop-
tion of the central form of government for the

republic. He died at Buenos Ayres, January
11, 1829, at a very advanced age. Dr Funes
was distinguished not only as a politician, but
also as an historical writer, especially by his
"
Ensayo de la Historia Civil del Paraguay,

Buenos Ayres, y Tucuman," published at
Buenos Ayres in 1817, 3 vols. This work,
which is said to have been drawn up from the
most valuable materials, including many pre-
viously unedited manuscripts, contains much
information concerning the countries of Buenos

Ayres, Paraguay, and Tucuman, which had
not been before published. Encijclop. Am.fr.

FURIUS (FREDERIC CORIOLANUS) a Spa-
niard of the sixteenth century, born in the

kingdom of Valencia, is known as the author
of a defence of the translations of the Old
and New Testament, which was condemned

by the council of Trent. He also wrote " Del
Conseio y Conseiero," and a tract on rhetoric.

This author obtained the honorary distinction

of historiographer to king Philip II, and died
in 1592, at Valladolid. Moreri.

FURIUS, an ancient satiric poet of no

great merit, was born at Cremona about a cen-

tury before the Christian era, and from his in-

temperate habits acquired the surname of Bi-

baculus. Horace ridicules his iambics. There
are some fragments of his annals to be found
in the Corpus Poetarum. Vossii Poet. Lat.

FUSS (NICHOLAS von) a distinguished
natural philosopher and mathematician, who
was born in 1755. His father was a burgess
of the city of Basle

;
and he passed through

the early part of his education at home, but
afterwards studied in the gymnasium and
then in the university of his native place, in

which the celebrated Bernouilli was then pro-
fessor of mathematics, to which branch of

science Fuss particularly directed his attention.

He obtained the confidence of this learned

man, who, when he had attained the age of

seventeen, sent him with introductory letters

to the great mathematician Euler, at Peters-

burgh, who, in consequence of the weakness of

his eyes, wished to obtain the assistance of a

young man in the prosecution of his philo-

sophical inquiries. Euler received him with

open arms and took him into his house, where
he continued eleven years, deriving great ad-

vantage from the society and conversation of

so distinguished an individual. In January
1 77G he was appointed adjunct of the Academy
of Sciences at Petersburg!! for the higher
mathematics, and in 1784 he was taken into

the number of the ordinary members of that

institution. The same year the czarina,

Catherine the Second, constituted him pro-
fessor of mathematics in the corps of noble

land cadets. He was admitted into the free

economical society in 1792, and appointed
their secretary for foreign correspondence in

1800. In 1797 he was made professor of

mathematical science in the marine corps at

Petersburgh : and in 1800, by an imperial

ukase, was raised to the dignity of a counsellor
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of state. In the latter year he was elected by
the academy of sciences to be their secretary
in ordinary, which situation had been rendered

vacant by the death of his father-in-law John
Albert Euler. In 1 802 a particular committee
was organized for the regulation of the Kussian

academies, universities, and schools, of which

Fuss, by the command of the emperor Alex-

ander, was made a member ; and shortly after

he was nominated a member of the upper
school directory. In 1805, prince Constantine
constituted him one of the council for the

organization of military schools
;
and by an

imperial decree in 1814, he was made per-

petual examiner of the marine corps. For his

services to the economical society he was, in

1801, honoured with the second order of St.

Anne
;
and his labours as a member of the

academy of sciences were, in 1818 and 1819,

FUSS.
rewarded with the order of Vladimir of the
third class, and a pension. His death took

place January 4, 1826. His productions re-

lating to literature and science are numerous.
'Besides his contributions to the Memoirs of
the Academy of Sciences at Petersburgh,
during a period of fifty years, relating chiefly
to mathematics and astronomy, he published
" Oratiode Philantia," 1767

;

" Instruction de
Taillc'e pour porter les Lunettes au plus haut

degre' de perfection," 1774;
" A Plan for an

Universal Lending House," in German, 1776 ;

" Observations et Experiences sur les Aimaus
Artificiels, et sur la Maniere de les faire,"

1778;
" Inflexions sur les Satellites des

Etoiles," 1782; "Eloge de M. L. Euler,"
1 783 ;

"
Easy Problems relating to the higher

Spherical Trigonometry," in German, 1786.
New German Necrology, 1826.

G.

GABLER.

G
ABLER (JOHN PHILIP) boru 1753, at

Frankfort, a protestant theologian. He
passed through several professorships in dif-

ferent places, and in 1817 obtained the direc-

tion of the seminary of Jena. He was five times

elected prorector of that university, and was
found dead in his room in 1827. Besides a
number of Latin dissertations, he published in

German some Remarks on the Old Testa-

ment, being an introduction to its critical and
historical study, 1789, and also some sermons.

Bioq. Univ.

GA'BRIELLI, or GABRIELI (CATERI-
NA). This celebrated singer, of whom an ac-

count is given in the first volume of the

present work, and the time of whose decease
is stated to be uncertain, appears to be still

living ;
at least we are not aware that any

account of her death has reached this country.
In a notice of her published in September
1S31, it is said that she still survived in her
native country, though more than a hundred

years old, and but two years previously she
could delight her friends by evidence of yet

extraordinary powers. Among the anecdotes
not related in the preceding article, it 'may be
mentioned that, after repeated entreaties, she
consented to go to St Petersburgh, on condi-
tion of receiving 5000 ducats for two months,
with all her expenses, and to the remonstrance
of the empress Catherine II that she did not

pay her field-marshal so much, Gabrielli re-

plied to the minister who was negotiating with
her,

" Tell your mistress that she may set her
field-marshal to sing." The haughty empress
however thought proper not only to comply
with the terms of the enchanting songstress,
but likewise subsequently bestowed on her

jewels in value far exceeding the amount of
her salary. Month. Mag.
GABRIELLI (J&Lid) a Catholic prelate,

who was a native of Rome, and died in 1822,
aged seventy-four. He was raised to the see

GAERTNER.
of Sinigaglia, and the dignity of a cardinal,
and he occupied the office of pro-secretary of
the holy see during the period of the discus-

sions between the pope and Bonaparte, the
latter of whom had him driven into exile.

He returned to Rome in 1814, and was made
secretary of briefs, and afterwards prefect of
the congregation of the council and prodatary.

Many of his writings are to be found in the

Correspondance Authentique de la Cour de
Rome avec la France, 1809, 8ro. JBiog.
Univ. Class.

GACON-DUFOUR (MARIE ARMAND
JEAN) born 1753, died 1835, a French novel
writer of a mediocre rank, known at first as

Madame de Humiere, and later as Madame
Dufour, from her second husband. Generally
resident in the country, she had imbibed a
taste for agriculture and rural occupations,
and left many useful manuals on those sub-

jects. She fell into fatuity at the close of her
life.

" The Dangers ofCoquetry," "The Man
fixed by Reason,"

"
Georgiana," and

" The Fe-

male Grenadier," are among her published
novels. Biog. Univ.

GADD (PETER ADRIAN) a Swedish che-

mist and natural philosopher, who died about
the end of the eighteenth century. He was

professor of chemistry in the university of
Abo in Finland, and a member of the Aca-

demy of Sciences at Stockholm. His works,
written in Swedish, consist of dissertations on

geology, physics, &c. Ibid.

GAERTNER (JOSEPH) a German natu-

ralist, son of an eminent physician of Wir-

temberg, born at Calu in 1732. Having gra-
duated in medicine in the university of Got-

tingen, he travelled over great part of the

north of Europe in the pursuit of his botanical

studies, and settled for a while at Petersburg,
where he lectured on the science. Gaertner

was a fellow of the Royal Society of London,
and the author of several ingenious papers to

21S
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be found among their Transactions, as also of a.

botanical treatise " De Fructibus et Seminibus

Plantarum," 2 vols, Stuttgard, 1788-91. His

death took place in the latter year. Life by
Deleuze.

GAERTNER (BERNARD AUGUSTUS) a cele-

brated German lawyer, born at Cassel in 1719.

He was successively fiscal counsellor, member
of the regency of Marpurg, and privy coun-

sellor of Germany. He died in 1793. His

writings relate to national jurisprudence.
GAGELIN (FRANCOIS ISIDOR) born in

1799, died in 1833. He early embraced the

ecclesiastical life, and studied at Besan?on in

France. In 1817 he joined the seminary of

foreign missions in Paris. He solicited as a

favour to be sent to the East, and embarked
at Bordeaux in 1820 for Cochin-China. He
learned the language of the country. In 1820

the king of Cochin, although not very well

disposed towards the missionaries, had never

persecuted them
;
but in 1826 the Mandarins

urged upon the king the expulsion of all the

missionaries and the destruction of their

churches. They therefore thought it right
before awaiting the king's decision to sepa-
rate. The abbe Gagelin, stopped in his flight,
was conducted to a prison in the royal city of

Hue, and placed under the superintendence of

the Mandarins. In 1828 he obtained autho-

rity to return into the province of Dorighai.
His residence there was not long. In 1833 a

persecution of the Christians took place. He
was at length arrested and thrown into a dun-

geon, from whence he was taken out and

strangled. His life contains strong proof of

his constancy and courage. Bw. Univers.

GAGLIUFFI (MAKCUS FAUSTINUS) born

at Ragusa in 1764, died at Novi 1834, one of

the most extraordinary improvisator! in lan-

guage that ever existed. After previous ele-

mentary instruction he was sent to Rome, as

professor of Rhetoric in the Nazarene college.
There on the installation of the Roman re-

public he left off the college habit, in order to

be a tribune of the people, with Neonti the

poet, Corona the physician, and Solaria the

old professor. The French having retired

before the Austro-Russian army, Gagliuffi,

despoiled of his tribunitial insignia, was

obliged to pass the Apennines and seek a re-

fuge in Genoa, where he was welcomed, and

admired by the citizens for his poetical talents.

After the triumph of Bonaparte at Marengo he
went to Paris, where he astonished the public

by his improvisations. He returned to Genoa,
and became a doctor in civil law, and after-

wards professor of Latin and Italian eloquence
there. His poems were published in 1830.

Bib. Univers.

GAHN (HENRY) a distinguished Swedish
chemist and natural philosopher, the pupil oi

the celebrated Bergman, whose researches
with those of Scheele contributed to the vas

improvement in chemical science which took

place in the latter part of the eighteenth cen-

tury. He made observations on the crystal-
lization of calcareous spar, and the separatio;
of the laminae of secondary crystals, disclosing
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the primitive form of the central nucleus
;
and

thus laid the foundation of the discovery of
he molecular arrangement of crystallized
Bodies in general, which was afterwards inde-

Dendently developed by Hauy, in his Essay
on Crystals, published in 1784, and his sub-

sequent works. Gahn likewise was the first

who reduced manganese from the ore or
brown oxyde, and ascertained it to be a me-
allic substance. Grig.
GAHN (HENRY) born at Fahlun, 1747. He

began his studies at Westeras in Sweden, and
then went to the university of Upsal. His
abilities were noticed by the celebrated Lin-
nffius. He went in 1769 to Stockholm, and
after having studied at several hospitals he
became in 1808 an honorary member of the
medical college, and at one time president of
the Academy of Sciences. He died in 1820.
His continual practice allowed little time for

regular composition ;
but he left a " Memoir

on the best mode of curing Hydrocele," in the
Transactions of the Academy of Sciences of
Stockholm. He also wrote upon the change of
metals and several detached articles upon
different diseases. Bio. Univers.

GAIL (SOPHIA) wife of the celebrated Hel-
lenist M. Gail, was born about 1779, and died

at Paris in 1819. She distinguished herself

by her taste for music and literature, and was
the composer of an admired opera, "Deux
Jaloux," 1813; besides which she produced
" Mademoiselle de Launay a Bastille ;"

" La
Serenade," &c. Bio. Univ. Class.

GAILLARD (EMMANUEL) died 1837; the

perpetual secretary of the class of belles

lettres and arts in the academy of Rouen, one
of the most gifted of the provincial cultivators

of letters in France. Ibid.

GALANTI (Louis MARIE) born 1765 at

Santa Croce del Sannio, in Naples, died at

Capadicino 1836. He was the brother of Jo-

seph Maria Galanti, who died in 1806, and
left a number of published works upon a va-

riety of subjects. Louis Galanti was nomi-
nated a professor of theology at twenty years
of age. He travelled with his brother for

three years in different parts of the south of

Italy, during which he imbibed a taste for

political economy and topography. In 1 799,
when the French army threatened to destroy
the religious corporations, he published a work
entitled " Piano per i Monasteri e per i Con-
venti." The pope Pius VII for this work gave
him the title of Abbe. He was afterwards
named professor of eloquence and history to

the polytechnic school of Naples. He pub-
lished several useful works relative to geo-

graphy, physical and political, designed to

forward the progress of useful knowledge.
Biog. Univers.

GALDI (MATTHEW) born 1766, near Sa-

lerno, died 1821. He filled several important
public situations. In 1799 he was minister

from the Cisalpine republic to Holland, where
he served ten years, and in 1808 he published
his observations upon that country. In 1821,
at the revolution in Naples, he presided in the

chamber of representatives, when the king
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took the oath -which was declared of no effec

after he left the kingdom. His works ari

political, literary, and commercial, and an

especially adapted for the population among
which they were published. His account o

Holland occupies two vols, 8vo. Hist. Diet.

GALEANO (JOSEPH) a Sicilian physician
born at Palermo in 1605, and known as thi

editor of a collection of the poets of his nativ<

country in five volumes. He was also th

author of a paraphrase on the writings o

Hippocrates, and a few other professiona
tracts. His death took place in 1675. Moreri

GALIN (PETER) born at Bordeaux 178(

died 1821, the ingenious inventor of the " Me
toplaste," called since the " Method of the Me
toplaste," for abridging the difficulty in ac

quiring the theory of music. Bio. Univers.

GALL (JOHN JOSEPH) the inventor or dis

coverer of the science of craniology, or, as it is

now styled, phrenology. He was born in the

Duchy of Baden, iu 1758. His education

commenced at Baden, and he afterward!)

studied medicine under Prof. Hermann a

Strasburg, and in 1785 he took the degree o

MD. at Vienna, where he then practised as a

physician. He adopted the opinion that th

several faculties and dispositions incident to

animated beings are connected with peculiai
conformations of the surface of the brain, anc

that these may be traced by corresponding
elevations and depressions of the skull, so tha
it would be possible to ascertain the intellec-

tual qualities of any individual by an exami-
nation of the exterior of the head during life,

and still more perfectly by observing the con-

formation of the skull after death. Dr Gall

not being permitted to propagate his disco-

veries at Vienna, he determined to visit the

north of Germany, and he was well received

at the capitals of some of the German states,
and in Prussia, Sweden, and Denmark, the

sovereigns of which countries are said to have

paid attention to his opinions, and to have ho-

noured him with tokens of approbation. He
then visited England, and subsequently settled

at Paris, where in 1810 he published, in con-

junction with his disciple Dr Spurzheim,
" Ana-

tomie uud Physiologic des Nerven systems
ueberhaupt und des Gehirues insbesondere,
mil Bemerkungen ueber die Moglichkeit ver-

schiedene Anlagen der Thiere aus der Gestalt
ihrer Kcipfe zu beurtheilen," a work valuable
on account of the accuracy of the description
of the structure of the brain, and the excel-
lence of the plates by which it is illustrated,

independent of the peculiar theory of the
authors. Dr Gall died at his house at Mont-

rouge, near Paris, August 22, 1828, aged
seventy-one ; and at his interment on the 27th
of the same month, funeral eloges were pro-
nounced by professor Broussais, Dr Fossati,
and Dr Londe. Besides the treatise men-
tioned above, Dr Gall published

" Recherches
sur le Systeme Nerveux en general, ct stir

celui du Cerveau en particular: Mcmoire
presents a 1'Institut de France, le 14 Mars
180S. Suivi d'Observations sur le Rapport
qui en a etc' fait a cette Comjjiiguie par ses

GAMliA.
Commissaires," Paris, 1809, 4to. For. Rev.
Gent. Mag.
GALLE (PHILIP) born at Harlem in

1537, died 1612, a noted Dutch engraver, who
lived at Antwerp. He engraved numerous

portraits and scenes from the Old and New
Testaments. He had a son Theodore, also an

engraver, and this last had a brother called

the " old Galle," who surpassed his father in

the art. He left a son, called " the younger
Comeille Galle," born at Antwerp in 1600.

He was not equal to his father. His best pro-
ductions are his portraits. Bryan's Diet. Art.

GALLEAZZ1 (FRANCIS) born at Turin
17 CO, died at Koine 1819, an eminent writer

on music.

GALLETTI (JOHN GEORGE AUGUSTUS)
born 1750 at Altenburg, died 1828. He was
aulic counsellor in the court of the duke of
Saxe-Gotha. He left numerous works upon
education, in which he had great experience.

Biog. Univ.

GALLOWAY (JOSEPH) an Anglo-Ame-
rican lawyer, born in England about 1 730, and
died in 1803. He was a member of the as-

sembly of Pennsylvania in 1764; and he be-

longed to the first congress of that province in

1776. He first embraced the cause of the

colonists at the beginning of the American
war

;
but he afterwards became a royalist. He

published "Observations on the Conduct of

Sir William Howe," in which he animadverted

severely on the excesses committed by the

English troops in New Jersey. He was also

the author of " Concise Commentaries on
some parts of the Revelations," &c. London,
1802, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

GALLUCCI (ANGELO) an Italian historian

of the seventeenth century, a native of Mace-

rata, born in 1593. He received his 'educa-

tion among the Jesuits, and having become a

member of the order settled at Rome, where
he -wrote a history of the war in the Low
Countries in Latin, under the title of " Com-
mentarii de Bello Belgico ;" there are two
editions of this work, that of 1671 in 2 vols,

folio, and that of 1677 in 4to, published three

years after his decease. Diet. Hist.

GALT (JOHN) born 1779, died 1839 at

Greenork. He was the author of numerous

works, and of some travels in the Levant.

His best writings are his novels, namely, the

"Ayrshire Legatees," the "Annals of the

Parish," and " The Entail." Gent. Mag.
GALVAM (DUARTE) born at Evora in

1435, died 1517 in Africa, where he had been
sent on a mission to the sovereign of Ethiopia.
His principal work is a Chronicle of the Kings
of Portugal, by Lopez, newly arranged, and

genealogical MSS. relative to Portuguese fa-

milies. He had a son (named Antonio) who
ran an unhappy but brilliant career in the

East, and died in 1557. in one of the Lisbon

lospitals. He left a work on India in ancient

imes, callfid "Tratados," upon the different

outes taken. Bib. Univers.

GAMBA (JACQUES FRANCOIS) born 1765
at Dunkirk, died 1833, a French traveller of
taliau origin, who followed the pursuits of
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commerce, which he renounced, and at the

general peace set off for Russia. He travelled

over the principal provinces of that vast em-

pire, and returned to Paris in 1819. He was
then nominated French consul at Tiflis, and

by this means secured exact accounts of the

state of that country. He came back to Paris

in 1824, and in 1826 returned to the post
which he occupied till his decease. He left

an account of his journey into southern Russia,
and particularly into the provinces of Cau-

casus, &c. Biog. Diet.

GANDIN (Louis PASCAL) born at Villa

Franca in Catalonia, 1556, died 1621, a Spa-
nish painter, who entered the Chartreuse

called " La Scala Dei," and there cultivated

painting so successfully, that he was sent for

to work upon the embellishments of Monte
Cavallo and the church of St Peter at Rome.
In composition and correctness of design he

was excellent, but deficient in the clair-ob-

seure. Bryan's Diet. Art.

GANDOLPHY (GAETANO) born in Bo-

logna in 1778, died 1819, a celebrated profes-
sor of the veterinary science, his father being
the first who made it a study in Italy. A
professorship of anatomy being founded in the

University of Bologua, he occupied it with dis-

tinction till 1814, when some one persuaded
Pius VII that it tended to encourage mate-

rialism, and obtained its suppression. It was
afterwards restored on the Pope being better

informed. Gandolphy was the author of seve-

ral memoirs upon epizootics and other animal
maladies. Biog. Diet.

GANDOLPHY (PETER) a Catholic priest,

born about 1760, and died at East Sheen in

Surrey in 1821. He distinguished himself

greatly as a preacher ;
and he published

" A
Defence of the Ancient Faith/' in 1811, 8vo;
" A full Exposition ofthe Christian Religion,"

1813, 8vo; besides other tracts. A sermon
which he published, on the relations between

spiritual and temporal authority, exposed
him to the censure of his diocesan, against
whom he appealed to the court of Rome, and
defended his opinions with great firmness and

ability. Biog. Univ. Class.

GANILT (CHARLES) born at Allanche in

France 1758, died 1836, a member of the

French bar, who narrowly escaped being the

victim of the reign of terror. He took an

tictive part in the 18th Brumaire, through his

detestation for the preceding reign of nnarchy.
He defended the independence of juries, and
did not spare the consular measures. He
wrote upon subjects of finance and economy,
and his works were held in much esteem. He
represented Cantal in the Chamber of Depu-
ties in 1815. In 1819 he was made president
of the Electoral College of Cantal. He dis-

covered nothing new or original, but he
assisted in extending certain advanced prin-

ciples. He wrote upon the public revenue of
the people of antiquity, of the middle ages,
and of the moderns

;
also upon systems of eco-

nomy ;
and published a theory founded upon

the political economy of France and England.
Bioy. Univcr.
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CANS (SOLOMON PHILIP) died in 1843,

at Hanover, in the gaol to which he was con-
demned for life, for having, in the defence of
certain persons accused for political offences
in 1842, described the Hanoverian govern-
ment as arbitrary, when he was pleading
before the tribunals of Gottingen and Oste-
rode. His fate, at thirty-two years of age,

only served to put beyond doubt the correct-

ness of his accusation. His works on "In-

fanticide,"
" Plan for a new Penal Code," and

"
History of Hereditary Right," &c., rank high

among German works. Bioy. Univ.
GAiNTHEAUMK (count HONORS) born at

Ciotat in France, 1755, died at Marseilles,

1818, a French admiral, who served under
count d'Estaing, and was made a lieutenant
in 1781. He also served under admiral Suf-

frein in the East Indies. He commanded the

Jupiter 74, and the Mont Blanc, the last in the

Mediterranean in 1795. In 1798 he belonged
to the 1'Orient, blown up at the battle of the

Nile, but escaped the disaster in the vessel,

having been wounded on shore before the
attack. He was made by Napoleon the com-
mander of the naval forces on the coast of

Egypt and in the Nile, and obtained the rank
of rear-admiral. He commanded the two

frigates which accompanied Uonaparte back
to France, directed in his course by Bona-

parte himself. In 1800 he was made a mem-
ber of the Council of State, and vice-admiral
in 1804. In 1808 he was named inspector-

general of the western coasts, and afterwards
a councillor of state in the admiralty council

with the minister of marine. He took the

oath of subjection to the Bourbons, and dur-

ing the hundred days remained inactive in con-

sequence, and was rewarded by Louis XVIII
with the rank of a peer of France. He died

on his estate of Aubagne in the south of

France. Biog. Univ.

GARAT (DOMENIC JOSEPH) born 1749,
died 1833, a French man of letters. He was
concerned in several of the Parisian journals,
and was so active in the worst excesses of the

revolution that he was called Garat Septem-
bre, in allusion to the massacres in the prisons.
He took to the unhappy Louis XVI the notice

ofthe judgment ofthe Convention upon his fate

and the mission of his condemnation. In 1798
he became ambassador to Naples. He after-

wards was a flatterer of Napoleon ; yet, in

1814, he voted for the removal of Napoleon
from the government. Under the Bourbons
he was nearly forgotten, but appeared again
in 1830, and was named a member of the In-

stitute. He left several works. The most

interesting is entitled " Historical Memoirs of

the Life of Sicard, of his Writings, and of the

Eighteenth Century," 2 vols, 1820. lie had
a nephew, named Peter John Garat, a cele-

brated musician, born at Usturitz 1764, who
gave lessons to Marie Antoinette, and was

secretary to Charles X when he was count

d'Artois. Some of his musical airs are very
beautiful, and have been exceedingly popular
in France. Bioy. Univer.

GARAY (don MARTIN de) a Spanish states
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man, who was minister of finance, and died

in the province ofArragon in 1822. He acted

u conspicuous part in the management ofpublic
affairs from 1808 till the restoration of Fer-

dinand VII. Being made finance minister in

1816, he endeavoured to introduce reforms
into the department over which he presided,

by which means he gave offence to powerful
courtiers, who procured his dismission in

1818.

GARCIA (MANCEL) a distinguished musi-
cal performer and composer chiefly for the

theatre, who was born at Seville, in Spain, in

1782. He commenced his education as a
musician at the age of seven, in the college
of his native city, and he afterwards studied

under Ripa. He appeared as a public singer
at the opera-houses of Madrid, Paris, Rome,
Naples, Turin, and London

;
and his talents

attracted much attention, aud procured him

high reputation. In 1824 he was engaged as

principal male singer at the King's Theatre
in the Haymarket, London. His voice exhi-

bited extensive compass, considerable power,
and extreme flexibility ;

and his acting, both
in tragedy and comedy, has been characterised

as highly impressive and energetic. He died
in 1832. Among his principal dramatic com-

positions may be mentioned,
"
Quien porfia

umcho aleanza," (Op. Com.) ;

" El Reler de

Madera," (Op. Com.) ;

" El Poeta calculista,"

(Op. Com.); "La Florinda," (Op. Com.);
" Le Califfo de Bagdad ;" (Op. Com.) ;

" La
Donzella di Raab," (Op. Ser.) ;

" Le Prince

d'Occasion," (Op. Coin.) ;

" II Fazzoletto,"

(Op. Com.) ;

" La Mort du Tasse," (Op. Ser.) ;

and "
Florestan, ou le Conseil de Dix," (Op.

Ser.) : all ofwhich were performed previously
to 1824; and he also produced several other

operas both comic and serious. His composi-
tions of a different class include "

Endimione,"
a cantata for three voices

;
and several masses,

one of which was performed at the Bavarian

chapel, in London, in 1822. Biog, Diet, of
Mas.
GARNIER (ATHANASIUS) born 1767, at

Veron, near Suns, died 1837. He was first

employed in some of the government offices,

and at the creation of the imperial dynasty
was honoured with a situation in one of the

palaces. He filled a similar place in Holland
under Louis Bonaparte. In 1825 he began to

cultivate letters, and became part editor of
different journals, in which he opposed the
Bourbons. He left behind him two or three

published volumes, among which are some
descriptive of the best mode of furnishing
palaces, and several novels. Biog. Univer.

GAROFALO (BENVENUTO TISIO, called

THE) born in the territory of Ferrarain 1481,
died in 1553. He studied his art after the
works of Michael Angelo and Raphael, and

thought that he approached these great mas-
ters. He left a number of pictures marked
with the style of the era of art in which he
flourished. There are six of his pictures and
two portraits in the French Museum, and there

is one if not two in the English Gallery at

Charing Cross. Crig.

GATES.
GAROFOLO (BLAISE) born at Naples

1677, died at Vienna 1762, a writer of nume-
rous works, principally in Latin, upon learned

topics. He was styled
"
Caryophilus

"
by the

learned of his own time, and was an antiquary
of considerable repute. Idem.

GARROS (PEY, or PETER, de) a Gascon

poet of the fifteenth century, born at Lutour,
a small town of Armagnac in France. Diet.

Fran.

GASPARINI, called BARZIZA, from the

place of his birth, a village in the vicinity of

Bergamo, in Italy. He became professor of
the belles lettres at Padua, in the early part
of the fifteenth century ;

and he is regarded
as one of the most distinguished writers who
contributed to the restoration of a taste for the

Latin language in his native country, by his

critical observations on the writings of the
classic authors of ancient Rome. He was the

author of a treatise
" De Orthographia ;"

Commentaries of the Epistles, Offices, and
some other works of Cicero ;

Orations and

Letters, which last were printed in France in

1496, and constitute the earliest typographical
production of that country. Gasparini flou-

rished in the reign of the emperor Sigismund,
at the period of the council of Constance.

Trithemius. Biog. Univ.

GASPARI (ADRIAN CHRISTIAN) born at

Schleusingen, 1752, died 1830. He filled the

extraordinary professorship of history and

geography at the gymnasium of Oldenburg,
and afterwards became professor of history,

geography, and statistics at Dorpat, and quitted
that to fulfil the same duties at Konigsberg
University, where he died. He left a " Com-
plete Manual of Modern History," and " Re-
sources and Materials for a Knowledge of the

History and Government of the Northern
States." Idem.
GASSIES, died at Paris 1832. A French

historical and general painter. His pictures,
down to 1827, exhibit a great variety of sub-

jects, and are to be found in the cabinets of
some of the best patrons of the arts in France.

Many of his smaller works were coloured with
the finish and vigour of the Dutch and Flemish
schools. His character is said to have been as

respectable as his talents. Bryan's Diet. Art.

GASSNER (NICHOLAS) born at Frankfort-

on-the-Maine about the middle of the seven-

teenth century, a painter of miniatures and

landscapes. He was principally employed at

the courts of Copenhagen, Dresden, and
Cassel. He was well versed in theology,

medicine, and philosophy, and the charms of

his conversation made him much sought after.

One ofhis best works,
" The Twelve Months,"

is in the gallery of the Emperor of Austria at

Vienna. Ibid.

GATES (HORACE) born in England in 1 728,
died 1806, one of the military men who dis-

tinguished themselves on the side of the

Americans in the -war of independence. He
served in Germany under prince Ferdinand,
and was a captain in the corps of General
Braddock in America. He returned to Eng-
land in 1763, but sold out of the army, aud,
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buying an estate in Virginia, went out and
settled there. In 1777 he commanded the

northern American army, and forced General

Burgoyne to capitulate. He lamented the

war, and endeavoured vainly to bring about a

peace. He was afterwards made commander-
in-chief of the southern army, but was beaten

by Cornwallis, on which the American Con-

gress recalled him from his command in a

way no conduct of his own justified. Upon
this he retired to his farm for the rest of his

life, and there terminated an honourable

career. Ameri. Biog.
GATTEAUX (NICOLAS MARIE) born in

Paris 1751, died 1832, a French engraver of

medals and jewels, and an artist of consider-

able eminence. Biog. Univ.

GATTERER (JOHN CHRISTOPHER) a

learned German historian, who was professor
of history in the university of Gdttingen, in

the last century. He was the author of several

treatises which display a spirit of deep re-

search and sound criticism, among which may
be mentioned a "

History of the World to the

time of Cyrus," 2 vols, 8vo
;
an "

Essay to-

wards a general Universal History, to the

period of the Discovery of America," 1792,
which may be considered as the most complete
of his elementary sketches of history ;

and an
"
Abridgment of Chronology," 1777, 8vo ;

all

in the German language ;
besides " Commen-

tationes de Theogonia ./Egyptiorum," in the

seventh volume of the Gottingen collections ;

and other contributions to classical literature.

He died in 1799. Zopf. Mensel.

GATTI (abbe SERAPHIN) born 1771, died

1834, at Naples. At twenty years of age he

was a professor of philosophy in the college of

Benevento, and afterwards at Foggia. He

subsequently became director of the royal

lyceum of Salvator. He was one of the editors

of the new Italian dictionary, publishing at

Naples, and left several publications, princi-

pally on professional subjects, in the Italian

tongue. Sib. Univer.

GAUBIUS (JEROME DAVID) a Dutch phy-
sician, the pupil of Boerhaave, born in 1705

at Heidelberg. He became professor of medi-
cine at Leyden, and is known as the author of

a variety of professional treatises, the principa
of which are " Institutiones Pathological Me
dicinalis ;"

" De Solidis Humani Corporis
Partibus ;''

" De Methodo concinnandi For
mulas Medicamentorum ;"

" Adversariorum
varii Arguments ;" and a "

Panegyrical Ora
tion delivered on the Third Centenary of thi

Leyden University." Gaubius died in 1780.

GAUDENZI (PELLECRINO) born at Forli

1749, died 1784
;
a modern Italian poet, who

besides several prose works, left two poems
" La Nacita di Cristo," and " La Campagna.'

Biog. Univ.

GAULMIN (GILBERT) a French poet am
miscellaneous writer, who flourished about th

middle of the seventeenth century. He heli

the post of counsellor of state to the Freud

king. His writings consist of a -volume o

dramatic and other poems ; a "
Commentary

on the Life and Death of Moses ;"
" Notes on
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'sellus and on Theodore Prodromus ;" and a
ract "On the False Calisthenes." He also
rinted a new edition of Ismenus and Isme-

nias, and died in 1667. Biog. Univ.
GAUTIER DE COINCY, known also as

DANZ GAUTIER, a French poet of the
13th century,born in 1236, prior of the abbey of
St Medard de Soissons. He left

" Recueil de

lhansons," one of the best relics of early
rench poetry. GAUTIER d'Espinais and
GAUTIER d'Argier were also poets of the
hirteenth century, and left verses yet extant.

Biog. Univ.

GAVANTI (BARTHELEMI) born at Monza
1567, died at Milan 1638: he was the author
of several works upon church ceremonies,
and the rites used in ancient times, in five

vols, 4to. He also published among other
works a "Manuale Episcoporium." Idem.
GAVIN (ANTONIO) born 1680, at Sara-

jossa, in Spain, died in Ireland, at what age
s unknown. He was an apostate catholic

priest, and afterwards received an English
curacy. He attacked the lives of the Spanish
monks in " The Key of the Roman Church,
or a History of the Cheats of the Priests and
Monks of Spain," London, 1726, three vols,
12mo.
GAY VERNON (J.) a French military

officer and mathematician, born in 1760. He
was admitted into the school of engineers in

1780, and was made a sub-lieutenant. In
1792 he was employed in the army of the

Rhine, when he distinguished himself in the
attacks of Spires and Mayence. Subsequently
he acted as aide-de-camp to Custine, and then
to Houchard

; and being arrested, together
with the latter, after the victory of Houds-

coute, he did not recover his liberty till the

revolution of the 9th of Thermidor. Gay
Vernon was one of the founders of the Poly-
technic School, of which he acted as second
director for seventeen years. Having been

appointed commandant of the fortress of Tor-

gau in 1813, he was made prisoner after a
brave defence, and he obtained permission to

return to France on his parole. He died in

1822. He was the author of "
Exposition

abregee du Cours de Geometric descriptive

appliquee a la Fortification," 1802, 4to
;
and

" Traite Elementaire de 1'Art Militaire et de

Fortification," 1805, 2 vols, 4to, which has
been translated into English, and various other

languages. LEONARD GAY VERNON, brother

of the preceding, was a member of the Legis-
lative Assembly, and of the National Conven-
tion

;
and having embraced with ardour revo-

lutionary principles, he was in 1791 elected

constitutional bishop of Upper Vienne. He
voted for the death of the king, without ap-

peal or delay ; and in the sitting of November

7, 1793, he publicly resigned his episcopal
character. He was afterwards consul at Tri-

poli in Syria, and held other offices ;
but he

died in retirement at his seat at Vernon, near

Limoges, in 1822. Bio. Univ. Class.

GAZIR ( ) a learned Greek ecclesi-

astic, who obtained the office of archiman-

drite; and who died in the earlier part of
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1S29, in the seventieth year of his age. At
the commencement of the revolution in Greece
he was resident at Vienna, where he had ob-

tained a competent fortune by his literary la-

bours
;

but no sooner had his countrymen
commenced their endeavours to free them-

selves from the Turkish yoke, than he quitted

Austria, and returned home. He became a

member of the first national assembly, in

which, by his conciliatory spirit, he frequently

repressed the conflicts of opinion and party
zeal. He was the compiler of a Greek Dic-

tionary, in three volumes
;
and he contributed

several interesting articles on scientific sub-

jects to the journal published at Vienna under

the title of " Hermes," of which he was the

principal editor. Eclect. Rev.

GAZOLDO (JOHN) bora in the fifteenth

century at Gaeta, poet laureate. He left a

Latin poem called "
Anthiopovigraphia," now

become excessively scarce. Bib. Univ.

GAZZANIGA (JOSEPH) born in Venice

1748, died at Vienna 1810, an Italian com-

poser and author of several operas. Biog.
Univers.

GEBANER (GF.CUGE CHRISTIAN) an emi-

uent German lawyer, who was a native of

Breslaw. He became professor of jurispru-
dence in the university of Gottingen ;

and his

death took place in 1773. He was the author

of several works of merit, in the Latin and

German languages, on law and history ; and
he also published an edition of the Corpus
Juris Eomani. Zr>pf.
GEBHARDI (Louis ALBERT) a voluminous

historical writer, who was librarian at Han-

over, where he died in 1802. He wrote vari-

ous portions of the grand body of " Universal

History" published at Halle: the "History
of Denmark and Norway," 4 vols, that of
"
Courland," 1 vol, and the " General History

of the Wendes and Slavonians,'' 3 vols. He was
likewise author of a " General History of the

Sovereign Houses of Germany," 3 vols, Rvo
;

and a "
History of Hungary," three vols, 8vo.

GEDDES (JAMES) an ingenious writer, who
was born at Tweeddale, N. B. in 1710. He
published

" An Essay on the Composition and
Manner of Writing of the Ancients, particu-

larly Plato," in which the taste and learning
of the author are advantageously displayed.
He died in 1749. Lempriere's Univ. Biog.
GEDIKE, or GEDICKE (FREDERICK) su-

perintendent of a gymnasium at Berlin, a dis-

tinguished writer and public instructor. His

publications, which are numerous, consist

chiefly of editions and translations of the

classics
;
and other works designed to facili-

tate the education of youth. He died in 1803.
GEDOYN (NICHOLAS) a French Jesuit,

canon of La Chapelle Sainte at Paris, and
abbot of Beaugency, a native of Orleans, born
in 1G7. He is known as the author of some
miscellaneous essays, entitled " CEuvres Di-
verses ;" and as the translator of Pausanias
and Quintilian. His death took place in 1774.

GEEFS (ALOYS) born at Antwerp 1S19,
died 1841, a sculptor and painter of history.
At the age of fifteen he bore the prize at the

GELASIUS.
academy of his native town, and two years
afterwards did the same at Brussels, where his

statue of Epaminondas dying was most de-

servedly commended. In 1838 he received
the prize from the academy of Ghent for a
bas relief of a metaphorical character. He
also gained three medals at the academy of

Paris, where he died in 1841, after a brief but
illustrious career. Bryan's Did. Art.

GEER (CHARLES de) a Swedish nobleman,
knight of the order of Gustavus Vasa, and a
marshal of the empire, eminent for his skill in

mechanics, and his familiar acquaintance with
natural history. He was born in 1720, and
after receiving the rudiments of his education
at Utrecht proceeded to Upsal, where he be-

came the disciple of Linnaeus. The baron de
Geer applied his knowledge of mechanics to

great effect in his mines at Dannemora, and

'.hereby much increased his revenues. He
was the author of a treatise, now become
scarce,

" On the Natural History of Insects,"
in seven quarto volumes, and died in 1778.

Biog. Univ.

GEHLER (JOHN SAMUEL TRAUGOTT) a

distinguished natural philosopher, who Avas a
senator of Leipsic. He was the author of a
valuable Dictionary ofNatural Philosophy, in

German, 6 vols, 8vo. He died in 1795. Idem.
GEHLEN (ADOLPHCS FERDINAND) a Ger-

man chemist, who died at Munich in 1815.
He was a member of the academy in that city,
and one of the conductors of the General
Journal of Chemistry, published at Berlin,
1803 5, 5 vols, 8vo; and of the General
Journal ofChemistry and Natural Philosophy,
1800, 7, 8vo. He also published a translation

of Berthollefs Treatise on the Art of Dyeing,
Berlin, 1806, 2 vols, 8vo : and an Essay on the

Improvement of Pharmacy. Idem.
GEHLEN (ADOLPHCS FERDINAND) died

1815: he belonged to the royal academy of

Munich, and was one of the most distinguished
of modern German chemists, a laborious and

ingenious man of science. He was also one
of the editors of the Berlin General Journal
of Chemistry ;

and among other works he
translated Berthollet into German.
GEIZER (JOHN CONRAD) born 1597, died

1674, a painter on glass at Zurich. He left

a geometrical plan of the canton. His brother

Philip published several works upon mathe-
matics. Bio. Univ.

GELASIUS. There were three eminent

prelates of this name : the first flourished in

the fourth century, and was nephew to St

Cyril of Jerusalem. He was bishop of Csesa-

rea, and was the author of a history of the

church, of which some portions are yet extant.

His death took place in 394. The second, an
African by birth, succeeded Felix the Third
in the papal see, which he filled about four

years. He drove the professors of Manicheism
out of Rome, and excommunicated the em-

peror Anastasius for favouring the patriarch
Acacius. He died in 476. The third, iu

1118. succeeded Paschal the Second in the

popedom, from which he was twice driven in

the course of the single year that he survived
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his elevation, first by Cinci Frangipani, and
next by the emperor Henry V, on which
latter event he retired to the abbey of Clugny,
and there died in 1119. Diet. Hist.

GELL (sir WILLIAM) born 1777, died at

Naples, 1836, a classical antiquary. He was
the younger son of Philip Gell, of Hopton,

county Derby, and after leaving school entered

Emmanuel college, Cambridge. In after life

he took up his residence in Italy. He had
a small house at Rome, and a picturesque

dwelling at Naples, where he was to be found
surrounded by his drawings and maps, or in

his library. Sometimes he played the guitar
to amuse his visitors, or moved about with
two or three favourite dogs, the companions
of his walks and studies. He was always
occupied with antiquarian researches, and in

the latter part of his life resided wholly at

Naples, owing to his sufferings from gout and
rheumatism. He gave to the world " The
Topography of Troy ;"

" The Geography and

Antiquities of Ithaca
;

" "A History of

Greece;" "An Itinerary of the Morea;"
"
Pompeiana, &c. ;"

" Attica ;" a narrative of
a journey in the Morea ; and " The Topo-
graphy of Home." He was knighted on his

return from a mission to the Ionian islands, in

1803, and in 1820 was one of the chamber-
lains of the persecuted queen Caroline who
attended what was called her "

trial
"

in the

House of Lords. Orig.
GENCE (JEAN BAPTISTE MODESTE) born

at Amiens 1755, died 1840, a French man of
letters who made his first studies under Salis

and Delille. He was a writer in several of
the journals, and a contributor of some valu-
able articles to the biographical works pub-
lished in Paris, particularly those belonging
to the church. Bio. Fran.
GENEST (CHARLES CLAUDE) a French

abbe and dramatist, born in the metropolis in

1636. His writings consist of two tragedies,
founded on the stories of Joseph and Pene-

lope, and a treatise on " The Principles of

Philosophy." His death took place in 1719.
GENL1S (STEPHANIE FELICITE DOCREST

de ST ACBIN, marquise de Sillery, countess

de) a lady distinguished for her talents and
the multiplicity of her writings, chiefly re-

lating to education. She was born near Autun,
in the province of Burgundy, in 174C. More
indebted to nature than to fortune, her beauty,
her genius, and her accomplishments, espe-

cially her skill in music, procured her, when
young, admission to the best society in Paris.

A letter written to one of her friends being
seen by the count de Genlis, it excited in his

breast such an admiration of the writer as led
to an acquaintance and a subsequent mar-

riage. She thus became niece to mad. de
Montesson, who was privately married to the
duke of Orleans. This connection introduced
the young countess de Genlis to the Orleans

family, and in 1782 she was appointed go-
verness to the children of the duke of Or-
leans, the father of the late king of the
French. In the prosecution of her duties as
a preceptress she wrote for the use of her
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pupils

" Adele et Theodore ;"
" Les Veille'es

du Chateau ;" and " Le Theatre a 1'Usage
des Jeunes Personnes, ou Theatre d'Educa-
tion ;" which were well received by the public,
and have been translated into English. She
conducted the education of her young charge
without assistance, and she also engaged in
other affairs connected with the domestic

economy of the family to which she was at-

tached. It appears from her writings that
she had adopted the principles of the revolu-
tion ; she was acquainted with Petion and
Barrere, and she had been present in the ses-

sions of the Jacobins
; yet she quitted France

in 1791, and went to London. About the time
of the September massacres (1792) the duke
of Orleans recalled her to Paris. Becoming
suspected, however, by the ruling powers, she
retired to Tournay in Flanders, with her pupil
mademoiselle d'Orleans

;
and shortly after her

adopted daughter Pamela was married to

lord Edward Fitzgerald. In April 1793 she
removed to Switzerland, and resided for some
time in a convent at Breingarten, a few miles
from Zurich ; but her pupil leaving her to

join heraunt the princess of Conde at Freiburg,
madame de Genlis retired with a young female

companion to Altona, where she lived in se-

clusion, and devoted herself to literature. At
a country-seat in the territory of Holstein she
wrote " Les Chevaliers du Cigne, ou la Cour
de Charlemagne," Hamburgh, 1795, 3 vols,

8vo, a novel containing many republican senti-

ments, and some highly coloured scenes. She
also published at this time "

Precis de la Cou-
duite de Madame de Genlis," to which is sub-

joined a letter to her eldest pupil, Louis-Philip,
in which she exhorted him not to accept the
crown if ever it should be offered to him, be-

cause the French republic seemed to be es-

tablished on moral and just foundations.
When Bonaparte was at the head of affairs

in France she returned to Paris
;
and that

chief bestowed on her a house, and in 1805 a

pension of 6000 francs a year. She passed
the remainder of her long life chiefly at Paris,

occupied in literary pursuits ;
and besides

other works she published
" Memoires Inedits

de Mad. la Comt. de Genlis sur le 18me
Siecle et la Revolution Franchise, depuis
1756jusqu'a nos Jours," 8 vols, 8vo. After
the restoration of the Bourbons she experi-
enced the kindest attentions from her former

pupil, who, on his elevation to the throne after

the revolution in 1830, offered mad. de Genlis

splendid apartments in the palace of the

Tuileries. This occurred just before her

death, and she is said to have been engaged in

writing a note to the king, declining with ex-

pressions of gratitude the proffered favour, at

three o'clock in the morning of December 31.

1830 ; she then retired to bed, and at ten

o'clock she was found a corpse. A catalogue
of the numerous works of mad. de Genlis

may be found in the first of the subjoined
authorities. Biog.Nouv. desContemp. Encycl.
Amer. Gent. Mag.
GENNARO (JOSEPH AURELIUS) a Neapo-

litan of good family, born about the com-
Q
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mencement of the last century. He devoted

his attention to the study of jurisprudence, and
rose to be chief magistrate of the capital
which gave him birth. His "

Respublica Juris-

consultorum" is a sound work, and several

other legal treatises of his composition are

equally remarkable for the learning they dis-

play, and the elegance of the style in which

they are written. Tiraboschi.

GENT (THOMAS) an ingenious writer on

topographical antiquities, by trade a printer,
which business he followed for many years in

his native city, York. He was the author of

an " Ancient and Modern History of York,"
12mo

;

" Ancient and Modern History of Rip-

pon, Yorkshire," 8vo ;

"
History of Kiugston-

upon-Hull," 8vo ;

"
History of the East Win-

dow in York Minster," 8vo ; a " Life of

St Robert of Knaresborough," 12mo; and
"
Compendious Histories of England and

Rome," 12mo, 2 vols. Mr Gent died at

York in 1778, in the eighty-seventh year of

his age. .Nichols's Lit. Anec.

CENTNER (FRANCIS JOSEPH) born 1756,
in Bohemia, died 1832, an eminent engineer,
who studied at the university of Prague, be-

came eminent as an astronomer at Vienna,
and wrote a " Manual of Mechanics.'" He
constructed the iron bridge between the

Danube and Moldau. Biog. Univ.

GEOFFROI, FRS. (STEPHEN FRANCIS) a
French physician, professor of chemistry and
medicine at Paris, born there in 1 672. In the

course of his travels through great part of

Europe, he became a corresponding member
of several foreign philosophical institutions, as

well as of the Academic des Sciences. His

principal writings consist of a pharmacopoeia,
entitled " Le Code Medicamentaire," and a

posthumous tract in three volumes on the Ma-
teria Medica. His death took place in 1731.

Biog. Univ.

GEOFFROY ST HILAIRE (ETIENNE)
born at Estampes 1772, died 1844, a distin-

guished French naturalist, originally destined

for the church, but the lessons of Brisson at

the college of Navarre inspired him with a

great taste for natural history. He encoun-
tered Haiiy, and the interview with that cele-

brated naturalist determined his pursuit.

Scarcely twenty-one years of age, he was
made professor of zoology ; and in Normandy,
iu the course of his researches, he became

acquainted with Cuvier, then unknown to the
world. In 1798 he went with the French

army to Egypt, where he ran several narrow
chances for his life. On his return to France
he gave lectures in the Jardin des Plantes,
and was soon honoured with all the distinc-

tions which mark the career of French men
of science almost exclusively. He was sent

to Portugal on a mission relative to the sci-

ences and arts. He reached Madrid in 1809

upon his way, when soon afterwards the
troubles that ensued, and the danger ran by
natives of France travelling singly, made his

journey perilous. In Portugal, while occu-

pied by the French, he was able to botanize,
and made a valuable collection, which he
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with difficulty prevented from falling into the
hands of the English on the evacuation of

Portugal by Junot. In 1815 he was made
a member of the Chamber of Deputies. For
two years subsequently, he and Cuvier
laboured together in the science which they
followed. Soon afterwards they had a dif-

ference, which ended in opposite opinions and
discussions upon certain scientific points, all

the students arranging themselves on one side

or the other. At length St Hilaire became

deprived of his sight, and closed his labours

just four years before his decease, leaving a

reputation second only to his friend and an-

tagonist Cuvier. His works are very nume-
rous, besides a vast number of detached arti-

cles and papers upon scientific subjects. Biog.
Univ.

GEORGE IV. (GEORGE AUGUSTUS FRE-

DERIC) king of England and Hanover, was
the eldest son of George III by his queen
Charlotte, princess of Mecklenburg Strelitz.

He was born August 12, 1762, and was de-

clared prince of Wales and duke of Cornwall
a few days afterwards. His education was
confided at first to Dr William Markham,
afterwards archbishop of York, and Dr Jack-
son

;
and subsequently to the year 1776 to

Dr Richard Kurd (bishop of Worcester), and
Mr Arnold of St John's College, Cambridge.
His instructors appear to have done their

duty, and as the prince was by no means
deficient in natural abilities, he acquired a

competent knowledge of literature and science.

The ornamental part of his education, as may
be supposed, was not neglected ;

and possess-

ing a handsome person and agreeable man-

ners, his high rank rendered him the idol of

the world of fashion, and also, in no small

degree, of the people. It has been thought
thut while in his adolescence he was subject
to too much restraint, one of the apparent
consequences of which was the assumption of

an excessive licence when delivered from pre-

ceptorial restraints. His commencement in

life was marked by a liking for brilliant but

dissipated company, of that epicurean descrip-
tion which unites wit and elegance with great
licence, and renders the intellect itself an

administering slave to self-indulgence. Heirs-

apparent in England have generally, in modern
times at least, become objects of attention to

courtiers opposed to the politics of the reign-

ing prince. The successor of George III

formed no exception to this rule, and early
became the companion and associate of the

leading Whig statesmen and families, which,

including the names of Fox, Burke, Sheridan,
and other distinguished personages, gave an
ease and superiority to his address and man-
ners for which he was to the very close of

life remarkable. The effect upon principles
and opinions was not always so manifest, but

it must at the same time be remarked that

the events of the French revolution operated

strongly and widely upon those of all orders

of men, arid even led to divisions among the

politicians themselves who first obtained his

notice. At an early period he became ao-
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quainted with Mrs Robinson (see DICT.) then
an actress, and that circumstance and the
rank of the royal lover induced contemporary
chroniclers of fashionable intrigues to record
the history of their attachment, under the

feigned names of Florizel and Perdita. Their

connexion, as is not unusual in such cases,

was but transient. Probably some new ob-

ject supplanted the lady, who complained
greatly of the desertion of her admirer, and
of the illiberality of his conduct, but with
what degree of justice it is perhaps now im-

possible to decide. Nor is any part of the

affair worthy attention except to remark that

this amour commenced a long course of simi-

lar attachments, several of which exhibited
the sort of personal degradation which even
noblemen may be induced to endure, and

princes to be pleased with. The prince sub-

sequently formed a more lasting engagement
with Mrs Fitzherbert, a widow lady of good
family, and a professed Catholic, who, although
by no means young, still retained a consider-
able share of personal beauty. It has been

generally understood that a private marriage
took place, and the circumstance not only
excited the serious displeasure of the king,
but also became the subject of public alarm,
as the contract was a violation of the act of
settlement which fixed the House of Hanover
on the British throne, and likewise of a more
recent act of parliament relating to royal

marriages, which had been passed in conse-

quence of the matrimonial engagements
formed by the king's brothers. During the

period that elapsed between August 1783,
when the prince attained the age of majority,
and the year 1787, he had lived in an extra-

vagant manner, so that his affairs had be-

come extremely deranged. It is true that on
the first formation of his establishment, not-

withstanding the representations of Mr Fox,
then minister, the king demanded for his son
from Parliament a revenue of but 50,000/. a

year, though preceding princes of Wales had
received double that income. In these cir-

cumstances he became loaded with debts to

the amount of 300,000/. He applied to the

king for assistance, but his majesty, after

having, for form sake, instituted an examina-
tion into the state of the prince's affairs, re-

fused to afford him any aid whatever. This
refusal compelled him to adopt a system of

retrenchment, in which he persevered for

nearly twelve months. He sold off his stud
of racing horses, discharged many of his state

servants, and discontinued the erection of

buildings which he had been induced to un-
dertake

;
but all these sacrifices were in-

adequate to the object in view, and by the
advice of his confidential counsellors he was
induced to apply to Parliament for relief. A
motion was made in the House of Commons,
April 20, 1787, by alderman Newnham, for

an inquiry into the affairs of the prince of

Wales, in order to the obtainment of a giant
of money from the nation. The king now
became apprehensive of inconvenience from
the public discussion of the circumstances
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connected with the necessities of the heir-

apparent to the crown, and Mr Pitt, the prime
minister, having acted as mediator on the

occasion, a message was delivered to Parlia-

ment, announcing that the prince would re-
ceive an augmentation of his revenue to the
amount of 10,000/. a year from the civil list

The House of Commons, in return, voted an
address to his majesty, begging that he would
authorize an additional grant of 160,OOOJ.
from the public purse towards the extinction
of the prince's debts, and this accordingly
took place. Towards the end of the year
1788 the king exhibited symptoms of mental

derangement, which led to important discus-
sions in Parliament relative to the appointment
of a regency. Mr Pitt opposed the claims of
the prince to the office of regent, without
restrictions as to power and influence, and

notwithstanding the resistance of Mr Fox and
his party, Parliament sanctioned the views of
the minister

;
but the king's recovery termi

nated these proceedings. In 1795 the prince,
who was still encumbered with debts, was
induced by the conditional promise of an in-

crease of his income to take as a wife his

cousin, the princess Caroline Amelia Eliza-

beth, second daughter of the duke of Bruns-
wick. The marriage was celebrated April 8,

1795, and the prince's revenue was then
raised to 120,000^. a year. This most ill-

starred union, after the birth of a daughter
(the late princess Charlotte of Wales), was

virtually dissolved by agreement between the

parties. The subsequent complaints of the

princess and recriminations of the prince were

productive repeatedly of very extraordinary
investigations, the result of which was but
little advantageous to either of those who
were most interested in them. During the

long war between England and France, when
Napoleon threatened this country with an

invasion, the prince was only colonel of a

regiment of dragoons, while his next brother,
the duke of York, was commander-in-chief
of the army, and his younger brothers were

general officers. Dissatisfied with his situa-

tion, he repeatedly applied for military pro-
motion, but the king and the ministry rejected
his solicitations. Towards the close of 1810
the king's malady recurred, and he became

incapable of attending to the duties of his

high station. The prince was, therefore, ap-

pointed regent by act of Parliament, and he
took the oath accordingly, February 6, 1811.

Some limitations were imposed on the exercise

of regal power by the regent, who during the

first year was restrained from creating peers,

except for great public services, from making
appointments for life, and from some other

acts of sovereign authority. As the king,
however, remained in the same melancholy
state of derangement till his death, the regent,
at the end of the appointed period, entered

into the enjoyment of all the substantial

attributes of royalty. Many had anticipated
a change of state policy on the accession of

the prince to power, from the influence of his

early political connexions : but such expecta-
Q2
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tions were not fulfilled, for he retained his

father's ministers, and suffering himself to be

guided by their advice, he supported the

cause of legitimacy on the continent, and con-

tributed materially to the overthrow of Bona-

parte and the restoration of the Bourbons to the

throne of France, all which are affairs rather

of history than biography. Soon after that

event he rectived a visit from the emperor of

Russia, the king of Prussia, and other foreign

princes, whom he entertained with great

splendour in the metropolis. After the battle

of Waterloo Napoleon appealed to the gene-

rosity of the prince regent, to whom he ad-

dressed a letter, in which he said " Like

Themistocles, I throw myself upon the pro-

tection of the most persevering, but the most

generous of my enemies." It should be re-

collected that Bonaparte was not, like The-

mistocles, a voluntary suppliant, nor was the

prince regent of Britain like the ruler of

Persia, in the uncontrolled possession of su-

preme power ;
the different manner in which

they acted was therefore the result of circum-

stances, although inclination might not be

wanting. To the league called the Holy
Alliance the prince gave his assent only in

his individual character (October 6, 1815), the

principles of the British constitution not per-

mitting his formal accession to the alliance

as king. In March 1816 he informed Parlia-

ment of the purposed union of his daughter
with prince Leopold of Saxe Coburg (now
king of Belgium), which took place May 2.

When he went to open the session of Parlia-

ment, January 28, 1817, the people being
much excited by public distress, a mob col-

lected, and his life was endangered. January
29, 1820, he succeeded to the crown on the

death of his father; and his coronation, under

the title of George IV, was celebrated with

great ceremony, July 19, 1821. The pro-

ceedings instituted in the House of Lords

against the queen, the relinquishment of that

mode of investigation by the ministry, and
death of that unfortunate princess not long
after, though circumstances intimately con-

nected with the personal history of the king,
cannot here be made the subject of further

discussion. In the summer of 1821 the king
visited Ireland, and in September the same

year he went to Hanover, having appointed a

commission of government under the presi-

dency of the duke of York for the manage-
ment of public affairs during his absence. In

1822 he made a similar visit to Scotland,
whence he was recalled by the death of his

minister the marquis of Londonderry. The
history of the great political events which

distinguished the reign of George IV must
be sought iu the annals of the nation. The
most important public measure carried into

execution in the latter part of his reign was
the introduction of Roman Catholics into the

senate, and the removal of the restrictions

which had existed against their holding offices

under government, usually styled Catholic

Emancipation, the bill for authorizing which
received the royal assent in April 1829. The
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king having all his life been greatly devoted
to the pleasures of the table, he suffered

accordingly from the gout and dropsy in

the chest, which at length caused his death
June 26, 1830, when he was succeeded by
his brother the duke of Clarence, as William.

IV. His late majesty founded the Royal
Society of Literature in 1820, and he pre-
sented to the nation a library collected by his

father, comprising 65,250 volumes, besides

pamphlets, maps, and plans, deposited in the

British Museum. As a sovereign, looking to

the events of his regency and reign, George
IV will appear to some advantage ; as respects

personal character and conduct, less indul-

gence will probably be manifested. A de-

cided sensualist in every species of self-indul-

gence, the usual operation of that tendency
upon intellect and temper was observable even

early in life, and became still more conspi-
cuous as it advanced. Reckless profusion,
and a childish love of gaudy pomp and

finery, great caprice and instability of temper
in respect to personal friendships and attach-

ments, and a sickly fastidiousness as to so-

ciety, very unpopular in the sovereign of a
free people, were not among the worst results

of that abandonment to pleasure, and what
even in princes must be called gross gra-
tification, by which he was all his life dis-

tinguished. As regards the common voice
he possibly never recovered the effect of the

ill-judged persecution of the queen, whose
cause, on the other hand, perhaps, was pa-
tronized beyond its merits. This distaste on
the part of the people was naturally in-

creased by the excessive dislike to be seen
out of his own circle, by which the last years
of his life were signalized ; so that, setting
aside a few personal intimates and favourites,
it has been the lot of few princes to die less

lamented. So absolute a self-dedication all

his life to pleasure is the more to be regretted,
as the intellect of George IV was respect-

able, his information tolerably extensive, and
his powers of memory and conversation of a

very superior order, so that had he escaped
the effect of the Circean cup in due time, he

might have taken his station among intellec-

tual princes of the second class. As it is, he
will in a few years be little known, except by
the events of his period of sway, which, how-
ever it may be with his personal biography,
will always ensure him a place of consider-

able consequence in the impartial pages of

history, and in that national species of record

with which his name will be indissolubly
connected.

GEORGET (JOHN) an eminent painter on

porcelain, who died at Paris in 1823. He
left two works, admirably executed,

" Charles
V and Francis I visiting the Tombs at St

Denis," copied from M Gros
;

and " The
Dropsical Woman," from Gerard Douw. For
a particular account of the works of this

artist, see
" Notice sur I'Expositkm des Pro-

duits des Manufactures Royales, 1820." Biog.
Univ. Class.

GEORGII (EBERHARD FREDERICK dej
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born 1757, died 1830. He was professor of

natural and of belligerent law in the college
of Caroline of Studtgard, and afterwards pre-
sident of the high court of justice there. He
left six or seven works, all of which are con-

nected with his professional pursuits, and are

much valued. Bio. Diet.

GERARD (Louis) an eminent physician
and botanist, born at Cotignac, in the depart-
ment of Var in France, in 1733. He was a

corresponding member of the Institute, distin-

guished for his researches into the various

branches of natural science
;

and he first

pointed out the natural affinities of plants, in

his work entitled
" Lud. Gerardi Flora Gallo-

Provincialis," Paris, 1761, 8vo, though the

original idea of this doctrine belongs to Ber-

nard de Jussieu, who had stated it in his lec-

tures at the garden of Trianon at Versailles in

1759. L. Gerard was the author of a great
number of memoirs, published in periodical

journals ;
and he furnished various communi-

cations for the works of other writers. He
died in 1819.

GERARD (PHILIP Louis) canon of the

church of St Louis du Louvre at Paris, was
born in that city in 1737, and died in 1813.

He was the author of " Le Comte de Val-

mont, ou les Egaremens de la Raison," a kind
of moral and religious romance, to which he
afterwards added a supplement, entitled " The'-

orie de Bonheur," which passed through
twenty editions ;

" Les Lemons de 1'Histoire,
ou Lettres d'un Pere a son Fils sur les Faits

interessans de 1'Histoire Universelle," 1 786

1806, 11 vols, 12mo, besides other works.
GERARD DE RAYNEVAL (JOSEPH

MATHIAS) a French diplomatist, who died at

Paris in 1812, aged seventy-six. He was em-

ployed as secretary of embassy in many poli-
tical missions

;
and he subsequently acted as

chief of the division in the office of foreign
affairs during twenty years, in the course of
which he took part in several important nego-
tiations, particularly in the treaty of commerce
with England in 1786. He published "In-
stitution au Droit Public d'Allemagne," Leip-
sic, 1766, 8vo; "Institution au Droit de la

Nature et des Gens," Paris, 1803, 8vo; and
" De la Liberte des Mers," 1811, 8vo. He
left in manuscript a commentary on Ma-
chiavel.

GERARDIN (SEBASTIAN) a distinguished
naturalist, born at Mirecourt, in France, in

1751, and died at Paris in 1816. He was the

author of " Tableau Elc'mentaire de Bota-

nique," 1815, 8vo; "Tableau Elc'mentaire

d'Ornithologie, ou Histoire Naturelle des
Oiseaux que 1'on rencontre commune'ment en
France ;" together with " Traite sur la Maniere
de conserver leurs Depouilles pour en former
des Collections," 1806. 2 vols, 8vo, with a

quarto atlas
;

" Essai de Physiologic Vege'tale,"

1810, 2 vols, 8vo ;
and "

Dictionnaire Raisonne'

de Botanique," 1817, 8vo. This last work was

completed by M Desaux, who prefixed to it

a short notice relative to the author.

GERBAIS (JOHN) a French civilian, doc-

tor of the Sorbonne, and superintendent of the
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college at Rheims. He was the author of
" A Treatise on the Authority of Rings over

Marriages," 4to ;

" A Letter on the Ornaments
and Luxury of Female Dress ;" another " On
Comedy ;" and a tract,

" De Causis Majori-
bus." His death took place at Rheims about
the close of the seventeenth century.
GERBELIUS (NICHOLAS) a German writer

of the sixteenth century, born at Pforzheim.
He filled the professor's chair in jurispru-
dence at the university of Strasburg, and is

known as the author of a Life of John Speis-
hammer, better known by the name of Cuspi-
nian

;
a treatise " Ou the Rise and Progress

of the Sect of Anabaptists ;" and a topogra-
phical account of Greece, entitled "

Isagoge in

Tabulam Gracia; N. Sophiani," folio. He also

superintended the publication of a new edition

of the New Testament. Gerbelius died at

Strasburg in 1560. Diet. Hist.

GERMAIN (SOPHIA) born in Paris 1776,
died 1831. She having by chance, in the

History of Mathematics by Montucla, read
the death of Archimedes, and that the capture
of Syracuse had not disturbed his mathema-
tical studies, conceived a great desire to ac-

quire the science, and rose to considerable

eminence, so that she attracted the attention

and admiration of the most eminent mathema-
ticians of France. Bio. Diet.

GERMON. There were two of this name.

ANASTASIUS, a canonist, born about the middle
of the sixteenth century at Turin, where he
devoted himself to the study of ecclesiastical

law, and entering the church became arch-

deacon of Turin, and eventually archbishop of

Tarantesia. He was employed on a political
mission to the court of Spain, and died in the

metropolis of that kingdom in 1627, at a very
advanced age. There is an edition of his works
in one volume, folio, Rome, 1623. BARTHO-
LOMEW GERMON, a French Jesuit, born in 1663
at Orleans, is known as the author of a treatise
" On the Early Corrupters of the Text of the

Sacred Writings ;" and another " On the

Ancient Charters of the Kings of France,"
written against Mabillon. His death took

place in 1718. Moreri.
GERMON Y LLORENTE (BERNARD)

born in Seville 1685, died 1757, an eminent

Spanish painter who received his first instruc-

tions in the school of Christopher Lopez. His

principal works, in which a resemblance is

discoverable to the pencil of Murillo, are to

be seen at Seville. The subjects he chose

were generally devotional. Bryan's Diet.
Art.

GERNER (HENRY) born at Copenhagen
1842, died at the commencement of the pre-
sent century, an able marine architect and

popular favourite in Denmark. He studied

naval architecture in England, Holland, and

France, and in 1781 was nominated com-
mander of the Danish marine. He constructed

above a hundred sail : he also wrote sea songs
for the Danish navy, published in 1780.

Bio. Univers.

\

GERNING (JOHN CHRISTIAN) born at

I Frankfort-ou-the-Maine 1745, died at Frank-
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fort in 1802. His love for the sciences made
him give up trade for the study of natural

history, more particularly entomology. He
co-operated in the publication of several

works of natural history, such as the " Pa-

pillons of Europe," which was published at

Paris. He was made an aulic counsellor of

Saxe Gotha before he died. His collection of

papillons is the finest ever formed, containing

30,000 specimens, 5500 individuals, and 500

varieties : it is still in being at Frankfort.

Bio. Univers.

GERSEN DE CABANACO (JOHN) an

Italian ecclesiastic, who appears to have been

the real author of the celebrated treatise " De
Imitatione Jesu Christi," commonly published
under the name of Thomas a Kempis. He
was a native of Cabaliaca or Cavaglia, who
became a Benedictine monk, and at length
abbot of the monastery of St Stephen of the

citadel at Verceil, in Lombardy, where he

wrote the work in question between the years
1220 and 1240. The long controversy rela-

tive to the authorship of this devotional tract,

which occupied the pens of Bernardin Ros-

signoli, Constantine Cajetan, librarian of the

Vatican, fathers Rosweide, Mabillon, Du
Molinet, and others, seems to have been satis-

factorily terminated in a " Memoire sur le

Veritable Auteur de 1'Imitation de Jesus-

Christ, par G. de Gregory," edited by count

Lanjuinais, Paris, 1827, 12mo. Kev. Encycl.
GERVASE DE LA TOUCHE (JOHN

CHARLES) an advocate at Amiens, who died

1782. He wrote several licentious romances
and published them anonymously. The very
titles of all were contrary to decency and mo-
rals, except the " Memoirs of Madame de
Bonneval." He also wrote a " Discourse for

Magistrates." Bio. Fran.
GESENIUS (WILLIAM) a German phy-

sician, whose pi'oper name was Gehlen or

Geslen. He was born at Schoningen, in the

duchy of Brunswick, in 1760
;
and after prac-

tising medicine at Nordhausen and at Wal-
kenried, he died in 1801. He published, in

German,
" An Essay towards an Encyclo-

paedia of Lepidopterology," Erfurt, 1786, 8vo
;

"Medico-moral Pathematology," 1786, 8vo;
a " Treatise on the Bilious and Epidemic Pu-
trid Fever of the Years 1785 and 1786,"

Leipsic, 1788, 8vo
;

" A Descriptive Catalogue
of Medicines from the Vegetable Kingdom,"
Stendal, 1790, folio: and " A Manual of the
Materia Medica," 1791, 8vo. Biog. Univ.
Class.

GESENIUS (WILLIAM) born at Nordhau-
sen 1786, died 1842, the son of the physician
of the same name, a celebrated Hebraist and
student of oriental languages. He was pro-
fessor at Gottingen. He wrote a commentary
on the Pentateuch, and visited France and

England to make collections for a dictionary
of the Semitic tongue. He left a Hebrew
Thesaurus, 2 vols, 4to

;
a work entitled

" Chrestomathie Hebraique," which went

through three editions in his lifetime : he also

published critical notes on the dialects and on
the Semitic palaeography. Bib. Univers.

GEZERI.
GESSI (FRANCIS) born at Bologna 1588,

died 1648, a painter, surnamed Guido Se-

condo, from the resemblance of his style to

that of his master. Bib. Univers.

GEUNS (STEPHEN van) a Dutch physi-
cian, born at Groningen in 1767, and who
died in 1795. Having finished his classical

studies in 1782, he wished to have entered
into the sea service for the purpose of collect-

ing objects of curiosity in foreign countries ;

but being dissuaded from his purpose, he ap-
plied himself to the sciences of medicine and
natural philosophy, and in 1788 he obtained a

prize from the Academy of Sciences at Haer-
lem for an essay on the advantages which the
Hollanders might derive from researches into
natural history. After having taken the de-

gree of doctor in philosophy and medicine
under his father, who was a distinguished
professor in the university of Harderwyk, he
became coadjutor of professor Nahuys at
Utrecht. His death took place in 1795. He
published

" Plantarum Belgii, &c. Spicile-

gium," Harderov. 1788, 8vo, and other works.
GEUSS (JOHN MICHAEL) an ingenious

writer, born in the duchy of Holstein in 1745.
He devoted himself to the study of mechanics
and the mathematics, of which latter science

he was professor in the Danish capital. He
was the author of a work " On the Construc-
tion of Mines ;" some tables of logarithms
taken from Henry Brigg's Arithmetica Lo-

garithmica ;
and a translation from the Ger-

man of a Voyage to Iceland, in two 4to

volumes. His death took place at Copen-
hagen in 1786.

GEZELIUS (GEORGE) a Swedish divine
and man of letters, born about 1736. He be-
came curate and archdeacon of Lillkyrka in

Nericia, and obtained the post of almoner to

the king. His death occurred in 1789. He
deserves to be commemorated as the author
of " A Biographical Dictionary of Illustrious

Swedes," published at Stockholm and Upsal,
1776 78, 3 vols, 8vo, with a Supplement,
1780. This work comprehends the period
from Gustavus I, 1521, to Gustavus III, 1771.
GEZELIUS (JOHN) professor of theology

and Greek, was born in 1615 in Finland, in

the parish of Gezala, whence he derived the

name of Gezelius. He became bishop of Abo,
the capital of Finland, and died in 1690. He
left a Greek Grammar ; a Hebrew Grammar

;

an "Abridged Encyclopaedia of the Sciences;"
a "

Pentaglott Dictionary," besides many
other learned works : and he had undertaken
a commentary on the Bible, in Swedish, which
was completed and published by his son.

JOHN GEZEI.ICS, son of the preceding, born
in 1647, succeeded his father in the bishopric
of Abo, and died near Stockholm in 1718.

Besides other works, he published a transla-

tion of the Bible into the Finlandish language.
GEZERI (ABU'L AZ ISMAEL) an Arabian

engineer, the period of whose existence is un-
certain. He was the author of " A Treatise

on ingeniously invented Machines," divided

into six books, which was translated from the

Arabic into Turkish, and dedicated to sultan
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Selim. In the royal library at Paris is a

treatise on hydraulics by this author, -which

appears to be an extract from the preceding
work.
GHERARDESCA (UCOLINO della) better

known under the appellation of count Ugolino,
under which he is immortalized in the Inferno
of Dante. He became the head of his family
after the departure of counts Gerard and Gal-

vano, who followed prince Conradin in his

expedition to Naples. Being invited by the

Gibelin party to take the direction of public
affairs, and become chief magistrate of Pisa,

the count wished to govern his fellow-citizens,
and found a new principality, after the exam-

ple of Della Scala at Verona, and Visconti at

Milan. But his intrigues were discovered,
and he was seized and imprisoned. Having
made his escape, he obtained the assistance of
an army of Florentines and Luccans, and

obliged his countrymen to recall him. After
a time he resumed his machinations, and pro-
cured the office of captain-general of the re-

public, when he strengthened his authority,
set his enemies at defiance, drove some into

exile, and put others to death, making himself
the despot of his country. At length he en-

gaged in a quarrel with Roger d'Ubaldini,
the archbishop of Pisa, who was as cruel and
ambitious as himself. That prelate formed a

conspiracy against him, and having induced
the Pisans to take arms, on the 1st of July
1288, count Ugolino was attacked in his

palace, and, after a brave resistance, taken

captive with three of his sons and one of his

grandsons. Roger confined these five persons,
whom Dante has so impressively celebrated,
in a tower near the city, and left them to die

of hunger, having thrown into the Arno the

keys of their horrible habitation. The talents

of poets, painters, sculptors, and engravers,
have been employed in commemorating the

sufferings of count Ugolino, which, as Sis-

mondi observes, have excited universal com-

miseration, while his crimes have been for-

gotten. Biog. Univ.

GHINGHI (FRANCIS) a celebrated en-

graver of gems, born at Florence in 1689. He
studied drawing in the ducal gallery, and

being engaged by Ferdinand de' Medici to

apply himself to engraving on precious stones

in the taste of the antique, he was very suc-

cessful. A portrait of the grand duke Cosmo
III, which he executed in two colours on a

chalcedony, procured him much reputation ;

and his cameos, representing the figures of

Savonarola, of Adrian, of Trajan, and others

of the Roman emperors, were also much ad-

mired. He died at Naples in 1766. Biog.
GHISI (JOHN BAPTIST BEBTANO) born at

Mantua 1500, a painter, sculptor, and archi-
tect. He was styled

" The Mantuan," and was
the head of the family of Ghisi, for he had a
son of the same name and professions called
Gense. Bio. Univers.

GHISTELE (JossE van) grand bailli of

Ghent, was born in that city about the middle
of the fifteenth century. Religious motives
induced him to undertake a voyage to the Holy
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Land in 1480

;
and he wrote a curious account

of his peregrination, which was printed at

Ghent, 1572, small folio, in Gothic letters.

GIANNI (FRANCIS) an Italian poet, born
at Rome about 1760. He was employed in

working as a staymaker, when the perusal of
the verses of Ariosto awakened a talent for

poetry. He afterwards became an imitator of

Marini, and distinguished himself for improvi-
sation before he had learnt the art of composi-
tion. Amidst many faults he displayed traits

of sublimity and a brilliant imagination.

Being admitted into the Academia di Forti,
Gianni excited a general enthusiasm in his

favour; and encouraged by his success he
travelled over Italy, and going to Genoa he
celebrated the victories of Bonaparte. His

military songs on the battles of Marengo,
Austerlitz, Jena, Friedland, &c. are reckoned
models ofexcellence in their kind. The genius
of this poet appeared to be extinguished
together with the power of his patron, after

whose overthrow he sunk into the most abject

superstition. He fancied himself admitted to

an intercourse with angels, and aspired to the

perfection of the contemplative life. His poe-
tical talents were from this time only employed
in composing sonnets addressed to God

;
and

a will, in verse, in which he bequeathed lega-
cies to the Virgin Mary and the saints. He
died at Paris in 1823.

GIANNINI (THOMAS) born at Ferrara,
about the middle of the sixteenth century, died

1630, aged nearly eighty-two, a distinguished

physician, who left behind him several pro-
fessional works in the Latin tongue. There
was also a JOSEPH GIANNINI who studied

medicine near Milan, at Parabiago, and left

two or three professional essays in the Italian.

GIB (ADAM) a Scottish seceding clergy-
man, founder of the party called Anti-burgh-
ers, who separated from the church in con-

sequence of a dispute respecting the oaths

taken by the burgesses. He was a native of

Perthshire, born in 1713, and educated at

Edinburgh. His writings consist principally
of " An Essay on Liberty and Necessity ;"
" A Display of the Secession Testimony ;"

and " Sacred Contemplations." Mr Gib died

in 1788. Encyc. Brit.

GIBELIN (ESPRIT ANTOINE) a French

painter and antiquary, born at Aix, in Pro-

vence, in 1739. He distinguished himself by
reviving the art ofmonochromatic painting in

fresco. His principal productions in fresco

are at the school of medicine and the military
school at Paris. He also painted in oil

;
and

he was the author of several works on archaeo-

logy and the fine arts, and of "
Eloge funebre

du Gene'ral Dugommier." He died at Aix,
December 23, 1814. Biog. Univ. Class.

G1BERTUS or GIBERTO (GIOVANNI
MATTEO) bishop of Verona, a native of Pa-
lermo in Sicily. He flourished in the earlier

part of the sixteenth century, and was a great

encourager of ecclesiastical learning, printing
editions of several of the fathers in the ori-

ginal Greek, with types cast at his o\vn ex-

pense. There is a life of him prefixed to an
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edition of his works which appeared in 1 733.

This munificent prelate died about the year
1 543. Tirabosch i.

GIEDROYC (ROMUALDO) bom 1750, in

Breslaw district, the ancient palatinate ol

Lithuania, died at Warsaw 1824. He took
an active part against the Russian outrage
upon Poland in 1794, but ultimately fell into

the hands of Suwarrow. Recovering his

liberty sometime afterwards he went to Paris,
and in 1796 solicited of the French republic
the restoration of Poland. But events changed
the object, and he retired to his estates and
did not again appear in public life until 1812,
when Lithuania was occupied by the Gallo-

Polish army, and a government was provision-

ally established for that province. He was
nominated general-inspector of the new Li-

thuanian levies, and acted with zeal and pro-

bity. On the disasters which occurred to the

French he led the wrecks of the Polish forces.

After having crossed the Niemen and Vistula

he was taken prisoner in 1813, and sent with
his son to the extreme of Russia, near Arch-

angel, where he was kept until the peace.
The emperor Alexander then nominated him
a member of the committee ordered to re-

organise the Polish army. Bio. Univers.

GIELIE (JACQUMAN) a French poet of the

13th century, born at Lille in Flanders, the

author of a romance in verse in the way of

allegory, and of a lively satire on men and
on the ecclesiastics of his time. The last has
been translated into prose with the title of
" The Book of Master Reignard and Dame
Hersant, a facetious and pleasant book," &c.

Biog. Univ.
GIERIG (THEOPHILUS ERDMANN) a Ger-

man philologist, born at Wehrau in Upper
Lusatia, in 1753. He was successively rector

of Lennep in the duchy of Berg, professor of

theology and gymnasiarch at Dortmund, and
at length professor and rector at the lyceurn
of Fulda, where he died in 1814. Among his

principal publications may be mentioned
" PJutarchi Instituta et Excerpta, Apophtheg-
matica Laconica, &c." Leipsic, 1779, 8vo;"
P. Ovidii Nasonis Metamorphoses, ex recen-

sione Burmanni," 1784-87, 2 vols, 8vo;
" C.

Plinii Secundi Panegyricus Trajano dictus,"

1795, 8vo; "La Vie, le Caractere Moral, et

le Merite Litteraire de Pline le Jeune,*' Dort-

mund, 1 798, 8vo
;
and ' C. Plinii Epistolarum

Lib. X," Amsterdam and Leipsic, 1800, 8vo.

GIESECKE (NICOLAS THIERRY) born in

1724, at Neme~s Csova, iu Eisenburg, Hun-
gary, died 1763. His real name was Koseghi.
He was educated at Hamburgh, where his

mother had resided in her widowhood. He
studied theology at the university of Leipsic,
and devoted his leisure to the study of the

sciences and belles lettres. He was a la-

borious preacher, and assessor of the consis-

tory. His works and life have been published
since his decease. His son, AUGUSTUS Louis

CHRISTIAN, was born at Quedlinberg, where
his father was for a time preacher. He tra-

velled for some time as tutor to the sons of

noblemen, until tired of so ungrateful a task,

GIFFORD.
he in 1784 became secret counsellor to the

Russian minister at Ratisbon, in which duty
he passed nine years. In 1794 he was made
counsellor to the duke Frederick of Brunswick
Bevern. The last years of his life were de-
voted to literature. His principal works are
" A Picture of Country Life," with extracts

from the Swedish " Relations drawn from the

History of Human Life
"
and "

Rubriques."
Biog. Univ.

GIFFORD (rev. ANDREW) born at Bris-

tol 1700, died 1784. He was a dissenting

clergyman, and for many years librarian to

the British Museum, where his picture is sus-

pended. He left his own library to the dis-

senting academy at Bristol. He published an
edition of Folkes, a number of sermons, and
" Tables of Coins," in 2 vols, 4to.

GIFFORD (ROBERT, lord) born at Exeter

1779, died at Dover 1826. He was the son

of a tradesman at Exeter, and was bred an

attorney ;
he then entered the Temple, and

was called to the bar. The large amount of
his business on the Western circuit and a

species of professional adroitness which ob-

tained him a reputation among the Western

attorneys, drew upon him the notice of sir

Vicary Gibbs, who called the attention of the

Government towards him as likely to be use-

ful. He was soon made attorney -general..
In his seat in parliament he exhibited no sena-

torial talent, nor anything beyond the com-

monplace of the advocate. He is principally
known for having conducted the case for the

prosecution against the unfortunate queen
Caroline with a want of information upon the

commonest manners and customs, which
showed that he had made himself acquainted
with little or nothing beyond his professional
routine. He was afterwards made Master of

the Rolls, in which office he died. Gent.

Mag. Public Journal.

GIFFORD (WILLIAM) a critic and satirist,

for a considerable period the editor of " The
Quarterly Review." He was born at Ashbur-
ton in Devonshire, in April 1756. His father

carried on business as a plumber and glazier
at South Molton, and having dissipated his

property by extravagance and intemperance,
he died when the son was about twelve years
old. His widow soon followed him to the

rave
;
and William Gifford fell under the

guardianship of a person who sent him to sea

with the master of a coasting vessel, but in a
few months removed him from that situation,
and apprenticed him to a shoemaker at Ash-
burton. Disgusted with this occupation, and

possessing a strong taste for study, he was
fortunate enough to attract the notice of Mr
Cookesley, a surgeon of the town in which
he resided, who raised a subscription to pur-
chase his freedom for the latter part of the

term of his indentures, and to pay for his edu-
cation. After having passed two years at

school, he was, through the exertions of the

same kind friend, supplied with the means of

continuing his studies at Oxford, where he
also obtained the office of Bible reader at

Exeter college. While at the university he
232
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undertook a poetical translation of the Satires

of Juvenal, but the death of his patron Mr
Cookesley interrupted the progress of the

work
;
and at length, through a fortunate

accident, he was introduced to earl Gros-

venor, and he quitted Oxford to reside in the

family of that nobleman. He arterwards tra-

velled on the continent with lord Belgrave for

some years ; and on his return to England he
settled in the metropolis, devoting his time to

literary pursuits. In 1791 he published "The
Baviad," a poetical satire, in which he lashed

the rhyming favourites of that period ;
and in

17 94 appeared
" The Mseviad," a severe anim-

adversion on the degraded state of the

drama. These works, though deformed by
virulence of language and coarseness of ex-

pression, display critical ability, and procured
the author reputation. In 1797 he became
editor of " The Anti-Jacobin

"
newspaper, an

office which involved him in a quarrel with
Dr Wolcot, against whom he published a

pamphlet in verse, entitled
" An Epistle to

Peter Pindar." His poetical translation of

the Satires of Juvenal, which had been de-

layed by his various engagements, was pub-
lished in 1802, and it is executed in a manner

highly creditable to his abilities. His next

publication was an edition of the plays of

Massinger, with Notes, and a life of that dra-

matist
;
and he afterwards edited in a similar

manner the works of Ben Jonson, Ford, and

Shirley. In 1809 he commenced the publi-
cation of " The Quarterly Review," of which
he continued to be conductor till 1824, when
the infirmities of old age obliged him to re-

sign that office. His death took place De-
cember 31, 1826, at his residence at Pimlico,
near London, and he was interred on the 8th

of January following, in Westminster Abbey.
Besides the works already noticed, he was
the author of a translation of the "

Satires of

Persius." He enjoyed an annuity from lord

Grosvenor, and he held the office of paymas-
ter of the band of gentlemen pensioners, with
a salary of 300/. a year ;

and for a time he
was comptroller of the lottery, with a salary
of 600Z. a year ;

so that being a single man,
he died in opulent circumstances.

GIL (father PETEB V.) born at Aracona
in Andalusia in 1745, died 1823, a Spanish
monk, who played an important part in the

political events of his country. He entered

the order of St Francis early in life, and after

hard study became a celebrated preacher.
His character was violent and proud, and he
made himself many enemies. He at last

visited the court, where he was received with
much applause as a preacher, and was named
historiographer of Spain and commanded to

continue the history of Mariana. While thus

engaged he was suspected of being the author
of an anonymous pamphlet against the queen
of Spain and prince of the Peace, and impri-
soned in a house of correction for two years,
when his innocence being shown he was re-

established in his former post, but placed in

his convent of Seville under the superintend-
ence of the superiors. In 1808, when the
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French entered Spain, father Gil, though
sixty years of age, placed himself at the head
of the insurrection and became secretary-
general of the junta of Seville. He was a

great means of the triumph of Reding over

Dupont at Baylen. He received English and
Spanish generals in his cell, and showed a

great knowledge of public affairs. He had
the directions of general Dumouriez, for the

guerillas of Spain, translated and dispersed
under the title of " Partidas de guerrillas,"
and he contributed much by his arrangements
to the efficacy of those formidable partizans.
He retired into private life a little after the
establishment of Ferdinand VII. There was
a Spanish naval officer of the same name,
with whom father Gil must not be confound-
ed. Bib. Univ.
GILBERT (DAVIES) born at St Erth,

Cornwall, 1767, died at Eastbourne, Sussex,
1840. He was educated at. Penzance until

1785, when he was sent to Oxford. His

family possessed property, and he selected for

the companions of his leisure the scientific

men in the vicinity of his residence. He was
a friend of Dr Beddoes, who initiated sir

Humphrey Davy into the science of chemistry.
His principal merit was in his mathematical

proficiency. His family name was Giddy,
but he took that ofGilbert on the acquirement
of a large property. He had a seat in parlia-
ment in 1792, where he made no display as a

speaker, but was a steady man of business.

He became a member of the Royal Society iu

1791, and finally president on the death of sir

Joseph Banks. He republished several local

works, and wrote some papers in the Philoso-

phical Transactions upon scientific subjects.
Gent. Mag. Local paper.
GILBERT (FRANCIS HILARY) a French

writer on veterinary medicine and rural eco-

nomy, a member of the National Institute.

He was born at Chatelherault, in 1757. He
contributed powerfully by his exertions and
his writings to the improvement of the system
of cultivation, and the management of sheep.
In 1797 he was sent by the Directory to Spain,
to procure a flock of Merinos

;
but not being

properly furnished with the funds necessary
for the execution of the scheme, he was so

distressed at the disappointment of his hopes,
that he put an end to his life in a village in

Castile, Sept 8, 1800. He published many
Memoirs in the Magasin Encyclopc'dique, the

Cours d'Agriculture of Rozier, and other jour-

nals; besides several distinct works, the titles

of which may be found in the annexed autho-

rity. J3iop. Univ. Class.

GILBERT (GABRIEL) died 16 80, secretary
first to the duchess of Rohan and next to the

queen of Sweden. He wrote a poem called

the " Art of Pleasing," and fifteen dramatic

pieces. Racine oorrowed largely from him.

Bib. Univ.

GILBERT (NICHOLAS PETER) a French

physician, who was a native of Brest. He
went to the East Indies as an assistant-surgeon
in 1770 ; and he afterwards practised his pro-

fession at Landernau, at Morlaix, and at
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Rennes. He was then appointed chief physi-
cian to the army of the Sambre and Meuse, and
made subsequently professor at the military

hospital of instruction formed at Paris in 1796.

He received the title of chief physician to the

army of St Domingo in 1802; and he held the

same post in the grand army in 1806, "which

situation he retained till 1812. His death

took place December 19, 1814. Among his

works are,
" Histoire Medicale de 1'Arme'e

Francaise i St Domingue en an X, ou Me'moire

sur la Fievre Jaune, avec un AperU de la

Topographic Medicale de cette Colonie," 8vo
;

and " Les Theories Me'dicales Modernes com-

parees entre elles et rapprochees de la Medec.
d'Observation." Idem.

GILIBERT (Jons EMMANUEL) an emi-

nent French physician and naturalist, born at

Lyons in 1741. He was invited to Poland in

1775, and he founded at Grodno a noble bo-

tanic garden, and drew a large concourse of

auditors to his lectures on clinical medicine.

His health obliging him to return to France,
he settled at Lyons, where he was appointed

physician to the Hotel Dieu, chief physician
for epidemic diseases, professor at the college
of medicine, and member of the Academy and
of the Agricultural Society. In 1793 he was
chosen mayor of Lyons ;

and after the capture
of that city by the republicans he wandered
from one asylum to another till the conclusion

of the reign of terror, when he was enabled to

return home. He was afterwards nominated

professor of natural history at the central

school, where he continued till his death in

1814. He published
" Histoire des Plantes

de 1' Europe, ou Elemens de Botanique pra-

tique," 2nd edit. 1806, 3 vols, 8vo
;

" Le Me"-

decin Naturaliste, ou Observations de Me'de-

cine et d'Histoire Naturelle," 1800, 12mo;
besides other works.

GILJ (PHILIP Louis) an Italian botanist

born at Corneto in 1756, and died in 1821.

He was a canon of the Vatican, and director

of the observatory founded by Gregory XIII.

He published, besides other works,
" Disser-

tazione sulle Machine Igrometriche," Rome,
1775;

"
Agri Romani Historia Naturalis,"

1781; and " Osserv. Filolog. sopra alcuiie

Piante esotiche introd. in Roma," 1789 and
1 792. He also left various works in MS, in-

cluding a "Treatise on Lightning Conduc-
tors," and a " Life of Zabaglia." Ibid.

GILLES DE PARIS born 1164, a poet of
the time of Philippe Auguste ; he was a canon
of St Marcel and a professor of the university
of Paris. He left a poem called "

Karolinus,
or the Caroline," composed for the instruction

of Louis VIII, and also some fragments of

poems. Biog. Fran.

GILLI (PHILIPPE SAUVEUR) a Jesuit mis-

sionary, who resided eighteen years in South

America, whither he went in 1 740. He was
a native of Rome, and returning to bis native

country after the suppression of his order, he

published in Italian " A Natural, Civil, and
Sacred History of the Spanish Kingdoms and
Provinces of Terra-Firma, in South Ame-
rica," Rome, 1780-84, 4 vols, 8vo.Humboldt.

GINGUENE.
GILLIES (JOHN) a learned Scottish his-

torian, born at Brechin, in the shire of Forfar,
about 1 750. He received his education at the

university of Glasgow, and became tutor to

one of the younger sons of the earl of Hope-
town, with whom he travelled for some years
on the continent. Returning to England he
took up his residence in London, and having
distinguished himself by his writings, he re-

ceived the diploma of LLD, was chosen a
fellow of the royal and antiquarian societies,
and appointed historiographer to his majesty
for Scotland. His death took place in 1824.
He was the author of a "

History of Ancient
Greece till the division of the Macedonian

Empire," 1786, 2 vols, 4to, republished in

octavo; a work which, though inferior in

point of erudition and critical judgment to the
Grecian History of Mitford, greatly surpasses
it in taste and elegance of style ;

and it has
been translated into the French and German
languages ;

"
History of the World, from the

age of Alexander to that of Augustus," 1807,
2 vols, 4to, a supplement to the preceding;
"A View of the Reign of Frederic II of

Prussia, with a Parallel betweeu that Prince
and Philip II of Macedon," 1789, 8vo; and
he published the " Orations of Lysias and
Isocrates, translated from the Greek," 1778,
4to

;
"Aristotle's Ethics and Politics, from

the Greek, with Notes, and an Analysis of his

Speculative Works," 1797, 2 vols, 4to
;
and a

"Supplement to the Analysis of Aristotle's

Speculative Works," 1804, 4to. Biog. Diet.

of Living Authors. Edit.
GILLOT (CLAUDE) painter and engraver,

born at Laugres in France 1673, died 1722.

He was the master of Watteau. Bib. Univers.

GIL-VINCENTE born at Barcellos in

Portugal in 1485, died 1559, a dramatic poet
of Portugal called the Portuguese Planter.

He adorned the court ofJohn III. Biog.Diet.
GINANI or ZINANI (GABRIEL) born at

Reggio in the sixteenth century, an Italian

poet, who in his lifetime enjoyed considerable

celebrity. His first profession was arms and
he distinguished himself in several combats.

He is supposed to have died in Venice. Bio.
Diet.

GINCKEL (GODAKD von) died 1705, a

Dutch general in the service of William III

of England, who greatly distinguished him-
self against James II in Ireland.

GINGUENE (PETER Louis) an eminent
French writer, born at Rennes in 1 748. He
began his career by the publication of a piece
in verse, entitled " La Confession de Zulmd,"
which procured him considerable reputation ;

and he afterwards became a candidate, though
without success, for several poetical prizes
offered by the academy. In the contest

among the French literati relative to the com-

parative merits of the musicians Gluck and

Piccini, he appeared as the advocate of the

latter. On the commencement of the revolu-

tion he engaged with Cerutti in conducting a

journal called " La Fenille Villageoise."

Being among the more moderate advocates

for liberty, he was imprisoned during the
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ascendancy of Robespierre, on whose fall he
obtained his freedom. Some time after he

was appointed a member of the committee of

public instruction
;
and under the Directory

he was sent ambassador to Turin. Bona-

parte, when consul, gave Ginguene' a place in

the tribunate
;
but as he opposed the political

measures of the first consul, he was removed
from his office. From that time he devoted

himself to literature, and the principal fruit

of his studies is his " Histoire Litte'raire de

I'ltalie," the first six volumes of which ap-

peared between 1811 and 1813; the 7th, 8th,

and 9th volumes were completed by M. Salfi.

Ginguene died at Paris, November 16, 1816.

He was the author of several works besides

those already mentioned, for a list of which
see the annexed authorities. Bibliog. de la

France, 1817. Hist. Lilt, de la France.

GIOBERT (JEAN ANTOINE) born 1761,

died 1834, a Piedmontese chemist of emi-

nence, member of several learned societies,

and professor of chemistry in the university
of Turin. He left several professional works.

GIORDANO (SOPHIE) born at Turin

1779, died 1829, a celebrated paintress who
early in life showed a decided taste for the

fine arts. She overcame numerous obstacles

to success in a deficient education and became
famous for her works upon ivory. Bio.

Univers.

GIOVENE (JOSEPH MARIA) born at Mel-
fetta in 1753, died 1837, noted for his re-

searches in natural history, and 1783, the

discoverer, with abbe Fortis, of nitrate of

potass, in the great crater of Pulo, near Mel-
fetta. He published several treatises on na-

tural history. Bio. Univers.

GIOVIO (PAOLO) born at Como, 1483,
died 1552, a writer of the sixteenth century,
who lived in Rome, practised as a physician,
and left several literary works. He used to

say that he had two pens, one of gold, the

other of iron, and that he used them as occa-

sion required. PAOLO GIOVIO, the younger,
was the grandson of the physician, and em-
braced the ecclesiastical profession. He left

two or three works, one of which was '' Rac-
colta d'ltaliani Poeti." Bio. Diet.

GIRARD DE LOURMARIN (IGNACE
HENRI FREDEEIC de) a French civil engineer,
who died in 1819 at Marseilles, whither he
had gone to construct a steam-engine. In con-

junction with his brother Philip de Girard he
made great improvements in various processes
connected with his professional pursuits.

Though these artists contrived machines for

spinning flax, optical instruments, and other

important pieces of mechanism, their popular
reputation has been chiefly extended by their
"
Lampes a la Girard." M. H. de Girard,

the son of Ignace, a staff-officer in the army,
is said to have invented the method of dis-

charging artillery by the force of steam.

GIRAUD (count GIOVANNI) born at Rome
1776, died at Naples 1 834. He was of French

extraction, and early in life showed a disposi-
tion to cultivate literature. He travelled both
in France and England, and in 1805 settled in
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Florence. Not long afterwards he published
his " Domestic Theatre "

anonymously, and it

had great success. As soon as his name be-
came known his reputation spread throughout
Italy. His comic humour was peculiar, and
not being found in the other Italian writers of
the time, made a great impression. The edi-
tion of his works printed at Florence consists

of six octavo volumes. Bio. Univ.
GIRAULT-DIVIVIER (CHARLESPlERRK)

born at Paris, 1765, died 1832, a French

grammarian and lexicographer. He published
" Grammaire des Grammaires," a " Treatise
on Participles," and a new edition of the

Dictionary of the Academy. He was busily
employed upon a dictionary of his own at the
time of his death. Bio. Univ.

GIRDLESTONE (THOMAS) an eminent

physician and medical writer. He was born
at Holt in Norfolk, in 1758; and after being
engaged more than thirty years in professional

practice at Yarmouth in the same county, he

died, in consequence of aneurism of the heart,
June 25, 1822. His writings on medicine
consist of "

Essays on the Hepatitics and

Spasmodic Affections in India, founded on
Observations made whilst on Service with his

Majesty's Troops in different parts of that

Country," 1787, 8vo; "A Case of Diabetes,
with an Historical Sketch of that Disease,"

1799, Svo; and numerous contributions to

medical journals. Dr Girdlestone likewise

published
" The Odes of Anacreon translated

into English Verse ;" and a tract relative to

the authorship of the Letters of Junius.

GIROD-CHANTRANS (JUSTIN) born at

Besangon 1750, died 1841, a learned French
naturalist. His articles in the different scien-

tific publications of the day, his " Travels in

America," and his
" Chemical Researches,"

&c, show him to have been an ardent and

judicious student of science. Bib. Univer.

GIRODET TRIOSON (ANNE Louis) a

distinguished French painter, who was a pupil
of David. He was born at Montargis in 1767,
and died at Paris, December 9, 1824. At the

age of thirteen he made a portrait of his father,
and at twenty-two he gained a principal prize.

Going to Rome as a student, he executed a

painting of the Sleep of Endymion, and ano-

ther of Hippocrates refusing the Presents of
Artaxerxes. The revolution taking place, he
returned to France

;
and he successively pro-

duced the Scene of the Deluge ;
the Funeral

of Atala
;
the Revolt of Cairo ;

and at length

Pygmalion, and Galatea. Besides his more

important works, he made designs for the

illustration of the poems of Anacreon, the

-flSneid of Virgil, &c, from which engravings
have been published. Biog. Univ. Class.

GIRS (GILLAS) died 1637, a learned Swede.
He was author of Annals of the reigns of Gus-
tavus I, Eric XIV, and John III. Bib. Univ.

GJOERANSON (JOHN) a Swedish divine

and antiquary of the eighteenth century. He
published a part of the MS of the " Edda ;"

and "
Kallinga, or the Literature and Religion

of the Goths in Sweden," Stockholm, 1747,
folio

;

"
Bautil, or Runic Inscriptions on Stones
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in Sweden, from the Year of the World 2000
to AD. 1000," 1750, 4to. Both these works
are in the Swedish language. Idem.

GJOERWELL (CHARLES CHRISTOPHER)
a civilian of distinguished eminence, who was
librarian to the king of Sweden. He was born

in the pioviuce of Scania in 1731, and died in

1811. He was the founder of literary jour-
nals in Sweden, and the first periodical work
which he produced was published in 1755,
under the title of " The Mercury." He also

published the Travels of Bjoernstahl ;
and the

first volume of the Historical Library of Swe-

den, by Warmholz. He likewise was the

translator of some works from the French and
the German.
GLANDORP (JOHN) a German historio-

grapher, a native of Munster, professor of his-

tory in the university of Marpurg. He flou-

rished about the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and was the friend of Melancthon, whose

religious opinions he espoused. His writings
consist of " Notes on Caesar's Commentaries ;"
" Disticha Sacra et Moralia ;"

" Onomasticon
Historice Romanse ;"

"
Sylva Carminum Ele-

giacorum ;" and accounts of the Antonian and
Julian families. His death took place in

1564. Moreri.
GLANVIL (BARTHOLOMEW) a Franciscan

friar of the fourteenth century, descended of

the noble English family of that name. A few
of his sermons were printed by Wynkyn de

Worde ; and he is also known as the author of

an ethical treatise,
" De Proprietatibus Re-

rum." Dibdin's Ti/p. Antiq.
GLANVIL (sir JOHN) an eminent lawyer

and statesman of the seventeenth century, son

to a learned English judge of the same name.

Having graduated at Oxford, he became a

member of the society of Lincoln's-inn, and
was in due course called to the bar. In 1639

he obtained a sergeant's coif, and holding a

seat in parliament was chosen speaker of the

House of Commons the year following. His
attachment to the court, which was soon after

rewarded by the honour of knighthood, ren-

dered him obnoxious to the republican party,
who expelled and imprisoned him

; nor was
he restored to liberty till 1648. On the return

of Charles II he recovered his rank as ser-

geant to the king, but died soon after, in

1661. Some of his speeches and reports are

yet extant. Prince's Worthies of Devon.
GLAUBER (JOHN) born at Utrecht 1646,

died at Amsterdam 1726 (called Polydore), a

painter and pupil of Berghem, recognised by
the extraordinary talent he displayed in fo-

liage. He shows nothing of his own country
in his works, his pictures being for the most

part Italian scenes, and many of them of the

vicinity of Rome, where he studied. He
etched some of his own designs, and others of

G. Poussin and Berghem. JOHN GOTTLIEB
was the younger brother of John Glauber,
born at Utrecht, 1656. He painted landscapes
in his brother's style, more finished, but less

masterly. DIANA GLAUBER was the sister of

John and John Gottlieb, born in 1750. She
resided principally at Hamburgh, where she

GNEISENAU.
painted portraits and history, and was held in

considerable repute. Bryan's Diet.

GLEICHEN (FREDERIC WILLIAM von) a
nobleman of Bayreuth in Germany, born in

1714. The earlier part of his life was spent
in the army ; but, becoming weary of the ser-

vice, at the age of forty-two he threw up his

commission, and passed the remainder of his

life in literary and scientific pursuits, de-

voting himself principally to the study of

optics, chemistry, and natural philosophy.
He was the inventor of what he styled an
" universal microscope," and published seve-

ral ingenious tracts on the minuter operations
of nature in the vegetable world. His death
took place in 1783. Chalmers's Biog. Diet.

GLEIM (FREDERIC WILLIAM Louis) a
celebrated poet, called the German Anacreon.
He was secretary to the chapter of Halber-

stadt; and died in 1803, at the age of eighty-
four. His songs have all the lightness, grace,
and gaiety of the odes of the Teian bard ; but
it is especially to his war-songs, composed for

the Prussian army, that he owes his title to a

place among the classic authors of Germany.
The most valuable of his lyric effusions were
the produce of his youth ; those which he

composed in advanced age being of inferior

merit His writings originally appeared in

periodical publications; but his poems were

published at Leipsic, 1798, 6 vols ; and a com-

plete edition of his works was printed at Hal-

berstadt, 1811-12, 7 vols, 8vo. Zopf.
GLOVATCHEVSKI (CYRELLE) born

1735, at Korope, in the government of Tcher-

nigoff, died 1823, a Russian painter. His

portraits are held in considerable esteem in

Russia. Biog. Univ.

GNEDITSCH (NICOLAS) born atPultawa,
1784, died 1833, one of the best poets of

Russia, and conservator of the imperial

library in St Petersburgh. He was the trans-

lator of Lear into Russian, and of the Tancred
of Voltaire. He wrote a poem, among others,
called "The Birth of Homer." He trans-

lated the Iliad, and wrote idyls which present
faithful pictures and representations of the

northern climates. Bion. Diet.

GNEISENAU ( general NEIDHARD,
count) a military officer, distinguished not

only for his courage, but also as one of the

most able and scientific generals of the present

age. He was born in 1 760, and was a native

of Prussia. After a course of attentive study
of the sciences connected with his profession,
at the age of twenty he entered into the ser-

vice of the margrave of Anspach, as an officer

in a body of troops sent to America as auxilia-

ries to the British forces employed in the war
with the colonists. In 1792 he first became
attached to the Prussian army as a subaltern,
and served in Silesia. Ten years afterwards

he obtained a company; in 1806 he was made
a major, and the following year a lieutenant-

colonel, when he had the command at Calberg,
and defended that fortress against the forces

of Bonaparte. He was promoted to the rank
of colonel during the siege; but after the

treaty of Tilsit he quitted the army, and was
236
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employed in a secret mission to this country.
In 1810 he returned to Berlin, and for some
time he held a situation in the war-office. In

1813 he was appointed major-general and

quartermaster-general, in which capacity he

commanded in the memorable retreat of the

combined forces of Eussia and Prussia from

the scene of their defeat by Bonaparte at Lut-

zen to Breslau. During the ensuing armistice

he exerted himself in forming the national

militia called the landwehr. He was then

made chief of the Prussian staff; and he
served in the army of Blucher, and is sup-

posed to have greatly contributed to the vic-

tories over the French on the Katzbach, at

Mokern near Leipsic, and at Brienne, previ-

ously to which last action he had attained the

rank of lieutenant-general. It is said that it

was chiefly in consequence of the advice of

this officer that the allies undertook the spi-
rited and successful measure of advancing
against Paris. In reward of his numerous

services, general Gneisenau was raised by the

king of Prussia to the dignity of a count, and
received a grant of an estate in Silesia, pro-

ducing an income of more than 10,000 dollars

a-year. He gained fresh laurels in the war
occasioned by the return of Bonaparte from

Elba, and under the command of Blucher he

pursued the French to the gates of Paris. He
assisted at the subsequent negotiations in the

French metropolis ;
and after the conclusion

of peace he was appointed governor of the

Prussian provinces on the Rhine. In conse-

quence of the manner in which his name was
mentioned by M Schmaltz in his memoirs of

the secret societies in Germany, count Gneise-

nau demanded an inquiry into his conduct,
which not being granted, he retired from the

service
; being permitted, however, to retain

his full pay and choose his future residence.

A few years afterwards he was appointed a

Prussian field-marshal and governor of Ber-

lin. He died at his estate in Silesia, in

1829.

GODARD (JOHN BAPTIST) superintendent
of the 1-yceuin of Bonn, was a native of the

department of Aisne, and died at Paris in

1825, aged fifty. He distinguished himself

by his researches into natural history, and
was a principal contributor to Histoire Na-
turelle des Lepidopteres, ou Papillons de
France. He was a member of the Linna;an

Society of Paris, before which captain Villiers

read an eulogium of Godard, December 28,
1625. Biog. Univers. Class.

GODECHARLES (WILLIAM) born 1750,
died 1835, at Brussels. He was a sculptor
who attained considerable celebrity in Bel-

gium. In 1775 he obtained the grand prize
for sculpture in Paris. On returning home
from travelling he was named sculptor to

prince Charles of Lorraine, and successively
to the duke Albert of Saxe-Teschau and to

Napoleon. He executed numerous works for

the principal individuals of his own country
and several of his most distinguished patrons,

among others for Mr Hope of Amsterdam.
His choice works are also found in the gar-
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dens of Wespalaer, between Louvain and
Malines. Bioy. Univ.
GODIN (Louis) an eminent French ma-

thematician and natural philosopher, who was
associated with messieurs Bouguer, Conda-

miiie, and Jussieu, in the scientific expedition
sent to Peru in 1735, to' determine the figure of
the earth from the investigation of the length
of a degree of the meridian in the equatorial

regions. He became professor of mathematics
at Lima, and subsequently director of the

academy of Cadiz ;
and his death took place

in 1760. He edited eleven volumes of the

Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences at Paris
;

and the Machines and Inventions approved by
the Academy, 6 vols, 4to. Zopf.
GODWIN, DD. (THOMAS) a distinguished

scholar of the seventeenth century, who for

some years presided with great reputation over
the foundation school at Abingdon, Berks.
He was a native of the county of Somerset,
born about the year 1587, and took his de-

grees at Magdalen hall, Oxford. He was the

author of a clever work entitled " Romanse
Historian Anthologia," compiled principally
for the use of the school

;
a more elaborate

treatise on the ancient Jewish rites and cere-

monies
;

and a "
Synopsis of Hebrew Anti-

quities." In 1616 he resigned his situation

for the living of Brightwell, which he held till

his death, in 1643. Biog. Brit.

GODWIN (WILLIAM) born at Wisbeach,
1756, died 1836. He was the son of a dis-

senting clergyman, as his grandfather had
been before him, and one of a numerous fa-

mily. After receiving the rudiments of edu-
cation at school he was placed under a private
tutor at Norwich until he was sent to a dis-

senting college, where he studied five years.
He was early distinguished by a craving after

knowledge. He possessed a most acute power
of observation. In 1778 he was admitted as

minister of a dissenting chapel at Stowmarket,
in Suffolk, but in 1782 he resigned its duties

and came to London. He now published his

first work, called " Sketches of History,"
which appeared in 1784. He became editor

of the " New Annual Register," and soon

began to mingle with the politicians of the

time on the popular side. He was noticed by
Fox and Sheridan. In 1 793 he published his
" Political Justice.'' This was a bold work,
and produced a startling effect. His next

publication was
" Caleb Williams," one of the

best and most powerful novels in the English
language. It was written with a political

meaning. H is intention, originally designed
to be avowed in the preface, frightened his

publishers, who in those times dreaded the

despotic rod of the attorney-general for the

slightest matter that might run counter to the

ministerial party or their prejudices. The
work, however, came out to speak for itself,

and it was a display of mind of the most

powerful character, as those who could not

admit its principles confessed it to be. The
author was one of those whom Pitt attempted
to make a sacrifice for high treason, on ac-

count of their supporting the principles he
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had himself a little time before so strongly ad-
vocated. Godwin would have followed Tooke
and Hardy to the scaffold for advocating par-

liamentary reform, had not the attempt been
defeated by a jury. His "

Political Justice
"

in the meanwhile went through successive

editions, and Godwin became one among the

society of which Fox and his friends formed a

part, whose political principles he lived to see

triumphant. It was 1797 before " The En-

quirer," the next publication of Godwin,
appeared, explaining and enforcing his former
ideas. He married in 1797 Mary Wolsten-

croft, authoress of " The Rights of Woman ;"

and he wrote and published memoirs of his

\rife, editing also her posthumous works. The
next publication of this remarkable man was
his novel of "

St Leon," 1799. His other works
were a tragedy called "

Antonio," which was
only once performed ;

"
Thoughts on Dr

Parr's Spital Sermons ;" a " Life of Chaucer,"
1805

;

"
Fleetwood, a Novel ;" a number of

little works for the instruction of young
persons, while he was carrying on a book-
seller's trade in Skinner-street under the name
of Edward Baldwin. Some of those ele-

mentary works were very good and useful.

His straitened circumstances were the cause
of this step. He wrote "

Faulkner," a tragedy,
in 1807, but it proved a failure on the stage.
The next year his "

Essay on Sepulchres
"

appeared. In 1815 he published the lives of
Milton's nephews Edward and John Phillips,
and the letters in the "

Morning Chronicle
"

signed
" Edax." "

Mandeville," a novel, was
published in 1817; and in 1820 he succeeded
in repelling a portion of the theory of Malthus
on population. He next undertook a history
of the Commonwealth of England to the re-

storation of Charles II. This appeared be-
tween 1824 and 1828. In 1830 he published"
Cloudesley, a Novel," and in 1831 "

Thoughts
on Man, &c." His last work was the " Lives of
the Necromancers." His circumstances were
made comfortable to him at the close of his

life by the appointment of yeoman-usher to
the Exchequer, which was given him by lord

Grey. His works have many imperfections,
and will be applauded by none who think the
multitude always right, and that the reception
of ideas and their sanction by the many are
the criterions of their virtue ; and they will
still be less applauded by the slaves of power.
Godwin's theory has the fault of not being
practicable in the existing state of society ;

and he sometimes clings too strongly "to

opinions because they are seen without their
defects through the medium of his own vivid

imagination. His future fame will probably
depend upon his novel of " Caleb Williams,"
which will never be read a first time without
the admission of its author's powerful talents,

manly fearlessness, and vivid imaginative
power. Orig.
GODWIN (WILLIAM) parliamentary re-

porter and writer for the press. He was the
son of the celebrated author of " Caleb Wil-
liams," and the brother of Mrs Shelley ;

and

possessed, as a writer, much of the literary

GOES.
power of his family. His essays in the pe-
riodicals to which he contributed were marked

by more than ordinary liveliness and tact, and
at the same time showed an extent of ob-
servation much beyond what could have been

expected from his years and experience. He
was tenderly attentive and respectful to his

distinguished parent as a son, and he was be-

loved and esteemed as a companion by a large
circle of acquaintance, to whom his invariable

candour and command of temper, united with
much general information, rendered his so-

ciety peculiarly acceptable. Mr Godwin was
of robust constitution, and of the most regular
habits. Adhering by choice to that rational

temperance which has been pronounced an
infallible preservative from the cholera, he
exhibited a melancholy exception to the ge-
neral observation, as he died, after a very
short illness, of cholera, Sept. 8, 1832, in the

twenty-ninth year of his age. Ann. Biog.
GOEDART (JOHN) born at Middleburg,

1620, died 1668, a Dutch painter and na-
turalist.

GOEKINGK (LEOPOLD FREDERIC GDN-
THER von) an ingenious and popular German
poet, who was born in the territory of Halber-
stadt in 1748. He was educated at Halle,
and in the course of his life he occupied some

important posts in the service of the king of
Prussia. In 1777 he published "Songs of
two Lovers," which procured him high repu-
tation

;
and he likewsse wrote various songs,

epigrams, and epistles. His works have gone
through many editions, and their merit has
secured him an honourable place among the

poets of his country. His writings breathe
the spirit of sympathetic feeling and benevo-
lence indicative of his natural disposition;
and he was not only the friend of Burger,
Gleiin, Jacobi, and others of his talented con-

temporaries, but he was also beloved by all

who knew him. His death took place Feb-

ruary 18, 1 828. He wrote pieces of a satirical

description in prose, which display his talents

to advantage, and show him to have been a
successful imitator of Rabener. Besides the

works already noticed, he published various

articles in literary journals. He likewise

edited the "Gottingen Musen-almanach,"
1776-78; and the "Tagebuch von und fur

Deutschland," 1784, &c. He was twice

married : his first wife, of the family of Vog-
ler, who died in 1781, was a very accomplished
woman, the Nantchen of the " Lieder zweier
Liebenden "

Songs of two Lovers, deservedly
honoured with a distinguished place among
the poetesses of Germany. Encyl. Amer.
GOELIS (LEOPOLD ANTONY) born at

Vienna, 1705, died 1827, a learned physician,
who was celebrated for his treatment of in-

fantile diseases.

GOENS (RYKLOF MICHEL van), born at

Utrecht, 1 748, a learned philologist, who was
a magistrate of the city, but died in exile.

He left several learned or literary works.

Biog. Univ.
GOES (WILLIAM van der) born at Leyden

1611, died 1686, one of the best Dutch law-
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yers and philologists, and counsellor of the

high court of justice at the Hague. Ibid.

GOETHE or GOTHE (JOHN WOLFGANG
von) was born at Frankfort on the Maine,

August 28, 1749. Like his illustrious coeval

Bentham, he was a sickly child, and conse-

quently participated but little in the pastimes
of childhood. Habits of reflection and inde-

pendence on others for amusement or for

intellectual culture were thus generated, which

operating on his exquisite organization con-

tributed to make him the master-spirit of his

age. In the interesting account he gives of

himself in his autobiography and diary, it is

to the highest degree instructive to mark the

effect produced by the various circumstances
in which he was placed on his trains of

thoughts. Events, which, in most children's

minds,
" are only reflected as on looking-

glasses, but make no impression," produced
an effect on him of which the influence was
never effaced. The coronation of Joseph II

at Frankfort, the annual mass, and the noble
old city itself, with its associations of feudal-

ism and German art, are portrayed by him,
after a lapse of seventy years, with ail the
vividness of yesterday's impressions. It is

probable that no one ever possessed such
acute sensibility as Goethe. His father was
a man of easy circumstances, and of some

literary ability. He had travelled in Italy ;

had a great love for the fine arts
;
and had

made a small collection of what Italians call

objects of virtu. All this worked on the mind
of the young poet, and at eight or nine years
of age he wrote a short description of twelve

pictures portraying the history of Joseph.
At fifteen he went to the university of Leipsic,
where the lectures of Ernesti and Gellert pre-
sented more attraction than the dry philo-

sophy of the pedant Gotteched. In 17tJ8 he

quitted Leipsic, and after a short tour settled

for a little time in Alsace, where the beau-
tiful Gretchen won his heart, and obtained
for herself, in Faust and Egmont, a more

lasting monument than marble or brass could
have afforded. On leaving Alsace ho re-

turned home ; but soon quitted it again, on
a visit to Weslar, where another love-affair

gave birth to his romance of "
Werther," in

which he incorporated the Suicide of Young
Jerusalem. (See DICT.) In 1775 he went to

Weimar, on an invitation from the grand
duke, whom he had met in travelling ;

and
there he remained till the close of his life,

loaded with all the honours a German sove-

reign could bestow, ennobled, a privy coun-

cillor, and for many years prime minister.
Such rewards of genius, hitherto unknown in

the annals of literature, constitute a most

splendid, if not a unique exception to the in-

difference with which rulers generally treat

intellectual excellence. Goethe's first ap-
pearance in print was in short articles in the
annuals and literary journals. But his " Gotz
of the Iron Hand," published with his name
in 1773, and his "Werther," in the year
after, called at once the attention of his

countrymen to the young master-mind. Never,
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probably, did two works produce such instan-
taneous effect on the literature of a country.
For more than a year after Gotz was pub-
lished, imitations by the multitudinous crowd
of second-rate writers flowed in unceasing
abundance from the German press. Grrtz and
the Middle Ages were only put to flight by the

Young Werther, which produced still more
imitators, and for a still longer period ; until
Goethe himself, by his wit, his irony, and his

eloquence, put an end to the sickly sentimen-
talism which he had first called into action.
Gotz and Werther alone survive the creations
of which they formed the nucleus

;
and he is

not to be envied who cannot derive pleasure
from the perusal of each. Such a production
as the first indeed, by a young man only
twenty-three years of age, at once placed
Goethe at the head of his country's literature,
a station which he preserved, undisturbed by
rival claims, to the hour of his death. HJS
mind indeed seems never to have grown old,
but to have presented a new phasis at each

stage of his existence. Having breathed forth

his feelings in every species of poetry, he
loved to exercise his powerful faculties with
the abstrusest problems in science, with the
same pleasure, no doubt (as Hume remarks),
that men of great muscular power seek occa-

sions for exertion. Comparative anatomy,
geology, botany, the theory of light and
colours, &c. were all studied by him with un-
wearied attention, and most of them were
made the subjects of his publications. To all

these qualities of mind and varied acquisitions,
Goethe joined a most courteous and affable

bearing. Although his and his friend Schil-

ler's " Xenien "
kept all the literary pre-

tenders of Germany in fear and trembling, he
never evinced the slightest jealousy of literary
merit. Of this a complete testimony is

afforded by his correspondence with Schiller,
which affords a rare instance of the cordiality
and intimacy with which two great writers

laid themselves open to one another. The
grandeur of Goethe's intellect is only vividly
set forth in this correspondence, through
which we may observe Schiller's noble
mind

"
Contending with low wants and lofty will,"

and cowering before the superiority of his

friend. It may add to the interest attending
Goethe to know that he was as richly gifted
in person as in mind, and that, in the words
of a native of Weimar,

"
his eyes were like

two lights." Only one thing in Goethe we
may regret, that he was no politician ; but
this the character of his mind forbade. A
chilling scepticism as to the progressive im-

provement of man runs through all his

writings, and of course prevented all attempts
to make human institutions more productive
of human happiness. The death of Goethe
seems in a manner to mark the close of a

social German era, and to sever one of its

latest links between the past and the present.
His name has long been associated with

the impression of a mighty moral influence
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over German society ;

and the moment when
that influence has for ever ceased to be per-

sonal, suggests inquiry what was its mode
and character. Some have made an epoch in

intellectual history by publishing a new re-

velation in morals or religion ;
others by

addressing themselves to patriotic impulses ;

while others again have been followed as the

guiding lights of philosophy, or of practical
or scientific culture. None of all these influ-

ences was pre-eminently exerted by Goethe,

though his enthusiastic admirers have claimed

for him the praise of embracing and wielding
all. His muse was neither that of devotion,

philosophy, or patriotism, though flowers from
each and all these fields have been culled to

grace his poetical wreath ;
and a future age

will edify or amuse itself with the spectacle
of one who was an intellectual giant in his

generation, yet indulged himself in a sort of

semi-sceptical abstraction from all the mystic
influences which have given prophets and

poets their empire. During the last two years
of his life, and particularly after the death of

his son, his spirit lost its energy, and he was
but the shadow of that which he once had
been. To his daughter-in-law he was in-

debted for that tenderness and assiduity which
soothed his declining years. He retained his

faculties to the last, and his death took place
at Weimar, March 22, 1832. He expired,
without any apparent suffering, in his arm-

chair, having a few minutes previously called

for paper for the purpose of writing, and ex-

pressed his delight at the approach of spring.

Though more than eighty years of age he
still meditated literary projects, and talked

of completing his '

Faust," and of executing
other elaborate works, with as much confi-

dence as if he was in the vigour of his youth
and genius. Few men, in the walk where
Goethe shone so conspicuously, enjoyed more

happiness than he did. His superiority no
one attempted to dispute. He maintained a

tranquil empire over the literature of his

country, which was implicitly acquiesced in

by every candidate for literary fame. In his

intercourse with the world, Goethe acted as a

man of practical good sense : his enthusiasm
and romanticism he reserved entirely for his

productions. He lived to see his name uni-

versally worshipped; and upon Weimar, the

place of his residence, he has conferred an

undying interest. The death of Goethe can-

not be regarded as an event of importance
merely to the literary world

;
it marks dis-

tinctly the termination of one era, and the

commencement of another. He may be said

to have expired with the literary age of his

country, at the instant almost when its poli-
tical existence began. Goethe appointed Dr
Eckermann, of Hanover, who assisted him in

preparing the last edition of his works, to be

the editor of the unpublished MSS which he

left. Among the finished MSS is an entire

volume of his own life, which follows in order

the third volume of "
Dichtung und Wahr-

heit." It contains the account of his first

appearance at Weimar, and of the earlier years

GOETZE.
of his life and literary labours in that town, a

period in which some of his finest works were

composed. This volume nearly fills up the

interval till his visit to Italy. We may also

expect an entire volume of new poems, and
the original MS of " Gotz von Berlichingen,"
which is said to differ very materially from
the published play. Besides these, among
many other precious relics, there is the second

part of " Faust "
complete in five acts, the

last two acts of which were composed in in-

verse order; the fifth in the winter of 1830

1831, immediately after the receipt of the
dreadful news of the death of his only son,
which had nearly proved fatal to him. The
classico-romantic phantasmagoria,

"
Helena,"

(which has been long known) forms the third

act, as a kind of interlude. Among the col-

lections of his letters, a whole volume exists

of his private correspondence with his friend,
the musician Zelter, in Berlin, more interest-

ing even than that with Schiller. The mortal
remains of Goethe were deposited, on the
2Gth of March, with great pomp, in the

grand-ducal family vault at Weimar, near
to those of Schiller. On the same day the

theatre, which had been closed out of respect
to his memory, was opened with the repre-
sentation of his " Tasso." The writings of
Goethe are by far too voluminous to be here
enumerated. Among the more remarkable of
his productions not already mentioned are
" VVilhelm Meister's Lehrjahre" "William
Meister's Apprenticeship," an ethic fiction

;
" Wilhelin Meister's Wanderjahre," a sequel
to the preceding ;

" Herman and Dorothea ;"
"
Iphigenia in Tauris," a tragedy ; various

dramatic pieces, ballads, poetical epistles, and

epigrams ; and a miscellany on literature

and the fine arts, entitled " Ueber Kunst und
Alterthum am Rhein und Mayn, mit einem
Nachbilde der Vera Icon Byzantinisch
Neiderrheinisch," Stuttgard, 1818 1822, 3
vols. Goethe has been called the German
Voltaire, but it is a name which does him
wrong, and describes him ill. Except in the

corresponding variety of their pursuits and

knowledge, in which perhaps it does Voltaire

wrong, the two cannot be compared. In the

virtual extent and effect of his multifarious

labours upon his fellow-creatures, possibly no

single individual can be compared to Voltaire
;

and if such be one of the constituent elements
of intellectual greatness, he was indisputably
a great man. In essential originality and
abstract mental power, Goethe was essentially
the superior. When Goethe has been dead
so long as Voltaire, however, the question will

be more easy of solution than at present.
Carlisle's Specimens of' German Homance.
New Month. Mag. Meusel.

GOETZE or GOTZE (JOHN AUGUSTUS
EPHRAIM) an eminent German naturalist, who
was pastor of a church at Quedlinbourg. He
was the author of several works on natural

history, among which may be mentioned a
"
History of Intestine Vermes," 4to, and a

"
European Fauna," 9 vols, Svo. He died in

1793. GOETZE (JOHN MELCHIOR) brother of
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the preceding, a famous preacher at Ham-
burg, -who became the Coryphaeus of the ortho-

dox party among the protestants of Germany.
He published a great many works in the

German language, on theological and devo-
tional subjects, the former including many
polemical pieces controverting the opinions of

Semler, Lessing, Bahrdt, and other latitudi-

nariaii writers. He died in 178C. Zopf.
Meusel.
GOFFAUX (FRANCIS JOSEPH) bom near

Angers in France, 1755, died 1836. author of

several literary works, besides adaptations
and translations.

GOHORRY (JACQUES) born in the 1 Gth cen-

tury, in Paris, died 1576, a poet, translator, his-

torian, and alchemist. He wrote a number of

works upon history, alchemy, and biography,
imbued with the superstitions of the time in

which he lived. Bio. Fran.

GOICOECHEA (JOSEI>II ANTHONY DE
LIEUDOY) a Franciscan friar, born at Cartha-

gena in America, who became professor of

philosophy and theology in the university of

Guatimala, and had the honour of importing
and naturalizing iu his own country a number
of valuable inventions and discoveries. He
founded the Economical Society of Guatimala,
and he published a number of memoirs on

botany, agriculture, and the prevention of

mendicity ;
besides sermons, and an eloquent

address to Charles IV in favour of the In-

dians. This public-spirited and enlightened
ecclesiastic died in 1814. Biog. Univ. Class.

GOLBERY (SYLVAIN MEJNARD XAVIEII)
a French officer, born at Colmar in 1742. He
was made librarian of the Royal Hotel of In-

valids in 1818, and having retired from the

army with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, he
died in 1822. He published

" Lettre sur

1'Afrique," Paris, 1791, 8vo ;

"
Fragmens

d'un Voyage en Afrique, fait pendant les An-
nees 1785, 1780, et 1787, &c." 1802, 2 vols,

8vo, translated into English by F. W. Blag-
don, 1802, 2 vols, 18mo, and by W. Mudford,
1803, 2 vols, 12mo, and also into German

;

and " Considerations sur le Departement de la

Roer, suivies de la Notice d'Aix-la-Chapelle
et de Borsette, &c." Aix-la-Chapelle, 1811,
8vo.

GOLDMAYOR (ANDREW) born at Gun-
zenhausen in 1G03, died at Nuremberg in

1664. He devoted himself to judicial astro-

logy. Having predicted the death of Gus-
tavus Adolphus, king of Sweden, and the

event justifying the prediction, he obtained

great celebrity in Germany in consequence ;

hut riot being always equally successful, he
died in indigence. He wrote a chronicle of

Strasburg, and one or two other works of
small importance. Bioy. Diet.
GOLLERT (Louis) born at Pesmes in

Burgundy, died 1595. He was professor of
the Latin tongue at Dole. He wrote upon
the history of Burgundy, and one or two books
of Latin instruction. Bio. Fran.
GOLOWNIN (VASSILI) a Russian navi-

gator, who was detained a prisoner in Japan
with seven of his men. They remained two
SUPPLEMENT. 24 J

GONZALO.
years in captivity, when they were set at

liberty. Golownin gave the best account of
the interior of Japan which was extant, in a
" Narrative of my Captivity in Japan, during
the years 1811, 1812." Golownin also pub-
lished a "

History of Shipwrecks." Bioy.
Diet.

GOMES DE OLIVEIRA (ANTONIO) a

Portuguese poet, who composed two epic
poems, besides sonnets and other pieces. He
perished about 1 600, and was author of "

Idy-
lios Maritimos." Ibid.

GOMEZ DE VALENCIA (PHILIP) born
in Granada 1634, died 1694, a Spanish painter
and disciple of Ceiza. He imitated Alphonso
Cano in his style. Bryan's Diet. Art.

GOMICKI (LUKE), called in Latin Gomi-
cius. He was starost of Tykoczyn and Va-
silow, and chamberlain to Sigismond Augustus,
king of Poland. There were some works of

importance by this writer, which have been
several times reprinted. His " Acts ofthe king-
dom of Poland for the year 1538" were first

published by his son, who was canon of Wilna,
and went through three editions, as well as

his "
Dialog! de electionis libertate, legibus

moribusque Polonia:." Bioq. Diet.

GOMMELIN (ETIENNE) a French physi-
cian, who first studied his art in the Cornwall
district in Lower Britany, from whence he
went to Paris with very small pecuniary
means. lie at length rose to be dean of the

faculty there. He died in 1594. Several

professional treatises of this distinguished phy-
sician are extant. Bioy. Fran.
GONNELLI (GIOVANNI) died 1664, aged

32, an Italian sculptor, surr.amed the Blind of

Carubassi, from the place of his birth, a ham-
let of Volterra, in Tuscany, the pupil of

Tacca, who was himself taught by John of

Bologna. He lost his sight at twenty years of

age, and this accident it might be thought
would be fatal to his progress in art

;
but he

possessed wonderful patience, and persisted
in modelling figures in earth by the sole aid

of feeling or touch. They were said to have
been as finely finished and as correct as if he
had enjoyed vision. He even undertook to

model likenesses, and succeeded in getting

perfect resemblances. Gounelli died at Rome
in lGG-i.~Bio.Dict.

GONZAGA (THOMAS ANTONIO COSTA DE)
born at the commencement of the 18th cen-

tury, at Villa Ricca, died at Angola 1760, a
Brazilian poet, surnamed the Portuguese Ana-
creon. lie was bred to the bar, and made a

magistrate. lie fell in love with a young
and beautiful girl of one of the most consider-

able Portuguese families, and was on the point
of marriage, when he was accused of being
concerned in a conspiracy, thrown into a dun-

geon at Rio Janeiro, and from thence con-

veyed to the burning shore of Angola, where
he died in suffering. Such is all that is known
of his history. His poems have been collected

and published under the title of "Marilia de

derceo," and translated into several European
languages. -Bib. Univers.

GONZALO of Berceo, a Spanish poet, so
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called from the place of his nativity, Berceo

in Guipuscoa. He was a monk of the Bene-

dictine convent of San Milan, who is supposed
to have flourished about 1240, or towards the

beginning of the reign of San Fernando. He
wrote poems on the Signs of the Day of

Judgment, the Tears and Sorrows of our

Lady, and the Lives of San Milan and San

Domingo de Silos
;

in which he is said to

have displayed more devotion than poetic

spirit. But there is another of his productions,
on the Battle of Simancas where the Moors
were vanquished by Ramirez II, king of Na-
varre, which must be interesting from the

nature of the subject, but unfortunately it

only exists in manuscript. Mauri], Espagne
Poe'tique. For. Rev.
GONZALVEZ DA COSTA (MANGEL)

born 1605, at Peras Alvas, near Coimbra in

Portugal, a noted Portuguese astronomer.

Bib. Univers.

GOOCH (BENJAMIN) an eminent English
surgeon, who practised in his profession at

Shottisham in Norfolk. He published in 1758
" Cases and Remarks in Surgery," 8vo, of

which a second edition, in two volumes, ap-

peared in 1769. He was also the author of a

treatise " On Wounds and other Chirurgical

Subjects," with an " Account of the Rise and

Progress of Surgery and Anatomy," 2 vols,

8vo, besides other tracts. His writings are

esteemed by professional men as resulting
from practical observation

;
and they were re-

printed collectively under the title of " The
Chirurgical Works of Benjamin Gooch," 1792,
3 vols, 8vo. Edit.

GOOD (JOHN MASON) a physician, poet,
and philological writer of eminence, who was
the son of a dissenting minister, and was born
at Epping in Essex, in 1704. He was appren-
ticed to a surgeon at Gosport, and engaged in

practice at Coggeshall in his native county.
In 1793 he removed to London, where he car-

ried on business for several years as a surgeon
and apothecary. In 1810 and the two follow-

ing years he delivered physiological lectures

at the Surrey Institution, which were after-

wards published. Having obtained a diploma
from the university of Aberdeen, he com-
menced physician in 1 820, and continued to

practise in that capacity till his death, January
2, 1827. His principal works are,

" Memoirs
of the Life and Writings of Dr Alexander
Geddes," 1803, 8vo

; translations of Solomon's

Song and the Book of Job
;
a translation of

Lucretius, On the Nature of Things, 1805,
2 vols, 4to; "Medical Technology," 1810,
8vo

;
"A Physiological System of. Nosology,"

1817, 8vo; and "The Study of Medicine,"
1822, 4 vols, 8vo.

GOOL (JAN van) bora 1685, died 1763, a

painter and writer on art. His line consisted

of landscapes and cattle, in which he some-
times appeared a bad imitator of Paul Potter,
and he had a peculiar manner, which how-
ever is far inferior to that of those whom he

copied. He wrote the lives of the Dutch

painters. Bryan's Diet.

GOKI (ANTONIO FRANCISCO) born at Flo-

GOSSEC.
rence in 1691, died 1757, a celebrated Italian

antiquary. He left 3 vols of the antique In-

scriptions which existed in ancient Etruria,
and the works in the Florentine Museum, in
6 vols, folio, with numerous other labours.
Bib. Uuivers.

GORINI (GIOVANNI) bom 1785 at Palaz-
zolo iu Italy, died 1825, professor of mathe-
matics in the university of Pavia. In 1818 he
was ordered to supply the place of Brunacci,
to whom he would probably have succeeded
had he not been killed by a fall from a car-

riage. He published
" Element! d'Algebra,"

" Elementi di Geometria piana e solida,"
" Elementi di Matematica pura," &c.
GOROUCHIN ( ) a Russian lawyer,

born in 1747, died in 1821, at Moscow, where
he held the situation of professor of practical

jurisprudence. He was the author of "A
Manual of Russian Legislation," Moscow,
1811, 4 vols

;
and "A Description of Judicial

Actions," 1812, 3 vols, 4to. Biog. Univ.
Class.

GORTON (SAMUEL) died about 1 6 76, bora
in England, where being persecuted for his

religious opinions, he went to America and
became the founder of the town of Warwick
in Rhode Island. He was well read in the
Greek and Hebrew languages, and left several

works behind him. " The Defence of Sim-

plicity,"
" An Antidote against Pharisaical

Preachers,"
" The Mirror for the People of

New England," &c. Bio. Univ.

GOSSE (ETIENNE) born at Bordeaux 1773,
died at Toulon 1834, a French man of letters,
who began his successful career in dramatic

writing, with a comedy called " La Mort de

Simmoneau," and finished with ' Le Flatteur,"
another comedy, which failed on the stage in

1 820. He also published novels and fables.

Bio. Univ.

GOSSEC (FRANCIS JOSEPH) a celebrated
musical composer of the French school. He
was born at Verguiers, a village in Hainault,

January 17, 1733; and at the age of seven
he was sent to Antwerp, where he remained

eight years as a singing boy in the cathedral.
In 1751 he was engaged by M de la Popli-
niere, whose orchestra he conducted under the

direction of Rameau; and subsequently he
became leader of the band of the prince de

Conde', for which he composed several operas.
In 1770 he founded the Concert of Amateurs,
where the Chevalier de St George was first

violin; in 1773 he undertook the management
of the Concerts of Sacred Music

;
in 1 784 he

was appointed superintendent or chief pro-
fessor of the royal school of singing and de-
clamation, founded by M le baron de Bre-
teuil. He was a warm partisan of the French
revolution, after the commencement of which
he held the office of master of the band of the
National Guard, when he composed several

symphonies and other musical pieces for wind
instruments, to be performed on public occa-
sions. On the establishment of a Conservatory
of Music at Paris in 1795, he was chosen In-

spector of Instruction, and Professor of Com-
position to the Institution, conjointly with,
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Mehul and Cherubini. Daring the progress
of the revolution Gossec composed two operas
which had great success,

" The Recapture of

Toulon," and " The Camp of Grandpre'." The

composition of the "Marseillaise Hymn,"
which was introduced into the latter, has been

generally attributed to him, but it is said that

in fact Rouget de Lisle was the author of the

air, which Gossec arranged with accompani-
ments for a full orchestral chorus. He also

composed the music for the Apotheoses of

Voltaire and Jean Jacques Rousseau, for the

funeral of Mirabeau, and for the funeral

hymn hi honour of the French ministers who
were assassinated at Kastadt. He was the

author of " The Elementary Principles of

Music," published by the Conservatory in

two volumes, folio
;
and of numerous solfeggi

which are inserted in the book of instruction

for singing used in that establishment. To a

very advanced age he retained, in his conver-

sation and occasionally in his compositions,
all the spirit and buoyancy of youth. At the

age of seventy-eight he composed a Te Deum,
instead of one which he had produced early
in life, but which had been lost in consequence
of the manuscripts and plates having been
stolen

;
at eighty-one he continued to lecture

on composition at the Conservatory ;
and when

he was ninety he frequently used to spend
part of his evenings at the theatre Feydeau.
He died at Passy, February 16, 1829. He
was a member of the Institute, and of the

Legion of Honour. Gossec's music is light,

pleasing, and spirited, occasionally evincing
fire and even grandeur, especially in his pa-
triotic compositions. He never enjoyed the

advantages of a regular course of instruction,
nor had he been able to avail himself of a

journey to Italy, yet he was intimately con-

versant with the style of the Italian and also

of the German masters. His productions,

consisting of music for the church, the cham-

ber, and the theatre, are very numerous.

JBioff. Diet, of Music. Month. Afag.
GOSSELIN (PASCAL FRANCIS JOSEPH) a

learned French geographer, who was born at

Lille, in the Netherlands, September 6, 1751.

He travelled through various countries of

Europe between the years 1772 and 1780, and

engaged in many researches concerning an-

cient geography. In 1789 he was sent as

a deputy from his province to the National

Assembly, when he produced a scientific me-
moir on the question proposed by the Royal
Academy, "Oit Strabon et Ptolemee avaient

trouve" et porte les Connaissances Gcographi-
ques," which procured him admission into

that institution. The king, in 1791, nomi-
nated him a member of the central adminis-
tration of commerce, which office he held till

the suppression of the board in 1792. A
decree of the Committee of Public Safety in

1794 conferred on him an important charge
in the war department ;

and the result of the

researches which he then had occasion to

undertake was printed in 1796, by order of
the Committee of Public Instruction. In

1801 the government appointed him one of
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the conductors of the new edition of Strabo.
He was made an officer of the Legion oi
Honour ; was subsequently appointed Keeper
of the King's Library and Cabinet of Medals,
&c. at Paris ; and he was an associate of the

Academy of Sciences at Gottingen, and a
member of the French Academy of Inscrip-
tions and Belles Lettres. He died in 1830.
M. Gosselin, besides other works, was the
author of "

Geographic des Grecs analyse'e,"
Paris, 1796, 4to; and " Recherches sur la

Ge'ographie syste'matique et positive des An-
ciens," 1798, 2 vols, 4to. Biog. Nouv. des

Contemp.
GOTTER (FREDERICK WILLIAM) an emi-

nent poetical writer and translator, who held
the office of Archivist of Gotha. He wrote

epistles in verse, songs, and other small

poems, tragedies, and an opera. His dra-

matic compositions are imitations of the

Greek, French, and English writers, but exe-
cuted with so much success that they may
claim the praise of originals. His works
have been published collectively, in 3 vols,
8vo. He died in 1797. Zopf. Meusel.

GOTTHARD (JOSEPH FKEDERIC) born at

Bamberg 1757, died 1834. He was a Bavarian

physician, educated among the Jesuits. He
rendered great services to his country in his

professional capacity, and left several works
of high importance to medical students, par-

ticularly in the veterinary branch of the

science. He was a generous physician to the

poor during the last three years of the war,
1812 to 1814, and when the medical school of

Bamberg was re-organized he found himself

obliged to have recourse to lecturing and to

teaching different branches of natural history.
Bio. Univ.

GOTTI (VINCENT Louis) a Dominican

friar, who was made a cardinal, and distin-

guished himself by his theological writings,

among which are "
Colloquia Scholastico-

dogmatica ;"
"

Colloquia Theologico-pole-
mica ;" and a Treatise on the Truth of the

Christian Religion. He died in 1741. Bio.
Univ.

GOUDIN (MATHEW BERNARD) born in

Paris 1734, died 1805, an astronomer who
filled several public offices. He published
himself, or in conjunction with a friend,
several astronomical works of considerable

merit. Idem.
GOUPY (JOSEPH) born at Nevres 1729,

died in London 1763. He was a painter in

water colours, and passed the larger part of

his life in England. His landscapes were
full of intelligence and spirit. He also etched

several plates in a first-rate style of art.

Bryan's Diet.

GOUVEA (ANTONIO de) born at Beja, in

Portugal, 1505, died at Turin 15G5, a cele-

brated jurist of Portugal, who was obliged to

! leave his calling on account of religion, and
'

retire into Savoy from. France, where he

taught philosophy. Several learned works of

Gouvea yet remain on the subject of law. He
a.so wrote some poems. He left a son, who
dit-r 1013, a member of the Piedrnontese
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GOUVION ST CYR.
council of state, who wrote "

Consultations,"

and a funeral oration on Philippell. ANDREW
de GOUVEA, a brother of Antonio, and by

profession a jurist, was patronised by the king
of Portugal, who sent him to France for the

purpose of study. He was commissioned by
John III of Portugal to found a college at

Coimbra upon the plan of the French. He set

out from France to Coimbra for that purpose
in 1 547, but before he could complete his de-

sign he died. There was another of this

family called Antonio, born at Beja, who was

sent to Goa in 1597 as professor of theology.
None of these were related to Antonio de

Gouvea, the Portuguese missionary, sent to

China in 1 592, and who left in MS a history

of the Chinese Company of Jesus. Bio.

Univ.

GOUVION ST CYR (general LAURENT,

marquis de) a French military officer, who
commenced his career in the service of the

Republic. He distinguished himself on many
occasions in the army of the Rhine during
the campaign of 1795, but it was in 1796 that

his conduct attracted particular attention, and

general Moreau ascribed to him a part of his

success. In the battle of Deux-Ponts, June

15, he commanded the left wing of the

French army, and took Holtzhof. Being

charged with the command of the centre of

the army at the battles of Rastadt, the 6th and
the 9th of July, he displayed equal bravery
and skill, and divided the glory of those im-

portant days with Dessaix and the commauder-
iu-chief. "During the remainder of the cam-

paign he gave many fresh proofs of his

abilities, and he continued to serve with the

same success during the skilful retreat of

Moreau. Subsequently he was employed in

some diplomatic missions, but being recalled

to the army he served in Italy in 1799 ;
and

in 1800 he commanded the centre of the army
of the Rhine. In 1804 he was made colonel-

general of the Cuirassiers, and grand officer

of the Legion of Honour; in 1805, when

serving under Massena, he captured six thou-

sand Austrians, commanded by Jellaehich

and Rohan. In 1806 he was ordered to take

possession of the kingdom of Naples; and he

afterwards joined the grand army in Prussia,
and was made governor of Warsaw. He was

employed during the invasion of Spain by the

French, when he obtained considerable success

in Catalonia. He was also engaged in the

disastrous campaign of Bonaparte in Russia
;

and marshal Oudinot having been wounded,
he succeeded him in the command of the cen-

tral army ;
and for his services in that station

he was raised to the rank of marshal. At the

battle of Dresden he greatly distinguished
himself, and soon afterwards he defeated

count Tolstoy at Plauen. His last military
command was at Dresden, where he was left

with a garrison of 16,000 men, but circum-

stances after a time compelled him to sur-

render the place. Returning to France after

the restoration of the Bourbons, he was created

a peer, and made a commander of the order

of St Louis. He continued faithful to the

GRAHAM.
royal cause during the retreat of the king to

Ghent, and on his return he was made tem-

porary minister of war, and loaded with
honours. In 1817 he was appointed minister
for naval affairs, and soou afterwards he was
removed to the presidency of the war depart-
ment. His death took place at Hieres, near
Toulon, in March 1830. Month. Mag.GOYAN (JAN van) born at Leyden 1596,
died at the Hague 1656, an artist of consider-
able merit, but very unequal ; some of his
works being carefully, others negligently exe-
cuted. He engraved etchings in a masterly
style. Bryan's Diet.
GRAAF (JOHN) born in Vienna 1680,

died 1734, a scholar of Van Aleii, and a

painter of horses, fairs, and market-places,
which he designed and executed with much
spirit. Idem.

GRABERG (OLOF) born 1716, at Upsal,
died 1769, a theologian, philologist, and after-

wards notary of the clergy of Sweden. He
wrote in several of the journals of the day, and
published one or two theological works. He
had a brother named Christian, who was lag-
man or president of the senechal's court until
his death in 1795. Bio. Diet.
GRAETER (FREDERICK DAVID) born

1768, died 1S30, rector of the university of

Ulm, in Germany. He wrote much, princi-

pally upon the ancient literature of the North.
GRAF (CHARLES ANTHONY) born in Dres-

den 1774, died 1832, an artist who painted

landscapes, and ranked among the most able
of his day. He was the son of Antonio Graf,
an artist who died in 1813, and was considered
the best portrait painter inGermany. Bryan's
Diet.

GRAHAM (WILLIAM GRENVILLE) an in-

genious but imprudent public writer, who was
a native of the United States of North Ame-
rica. He came to England when young,
having clandestinely quitted his friends, who
were persons of respectability, in consequence
of his own caprice or ill conduct. He appears
to have received a good education, and pos-
sessed considerable abilities, from the exercise
of which he expected to be able to support
himself in London. In this respect he was

disappointed, and being taken ill was found in

circumstances of great distress by Mr Burdon,
a gentleman of fortune, and a successful cul-

tivator of literature. To this benevolent in-

dividual Graham was indebted for present
relief, and the means of future advancement
and support. In 1814 he entered as a student
at the Temple at the expense of his patron,
who subsequently sent him to Cambridge
University, with an allowance of 200/. a-year.

Though he appears at this period to have in-

dulged in habits of dissipation which after-

wards proved his ruin, yet he by no means

neglected his studies. About the end of 1817
he left Cambridge, and paid a visit to Paris,
with the consent of Mr Burdon, whom on his

return to London he found in a very ill state

of health, and who on his death, in May 1 SI 8,

left him an annuity nearly equal to what he
had previously allowed hiui. This he sold,
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and letting his chambers in the Temple, he
went again to the continent. He visited

France, Switzerland, Italy, Germany, and the

Netherlands, and became acquainted with

many distinguished literary men, adding
greatly to his stores of general information
and knowledge of the world

;
but he indulged

in various excesses, and particularly in gam-
ing, so that when he returned to London, in

1821, he found himself in such circumstances
as obliged him to look out for immediate em-

ployment. He experienced some difficulties

before he could attain this object. At length
lie became translator and literary assistant to

the celebrated Ugo Foscolo, and made some
addition to his income by writing for the ma-
gazines. His connection with Foscolo ter-

minated in a violent quarrel ;
and he after-

wards engaged in the office of reporter to the

newspapers. He also attended the theatres,
wrote literary criticisms, and after a time
undertook the editorship of the "

Weekly
Museum." From these sources he is said to

have gained more than GQOl. a-year; but
such was his extravagance that he became
embarrassed in circumstances. At last he
was induced to commit forgery, and on the

discovery of his crime he fled to Liverpool
from the pursuit of justice, and succeeded in

escaping to New York in the spring of 1827.

Shortly after his arrival in his native country
he was killed in a duel, leaving behind him
a sad example of misemployed talents.

Month. Mag.
GRAN (DANIEL) born at Vienna 1694, died

at Pblten 1757, an artist whose pictures are

little known out of Germany, but they orna-
ment a number of private buildings in that

country. Bryan's Viet.

GRANBEUG (CHARLES PKTER WILLIAM)
born at Seefeldt 1797, died 1830, a laborious

critic and writer of Germany.
GRANET (FRANCOIS MARIOS) born at

Aix 1774, a painter of interiors. He entered
the school of David in Paris, and first exhi-

bited his works in 1800. His style is very
peculiar, a species of small dioramic painting,
the effects of which are surprising. Bryan's
Diet.

GRANT ( ) a lady distinguished for

her literary abilities, usually designated Mrs
Grant of Laggan. She was the daughter of a

military officer named Campbell, and she was
born at Glasgow, about 1 756. While an in-

fant she was taken to America by her father,

who was for a considerable time stationed at

a fort in the interior of the country, among
the Mohawk Indians. Captain Campbell
having quitted the service, returned with his

wife and daughter to Scotland about 1708;
and in 1773 he obtained a kind of half mili-

tary appointment at Fort Augustus. There
Miss Campbell principally resided till 1779,
when she was married to the rev Mr Grant,
minister of Laggan, by whose death, in 1801,
she was left a widow, with a numerous family.
The necessity of providing for her orphan
children prompted her to become an authoress.

Her earliest publication consisted of poetry ;
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and in 1803 she produced "The Highlanders,
and other Poems." Subsequently appeared" Memoirs of an American Lady, with
Sketches of Manners and Scenery in America,"
1808, 2 vols, 12ino; "Letters from the Moun-
tains, being the real Correspondence of a
Lady between the Years 1773 and 1803,"
3 vols, 12mo; and "Essays on the Supersti-
tions of the Highlanders of Scotland, to which
are added Translations from the Gaelic, and
Letters connected with those formerly pub-
lished," 1811, 2 vols, 12mo. Dr. Scheel, in
his "Tour through Great Britain," says:" This lady is called Mrs Grant of Lar/yan,
after an old monastery in the Highlands,
where she long resided. The distinction is

not superfluous, for in all probability there
are upwards of five thousand of the name.
From the before-mentioned place she wrote
her ' Letters from the Mountains,' a little

work of the highest rank in female literature.

What there is feminine in it is grace and

goodness, but it is masculine in accuracy of

judgment and profundity of thought ;
and the

style is so good that the writings of very few
now living 13ritish authors, whether male or

female, can be compared to it. This work is

a perfect mirror of the lady's own mind, and
of her daily conversation benevolent, in-

structive, amusing, reflecting, pious, and
withal liberal. Though she is now past

seventy, her society is, even by youth and
fashion, preferred to that which "their own
resources aft'ord." Biog. Diet, nf Living
Authors.

GRANT (sir WILLIAM) an eminent law-

yer, was descended from the Grants of Bel-

dornie, so long distinguished in the history
of Scotland. He was born in 1 754, at Elchies,
on the banks of the Spey, in the county of

Elgin, and was partly educated in the gram-
mar school of Elgin, from which he removed
to the old college of Aberdeen, where he com-

pleted his education, and then repaired to

London, and entered at Lincoln's-inn, where
he pursued the study of the law. His whole
mind was engrossed in the endeavour to ob-

tain a knowledge of his profession, and of the

various business of life; and so successful

were his efforts that at the age of twenty-five
he was considered competent to fill the situa-

tion of attorney-general of Canada, to which
he was appointed, and he quitted this country
without having been called to the bar. On
his return to England he engaged in practice
in the courts of common law, and joined the

home circuit. Being naturally of a reserved

and retired turn, he travelled the circuit for

several years without obtaining a single brief;
but happening to be retained in some appeals
from the court of session in Scotland to the

House of Lords, lord chancellor Thurlow
was much struck with his powers of argu-
ment ; and having learned his name, observed

to a friend,
" Be not surprised if that young

man should one day occupy this seat." That
this prophetic opinion was not exactly ful-

filled has been attributed to his having re-

fused that high office. He subsequently left
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the common law bar, and practised solely in

the Court of Chancery. At the general elec-

tion in 1790 Mr Grant was returned to par-
liament for the borough of Shaftesbury, and

soon distinguished himself as a powerful

coadjutor of Mr Pitt, lie seldom spoke, and

never but OK questions with which he was

fully acquainted ;
but his talents and intelli-

gence were soon so generally recognised as to

render his assistance essentially valuable. On
one occasion in particular, in which the ques-
tion for a new code of laws for the North

American colonies excited much discussion,

Mr Grant's local information and his great

professional skill, particularly in the civil law,

powerfully strengthened his reasoning; and it

was then that the celebrated Mr Fox, after

warmly complimenting him, saluted him as

one of his most formidable antagonists. It

was in 1791 that he thus distinguished him-
self in a debate relating to the laws of Canada;
and in 1792 he made a most able, acute, and

argumentative speech in defence of the minis-

try, on the subject of the Russian armament.
He was called within the bar, with a patent of

precedence, in 1793; and in the same year
was appointed a Welsh judge, when a new
writ was ordered for Shaftesbury on the 20th

of June, and he was not re-chosen. However,
a vacancy for Windsor happening in the fol-

lowing January, he was elected for that

borough ; he was at that time solicitor-general
to the queen. In 1796 he was chosen knight
of the shire for the Scottish county of Banff.

In 1798 he was appointed chief justice oi

Chester; in 1799 he succeeded lord Redes-
dale as solicitor-general, and as is usual ob-

tained the honour of knighthood on his pro-
motion; and on the 20th of May 1801, in

consequence of the elevation of sir Pepper
Arden to the chief justiceship of the Common
Pleas, he was nominated Master of the Rolls

In 1802 sir W. Grant made a speech in par-
liament iu favour of the definitive treaty o:

peace with France. In February 1805 he

supported the address to the crown in defence
of the war with Spain ;

and in the course o
the same year he opposed Mr Whitbread's

proceedings against lord Melville, and the

subsequent motion for the impeachment o
that nobleman for his conduct while treasurer
of the navy. He opposed the American inter

course bill in 1806, and received the thanks
of a committee of merchants of the city o
London for his conduct on that occasion. In
1807 he animadverted at some length on th
bill brought into the House of Commons by
sir Samuel Romilly, the object of which was
to alter the law as to the claims of creditors
on the landed property of their debtors. Sir

W. Grant continued to represent the shire o
Banff till the dissolution of parliament in

1812. During a period of more than sixteen

years did he fill the judicial chair in the
Rolls Court with undiminished ability am
reputation. At length he became anxious to

retire while yet in the full possession of his

Ikculties. This purpose he carried into effec

towards the close of 1817. During the las

GRAZZIANI.
wo years of his life he lived chiefly at Barton

louse, Dawlish, the residence of his sister,

he widow of admiral Schanck ; and at that

>lace he died May 25, 1832. Sir W. Grant
s spoken of in Mr Charles Butler's " Remi-

niscences" in the following terms: "The
most perfect model of judicial eloquence
which has come under the observation of the

reminiscent is that of sir William Grant.

[n hearing him it was impossible not to think

of the character given of Menelaus by Homer,
or rather by Pope, that

1 He spoke no more than just the thing he ought.'

But Sir William did much more: in de-

compounding and analyzing an immense maes

of confused and contradictory matter, and

forming clear and unquestionable results, the

insight of his mind was infinite. His expo-
sition of facts, and of the consequences de-

ducible from them, his discussion of former

decisions, and showing their legitimate weight
and authority, and their real bearing upon the

point in question, were above praise ;
but the

whole was done with such admirable ease and

simplicity, that while real judges felt its

supreme excellence, the herd of learners be-

lieved that they should have done the same.

Never was the merit of Dr Johnson's defini-

tion of a perfect style,
'

proper words in pro-

per places,' more sensibly felt than it was by
those who listened to sir William Grant. The
charm of it was indescribable

;
its effect on the

hearers was that which Milton describes when
he paints Adam listening to the angel after

the angel had ceased to speak ;
often and often

has the reminiscent beheld the bar listening,

at the close of a judgment given by sir Wil-

liam, with the same feeling of admiration at

what they had heard, and the same regret that

it was heard no more." Wilson's Biogra-

phical Index to the House of Commons, 1808.

Annual Biography, 1832.

GRASSET DE SAINT SAUVEUR
(JACQUES) a French writer, born at Montreal

in Canada, in 1757. He went to France, and

studied at Paris, after which he became vice-

consul in Hungary and in the Levant. His

death took place at Paris in 1810. Among
his numerous publications may be specified
" Tableau Cosmographique de 1'Europe,

1'Asie, rAfriqne, et rAme'riqne," 1787, 4to;
" L'Antique Home, on Descript. Hist, et

Pittor. &c." 1795, 4to; and "
Encyclopedic

des Voyages," 1795-96, 5 vols, 4to. Bioy.
Univ.

GRAVANDER (LAUREXT FREDERIC) born

at Sund in Westmania in 1770, died 1815, a

noted Swedish physician and medical writer.

GRAVELOT (HENRY) died 1773, a

French designer and engraver, who passed
the larger part of his life in England, and

possessed great taste. Bryan's Diet.

GRAZZIANI (GIOVANNI BAPTISTE BAL-

LARITI;) born at Faenza 1762, died 1835, an
Italian sculptor. He devoted himself to his

art early in lift-, visited Rome, and traversed

all Italy to improve himself. He executed

several works that soon drew attention to his
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talents. There are twelve statues of great
excellence executed by him to be seen in the

church of the monastery of Fagnano. Biog.
Univ.

GREATOREX (THOMAS) a distinguished
musician, organist of Westminster Abbey, and
conductor of his majesty's concerts of ancient

music. He was born at North Winfield, near

Chesterfield, in Derbyshire, October 5, 1753.

He came to London in 1772, and became a

pupil of Dr Cooke. From 1774 to 1776 he
assisted at the Christmas oratorios given by
lord Sandwich at Hinchinbrook, and there

had an opportunity of studying the music of

Handel
;
and he also formed a friendship with

Joah Bates, who conducted those perform-
ances. At the establishment of the ancient

concerts in 1776, he assisted in the choruses,
and continued to perform there till 1 780, when
he accepted the office of organist in the cathe-

dral of Carlisle. After a few years he re-

signed his situation, and went to Italy, where
he studied vocal music, especially under the
famous singer Santarelli at Rome. He after-

wards went to Naples, Florence, Venice, and
other Italian cities

;
and having passed through

Switzerland, Germany, the Flemish and
Dutch Netherlands, he returned home towards
the end of the year 1788. He now esta-

blished himself in London as a teacher of

music, and obtained so much reputation as to

acquire an income of more than 2000/. a-year.
In 1793 he succeeded Mr Bates as conductor
of his majesty's concerts of ancient music

;
in

1801 he contributed to the restoration of the

vocal concerts
;
and in 1819 he obtained the

situation formerly held by Dr Cooke, as

organist and master of the singing boys at

Westminster Abbey. Mr Greatorex died at

Hampton, July 18, 1831 ; and on the 25th of

the same month he was interred in Westmin-
ster Abbey. Music was only one of his pur-
suits, his mind being directed to other objects,

particularly mathematics and astronomy ;
and

had he devoted himself to music alone, there

is reason to believe that he would have ex-

celled not only as a performer, but also as a

composer. He harmonized various airs, and

arranged parts for the grand orchestra with

great ability. And his adaptations of many
of Handel's productions have been published.
He left manuscript papers on chemistry and

botany ; and during an excursion to the

British lakes, in 1817, he made some impor-
tant observations and experiments on a mode
of measuring the altitude of mountains by
means of the barometer. His experiments
formed the subject of a paper published in the

Philosophical Transactions
;
and he was sub-

sequently chosen a fellow of the Royal So-

ciety. Ann. Biog.
GREGORIE (HENRY, count) a French ec-

clesiastic, constitutional bishop of Blois, dis-

tinguished in his civil, religious, and literary
career, for active philanthropy, inflexible in-

tegrity, and ardent piety. He was born De-
cember 4, 1750, at Vatro near Luneville. In
1 772 his "

Eloge de la Poesie
" was crowned

by the academy of Nanci: and in 1778 he
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published

" Essai sur 1'Amelioration politique.
physique, et morale des Juifs," which was
equally honoured by the academy of Metz,
and which has been translated into English.
In 1789 he was nominated by the clergy of
his province a member of the states-general ;

and he was one of the five ecclesiastics present
at the famous session in the tennis-court at

Versailles. In the constituent assembly he
distinguished himself by the boldness of his

opinions relative to civil and religious liberty,
and the eloquence with which he supported
them. He was an ardent advocate for the

liberty and rights of the Negroes as well as
the Jews. He appeared as one of the first of
the clergy who swore fidelity to the constitu-

tion. In the convention Gregorie was in
favour of the suppression of the regal office,

but he endeavoured to save the life of the

king by a general proposition for abolishing
the punishment of death. During the reign
of terror, when the bishop of Paris abdicated
his office, and several of the clergy abjured
Christianity, the bishop of Blois stood forward
as the supporter of the religion of his country,
undaunted by the dangers by which he was
surrounded. At a later period, in the senate,
he formed one of a minority of five opposed
to the accession of the first consul to the
throne of France ; and he alone objected to

the obsequious address of that body to the
new sovereign. In 1814 he signed the act

for deposing the emperor; and in 1815, as a
member of the Institute, he refused to sign the
"Additional Act." On the restoration of the
Bourbons he was excluded from the Institute,
and deprived of his bishopric; and being
chosen a member of the chamber of deputies
in 1819, he was prevented from retaining his

seat by the royalists. He spent the remain-

ing part of his life in retirement, and died at

Paris in 1831. Among his numerous writings
are " Memoire en faveur des Gens de Couleur
ou Sang-meles de St Domingue," Paris, 1789,
8vo

;
a discourse before the national conven-

tion " Sur la Liberte des Cultes," 1797
;

" De
la Litterature des Negres," 8vo

;

" Essai His-

torique sur les Liberte's de 1'Eglise Gallicane,"

1818, 8vo; "Les Ruines de Port Royal;"
and "

Traite' de 1'Esclavage des Noirs et des

Blancs, par un Ami des Hommes de toutes les

Couleurs." Biog. Nouv. des Contemp.
GRENIER (count PAUL) born at Sarre-

louis in France, 17C8, died 1827, a distin-

guished military officer in the French service.

He rose from a private soldier in the 96th

regiment in 1784, and soon distinguished

himself, so that in 1793 he had become aide-

de-camp to general Schauenberg. He con-

tinued to be remarked for his courage and

conduct, until, in 1795, he led the advanced

guard of the French army over the Rhine at

Urdingen. He was remarked iu Italy, in

1799, for his daring courage. He distin-

guished himself under Moreau in the army of

th.e Rhine, and in almost all the subsequent

campaigns and victories of the French. After

the downfall of Napoleon he ceased to be em-

ployed, but in 1816 distinguished himself ic
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the Chamber of Deputies in behalf of his

brethren in arms. He retired to an estate in

the country in 1820 near Montrambert, and
died there. In 1830 his military life was

published ;
he had himself published his cor-

respondence with generals Jourdan, Kleber,

Ernouf, &c. towards a history of the cam-

paigns on the Rhine in 1795 and 179C. Bio.

Univers.

GRENVILLE (GEORGE) an English states-

man in the last century. He was younger
brother of Richard Grenville, earl Temple,
and member of parliament for the county of

Buckingham. After having successively filled

the situations of treasurer of the navy, first

lord of the admiralty, and first lord of the

treasury, he became chancellor of the exche-

quer in 17fi3. Two years after he resigned
his post to the marquis of Rockingham ;

and

being violently attacked from the press, he

published in 1706 a vindication of his minis-

try, entitled " Considerations on the Com-
merce and Finances of England, and on the

Measures taken by the Ministry from the

Conclusion of the Peace, relative to the great

Objects of National Interest ;" a pamphlet
called "The Present State of the Nation,"

1768, was also ascribed to him. He died in

1770, leaving by his lady, the daughter of sir

W. Wyndhain, the late marquis of Bucking-
ham and lord Grenville. Bioy. Univ. Bioy.
Brit.

GKENVILLE (WILLIAM WYXDHAM,
baron) born 1759, died 18 >4, an English
statesman, educated at Eton, whence he re-

moved to Christ Church, Oxford, where, in

1779, he gained the chancellor's prize. In

1782 he was returned to parliament for Buck-

ingham. In September that year he accom-

panied earl Temple to Ireland as private

secretary, and was sworn in a privy counsel-

lor. He succeeded Mr Burke as paymaster
of the army, and began to make himself
noticed in the House of Commons. He soon
became imbued with that knowledge of rou-

tine business and detail which is generally
the extent of statesmanship witli the large

majority of the public men of England. In

1790 he was removed to the House of Lords,
and became the echo of Pitt in that branch
of the government, being formed rather to

lead than follow, from having no bold or

original ideas of his own. He was secretary
for the foreign department in 1791, and in

1 795 obtained the lucrative place of auditor
of the exchequer. He carried himself as

foreign secretary with the most insulting
bearing towards the French republican go-
vernment, which was as anxious to remain at

peace with England as his party was to pro-
voke a war. He is said to have acted in this

way beyond the line which Pitt considered

proper. In all the anti-popular and pro-
Bourbon measures of the time lord Grenville

was active. He supported the union with
Ireland as a measure of Pitt's, and on tUe
same basis w;:s a friend to Catholic emanci-

pation, but more honest than Pitt, who had

gone out on that ground and taken office

GEIFFET.
again in the teeth of his resignation and de-
clarations. Lord Grenville and Mr Wynd-
hain refused to join him any more. They
entered the ranks of the opposition, where
lord Grenville remained until Pitt's death in

1806. lie then joined the coalitioiyministry
of 180G with Fox at its head, a proof of a
notorious nature how much more political in-

terests govern statesmen than principles of

consistency or honour. Lord Grenville was

pledged to Catholic emancipation, which the

known bigotry of George III would not con-

cede. The ministry was therefore of short

duration, but lord Grenville contrived to hold
the sinecure of the auditorship of the ex-

chequer with the premiership, a step which
the public justly reprobated. He was chosen
chancellor of the university of Oxford in 1 810.

In parliament he continued in opposition to

the end of the war. In 1804 he edited the

correspondence of the earl of Chatham with
his relative lord Camelford, and also several

pamphlets at different times upon passing

topics. He spoke with some effect on the

opening of his addresses, but he soon became
defective in variety, and was therefore not a

speaker of weight, although heard with atten-

tion due rather to the individual than the

orator. He married in 1792 the hon. Anne
Pitt, only daughter of the first lord Camel-

ford, and sister of the peer of that name who
fell in a duel with Mr Best. Orig.
GRIBOJEDOF (ALEXANDER) born 1789,

died 1829, a Russian poet and statesman. In

1812 he entered the military service to fight

against the French invaders of his country.
He also devoted himself to dramatic compo-
sition, and produced a comedy, called in Rus-
sian "

Melody'ie Sonprovghi," or the "
Newly

Married," represented at St Petersburgh in

1815. This was followed by another comedy,
called " Sawo'ia Semia,"or the "Private Fa-

mily." Quitting the military service he was

employed in the foreign office in 1817, and
seat, in the following year, as secretary of

embassy to Persia. There he remained seve-

ral years, and composed his best comedy,
'' Gore ot Ouma," or the " Inconvenience of

too much Wit.'' It had great success in the

theatre. He also produced a translation of

Gi'tthe's Faust into Russian. He was em-

ployed in the negotiation for peace between
Russia and Persia. The Persians were exas-

perated against Russia
;

and Gribojedof,

shielding in the house of the embassy an Ar-
menian runaway, they demanded him, and
the Cossacks imprudently firing upon the

people, the Persian police tried in vain to pro-
tect the ambassador. His house was entered

and the Russians were massacred, and among
them the poet himself and fifteen others.

Bioq. Uiri>;.

GRIFFET (HKNRY) a learned French

Jesuit, who distinguished himself by his writ-

ings on theology and history. He was a
nitive of Moulins, became preacher to the

king, and died in 1775. Among his works

may be mentioned " Annee du Chre'tieu,"
18 vols, 8vo

; Sermons, 4 vols, 12mo;
" Exer-
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cice de Pietc, pour la Communion," 12mo;
" Histoire du RDgne de Louis XIII," 1758,
3 vols. 4to

;
and a valuable tract on the Truth

of History. Zopf. Biog. Univ.

GRILLO-CATTANEO (NICOLAS) born at

Genoa 1759, died 1834, a Genoese poet and

nobleman, who was at the head of the depart-
ment for public instruction. He translated

Pope's poetry into Italian verse, and made a

version of the Psalms, besides his own original

compositions. Biog. Diet.

GRIMSTON (sir HARBOTTLE) an eminent

lawyer of the time of the Commonwealth,
born in 1594, at Bradfield-hall, the family
seat, in the county of Essex. Having been
called to the bar he soon acquired a consider-

able reputation in his profession, and took his

seat in parliament in 1640, as member for

Colchester, ofwhich borough he had two years

previously been chosen recorder. Though in

the outset of his career opposed to the court,
he was far from approving the lengths to which
matters were carried by the opposite party,
and after the death of Charles quitted England
for the continent. He was subsequently one
of those who waited on the young king at

Breda, and was appointed master of the rolls

soon after his restoration. Sir Harbottle was
son-in-law to sir George Croke, and edited his

reports. His death took place in 1683.

Biog. Brit.

GRISAUNT (WILLIAM) a physician, ma-
thematician, and astronomer of the fourteenth

century. He studied at Merton college, Ox-
ford, where he acquired the imputation of

being acquainted with the occult sciences, on
which account he removed to France and de-

voted himself entirely to the study of medicine,
at Montpellier and afterwards at Marseilles.

In the latter city he fixed his residence as a

medical practitioner, and rose to greateminence
iu his profession. The time of his death is

not known, but it appears that he was an old

man in 1349, and that he had a son who was
an ecclesiastic, and who is said to have arrived

at the pontificate, when he took the name of

Urban V. Among several treatises composed
by this physician may be mentioned those

entitled " De Qualitatibus Astrorum ;"
" De

Motu Capitis ;" and " De Urina non visa."

GRIVE (JOHN de la) a native of Sedan,
born in 1089. He was a good mathematical

scholar, and distinguished himself as a topo-

grapher by engraving a plan of Paris, and the

course of the river Seine, from a survey of

his own. lie also published "A Manual of

Spherical Trigonometry ;"
" A Description of

the Environs of Paris ;" an " Account of the

Royal Domains in the vicinity of the Metro-

polis ;" and a description of the gardens of

Marli. Cassini was indebted to him for some
assistance in drawing a meridian line. His
death took place in 1757. Moreri.

GROCYN (WILLIAM) a distinguished clas-

sical scholar, one of the great restorers of

learning in the fifteenth century. He was
born at Bristol in 1442, and was educated at

Winchester school and New college, Oxford,
after which he travelled to Italy, where he
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studied Greek under Demetrius Chalcondyles,
and Latin with Angelo Politiano. Returning
to England he gave public lectures on Greek,
at Exeter college, Oxford, and introduced into
this country a new mode of pronouncing that

language. Being in holy orders he took the

degree of DD. in 1491, and in 1504 he was
appointed master of the college ofAllhallows,
at Maidstone, in Kent, when he resigned a
college living which he had long held. It

appears that at different times he was possessed
of various ecclesiastical benefices, one of

which, the vicarage of St Lawrence Jewry,
London, he resigned in 1517. He died at
Maidstone in 1522. Among his works are a
treatise on Grammar

;
Notes on the Comedies

of Terence; a tract against Wickliffe; Epis-
tles to Erasmus and others ; all in Latin

;
and

also "
Epistola ad Aldum," prefixed to Pro-

clus "de Sphaera," Ven. 1494, which is the

only part of his writings that has ever been

printed. He was the personal friend of dean
Colet, and the tutor of Erasmus, who used to

say of him " that he was one who would rather
write nothing than write ill." Wood's Athen.
Oxon, vol.i. Berkenhout's Biog. Lit.

GROHMANN (JOHN GODFREY) a native
of Upper Lusatia, in Germany, who distin-

guished himselfas an industrious compiler and
translator. He was a lecturer on philosophy
at the university of Leipsic, where he died in

1805, aged forty-one. Such of his works as
relate to taste and the arts are much esteemed.

Among them are " A New Historico-Biogra-
phical Dictionary," Leipsic, 179C 99, 7 vols,
8vo, a Supplement to which was published by
W. D. Fuhrmann, in 1805 and 1808;

" An
Abridged Dictionary of the Fine Arts," 2 vols,

8vo; "Vestiges of Egyptian Architecture,"
4to

;

"
Fragments of Gothic Architecture,"

4to
;

" A Magazine of Ideas for Amateurs of

Gardening," Leips. 1786 1804; "A Dic-

tionary of Civil Architecture and the Theory
of Gardening," 2 vols, 8vo. Bioy. Univ.

Bine/, des Contemp.
GROS (ANTOINE JEAN) born in Paris 1771,

died 1835, a French painter of history. He
painted numerous pictures of the victories of

Napoleon, and several historical works, which
obtained for him great praise. In 1825 he
worked upon the cupola of the church of St

Genevieve in Paris, and painted there the four

Epochs of the history of France, for which he
obtained the title of baron. His last pictures
were exhibited in 1827 and 1830, and they
became subjects of envious criticism, which
he could scarcely support with equanimity
after the acknowledged merit of his former
works. In 1835 the attacks made upon him
were redoubled : he suddenly left his family
in consequence, and his body was, a few days
afterwards, found in the Seine near Meudon.
He was one of the best artists of the French
school of modern art. Biog. Univ.
GROSIER (JOHN BAPTIST GABRIEL ALEX-

ANDER) an ex-jesuit, born in 1 743, and died in

1823, librarian of the arsenal at Paris. He
first distinguished himself by some articles in

the Annde Litteraire, and he continued that
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journal after the death of Freron. In 1779 h
commenced " Journal de Litte'rature, des Sc
ences et des Arts;" and from 1777 to 1784 h

published
" Histoire de Chine,*' translated a

Pekin by father Mailla, from Chinese docu
raeuts. Grosier likewise edited " Memoire
d'une Socie'te' celebre (les Jesuites) conside're

comme Corps Litteraire et Acade'mique, de-

puis le Commencement de ce Siecle," Paris

1792, 4 vols, 8vo, extracted from the Journa
de Tre'voux

;
and he was a contributor to the

Biographie Universelle. Rev. Encyclop
t. xxi. Bioa. Univ. Class.

GROSLEY (PIERRE JEAN) a native o

Troyes, born in 1718. Though educated am
intended for the French bar, he declined th

dry study of the law in favour of the belles

luttres, and the reputation he acquired pro
cured his election as a member of the Academy
of Inscriptions. Of his works the best known
are " Essais Historiques sur la Champagne ;'
" Observations sur 1'Angleterre," 2 vols, 8vo
an English translation of which has been pub-
lished by Dr Nugent ;

the lives of the two Pi-

thous, in 2 vols, 12mo ;

" Observations de deux
Guntilshommes Suedois sur FItalie," 4 vols,

12mo;
'

Ephe'merides Troyennes;" and "Re-
cherclies pour 1'Ilistoire du Droit Fra^ois."
He was also a contributor both to the Diction-

naire Historique and to the Encyclopudie.
His death took place at his native city in

1785.

GROSSMANN (GUSTAVUS FREDERICK
WILLIAM) a celebrated actor and dramatic

v.-riter, born at Berlin in 1746. He was the

son of a poor schoolmaster ; but such was his

inclination for literature, that, in spite of dif-

ficulties, he acquired a considerable share of

knowledge. After he finished his studies, the

cabinet of Berlin sent him to Dantzic, as

secretary to the Prussian resident, M. de Jung.
He was afterwards employed at Konigsberg
and Warsaw

; and he had some concern in

the measures adopted for the partition of
Poland. His services, however, met with
little recompense ; and he remained for some
time at Berlin, where he became acquainted
with Lessing, and an accidental hint from
that celebrated writer incited him to under-
take dramatic composition. He subsequently
became an actor

;
and for many years he was

successively director of the theatres of Bonn,
Mayence, Frankfort, Hanover, and Bremen.
The misfortunes which he experienced as a

manager unhappily led him to contract habits
of intemperance, which hastened his ruin, and
he died in distress in 1796. JBiog. Univ.

GROSVENOR, DD. (BENJAMIN) a Baptist
minister, born in the English metropolis in

1675, and educated at Attercliffe, in York-
shire. He is known as the author of two
works which once enjoyed a considerable de-

gree of popularity, es(>ecially among the dis-

senters from the established church, entitled
" The Mourner," and " An Essay on Health."
At the age of thirty he became an Independent,
and preached to a congregation of that descrip-
tion at Salters'Hall, and in Crosby-square, Lon-

don, having taken an Edinburgh degree in

GRYPHIUS.
1730. His death took place in 1758.
Funeral Sermon by Barker.
GROTO (LuDovico) surnamed II Cieco,

from his having been born blind, an Italian

poet, born at Adria in 1541. Notwithstanding
his misfortune he displayed a great precocity
of talent, and on one occasion even acted the

part of CEdipus in a tragedy of that name, at

Vicenza. There is an edition of his works in

one volume, quarto, Venice, 1598. His death
took place in 1585. Tiraboschi.

GRUBENMANN (JOHN ULRIC) an inge-
nious Swiss mechanic of the last century,
who was a native of the canton of Appenzell.
He was brought up to the occupation of a

carpenter, as also was his brother John Gru-
beumann, assisted by whom he applied his

talents to the building of wooden bridges,
and constructed those of Schaffhausen, Reieh-

enau, Wettingen, &c. which were unfortu-

nately destroyed by the French in 1799. The
bridge at Schaffhausen, over the Rhine, was
the most remarkable, and has been noticed by
Mr Coxe and other travellers in Switzerland.
GRUFFI (JOSEPH MALATESTA) born at

Rimini in 1655, died 1710, an ecclesiastic and

antiquary, keeper of the famous library of

Gambaluna. He left several works, but of
little repute. Biog. Diet.

GRUMBERG (ANTHONY) born 1772, at

Dldenberg, died 1816, a German poet, the son
of a physician. His "

Dialogue with Love,''

songs and idyls, are his principal works.

Biog. Univ.

GRUNER (CHARLES JUSTUS de) born

1777, died 1820, a Prussian counsellor of
state. He published in 1799 an "

Essay on
/"uuishinents," to which he added Observa-
ions on the Penal Code and Prisons of Penn-

ylvania. He was appointed to examine into

he truth of the circumstance which had been
nvested with a sanctified character by a de-

igning girl who had remained in a lethargy
or two years. He unmasked the whole impos-
ure, and instructed the people in the real fact

L'hout exposing those who had taken a part
n spreading such a pious absurdity. In 1813
e published his "

Pilgrimage towards Tran-

uillity and Hope." After the battle of

Vaterloo the police of Paris was placed in his

ands. He was next made Prussian ambas-
ador at Dresden, where he had to counteract

'ouche', who was sent there in the same capa-

ity from Louis XVIII. He died at Wisba-

.en, after having been Prussian ambassador
t Berne. Bio. Univ.

GRUNER (THEOPRILUS SIGISMOND) died

778, a laborious naturalist of Switzerland,

"he works of this author on natural history
re much esteemed. Idem.
GRYPHIUS (SEBASTIAN) a Suabian

by
irth, who about the middle of the sixteenth

entury carried on the business of a printer
t Lyons, and distinguished himself by the

eauty of his Greek and Hebrew types. His
,atin Bible is also much admired as a fine

pecimen of the art of printing. He died in

556, at the age of sixty-three. Dibdin's

"yp. Antiq.
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GUA (JOHN PAUL de) a learned French

abbe', prior of St George de Vigou, a member
of the Royal Society of London, and of the
French Academy of Sciences, was born in Lan-

guedoc in 1712, and was the son of John Gua,
baron of Halves. He was educated for the

church, but devoted himself to literature and
scientific pursuits. He first published

'

Usages
de 1'Analyse de Descartes," which was fol-

lowed by other papers on mathematical sub-

jects in the Memoirs of the Academy. He was
however chiefly distinguished for having given
the plan of the Encyclope'die, though he wrote

very little in it. He was the author of several

translations, among which are bishop Berke-

ley's Hylas and Philonous ; Locke's Essay on
the Human Understanding; and Decker on
Trade. In consequence of a challenge, he
undertook to write a long poem composed of
words of only one syllable, which he per-
formed. He died at Paris in 1785. Eloges
des Acade'miciens.

GUADAGNOLO (PHILIP) a learned ori-

entalist, born at Magliano in Italy, in 1596.
He became a minor clerk at Rome, and was

employed by the college of Propagandists to

execute an Arabic translation of the Scrip-
tures, which appeared in three folio volumes
in 1671. His other writings consist of "An
Apology for Christianity," in answer to the

objections of Achmet Ben Zin Alabedin, a
Persian author, whom this work is said to

have converted
;

" Considerations against Ma-
hometanism ;" and an elementary treatise on
the Arabic language. His death took place
in 1656. Moreri.
GUALDO PRIORATO (GALEASSO) an

Italian noble, born a Vicenza in 1606. He
was appointed historiographer to the imperial
court, and is known as the author of " A His-

tory of the Troubles in France ;" an " Account
of the Administration of Cardinal Mazarin ;"

a "
History of the Wars of the Emperors Fer-

dinand, the second and third of that name,"
folio ;

" Life of the Emperor Leopold," folio
;

"
History of the Peace of the Pyrenees :" and

a " Life of Cardinal Mazarin." His death
took place in 1678.

GUARDI (FRANCESCO) born at Venice

1712, died 1793, a scholar of Canaletti, whose
works are very often mistaken for those ol

that master. Bryan's Diet.

GUARIN (PIKHRE) a learned monk of the

order of St. Benedict, born at Rouen in Nor-

mandy, in 1678. He published a valuable
lexicon and grammar of the Hebrew tongue.
in which he was remarkably well skilled

each work occupying two quarto volumes
Father Guarin died in 1729. Diet. Hist.

GUASCO (OCTAVIAN) a learned and inge-
nious Italian abbe', who was a native of Turin
He was the author of "

Historical, Political

and Literary Dissertations," 2 vols, 12mo; a

treatise on the " Use of Statues among the

Ancients," 4to
;
and Prize Dissertations pub-

lished in the Memoirs of the Academy of In-

scriptions and Belles Lettres at Paris. H
died in 1783. Zopf.
GUAY-TROUliV (RENE du) a distin
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guished naval commander in the French ser-

vice, a native of St Maloes, born in 1673.
Se signalized himself at a very early age by
ravaging the Irish coasts in a vessel of which
je had the command, but which was at length
captured by the English. Escaping from con-
finement he succeeded in reaching France,
and was promoted to a frigate, presented with
a patent of nobility, and a commandery of St

Louis, the latter decoration being given him
m reward of his services at Rio Janeiro, of
which he made himself master in 1711. His
death took place in 1736. Diet. Hist.

GUDIN DE LA BRENELLERIE (PAUL
PHILIP) a French dramatic and miscellaneous

poet, born in the capital in 1738. Besides
ieveral tragedies, he is known as the author of

a poem on astronomy ;
tracts "On the Writing

of History ;"
" On the Abolition of the Slave

Trade ;"
" On the Progress of the Arts under

Louis the Fifteenth ;"
" Observations on Good

Manners ;" two volumes of " Tales ;" a treatise
" On the Roman Comitia, the French States-

general, and the English House of Commons -,"

and " The Conquest of Naples," in 3 vols.

He died in 1812. Biog. Univ.

GUDME (ANDREAS CHRISTOPHER) born

1771, died 1835, a laborious writer of ^Eroesk-

joebing, in the little island of CEroe, near the

coast of Sleswick. He became an inspector
of land in Sleswick and Holstein, which office

he held for twenty-nine years, and then tra-

velled into Germany. Austria, and Switzer-

land, to review the state of rural economy in

those countries. He returned home to Kiel,
and there began the composition of several

works, nearly all relative to the duchies,
written in German. He left a "

Statistical,

Geographical, and Topographical Descrip-
tion of the Duchies of Sleswick and Holstein,"
a work upon the population of those duchies,

&c, and a supplement to the whole down to

1823. Bio. Univ.

GUENARD (ELIZABETH, baronne de)
born in Paris 1750, died 1829, a voluminous
novel writer from 1799 to 1825, during which
time she published 110 works, comprising
350 volumes of all kinds, her pen being in-

cessantly employed upon writings none of

which were above, if any of them reached,

mediocrity. Most of them were published by
the booksellers under assumed names, varied to

suit the views of a sordid trade. Bio. Diet.

GUERET (GABRIEL) a French lawyer and
man of letters in the seventeenth century. He
was a councillor in the parliament of Paris,

but was more distinguished for his chamber

practice than for his eloquence at the bar. In

conjunction with Blondeau he published
" Le

Journal du Palais," a collection of the decrees

of the French parliaments ; and he was the

author of two satirical works,
" Le Parnasse

re'forme ;" and " La Guerre des Auteurs ;"

besides several productions of less note.

GUEROULT (PETER CLAUDE BERNARD)
a learned writer, born at Rouen in 1745. He

successively became professor of rhetoric at

the college of Harcourt, provisional director of

the Lyceum of Charlemagne, which he had
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founded, counsellor of the university, and di-

rector of the Normal school at Paris. He re-

tired from this lust office in 1815, and died in

1821. Among his works are,
" La Journt-e de

Marathon," a dramatic piece in four acts, in

prose ;
and " Histoire Naturelle des Animaux

de Pline, trad. nouv. avec le Texte en regard,"

Paris, 180-2, 3 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

GUETTARD (JOHN STEPHEN) a French

physician of the last century, bom in 1715 at

Estampes. He was known as a good botanist,

and one of the plants in Linnreus's catalogue
is called after his name. Lahorde was in-

debted to him for some assistance in the com-

pilation of his Voyage Pittoresque ; he was
also the author of some " Memoirs of Natural

History," 4to, 2 vols
;
and " Observations on

Plants." 12mo, 2 vols. His death took place
in 1786. Diet. Hist.

GUEVARA (JuAH NINO de) a Spanish
painter born at Malaga 1631, died 1G98. He
was the sou of a captain of the guards of the

viceroy of Arragou, and a pupil of Miguel
Manrigua, who had studied under Rubens.
He was a very good artist, correct in design,
and brilliant in colouring. His principal
works are at Malaga, Granada, and Cordova.
Some of his pictures are thought to bear a

very great resemblance to those of Vandyck.
Bri/aris Diet.

GUGLIELMINI (DOMEXICO) an Italian

physician, who for several years filled the

professor's chair in mathematics at Bologna,
where he was born in 1655. He afterwards

resigned his situation for that of professor of
medicine in the university of Padua. There
is an edition of his works which contains some
useful tracts on hydrostatics, printed at Geneva
in 2 vols, 4to, 1719, nine years after the

author's decease. Bio. Univers.

GUIBERT, a dignified ecclesiastic of the
French church, abbot of Nogent, who nour-
ished during the latter part of the eleventh

and beginning of the twelfth centuries. He
compiled, a "

History of the Crusades ;" and
was also the author of two devotional tracts on
relics and pulpit oratory. He died at the age
of seventy-one, in 1124. Idem. .
GUICHENON (SAMUEL) a native of Ma-

on, born in 1607, and educated for the French

bar, at which he practised with some reputa-
tion in the town of Bourg-en-Bresse. He was
bred in the communion of the Romish church,
but abjured it for the reformed faith, and re-

tired into Savoy, where he compiled a " Gene-

alogical History of the Royal Family," in two
folio volumes. His other writings consist of
a "

Chronological Catalogue of the Bishops of

Belley," in 4to
; and a "History of Bresseand

Bugey," folio. His death took place in 1664.
Diet. Hist.

GUIDI (ALRSSANDRO) a lyric poet of con-

siderable genius, born at Pavia about the middle
of the seventeenth century. The patronage
of the grand duke of Parma, in the capital of

whose dominions lie had received his education,

procured him a nattering reception at Rome,
as M'ell as some valuable preferment in the

church. There is an edition of his -works,

GUJLLIAUD.
published in 1726 at Verona, consisting prin-

cipally of his " Poesie Liriche;"
" La Rime;'

"Academia per Musica;"
" L'Endimione ;"

and an opera entitled " L'Amalasunta." He
also edited the Homilies of pope Clement XI,
in one volume folio. Guidi was raised to the
rank of nobility by his fellow-citizens, for

procuring by his interference with the imperial
court the removal of an oppressive regulation.
His death took place in 1712.

GUIDO BONO (BARTOLOMEO) born at

Savona, 1654, died 1709, a painter of fruit,

flowers, and animals. He united great sweet-
ness of pencil with fine chiaro oscuro. His

best pictures are in the Palazzo Brignole Sale,

among which is his " Lot and Daughter."
Bryan's Diet.

GUILD (DD. WILLIAM) a native of Aber-

deen, born in 15SO, and eventually principal
of King's college, in the university of the city
which gave him birth. He was a great bene-
factor to Aberdeen, and founded an hospital
there in 1633. His writings consist of a de-

votional treatise, entitled " Moses Unveiled,"
and some notes on the canonical books. Dr
Guild died in 1567. Chalmers's Biog. Diet.

GUILLEMEAU (JAQUES) was born at

Orleans, and became in succession principal sur-

geon to Charles IX and Henry IV of France.

He was the author of "An Apology for Sur-

geons," printed in 1593; and a Latin trans-

lation of the surgical writings of Pare, under
whom he had received his professional educa-

tion. There are two editions of his works
;

that of Paris, 1598, and that of Rouen, 1649.

His death took place in 1 609. Diet. Hist.

GU1LLET DE ST GEOKGE (Guv) first

historiographer to the French Academy. He
was born at Thiers in 1625, and is known as

the author of the lives of Castruccio Castru-

cani, Mahomet II, and the grand-vizir Cu-

progli, of which latter work there is an Eng-
lish translation ; also of histories ofAncient and
Modern Athens and Sparta, and " Les Arts
de 1'Homme d'Epe'e." His death took place in

the French metropolis in 1705. Biog. Univ.

GUILLIAUD (CHRISTOPHE) a cutler, was
born at Saint Etienne, in the department of
the Loire, about 1 ~50. This branch of in-

dustry and commerce had not then arrived at

its present perfection, and it is to his zeal and
well-conducted operations that France owes
the great improvements that have been made
in her manufactures, not only in this, but in

other useful arts. Guilliaud. who at the com-
mencement of the revolution adopted its

principles, and made his fortune under the

republic, towards the end of his life fell into

a bigoted devotion. He made two journeys
to Rome, to obtain indulgences and to pur-
chase statues of saints and virgins, with which
he decorated an elegant country-house which
he possessed on the borders of the Saone.

After the restoration in 1814, he established

a calvary on one of the mountains near Lyons,
of which the crosses were of iron, and the

figures of marble. In 1797 he published se-

parately several Mc'moires, of which the most
remarkable are "

Moyeus de porter 1'Agricul-
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ture, les Manufactures, et le Commerce de

France au plus haul point de Splendeur et

d'Utilite' publique," with this motto, taken

from the work itself,
" When the government

chooses, the French people will be the most
active agriculturists, the most ingenious

artists, and the first merchants in the world ;"

and " Me'moire sur la Mise en (Euvre de tous

les Metaux du Departement de la Loire." He
died in 1821. JBiog. Univ. des Contemp.
GUILLOTIN (JOSEPH IGNATIUS) a French

physician, whose name has become famous as

the appellation of the machine which he was
the means of introducing into France for the

purpose of beheading criminals. He was born

at Saintes in 1738, and many years previous
to the revolution he was engaged in medical

practice at Paris. He possessed a respectable

character, and was considered as an ingenious
man ;

but he attracted little public notice till

he engaged in politics. He had, however, been

employed in 1770 in the investigation of Mes-

merism, and in 1787 he formed a scheme for

colonising the banks of the Ohio, in North

America, which he was prevented from car-

rying into execution. On the assembling of

the states-general, he was nominated a de-

puty from the Tiers P^tat of Paris. He had

again a seat in the National Assembly, before

which, on the 1st of December 1789, he de-

livered a report on the penal code, throughout
which a spirit of humanity predominates. It

was on this occasion that he proposed, as a

measure of mercy, the use of the fatal instru-

ment, since called the guillotine, of which,
however, he was by no means the inventor, as

it closely resembles the " maiden "
employed

to inflict death on malefactors in the north, of

England and in Scotland in the sixteenth cen-

tury. It has been reported that M. Guillotin

was one of the numerous victims of his own
contrivance. But this was not the case

;
for

he withdrew from his political station during
the reign of terror, and closed in peace a Ion

and in some respects useful life, on the 26th

of May 1814. Diet, des H. M. du ISme S.

Biog. des Contemps.
GUIRAN (GALLIARD) a French advocate,

councillor of the court of Nismes, where he
was born at the commencement of the seven-

teenth century, and afterwards rose to be

counsellor of state to the prince of Orange. He
published an " Historical and Chronological

Register of the Seneschals of Nismes and

Beaucaire ;" an "
Explanation of two Ancient

Brass Coins struck at Nismes," both works in

4to
;
and left behind a large collection of

materials for the history of the same city in

manuscript. His death took place in 1680.

GUITTONE D'AHEZZO, so called from
the place of his birth. He became a member
of a society partly military and partly eccle-

siastical, banded together for a crusade against
the Albigeois, but eventually retired to

Florence, where he became superior of a re-

ligious community of his own foundation,
over which he presided till his death in 1 293.

He was the author of some miscellaneous

poetry, epistles, &c.
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GUIZOT (ELIZABETH CHARLOTTE PAU-

LINE) a French lady who excelled as a writer
of works destined for the instruction of youth.
She was the daughter of M. de Meulau, who
held an important office under government in
the financial department, and she was boru
November 2, 1773. The French revolution,
which in its progress occasioned the ruin of

multitudes, destroyed the fortune of her father,
who died shortly after, in 1 790. Her family
was subsequently reduced to great inconveni-
ences and privations, and the endeavour to

provide for their exigences proved the means
of developing her literary talents. Her first

production was a gay and piquant novel, en-
titled " Les Contradictions," which was fol-

lowed by another called " La Chapelle
d'Ay ton," founded on an English work of fic-

tion. She also wrote in the public journals,

particularly in " Le Publiciste," a paper edited

by M. Suard
;
and her articles on the theatres,

on books, and on manners, attracted great
public attention. In March 1807, through ill

health, she was obliged to suspend her literary
labours, a circumstance which occasioned her
much anxiety. At this time she received a
letter from a person unknown, offering to write

for her in the periodical journal, aud subse-

quently she became acquainted with this ge-
nerous friend, who proved to be M. Guizot, a

gentleman since highly distinguished both as

an author and a statesman. Sympathy of

taste and sentiment led to an attachment be-

tween the parties, and at length in 1812 they
were married. M. Guizot was editor of a pe-
riodical miscellany entitled

" Annals of Edu-

cation," for which his wife wrote a number of

articles, including the " Journal of a Mother ;"

and about the same time she published two
volumes of tales, entitled

" Les Eufans." From
1814 till 1820 M. Guizot was employed under

government, and during that period his wife

remitted her literary undertakings : but in

1821 she resumed her pen, and published
"L'Ecolier, ou Raoul et Victor," 4vols, 12mo,
a romance of education, which was rewarded
with a prize from the French academy. In

1823 appeared her " Nouveaux Contes ;" and
in 1826 she published

" Lettres de Famille
sur 1'Education Domestique," exhibiting a

theory of education. This highly talented

and amiable woman died July 30, 1827.

llev. Enci/cl.
GULDENSTAEDT (JOHN ANTHONY) a

Russian naturalist, born at Riga, who fillod a

professor's chair at St Petersburg. He tra-

velled through great part of Tartary on a

scientific tour, and on his return published the

result of his researches. His death took place
in 1781. J3io(j. Univ.
GUNDLING (NICHOLAS JEROME) a Ger-

man philosopher, born in 1671, in the neigh-
bourhood of Nuremberg. He held the rank of

a privy counsellor at Berlin, and filled the pro-
fessor's chair in rhetoric, philosophy, and pub-
lic law at the university of Halle. He was the

author of a variety of works, the principal of

which are a treatise
" On the State of Ger-

many under Conrad the First," 4to;
' The
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Road to Truth," Svo, 3 vols

;

" A History of

Moral Philosophy ;" a volume of miscellane-

ous essays, entitled
" Otia ;"

" Status Naturalis

llobbesii in corpore defensus ;"
" De Jure

Territorii oppignorati ;"
"
Gundlingiana," &c.

Professor Gundling died in 1729. Ibid.

GUNDULPH, bishop of Rochester, a Nor-
man divine, distinguished as an architect. He
was one of the ecclesiastics who were brought
into England by William the Conqueror, with

whom he was probably a favourite, and who

employed him to erect a fortress on the east

side of the metropolis, which now forms that

part of the Tower of London called the White
Tower. He also erected Rochester castle, a

quadrangular structure, seventy feet square,
which is one of the most entire and interesting

examples of Norman castellated architecture

in the kingdom ; and this prelate also re-

edified the cathedral church of Rochester.

He died in 1108. Anglia Sacra, vol. ii.

GUNN (rev. WILLIAM) bom 1749, died

1841, an antiquary and clergyman of Norfolk,
who published the " Historia Brittonum," &c,
and "

Cartonensia," or " An Account of the

Tapestries in the Vatican," &c. Gent. Mag.
GUNNER (JOHN ERNEST) bishop of Dron-

theim in Norway, of which country he was a

native, being born at Christiana in 1718.

Botany was his favourite study, for the fur-

therance of which, as well as of other branches
of natural history, he assisted in founding the

Royal Norwegian Society. He published an
account of the vegetable productions of the

kingdom, under the title of " Flora Norve-

gica." His death took place at Drontheim in

1773. Diet. Hist.

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS IV of Sweden,
born 1778, died 1837, at St Gall in Switzer-
land. This prince came to the throne at

fourteen years of age, being the son of Gus-
tavus III, assassinated by Ankarstrom iii 1792.

He adopted the side of the coalitions against
France, and secured an English subsidy for

the purpose. He crossed the Baltic into Po-
merania with an army, but his assistance was
of no service, the battle of Austerlitz having
compelled the coalition to make peace. Not-

withstanding this he determined to brave the

French single-handed. Pomerania in conse-

quence fell into their hands, and Alexander of
Russia did not hesitate to second the French
in Pomerania by robbing his brother-in-law
of Finland. England alone tendered Gus-
tavus assistance, but that he lost by his

strange conduct to sir John Moore. He was
urged to make peace by his own people, but
he only thought of marching against the
French. The news then reached him, that a
civil war was on the point of breaking out at

home. He had disobliged his guards, -who
would no longer defend him, and thus forsaken

he was arrested with his family and impri-
soned in the castle of Drotningholm, where
he was made to sign his abdication in favour

of his uncle the duke of Sudermania, who was
elevated to the throne as Charles XIII, and
Christian Augustus of Sleswig Augustenberg
was made prince royal of Sweden. That

GUTCH.
prince dying, the succession was conferred on
marshal Bernadotte, who came to the throne
in 1818. Sweden obtained a new constitution

by the resignation of Gustavus and the loss

of Finland. Gustavus was removed from
his first prison to the castle of Gripsholm, and
from thence in 1810 he passed over to the

Continent, went to Baden, travelled ovfr the

north of Europe, and even visited Alexander
of Russia, who had robbed him of his territory.
He landed in England the next year, and
visited Louis XVIII at Hartwell. In 1812 he
resided at Altona under the protection of
Denmark. In 1814 he went to Basle, where
he resided as count Gottorp, and planned a

journey to the Holy Land. In 1815 he in

vain demanded the right of succession to

Sweden for his son, if not for himself. In
1816 he lived in Frankfort. In 1818 he be-

came a citizen of Basle, where he printed
some observations on the aurora borealis.

His last years were spent in exile and poverty.
He had only 96/. per annum for his subsist-

ence. He would draw nothing from his pri-
vate property in Sweden, nor accept an indem-

nity offered him by Alexander of Russia.

He always travelled alone, without a single
attendant, and on arriving at an hotel went to

the table d'hote. Even his income of 96/. was
said to have become diminished at last. He
was badly clothed and fed in one of the

cheapest places in Europe. His son, the prince
Gustavus Vasa, exhausted every contrivance
to render his father's circumstances less mise-

rable, but in vain. The little that could be
done for him was done by stratagem, or he
would not have admitted of it. Bio. Univ.

GUTCH (JOHN) an industrious antiquary,
who long held the office of registrar of the

university ofOxford. He received a collegiate

education, and having taken the degree of

MA, in 1 771 he obtained the rectory of Kirkby
Underwood, in Lincolnshire; in 1786 that of
St Clement, near Oxford

;
in 1 795 he was also

appointed chaplain of All Souls' college. He
was chosen registrar of the university, and
also registrar of the chancellor's courts in

1797
;
the former of which offices he held till

1824, when he resigned it in consequence of
his advanced age and infirmities. His death
took place at Oxford, July 1, 1831, at the

age of eighty-six. He published
" Collectanea

Curiosa, or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to

the History and Antiquities of England and
Ireland, the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, and a variety of other subjects, chiefly
from the MSS. of Archbishop Sancroft,"

1781, 2 vols, Svo; "The History and Anti-

quities of the Colleges and Halls in the Uni-

versity of Oxford, now first published from the

original Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library,
written by Anthony Wood, with a continuation

to the present time," 4to
;

" Fasti Oxonienses,
or a Commentary on the Supreme Magistrates
of the University, with a Continuation, and
Additions and Corrections to each College
and Hall," 1790: and " The Antiquities and
Annals of the University," 1792 96, 3 vols,
4to. Ann. Biog.
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GUYON (MARIE CLAUDE) a priest of the

Oratory at Paris, born at Lons-le-Saunier in

1 701. He is known as the author of " A His-

tory of the Amazons ;"
" A History of Empires

and Republics," in 12 vols, 12mo; "A His-

tory of the Indies," in 3 vols ; an " Ecclesias-

tical Dictionary ;"
" The Oracle of New Phi-

losophers ;" and a supplement to Echard's

Roman History. His death took place at Paris

in 1771. Biog. Univ.

GYZEN.
GYZEN (PETER) born at Antwerp 1619,

died 1670. He painted landscapes in the

highly finished and laboured style of Velvet

Breughel, with small figures. His pictures

possess merit. There are some accounts
which state his real name to have been Ghey-
sels, and that he was alive in 1687 ;

and that

he changed his style from imitating Breughel
to one of his own, in which he finished his

pictures admirably. Bryan's Diet.

H.

HAANSBERGEN.
HAANSBERGEN (JAN VANS) born at

Utrecht 1642, died at the Hague 1705, a
scholar and imitator of Cornelius Polemberg,
to whom he was very nearly equal for delicacy
of pencil and clearness of colouring, though
inferior to him in design. His pictures are
seldom met with out of Holland. Bryan's
Diet. Art.

HACKSPAN (THEODORE) a divine of the
Lutheran persuasion, born at Weimar in

1 607, and educated at Jena and at Altdorf,
of which university he became professor
of divinity in 1654. He died in 1659. His
chief works are,

" Observations Arabico-

Syriacse in qusedam Loca Veteris et Novi Tes-

tamenti,
'

4to
;

" Miscellaneorum Sacrorum;"" Tractatus de Usu Libroruin Rabbinicorum,"
4to

;

" Fides et Leges Mohammedis ex Alco-

rano," 4to ;

"
Sylloge Disputationum Theolo-

gicarum et Philological-urn," 4to
;

" Nota3

Philologico-Theologicse in varia et difficiliora

Veteris et Novi Testament! Loca," 3 vols, 8vo.

Moreri.

H^ELSTRCEM or H^ELLSTROM
(CHARLES PETER) born 1774 at Ilmola, a
district of Wasa, in Finland, where his

father was the pastor. He died in 1836. He
was a Swedish geographer attached to the

royal college of mines, and in 1809 made a

captain of naval engineers, and head of the

hydrographical department. He rose to the

rank of lieutenant-colonel, and was a most
laborious student in the branch of science to

which he belonged. He published a number
of works connected with hydrography. Bio.

Diet.

HAGER (JOHN GEORGE) a German phi-

lologer, distinguished for his vast erudition.

He was born at Oberkotzau in 1710, and died

in 1777, professor in the school of Chemnitz.
He published

" Homeri Ilias, Gr. et Lat."

Chemnitz, 1745 67, 2 vols, 8vo;
" Elementa

Artis Disputandi," 1749, 8vo;
" Bibliotheca

Geographic," 1766 78, 3 vols, 8vo; and
" Homeri Odyssea, Batrachomyomachia, et

Hymni, Gr. et Lat." 177677, 2 vols, 8vo;
besides other works. Biog. Univ. Class.

HA UN (SIMON FREDERIC) counsellor, his-

toriographer, and librarian to the elector of

Hanover, was born at Kloster-Bergen in Han-

over, in 1692. When only fourteen years of
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age he pronounced a Latin oration at the uni-

versity of Halle, on the origin of the monastery
of Bergen, which was printed. At twenty-
four he was appointed professor of history at

Helmstadt. His works are,
"
Collectio Monu-

mentorum veterum et recentium ineditorum,"
2 vols, 8vo ;

two dissertations, one on the
"
Kingdom of Aries," the other on "

Henry
the Fowler ;" and four volumes of a "

History
of the Empire." He died in 1729.

HAIGHTON (JOHN) an eminent physician
and lecturer on midwifery and physiology at

Guy's hospital, Southwark, who died in 1822.

He was a fellow of the Royal Society, and the

author of some papers on Generation, in the

Philosophical Transactions
;
and he also pub-

lished medical and surgical cases and observa-

tions in Duncan's " Medical Commentaries ;"

the " Memoirs of the Medical Society of Lon-

don;" and the "London Medical Journal."

Orig.
HALHED (NATHANIEL BRASSEY) an emi-

nent orientalist, who received his education at

Harrow school, and afterwards became a civil

officer in the service of the East India Com-
pany at Bengal. He published

" A Code of

Gentoo Laws on Ordinations of the Pundits,

from a Persian translation," 1776, 4to; "A
Grammar of the Bengal Language," printed
at Hoogly in Bengal, 1778, 4to; and ; ' A Nar-
rative of the Events which have happened
in Bombay and Bengal relative to the Mah-
ratta Empire since July 1777," 1779, 8vo.

He subsequently returned to England, and ob-

tained a seat in the House ofCommons for the

borough of Lymington. At one time he ap-

pears to have devoted himself to the study of

polite literature, and he produced
" Imitations

of the Epigrams of Martial," in four parts,

1793, 94, 4to. He next exhibited a melan-

choly instance of mental delusion, in his per-

severing patronage of the lunatic prophet
Richard Brothers, whose confinement in Bed-

lam he denounced in parliament as an in-

stance of tyranny and oppression ;
at the same

time that he advocated the cause and at-

tempted to vindicate and explain the nonsen-

sical reveries of the crazy enthusiast, by means

of the press, in his " Testimonies to the Au-

thenticity of the Prophecies of Richard Bro-

thers, and of his Mission to recall the Jews,"
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1 795, Svo ; and other publications, of which a

Jist may be found in the first of the annexed

authorities. Mr Halhed died in 1830, at the

age of seventy-nine. He brought from the

East Indies a valuable collection of Oriental

manuscripts, which he sold to the trustees of

the British Museum. Biog. Diet, of Liviny
Authors. Gent. Mag.
HALL (sir JAMES) baronet, of Dunglass,

county of Haddington, FRS. and SA. Edin-

burgh. He was the eldest son of sir John

Hall, the third baronet, by Magdalen, daugh-
ter of sir Robert Pringle ;

and he succeeded

his father in the baronetcy, July 3, 1776. He
was returned to the House of Commons for

the borough of St Michael's in Cornwall, on

a vacancy, in 1808 ;
but he continued to sit in

parliament only till the dissolution in 1812.

He was the author of " An Essay on the Ori-

gin, Principles, and History of Gothic Archi-

tecture," 1813, 4to; and of several papers in

the Transactions of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh. Mineralogy and geology were

among the most important subjects of his sci-

entific researches
;
and he particularly distin-

guished himself by his experiments on the

fusion of stony substances, and by establishing
the identity of composition of whinstone and
lava. He likewise ascertained that carbonate

of lime (as common marble) might be fused

without decomposition, if subjected to a de-

gree of pressure equal to that which would be

caused by the sea at the depth of about a

mile and a half from its surface. The result

of his inquiries tended to establish the truth

of the Plutonian or Igneous theory of the

origin of minerals, and to vindicate the autho-

rity of Dr James Hutton, in opposition to the

German geologist Werner and his followers.

His death took place at Edinburgh, June 23,

1832, at the age of seventy-two. Sir James
Hall married, Nov. 10, 178G, lady Helena

Douglas, second daughter of Dunbar third

earl of Selkirk, by whom he had three sons

and three daughters, one of the former of

whom was the writer captain Basil Hall, EN.
Ann. Biug.
HALL (RICHARD) a Roman Catholic bio-

grapher, was educated at Christ's College,

Cambridge, and became a professor at Douay.
He was the author of a work of considerable

merit, entitled " The Life of Bishop Fisher :"

it goes under the name of Dr Bailey. Mr
Hall died in 1 604. Dodd's Church History.
HALL (ROBERT) an eminent preacher

among the particular baptists, and a distin-

guished theological writer. He was the son
of a baptist minister at Arnsley, in Leicester-

shire, where he was born, in May 1764. He
was educated partly at an academy at North-

ampton, and partly at Bristol, after which he
studied at King's college, Aberdeen, where he
took the degree of Master of Arts. He then

became an assistant to Dr Caleb Evans, in

the academy at Bristol, and his coadjutor in

the ministry ;
but from this situation he was

obliged to retire, in consequence of approach-

ing symptoms of mental derangement. He
was therefore removed to the care of his

HALLE.
friends in Leicestershire, where by judicious
treatment the alarming malady was subdued,
and his mind recovered its former powers.
In 1791, when his health was sufficiently
restored to enable him to resume his minis-
terial functions, he was chosen successor to

the celebrated Robert Robinson. While in

this situation he first appeared as a writer for

the press, having published a pamphlet in

reply to another by the rev. John Clayton,
in which he demonstrated that Christianity
was not inconsistent with the highest degree
of civil liberty. This was followed by his
" Vindication of the Freedom of the Press,"
which soon passed through six editions. In
1803 Mr Hall was again afflicted with an
aberration of mind, which obliged him to sus-

pend his pastoral duties, and a minister was

appointed to his charge at Cambridge, so that
on his recovery he found that his office was
already filled. Soon after he was invited to
settle as minister of a baptist congregation at

Leicester, where he remained more than

twenty years. On the death of Dr Ryland in

1826, he removed to Bristol, to fill the

vacancy occasioned by his death in the presi-

dency of the Bristol academy, and the pastor-

ship of Broadmead chapel, in that city ; and
he continued to discharge the duties belong-
ing to those situations till his death, which
took place February 21, 1831. Mr Hall was

distinguished by the possession of great
talents, and was gifted with eloquence at once

powerful and persuasive, and these were con-

stantly exerted in diffusing the principle of

happiness among his fellow-creutures. To
great talents and learning he united a most

sincerely Christian temper and disposition,
and a liberality of mind which rendered him
anxious to promote civil and religious liberty.

Among the principal productions of his pen
may be mentioned " Modern Infidelity, con-

sidered with respect to its Influence on Society,
a Sermon preached at Cambridge," 1 800, Svo ;
" Reflections on War, a Sermon on June 1,

1802, being the day of Thanksgiving for a
General Peace ;"

" The effects of Civilization

on the People in European States," 1 805 ;
" The Advantages of Knowledge to the Lower
Classes, a Sermon at Leicester," 1810; "A
Sermon occasioned by the death of princess
Charlotte of Wales, preached at Leicester,"

1817; besides those already mentioned
;
and

Mr Hall was for some time one of the con-

ductors of the Eclectic Review. A collective

edition of his works, in several vols, Svo,

with a biographical memoir, has been given
to the world. Ann. Bioq.
HALLE or HALL (EDWARD) an eminent

historian and lawyer, was born in London,
and after receiving his education at Eton, he
obtained a fellowship at King's College, Cam-
bridge. He studied at Gray's Inn, and being
called to the bar was made sergeant-at-law,
and judge in the sheriffs' court. He had also

a seat in the House of Commons, and was a
warm supporter of the Catholics. He died in

1547, and the following year his chronicle,
entitled " The Union of the Houses of York.
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and Lancaster," was printed in folio. In 1 550

it was continued by Grafton, and in 1809 it

was reprinted at London. Gen. Biog. Diet,

HALLE (JOHN NOEL) a French physician
and natural philosopher, born at Paris in 1 754.

He took his first degree in medicine in 1776,
and two years after he was admitted doctor,

and became successively professor of the

theory of medicine and therapeutics at the

School of Health. He subsequently succeeded

Corvisart as first physician to Napoleon, and
then as professor of medicine in the College of

France. At length he was appointed physician
to monsieur (afterwards Charles X) and presi-

dent of the section of medicine at the Royal
Academy. He died at Paris in 1822. He
published a great number of memoirs in va-

rious periodical journals, among which are
" Recherches sur la Nature et les Effets du

Me'phitisme des Fosses d'Aisance," repr. 1 785,

8vo; and "
Rapport suivi de soixante-quatre

Experiences sur le Remede Pradier," 1811.

His lectures were published under the title of
"
Hygiene, ou 1'Art de Conserver la Sante,"

1806, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

HALLET (JOSEPH) a dissenting minister,
was born in 1692 at Exeter, where, in 1772,
he succeeded his father as pastor of a respect-
able congregation. He died in 1744. He
published several tracts, and 3 vols of notes

on difficult passages of Scripture. Gen. Biog.
Diet.

HAMARSKIOLD (LORENZ) a Swedish

philosopher, who died at Stockholm, October

15, 1827. He was the author of a "
History

of Philosophy," in 4 vols, the last of which

appeared a short time before his death
;
and

he left a treatise on logic prepared for the

press. Hamarskiold also published the works
of Stiernhjelm, the father of Swedish poetry ;

and he edited the writings of another poet, his

countryman and contemporary, Stagnelius.
HAMILTON (GAVIN) an historical painter,

was born at Lanark in Scotland, and going to

Italy became the pupil of Augustine Mas-
suchi. His style was finely classical, which
was the result of his close study of the antique.
He employed the latter part of his life chiefly
in the discovery of antiquities. He wrote a

work entitled " Schola Italica Picture." His
death took place at Rome in 1797. Pilking-
to>i hi/ Fuseli.

HAMILTON (JAMES) the inventor of al-

leged improvements in the art of teaching

languages, who died in Dublin, whither he
had gone to deliver lectures on the Hamil-
tonian system of tuition, September 1C, 1829,
in the sixtieth year of his age.
HAMMOND (ANTHONY) a miscellaneous

writer, was born at the family seat of Somers-
ham place, Huntingdonshire, in 1688, and
was educated at St John's College, Cam-
bridge. He procured a seat in Parliament,
and so distinguished himself by his eloquence
as to acquire the name of " Silver Tongue."
He was likewise a commissioner of the navy.
He was the author of the Life of Mr Moyle,
prefixed to his works

;
and of " A Miscellany

of Original Poems." Mr Hammond died in
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the Fleet prison in 1738. His son, JAMES
HAMMOND, was equerry to Frederick, prince
of Wales, and the year preceding his death
was chosen member of Truro. He died in
1742. His " Love Elegies

"
were edited by

lord Chesterfield, and were very popular.
Johnson's Poets.

HAMPER (WILLIAM) a writer on antiqui-
ties and biography, descended from a family
long settled in the county of Sussex. He was
born at Birmingham, where his father was
a manufacturer, and he was brought up to

the same employment. Travelling through
many parts of England in the prosecution
of business, he was enabled to indulge the
taste which he had acquired for visiting
churches and other ancient buildings. His
first compositions appear to have been in verse,
and many of them appeared in the Gentle-
man's Magazine. Between 1804 and 1812
he furnished, for insertion in that miscellany,
a number of sketches of churches and other
remains of antiquity, with original descrip-
tions and illustrations. He also supplied con-
tributions for Nichols's History of Leicester-

shire, and Ormerod's History ofCheshire, and
other archaeological works. In 1821 he was
chosen a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries,
and several of his papers appear in their Trans-
actions. His principal publication is

" The
Life, Diary, and Correspondence ofsirWilliam

Dugdale," 1827, 4to. He died at Highgate,
near Birmingham, May 3, 1831. Ann. Biog.
HARDENBERG (CHARLES AUGUSTUS,

prince of) a Prussian statesman, born about
1750. He commenced his political career
with a mission to England in 1 782, and having
arrived at the office of chancellor of Prussia,
he was appointed plenipotentiary of the court
of Berlin at the congress of Verona. His
death took place at Genoa in 1822. Annu-
aire JVe'crologique. Bioy. Univ. Class.

HARDER (JOHN JAMES) professor of me-
dicine, anatomy, and botany at Basil, where
he was born in 1656. He was created a count
of the empire for his merit. He wrote " Pro-
dromus Physiologicus;"

" Examen Anato-
micum Cochleae Terrestris ;"

"
Apiarum ;"" Prodr. Phys. Naturam explicans Humorum

Nutrition! et Generationi Dicatorum," &c.
His death took place in 1711. Moreri.
HARDING ( ) born 1764, died 1834,

professor of astronomy at the university ofGot-

tingen. He was of English Catholic descent,
and was born at Lauenberg in the duchy of
that name. He compiled some ofthe best maps
of the heavens at present extant. Biog. Diet.
HARDION (JAMES) a French historian,

was born at Tours in 1686. He was a mem-
ber of the FrenchAcademy and of the Academy
of Inscriptions, and was appointed keeper of

the antiquities and library in the royal cabi-

net. He was also historical and geographical
tutor to the French princesses, for whose use

he composed his " Histoire Poe'tique," 3 vols,

12mo; and his "Universal History," 18 vols.

12mo. Several of his dissertations are con-

tained in the Memoirs of the Academy of In-

scriptions. He died in 1766. Diet. Hist.

S
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HARDOUIN (JOHN STEPHEN) a French

writer, was born in 1 735, and died at Paris in

1817. He made a rhymed translation of

Young's Night Thoughts, from the prose ver-

sion of Letourneur, 1792, 4 vols, 12mo; and

another of Fenelon's Telemachus, 6 vols,

12mo ;
and he published

" Recueil de Poesies

d'Anacrc'on et de Theocrite," 1812, 12mo.

Biog. Univ. Class.

HARDY (sir THOMAS MASTERMAN) born

near Dorchester 1769, died 1839, an officer of

the British navy, who entered the service at

twelve years of age, and in 1793 attracted the

notice of Nelson, while serving in a ship of

his squadron as a lieutenant. He distinguished
himself in the battle off Cape St Vincent, and

was soon after made a commander. In a des-

perate attack on a vessel under the walls of

Vera Cruz he so much drew the notice of

Nelson, that he wrote to sir J. Jervis in his

favour, but that officer had already decided

on promoting him. He was present in a 16-

gun brig at the battle of the Nile, and was

placed in the Vanguard, 74, on a vacancy oc-

curring. He was at the battle ofCopenhagen,
but not engaged, as his ship drew too much
water. In 1803 he became captain of the Vic-

tory, Nelson's ship, and never left it until

after the battle of Trafalgar, when he brought
home his admiral's body. In 1806 he was
made a baronet. He afterwards commanded
the Sampson, Triumph, St George, Ramillies,

and Superb. In 1826, in the Wellesley, he
was sent with extraordinary speed to Lisbon

with 5000 troops, during Canning's adminis-

tration. In 1 827 he hauled down his flag for

the last time, after thirty-six years of service

in all climates. In 1830 he was made a lord

of the admiralty, and in 1834 governor of

Greenwich Hospital, where he died, and was

interred, as he requested, without ostentation

or ceremony. Gent. Mag.
HARENBERG (JOHN CHRISTOPHER) a

German historian and orientalist, born near

Hildesheim in 1696. He entered into the

church among the Lutherans, and became pro-
fessor of history and political geography at

Brunswick, and a member of the Academy of

Sciences at Berlin. He died at Schoeningen
in 1774. Among his numerous works are " A
Succinct Introduction to the Ancient and Mo-
dern Theology of Ethiopia," published under
the pseudonym of Adolph Windhorn, Helm-

stadt, 1719, 4to; "Jura Israelitarum in Pales-

tina," Hildesheim, 1724, 4to; and "A Prag-
matic History of the Order of the Jesuits,
from its Origin to the present Time," 1760,
2 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ.

HARING (DANIEL) born at the Hague
1636, a portrait painter in the manner of

Netscher, and though somewhat inferior to

that master, his works are much esteemed in

Holland. Bryan's Diet.

HARMAR (JOHN) a learned divine, was
the son of Dr John Harmar, warden of Win-

chester, and was born at Churchdowne in

Gloucestershire, in 1594. He took his master's

degree at Magdalen college, Oxford, in 1617.

He then became master of the school at St

HARRINGTON.
Alban's. In 1650 he obtained the Greek pro-
fessorship at Oxford, but of that, as well as of
the rectory of Ewhurst in Hampshire, he was
deprived at the restoration. He died in 1670.
His principal works are,

" Praxis Gramma-
tica," 8vo

;

" Lexicon Etymologicum Grse-

cum," folio ;

" Janua Linguarum." He also

wrote panegyrics on Oliver Cromwell, Richard
his son, and Charles II. Calamy. Wood.
HARMER (THOMAS) the dissenting minis-

ter of a small congregation at Wattesfield in

Suffolk, was born at Norwich in 1715. He
published

" Observations on divers Passages
of Scripture, illustrated by the Accounts of
Travellers in the East," which had such a fa-

vourable reception that he continued it to four
volumes. His other works are ' An Account
of the Jewish Doctrine of the Resurrection of
the Dead ;"

" Outlines of a Commentary on
Solomon's Song," &c. His death happened
suddenly in 1788. Gent. Mag.
HARRINGTON (JAMES) a celebrated

political writer, omitted by accident in the

body of the work. He was the eldest son of
sir Sapcote Harrington, knight, and was born
at Upton in Northamptonshire, the seat of his

maternal grandfather, in 1611. After a due

preparatory education, he was removed to

Trinity college, Oxford, where he was placed
under the care of the celebrated Chilling-
worth. On the death of his father he quitted
the university, and visited the Netherlands,
where he entered into lord Craven's regiment,
and being quartered at the Hague, frequented
the courts of the prince of Orange and the

queen of Bohemia, and accompanied the elec-

tor palatine to Denmark. He subsequently
visited Germany, France, and Italy, and on
his return to England, siding with the par-

liamentary party in 1646, he accompanied
their commissioners to Charles I at Newcastle,
and on their recommendation was appointed
groom of the stole to the king. In this capa-

city he never disguised his republican senti-

ments, yet was so operated upon by his per-
sonal feelings, that he was heartily desirous of

producing an accommodation between Charles
and the parliament, which disposition is sup-

posed to have produced his removal from the

king's person, who is said to have given him
a token of his affection before his execution.

That event gave him a great shock, and he

always spoke of it with regret, although the

portrait which he has drawn of the unfortu-

nate monarch is by no means favourable.

During the protectorate he passed his time in

retirement, and occupied his leisure in pro-

ducing his famous work entitled "
Oceana,"

which, after some opposition on the part of

Cromwell, was published in 1656. In order
to propagate his opinions, he established a
sort of club, or debating society, called the
"
Rota," which was terminated by the Re-

storation, an event that reduced Harrington to

a state of privacy. He still, however, busied
himself in political schemes, which at length
led to his arrest for a supposed plot against
the government, of which he was entirely in-

nocent. He was, however, treated with great
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severity, and his release by habeas corpus
evaded by an arbitrary removal to St Nicholas

Island, near Plymouth. Here, either from
distress of mind or improper medical treat-

ment, his faculties became impaired, which
feet being represented to the king by his rela-

tions, led to his release. He partly recovered,
and married a lady to whom he had been

early attached. He died of paralysis in 1677,
and was buried at St Margaret's, Westminster.

Harrington was a deep and profound thinker,
of that class who draw principally from clas-

sical reading and the store of their own minds,
and who therefore more resemble the ancient

philosophers, who reasoned k priori, than the

modern school, which chiefly derives its con-

victions from induction. His "
Oceana,"

which is a political romance, and the Utopian

image of a republic, is a work of considerable

genius, thought, and invention, and is charac-

terised by an enthusiastic love of liberty. The

style is however crabbed, and it is probably
more quoted than read during the present
undue exclusive attention to matters of fact

and experience. The writings of Harrington
were published in one volume, folio, by Tin-

dal, in 1700, and again more completely by
Dr Birch, in 1737. He published a poetical
version of a part of Virgil, which is very little

known. Biog. Brit. Aikins's Gen. Biog.
HARRISON (WILLIAM HENRY) born 1773,

died 1841, President of the United States of

America, and son of one of the patriots of the

revolution. He entered the army and was

employed against the Indians under the cele-

brated Tecumseh, in which he was successful.

In 1816 he was elected a member of the

House of Representatives for Ohio, and in 1 828
sent as minister to Columbia. On his return

he took up his residence in the Ohio state,

whence he was called to the chief magistracy
of the United States. He was the first Ame-
rican president who died while in office, and
was much regretted, because his country had

great expectations from his official conduct.

His funeral, conducted with extraordinary

pomp for a republican government, showed
the general anxiety to do honour to his

memory. Amer. Biog.
HARTZHEIM (JOSEPH) a learned Jesuit,

was born at Cologne in 1694. He was for

some time professor of Greek and Hebrew at

Milan, but returning to Cologne, he obtained

the professorship of philosophy and divinity.
He died in 17fi3. He wrote " Bibliotheca

Scriptorum Coloniensium," folio; "De Initio

Metropoleos Ecclesiasticse Colonias Disqui-
sitio," 4to

;

" Summa Historiae omnis ab Ex-
ordio Rerum ad Ann. k Christo Nato 1718 ;"
" Dissertationes historico-criticac in Sacram

Scripturam," folio
;

"
Inscriptions Hersellen-

sis Urbis Romanae Explanatio." He likewise

edited and published the " Councils of Ger-

many." 4 vols, folio. Diet . Hist.

HARTZOEKER (THEODORE) born at

Utrecht 1696. He studied painting in Italy
and was considered a good artist. He died in

1740. Pilk. Diet.

HARVEY (GIDEON) a physician, was a
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native of Surrey, and was educated at Exeter
College, Oxford, whence he went to Leyden,
and took his doctor's degree. He was np-
pointed physician to the Tower at the Revo-
lution, which situation he is said to have held
fifty years. His chief works are "Morbus
Anglicus, or a Discourse on Consumptions,"
8vo; "The Conclave of Physicians," 8vo," Discourse of the Small-Pox," 8vo

;

"
Little

Venus unmasked, or a Treatise on Syphilis ;"" Art of curing Diseases by Expectoration."
HATSELL (JOHN) chief clerk to the House

of Commons, died at Marden park, near God-
stone in Surrey, in 1820, aged about seventy-
eight. He was the author of " A Collection
of Cases of Privilege of Parliament, from the
earliest Records to the Year 1628," 4to, of
which the first volume appeared in 1778;" Precedents of Proceedings in the House of

Commons, under separate Titles, with Obser-

vations," 5 vols, 4to
;
and " Rules and Stand-

ing Orders of the House of Commons," 1 809,
4to. Reuss. Gent. Mag.
HAUSER (CASPAR) a singular individual

who made almost as much noise in Germany
as the man in the iron mask made in France.
A citizen of Nuremberg encountered one even-

ing in 1828 a strange-looking young man,
who excited his curiosity ;

instead of reply-

ing, he tendered him a letter addressed to the

commander of a squadron of onvalry then in

the city. The letter had no signature, nor
could the officer understand it. Without a

signature, it purported to be from the borders
of Ba varia, and to be written by a workman
who had ten children. It stated that he had

brought Hauser up in a Christian manner, and
that he had been left with him by his un-
known mother in 1812. He appeared to be
between twenty and thirty years of age. He
had never learned to speak, and had evidently
been long in confinement. He was but four

feet nine inches high, with a short, delicate

beard; his complexion pale, and his feet

showed that they had not been confined by
shoes. His countenance indicated gross stu-

pidity ;
he scarcely knew the use of his hands

or fingers, and would take nothing but bread
and water for food. It was at length found,
when he was instructed, that he knew nothing
of himself or his family, and had seen no one

but the man who attended him. He could

only remember his confinement in a low room
or cage, where he sat on the ground, a shirt

and trowsers being his only garments, and

deprived, for the most part of his time, of the

light of clay. He had never seen the face o*

the person who brought him his food, which
was done when he slept, and his linen was

changed in the same way. One day his

keeper came behind him so as not to be seen,

guided his hand as if to make him write

something, and soon afterwards placed him
on his feet as if teaching him to walk

;
at last

the same man took him on his shoulders and

walked away with him. He could not telT

much of the journey afterwards. He lived at

Anspach, and got a little employment from

the president of the Court of Appeal ;
and
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"lord Stanhope, then there, contributed some-

thing towards his support. Here his life was

attempted, probably by the same individual

who destroyed him. One day a person whom
he took for a public official met him, and

made an appointment with him near the

monument of the poet Uz, at three in the

afternoon ; he did not tell any one of the

assignation. He went, and in half an hour
afterwards returned wounded, and could only

repeat
" Garden of chateau, purse, Uz, monu-

ment." The police were employed, and on

examining near the monument a purse of

violet-coloured silk was found, in which was
a scrap of paper written in a disguised hand,
" Hauser can tell you well enough why I

appear here and who I am : to save Hauser
the trouble I will tell you myself whence I

come : I come from the frontier of Bavaria

on the river I will even give you the name
M. L. O." At the moment of meeting, the

unknown person presented a paper to Hauser,
and when he took it for the purpose of perusal,
he found himself struck with a dagger in the

left side. The assassin instantly fled. Ten
thousand florins were offered for the discovery
of the assassin by the Bavarian government,
but in vain

;
and lord Stanhope promised

five thousand. Hauser at first appeared calm,
and his life was not thought to be in danger ;

but serious symptoms soon appeared, that be-

spoke his approaching end. He received the

intelligence calmly, and died three days after

he was wounded. His history is more singular
than that of the man in the iron mask

;
and it

is singular, too, that the Bavarian police were
never able to get any clue to those who had
so cruelly treated and finally destroyed this

unfortunate being. Revue Ency.
HAVELL (JOHN) born in London, died

1841, an engraver of considerable talent. He
was much struck with the daguerrotype pro-
cess, and having invited some friends to inspect
it at his own house, he was suddenly struck

with a deprivation of his reason, from which
he never completely recovered. Gent. Mag.
HAWKER (ROBERT) an evangelical clergy-

man of eminence, who died April 6, 1827, at

Plymouth, where he had been for half a cen-

tury vicar of the parish of Charles the Martyr.
He received his education at Magdalen Col-

lege, Oxford, and obtained the degree of DD.
He was the author of a commentary on the

Bible, sermons, and other religious works,
much esteemed among the partisans of the

peculiar sentiments which he professed.
Month. Mag.
HAWKINS (JOHN) born 1758, died 1841,

at Trewithen, Cornwall. He was an indi-

vidual celebrated throughout Europe for his

general knowledge in science and literature.

He was the fellow-traveller of Dr Sibthorpe
in Greece, and one of the trustees to promote
the publication of the Flora Graeca. He pub-
lished several treatises and papers in Walpole's
Travels, and in his memoirs of European and

Asiatic Turkey. Gent. Mag.
HAWKINS (JOHN SIDNEY) died 1842

;
he

was the eldest son of sir John Hawkins,

HAYDON
author of the History of Music, and brother
of Letitia Matilda Hawkins, the authoress of
"
Anecdotes," &c. Mr Hawkins was an an-

tiquary of some repute, and edited " Da Vinci
on Painting," and several other works. He
lived in the latter part of his life in perfect
seclusion. Gent. Mag.
HAYDON (BENJAMIN ROBERT) born at

Plymouth 1786, died 1846, an English painter,
who became a student of the Royal Academy
in 1804. He exhibited his first picture in

1807, a riposo of the Holy Family. In 1809
he exhibited his "

Dentatus," for which he re-

ceived the great prize at the Royal Institution.

His next picture was the "Judgment of Solo-

mon," which was exhibited at Spring Gardens.
He received for this a present of 100 guineas
from the British Institution. The Royal Aca-

demy, regarding the fearless truths which he
uttered about art as a species of lese majesty
to itself, became his enemy. Its monopoly
of art, and its self-assumed dictation, did
not suit the views of an artist of independent
mind and elevated views. Haydon wanted to

see in or out of the academy an elevated

school, without reflecting that he lived in a

country where little taste for high art exists,
and that an artist to live must depress his

views to the standard of portrait painting, and
to the style of the artist who may happen to

be the favourite of the hour. The deprecia-
tion of Haydon's works was also the natural
result of the monopoly on the part of the aca-

demy, of its dictation to the public through
position, whence all that is legal in art is to

be taken. The academy could not under-
stand the enthusiasm of Haydon for art, any
more than it understood Barry years before.

Haydon painted the feeling and wrong artistic

spirit of the academy with the pen, and

though it had not ability to answer satisfac-

torily the truths he uttered, it could influence

the world against him. He gave a noble
answer to their blindness in art, when he
stood foremost to support the excellence of the

Elgin marbles, about which the "
Forty" were

dumb, until the rest of the world had settled

their merits. Not only was England indebted
in the primary degree to this unfortunate artist

for the just view of those noble works, but it

was also indebted to him for the best treatise

on art that has ever been written by any Eng-
lish artist, in his published lectures. The
animosity of the academy, the want of a power
in the public to appreciate high art, and the

erroneous but generous notion on the part of

Haydon himself that truth must triumph,
were fatal errors, and he became the victim
of them. In 1827 he was pecuniarily in-

volved, and a subscription was entered into

for him. In confirmation of the fact that a

trading people have no feeling for high art

his history is enough. Such a people can

rarely understand art as being disconnected
with profit. One of Haydon's pictures exhi-

bited, and it would have been the same had it

been Raffael's, obtained only 133 visitors in a
week. The miserable dwarf, called Thumb,
obtained 120,000 in a week. These things,
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the utter hopelessness of his position as a

painter of history, his love of truth in art and

disdain of flattery, shutting out portraits from

his pencil, he saw before him only a scene of

hopeless misery. His genius was too far ad-

vanced for his time, debts pressed upon him.

He was laboriously at work, for even neglect
did not slacken his diligence, when his heart

could not longer sustain the pressure of his

position, and he committed suicide. He left

no equal behind him in the higher branch of

the arts in the English school. Thus the

pride and uncompromising spirit that would
have exalted a man of genius to the utmost of

his ambition in the days of I^eo X or

Louis XIV, in modern times was the extin-

guisher of those high aspirations which every

day shows are less understood. Haydon was
in the sixtieth year of his age. Orig.
HAZL1TT (WILLIAM) a distinguished

writer on general literature, who was a native

of Maidstone in Kent, and was the son of a

dissenting minister. His youth was chiefly

spent hi Shropshire, Devonshire, and Wilt-

shire. At an early age he removed to Lon-

don, where he employed much time in endea-

vouring to attain a knowledge of painting;
but though he always preserved an intense

love for the fine arts, he soon relinquished all

thoughts of adopting painting as a profession,
and determined to devote himself to literature.

The first acknowledged production of his pen
was " An Essay on the Principles of Human
Action," in which he is said to have displayed
much metaphysical ingenuity. His " Cha-
racters of Shakspeare's Plays," though in-

ferior in depth of observation to the strictures

of Schlegel on the productions of our great

dramatist, attracted much notice and procured
great credit for the writer. Mr Hazlitt de-

livered at the Surrey Institution a " Course of

Lectures on the English Poets," which was
afterwards published. For some time he
wrote theatrical criticisms for the Morning
Chronicle, and during a still longer period he
furnished political and critical articles for the

Examiner newspaper : he was likewise an oc-

casional contributor to a considerable extent

to various periodical journals. Many of his

essays thus published afterwards appeared
collectively under the title of " Table Talk ;"
" The Spirit of the Age ;"

" The Plain

Speaker ;" and " The Round Table." Haz-
litt's principal work is

" The Life of Napo-
leon," 4 vols, 8vo, which, though tinged with
the party feeling of the writer, exhibits much
deep philosophical research. He was a con-

tributor to the supplementary volumes of the

Encyclopedia Britannica, but according to his

own statement he merely furnished the out-

lines of some articles, or corrected and im-

proved those which had been prepared by
other contributors. Among his remaining
works are " Political Essays, and Sketches of
Public Characters ;"

" A View of the British

Stage;" an " Account of the British Galleries
of Art ;"

" A Letter to William Gifford, Esq. ;"" Lectures on the English Comic Writers, de-
livered at the Surrey Institution ;"

" The
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Literature of the Elizabethan Age ;" and
"The Modern Pygmalion," which last is a

very extraordinary history of the author's

amours, apparently modelled on the Confes-
sions of his favourite Rousseau. He likewise

published "Notes on a Journey through
France and Italy;" and a very short time pre-
vious to his death appeared a very amusing
volume entitled

" Conversations of James
Northcote, Esq. R.A. by William Hazlitt."

The death of this eccentric but gifted writer

took place in Frith-street, Soho, London, Sep-
tember 18, 1830, at the age of fifty-two.
Month. Mag.
HEAPHY (THOMAS) born 1775, died 1835,

an artist who painted in water-colours, bred an

engraver. He painted portraits admirably,
and visited Italy for improvement at a late

period of his life, where he made many ad-
mirable copies of Italian works. He studied

nature. His works are marked by much truth

and simplicity. He was of a truly independent
mind, and always censured the Royal Aca-

demy as injurious to art, from its deciding by
favouritism and intrigue in place of talent, as

well as for its exclusiveness. In private life

he was amiable, and possessed much versa-

tility of talent and mechanical ingenuity.
Gent. Mag,
HEATH (JAMES) born 1757, died 1835, an

engraver of considerable celebrity, whose
works were most extensively known through-
out Europe. He was an associate engraver
of the Royal Academy. His first works are

found in the Old Novelists' Magazine, and

give abundant promise of his future celebrity.

Bryan's Diet.

HEBEL (JOHN PETER) a German poet,

distinguished for the profoundness of his

views and the originality of his style. He
was born in the duchy of Baden in 1760, and
studied at the college of Basil, after which he
was appointed tutor at the college of Loer-
rach. In 1791 he removed to Carlsruhe,
where he was employed in public instruction

and the service of the church till the close of
his life, which took place September 22, 1826.

He was intimately acquainted with botany
and mineralogy, and he cultivated with suc-

cess mathematics, and the Greek, Hebrew,
and Latin languages, but he chiefly excelled

as a writer of poetry. He published in 1803
" Allemannische Gedichte fur Freunde liind-

licher Natur und Sitten" German Poetry for

the Lovers of Nature and Rural Manners,
which passed through several editions. He
was also the author of a "

History of the

Bible;' a "Popular Almanack," and other

useful works. New Necrology of (?emias,
vol. ii. Revue Encyclop. torn, xxxvi.

HEBER, DD. (REGINALD) bishop of Cal-

cutta, was the son of the rev. Reginald He-

ber, of Marton in Yorkshire, and was born

April 21, 1783, at Malpas in Cheshire. He
received part of his education at the grammar
school of Whitchurch in Shropshire, whence,
in 1800, he removed to Brazennose college,
Oxford. In 1802 he obtained a university

prize for a copy of Latin hexameters ; and
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the following year he greatly distinguished
himself by another prize poem,

"
Palestine,"

in English. He afterwards applied himself to

mathematics with considerable success, and

in 1805 he took the degree of BA. Having
received a third prize for an English essay
"On the Sense of Honour," he was elected to

a fellowship in All Souls college, soon after

which he went abroad. He travelled in Ger-

many, Russia, and the Crimea, and made ob-

servations, from which many curious extracts

were published in the travels of Dr E. D.
Clarke. Having returned home he graduated
as MA. at Oxford, in 1808; and the next

year he published a second English poem,
entitled

"
Europe, Lines on the present War."

About the same time he was presented to the

family living of Hodnet, and he married

Amelia, daughter of the rev. W. Shipley,
dean of St Asaph. For several years sub-

sequently he devoted himself with great assi-

duity to his duties as a parochial priest. In

1815 he preached the Bampton Lecture, on
" The Personality and Office of the Christian

Comforter," a course of sermons on John
xvi. 7. He also composed many articles for

a Dictionary of the Bible, and published an
ordination sermon, delivered before the bishop
of Chester. In 1822 appeared his Life of

Jeremy Taylor, with a review of his writings ;

and the same year he was chosen preacher to

the society of Lincoln's-inn. On the death
of bishop Middleton, he was offered the see

of Calcutta, which, after some hesitation,

arising from the most honourable motives, he

accepted, and on the 16th of June, 1823, em-
barked for the East Indies. On Ascension

day, 1824, bishop Heber held his first visita-

tion in the cathedral of Calcutta; and he

subsequently made progresses through various

parts of his very extensive diocese, conse-

crating churches, and taking the appropriate

steps for extending the knowledge of Chris-

tianity among the Hindoos. Having taken a

journey in the discharge of his episcopal duty,
he arrived at Trichinopoli, April 1, 1826;
and on the next day, while bathing, he was
seized with an apoplectic fit, which terminated
his existence. Since the death of this prelate
has been published

"A Narrative of a Jour-

ney through the Upper Provinces of India,
from Calcutta to Bombay," 2 vols, 4to, new
edit. 3 vols, 8vo. From the numerous tributes

which have been paid to his memory, it ap-
pears that Dr Heber was an excellent and
virtuous man, a conscientious performer of his

ministerial duties, and a zealous advocate of
the cause of Christianity ;

but from a pub-
lished letter which he addressed to the Syrian
bishop of St Thomas, on the Malabar coast,
it would seem that he had imbibed strong
opinions against those Christians who hold
communion with the church of Rome, while

many high-church members of the Church of

England affected to undervalue this estimable

prelate himself, whose zeal and activity formed
a satire upon the absence of such qualities in

themselves. Ann. Biog.
HEBER (RICHARD) born in Westminster

HELLINS.
1773, died 1834, the son of Reginald Heber
of Hodnet, Salop co. He was educated at

Oxford, and was a man of great learning. He
was principally remarkable for the collectiou

and possession ofa noble and extensive library.
He succeeded to the family estates in 1804.
He represented Oxford in parliament in 1821,
where he made no figure. After leaving
parliament he devoted himself to the col-

lection of books. He published one or two
editions of standard works, and was considered
a good classical scholar. His passion for

buying books was such, that he purchased in

Paris one entire library of 30,000 volumes.
He was known to travel 300 or 400 miles to

purchase a scarce book. His collection was
not confined to English works, he purchased
them in all languages. He had a large

library at his house at Hodnet, co. Salop.
In Pimlico his house was filled from top to

bottom
;
drawers and tables were all piled or

filled with books. He had a library in High
Street, Oxford, a very large one in Paris,
one at Ghent, another at Brussels, and an-

other at Antwerp. His literary stores were
immense. Gent. Mag.
HEBERT ( ) a French writer of the

thirteenth century, known as the translator of

a singular work entitled "
Dolopathos, or the

Romance of the Seven Sages," ascribed to au
Indian philosopher who flourished a century
before the Christian era. It has been trans-

lated into Persian, Arabic, Hebrew, Syriac,
Greek, and Latin, as well as French. Only
some fragments remain of the version of He-
bert, published in the collection of Fauchet
and the Bibliotheque of Duverdier

;
but there

are later translations of the whole work in

French and other European languages. Biog.
Univ. Class.

HEDOUIN (CHARLES FRANCIS) an advo-
cate of the parliament of Paris, and secretary
of the chamber of accusation under the old

regime. He devoted his leisure to the study
of the natural sciences, especially botany ;

and
he made some valuable collections, which
were sold after his death in 1826. He was
the author of " Veni-mecum Bibliographique
du Naturaliste ;" a treatise " Sur les Monstres
dans le Regne Ve'getal ;"

" Notices de Me-
dailles Anciennes et Modemes ;" and " Flore

de Boulogne."
HEDOUVILLE (GABRIEL THEODORE JO-

SEPH) general and peer of France, died in

1825. He was sent by the Directory to St

Domingo, and on his return he extended
his reputation by terminating the insur-

rection of La Vende'e. In 1805 he was
minister of France to the confederation of
the Rhine, and he afterwards attended Je-
rome Bonaparte in his campaign against the

Prussians.

HELLINS (JonN) an ingenious mathema-

tician, who was a clergyman of the church of

England, and after having held a curacy in

Northamptonshire, he was presented, in 1790,
to the vicarage of Pottersbury, in the same

county, where he resided during the remain-
der of his life. In 1796 he was chosen a
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fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1800 he
took the degree of bachelor of divinity, at

Trinity College, Cambridge, -where he pro-

bably received his education. Mr Hellins

published several papers on some of the most
useful branches of pure mathematics, in the

Philosophical Transactions; and in 1788 he

produced a volume of " Mathematical Essays
on several Subjects ;" though he is best known
as the editor of a translation from the Italian

of the "Analytical Institutions" of Signora

Agnesi. He likewise occasionally furnished

criticims on mathematical publications for the

British Critic, from 1795 till 1814. His
death took place in 1827. Gent. Mag.
HEMANS (FELICIA DOROTHEA) born at

Liverpool 1794, died in Ireland 1835, the

first poetess of the English school of modern
times. When young, her family removed
from Liverpool to the vicinity of St Asaph.
She married a captain in the army and had
five sons, but a separation afterwards took

place between her and her husband. On the

death of her mother she removed from St

Asaph to the vicinity of Liverpool, and soon

afterwards to Dublin. From her earliest

years she discovered a great thirst for know-

ledge, and her reading was both extensive

and varied. She had made herself acquainted
with the classic literature of the ancients

through translations, and had an inherem

love for the beauty of antique imagery. Hei

writings are feminine, but rich and market

by her own peculiar characteristics, though
somewhat diffuse. Her first attempts were
made at thirteen years of age. Her name
was become known by her " Welsh Melodies'

and her "
Siege of Valencia." She also pub

lished a number of her best but shorter pieces
in the " New Monthly Magazine," in the high
and palmy state of that work between 1820

and 1830. She was remarkable for her

shrinking delicacy in regard to public no
tice. While other female writers, without a

tithe of her talent, presented themselves to

public view everywhere, she kept out of the

world's gaze personally, and was content tc

earn well-merited praise for her labours, an<

to satisfy herself with something more solic

than the gaze of coteries or the hollow pre
tensions of the affected friends of partial cri

ticism. She would never visit London afte

her name came before the public. Her las

illness was long and complicated, and its fata

termination foreseen ; but she was calm am

resigned ;
the situations which her fancy hai

painted as those of others in the last trial t(

which mortality is liable, these were trulj
realized in her own end by this daughter o

genius. Her "
Songs of the Affections,"

" Fo
rest Sanctuary," and her " Scenes and Hymn
of Life," will make her memory respected bj
all lovers of true poesy. Orig.
HEMERT (PAULO s van) professor of phi

losophy at the Hague, where he died in 1825
He was a member of the Royal Institute, am
he was one of the most zealous partisans o

Kant, whose philosophical system he recom
mended in his writings, particularly in

" Prin
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iples of the Philosophy of Kant," Amster-
lam, 1796, 4 vols, 8vo; and in his "Maga-
ine of Critical Philosophy," 1798, 6 vols,
Jvo. Biog. Univ. Class.
HEMPEL (FREDERICK FERDINAND) born

at Meuselwitz, Saxony, in 1778, died 1836.
He was aulic advocate to the duke of Saxe
Altenburg, and used in his writings Peregrine
Syntax, Nestorius, and similar names. His

writings were both in prose and verse, upon.
>olitical topics as well as those of imagina-
ion. Bio. Univers.

HEMPRICH (WILLIAM FREDERICK) born
1796, died 1825, a Prussian naturalist and
traveller who visited Egypt, Sinai, and the
shores of the Red Sea; afterwards he tra-

velled to mount Libanus and visited Baalbec,
and finally went to Abyssinia. He died of
fever in the island of Massouah. He wrote a

_reat work upon amphibious animals, and

published in German a Treatise on Natural

History for the superior schools of Prussia.
Idem.

HENAO (GABRIEL de) a Spanish Jesuit
and celebrated casuist, was born in 1611, and
died in 1 704. His principal productions are
those relative to the history of Biscay, and
are called "De Cantabriae Antiquitatibus."
His works are contained in eleven folio vols.

Moreri.

HENRY (de BLOIS) bishop of Winchester,

nephew of William Rufus, and brother of

king Stephen. He was an active prelate and

enterprising statesman
;
and when the king-

dom was invaded by the partisans of the em-

press Matilda, he joined her standard, and
induced many others of the clergy to follow

his example. But subsequently he changed
sides, and having laid siege to the castle of

Winchester, where the empress queen and
her followers had taken refuge, he attacked

that fortress and the city also from his own
neighbouring castle at Wolvesey, and set the

city on fire, and consumed twenty churches, a

number of religious houses, and other build-

ings. Yet though he treated the capital of

his diocese with so much violence and seve-

rity, he formed a project in 1144 for erecting
it into an archbishopric, and he had actually

obtained, from Pope Lucius II, a pall, and an

appointment of seven bishops as suffragans,
but the sudden death of the pontiff probably

prevented the completion of this ambitious

scheme. Bishop de Blois is now chiefly
known as the founder, and perhaps the au-

thor, of the architectural design for the church
of the hospital of St Cross, near Winchester,
considered by Dr Milner as having furnished

the model for the distinguishing features of

the Gothic or pointed style. The death of

this prelate took place in 1 171. Anylia Sacra.

HENRY (JABEZ) died 1836, an English

lawyer and conveyancer for the Dutch colo-

nies. He was the first president of the colo-

nies of Demerara, &c. in 1813, and first judge
of the Ionian Islands under the English.
He published several legal works, and was a

man of extensive reading and amiable mari-

ners. Gent. Mag.
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HENRY (PATRICK) born in Virginia 1736,

died 1799, one of the patriotic leaders of Ame-
rican independence. He was bred to the law.

He was one of the seven members of the first

American Congress in 1774, and the proposal
to arm the Virginian militia was made by him
and adopted, and a committee appointed to

carry it into effect. He having learned that

lord Dunmore, the governor of Virginia, had
seized twenty tons of powder belonging to the

colony, Henry raised 5000 of the inhabitants,

marched upon Williamsburgh, and forced the

governor to restore it. In 1776 he was made
the first governor of the emancipated state.

In 1 780 he was named one of the chamber of

delegates, in which he sat five years. In 1784

he was a second time elected governor of Vir-

ginia. In 1799 he retired from public life.

Amer. Bio.

1IERIT1ER (NICHOLAS 1') historiographer
of France, and a poet, was originally in the

army, but receiving a wound he was disabled

for service. He was the author of some poems
and of two tragedies,

" Hercule Furieux "
and

"
Clovis.'' He died in 1680. His daughter,

MARIE JEANNE L'HERITIER, was born at

Paris in 1664. She wrote some novels, and a

translation ofOvid's Epistles. liees's Cyclop.
HERMANN (JOHN FREDERIC) a German

writer, born at Barr, in the department of the

Lower Rhine, in 1 743. He obtained various

civil employments at Strasburg, and in 1 788
was secretary to the chamber of fifteen, after-

wards member of the council of five hundred,
and at length mayor of Strasburg. He re-

signed his office in 1809, and in the latter part
of his life was professor of law in the uni-

versity of that city, where he died in 1820.

Hermann was the author of " Notice Histo-

rique, Statistiqne, et Litteraire sur la Ville

de Strasbourg," 1818-19, 2 vols, 8vo. Biog.
Univ. Class.

HERMANT (GODFREY) a French ecclesi-

astic, was born at Beauvais in 1 6 1 7,and became
rector of the university of Paris. He held a

canonry at Beauvais
;
but from this, as well as

from his situation in the Sorbonne, he was ex-

cluded for some ecclesiastical dispute. He
wrote "Index universalis totius Juris Ecclesi-

astici," ibl
;

" Lives of the Fathers ;"
" Pieces

against the Jesuits ;"
" A Defence of the

Church." He died in 1690. Moreri.

HERRERA (FRANCIS) called the Old, born
at Seville 1576, died 1650, a Spanish painter,
and pupil of Louis Fernandez, whom he sur-

passed, and formed a style of his own, from
which school there came many celebrated

artists, and among them Diego Velasquez.
Bryan's Diet.

HERRERA (FRANCIS) the son of the above

Francis, called the Younger, was a painter
and architect, born in 1622. He died at

Madrid in 1680. There were other Spanish
artists of the same name, most of whom were

contemporaries with the younger Herrera.
There were John and Peter, painters ; Anto-

nio, a sculptor ;
and Sebastian, both painter,

sculptor, and architect, who died in Madrid,
1671 Biog. Univ.

IIIBBERT.
HERVAS (LORENZ) a Spanish writer on

philology and general literature. He pub-
lished many works, chiefly in the Italian

language, but he is best known as the author
of a "

Catalogue of the Languages of the
known Nations, with their Divisions and
Classes," 6 vols, 8vo, which forms a part of
his

" Idea del Universe," (in Spanish,) the
first edition of which was published at Cesena
in 1784. This catalogue, besides an intro-

duction, contains a geographical survey of

languages, treating of those of America, and
afterwards of those of the South Sea Islanders,
of the Asiatics, and of the Europeans, reserv-

ing for the conclusion those of the Africans.

Hervas has furnished a considerable mass of
materials towards the composition of a sys-
tematic treatise on the languages of mankind

;

but he displays little of that clear and correct

classification which the title leads us to ex-

pect. He has likewise introduced much itine-

rary and statistical information, but little con-

nected with his subject. Adeluny's Mithri-
dates.

HEYM (JOHN) a German lexicographer,
born in Lower Saxony in 1759. He was na-

turalized in Russia, and died in 1821 at Mos-
cow, where he was inspector of colleges and

institutes, and rector of the university. Among
his works are " A complete Russian and
French Dictionary," Moscow, 1796 97, 2

vols, 4to ; and " An Essay towards a Geo-

graphical and Topographical Encyclopaedia
of the Russian Empire," Getting. 1796, 8vo.

Ann. Necrol. Biog. Univ. Class.

HEYWOOD (PETER) born 1772, died

1831, an English naval officer, who was one
of the midshipmen of the Bounty, commanded

by captain Bligh. On the mutiny taking
place he was one who remained in the vessel.

On the Pandora being sent to search for the

mutineers, Heywood and three others came
on board that ship voluntarily at Otaheite.

The other mutineers on the island were taken

by force. He was condemned to die to-

gether with six others who had survived the

shipwreck of the Pandora on her way home,
but was pardoned, entered the navy again,
and rose to the rank of captain, having distin-

guished himself in numerous instances under
service. Gent. Mag.
HIBBERT (GEORGE) born 1757, died

1838, an English merchant, born in Man-
chester. He engaged in the West India trade,

headed deputations from the West India trade

in the time of Pitt, and was a leader in a
number of public undertakings in the metro-

polis. In 1806 he sat in parliament for

Seaford, and supported the whig measures of

1806, and subsequently voted for the reform

bill, but after that joined the tory party. He
was a main aid in the formation of the West
India Docks and the London Literary Insti-

tution, and became the president of the latter.

He was also agent for the island of Jamaica,
an office he resigned in 1831. He was elected

a member of the Royal Society in 1811, and
also of the society of Antiquaries. He printed
for the Roxburgh Club in 1819 a MS. in the
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Pepysian Library, and was an excellent

botanist. His collection of prints and draw-

ings was very valuable, and he had a fine

collection of paintings. His library was

superb. He retired from London about 1829

into Hertfordshire, where he died. He was

intimate with most of the statesmen who lived

in his time, and exhibited a union of the man
of literary and scientific tastes with the more
common pursuits of traffic seldom witnessed

to harmonise so conspicuously, even in a com-
mercial country, Gent. Mag.
HIGGINS (GODFREY) born 1771, died

1832, a writer who devoted his time between

rural occupations and literature, at his estate

of Skellow Grange, in the county of York.

He is also to be remembered by true philan-

thropists for his efforts in establishing a house

for lunatics in Wakefield. He wrote a history
of the Celtic Druids, of Mahomet, a letter to

show the real mode in which Sunday was

kept in early times, and two letters in relation

to the abuses in the house for lunatics in

Yorkshire. Orig.
HIGGONS (BEVIL) younger son of sir

Thomas Higgons, was born in 1670. He re-

ceived his education at both the universities,

and then removed to the Middle Temple. He
was a zealous adherent of James II. He died

in France in 1735. He wrote " Historical and
Critical Remarks on Burnet's History of his

own Times," 8vo ;

" A short View of English

History," 8vo
;

" A Poem on the Peace of

Utrecht ;"
" The Generous Conqueror," a

tragedy. Wood.
HILDERSHAM (ARTHUR) a puritan di-

vine, whose father was a near relation of

cardinal Pole, was born at Steckworth in

Cambridgeshire, in 1563. He obtained a

fellowship at Trinity-hall, and in 1593 he was

presented to the living of Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
in Leicestershire. He died in 1631. His
works are, "A Treatise on the Lord's Supper ;"
" Lectures on John," 1628, folio ; "Lectures
on Psalm LI," folio. Clark's Lives.

HILL, AM. (ROWLAND) was the sixth son
of sir Rowland Hill, bart, the first of his

family who was raised to that title. The sub-

ject of this article received his education at

Eton school and St Edmund Hall, Oxford ;

but having at an early age adopted the prin-

ciples of Calvinistic methodism, he engaged
in practices inconsistent with the discipline of

the established church, and was, in conse-

quence of this conduct, expelled from the

university, in 1768, together with five other

students, who were charged with the same
offence of assembling to pray and preach at

prohibited times and in improper places. He
then procured admission into St John's Col-

lege, Cambridge, where he finished his studies.

Like Whitfield and Wesley, he obtained

episcopal ordination
;
but without submitting

to the discipline of the establishment. In
1783 he erected a chapel in Blackfriars Road,
Surrey, and there he usually officiated during
his residence in the metropolis, where he

spent a part of each year, having a country
house and chapel at Wotton-under-edge, in
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Gloucestershire. His death took place at his

house in Great Surrey-street, Blackfriars,

April 11, 1833, in the eighty-ninth year of his

age. He was married to Miss Mary Tudway,
the sister of Clement Tudway, esq, formerly
MP. for the city of Wells; and had no chil-

dren by that lady, who died before him. His

publications were numerous
;
and among the

most popular may be mentioned his "
Village

Dialogues." Evang. Mag.
HILL (THOMAS) died 1841, an original

character once well known among literary
men of his time in London, although making
no pretensions to literature himself. He had
been a drysalter in the city of London, and a

collector of books. He faikd in trade, but

lived upon some property which he subse-

quently received. He was a shareholder in

one or two literary works, and was in every
respect a singular character, ever ready to

render a service to his friends, and for the

knowledge of individuals upon the town some-

times styled the omniscient. He was a col-

lector of all sorts of news, with which he
would gratuitously oblige one or two favoured

newspapers, particularly that of Perry, the

great whig organ of its time. At one period
he had a house at Sydenham, to which he in-

vited the wits and literary men of the day, who
had many a laugh at his expense. He was
the individual from whom the author of the

amusing farce of " Paul Pry" drew that cha-

racter. He was a small round man with a
florid complexion, and until a year or two
before his decease did not look more than sixty,

though he must have been full eighty years of

age, for he kept the precise date a secret.

Though not a wit himself, he was at one

time the cause of wit in others, so as to make
him a remarkable character in his time.

Orig.
HILTON (WILLIAM) born at Lincoln,

1786, died 1839, an English artist of very-
considerable merit, the son of a portrait

painter. He possessed a fine imagination and
much poetic feeling, and was partial to beauty
of form, so that he selected subjects which
would admit of its display in preference to all

others. He succeeded Fnseli as keeper of

the Royal Academy, but he had none of the

prejudices of that body in general. He was
a man of great mildness of character, and
was loved as well as respected. His works,

though numerous and tasteful, are very few

of them engraved. He understood anatomy,
and, except Haydon, was the artist best ac-

quainted with the human figure of any of his

contemporaries. Orig.
KINGSTON (THOMAS) born 1799, died

1837, a physician of Truro, who obtained

several prizes for his studies in Scotland, and

published a new edition of Harvey
" De

Motu Cordis,'' &c. Polwhele in his Biogra-

phical Sketches of Cornwall speaks highly of

him. Dr Hingston was attached to science

for its own sake, and contributed to the
" Transactions of the Geological Society of

Cornwall
"

several interesting papers. He
was also well read in divinity and poetry, and
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his conversational powers were of a high
order. Pol. Bio. Gent. Mag.
HOARE (sir RICHARD COLT), born 1758,

died 1838, an English antiquary and topo-

grapher, of Stourhead in Wiltshire. He wrote

a history of Wiltshire and a number of works
relative to early British antiquities, and to-

the monastic remains in Wilts and the neigh-

bouring counties. His " Recollections abroad
"

filled 4 vols. He published a catalogue of

books relating to the topography and history
of Italy. He also wrote upon the architecture

of Wales. His principal work is the modern

history of Wilts. Gent. Mag.
HOARE (PRINCE) born at Bath 1755, died

at Brighton 1835, the son of William Hoare, a

painter. He began life as an artist, and in

1776 visited Rome, where he studied under

Mengs, with Fuseli and Northcote among his

companions. In 1780 he returned to England
and devoted himself to his art until obliged to

relinquish it from ill health. He then studied

the drama, and produced a tragedy called
" Such Things were," and soon afterwards

"No Song no Supper," the "Cave of Tro-

phonius,"
"
Dido," "The Prize, or 2, 3, 5, 8,"

and a number of other pieces followed. In

1799 he was made foreign secretary to the

Royal Academy ;
and he afterwards wrote

several works on the fine arts, a poem called

"Love's Victories," "A Life of Granville

Sharp," and an "
Essay on the Moral Power

of Shakespeare's Dramas." Gent. Mag.
HODGES (WILLIAM) a landscape painter,

was born in London in 1 744, and was a pupil
of Wilson. He accompanied captain Cook in

his second voyage as draftsman. He after-

wards visited the East Indies, where he made
some fine drawings, which were engraved and

published with descriptions. He had realized

a good fortune, which he lost by unfortunate

speculation, which preyed so deeply upon his

mind that in 1797 he committed suicide.

Pilkington.
HOFF (CHARLES ERNEST ADOLPHUS de)

born at Gotha 1771, died 1837, where after

various services he presided in the superior

consistory. He was afterwards co-director of
the collections of science and art. His know-

ledge of mineralogy and geology was pro-
found. He wrote several works, all of which
treat of scientific subjects.
HOFFLAND (THOMAS CHRISTOPHER) born

at Worksop 1777, died in 1843. He was a

pupil of Rathbone, and spent some years at

Derby as a teacher of drawing. He settled

in London in 1814, and the same year was
presented the sum of a hundred guineas for

the best landscape. His lake scenery was
considered excellent. He visited Italy in his

sixty-third year, and painted numerous classic

scenes, but was attacked by fever. After two

years of suffering he expired at Leamington,
leaving behind him the reputation of a good
artist, and of a very amiable and benevolent
man. Gent. Mag.
HOFFMANN (ERNEST THEODORE WIL-

LIAM, or AMADEUS) a celebrated German
novel writer, who held an office at Berlin

HOFFMANN.
under the Prussian government. His works
are generally distinguished by an extrava-

gance of manner which scarcely admits of

description, but of which a notion may be
obtained from his " Elixiere des Teufels,

nachgelassene Papiere des Bruders Medardus
eines Capuziners," Berlin, 1815, 2 vols, 12mo,
of which there is an English translation, en-
titled " The Devil's Elixir," by R. P. Gillies

;

and other examples of his composition may
be found in Carlisle's "

Specimens of German
Romance." This highly talented writer was
unhappily attached to festive pleasures to

such an extent as proved injurious to his

health, and at length occasioned his death.
" The order of his life from 1816 downwards,"
says his biographer,

" was this : on Mondays
and Thursdays he passed his forenoon at his

post, in the Justice chamber
;
on other days

at home, in working ;
the afternoons he regu-

larly spent in sleep, to which in summer he
added walking ;

the evenings and nights were
devoted to the tavern. Even when out in

company, while the other guests went home,
he retired to the tavern, to await the morning,
before which time it was next to impossible
to bring him home. Strangers who came to

Berlin went to the tavern to see him
;
the

tavern was his study, and his pulpit, and his

throne; here his wit flashed like an aurora

borealis, and the table was for ever in a
roar

;
and thus, amid tobacco smoke, and over

coarse, earthly liquor, was Hoffmann wasting
faculties which might have seasoned the

nectar of the gods." Notwithstanding his

dissipation, his official duties were to the last

punctually and irreproachably performed. He
wrote more abundantly than ever

;
no maga-

zine editor was contented without his contri-

butions, and he exerted himself powerfully to

supply such demands. One of his most ex-

traordinary productions is entitled "Fanta-
sienstucke in Callots Manier, Blatter aus dem
Tagebuche eines reisenden Euthusiasten

"

Fancy Pieces in the Manner of Callot, Leaves
from the Journal of a travelling Enthusiast,
of which an edition was published at Bam-

berg, in 1819, with a preface by John Paul
Richter. Subsequently to the original pub-
lication of the preceding -work appeared his

"Nachtstucke (Night Pieces) herausgegeben
von Verf der Fantasienstucke in Callots

Manier," Berlin, 1817; two years afterwards,
" Klein Zaches," a satirical production ; and.

between 1819 and 1821 appeared, in four

successive volumes, the "
Serapions-bruder,"

containing most of his smaller tales connected

together by dialogues of the Serapion-brethren,
a club of friends which for some time met

weekly at Hoffmann's house. The " Prinzes-

sin Brambilla," 1821, is properly another

fantasy-piece ; and in 1820 he published" Lebens Ansichten des Katers Murr, nebst

fragmentarischer Biographic des Kapell-
meisters Johannes Kreisler" Tom-cat Murr's

Philosophy of Life, which was meant as the

author's master- work, and a second part was

printed in 1821, but the conclusion of this

somewhat incomprehensible production is still
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wanting. Meanwhile Hoffmann's tavern or-

gies continued, and his health at last sunk

under them. In 1819, in consequence of a

renewed attack of gout, he visited the Silesiari

baths, which afforded him relief. After a

long illness, accompanied with great suffer-

ing, which he bore with firmness and even

gaiety of temper, he at length died June 24,

1822. Encycl. Amer. Biog.N.des Contemp.
Carlisle,

HOGENDORP (GISBERT CHARTS) born

in 1762 at Rotterdam, died 1834, a writer

upon Indian trade, upon the commerce of

Java, upon finances and rural economy. He
refused any employment while Holland was
under the French yoke, but on the return of

the house of Orange he became vice-president
of the council of state. Biog. Univ.

HOGG (JAMES) known as the Ettrick

Shepherd, born 1772, died 1836. His father

was a shepherd, and by his care he was taught
to read, and here his education terminated.

He was employed in the lowest Scotch occu-

pation, that of a cowherd, until he was fifteen,

when he rose to be a shepherd's boy. He
entered the service of a farmer in 1790, and
while there he first saw the " Life and Ad-
ventures of William Wallace" and other

books; but only knowing the Scotch, he
mastered them with difficulty. His employer
then placed better books before him, which he
contrived to read and comprehend; and thus

he proceeded, until in 1796 he began to com-

pose poetry in the shape of ballads and songs.
He found he could compose them easily in

his mind, but he could not write them. He
therefore set to work to copy the Italian

alphabet, and found, though he took off his

coat for the purpose, that his wrist ached, or

was cramped before he could write more than

five or six lines, which was all he could

complete at a sitting. He wrote his first prose

essay in 1801, and in 1802 was able to con-

tribute to Scott's Border Minstrelsy. He
realized some money by his pen, and he took

a farm, which turned out a bad affair. He
then ventured his effusions among the book-

sellers, and was successful. He was con-

cerned with Pringle in the commencement o1

Blackwood's Magazine, and in 1817 was the

suggestor of the Chaldee MS. in that work,
which made a considerable noise among
authors and publishers. His undertakings
were numerous. At one time he was made a

stalking-horse of by the editor of Blackwood's

Magazine, in the far-famed " Noctes Ambro-
sianse." His writings are remarkable for

showing what natural talent may do with
little cultivation and very little refinement
He was simple in manner, but vain and ego-
tistical. Local tradition or his own fancy
supplied the out of the way ideas which he

developed. The "Queen's Wake" is his

worthiest work. His ballads are strange, anc

some of them good. He composed airs for

them, as he was a player on the violin, anc

had a tolerable knowledge of music. Although
not as a writer ranking very high, his break-

ing through the shackles imposed by birth ant
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circumstances, and his varied labours, are an
astonishing example of what an individual
with a portion of genius may achieve in over-

coming obstacles that appear almost insur-
mountable. The dialogues in Blackwood's

Magazine exhibit a pretty accurate portraiture
of his character. Oriy.
HOLLAND (HENRY RICHARD VASSALL,

lord) born at Winterslow, Wilts, 1773, died
at Holland House, 1840. He was the only
son of Stephen, second lord Holland, elder

brother of Charles James Fox. He lost both
his father and mother before he was two

years old, and was committed to the affec-

tionate care of the earl of Upper Ossory, his

mother's brother, who sent him to Eton, and
then to Oxford. On leaving the university
he proceeded to the north of the continent, and
on his return, embarking for Corunna, he
visited Spain and then Italy. In 1796 he
returned to England, bringing with him lady
Webster, with whom he had formed an at-

tachment, and who was soon afterwards
divorced from sir Godfrey Webster, her hus-

band, when she married lord Holland. His

lordship took the name of Vassall in addition

to his own on this marriage. In 1798 he
entered upon his public career, and spoke in

the house of peers always in the most earnest

and impressive manner; not with grace of

attitude, but with great excellence of matter
;

hard thrusts at his opponents, and a large

display of historical allusion and knowledge
of his subject. In 1800 he visited Germany,
and returned home through the French ter-

ritory, having a passport given him by the
French government in consequence of his

connexion with Fox. He ever fought in par-
liament on the side of freedom and liberty of

conscience against the intense bigotry then

prevalent, and was the first peer who pro-

posed to submit the Catholic claims to freedom
of conscience to a committee of the house of

peers. At the peace of Amiens he visited

Paris, and with Fox was introduced to the

first consul. In 1802 he went once more to

Spain, and then visited Portugal. In 1805,

Pitt, again ambitious of being a great war
minister, was once more in power, to have
his hopes again defeated by more formidable
adversaries than Mr. Addington and the treaty
of Amiens dying before the close of that

year. In 1807 his lordship went again to

Spain, and landed at Corunna about the same
time as the British army under sir D. Baird

;

and so contemptuously was science treated in

our military proceedings up to that time, that

lord Holland's map of the country was the

only one sir David's staff had for a guide in

so important an expedition. Lord Holland

returned to England in 1809. In the House
of Lords, besides supporting the Catholic

claims, he was the advocate of sir Samuel

Romilly's efforts to reform our barbarous

practice in criminal law, which, though in-

effectual, from the prejudices prevalent at that

period, opened the way to a more humane
state of criminal legislation and removed a

stain of deep disgrace on the character of
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the country. His lordship supported every

enlightened measure in the peers, and pro-
tested loudly against the unprincipled robbery
of Norway from Denmark by the allied

powers in 1814. His lordship also protested

against the bill to legalize the detention of

Napoleon as a prisoner of war, and never
ceased to condemn the harsh and uncalled for

treatment of the government and its gaoler
towards him in St Helena. He continu-

ally opposed the Castlereagh administration,
but gave his support to that of Canning;
and on the duke of Wellington's coming into

power, he shook his ministry by his powerful

arguments. Renewing them with augmented
force in support of parliamentary reform, the

duke resigned. In 1 830 lord Holland became
chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster as long
as his friends held office. As a literary cha-

racter, Holland House was the resort of the

more intellectual and accomplished men of

the time of all nations and grades. His lord-

ship wrote, edited, and translated a number
of different works. He published several

political pamphlets and wrote verses with

great taste and elegance. His conversation

was delightful and full of heart. He had
much of the appearance and kindness of his

uncle, with none of his irregularities. At
his death a vacancy wa made in the social

life of the higher circles, which could never
be filled up. Lord Holland linked the past
with the present, and showed how much the

union of high mental qualities with station,

and the feelings of the finest specimens of

humanity, contribute to elevate individuals

in days of great refinement and civilization.

Orig.
HOLLIS (GEORGE) born at Oxford 1793,

died 1842, an excellent engraver who for

twenty-seven years was employed upon a

number of works of the highest character.

His last works are to be found in the publica-
tions of the Dilettanti Society. Gent. Mag.
HOLLOWAY (THOMAS) an ingenious en-

graver, born in Broad-street, London, in 1 748.

He was apprenticed to a seal-engraver, under
whom he learnt engraving on steel ; but after

the termination of his indentures he applied
himself to working on copper also. He then
attended at the Royal Academy, where he

practised drawing and modelling in wax,
chiefly from the antique, availing himself at

the same time of the advantage of hearing
lectures of the professors, and of the use of
the library belonging to that institution. At
length he adopted the art of line engraving
on copper as his peculiar profession. At first

he was chiefly employed on portraits and em-
bellishments of magazines, or other subjects
of inconsiderable importance ;

but his works
were distinguished for correctness, and as he

frequently made the designs for his engrav-
ings, he acquired an accuracy of eye and
exactness of judgment that never failed him.
The earliest undertaking of importance in

which he engaged was that of making en-

gravings to illustrate an English translation

of Lavater's "
Essays on Physiognomy." But

HONOR!US DE S. MARIA.
his reputation is chiefly founded on his admir-
able engravings from the Cartoons of Raffaelle,
in which he was assisted by some of his pupils;
and after having been engaged in the execu-
tion of this work for several years, he had

nearly brought it to a conclusion at the time
of his death, which took place at Coltishall,
near Norwich, in February 1827. Among
the productions of his skill were some elabo-

rate engravings of portraits, particularly those
of Dr Richard Price and Dr Joseph Priestley ;

and he likewise exercised his talents in illus-

trating the publications of Boydell, Macklin,
and Bowyer. lie occasionally painted por-
traits, both in oil and crayons, and with con-
siderable success.

HOME (sir EVERARD, hart.) sergeant sur-

geon to his Majesty, surgeon to Chelsea hos-

pital, honorary professor of anatomy and

surgery at the Royal College of Surgeons,
VPRS. and FSA. He was the son of Robert

Home, esq, of Greenlaw Castle, county of

Berwick, himself a practitioner of eminence.
At an early age he adopted the profession of

surgery, which he studied under the celebrated

John Hunter, who was his brother-in-law
;
and

he practised with great success in the metro-

polis for more than forty years. His profes-
sional publications are voluminous, and are

held in high repute. Among them are his
" Lectures on Comparative Anatomy," 1811,
2 vols, 4to, in which are described the prepa-
rations in the Hunterian collection, illustrated

by 171 engravings. His other works consist

of " A Dissertation on the Properties of Pus,"
1 788, 4to

;
an " Hunteriau Oration," in honour

of surgery, and in memory of those practi-
tioners by whose labours it has been advanced,
delivered in the theatre of the College of Sur-

geons, February 14, 1814; "Practical Obser-
vations on the Treatment of Ulcers on the

Legs, considered as a branch of Military Sur-

gery," 1 797, 8vo ;

" Observations on Cancer,"
1 805, 8vo

;

" Practical Observations on the

Treatment of Stricture in the Urethra and
in the (Esophagus," 1803, 2 vols, 8vo; and
" Practical Observations on Diseases of the
Prostate Gland," 1811, 8vo. Sir Everard
Home likewise contributed largely to the

Philosophical Transactions, and produced a

variety of ably-written articles for the medical

periodicals of the day. He was raised to the

dignity of a baronet in January 1813, by his

Majesty George IV, who also conferred on
him the appointment of sergeant surgeon, in

which office he was continued by William
IV. For many years he was president of

the Royal College of Surgeons. He died at

his apartments in Chelsea College, August 31,

1832, aged seventy-six. Sir Everard married
in 1792 Jane, daughter and co-heiress to the
rev Dr Tunstall, and widow of Stephen
Thompson, esq, by whom he had two sons

and four daughters. Bioq. Diet, of Living
Authors. Ann. Biog.
HONORIUS DE SANCTA MARIA, or

BLAISE VAUZELLE, a Carmelite at Tou-

louse, was born at Limoges in 1651, and died

in 1 729. He wrote " Les Traditions des Peres
268
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et des Auteurs Ecclesiastiques sur la Contem-

plation," 3 vols, 12mo ; "Traite des Indul-

gences et da Jubile," 12mo; Reflexions sur

les Regies et sur 1'Usage de la Critique," 3

vols, 4to ;

" Dissertations Historiques et Cri-

tiques sur les Ordres Militaires," 4to. Diet.

Hist.

HOOGEVEEN (HENRY) a schoolmaster,
was born at Leyden in 1712. In 1732 he
became under-master of the school at Gorcum,
whence he removed to Woerden. He then

resided severally at Culembourg, Breda, Dort,
and Delft, where he died in 1794. His prin-

cipal works are,
" Doctrina Particularum

Linguae GrsecaV' 2 vols, 4to
;
an edition of

Vigerus de Idiotismis Linguae GriEca?.

Harles de Vitis Philologorum.
HOOK (EDWARD THEODORE) born 1788,

died 1841, a novelist, the son of James Hook,
a composer of music and brother to the rev.

Dr James Hook who wrote an opera and farce

and was dean of Worcester. Theodore was
educated at Harrow, and at seventeen pro-
duced his first drama, called " The Soldier's

Return." He was remarkable also for being
the readiest wit of his day, and for all kinds
of mystification and jokes. He wrote a

number of farces, and was a contributor to a
scandalous work called "The Satirist." In

1809 he began novel writing, and produced
"The Man of Sorrow." In 1813 he was

appointed accountant-general and treasurer

at the Mauritius, which he held for two or

three years, and was superintendent of the

government press in the island. He became
a defaulter in his treasurership, and was sent

to England under arrest. In England he
was confined in a lock-up -house for some

time, but that made no impression upon his

merriment. In 1819 he produced a new dra-

matic piece, and then became editor of the
" John Bull

"
paper, in which his attacks

upon private character became notorious,
neither sex, age, nor virtue was spared.
His wit, and an extraordinary talent at im-

provising in his native tongue, drew him
much into society and into convivial habits.

He was continually invited to parties with no
other object than to witness his jests and par-
take the merriment he made; he degraded
his literary character, and ultimately became
the victim of habits that can never fail to

undermine the strongest constitution, when
the fallacy of such a course of life appears too

late, and they who seek the instrument " that

set the table in a roar," abandon him to his

fate. In truth the spirits or assumed spirits
of this singular man, ruled by no law of

feeling or restraint, were of so extraordinary
a character that, turned to better account, they
might have given him a lasting reputation.
His later works were almost exclusively
novels, of which he wrote a considerable

number, but none of them were calculated to

go down to posterity or confer upon their

author more than a momentary renown. He
was for a short time editor of the " New
Monthly Magazine," and he put together a
' Life of Sir David Baird." He was an ex-

2(i9
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cellent musician, and improvised music with
as much facility as verse. The profits from
his works were considerable, but his expenses
always exceeded them, and his intemperate
habits at the close of his career hurried him
to the grave at the age of fifty-three. Orig.
HOPE (sir JOHN) born in Scotland 1765,

died 1836, a gallant military officer in the
British service. He commenced as a cadet in
the Scotch brigade in the service of Holland,
and in 1787 obtained a commission in the
60th foot. He served in Flanders in 1793, and
in the West Indies in 1804 ; he was appointed
an adjutant-general in 1805 to an expedi-
tion to the Baltic, which did not go. He
served in the like capacity in 1807 against
Copenhagen. In 1812 he was removed from
the command of a district at home to join
the duke of Wellington in Spain, and distin-

guished himself at the battle of Salamanca.
Gent. May.
HOPE (THOMAS) a gentleman distinguished

for his attachment to literature and the fine

arts, which he cultivated with great success.

He was descended from a Scotch family long
settled at Amsterdam, noted for wealth, libe-

rality, the splendour of their establishments,
and their extensive and valuable collections of
works of art. Possessing an ample fortune, he

travelled, during the early part of his life, in

Europe, Asia, and Africa, and having acquired
a facility in drawing, he brought home a con-

siderable quantity of sketches of architecture,

sculpture, and scenery. Returning from his

travels, he settled in London, where he pub-
lished " A Letter addressed to F. Annesly,
Esq, on a Series of Designs for Downing
College, Cambridge," in which he criticised,

with some severity, the designs for the erec-

tion of the college produced by Mr Wyatt,
which were consequently rejected. Having
purchased a large house in Duchess-street,

Portland-place, Mr Hope employed his taste

in finishing and fitting up the interior from
his own drawings, and partly in imitation of

the best specimens of art, both ancient and
modern. He had a country mansion at Deep-
dene, in Surrey, whither he removed a great
number of his pictures, works of sculpture,
and books, having built for their reception a

library, a gallery, and an amphitheatre. In

1805 he published a folio volume, entitled
" Household Furniture and Internal Decora-

tions," illustrated with engravings from the

drawings which he had made for the furniture

and fitting up of his town mansion. This work
was the subject of severe criticism in the

Edinburgh Review ; notwithstanding which it

produced all the effect which the author could

have expected, in occasioning an improvement
of taste and design in the upholstery and in-

terior decoration of houses. Mr Hope was a

munificent patron of art and artists, and even
of the humble mechanic; for he has been
known to traverse obscure lanes and alleys to

find out and employ men of skill and talent

who were previously unknown. Among the

artists whom he patronized were Thorwaldsen,
the Danish sculptor, and our own Flaxman
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and Chantrey. The instances of his liberality
were numerous

;
but in one instance his

patronage was repaid by an act of the basest

ingratitude and malicious insult. A French

artist, named Dubost, being dissatisfied at the

objections which were made to a painting
which he had executed, and the price which
he had demanded for it, he, iu revenge for his

disappointment, exhibited a caricature paint-

ing, drawn by himself, which he called
'

Beauty and the Beast," representing a scene

from a fairy tale, in which Mrs Hope, a very
beautiful woman, was depicted in the character

of Beauty, and her husband, whose person was

remarkably plain, as the Beast, laying his

treasures at her feet. This picture attracted

such numerous spectators, that from twenty to

thirty pounds a day is said to have been taken

at the doors, until at length the exhibition was
terminated by Mr Beresford, Mr Hope's bro-

ther, having cut the picture in pieces. For

this, Dubost brought an action against him,

laying his damages at 1000Z ; but he obtained

a verdict for 5l only, as the worth of the can-

vas and colours. In 1809 Mr Hope published
" The Costumes of the Ancients," in 2 vols,

royal 8vo ;
and in 1812,

"
Designs of Modern

Costumes," in folio. But his pen was devoted
afterwards to subjects of a more intellectual

nature, and in his
"
Anastasius, or Memoirs of

a Modern Greek," an historical and geogra-

phical romance, in 3 vols, he has presented a
most accurate and interesting picture of the

customs, manners, and countries of the Turks
and Greeks, which evinces at once the gene-
ral knowledge, the fancy, and the powers of
the author. He died February 3, 1831. Since
his death has been published a curious meta-

physical treatise,
" On the Origin and Prospects

of Man," which affords additional proof of the

vigour of his mind, and the extent and pro-

fundity of his knowledge. Mr Hope married,

April 16, 1806, thehon. Louisa Beresford, the

daughter of lord Decies, archbishop of Tuam,
by whom he has left three sons. Ann. Biog.
HOPE (sir THOMAS) a lawyer, was born at

Edinburgh, and in 1627 became king's ad-

vocate. He was secretly attached to the

covenanters, but was created a baronet by
Charles I. He died in 1646. He wrote some
Latin poems, and an account of the earls of

Mar; also "Minor Practices," and "De-
cisions." Gen. Biog. Diet.

HOPKINSON (FRANCIS) an American
writer, born in Pennsylvania, in 1738. He
became judge of the admiralty in his native

province, and afterwards judge of one of the
courts of justice in the United States. He died
in 1791. Besides some political pamphlets in

favour of republicanism during the war of in-

dependence, he was the author of some ludi-

crous poems, and of papers in the Transactions

of the American Philosophical Society. His
"Miscellaneous Works" appeared in 1792,
3 vols, 8vo. Reuss. Biog. Univ. Class.

HOPPNER (II. P.) born 1796, died 1834, a

captain in the navy, and son of the painter of

the same name. He went with captain sir W. E.

Parry on his voyage to the North Pole, as

IIORSBURGH.
lieutenant of the Griper, and afterwards
sailed with captain Lyon in the Hecla in the
same direction for discovery. He was pro-
moted in 1824, and commanded the Fury,
which he was obliged to abandon to the ice in

1835, in which year he was posted. Bad
health prevented his accompanying sir W. E.

Parry in 1827, and for five years before hia
death he became a suffering invalid. Gent.

Mag.
HORBERG (PETER) an eminent Swedish

painter, who died at an advanced age in 1814.
He was the son of a peasant in Sudermania

;

and native taste having induced him to apply
himself to the study of the fine arts, he went
to Stockholm, where his talents procured him
efficient patronage. Gustavus IV gave him a

pension of 1 50 rix-dollars. Biog. Univ. Class.

HORNBLOWER (JONATHAN) born at

Halesowen, in Shropshire, 1717, died 1780,
an engineer whose father was connected with

Newcomen, and sent him into Cornwall, to

erect the earlier steam-engines, about 1740.
He was a man of great ingenuity, and left a
son of his own name who invented the double-

cylinder engine and the double-beat valves,

by which engines using high-pressure steam
are now managed with a facility otherwise
difficult to attain. He died in 1816. JABEZ,
an engineer also, and elder brother of the

last, wrote the article on the steam-engine in

Gregory's Encyclopaedia, and died in 1814.

Biog. LHct.

HORNBLOWER (JOSIAH) a native of

Shropshire, died in New Jersey, America,
1809. Born at Halesowen, 1729, and bred
an engineer, he went to America about 1 750,
to erect some of the first steam-engines in that

country, and finally settled there. He pos-
sessed varied scientific acquirements out of
his own profession, and was a deep student in

natural philosophy, particularly in minera-

logy. In the revolutionary war he took a
decided part with Franklin and Washington,
and was one of the representatives in the ear-

lier Congress. He was also for several years a
member of the state legislature of New Jersey,
and speaker of the House of Assembly.
Ainer. Jour.

IIORSBURGH (JAMES) born 1762, died

1836, was hydrographer to the East India

Company. Born of humble parentage in

Scotland, he began life as a cabin-boy, and at

length became commander of an East India-

man. In this vessel he visited the Eastern

seas and islands, and on returning home laid

before the Royal Society, in a letter to the

hon. Henry Cavendish, the result of his me-

teorological observations. This paper was

printed in the Philosophical Transactions.

He soon afterwards laid before the public
"Memoirs" of his voyage. In 1806 he

began to collect materials for his great work,
the East India Directory. It assumed its

complete form in 1811. He was made hydro-

prapher to the East India Company in 1S10.

In 1816 he published his "Atmospherical
Register for indicating Storms at Sea," &c.,

and other works. In 1830 he wrote a paper,
270
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and sent it to the Royal Society, entitled
" Remarks upon the Icebergs which have been

met with in the Southern Hemisphere."
Gent. Mag.
HOUEL (J. P. L. L.) a painter and en-

graver, born at Rouen in Normandy, in 1735.

He studied painting in the school of Casa-

nova, and engraving under Le Mire. Among
his works are " Le Voyage Pittoresque de

Sicile, de Malte, et de Lipari," with 264 plates

engraved by him, 4 vols, folio
;
and " His-

toire Naturelle des deux Ele'phans, male et

femelle, du Museum de Paris," with 18 plates,

4to. This artist, who was a member of the

Academy of Painting, died at Paris in 1813.

Biog. Univ. Class,

HOWARD (HENRY) born 1757, died 1842.

He was author of several publications, prin-

cipally of a genealogical character, and was the

son of Philip Howard of Corby Castle, who
wrote a treatise

" On the Scriptural History
of the Earth and of Mankind." Gent. Mag.
HOWARD (SAMUEL) a musical composer,

was brought up in the chapel royal. He took

his degree of doctor at Cambridge in 1708.

His ballads, for which he is chiefly distin-

guished, were once very popular. He died in

1783. Burner's Hist, of Music.
HUBER (JOHN) a member of the council

of two hundred at Geneva, was born in that

city in 1722. He manifested from his youth
a taste for the arts of design ;

but neglecting
the more important departments of those arts,

he attached himself to the study of one in

which he was not likely to encounter much
rivalry. This was the art of cutting profiles.

After having acquired an extraordinary de-

gree of dexterity in forming profiles, he studied

the art of painting, and with so much success

as to have united in his compositions the

truth and nature of Vandyck with the dra-

matic conception of Greuze. The most im-

portant of Huber's designs relate to Voltaire,
with whom he was intimate, and whose pri-
vate life and manners he has illustrated by
his pencil. He seems to have been an eccen-

tric character, and was fond of amusing
himself by contriving mystifications at the ex-

pense of his acquaintance. Among the schemes
which occupied his attention was a project
for guiding the course of air-balloons by the

flight of large birds, on which he published
a tract, with plates designed by himself, in

1784. His death took place at Geneva in

1790. Biog. Univ.

HUE (FRANCIS) born at Fontainebleau in

1757, was, at the commencement of the French

Revolution, first valet-de-chambre to the

dauphin, and he distinguished himself by his

inviolable fidelity to the royal family under
the most trying circumstances. He lived in

the family of the duke of Angouleme from
1795 to 1814, when Louis XVIII made him
his first valet-de-chambre. He died in 1819.
He was the author of a work entitled " Der-
nieres Annees du Regne et de la Vie de
Louis XVI," which has been translated into

English. Biog. Univ. Class.

HUMBERT ( ) a French general, was
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x>rn about 17C5, at Roucroy, in Lorraine.
Be belonged originally to one of the lowest
classes in society, and owed his elevation to
lis talents. After having acquired distinction
as commander of a brigade, under the orders
of general Hoche, in the expedition against
[reland in 1798, he joined the army sent to
St Domingo under general Leclerc, when he
made himself master of Port au Prince. The
following year he returned to France with
:he widow of the commander-in-chief, Pau-
line, the sister of Napoleon. The report of his

extreme intimacy with that lady, and the in-

dependence of his political opinions, gave
offence to the French emperor, who banished
Humbert to Brittany, whence he made his

escape to the United States of America. He
subsequently acted an important part in the

insurrection of the Spanish colonies, and com-
manded a party of the insurgents in 1816.
His death took place at New Orleans, in the

beginning of 1823. Biog. Univ. Class.

HUME (PATRICK) earl of Marchmont, a

distinguished Scottish statesman, who was
born in 1G41. Before he was raised to the

peerage, he was a member of parliament in

Scotland, in 1665, and having opposed the

tyrannical measures of the earl of Lauder-

dale, he was thrown into prison. Subsequently
becoming connected with some of the persons
who were involved in what was called the

Rye-house plot, he consulted his own safety

by taking refuge, with his family, in Holland,
where he remained, in poverty and exile, till

the death of Charles It. He then joined in

the invasion of Scotland under the earl of

Argyle ; and on the failure of that ill-con-

certed plan, he was fortunate enough again
to make his escape to Holland. He con-

tinued there till the revolution of 1688
;
and

he then became a member of the Scottish

convention that gave the crown of Scotland to

William III, in addition to that of England.
For his services, he was made lord chancellor

of Scotland, and created earl of Marchmont.
This skilful and active politician was after-

wards one of the most influential agents in

carrying into effect the Union between Eng-
land and Scotland. His death took place in

1724. He was the author of a narrative of

the expedition under the earl of Argyle; and
his correspondence has also been published.
HUME (ALEXANDER) earl of Marchmont, son

of the preceding, was born in 1675, and was
educated for the Scottish bar. He became a

lord of Session before he had attained the age
of thirty, and for some years he was actively

engaged both in judicial and political affairs.

In the rebellion of 1715 he raised a battalion

of foot and two troops of horse, and was soon

after employed as a diplomatist, in which

post he continued for many years. In 1 733

he joined the opposition against Robert Wai-

pole, on his excise scheme, chiefly with the

view of obtaining the removal of lord Islay

from the government of Scotland
;
but the

affair terminated in the loss of his own seat

as a representative peer, at the next election.

He died in 1 740. This nobleman was distin-
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guished as one of the friends and correspond-
ents of Pope, Swift, and other celebrated

persons. HUME (HUGH) the third earl of

Marchmont, was born 1708. During the life

of his father, the subject of the preceding
article, while he held by courtesy the title of

lord Polwarth, he had a seat in the House of

Commons, where he actively opposed the

measures of Walpole, who regarded him as

one of his most formidable adversaries. His
succession to the earldom prevented him from

sitting in the lower house of parliament, and
some years elapsed before he could get re-

turned as one of the sixteen Scottish peers.
The formation of what was called the broad-

bottomed Administration, in 1744, removing
all impediments, he soon came into office, and
was finally made keeper of the great seal in

Scotland, and continued in parliament till

1784. This nobleman died in 1794 ;
and be-

queathed the papers belonging to his family
to the right hon. George Kose, by whose son,

sir George Rose, bart, they have been recently

published, in 3 vols, Svo. Month. Mag.
HUMMEL (JOHN NEPOMUK) born at

Presburg 1777, died at Weimar 1837, the

founder of the modern school of piano-forte
music. He was early remarkable for genius,
and was placed under Mozart, in whose house

he lived for two years. In 1791 and 1792 he

was in England, where he was heard with

great admiration. He afterwards became

chapel-master to the Duke of Weimar, occa-

sionally making tours into other countries.

He was in England a second time in 1832.

He greatly excelled in church music, and
knew all the styles ancient and modern. He
also composed several operas, of which " Ma-
thilde von Guise" is the best. Bio. Univers.

HUMPHREYS (JAMES) an eminent lawyer
and juridical writer, who was a native of

Montgomeryshire. He was articled to an

attorney at Worcester, and on quitting the

office he entered at Lincoln's-inn, and became
a pupil of Mr Charles Butler, the celebrated

conveyancer. Commencing practice for him-

self, he soon acquired reputation, and was

employed in affairs chiefly relating to property
in Wales and in the west of England, seldom

being applied to in metropolitan cases. His

political opinions were of a liberal cast, and
he was intimate with many of the popular
leaders, as Fox and Romilly, Henry Clifford

and Home Tooke
;
and he was a member of

the Fox club, and likewise of Brookes's. He
established his reputation by the publication
of his " Observations on the English Law of

Real Property," 1826, which however in-

volved him in a long and acrimonious contro-

versy, in the course of which he published
a " Letter to Sir Edward Sugden ;" and a
" Letter to the Editor of the Jurist." He
likewise wrote the article "Devise," in the

Supplement to Viner's Abridgment of Eng-
lish Law ; and he delivered lectures at the

London University. His death took place
November 29, 1830. JMW Mag. Gent. Mag.
HUNT (HENRY) born 1773, died 1835, a

native of Uphaven, Wilts. He was the son of

HUNTINGFORD.
a farmer, and no one better understood the
business of farming than himself. He distin-

guished himself in 1801 on the threatened

invasion, and volunteered with three men
armed, equipped, and mounted, to be at the
call of government. He attended Devizes
market regularly, sometimes driving there

four-in-hand, and in hunting he was foremost
in the pursuit. He was a member of the

yeomanry cavalry, and always was obedient
and attentive to his duties, until he received a

message from the commander, for some reason
or caprice, that his services were no longer
wanted. For this and for demanding satis-

faction of the commander he was sentenced to

a fine of 100/. and six weeks' imprisonment.
This harsh treatment produced a determina-
tion to become a popular leader, and to oppose
the ministers. He had a brewery in Bristol,
and there he set up for the city in conjunction
with Cobbett against Hart Davis. It cost the

winning candidate an enormous sum of money.
After many fruitless attempts he defeated lord

Stanley at Preston in 1830. He was re-elected

in 1831. In parliament he was a mere nega-
tion. The mob orator out of doors could not
make up within for an imperfect education.
It may be questioned whethei1 the unprovoked
and unjustifiable attack made by a half dis-

ciplined yeomanry upon an unarmed mass
of men, women, and children at Manchester,
while he was haranguing them, did not keep
his importance alive much longer than it

would have done otherwise. He was attacked

by paralysis, which quickly proved fatal.

Henry Hunt was lord of the manor of Glas-

tonbury, so renowned in monastic annals.

Daily Paper. Gent. Mag.
HUNTER (JOHN DUNN) born about 1798,

died 1830. He was taken when a child from
an American settlement, where the Indians
had massacred the inhabitants, and was nur-
tured by an Indian woman, who adopted him.
He was reared among them, but afterwards
left them for the United States, the larger

part of his tribe being destroyed in a conflict

with their enemies. In the United States

there were some who doubted his veracity,
because he did not understand, as they did,
several of the languages used by other tribes.

They attacked his veracity in reviews and
other works, to which he had no means of

reply. He came over to England, then

visited France, and returned to America
full of the idea of instructing the Indians in

agriculture, when he was killed in a skirmish

with a hostile tribe. He published a work

exceedingly interesting, entitled " Manners
and Customs of the several Indian tribes

located west of the Mississippi, &c." Public
Journals.

HUNTINGFORD (GEORGE ISAAC) a
learned prelate, distinguished as a classical

scholar, who was a native of Winchester. He
received his education at Winchester College,
and New College, Oxford, where he obtained

the degree of MA. in 1770; and he subse-

quently became an assistant under Dr Joseph
Warton, in the seminary in which he had
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been educated. In 1781 he printed for private
circulation " Greek Odes," which he was in-

duced to publish the following year, under
the title of '' Metra Monostrophica," 8vo

;
and

he also produced a very useful work, entitled
" An Introduction to the Writing of Greek,"
in two parts, 8vo. At this period he held a

fellowship at New College; in 1789 he was

appointed warden of Winchester College, arid

in 1793 he accumulated the degrees of BD.
and DD. Through the patronage of lord

Sidmouth, who had been his pupil at Win-

chester, he was promoted in 1802 to the

bishopric of Gloucester, whence in 1815 he
was translated to that of Hereford. Dr Hun-

tingford, who was a fellow of the Royal
Society, died at Winchester College, April
29, 1832, in the eighty-fourth year of his age.

Among his published works, besides those

already noticed, are " An Apology for the

Monostrophics," 1 784, 8vo
;

" Ethic Sen-

tences, by the writing of which Boys may be-

come accustomed to the Greek characters,"

1788, 4to
;

" Twelve Discourses on different

subjects," 1795, 8vo
;
a second volume of " Dis-

courses;," 1797 ;

" A Call for Union with the

Established Church," 1800, 8vo; "The
Petition of the English Roman Catholics con-

sidered, in a Charge delivered at the Trien-
nial Visitation in June 1810," 8vo; and a

number of single sermons. Biog. Diet of

Living Authors. Edit.

HUSKISSON (WILLIAM) an eminent
statesman and political writer, who was the

eldest sou of a gentleman possessed of some
landed property in Staffordshire. He was
born in 1770, and his father becoming a wi-

dower, and marrying a second time, the son

was consigned to the care of a relation of the

medical profession. Visiting Paris, he im-
bibed the spirit of the times. He was present
at the taking of the Bastile, and became a

member of the club of 1789, the specific ob-

ject of which was the support of a constitu-

tional monarchy. In the society to which he

belonged, he distinguished himself by a

speech, denouncing the consequences likely
to occur from an excessive issue of assignats,
which effort of oratory brought him into

general notice, before he had reached the age
of twenty. He also obtained an introduction

to lord Gower, who was English ambassador
at Paris, and returning to England with the

ambassador, he became known to Pitt and

Dundas, and he was soon after placed at the

head of the Alien Office, for the management
of which he was well qualified by his ac-

quaintance with the French language and the

information which he had obtained during his

residence abroad. After a close attention to

the duties of his post for nearly three years,
he was removed to that of under secretary in

the war and colonial department, where he
succeeded sir Evan Nepean. From this period
he devoted himself wholly to politics, and the

following year he was brought into parlia-
ment for the borough of Morpeth. About
this time he succeeded, on the death of his

uncle, Dr Gem, to an estate at Eartham, in
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Sussex, which had been the property of Hay-
ley the poet. In 1 799 he married Eliza Emily,
the daughter of admiral Milbauke

; and in
1801 Mr Dundas procured for that lady the

reversionary grant of a pension of 015/. per
annum. On Mr Pitt's retirement from office

Huskisson also withdrew, with a pension of
1200Z. a year. At the general election in
1802 he was an unsuccessful candidate for

Dover; but in 1804 he obtained a seat for the

borough of Liskeard. At a later period he
was returned for Chichcster, through the in-

fluence of the duke of Richmond. In the
House of Commons he frequently spoke on
financial affairs, concerning which his in-

formation was extensive, if not profound.
When Mr Pitt returned to office, in May 1805,
Huskisson was again actively employed in the

public service. He brought up a report of
the loyalty loan bill, the postage duty bill,
and the additional house duty bill

;
and he

was appointed joint secretary of the treasury,
which office he quitted on the death of Mr
Pitt, but resumed it on the resignation of the

Whig ministry, to whose overthrow he con-
tributed. In 1809 he retired from office with
Mr Canning ;

but when that gentleman went
to Lisbon, he accepted the post of surveyor-
general of the Woods and Forests. When
Mr Canning was appointed to the government
of India, Mr Huskisson succeeded him as

member of parliament for Liverpool ;
and he

was placed at the head of the board of trade
when the latter became prime minister. Un-
der the duke of Wellington he for a time
held the office of colonial secretary of state

which he was obliged to resign in conse-

quence of his vote against the minister, re-

lative to the transfer of the elective franchise
from the borough of East Retford to the hun-
dred of Bassetlaw. His death, which took

place September 15, 1830, was the result of a
most shocking accident, at the opening of the

Liverpool and Manchester railroad, when a
vast concourse of people had assembled,
among whom was the duke of Wellington,
for whom and other distinguished persons
locomotive carriages were prepared to convey
them along the railway. At Parkfield,
seventeen miles from Liverpool, the carriages
stopped for a short time for a fresh supply of

fuel, when Mr Huskisson aud others having
alighted, that gentleman, who was standing
on the road, was knocked down by one of the
steam carriages in its passage, and the wheel

going over his thigh, occasioned a dreadful

compound fracture, which caused his death in

the course of the following night. His fune-

ral, which was attended by a great number
of persons, took place at Liverpool on the

24th of the same month. Mr Huskisson was
the author of a pamphlet entitled " The
Question concerning the Depreciation of our

Currency stated and examined," 1810, 8vo.
And his very able speeches, with an account
of his life, have been published in 3 vols, 8vo.

Life aforesaid. Month. Mag.
HUTCHINS (THOMAS) geographer to the

United States, was born at New Jersey about
T
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1730. He entered into the British army in

the American war, and distinguished himself

against the Indians in Florida. After having
obtained the command of a regiment, he went
to London, to vindicate himself against the

charge of having corresponded with Dr Frank-

lin, then American agent in France. After

recovering his liberty, he joined the army of

general Green, at Charlestown. He was no-

minated geographer-general to the United

States; and he died at Pittsburgh in 1789.

He published "An Historical Sketch of the

Expedition of Bouquet against the Indians of

Ohio in 1764;" "A Topographical Descrip-
tion of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and

Carolina," with maps, London, 1778; "An
Historical Account and Topographical De-

scription of Louisiana, West Florida, and

Philadelphia," 1784. Biog. Univ. Class.

HUTCHINSON (JOHN HELY) earl of

Donoughmore, born May 15, 1757, was the

second son of the right hon. John Hely
Hutchinson, Secretary of State for Ireland.

After being educated at Eton, where he had
the advantage of a private tutor, he repaired
to the college of Dublin, of which his father

had been provost. In 1774 he was appointed
cornet in the 18th dragoons; in 1775, a lieu-

tenant; and in 1776, he was promoted to a

company in the 67th regiment of foot. In

1777 captain Hutchinson was elected a mem-
ber of the Irish parliament for Cork, when
he distinguished himself as a public speaker.
In 1781 he obtained a majority ;

and in 1783
a lieutenant-colonelcy in the 77th. Having
studied tactics at Strasburgh, he now visited

the continent with the enlarged views of one

to whom fortune seemed to promise extensive

public employment. At the commencement
of the French revolution he found means for

obtaining access to the French camp at its

most interesting period, when he saw Lafay-
ette compelled to leave those troops of which
he had been the favourite, and seek safety in

flight. Having scrutinized the state of the

French army, he then had the fortunate oppor-

tunity to examine that which was marching
to oppose it, under the duke of Brunswick
and to calculate upon the result. At the

commencement of hostilities with France in

1793, he raised a regiment, and in 1794 ob-

tained the rank of colonel. He served during
the campaign in Flanders as extra aide-de-

camp to sir Ralph Abercromby ;
and sub-

sequently in Ireland during the rebellion

and he was second in command at the battle

of Castlebar. Having been commander in the

Connaught district, the inhabitants presentee
him with a valuable sword, in acknowledg-
ment of their gratitude and esteem. In 1796
he obtained the rank of major-general ;

anc

in 1799 served as such in the expedition to

the Helder, when lord Craven being disabled

major-general Hutchiuson led on his brigade
in a gallant style against the enemy, on which
occasion he was wounded. In the expedition
to Egypt, in 1801, he was appointed seconc

in command to sir Ralph Abercromby. The

HUTCHINSON.
British army landed in Egypt on the 8th of
March in that year, and after a contest with
he French troops on the 13th, the British took
a position about four miles from Alexandria.
On the 21st of the same month they were
attacked by the French under general Menou,
whose force amounted to 11,000 or 12,000
men. In the battle of Alexandria, which
followed, the French were defeated, with the
loss of more than 3000 men killed, wounded,
or taken prisoners, while one of their general
officers fell in the field, and two died of their

wounds shortly after. But the British general,
sir R. Abercromby, was mortally wounded
in the action, and died on the seventh day
afterwards. The command of the army con-

sequently devolved on major-general Hutch-

inson, who receiving reinforcements, gradually
advanced upon the enemy, and having pursued
them to Cairo, a capitulation took place, and
the expedition terminated in an agreement on
the part of the French to evacuate Egypt.
For his gallant and able services in this cam-

paign, the general twice received the thanks of
both houses of parliament ;

was nominated a

knight of the bath, on the 30th of May 1801
;

and raised to the peerage as baron Hutchin-
son of Alexandria, and of Knocklofry, in the

county of Tipperary, by patent dated Decem-
ber 16 in the same year, with the annual

pension of 20001. attached to the title. In
November 1806 he was despatched on an

extraordinary mission to the Prussian and
Russian armies; afterwards to the court of

Petersburgh ; and, at a later period of his life,

to meet queen Caroline at St Omer's, as the

personal friend of George IV, who, many
years before, appointed him one of his coun-
cil as prince of Wales. He was promoted to

the rank of lieutenant-general in 1803 ; in

1811, made colonel of the 18th regiment of

foot; and in 1813 he became a full general.
In August 1825 he succeeded his brother as

earl of Donoughmore, viscount Surdale, and
baron Donoughmore, in Ireland, and viscount

Hutchinson in the peerage of the United

Kingdom, all which titles had been conferred,
with remainder to her descendants, on his

mother, Christiana, baroness Hutchinson. The
earl of Donoughmore's death took place at his

seat of Knocklofty , in the county of Tipperary,
July 6, 1 832. United Service Journal. Gent.

Mag.
HUTCHINSON (THOMAS) a native of

Boston, in North America, who became lord-

chief-justice of the province of Massachusetts,
and then lieutenant-governor from 1758 to

1770. He was afterwards governor, and was

superseded by Gage in 1774, when he went to

England. He died at Brompton in 1780.
Governor Hutchinson was the author of a
"
History of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay,

from the first settlement thereof in 1628, to the

Year 1750," Boston, 176067, 2 vols, 8vo,

reprinted in 1775; "A Collection of Original

Papers relative to the History of the Colony
of Massachusetts," 1769, too. Ibid.
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I.

TAKUBOWSKI (VINCENT) born at Ma-
1 niew, in Cracovia, 1751, died 1826, a learned

Pole, and professor in the college of Nobles.

He was at last raised to the place of superior
in the college of Piarists, but three years
afterwards was attacked with a malady that

brought him to the grave,after ten years' dura-

tion. He translated " Advice to the People,

by Tissot," Pascal's
"
Thoughts on Religion,"

and wrote some Latin poems. Bio. Univ.

IBBETSON (AGNES) a lady distinguished
for her researches concerning natural history
and other branches of science. She was the

daughter of Andrew Thomson, esq, of Lon-

don, and was married to Mr Ibbetson, a

barrister, by whom she was left a widow.

Having received a liberal education, and

gained a knowledge of the French and Italian

languages, she devoted her leisure to the

study of nature, and her attention was di-

rected to the sciences of astronomy, geology,

mineralogy, and botany, the last mentioned
of which, and especially that department of

it relating to the physiology of plants, formed
the favourite object of her inquiries. She
made some interesting microscopical experi-
ments on the structure of vegetables, which
led to discoveries of which she published an
account in Nicholson's Philosophical Journal,
whence they have been transferred to the

Edinburgh Encyclopaedia ;
and she also was

a contributor to the Annals of Philosophy
and other scientific journals. Her death took

place at Exmouth in Devonshire, in February
1823, in the sixty-sixth year of her age.
Gent. Mag.
IBRAHIM BEY, a celebrated leader, and

one of the last of the formidable race of the

Mamelukes. He was born in Circassia about

1735, and sold as a slave. He entered the

corps of Mamelukes of Mahommed Abou
Dahab, who freed him, and admitted him as

one of the twenty-four beys. He became the

ally of the French in the expedition of

Bonaparte into Egypt, and rendered them

good service. He escaped the massacre of the

Mamelukes by Mehemet All. His forces

were afterwards obliged to retire into Nubia.
There he died at the age of eighty in 1816,
some years before Ibrahim Pacha pursued
and destroyed the remnant of this formidable

body. Bio. Diet.

ILLEC1NO (BERNARDO) an Italian poet,
of whose biography no complete accounts are

extant, even his name being disfigured in the

MSS. and in numerous editions of his com-

mentary on the "
Triumphs of Petrarch."

Crescembini calls him Bernardo de Montal-

ciuo, and Quadrio, Bernardo Lapini, but he
is best known as Illecino. He lived in the

15th century. Biog. Univ.

INES DE CASTRO, died 1335, born of an
illustrious Castilian family. She was placed
with Constance, the wife of the Infant Don
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Pedro, son of Alphonso IV. Constance dying,
Ines inspired Don Pedro with an ardent love
for her, and they were united by a secret

marriage. Alphonso insisted that his son
should sacrifice his love for the interests of
the state, which Pedro refused. Ines was
therefore assassinated. When Alphonso died
in 1357, Don Pedro had the murderers of his
wife arrested and put to death with horrible
tortures. He then ordered the body of his

murdered queen to be exhumed, clothed in
the royal ornaments, crowned with him, and
saluted by the grandees of the kingdom as
their queen. The issue of the marriage were
also made legitimate successors to the throne.

Bib. Univ.

INGON, the name of two kings of Norway
who reigned between 1157 and 1217. They
both governed in troublous times, the first

Ingon losing his sceptre and his life in 1161.

INGONF (FRANCOIS ROBERT) born in

Paris 1747, died 1812, a noted French en-

graver. He had a brother, Charles Pierre,
of the same profession, who died in 1800.
Bib. Univ.
INNES (Louis) a Catholic priest, of a

Scottish family, born about 1650. He became

principal of the Scotch college at Paris, and
held that office when James II sought an asy-
lum in France. Innes was made almoner to

the queen, and secretary of state to the expa-
triated monarch. To him is ascribed the com-

position of the " Memoirs" of James II, pub-
lished by Dr J. S. Clarke, London,! 81 6, 2 vols,

4to, and which were translated into French.
THOMAS INNES, brother of the preceding, suc-

ceeded him at the Scotch college, and died in

1 744. He was the author of " A Critical

Essay on the Ancient Inhabitants of the North-
ern Parts of Britain," London, 1729, 2 vols,
8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

INTERIANO de AYALA (JOHN) born

1656, died 1730, a religious devotee of Spain,
of the order of Mercy, educated at Salamanca.
He was named preacher to the king, and re-

ceived numerous favours from the court with-

out solicitation. He was author of an " His-
toric Catechism," and of numerous religious
works. Idem.
1NVEGES (AUGUSTIN) a Jesuit, and pro-

fessor of philosophy and theology, was born
at Siacca in Sicily, in 1595. He quitted his

order, and died at Palermo in 1677. He was
the author of " Historia Paradisi Terrestris,"

4to; "La Cartagine Siciliana," 4to
;
"The

History of Cacamo, in Sicily," 4to ;

" The
History of Palermo," 3 vols, folio. In the His-

tory ofCacamo he applauds the Sicilian vespers
as a patriotic and glorious act. Diet. Hist.

IRAIL (AUGUSTIN SIMON) canon of Ma-
rischal, was bom at Puy in Velay, in 1719,
and died in 1794. He was the author of a

tragedy in prose, entitled " Henri IV et la

Marquise de Verneuil;" "Histoire de la E4-
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union de la Bretagne k la France ;"

"
Que-

relles Litteraires, ou Mcmoires pour servir a

1'Histoire des Revolutions de la Republique
des Lett res," 4 vols. Idem.

IRNERIUS or WERNERUS, a civilian,

was a native of Bologna in the eleventh cen-

tury. He acquired great reputation as a

teacher of the law, and had a number of dis-

ciples, who were called glossators, Irnerius

himself having the title of Lucerna Juris.

Through his means the Justinian code was re-

stored, and he first introduced the form of cre-

ating doctors into the universities. He died

about 1145. Moreri.

ISAM (ABRAHAM) born in the sixteenth

century at Castries, a French adventurer.

He had his education at Bordeaux, and took

the degree of doctor. He accepted a company
of foot in the regiment of Goudrin, which
was offered him by the commander, and soon

went under the command of marshal Biron.

He was obliged to quit the French service for

killing a brother officer in a duel, and then

entered that of Austria. He was employed in

Hungary, and became governor of Ratisbon.

All his prospects were at once destroyed by
the discovery that he was a Protestant. He
left Austria, and went and offered his services

to the schah of Persia, who was at war with

Turkey. He was well received, and got the

command of a corps of cavalry, with which
he obtained some successes, when he was
made a prisoner. The Turks refused to ex-

change him. He then entered their service,

and embraced Islamism, marrying a relation

of the grand seignor, and becoming viceroy
of Armenia. After thirty years' service in

Turkey, he called his country and family
to mind, sent an emissary, and persuaded
a brother to visit him, whom he sent back
to France laden with wealth. Isam died a few

years afterwards, leaving two sons, who became

pachas of considerable cities. Biog. Univ.

ISNARD (MAXIMIN) born at Grass in

France 1755, died 1830. He was a perfumer
when the revolution commenced : became one
of its most enthusiastic partisans, and was
named a deputy from the department of the

Var in 1791. His father, who was rich, gave
him a good education. He voted for the death

of the king. He was soon after proscribed

himself, but contrived to remain concealed

until after the death of Robespierre. Not

having taken any part in public affairs in 1814
and 1815, he remained undisturbed in his na-

tive town until his death. He wrote some poli-
tical pamphlets in 1792 and 1795, an account
of his grievances, and "A Treatise on the

Immortality of the Soul," &c. Biog. Univers.

ISNARDI (JEAN BAPTISTE) born 1749 at

Puget Theniers in France, died 1830. He
resided in early life at Arras, and during the

revolution was ordered to form a library for

the central school of Boulogne, out of the

remains of those of St Vast, St Pol, and St

Omer. He acquitted himself admirably, and

rescued many valuable works from destruc-

tion. He continued to enrich the library by
every means in his power, and gave lectures

IVERSEN.
upon the progress of the human mind, and on
the monuments of India and Egypt, &c. The
town of Boulogne, in consequence, gave one of
the galleries of the public library his name,
and placed his bust in it Idem.

ISSELT (MICHEL) born at Dokkum in

Friesland in the sixteenth century, died 1597.
He left

" Historise Belli Coloniensis Libri

IV;"
" Historia rerum memorabilium in Belgio,

sub Philippe II, Hisp. rege, ab anno 1566,

usque ad ann. 1594;" with other works of an
historical character. Idem.

1TALINSKI (ANDREW) born in 1743, in

Poland, died 1827, a Russian diplomatist,
educated at Kiew. He studied philosophy
and the sciences, and visited Edinburgh and
London. In Paris he became the friend of

Grimm, through whose recommendation he
was attached to the Russian legation in the
Two Sicilies. He was afterwards sent to

Constantinople, from whence he solicited to

be sent to Rome, where he died. He princi-

pally employed himself there in reading the

classics, and in forming a fine cabinet of anti-

quities. To him the continuation of the grand
work on Etruscan vases by Hancarville apper-
tains. Biog. Univ.

ITARD (JEAN MARIE GASPAHD) born in

Provence 1775, died 1838. He commenced
life as a surgeon in Paris, and became physi-
cian to the hospital for the deaf and dumb.
In 1799 a child of eleven or twelve years of

age "was found naked in the woods of Canne,
searching among the herbs and roots for its

nourishment. It was brought to Paris, and
there called the "

Savage of Aveyron."
Placed in the establishment for the deaf and
dumb at Paris, Itard, who saw only a child

deprived of education, devoted four years
without success to teach him speech. The
result proved that the child was an idiot.

Itard then published his treatises upon the
education of man in a savage state, and the

history of the youth of Aveyron. He also

published a work upon the ear and hearing.
At his death he left 8000 francs to form a new-

class for the education of the deaf and dumb,
proving his sincere desire to ameliorate the

state of the most unfortunate of human beings.

Biog. Univ.

IVANOFF (FEODOR FEOIHJROVITSCH) born
in 1777, died at Moscow 1816. He was ori-

ginally attached to the commissariat of the

army. He wrote several dramatic works in

Russian, and a tragedy in five acts, called
"
Martha, or the Conquest of Novogorod."

Bif>g. Univ.

IVERSEN (CHRISTIAN) born at Copen-
hagen in 1748, the son of one of the choir in

the church of Notre Dame in that city. After

travelling for some years abroad, he obtained
leave to set up a printing-press at Odensee,
where he also commenced business as a book-

seller, and formed a typographical society.
There he published and edited numerous
works of great utility, and among them " Col-
lections of general utility for the Amelioration
of the Heart and Extension of Knowledge," in

8 vols, 8vo. Ibid.
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TABALOT (FRANCOIS FERDINAND) born at

eJ Parma in 1780, died at Rome 1834. His

parents were French, engaged in trade. He
was educated at the university of Parma, and
became a great oriental and Hebrew scholar,
and subsequently a celebrated preacher, which

duty he continued to the close of his life.

He left a work entitled "
Degli Ebrei nel

loro rapporto colle nazioni Cristiane," and
some funeral orations. Bib. Univers.

JACKSON (ARTHUR) a nonconformist di-

vine, was born in 1593, at Little Waldingfield
in Suffolk, and was educated at Trinity col-

lege, Cambridge. On taking orders he was
lecturer of St Michael's, Wood-street

;
he af-

terwards had the living of St Faith under St

Paul's, but was ejected in 1662. He was the

enemy of Cromwell, and was imprisoned for

refusing to give evidence on the occasion of
Love's plot. He died in 1666. He wrote
" Annotations on the Bible," 4 vols, 4to.

JACKSON, RA. (JOHN) an eminent por-

trait-painter, born at Lastingham, in the North

Riding of Yorkshire, May 31, 1778, whose
father was a tailor, and he was apprenticed
to the same Irade. Very early in life he
evinced a strong taste for painting, and be-

fore the term of his indentures expired he
found opportunities for the indulgence of his

propensity for the art, and had sketched some

portraits, which exhibited a talent beyond
what might have been expected from one en-

tirely self-taught. These displays of his

abilities procured him the protection of sir

George Beaumont, by whose means he was
released from his apprenticeship, and encou-

raged to devote himself to painting. Sir G.
Beaumont also advised him to make an at-

tempt to paint in oil, and furnished him with
a portrait as a model to copy from. He suc-

ceeded in the attempt, and after making some

portraits of members of the family of lord

Mulgrave, he removed to London, to study at

the Royal Academy ; and during the period
of his attendance there he was supported by
the liberality of his former patron. Having
accomplished the term appropriated to study,
he commenced portrait-painter in the metro-

polis. For some years, however, his produc-
tions obtained for him no great distinction, the

field which he had chosen being preoccupied
by Hoppner, Beechey, Opie, Owen, Phillips,

Lawrence, and other artists of high reputation.
At that period Jackson, though not distin-

guished as a painter in oil, was much noted
for the excellence of his portraits in water-

colours, and his practice in this department
was extensive and productive of a very hand-
some income. Many of the heads engraved in

Cadell's splendid publication,
" Portraits of

Illustrious Persons of the Eighteenth Cen-

tury," were from drawings by Jackson. He
determined, however, to make himself master
of painting in oil, and, relinquishing the prac-
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tice of water-colours, soon accomplished his
object. The tact with which Mr Jackson
copied the works of the old masters surprised
his contemporaries : his imitations were fac-
similes of their productions. Among his
works of the highest order may be mentioned
portraits of the marquis of Chandos, repre-
sented in the costume of an officer of the
hussars

;
a whole length of earl Fitzwilliam

;

portraits of the bust of Thomas Stothard,
Henry Bone, John Flaxman, two portraits of
John Soane, one of the rev. W. Holwell Carr,
and a fine portrait of baron Denoyers. On
the 6th November 1815, Mr Jackson was
elected an associate of the Royal Academy,
and on the 10th February 1817, a Royal
Academician. In 1816 he accompanied gene-
ral Phipps in a tour through Holland and
Flanders; and in 1819 he travelled through
Italy to Rome, with Mr Chantrey, the sculp-
tor. At Rome he was chosen a member of
the academy of St Luke. This distinguished
artist died June 1, 1831, at his house at St
John's Wood, near London. He was twice

married, and left children by both his wives.
Jackson, says a writer in the Athenaeum, oc-

cupies a place between the fine elegant detail
of Lawrence and the vigorous generalities of
Raeburn

; or as others word it, though per-
haps less truly, he is a disciple of the school
of Reynolds, and one of the cleverest of its

followers. Where thought and intelligence
were required he readily supplied them : he
rose and fell with his subject, and may be
considered as one of the most honest of all the
children of flattery. He had an uncommon
readiness and skill of hand, a rapid felicity of

finish, which enabled him to dash off at a few

sittings whatever he undertook
;
his colouring

was deep, clear, and splendid ;
and in this he

more resembled Reynolds than any artist since

his day. Ann. Biog.
JACKSON (JOSEPH) a letter-founder, was

born in 1733, in London. He served his ap-
prenticeship to Caslon, but making great im-

provements in casting types he was enabled to

set up for himself in Dorset- street, where he
died in 1 792. He cast the types for the Alex-
andrian New Testament, and for the Domes-

day Book. Nichols's Bowyer.
JACKSON, MD. (ROBERT) inspector of

military hospitals, and for many years chief

of the medical department of the army in the

West Indies. Having completed his profes-
sional education, he went to Jamaica in 1774,
where he employed with success cold affusion

in the cure of fever. In 1778 he served as a

regimental surgeon in North America, and on

returning to England he settled as a physician
at Stockton in the county of Durham. On
hostilities with France taking place in 1793,
he again engaged in the army service, and was

employed for many years on the continent and
in the West Indies. At length he retired with
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a pension of 200/. a-year. His death took

place at Thursby, near Carlisle, April 6, 1827,
at the age of seventy-six. He was the author

of several important medical works, among
which are a treatise " On the Fevers of Ja-

maica, with Observations on the Intermittents

of America," 1795, 8vo; "An Outline of the

History and Cure of Fever, Endemic and Con-

tagious," 1798, 8vo; "Remarks on the Con-
stitution of the Medical Department of the

British Army," 1S03, 8vo
;
and " An Exposi-

tion of the Practice of affusing Cold Water on
the Body as a Cure of Fever," 1808, 8vo.

Gent. Mag.
JACOB (JOHN) born 1765, died in Guern-

sey 1840. He was a native of Kent, and re-

sided twenty-five years in the Channel Islands.

He published
" Annals of some of the English

Norman Isles, constituting the bailiwick of

Guernsey.*' Part I. (which contains the

Caskets, Alderney, Sark, Herm, and Jethou,
with part of Guernsey) forms a large octavo

volume. Biog. Univ.

JACOBI (ANDREW RODOLPH) born in Ha-
nover 1746, died 1825, director of the taxes

for the country of Luneburg, and a doctor of

laws of the university of Gottingen. He wrote

several treatises on political economy and law,
and " Annals of the territory of Brunswick."

Sib. Univ.

JACOBI (FREDERIC HENRY) a distinguished
German philosopher, who was born at Dussel-

dorf in 1 743. He was the son of a respectable

merchant, and was himself designed for a mer-
cantile employment ;

and after having studied

at Geneva he returned home with reluctance

to take the charge of his father's business.

After a time he obtained an appointment at

court, which enabled him to relinquish com-
mercial pursuits. In 1779 he was sent to

Munich, where he fell into disgrace, in conse-

quence of his exposure of abuses in the Bava-
rian system of commercial taxation. He had
married a lady of Aix-la-Chapelle, to whom
he was much attached, and her death inter-

rupted the happiness which he had for a time

enjoyed at his country-seat at Pempelfort.
He then visited Weimar, where he saw Goethe
and Herder, and he subsequently resumed his

studies. In 1785 he published
" Letters on

Spinosa," and from that period he was much
occupied with speculations on metaphysical

theology. In 1794 he removed from Dussel-

dorf to Holstein, in consequence of the effect

produced on the country by the French revo-

lution. In 1801 he went to Paris, but soon
returned to Holstein, where he intended to

pass the remainder of his life, but in 1804 he
received an invitation to go to Munich, where
he was appointed president of the newly
founded Bavarian Academy. He retired from
this office at the age of seventy, retaining
however his salary; and he died March 10,

1819. Jacobi has been termed the "German
Plato :" his views were alike opposed to those

of the dogmatic Mendelsohn, the critical Kant,
the idealising Fichte, and the pantheistic

Schelling. Among his writings are " Wolde-

mar, a philosophical novel," 1794; "David

JACQUARD.
Hume on Belief, or Idealism and Realism ;"
and " Sendschreiben on Fichte," Hamb. 1799.

JACOBI (JOHN GEORGE) brother of the pre-
ceding, an eminent poet, who was born in 1 740.
He studied theology in 1758 at Gottingen, and
afterwards at Helmstadt

;
and became pro-

fessor of philosophy and rhetoric at Halle,
where he published the "

Iris," a periodical
for ladies, 1774 76. Joseph II appointed
him professor of the belles lettres in the uni-

versity of Freyburg in the Brisgau, in 1 784.
From 1795 to 1800 he published the " Ueber-

flussiger Taschenbuch ;" and from 1803 to

1807, the "
Iris." He died January 4, 1814.

A complete edition of his works appeared at

Zurich, 7 vols, 8vo. Encycl. Amer.
JACOTOT (JOSEPH) born at Dijon 1770,

died 1840. He began life in the French artil-

lery, and was recalled from the army in 179-3,
to become the substitute of the director of the

Polytechnic School. In 1815 he retired into

Holland, and was made by the king of the
Netherlands French reader in the Louvain

university. There he promulgated his system
called that of " universal instruction." This
mode was at once analytic and synthetic, and
is the same also discoverable in the mode
of instruction used by Pestalozzi, and there-

fore it was not wholly new, though more

fully applied by Jacotot. In 1830 he left

Belgium for Paris, and then retired to Valen-

ciennes, where for seven years he taught his

mode of instruction, returning to Paris in

1 838, where he continued to labour until his

death, by instructing the poor and ignorant
heads of families, in order that they might
in turn instruct their children. He pub-
lished several useful works in the view of

extending his mode of education. Biog.
Univ.

JACQUARD (JOSEPH MARIE) born at

Lyons 1752, died 1834. He was the son of a

weaver, and his forefathers were poor cotters

at Couson on the right bank of the Saone.
He received no education from his parents.
He showed a love for the mechanical arts

early in life. He was first employed at a

letter-foundry in Lyons, where he became
useful by his suggestions ;

but his mother

dying, he rejoined his father, intending to

follow his business of a husbandman. His
father dying also, and finding he had but
little to support himself, he attempted to set

up a manufactory, but failed, and was obliged
to part with his materials to pay his debts,
and even with his paternal cot. He was a
man of great patience, mildness, and activity.
He failed "in all his attempts to succeed in

trade, and was obliged to go and work as a

journeyman, while his wife followed straw

hat-making upon a small scale in Lyons.
While he was following out his invention, in
1 790, he was in a state of the greatest penury.
He fought in the civil war that desolated

Lyons, and survived its perils. After peace
was restored, Jacquard set himself once more
to perfect his inventions for weaving, while he
knew not where to turn for bread. It was not
until 1802 that a consultation of functionaries
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being held at Lyons for the election of the

president of the Cisalpine republic, that some
of the members were attracted to the inven-

tions of Jacquard. He was soon after sent to

Paris, noticed by Carnot, and received a gold
medal for his ingenuity. Some of his inven-

tions were pronounced to be curious and

original, but useless. At length an imperial
decree in 1806 authorized the purchase of

Jacquard's privilege of invention for an in-

come of 3000 francs, one half to revert to his

wife in case of her surviving him. Thus his

machine or loom became public property.
He then set about improving his invention, for

which he would have a claim to further re-

wards. In the midst of all, the workmen,
fearing that the use of Jacquard's loom would
dimmish the quantity of work, leagued against

it, spoiled the stuff manufactured, and even
burned the machines publicly. At one time
he was himself with difficulty saved from

being thrown into the Rhone. Fortunately
the advantages became so obvious, that to pre-
vent the usage of the loom was impossible, and
six years afterwards 18,000 were in full work,
and in later times 30,000 iu France alone.

The invention was adopted in other countries,
and he had brilliant offers on condition of

emigration to serve foreign countries by his

inventions, but he refused them all. He subse-

quently received the cross of the Legion of
Honour. Losing his wife, he retired to a

village about a league from Lyons, where he

passed his last years in a cottage, cultivating
his garden and attentive to acts of devotion.
Thus died one of the greatest benefactors of

nations, very little elevated in worldly cir-

cumstances by that which enriched his coun-

try. Biog. Univ.

JAC9UEMARD (ETIENNE) born in Paris

1772, died 1830, a French grammarian, who
left several useful publications in that branch
of knowledge.

JAC9UEMONT (VICTOR) born at Paris

1801, died at Bombay 1832, a French tra-

veller and naturalist. He early travelled over
his own country. Next he went to America,
then to Hayti, afterwards to England. He
arrived in Calcutta in 1829. He visited

Benares, Agra, Delhi, Simla, approached the

Chinese frontier, paid a visit to the Sikhs, and
after travelling with extraordinary order and

perseverance over an immense extent of coun-

try, arrived at Bombay in 1832, near which
he was attacked with fever, and ultimately
died. His travels have been published in

2 vols, and his correspondence in a separate
form. Bio. Univers.

JACQUES (MATTHEW JOSEPH) a learned
French ecclesiastic, born in 1 736. He became

professor of philosophy and mathematics at

Lons le Saunier, and afterwards at Besan<jon.
In 1791 he emigrated, and did not return to

France till after the Concordat. He died in

18^1, professor of theology in the university
of Lyons. Among his works are,

" Proelec-
tiones de Deo ;"

" Praelectiones de Gratia ;" and
" Prselectiones de Scriptura Sacra ;"

" Preuves
Convaincantes de la Ve'rite de la Religion ;"
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besides treatises on grammar and mathematics.

Bio. Univ. Class.

JAKOB (Louis HENRY) born 1759, at

Wettin, in the duchy of Magdeberg, died
1827, one of the principal German philoso-
phers of the school of Kant. He left a num-
ber of treatises upon philosophy and psycho-
logy behind him, as well as some tracts upon
law, notions about a universal religion, and
principles of political economy. Bio. Univ.
JAMES (WILLIAM) an industrious writer

who employed his talents on an important
portion of our national annals. He published
successively parts of a valuable work, which
was reprinted under the title of " The Naval

History of Great Britain, from the Declara-
tion of War by France, in February 1793, to

the Accession of George IV, in January 1820
;

a new edition, with considerable additions
and improvements, including Diagrams of all

the principal actions," London, 1826, 6 vols,
8vo. The materials for this work were pro-
cured from the collection of ships' log-books
preserved at Somerset House, from the pri-
vate journals of various naval officers, and
from other more accessible sources. This

history is rendered peculiarly useful through
the industry and research of the writer, but

being too free and unguarded in respect to

circumstances which bore hard upon the pro-
fessional character of many living naval
officers ofreputation, the author was involved
in one action at law, and much controversy
of a very unpleasant nature. He derived a

very inconsiderable emolument from his la-

bours, and died in embarrassed circumstances,

May 28, 1827. Gent. Mag.
JAMES (JOHN THOMAS) bishop of Cal-

cutta, was born 1786. He received his early
education, partly under his father, at the

grammar-school of Rugby, and partly at the

Charter-house. While young he displayed a

strong taste for drawing, and in 18()3 he ob-

tained from the Society of Arts a prize medal
for a draught of Winchester cathedral. His
inclination would have led him to devote

himself to the sea service, but in compliance
with the wishes of his friends he was induced
to adopt the clerical profession, and in 1804
he entered at Christchurch college, Oxford,
where he obtained a studentship. He took
the degree of BA. in 1987, that of MA. in

1810, after which he acted for some time as a

college tutor; but in 1813 he left the univer-

sity to make the tour of the north of Europe
with sir James Riddell. On his return to

England he published an account of his tra-

vels, under the title of " A Tour through Ger-

many, Sweden, Russia, and Poland, in 1813

14," 1819, 2 vols, 8vo; and some time after-

wards he published illustrative sketches of

scenery, engraved and coloured by himself.

In 1816 he visited Italy, to study the works of

art in that country ;
and the result of his ob-

servations afterwards appeared in his account

of the Italian school of painting, which was
followed by another publication on the French,

Dutch, and German schools of painting. He
meditated the composition of a similar work
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relative to the state of painting in Spain
France, and England, but circumstances pre-
vented him from executing it. Having taker

holy orders soon after his return from Italy
he obtained the small vicarage of Flitton cum
Selsoe, in Bedfordshire; and in 1826 he pub-
lished a tract entitled

" The Semi-Sceptic; or
the Common Sense of Religion considered.'"

On the death of bishop Heber he was raised to

the see of Calcutta, and having received the

degree of DD. from the university of Oxford,
he embarked for India, in July 1827. Like
his predecessors, he soon fell a victim to the

insalubrity of the climate and the fatigues of
the episcopal duty of his extensive diocese,
his death having taken place August 23, 1829.

Memoirs of Bp. James of Calcutta.

JAMIESON (JOHN, rev. Dr) born 1758,
died 1838. He wrote in 1789 "The Sorrows
of Slavery," &c., a poem, and "

Eternity,"
but neither attracted much attention. Subse-

quently he published
" An Alarm to Britain,

or an Inquiry into the Causes of the Rapid
Progress of Infidelity." Other publications,

principally connected with his professional
duties, followed. His great work was " An
Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish Lan-

guage," in 2 vols. 4to. He afterwards printed
an "Historical Account of the Culdees of

Jona," &c., and some grammatical treatises.

Bio. Diet.

JANSEN (Louis CHARLES) born at Aix-

la-Chapelle about 1774, died 1840, an eminent
musician and composer, who from habits of

intemperance became the inmate of an abode
for the destitute in the parish of Mary-le-
bone. He composed the " Air Tyrolean,"
with scientific variations, and a " Grand Vocal
Scena ;"

" Death on the Pale Horse," from the

Revelations, which last is only known to a
limited circle of the musical world owing to
the author's caprice. These are reckoned his
best works. Gent. Mag.
JANVIER (ARISTIDE) born 1751, at St

Claude in the Jura, died 1835, a celebrated
mechanist and clockmaker, the inventor of
several very useful instruments for measuring
time. He began his business at Verdun, but
afterwards removed to Paris, bringing with
him two moveable spheres, the cleverness of
which astonished some of the astronomers and
scientific men of the capital. He was after-

wards placed at the head of the school for the
instruction of those who followed his art, and
received a gold medal for one of his inventions
for the use of astronomers. Occupied men-
tally in his art, he thought nothing of the

future, and grew old without making any
provision to meet the calamities of age. He
died poor in the Hotel Dieu, and was scarcely
dead before subscriptions were entered into
for raising a monument to the memory of him
who living was left to starve. He possessed
a number of useful works, to the sale of which
he was at one time indebted for the means of
existence. All of them exhibit the skill and

ingenuity of the writer, and his perfect com-

prehension of first principles. Bio. Univ.

JARDINE (GEORGE) professor of logic in

JEFFERSON.
the university of Glasgow, died January 28,

1827, in the eighty-fifth year of his age. He
was appointed to the professorial chair in 1 774,
soon after which he introduced into the mode
of public teaching improvements which ren-

dered his class a model of academical instruc-

tion, and communicated interest to a subject

usually reckoned among the most uninviting
branches of study. Professor Jardine was the

author ofa treatise on the philosophy of mental

operations, 8vo. Edinburgh Mag. Lit.Gaz.
JEBB (JOHN) born 1775, died 1834, bishop

of Limerick and son of a merchant of Dro-

gheda in Ireland. He entered Dublin Uni-

versity in 1 791, and was soon distinguished as

an elegant scholar. He was a member of the

Historical Society. He obtained honours in

1 797, and in 1 799 was admitted to orders. For
five years he was curate of Swenlanbor, and
was greatly respected both by catholic and pro-
testaut. He was presented to the rectory of

Abingdon, and in 1823 consecrated bishop of

Limerick. In 1824 he made a speech in the

house of lords defending the Irish church,
but making a fearful exposure of the inhu-

manity of Irish landlords, both resident and
absentee. His works are not numerous, being
principally sermons and an "

Essay on Sacred
Literature." Gent. Mag.
JEFFERSON (THOMAS) born in Virginia

1743, died 1826, president of the United States

of America, where he was bred to the bar.

He distinguished himself at the revolution,
and was a member of the second congress,
which met at Philadelphia in 1775. He was
one of the five persons commissioned to draw

up the declaration of independence. In 1779
he was elected governor of the state of Vir-

ginia, and was continued in that office the

following year. He was concerned in the re-

vision of the penal laws of the state, and
assisted in the introduction of the reforms re-

quired under the change of circumstances
which had occurred. He was sent to France
as ambassador from the United States, and
there contracted an intimacy with the more
noted men of the time. He was secretary of
state under the presidentship of Washington,
but their opinions were not identical on the

question of the central government. One
party desired a democratical principle by
which every state within its defined limits

should have the plenitude of sovereignty, and
that its relations with the other states should
be that of a simple alliance between inde-

pendent nations. The federalists desired a

central government representing the political
existence of all the other states, and invested

with power to make the union respected with-

out and to enforce the laws at home. Jeffer-

son, though he differed with Washington on
this point, seconded his administration with
zeal. In 1801 he became president, and in

many respects acted differently from his pre-
decessors. He reduced the army and navy,
and diminished the taxes. It was under him
hat the state of Louisiana was purchased of
France. He was a second time elected pre-

sident, but he declared his dislike to the prin-
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ciple, as tending to make the functions here-

ditary. On vacating office he retired to his

estate in the centre of Virginia, and became
the principal in the foundation of a university.
He left several tracts, generally of a political

nature; also his life, and correspondence with

the more distinguished men of his time.

Amtr. Bio.
JEFFREY (FRANCIS, lord) born in Edin-

burgh 1773, died 1850. Educated in the

university of Glasgow, and from thence sent

to Oxford in 1791, he was called to the Scotch

bar in 1795, but his success there was long
doubtful, though he rose at last to high
honours. He was known out of Scotland

principally as the editor of the "
Edinburgh

Review," which he became after the first year
of its existence, and in which office he re-

mained during the "
high and palmy

"
state of

that work. He was elected a member of par-
liament for the burgh of Perth, filling at the

same time the office of lord advocate
;
but

was by no means distinguished in the house of

commons as an orator, his mind being above
the level of the style which is most successful

there. Lord Jeffrey left four volumes of the

critical papers which he wrote in the " Edin-

burgh Review," but the collection excludes a

great number which it is not easy to designate
now their author is no more. Scot. Bio.
JEKYLL (JOSEPH) born 1752, died 1837,

an eminent counsellor and wit, the senior

bencher of the Temple. He was the son of a

naval captain, and was called to the bar in

1778. In 1782 he published the " Letters of

Ignatius Sancho, the African," who corre-

sponded with Garrick and Johnson. In 1787
he sat in parliament for Calne, in the Whig
interest, and as early as 1797 voted for par-

liamentary reform. He had a high reputation
as a wit, his good sayings being genuine,
whether in epigram or repartee. He was

solicitor-general to the prince of Wales and

king's counsel in 1805. In 1811 he published
some antiquarian observations relative to the

Temple church. Biog. Diet.

JENKINSON (ROBERT BANKS) earl of

Liverpool, son of the first earl of that title, an

English statesman, who was born June 7,

1770. He was educated at the Charter-house

school, and Christchurch college, Oxford,
where he became acquainted with George
Canning. After quitting the university he
visited the continent, and was at Paris in

1 789, at the time of the destruction of the

Bastile. Returning to England in 1790, he
was elected a member of Parliament for the

borough of Rye, some months before the at-

tainment of his majority. The interval be-

tween his election and his taking his seat, in

1791, was occupied in another continental

tour. On the 27th of February 1792 he de-

livered his maiden speech, in opposition to the

resolutions of Mr Whitbread respecting the
war between the Russians and the Turks;
and he is said to have displayed on this occa-

sion profound knowledge of the subject,

strength of argument, and perspicuity of lan-

guage. In April 1793 he was appointed
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commissioner of the Board of Control for the
Affairs of India; in 1794 he was made com-
mander of the Cinque Ports cavalry ; and in
1796 he became master of the mint, a privy
councillor, and one of the commissioners for
trade and plantations. He was an advocate
for the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act

;

he defended a grant of 300,000/. to Portugal ;

and he advocated the liberties of Switzerland.
After having held the office of secretary of
state for foreign affairs under Mr Adding ton,
he removed to the home department when Mr
Pitt returned to power, in 1804. He was
summoned to the House of Peers by writ, as
baron Hawkesbury, in 1806, during the life of
his father

;
and he contributed greatly to the

passing of the Additional Force Bill, by the

Lords, shortly after. On the death of Pitt,
he was offered the premiership, which he de-
clined

; but on the dismissal of the ministry
which had been formed under Fox and Gren-
ville, he resumed his former station. In De-
cember 1 808 he succeeded to the earldom of

Liverpool, and on the assassination of Mr Per-

ceval, in 1812, he, at the request of the Prince

Regent, became prime minister. During this

part of his political career he opposed the
claims of the Roman Catholics, though he
was willing to make concessions to the dis-

senters. He had the good fortune to be at the

head of affairs at the period of the successful

termination of the long war with France
;

but he exposed himself to a considerable

share of obloquy by his proceedings against

queen Caroline, in 1820, his attempt to

carry a Bill of Pains and Penalties against
her being as much condemned by her partisans
as his subsequent abandonment of that mea-
sure was by her enemies. He continued to

hold his high office till 1827, when he was
attacked with a fit of apoplexy, which so inca-

pacitated him for business, that it was thought
necessary to appoint a successor, and Mr Can-

ning accordingly was made premier April 10.

After lingering some months in a state of

mental weakness, lord Liverpool died Decem-
ber 4, 1828. The earl of Liverpool was more
celebrated for calm good sense, moderation,
and the art of qualifying opposing politics
into a species ofpractical compromise, than for

great or commanding talent. Under his pre-

miership, however, many strong opinions

were, like that of Catholic emancipation,

gaining great strength, a result often pro-
duced by systems of political neutralization,

which, as dependent upon persons, can only
be temporary, while the movement of events

and opinions is incessant, and must necessarily
in the end prevail. Month. Mag.
JKUFFROY (R. V.) an engraver of gems

member of the French Institute, who was born
in one of the lowest classes of society at

Rouen, in 1749. In his earliest studies he had
no other assistance than his own tuste, and
while very young he succeeded in perfecting a

very exact imitation of an engraved precious
stone which had accidentally come into his

possession. He acquired skill in designing;
and travelling to Italy for improvement, he re-
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mained for some years at Rome, -where he be-

came an assistant to Pickler, -who sold the

productions of the young artist as antiques.

Kemrning to Paris, he was made director of

the school of gem engraving, at the institution

for the deaf and dumb. His death took place
near St Germain-en-Laye in September 1826.

Jeuffroy excelled especially in engraving fe-

male heads. His principal works include por-
traits of madame Despremenil, as Minerva ;

madame Regnault de St Jean d'Angely ;
and

Mrs Cosway, coiffee en Bacchante; a head of

Regulus ;
and the portraits of Mirabeau and

Dancarville. In the royal cabinet are an en-

graved gem, said to have been executed in one

night, the subject of which is entitled Le Vain-

queur buvaut dans une Coupe ;
and a Medusa

en creux, on an amethyst, imitated from the

ancient work of Solon. He also engraved me-
dals, among which are the heads of the three

consuls, the Venus de Medicis, and the prison
of the Temple. Biog. Univ. Class.

JODRELL (RICHARD PAUL) a dramatic
writer and classical critic. He was born
in 1745, and was the son of a gentleman who
filled the office of solicitor-general to Frederic

prince of Wales. He was educated at Eton
school and Hertford college, Oxford

;
and

some of his early compositions appeared in the
" Musae Etonienses/' Among his dramatic

productions may be mentioned " A Widow
and no Widow," a farce, 1780, 8vo;

"
Seeing

is Believing," in one act, 1786 ;

" The Persian

Heroine/' a tragedy, not acted
;
and " The

Disguise," a comedy. He was also the author
of " Illustrations of Euripides," 1781 1790,
2 vols, 8vo. In 1772 Mr Jodrell was chosen
a fellow of the Royal Society, and of the So-

ciety of Antiquaries in 1784 ; he was also cre-
ated DCL. at Oxford in 1793. He was a
member of the club at the Essex Head in the

Strand, founded by the friends ofDr Johnson.
He died January 26, 1831. Ann. Biog. Cabi-
net Ann. Reg.
JOHANNOT (ALFRED) born at Offenbach

1800, died in Paris 1837, an eminent painter
and engraver. He laboured under a painful
disease from the age of twenty ;

but he tri-

umphed over obstacles, which gave reason to

think that but for them he would have attained
a reputation still higher than that which he
merited and held. Bio. Univ.

JOHNSON (T. BORCELAND) died 1841.
He was once a painter in Liverpool, from
whence, in 1834, he removed to London. He
was a writer on field sports, and author of the
"
Sportsman's Encyclopedia." He also wrote

" The Shooter'sGuide,"
" The Complete Sports-

man,"
" The Shooter's Companion,"

" The
Hunting Directory," &c. In early life he
was the author of a "

History of Europe," in

four vols
;

" The Mystery of the Abbey," a
novel ; and his last work, in 1839,

"
Physio-

logical Observations on Mental Susceptibility."
Gent. Mag.
JOHNSTONE, DD. (BRYCE) an eminent

Scottish divine, was born at Annan in Dum-
friesshire, in 1747. His father, John John-

stone, esq, repeatedly filled the office of pro-

JOHNSTONE.
vost, or chief magistrate, and was much re-

spected for his fidelity and uprightness in that
station. He married Elizabeth, daughter of
the rev. Thomas Howie, minister of Annan, by
whom he had eight sons and two daughters.
Bryce, the youngest of the sons, received the

elementary principles of his education at the

parochial school. In 1762 he entered on his

academical studies at the university of Edin-

burgh. In 1771 he was appointed minister of

Holyrood. In 1786 he published a sermon
entitled " The Purpose for which Christ came
into the World ;" and in the same year the

university ofEdinburgh unaiiimouslyconferred
on him the degree of doctor in divinity. In
1794 appeared his

"
Commentary on the Re-

velation of St John the Divine," 2 vols, 8vo.

In 1797 he published a sermon " On the Di-
vine Authority and Encouragement ofMissions
from the Christians to the Heathens ;" and in

1801 " An Essay on the Influence of Religion
on Civil Society and Civil Government." Dr
Johnstone was among the first to second sir

John Sinclair's patriotic views in drawing up
the Statistical Account of Scotland

;
and from

the materials furnished by him the account of

Holywood was prepared, which, with those of
three other parishes, were circulated as speci-
mens of the intended publication. In the

year 1794 he drew up for the Board of Agri-
culture " A General View of the Agriculture
of the County of Dumfries, with Observations
on the Means of its Improvement." He was
also consulted by them on the best means of

preventing a return of those calamities which
had been felt in the years 1799, 1800, and
1801. As a landed proprietor beiug associated

with the freeholders of his native country, he
had opportunities of promoting its general im-

provement and good government. He died in

1805, leaving a volume of sermons prepared
for the press, which was published at Edin-

burgh in 1807, with an account of the life,

character, and writings of the author, by his

kinsman the rev. John Johnstone. Life pre-
fixed to Sermons.

JOHNSTONE (JOHN) nephew of the sub-

ject of the foregoing article, was born at Edin-

burgh in 1 757. He received his education at

the school and university of his native city,

after which he became minister of Crossmi-

chael, in the stewartry of Kirkcudbright. Two
of his productions appeared in the " Scots

Preacher," a collection of sermons written by
the most eminent divines of the last age. He
was the author of various occasional dis-

courses, printed in a separate form, some of

which have been collected and reprinted since

his death, and form part of a volume of his

sermons, published at Edinburgh in 1825.

He also edited the sermons of his uncle, the

late Dr Bryce Johnstone, to which he prefixed
a judicious and spirited memoir of the author.

He died in 1820, in the sixty-third year of his

age. Murray's jLiterary History of Galloway.
JOHNSTONE (JOHN) an eminent comic

actor, distinguished for the performance of

Irish characters. He appears to have been

born in Kilkenny in 1749; and at the age of
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twelve he was articled to an attorney at Dub-
lin, where he continued some years, and then
entered into the army as a cadet. He left it

in consequence of a quarrel with an officer,

and went upon the stage, making his first

appearance in Dublin as Lionel, in the opera
of " Lionel and Clarissa." His reception was

flattering, and his merit procured him a profit-
able and permanent engagement. At this

time he married Miss Poitier, an actress and

singer of considerable ability. In October
1783 he and his wife removed to London, and
for several seasons were engaged at Covent
Garden theatre. There he devoted himself
to the study of Irish characters, in the repre-
sentation of which he succeeded beyond most
if not all his contemporaries. Johnstone was
one of the performers who, in 1 800, remon-
strated with the proprietors of Covent Garden
theatre respecting some new regulations which

they Lad made, unfavourable to the interests

of the dramatic corps ; notwithstanding which
his engagement was renewed. In 1803 he

quitted Covent Garden for Drury Lane, on

obtaining an augmentation of salary ;
and in

the summer of that year he visited Dublin,
and by his talents attracted the warm admi-
ration of his countrymen. He closed a the-

atrical career of half a century by the per-
formance of the part of Dennis Brulgruddery,
at Covent Garden theatre, in 1820; and his

death took place in London, December 27,
1828. TJiesp. Diet. Month. Mag.
JOLY (JOSEPH) born 1770, died in Paris

in 1840, a man of letters, belonging to an
honourable family of Salines. Well educated,
he entered the military service, and made
several campaigns on the Rhine. He after-

wards returned to Paris, and gave himself up
to study. He refused, under the empire, a

diplomatic post which would have obliged
him to reside in Germany. He wrote "An
Epistle on the Independence of Literary
Men," and published numerous translations,

principally from the English. Biog. Univers.

JOLY (PHILIP Louis) a learned philolo-

gist, who died at Dijon, his native place, in

1755. He is only known on account of his

writings, among which are "
Remarques Cri-

tiques sur le Dictionnaire de Bayle," 1748,
2 vols, folio; "Traite de la Versification et

des Ouvrages en Vers ;" and papers in perio-
dical journals. Idem.

JOLY DE BEVY (Louis PHILIBEHT JO-

SEPH) president a mortier of the parliament
of Dijon before the French revolution, died
in that city in 1822, at the age of eighty-
three. He was distinguished as a learned

lawyer and profound theologian ; and he pub-
lished several works against the Concordat of
1807. Among his more important productions
are,

" Le Parlement Outrage," 1762, 4to,
and " De la Nouvelle Eglise de la France,"
1816, 8vo. Idem.

JOLLY (ADRIEN JEAN BAPTISTE MUFFAT)
born 1773, the son of a cook, died 1839, u
dramatic author and French comedian, who
received a collegiate education and served
some time in a military capacity. He was
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discharged on account of his wounds, and
arriving friendless in Paris, he had a thought
of turning engraver, when his disposition for

comedy turned his attention that way, and he

engaged himself under the name of Jolly, in

1802, at the theatre of Moliere; he was suc-
cessful. He performed next at other theatres,
and in that of Vaudeville, where his reputa-
tion increased by his original manner of

creating characters; among others, that of
the foolish philosopher in the "

Extravagant
Marriage," and Gaspard in

" Les deux Gas-

pard." In 1828 he retired from the stage, and

applied himself to mechanics and ingenious
inventions. He also founded a little exhibi-

tion in the passage to the opera, where he
exhibited some clever puppets. He appears
to have suffered afterwards by his want of
care in guarding against impositions in money
transactions, and he left Paris for the country,
where he died. Idem.

JONES, LLD. (JOHN) a Unitarian divine

and learned philological writer, who was a
native of Carmarthenshire. He was educated
at the dissenting new college, Hackney, and
became tutor of an academy in South Wales.
Thence he removed to Plymouth-dock, as

pastor to a Unitarian congregation ; and he

subsequently held a similar situation at Hali-

fax in Yorkshire. At length he took up his

residence in London, where he employed him-
self in literary pursuits and private tuition.

His death took place January 10, 1827.

Among his numerous publications are " A De-

velopment of Remarkable Events calculated

to restore the Christian Religion to its original

Purity, and to repel the Objections of Unbe-

lievers," 2 vols, 8vo
;

" Ecclesiastical Re-

searches, or Philo and Josephus proved to be

Historians and Apologists of Christ, of his

Followers, and of his Gospel," 8vo ;

"
Illus-

trations of the Four Gospels, founded on Cir-

cumstances peculiar to our Lord and his Evan-

gelists," 8vo; a Greek and English Lexicon;
Greek and Latin Grammars, and other works
on education. Monthly Repository.
JONES (JOHN) born 1772, died 1838. a

barrister-at-law, of Welsh extraction, who
wrote or translated the Travels of Dr Bugge
in the French Republic, from the Danish

;

" De Libellis Famosis, or the Law of Libel ;"

Cyfamodd Newydd, or the Gospels translated

into Welsh from the Greek. He left behind
him " The Worthies of Wales, or Memoirs of

ancient Britons and Welshmen from Cassibe-

launus to the present time." Gent. Mag.
JONES (STEPHEN) an industrious compiler

and editor of literary works, born in London
in 1763. He was educated at St Paul's

school, and afterwards placed under an emi-
nent sculptor, with whom he stayed but a short

time, and was then apprenticed to a printer in

Fetter- lane. At different periods of his life

he was employed in various printing-offices ;

but his chief occupation was writing for the

press. In 1791 he published an abridgment
of Burke's Reflections on the French Revo'u-

tion; and in 1797 he became editor of the

Whitehall Evening Post, and afterwards ofthe
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General Evening Post. He was a member of

the society of Freemasons, and was concerned
in the Freemasons' Magazine. One of his

principal undertakings was a new edition of

the Biographia Dramatica, 4 vols, 8vo, which
was severely animadverted on by Mr Octavius

Gilchrist in the Quarterly Review, in reply to

whom Mr Jones published a pamphlet entitled
"
Hypercriticism Exposed." One of his works

is a small Biographical Dictionary, which
has passed through numerous editions. He
died in December 1827. Month. Mag. Edit.

JOUBERT (FRANCIS) a French priest, was
born at Montpellier in 1689, and died in 1763.

He was for some time imprisoned in the Bas-

tile, on account of his religious opinions, which
were those of Jansenism. He wrote " Lettres

sui I'lnterpretation des Saintes Ecritures ;"
" Caractere essentiel aux Prophetes ;"

" The
History of Joseph;" "Explanations of the

Prophets," 8 vols, 12mo. Diet. Hist.

JOURDAN (ATHANASIUS JOHN LEGER)
a French lawyer, born in 1791. He applied
himself when young to the study of Roman
jurisprudence, history, and philosophy ;

and
in 1812 he was admitted a doctor of law of the

faculty of Paris. With a view to the improve-
ment of the science he cultivated, he engaged
in a correspondence with the most learned

professors of the universities of Germany;
and about 1820 he received a commission to

go to England, in order to study the organiza-
tion of the police, when he formed connexions
with many of the most distinguished English
lawyers. He died at Deal, in Kent, August
27, 1826, just as he was about to return from
a subsequent visit to this country. He was
one of the conductors of the legal journal, La
The'mis, and the author of " Relation du Con-
cours ouvert a la Faculte de Droit de Paris

pour la Chaire de Droit Romain," Paris, 1819,
2 vols, 8vo

;
besides other works. Annales

Biographiques, torn. i. Biog. Univers. Class.

JOURDAN (JEAN BAPTISTE) born at Li-

moges 1762, died at Paris 1834, a marshal of
France. He entered the army at sixteen, and

proceeded to America. On his return he be-

came a lieutenant, and in 1791 distinguished
himself as commander of a battalion of volun-
teers under Dumouriez. In 1793 he became
a general of brigade, and in 1794 commanded
the army of the Moselle, when he gained the

battle of Fleurus, and planted his country's
standard on the Rhine from Coblenz to

Cleves. In 1795 he crossed the Rhine, and
in that year and 1796 continued the war with

varying success. In 1797 he was one of the
council of five hundred. On the 18th Brumaire
he saw the ambition of Bonaparte, and acted
with reserve. Napoleon, however, did justice
to his talents and unbending integrity. He
commanded in Piedmont, in 1800, with high
credit to himself. In 1803 he was at the

head of an army in Italy. In 1804 he was
made a marshal ; but on the breaking out of

the war of 1 805 he was superseded by Mas-

sena, ofwhich he complained in vain. In 1806

he governed Naples under Joseph Bonaparte,
and in 1808 accompanied him to Spain, where

JUBE.
he became disgusted, and obtained his recall

in 1809. He was sent there again by Napo-
leon when he departed for Russia. On his

retreat from Madrid he was overtaken by
Wellington at Vittoria, where the French

army was routed, and he had to bear much of
the blame, which he did not merit, as he did

not command, and his advice and remon-
strances were disregarded, his influence being
small. The French gave him the name of the

"anvil," from having sustained more de-

feats than any other French officer. Napo-
leon passed him by until 1814, when he was

placed at the head of the 1 5th military divi-

sion. Louis XVIII confirmed him in his

government. In 1816 he was made governor
of the 7th military division

;
and the king of

Sardinia sent him his portrait set with dia-

monds, in token of his remembrance of the in-

tegrity with which he had, seventeen years
before, governed Piedmont. He was made a

peer of France in 1819; and was for a short

time, in 1830, minister for foreign affairs. He
had a mind above common motives. He died

poor, though he was a marshal of France for

thirty years, and had ample means of en-

riching himself. He was the last individual

of the military glory of the French republic,
ever disinterested and consistent. Napoleon
said of him,

" Jourdan is a poor general, but

he possesses the virtues, rare among his com-

petitors, of honour, integrity, and humanity."
Biog. Univ.

JOUVENET (JOHN) a painter, was born

at Rouen in Normandy, in 1644. He studied

under Poussin. He was employed at Ver-

sailles, the Trianon, and the hospital of the

Invalids at Paris. At the latter place he painted
the twelve apostles, of colossal stature. He
was afflicted by a stroke of the palsy, which
took away the use of his right side, and he
succeeded in painting with his left hand. He
died in 1717. LfArgenville.
JOYNER or LYDE (WILLIAM) a Roman

Catholic writer, was born at Oxford in 1622,
and became a fellow of Magdalen college,

which, however, he quitted in 1644, and

changed his religion. Forty-three years after-

wards he was restored to his fellowship by
James II, but was soon afterwards expelled.
He died in 1706. His works are,

" Observa-

tions on the Life of Cardinal Pole ;"
" The

Roman Empress," a comedy ;

" Latin and

English Poems." Wood.
JUBE (AUGUSTUS) baron de la Perelle,

mare"chal-de-camp, was born at Leuville, near

Montlhery in France, in 1765. He was first

employed in the administration of the Marine
at Cherbourg, and then successively became
chief of the first legion of the national guard
of La Manche, inspector, and afterwards in-

spector-general of the coasts (1794). In 1796

he was made an adjutant-general, and on the

18th Brumaire, in the year VIII, he had the

command of the guard of the Directory. He
afterwards became a member ofthe Tribunate,
and occupied alternately the prefectures of

La Doire and Du Gers. After the restora-

tion Jube was attached as historiographer to
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the depot-general of war ; and he retired from
active service with the rank of marechal-de-

camp, and the cordons of the legion ofhonour
and St Louis. He died in 1824. General
Jube published

" Histoire des Guerres des

Gaulois et des Franais en Italie," 1805,

7 vols, 8vo, in conjunction -with general Ser-

van ;

" Le Temple de la Gloire, ou les Pastes

Militaires de la France, depuis le Regne de

Louis XIV jusqu'a nos jours," 1819, 2 vols,

folio
;

and " Histoire Ge'ne'ral des Guerres
de la France depuis Louis XIV." Biog.
Univ. Class.

JUNCTIN or GIUNTINO (FRANCIS) an
eminent astronomer, was born at Florence in

1523. He entered the order of Carmelites,
which he left, and professed Protestantism ;

but

returning to the Catholic religion, he remained
in it till his death, which took place at Lyons in

1590. He published
"
Speculum Astrologise,"

2 vols, folio
;

" Commentaries on the Sphere
of Sacrobosco," 2 vols, 8vo

;

" A Treatise on
the Comet of 1577;" "A Work on the Re-
formation of the Calendar." Moreri.

JUNG (JOHN HENRY) a German writer of

considerable talent and eccentric character,
who laid before the world an account of his

own remarkable life, under the title of "
Henry

Stilling's Biography." He was born in 1740,
and destined for the employment of a charcoal-

burner, but he chose rather to be a tailor.

Having an eager thirst of knowledge, he ac-

quired some share of learning, by his own
exertions, during his leisure hours. He then
offered himself as a candidate for the office of

master of a school, but failing in his attempt
to secure it, he was obliged to return to his

trade, from which, however, he was occasion-

ally called, to act as a private teacher in

families. He subsequently became a physi-
cian and a professor ;

and at the time of his

death he was a counsellor of state at Baden.
He is said to have been a man of a most

JUSSIEU.
amiable and open character

;
and his account

of his own life is supposed to be one of the
most veridical works of the kind which was
ever written. His piety was of a fervent, but
at the same time of a visionary cast : he be-
lieved in the intercourse of departed spirits
with the living, and his peculiar doctrines on
this subject were adopted by many of his

countrymen and contemporaries. In his bio-

graphy are preserved some curious oldGerman
ballads

;
and besides that work, he published

" Theorie der Geisterkunde," 1808, 8vo; and
a " Pocket-book for the Friends of Christi-

anity, for the year 1813." London Mag.
JUNOT (LAURA PERMON, duchess of

Abrantes) born 1784, died 1838, the wife of

general Junot, a native of Montpellier, the

daughter of madanie Permon, a character

somewhat equivocal. Madame Junot was ex-

travagant, and she intrigued in political affairs,
for which she was forbade to enter Paris,
which she did in defiance of the police in 1813.

She died at Chaillot in great misery, after

living in extravagance and splendour for a

large part of her short life. She had been
induced to publish

" Memoirs " and similar

works for her subsistence. Biog. Univ.

JUNTA (THE) in Italian Giunta, or, in

Venetian, Zunta, a family of printers, that

lived in Florence and Venice betweea the

years 1450 and 1608, distinguished for the

numerous valuable works that issued from
their presses.
JUSSIEU (ANTOINE LAURENT) born at

Lyons 1748, died in Paris 1836, a celebrate*

botanist, who succeeded Lemonnier as de-

monstrator in the garden of plants at Paris.

He published a synoptical table of the mode
of botany, and a " Table of the Botanical

School of the Garden of Plants." He was a

member of the council of the Paris university.

Biog. Univ.

K.

KAAB.

KAAB,
a celebrated Arabic poet, who died

662. He was the author of the Seven Moal-

lakats, or poems, which were suspended in

the temple of Mecca. These poems appeared
in print at Leyden in 1748, with several other

oriental works, and are given by Reiske in his

Ada Eruditorum.
KAGER (MATHIAS) born at Munich 1566,

died 1634, a painter wh * travelled in Italy to

perfect himself in his art, and became chief

painter to duke Maximilian of Bavaria. His
best picture is his Last Judgment, painted for

the town-hall of Augsberg. Bib. Univers.

KALCHBERG (JOHN NEPUMONCENE) born

1765, in Upper Styria, died 1827, a German
poet, who finished his studies at Gratz. He
published a dramatic piece in 1786, called
' '

Agnes of Hapsburg,
" when he was not

twenty-one years old, with great success.
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Gothe was one of the first to follow his ex-

ample in his " Gotz von lierlinchingen." Two
years after he published the "

Templars."
In conjunction with several others he also pub-
lished miscellaneous poetry in 2 vols, called
" Fruits of the Country's Muse," which had a

wonderful success throughout Styria. In his

country retreat he composed, in 1792,
" The

Revolt ofthe Chevaliers;" and in 1793,
" Maria

Theresa." The whole of his works have ap-

peared in a complete form at Vienna, in 9 vols.

Bib. Univ.
KALL (ABRAHAM) born at Aarhuus, in

Denmark, 1745, died 1821, a learned native

of the north, who wrote an '' Account of the

Chivalry of Denmark,"
" An Analysis of Ice-

land MSS. from the Royal Library of Copen-
hagen," and numerous works of erudition.

Bio. Viet.



KAPNIST.
KAPNIST ( ) a Russian dramatic

poet, born about 1758. He was a relation and
friend of the celebrated Derjavine, and he

enriched the theatre of his native country
with many productions, remarkable for force

of sentiment and elegance of expression. In

his style he is said to have been a successful

imitator of Horace. His comedy entitled
" labeda" Chicane, has been regarded as one

of the best plays belonging to the Russian

stage. He died in 1824. Bio. Univ. Class.

KARAMSIN (NICOLAI MIKHAILOWITCH)
a celebrated Russian historian, born in the

government of Simbirsk in 1765. He served

for some time in the imperial guard ;
he after-

wards travelled abroad in 17891791, and on

his return to Moscow he devoted himself en-

tirely to literature, and especially to the study
of history. He was considered by his country-
men as holding the highest rank among their

public writers, when, by order of the emperor
Alexander, he engaged in composing

" The

History of the Russian Empire," published at

Petersburg, 1816, &c. 11 vols, 8vo. The

emperor Nicholas, by a ukase of May 25,

1826, gave permission to Karamsin to travel

abroad for the benefit of his health, and be-

stowed on him a pension of 50,000 rubles,

with a reversion to his widow and children.

He died on the 3rd of June following, at the

palace of Taurida. A French Translation of

the Russian History has been published at

Paris. He was the author of many other

works, including
" Letters of a Russian Tra-

veller
;

" "A Collection of Novels ;

" " The
Pantheon of Russian Authors;"

' The Pan-
theon of Foreign Literature ;" and " Re-
searches concerning the History of Russia/'

He also conducted various.political and lite-

rary journals, and translated the tales of Mar-
montel and of Madame de Genlis. New
Necrology of Germans.
KARPINSKI (FRANCIS) born 17fiO, died

1823, a Polish poet, much esteemed for his

pastorals, which became popular songs among
the people. His works have been published
in 4 vols, 8vo.

KAHSTEN (DIDIER Louis GUSTAVUS)
called in general

" Karsten the mineralogist,"
born 1768, the son of an agriculturist of

Mecklenburg. His life offered few incidents

worthy of record, for it was devoted wholly
to science. He was the most promising

mineralogist of the age, prematurely cut off

in 1810, a loss lamented throughout the scien-

tific circles of Prussia. Biog. Diet.

KATER (Captain) born at Bristol 1777,
died 1825, a mathematician and philosophical
observer and practical experimentalist. He
was the inventor of a new hygrometer, deter-

mined the length of pendulum, and carried

on a useful series of trigonometrical observa-

tions. He was a member of many foreign
societies, and well known throughout the

world for his patient researches into nature.

frmit. Maj.
KEAN (EDMUND) a celebrated dramatic

nctor, especially distinguished as a tragedian.
His mother was the granddaughter of Harry

KEAN.
Carey, the reputed author of " God save the

King ;" but though that song, both as to the
words and the music, appears to have been im-

properly attributed to him, he certainly wrote
several popular songs of superior merit, and
also some burlesque dramas, which still keep
possession of the stage. The son of this

gentleman, George Saville Carey, was like-

wise a dramatic writer and a performer ; and
the daughter of the latter became the mother
of the subject of this article. Mr Kean was
also more indirectly connected with the stage

through the family of his father, Aaron Kean,
who, though not himself a professor of the
histrionic art, was the brother of Moses Kean,
who obtained some notoriety as an actor in

low comedy, and still more by his talents as a
mimic and ventriloquist. Edmund Kean was
born in Castle-street, Leicester-square, Lon-
don ; but the date of his birth is somewhat
uncertain. In a biographical sketch of this

celebrated performer, published by Mr F.

Phippen, soon after his first appearance in the

metropolis as a tragedian, in 1814, it is stated

that his birth took place November 4, 1787 ;

while he himself, we are told, always asserted

that he was born on the 17th of March (St
Patrick's day) 1 790

;
and another authority

fixes his birth to the day of the month last

mentioned, but in the year 1788. He trod the

stage almost as soon as he could walk alone,

being employed in processions and other ex-

hibitions of still life, for which his size and

figure were adapted. When John Kemble was
in the zenith of his glory at Drury Lane, the

infantile actor, destined to be his future rival,

was imperceptibly acquiring the rudiments of

his theatrical education. A whimsical though
trifling accident at this time led to his tem-

porary dismissal from the stage. Kemble,
then manager, when about to appear in the

character of Macbeth, directed that in the

scene where Hecate and her sister witches,
summoned by Macbeth to declare his future

fate, are introduced performing their infernal

incantations around the magic caldron, a
number of children, in grotesque habits, to

represent imps from the lower regions, should

dance in a circle about the weird sisters, to

add to the effect of the exhibition. Among
the children selected for this occasion was

Kean, who, at the instant of Macbeth's en-

trance into the witches' cavern, made a false

step, from which, wearing manacles on his

legs, he could not recover himself, and falling

against the boy next to him, he also was
thrown against his neighbour, and the con-

sequence was that the whole circle was laid

flat on the ground ;
and thus what should

have been not merely grave but awful, was
turned to farce. The confusion thus occa-

sioned displeased Mr Kemble, who gave orders

that children should not be thus introduced

again, either as devils or angels, and regard-

ing Kean's mischance as a violation of the

discipline of the stage, he discharged him.
The young aspirant bore the misfortune with

philosophical indifference, alleging in his own
defence, that he had never before acted in
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tragedy. Returning to the stage, at the Hay-
market theatre, he delivered messages, and

performed trifling parts, with no great advan-

tage to himself, to the company, or to the

audience ; and he "was chiefly remarked on
account of the silence and shyness with which
he took his seat in the green-room. Miss

Tidswell, an actress long known on the metro-

politan stage, and said to have been a relation,

assisted Kean in his juvenile efforts to ad-

vance in his profession ;
and at the age of

thirteen, through letters of recommendation

from that lady, he was engaged by the ma-

nager of a small theatre in Yorkshire. He
played there under his mother's name of

Carey, and is said to have obtained much
applause in the parts of Hamlet, Lord Hast-

ings, and Cato. He also distinguished him-
self by his talents for recitation

;
and his

delivery of Satan's Address to the Sun, from
Milton's Paradise Lost, and the first soliloquy
of Richard III, in Shakspeare's tragedy,

having been highly applauded, he repeated
his recitations at Windsor, where persons

belonging to the royal family were present.
The marks of genius which he displayed at-

tracted the notice of Dr Drury, who sent him
to Eton school, where he remained three

years. He improved the opportunity thus

afforded him so as to obtain a tolerable ac-

quaintance with the Latin language, and espe-

cially with the works of Virgil and Sallust,

which he studied with great pleasure ;
and

he also devoted much of his attention to the

writings of the Roman orator Cicero, as afford-

ing in abundance both precepts and examples
relative to eloquence of style and the art of

speaking in general. On quitting Eton he

procured an engagement at the Birmingham
theatre, where he played Hamlet and Shylock
with some success

;
but it is said that he did

not receive those enthusiastic tokens of appro-
bation to which he had been accustomed when
on the stage before he went to Eton. His pro-
fessional skill, however, was not overlooked

by those who ought to be good judges of the

abilities of an actor ;
for the manager of the

Edinburgh theatre having seen him perform
at Birmingham, immediately engaged him for

twenty nights, on twelve of which, succes-

sively, he played Hamlet at the Northern

Athens, to crowded houses. At that time he
was about sixteen, and he still retained the

name of Carey. From Edinburgh he went to

Sheerness, and acted at the theatre there, then

under the management of Mr Jerrold, the

father of a successful dramatist of the present

day. The next place at which he appeared
was Sevenoaks, where he exhibited his talents

in tragedy, comedy, and pantomime ;
and

thence he went to Tunbridge Wells, and at

the theatre there he made his first appearance
in the part of Lord Hastings, and his efforts

excited high anticipations of future excellence.
When he was at the age of about eighteen
he was engaged by Mr Cherry, the manager
of the Swansea and Waterford theatres.

From Swansea he went with the manager to

his Irish theatre. He now cultivated his
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talents for music; and he' did not disdain to

pay some attention to the art of mimicry.
He was between eighteen and nineteen years
of age when he went to Ireland, and he made
his de'but at Waterford in the character of

Douglas, for which he was then well qualified

by his figure and general appearance. While
in this situation he married the lady who is

now his widow, and by whom he had one son,
who survives him. After continuing a mem-
ber of Mr Cherry's company during two years,
he quitted it, and joined a company at Wey-
mouth, where he played for some time with

great success. From this last place he pro-
ceeded to Exeter, and in that city he became
a great favourite. Having played in many
country theatres, he revisited Weymouth,
where he endeavoured to increase his scanty
income by becoming a teacher of the art of

fencing as well as a dramatic performer. From
Weymouth he went to Taunton, and at length
to Dorchester, where he surprised and de-

lighted the frequenters of the theatre by his

acting in tragedy, comedy, opera, and panto-

mime, and in the latter his feats of activity
are said to have been wonderful

;
and they

certainly excited the wondering admiration

of the spectators. This was the critical period
of his life, and he was now destined to expe-
rience a most agreeable reverse of fortune.

Dr Drury, to whom he had been so much in-

debted for the means of improving his talents,

had not been unobservant of his theatrical

career, and having had an opportunity of wit-

nessing his performance at Exeter, he con-

ceived that Kean possessed powers which
could not fail to be duly appreciated in the

metropolis. He therefore wrote to Mr Pascoe

Grenfell, a member of the committee under
whose management the affairs of Drury Lane
theatre were then placed ;

and in consequence
of Dr Drury's recommendation, Mr Arnold
was despatched as the agent of the committee
to Dorchester, where Kean was then acting.
The delegate of the Drury committee had
taste enough to appreciate fairly the abilities

of the young performer, and invited Kean to

breakfast with him the following morning.
After some negotiation he was engaged to

perform at Drury Lane theatre for three

years, at a rising salary of eight, ten, and
twelve guineas a week for each successive

year. Kean's first appearance on the stage
in pursuance of this contract has been most

impressively described by a writer who must
have been present on the occasion. It was
on the evening of January 20, 1814; and ihe

character he assumed was that of Shylock, in

the Merchant of Venice :
" The house was

empty of nearly all but critics and those who
came in with oranges or orders

;
and the list-

lessne?s of the small spiritless audience at the

first night of a new Shylock was ' the languor
which is not repose.' There came on a small

man with an Italian face and fatal eye which

struck all. Attention soon ripened into enthu-

siasm
;
and never perhaps did Kean play with

such startling effect as on this night to the

surprised few ! His voice was harsh, his style
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new, his action abrupt and angular; but there

was the decision, the inspiration of genius, in

the look, the tone, the bearing ;
the hard un-

bending Jew was before us, in the full vigour
of his malignity ; the injuries upon him and

upon his tribe saddened his eyes, but through
them you could trace the dark spirit of re-

venge, glaring in fearful imperishable fury.
That night was the starting-post on the great
course on which he was destined to run his

splendid race." To trace the fortunate career

of this gifted performer through the long

range of characters in which he shone at

Drury Lane, including Richard the Third,

Hamlet, Othello, the noblest conceptions of

Shakspeare and other master minds, would be

inconsistent with the limits to which this bio-

graphical sketch must be confined. Mr Kean,
after several seasons passed at Drury Lane,
while he visited other English theatres, or

those of Scotland or Ireland in the summer,
at length went to America

;
and on his return

to his native country, his portrait was en-

graved in the costume of an Indian chieftain,
and exhibited in the print-shops, to comme-
morate his having been fraternized or natu-

ralized in some tribe oftrans-Atlantic savages.
This was at least a harmless piece of vanity ;

but there are other circumstances of his pri-
vate life and character deserving of a far se-

verer sentence, and more decidedly marked

reprobation ;
but they are already known to

the public, and further allusion to them here
would answer no useful purpose whatever.
He at length became manager of the theatre

at Richmond in Surrey, where he died after

a protracted illness and severe suffering, May
15, 1833. His funeral took place on the 25th
of the same month, when a great number of
actors and other persons connected with the

theatres, as well as many other friends and

admirers, attended. He was interred in the

cemetery belonging to the old church at Rich-

mond, near the grave of the poet Thomson,
and of Richard Burbage, a contemporary of

Shakspeare, and the original representative
on the mimic scene of Richard the Third.
The great misfortune of Kean was his too

sudden success. He was the Masaniello of
the stage, and could not bear his prosperity.
From the moment his superiority was ad-
mitted he was never mentally sober. Kean's
life may be deemed a study for those who like

to trace the operation of excitement upon
quick and lively temperaments. It is some-

thing more in a moral point of view, forming
one of the finest lessons on the subject of ordi-

nary good-fellowship that was ever supplied.
In his circle he was usually king of all, the

paymaster of all, and reigned supreme in all

sorts of Comus-like performances. The re-

sult, as all the world know, has been very
melancholy. He was the dupe of the drunken
fool, the low hanging-on or flattering fool,
and indeed of every sort of fool

; and for the

implied supremacy thus afforded him, sacri-

ficed the most respectable connexions and so-

ciety, and was willing to sacrifice them. His
conduct, as respects the other sex, was equally

KELLER,
reckless and disreputable, and his social his-

tory, altogether, illustrates a truth which has
often been propounded that the gift ofhappy
personal assimilation, like many other gifts
of a peculiar kind, while not inseparable from

strong general powers of mind, is by no means
a proof of their existence. On the whole, few
have more tried the constancy of that admira-
tion independent of all moral considerations,
which is so frequently bestowed on those

great native aptitudes which are usually
termed genius, than this distinguished actor,
who to the last received marks of attention

from many who could be guided by no other

feeling. This is as it should be
; something

is due to positive value received, whatever

may qualify or alloy our moral estimation of
the medium through which it is afforded.

New Monthly Mag.
KEATS (sir RICHARD GOODWIN) born 1757,

died 1834, a distinguished British admiral, who
entered the service at 1 3 years of age hi the

Bellona, and served under lord Rodney. This
commander sent him with admiral Darby to

the relief of Gibraltar. He served in the

American war, and in 1782 had the command
of the Rhinoceros of 1 2 guns. After nume-
rous and distinguished actions against the

enemy, in 1803 his ship the Superb joined
Nelson, and was one of those which followed
the combined forces of France and Spain to

the West Indies, anchoring with Nelson at

Spithead in 1805, on their return. His vessel

being unable to proceed to sea as soon as the

Victory, he missed being in the battle of Tra-

falgar. He commanded the Royal George in

the action in the bay of St Domingo in 1806;
and his conduct there gained him the thanks
of Parliament. His services were subsequently
brilliant, both in the north and south of

Europe. In 1S16 he retired into Devonshire.
In 1821 he was made governor of Greenwich

Hospital, where he introduced several useful

regulations. Gent. Mag.
KEITH (GEORGE) a native of Aberdeen,

took his degree of master of arts at that uni-

versity. He then turned Quaker, and went to

Pennsylvania : here he became dissatisfied

with Penn's sect, and endeavoured to model
one of his own, but his efforts proving vain,
he entered the church of England, and ob-

tained some preferment. He wrote several

works for and against the Quakers ; among
the latter

" Reasons for renouncing that Sect,"

8vo, 1700. He died about 1715. Burnet's

Own Times.
KELLEHOVEN (MORITZ) born at Alten-

rath, in the duchy of Berg, 1708, died 1831, a

distinguished painter of the Flemish school,
who in 1784 settled at Munich as painter tc

Charles Theodore, the elector. He also en-

graved portraits in the manner of Rembrandt.
On the foundation of the academy of painting
in Bavaria he was the first professor, and
af erwards became its director. Biog. Univ.

KELLER (GEORGE) born 1760, died 1827,
the author of " Stuudeu der Audacht," a work
that made a great sensation in Germany, and
went through fifteen editions there. As his
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name was not given to this work, the author-

ship has been disputed. He wrote " Pastoral

Conferences,"
" Ideas for every State in Life,"

" Moral Pictures," and " Catholicum." He
was at first a monk in the abbey of St Blaise

;

but this establishment being dispersed, he

entered into that of Wisktikin, in Argovia.
He went afterwards to Zurich, and was ulti-

mately a curate near Friburg, in a very poor

living. Biog. Univ.

KEMPER (JOHN MELCHIOR) born 1776 at

Amsterdam, died 1824. In 1799 he was made

professor of law at Harderwyck, and in 1809

at Leyden. He opposed the French interest

in Holland
;
and his reward was the rector-

ship of the university, and the collar of a com-
mander of the order of the Belgic Lion, letters

of nobility, and the title of counsellor of

state. He was author of a plan for a civil

code for the new kingdom of the Netherlands,
and wrote several tracts in Latin connected

with his professional pursuits. Ibid.

KERCKHOVE (Jon* BAPTIST van) born

at Oust Ecloo, in Belgium, 1790, died 1836.

He was one of the ecclesiastical students who
were sent to St Pelagic in Paris, by order of

Napoleon, for their refusal to acknowledge an

ecclesiastic whom he had sent to officiate in

the diocese of the bishop of Broglie. Kerck-

hove ailerwards pursued his studies at Ghent,
and became vicar of Sinay, near Courtrai. In

1826 he was made curate of Rupelnionde, and
devoted himself to a translation into the

Flemish tongue of various French works. He
also wrote in the journals. He supported the

remonstrances of the Catholics against the re-

strictive measures adopted in their regard by
the Netherlands government. Arter the revo-

lution of 1830 he became a deputy to the

national congress. Biog. Univ.

KERCKHOVE (JOHN POLYANDER von den)
a Dutch theologian, born 15C8, died 164G.

He was one of the famous Synod of Dort.

KEliESSTURY (ALOYS JOSEPH) born in

Hungary 1765, died 18-25, professor of history,
first in the academy of Grand Varadin, and
then at Pesth. His labours %vere of great im-

portance to the history of Hungary, for which
he was ennobled, and had the medal of civil

merit from Francis I of Austria. His most
remarkable work is his "

Compendium His-

torian Universalis." Biog. Univ.

KERIVALANT (NICOLAS le deist de)
born at Nantes 1750, died 1815, of good fa-

mily. He was master of requests in the

chamber of Brittany, and employed himself

almost wholly in the cultivation of letters.

At the revolution he lost his place and for-

tune, and sought consolation in study, lie

was familiar with many languages. He bought
an estate near Nantes. In 1815, during the

occupation of France by the allied troops, a

corps of Prussians, the nation, of all the allied

powers, most marked for brutal conduct when
occupying a foreign territory, marched into

the vicinity of his house. He received them

hospitably, being himself a zealous royalist,
and gave a number of them quarters, which

they repaid by destroy ing and breaking up his
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property, ill-treating his men-servants, the fe-
males saving themselves by flight, and their
master being obliged to conceal himself in a
granary. He did not long survive the shock
thus received. He left his MSS to a friend,
to be published after his decease, and then
expired. Idem.
KERN (VINCENT) born at Gratz 17GO,

died 1829, a celebrated surgeon, physician, and
philanthropist, the first who introduced vacci-
nation into Carniola. He broke through dis-

sipated habits in early life, and applied him-
self to his profession. In 1795 he was made
surgeon to the deaf and dumb hospital at
Vienna. In 1806 he was clinical professor in
the university of Vienna ; and to him that city-
was indebted for the "

Institute of Surgical
Operations." He was created a chevalier by
the emperor. His professional papers and
tracts were numerous and important. He
operated for the stone 337 times, with only ten
failures. Idem.

KERVERSAU (FRANCIS MARIE de) a
French writer, who died in 1825. He was
one of the principal authors of " Histoire de
la Revolution de France, par deux Amis de la

LiberteV' Paris, 1792, &c, 20 vols, 8vo. Biog.
Univ. Class.

KESSEL (JAN van) nephew of Ferdinard
van Kessel, born 1684. He adopted the style
of Teniers, and made a considerable fortune" in

Paris by his works, with which he returned

home, where he soon dissipated it. Diet.
Univ.

KESSEL (JAN van) a portrait painter after

the manner of Vandyck, was born at Antwerp
in 1C26, and died in 1690. He particularly
excelled in his representation of fruit, flowers,
and insects. His son Ferdinand was honoured
with the patronage of John Sobieski. Hou-
bra/ifii.

KESSEL (THEODORE van) born 1620, an

engraver, of the same family as the painter of
that name. lie was celebrated for his works
in aqua-fortis after Rubens, Guido, Titian,
and others. Bryan's Diet.
KETEL (CORNELIUS) a Dutch artist, came

to England in the reign of Elizabeth, whose
likeness he took. He returned to Holland,
and in an eccentric fit he commenced painting
wit'a the tops of his fingers, laying entirely
aside the use of pencils. He then tried to

paint historical pictures with his toes. He
died in 1 600. Grander.
KETELAER (NICOLAS) the associate of

Gerard de Leempt, the earliest of the Dutch

painters, who lived at Utrecht at the close of
the 15th century.
KEULEN (JAN van) a Dutch hydrogra-

plier, who lived at the commencement of
the 18th century, and published an atlas,
" The new grand illuminating Flambeau of

the Ocean," 5 vols, folio. Bio. Diet.

KEULEN (JANSEN van) born 1580, died

1G5G, a Dutch painter, who passed a part of

his life in England in the reign of Charles I.

Bryan's Diet.

KEY (WILLIAM) bom 1G20, the disciple of

Frank Floris. He was a close imitator of
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nature, and painted a large picture of the ma-

gistrates of Antwerp, which was consumed by
fire. He also painted portraits. The duke of

Alva sat to him. While he was painting the

face of this monster, lie heard him concoct

the death of count Egmont, and other noble-

men of whom he wished to get rid. The
artist was so struck with horror, that on en-

tering his own house he fell ill, and died on
the same day, in 15G8, that counts Egmont
and Horn were put to death. ADRIAN THO-
MAS KEY was the cousin and scholar of Wil-
liam. There is a picture with his name and
the date in the museum of Antwerp; but he is

an artist of whom little notice has been taken,

although his works are good specimens of the

art. Bib. Univers. Bryan's Diet.

KEYLHAN (EBERHART) born hi Den-
mark 1624, died at Rome 1687, a Danish

painter, called by the Italians Mouser Ber-
nardo. He acquired the elements of his art

at Helsingor, and became a pupil of Rem-
brandt afterwards in Holland. He painted
Scripture pieces and domestic scenes.

KKYSEK (HENRY) a Dutch architect of
the 16th century. He constructed the ex-

change at Amsterdam, and was a native of

Utrecht, born 1567, died 1624.

KHERASKOFF ( ) a Russian poet,
who was born in 1 733. His principal produc-
tion is entitled " Rossiada" The Russiad,
an epic poem, founded on a very interesting

portion of the history of his native country,
the destruction of Casan, the seat of Tatar

dominion, by John Basilowitz II, in 1552,
and the consequent annihilation of the power
of those formidable oppressors of Russia, the

Tatars. The plan of this work is well con-

ceived, the machinery introduced is appro-
priate and ably managed, there is no deficiency
of incident or interest, and many of the scenes

and episodes are forcibly delineated
;
but the

author is not always successful in the execu-
tion of his design, his style being unequal,
occasionally tame, and often degenerating
into bombast. In spite of its faults, it may
however be characterised as a powerful and

striking, though not a masterly performance.
Kheraskoff displayed great industry and ver-

satility of talent, for besides the Russiad, and a

poem in sixteen cantos, entitled " Vladimir," he
was the author of several tragedies, odes, and
other compositions. He died Sept. 27, 1807.

Ditpre~de St Manr, Antholoyie Iinsse.For.Rev.
KHERASKOFF (ELIZABETH VASSILIEVNA

HERONOFF) born 1747, died 1809, the wife
of the Russian poet of the same name, whom
she married when very young. Besides a

poem called the "
Disaster of Lisbon," she

wrote odes, epistles, and elegies. Many of
her verses appeared in the St Petersburgh
journals. She had so strong an affection for

her husband, that she survived him but a short

time. Bio. Diet.

KICK (CORNELIUS) born at Amsterdam
1635, died 1675, a painter of flowers and
flower pieces, to which he attached himself

after painting portraits by his superior excel-

lence in that branch of the art. He painted but

KIRCH.
few pictures ;

but these are exceedingly well

finished and finely coloured. He acquired a

considerable fortune by the exercise of his

art. Bib. Univers. Bryan's Diet.

KIESEWETTER (CHRISTOPHER GOTT-

FRIED) an eminent musician and performer on
the violin, born at Anspach in Germany in

1777. He came to England in 1821, and first

performed at the Philharmonic concert, where
he established his reputation as a concerto and
solo player. He was the first who introduced

into this country the compositions of May-
seder

;
and in the season of 1824 he performed

at the spiritual and other concerts in London.
He died in Great Portland-street, London,
September 28, 1827. Gent. Mag.
KIND (JOHN FREDERICK) born at Leipsic

1768, died 1 843, a poet and man of letters, who
was brought up to the bar. His law Tales

gave him a very extensive reputation. He
translated the Lives of Plutarch. Among his

works are "
Carlo,"

"
Natalia,"

" The Life and
Amours of Rynes and his sister Minona." He
was also author of the opera of "

Freischutz,"
of which Weber composed the music. Just

before his decease his " Franc Archer " had
been represented at the Dresden theatre for

the 112th time. Bib. Univers.

KING (sir RICHARD) born 1771, died 1834
at Sheerness. He was the son of an admiral
of the same name, and was himself a vice-ad-

miral at the time of his decease. His services

were distinguished, covering a large series of

years. He was commander-in-chief in the

Medway at the period ofhis death. Gent. May.
KINSBERGEN (JAN HENRI van) born

1735, died 1820; he was count Doggersbank
and a vice-admiral in the service of Holland.
He first, when a boy, entered into the army,
but afterwards changed his service to the

navy. In 1767 he entered into the Russian

service, and commanded against the Turks,
over whom he obtained a decisive victory. In
1776 he returned to Holland. At the combat
of the Doggerbank in 1781, he commanded
seven sail of the line under admiral Zoutman,
and aided in what the Dutch called a victory,
but after which they did not venture to keep
the sea. After this he refused to go again to

Russia. He opposed Dumouriez in his inva-

sion of the Low Countries. In 1795 he was
arrested for his political opinions. From that

time he refused all offers of employment
of the different governments. At the union
of Holland with France Napoleon offered him
the place of senator, the title of which he

accepted, but he would not take any part in

the public service. His fortune was easy, and
he preferred to remain and cultivate his land.

Holland is indebted to him for the marine in-

stitution at Amsterdam, that of the deaf and
dumb at Groningen, for the academies of
Utrecht and Harderwyck, and several simi-

lar institutions. He published several tracts

relative to the discipline and service of the

navy. Bioy. Univ.

KIRCH (GODFREY) an astronomer, was
born at Guben in Lower Lusatia, in 1640.

He was educated at Lcinsic, where he <Hstin-
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guished himself by his almapacs ;

and when
the Academy of Sciences was established at

Berlin, he was chosen a member, and ap-

pointed astronomer in ordinary. lie died in

1710. His wife, MARY MARGARET WINKEL-
MAN, born near Leipsic in 1670, surpassed her

husband in her astronomical talents, and after

his death maintained her family by the com-

position of almanacs. In 1711 she published
"
Preparations for observing the Conjunctions

of Saturn, Jupiter, &c." In 1716 she was ap-

pointed astronomer to the academy at Berlin.

She died in 1 7 20. Several of her observations

were published in the Memoirs of the French

Academy of Sciences. Their son, CHRISTIAN

FREDERIC, also published several astrono-

mical works. He died in 1 740. Hutton.

KIRKPATRICK (JAMES) a major-general
in the British service, who passed a great part
of his life in Hindostan, where he was em-

ployed by the East India Company. He be-

came a skilful Orientalist, and published a

"Biography of Persian Poets ;" a "
Descrip-

tion of the Kingdom of Nepaul," London,
1811, 4to; and a "Selection of the Letters of

the Sultan Tippoo Saib," 181 1, 4to. His death
took place in 1812. Biog. Univ. Class.

KIRNBERGER (JOHN PHILIP) born

1721, died 1783, one of the most learned men
of the day in harmonic composition. He left a

number of works upon the subject, which may
be found in Gerber's Dictionary of Music.

KITCHENER (WILLIAM) a physician and
miscellaneous writer,who died in London, in

February 1827. Among his works are,
" The

Cook's Oracle ;"
" Practical Observations on

Telescopes ;" a collection of songs with music
;

and " The Traveller's Oracle." Dr. Kitch-

ener excited much attention from some rather

intellectual eccentricity, and a happy vein of

humour enlivened by all the arts of good fel-

lowship, and what is called the savoir vivre.

He was greatly liked in his circle. Ann.

Biog.
KITE (CHARLES) an eminent surgeon, who

died at Gravesend, in Kent, about 1811. Be-
sides some articles in the London Medical

Journal, he was the author of a treatise "On
the Recovery of Persons apparently Dead from

Drowning, &.Q.," 1788, 8vo, for which he ob
tained a prize offered by the Royal Humane
Society. Biog. Univ. Class.

KLEIN (BERNARD) born at Cologne 1794,
died 1832, a musical composer of eminence,
the son of a wine-merchant, who at Paris re-

ceived instructions from Cherubim. He was

appointed to direct the music and choir of the

cathedral of his native town, and in succession

enriched the science he cultivated with nume-
rous sonatas, detached airs, and religious

pieces. He composed the oratorio of "
Job,''

and the opera of " Dido." His "
Jephtha," in

1 828, caused a considerable sensation : in 1 830
his oratorio of "David," executed at Halle,
had wonderful success. Bib. Univers.
KLENGEL (JOHN CHRISTIAN) born at

Kesseldorp in Saxony, 1751, died 1824, a Ger-
man painter, the son of a farmer. He was a

scholar of Dietricq. His pictures are much
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admired in Germany. He also left some
spirited etchings. Bib. Univ. Bryan's Diet.
KLOPSTOCK (MARGARET MOLLER) born

1724, died 1758, the first wife of the German
poet of that name, whom he has celebrated
under the appellation of Cidli in his works,
but better known as " Meta." She left several

literary compositions, among which are " Let-
ters from the Dead to the Living ;" a tragedy
called the " Death of Abel;" and her husband

published some of her writings as the " Post-
humous Works of Margaret Klopstock."
Bio. Diet.

KLOSE (F. J.) an ingenious music com-

poser and professor, who was a native of

London, where his father followed the same

profession. Having been instructed in the
elements of music by his father, he studied

composition and the piano-forte under the
famous Francesco Tomich, and other musi-
cians. He became a performer in most of the

orchestras of London, including that of the

King's Theatre, and the concert of Ancient

Music, all which, except the last, he re-

signed, to devote himself exclusively to teach-

ing and composition. As an instructor on the

piano-forte he was peculiarly skilful
;
and as

a composer his works are distinguished for

facility and elegance. Besides instrumental

pieces, including ballets and other music for

the King's Theatre, he has set to music, with

great taste and feeling, some pathetic and
sentimental ballads of Cowper, lord Byron,
and lady Caroline Lamb. He died in London,
March 8, 1830. Biog. Diet, ofMus. Month.

Mag.
ICLUBER (JOSEPH Louis) born at Thun,

near Fulda, 17G2, died 1840, a German pub-
licist who filled the chair of jurisprudence at

Erlangen. He published a number of law-

works, which gave him a great reputation in

Germany. In 1822 he was accused of political

heresy for publishing his
" Law of the Ger-

man Confederation/' which obliged him to

quit the Prussian service, which he had en-

tered into in 1817 as a counsellor of embassy.
Biog. Univ.

KMETH (DANIEL) born 1 783, died 1823,an
Hungarian astronomer and mathematician, on
which science he wrote several treatises. Idem.
KNAPP (GEORGE CHRISTIAN) a learned

German, born 1753, at Glaucha, died 1825.

He wrote a "
History of the Establishments of

the Evangelical Ministers in the East Indies."

KNIAJENIN (JAMES BORISSOVITSCH)
counsellor of the court, and member of the

Russian Academy, was born iu 1742. He was
educated under the poet Sumorokof, whose

daughter he married ;
and he devoted himself

to the study of the dramatic literature of
France and Italy. He died in 1791, leaving a
considerable number of poems and plays, in

which he has occasionally imitated the finest

passages of Corneille, Racine, and Voltaire.

The style of this writer, who was at one time

very popular hi Russia, is cold and sometimes
inflated. A complete collection of his works
was published at Petersburgh in 1 802, 5

vpls,

8vo, containing six tragedies, four comedies,
U 2
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five operas, and one melo-drama, besides odes,

fables, &c. Biog. Univ. Class.

KNIAZIN (FRANCIS DEMS) a Polish poet
of the eighteenth century, who was protected

by the illustrious house of Czartoryski. His

works consist of odes, fables, tales, and lyrics.

He also wrote two operas. Biog. Univ.

KNIGHT (F^DWARD) a distinguished co-

median, born at Birmingham in 1774. He
was intended for the profession of an artist,

but on the death of the person to whom he

was articled he went on the stage. After

having performed in North Wales and in Staf-

fordshire, he became a member of Tate Wil-

kinson's company at York. In that situation

he remained seven years, and then procured
an engagement at Drary Lane, where, and at

the Lyceum, he continued to be a very popular

actor," till illness obliged him to retire from his

professional duties. He died at his house in

Great Queen-street, Lincoln's-inn-fields, Lon
don. February 21, 1826. His powers as a

comic actor were very considerable : there was
an odd quickness, and a certain droll play of

the muscles of his face that prepared the au-

dience for the jest that was to follow. His

Sim, in Wild Oats, has been esteemed the

most chaste and natural of stage exhibitions.

Gent. Mag. Ann. Bioy.
KNIGHT (GowiN) an English philoso-

pher, was educated at Magdalen college, Ox-

ford, where in 1742 he took his degree of

bachelor of physic. He was a fellow of the

Eoyal Society, and practised in London; but

falling into distress, he applied to Dr Fother-

gill, who generously extricated him from his

difficulties. He published
" An Attempt to

demonstrate that all the Phenomena in Na-
ture may be explained by Attraction and Re-

pulsion," 4to, 1748.

KNIGHT (THOMAS) an actor and dramatic

writer, who was a native of Dorsetshire. His

father was a person of respectability, who gave
him a liberal education, with a view to the

profession of a barrister : but having received

lessons in oratory from Macklin, his inclina-

tion led him to the stage, and he made his first

appearance as an actor at York, where he per-
formed five seasons with considerable success.

He afterwards acted at Bath, whence in 1796

he removed to Covent Garden ;
and by his

correct representation of rustic characters and

flippant coxcombs, he became a favourite with
the public. In 1797 he displayed his talents

as a writer in his farce of " The Honest
Thieves," altered from the old comedy of The
Committee. He afterwards produced a mu-
sical entertainment called " The Turnpike
Gate," 1799;

"
Tag in Tribulation," an inter-

lude; and "What would the Man be at?" a

prelude, 1801. He was one of the .seceding

performers who, with Mr Holman, opposed
the managers in 1800. His death took place
ia 1820. London May. Biog. Univ. Class.

KNOLLIS or KNOWLES (sir FRANCIS)
vice-chamberlain and treasurer to queen Eli-

zabeth, was born at Grays, in Oxfordshire.

Having distinguished himself by his zc-al for

he Reformation, in the reign of Edward VI,

KOLLMANN.
on the death of that monarch he left England.
On the accession of Elizabeth he returned,
and rose high in her favour, being created a

Knight of the Garter. He died in 1596. Sir

Francis wrote " A Treatise against the Papal
Usurpation ;" and a " General Survey of the
Isle of Wight." Wood.
KNORR a ROSENROTH (CHRISTIAN) a

learned German, was born in 1636, and be-
came chancellor to the count palatine of Sulz-

bach. He rendered himself celebrated by a
curious work, entitled ' Kabbala denudata, seu
Doctrina Hebrseorum transcendentalis et meta-

physica atque theologica," 3 vols, 4to. He
died about 1 700. Moreri.
KNOX (HENRY) a major-general in the

army of the United States of America, who
died at Thomastown in 1806. He first com-
manded an independent company at Boston ;

and when that place was besieged by the Bri-
tish troops, Knox directed the artillery em-
ployed for its defence in quality of brigadier-
general. In 1785 he was called to the office

of seeretary-at-war, and he retained that post
under Washington till 1794, when he resigned
and withdrew entirely from the management
of public affairs. Bio. Univ. Class.

KOELLA (JOHN) born in 1720, at Stacfa
in Zurich, died 1778, a painter, the pupil of

Gaspard Fuessli. He had a nephew, named
Henry, who died in 1789, and who surpassed
him in his art. Biog. Univ.

KOIALOWICZ (ADALBERT) a Polish his-

torian, who was born in 1609. He composed,
in elegant Latin, a "

History of Lithuania,"
which was translated into German by the

celebrated A. L. von Schloezer, who says that
" Koialowicz is, beyond dispute, one of the

best historians of the seventeenth century ;
as

respects his manner of writing, his selection

of materials, the wisdom of his views, and his

critical judgment." Rev. Encycl.
KOLBE (CHARLES WILLIAM) born 1757,

at Berlin, died 1835, a celebrated engraver.
He was carefully educated, and became an

engraver, self-taught. His progress astonished

the academy of Berlin, and it received him as

one of its members. There are from his

graver a number of impressions, which are
held in high esteem in Germany, but they are
almost all in collections. Biog. Univer.

KOLLMANN (AUGUSTUS FREDERICK

CHARLES) an eminent musician and musical

composer, who was organist of the German
chapel at St James's Palace, London. He
was born 1756, at Angelbostel, a village near

Hanover, where his father was organist and
schoolmaster. He learnt Latin while young,
and at the age of fourteen was admitted into

the gymnasium at Hanover, where he was a

pupil two years. He then passed five years,

partly with his parents and partly at Hanover,
where he learnt music of J. C. Boettaer,

organist to the principal church there. In
1779 he was received into the academy for

intended schoolmasters, in the electorate of

Hanover, where he learnt a systematical
method of teaching, which he afterwards
found extremely useful when he engaged in
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musical tuition. In 1781 he went to Luae,
where he was appointed organist and school-

master to a Protestant establishment or con-

vent for noble ladies, near Luneberg, where he
remained about a year, when he removed to

London, in consequence of his having obtained

the situation already mentioned at St James's.

Though he devoted himself industriously to

the duties of his office, as organist and school-

master at the royal chapel, he found time to

prepare for publication several musical trea-

tises and compositions, including an "
Essay

on Musical Harmony," 1790, folio; a " New
Theory of Musical Harmony," 1806, second

edition, 1812; an "
Essay on Practical Com-

position," 1799, second edition 1812; a

"Practical Guide to Thorough Bass," 1807,
folio

;
and " Remarks on the new Musical

System of Logier ;" besides which he pro-
duced fugues, concertos, and other pieces of

instrumental music. His death took place on
Easter Sunday 1829. Biog. Diet, of Music.
KONARSKI (SIMON) a Pole, condemned

to death by the Russians in 1839, and executed
at- Wilua, by the enslavers of his country. He
died with courage, and revealed not a name of

any accused of being in complicity with him,

notwithstanding that an association, which it

was asserted had for its object the indepen-
dence of their country, was asserted to exist,
and the students ofthe university Avere accused
of being concerned. The accused were then
divided into five classes, being in all 200, of
whom 23, said to have been concerned in the

attempt to shake off the yoke of Russia in 1 831,
and freed by the amnesty, were condemned to

twenty years' hard labour in Siberia and the
loss of civil rights. Twenty-five of the stu-

dents, against whom there was little proof,
were made to enter the ranks of the army of
the Caucasus; and 20 more, condemned to

the same penalty, were, after a limited time,

permitted to return home. Bioy. Univ.

KORNER (CHRISTIAN GODFREY) born at

Leipsic 1751, died 1831. He was a counsellor
of regency at Berlin. He published

" ^Esthetic

Views," and an "
Essay on different Objects

of Administration and of Accountability." He
was the father of Charles Theodore Korner,
the author of the "

Lyre and Sword." Idem.
KOSLOV (BASIL) born at Moscow 1793,

died 1825, a Russian author, who must not be
confounded with Ivan or John Koslov the

poets. He studied in the university of his na-
tive city. His father wished to make him a
merchant

;
but he quitted Moscow and went to

St Petersburgh, where he wrote for the " In-

valid," the " Northern Bee," and other works
of a similar character. Ibid.

KOSTROW (ERMILIUS IVAKOVITSCH) the
son of a peasant in the environs of Viatka, in

Russia, who studied at a seminary in that

city, and in 1771 entered into the university
of Moscow, where, seven years after, he took
his bachelor's degree. He obtained an em-
ployment in the provincial administration, and
died in 1796. Kostrow obtained celebrity in

his native country by an elegant Russian trans-

lation of the poems of Ossiau, and an imper-
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feet version of Homer's Iliad. I!is original
poetry was published at Petersburgh in 1802.

Ifcvue Eiici/cl.
KOTTER (CHRISTOPHER) a religious en-

thusiast, was born at Sprottow, in Silesia, in

1585. He took the side of the Protestants,
and fancying himself prophetically inspired,
he published his visions for their encourage-
ment. Becoming very troublesome, in 102?
he was banished the imperial territories. He
then went into Saxony, where he died in 1G47.
His prophecies were published at Amsterdam
in Hi 5 7, by Comenius, with the title of '' Lux
in Teuebris." Moreri.

KOUMAS (CONSTANTINE MICHAEL) born
at Larissa, in Thessaly, 1775, died at Trieste

1S30. He received his education at the col-

lege of Tournovo. His entire life was little

more than the history of professorships and

publications. Most of his works are elemen-

tary treatises for instruction, written in the

modern Greek. Biog. Univ.

KOWALSA (ELIZABETH) a Polish lady of
the ISth century, who enjoyed a great reputa-
tion as a poetess in her own country. Her most
noted poem is called " The Four Seasons."

Bio. Diet.

KKEUTZER (RODOLPH) a celebrated violin

player and musical composer, who was bora
at Versailles, in 1767. He was the son of a
musician in the king of France's band

;
and at

a very early age he evinced considerable

talent for music. He received instructions on
the violin from Anthony Stamitz, and whea

only thirteen he played in public at the Con-
cert Spirituel, with great success, a concerto

of his master's composition. At the age of

nineteen he had composed two complete
operas, which were performed before the

whole court. He subsequently travelled in

Germany, Holland, and Italy, and established

his fame as one of the first violinists in Ku-

rope. He was at length appointed first violin

player to the private chapel of Bonaparte,
head of the orchestra at the grand opera at

Paris, and professor of instrumental music
at the conservatory. It may be considered as

a remarkable proof of his talents that Bona-

parte has been heard to declare that his time

was too precious to be spent in listening to

instrumental music except when Kreutzer was

playing a concerto on tfie violin. He died at

Geneva, February 6, 1831, at the age of sixty-
three. His works, besides numerous pieces
for the violin, consist of the music for the

operas of Joan of Arc, 1790; Lodoiska, 1791
;

Paul and Virginia, 1791
;
Charlotte and Wer-

ter, 1792
;
Harmodius and Aristogiton, 1794.

KRONEGK (JOHN FREDERIC, baron von)
an eminent German dramatist and lyric poet,

ivho was gentleman of the bedchamber to the

margrave of Anspach. He was the author of

a tragedy which displayed the promise of

great future excellence, but this piece has the

defect of being written in Alexandrine verse,

and it is therefore now never exhibited on the

stage. He died at an early age in 1758. His

writings were published at Leipsic in 1770

2 vols, Svo.- -Zopf.
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L.

T AARor LAER (PETER van, called il BAM-
Jj BOCCIO) a Dutch painter, born at Laaren

1613, died at Haarlem 1673. He painted hunt-

ing scenes, fishing, and village feasts, whence
these last obtained the name of " Bambo-
chades." Bryan's Diet. Art.

LABEY (JOHN BAPTISTE) a French mathe-

matician, a native of the department of Cal-

vados. He became a professor of mathema-
tics at the military school of Paris, afterwards

at the central school of the Seine, and then at

the Polytechnic School and the Napoleon
Lyceum. He died in 1825. He published
"

Traite' de Statique," Paris, 1812, 8vo
;
and

Euler's letters to a German princess ;
and his

Introduction " a 1'Analyse Infinitesimale,"

1799, 2 vols, 4to. Biog. Univ. Class.

LABORDE (count ALEXANDER Louis JO-

SEPH) born in Paris 1773, died 1842; de-

signed for the navy, he was from the breaking
out of the revolution sent by his father into

Austria. He returned home at the treaty of

Campo Formio, and became a student of the

fine arts. He travelled into Italy and Spain
for the purpose of studying the works of anti-

quity. Attached to the embassy of Lucien

Bonaparte, he had ample facilities for collect-

ing materials for his
"
Picturesque Travels

"

in the latter country. But the continental

wars interrupted his design of continuing his

observations, and he found his fortune at the

same time severely injured. He therefore

sought to get employed in a public capacity,
arid paid his court to Napoleon. In 1808 he
was made auditor of the council of state, and

accompanied the emperor to Madrid, returned

with him to France, and was soon sent to fol-

low the grand army during the war of 1809
in Austria. Here he acquired an extensive

knowledge of the country. In 1810 he was
made a master of requests, and in 1314 adju-

tant-major of the national guard. Under the

Bourbons he was elected a deputy, and in 1 823

spoke against the absurdity of invading Spain.
He was a member of the French Institute, of
the Society of Antiquaries, and a royal aide-

de-camp. His published works are nume-
rous : his "

Picturesque Travels in Spain
"

form 4 vols ; his "
Descriptive Scenery of

Spain," 5 vols
;
his '

Picturesque Travels in

Austria," 3 vols; and his "Monuments of

France," 24 parts in folio. He published
" A

Plan for the Education of Poor Children,"
&c. &c. Bib. Uiiivers.

LABORIE (J. B. P.) a French physician
and medical writer, born at Montpellier in

1797, died in 1833, professor of physio-
logy in that city. He published

" Disserta-

tion sur le Te'tanos Traumatique," Montpel-
lier, 1820, 8vo; "Pronostics d'Hippocrate,
commentes par A. Piquer, &c. trad, de 1'Ks-

panol," Paris, 1822, 8vo: and " Eclaircisse-

mens Analytiques sur la Doctrine Physiolo-

gique de Barthez."

LABOURDONNAIS (MAKE de) born

1795, died 1840, grandson of the governor of

the Isle of France. He was called the "
King

of Chess," being born the same year that

Phillidor died, whom he succeeded as cham-

pion of the game. In 1820, being in London
with Macdonuel, he studied all the authors

who had written upon the subject. All pos-
sible movements seemed to be arranged in his

head. He wrote " The Life of Mahe Labour-

donnais," the governor of the Isle of France
;

" A Treatise on Chess ;" and for some years
published, monthly,

" A Review of the Game
of Chess." The Treatise of Phillidor is the

most complete. He was warned that the con-

tinual mental labour he underwent -was dan-

gerous. He persisted, and in 1840 had

scarcely arrived in London from Paris when
he was struck down by apoplexy. He had
suffered from dropsy previously, and, except

regarding chess, his memory had wholly failed

him. Gent. Mag.
LABRADOR (JUAN) born in Estremadura,

a Spanish painter of flowers, and pupil of
Morales. He died in Madrid in 1600.

LABRE (JOHN PETER) born 1765 at Lou-

vigny, died 1840, a noted French agricul-

turist, who was only saved from the guillotine

by the fall of Robespierre. He was a mem-
ber of the principal agricultural societies of

France. One of his first publications was
" On

the Manufactory of Brandy from Potatoes." He
possessed a manufactory of sugar at Rueil,
which he established in 1837. Even in his

earliest days he exhibited the attachment to

the useful arts which distinguished his last

years. Biog. Univ.
LA BRUYERE (MICHEL PHILIPPE Au-

LAS de) born at Montargis, died 1835.

He was remarkable for a singular event
in which he had nearly perished. A watch-
maker of Seiilis. named Billon, who had
been turned out of the company of arquebus-
siers there as a usurer, determined on re-

venge. He fixed upon the day of the public

presentation of the colours to the national

guard in 1789 for this purpose. He placed
behind the blinds of his window, situated

where the procession was to pass, a battery of

musket-barrels, united so that they could all

be fired at once, and he at the same time fur-

nished himself with a number of fire-arms.

He began by firing on the commandant, who
was killed, and on other persons, who were

badly wounded. La Bruyere, who was at the

head of the procession in quality ofcommander
of the national guard, hastened to enter the

house whence the firing proceeded. The in-

fernal machine then being let off, killed and
wounded a great many of the military and
national guards. La Bruyere forced the outer

door of the house and got in, followed by a
sub-lieutenant of the police and a brigadier of

geudarmcrie, two liuissiers, and several other
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persons. On reaching the first floor they found
all the avenues barricaded. An opening was
then made in the partition of the chamber in

which Billon continued still to fire upon the

people, but scarcely had La Bruyere and the

sub-lieutenant entered through the opening,
when the latter was killed by a pistol-shot
from Billon, who got out by a secret passage,
but La Bruyere followed and seized him on

the staircase of the attic, and thought he was
certain of handing him over to justice, when
an explosion from gunpowder blew up the

place, and buried in its ruins the criminal and
his assailants. Forty persons perished. It

was a good while before La Bruyere was
found and dug out alive, but with twenty-
nine wounds. Louis XVI conferred upon
him the cross of St Louis, and he was made
lieutenant-colonel of the gendarmes of Nevers,
which he held until 1792. He was afterwards

juge de paix of Senlis, and so remained for

twenty-two years before he retired. Bib.

Univers.

i LACAZE (Louis de) a physician, born in

1703, in the country of Beam, and died at

Paris in 1765, physician in ordinary to Louis
XV. Among his works are

"
Specimen Novi

Medicinse Conspectus," 8vo
;

" Institutions

Medicse ex Novo Medicinse Conspectu," 12mo
;

and " Idee de 1'Homme Physique et Morale,"

1755, 8vo.

LACEPEDE (BERNARD GERMAIN ETIENNE
DE LA VILLE SUR ILLON, count de) born at

Agen in 1756, died at Epinay 1825, the son of

count de la Ville, and heir of a maternal uncle

whose name he took. He applied himself

very early in life to the study of natural his-

tory, not at the same time neglecting the fine

arts and music. To the last science he was
attached to the end of his life, and corre-

sponded at the same time with Buffon and
Gluck. In 1776 he went to Paris to perfect
himself in music and study natural history.
He became the pupil of Gossec, and published
a work on concerted symphonies, at the time
his family got him a colonelcy in the circles

of the Empire ; but he made no more than two

journeys into Germany. Buffon selected him
to continue his natural history, and procured
for him the place of adjunct demonstrator of

the cabinet of natural history in the Jardin

des Plantes. He refused the post of governor
to the dauphin, and resigned all his functions

to live in retirement, though favourable to the

revolution. In 1795 the professorship of na-

tural history was made on purpose for him,
and in 1803 he was admitted grand chancellor

of the legion of honour, which he held until

the return of the Bourbons. He again filled

it during the hundred days ;
but he was not

called up to the chamber of peers until 1819,

though he had previously belonged to it.

Among his numerous scientific works are his
"
Essay on Natural and Artificial Electricity,"

2 vols
;

"
Physics, general and particular ;"

"The Poetry of Music;" "The Natural His-

tory of Oviparous Quadrupeds," 2 vols ;

" Of
Reptiles," 2 vols

;

" Of Fish," 2 vols
;

" Of
Cetaceous Animals," 2 vols: these form a
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sequel to the works of Buffon in 10 vols. His
other productions are numerous .and valuable.

Bioy. Univers,

LACHAISE (FRANqois D'AIX de) born

1624, the confessor of Louis XIV. He was a

Jesuit. He contributed to the destruction of the
Port Royal, and abandoned his former friend,
the amiable Feuelon, to the unjust resentment
of his master. The garden of his house was
the modern cemetery of his name at Paris.

LACHAISE (JACQUES FRA^OIS, baron

de) born at Mont Cenis 1 743. He was pre-
fect of the Pas de Calais in 1803, and his

name is only recorded for his ultra syco-

phancy in having addressed Napoleon, when
in the camp at Moutreuil, with the phrase
" God created Bonaparte, and rested from his

labour !" words since quoted as the extreme
adulation of a base and servile soul. Hist.

Diet.

LACHENAL (WERNER de) born at Bale

1736, died 1800, a distinguished physician,
and professor of anatomy and botany in his

native town. He was intimate with Haller,
and the Latin Epistles to the latter include a
considerable number of his letters, and the

Acta and Nova A eta Helvetica contain his

memoirs, which form a supplement to the

great work of Haller. Bio. Univers.

LACHEZE (RENE de) a French moral

poet, born at Rheims in the 16th century,
where he died in 1637. His verses are not

considered destitute of merit for the time in

which they were composed. Bio. Univers.

LACOMBE (JAMES) a miscellaneous wri-

ter, was born at Paris in 1724. His works are,
"
Abrege Chronologique de 1'Histoire An-

cienne," 8vo
;

" De 1'Histoire du Nord ;"
" De 1'Histoire d'Espagne et de Portugal ;"
" Le Salon ;''

" Re'volutions de 1'Empire de
la Russe ;"

" Histoire de Christina, Reine de

Suede ;"
" Le Spectacle des Beaux Arts ;"

" Dictionnaire portatif des Beaux Arts."

His brother, HONORE LACOMBE DE PREZEL,
was born at Paris in 1725, and published three

dictionaries :"" Dictionnaire de Jurisprudence,"
3 vols, 8vo :

" Dictionnaire de Citoyen," 2 vols,

8vo
;

" Dictionnaire de Portraits et d'Anecdotes
des Hommes celebres," 2 vols. Another au-

thor of this name, FRANCIS LACOMBE, com-

piled a dictionary of old French, 1765, 8vo.

He died in 1793. Diet Hist.

LACRETELLE, aine' (PIERRE Louis) a

French writer, born at Metz in 1751. He ap-

peared with distinction at the bar, and became
connected with the most celebrated among his

contemporaries. He was a counsellor of par-

liament, one of the editors of the Grand Re-

pertory of Jurisprudence, and of the Mercure
de France; and in 1787 he was appointed
member of a committee charged with the re-

formation of the penal code. When the Re-

volution took place, Lacretelle embraced its

principles with moderation, and sat in the Le-

gislative Assembly, where he defended the con-

stitution of 1 790. He was obliged to retire from

public duty after August 10, 1792 : and he did

not issue from his retreat till after the fall of

Robespierre. Elected one of the jurors of the



LADVOCAT.
high national court, he entered into the legis-
lative body iii 1801, but voting against the

plans of the new government, he obtained no
official situation. He succeeded Laharpe as

a member of the French Academy ; and during
the imperial government he devoted his time
to the cultivation of literature. In 1817 he
became associate-editor of the Minerve, and
inserted in that journal some articles advo-

cating independent principles. When the law

passed relative to the censure of the press,
Lacretelle endeavoured to evade it by turning
bookseller, and publishing a continuation in

the form of distinct pamphlets. For this he
was summoned before the correctional police,
and condemned to a month's imprisonment ;

but ou account of his age and respectability
the royal clemency was extended towards him.
He was engaged in preparing a new edition of
his works when he died in 1 824. Among his

writings are,
"
Eloquence Judiciaire et Philo-

sophic Legislative ;"
" Roman The'atral ;"

" Portraits et Tableaux ;" and he left unpub-
lished " Les Etudes sur la Re'volution," and
" Mes Soire'es a Malesherbes." He was a
contributor to the Encyclope'die Methodique.
Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Biog. Univ. Class.

LADVQCAT (Louis FRANCOIS) born 1G44,
died 1 735. Nominated counsellor to the king,
he succeeded his uncle in the functions of or-

dinary master of the chamber of accounts, and
died dean of that company. He published"A New System of Philosophy," and " A Dis-
course on a New System of Morals and

Physics." This last was published anony-
mously. Bio. Fran.
LAENNEC (GUILLAUSIE FRANQOIS) born

at Quimper-Corentin, in 1748, ofan old family-
thai counted a noted leaguer among its an-

cestors, died 1822, a physician of eminence,
who studied in Paris, Montpellier, and Lon-
don. He was subsequently for twenty-five
years the physician of the Hotel Dieu in

Paris, and afterwards filled other public ap-

pointments. In 1S20 he was again appointed
physician of the Hotel Dieu, which office he
did not long enjoy. He wrote little, his lectures

being all of his writings that have appeared.
He was uncle to H. T. Hyaciuthe Laeiinec, who
only survived him four years. Bio. Univ.

LAENNEC (R. T. II.) physician to the
duchess of Berry, lecturer and royal professor
of medicine at the college of France, member
of the Royal Academy of Paris, was a native
of Quimper in Brittany. He studied at

Nantes, under his uncle, who was chief phy-
sician to the hospitals in that city. Having
become a student at Paris in 1799, he gained
in 1802 two grand prizes for medical and sur-

gical dissertations offered by the Institute
;

and he soon after raised himself to eminence
as one of the most skilful anatomists of his

time. He is principally known on account of

an invention which he published in a treatise

entitled
" De 1'Auscultation Medicale, ou

Traite du Diagnostic des Maladies des Pou-
mons et du Cceur," Paris, 1819, 2 vols, Svo.

In this work he developc-s the experiments he

made by means of an instrument styled a

LAFFON DE LADEBAT.
stethoscope, in which the vibrations of a rod
are supposed to afl'ord pathological indications

of the state of the cavities of the body and
their contents, in health and disease. Laennec
died at Kerlouarnec, in the department of

Finisterre, August 13, 1826. Revue JKnci/L

Biog. Univ. Class.

LAFFITTE (JACQUES) born at Bayonne
1767, died in Paris 1844. He was at first

destined to follow the business of his father,
which was that of a master carpenter. He was
then placed with a notary, and two years after-

wards with a merchant. For this last business

he showed great aptitude, and going to Paris

in 1788, entered the house of Perrigaux and
Co. as a bookkeeper. His skill and attention

induced Perrigaux to take him into partner-

ship, and at his death he made him his exe-

cutor, when he became head of the house and

young Perrigaux his partner. The last named
became an auditor of the council of state and
chamberlain of Napoleon ;

and the entire busi-

ness of the partnership was then transacted by
Lafitte. In 1809 he was made regent of the

bank of France, and on the retirement of

Dupont de Nemours he became president of

the Paris chamber of commerce. In 1815 he
was made judge of the tribunal of commerce,
and soon after governor of the bank of France.

He filled other eminent offices in succession.

In 1815 he became a member of the chamber
of deputies. In 18 17 he eloquently defended the

liberty of the press, and was distinguished in

all principal discussions. In 1819 he spoke in

favour of electoral rights, and proposed an ad-

dress to the king on the subject. He was in con-

sequence removed from the government of the

bank of France. He then appeared on all oc-

casions as the advocate of public opinion, and

painted with vigour the consequences of the

violences pursued by the government. He
supported the minister on the conversion of the

rentes. One of the personages who figured in

the revolution of July 1S30, he filled several

offices, was president of the chamber ofdeputies,
minister of finances, and president of the coun-

cil. His publications, consisting principally
of pamphlets containing his opinions upon pub-
lic questions, were numerous, and some went

through several editions. Bio. Univer.

LAFFON DE LADEBAT (ANDREW
DANIEL) a French statesman and political

writer, who was descended from a respectable

family, and was born at Bordeaux in 1746.

He completed his education at the university
of Franequer in Holland; and on his return

to Bordeaux he was admitted into partnership
with his father, who was then at the head of a

great commercial establishment. In 1775, on
his marriage, he retired to an estate near his na-

tive place, and devoted his leisure to the study
of political economy, agriculture, and the fine

arts. He published a \vork "Ou the Freedom
of the Commerce of India." He was one of

the founders of the Academy of Painting at

Bordeaux
;
and he became a member of the

Academy of Arts and Sciences in that city,
and also of the Agricultural Society of Paris.

In 1791 he was returned as a member of the
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LAFOLIE.
legislative assembly, in which he presided
over the committee of finance during a whole
session. On the 10th of August 1792, when
Louis XVI and his family took refuge in the

hall of the assembly, M. Laffon was president
of that body, and in the horrid massacre in

September following he saved the life of the

abbe Sicard. He was subsequently himself

exposed to great danger, but having survived
the proscriptions of the reign of terror, he was
chosen, in September 1795, a member of the

Council of Ancients, for the department of the
Seine. He spoke, on many occasions, on
financial affairs

;
and showed himself, as in

the legislative assembly, the friend of mode-
ration. The party which he opposed having
gained the ascendancy in the state, in conse-

quence of the events of the memorable 18th of

Fructidor, (September 4, 1797,) he was con-

demned to deportation, and was conveyed to

Cayenne. One of the first acts of the consular

government was the recall of the exiles. Se-

veral of the departments, after his return,

gave their suffrages in favour of Laffon, as a

member of the senate, but Bonaparte refused
to confirm his election. After his long ser-

vices in the financial department, his adminis-
tration of the public revenue was attacked by
his enemies

;
but after a severe and protracted

investigation, he was, in 1813, most honour-

ably acquitted. In 1815 he visited England,
and collected much information concerning its

finances, commerce, and public institutions.

After his return he presented to Louis XVI 1 1

an interesting work on the finances of France.
He did not subsequently engage in politics,
but he took an active part in the management
ofSeveral religious and charitable institutions.

The latter part of his life was embittered by
a succession of private and domestic calamities

;

and at length he expired, after a short illness,

in 1829. Monthly Mag.
LAFOLIE (CHARLES JEAN) born in Paris

1780, died 1824. He was early employed in

the department of public instruction in France.
He held several offices

;
and wrote a pamphlet

regarding the process of Moreau. In 18 14 he
was made conservator of the monuments of
Paris. He published an edition of Comenius's
" Janua Lingua) Latins: reserata;" one of the
Port Royal Grammar

;
and "

England judged
by itself," &c. Biog. Diet.

LAFONTAINE (AUGUSTUS HENRY JU-

LIUS) a celebrated German romance writer,
who was born at Brunswick, February G, \ 756.
He was descended from a family of French

protestant refugees, and was the son of a pro-
fessor of the art of painting. Being destined
for the church, he was sent to study theology
in the university of Helmstadt

;
but feeling

no disposition to enter into holy orders, he in

1786 accepted the office of tutor to the chil-

dren of the Prussian general Theden. Through
the influence of that officer he was appointed
in 1789 almoner to a regiment, and as such
he accompanied his patron in the incursion of
the Prussians into Champagne in 1792. After
the conclusion of the treaty of Basle he re-

turned to the university of Halle, where he
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afterwards principally resided. Among the
numerous romantic productions of his pen may
be mentioned " Blanche and Minna, or the
Manners of the Burgers ;"

" Moral Systems,
or Ludwig of Eisach ;"

"
Raphael, or the Life

of Peace ;"
" Charles and Emma, or the In-

fant Friends ;

" " Emilia in the World
;

"
"
Walther, or the Child of the Battle-field ;"

" Henrietta Bellman;" "The Baron de Flem-

ming, or the Rage for Titles ;

" "
Family

Pictures, or the Journal jf Charles Engel-
mann ;"

" The Country Clergyman, or New
Family Pictures ;" and " Clara du Plessis and

Clairaut, or the History of Two Lovers."

Most of these works have been translated into

French by madame de Montolieu. In the " Fa-

mily Pictures
"

are found portraits attractive

from their originality, a mild and tolerant

philosophy, and a spirit of criticism seldom
bitter and often gay and lively. Besides

these compositions he published the Agamem-
non and Choephorse of ^Eschylus, with Notes,

Halle, 1821, 2 vols. Lafontaine also wrote
dramatic pieces in the German language en-

titled " Die Tochter der Natur;" and "Die
Prufniig der Treue." His death took place
in 1831. Biog. Nouv.des Contemp. Encycl.
Amer.
LAGARUE (PHILIPPE BRIDARD DE) born

at Paris 1710, died in 1767. He was master

of the ceremonies and fetes at court
;
and was

the first, in 1754, that volunteered to order the

opera ofAlcesteto be played without perri-

wigs and the full French costume of the day.
This reform was approved, and he was made
librarian to madame Pompadour and a pension
conferred upon him. He wrote several ro-

mances, operas, and popular songs. Biog.
Fran.
LAGRANGE (JOSEPH DE CHANCEL DE)

born at Perigaux 1676, died 1758, commonly
called Lagrange Chancel, a French poet. He
composed early in life, and at sixteen com-

pleted a tragedy, which M-as corrected by
Racine. He was one of those writers who
flourished from the death of Racine to the time

of the earlier works of Crebillon. He wrote

ten tragedies, but none have kept their place
on the boards in later times. He was author of

six operas, of various poems, and of philippics
addressed to the regent. In consequence of the

last publication he was obliged to seek a refuge
in Avignon. His retirement was betrayed,
and he was exiled to the Isles of St Margaret,
where he passed several years in captivity,
but at last effected his escape into Spain and
Holland. After the death of the regent he was
recalled by the duke of Bourbon. Bio. Diet.

LAGUANGE (NICOLAS) born atMontpel-
lier, died 1767. He was the writer of some
comedies taken from the Italian, and of several

translations.

LAGRANGE, a translator both laborious

and faithful, born in Paris 1738, died 1775.

The works he published were numerous, and

his character estimable. Diet. Fran.

LAGltEN^E (Louis JEAN FRANCOIS) born

in Paris 1724, died 1805, a French historical

painter, and pupil of Charles Vanloo. He was



LAING.
called the French Albano, from the colouring
and grace of his figures. He had a brother,

Jean Jacques, called also
" the younger," who

was an artist, born 1740, died 1821, in Paris.

Louis also had a son born in 1775, Anselm

Francois; he died of cholera in 1832. He
was also an artist, who was noted for painting
horses and characters of the theatre. Idem.

LAING (ALEXANDER GoRDON)acelebrated
but unfortunate African traveller. He was
born at Edinburgh, December 27, 1794; and
his father kept an academy in that city, where
he received his early education. In his fif-

teenth year he became an assistant to Mr
Bruce, an eminent teacher at Newcastle, with

a view to his adopting the profession of tuition.

Inclination however induced him to relinquish
the prospect of succeeding his father, and in

1 8 1 he obtained an ensigncy in the prince of

Wales's Edinburgh volunteers. The follow-

ing year he went to Barbadoes, and after

serving iii the West Indies and America, and

Inaving been made a lieutenant, he returned

to Scotland in ill health. In 1819 he was
sent to Sierra Leone, as lieutenant and ad-

jutant; and early in 1S22 he was despatched

by the governor, sir Charles McCarthy, on an

embassy to Gambia and the Maudingo country,
after his return from which he was ordered
to join his regiment on the Gold Coast. An
account of his expedition was published in

London, and the work was translated into

French by MM Eyries and de Larenaudiere,
under the title of "

Voyage dans le Timanni,
le Kouranko, et le Soulimana," Paris, 1826,
8vo, with a prefatory essay on the progress
of discovery in Africa. After the death of sir

C. M'Carthy, Mr Laing was sent to England ;

and after visiting his friends in Scotland, he
returned to London in 1824. The following

year, having been promoted to the rank of

major, he was employed by government in

an expedition to explore the course of the

river Niger. He reached Timbuctoo in

August 1826
;
and on his return towards the

coast, he was murdered by the African bar-

barians. New Month. Mag. Ann. lleg. Rev.

Encycl.
LAIRE (SIGISMOND) born in Bavaria 1550,

died at Rome 1636, a noted painter in minia-

ture, in the pontificate of Gregory XIII.
LALLEMAND (CHARLES FRANC.OIS AN-

TOINE, baron) born at Metz 1774, died in

Paris 1839. He served in the French army
until 1814, when he received the cross of
St Louis from Louis XVIII, and had the

government of the department of the Aisne.
On Napoleon's return he joined him and

fought at Waterloo. He then came to Eng-
land, and requested to be sent to join Napo-
leon. In place of his request being acceded

to, he was made a prisoner by lord Castle-

reagh's order and sent to Malta, where he
was incarcerated without any regard to law.

He was some time afterwards set at liberty
on condition of quitting the island, and went
to Smyrna, where the intrigues of the Holy
Alliance, through the Porte, did not permit
him to remain long. He then embarked for

LALLY TOLLENDAL.
America, and found his brother at Boston. He
now planned to form a colony in the western

part of the United States, which should be an

asylum for the political exiles from Europe,
and 100,000 acres of land were granted by the
United States for the purpose. A spot was
fixed upon in a district of Texas, but the

Spaniards warned off the new comers, who
returned to Gahreston. After many adven-
tures he got liberty to return to Paris. In
1830 he was restored to his rank of lieutenant-

general. He afterwards received the com-
mand of the department of Corsica from king
Louis-Philippe, which he held two years.
The younger Lallemand belonged to the

artillery, and became an exile to America,

intending to join his brother in founding a

colony for refugees ; but while in Phila-

delphia he married the daughter of a rich

French merchant, and resided the rest of his
life at Borden town, New Jersey, where he
died in 1823. He left a "Treatise on Ar-

tillery," in 2 vols, 4to. Biog. Univ.

LALLY TOLLENDAL (marquis de) the

son of count Lally, the unfortunate victim of

popular prejudice. (See DICT.) He was born
at Paris in 1751, and was educated at the

college of Harcourt, where he was distin-

guished for the number of prizes which he

gained during the period of his studies. The
expenses of his education were defrayed by
his cousin the countess Dillon, and by Louis

XV, who thus endeavoured to make some
atonement for the misfortunes which he in-

curred through the fate of his father. At
the age of fifteen he wrote a Latin poem on
the story of John Galas, who had been sacri-

ficed to the fury of a mob, a subject to which
he had been manifestly directed by filial

feeling; and when he had attained a more
mature age he warmly exerted himself to

retrieve from obloquy the memory of his

father, in which his endeavours were ulti-

mately crowned with success. The judg-
ments passed by the parliament on his father

were reversed by four decrees of the council,
and in 1783 he regained possession of his

paternal estates. Previously to the Revolu-

tion, he was captain in the regiment of cui-

rassiers; and in 1789 he was nominated de-

puty from the nobility of Paris to the States-

General. He soon became one of the most

popular members of the Constituent Assembly,
he gave his support to the declaration of the

Rights of Man proposed by Lafayette, and

subsequently suggested as an amendment that

all citizens should be eligible to public em-

ployments, which was adopted by acclama-
tion. His notions of liberty, however, were
not quite so extensive as those of many of his

coadjutors, as he proposed the British consti-

tution as a model of government; and per-

ceiving that principles prevailed repugnant
to his sense of justice, he resigned his seat in

the assembly, and retired into Switzerland

with his friend M. Mounier. He published a

work entitled "QuintusCapitolinns," in which
he retraced the operations of the National

Assembly, pdinted out the faults of the con-
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LAMA.
stitution, and condemned the suppression of

the higher orders of the state. Having re-

turned to France in 1792, he was arrested and
sent to the Abbaye, but having fortunately

escaped amidst the massacres which took place
in the prisons in September, he subsequently
effected his retreat to England, where he ob-

tained a pension from the government. On
the trial of Louis XVI he wrote to the Con-
vention to offer himself as the official advocate

of that prince, and he composed a speech in

his defence, which he afterwards published.
In 1796 he produced a "Defence of the Emi-

grants," in which the question of emigration
was treated with considerable address. When
Bonaparte became consul, he returned to

France, where he resided, in literary retire-

ment, till the restoration of the Bourbons, in

1814. He accompanied Louis XVIII to Ghent
as one of the members of his privy council,
and he is supposed to have written the mani-
festo of the king to the French nation. In
the new arrangement of the chamber of depu-
ties, M. de Lally had a seat as a marquis.
He died in 1 830. Besides the works already
mentioned, he wrote an "

Essay on the Life

of the Earl of Strafford, the Minister of Charles
I ;" and a tragedy on the fall of that noble-

man. Diet, des Homm.es Marquans du 18me
S. Month. Mag.
LAMA (GIOVANNI BAPTISTA) horn 1660,

died 1 740, a painter in the town of Naples, the

pupil of Luca Giordano. His works are ad-

mired for their elegance and sweetness of

colouring. Bryan's Diet.

LAMA (GIOVANNI BERNARDO) horn at

Naples 1508, died 1579, a painter and archi-

tect. His father, a painter also, placed him
in the school of Amato, which he quitted for

that of Polydore Caravaggio. At the same
time he studied architecture. His principal
works are in the Neapolitan churches. Bib.
Univ. Bryan's Diet.

LAMANNA (JEROME) a poet and painter
of the sixteenth century, born at Catania, in

Sicily, about 1580, and died 1640. He is best

known as an artist, and left many excellent

pictures behind him. Bib. Univers.

LAMARCK (JEAN BAPTISTS PIERRE AN-
TOINE DE MONET) born at Bazantin, France,
1744, died 1826, one of the naturalists who
has done most honour not only to France but
to science. On his father's decease nothing
could prevail upon him to remain at school.

At the age of seventeen he mounted a bad

horse, and, followed by a poor boy of the vil-

lage, took the road to Germany, where a part
ofthe army was serving. He was admitted as

a volunteer. A company of grenadiers, to the
first rank of which Lamarck belonged,
guarded a post which was exposed to the fire

of the enemy's artillery, and which was for-

gotten in the hurry of the retreat. All the
officers had fallen, and only fourteen men
remained, the eldest of whom proposed to

follow the retrograde movement of the other

troops. To this young Lamarck objected,
and it was necessary that the order should be

sent, which was difficult to be made to reach
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them in their existing position. When this
firmness of conduct was made known to the

commander, he made Lamarck an officer on
the spot. He soon after obtained the rank of

lieutenant, and in several other instances he
distinguished himself during this campaign.
At the peace his regiment was sent to Mo-
naco, where an accident induced him to give
up a military life. He then determined to

study medicine, and, to secure the pecuniary
means, worked at a banker's office. He found
that medicine was not to his taste after four

years' labour, and devoted himself to botany.
After six years' labour he produced the
" Flora Fran9aise," 6 vols, 8vo. Here began
that high career in science which has rendered
his name for ever distinguished.

" The Me-
thodical Encyclopaedia," under the head of
"
botany ;" the " Extract from the Lectures

on Zoology in the Museum of Natural His-

tory ;"
" The History of Animals destitute

of Vertebrae," and other works, are records
of his ability and assiduity in science never
to be forgotten. Before his decease some
time he unfortunately became blind. Biog,
Univ.

LAMARQUE ( ) a distinguished French

military officer and statesman, who was born
at St Sever in 1772. He entered into the

army as a private, and soon became a captain
of grenadiers, in the famous corps com-
manded by Latour d'Auvergne, first gre-
nadier of France. At an early age he was
made an adjutant-general, and had obtained

high reputation. He served in the wars of
the republic, and in the campaigns of Auster-

litz, the Tyrol, Naples, and Wagram. Having
rendered himself famous throughout Italy by
the capture of Caprea, he was selected to pro-
ceed to the reduction of Calabria; and imme-

diately afterwards he was sent to Spain, where
he was engaged in the most arduous services.

In the battles of Alta Julia, Tarragona, Ri-

pouil, Col Sacro, Baguelas, and Salad, he
added greatly to his reputation. He did not
return to France till 1814; and he was not

employed under the government after the first

restoration. But, on the return of Bonaparte
from Elba, he gave Lamarque the command
of Paris, and then that of a division on the

Belgian frontier, and in the month of May
nominated him general in chief of the army
of La Vendee. On the second restoration he
was placed on the list of the proscribed of the

24th of July 1815. After his re-entrance
into France in 1818, he published a work on
the "

Necessity of a Permanent Army," ex-

hibiting the traces of deep reflection and
extensive experience. He employed his pen,
as he had before his sword, in the service of

his country ;
and of late years he furnished a

number of articles for the patriotic jour.ials,

chiefly relating to foreign politics. In 1826
he was called by the voice of his fellow-

citizens to the Chamber of Deputies. After

the revolution of 1830 he became one of the

most prominent members of that which has

been termed the movement party, and as such

he often opposed the measures of government



LAMB.
under the ministry of Perrier. He died at

Paris, June 1, 1832. Le Constitutionnel.

LAMB (lady CAROLINE) the only daughter
of Frederick the third earl of Besborough.
She was married June 3, 1805, to the hon.
William Lamb, afterwards lord Melbourne,

by whom she had a daughter who died in

infancy, and a sou George Augustus Fre-

deric. She was a woman of a strong and
decided character, and several years since she
made herself conspicuous by canvassing per-

sonally the electors of Westminster, when her

brother-in-law, the hon. George Lamb, was a
candidate for the representation of that city
in Parliament. She wrote poetry with ease

and elegance, and some of her poetical pieces
were published in the newspapers and period-
ical journals ; but the most considerable pro-
ductions of her pen are the novels of " Glen-

arvon,"
" Graham Hamilton," and " Ada

Reis." She enjoyed the friendship of some
celebrated literary men, as Rogers, Moore,
and Byron, the last mentioned of whom ad-

dressed to her ladyship some beautiful lines a
Short time before he quitted this country. She
died at Whiteiiall. London, January 2G, 1828,

aged forty-two. Gent. Mag.
LAMB (GEORGE) born 1784, died 1834;

a representative of Westminster in parliament,
and brother of the minister lord Melbourne.
lie was an excellent scholar, and is well
known by his elegant translation of Catullus.

LAMBERG (JOSEPH MAXIMILIAN, count

de) born 1729, died 1792, at his chateau of
Brann. He travelled over Germany, and
afterwards resided in Paris with count Star-

hemberg his friend and the Austrian ambas-
sador. His works were all in the French

tongue.
" My Fragments ;" "An Essay on

the Impossible ;"
" The Vanity of all our

Knowledge ;"
" New Subjects for Literature

and Philosophy ;"
" Reflections on the Pro-

perty of an Algebraic Curve, of which the

contours mark the traits of a known visage ;"
" Memorial of a Worldling at Cape Corse,"
&c. Lamberg was the intimate friend and
counsellor of the duke of Wirtemberg, with
whom he travelled into Italy. Gent. Mag.
LAMBERT (CHARLES FRANCIS) a French

ecclesiastic, but he afterwards quitted this

profession, and, coming to Paris, he wrote for

the booksellers. His works are " Memoirs
of a Woman of Quality," 3 vols;

"
History of

all Nations," 14 vols; "The New Tele-

machus," in 3 vols. He died in 17C5.
Diet. Hist.

LAMETH (ALEXANDER de) born in Paris

1760, died 1829, brother to the marquis of
the same name who died in 1837. He re-

nounced the ecclesiastical profession for the

army in early life, and became aide-de-camp
to general Rochambeau in the American war.
On his return he made several journeys over
different parts of the continent, and brought
back his ideas upon reform. He supported
the revolution of 1789. In 1790 he was
attached to the military committee. When
the arrest of Louis XVI took place at Va-

rennes, he proposed to send a deputation to

LAMOTTE FOUQUE.
guarantee the safety of the monarch and his

family. He endeavoured to save the mo-

narchy, but could not make himself heard.

On the declaration of war he went as ma-

reschal-de-camp to the army of the north

under Lucknor. Ordered to defend the fron-

tier of the Ardennes, he was at Mezieres,
where he was put in accusation by the legis-

lative body in Paris, and at once quitted the

army, but was arrested with Lafayette, La-
tour Mauburgh, and Bureux de Bassy, by
the Austrians, and sent to Magdeburgh. Ob-

taining his liberty in 1795, he went to Eng-
land, the government of which sent him orders

to depart He then went to Hamburgh, and
there established a mercantile house. In

1797 he demanded of the French directory
that his name should be erased from the list

of emigrants. He returned home, but was

obliged to fly a second time. In 1800 his

name was taken from the list of emigrants,
and in 1802 Napoleon named him prefect of

the Basses Alpes. In 1814, having lost all his

employments, he was named prefect of the

Somme and lieutenant-general by Louis

XVIII. After the second return of the

Bourbons he was without public employment
until 1821, when he was elected a deputy for

the Seine Infe'rieure. He was a writer of

numerous articles on political economy and

general politics. He wrote in the Minerva,
the Constitutionnel, the Courrier Fran9ais,
the Revue Eucyclopedique, and in the History
of the Constituent Assembly. He was one of

the most distinguished of the members of the

opposition. Bib. Univ.
LAMMA (AUGUST-ING) born at Venice

1636, a painter, who received lessons of Anto-

nio Colza. He was reckoned one of the best

battle-painters in Italy. His most noted work
is in the cabinet of the Curti family at Venice,

representing Vienna besieged by the Turks.
He was alive in 1G9G. Bryan's Diet.

LAMOLA ( GIOVANNI) born at Bologna
about 1400, died 1449. He was preceptor to

the sons of the patrician Palla Strozzi. In

1427, being at Milan, he discovered the best

complete MS of Aurelius Cornelius Celsus.

He became professor of the belles lettres in

the university of Pavia. Bio. Diet.

LAMOTTE (WILLIAM) a celebrated sur-

geon and accoucheur, was born at Valogne in

Normandy, and studied at Paris. His works

are,
" Dissertation sur la Generation, et sur la

Superfoetation," 1718; "Traite' complet de

Chirurgie;" "Traite des Accouchements

Naturels, Non-naturels, et Centre-nature,"

8vo, 1715. Eloy. Holler.

LAMOTTK FOUQUE (CAROLINE, baron-

ess de) an ingenious and popular German
novelist or romance writer, who was the wife

of the author of "
Undine," a romance which

has been translated into English, and other

pieces of a similar kind. Among the produc-
tions of her pen may be mentioned "

Rodrich,"

1810, 2 vols; "Die Frau des Falkensteins,"
1810

;

" Briefe iiber die Griechische Mytholo- j

gie fur Frauen "
Letters on the Grecian

Mythology, for Females, 1812; "Magie der
300
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Natur," 1S12; "Feodora," 1815, 3 -vols;
" Das Heldemnadchen aus der Vendee," 1 Slfi,

2 vols
;

" Die fruheste Geschichte der Welt "

The earliest History of the World, 1818,
3 vols; and "Die Herzoginn von Montmo-

renci," 1822, 3 vols. This lady died at her

paternal estate near Ratheuow, July 31, 1831.

Orig.
LAMOTTE FOUQUE (FRANCOIS, baron

de) the husband of Caroline Lamotte Fouque,
a resident in Germany, of French parentage.
His "Undine" and "Peter Schlemil

" have

been translated into most modern languages.
LAMPREDI (URBAIN) born at Naples

1761, died 1836, a student of poetry, the

belles lettres, and mathematics, possessed of a

profound knowledge of the Greek and Latin

languages. He was professor of mathematics
to the pages of Eugene Beauharnois, but he

quitted that post to return to Naples, where
he became chaplain to the minister of justice.

Besides many highly esteemed translations of

parts of the ancient poets, he wrote a letter to

the poet Monti on his translation of the Iliad,

and several critical works. Bib. Univ.

LANCASTER (JOSEPH) born 1771, died

at New York, in the United States of America,

1838, a quaker, and the well known promnl-
gator of the system of instruction known by
his name. A Dr Bell, from Madras, after-

wards laid claim to the introduction of the

same system ;
but that of Lancaster was in

practice long before the pretensions of Dr
Bell were put forth in this country. On the

promulgation of his mode of teaching, Lan-
caster received great encouragement among
all classes of the laity. He was thus enabled
to travel over the country, deliver lectures,

give instructions, and found schools. In his

zeal for the cause in which he had embarked
he was induced to open a school at Tooting,
to carry on which lie had not sufficient re-

sources, and he was thrown upon thu mercies
of creditors. Friends, however, were found
who aided him, but not as fully as he had

hoped. He left England for America in dis-

gust. There his fame and usefulness pro-
cured him friends. He wrote several works, all

relative to his favourite pursuit of education.

Among them were "
Improvements in Educa-

tion, as respects the Industrious Classes of the

Community, &c.,"
" A Letter to the Right

Hon. John Foster on the best Means of edu-

cating the Poor of Ireland,"
" An Appeal for

Justice in the Cause of Ten Thousand Poor

Children, &c., being a Reply to the Visitation

Charge of Charles Daubeny, Archdeacon of

Sarum,"
" Outlines of a Plan for educating

TenThousand Poor Children, &c.,"
" A Spell-

ing Book for the Use of Schools,"
" An Ac-

count of the Progress of J. Lancaster, from
the year 1798," and the "Substance of a Lec-
ture delivered at the Freemasons' Tavern."
The death of this useful and benevolent man
was caused by his being run over by a waggon.

Bio. Univ.

LANCELOT CASTELLO (GABRIEL,
prince of Torremuzza) born at Palermo 1727,
died 1794, a writer upon the fine arts, and an
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eminent student of numismatics and archae-

ology.
LANCES (CHARLES VICTOR AMADEUS de)

born at Turin 1712, died 1784, cardinal and
archbishop of Nicosia. He resigned the re-
venue of his cardinalship to be employed in
the beatification of Joseph Labre, who died
the preceding year. He left "Acts of the
Diocesan Synod," and became the patron of a
" Defence of the Sentiments of Malebranche
on the Nature and Origin of Ideas against
Locke." Bio. Univ.

LANCRET (NICHOLAS) born in Paris

1690, died 1743. He was the pupil of Peter
Ulin and Gillot, and contributed much to the

degradation of the art; but it was said in his

defence that he represented nature, but only
as it was seen at the opera. Though far in-

ferior to Watteau, Natorri, and Boucher, he
was much in vogue among the fashionable,
and more than eighty of his works were en-

graved, though none merit notice in the pre-
sent day. Biog. Univ.

LANDER (RICHARD) born at Truro in

Cornwall, 1804, died at Fernando Po 1834,
the son of John Lander, who died 1836, aged
seventy-five. He went to the West Indies,

being of a rambling disposition, at eleven

years of age, as domestic to a merchant, and

subsequently visited other places abroad intlie

same capacity. Being out of place, and hear-

ing that captain Clapperton was about to un-
dertake a second journey into Africa, he went
to him and at once engaged himself as his

confidential servant. He had received no
other education than reading and writing at

this time, and had had no practice in compo-
sition, but he had seen much of the world, in

the torrid climates particularly. In 1825
Lander buried captain Clapperton in Africa,
and was himself ill for many days. He would
have attempted to return to Europe by the

Sahara and Fez, agreeably to the wish of the

captain, but reflecting on the base character
or the people among whom he must travel,

he decided on going to the south. He
was successful at length in reaching the coast,
and bringing to England the papers of captain
Clapperton, and the memorandums he had
himself made. In 1830 John Lander, of

Truro, his brother, who had been apprenticed
to a printer, and was very well qualified to note

all worthy of observation, agreed to join in

the expedition for the discovery of the myste-
rious river Niger. After enduring great

hardships they were successful, and settled

the point that the river Quorra, which falls

by many mouths into the Bight of Benin,
was the outlet of that mighty river. Both
brothers reached Portsmouth in 1331. They
were rewarded, and returned to Truro, where
John felt inclined, from his retired habits, to

remain. Richard, who was still fond of a

wandering life, then assented to the request of

a company of merchants at Liverpool, to ac-

company and direct a vessel into the interior

of Africa, by the newly-discovered river, for

the purposes of trade. Great difficulties were

encountered from the natives near the coast,
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who wished to prevent any traffic passing but

through their means. The worst season of

the year, too, was that of the arrival of the

vessels at their destination. Several ascents

of the river were made, hut one of the vessels

ran aground, and the Kroomen who navigated
it were endeavouring to get it afloat, when the

inhabitants opened a fire upon them from the

shore, and Lander received a ball in the thigh.

They found it necessary to abandon the ves-

sel, and swim to another which lay near them,

forsaking their merchandise. They then

dropped down the stream, and succeeded in

gaining their larger vessel. Richard Lander
received every surgical attention, but a mor-
tification ensued which caused his death.

JOHN LANDER, the fellow-traveller ofRichard,
received a situation in the Customs in Lon-
don. He was a young man of considerable

talents, and well educated. He did not long
survive his brother, dying in London, of a

complaint of the chest, November 1C, 1839,

aged thirty -three. Gent. Mag.
LANDON (C. P.) a French painter and bio-

graphical writer, who died in 1826. He was a

correspondent of the fourth class of the Insti-

tute, keeper of paintings at the Museum, and
member of many learned societies. His pub-
lications ai'e very numerous, including

'' An-
nales du Muse'e et de 1'Ecole Moderne des
Beaux Arts," (Ire collect. 1801 10, 17 vols,

8vo; 2de collect. 181017, 12 vols, Svo) ; to

which may be added,
"
Paysages et Tableaux

de Genre," 1805, 4 vols, Svo; "Vies et

(Euvres des Peintres les plus celebres," 1803

17, 22 vols, 4to; and "Galerie Historique
des Homines les plus ce'lebres de tous les

Siecles et de toutes les Nations," 1805 9, 12

vols, 1 2mo. He also executed some paintings
of considerable merit. Biog. Univ. Class.

LANDON (LETITIA) born 1803. died on
the coast of Africa, having married Mr Mac-
lean, the superintendent at CapeCoast Castle,
in 1838. Her death was sudden from her

taking an overdose of a medicine to which she

was accustomed to have recourse. She wrote
much agreeable poetry, fluent and diffuse in

character, not marked with depth of thought
or peculiar novelty. Orig.
LANDOLT (SOLOMON) born at Zurich

1741, died 1818. A painter and a soldier,

the son of a member of the great council of
the city. He studied painting at Met/ and
then in Paris. He afterwards learned the ve-

terinary art at Lyons, being passionately at-

tached to horses and hunting. Returning to

Zurich he became one of the municipal tri-

bunal there, and was authorized to organize
a corps of tirailleurs, the first ever seen in

Switzerland. In 1776, desiring to see Fre-
derick the Great, he went to Berlin, where he
was well received by the king. When the

war was carried into Switzerland in 1799, he
did all in his power to aid the archduke
Charles and the Russians, and fought at Wie-
diken and Zurich. The victories of Masseua
defeated his party, but he remained colonel of

his corps and president of the tribunal of

Wiediken. He then resigned his places to

LANGBEIN.
live in the country, and in his latter years the

inroads upon his property made him turn

again to the exercise of his artistic talents,

lie painted a number of battle-pieces, of land-

scapes, and hunting scenes in Switzerland.
In 1820 a sketch of the life of this singular
man was published at Zurich, with an account
of his works. Bio. Univers.

LANDRE-BEAU VAIS (AccusTiN JACOB)
born at Orleans 1772, died 1840. He studied

surgery in Paris under the celebrated Des-

sault, and finished at Lyons under Ray and
Petit. In 1793 he was appointed second sur-

geon of the civil hospital at Chalons-sur-
Saone. He afterwards came to Paris and was
named by Pinel assistant physician to the

hospital of Salpetriere. At that period he

began to give his course of lectures on semi-
otic internal pathology and clinical medicine.
He was attended by a great number of stu-

dents, but in 1807 was forced to cease from

lecturing owing to the bad state of his health.

He then began to compose his semiotic treat-

ise. In 181 5 he was made physician to the

Polytechnic School, and in 1823 consulting

physician to the king. He retired from public
life in 1830. Bio. Univ.

LANDUS (BASSIANUS) a native of Pla-

centia, studied physic at Padua, where he took
his doctor's degree in 1554. He was assassi-

nated at Placentiaby a soldier, in 1562. He
wrote "

latralogia," 4to; and '' De Humana
Historia, vel de singularum Hominis Partium

Cognitione," Svo. Moreri.
LANE (sir RICHARD) an English judge,

was a native of Northamptonshire, and studied

at the Middle Temple. He was made chief

baron in 1 643 by Charles I, who also knighted
him. He was one of the commissioners at the

treaty of Uxhridge, and on the death of Ed-
ward lord Lyttleton he succeeded him in the

charge of the great seal. His Reports in the

Exchequer were printed in 1657, folio. He
died at Jersey in 1651. Wood.
LANG (JOHN MICHAEL) a Protestant di-

vine, was bom at Ezelwangen in the duchy of

Sultzbach, in 1C64, and was professor of theo-

logy at Altorf. He died in 1731. He is the

author of " Dissertationes Botanico-Theolo-

gica?,"4to ; "De FabulisMohammedicis," 4to;
"
Philologia Barbaro-Graeca," 4to. Moreri.
LANGARA (JUAN de) born 1730, died

1800, a distinguished Spanish admiral, of a
noble farnilj

r
. He was taken by Lord Rodney

in 1780, in an engagement off Cape St Vin-
cent, and though a prisoner he was nominated

lieutenant-general by his government. He
commanded the Spanish fleet that entered

Toulon with the English in 1793. He after-

wards became the Spanish minister of marine,
which age compelled him to resign in 1798,
when he was raised to the rank of captain-ge-
neral of the navy, answering to that of field-

marshal in the army.
LANGBEIN (AUGUSTUS FREDERICK ER-

NEST) born 1737, at Radeberg in Saxony,
died in 1835, a German writer, who began
life as an advocate. In 1800 he went to Ber-

lin, where he cultivated literary pursuits. He
302
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published some romances and tales, and was
made a literary censor by the government of

Prussia. A complete edition of his works, in

30 vols, has appeared in Stutgardt. Bib. Univ.

LANGE (.FRANCIS) born at Annecy 1 67(J,

died 1756
;
he was a pupil of Andrew Che-

ville. Bryan's Diet. Art.

LANGE (JOSEPH) born 1751 at Wurtz-

burgh, died 1829. He was a painter in the

earlier part of his life, and afterwards culti-

vated the dramatic art with his brother, at

Vienna. He retired from the stage at a very
advanced age, and notwithstanding his thea-

trical engagements he painted several pictures
on subjects taken from the histories of the

saints. Bio. Univers.

LANGE (SAJIUEL THEOPHILUS) born at

Ohra 1767, died 1823, a German theologian
who left several publications upon Church
affairs, one of which was on " The Necessity
of a New System of Christian Theology, and
on the best Mode of establishing it." Bib.

Univers.

LANGELANDE (ROBERT) an English

poet who nourished about the middle of the

fourteenth century, the author of an allegori-
cal poem directed against the clergy, called
" The Visions of Piers Plowman."
LANGENDYCK (PETER) a Dutch poet

and historian, born at Haarlem 1683, died

1756. He was the author of several come-

dies, and some tragedies imitated from the

French. Bib. Univers.

LANGETTI (GIOVANNI BATISTA) born
at Genoa 1635, died 1676, a scholar of Pietro

de Cortona. He settled at Venice, and was
one of the many artists not natives that flou-

rished in that city. The galleries of Venice
and Lombardy possess a number of his works.

His subjects were generally old men, philo-

sophers, and anchorites. Bryan's Diet.

LANGHAM (SiMON de) a native of Lang-
ham in Rutlandshire, was originally a monk,
and then abbot of St Peter's, Westminster.

lu 1360 he was made lord high treasurer, and
the following year he was chosen bishop of

London, but he preferred the see of Ely, which
was offered him at the same time. In 1364

he -was made chancellor, and two years after-

wards he was promoted to the see of Canter-

bury, where he distinguished himself by his

violence against Wickliff. In 13G8 he was
made a cardinal, which so offended Edward III

that he seized the temporalities of his see.

Langham repaired to the papal court, where
he was fully recompensed, and employed until

his death in 1376. His body was brought to

England and buried in Westminster abbey, to

which he had been a liberal benefactor.

Wartoris Anglia Sacra.

LANGIER (ANDRE) born at Lisieux in

France 1770, died of cholera in Paris 1832,
a chemist who entered upon his career under
the auspices of his friend and relative Four-

croy. He' received the professorship of che-

mistry in the Museum of Paris from that great
man, and published numerous scientific papers
himself, together with an abridgment of his
" Lessons of General Chemistry," in 2 vols.
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LANGL01S (JEAN) born 1649, died 1712,

a French engraver of statues and architec-
tural subjects. Bryan's Diet.

LANGLOIS (JEAN JEROME) born at Paris
1782, died 1838, a painter of history and pu-
pil of David. His picture of " Diana and En-
dymion" was considered one of his best
works. Bib. Univers.

LANGRISH (BROWNE) an English physi-
cian, and a member of the Royal Society. He
distinguished himself as a clever physiologist.
He died in London in 1759. His works are,
"A Treatise on the Small-Pox," 8vo, 1758;" Modern Theory of Physic," 8vo, 1 738 ;

" Croonian Lectures on Muscular Motion,"
8vo, 1747

;

" A New Essay on Muscular Mo-
tion," 8vo, 1733;

"
Physical Experiments on

Brutes," 8vo, 1745. Keen's Cyclop.
LANJUINAIS (count JOHN DENIS) a

French statesman and man of letters, born at

Remits in 1753. He was educated for the

bar, and became professor of law at his native

place. In 1779 he was chosen one of the
counsellors of the states of Brittany, and in
1 789 he was a deputy from the Tiers Etat to

the States-General. He took an active part in

the deliberations of the Legislative Assembly,
and after the session was over he resumed his

chair at Rennes. In September 1792 he en-

tered the National Convention, in which he
acted as the friend of rational liberty; and on
the trial of the king he voted for his reclusion

and banishment on the restoration of peace.
He was afterwards proscribed by the Jacobins,
and having remained in concealment during
the reign of terror, he returned to his seat in

the Convention in 1795. On the creation of

the two legislative councils, he became a mem-
ber of that of the Ancients

;
and he was ad-

mitted into the senate on the double presenta-
tion of the legislative body, March 22, 1800.

Laiijuinais opposed the establishment of the

consulship for life; notwithstanding which he
was made a count of the empire, and a com-
mandant of the legion of honour. He voted
in the senate for the abdication of Napoleon ;

and on the restoration of the king he was

comprised in the first organization ofthe cham-
ber of peers, where he continued after the se-

cond restoration. He died January 13, 1827,

leaving the character of an enlightened pa-
triot and an independent man. Among his

numerous works, chiefly relating to politics, is

a treatise entitled
"
Constitutions de la Nation

Fran9aise, prece'decs d'un Essai Historique et

Politique sur la Charte," Paris, 1819,2 vols,

8vo. Revue Encycl. Biny. Univ. Class.

LANSKOI (ALEXANDER DEMITRIEWITCH)
born 1758, died 1784, one of the favourites of

Catherine II of Russia, who displaced Korsa-

koff. He was a captain of the guard, and aide-

de-camp of prince Potemkin. He enjoyed un-

limited favour, refused steadily to interfere in

political concerns, and was deeply regretted

by the empress, who from the time of her se-

lection of him never passed a day out of his

society. Bib. Univers.

LANZANI (ANDREW) born in Milan 1645,

died 1712 or 1714, a painter of history. He
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studied in the school of Carlo Maratti. Bry-
an's Diet. Bib. Unii-ers.

LANZANI, a Milanese gentleman, and
chief of a party which signalized itself in the

eleventh century, when the cities of Italy be-

gan to reject the royal authority and to con-

stitute themselves republics. Lanzani in 1404
undertook the defence of his fellow-citizens,

oppressed by the nobility, and offered himself
as their leader. He gave a constitution to the

new republic and remained its chief magis-
trate. He attacked the nobles in their castles

and drove them from the towns. He knew
how to associate his cause with that of the

emperor Henry III, of whom he went to Ger-

many to solicit aid, and having intimidated
the 5lilanese nobility, he forced it to accept
the terms offered by the Milanese republic,
of which he was the true founder. Bib.
Univers.

LAPARELLI (FRANCOIS) born at Cortona

1521, died 1570. He was successively em-

ployed by Cosmo I, duke of Tuscany, and by
pope Pius IV, in fortifying Malta and Civita

Vecchia. He afterwards served the Vene-
tians at the siege of Candia, and was an effec-

tive assistant to Michel Angelo in the erection

of the cathedral church of St Peter at Rome.
Bib. Univers.

LAPI (LAURENT MARIA) born 1703, died

1754, an Italian poet, and native of San Lo-

renzo, a town of Tuscany. He was educated
at Florence. He read a satire at the academy
ofApatisti, in which he lashed the vices of
different states, and also those of the monks.
He was answered by the Pere Accetta, to

which he did not rejoin, and soon after be-
came himself an ecclesiastic and was named
professor of moral philosophy to the Florence

seminary. He left several works both in La-
tin and Italian. Bio. Diet.
LAPLACE (marquis PIERRE SIMON) a ce-

lebrated French mathematician and astrono-

mer, born at Beaumont-en-Auge in 1 749. He
became professor of mathematics in the mili-

tary school of his native place, whence he
removed to Paris, where he was patronised by
the president Saron, and other persons of in-

fluence. In 1784 he succeeded Bezout as

examiner of the royal corps of artillery ; and
in 1795 he was president of a deputation
which presented to the Council of Five Hun-
dred an account of the labours of the Institute

from the time of its creation. After the revo-

lution of the 18th Brumaire 1799, he was
made minister of the interior, bnt was re-

moved in about six weeks to make room for

Lucien Bonaparte. He was then admitted
into the senate, of which he became president
in 1803; and the following year he made a

report to that body concerning the necessity
of abandoning the republican calendar and

restoring the Gregorian. In 1814 Laplace,
who had voted for the deposition of Napoleon,
was comprised in the first organization of the

chamber of peers, and received from the king
the title of marquis. When the French Aca-

demy, in the session of January 1827, resolved

to petition the king against the project of

LAREVEILLERE-LEPAUX.
the law for repressing the transgressions of
the press, the marquis Laplace, who occupied
the chair as director, opposed the resolution
of his brethren, and quitted his seat. He
died shortly after, March 6, 1827. The prin-

cipal works of this geometer are,
" Theorie

du Mouvement et de la Figure Elliptique des

Planetes," 1784, 4to; "Theorie des Attrac-
tions des Sphe'ro'ides et de la Figure des Pla-

netes," 1785, 4to; "Exposition du Systeme
du Monde," 179G, 2vols, bvo, 1824, 5me edit.;
"Traite de Mecanique Celeste," 1799, &c. 5

vols, 4to, in which his profound application of
the analytical processes produced most re-

markable conclusions
;

" The'orie Analytique
des Probabilites," 181'.', 4to;

" Essai Philoso-

phique sur les Probabilites," 1814, 4to. La-

place was grand cordon of the legion of honour
and of the order of reunion, count of the em-
pire, member of the French Academy, the

Academy of Sciences, the bureau of longitude,
and many other scientific associations. Revue

Encycl. Bioy. Univ. Class.

LAPPOLI (MATHEW) a painter of Arezzo,
born about the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury, the pupil of Bartolomeo della Gatto.
He died in 1 504. His son GIOVANNI ANTO-
NIO was a pupil of Pontormo, born in 1492,
died in 1 552. He painted many pictures for

churches, and some for private collections.

He was in Rome in 152 7, when it was sacked,
and his sketches and works were burned,
while he himself had a narrow escape from
the soldiery of the duke de Bourbon. Bib.

Univers. Bryan's Diet.

LAREVEILLERE-LEPAUX (Louis MA-
RIE DE) born in 1753, at Montaigu in Poitou,
died 1824, one of the five directors of the
French republic. In the revolution he voted
for the death of the king. In 1793 he de-

nounced, as early as February, the object and

designs of Robespierre and the commune of
Paris. He was included in the proscription
of the Girondists, defended his colleagues, and
declared he would share their fetters. He
was ultimately obliged to conceal himself,
until the fall of Robespierre. He reappeared
in the convention in 1795. He created that

ridiculous sect calling themselves Theophil-
anthropists, for which he got ridiculed. He
was one of the three directors of the 16th

Fructidor with Rewbell and Barras, when
the priests first became objects of persecution.
In 1797 he wished to oppose Augereau to Bo-

naparte, whose successes and talents obscured
the Directory. He in vain attempted to recom-
mend himselfto Bonaparte, and his disappoint-
ment engendered irreconcileable hatred. In,

1799 he was obliged to retire from the direc-

tory. He then went to the country to his books
and plants. He attended at the sittings of the

Institute, and read a paper there upon the
"
History and Statistics of La Vendee." From

the time of the empire he refused to take the i

oath required as a member of the Institute. 1

He retired to a cottage in the commune of
j

Arden near Orleans, where he lived six years /

peaceably with his wife and children, affecting

republicanism, and keeping up his theophil-
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anthropic ideas. He was afterwards offered

a pension by Napoleon. He cultivated his

botanical studies to the last, and was often

seen, a remnant of the past, walking along
the quays in the plainest garb, or looking at

the booksellers' stalls. He wrote several

pamphlets on topics of the moment, and dic-

tated his memoirs to his son, but not to be

published until a certain date, yet distant. It

seems clear that his public conduct was dic-

tated by principle, however erroneous, which
could not be said of many of his co-actors.

Bio. Univers.

LARIVE ( ) a celebrated French tra-

gedian, who was born at Rochelle in 1749.

He made his first appearance on the stage at

Lyons; and in 1771 he went to Paris, and
exhibited his talents at the Theatre Fra^ais,
under the patronage of mademoiselle Clairon.

The warm eulogy which that distinguished
actress bestowed on him had the effect of

lowering Larive in the estimation of the pub-
lic; but at length his fine person and his

powers of declamation extorted general admi-

ration, and for many years he stood on a level

with Le Kain. He quitted the theatre at an
earlier age than is usual with those performers
who have obtained so high a degree of popu-
lar favour. By some his retirement was
attributed to the severe criticisms of the

journalist Geoffroi; but it may with more

probability be ascribed to a feeling of alarm
at the prospect of being supplanted in his so-

vereignty as a tragic hero by Talma. He after-

wards repaired to Naples, on the invitation

of Joseph Bonaparte, by whom he was treated

with much liberality. He died at Montignon,
in 1827, at the age of seventy-eight. M Larive

published a drama entitled "
Pyramus and

Thisbe ;"
" Reflections on the Histrionic Art ;"

" A Course ofDeclamation," and other works.

Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Ann. Keg.
LARREY (DOMENIQUE JEAN) born 1766,

at Beaudeau, near Bagneres de Bigorre. He
began his studies at Toulouse under his uncle

Alexis Larrey, and went to Paris in 1787.

He then went as surgeon of the Vigilante to

South America, and so regulated the state of

health of the crew that they only lost one

man. In 1792 he became surgeon aide-major
to the army of the Rhine. There it was that

he invented and organized the flying am-

bulances, which enabled the surgeons to follow

the movements of their respective corps with

necessaries for the wounded, so as to attend

to them sometimes at the moment they were
struck a system afterwards extended by
Bonaparte, on Larrey's recommendation, as

far and as completely as possible in all the

French armies. In 1794 he was sent to the

army of the Pyrenees, and in 1796 went to

that of Bonaparte in Italy. In Friuli he

stopped the progress of an active pestilence,
and received for his conduct the Order of the

Iron Crown. He went to Egypt, and his care

of the wounded there was marked by the

exceeding labour he bestowed upon them.
Before Acre he was himself wounded, but he
still undertook to conduct the wounded to Egypt
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himself. At the battle of Aboukir, a general
officer being struck by a ball on the shoulder
in the height of the battle, he ordered two
assistants to follow him, and went into the
fire, the shot flying thick around him. The
officer believing himself dying, urged Larrey
to direct that attention elsewhere which to
him was fruitless. As calm as if in the hos-

pital, Larrey seized the wounded man, took
off his dress, decided that an operation would
save him, executed it with his assistants, and
carried him to the nearest ambulance. By
accident Bonaparte met the wounded general,
and spoke some words of consolation to him.
General Fugieres for that was his name
believed himself dying, and handed his sword
to the commander-in-chief, saying, propheti-
cally,

"
General, you will some day envy my

fate." Bonaparte took the sword, and pre-
sented it to Larrey a few days after, having
had engraved upon the blade his name, that
of Fugieres, and that of the battle. The
wounded man recovered, and lived to com-
mand the Invalids at Avignon for seventeen

years afterwards. Such were Larrey's tri-

umphs. In 1804 he was made an officer of
the Legion of Honour, and in 1805 inspector-

general of the health of the armies of France.
He served in the campaigns of Germany,
Prussia, Poland, and Spain. At the terrible

battle of Eylau, under the intense cold,

Larrey ran the greatest danger in attending
the wounded, and was made a commander of
the Legion of Honour. In Spain he treated
the English prisoners and French alike, and
contracted from the former the typhus fever.
After the battle of Wagram he received a

pension of 5000 francs, and was made a baron,
and the army itself contributed 3000 francs

per annum in gratitude for his services. In

1817, under the Bourbons, his pension was
taken from him. In 1818 the chambers re-

stored it by a special vote. Wherever the
French armies occupied towns, he assembled
the surgeons of the place with his own, and

propagated among them the principles of his

profession as practised in France, with the
view of being useful to humanity at large.
He was surgeon of the grand army in Russia,
and was obliged to redouble his labours in

consequence of the daily diminution of his

colleagues. At the termination of that hor-

rible campaign he recorded the effects of cold

upon the animal economy which he had there

carefully studied. They are in the fourth

volume of his memoirs. He operated in the

open air, and generally with success, where
success could be expected at all. He showed
his usual devotion to his duties at Waterloo,
where he was wounded and made prisoner.

Napoleon in his will rememberc-d him with
his customary epithet of the " virtuous

Larrey." His last service with the army was
at Antwerp in 1832. His professional papers
in different publications and his printed
works are exceedingly numerous, and valu-

able from his great experience. Biog. Univ.

LAS CASES (MARIE JOSEPH EMANCEL
AUGUSTE DIEUDONNE, count de) bora at
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Revel 1766, died at Paris 1842. He entered

the army at an early age, and, being a par-
tizan of the Bourbons, reached England an

emigrant, and with little money in his pocket.
He quickly acquired the English language,
and went on the murderous expedition from

England to Quiberon, where he saw his rela-

tions perish, while he himself escaped with

difficulty. From that time he separated him-

self from the more bigoted part of the emi-

gration, returned to England, and lived by
teaching the French language. When Napo-
leon recalled the emigrants, Las Cases went
to France, and worked upon his " Historical

Atlas," which he had planned in England.
He grew in favour with Napoleon, and was
nominated his chamberlain in the imperial

marriage. He was confidentially employed
in several capacities by the emperor, and
was made commander of the 10th legion of

the national guard of Paris. On the downfall

of Napoleon he was permitted to share his

fate, and proceeded to St Helena, where he
aided in lightening the chains of the imperial

captivity. He gave the emperor English
lessons, accompanied him in his walks, and
showed him how much more valuable true

friendship is than the hollow professions of

the world. The vexations of the gaoler of

St Helena, sir Hudson Lowe, caused Las
Cases to be sent from the island. He was
retained in petty spite for eight months a pri-
soner at the Cape of Good Hope, and then

sent to Europe, where, on reaching the

Thames, Lord Castlereagh seized his papers
and refused him permission to land. He only
became a free agent through the interference

of the emperor of Austria, on being driven
from place to place until he reached Frank-
fort. He there addressed the emperor upon
his harsh treatment. He afterwards lived in

retirement in the vicinity of Paris. Besides
his "

Atlas," published under the name of

Lesage, he wrote " Memoirs from St Helena,

&c," 8 vols
;
and also private memoirs of

himself, published in Paris 1818.

LASCELLES (ROWLEY) born 1760, died

1841, a distinguished bencher of the Middle

Temple. He practised for twenty years at

the Irish bar. He edited the Liber Hibernisp,
which he did not complete, and no part of
which is yet published. He was also the
author of " The Heraldic Origin of Gothic

Architecture, &c ;" and a " General Outline
of Swiss Landscapes ;"

" The Letters of Pub-

licola, or a Modest Defence of ihe Established

Church, &c ;"
" A Dialogue on Oxford, &c."

None of his productions bear the stamp of an
intellect beyond mediocrity. Gent. Mag.
LASSALA (MANUEL) a Spanish Jesuit,

was born in 1729, at Valentia, and died at

Bologna in 1 798. His works are " An Ac-
count of the Castilian Poets ;"

" An Essay on
General History," 3 vols, 4to

; a Hebrew
Translation of Lokman's Fables

;
a Latin

Poem on the Inundation of the Rhine
;
Tra-

gedies in Italian. Diet. Hist.

LASSELS, or LASCELLES (RICHARD) a
Roman Catholic clergyman, was a native of

LAUNAY.
Yorkshire, and was educated at Oxford. He
became a secular priest at Douay, and took
the situation of travelling tutor to some young
noblemen. He died at Montpellier in 1668.

He wrote an entertaining description of Italy,
in 2 vols, 8vo. HENRY LASSELS, who assisted

Charles II in his escape after the battle of

Worcester, was of the same family. Wood.
LATREILLE (PIERRE ANDRE") born 1762,

at Brives, died 1833. Destined for the eccle-

siastical profession, he was persecuted during
the revolution, and, escaping from prison in a
manner almost miraculous, he from that time

gave himself up to the study of entomology.
In 1796 he published, at Brives, his " Sum-
mary of the Generic Character of Insects," in

which may be discovered the germs of the

philosophic method which he afterwards de-

veloped in his " Genera Crustaceorum et In-

sectorum," in 4 vols, fixing the basis of the
science. He published a number of works-
such as his " Natural History of Salaman-

ders;" his "Natural History of Reptiles, &c,"
4 vols

;

" Natural History of Crustaceous
Creatures and Insects," 14 vols

;

" A Natural

History of Ants." In association with Cuvier
he published the "

Entomological
"
part of the

Regne Animal. Besides other works, he

printed more than eighty memoirs in different

departments of science. He was professor to

the Museum of Natural History in Paris, and
a member of most of the learned societies

of Europe. Modest, laborious, indefatigable
in his insect studies, he impressed a lively
and durable impulse upon the science of
natural philosophy in the departments which
he made his study. Biog. Univ.

LAUDERDALE (JAMES MAITLAND, earl

of) born 1759, died 1839. He was early in

life chosen a member of parliament for New-
port in Cornwall. He opposed Lord North's

administration, and attached himself to the

party of Fox. He succeeded his father as

a Scotch peer in 1789; and in 1790 was
chosen one of the representative peers for

Scotland. In 1794 he published
" Letters to

the Peers of Scotland ;" and in 1 798 he moved
an address to the king for peace, which was

negatived in the House of Lords. Subse-

quently his political publications were nume-

rous, and touched upon a variety of topics.
The last ten years of his life were devoted to

agricultural pursuits. Gent. Mag.
LAUNAY (JEAN BAPTISTE) born 1769,

died 1827, a celebrated French engineer, who
nearly lost his life at the commencement of

his career by the bursting of the hot metal
from a mould for casting cannon, which hap-

pened to be wet, and by which several persons

perished. In 1802 he was ordered to super-
intend the castings of the Pont des Arts and
other works

;
but that which established his

fame was the management of the castings for

the column of Napoleon in the Place Vendome.
The envy consequent upon his success in

that wonderful work of art raised him ene-

mies, and he ceased to have any concern from
that time with public works. He made some

experiments for travelling foundries, which
306
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he exhibited in 1813. On the entrance of the

allies into Paris, the statue of Napoleon became
an object of dislike to the Bourbon adherents.
The Russian general Sacken, who commanded
in Paris, stated that if it was not pulled down
iu three days, he would destroy that beautiful

monument by force of arms. Launay con-

ceived and executed a scheme by which he

got down the colossal statue within three days,
and he kept it in security. On the second re-

turn of the Bourbons, Launay offered the go-
vernment 10,000 francs for his statue, which

only ended in an order to restore the statue,
and the magnanimous monarch ordered it to

be melted down. The order was obeyed
under the eyes of Launay, who never re-

covered the chagrin he experienced. He left

an account of his operations regarding the

column, and one or two useful manuals for

founders in metal. Biog. Univ.

LAUNZA (ViNCENTBLAsco de) bora 1570,
at Salient in Arragon, died 1630, a Spanish
historian and ecclesiastic.

LAVATER (Louis) a Swiss divine, was
born in the canton of Zurich in 1527. He
was one of the canons of his native place,
and had the offer of the chair of theology,
which he refused. He died in 1586. He
wrote " La Vie de Henri Bullinger," whose

daughter he married
;

" Vita Conradi Pelli-

cani ;"
" De Ritibus et Institutis Ecclesia?

Tigurinae;" "CometarumCatalogus;" "Com-
mentarii in Lib. Josuse ;"

" A Treatise on

Spectres," which has been translated into

English, &c. Melch. Adam.
LAVEAUX (JOHN CHARLES THIBAULT de)

a philological writer, born at Troyes, in

France, in 1749. He became professor of

literature at Berlin, whence he removed to

Strasburg, where he edited a political jour-
nal. In August 1792 he went to Paris, and
became chief conductor of the " Journal de
la Montagne," which he at last relinquished
to devote himself to the belles lettres. He
died at Paris, March 15, 1827. Among many
useful works which he published, are " Nou-
veau Dictionnaire de la Langue Francaise,"
1 820, 2 vols, 4to

;
and " Dictionnaire Rai-

sonne des Difficulte's Grammaticales et Litte'-

raires de la Langue Fransaise," 1822, 2 vols,

8vo. Revue Encycl. Biog. Univ. Class.

LAWRENCE (JOHN) born 1753, died 1839,
a writer upon rural economy and the treat-

ment of farm animals. His best known work
is his "

Philosophical and Practical Treatise

on Horses, &c ;" besides which he wrote on
almost all subjects connected with cattle and
the sports of the field. Gent. Mag.
LAWRKNCE (sir THOMAS) a celebrated

portrait-painter, was born in 1769, at Bristol,
where his father kept an inn, and from which

place he removed to Devizes, in Wiltshire.

It does not appear how he first acquired a
taste and talent for drawing, but he began to

attempt the art at so early an age, that when
not more than six years old his ability in

sketching likenesses had attracted great notice.

At the age of nine, it is said, without the in-

struction ofany master, he was capable ofcopy-
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ing historical pictures very cleverly, and that
he had succeeded also in compositions of his
own, especially in one of Peter denying Christ.
His father, having failed as an innkeeper at

Devizes, relinquished business and retired to

Bath, where the son for a time studied under
Mr Hoare, an eminent painter in crayons.
There he executed crayon likenesses, at half
a guinea and a guinea each, by which means
he is said to have supported his father and

family. In 1783, young Lawrence obtained
from the Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, the prize of a silver palette, and five

guineas, for a copy in crayons of the Trans-

figuration of Raffaelle. At the age of fifteen

he went to Salisbury, where he was warmly
patronised by Dr Hancock, at whose recom-
mendation he soon after removed to London,
and took up his residence inGreek-street, Soho.
For some time after his arrival in London he

painted heads at three guineas each
;
and in

1787 he exhibited seven pieces at Somerset

House, among which was a portrait of Mrs
Esten, the actress, in the character of Belvi-

dera. In 1788 he had six portraits in the ex-

hibition
;

in 1789, among thirteen of his

pictures, were portraits of the duke of York,
and three ladies of quality ;

and in 1790 he
exhibited portraits of the queen, the princess

Amelia, and a whole length of Miss Farren,
afterwards countess of Derby. Among the

earliest and most liberal of his patrons was the

late lord De Tabley, of whose lady he executed
a beautiful portrait, in the character of Hope,
which has been regarded as one of his finest

productions. In 1792 he exhibited a portrait
of George III, at which period he was prin-

cipal painter in ordinary to his majesty ;
and

his fame and fortune at this time became esta-

blished. Few artists ever painted so many por-
traits of his sovereign as Lawrence produced
of George IV, with whose personal friendship
he was honoured, and who gave him the order

of knighthood. After the peace of 1814 he

painted the portraits of generals Bliicher,

Platoff, and Wellington, the statesmen Met-

ternich and Castlereagh ; subsequently those

of Louis XVIII, and several members of the

royal family at Paris, the allied sovereigns,
and the then ministers at Vienna, the pope,
cardinal Gonsalvi, and others at Rome

;
and

more recently that of Charles X of France,

by whom he was invested with the order of

the legion of honour. On the death of Mr Ben-

jamin West, in 1820, sir Thomas Lawrence,
who had when very young been admitted into

the Royal Academy, was elected president of

that institution. He was then at Rome, en-

gaged in painting the portrait of the pope, but

he speedily returned to England. Though
from circumstances almost exclusively con-

fined to portrait- painting, Lawrence's genius
would have led him to cultivate with success

the higher branches of the art. This appears
from the noble style of his portraits in cha-

racter, among which may be particularized
his picture of John Kemble, in Coriolanus ;

his Lucifer, his Hamlet, and many others. In

portraits be displayed the high merit of pre-
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senang the most exquisite likenesses, while

at the same time he heightened the beauty
and characteristic expression of his originals.
Lawrence obtained high prices for his pro-
ductions : 600/. for a whole length, a moiety
of which was required to be paid on the first

sitting. His professional income has been esti-

mated at from 10.000/. to 15.000/. a-year, not-

withstanding which he is said to have died

poor, and even in embarrassed circumstances,
his involvements having arisen chiefly from
his liberal and profuse expenditure in the

purchase of scarce and valuable works of art.

The collection which he left of drawings,

etchings, &c. were valued at 50,OOOZ. His
death took place January 7th, 1830, in conse-

quence ofan internal inflammation, occasioned

by ossification of the vessels of the heart.

Sir Thomas Lawrence was considered so ex-

tremely handsome in early youth, that Mr
Hoare is reported to have said, that if he had
to choose a head for a picture of Christ, he
would fix upon Lawrence as his model

;
and

he retained, in a great degree, these personal

advantages through life. His remains were
interred in St Paul's cathedral

;
the funeral,

which was public, being attended by the

members of the Royal Academy, and the

Societies of Painters in Water Colours and
British Artists, besides many persons of rank
and eminence. Williams's Life and Corre-

spondence ofSir Thomas Lawrence, Knt. Ann.

Biog. Month. Mag.
LEAKE (sir JOHN) the son of Mr Richard

Leake, a naval officer, was born at Rother-
hithe in 1656. At the revolution he was
intrusted with the command of a seventy-gun

ship. He was present at the battle off La
Hogue; and in 1701 was made first captain
of the Britannia, under the earl of Pembroke,
lord high admiral of England. The next year
he commanded a squadron sent against New-
foundland, and on his return he was made an
admiral. In 1703 he was knighted, and dis-

tinguished himself at the capture of Gibraltar,
the garrison of which he afterwards relieved

when nearly surrendered. He repeated this

service at Barcelona. He then took Cartha-

gena and Minorca
;
and being appointed com-

mander-in-chief of the fleet, he distinguished
himself greatly in the Mediterranean. He
died loaded with honours, August 1, 1720.

Biog. Brit.

LEANG OU TI, an emperor of China,
and founder of the dynasty of Leang. Before
he began his reign his name was Siao Yen,
from belonging to the family of Siao. He
ruled the province of Lean or Leang, under
the emperors of the dynasty of Tsi, who
reigned in South China, when, to revenge the

death of a brother and avoid the same fate,

he revolted, in the year A.D. 501, against the

emperor Pao Kuen. He succeeded, mounted
the throne, and became himself a tyrant of
the worst dye. He reigned forty-eight years,
but in his old age was dethroned and made a

captive, in which state he died in the year
649, aged eighty -six.

LEBEKECHT (CHARLES) born at Mei-

LECLERC.
ningen 1749, died 1827. He left Germany
for Russia at the age of twenty-six, and there
became attached to the mint as a medallist.

By the excellence of some of his works he
attracted the attention of Catherine II, who
sent him to the south of Europe to perfect
himself in his art, and paid his expenses.

Passing some time in Rome and the south, he
returned to St Petersburg, and was regarded
as one of the first artists of the age in the line

he had adopted. The empress, not content
with his labours alone, placed him at the

head of a school of engravers and medallists.

He drew up a plan for the consideration of
the empress, but she died before it could be
executed. Paul I carried it into effect. Lebe-
recht was made chief engraver of medals and
director of the mint. Honours were showered

upon him; and at this time nearly all the
artists in this line in Russia were disciples of
Leberecht Bib. Univ.

LEBON (JOSEPH) born at Arras 1765, ex-
ecuted 1795, a member of the French revo-

lutionary convention. He took his place there
after the execution of Louis XVI. Sent as a

commissary into his department, he behaved
with great moderation and sagacity, but his

conduct having caused him to be accused of

moderation, he promised to do better the next

time, and kept his word. He established a

revolutionary tribunal in Arras, which sur-

passed in excesses that of Paris. He nomi-
nated and revoked judges and juries at his

pleasure. He announced their fate to the ac-

cused before trial, and sent those to execution
in the evening whom the tribunal itself had

acquitted in the morning. He dressed like a

robber, with pistols in his girdle and a drawn
sword in his hand, frightening all he met
He pushed his cruelty to madness, saying he
would have the executioner to his table, have
an orchestra by the side of the guillotine, and
would decapitate a parrot if it said " Live the

king." The 9th Thermidor put an end to his

crimes and life. He declared in his defence

he was only the agent of others, but it availed

nothing: he was led to the scaffold amid the

execrations of the people, as one whose out-

rages had surpassed credibility. Biog. Fran.

LECLERC (VICTOR EMANUEL) a French

general, born at Pontoise in 1772. He entered

into the army in 1791 as a volunteer, and

passing with the rank of sub-lieutenant into a

regiment of cavalry, he became aide-de-camp
to general Lapoype. At the siege of Toulon,
in 1793, he was made a captain; and on the

surrender of that place, promoted to be chief

of a battalion in reward of his services. After

having been employed in the army of the

Alps, and at Marseilles, he was removed in

1 796 to the army of Italy, under the command
of Bonaparte ;

and he subsequently occupied
the post of sub-chief of the staff. Promoted
to the rank of general of a brigade in 1797,
and married the same year to one of the

sisters of Bonaparte, he became chief of the

staff of general Berthier, who commanded
the army of Italy after the treaty of Campo
Formio, and who being succeeded by general
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Brune, Leclerc retained his station. In 1799,

Bonaparte, having become the head of the

government, made him general of a division,
and gave him the command of the army of

the Rhine. He held other employments pre-

viously to his being appointed chief of the

expedition intended for the conquest of St

Domingo. He sailed from Brest in December

1801, and arrived with his forces at Cape
Franc,ais in February 1802; but being seized

with the yellow fever a few months after-

wards, he died at his head-quarters, Novem-
ber 1, 1802. Biog. Nouv.des Contemp. Biog.
Univ. Class.

LEGAY (Louis PIERRE PRUDENT) a
French writer, born at Paris in 1744. Before
the Revolution he was employed in the vic-

tualling-office, and was afterwards attached to

the ministry of ecclesiastical affairs. He was
a member of several French literary societies,
and perpetual secretary to the Society of Emu-
lation at Liege. His death took place at Paris,

January 3, 1826. His works, amounting in

number to thirty-two, consist of elementary
treatises and romances ; and M. Barbier at-

tributes to Legay a work entitled " Mes Sou-

venirs," 1785, 8vo, reprinted in 1788, 2 vols.

Biog. Univ. Class.

LEGENDRE (ADRIF.N MARIE) professor
of mathematics at the military school at Paris,
member of the French Academy of Sciences,
and a knight of the Legion of Honour, whose
scientific researches entitle him to be ranked

among the first mathematicians of the present

age. In 1787 some doubts having arisen re-

lative to the respective positions of the obser-

vatories of Paris and Greenwich, Legendre, in

conjunction with Cassini and Meehain, was

charged by the French government with the

execution of the necessary processes for ascer-

taining the extent of a degree of the meridian
between Dunkirk and Boulogne, while corre-

sponding operations were carried on in Eng-
land under the direction of commissioners from
the Royal Society of London. The new and
more exact methods of observation which
were employed on this occasion, on both sides

of the English channel, enabled philosophers
to obtain more accurate estimates of the rela-

tive situations of the two great national obser-

vatories than before
;
and thus the object of

these investigations was fully attained. An
account of the labours of the French commis-
sioners was published in 1790, under the title

of "
Expose' des Ope'rations faites en France

en 1787, et Description d'unnouvel instrument

propre a donner la mesure des angles a la pre-
cision d'une seconde." In 1794, M. Legendre
published

" Me'moire sur les Transcendantes

Elliptiques ;" and " Elemens de Geometrie."
This last-mentioned work, which is of the

highest authority, had passed through eleven

editions in 1817; and it has been translated

into English, and published in the United
States of North America. He distinguished
himself by very important and profound re-

searches concerning the attraction of elliptic

spheroids ;
and he was the first who demon-

strated that the ellipse is the only figure in
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which the equilibrium of a homogeneous fluid
mass can be preserved under the influence of
rotatory motion, and that all its component
molecules would be mutually attracted in the
inverse ratio of the squares of their distances.
This inquiry, which he commenced in 1782,
was followed by another, not less important,
on the relation of the spheroids to each other.
In 1 794, he was employed, with M. Prony, in
the construction of trigonometrical tables for

the decimal division of the circle. The men
of science who co-operated in this important
work were arranged in three classes, accord-

ing to the three kinds of operations which the
formation of the tables required. M. Legendre
presided over the class to which the more
abstruse operations of mathematical analysis
were intrusted

;
and he contrived most elegant

formulce for determining the successive differ-

ences of sines. In 1795 he was a member of
the temporary agency of weights and mea-
sures

;
and he continued to exercise the func-

tions of the agency till it was connected with
the ministry of the interior. On the formation
of the Institute he became a member of that

body ; and under the imperial government he

was, in 1 808, nominated a counsellor for life

of the university of Paris. After the re-esta-

blishment of the royal government, in Feb-

ruary 1815, he was made an honorary member
of the council of public instruction, and in

1816, conjointly with M. Poisson, examiner of
candidates for the Polytechnic School. Besides
the works which have been mentioned, he was
the author of " Nouvelle Theorie des Paral-

leles," 1803, 8vo ;

" Nouvelles Me'thodes pour
la De'termination des Orbites des Cometes,"
1805, 8vo;

" Essai sur la The'orie des Nom-
bres," 1798; "Supplement a 1'Essai sur la

The'orie des Nombres," 1806 ; and " Exercices

de Calcul Inte'gral," 1807, 4to; together with

valuable contributions to the Memoirs of the

Academy of Sciences. In 1824, Legendre, at

the age of seventy-two, was deprived of his

pension of 3000 francs, because he refused to

give his vote to the ministerial candidates for

admission into the academy. He died in

1832. Biog. des Contemp. Encycl. Amer.
LE GENE (CHARLES) a Protestant cler-

gyman, was born at Caen in 1646. He came
to England on the revocation of the edict of

Nantes, and died here in 1 703. He was the

author of a French version of the Scriptures,

printed by his son at Amsterdam, in 2 vols,

folio, which caused much disappointment to

those who had previously seen his prospectus,
entitled

"
Projet d'une nouvelle Version Fran-

9aise de la Bible." This prospectus, without

being acknowledged, was translated into Eng-
lish by Henry Ross, and went through two
editions. Diet. Hist.

LEMAN, FSA. (THOMAS) an episcopal

clergyman and distinguished antiquary, who
was educated at Emanuel college, Cambridge.
He devoted his talents to the investigation of

British and Roman antiquities remaining in

this country, and particularly to inquiries re-

specting ancient roads, &c. He was chosen a

fellow of the Antiquarian Society in 1788. It
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does not appear that he published any dis-

tinct work, but among his contributions to the
works of others may be mentioned an account
of Roman roads in Brittou's Beauties of Wilt-
shire

;
an essay

" On Roman Roads and Sta-

tions," in Nichols's Leicestershire
;
a learned

and ingenious memoir concerning
" The Pri-

maeval Inhabitants of Hertfordshire, and the
Roads and Earthworks which formerly ex-
isted in it, whether of British or Roman
Origin," in Clutterbuck's Hertfordshire

;
and

maps and observatious published in sir R. C.
Hoare's Itinerary of Giraldus Cambrensis, and
his Ancient Wiltshire. Mr Leman died at

Bath, where he had long resided, iu 1827,

aged seventy-six. New Month. Mag. Ann.

Biog.
LEMERCIER (NEPOMUCEHE Louis) born

at Paris 1771, died 1840, a French dramatic
writer of great popularity, who produced a
vast number of theatrical works, poems, epis-
tles, and translations, most of which were
successful. He gave lectures at the athenaeum
in Paris, and recommended submission to the
laws of Aristotle, in which he was himself an
innovator. Those he published in 4 vols. It

would appear that he followed the school of
Voltaire in his dramatic works until the com-
pletion of Agamemnon, and then adopted the
romantic. He translated the heroic songs, or
what purported to be such, of the Greek sailors
and mountaineers into French verse. He
wrote upon dramatic innovations; "On the
Nature of Literary Property ;" the " French

Ages," a poem in 15 cantos; an "Epistle to

Talma ;" the " Newtonian Theogony," in 6
cantos ; and several other poems, besides his

dramatic works. The whole have never yet
been published in a collected form. He was
a member of the French Institute. Bioy.
Univ.

LEMONTEY (PETER EDWARD) a member
of the French Institute and of the Academy
of Lyons, where he was born in 1762. He
adopted the profession of an advocate, and
after having been attorney of the commune of

Lyons, he was chosen a deputy to the first

legislative assembly, in which he distinguished
himself by his moderation and the wisdom of
his views, as well as by his legal knowledge.
Returning to his native place, he took arms
in its defence when besieged by the troops of
the Convention, and he was afterwards obliged
to flee into Switzerland. In 1795 he was
made administrator of his district, and was
also employed in various missions. After

having consecrated several years to the culti-

vation of literature, Lemontey was in 1804
nominated chief of the commission for the
censure of pieces for the theatre, which deli-

cate office he filled with great ability. In
1819 he succeeded the abbe Morellet as a
member of the French Academy or Institute,

and he died June 27, 1826. Among his works
are "

Palma, ou le Voyage en Grece," an

opera ;

"
Raison, Folie, chacun son Mot, petit

Cours de Morale k la Portee des Vieux En-
fans," 1801, 8vo, reprinted in 1816, 2 vols,
8vo

;

"
Thibault, ou la Naissance d'un Comte

LENOIR.
de Champagne," 1811, 12mo; " Essai rar

1'Etablissement Monarchique de Louis XIV,"
1818, 8vo; "Eloge Historique de Vieq d'Azyr,"
1825, 4to. He also left in MS. " Histoire

Critique de la France depuis la Mort de

Louis XIV." Biog. Univ. Class. Annales

Biog.
LEMOT (FRANCIS FREDERIC) a French

statuary, who was a knight of the legion of

honour and of the order of St Michael. He
was born at Lyons in 1773, and died at Paris

May 8, 1827. He studied the elements of

architecture at the academy of Besan9on, and

going to Paris about 1786, he became a pupil
of Dejoux, a sculptor. At the age of seven-

teen he obtained a prize for a bas-relief, re-

presenting
" The Judgment of Solomon ;" and

he was then sent to Rome, where he remained
two years. Returning to Paris to solicit as-

sistance from the government for the French
students in Italy, he was drawn as a military

conscript, and being sent to the army of the

Rhine, he served for some time in the artillery
under general Pichegru. In 1795 he was
ordered to Paris, to assist in the execution of

a statue of Henry IV, to be placed on the

Pont Neuf. Among the numerous works
which he subsequently produced, may be par-
ticularized the bas-relief of the tribune of the

chamber of deputies ;
a statue of Lycurgus ;

that of Leonidas, placed in the hall of deli-

berations of the chamber of peers; that of

Cicero, in the old hall of the tribunate ; the

colossal bust of Jean Bart, in the arsenal at

Dunkirk
;
a figure of Hebe ; a statue of Murat ;

the grand front of the colonnade of the Lou-
vre ; and equestrian statues, in bronze, of

Henry IV at Paris, and Louis XIV at Lyons.
Lemot also published "Voyage Pittoresque
dans le Bocage de la Vende'e, ou Vues de

Clisson et de ses Environs, dessine'es par C.

Thie'non, avec une Notice sur le Chateau et

la Ville de Clisson," Paris, 1817, too. Biog.
Univ. Class.

LENG (JOHN) a learned prelate, was born
at Norwich in 1665. He was educated at St

Paul's school and at Catherine-hall, Cam-
bridge. In 1708 he obtained the rectory of

Beddington in Surrey, and in 1 723 was made

bishop of Norwich. He died of the small-pox
in 1727. His works are " A Course of Ser-

mons at Boyle's Lecture ;" an edition of
"
Terence," 4to

;
a volume of " Sermons ;"

two of the Comedies of Aristophanes. Gen.

Biog. Diet.

LENOIR (ALEXANDER) born at Paris

1762, died 1839, an antiquary and artist, who
cultivated painting with success. In 1790 he

prevailed upon the government to permit the

objects of art in the suppressed churches and
convents to be collected into a museum in the

Petits Augustins, in Paris, of which he was
named conservator. He collected more than

500, which were thus preserved when the

foundations to which they belonged were de-

stroyed. He placed the tombs of the great
men of France in security in the apartments
and gardens of the establishment. The garden
ofMousseux was afterwards added for the same
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purpose. One of the first acts of the Bour-
bons after 1815, was to destroy this collection.

The monuments that had belonged to any
existing or restored foundation were sent

back and the rest dispersed. Those which
the priests did not regard were sent to Pere
Lachaise burying-ground, and thus one of

the most useful collections for the history of

national art was lost. Lenoir had fortunately

engraved copies of them, and they were pub-
lished in 8 vols, to which he added " The His-

tory of Painting on Glass
" and " The History

of France by its Monuments." He was the

author of several other works which bore a

relation to the Fine Arts. Bib. Univers.

Visit to France.
LEON (FRAY Luis de) a Spanish eccle-

siastic distinguished as a lyric poet. He was
born in 1527, and died in 1591. His ode en-

titled " La Profecia del Tago "The Pro-

phecy of the Tagus, a splendid and powerful
composition, has been translated into English
by Mr. Wiffeu, and published at the end of
his translation of the poems of Garcilaso de
la Vega. The subject of this piece is the

fatal passion of the Gothic King Koderic, and
the irruption of the Moors iuto Spain, on
which Southey has founded his epic, entitled
" Don Koderic." The odes of Fray L. de
Leon on the Ascension and on Night, are in

force, elevation, and grave beauty of senti-

ment and expression little inferior to the pro-

phecy. This learned, devout, and highly
talented writer, during the reign of the bigot

Philip II, was exposed to a tedious judicial

process and imprisonment, on suspicion of

heterodoxy. Maury, Espagne Po&ique. For.
Jtev.

LESBONAX, a philosopher of Mitylene,
in the first century of the Christian era. A
treatise ascribed to Lesbonax,

" De Figuris
Grammaticis," was printed at Leyden in 1 739

;

and there are two Greek orations bearing his

name, printed by Aldus in 1513. Moreri.
LESCAILLE (JAMES) a printer and poet,

was born at Geneva in 1610, and settled at

Amsterdam, where his press became distin-

guished for the beauty of its productions.
He died in 1677. His daughter Catherine
obtained the name of the Dutch Sappho She
died in 1711, and her poems were published
in 1728. Ibid.

LESLIE (sir JOHN) a celebrated mathe-
matician and natural philosopher, who was
born in Fifeshire, N.B. in April 1 766, and was
destined by his parents to follow the humble,

though respectable occupations, connected
with a small farm and mill. But before he
had reached his twelfth year, he had attracted

considerable notice by his fondness for calcu-

lation and geometrical exercises
;
and he be-

came known to Professor John Robinson, of

Edinburgh, and through him to Professors

Playfair and Dugald Stewart. After some

previous education his parents were induced,
in consequence of strong recommendation,
and of obtaining for him the patronage of the
earl of Kinnoul, to let him enter as a student
at the university of St Andrew's. After some
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time passed there, he removed to that of Edin-
burgh. Whilst a student of the latter uni-
versity, he was introduced to Dr Adam
Smith, who engaged him to assist the studies
of his nephew, Mr Douglas, afterwards lord
Reston. Disliking the ecclesiastical profes-
sion, for which he had been designed by his

parents, after finishing his studies, he pro-
ceeded .to London, with the intention of sup-
porting himself by writing for the press. His
earliest employment in the capital, as a re-
tainer of literature, was derived from Dr
William Thomson, the author of the Life of

Philip III of Spain, and by him he was en-

gaged to write or compile notes for a Bible
with a commentary. But Mr Leslie's first

undertaking of any importance was a transla-
tion of Buffon's " Natural History of Birds,"
which appeared in 1793, 9 vols 8vo. The
profits of this publication formed the basis of
that pecuniary independence which he subse-

quently attained. Some time afterwards he
proceeded to the United States of America, as
a tutor to a member of the distinguished trans-
atlantic family of the Randolphs; and after
his return, he engaged with the late Mr
Thomas Wedgwood to accompany him to the

continent, various parts of which he visited

with that accomplished individual, whose
early death he ever lamented, as a loss to

science and to his native country. At what
precise period Mr Leslie entered on that

grand field of inquiry, in which he so con-

spicuously distinguished himself by his mas-

terly experiments and striking discoveries,

concerning the nature of radiant heat, and the
connexion between light and heat, cannot be

exactly ascertained ; but the invention of his

differential thermometer (one of the most
admirable and delicate instruments that induc-
tive genius erer contrived to assist experi-
mental research, and which rewarded its

author by its most important aid in the per-
formance of his finest experiments) must have
taken place at least as early as the year 1800,
when it was described in a periodical journal.
In 1804 appeared his celebrated "Essay on
the Nature and Propagation of Heat ;'' which
work was honoured in the following year by
the unanimous adjudication to its author, by
the council of the Royal Society, of the Rom-
ford medals, appropriated to the reward of

discoveries in that province, whose nature and
limits he had so much illustrated and ex-

tended. It was in that year (1805) that he
was elected to the mathematical chair in the

university of Edinburgh : and the Scottish

ecclesiastical courts were disturbed and con-

taminated by an unwarrantable attempt to

annul that election, but the invidious pro-

ceedings happily failed of producing the in-

tended effect. In 1810, through the assistance

of another of his ingenious contrivances, his

hygrometer, he succeeded in making the dis-

covery of that singularly beautiful process of

artificial freezing or consolidation of fluids,

which enabled him to congeal mercury, and

convert water into ice by evaporation. Mr.

Leslie exchanged the professorship of mathc-
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matics for that of natural philosophy in 1819,
on the death of Professor Playfair. He had

previously published his " Elements of Geo-

metry," and an " Account of the Experiment
and Instruments depending on the Relation

of Air to Heat and Moisture." Of his "Ele-
ments of Natural Philosophy,'' afterwards

compiled for the use of his class, only one
volume has been published. Besides the

works now mentioned, he was the author of

some admirable articles in " The Edinburgh
Review," and several very valuable treatises

on different branches of physics, in the sup-
plement to the "Encyclopaedia Britannica."

His last, and certainly one of his best and
most interesting compositions, was a "Dis-
course on the History of Mathematical and

Physical Science during the Eighteenth Cen-

tury,'' prefixed to the seventh edition of

that national encyclopaedia. He received the

honour of knighthood in 1832, through the

suggestion of the existing lord chancellor.

The last illness of this distinguished philo-

sopher is said to have originated from a slight
cause, the effect of which was aggravated by
his inattention and habitual contempt of medi-
cal assistance. A neglected cold, and expo-
sure to wet, in superintending some improve-
ments at his country seat, brought on ery-

sipelas in one of his legs, and the progress of
disease was so rapid, that though he was out
in his grounds on the last day of October

1832, his death took place on the 3rd of No-
vember following, at his residence at Coates,
near Largo, in Fifeshire, which was the place
of his nativity. Sir John Leslie displayed a

high degree of inventive genius, strength of

intellect, and extensive knowledge, which his

active curiosity, his various reading, and his

happy memory had enabled him to attain.

Some few of his contemporaries in the same
walks of science may have excelled him in

profundity of understanding, in philo-

sophical caution, and in logical accuracy ;

but it may be questioned if any surpassed him
in that creative faculty which leads to im-

portant discoveries, or in that subtilty and
reach of discernment which seizes the finest

and least obvious relations among the objects
of science, elicits the hidden secrets of nature,
and ministers to new combinations of her

powers. His character, however, was not
without its defects. He strangely under-
valued some branches ofphilosophical inquiry
of high importance in the cycle of human
knowledge 5

and his credulity, to say the least

of it, was as conspicuous as his tendency to

scepticism in science. Hence he was betrayed
into some absurdities by pursuing remote or
fancied analogies between principles possess-

ing no common points of comparison ;
as when

he finds a similitude between circulating
decimals and the lengthened cycles of the

seasons. In all his writings, except perhaps
his last considerable production, the "History
of Mathematical and Physical Science," there

is a constant effort to display
"
thoughts that

breathe and words that bum," and a par-

tiality for abstract, figurative, and novel

LETTICE.
modes of expression, which has exposed him
to the just censure of impartial critics. But

though his more airy speculations may be

consigned to neglect, his exquisite instru-

ments, and his original and beautiful experi-
mental combinations, will ever attest the fer-

tility of his genius, and lead to further dis-

coveries in the vast field of knowledge. His

reading extended to every branch of informa-

tion, not excepting the most obscure, which
books contain. He was a lover too, and that

in no ordinary degree, of what is commonly
called anecdote. Though he did not shine in

mixed society, and was, in the latter part of
his life, unfitted, by a considerable degree of

deafness, for enjoying it, yet his conversation,
when seated with a friend or two, was highly
entertaining. It displayed no wit, little re-

partee, and no fine turns of any kind, but it

had a strongly original and racy cast, and
was replete with striking remark and curious
information. His faults were far more than

compensated by his many good qualities ; by
his constant equanimity, his cheerfulness, his

simplicity of character almost infantile, his

straightforwardness, his perfect freedom from

affectation, and, above all, his unconquerable
good nature. He was indeed one of the most

peaceable of human beings; and if, as has
been thought, he generally had a steady eye
in his worldly course to his own interest, it

cannot be denied that he was, notwithstand-

ing, a warm and good friend, and a relation

on whose affectionate assistance a firm reli-

ance could ever be placed. In private life no
man was ever more thoroughly sincere and
honourable. There was not a shadow of

hypocrisy or assumption in his character: he
said at all times exactly what he thought, and
never dreamed of disguising or modifying
any opinion. Hence he was supposed by some,
who only knew him imperfectly, to have
foibles from which he was quite as free as

most other men, the only thing which he
lacked being the art to conceal or varnish de-

fects. It is a circumstance highly creditable

to his character as a man of science that he
formed the finest and most complete set of

philosophical apparatus in the kingdom, for

that department of the university over which
he presided. Neio Month. Mag. Ann. JBiog.
LETTICE (JOHN) a divine, born at Rush-

den, in Northamptonshire, in 1737. His father

was a clergyman, and he was related to Dr
William Cleaver, bishop of St Asaph, and Dr
Euseby Cleaver, archbishop of Dublin. He
received his early education at Oakham Gram-
mar School, and in 1756 he was admitted a
member of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.
In consequence of the death of his father he
became possessed of a small estate at Kim-
bolton, which enabled him to prosecute his

academical studies with advantage, and

[laving distinguished himself by his talents

and industry, he was chosen a fellow of his

college. He was subsequently appointed to

the office of public tutor, and was also con-

stituted a select preacher by the university,
He took his first degree in 1761

;
and in 1764
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he obtained the Seatonian prize for a poem
on the " Conversion of St Paul ;" and he
translated into blank verse the Latin poem
of Mr Hawkins Browne on the "

Immortality
of the Soul," which he subsequently published
with a valuable commentary. In 1768 he

quitted the retirement of his college, to accom-

pany Sir Robert Gunning, bart, as chaplain
and secretary to the British embassy at Copen-
hagen. He was afterwards tutor to William
Beckford, esq, of Fonthill, and travelled with
him on the continent, before he became of age.
He was afterwards preceptor to his daughter,
the present duchess of Hamilton (Miss Beck-

ford), and he visited several parts of the con-

tinent. " The Antiquities of Herculaneum "

he published jointly with his friend, Professor

Martyr, in 1773 ; and in 1792 he produced a
" Tour through various Parts ofScotland," in

a series of letters. He was presented to the

living of Peasemarsh, in Sussex, in the pa-
tronage of Sidney College, in 1 785 ;

and he
was also a prebendary of Chichester cathe-
dral. His death took place at Peasemarsh,
October 18, 1832. Besides the works already
mentioned, he published

" Fables for the

Fireside," 1812, 2 vols, 8vo; "Strictures on
Elocution ;"

" Miscellaneous Pieces on Sacred

Subjects in Prose and Verse ;" Sermons and
Tracts

;
and he translated from the Danish,

Baron Holberg's Parallel Lives of Famous
Ladies, after the manner of Plutarch. Biog.
Diet, of Living Authors. Ann. Biog.
LEVIS (duke de) a French nobleman who

distinguished himself by his literary produc-
tions. He was the son of the marechal de

Levis, descended from one of the most ancient

families in France. At the beginning of the

French Revolution he was chosen as a deputy
to the States General by the nobility of Dijon,
but neither there nor in the Constituent As-

sembly did he act a conspicuous part. Though
a friend to reformation of the state, he was by
no means disposed to co-operate in the over-

throw of the monarchy ; and after the occur-

rences of the 10th of August 1792, he became
an emigrant, and entered into the royalist

army; and subsequently he engaged in the

expedition to Quiberon Bay, in which he was
wounded. He then resided in England till

the establishment of the consular government
under Bonaparte, when he returned to his

native country. He did not, however, accept of

any office under that ruler, but passed his

time in retirement, devoting himself to lite-

rary pursuits. In 1808 he published
" Maxims

and Reflections on different Subjects," and

among his subsequent productions may be
mentioned " The Travels of Kanghi, or new
Chinese Letters," 1812, 2 vols

;

" Recollections

and Portraits," 1813; "England at the Be-

ginning of the Nineteenth Century," 1815;
and " Moral Considerations on the Finances,"
1816. On the restoration of Louis XV11I,
he was comprised among those who were first

promoted to the peerage ;
and in 1816 he was

admitted a member of the French academy.
His death took place at Paris in March 1830.

Month. Mag.
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LEVRAULT (FRANCIS XAVIER) a French

writer, born in 1763. He became rector of
the academy of Strasburgh, and member of
the municipal councils of that city, where he
established a library. He published an exten-
sive work, entitled "

Dictionnaire des Sciences
Naturelles," Paris and Strasburgh, 1816, &c.
His death took place in 1821. Revue Encyd.
Annuuire Nfcrolog. Biog. Univ. Class.
LEVRIER ( ) lieutenant-general of

the bailiwick of Meulen, before the Revolu-
tion, died at Amiens in 1823. He was a na-
tive of Geneva, and became a member of the

academy of Orleans, and a correspondent of
the third class of the Institute. Besides
articles in periodical works, he was the author
of "

Chronologic Historique des Comtes de
neve jusqu'jl 1'Etablissement de la Refor-

mation en 1535," 1787, 2 vols, 8vo. Bioq.
Univ. Class.

LIDDIARD (rev WILLIAM) born 1773,
near Marlborough, died 1841, at Clifton. He
was for some time chaplain to the duke of

Richmond, when lord-lieutenant of Ireland,
and was rector of Knockmark, co. Meath.
He was an elegant writer, in prose and verse,
a man of a warm heart, and benevolent as well
as liberal feelings. He was an artist and mu-
sician, and well read in classical literature.

He published several works in prose and verse
between 1815 and 1840. Gent. Mag.
LINGLEBACH (Jons) a painter, was

born at Frankfort-on-the Maine, in 1625, and
died in 1687. He is distinguished for the

admirable manner in which he painted ruins,
sea views, naval fights, fairs, mountebanks,
&c. D''Argenville.
LOLLI, or LOLLY (ANTONIO) a cele-

brated performer on the violin, who was born
at Bergamo, in Italy, in 1728. From 1762 to

1773 he was concert master to the duke of

Wirtemburgh, and he afterwards went to

Russia, where he excited the admiration and

experienced the liberality of the empress Ca-
therine II. In 1785 he visited England and
afterwards Spain, whence he proceeded to

Paris, and in 1 788 he returned to Italy, and
while there he assumed the title of concert

master to the empress of Russia. In 1791 he

went to Berlin with his son, a child only

eight years old, who attracted admiration by
his correct performance on the violoncello

;

and he afterwards performed at Copenhagen.
In 1794 both the father and son were at

Vienna, where the former styled himself first

concert master to the king of Naples ; only
the son, however, performed in public. He
died at Naples in 1802, after a lingering ill-

ness. Lolli, for a considerable period, dis-

played extraordinary ability as a violinist
;
he

possessed a wonderful command over that

instrument ;
but in the latter part of his life

not a trace was left of the extraordinary skill

which had established his fame. Some col-

lections of his solos have been printed at

Berlin and Vienna ;
and editions of his " Ecole

pour le Violon" were published at Paris and

Offenbach. Biog. Diet, of Music.

LOMAZZO (JOHN PAUI,) an Italian painter
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of the sixteenth century, who, becoming blind

at an early age, turned author, and wrote " A
Treatise on Painting," 4to, and " Idea del

Tempio della Pittura," 4to. Diet. Hist.

LOMBARD (JOHN Louis) an engineer,
was born in Strasburgh in 1723. He was ori-

ginally intended for the law, but turning his

attention to military mathematics, he became

professor of artillery at Meutz, whence he re-

moved to take the conduct of the school at

Auxerre. He died in 1794. His works are
" Aide-me'moire k 1'Usage des Officiers d'Ar-

tillerie de France," 2 vols
;

" Tables du Tir
des Canons et des Obusiers ;"

" Instructions

sur la Manoeuvre et le Tir du Canon de Ba-
taille ;"

" Traite' du Mouvemeut des Projec-
tiles ;"

" Translation of Robin's Principles of

Gunnery." Diet. Hist.

LONSDALE (JAMES) born in Lancashire,
1777, died in London, 18o9, an English
painter. He was one of the first founders of
the Society of British Artists, a man of inde-

pendent mind and manners. He painted por-
traits in a bold, masculine manner, and did
not descend to that flattery which is too com-

monly exerted to please at the expense of

truth. He had the unshackled exercise of his

powers, not being a member of the Academy,
and he threw into his works a great deal of
the character of the sitter. Gent. Mag.
LORT (MICHAEL) a native of Pembroke-

shire, was born in 1725. He became fellow of

Trinity college, Cambridge, where he took his

degrees of divinity, and was appointed Greek

professor. This chair he resigned on being
preferred to the rectory of St Matthew in

Friday-street. In 1789 he obtained that of

Fulham. He died in 1790. He wrote some
sermons and poems, and a short comment on
the Lord's Prayer. Gen. Biog. Diet.

LOUVET (PETER) an advocate, was a na-

tive of Reinville, near Beauvais. He wrote
" Nomenclature et Chronologia Rerum Ec-
clesiasticarum Dioecesis Bellovacensis ;"

" His-

toire de Beauvais ;"
"
Hist, des Antiquites du

Diocese de Beauvais ;"
"
Remarques sur la

Noblesse Beauvoisine et de plusieurs Families
de France." He died in 1646. Another
writer of the same name and place taught rhe-

toric and geography at Montpellier, and wrote
some works on the antiquities of Languedoc
and Provence, likewise " Le Mercure Hol-

landois," 10 vols, 12mo. Moreri.
LOVAT (SIMON FRAZER, commonly called

lord) a Scottish statesman, born 1657. He
was educated in France, among the Jesuits,
and returning to his native country, he entered

into the army, aud in 1 692 he was a captain
in the regiment of Tullibardine. After having
committed some acts of violence in taking

possession of his hereditary estate, he fled to

France, and gained the confidence of the old

pretender, which he made use of on his return

to Scotland, in order to ruin his personal ene-

mies. He again went to France, where he

was imprisoned in the Bastile, and was libe-

rated only on condition of taking religious

orders, in pursuance of which engagement he

is said to have become a Jesuit. In 1715 he

LUCE DE LAttCIVAL.
a second time betrayed the pretender, and he
was rewarded by the government of George I

with the title of Lovat, and a pension. Not-

withstanding these favours, he engaged in the
rebellion in 1745, for which he was tried, con-

demned, and executed in April, 1747. A
volume of autobiographical memoirs, by this

restless and unprincipled politician, was pub-
lished in 1797, 8vo. Monthly Review. Biog.
Univ. Class.

LOW (GEORGE) an English naturalist,
born in 1746, and died in 1795. He was a
minister of the Scottish kirk, in the isle of

Pomona, one of the Orcades (Orkney islands).
He was the author of " Fauna Orcadensis,"
London, 1813, 4to, edited by Dr Leach; be-

sides other works. Biog. Univ. Class.

LOWITZ (GEORGE MAURICE) a German
astronomer, born in 1 722, near Nuremberg.
He made a great progress in the study of phy-
sics and mathematics without a master, and iu

1755 he became professor of practical mathe-
matics at Gottingeu. Being dissatisfied at

not obtaining the direction of the Observatory
after the death of Dopplemayor, he resigned
his chair in 1762. He then went to St Pe-

tersburg, where he was admitted a member
of the Academy of Sciences, appointed to ob-

serve the passage of Venus over the sun's

disc, and charged with the taking levels for

the construction of a canal to join the rivers

Don and Volga. He was thus employed when
he fell under the power of the rebel Pugat-
scheff, by whom he was cruelly put to death,

August 24, 1774. He published "An Ac-
count of new Terrestrial Globes,'

1

Nuremberg,
1 746, folio ;

" An Explanation of Two Astro-

nomical Charts," 1748, 4to, and other works,
besides papers in the memoirs of the acade-

mies of Gottingen and Petersburg. TOBIAS
LOWITZ, son of the preceding, born at Got-

tingen, became professor of chemistry at Pe-

tersburg, and a member of the Imperial Aca-

demy. He travelled on foot in Italy, France,
and England, and collected a great number of

observations on natural hislory, which he pub-
lished in Crell's Chemical Annals, and in the

Memoirs of the Academy of Petersburg. He
died in 1804. Biog. Univ.

LUCATELLI (ANDREA) this artist is

sometimes called Locatelli a Roman land-

scape painter, born 1696, or as some say 1660.

He was celebrated in his day for success in

every inferior branch of the arts. In compo-
sition, and in the disposal of his masses, he is

said to have been original. He exhibited two
different manners, his second being far pre-
ferable to his first. Pilkington's Diet.

LUCCHESIN1 (JOHN VINCENT) an Italian

ecclesiastic and nobleman, was born at Lucca
in 1660. He was canon of St Peter's at

Rome, and secretary to the pope. He wrote
a valuable history of his own times, in 3 vols,

4to, and translated Demosthenes into Latin.

He died at Rome in 1744. Diet. Hist.

LUCE DE LANCIVAL (JOHN CHARLES
JULIAN) a French poet, born in Picardy in

1764. He became professor of rhetoric at

the college of Navarre at Paris, at the age of
314
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twenty ;

and after having passed the stormy
period of the Revolution in literary retire-

ment, on the re- organization of the university
he was appointed professor of the belles

lettres at one of the new lyceums at Paris.

He died in 1810. He wrote six tragedies,
one of which, entitled

"
Hector," was very

successful. Among his other works are
" Achille a. Scyros," an imitation of Statius ;

and " Poemes sur le Globe." His works were

published in 1826, 2 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ.

Class.

LUCENA (don DIEGO de) died 1650, a

Spanish painter, of an illustrious family in

Andalusia, and a scholar of Velasquez, who
in his portraits, both great and small, imitated

his master. Bryan's Diet. Art.

LUISINO (FRANCIS) an Italian writer,

secretary to the duke of Parma, was born at

Udina in 1523, and died in 1568. He wrote
" A Latin Commentary on Horace's Art of

Poetry ;" a treatise
" De Compescendis Aniini

Affectibus ;"
"
Parergon." Louis LCISINO, a

physician of Udina, published "The Apho-
risms of Hippocrates," in Latin hexameters,
with other works. Moreri.

LUMSDEN (MATTHEW) born 1777 in

Scotland, died 1835, au oriental scholar, who
went to India in 1 794, and soon after began
the study of the Persian language. On the

establishment of the college of Fort-William

he was made second professor of the Persian

language, in 1805 professor of Persian and

Arabic. In 1820 his health became enfeebled,
and he obtained leave to return to England.
He went out again to India, but was ulti-

mately obliged to return, and died in London
1835. He published a Persian Grammar,
" Selections for Persian Students,"

" The
Shah Hamet of Ferdousy," and other useful

oriental works, together with an Arabic

Grammar. Bio. Uuivers.

LVOFF (PAUL YUREVICH) a Russian his-

torian, who died June 11, 1825, in the fifty-

sixth year of his age. He was the author of

several historical narratives and tales, among
which that entitled " Mstislaff I, Grand Duke
of Novogorod," is regarded as his master-

piece. This piece so strongly excited the

admiration of the celebrated poet Derschawin,
that he formed the design of giving it a poeti-

LYNEDOCH.
cal dress, but ill-health prevented him from
executing his purpose. Lvoffs most con-
siderable production in point of extent is his" Russian Temple of Fame," comprising a
series of historical portraits, from the time
of Gostomisl to the accession of the house
of Romanzoff. All his compositions of this
class display an enthusiastic spirit of pa-
triotism, and great elegance of style. For.
Rev.

LYNAR (RocH FREDERIC, count de)
born in Lower Lusatia, in 1 708, was succes-

sively ambassador of the king of Denmark in

Sweden, judge of the supreme tribunal of

Gottorp, grand-bailli ofSteinburgh, chancellor
of the regency of Holstein at Gluckstadt, am-
bassador at Petersburg, and governor of the

duchy of Oldenburg. He assisted at the con-
vention of Closterseven, and retired from the
Danish service to his estate at Lubbenau, in
his native country, where he died in 1781.
He was the author of " Travels in Upper Lu-
satia, Westphalia, &c ;"

"
Political Reflections

and Negotiations ;" and a "
Paraphrase on

the Epistles and Gospels." HENRY CASIMIR
GOTTLOB, count de LYNAR, son of the pre-

ceding, wrote the life of his father, and other

works, for the use of the Pietists, or Mora-
vians. He died in 1 796, aged forty-eight.

Biog. Univ. Class.

LYNEDOCH (THOMAS GRAHAM, lord)
born 1749, in Scotland, died 1843, a lieutenant-

general in the British army, who originally
followed mercantile pursuits ; but losing a wife
to whom he was most affectionately attached
in 1792, he entered the army in 1794, to seek
in the varying scenes of warfare that active

employment which he could not find other-

wise. He was at the taking of Toulon, and in

1796 was shut up with general Wurmser in

Mantua, when it was besieged by the French,
from which he contrived to escape. After

almost continual services he joined Wellington
in Spain, after having fought the battle of

Barossa, in which he defeated the French,
near Cadiz. He commanded the English
right wing at the battle of Vittoria. He took

St Sebastian, passed the Bidassoa, and entered

France in 1814. Dying without offspring,
his title became extinct. Month. Mag.

M,

MAAES.

MAAES,
or MAES (ARNOULD) born at

Gouda 1620, a pupil of David Teniers.

He died young, and his pictures are rare.

Bryin's Diet.

MAAES, or MAES (NICOLAS) born at

Dordrecht 1632, died 1693, a Dutch painter,
and pupil of Rembrandt, whose manner he

imitated with such success, that his pictures
were nearly equal to those ofhis master. Ibid.

MAAS, or MAES (THEODORE) born at

Harlem in 1(156, died 1715, the pupil succes-
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sively of Mommers, Berghem, and Huchten-

berg. His pictures are hunting scenes, battles,

or cavalcades. He also etched with consider-

able success. He visited England in the time

of William III. Ibid.

MABIL, or MABILLE (PETER JOSEPH J

born at Paris 1752, died at Noventa 1836,

professor of eloquence and law in the uni-

versity of Padua. His learning was consider-

able, and he continued his lectures and

professorship until 1825, when he retired
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upon a pension. His works are all profes-

sional, and in the Italian tongue. Bioy. Univ.

MABLINI (abbe' Louis) born 1770, at Sa-

vigliano, in Piedmont, died 1834. He -was

professor of Greek in the normal school of

Paris, and attended to his duties with great

assiduity ;
but on the return of the Bourbons

was excluded from his post and obliged to

subsist by private teaching. After the revo-

lution of 1 830 he was restored to his former

post, which he continued to fill with credit to

himself until his decease. Ibid.

MAC CORMICK (CHARLES) an ingenious
writer, who devoted himself to literature as a

profession. He was a native of Ireland, and
at the age of eighteen he visited London, and
afterwards Paris

;
and he then returned to

England, and entered as a student at the

Middle Temple. The death of his father,

just as he was about to be called to the bar,

reducing his pecuniary resources, he employed
himself in writing for the press, and his first

productions appeared in periodical publica-
tions. He compiled and translated many
works, which, though well received by the

public, were productive of more wealth and
fame to others than to himself. The prin-

cipal productions of his pen which appeared
under his own name were " The Secret His-

tory of King Charles II ;"
" The Reign of

George III to the year 1783 ;" a " Continua-
tion of Rapin's History of England ;"

"
Night

Reading for Leisure Hours ;" and the " Life

of the Right Hon. Edmund Burke.'
1 He had

also collected many valuable materials for a

history of Ireland, which he intended to ex-
ecute under the patronage of lord Moira

(marquis of Hastings), a nobleman to whose
beneficence he had been indebted on various
occasions. But he had scarcely commenced
this undertaking when he was attacked by a

dropsical complaint, which occasioned his

death July 29, 1807, in the sixty-fifth year of
his age. Aikin's Athenceum.

MACDONALD, FRS (JOHN) was the only
son of the celebrated Flora Macdonald, who
assisted prince Charles Edward Stuart so

materially in evading the English soldiery in

1 746. He entered young into the service of
the East India Company, in which he passed

many years, and attained the rank of captain
in the corps of engineers on the Bengal esta-

blishment. In 1798 he communicated to the

Royal Society a continued sei-ies of observa-
tions on the diurnal variation of the magnetic
needle, which he had carried on at St Helena,
and at Bencoolen, in Sumatra, in the years
1794, 1795, and 1796. He was elected a
fellow of the Royal Society in 1800 ; about
which time he returned home, and was ap-
pointed lieut.-colonel of the royal Clanalpine
regiment, and commandant of the royal Edin-

burgh artillery. He was for some time sta-

tioned in Ireland. In 1803 he published
" Rules and Regulations for the Field Exer-
cise and Manoeuvres of the French Infantry,
issued August 1, 1791, translated from the

French, with explanatory notes, and illustra-

tive references to the British and Prussian

MACDONALD.
systems of Tactics," &c. &c. 2 vols, 12mo;
and in the following year a similar work, en-

titled
" The Experienced Officer ; or, Instruc-

tions by the General of Division, Wimpffen,
to his Sons, and to all young Men intended
for the Military Profession ; being a series of
Rules laid down by General Wimpffen, to

enable Officers of every Rank to carry on
War in all its branches and descriptions,
from the least important enterprises and ex-

peditions, to the decisive battles which involve

the fate of Empires, with notes and an intro-

duction," 8vo. Being chief engineer at Fort

Marlborough in 1807, he published two more

volumes, translated from the French, with

explanatory notes, of " Instructions for the

Conduct of Infantry on Actual Service."
His last translation of this nature was entitled
" The Formations and Manoeuvres of In-

fantry, by the Chevalier Du Teil," 1810,
12mo. He published in 1811 an "

Essay on

Harmonics," under the title of " A Treatise

explanatory of the Principles constituting the

Practice and Theory of the Violoncello," in

folio. In 1808 he produced
" A Treatise on

Telegraphic Communication, Naval, Military,
and Political," in which he proposed a new

telegraphic system : and in 1816 he issued a

Telegraphic Dictionary, extending to 150,000

words, phrases, and sentences. But the fa-

vourite subjects of his scientific researches

were magnetism, the magnetic poles, and the

variation of the magnet ; relative to which he
contributed no less than sixteen letters to the

Gentleman's Magazine. In that miscellany
he also wrote on the kindred subjects of the

immensity of the universe ; theories of the

earth ; a description of the remarkable water-

spout which he witnessed near Prince Ed-
ward's Island

;
on growth in the animal and

vegetable kingdoms, and on the increase of

cold above the clouds. Col. Macdonald was

deeply impressed with religious sentiments, as

is apparent in most of his writings, and parti-

cularly in letters on the repairs of churches

and cathedrals, and the decorum of public

worship, in the Gentleman's Magazine. He
was a parliamentary reformer, and described

his plan of reform in the same miscellany ;

and his last communication to it was on the

ballot. Among his contributions also were
letters on Ireland, written when quartered
there ;

on his own country, and the Celtic

language ; and on Ossian. He likewise ad-

dressed Mr Urban on the forgery of bank-

notes ; the public funded debt ;
a suggested

improvement in the sailing of ships ; experi-
ments on bread ; tribute to the memory of the

duke of York
; deficiency of measure in wine

bottles ; the distresses of the manufacturing
and labouring classes; the court of chancery ;

the Thames tunnel ; Mr Owen's projects and

machinery ;
and the constabulary force. Col.

Macdonald resided for more than twelve

years at Exeter, and he died at his residence

at Summerland-place, in that city, August 16,

1831, aged seventy-two. His remains were
interred in Exeter cathedral. He married
Miss Chambers, daughter of sir Robert
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Chambers, chief justice of Bengal, by the

only daughter of Mr Joseph Wilton, the

sculptor. Gent. May. Biog. Diet, of Living
Authors.

MACDONALD (ETIENNE JACQUES JOSEPH
ALEXANDER, duke of Tarentum) born at

Sedan, of an Irish family, in 17G5, died 1840.

He entered the army as a lieutenant in the

Irish regiment of Dillon. He adopted the

early principles of the revolution, and distin-

guished himself when the war broke out, at

the battle of Jemappe. He commanded the

advance guard which pursued the duke of

York in his disastrous flight through Holland
in 1794-5. In 1796 he served in the armies
of the Rhine and Italy. In 1798 Macdonald
had the command in the Roman States, which
had been occupied by A. Berthier. The king
of Naples, with 50,000 men, commanded by
general Mack, hastened to the succour of

Rome, but was beaten by Macdonald with a
fifth part of his force near Otrecoli. He after-

wards subdued the Calabrias. The defeat of
the French in the north forced him to eva-

cuate Naples. He fought the Austro-Russian
forces under Suwarrow, on the Trebia, with
inferior forces, and was obliged to retreat with
loss after fighting for three days, when he
effected a junction with Moreau. Ill-health

obliged him to resign his command. On the

18th Brumaire he seconded Bonaparte. Mo-
reau made him one of his lieutenants, and

gave him the command of the right wing of
the army of the Rhine. He served both in the

cabinet and the field, and distinguished him-
self at Wagram, where he forced the centre

of the Austrian army, and was the next day
made a marshal and duke of Tarentum. He
marched with the expedition to Moscow, re-

treated with honour to his talents and patience,
and contributed afterwards in a great degree
to the success of the battles of Lutzen and
Bautzen. In 1814 he seconded Napoleon in

his wonderful campaign of that year against
the armies of the allies, routing the Prussian

general Bliicher. On the downfall of the

empire he sent in his adhesion to the Bourbon

dynasty. In 1815 he accompanied the king
to the frontiers. He refused employment
under Napoleon, and served as a private in

the national guard of Paris. On the return

of the Bourbons he took the command of the

French army beyond the Loire. He was
afterwards made grand chancellor of the

Legion of Honour, a commander of the order

of St Louis, and major-general of the national

guards. After 1824 he mingled little in

public affairs, his health became enfeebled,
and he died at the age of seventy-five in re-

tirement. Biog. Univ.

MAC EN CROE (DEMETRIUS) an Irish

physician, who resided at Paris in the early

part of the eighteenth century. He was the

author of a Latin poem,
" De Connubiis Flo-

rum," first published at the beginning of the

Botauicon Parisiense of Sebastian Vaillant,

and reprinted in 1728, Paris, 8vo, under the

name of Demetrius de la Croix, which is a

French translation of the author's Irish name.
317
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A new edition of this truly elegant production
was published in London, with notes by sir
Richard Clayton, subsequently to the appear-
ance of Dr Darwin's Loves of the Plants, the
idea of which was probably borrowed from
the " Connubia Florum." Dr Mac en Croe
also wrote " Calamus Hybernicus ;" and
" Petro Desmaretz Abbati Carmen," 8vo.
Rev. Encycl. Biog. Univ. Class.

MACHA-ALLAH, or MESSAHALA, an
Arabian astronomer and astrologer of the

eighth century, who professed the Jewish

religion. He lived in the reigns of the caliphs
Mansour and Mamoun, and obtained great
reputation for his skill in mathematics and

astrology. He was the author of a great
many works, of which a list is given by Ca-
siri in his Bibliotheca Arabico-Hispanica.
There is extant a Hebrew translation of his
" Treatise on Eclipses ;" and the following
pieces were published in Latin at Nuremberg
in 1549

;

" De Elementis et Orbibus Cceles-

tibus ;"
" De Revolutione Aunorum Mundi ;"

" De Significatione Planetarum ;''
" De Re-

ceptione." A Hebrew version of his " Astro-

logical Problems," by Abenezra, is to be
found in the Bodleian Library. Biog. Univ.
MACHIN (JOHN) an English astronomer

and mathematician of the eighteenth century,
who was professor of astronomy at Gresham
college, and secretary to the Royal Society of
London. He was the author of a treatise on
the " Laws of the Moon's Motions," pub-
lished with Newton's Principia Mathematica ;

a Latin memoir, " On the Curve of quickest
Descent in a given Case ;" and " A Solution

of Kepler's Problem on the Motion of Bodies
in an Elliptic Orbit," in the Philosophical
Transactions, besides other works. Ward's
Lives of the Professors of Gresham College.

Biog. Univ. Class.

MACK (general baron von). This unfor-

tunately distinguished officer, of whom an
account has been previously given in the

Biographical Dictionary, in which he is stated

to have died in obscurity, was however living
at the time of the publication of that work.
Like some other persons, who at one period
of their existence have attracted great public

attention, general Mack was so completely

forgotten, after his release from imprison-
ment, as already related, that it was generally

supposed his death had taken place. It ap-

pears, however, that after being imprisoned
two years, he was pardoned, and from that

time he lived in retirement on a small estate

in Bohemia, and is said to have had a pension
from the Austrian court. Subsequently he
took up his residence at Vienna, where he

died October 22, 1828. General Mack pub-
lished a memoir in justification of his conduct,
but the most favourable judgment that can be

passed concerning him perhaps is, that though
he was no traitor, his military skill and genius
were not such as to render him capable of ful-

filling the duties he had undertaken. Month*

Mag.
MACKAY, LLD. (ANDREW) an eminent

mathematician, who was the author of a trea-
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tise on the longitude, 2 vols, Svo ; and a con-

tributor to Rees's Cyclopaedia. He died Au-

gust 9, 1809. Edinb. Ann. Reg.
MACKENZIE (ALEXANDER) the date oi

his birth is not known, but he was a native o:

Inverness, and a traveller of considerable ta-

lent and perseverance connected with the

North-West Fur Company, in the employ ol

a Mr Gregory. In 1789 he set out to explore
the country to the north, nearly midway be-

tween the Pacific Ocean and Hudson's Bay,
from a station at the head of the Athabasca
Lake. He discovered the river which bears

his name falling into the polar sea. He un-

dertook a second journey three years after-

wards, to reach the Peace river. He suc-

ceeded, and was the first European who ever
crossed from sea to sea the whole breadth ol

the vast American continent to the northward,
which he completed from Fort Chipiowyan
in eleven months. Bio. Diet.

MACKENZIE (GEORGE) a Scottish bio-

grapher of the seventeenth century who prac-
tised as a physician at Edinburgh. He was
the author of a work of considerable research

and authority, entitled " The Lives and Cha-
racters of the most eminent Writers of the

Scottish Nation, with an Abstract and Cata-

logue of their Works, their various Editions,

&C," 1708, 1711, 1722, 3 vols, folio. Biog.
Univ. Class.

MACKENZIE (HENRY) an ingenious es-

sayist and writer of works of fiction, who was
born in 1 745, at Edinburgh, where his father

was an eminent physician. After being edu-
cated at the high school and university in his

native city, he was articled to an attorney, in

order to acquire a knowledge of the practice
of the court of exchequer; and in 1765 he
went to London to continue his professional
studies. On his return to Edinburgh he be-

came a partner, and afterwards the successor,
of Mr Inglis, in the office of attorney for the

crown. Attention to his professional duties

did not prevent him from cultivating literature,

and, in 1771, he published, anonymously, a

novel, entitled "The Man of Feeling ;" which
was in a few years followed by another, called
" The Man of the World :" and he subse-

quently produced a third,
" Julia de Ronbigne",

in a series of Letters." He next distin-

guished himself as a writer of periodical

essays after the manner of the Spectator, in

which he was assisted by several gentlemen,
chiefly members of the legal profession, who
belonged to a society which subsisted at

Edinburgh in 1778, called the Mirror Club.
Hence originated the series of essays pub-
lished under the title of " The Mirror," of
which Mr Mackenzie was the editor, as well
as a principal contributor. This paper was
succeeded by

" The Lounger," a work of a
similar character. On the institution of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, he became one
of its members, and published several papers
in the transactions of that association. He
was also an active member of the Highland
Society, in whose transactions he published a
view of the controversy respecting Ossian's

MACKINTOSH.
poems, the authenticity of which he advocated.
He likewise appeared as a dramatic writer,
but with indifferent success. Among his

productions were tragedies, entitled " The
Spanish Father," and " The Prince ofTunis ;"

and two comedies,
" The Farce of Fashion

"

and " The White Hypocrite," besides which
he altered Lillo's

" Fatal Curiosity." He pub-
lished a political tract entitled "An Account
of the Proceedings of the Parliament of 1 784,"
which introduced him to the notice of Mr
Pitt

;
and some years after he was appointed

to the office of Comptroller of the Taxes for

Scotland. In 1808 Mr Mackenzie published
a complete edition of his works in 8 vols, 8vo,

including Lives of Dr Thomas Blacklock and
John Home, esq. He died January 14, 1831.

Ann. Biog.
MACKENZIE (JAMES) an ingenious Eng-

lish physician and medical writer who died in

1761. He was the author of a popular trea-

tise on "The Art of Preserving Health,"
1758, 8vo, which was translated into French.
MACKINTOSH (sir JAMES) a celebrated

British statesman and lawyer, who was born
at Dores, in Inverness-shire, N.B., in 1766.
He was the son of John Mackintosh, esq, of

Kellachie, a military officer
; and he received

his education at a school at Fortrose and

King's College, Aberdeen. Thence he re-

moved to Edinburgh, where he remained
three years as a student of medicine in the

university, and in 1787 he took the degree of
MD. But the death of his father leaving him
at liberty to consult his own inclinations, he

relinquished the idea of becoming a physician,
and turned his attention to general literature.

Going to London, in 1789, when the regency
question occupied the public, he wrote a

pamphlet in support of the claims of the

prince of Wales, but it attracted no notice,
and the author, discouraged by his failure,
resumed his medical studies. To prepare
himself for entering on professional practice
he went to Paris. The French Revolution,
which had then just commenced, gave a new
impulse to his mind, and politics and legisla-
tion became the paramount objects of his

attention. He had adopted liberal principles,
and he made the first display of his talents

in a work entitled
" Vindiciae Gallicse, or a

Defence of the French Revolution and its

English Admirers against the Accusations of

Edmund Burke, including some Strictures on
the late Productions of Calonne," 1791, 8vo.

This publication not only procured him lite-

rary fame, but also the friendship of Mr Fox,
and other distinguished persons belonging to

the same party. Probably through their ad-

vice he entered as a student of Lincoln's Inn,
in 1 792. After a time he proposed delivering
a course of lectures on the Law of Nature and
of Nations, and having, after some demur,
obtained permission from the benchers, he
executed his purpose ;

and he published the

introductory lecture, which gained the appro-
aation of Mr Pitt. Having been called to the

t>ar, he was employed, in 1803, as the advo-

cate of M. Peltier, who was prosecuted for a
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libel on Bonaparte ; and though unsuccess-

ful for his client, he obtained high reputation
for himself by his powerful exhibition of elo-

quence on that occasion. Soon afterwards he
was appointed to a judicial office in India

(the recordership of Bombay), where he re-

mained till 1811, and then returned to Eng-
land in ill-health. Sir James Mackintosh (for

he had received the honour of knighthood)
entered the House of Commons as representa-
tive of the Scottish county of Nairns, in July,
1813. His early speeches in parliament are

said to have disappointed expectation; but

on the occasion of the escape of Bonaparte
from Elba, he delivered one of the most splen-
did harangues ever heard in the senate. As
a member of the legislature he distinguished
himself by his efforts towards the amendment
of our criminal code, a task which had been

commenced by sir Samuel Eomilly. Among
other topics which exercised his talent may be

mentioned, the Droits of the Admiralty, the

affairs of Naples, the Congress of Laybach,
the state of the Catholics in Ireland, the

oppression suffered by the Greeks, the intro-

duction of the jury-law into Scotland, and the

government of New South Wales. He was

gratified at the extension to the Catholics of

privileges which had so long been injuriously

withheld, nor did he the less readily promote
the measure because it was carried by his

political opponents. When his own friends

attained power, he warmly co-operated with
them in the grand project for the reformation

of the House of Commons
;
and he had the

satisfaction to be assured of its success, though
he died before the bill in question had actu-

ally passed. His death occurred on the 30th
ofMay 1832, at his house in Langham-place,
London. Sir James Mackintosh, after his

return from India, announced his having
undertaken the composition of a history of

England, from the Revolution, as a supple-
ment to Hume's history ; but no part of

it was ever published. Besides the works
mentioned above, he was the author of an

abridgment of English history, and Memoirs
of sir Thomas More, for Dr Lardner's Ca-
binet Cyclopaedia and Library : and of a

Dissertation on the History of Moral Philo-

sophy, prefixed to the Edinburgh Encyclo-
paedia ; besides which he was a contributor to

the Monthly and the Edinburgh Reviews.

In 1822 he was elected lord rector of the

university of Glasgow, as he also was the

following year.
MACLAURIN (JOHN) lord Dreghorn, son

of Colin Maclaurin, was born at Edinburgh in

1734. He became a member of the faculty
of advocates in 1756; and in 1787 he was
raised to the bench, and created lord Dreg-
horn. His works were collected in 2 vols,

8vo, 1799 ; they are " A Collection of Crimi-
nal Cases ;" ''An Essay on Literary Property ;"
"
Essay on Patronage." He died in 1796.

Gen. Biog. Diet.

MACLEOD, MD. (JOHN) a medical prac-
titioner and voyager, born about 1 782, at Bun-

hill, in the county of Dumbarton in Scotland.
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He entered into the navy as a surgeon, and
after several expeditions he accompanied the
embassy to China under lord Amherst. Re-
turning to England he published

" The Voy-
age of the Alceste to the Island of Lewchew,
&c." He died November 9, 1820. Lit. Gaz.
MACNAB, MD. (HENRY GREY) physician

in ordinary to the Duke of Kent, was born
about 1762. He became professor of rhetoric
at the university of Glasgow. On the sudden
occurrence of hostilities after the peace of

Amiens, happening to be in France, he was de-
tained as a hostage, and he remained there till

the Restoration. Being habituated to the
manners of the country, he returned and fixed
his residence at Paris, where he died in 1823.
He was the author of " A Synopsis of a
Course of Lectures on Elocution," 1787,
8vo

;

" An Impartial Examination of the New
Views of Mr Robert Owen," which was
translated into French by M. Laffont de Lade-

bat, and various political tracts. Bioq. Univ.
Class.

MACNALLY (LEONARD) an Irish lawyer
and dramatic writer, who was born in Dublin
in 1752. He entered as a student of the

Middle Temple, and was called to the Irish

bar in 1776, but he afterwards removed to

London. He subsequently returned again to

his native country, and died at Dublin in 1820.

Among his theatrical productions are,
" Reta-

liation," a farce, 1782; "Robin Hood, or

Sherwood Forest," a comic opera, 1 784
;

"Fashionable Levities," a comedy, 1785;
and " Richard Creur de Lion," an opera, 1786.

He also wrote in the Public Ledger, and
other journals; and he was the author of
" The Rules of Evidence," 1803, 2 vols, 8vo;
and " The Irish Justice of the Peace," 1808,
2 vols, 8vo. Thesp. Diet. Biog. Univ. Class.

MADERNO ^CARLO) a distinguished Ita-

lian architect, born in 1556, at Bissona in the

diocese of Como in Lombardy. After being

employed in the construction of various eccle-

siastical buildings, he was appointed architect

of St Peter's at Rome, and ordered by pope
Paul V to complete that magnificent edifice,
in the execution of which undertaking he is

charged by Milizia with having committed
some important errors. He obtained, how-

ever, many other engagements, and there are

said to be few public buildings at Rome of the

age in which he flourished, for which he did

not furnish designs. The Maffei palace is

reckoned the finest among the works of this

architect. He died at Rome in 1629. Or-
landi Abeced. Pitti.

MADERNO (STEPHEN) a sculptor, born

in Lombardy in 1576. He copied the chef-

d'oauvres of antiquity ;
and executed several

original works of great merit, particularly a

bas-relief, representing a battle, in the church

of St Maria Major, and the model of a bas-

relief in bronze, exhibiting the history of the

foundation of that church. He died in 1636.

Biog. Univ. Class.

MADGETT ( ) a translator and com-

piler of literary works, who died in Paris

1809 : he was of Irish origin, and professor of
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philosophy and mathematics at Toulouse first

and afterwards at Bordeaux. He was subse-

quently employed in the office of the French
minister of marine. He translated the Life of

the Duke of Marlborough by Lediard, and

Taylor's Political, Commercial, and Literary
Letters upon India. Bio. Uiiirers.

MADRID (J. F. de) a Columbian diplo-

matist, who distinguished himself by the cul-

tivation of literature. He was for several

years minister from the republic of Columbia
to the government of this country, which post
he held at the time of his death in 1830. He

acquired the reputation of having been one of

the most successful imitators of the great

poets who made the Spanish language the

vehicle of their noble productions. He was
the author of "

Atala," a tragedy, the subject
of which has been rendered familiar to Euro-

pean readers by the similarly entitled tale of

Chateaubriand ;

"
Guatimoij, or Guatimozin,"

a tragedy published at Paris in 1827, founded

on the affecting history of the last emperor of

Mexico ;
and various poetical compositions of

a lighter kind, displaying harmony of style
and command of language ; besides a Spanish
translation of the abbe Delille's poem entitled
" Les Trois Eegnes de la Nature." Rev.

JEncycl. Edit.

MAES (GODFREY) born at Antwerp 1660
;

he was a painter, the pupil of his father, an
unknown artist, called like him Godfrey. He
was considered early of such ability that he

was soon admitted into the academy of Ant-

werp, and in 1682 was made its director. He
painted some of his works in the grand style
of Rubens, among which is to be noticed

his Martyrdom of St Lucia in the church of

Notre Dame. He is supposed to have died in

1722. Bryan's Diet. Bib. Univers.

MAGE (ANTOINE) a French poet of the

sixteenth century, born in the isle of Oleron.

He published
" La Polymnia," or " Diverse

Poe'sie, divise" en Jeux et Melanges," 1601.

MAGEE (WILLIAM) a learned divine and

theological writer. He was bom in humble

life, and was admitted as sizer at Dublin uni-

versity, of which he was afterwards the dis-

tinguished ornament. He was for some time

assistant professor of the oriental languages.
About 1806 he became a senior fellow of Tri-

nity College, and professor of mathematics.

His talents as a writer, and his theological re-

search, were rewarded with high preferment
in the church. In 1801 he published his cele-

brated " Discourses on the Scriptural Doc-
trines of the Atonement and Sacrifice," 2 vols,

8vo. This work, which was dedicated to lord

Plunket, afterwards lord chancellor of Ireland,
consists oftwo sermons with notes, particularly
directed against the opinions of the Unita-

rians. The style is peculiarly striking, and
the notes, which are lively, terse, and elegant,
have been compared with those which are

appended to The Pursuit of Literature. In

consequence of the reputation which this work

procured him, DrMageewas, in 1818, ad-

vanced to the deanery of Cork ;
in 1819 he

was consecrated bishop of Raphoe ;
and in

MAIIMOUD II.

1 822 he was translated to the see of Dublin.
He died of palsy, August 18, 1831, aged
sixty-six, at Redesdale-house, near Stillorgan,
in the county of Dublin. Besides the works
already mentioned, he published

" A Thanks-
giving Sermon on the Delivery of this King-
dom from Invasion, 1797 ;"

" A Sermon occa-
sioned by the Death of the Earl of Clare,"
1802; and a "Memoir of Thomas Percival,
MD, FES, and SA." Ann. Biog. Cab. Ann.
Reg.
MAGEOGHEGAN (JAMES) an Irish his-

torian born in 172, and died in 1764. He
was a priest of the church of St Mery at

Paris, and was the author of an " Ancient and
Modern History of Ireland," Paris, 1758 63,
3 vols, 4to. This work concludes with a
" Sketch of the History of the Four Stuarts on
the British Throne." Biog. Univ. Class.

MAGN^US or MAGNUSSON (ABNAS)
an Icelandic historian, who died in 1 730 at

Copenhagen, where he was professor of his-

tory. He published several works relative to
the early history of Denmark, and other
northern countries

;
and he left materials for

a "Collection of the Sagas," edited by Jonas
Jonseus, Copenhagen, 1780, 4to. Ibid,

MAGON (CHARLES RENE) bom 1763, died

1805, a French rear-admiral, who entered the
naval service at 14 years of age. He was
made prisoner with the count de Grasse by
lord Rodney, and afterwards served in the
East Indies. He was a captain in 1795. He
commanded the Mont Blanc in the expedition
to St Domingo, and in October 1805, in the
battle of Trafalgar, he commanded the Alge-
siras, and was killed in engaging the Tonnant
after a gallant resistance, in a day fatal to

admirals, the Spaniards having lost vice-

admiral Alava killed, and Gravina who died
of his wounds ; the French, admiral Magon
killed, Villeueuve taken, and Dumanoir taken,
the latter after his escape from the action ;

and the English, Nelson killed. Orig.MAHMOUD II, born 1785, died 1839,
emperor of Turkey, the son of Abdul Hamid,
and a French woman said to have been a na-
tive of Provence. He succeeded his brother

Mustapha IV at 23 years of age, when a

sanguinary revolution placed him on the
throne in 1808. Triumphing over his ene-
mies he put to death the son of his brother

Mustapha and flung into the Bosphorus fonr
of his brother's wives who were reported
to be with child. Safe upon the throne he
commenced a system of reform. He became
involved in a war with Russia, and sacrificed

by Napoleon to Alexander, at the treaty of

Tilsit, he had no ally but England, that sent
its vessels into the Black Sea, which was thus

secured, but on land the sultan suffered many
checks, and was beaten at Silistria. But
Prince Bagration was afterwards forced to

retreat witli the loss of 10,000 men. Napo-
leon then offered his mediation, which the
sultan rejected, indignant at his own betrayal
in the secret articles of the treaty of Tilsit.

In 1812 a treaty of peace was signed with
Russia, called the treaty of Bucharest. The
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sultan then sought to consolidate his power.
The freedom of Greece being determined

upon, he was obliged to yield to the power of

the rest of Europe after he saw his navy de-

stroyed at Navarino. In the midst of his

difficulties he had the boldness to carry out

his reforms, and he attacked and put down
the Janizzaries, upwards of 6000 of whom
were killed or burnt in their barracks. He
abolished every species of force that before

had been accustomed to overawe the Porte.

He reorganized his other forces and made

many enemies at home. He did not hesitate

imprudently to affront the Russian govern-
ment, and drew upon himself a war which
cost him Silistria and Schumla, and the Rus-

sians, passing the defiles of the Balkan, threat-

ened Adrianople. For the first time the em-

peror of the Turks gave way to despondency,
and signed the treaty which cost him Mol-

davia, Wallachia, and the independence of

Greece, his sovereignty over these provinces

being altogether illusory. He next became
embroiled with Mehemet Ali, pacha of Egypt,
who succeeded in securing the Turkish fleet

in the harbour of Alexandria. The Turks
were beaten by the Egyptians in the battle of

Koniah. Soon after, under the auspices of

the allied powers, the sultan signed the treaty
of Unkiar Skelessi. He died of tubercular

consumption. Mahmoud is said to have left

the following saying :
" Think well upon that

you are going to do lest you should after-

wards repent what you have done."

MAICHEL, or MA1CHELIUS (DANIEL)
a learned German writer on criticism and phi-

lology, born at Stuttgard in 1G93. He was

appointed professor of theology and philoso-

phy at Tubingen in 1724; and in 1739 he

became professor of natural law and politics.

In 1 749 he was made abbot of Konigsbrunn ;

and his death took place in 1752. Besides

several other works he was the author of a

treatise entitled
' Introductio ad Historian!

Litterariam de Prsecipuis Bibliothecis Pari-

siensibus," published at Cambridge in 1720,
8vo. Bioij. Univ. Class.

MAIGNET (ETIENNE CHRISTOPHER) born

1758, died 1834. He followed the study of

the law, and was received as an advocate in

Paris in 1782. He was elected to the national

convention in 1792, and sat at the summit of

the Mountain party with Robespierre, Marat,
and Couthon. He voted for the king's death,
and was sent to the army in 1793, at the time

of the defection of Dumouriez. Afterwards
he went with Couthon and others to attack

Lyons. He was one of the most infamous of

the co-operators in the ferocious scenes in the

south of France. The inhabitants of Bedonin,
a small town in the south, were denounced in

a mass, the whole commune was given to the

flames, and sixty of the inhabitants were put
to death. Nor was this the only instance of

the cruelty of this monster. He wrote to

Paris that there were not fewer than 100,000
on his list of whom he contemplated the de-

struction, and full powers were given him to

act A tribunal without a jury was established
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at Orange, called a revolutionary commission.
It judged without appeal, and more than
3000 persons were its victims in three months.
The judges gave a daily account of their

operations to Maignet, and the convention
approved his conduct. This approbation was
pleaded by Maignet when he was accused by-
petition from the south, and from Bedouin.
His arrest was ordered in 1795. He yet con-
trived to be included in the amnesty of 1796,
and went into his native place and practised
as an advocate, becoming mayor of his native
town. In 1816 he was obliged to quit France
as a regicide, but did not remain long absent,
and after 1830 practised at the bar, where
he conducted himself unblameably. Bio.
Univers.

MAILLY (JOHN BAPTIST) a French histo-

rical writer, born at Dijon in 1744. He be-
came professor of history at the college of

Godran, and a member of the academy of

Dijon, where he died in 1794. Among his

principal works are "
L'Esprit de la Fronde,"

Paris, 1772, 5 vols, 12mo;
"
L'Esprit des

Croisades," 1780, 4 vols, 12mo
;
and " Fastes

Juifs, Romains, et Francois," 1782, 2 vols,
8vo. He also published some discourses, let-

ters, and poems ;
and he was the principal

conductor of the Affiches Litteraires de Bour-

gogne, in 1776 and 1777.

MA ISON (NICOLAS JOSEPH) born at Epi-
nay 1771, died 1840. He early entered into

the military service of France, and served in

most of the general actions which took place
under Napoleon, being created a baron on the

banks of the Berezina. On the abdication of

Napoleon he hastened to welcome Louis

XVIII, and received from him the cross of
St Louis and the cordon of the Legion of Ho-
nour, as well as the command of Paris. On
the landing of Napoleon from Elba he opposed
him by every means in his power, until he
was abandoned by both officers and soldiers,

when he escaped into Belgium. He returned

to France with the king, and resumed his duties

as governor of Paris. In 1817 he was made
a marquis. Charles X elevated him to be a
marshal of the empire, but when the revolu-

tion of 1830 took place he deserted his second

benefactor, placing himself openly among the

insurgents. He was loaded with favours by
the new government, became minister of

foreign affairs, and after that ambassador at

Vienna. From thence he went to St Peters-

burgh. He was named in his absence mini-

ster at war, which office he afterwards gave
up to general Sebastiani, when he retired into

private life, worn out with the effects of his

past toils and the numerous wounds he had
received. Bio. Univ.

MAIZEROI (PAUL GIDEON JOLY de) a
French officer and writer on military affairs.

He was born atMetz in 1719, and entered into

the army at the age of fifteen. He made a

campaign in Bohemia under the command of

the count de Saxe
;
and he afterwards served

in Flanders, and was at the battles of Rau-

cour and Laffeldt. At length he attained the

rank of lieutenant-colonel, which he held from
Y
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1756 to 17G3. Peace taking place, lie conse-

crated his leisure to the development of the

principles of tactics and military science,

uniting with his own experience the study
of ancient authors. His translation of the

Military Institutions of the emperor Leo pro-
cured him admission into the Academy of

Inscriptions and Belles Lettres in 1776; and
his military talents were rewarded with the

rank of brigadier-general. He died in 1780.

A list of his numerous works may be found in

the annexed authority. Ibid.

MAKAROFF, a Russian writer, born 1765,
died 1804, who for his military services re-

ceived the rank of major and a pension. He
established the "Mercury of Moscow," of

which the success exceeded his expectations,
and he published Russian translations of seve-

ral French novels and of the "Voyage of

Antenor into Greece." Bio. Univers.

MALASPINA DI SANNAZARO (Louis
marquis de) bo*rn at Pavia of an ancient fa-

mily, died there 1834. He was blessed with a

wonderful memory, good intellect, and a love

for the sciences. To increase his store of

knowledge he travelled into France, England,
and Germany. He devoted himself to ame-
liorations of the charities of his native city,

and when Lombardy was given back to Aus-
tria he represented it at the congress ofVienna.

He refused the honours repeatedly offered him

by the Austrian court, to which his talents

and position entitled him. He built an edifice

for the use of students of the fine arts in Pavia,
at his own expense, and was considered a

general benefactor to his country. He pub-
lished several works in Italian, all of local

interest only. Bio. Univ.

AIALASPINA (RICORDANO) bom at the

beginning of the thirteenth century. The
most ancient historian of Florence. He con-

tinued his history down to 1281, and his

nephew of the same name continued it to

1286.

MALCOLM, GCB. and KLS. (sir JOHN)
a military officer, diplomatist, and historical

and political writer of eminence, who was
born May 2, 1769, at Burnfoot, near Lang-
holm, in Dumfriesshire, N.B. In 1782 he

went out to the East Indies, as a cadet in the

Company's service
;
and he was present at the

siege of Seringapatam, in 1792, when his

ability attracted the attention of lord Corn-

wallis, who appointed him to the office of

Persian interpreter to a body of British troops
in the service of one of the native princes of

India. His health having been impaired by
fatigue and the heat of the climate, in 1794
he returned to his native country ;

but the fol-

lowing year he again went out to India, on

the staff of field marshal sir Alured Clarke ;

and he subsequently received public thanks

from that officer for his conduct at the taking
of the Cape of Good Hope. In 1 794 he ob-

tained a captain's commission, and from that

period till 1799 he was engaged in various

important services. He then received in-

structions to join the contingent force of the

Nizam, with the chief command of the in-

MALCOLM.
fan try, in which post he continued, acting iu

a civil as well as a military capacity, till the
surrender of Seringapatam, where he greatly
distinguished himself. The same year he
was intrusted by lord Wellesley with a diplo-
matic mission to the court of Persia, which
had not been visited by any English ambas-
sador since the reign of queen Elizabeth. On
his return to Calcutta he was made private

secretary to the governor-general, who in-

formed the secret committee that Mr Malcolm
had succeeded in accomplishing every object
of his mission, and iu establishing a con-
nexion with the actual government of the
Persian empire, which promised to the British
in India political and commercial advantages
of the most important description. In Janu-

ary 1802 he was promoted to a majority.
The Persian ambassador having been shot

by accident at Bombay, major Malcolm was
again despatched on a mission to Persia, to

form arrangements for the renewal of the

embassy ;
and he accomplished that object in

a satisfactory manner. In December 1804
he was raised to the rank of lieutenant-colo-

nel ; aud in June, the next year, he was

appointed chief agent of the governor-general,
which office he held till March 1806

; having
in the course of that period concluded several

important treaties with the native princes.
Lord Minto having arrived in India as go-
vernor-general, in April 1 808, colonel Mal-
colm was employed by his lordship as a

diplomatic agent to counteract the designs of

Bonaparte, who had sent general Gardanne
as his ambassador to the court of Persia

;
and

who appears to have meditated an invasion
of British India, with the co-operation or con-

nivance of the Persian and Turkish govern-
ments. The British ambassador proceeded
to Taheran, the Persian capital ;

but though
he had the advantage of being known on ac-

count of his former embassies, he was unable
to counteract the influence of the French am-
bassador, who however was afterwards sud-

denly dismissed, on the arrival of sir Harford

Jones, who was sent by the British govern-
ment to Taheran. Col. Malcolm having re-

turned to Calcutta in the month of August
1808, soon afterwards proceeded to his resi-

dence at Mysore. Early in 1810 he was

again selected to proceed with a diplomatic
commission to the court of Persia, where he
remained till the appointment of sir Gore

Ouseley, as ambassador. On this occasion

he obtained great favour with the shah of

Persia, who presented to him a valuable
sword and star ornamented with jewels, and
also made him a khan and sepahdar of the

empire. During this mission colonel Malcolm
drew up a report on the public affairs of

Persia, containing much valuable informa-

tion, which he transmitted to the government
in Bengal. In 1812 this active and meri-
torious olficer revisited England ;

when he
was received by the court of directors of the

East India Company with the warmest ac-

knowledgment of his services
;
and soon after-

wards he obtained the honour of knighthood.
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He returned to India in 1816, and ere long
became engaged in extensive affairs both civil

and military. He was attached, as the poli-
tical agent of the governor-general, to the

body of forces under the command of lieu-

tenant-general sir Thomas Hislop ;
and was

also appointed to head the third division of

the army, with which, after taking Talym
by surprise, he highly distinguished himself

at the famous battle of Mehidpoor, when the

army of Mulhar Rao Holkar was defeated

and put to flight. His conduct on this occa-

sion procured him a vote of thanks from the

House of Commons, on a motion made by
Mr Canning, who characterised him as " a

gallant officer, whose name would be remem-
bered in India as long as the British flag was
hoisted in that country." His conduct was
also noticed by the prince regent, who ex-

pressed his regret that the circumstance of

his not having attained the rank of major-
general prevented his being then created a

knight grand cross, which honour however
was conferred on him in 1821. After the

termination of the war with the Mahrattas
and Pindarees, he was employed by lord

Hastings in visiting and settling the distracted

affairs of the territories of Mulhar Rao, which
he effected in a satisfactory manner

;
and

gained for the British Indian government a

large accession of wealth and territory. In

April 1822 he made another visit to his native

country, with the rank of major-general ;
and

shortly after he was presented, by those who
had been employed under him in the war in

India, with a superb vase, valued at 1500/.

The court of directors of the East India Com-
pany likewise testified their sense of his

merits by a grant of lOOOZ. a year. He had
intended when he quitted India to spend the

remainder of his life in England ;
but at the

solicitation of the British government and the

East India directory, he proceeded again to

India in July, 1827, having been appointed
to the highly responsible and important post
of governor of Bombay, where he continued
till 1831. While he held that office he acted

in such a manner as to acquire the general
esteem of the people over whom he presided,
both the natives as well as his own country-
men. When he left Bombay he was requested

by the European gentlemen there to sit for

his statue, since executed by Chantrey, to be
erected at Bombay ; the Asiatic Society de-

sired to have his bust for their library ;
and

various other honours were paid him. Shortly
after his arrival in England in 1831, sir J.

Malcolm was returned to parliament for the

borough of Launceston
;
and he took an active

part in the proceedings of the House of Com-
mons on several occasions, especially on the

Scotch Reform Bill. He often spoke at con-
siderable length, displaying an intimate ac-

quaintance with the history and constitution

of his country ;
but he was not qualified by

his voice or manner to excel as an orator.

On the dissolution of parliament in 1832 he
became a candidate for the Dumfries district

of boroughs; and not succeeding on canvass-
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ing he retired, and offered himself for the

city^
of Carlisle, where the result of the first

day's poll decided the election against him.
He then retired to his seat near Windsor,
where he employed himself in writing a work
on the government of India, since published.
The last occasion on which he prominently
appeared in public was at a general court of
the proprietors of East India stock, when he
made an able speech introductory to resolu-

tions relative to the proposals of government
for the renewal of the Company's charter

;

and his resolutions were, after several ad-

journed discussions, carried by a large ma-

jority. His death took place April 30, 1833,
at his house in Princes-street, Hanover-square,
London. As a man of letters, sir J. Malcolm

principally distinguished himself by the pro-
duction of an elaborate "

History of Persia,
from the Earliest Period to the present Time,"
2 vols, 4to : containing information derived
from oriental sources. Among his other

works may be mentioned " A Sketch of the

Sikhs," a singular nation in the province of
the Penjab, in India ;

" Sketches of Persia,"
2 vols, 8vo

;
and " A Memoir of Central

India." For some time previous to his de-

cease he had been engaged in writing a life

of lord Clive, and editing his papers.
MALET (CLAUDE FRANCIS de) a French

general, born at Dole in 1754. He became a

general of brigade, and served under Mas-
sena in Italy in 1805. He was made governor
of PavSa, but being attached to republican

principles he opposed the plans of Napoleon,
and was consequently removed and disgraced.

Returning to Paris he engaged with generals
Guidal and Lahorie in a plot against the

imperial government, which being discovered,

they were all arrested and shot, October 29,

1812. An account of the conspiracy of Malet

may be found in Histoire des Societc's Secretes

de 1'Armee, 1815; and, Malet, ou Coup-
d'ceil sur 1'Origine, &c. des Conjurations
formees en 1808 et en 1812, Paris, 1814,
8vo. Biog. JVouv. das Contemp. Biog. Univ.

Class.

MALEZIEU (NICHOLAS de) preceptor to

the dukes of Maine and Burgundy, was born

at Paris in 1650. On the disgrace of the

former, Malezieu was imprisoned, and re-

mained two years in confinement. He was a

member of the French Academy, and of the

Academy of Sciences. He died in 1727. He
wrote " Elements of Geometry ;"

" Miscel-

laneous Pieces in Verse." Moreri.

MALIBRAN (MARIA FELICITA) born in

Paris in 1808, of Spanish parentage, died in

London 1836, a celebrated singer at the

Opera. She was first married to M. Malibran

in America, who soon after failed, and she

came to Europe without any means of sup-

port. In 1828 she appeared at the Italian

Opera in Paris, and afterwards proceeded tri-

umphantly through France, Italy, England,
and a part of Germany. Her marriage with

M. Malibran being dissolved, she married M.

Beriot, a Belgian violin player. She died in

England, worn out by her efforts in her pro-
Y 2
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fession, at the premature age of twenty-eight.

Gent. May.
MALTE-BRUN (CONRAD) a distinguished

French writer, born in 1775 at Thye, in the

island of Jutland. He was originally in-

tended for the church, but his inclination led

him to devote himself to literary pursuits.
He studied at the university of Copenhagen,
and having given offence by his political

writings he was banished to Sweden in 1796.

At Stockholm he published a volume of

poems, which was crowned by the Swedish

Academy. He subsequently took up his resi-

dence at Paris, where he acquired great repu-

tation, especially as a geographer. In 1806

he became a cooperator in the Journal des

Debats, to which he continued attached till

his death, which occurred at Paris, December

16, 1826. He published, in conjunction with

Mentelle,
"
Geographic Mathematique, Phy-

sique, et Politique," Paris, 1804 7, 16 vols,

8vo; "Tableau de la Pologne Ancienne et

Moderne," 8vo
;

" Precis de la Geographic
Universelle," 1820 7, 7 vols, 8vo, which has

been translated into English, besides various

other works ;
and he was a contributor to the

Biographie Universelle. Rev. Encycl. Bioy.
Univ. Class.

MALTHUS (THOMAS ROBERT) born 1766,
died at Bath 1834. He studied at Cambridge,
at Jesus College, and took his degree of

master of arts. The first of his works, and
that to which alone he is indebted for his

reputation, was his "
Essay on the Principle

of Population," in which he endeavoured to

show that far from encouraging, governments
should endeavour as much as possible to

restrain the population within the means of

subsistence. This convenient doctrine found
numerous partisans, although it has been

again and again answered, but those works
which are most reasonable are in general least

read. The other works of Malthus consist of
" A Letter to Mr Whitbread on his Bill for

Amending the Poor Laws,"
" A Letter to

Lord Grenville upon Indian Affairs,"
" Ob-

servations on the Corn-Laws,"
" Researches

on the Nature and Progress of Revenue," and
"
Principles of Political Economy."
MANARA (PROSPER, marquis) an Italian

poet, was born in 1714, in the duchy of

Parma. He was tutor to the young prince

Ferdinand, and chamberlain to the duke, in

which situations he so distinguished himself

as to receive many honours. He died in 1800.

The following year his works were published

by Bodoni, with his life, in 4 vols, 12mo.

Biog.
MANNERS (JOHN) marquis of Granby,

the son of John, duke of Rutland, was born

in 1721. During the rebellion he raised a

regiment of foot. In 1758, being lieutenant-

general, he was sent into Germany, and served

under Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick with

distinction. He died at Scarborough in 1770.

His eldest son, CHARLES, duke of Rutland,

was lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and died in

1787. Lord ROBERT MANNERS, another son,

was captain of the Resolution man-of-war,

MANUEL.
and was killed in an engagement with the
French in 1782. Collins s Peerage.
MANTELL (sir THOMAS) knight, FAL.

and HSS. He was the only son of a surgeon
at Chilham in Kent ; and adopting the same
profession, he settled at Dover, and was
actively engaged for some years in medical

practice, which he relinquished on being ap-
pointed agent for prisoners of war and trans-

ports. This office led to his being placed at

the head of the packet department at Dover,
on peace taking place in 1814, a post which,
from the state of our foreign relations, re-

quired the most unremitting care and atten-

tion. He published a brief treatise in 1787,
entitled " Short Directions for the Manage-
ment of Infants," 12mo ; and to the Memoirs
of Medicine he furnished an account of a

surgical operation. In 1810 he was chosen a
fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. He pub-
lished a small quarto tract, in 1811, containing" An Account of the Cinque Ports' Meetings
called Brotherhoods and Guestlings ;" and in
a second edition of the tract printed in 1828,
he has preserved an accurate account of the

proceedings at one of the last of those meet-

ings. He published another small quarto
tract in 1820, on " Coronation Ceremonies
and Customs, relative to the Barons of the

Cinque Ports as Supporters of the Canopy ;"
and in the same year, he being then mayor of

Dover, he obtained the distinction of knight-
hood. He formed an extensive collection of
valuable materials, including documents re-

lating to the Cinque Ports, which he designed
as the basis of a History of Dover

;
but the

pressure of his official duties and numerous
avocations prevented him from executing his

design of such a publication. In the course
of his antiquarian pursuits he examined some
of the tumuli in various parts of Kent

; and
formed an interesting collection of ancient
relics. His death took place at his residence
at Dover, December 21, 1831, at the age of

eighty. Gent. Mag. Ann. Biog.
MANUEL (don JUAN) a Spanish poet of

the fourteenth century, illustrious for his high
descent. He was the son of don Ferdinand,
uncle of the king of Castile and Leon, duke
of Pennafiel, and marquis of Villena. He was
alike distinguished for learning and genius,
and for his prowess in the wars with the Moors.
His principal production is a poem entitled
" El Conde Lucanor," first published at Se-

ville, 1575, 4to, by Gonzalo Argote de Molina.
There are other works written by D. Juan

Manuel, both in prose and verse, of which a
list may be found in the Bibliotheca Hispa-
nica of Nicholas Antonio. He died at Cor-

dova, in 1.362. Mauri/, Espagne Poe"tique.
MANUEL (JACQUES ANTOINE) an eminent

French statesman, who was born at Barcelo-
nette in the department of the Lower Alps.
He was educated at Nismes, and returning to

his native place at the period when revo-
lutionized France was menaced with foreign
invasion, he entered into the army, and being
sent into Italy, he was among the number of
the young soldiers who passed three years
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amidst the snows ofthe Col de Tende, exposed
to hunger and other hardships. With them
he descended into the plains of Italy under the
command of Bonaparte ;

and he was present
at the battles of Montenotte, Lonato, Kivoli,

and Tagliamento. He quitted the service after

the peace of CampoFormio; and adopting the

law as a profession, became a member of the

bar at Aix, where he continued to practise
with great reputation during fifteen years.
The return of Bonaparte from Elba in 1815

having occasioned a temporary cessation of

business in the provincial courts of justice,

he took the opportunity for a visit to Paris,
which he had never before seen. On his ar-

rival there he received the news of his election

as a deputy to the Chamber of Representatives
for the department of the Lower Alps. After

the second restoration of the Bourbons he sold

his property in the country, and settled at

Paris, with the design of continuing the prac-
tice of his profession ;

but he was refused ad-

mission to the metropolitan bar on account of

hi s pol itics. In 1 8 1 8 he was chosen a member
of the legislature both for the department of

Finisterre and that of La Vendee, when he
took his seat for the latter. His liberal and

independent conduct as a senator rendered
him an object of the hatred of a powerful

party. At the opening of the session of 1820,
he opposed the exclusion of the deputy from
the Isere, M. Gregoire; on the 1st of May
following, he presented the project of an ad-

dress to the king, urging the adoption of mea-
sures to avert the dangers which threatened

the throne
;
and in the ensuing session he con-

tinued his efforts to unmask the enemies of

the national liberty. On the 27th of February
1823, he spoke on the question of war with

Spain, and replied to the observations of the

Minister for Foreign Affairs. A tumult arose

in the chamber, he was charged by some of

the members with preaching regicide, and a

motion was made for his expulsion. This was

carried, and on his reappearing in the cham-
ber on the 4th of March, when he refused to

submit to the order of the president, the na-

tional guards and gendarmerie were called in,

and he was forcibly excluded. The remainder
of his life was passed in retirement; and his

death took place at Maisons-sur-Seiue, near

Paris, August 20, 1827. Biog. Nouv. des

Contemp. Eev. Encycl.
MARA (ELIZABETH) a celebrated public

singer, whose family name was Schmelling.
She was born about 1750, at Cassel, in Ger-

many ;
and it is said that her early years

were devoted to the study of the violin, on

which she played hi England while yet in

childhood ;
but she quitted that instrument,

as not adapted for a female musician, and ap-

plied herself to the cultivation of her talents

for singing. Her studies were attended with

the utmost success, and she attained an almost

unrivalled degree of excellence as a vocal per-
former. On her arrival at Berlin, at the age
of twenty-four, Miss Schmelling sang before

Frederick the Great, who was not a little vain

of his own skill and knowledge of music
;
and
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though he had previously declared that he
should as soon expect pleasure from the
neighing of his horse as from a German
singer, yet one song convinced his majesty of
his error, and of the extraordinary ability of
the young vocalist. He put the latter to the
severest test, by selecting the most difficult
airs in his collection, which she executed at

sight, with the utmost facility. From 1767
to 1783 she travelled in Germany and Switzer-
land

;
and she visited Naples at a period sub-

sequent to her appearance in England. She
afterwards returned to this country in the

height of her fame, and continued here for
some years, holding the highest rank in her

profession. She possessed great power and a
most extensive compass of voice, all her notes

being alike clear, even, and strong. Her tone
is said not to have been so sweet or so clear as
Mrs Billington's, nor so rich and powerful as

Catalani's, but in expression she was inferior

to neither
;
and her dominion over the feel-

ings of her audience was her claim to fame.
Madame Mara left England in 1802, her last

performance previous to her departure having
taken place June .3 that year, when she sang
a duet with Mrs Billington, and came off from
the trial of skill with undiminished reputation.
She subsequently resided in Russia

;
and when

that country was invaded by Bonaparte in

1812, she became a sufferer, in consequence of
the destruction of her property, at the confla-

gration of Moscow. About the beginning of
1820 she revisited the British metropolis, and

gave a concert at the Opera House
;
but age

had weakened her physical powers, if it had
not impaired her musical skill and science,
and this once matchless singer exhibited only
the relics of her former greatness. Her death
took place at Revel, January 20, 1833, in the

eighty-third year of her age. Her husband,
JOHN MARA, was a native of Berlin, and a

performer of some note on the violoncello
;

but the indulgence of habits of intemperance
proved his ruin, and he died in great misery
at Scheidam, near Rotterdam, in Holland, in

the summer of 1808. Burney. Biog. Diet.

of Mas.
MARBEUF (PETER de) born 1596, near

Pont de 1'Arche, of a noble family. He gave
himself up to poetry as well as jurisprudence,
and in 1618 published the " Psalterion en

1'honneur de Marie." The date of his death
is uncertain, but his latest piece in verse is

dated in 1633.

MARCEAU (FRANCOIS SEVERIN DESGRA-

VIERS) born at Chartres 1769, died 1796, a

French general, who entered as a common
soldier in the army, but rose rapidly to be a

sub-officer. In 1789, being in Paris, he em-
braced the side of the revolution. In 1792 he
commanded a battalion of volunteers, and
made his first campaign under Lafayette. He
was employed in La Vende'e. On the opening
of the campaign of 1794 he was sent com-
mander of a division to the army of the Ar-

dennes. He commanded for two years in the

Hundsruck. In 1796 he was attacked, in the

forest of Hochsteinbach, by the advanced
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guard of the archduke Charles, and during
the action was mortally wounded by the car-

bine of a Tyrolean soldier. He received every
attention from the archduke's surgeons, but

died three days afterwards, aged twenty-
seven. Biog. Univ.

MARCELLO (BENEDETTO) born at Venice

1686, died 1739, a celebrated musical com-

poser. His first essay was a mass, in which
beauties of the highest class were discover-

able. This was followed by other pieces still

more remarkable. His life was written in

Latin by Fontana, in his Vita? Italorum.

His tomb, such was the admiration of his

works, bears in the inscription the terms of

the "
poet philologist" and "

prince of poets."
More.ri.

MARCET, MD. (ALEXANDER) an eminent

physician, chemist, and natural philosopher,
who was born at Geneva in 1770. He went
to Scotland in 1793, and studied at Edinburgh,
where he took his degrees. He then settled

in London, and obtained great reputation as

a medical practitioner and public lecturer, as

well as by his various important scientific

discoveries. He was naturalized in England
in 1802, but in 1814 he returned to his native

country. The reception which he experienced
from his fellow-citizens, who nominated him
a member of the supreme council of Geneva,
determined him to fix his future residence in

that city ;
but having made a visit to London,

where he had remained a year, he was about

to take his departure, when he died October 19,

1822. He published many valuable papers in

the Philosophical Transactions, and in various

scientific journals, besides " An Essay on the

Chemical History of Calculi," 8vo. Biblio-

thcque Universelle de Geneve, t. xxi. Biog.
Univ. Class.

MARCHENA (JOSEPH) born 1770, died

1821, a Spanish writer, a native of Utrera in

Andalusia. He was obliged to quit his couutry
in consequence of his heterodox opinions, and
took refuge in France. He was imprisoned

during the proscription of the Girondists,
with whom he had been connected. He owed
his deliverance to the events of the 9th Ther-

midor, when he was employed in the office of

the committee of public safety, at the same
time editing the paper called " L'Ami des
Lois." He was afterwards sent away, but

permitted to return to France in 180], when
he became secretary to general Moreau. He
then went with king Joseph Bonaparte into

Spain, where he died. His principal works
are translations into the Spanish from the

French :
" Emilio ;"

" Cartas Persianas ;"
" Novelas de Voltaire," &c. Ibid.

MARCHESI or MARCHESINI (Loms)
born at Milan 1741, died 1826, one of the

most celebrated of the castrati of modern
times, the son of a Milanese trumpeter. He
played females on the stage in the dominions
of the Pope, women not being allowed on the

boards. He afterwards appeared in the dif-

ferent operas in the principal towns of Italy,
and visited the chief capitals of Europe, re-

maining in London for tvro years, where he

MABEOK.
was greatly admired. He retired into Italy
1790. Ibid.

MARIANI (BARTHOLOMEW) died at Milan
about 1560, at an advanced age, an antiquary
who left behind him a work which went

through numerous impressions, called " Urbis
Romae Topographise," inserted in several noted

collections, particularly in the Thesaurus Aii-

tiquat. of Grsevius. Biog. Diet.

MARIN (JOSEPH CHARLES) born 1 773, died

1834, a French sculptor, who executed several

works of very considerable merit
; but, despite

his talents and labours, he was reduced to need
in his old age, and died in a state verging
upon misery. He had been for many years
professor to the school of the fine arts at

Lyons. Biog, Univ.

MARMONTEL (Louis JOSEPH) born in
Paris 1789, died at New York 1830, the son
of John Francis Marmontel, the well-known
novelist. Ruined by the revolution, he

dragged out to the last a miserable existence.
In 1819 a poem of his father, set to music, of
which he had forbidden the publication, was
seized-, and two years after, doubly trans-

gressing his father's will, he published the

poem so forbidden, and another called the
" Neuvaine of Cythera," yet more licentious

than the Pucelle of Voltaire. Finding him-
self at last without resources, he embarked in

one of those expeditions that went to Guaza-
calco. Expelled by ill fortune from Mexico,
he visited the principal towns of the United

States, when misery and want threw him into

a hospital, where he expired. In his port-
folio some clever pieces in verse were found
after his decease. Ibid.

MARQUEZ (ESTEBAN) born in Estrema-
dura in the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, died in Seville in 1720, a Spanish artist,

the nephew of Marquez Joya, who was a good
portrait-painter, and from whom he learned

the principles of his art. By dint of bard

study he obtained a correct pencil, was a good
colourist, and had something of the manner
of Murillo, as is witnessed in his picture of

the " Ascension
"

in the church of the Trinity
at Seville. Bib. Univ. Bryan's Diet.

MARRE (JAN) born 169(i, died 1763, a
Dutch poet of Amsterdam. He went in early
life to the West Indies, and subsequently

gave himself up to study and to poetry. He
wrote a poem called "

Batavia," and two tra-

gedies, one called "
Jacqueline of Bavaria,"

the other "Marcus Crassus." His poems
were collected at Amsterdam under the title

of "Miscellanies," in 1746. Bio. Univers.

MARRON (PAUL HENRI) born at Leyden
1754, of a French refugee family, died 1832.

He became pastor of the reformed church of

Dort, and in 1782 visited Paris as chaplain
to the Dutch ambassador, from which time
he became the minister of the reformed
church in the French capital. In 1787 he
went to be pastor of the new church at Paris,

through his intimacy with Mirabeau, who
attributed to him a great part of the work
t-ir.itled,

" To the Batavians on .the Stadt-

hxxderate." In fear during the revolution
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he sent in 1793 to the convention four cups,
which he remarked were all the plate he

possessed. This did not secure him from

persecution ;
he was twice imprisoned. He

published, just after the fall of Robespierre,
a striking account of his captivity. As he

had no salary for his duties, he lived by
editing some literary works, and laboured

occasionally at the office of the minister for

foreign affairs. In 1802, on the restoration

of worship, he was named president of the

consistory, and from that time devoted him-

self assiduously to his duties. Idem.

MARSAND (Abbe' ANTONIO) born at

Venice 1765, died at Milan 1842. He
early embraced the ecclesiastical order, and

preached with success at Venice, Padua,
Milan, and Rome. He was made professor
of statistics in the university of Padua, where
he lectured without interruption until his

retirement in 1825. He left an illustration

of some of the verses of Petrarch, and one

or two treatises on subjects of art and che-

mistry. Idem.

MARSDEN (WILLIAM) born 1754, died

1837. He was a native of Ireland, and passed

many years in India, particularly at Ben-

coolen, in the island of Sumatra. lie studied

there the manners and customs of the in-

habitants. He afterwards published a " His-

tory of Sumatra,"
" A Dictionary of the

Malay Language," and a " Grammar of the

Malay Tongue," besides articles in other

works upon eastern topics. Gents. Mag.
MARTAINVILLE (ALPHONSO) born in

Spain 1777, of French parents, died 1830.

At seventeen years of age he was brought
before the revolutionary tribunal, and owed
his safety less to his youth than to the

influence of Antonelli, one of the jury who
knew his family. The president said to him,
" What is your name ?" "

Alphonso Martain-

ville." "Oh! de Martainville, no doubt?"
"
Citoyen president," he replied,

"
you sit here

to shorten, not to lengthen me !" After tra-

velling in Italy and the Levant he returnee

to Paris. At the time of the marriage of

Napoleon, and in several other instances, he

composed verses that compromised his free-

dom. In 1814 he wore the white cockade

and made an energetic address in favour o

the Bourbons. He by turns was concernec

in editing the "
Gazette," the " Journal de

Paris," the "
Quotidienne," and the " Dra

peau Blanc," in which he published piquan
articles. He wrote a number of pieces foi

the second class theatres, which obtained grea
success. Bioy. Univers.

MARTIAL D'AUVERGNE, a poet of th

fifteenth century, born about 1440, died 1508

He left
" Les Arrets d"Amour," and a numbe

of different pieces on all kinds of subjects.

MARTIGNAC ( ) a distinguish^
French advocate and minister of state. H
was long known as a man of capacity, am
was one of the best speakers in the Chambe
of Deputies, but till the termination of M. d
Villele's ministry he acted only a subordinat

part in office. At the time when a Frenc
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rmy was sent to overthrow the constitution
f Spain, M. de Martignac was employed by
Villele as the counsellor and guiding genius
f the Duke d'Angouleme ; and all the mode-

atipn
and sagacity shown by that prince

.uring his Spanish campaign may fairly be
scribed to the advice of his mentor. He
ook no part in the overthrow of his former
latron M. de Villele, but after that event he
ntered into the ministry, and had Charles X
>een wise enough to adopt his counsels, he

night liave been the means of saving the

monarchy. But that prince practised the
>asest treachery towards his faithful servant,

first tried to destroy his popularity, by
ompelling him to withdraw abruptly bills

which he had allowed him deliberately to in-

roduce, he permitted him to promise similar

measures for the ensuing year, and no sooner
lad he brought the session to a conclusion
,haii he dismissed him from his office, to

make room for his rival in the royal favour.

The result of the French monarch's unprin-
cipled policy proved his own punishment,
and he became an exile from the country he
lad misgoverned. M. de Martignac did not

jive up his loyalty to his ungrateful sove-

eign, nor deny his services to preserve the
ife of his rival. On the ti'ial of the ex-

minister Polignac before the Chamber of

Peers, he was eloquently defended by the

statesman whom he had supplanted, -who ap-

pears to have injured his own health by his

ixertions on that occasion. He died in 1832.

An account of M. de Martignac's Spanish
mission was announced for publication, and a

fragment was given as a specimen, but it

was probably never finished
;
and his speech

for Polignac must perhaps remain the only
considerable monument of his fame. -Times.

MARTIN (HENRY) born at Truro, an ori-

ental scholar belonging to the Anglican church.

He went to India as a chaplain to the East

India Company. At the wish of some of

the Bible societies he was requested to finish

or to retranslate the New Testament, begun by
Nathanael Sabat and continued by an Italian

ecclesiastic, into the Persian language. He
had already translated the New Testament
into some one of the Eastern dialects, and
was then employed in translating it into

Arabic. In 1811 he went to Shiraz to under-

take this work, and remained there a year,
under the protection of the English ambas-
sador at the Persian court. He completed
his undertaking by the aid of Mir Seid AH,
a native. He then set out to return to Eng-
land by way of Constantinople, and died in

1812 at Tocat in Asia Minor. He sent a copy
of his translation in MS to sir Gore Ouseley,
the ambassador extraordinary of England at

the court of Persia, for presentation to the king
of that country, and the Shah received it

graciously. Gent. Mag.
MARTIN (THOMAS IGNATIUS) originally

a labourer and a visionary, born near Chartres

in France. He became, in the reign of Louis

XVIII, the hero of a mysterious adventure,

the cause of which is not known. On the
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15th of January 1816, he was working in his

field, when a youth of great comeliness ap-

peared to him, and bade him go and tell the

king that he was in danger. The unknown

personage then disappeared. He told his

brother, and they both went and related the

tale to the cure' of the village. The cure'

could make nothing of the matter, and sent

him to the bishop of Versailles, who, after

questioning Martin, ordered him to ask the

unknown what he wanted. The same person
came again to Martin, and on being asked

who he was, said his name must be concealed,
he was sent from some one greater than he

was. Martin was examined by the minister

of police and by eminent physicians, who de-

clared that he laboured under mental hallu-

cination. He was lodged in the house for

lunatics at Charenton, where he showed no

signs of being out of his mind. At length
Louis XVIII desired to see him. The king
appears to have been touched by the account

Martin gave of what he saw, perhaps being
himself a little given to believe in super-
natural appearances, for he is said to have
stated that Martin communicated to him

things only known by himself. The man
afterwards proved a visionary, for after 1830
he announced the existence of Louis XVII,
and said he was one of three persons who
would mount the throne of France. He died

suddenly soon afterwards. His revelations

were collected and published, and every year
afterwards a new edition was demanded.

Biog. Univ.

MARTIN (THOMAS) an antiquary, was
born at Thetford in Suffolk, in 1697. His
brother was an attorney, and he served him
as clerk. He settled at Palgrave in 1723,
whence he acquired the familiar appellation
of " Honest Tom Martin of Palgrave." He
wrote a "

History of the Town of Thetford,"

published eight years after his death, which
took place in 1771. Nichols's Lit. Anec.
MARTINE (GEORGE) a physician, was

born in Scotland in 1702. He studied at Ley-
den, where he took his doctor's degree. On
his return he practised at St Andrew's. In

1740 he accompanied lord Cathcart to Ame-
rica, and died there in 1 743. His works are
"
Essays, Medical and Philosophical," 8vo ;

" Tractatus de Similibus Animalibus, et Ani-
malium Colore ;" and "

Georgii Martinii in

Barth. Eustachii Tabulas anatomicas Com-
mentaria," 8vo, the latter edited by Dr Monro.

Gen. Biog. Diet.

MARTINET (JOHN FLORENT) born in

Holland 1 735 : he became pastor of the Mem-
nouites at Zutphen, where he died in 1 796.

He published
" A Catechism of Nature," 4

vols
;

"
History of the World," 8 vols

;
and a

" Mariner's Manual," &c. Ibid.

MARTINEZ (HENRICO) a Mexican engi-
neer, who received his education in Spain,
where he acquired an intimate knowledge of

mathematics, geography, and hydraulics. He
received from the king the title of royal cos-

mographer, and returning to Mexico he was

employed in 1607 to construct the canal of

MASERES DE LATUDE.
Huehuetoca, in order to prevent the inunda
tions of the lake of Mexico. He experi-
enced great interruptions in the prosecution of
his design, and died before it was completed.
Martinez was the author of a treatise on trigo-

nometry, printed at Mexico. Biog. Univ.
MARTOS (IvAN PETROWICH) born 1755,

at Itchrica, in Little Russia, died 1835, a Rus-
sian sculptor. The empress Feodorowna took
him under her protection, and sent him to

Rome as a government pensioner. He passed
three years there. On his return the govern-
ment employed him in the execution of
several monuments, which obtained for him
immediate celebrity. His works were sent to

the principal cities of the empire. He became
a counsellor of state and director of the aca-

demy of fine arts of St Petersburgh. Biog.
Univ.

MASACCIO, called as well MASO or

THOMAS GCIDI DI SAN GIOVANNI, from his

birthplace, in the Val d'Arno, a celebrated
Tuscan painter, born 1401, died 1443, said to

have been poisoned by rivals, who were jea-
lous of his superiority and of the favour which
he enjoyed with pope Boniface VIII, Cosmo
de Medicis, and other illustrious personages.
His works form an epoch in the history of

art, he being the first artist who was able to

give life and motion to his figures. Time
and bad restorations have destroyed a great

part of the beauty of his frescos, but enough
of his works remain to attest his abilities and
their consequence to art. Bryan's Diet.

MASCH (ANDREW THEOPHILUS) born at

Beseritz, in Mecklenburg, 1724, died 1807, a

German theologian preacher to the ducal

court of Strelitz, and ecclesiastical superin-
tendent of the district of Stargardt. He left

behind him a number of theological works in

Latin and German, among which was a " Me-
moir to serve for a History of Curious Books."

Bio. Univers.

MASERES DE LATUDE (HENRI) born

1723, in Languedoc, died at Paris 1805, an
individual remarkable for his long captivity
in Vincennes and the Bastile, at the instance

of one of the profligate mistresses of the

French kings. Early in life he entered the

corps of engineers, for which he continued his

studies in the mathematics, and for that pur-

pose came to Paris. Vain enough to imagine
that if he could interest some person of conse-

quence in his behalf he should rise more

rapidly in the service, he sent Madame Pom-

padour, by post, a paper with some powder in

it, and to make himself noticed by her went
to Versailles and pretended that he knew of a

plot against her. He was taken to the Bas-

tile, where he avowed his fault and confessed

the motive. Neither that nor his repentance,
nor the interference of the magistrate who
examined him, could move Madame Pompa-
dour. Transferred to Vincennes he made his

escape, went to a lodging, and from thence

drew up a memoir to the king, in which he

acknowledged his fault, and craved pardon if

his detention of fifteen months was not a suffi-

cient expiation of his fault. He was again
328
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seized and committed to the Bastile. Here
he lay eighteen months, when he was trans-

ferred to a chamber inhabited by another

victim to the anger of the woman Pompadour.
They both set to work to plan their escape
and succeeded, but one was arrested at Brus-

sels and the other at Amsterdam. Maseres
was now placed in irons in the Bastile, and
his companion detained in a madhouse. From
1756 to 1764 he remained in the Bastile. He
was then transferred to Vincennes. He ma-

naged an escape from thence, but was again
arrested and transferred to a dungeon in his

old prison. Malesherbes became minister in

1775, visited the prisons, and heard the tale

of Latude's misfortunes. He was told the

unfortunate man was mad at times, and he
was in consequence transferred to the prison
for lunatics at Charenton, where he remained
two years. In 1777 he was liberated on the

condition of not leaving the place of his nati-

vity without especial leave. After some at-

tempts to get this order changed, he took the

road to Paris, was arrested and shut in the

Bicetre with thieves and other felons. There
he remained several years, until the virtuous

Gourgais visited the Bicetre. He ordered
Maseres to let him have a memoir detailing
his misfortunes. It was lost by the inattention

of the commissary, and fell into the hands of

a Madame Legros. She read it, was touched
with pity, interested some persons of distinc-

tion in his fate, and he was set at liberty in

1784. He was then ordered to go to Mar-

tagnac, where he would receive a pension of

400 francs. In 1791 he naturally embraced
the principles of the revolution. The consti-

tuent assembly took up his case, but passed to

the order of the day. In 1793 he commenced
an action against the executors of Pompadour,
and recovered 60,000 francs damages, but
never obtained more than a sixth part. His
Memoirs have been published in 3 vols.

Bio. Univers.

MASOLINO DA PANICALE born 1378,
at Valdelsa, died 1415. He was one of the

best artists of his day, and his labours in the

chapel of St Peter des Chartreux at this time
attest his talents. Bib. Univers.

MATAFLORIDA (don BERNARDO Mozo
ROSALES DE) born at Seville 1761, died 1832,
a Spanish statesman and general officer, who
was originally an advocate at Seville. He
representing his countrymen in the Cortes in

1814, placed himself at the head of seventy-
nine deputies, which were nicknamed the

"Perses" or " Serviles." He presented to

Ferdinand VII, on his arrival at Valeutia,
the famous declaration which decided the

king to dissolve the Cortes and withdraw the

constitution. Created marquis of Mataflorida

in 1819, he became minister of justice. In

1822 he went to Urgel and took the title of

general of the king's armies, though not a

soldier, and formed the Junta known as the

Regency of Urgel, composed of the marquis
himself, the baron d'Eroles, and Jaime Creax,

archbishop of Tarragona. Being ill received

by Ferdinand on his return to Madrid in 1823,
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Mataflorida retired into France and died at

Agen. Bib. Univers.

MATCHAM (GEORGE) born 1754, died
1833, an English writer and traveller, who
went in early life to India, from whence he
soon returned by land, travelling from Bagdad
to Pera, through Kourdistan and Armenia.
He wrote " Travels from Aleppo to Bagdad
in 1781,"

" Anecdotes of a Croat," and
" The Family Tatler." Biog. Diet.
MATEI (LORETTO) born at Reti 1622,

died 1705, an Italian poet, of a noble family.
On the loss of his wife he embraced the eccle-

siastical profession, and would have been
elevated to a bishopric, but pope Innocent XI
opposed it, because he had been married. He
wrote " Salmista Toscano,"

" La Cantica dis-

tribueta in Egloghe," and one or two other

religious works. Bib. Univers.

MATHER. There were several divines of
this name. RICHARD MATHER, born 1596,
died 1669, went to America and became
minister of Dorchester, in Massachusetts.
He left

" A Discourse on the Presbyterian
Church," and one or two other theological
works. SAMUEL MATHER was the son of

Richard, born 1C26, died 1671. He followed
his father to America, and acquired a great

reputation as a preacher. He left
" A Defence

of the Protestant Religion against Popery,"
published in 1671. NATHANIEL MATHER
was brother to Samuel, born 1630, and edu-

cated at Harvard college with him. He
went to England and was presented to the

living of Barnstaple by Cromwell. On the

return of the Stuarts he was obliged to fly
into Holland, and was for some time minister

at Rotterdam. He was afterwards recalled to

Dublin, and became finally minister of a con-

gregational church in London, where he died

1 697. He left twenty-three sermons, preached
at Pinner's Hall, and a theological tract.

ELEAZER MATHER, another son of Richard,
was born in 1637, and died at Northampton,
in the United States, in 1671. He left

" A
Serious Exhortation to the People of New
England and to the Next Generation." Biog.
Diet.

MATHEWS (CHARLES) born 1776, died

1835, an English comedian of very rare and

distinguished talents. He was remarkable for

his power of creating character, and in this

sense was both actor and author. He mingled
in his representations the manners of different

countries, particularly those of America and

England, and had the merit of being tho-

roughly original. He left behind him memoirs

partly completed. Gent's. Mag.
MATHIAS (THOMAS JAMES) born at Cam-

bridge 1776, died 1837. He was principally
known for sustaining with great pertinacity
the authenticity of the poems of Rowley. He

published
" Runic Odes," &c. Gent's. Mag.

MATILDA (CAROLINE) queen of Den-

mark, born 1751, died 1775 at Zell. She was

the daughter of Frederick prince of Wales,
and was born four months after her father's

decease. At fifteen she was married to her

cousin the king of Denmark, Christian VII.
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Her beauty and amiable manners gained the

hearts of the court. The queen-dowager alone

looked upon her with coolness. She had hoped
that the king would never marry, and that

thus the crown would come to her son prince
Frederick by her second marriage. This
hatred to Matilda increased when she was

brought to bed of a son, afterwards Frede-

rick IV. The queen had scarcely lain in

wheii the king left her to travel over different

parts of Europe. She lived for six months
retired at Frederickborg, in an irreproachable
manner. In the mean while all kinds of in-

trigues were set at work to effect the ruin of

this innocent queen. The king was an im-

becile; and the queen-mother, charging Ma-
tilda with too great an intimacy with the
minister count Struensee, did not cease until

under this pretext her myrmidons got an order
to arrest the queen, and she was conducted a

prisoner to the castle of Kronenburg. The
minister in his examinations made use of
some expressions which were turned upon the

queen by her enemies. With a pretended
show of impartiality, she was most cruelly
treated, and not allowed a sufficient time to

make a common defence. She was declared

culpable of adultery upon no just evidence.
A divorce was declared. She was to retain

her titles. Struensee and Brandt were put to

death. Matilda, through the interference of
her brother George III, was allowed to reside

in Hanover, and died at Zell in 1775, at the

early age of twenty-four, the victim of an
atrocious cabal and a weak-minded husband.
MATTEIS (PAUL DE) born at Naples 1662,

died 1728, a painter who was a disciple of

Morandi, and afterwards went to France,
where he earned a good reputation by his

works. He afterwards proceeded to Rome,
where, by order of Pope Benoit XIII, he was

employed to decorate the churches of Minerva
and Ara Coeli. He worked both in fresco and
oil, with a spirit seldom excelled. Bryan's
Diet.

MATTHESON (JOHN) an eminent musical

composer and performer, who was born at

Hamburgh in 1681. He began studying when
young, and improved so fast, that at the age
of nine he was able to sing to the organ com-
positions of his own, and at the age of eighteen
he composed an opera, and performed in it

the principal part. In 1703 he was offered
the situation of organist in the church of Lu-
beck, which he declined, as he did afterwards
a similar situation at Haarlem

;
but returning

to Hamburgh, he became secretary to the

English resident in that city, which office he
held for several years, during which he was
intrusted with the conduct of various import-
ant negociations. During this period he did
not relinquish the study of music ; and when
George I succeeded to the crown of England,
he composed a serenata on the occasion. In
1715 he obtained the reversion of the office of

chapel-master in the cathedral of Hamburgh,
with certain appointments annexed to it. He
still continued to hold his fiscal situation, and
amidst the multiplicity of business in which

MATTIOLI.
it involved him, he continued to prosecute his

musical studies. He composed music for the
church and for the theatre, and was always
present at the performance of it ; he practised
on the harpsichord with unremitting attention,
and on that instrument

'

he was reckoned one
of the best performers of his time. He wrote
and translated a great number of books on
various subjects, displaying, however, more

learning than judgment. He composed an-

thems and operas, and he produced treatises

on music and on the longitude. Mattheson
was intimate with Handel, though before the

latter settled in England they were in some

degree rivals for public favour, and on one

occasion, in consequence of a dispute on a
trivial subject, they fought a duel in the

market-place of Hamburgh, which was only
prevented by accident from being attended
with fatal consequences. This distinguished
musician died at Hamburgh in 1 764. Bioy.
Diet, of Mu*.

MATTHEW PARIS, an English chroni-

cler, who died in 1259. He belonged to the

abbey of St Alban's, of the order of Cluny,
and was sent by the pope to reform some of

the monasteries in Norway. He was a poet,

orator, and divine, acquainted with painting
and architecture, and considered an able me-
chanic. The work by which he is most dis-

tinguished is his " Historia Major Anglian," &c,
from 1066 to 1259, the MS. of which is pre-
served in the British Museum. He also pub-
lished an abridgment called " Historia Minor,"
and the lives of several of the abbes of the

monastery of St Alban's are attributed to him.

Biog. Diet.

MATTHEWS (THOMAS) born 1681, died

1751, an English admiral who served under

Byng, and in 1749 was employed as a vice-

admiral in the Mediterranean. In 1744 he

engaged the combined squadrons of France
and Spain before Toulon in a battle, the result

of which was indecisive. He was a member
of the house of commons in the latter years
of his life. Biog. Diet. Hist. Nov.
MATTHISON (FREDERICK) born 1761 at

Hohendodelabau, died at Woeslitz 1831, a
celebrated lyric poet of Germany. In 1783
he became professor of the institute of educa-

tion at Dessau. In 1812 he entered the ser-

vice of the king of Wurtemberg, who con-

ferred upon him the title of counsellor of

legation. In 1819 he went with duke William
into Italy. He was created in 1825 a knight
of the crown of Wurtemberg. His lyric poems
conferred great celebrity upon his name, and he
bimself published a complete edition of them
at Zurich in 1829, in 8 vols. Biog. Diet.

MATTIOLI (Louis) born 1662, atCreval-

cuore, in the principality of Masserano, in

Italy, died at Bologna in 1741, a painter and

engraver. His knowledge of painting not

seing considerable, he began to draw views
and landscapes with a pen. The perfection
to which he brought this art drew him to

study engraving, and he engraved the works
of the Carrachi and different pictures of other

great masters. Bryan's Diet. Art.
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MATTOCKS (ISABELLA) an eminent ac-

tress, who was born in 1746. She was the

daughter of Mr Hallam, a theatrical performer,
whose father, a member of the same profes-

sion, was killed at a rehearsal in a dispute
with Macklin. Mr Hallam, jun. went to Ame-
rica, and became manager of the theatres of

New York, Charlestown, and Philadelphia, by
which he gained a fortune of 10,000/., which
his family lost through the American war.

The subject of this article was educated by
her aunt, Mrs Barrington, an actress

;
and at

the age of between four and five she performed
the part of the parish girl, in the What d'ye
call it ? at Covent Garden. A few years after

she appeared in Juliet, but with little success.

At length she distinguished herself as a comic

singer and dramatic performer in the parts of

abigails, citizens' wives, &c. She married
Mr Mattocks, an actor at Coveut Garden

;
but

though it was a love match, concluded in spite
of the opposition of the lady's friends, the

union was unfortunate, and terminated in a

separation. After having been long a favourite

with the public, Mrs Mattocks retired from
the stage ; and she died at Kensington, where
she had long resided, June 25, 1826. Thesp.
Diet, Ann. Biog.
MATTUSCHKA (HENRY GODFREY, count

of) born 1734, at Jauer, died 1779. He was
author of the "

Silesian Flora," a work much
esteemed and often consulted.

MAUDU1T (ANTOINE RENE) born in Paris

1751, died 1815, a professor of mathematics
at the school of the bridges and roads. He
was proclaimed by Lalande one of the best

professors ever seen in the French capital.
He left

" Elements of Conic Sections;" "Prin-

ciples of Spherical Astronomy ;"'

" Theoretical

and Practical Lessons in Geometry," &c.
MAUGER ( ) a French author born at

Versailles 1753. He wrote three tragedies,
and a poem on the Garde du Corps in which
he served, all of very middling merit.

MAUNDRELL (HENRY) chaplain to the

English resident at Aleppo, which he left in

1697, with fourteen of his countrymen, to visit

places in the Holy Land. He left "Travels
from Aleppo to Jerusalem, 1697, with the Jour-

ney of the Author toBir on the borders of the

Euphrates and of Mesopotamia." Bio. Diet.

MAUREPAS (JOHN FREDERICK PHELY-
I'EAUX, count de) a French statesman, was
born in 1701. He was appointed minister of

state in 1 738, but having displeased a lady of

the court, at her instigation he was banished

in 1749. He was recalled in 1774, and was
the means of interesting France in the disputes
between England and America. He died in

1781. His memoirs are published in 4 vols,

8vo. Diet. Hist.

MAURER (JosiAs) born at Zurich 1530,
died 1 580, an artist who painted upon glass
with extraordinary talent. Bio. Univ.

MAURICE (WILLIAM FREDERICK) born
at Geneva in 1780, died 1826, a French agri-
culturist and magistrate, belonging to a family
of French refugees. He passed the latter

half of his life in retirement. He was a mem-
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ber of the legion of honour, and member of
several learned societies, as well as one of the
founders of the British Library. He wrote
"New Observations on Meteorological Bo-
tany," and a treatise on feeding horses, and
other agricultural subjects. Idem.
MAUTOUR (PHILIBERT BERNARD Mo-

REAU de) born at Beaune 1654, died at Paris

1757, a learned antiquary who left a number
of detached tracts on literature and poetry, in
the Latin and French languages. Idem.
MAUZINHO (QcEVEoo DE CASTELLO

BRANCO) a celebrated Portuguese poet of the
sixteenth century. His first work was on the
death of Isabella queen of Portugal in 1596.
His second was "Alphonso of Portugal," a

worthy monument of the former glory of

Portugal. The time of his death is un-
known.
MAYOR (WILLIAM FORDYCE) born 1758,

died 1838, a British author, born near Aber-
deen in Scotland. He became a tutor in the

Marlborough family in 1781. When young
he published some poems which were well
received. He subsequently cultivated the

higher sciences and succeeded. He also

wrote many works for the education of youth.
Among his works were a " Cheltenham Poeti-

cal Guide,"
" Universal Stenography," and a

"Geographical Magazine." -Gent. Mag.
MAWE (JOSEPH) an eminent mineralogist

and conchologist, who was born about 1755.

His first literary production was a volume
entitled

" The Mineralogy of Derbyshire, with
a description of the most interesting Mines in

the North of England, Scotland, and Wales,"
1802. Subsequently to the production of this

work he undertook a commercial voyage to

Rio de la Plata. On his arrival at Monte
Video his ship and cargo were seized, and on
the appearance of the expedition from Eng-
land under general Beresford he was banished
into the interior of the country. After he re-

covered his liberty he went to Brazil, where
he was well received by the prince regent,
afterwards John VI of Portugal, by whom he
was employed, in 1810, to survey the exten-

sive gold and diamond districts, and also to

investigate the state of agriculture in that

country, which task he performed in a man-
ner satisfactory to his employer. On his

return to England he published "Travels in

the Interior of Brazil," 1812, 4to, containing
the most faithful and interesting description
of the Brazilian states which had then ap-

peared. This work passed through numerous
editions, and has been translated into several

languages. In 1813 appeared his
" Treatise

on Diamonds and Precious Stones," a work
of considerable merit; and he also produced
" Familiar Lessons on Mineralogy and Geo-

logy;" "An Introduction to the Study of

Conchology ;"
" The Linnscan System of

Conchology ;" and " A New Descriptive Ca-

talogue of Minerals." Mr Mawe, who was a

member of the Mineralogical Society of Jena,

and the Geological Society, for several years

during the latter part of his life kept a shop
in the Strand, London, for the sale of mine-
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ral specimens and other natural curiosities.

He died October 26, 1829. Month. Mag.
MAYEM (NICOLAS) boru 1748, died 1813,

a traveller and interpreter of the French at

Madagascar. He travelled in that island in

1774, for the first time, and afterwards made
two other journeys for the purpose of ex-

ploring the country. In 1786 he received an
order from the Isle of France to go to the

north part of Madagascar, and prevent the

people from obeying Beniowsky, to whom
they had promised obedience, in the colony
he had founded. Beniowsky was killed, and
the progress of civilization in the island ar-

rested. Beniowsky thus dying by the hand of

the French was deemed a most unjustifiable
act. Bio. Univ.

MAYOR (TnoitfAs) a Spanish Dominican
of Xativa, and missionary to the Philippine
Islands. In 1667 he printed one of the earliest

works ever completed in China by the mis-

sionaries, and while in the Philippines pub-
lished, in the Chinese tongue,

" A Treatise on
the Excellence of the Rosary." Idem.
MAYRE (JAMES) a Jesuit and Latin poet,

born at Salines in 1628, died at Besancon 1694.

MAZARREDO Y SALAZAR (JOSEPH
MARIA) born at Bilbao 1744, died 1812, a

Spanish admiral. He commanded at Cadiz
when it was bombarded by the English in

1797, and in 1799 he built an excellent ob-

servatory there, to which four astronomers
were attached. In 1804 he was sent as am-
bassador from Spain to France. In 1 808 he
swore allegiance to Joseph Bonaparte as king
of Spain, and partook in the rewards he
bestowed. He wrote " The Elements of Naval

Tactics," published at Madrid. Bio. Univ.
MAZET (ANDREW) born at Grenoble 1 795,

died in 1821, at Barcelona. He was sent from
Paris in 1819, with M. Pariset, to observe the

epidemic then raging at Cadiz. They pub-
lished their observations under the title of
" Observations on the Yellow Fever, made at

Cadiz in 1819, by Doctors Pariset and Mazet."
In 1821 a second attack of the disease was

experienced at Barcelona, and M. Mazet with
four other medical men went to observe it,

but he had scarcely arrived before he caught
the contagion and died. Idem.

MAZO MARTINEZ (JOHN BAPTISTA, or
more correctly, JUAN BAUTISTA DEL MAZO
MARTINEZ) born in Madrid in 1620, died
1C87. He was an able scholar of Velasquez,
and obtained the honour of being painter to

the king. His landscapes with water are con-
sidered invaluable in Spain, and he excelled
as well in painting portraits and history. He
married a daughter of Velasquez. Bryan's
Diet. Bio. Univer.
MAZZA (PERE ANDRE) born at Parma

1724, died 1797, an Italian philosopher and

antiquary. He had a brother born in 1741,
called Angelo, who was a philosopher and

poet, and was a pupil of the celebrated Spal-
lanzani. He died 1817. Bio. LJnivers.

MAZZANTI (the chevalier Louis) born in

1674, died 1766, a Roman painter and pupil
ofBaccici. He executed both in fresco and
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oil, and some of his works adorn the church
of St Ignatius. Ibid.

MAZZOLA (GIUSEPPE) born at Valduggia
in 1748, died in 1838. He was director of
the imperial gallery of Milan. Ibid.

MEARES (JOHN) born 1754, an English
seaman who commanded a vessel which traded
on the north-west coast of America. His first

voyage was not successful, but in his second
he reached Nootka Sound, designing to trade
in furs, and take them to China, where tho
market was at that time excellent. He visited

the Straits of San Juan de Fuca, and carried

on an amicable traffic with the natives of the

coast, and also directed his attention to the

probability of a north-west passage. He pub-
lished his ideas on a north-west passage and
the account of his voyage in 1790, in a 4to

volume, entitled "
Voyages from China to the

N.W. Coast of America," &c. Meares' Voy-
age. Bio. Diet.

MECHEL (CHRISTIAN) born 1737, died
1 8 1 8, a Swiss engraver of Basle, where he also

carried on a sale of prints. He engraved and

published the medals of Hedinger, the Dus-
seldorf Gallery, and the works of Hans Hol-
bein with explanatory and critical remarks.

Bryan's Diet.

MEDENA DE MED1NILLA (PETER)
born at Madrid in the sixteenth century, died
in America. He was the intimate friend cf

Lopez de Vega, with whom he composed an

eclogue much esteemed, yet extant in the

Spanish Parnassus, vol. vii. Ibid.

MEDER (J. P.) born 1763, died 1826, a

Russian mineralogist, educated in the school

of mines at St Petersburgh. The rich works
in the Oural Mountains were confided to his

management, under the direction of Katchi as

engineer. He was the friend of the great mi-

neralogist Werner. He visited all the most
noted mines of Europe, and died commander
of the corps of miners in St Petersburgh. He
left

" Annals of Chemistry," and
" A Guide to

the Saltpetre-Works of Russia." Bio. Univ.

MEDINA (SALVADOR GIACINTO POLO) a

Spanish lyric poet, born in Murcia at the

commencement of the seventeen;h century.
His works in prose and verse were collected

in Madrid in 1715. Ibid.

MEECKREEN (Jou VAN) born in Hol-
land in the latter part of the sixteenth century,
died 1660. He was surgeon to the hospital
and to the admiralty of Amsterdam. He in-

vented several useful surgical instruments,
such as the canal needle, and he improved the

trocar. Biog. Diet.

MEGERDITCH, a celebrated Armenian
doctor

;
on account of his talents for painting

named Naghach, or " the painter." He was
born at the end of the fourteenth century, at

Birh, near Paghasch or Bittis. Celebrated

among his countrymen for his poetry and

eloquence, he was not less esteemed by the

Mussulmen. He was permitted to establish

a cathedral at Amid, where he governed Jiis

diocese peaceably, and died in 1470. All the

works he left were composed in verse upon
religious subjects. Ibid.
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MEHAS (LAURENTIO) born at Florence,

died in 1791, one of the most learned philo-

logists of the eighteenth century. He left

excellent editions of very useful works, en-

riched by prefaces and observations of his

own which render them valuable. Biog.
Univ.

MEHEMET ALT, died 1848, at an ad-

vanced age, pacha and ruler of Egypt, one of

the most remarkable among the varied hues

of Eastern character. His rule was a mix-
ture of ferocity, cunning, and good policy,

rarely found so well tempered in an Oriental

chief. He subdued the formidable mamelukes

by an act of treachery, inviting them to an

entertainment and then massacring them. He
brought Egypt under a uniform system of

government, subdued Nubia, introduced Eu-

ropean artists and built a fleet and organized
an army capable of coping with the Porte

itself, and, but for Christian interference, he
would in all likelihood have marched upon
Constantinople. He opened a passage for

Europeans to India by the Red Sea, and
secured them a safe track across the desert.

He was superseded by his son Ibrahim, who
did not long survive him, and had, like him-

self, imbibed correct ideas of the strength im-

parted by increasing civilization and the intro-

duction of European arts, to observe which
he had visited the more civilized nations of

Europe. Orig.
MEIKLE ( ) an ingenious Scottish

mechanic, who may be regarded as the in-

ventor of the threshing-machine, an instru-

ment of vast importance in rural economy,
and which very soon became the object of a

most absurd and mischievous prejudice among
the peasantry of this country. This machine,
which had long been a desideratum in hus-

bandry, after a great many unsuccessful at-

tempts, was completed in all its essential

parts by the subject of this article, who was a

millwright in East Lothian, N. B., about the

year 1786, though it subsequently received

considerable improvements, both from the in-

ventor and from others. The corn-farmers in

the Lowlands of Scotland displayed their

high opinion of the utility of this invention,

by presenting to the artist a handsome sum
of money. Mr Meikle died, at an advanced

age, in 1811.

MEIRA (GERARD VANDER) an old Flemish

painter, a native of Ghent, who flourished

about 1450. He was one of the earliest

painters in oil, but most that is reported of

him is conjectural. Bryan's Diet.

ME1SSNER (AUGUSTUS THEOPHILUS) born
in 1753, at Bautzen, in Lusace, died 1807.

He was the author of numerous tales, novels,
and histories. His works are voluminous,
and abound in spirit and imagination. Diet.

Fran.
MEISTER (JAMES HENRY) born at Zurich

1744, died 1826. He was the son of John

Henry Meister, called Le Maister, and de-

signed for the profession of an ecclesiastic.

But when young he published an essay in the

spirit of philosophical history which threw
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doubts over his orthodoxy: it was entitled" The Spirit of Religions." He therefore
devoted himself wholly to philosophy. He
became the friend of Grimm and Diderot, and
of M and Madame Necker. It is said he had
a share in editing the correspondence of
Grimm. His treatise on " Natural Morality

"

was largely read. In 1816 and 1817 he pub-
lished his " Hours " and "

Religious Medita-
tions." His other works are not numerous.
Bioy. Univ.

MELENDEZ (don JUAN) a Spanish poet,
born in 1754, of a distinguished family. In
1783 he was competitor with Yriarte for the
chief prize offered by the Castilian Academy
of Madrid for the improvement of the Spanish
language ;

and he was declared victor by the

general suffrages of the academicians. Two
years afterwards he published a volume of

poems. His success as an imitator of the

style of Anacreon in his canciones and ro-

mances, has been compared with that of La
Fontaine in his improvements on JEsop and
Phsodrus as a fabulist. The smiling beauty
of his imagery, the rich colouring given to his

pictures, his easy and elegant diction, true to

taste as his pictures are to nature, and the de-

lightful harmony and spirited expression of
his verse, render him deservedly the favourite
of his countrymen. His second volume of

poems, published during the ministry of

Godoy, many years after the former, presented
his poetical character in a new point of view,

those maturer compositions being as much
distinguished for sublimity and serious dignity
of sentiment as his preceding effusions were
for melody and airy grace. His " Ode to the
Stars

"
may be classed with the best lyrics in

the Spanish language ;
and among his lighter

pieces is a pleasing Address to his friend Jo-
vellanos. After the revolution of Aranjuez,
Melendez, recalled from exile to Madrid, ac-

cepted a mission of peace from the lieutenant-

general of the kingdom. He set off for

Oviedo, but being capitally and unjustly
charged as a traitor, he was committed to

prison with his colleague the count del Pinar,
released, a second time imprisoned, and re-

leased again. On the point of his departure,
the infuriated and misguided populace broke
his carriage and hastily prepared to dispatch
him with their fusils. The poet in vain re-

cited one of his ballads, well calculated to

calm their rage, but it only procured a mo-

mentary suspension of their purpose till their

intended victim should decide whether he
would be shot in front or rear. This slight
hesitation and delay, however, saved him, for

the Cross of Victory, as it was called, ap-

proaching the spot, the enraged crowd fell on
their knees, and relinquished their threatened

victim. Being acquitted on a formal trial, he
succeeded in reaching Madrid, where he was
found by Bonaparte. His celebrity marked
him out for an important office, the offer of

which it might probably have been more

dangerous for him to refuse than accept. On
the retreat of the French from Spain, Melen-

dez, as one of the Afrancesados, prepared to
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accompany them. As he was about to quit
his natal soil, he knelt upon the ground, aud
kissed it, exclaiming,

" I shall never tread

thee more." He died at Montpellier in 1817.

Maury, Espayne Poe"lique. Rev. Encycl.
For. Rev.
MELI (GIOVANNI) born 1740, died 1839, a

native of Palermo, a Sicilian poet of some

celebrity among his countrymen. At eighteen
he published a poem called " Fata Galante,"
which was thought a very wonderful produc-
tion. The " Four Seasons ;"

" Palemon ;"

the " Mechanism of Nature," a medico-philo-
sophical composition ; Fables, Bucolics, and
Canzoni, all proceeded from his pen. He
received a pension of 400 ducats from Ferdi-

nand IV, and medals were struck in his

honour. Biog. Univ.

MELLING (ANTONIO IGNATIUS) born

1763, in the duchy of Baden, died 1831, a

celebrated painter of landscape. He visited

Constantinople and the East, and executed

forty-eight paintings of the most picturesque
scenes in the Bosphorus. He was nominated

by Louis XVIII his cabinet artist. Besides
his "

Constantinople," he published a " Pic-

turesque Journey in the French Pyrenees,"
with the explanatory text. Ibid.

MELLO DE CASTRO (JULIO) born at

Goa 1658, died 1721. He first chose the

military profession, which he abandoned for

the attractions of study. He was chosen to

write a general history of Portugal. He pub-
lished "

Eulogies on Illustrious Portuguese,"
the " Life of Count Galveas his uncle," and
numerous pieces in verse. Ibid.

MELONI (FRANCISCO ANTONIO) an Italian

engraver, born about 1G70 or 1676, at Bo-

logna, and died in 1713.

MENARD (CLAUDE) an antiquary and

magistrate at Angers, was born in 1 582. On
the death of his wife he became an ecclesi-

astic, and died in 1652. His works are " Re-
searches concerning the Body of St James the

Great ;"
"

Joinville's History of St Louis,"
with notes, 4to

;

" The two Books of St Austin

against Julian ;"
"
History of Bertrand du

Guesclin." A Benedictine of the same name
published a martyrology of saints of his order.

Gen. Biog. Diet.

MENCKE (OTTO) professor of morals and
licentiate in divinity at Leipsic, was born at

Oldenburg in Westphalia, in 1 644, and died
in 1707. His works are thirty volumes of the
' Acta Eruditorum "

of Leipsic ;
an edition

of Marsham's Canon Chronicus ; and an edi-

tion of Camdens Elizabeth. Moreri.
MENTELLE (DME) born at Paris 1730,

died 1815, a celebrated geographer, who pub-
lished his first work,

" The Elements of Geo-

graphy," in 1758. His works are numerous
and well known. His brother FRA^OIB
SIMON, born in 1731, was also a student of

geography, to which he joined the science of

astronomy. He co-operated with Cassini in

completing his map of France. He was sent

by th- French government to Guiana in 1768
to lay down that colony. He traced the camp
of Kouron, hut escaped the fever that carried

MEREDITH.
off the colonists who came out there to settle,
and went to Cayenne, where he performed
his duties as an engineer. He traced out and

mapped the interior country and made plans
for public works. In 1798 he received the

persons transported thither from France, and
had continual interviews with Barbe Marbois,

Barthelemy, and Brotier. He never returned
to France, but died in Guiana, after a resi-

dence there of thirty -one years. Biog.
Univ.

MERANO (FRANCISCO) born at Genoa
1620, died 1657, a painter, often called II

Puggio. He was of poor parentage, but ho-

nourable, being at one time a page in the
Pavesi palace. His works would have ex-
tended his name widely, but he was prema-
turely cut off' by the plague. Bryan's Hist.

MERCIER (Louis SEBASTIAN) a French
writer, remarkable for the eccentricity of his

sentiments. He was born at Paris in 1740,
and at the age of twenty he published a
volume of heroic epistles, after which lie re-

nounced poetry for criticism. In his "Essai
sur 1'Art Dramatique," he attacked the repu-
tation of Corneille, Racine, and Voltaire, pro-

posing to replace their works by his own pro-
ductions

;
and as the comedians paid no atten-

tion to his diatribe, he published a virulent

manifesto against them. In 1771 appeared,
under the title of " L'An 2440," a declama-

tory tract, which was suppressed by authority.
In 1781 was published, anonymously, the first

volume of his "Tableau de Paris;" after

which he removed to Switzerland, and at

Neufchatel he printed ten more volumes of

that work, which was favourably received, both
in France and in other countries. Returning
home at the beginning of the Revolution, he
declared himself a friend to liberty, and in

conceit with Carra he published
" Les An-

nales Politiques ;" and
"
Chronique du Mois,"

journals which displayed both moderation and

spirit. He became a member of the Con-

vention, in which he voted for the detention,
instead of the death of Louis XVI. In 1795
he passed into the Council of Five Hundred,
and two years after obtained the office of

comptroller of the chest of the lottery. He was

subsequently nominated professor of history at

the central school, and was a member of the In-

stitute at its first formation. Mercier, who
had the misfortune to outlive his popularity,
died at Paris in 1814. Among his numerous
works are " Mon Bonnet de Nuit," Neufchatel,

1783, 4 vols, 8vo; "De 1'Impossibilite' des

Systemes de Copernic et de Newton," 1806,

8vo ;
and " Satire centre Racine et Boileau,"

1808. Ersch, France Litte'raire. Biog. Univ.

Class.

MEREDITH (EDWARD) born atLandnlph,
Cornwall, in 1648. He studied at Oxford,
and went to Spain with William Godolphin, as

secretary of embassy, where they both em-
braced the Catholic faith. He left England
after the revolution of 1688, and died in Italy.
He published several works :

" Remarks on

Infidelity,"
" A Relation of a Conference be-

tween Dr. Stillingfleet and Peter Goodin,"
334
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and " Remarks on the Conference between
Tenison and Pulton.'' Biog. Diet.

MERIAN (JOHN BERNARD) a French
writer of some eminence, who was perpetual

secretary to the Royal Academy of Sciences

at Berlin, where he died February 12, 1807, in

the eighty- fourth year of his age. He was a

native of Leichstal, near Basil, and was in-

vited from Holland to Berlin in 1750, on the

recommendation of Maupertuis. The best

known of his productions are a French trans-

lation of Claudian, and another of Hume's

Essays enriched with commentaries, both

which have been often reprinted, and the latter

sometimes with refutations of the doctrines

advocated by the English philosopher. The
Memoirs of the Berlin Academy contain seve-

ral papers of his composition on philosophical
and mathematical subjects, one of the most

distinguished of which is a parallel between
the philosophy of Leibnitz and that of Kant,
which attracted much notice at the time of

its publication. This learned man, who was
much esteemed in private life, preserved all

the activity of youth to a very advanced age,
and only a few days before his death h6 offi-

ciated in his place as secretary at a session of

the academy to celebrate, according to custom,
the memory of Frederick the Great. Aikins's

AthcneEiim.
__

MERIMEE (JEAN FRANCOIS Louis) born
in Paris 1775, died 1836, a painter of history,
and a distinguished chemist. He directed his

attention to the fabrication of colours, and

published the result in a work entitled " Of
Painting in Oil, or of the Proceedings and
Materials employed in this kind of Painting,
from Hubert and Jan van Eyck down to our

day." Of his pictures the most noted is
" In-

nocence," and " Travellers discovering in the

Forest the Bones of Milo of Crotona." He was

perpetual secretary of the Academy of Fine
Arts. His son PROSPER is the author of the
" Theatre of Clara Gazul." Biog. Univ.

MERLI (JOSEPH) bom at Martin, 1759,
died 1829, an engineer, who made hydraulics
his peculiar study, and filled many important
posts. In the last years of the kingdom of

Italy he was superintendant of fortifications,

with the rank of colonel. He wrote a work
on the nature of different kinds of curves.

Biog. Univ.

MERLIN (JOHN JOSEPH) an ingenious me-

chanic, who was a foreigner, but long resided

in the British metropolis. He invented car-

riages moved by internal machinery, and

many other curious pieces of mechanism
;
and

he formed an exhibition called " Merlin's

Cave," displaying an automaton conjuror,
and other specimens of his skill in the peculiar
branch of art which he cultivated. He died

in London, in 1803. Lysons' Environs ofLon-

don, Snpp.
METIUS (JAMES) a schoolmaster of Alk-

maar, was a native of that place. In 1609 he

presented the first telescope of his invention

to the States General. ADRIAN METIUS, his

brother, taught mathematics at Franeker, and
died in 1635. He wrote "Geometrices per
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Usum Cercini nova Praxis ;"

" Arithmetics; et
Geometricse Practica ;"

"
Doctrina Spherics ;"" Astronomise Universes Institutio ;"

" De
Geminorum utriusque Globi." Diet. Hist.
METZ (CONRAD MARTIN) died at Rome,

aged seventy-two, in 1827, an eminent en-

graver in chalk and aquatinta, who came to
London from Bonn, and learned his art under
Bartolozzi. His principal works are imita-
tions and fac-similes of the drawings of the old
Italian masters, of which he published many.

Bryan's Diet.

MEURY or MEHAN (JEAN de) bora in
the thirteenth century, near Orleans, died at
Paris between the years 1310 and 1318. He
seems to have studied astrology, geometry,
and alchemy, and all the sciences then in

vogue. He translated the "Military Art of

Vigere," and supplied a sequel to the " Roman
de la Rose," one of the most ancient records of
the French language. He was sometimes sur-
named Clopinel. Bib. Univ.
MEYER (CONRAD) born at Zurich 1618,

died 1689, a painter and aquatint engraver,
the pupil of his father Theodore, and his

brother Rudolf. He painted history, portrait,
and landscape. The number of his paintings
and engravings is said to exceed nine hun-

dred; a catalogue of which has been given by
Gaspard Fiissli. THEODORE MEYER, the

father, was born in 1572, and died at Zurich
in 1658; and Rudolf the brother died in

1738; but neither as artists were equal in
merit to Conrad. Bryan's Diet.
MEYER (FELIX) born in 1653, died in

1713, a landscape painter of Winterthur, in

Switzerland. His pictures most valued are
those in which Roos and Rugendas painted
the figures. Bib. Univ.

MEYER (JONAS DANIEL) born at Arn-

heim, in Gueldres, Holland, died 1834. He
was director of the official gazette under the
French government, and acted as an advocate.
He left a pamphlet entitled " Dubia de Doc-
trina Thomas Payrieii, &c.," 1796, and the

"Spirit, Origin, and Progress of Judiciary
Institutions in Europe," 1818. Ibid.

MEYER (JOHN HENRY) born at Stufa, on
the Lake of Zurich, 1759, died at Jena 1832.

He was director of the free institute of the fine

arts at Weimar. Ibid.

MEZZABARBA (count FRANCIS) born in

Pavia 1645, died at Milan 1697, a learned

antiquary and numismatist. He published a
beautiful edition of the medals of the Roman
emperors of Occo, and " Numisma triumphale
ac pacificum, Joannis III, Polouiau regi, ob-

latum, Milan 1687." Moreri.

MICHAEL, archbishop of Smolensk in

the fifteenth century, an eminent Russian his-

torian. He wrote a history of Russia from
1254 to 1423, which is preserved in manu-

script in the imperial library of St. Peters-

burgh. Zopf. Biog. Univ.

MICHAUD (CLAUDE IGNACE FRANCOIS,
baron de) born 1751, at Chaux Neuve, died

1835, a distinguished French general, both

under the republic and empire. Bib. Univ.

MICHAUD (JOSEPH FRANC.OIS) born in
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1767 in a village of Bresse, died 1S39, a -well-

known French writer, and one of the best and

most agreeable conversationists of his time in

Parisian society. His principal work is a
"
History of the Crusades." Ibid.

MICHAULT (PIERRE) a French poet of

the fifteenth century, who died 146". Diet.

Fran.
MICHAUX (ANDREW) a distinguished

naturalist of Charlestown, N.A., who pub-
lished a "

History of American Oaks ;" and
" Flora Boreali-Americana," 2 vols, 4to. He
died in the island of Madagascar in 1803.

Ibid.

MICHEL (JEAN) a native of Angers in

France, who was physician to Charles VIII,
and is reckoned among the early French dra-

matists. His works, which are of a tragic
character, are composed in the form of Mys-
teries Ibid.

MICHELI (PIETHO ANTONIO) a celebrated

Florentine botanist, who died in 1347. He
published

" Nova Plantarum Genera," folio
;

and "
Catalogus Plantarum Horti Caesarei

Florentini," folio. Ibid.

MICHEL LE FOU (II PAZZO) a Neapoli-
tan lazzarone, who took part with the patriots
and the French against the court in 1799.
After a surrender on capitulation, guarantee-
ing life and liberty to all who surrendered,
he was included among those towards whom,
as witVi Carraccioli, the capitulation was vio-

lated by Lord Nelson and the queen's instru-

ments, and he was put to death by a horde of
Calabrese royalists, with circumstances of

great cruelty . Bio. Univ.
MICHOVIUS (MATTHJECS) or Matthew of

Miechaw, physician to Sigismund I, king of
Poland. He is distinguished as one of the
national historians, and his chronicle, which
was published in 1521, is remarkable as being
the first historical work which was printed in

Poland, though typography had been intro-

duced into that country as early as the year
1480. Rev. Encycl.
MICR/ELIUS (JOHN) an eminent German

divine, belonging to the reformed or Lutheran

church, who was born in 1597, and died in

1658. He wrote in Latin, on controversial

divinity and on history. One of his produc-
tions is entitled " Soliditas Orthodoxiae Luthe-
ranai in Quscstionibus de Salute Hominum,"
Stettin, 1665, from which his theological
opinions may be collected

;
but his works of

this description have fallen into oblivion.

His ' ;

Syntagma Historiarum Mundi et Eccle-

siae," has been reprinted at Leipsic, 1679, 4to.

Moreri.

MIDDIMAN (SAMUEL) born 1746, died

1818, a distinguished English engraver, who
studied under Woollet and Bartolozzi. He
excelled in landscape, and left many very
beautiful examples. He engraved plates from

landscapes after Berghem, Gainsborough,
Barret, Zuccherelli, and Hearne. He pub-
lished " Select Views in Great Britain." His
works were deservedly popular, both in Eng-
land and the Continent. Bryan's Diet.

MIGLIARA (GIOVANNI) born at Alex-

MILNER.
andria de la Faille 1 785, died 1837, a painter
who excelled in depicting the interior of an-
cient edifices. The interior of the cathedral
of Milan, by this artist, is esteemed a master

piece. Bryan's Diet. Art.
MILBERT (JAQUES GERARD) born at Paris

1766, died 1840, a painter-naturalist. He
published

" A Picturesque Voyage to the
Isle of France, &<* ;"

" A Picturesque Voyage
on the Hudson ;" and several other works.

Though an indefatigable labourer, and that

he returned to France with large collections,
the aid he received from the government did
not defray the outlay he had incurred, and he
died very poor, having spent in his labours
and collections the larger part of his fortune.

Itiog. Univ.

MILDENHALL (JOHN) an English envoy
sent by queen Elizabeth to the Great Mogul.
He disembarked at Alexandretta, proceeded
from thence to Aleppo, through Kourdistan,
Armenia, and Persia, to Agra, in 1603. There
he obtained an audience of the emperor, to
whom he offered presents, which pleased him
much. But this sovereign applying to two
Jesuits to know who the English were, ob-
tained no very favourable reply, as they re-

presented them to be a set of thieves, adding
that Mildenhall had come as a spy, to see
how possession might be obtained of the most

important of his dominions on the coast. De-

spite of this Mildenhall succeeded in obtain-

ing a treaty, took leave of the emperor, and
returned home by way of Persia. Ibid.

MILLON (CHARLES) born 1754, at Liege,
died 1839, a Belgian historian and poet. He
wrote a "

History of the Travels of the Popes,
from Innocent I to Pius VI," and published
some translations from the English. He was
a professor of ancient languages in the Napo-
leon Lyceum in Paris for a considerable time.

MILLS (CHARLES) an ingenious historian,
born at Greenwich in 1788. He was the

youngest son of Samuel Gillam Mills, surgeon
'jo the late queen Caroline, and being destined

for the legal profession, he was articled to an

attorney in London. Ill health, and the supe-
rior attractions of literature, prevented him
from engaging in practice, and in' 1817 he
commenced his career as an author by a " His-

:ory of Mohammedanism," which met with a

favourable reception. He afterwards produced
the "

History of the Crusades," 1819; "Tra-
vels of Theodore Ducar, at the Revival of

Letters and Arts in Italy," 1821 ; and the
'

History of Chivalry," 1825. He died Oc-
tober 9, 1826. Ann. Biog.
MILNER (JOHN) a celebrated Catholic

divine and writer on theology and ecclesias-

;ical antiquities. His proper family name was

Vliller, and he was born in London in 1752.

3is education commenced at the schools of

5edgley-park, near Wolverhampton, and Edg-
)aston, near Birmingham ;

and he finished his

studies at Douay. In 1777 he was ordained a

>riest, when he returned to London, and for

some time resided at Gray's-inn. He quitted
.he metropolis in 1779, being appointed pastor
o the Catholic chapel at Winchester, whither
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he had gone to administer spiritual aid to the
French prisoners confined there, after two
other clergymen who attended them had been
cut off by a malignant fever which prevailed
amongst them. He published in 1782 a fune-

ral discourse for bishop Challoner, which was
his first production ;

and this was followed by
" A Letter to the Author of a Book called
' A Candid and Impartial Sketch of the Life

and Government of Pope Clement XIV,'
"

1785, 8vo. Dr Milner's attachment to the

study of ancient ecclesiastical architecture led

him to an attentive observation of the remains
of Catholic antiquity with which Winchester

abounds; and the learning and skill which he

displayed procured for him the honour of ad-

mission into the Royal Society of Antiquaries
on the 8th of March, 1790. He contributed

many valuable communications to the Archae-

ologia, and he displayed his zeal for the pre-
servation of the relics of former ages by the

publication of a " Dissertation on the modern

Style of altering Cathedrals, as exemplified
in the Cathedral of Salisbury," 1798. The
same year he published his "

History, Civil
and Ecclesiastical, and Survey of the Anti-

quities of Winchester," 2 vols, 4to. In this

work he advanced those ideas relative to a
classical arrangement of the styles of Gothic

architecture, which were subsequently deve-

loped in a "Treatise on the Ecclesiastical

Architecture of England during the Middle

Ages," 8vo. Some observations on the cha-
racter of bishop Hoadly, and other subjects in

the "
History of Winchester," gave offence to

Dr Sturges, a prebendary of the cathedral,

who animadverted on them in a tract entitled
" Reflections on Popery." Dr Milner replied
to this attack in his " Letters to a Prebendary,"
which it is impossible attentively to read with-

out high admiration of the learning, ability,
and acuteness of the author, who, whatever

may be thought of the general questions at

issue, has manifestly the advantage of his

antagonist. Dr Milner was ever ready to

repel the assaults of the enemies of the Ro-
man Catholic faith, or to correct the errors of
those among its friends whose eagerness to

obtain the rights for which they contended en-

dangered its safety and independence. Once,
however, assenting to a premature measure of

conciliation with statesmen who, either art-

fully or erroneously, wrested his reliance ou
their policy into a consent on his part to the

royal veto, to which he decidedly objected ;

he thenceforward on this topic displayed an

impetuosity which rendered him impatient of
the control of those who equalled him in dig-

nity, and excelled him in prudence. In 1801
he published his " Case of Conscience solved,
or the Catholic Claims proved to be compa-
tible with the Coronation Oath." On the
death of bishop Stapleton, Dr Milner was ap-
pointed to succeed him as vicar apostolic in

the midland district, with the title of bishop
of Castabala. He for some time refused that

dignity, but at length he was prevailed on to

accept it, and was consecrated May 22, 1803.

He took up his residence in the town of Wol-
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verhampton in September, 1804, and con-
tinued there the remainder of his life. In
1807 and 1808 he visited Ireland, that he
might be enabled, from personal observation
and intercourse, to form an opinion concern-

ing the charges brought against the Roman
Catholics of that country. As the result of
his researches he published his very interest-

ing
"
Inquiry into certain vulgar Opinions

concerning the Catholic Inhabitants and the

Antiquities of Ireland." At this period he
was appointed agent in England to the Irish

Catholic hierarchy. His solicitude for the
interests of religion in both countries induced
him to take a journey to Rome in 1814

;
and he

remained there about twelve months, during
which time he was frequently admitted to an
audience by Pope Pius VII, who gave him a
most honourable reception. In 1818 he pub-
lished a treatise entitled " The End of Re-

ligious Controversy," consisting of a corre-

spondence with some Protestant friends, and

containing a systematic defence of those arti-

cles of the Catholic faith usually regarded as

objectionable by Protestants. This was suc-

ceeded by his " Vindication of the End of

Religious Controversy against the Exceptions
of the Bishop of St David's and the Rev.
Richard Grier ;" and " A Parting Word to

the Rev. R. Grier ; with a brief Notice of Dr
Samuel Parr's Posthumous Letter to Dr Mil-

ner." His death took place April 19, 1826; and
he was interred in his chapel at Wolverhamp-
ton on the 27th of the same month. Laity's

Directoryfor 1827. Gen t. Mag. Ann. Biog.
MILNER (JOHN) a learned divine, was

born at Skircoat in Yorkshire, in 1628, and
was educated at Christ's college, Cambridge.
On the Restoration he obtained the curacy of

Beeston, and in 1673 the vicarage of Leeds.

He became prebendary of Ripon, but refusing
to take the oaths at the Revolution, he quitted
his livings, and returned to Cambridge, where
he died in 1702. He wrote a " Defence of

Archbishop Usher against Is. Vossius and
Dr Gary ;"

" A View of the Dissertation of

Dr Bentley on the Epistles of Phalaris;"
" The Church History of Palestine ;"

" A
Dissertation on the four last Kings ofJudah ;"
"
Conjectanea in Isaiam ix. 1, 2 ;"

" De Ne-

thinim, sive Nethinaeis ;"
" A Discourse of

Conscience;"
" An Account of Mr Locke's

Religion ;"
" Animadversions on Le Clerc's

Reflections upon our Saviour and his Apos-
tles," &c. Chalmers's Biog. Diet.

MILONOFF (MICHEL WASSILIEWITCH)
born 1792, died 1821, a titulary counsellor of

the Russian empire. His published works
are "

Satires, Epistles, and other light Com-

positions of Michel Molonoff, Petersburg!),
1819." Bio. Diet.

MINA (don FRANCISCO ESPOZ Y) born

1781, died 1836, a celebrated Spanish general
on the side of the patriots. His father was

an honest husbandman, and his son followed

the same calling upon his patrimonial estate.

He was twenty-six years old when Napoleon
invaded Spain. Indignant at the outrage, he

soon began to inflict injury upon the French
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detachments. Tn 1809 he became a volunteer

in Doyle's battalion, from which he entered

the corps commanded by his nephew Xavier

Mina, in which he served until 1810, when
the corps of his nephew was routed by the

French, and he was taken prisoner and con-

ducted to France. Seven men remaining,
these elected the uncle for their captain.
Such was the commencement of the renowned
career of this great man. He was soon after

named by the Junta the chief of all the gue-
rillas of Navarre. After that he rose to the

rank of general of the seventh army, and in

1812 to be commandant of Arragon. As soon

as he was at the head of the guerillas of Na-

varre, he disarmed the chiefs of the bands

that had become the terror of the inhabitants,

and shot Echevarria for plundering. He
then organized a band of guerillas, that

caused immense loss to the French army in

the north, and cramped all their operations.
His activity and foresight were unparalleled :

several times betrayed and partially beaten,

he always rallied again, and became so for-

midable as to obtain from the French the

title of" King of Navarre." He established

his custom-house rights, and from the produce
of the redemption of the goods coming from
France to the French he paid his men. He

fought more than 140 battles. At Rocafort

and Sanguesa he had but 3000 men against

5000, yet he bore off the palm of victory, the

French losing their artillery and 2000 men.
He intercepted convoys, seized despatches,
and retarded the march of armies. He stopped
for fifty-three days the advance of a French

army of 26,000 men, and eighty pieces of

cannon. He so blockaded Pampeluna that he
forced the garrison to surrender when nearly

dying of famine. An order having been

given to shoot all the guerillas taken by the

French, Mina declared he would shoot four

French officers and twenty men for every

Spanish officer and man who might be thus

put to death. He kept his word. The num-
ber of French who fell into his hands was five

to one. This system of butchery was soon

put an end to. At the close of the war, from
his beginning with seven men, he had orga-
nized nine regiments of infantry and two of

cavalry, in all 13,500 men. He had taken
thirteen strong places, and 13,000 Frenchmen

prisoners. He had killed or taken more than

40,000, while he lost not above 5000 killed

and wounded, and he retook more than 5000

prisoners made by the French. He was often

wounded, and had a ball in the knee which
could not be extracted, and a reward was
offered by the French for his head. He had
formed views of the noblest kind for the ame-
lioration of his country. He instituted tri-

bunals of justice in the height of the war
; he

also secured the ecclesiastical power, and by
that held a moral influence over the people.
On the restoration of Ferdinand VII in 1814,
the king desiring to become acquainted with

Mina, the latter went to Madrid and had
several conferences with him, at which he
endeavoured to convince Ferdinand of the

MIOLLIS.
evils of the system which he had adopted on
his return from France. The attempt was
vain. The execrable crew who surrounded
the king then began their intrigues against
Miua. Soon afterwards he conceived an idea
of proclaiming the constitution of the Cortes
and seizing Pampeluna. The attempt failed,
and Mina escaped into France, where he was
received with distinction by the French offi-

cers to whom he had formerly been opposed.
On his arrival in Paris he was arrested by
order of the Spanish ambassador, Casa Flores,
but Louis XVIII ordered him to be set at

liberty, and, regarding the conduct of Casa
Flores as an insult, ordered him to quit

France, giving to Mina his own choice of a

place of residence. In 1820 Mina returned
to Spain on the proclamation of the Cortes.
He subdued all opposition to the government,
until the French army invaded Spain. He
did all which could be expected from one of

superior mind, with inadequate means; and
when it was impossible to prolong resistance,
he signed a treaty with marshal Moncey,
honourable to the constitutional cause and to

himself, but which Ferdinand, with his usual

treachery, had no hesitation in breaking.
Mina then embarked with others for Ply-
mouth, where they were hospitably received.

After the death of Ferdinand, Mina was re-

called to combat a royalist insurrection in

Navarre, but he was not successful, and the

state of his health obliged him to request his

dismissal from the command. He then went
to Barcelona, where he died on the 24th of

December, beyond all comparison the greatest
character that modern Spain has produced.
His nephew Xavier Mina, before spoken of,

embarked for Mexico, and was shot there by-

order of a military commission in 1817, in a
wild scheme to achieve the independence of

that country unsupported. He had neither the

judgment nor resources of his uncle. Orig.
MINDERHOUT (HENDRIK) born at Ant-

werp 1637, died 1696, a painter who in early
life settled at Bruges, and belonged to the

society of painters in that city. His subjects
are generally marine views and sea-ports,

commonly of a local character and often of a

large size, bold in design and spirited in

touch
; yet they are very unequal in merit,

some bearing marks of haste. His best works
are still to be found in the collections of Flan-

ders and Holland. Bryan's Diet,

MIOLLIS (ALEXANDER SEXTUS, count de)
born 1759, died 1S28, a French general, who
greatly distinguished himself both under the

republic and empire. On the abdication of

Napoleon, he received from the Bourbons the

command of the military division of Mar-
seilles. He was appointed to command at

Metz by Napoleon, but at the end of the

hundred days he gave up the place to the

allied troops. He was a lover of literature

and the arts. He restored the antiquities of

Verona, and erected a column at Ferrara to

the memory of Ariosto. Wherever he went he

showed similar dispositions and won the thanks
of men of literature and science. Biog. Univ.
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MISSIESSY (JOSEPH MARIE BCRGCES,

count de) born at Quias, in Provence, 1756,
died 1837, a French vice-admiral, who was

principally employed in the French colonies.

He published several professional works, and
commanded in the Scheldt until the peace of

1814. Biog. Univ.

MITFORD (JOHN) an ingenious but im-

prudent writer for the press, who is said to

have been distantly related to the Redesdale

family. He entered into the navy, where he

attained the rank of lieutenant, and after

having fought under Hood and Nelson, he
retired on the conclusion of the war on half

pay. But he not only lost his rank and emo-
luments but also his station in society, in con-

sequence of some disgraceful forgery of let-

ters, connected with the early investigation
into the conduct of the late queen Caroline.

In this affair, which became the subject of

legal proceedings, he was connected with lady
Perceval, who seems to have been the dupe of

his deceptions. After this he depended for

support on his literary talents, and particularly
his facility in writing verse. He edited the
"
Scourge

"
and the " Bon Ton "

magazines,
two discreditable periodical publications, and
other works of a similar kind

; notwithstanding
which, such was his versatility, that he some-

times obtained employment from religious

publishers. His principal production, a poem
illustrated with plates, is entitled "

Johnny
Newcome in the Navy," containing a descrip-
tion of sea-life. This work was composed
under circumstances of aggravated destitution

perhaps unparalleled in the annals of author-

ship. Mitford was then a beggar, and John-

ston, the bookseller who published the poem,
was afraid to trust him with money, knowing
that when he had cash in hand he would not

work. Each morning he received a shilling
and a certain quantity of paper, which he en-

gaged to fill with rhymes and deliver at night.
His method was to supply himself with some

gin and a portion of bread and cheese
;
thus

provisioned he repaired to Bayswater fields,

where he sat and wrote
;

it was dry weather,
in the summer, and he took up his lodging in

a gravel-pit, near the water-works, where he

made himself a bed of grass and nettles
;
the

nettles that grew on each side he twisted so as

to form a canopy above, and here he lay for

forty-three nights, having finished the poem
in that number of days; and notwithstanding
the exposure he never caught cold, nor did his

health appear to suffer in any respect. He
was the author of a popular song called " The

King is a true British Sailor," and many other

things of a similar kind. He died very cha-

racteristically, and a most melancholy ex-

ample of the futility of talent without conduct,
in St Giles's workhouse, London, in December
1831. Gent. Mag.
MITFORD (JOHN FREEMAN) baron Redes-

dale of Redesdale, in the county of Northum-
berland. He was descended from an ancient

family settled at Mitford in Northumberland,
and he was born August 1 8, 1 748. He was
educated at New college, Oxford, and having
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studied at Lincoln's-inn, he was called to the
bar, and devoting himself to Chancery prac-
tice, he soon attained high reputation. In 1 782
he published

"A Treatise of Pleadings in Suits
in the Court of Chancery, by English Bill."
He was afterwards made a Welsh Judge. In
1789 he was chosen member of parliament for
Beeralston

;
and he spoke in the House with

ability on several occasions, particularly dur-

ing the trial of Mr Hastings. In 1793 he was
appointed solicitor-general, and in that capa-
city he assisted in conducting the state trials

of Hardy, Home Tooke, and Thehvall. He
succeeded sir John Scott (lord Eldon) as at-

torney-general, in 1799; and in 1801, when
he sat in parliament for the borough of East

Looe, he was chosen speaker of the House of

Commons, on the resignation of MrAddington;
but he did not long hold this office, for in

February 1302 he was raised to the peerage,
and made lord chancellor and a member of
the privy council in Ireland. He resigned the
seals in March 1806, in consequence of the
death of Mr Pitt. Besides the works already
mentioned, lord Redesdale was the author of
" Observations occasioned by a Pamphlet en-

titled '

Objections to the Project of Creating
a Vice-Chancellor of England.'" He was

always considered a profound lawyer, and
his judgment was highly appreciated in the
House of Lords, especially in cases of appeal.
He died at his seat at Hatsford park, Glou-

cestershire, January 17, 1830. He assumed
the name and arms of Freeman, in addition to

those of Mitford, by royal sign manual in

1809, in consequence of receiving a large nd-
dition to his fortune on the death of W. G.
Freeman, Esq. Lord Kedesdale, who was a
fellow of the l?oyal and Antiquarian Societies,
was the younger brother of William Mitford,
author of the History of Greece. Muntli.

Mag.
MITFORD (WILLIAM) an eminent histo-

rical and philological writer, born in London,
February 10, J734. He studied at Queen's

college, Oxford, and then at the Middle

Temple ;
but he early quitted the profession

of the law, arid obtained a commission in the

Southamptonshire militia, of which he rose to

be colonel. In 1785 he was chosen MP. for

Newport in Cornwall, which borough he re-

presented till 1790. He was returned for

Beeralston in 17S6, and after sitting in three

parliaments for that place, he became member
for New Homney from 1812 till 1818. His
death took place at Exbury, near Southamp-
ton, February 10, 1827. He was professor of

ancient history at the Royal Academy ;
and

besides his principal work,
" The History of

Greece," 17841810, 4 vols, 4to, since re-

printed in 8vo, he published
" An Essay on

the Harmony of Language, intended princi-

pally to illustrate that of the English Lan-

guage," 1774, 8vo;
" A Treatise on the Mili-

tary Force, and particular!} the Militia, of thia

Kingdom," Svo
;

" Observations on the His-

tory of Christianity," Svo
;
a work on archi-

tecture
;
and another on the corn laws.

Gent. Mag. Lit. Gaz.
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MOEB1US (GEORGE) a Lutheran divine,

was born at Laucha in 1616, and died in 1C97
at Leipsic, where he was professor of theology.
He was the author of a work on the Pagan
Oracles against Vandale, 1 2mo. Morcri.

MOINE (STEPHEN le) a Protestant divine,

was born at Caen in Normandy in 1624. He
was professor of theology at Leyden, where
he died in 1689. His works are collected in

2 vols, 4to, with the title of " Varia Sacra."

They consist of dissertations on critical sub-

jects. Ibid.

MOLITERNO (the prince de) died 1840.

He was the son of the prince of Marsico

Nuovo, who was ambassador of Naples at

Turin, and in 1794 was employed in the war

against the French. After the invasion of

Naples by the French under Championnet,
Moliterno" went to negociate terms for their

retreat, but in reality to let in the French, in

order to prevent the fearful anarchy of the

laazaroni and people that seemed inevitable.

The republic was then proclaimed, and Moli-

terno became a member of the provisional

government He was soon after sent ambas-
sador to Paris, and by that means saved his

life, when Cardinal Ruffo and Nelson ob-

tained possession of Naples, and the passions
of the infuriated Queen Caroline were aided
in taking sweeping vengeance on all the patri-
otic party. He then proceeded to England to

urge the government to declare the union and

independence of Italy, but had no success with

a cabinet which was at war to sustain old

abuses everywhere. He then went to Naples,
and assembled the Calabrians against Murat,
but was obliged to fly to Rome, whence he
was expelled. In the revolution of 1820 he
offered to serve the liberal party as a common
soldier. He died in retirement. Biog. Univ.

MOLLER (DANIEL WILLIAM) professor of

history and metaphysics, was born at Pres-

burg, and became librarian in the university
of Altorf. He wrote " Indiculus Philologorum
ex Germania oriundorum," 4to

;

" Meditatio

de Hungaricis quibusdam Insectis Prodigi-
osis ex acre una cum nive in agro delapsis,"
12mo

;

"
Opuscula Medico-historico-philolo-

gica ;"
'' Mensa Poetica ;"

"
Opuscula Ethica

et Problematico-critica," 12mo. He died in

1712, aged seventy.
MOLLER (JOHN) a German writer, born

at Fleinsburg, in the duchy of Sleswick, in

1661, and died in 1725. He wrote " Cimbria

Litterata," 3 vols, folio;
" Introductio ad His-

toriam Ducatuum Sleswicensis et Holstacici,"
8vo

;

" De Cornutis et Hermaphroditis," 4to
;

"
Isagoge ad Historiam Chersonesi Cimbri-

acae," 8vo.

MONCEY (BoN ADRIEN JEANNOT) due
de Conegliano, born at Besancou 1754, died

at Paris 1842, a marshal of France, son of an

advocate, who took great pains with his edu-

cation. He early showed a taste for a mili-

tary life. In 1791 he became a captain in a

battalion of light infantry, and in 1792 was
sent to the army of the Pyrenees, where he

rose to be chief of a battalion, and finally to

be a general of division. In 1794 he com-

MONROE.
manded the left wing of the French army
under Muller, and he beat the Spaniards at

Villa Nova, taking two thousand men and

fifty pieces of cannon. He commanded the

corps sent into Lombardy by the Tyrol, but
arrived too late to take a part in the battle of

Marengo. In 1802 he obtained successes at

Menzabano and Roveredo. He was employed
in Spain, where he received a check before

Saragoza. He had the direction and command
of the gendarmerie under Napoleon, with very
extended powers. He was in some degree the

controller of Fouche and the police, and of all

the prefects, who in their turn surveyed and
controlled in their own departments. He was
thus initiated into the most important secrets.

He resisted the allies in 1814, on the heights
of Belleville and Montmartre. He was con-

tinued commandant of the gendarmerie under
the Bourbons. In 1815 he refused to be presi-
dent ofthe commission, with other marshals, to

try marshal Ney,with the most generous inten-

tions, whereas, had he and they undertaken the

duty, they might have saved his life. In 1823

Moncey had a command in the army sent to

Spain, and notwithstanding his age he showed

great activity on that occasion. In 1834 he
was made governor of the Invalids, but found
himself unable to check the abuses that had

crept in there. He attended at the funeral

service ofNapoleon in 1840, although the cold

was excessive, and he was obliged to be car-

ried. He felt that the great man whose re-

mains were near him had been a kind and in-

dulgent benefactor to him, and in his old age
he would not forget it. Bib. Univ.

MONROE (JAMES) president of the United
States of America. He was descended from
a gentleman of a respectable Scotch family
who had held a commission in the army
under Charles I., and who emigrated to the
New World in 1652. The father of the sub-

ject of this article was a farmer, who had an
estate at Monroe's Creek, Westmoreland

county, Virginia, where the son was born in

1758. The circumstances of his family were
not affluent, but he received a good educa-
tion at the college of Williamsburg, in his

native province. On the commencement of
the disputes between England and America,
Mr Monroe was chosen one of the earliest

members of the Congress, but he soon re-

linquished his seat to enter into the army.
He was with general Washington in his re-

treat through"New Jersey, and was present
in the attack on the Hessians at Trenton.
At that period he served as a lieutenant in

the company of captain Washington, and on
the fall of that officer he succeeded to the

command. In the engagement last men-
tioned he was wounded while charging two

pieces of British artillery. Subsequently he
was attached to the staff of general Lord

Stirling, with the rank of major, and he

fought by the side of Lafayette, when that

officer was wounded in the battle of Brandy-
wine. He was afterwards promoted to the

rank of colonel, but his military career was
soon terminated by the conclusion of the war,
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aud he returned to his original profession,
that of a barrister. He was almost immedi-

ately again chosen as a delegate to the Con-

gress ;
and his election to that body was an-

nually repeated, nearly without an interval,

during ten years. In 1794 Mr Monroe was

appointed ambassador from the United States

to the French republic, and on the 15th of

August he was introduced in that character

to the National Convention. His arrival in

France occurred during a season of great dif-

ficulty and delicacy, and after two years' resi-

dence in Paris he was accused by the admi-
nistration under Washington of giving way
too much to the overbearing policy of the

French Directory, and he was recalled with

strong marks of dissatisfaction at his conduct.

Mr Monroe, on his return to America, de-

manded from the secretary of state a declara-

tion in writing of the motives which occa-

sioned his recall, and he subsequently pub-
lished a statement of his own conduct com-

pared with that of the government, together
with the whole of his correspondence during
his embassy. His defence seemed to give
general satisfaction, especially in his own
province, to the governorship of which he
was in 1803 elected by a very numerous ma-

jority. He was next employed, in conjunc-
tion with Mr Livingston, at Paris, to enter

into a negociatiou with France and Spain, for

the cession of Louisiana to the United States,
a mission which was most successfully termi-

nated. He was afterwards sent as a negociator
to London. In 1811 he was appointed secre-

tary of state. In 1814, on the capture of Wash-

ington by the English, he was made com-
mander-in-chief of the American army ;

and
he afterwards held the office of secretary of
war till the conclusion of hostilities. He then

returned to preside over the foreign depart-
ment, where he remained till the 3rd of March
1817, when he was chosen, in the place of Mr
Maddison, president of the United States. On
the 3rd of December, after his election, he

presented to the Congress a statement of the

internal and external situation of the country,
in which he congratulated the Americans on

having reached the fiftieth year of political

independence, and on the freedom of their

institutions, and the strength of their go-
vernment. After his retirement from his

high station, he was associated with Mr
Jefferson and Mr Maddison in the founda-
tion of the university of Virginia ;

and he was

subsequently chosen a member of the con-

vention for amending the constitution of his

native state, and also elected to preside over
that body. His death took place July 4, 1831 .

Month. Mag.
MONTAGU (GEORGE) a distinguished

naturalist, who devoted himself particularly
to the study of ornithology and conchology.
This gentleman was descended from an
ancient family long settled at Lackham, in

the central part of Wiltshire, where he had
an estate. In the latter period of his life he
resided at Knowle, near Kingsbridge, in

Devonshire, where he died in July 1815.
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His works are " An Ornithological Dic-
tionary," Lond. 1802, 2 vols, Rvo, a supple-
ment to which, with plates, was published in
1813, 1 vol, 8vo;

" Testacea Britannica, or
Natural History of British Shells," with
plates, 1803, 2 vols, 4to; and a supplement
to the preceding, 1809, 4to. Britton's Beau-
ties of Wiltshire, vol. iii. Biog. Diet, of
Living Authors.

MONTALVAN (don Luis PEREZ de) an
eminent Spanish dramatist in the reign of

Philip IV. He was distinguished for his

literary attainments, being well versed iu the
classics

;
and from the gravity of his cha-

racter, his good taste, and sound judgment,
he was held in the highest estimation by
the literati of his times. He produced many
plays, among which ihe most remarkable are
" No hay contra un Padre Razon," and " La
Liudona de Gallicia." The language of this

writer is correct, full, and elegant ;
his versifi-

cation smooth, although somewhat laboured ;

and it is apparent that he engaged in writing
more as a task than as an amusement. He
died in 1639. Metropolitan.
MONTELIEU (PAULINE ISABELLE BE

POLIER, baroness of) born 1751 at Lausanne,
died 1832, a very fertile writer of romances.
She was twice married, her second spouse

being the baron of Montelieu. " Caroline of

Lichfield," published in 1832, began to give
her reputation as a novelist, which she in-

creased by her subsequent works. These
amount in all to 105 volumes, comprising
thirty-two different works. A large part are

translations or imitations from the German
of Augustus Lafontaine. A selection from
her works was published in 1829, in 40 vols,
12mo. Bio. Univ.

MONTEMERLO (GIOVANNI STEFANO) a

poet and grammarian, born at Tortona 1515,
died 1572. He employed twenty years in

collecting together all the Italian words and

determining their different acceptations by
examples from the best writers. He pub-
lished a work upon the Tuscan phrases, and

reproduced it in 1594, under the title of a
" Thesaurus of the Tuscan Language," c.

pie left a poem entitled " De Gestis Aposto-
'iorum." Biog. Diet.

MONTEVERDE (CLAUDE) a composer,
born at Cremona at the end of the sixteenth

century, died at Venice at a very advanced

age. He was chapel master to the doge.
He published madrigals for three, four, and
five voices, a species of poesy at that time
much in favour in Italy. He left

" Selva

Morale e Spirituale,"
"
Proserpina rapita,"

and " L'Incororiazione di Poppea." Idem.

MONTGAILLARD (GuiLL. HONORE-
ROCQUES de) a French historian, born in

Languedoc in 1772. He studied at the mili-

tary school at Paris, but being disabled by a

fall from a horse, he became an ecclesiastic.

At the Revolution he emigrated to England,
and afterwards went to Germany. In 1799

he returned home, and was employed in the

military administration under the government
of Bonaparte. He died in 1825. Among



MONTGAILLARD.
his worts are "Revue Chronologique de
I'Histo'.re de France di-puis la premiere Con-
vocation des Notables jusqu'au De'part des

Troupes Ktrangeres," Paris, 18^0, 8vo; and
"Histoire de France depuis la Fin du RDgtie
de Louis XVI jusqu'a 1'Anne'e 1825," 9 vols,
8vo. Biotf. Unit}. Class.

MONTGAILLARD (MAURICE JACQUES
ROQUES de) born at Toulouse 1761, died

1841, a political writer and intriguer who
was mingled up in the most important and
secret affairs between princes. He was bred
at Sorreze, and was employed in negotiations
on the part of the Bourbon princes, whom he

betrayed. He became a spy for the prince
de Conde in Vienna, in order to betray to

him the minister of the French republic while
he made the last acquainted with the secrets

of the prince. His betrayal of the trust on
the part of the Bourbons caused the trans-

portation of Pichegru and his friends to the

shores of Guyana. He was protected to the
last by Louis XVIII. The history of his

misdoings and his pamphleteering is a warn-

ing to personages in high places whom they
venture to trust. Biog. Univ.

MONTI (VINCENZO) one of the most cele-

brated poets of modern Italy, who was born
at Fusiuano, near Ferrara, in 1753. He
studied at the university of the latter city,
under the poet Onufrio Minzoni, and distin-

guished himself by his poetical productions.
Prompted by his aspiring genius he went to

Rome, where he obtained an introduction to

one of the nephews of Pope Pius VI, by
whom he was retained as secretary, and he
was admitted into the Arcadian Society, but
he was quickly involved in disputes with

many of its most illustrious members, who
complained of the freedom of his satires and

epigrams. He soon abandoned this unpro-
fitable species of composition, and emulating
the fame of Alfieri, he produced his two cele-

brated tragedies of " Galeotti Manfredi," and
" Aristodemo." The assassination of Hugo
Basseville, the French ambassador at Rome,
was the subject of his next tragedy, and it

is said to have been suggested to him by
the Papal Court. The subsequent political

changes that took place in Italy produced an
alteration in the destiny of the poet, though
he seems to have been long before favourably
disposed towards the views of the French

republicans. Like most of the Italian patriots
of the time he repaired to Milan, the seat of

government of the newly founded state ; and
he employed his talents in support of the
cause he had adopted. His enthusiasm ex-

posed him to censure on account of the com-

position of an ode in which he defended the
execution of Louis XVI. As he had not
taken holy orders before the Revolution, he
was too much a man of the world to do so

afterwards. He then married a lady dis-

tinguished for her beauty and talents, who
was the daughter of the celebrated gem-
engraver Pikler. When Bonaparte founded
the Cisalpine republic, Monti was appointed
secretary to the executive directory of the

MONTMORENCY.
state, which situation he filled with honour

during the short existence of that republic.
On the invasion of Italy by Suwarrow, he
retired to Paris, whence he returned after tht

battle of Marengo, in 1800, and shortly after

published his celebrated poem on the death

of the mathematician Mascheroni. He Mas

successively appointed professor of the Belles

Lettres, and of rhetoric, in the university of

Padua, and after the creation of the kingdom
of Italy, in 1805, he was constituted histo-

riographer of that state. One of his principal

productions was a translation of the Iliad of

Homer, which was severely criticised, espe-

cially by Foscolo, who commenced a rival

version, but that of Monti, notwithstanding
the poet's avowed ignorance of the Greek

language, is regarded as the bi-st among the

Italian translations. After the destruction

of the kingdom of Italy, he was fortunate

enough to preserve his place and pension
under the new government, and he lived at

Milan esteemed and cherished by his fellow

citizens, and respected by strangers. In the

latter part of his life he commenced a philo-

logical work entitled "
Proposals for some

Corrections and Additions to the Vocabulary
of the Academia della Crusca," which occa-

sioned a contest between the Tuscan and
Lombard critics. He was a knight of the

Legion of Honour, and of the Iron Crown,
and a member of many learned societies.

His death took place in October 1828.

For. Rev.
MONTLOSIER (FRANCOIS DOMINIC REY-

NAUD, count de) born at Clermout 1755, died

1838. In the French revolution he defended
the rights of the crown and nobility, but

showed no zeal for the preservation of the

wealth of the church. He emigrated and
came to England, where he edited the
" Courrier de Londres." He wrote a work
" On the French Monarchy, from its establish-

ment to the present day." In 1826 he pub-
lished his " Me'moire a consulter," which
went through eight editions. He denounced
the party of the priests. In 1830 he was
called to the chamber of peers. Biog. Fran.

MONTLUC (BLAISE de) a famous com-

mander, was bom near Condom in 1500, of a

noble family. He served in the wars of

Italy, and took Boulogne from the English.
In 1554 he was made governor of Sienna,

which he defended with the greatest bravery,
but was at length obliged to give up on
honourable terms. He then took part against
the French Protestants, and distinguished him-
self by his excessive cruelty. He died in

1577, and his memoirs were published at

Bordeaux in 1 592, folio. Moreri.

MONTMORENCY (MATTHEW de) con-

stable of France, died in 1230. He distin-

guished himself in the crusade against the

Albigenses, and served in the wars against
the English, from whom he took several forts.

ANNE DE MONTMORENCY, his descendant,
and a famous general, was taken prisoner at

the battle of Pavia with Francis I. In 1538

he was appointed constable of France. He
342
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was sent by Charles IX against the Pro-

testants, but was taken prisoner by them at

the battle of Dreux in 1562. He recovered
his liberty, and was killed at the battle of

St Denis in 15G7. The duke de MONTMO-
RENCY, his grandson, conspiring with Gaston
of Orleans, and raising an insurrection in

Languedoc, was beheaded in 1632. Ibid.

MONTEOSE (JAMES GRAHAM, marquis
of) a distinguished royalist under Charles I,

descended from the royal family of Scotland.

He entered the Scotch guards in France. On
his return he excited the jealousy of the

marquis of Hamilton, in consequence ofwhich
he met with such neglect that he joined the

Covenanters; but afterwards returning to the

royal side, he was zealous in his service of

the king, and gained the battles of Perth,

Aberdeen, and Inverlochy, in recompense for

which he was created a marquis. In 1645,

being defeated by Lesley, he left the kingdom,
and remained abroad until 1650, when he
came to Orkney with a few followers, but

being taken, he was conveyed to Edinburgh,
where he was hanged and quartered on the
21st of May 1650. Life by Wishurt.

MONTUCCI (ANTONIO) a distinguished

philological writer, who was born at Sienna,
in Italy, May 22, 1762. He studied juris-

prudence in the university of his native place,
and obtained the degree of doctor of law

;

but he chiefly devoted himself to the acqui-
sition of the living languages. In 1785 he
was appointed professor of English in the

Tolomei College ;
and the following year he

went to Florence with some English gentle-

men, to whom he was giving instruction in

the modern tongues. He there formed an

acquaintance with Josiah Wedgwood, who
invited him to settle as an Italian teacher at

his establishment at Etruria in Staffordshire.

Being in London in 1792, when preparations
were making for lord Macartney's embassy
to China, Montucci took the opportunity
for obtaining assistance from some Chinese

youths attached to the embassy, in acquiring
their language, which he had previously
studied by means of Fourmout's works. He
remained in England till 1 804, continuing his

Chinese studies, and he projected the com-

position of a new Chinese dictionary. In

1806 he went to Berlin on the invitation of

the king of Prussia, to whom he had trans-

mitted a prospectus of his intended work.
The invasion of the country by Bonaparte

interrupted his plans, and for some time he

employed himself in giving lessons in Eng-
lish and Italian. At length, on the restora-

tion of tranquillity, he resumed his under-

taking, but it does not appear that he ever

completed it. He died at Sienna in 1829.

Besides an Italian translation of the Common
Prayer, and other works for the use of his

pupils. Dr Montucci published
" The inedited

Poetical Writings of Lorenzo de Medici, from
the Laurentian Library," 1790;

" Urh-chih-

tszeteen, &c, or a Comparative Examination
of the two Chinese Dictionaries undertaken

by the Rev R. Morrison and Antonio Mon-
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tacci," Lond. 1817, 4to. Biog. des Hommes
Vivants. Edit.

MOOECEOFT (WILLIAM) born in Lanca-
shire, died at Andkhodie, a town situated eighty
miles from Balk, in Asia, iu 1825. He left
" A Journey made in 1812 to the Lake Ma-
nasarovar, in the Oundes, province of Little

Thibet," which appeared in the Asiatic
Researches

;
and there are several other ac-

counts of his travels edited, in London, by
H. H. Wilson. Biog. Diet.

MOORE (JOHN) a liberal prelate, was the
son of a butcher at Gloucester. He was edu-
cated in the Crypt school there, whence he
went to Pembroke college, Oxford. He was
tutor to the marquis of Blandford, and chap-
lain to the duke of Marlborough. In 1771 he
was created dean of Canterbury, five years
after bishop of Bangor, and finally, in 1783,

archbishop of Canterbury. He died in 1 800.

MOEALES (JcAN de) a Spanish poet of
the sixteenth century, born in Andalusia.
Little is known of his life. The " Flores de
Poetas Illustres

"
of Espinosa alone contains

his extant poems.
MOEAT1N (NICOLAS FERNANDEZ de) a

celebrated Spanish dramatic poet, who was
born at Madrid in 1737. He received the
first rudiments of his education at the royal
residence of San Ildefonso, whither the widow
of Philip V had retired, retaining in her ser-

vice, as master of her wardrobe and jewels,
the elder Moratin. The son afterwards studied

philosophy under the Jesuits of Calatayud,
then took a degree in law at Valladolid

; and,

returning to San Ildefonso, he married, with
the approbation of the queen, who bestowed
on him the employment which had been held

by his father. When the queen left her re-

treat to take charge of the government till

her son arrived in Spain from Naples, Mo-
ratin accompanied her to Madrid, where he
became acquainted with the most celebrated

artists and men of letters, whose example in-

cited him to become an author. The drama
was in a declining state when he composed
his comedy of the " Petimetra

" and his tra-

gedy of "
Lucrecia," which may be ranked

among the first
attempts

to reform the Spanish
theatre. He also cultivated with success lyric

poetry, and his productions of this kind are

even more admirable than his plays. He was
honoured with the friendship and protection
of the most learned persons at the court of

Spain, both natives and foreigners; he was
admitted a member of the Arcadian Society of

Home, and many learned Italians testified for

him their admiration and esteem. He now
collected together some pieces of fugitive

poetry, and published them in the form of a

journal, entitled " El Poeta," and soon after-

wards appeared his " Diana, or the Art of

Hunting," a didactic poem, addressed to the

infante Don Luis. He was well acquainted
with the old Castilian chroniclers, as particu-

larly appears from his poems entitled " Amor

y Honor,"
" Don Sancho en Zamora,"

" Ab-
dalcadir y Galiana,"

" Consuelo de una Au-

sencia,"
" Fiestas de Toros en Madrid," and
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' La Empresa de Micer Jaques Borgouon."
He published an " Historical Letter on the

Origin and Progress of Bull-fights in Spain,"
in which he proves that amusement not to

have been derived from the Romans, but to

be peculiar to the Spanish nation. In 17C6

political difficulties interrupted the progress
of his literary career, and the changes which
took place were not advantageous to his for-

tune. Finding it necessary to adopt some
plan for the support of his family, he re-

sumed the profession of the law, and in 1772
he was admitted as an advocate, in the legal
corporation of Madrid. His extraordinary
facility of composition was displayed in an

extempore comedy, in commemoration of the
defence of Melilla, in 1775, written at the

request of the Duke de Medina Sidonia, being
dictated to an amanuensis, in the space of six

hours. His facility as a writer of poetry also

appeared in his contest with the Italian poet
Talassi (who was considered unrivalled as an

improvisatore), in which Moratin fully sus-

tained his reputation. He next wrote a
memoir on the means of encouraging agri-
culture in Spain without injuring the breed
of cattle, on account of which performance
he was chosen a member of the Economic
Society of Madrid. He was likewise invited
to solicit a seat in the Royal Academy, but
he declined the honour. The latter part of
his life was chiefly devoted to the classifica-

tion and last polish of his productions. He
died in 1780. MORATIN (LEANDRO FERNAN-
DEZ de) the son of the preceding, and more
distinguished, especially as a dramatic poet,
than his father. He was born at Madrid,
and received his earliest instructions at home.
A year before the death of his father he be-
came competitor for the prize proposed by the

Spanish Academy for the best poem on the

capture of Granada by Ferdinand and Isa-

bella. Though this piece, written under the
assumed name of D. Efren de Laduar y Mo-
rante, did not obtain the prize, yet it was

thought worthy of being printed at the ex-

pense of the academy. Deprived of the lite-

rary aid of his father, who wished to dis-

suade him from pursuits so unprofitable in a

pecuniary point of view, he cultivated the

friendship of the learned Conti, a man of ex-

quisite taste and classical attainments. In
1 782 he presented to the academy his " Lec-
cion Poetica," again contending for the prize,
under the appellation of D. Meliton Fernan-

dez, and on this occasion he gained the aca-

demy's accessit. This tract is a satire against
the defects of Castilian poetry, and is said to

be superior to any previous production on the

subject. The dramatic essays of Moratin are
also among his youthful compositions, that

entitled " El Viejo y la Nina" having been
written about 1787. He shortly afterwards

produced his celebrated comedy
" El Cafe,"

which obtained him general praise for the

boldness and fidelity with which the charac-
ters are drawn, the keenness of his satire, and
the elegance of his style. The young poet,
in consequence of the talents he had displayed,

MOREAU.
obtained the patronage of the minister Godoy,
to whom he afterwards dedicated his comedy
" El Baron," the first play which appeared
under his own name, his former works bearing
his academical appellation, Inarco Cclenio.

He also received permission to travel at the

royal expense, and he was thus enabled to

visit the principal theatres of England, France,
and Italy ; upon his return home a consider-

able pension was bestowed on him, and he
received the appointment of principal secre-

tary interpreter, which he filled to the general
satisfaction. He remained at Madrid during
the reign of Joseph Bonaparte, under whose

government he was made royal librarian ; but

after the famous battle of Baylen he with-

drew to the Ebro, and in 1813 to Valencia.

From this city he was compelled by general
Elio to retire to Barcelona, where he re-

mained, taking occasional journeys to France,
till the year 1821, when, after publishing an
excellent edition of the works of his father,

he removed to Bordeaux, and subsequently to

Paris, where he died June 21, 1828. Besides

the plays already mentioned, Moratin was the

author of " La Mojigata," and " El si de las

Ninas;" and two translations from Moliere,
" La Escuela de los Maridos," and " El Me-
dico a Palos." Moliere was always his model,

although he showed himself by no means un-

acquainted with the dramatic literature of

other countries. One of his earliest attempts
was a translation of Shakspeare's Hamlet,
with critical notes, and a life of the great
author

;
and it appears to have been his de-

sign to translate the whole of his works into

Spanish. At the time of his death he was

engaged in writing the history of the Spanish
drama from the earliest period, and he also

left other works in manuscript. The " Lee-

cion Poetica," before mentioned, is completed

by the author's letter to Andres, in which he

criticises his poetical contemporaries. He
also wrote other satirical poems, of which it

may be affirmed that they are worthy of the

reputation he acquired as a dramatist. A
valuable edition of his poetical and dramatic

works was published under his own inspection

during his residence at Paris. For. Rev.

MOHEAU (HEGESIPPUS) born in Paris

1810, died 1838, a French poet, who became
a compositor in the house of Didot the cele-

brated printer, where he did not succeed.

The revolution of 1 830 taking place, he saved

a Swiss soldier, and covered him with his

own coat to disguise him. Printing grew
slack, and Moreau lost his work. He then

gave lessons for a subsistence, but the profit
was little or nothing, and he betrayed singu-
larities of character. He went to Provins,
and established a journal

" The Diogenes."
Here he offended a public functionary by one
of his poetical compositions, and was obliged
to give up his paper. He returned to Paris in

1834, and, though a compositor, master, stu-

dent, corrector of the press, and entrusted

with the compilation part of a review, he ac-

quitted himself ill of all, while he wrote ex-

cellent poetry. He published a poem called
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' The Myosotis," deemed superior, while the
author died at the moment of his triumph in

a hospital, and his funeral was followed by a
crowd that had suffered him to languish in

privation. Biog. Univ.
MORETO Y CABANA (don AGUSTIN) a

Spanish dramatist, whose talents as a comic
writer gave him a just claim to the title of

the Spanish Moliere. He lived in the reign
of Philip IV, and was the particular friend

of Rioja, in concert with whom some of his

pieces were written. He possessed the freely

flowing, dashing humour of Farquhar, com-
bined with the sterling and prodigal wit of

Congreve. The plots of his dramas are in-

genious and full of striking situations, but it

is in the rich humour of the dialogue, the

brilliant sallies, and characteristic language
of the dramatis personce, that their chief merit
consists. Moreto possessed an astonishing

facility of composition, and it appears that

his comedies were produced in moments of
mercurial excitement, and whilst his friends

were engaged in gay conversation and drink-

ing wine around him. He was quite a man
of fashion and pleasure, lounging from one
coffee-house to another, frequenting the court,
the theatres, the Prado, ardent in the pursuit
of pleasure and excitement, and yet he pro-
duced more than two hundred plays, some of
which have been reckoned the very best in

the language, and one,
" El Desden con el

Dcsdeu," is considered the standard comedy
of the Spanish stage. An adaptation of this

drama was produced with success at Covent
Garden theatre some time back, under the

title of " Love's Victory," written by Mi-

Hyde. Although Moreto cannot lay claim

to the sublimity, inventive power, elegance
of style, and correctness of language which

distinguished the works of Lope de Vega
and Calderon, he is superior to them in the

delineation of character, a keen perception of

the ridiculous, and a rich fund of humour.
The former were the greater poets, Moreto
much the better dramatist. Among the vast

quantity of this writer's productions there are

many, such as " La Tia y la Sobrina
" The

Aunt and the Niece
;

" El Parecido en la

Corte
" The Stranger at Court, and others,

which are often acted on the Spanish stage,
and always with unabated success. Metro-

politan.
MORGAN (HENRY) the most noted of the

English buccaneers, the son of a Welsh
farmer. He became the vice-admiral of

Mansfield, who died soon afterwards, in 1GG8.

Morgan led on the pirates to Cuba, where

they attacked a town which was ransomed.

They next assaulted Porto Bello, and com-
mitted horrible excesses. They destroyed
the fort of Maracaibo, and retired with their

plunder to Jamaica in 1669, with the inten-

tion of enjoying their booty in peace. But
the following year they set sail again with

thirty-seven vessels, ravaged several of the

Spanish towns, and in 1671 took the city of

Panama, which they reduced to ashes. Here

Morgan quitted his companions with three
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vessels

; and the king of England declaring he
intended to be at peace with Spain, an end
was put to his ravages and massacres. Mor-
gan was now ordered to return and give an
account of his conduct. It is probable that he
was able to exculpate himself, as he returned
to Jamaica, where, in 1675, 1678, and 1680,
he was lieutenant-governor, and where he re-
mained until his decease. Bucc. of Ameri.
Hist. Eng. Col.

MORGAN, FRS (WILLIAM) a distin-

guished mathematician, who was a native of

Glamorganshire, in Wales, and was the

nephew of Dr Richard Price, of Hackney, by
whom he was educated. His father was a

surgeon, and the son was designed for the
medical profession ;

but his uncle perceiving
his strong inclination for the study of the
mathematical sciences, persuaded him to re-

linquish his original purpose, and devote him-
self to the cultivation of those branches of

knowledge for which his talents were best

adapted. With a view to this object, Dr
Price procured for him the office of actuary
to the Equitable Assurance Society, whose
office is in Bridge-street, Blackfriars, London.
He had the satisfaction of witnessing the in-

creasing prosperity of that institution, with
which he remained connected during the long

period of more than fifty-six years. He died

in May 1 833, and was interred on the 1 2th of

that month at Hornsey, where he had for

some time resided. He published
" The

Doctrine of Annuities and Assurances of

Lives," 1799, 8vo; "A Review of Dr Craw-
ford's Theory of Heat," 1781, 8vo; "A Re-
view of the Writings of Dr Price on the sub-

ject of the Finances of this Kingdom," 1792,

8vo;
" Facts addressed to the serious atten-

tion of the People of Great Britain respecting
the Expense of the War and the State of the

National Debt," 1796, 8vo
;

"Additional
Facts on the same Subject," 8vo

;

" An Ap-
peal to the People of Great Britain on the

present alarming State of the Public Finances

and Public Credit," 1797, 8vo;
" A Compa-

rative View of the Public Finances, from the

beginning to the close of the late Administra-

tion," 1801, republished with a Supplement
in 1803 ;

and " Observations on Reversionary

Payments, by Dr Price, newly arranged and

enlarged," 2 vols, 8vo. Mr Morgan also pub-
lished papers in the Philosophical Transac-

tions, and in the Monthly Magazine, and other

periodical works. Biog. Diet.

MORGHEN (RAPHAEL) born in 1761, at

Portici near Naples, died 1833, a celebrated

Italian engraver. He was instructed by his

father, who practised the art before him, and

sent him to Rome when he was only in his

twentieth year, in order to improve himself

under Jos. He received advantageous offers

to return to Naples, but he preferred Florence,

and was there made professor of engraving in

the academy of the Fine Arts. His works are

numerous, and all excellent. Their fame is

spread far and wide throughout Europe and

the civilized world. Bryan's Diet.

MORILLO (don PAUL) count of Carta-
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gena and marquis of Fuente, a Spanish Gene-

ral, born 1777 at Fuentes deMalsa. He had

a command in the war against France under

Napoleon, and served for some time under

Wellington, when he was wounded at the

battle of Vittoria. On the restoration of Fer-

dinand VII he was sent to South America with

10,000 men, and reached the Isle of St. Mar-

garet, where, being detained by contrary winds,
he lost 1500 men by fever, several transports

by storms, and more than 450,000 piastres.

He next appeared before Cartagena, the siege
of which was long and sanguinary. He en-

tered it a mass of ruins. A few of the garri-
son only escaped to Savannah. His future

operations, whether he was victor or van-

quished, were marked by the most horrible

cruelties, which produced a like retaliation.

Ultimately unsuccessful he returned to Spain,

where, in the future contests between the

Cortes and royalists, he seems to have regarded

only his own private interests. He abandoned
the cause of the Cortes when it appeared on

the decline. He imagined that his inaction

would secure him the king's favour. He was
in error

;
for Ferdinand being re-established,

sent him into exile, and, none pitying him, he
went to France and died in obscurity.- Bioy.

Univ.

MORLACCHI (FRANCIS) born at Perouse

1784, died at Innspruck 1841, a celebrated mu-
sical composer. At the age of fourteen he
travelled through the Italian towns and vil-

lages with the violin and organ. His extra-

ordinary improvisations on those instruments
drew the attention of count Peter Baglioni,
who felt interested for him, and recommended
him to the celebrated Zingarelli. In 1800 he

wrote, at sixteen years of age, an oratorio,
which was performed at Rome. On the coro-

nation of Napoleon he set to music, for the

town of Bologna, a cantata, designed to cele-

brate that event. He composed a number of

excellent works
;
but his " Barber of Seville"

was eclipsed by Rossini. He also wrote seve-

ral comic operas. He was some time in

Saxony establishing a musical chapel, and had
an interview with Alexander of Russia. Mor-
lacchi died at Innspruck. Bio. Univ.

MORLEY (THOMAS) an eminent English
musician in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

He was a pupil of William Bird, and became
a bachelor of music, and one of the gentle-
men of the Chapel Royal. He was distin-

guished both as a performer and a composer ;

and among his works are canzonets, madri-

gals, and ballets, which were published to-

wards the close of t'he sixteenth century ;

and he also wrote church music, but it does
not appear to have been printed during the

life of the author
;
some of his compositions,

however, are to be found in the collections

of Dr Tudway and Dr Boyce. He is chiefly
celebrated as the author of a treatise entitled
" A plaine and easie Introduction to Practical

Musicke." His death is supposed to have
taken place about 1604. Buritey. Biog. Diet.

ofMus.
MORRICE or MAURICE (PETER) a

MORTIER.
Dutch mechanic and engineer, in the six-
teenth century. He invented machinery for

raising water worked by the tide, which was
erected in 1582 on the north side of London
Bridge, for the purpose of supplying with
water the inhabitants of the city. These
waterworks, as well as others at the south
end of London Bridge, were removed in 1823,
to make way for the erection of the new
bridge recently completed. Maitland's Hist.

of London.
MORRIS (LEWIS) a Welsh antiquary, was

born in the isle of Anglesey in 1702. He
received an order from the board of admiralty
to make a

survey of the Welsh coast. He
died in 1765, leaving above eighty volumes of

manuscripts to the Welsh charity school in

Gray's-inn-lane. His poems have been printed,
and are not devoid of merit. He had a bro-

ther, RICHARD MORRIS, who superintended
the printing of the Welsh Bible. He died in

1779. Owen's Cambrian Biog.
MORRISON (ROBERT) born 1782, died at

Calcutta 1 834, a learned orientalist, who ac-

companied lord Amherst to China in 1804.
In 1808 he became interpreter to the English
factory at Macao. He published

" Horse

Sinicae," an "Anglo-Chinese Dictionary," and
a " Chinese Grammar." He also made a
Chinese translation of the Bible. Gent. Mag.
MORSE (JEDEDIAH) born in the United

States, died 1826, at Newhaven, Connecticut.
He was for many years pastor of the principal
church of Charlestown, near Boston, whence
he retired to Newhaven. He published a
" Universal American Gazetteer," and in sub-

sequent additions to the first, a " Table of the

actual State of all the Kingdoms, Countries,
and Colonies in the knownWorld." Bio.Dict.
MORTIER (EDWARD ADOLPHE CASIMIR

JOSEPH) born at Gateau Cambresis 1768, died
1835. He entered early into the army, and
received his first wound in 1793, under the
walls of Maubeuge. He served at Fleurus,
and in most of the battles in the north-east
down to the treaty of Campo Formio. In
1803 he commanded the army destined to

occupy Hanover. Napoleon heaped honours

upon him
;
and in 1805 he was presented with

the grand cordon of the order of Christ, of

Portugal. He fought the battle of Diestein.

He entered Hamburgh, but refrained from

seizing the property of the bank, which was

approved by Napoleon. He beat the Swedes
at Anclam in 1807, and was nominated duke
of Treviso. He commanded for a time one of

the corps of the French army in Spain. He
went to Russia with the great army. There
he was ordered to destroy the Kremlin, the

barracks, and the arsenal, as soon as the army
had quitted. He was in most of the battles

fought in Germany after the retreat from
Russia, down to the time when Paris surren-

dered in 1814: he then sent in his adhesion to

the Bourbon government. In 1815 he was
made a peer by Napoleon. In 1816 he was

appointed governor of Rouen, and the six-

teenth military division. He became after-

wards a member of the chamber of deputies,
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and in 1830 a supporter of the revolution and
of Louis Philippe. He accompanied the king
on the 28th July 18-35. when the assassin

Fieschi discharged his infernal machine,which
killed eleven persons and wounded twenty-two.
The duke of Treviso was at the head of the

procession with the king, and expired in-

stantly. Bio. Univ.

MORTON (NATHANIEL) an early Anglo-
American historian, who held the office of

secretary of the jurisdiction of New Ply-
mouth, N.A., in the seventeenth century. He
was the author of" New England's Memorial,"

containing an authentic account of the settle-

ment of that colony. This valuable memoir,
first published in 1669, was reprinted in 1721,
with a supplement, by Josiali Cotton, of New
Plymouth, and in 1826 appeared a fifth edi-

tion, with notes, an appendix, and a litho-

graphic copy of an ancient map of the country,
under the superintendence of John Davis,
member of the American Society of Arts and

Sciences, and of the Historical Society of
Massachusetts. Ttev. Encyclo.
MOSELY (WALTER MICHAEL) an inge-

nious writer, born in 1765, at Glasshamp-
ton, in the county of Worcester. He was
educated at the university of Edinburgh,
which he quitted in 1789, and being pos-
sessed of a handsome estate, he devoted his

time to the cultivation of literature and
science. He published, in 1792, a work of

considerable research, entitled " An Essay on

Archery," 8vo
;
and lie was a contributor to

Sowerby's English Botany, Britton's Archi-

tectural Antiquities of Great Britain, &c. His
death took place July 16, 1827. Gent. Mag.
MOSER (GEORGE MICHAEL) an artist,

was born at Sehaffhausen, in Switzerland, in

1705. He came to England, where he carried

on the business of chaser in gold and enamel-

ler. In 1768 he was appointed keeper of

the Royal Academy. He died in 1783. His

daughter, a member of the academy, is dis-

tinguished by her skill in flower-painting.
Aikin's Biog. Diet.

MOTIER (PIERRE) born at Bourges in

the sixteenth century, died about 1615, a

French poet, the friend of Regnier. He is

supposed to have enjoyed consideration at the

court of Henry IV. Bib. Univ.

MOYRIA (GABRIEL viscount de) a poet,
man of letters, and agriculturist, born at Bourg
in Freyrac 1771, died 1839. He published
" Tales and Novels in Verse," and " Rosa-

mond, a Poem." Bio. Univ.

MULLNER (ADOLPHCS) born 1774 at

Langendorf, near Weissenfels, died at Weis-

senfels 1829. He was one of the best drama-
tic poets of Germany. He first studied the

law, and became one of the principal advo-

cates at the bar at Weissenfels. He wrote
several works which met with great success.

His first tragedy was the "
Twenty-ninth of

February." The same year, 1812, he pub-
lished his second,

" The Fault," which after-

wards went through live editions ;

"
King

Yngard" appeared in 1820, and "The Albi-

naise
"
subsequently. Bib. Univ.
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MUNDEN (JOSEPH SAUNDERS) an eminent

comic actor, who was born in London, in 1 758.
His original destination was to the medical
profession, but disliking it he was appren-
ticed to a writing stationer. At his first con-
nexion with the stage he was employed in
the humble office of writing out. the parts for
the performers, occasionally exhibiting as a
silent character. He at length joined a com-
pany of strolling players atKochdale, in Lan-
cashire, and after continuing some time an
itinerant life, he returned to his friends in
London. His predilection for the theatre

being unabated, he obtained an engagement
at Canterbury, in 1780, and there first distin-

guished himself in low comedy. After per-

forming during several years at various places
in the country, he made his debut at Covent
Garden theatre, in December 1790, in the
characters of Sir Francis Gripe, in the Busy
Body, and that of Jemmy Jumps, in the

Farmer; in which last he succeeded the cele-

brated Edwin, notwithstanding which he was
eminently successful. In 1813 he was en-

gaged at Drury Lane theatre, to which he
remained attached till his final retreat from
the stage, May 31, 1824. He died at his

house in Bernard-street, Russell-square, Feb-

ruary 6, 1832. He was an admirable comic
actor, and in some characters unrivalled,

especially in that of Old Dornton, in the

Road to Ruin. In private life he was much
esteemed by an extensive circle of acquaint-
ances, not only on account of his convivial

qualities, but also for others of a more sub-
stantial kind. Thesp. Diet. Metropolitan.
MUNliO (sir THOMAS) a distinguished

military officer, who was born at Glasgow
1761, and received his education in the

grammar school and college of his native city.
His father, who was a merchant, intended
him for his own profession, but failing in

business, he sent his son to India, where he
arrived about the period of the commencement
of the war with Hyder Ally ;

and young
Munro, immediately joining the army, was

engaged in active service till the peace of

1784. He then remained unemployed till

1788, when he obtained an appointment in the

Intelligence Department. Two years after-

wards, on the invasion of Travancore by Tip-

poo Saheb, he resumed his military duties, in

which he was occupied till the termination of

hostilities in 1792, when he joined his country-
man, colonel Read, in the Baramahl, a newly
ceded territory, as his assistant in surveying
and portioning out the country. In this ser-

vice he displayed considerable skill and great

diligence, and he continued thus employed
till the last war with Tippoo, in 1799, when
he was ordered to Seringapatam, where he did

not arrive till after the city was taken
;
but

he was subsequently appointed one of the

secretaries to the commission for arranging
the partition treaty. The labours of the com-
missioners being compleU-d, he was direc'ed to

proceed to Canara, on the western coast, to

settle the affairs of that province, which task

was also successfully accomplished. He then
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solicited, and at length obtained, a similar

appointment in the countries newly ceded by
the Nizam, as an indemnity for the pay of the

troops furnished by the East India Company.
This office, which invested him with almost

regal power, he held till 1807, -when, after

twenty-seven years' service in India, he re-

signed his employment and returned to Eng-
land. Not choosing, however, to lead a life

of inactivity, he went as a volunteer on the

expedition to Walcheren. In 1811 he at-

tended a committee of the House of Commons,
and gave evidence on the state of India.

Soon afterwards the judicial system of India

seeming to call for inquiry, colonel Munro
was placed at the head of a commission sent

out for that purpose. In this investigation he
was actively engaged till the Pindarree war
broke out in 1817, when he solicited and
obtained professional employment. At the

close of 1818 he a second time resigned his

appointments, in order finally to return to his

native country. He had scarcely landed when
a vacancy occurred in the government of

Madras, and sir Thomas Munro, who had
been raised to the rank of major-general, was

appointed to the office. As governor of that

presidency he was detained longer than he

expected, by the delay in the conclusion of
the Burmese war, in the conduct of which his

advice had been frequently requisite. The
time for his return was at length fixed, when
he fell a sacrifice to the cholera morbus, in

1826. The life of major-general sirT. Munro
was published in 1830, 2 vols, 8vo, by the
Rev G. R. Gleig, with his correspondence and

papers on Indian affairs, including a number
of letters from general Wellesley, now duke
of Wellington, and other military officers.

Monthly Mag.
MUNSTER (GEORGE FITZCLARENCE, earl

of) born 1794, died 1842, the eldest son of
William IV of England, by Mrs Jordan. He
was an officer in the army, served in the Pe-
ninsular war, and was once taken prisoner,
but escaped on the field by a stratagem. He
was in twelve general engagements. In 1815
he went to India, and returned in 1818. He
then prepared for the press a journal of his

travels, which he published in 1819. In 1827
he communicated to the Asiatic Society of
Paris three papers on the employment of Mo-
hammedan mercenaries. He was a member
of the Royal Asiatic Society, and the Asiatic

Society of Bengal. In 1830 he was raised to
the peerage, and appointed deputy adjutant-
general, but soon resigned the appointment.
In politics he was a moderate reformer. He
had been appointed to command the western
district at Plymouth, and was elected presi-
dent of the

Royal Asiatic Society ; he had
also employed himself in composing a work
on the military art of the eastern nations,
when he was attacked by the gout, after which
a great change was observed in the state of
his health. Only three days before his death
he was seen to return from the House of
Lords low and dejected. The day before he
died there was reason to fear his sanity was

MURRAY.
affected, but he was unfortunately left alone,
and he terminated his life with a pistol ball.

Gent. Mag.
MUNSTER (SEBASTIAN) a German divine,

was born at Ingelheim, in 1489, and was edu-
cated at Heidelberg. He entered the order of
the Cordeliers, but quitted them to adopt the

principles of Luther. He succeeded Pelicanus
in the Hebrew professorship at Basil. He
published a ' Universal Cosmography," folio

;

a " Treatise on Dialling ;" a Latin translation

of Josephus ;
and a Latin version of the Bible,

with notes, and several mathematical works.
Moreri.

MURRAY (JAMES) a partizan officer of
considerable talent in the service of the East
India Company. He was a native of the state

of Rhode Island, in North America, and his

real name is said to have been Lillibridge,
which he exchanged for some unknown reason
for that by which he -was commonly known.
At an early age he left his relations, in conse-

quence of some ill treatment he had received
from one of them, and went to sea. After a
number of voyages he arrived at Tranquebar,
on the coast of Coromandel, about 1790, when
he determined to repair to the interior of India,
and enter into the service of one of the native

chiefs, who at that period were disposed to give

every encouragement to officers acquainted
with European tactics. This project he accom-

plished, though not without some hazard and

difficulty in passing the British posts. In the

service of the Mahrattas he soon became
noted for his bravery and military skill, and
he continued thus employed nearly fifteen

years, traversing the country from Cape
Cornorin to the frontiers of Persia. While

acting under Holkar, the famous Mahratta

chief, Murray became first known to his

British opponents, by saving, at the most
imminent risk of his own destruction, the

lives of some English officers, who having
fallen into the power of Holkar, were ordered

by him to be put to the sword. Shortly after

this affair he quitted the service of the

Mahratta prince, and raised a body of cavalry

by his own authority, -with the assistance of

which he at length obtained possession of a
considerable district. In the progress of his

bold undertaking, he was exposed to great
vicissitudes of fortune, being at one time at

the head of only seven or eight men, not more
than half armed. When the war broke out

between the British government and Scindiah,
in which Holkar assisted the latter, Murray
proclaimed the authority of the former in that

part of the country where he then was, and

joined the British general, lord Lake, with
about seven thousand horse. The marquis of

Wellesley at that period had issued a pro-
clamation recalling all British subjects from
the service of the native princes, but this order
could not extend to Murray, as being an
American. He was treated by the British

commander with great consideration, and was

employed in many dangerous and important

services, still retaining the command of the

cavalry which he had brought with him.
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At the siege of Bhurtpore, where the British

army lost nearly ten thousand men, in four

attempts to take the fort by storm, he was in

continual action, and attained the character of

being the best partizan officer in the army.
At the conclusion of the war, when he had
accumulated a handsome fortune, he resolved

to return to his native country, and having
remitted his property to Calcutta, he repaired
thither himself. The services he had rendered
to the British government were very consider-

able, and he was hardly satisfied with the

reward which he received, being made a

major, with permission to return home on

half-pay. He was just about to embark for

America, when an accidental injury, in con-

sequence of a fall from his horse, occasioned

his death in the spring of 1807. Aikiii's

Athenaeum.

MUSA (ANTONIUS) flourished about 21

BC, and was physician to the emperor Au-

gustus. He was the first who recommended
the use of the cold bath. A tract entitled
" Libellus de Botanica" was published with
his name, but it seems doubtful whether he
had any thing to do with the work thus attri-

buted to him. Eloy, Diet. Hist.

MUbHET (EGBERT) a most ingenious and
active officer belonging to the royal mint,
whose death took place in the early part of

the year 1828. He displayed great ability in

his statements, reasonings, and suggestions

MUSS.
respecting the currency and mint regulations
contained in the report of his evidence before
the committee of parliament, relative to cash
payments, in 1819. Though laboriously
engaged in the new coinage for eight or ten
years previous to his death, he found leisure
to prepare and publish several useful tracts
on subjects connected with the currency and
the national debt. The last of these was an
investigation of the causes of the panic in

1825, which, from a long and careful deduc-
tion of facts, he was led to ascribe entirely to
the superabundant issue of Bank of England
and country bank notes, the joint effect of
which not only heightened the prices of com-
modities in general, but also greatly influ-
enced the value of public securities, consti-

tuting an element of derangement which had
hitherto been nearly overlooked or not suffi-

ciently regarded. Mr Mushet was a contri-
butor of some important articles for the

Encyclopaedia Britannica. Orig.
MUSS (CHARLES) an ingenious painter in

enamel, who died in 1824, at the age of forty-
three. Among his most celebrated works is

a Holy Family after Parmegiano, said to be
the largest piece of enamel ever painted.
Mr Martin, who had been the pupil of this

artist, superintended the execution of various
works in painted glass, which Mr Muss had
been commissioned to execute, for the benefit

of his widow. Lit, Gaz.

N.

NADERMAN.
"YTADERMAN (JOHN FRANCIS) born in 1 781,

1M died 1835, a celebrated professor of the

harp,who became attached to the Conservatory
of Music in Paris. Bib. Univer.

NALDINI (BATISTA) born 1537 at Flo-

rence, died about 1600, a painter, employed
in the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence, where he
worked for fourteen years. He is said to have
been a bold and quick designer, and to have

possessed uncommon facility of hand. The
colouring of his pictures, too, is highly com-
mended. Bri/tins Diet.

NANSOUTY (ETIENNE ANTOINE MARIE
CHAMPION, count de) born at Bordeaux 1768,
died 1815, one of the most distinguished

cavalry officers the annals of war have pro-
duced. His services under Moreau and Na-

poleon were more like those of heroic times

than of modern days. He generally com-
manded the heavy cavalry, and under Murat,
at the sanguinary conflict of Eylau, he pene-
trated the centre of the Russian army, called

by Napoleon
" a wall of fire," and, routing it,

decided the fate of the day. At the battle of

Montmirail, in 1814, he surprised even Napo-
leon himself by his hardihood, who sent to

order him to retire. His charges also decided

the fate of that day. Bib. Univer. Hist, de

la Guerre.

NARES (ROBERT) a learned writer on theo-
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logy, philology, and criticism. He was the
son of Dr James Nares, an eminent musical

composer, and first cousin of the rev Edward
Nares, professor of history in the university
of Oxford. He was educated at Westminster

school, and Christchurch college, Oxford,
where he proceeded master of arts in 1778.

After entering into holy orders he was pre-
sented to the rectory of Sharnford, in Leices-

tershire; he was chosen preacher at Lin-

coln's-inn ; and he also obtained the office of

assistant librarian at the British Museum.
In 1799 he was made archdeacon of Stafford,
when he resigned his first preferment. He
was also a prebendary of Lincoln, and for some
time rector of St Mary's, Reading, at which

place he resided. At the time of his death,
which happened March 23rd, 1829, he was
archdeacon of Stafford, canon of Lichfield,
and rector of All Hallows, London. His prin-

cipal productions are,
" An Essay on the De-

mon, or Divination of Socrates," 1782, 8vo;
" Elements of Orthoepy, containing a distinct

view of the whole Analogy of the English

Language," 1784, 8vo;
" A Connected Chro-

nological View of the Prophecies relating to

the Christian Church, in 12 Sermons preached
at the Warburton Lecture," 1805; and " A
Glossary, or Collection of Words, Phrases,

Names, &c, in the works of English Authors
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of the age ofQueen Elizabeth," London, 1822,
4to. Many years since Dr Nares, in conjunc-
tion with Mr Beloe, established and conducted
the " British Critic," a high church literary
review

;
and he was also a contributor to the

Classical Journal. Month. Mag.
NARUSZEWICZ (ADAM) a distinguished

poet and historian, who was a native of Poland.

From his having made an excellent transla-

tion of the works of the great Roman histo-

rian he obtained the appellation of the Polish

Tacitus
;
but his fame chiefly rests on his ela-

borate work on the annals of his country. His
"
History of Poland" commences with the

introduction of Christianity by king Micis-

laus I, in 965, and is continued to the first

dynasty of the Piasts in 1386. Purposing to

treat subsequently of the anterior period, he

began by the publication of the second volume
of his history in 1780, and between that year
and 1786 appeared the third, fourth, fifth,

sixth, and seventh volumes. A second edition

of this portion of the Polish History was

printed at Warsaw in 1 803, at the expense of

count Thaddeus Mostowski, an eminent publi-
cist and man of letters, who was then minister

of the interior
;
but no writer felt equal to the

task of finishing this grand national work,
which the author had left imperfect at his

death in 1794. At length a plan was laid for

the execution of this undertaking under the

patronage of the Royal Society of the Friends
of Science at Warsaw, and two publications,
the Reign of Sigismuncl III, by J. U. Niem-
cewicz, 1819, 3 vols, 8vo, and that of Ladis-

laus IV, by C. Kwiatkowski, 1823, 1 vol, 8vo,
have consequently appeared. Through the

efforts of the same society was published,

thirty years after the death of Naruszewicz,
the preliminary volume of the history, for

which he had collected the materials : it is

entitled "
Historya narodu Polskiego pr/edro-

kiem 965" History of the Polish Nation
before the Introduction of the Christian Reli-

gion, 2 parts, Warsaw, 1824, 8vo, with maps.
Rev. JEncycl.
NARY (Dr CORNELIUS) a Roman Catholic

divine, was born in 1660, in the county of

Kildare, and died in 1738. His works are
"A History of the World," folio; and "The
New Testament translated from the Vulgate,
with Notes," 8vo. Harris's Edition of Ware.
NASMYTH (PETER) an ingenious land-

scape painter, who was a native of Edinburgh,
and the son of an artist cultivating the same
branch of the profession. When very young
he devoted himself to the study of nature, and
the delineation of rural scenery ;

and at the

age of twenty he removed to London, where
his talents soon attracted notice, and procured
him the appellation of the English Hobbima.
That painter and Ruysdael seem to have been
his favourite masters, but without being a

copyist of their manner, he may be said to

have infused their spirit into his works. He
acquired great reputation, his pictures have
been sought after by the most distinguished
amateurs of the day, and there is scarcely a
collection of importance in England but what

NEELE.
contains some ofhis works. He died at South

Lambeth, near London, August 17th, 1831, in

the forty-sixth year of his age. Ann. JBiog.
NASSINI (JOSEPH NICHOLAS) born at

Sienna in 1680, died in 1736. He left a num-
ber of good pictures at Rome and Venice.

His works show that he most studied Paul
Veronese and Pietro da Cortona. Biog. Univ.
NAUDET (THOMAS CHARLES) a French

landscape painter, born at Paris in 1 774. His
death took place July 10, 1810, and he left a

collection of near three thousand designs,

comprehending the most beautiful views, and
the finest monuments of ancient and modern
times, in Italy, Spain, Germany, and Switzer-

land. They have since his death been pub-
lished, 1812, with a descriptive text by M.

Neergard, a learned Danish naturalist. JBiog.
Univ. Class.

NAUMAN (JOHN GOTTLOB) master of the

electoral chapel at Dresden, and one of the

most distinguished musical composers in Ger-

many. He was born in 1741, of very poor

parents, at a small village near Dresden, and
was taken to Italy by a Swedish amateur,
who discovered his talents for music, and
wished to encourage them. After seven years'

study under Tartini, at Padua, under Martini,
at Bologna, and also at Naples, he returned
to Germany, and was appointed composer of

sacred music, and afterwards chapel master
to the elector of Saxony. He subsequently
made two journeys to Italy, where he com-

posed several operas, which were performed
with distinguished success at the theatres of

that country. Notwithstanding brilliant and

flattering offers of employment from different

northern princes, he gave the preference to

his own country, where he spent every sum-
mer at his native village, on the banks of the

Elbe. For some time before his death he
devoted himself almost entirely to the com-

position of sacred music, some very valuable

pieces of which are preserved in the archives
of the chapel of Dresden. His death, which
was occasioned by apoplexy, took )place in

1801. Among the operas which he composed
may be mentioned " La Clemenza di Tito,"
" L'Isola Disabitata,"

" Armida," " Am-
phion,"

" Gustavus Vasa,"
"
Orpheus," and

"Aci e Galatea." His other works include

oratorios, symphonies, duets, sonatas, songs,

ariettes, &c. JBiog. Diet, of Mus.
NKAPOLI (FRANCISCO) a Spanish painter,

who lived about 1500. He is said to have
been a scholar of Leonardo da Vinci, and to

have painted the doors that enclose the great
altar in the cathedral of Valencia in conjunc-
tion with Pablo Angio, for which they received

3000 ducats. Some think it was the work of
other masters. His historical works resemble
those of his master Leonardo. Bryan's Diet.

NEELE (HENRY) an ingenious poet and
novel writer, who died by his own hand. Feb-

ruary 9, 1 828, in a fit of insanity, supposed to

have originated from too intense application
to study. He was the son of an engraver, and
was educated for the profession of a solicitor,

which he practised with reputation in the
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metropolis till his death. He was a man of

amiable disposition and inoffensive manners,
and highly respected by his acquaintance.

Among his publications are " Poems ;"
" Dra-

matic Scenes ;" and " The Romance of His-

tory," 3 Tols, 12mo, a series of tales relating
to persons and events mentioned in the annals

of our native country. As a poet Mr Neele
seems to have formed himselfon the model of

Collins, and several of his odes possess great

power of picturesque personification, and
otherwise display considerable mastory and

spirit. Lit. Chron. Ed.
NEIPPERG (ADAM ALBERT) born at Salz-

bourg 1771, died at Parma 1828, an Austrian

lieutenant-field-marshal, and chamberlain of

the emperor Francis. In 1812 he was sent as

minister plenipotentiary to Stockholm, and
took an active part in the negotiations which
induced Bernadotte to become an enemy to his

country. Here he married a female whom
he had seduced from her husband, by whom
he had five children : she died in 1815. The
year following he was sent ambassador to

Naples, and he got Murat to sign a treaty
offensive and defensive with Austria. He was
sent on the same errand to Eugene Beauhar-

nois, who refused, saying, he would support
the cause of the empress Maria Louisa and her

son. In July 1814, Neipperg being at Ge-

neva, when Maria Louisa was going to the

baths of Aix, in Savoy, he went to meet her

two posts from the town. He was then forty-
three years old, of middle height, but of hand-
some figure. His hussar uniform and light
hair gave him a young appearance. A large
black band covered the cicatrization of a wound

by which he had lost an eye. He soon got
into the good graces of Maria Louisa, and, an

adept in his purposes, quickly gained her con-

fidence, alone as she was, and without friends.

He accompanied her through Switzerland, and
went with her to Vienna. Spain interfered to

prevent the concession of Parma to Maria
Louisa. Neipperg, to prove his zeal, drew up
a memoir in her behalf, to combat the Spa-
nish pretensions, and when she was confirmed
in that possession he accompanied her to

Parma, but was first ordered, as a condition,
to get her to consent to leave her son in Vienna.
After the events of 1815, Neipperg accom-

panied Maria Louisa to Parma with unlimited

powers. He employed his time there in insu-

lating the ex-empress from the past, carefully

keeping from her all who might speak of her

husband or of France. He obtained all the

writings which he thought might be calcu-

lated to produce a change in her feeling to-

wards Napoleon. These were read by the

household of the ducal palace. This conduct,
and an unquiet curiosity in an arbitrary coun-

try, with the desire to penetrate into the secrets

of sovereigns on the part of the public, gave
rise to a report that this man had exceeded his

instructions, and had mingled gallantry with

political objects. It was said that Maria
Louisa had given birth to two children, and
that a marriage of conscience had been con-

tracted, to cover with the mantle of religion a
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premature union, but it was more just to sup-
pose that such a marriage had been contracted
by the archduchess for the purpose of giving
way to her feeling for Neipperg without
crime. In 1828 he accompanied the arch-
duchess from Parma to Vienna, and contracted
on the way a disorder which proved mortal.

Wishing to accompany her into Piedmont to
a residence of the king of Sardinia, he was
moved from thence into Turin, where he ex-

pired. Maria Louisa on this occasion exhi-
bited marks of the deepest sorrow. Biog.
Univ.

NEMESIANUS (AURELIUS OLYMPIUS) a
Latin poet, was a native of Carthage, and
flourished about AD. 281. He wrote a poem
entitled "

Cynegeticon," and four eclogues
published by Paul Manutius in ] 538. Another

poet of the same name wrote a poem entitled
"
Ixentica." Moreri.

NEUHOFF (THEODORE STEPHEN, baron

de) born at Metz about Ki90, died by his own
hand in London 17.

r
)5, an adventurer, who had

been page to the duchess of Orleans, and after-

wards entered into a regiment in the service
of Sweden. He was first employed by Goertz,
the minister of Charles VII, to arrange with
Alberoni for the re-establishment of the

Stuarts upon the throne of England. The
death of Goertz put an end to this intrigue, and
Neuhoff retired into Spain. He married the

daughter of lord Kilmarnock
;
but his hope of

fortune being disappointed, he went to France,
and speculated in the scheme of Law. Then
he wandered over Europe to avoid his credi-

tors, and finished by going to Florence with
the title of resident from the emperor Charles
VI. The contest of the Corsicans against

tyranny at this time favoured his views for

another adventure. He had the art to persuade
the chief Corsicans that he had influence

enough at the European courts to make them
render assistance through him, and he insi-

nuated that the title of king would be an

adequate recompense for his services. He
soon afterwards made his appearance in the

island with 1000 sequins, 4000 muskets, and
300 pistols, which he obtained from the re-

gency of Tunis, together with other stores.

He was proclaimed king in 1736, as Theo-
dore I. Six months after the population

began to murmur against him, the Genoese

pressed the island, and Theodore left it, plac-

ing the government in the hands of a regency.
After trying France and Holland, he came to

England in 1 742, to ask the protection of its

government for the island, which protection
was declined. He was pressed by his creditors,

imprisoned by them for seven years, having
nothing to support himself with but a sub-

scription raised in his behoof. An inscription
records his fate in the churchyard of St

Anne's, Soho. Bio. Diet.

NEVEU (FRANCIS XAVIER) born 1749,

died 1828, the last "prince" bishop of Basle.

The bishop, separated from the left bank of the

Rhine, since 1798, resided wholly in that part
of the diocese which is on the right bank.

NEWLAND (JOHN) abbot of the monas-
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tery of St Augustine at Bristol in the fifteenth

century. He seems to have been a man of

learning and abilities, and was frequently em-

ployed in a diplomatic character by king
Henry VIII. Of his literary talents he has
left a specimen in his history of the monastery
over which he presided, in which are included

memoirs of the baronial family of Berkeley, by
one of whom the establishment was founded.

Newland became abbot of Bristol in 1481, and
died in 1 5 1 5. Barrett's History of Bristol.

NEWTON (RICHARD) an eminent divine,
was born 1676. in Buckinghamshire, and was
educated at Westminster school. He then

went to Christchurch, Oxford, and in 1710 he
became principal of Hart-hall, when he took

his doctor's degree. In 1752 he obtained a

canonry of Christchurch. It was Dr Newton
who erected Hart-hall into a college. He
wrote "Pluralities indefensible," 8vo; "Uni-

versity Education," 8vo; "The Characters of

Theophrastus ;'' a volume of sermons. He
died in 1753. Gen. Biog. Diet.

NEWTON (THOMAS) a schoolmaster and

physician, was born at Butley in Cheshire,
and studied at Trinity College, Oxford, and
at Queen's College, Cambridge. He took

orders, and became master of Macclesfield

school, where he had received his early edu-
cation. In 1583 he became rector of Little

Ilford in Essex. He also practised as a phy-
sician. He wrote several works, the chief of
which are "

History of the Saracens," 4to
;

" An Elegiac Poem on the Death of Queen
Elizabeth ;"

" The Herbal to the Bible, trans-

lated from Lemnius ;"
"
Approved Medicines

and Cordial Precepts ;''

"
Illustrium aliquot

Anglorum Encomia." Wood.
NICOLLET (JEAN M.) born at Cluses,

Savoy, 1786, died 1843, a learned astronomer.

By dint of good fortune he was sent to Paris,
where his talents were discovered, and he

improved himself at the Observatory, to which
he was attached as librarian secretary. In
1830 he speculated on the exchange and lost.

Then he went to the United States and ex-

plored the country to the west of the Missis-

sippi, along the Missouri. He had devoted
several years to the study of the geology and

geography of that new country, when he was
overtaken by death in the midst of his

labours, while setting the result of his re-

searches in order. His " Course of Mathe-
matics for the Use of Mariners," in 2 vols,

8vo, is a most useful work, and attests his

abilities in science. He was author also of a
remarkable work on the inhabitants of the

moon, published in 1840. Bib. Univ.
N1COLO POULO (COXSTANTINE) born

of Greek parentage in Smyrna in 1 78G, died
1841. His family lived at Andritsana in the

Morea
;
he commenced his studies at Bucha-

rest. He then went to Paris, and remained

many years attached to the library of the

Institute, and became most useful to literary

men, by whom he was greatly esteemed. He
died of an abscess formed in his arm, caused

by beating books upon it to shake off the dust.

The bone became carious, and the best means

NJEMCEWICZ.
in the power of art were not sufficient to pre-
serve his life. Bib. Univ.

NIEBUHR (BARTHOLD GEORGE) a cele-

brated historian, who was the son of Karsten

Niebuhr, the Dauish traveller in Arabia,
whither he was sent, by his government in

1763, in conjunction with Peter Forskal, on a
tour of scientific research. The subject of this

article was employed in the civil service of

the Prussian government. In Italy he disco-

vered inedited fragments of Cicero's orations

pro Marco Rabirio, and pro Planco
;
and in

1807 it was announced that he had also dis-

covered some inedited works of Seneca. His
observations on the antiquities of Rome led

him to an investigation of its ancient history,
and in 1811 he published at Berlin the first

volume of his " Roman History," and a
second in 1812. This work, which is rather

critical than historical, tends to inculcate a

very extensive degree of scepticism with re-

gard to the facts related by ancient writers
;

but though the author in a few instances

displays more subtlety than judgment, it

must be owned that he has rectified a multi-

tude of errors, and thrown more light on the

genuine annals of Rome than any of his pre-
decessors. M. Niebuhr published, in 1814,
" Droits de la Prusse sur la Cour de Saxe,

'

Berlin, Svo. In 1816 he was sent ambassa-
dor from the court of Prussia to the papal

government; and in 1818 he was appointed
a professor of the university of Berlin : he
was a counsellor of state, and a member of

the Royal Academy of Sciences. The oppor-
tunities for new investigation afforded to

M. Niebuhr by his embassy to Rome induced
him to remodel his history, and accordingly
in 1827 he published the first part of the

work on an enlarged scale, and of this an

English translation has appeared by Messrs
Tuflhell and Lewis, notwithstanding a trans-

lation of the first edition had been previously
published by Mr Walter. The professor re-

moved from Berlin to the university of Bonn,
where he delivered lectures on the countries

and nations of the ancient world, and another
course on finance, money, and banking. He
was also engaged as editor or conductor of
the publication of "

Corpus Historian Byzan-
tinaa ;" and a collection appeared of his " His-

torical and Philological Tracts," Bonn, Svo.

He died at Bonn, January 2, 1831, aged fifty-

three. Biog. des Hommes Vivants. Edit.

NIEMCEWICZ (JULIAN URSIN) born in

the grand duchy of Lithuania 1757, died at

Montmorency, near Paris, 1831. He was a

poet of high genius, and a man of rare inte-

grity and of the most exalted patriotism.
With Mestowski and others he established the
" National and Foreign Gazette" in 1791, to

inculcate wise and liberal principles. He
composed lyrics in praise of freedom, and
chanted the exploits of the distinguished men
of Poland in soul -inspiriting verse. In 1794
he was aide-de-camp to Kosciusko, and drew

up all the proclamations, orders of the day,
and grand bulletins of the army. At the battle

of Maciejowice he fell by Kosciusko's side on
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the field, covered with wounds, and was

dragged with that great man to St Peters-

burgh, under the orders of the despotic and

unprincipled Catherine. Paul I. delivered

both him and Kosciusko from their dungeons,
but he hesitated about Niemcewicz at first.
" I fear," said he,

" his youth and fiery dispo-
sition." Kosciusko interfered so efficaciously
in his behalf that they were both set at liberty,
to seek a refuge in America. It was during
his captivity that Niemcewicz translated into

Polish verse, of great beauty and elegance,

Pope's
"
Rape of the Lock." In 1802 his

works were printed in 2 vols. In 1803 he was
in Paris, and had an offer from St Peters-

burgh of employment under the government,
which he refused: he went again to America
and married there. After the treaty of Tilsit
he returned to Poland, and became a member
of the council for directing public instruction.

He objected to the plan adopted, and left the

council. After the Polish revolution of 1 830
he came to England with prince Czartorisky,
and was well received in London, but subse-

quently" retired to Paris. He wrote " The
Secret History of John de Bourbon," 2 vols

;

" The History of Margaret of Valois," 4 vols
;

" Odes written on quitting England in 1787 ;"
" Casimir the Great, a drama in three acts ;"
" Fables and Tales ;"

" Historical Collections

on Ancient Poland,'' 4 vols
;

" A Notice of

the Life of General Washington," &c &c
Biog. Univ.
NIEMEYER (Dr AUGUSTUS HERMAN)

chancellor of the university of Halle, distin-

guished as a lecturer and a public writer.

He was born in that city September 1, 1754,
and he received his education in the insti-

tution over which he long presided. He first

began to give instructions in the university
on the 18th of April, 1777; and the fiftieth

anniversary of that event was commemorated

by an assemblage of vast multitudes of his

scholars from all parts of Germany. Among
his published writings may be mentioned
" The Principles of Teaching and Instruction

for Learners, Tutors, and others," Halle, 1810,
3 vols, 8vo ;

" A Legacy to Helen from her

Father," Bremen, 1798, 12mo;
"
Philotas," a

moral Essay, 2 vols, 8vo; and Poems, 1780',

8vo. His works are extremely numerous,
and he continued to add to their number till

towards the close of his life, but his greatest

literary services to society were undoubtedly
in the department of education. He died at

Halle, July 7, 1828. A list of the produc-
tions of his pen may be found in Meusel's

Gelehrte Deutschland. Rev. Encyclop. For.

Quart. Rev.

NIEREMBERG (JOHN EUSEBIUS) a cele-

brated Spanish Jesuit, who was one of the

most distinguished writers the society ever

produced. He was born at Madrid in 1590,
and having finished his studies at Salamanca,
he took the habit of St Ignatius, in opposition
to the wishes of his friends, who, however,
suffered him to persevere in his self-elected

destination. After having been employed on
a mission in Algarve, he applied himself to
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the cultivation of the science of nature, and
he was appointed professor of natural history
at Madrid, where he remained fourteen years.
He was subsequently employed in the expli-
cation of the sacred writings, and he died at
Madrid in 1G58. His works are numerous.

Among the most important are " De Arte
Voluntatis, lib. vii,'

1

Lyons, 1031, 8vo ; "La
Curiosa Filosofia y Tesoro de Maravillas de
la Naturaleza," Madr. 1(534, 4to; "Historia
Naturae maxime Peregrinse, lib. xvi," Antw.
1635, folio;

" Vida de S
Iiiigp

de Loyola,"
Madr. 1631, 8\o.Sotwell. Bibl. Soc. Jes.

Biog. Univ.

NIEUPORT (C. F. A. F. LE PRUD'-
HOMME D'HAILLY, viscount de) a French di-

plomatist and miscellaneous writer, horn at

Paris in 1746. He was early in life admitted
into the order of Malta, and after having served
in the Austrian army, and in the Maltese

expeditious, he became, about 1786, charge-
d'affaires at the court of the Netherlands.

Nearly at the same period he obtained a com-

manderie, which he lost in 1793; and after

the re-establishment of the kingdom of the

Netherlands, he received from the prince of

Orange the title of chamberlain and the deco-

ration of the Belgic Lion. He died in August,
1827. The viscount de Nieuport, who was a
member of the Academy of Brussels and other

learned societies, published
"
Melanges de

Mathematiques," Bruxelles, 1794-99, 2 vols,

4to, with a Supplement, published in 1802;
" Essai sur la Theorie du Raisonnement,''
1805-, I2mo;

" Un Peu de Tout, ou Amuse-
ment d'un Sexagenaire," 1818, 8vo; and aca-

demical memoirs. Biog. Univ. Class.

NOBLE (MARK) an industrious writer on

history, biography, and genealogy, who was
rector of Banning, in Kent, to which living
he was presented by George III in 1784. He
was a fellow of the Antiquarian Societies of

London and Edinburgh, and he wrote several

papers which are inserted in the Archacologia.
He was also the author of various distinct

publications, among which may be mentioned
" Memoirs of the Protectorate House of Crom-

well," Birmingham, 1784, 2 vols, 8vo, second

edition, London, 1787;
" Memoirs of the Il-

lustrious House of Medici, with Genealogical
Tables," 1797, 8vo

;

" The Lives of the Eng-
lish Regicides," 1798, 2 vols, 8vo;

"
History

of the College of Arms," 1805, 4to
;
and a sup-

plementary continuation of Granger's
" Bio-

graphical History of England," 1806, 3 vols,

8vo. Mr Noble died at Banning, May 26,

1827. Gent. Mag.
NODIER (CHARLES) born at Besancon

1783, died 1844. Early in life he came to

Paris, under the patronage of Pichegru. He
first published

"
Fragments from the Tablets

of a Suicide ;" and next,
" The Proscribed,"

and " The Painter of Saltzburg." Napoleon,

proud of his successes and emboldened by the

servility of his officers, having exchanged the

consulship for the crown, Nodier published
" The Napoleonade

"
anonymously. The po-

lice endeavoured to discover the author. He
avowed himself, was arrested, and conveyed
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NOEL DE LA MORINIERE.
to St Pelagic. After some months of confine-

ment he was set at liberty, and sent to his

native town under surveillance. He broke

through th? restrictions, and left his home for

the mountains of the Jura and the high vallies

of Switzerland. A plot was spoken of to take

off Napoleon, who was then on his way to

Milan to put on the iron crown, and nothing
could be more natural than to suppose the

author of the "
Napoleonade" concerned. He

was arrested, but delivered by the peasantry.
He then wandered about in the mountains,
without bread or an asylum, except when he

obtained it from the convents or the presby-
teries. He was not idle in his solitary jour-

neys ;
he studied in the gloomy libraries oi

the convents, and stored his memory with

facts to be used afterwards. He entered the

towns of Switzerland, and employed himseli

as a corrector of the press or a colourer of

engravings, happy to escape thus the misery
of the conscription. After many trials and

troubles, he at last obtained an appointment
in the Illyrian provinces, and edited a journal
there called the Illyrian Telegraph. He was
thus employed when the events of 1814 took

from him his new hopes of success. He came
back to France, and was attached to the estab

lishment of the Journal des De'bats
;
and he

became a Bourbonist. On the return of Na-

poleon from Elba he was again an exile. His
services to the king were rewarded with letters

of nobility. Happily for him, his talents were
more lucrative than such patent letters, and
he continued his connections with the Journal

des Debats. He afterwards became librarian

to the arsenal, which he retained until his

death. He was a member of the legion of

honour, and belonged to the academical senate.

Unhappily, his passions were lively and his

tastes costly, so that he was ever under pecu-

niary obligations, and he was somewhat in-

temperate in the use of strong drinks. He
left a posthumous romance, called " Franciscus

Colonna." Bio. Diet.

NOEL DE LA MORINIERE (SIMON
BARTHOLOMEW JOSEPH) a French traveller

and naturalist, was born at Dieppe in 1765,
and died at Drontheim, in Norway, in 1822,
on his return from a voyage to Cape North.

He successively obtained the offices of in-

spector of navigation and inspector-general of

fisheries, and he was a member of the scien-

tific academies of Petersburg, Turin, New
York, &c. Among his works are " Tableau

Historique de la Peche de la Baleiue," 8vo
;

" Tableau Statistique de la Navigation de la

Seine depuis la Mer jusqu'a Rouen," 8vo ; and
" Histoire Generate des Peches anciennes et

modernes dans les Mers et les Fleuves des
deux Continens," 1815, 4to, which is unfi-

nished, two volumes only having been pub-
lished. Annnaire N&crolog. Bioy. Univ. Class.

NOLAN (MICHAEL) an eminent lawyer, !

who was a native of Ireland. After finishing
his studies he was called to the English bar,
where he soon distinguished himself; and he

ultimately attained the office of chief justice
of the Brecon circuit, in Wales. He was par-

NORTHCOTE.
ticularly conversant with the poor-laws, tithe-

laws, &c. In 1793 he published, in two parts,"
Reports of Cases relating to the Duty and

Office of a Justice of the Peace ;" in 1796 he
edited, with notes, Strange's Reports ;

and in

1797 he printed
" A Syllabus of a Course of

Lectures on the Laws of England." He died
in December, 1827. Month Mag.
NOKDBERGorNORBERG (MATTHEW)

an eminent Oriental scholar, born at Upsal,
where he died in 1 826, at the age of seventy-
nine. Among his works are " Codex Naza-
rseus, Liber Adami appellatus, Syriace tran-

script. &c, Lond. 1815-1817, 3 vols, 4to;
" Lexidion Codicis Nazaraei," 1816, 4to; and
" Onomasticon ejusd. Codicis," 1817, 4to.

Biog. Univ. Class.

NORMANN EHRENFELS (CHARLES
FREDERIC LEBRECHT. count de) a distin-

guished military officer, born at Stuttgard in
1 784. At the age of eighteen he entered as
an ensign into the Austrian service, and

during the war with Prussia, in 1807, he was
decorated with several military orders, and
advanced to the rank of major. He became a
colonel in 1809, and he commanded the light

cavalry of the guard of Napoleon during the

campaign in Russia. In 1813 he was em-

ployed as a major-general at the head of seve-

ral squadrons of cavalry, to suppress the free

corps of Lutzow, which, in defiance of the sus-

pension of arms, harassed the French army.
After the battle of Leipsic he refused to serve

against the French, and sought refuge in Sax-

ony, and afterwards in Austria, where he was

employed in the military education of the son
of count Ernest of Hesse Philipsthal. On the

insurrection taking place in Greece, he de-
termined to afford his personal aid to the

patriots, and in January 1822 he embarked at

Marseilles, with a number of German officers,
and arriving in Greece, he was appointed by
the government commandant of the fort of

Navarino, where his conduct justified the

confidence which had been reposed in him.
After organizing a battalion of Philhellenes
at Corinth, he joined Mavrocordato, had a
share in the brilliant victory of Combotti, and
was badly wounded in the unfortunate affair

of Peta. He retired to Missolunghi, where
tie died of a nervous fever November 4, 1 822.

The "Journal d'une Campagne du General
Normann" was published at Berne in 1823.

Annales Biograph. Biog. Univ. Class.

NORRMANT (LAURENTIO) born 1634,
died 1 703, bishop of Gothenburg, in Sweden.
He died with the reputation of being the most
earned man Sweden ever produced, yet he
eft no work to prove it but the mere scheme
of a Greek dictionary. He was most probably
a mere scholar, and too overlaid with much
earning to make a little available for public
utility. Bioy. Diet.

NORTHCOTE (JAMES) a celebrated por-
trait and historical

painter,
born in 1 746, at

Plymouth, where his father was a watch-
maker. He was designed for the same em-

ployment, but he evinced such an early apti-
tude for designing and painting, that he waa
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NOVOSILZOFF.
at length, through the intervention of Dr
John Mudge, a physician at Plymouth, ad-

mitted as a pupil of sir Joshua Reynolds. He
accordingly came to London in 1771, and

applied himself with so much assiduity to the

cultivation of the art, that after five years'

study he quitted his preceptor, and com-
menced painting portraits on his own account

with great success. However, he aspired to

the loftier but less lucrative department of

historical painting; and in 1777 he repaired
to Italy, where he remained three years, and
was admitted a member of the Imperial Aca-

demy at Florence, of the Ancient Etruscan

Academy at Cortona, and of the Academia
del Forti at Rome. Returning to England, he

settled in the metropolis, and soon obtained

great reputation as a painter, both of history
and portrait. In 1 786 he was elected an asso-

ciate of the Royal Academy, and in 1787 a

royal academician ;
and for a period of thirty

years his productions formed a conspicuous

part of the exhibitions at Somerset House.

One of the finest pictures he ever painted was
the Murder of the Royal Children, Edward V
and his brother Richard duke of York, in the

Tower
;
and another happy production of his

pencil was the scene between prince Arthur
and Hubert, from Shakspeare. One of his

best portraits, executed much in the style of

sir Joshua Reynolds, is that of a Man holding
a Hawk, in the marquis of Westminster's col-

lectiou. At Somerset House, in 1790, Mr
Northcote exhibited a series of pictures, de-

signed to show the opposite effects of pru-
dence and liberty in two young women, as a

kind of counterpart to Hogarth's Industrious

and Idle Apprentice. These paintings were

cleverly executed, but they had very little of

the Hogarthian spirit. He was on the whole

deservedly one of the most successful artists of

his day. He studied deeply, and exhibited

great force of conception, which is the true

characteristic of genius. His colouring was

peculiarly chaste and distinct, and his pic-
tures characterized by the most judicious
admixture of light and shade. He -was an
acute observer of human nature, possessed
excellent sense, quick perception, and great
conversational powers. Confined first to his

chamber, and then to his bed, he would talk

NYERUP.
for hours together with untiring vivacity and
remarkable intelligence. He died at his house
in Argyle-place, London, July 30, 1831

;
and

his remains were interred under the new
church of St Mary-le-Bone. Mr Northcote
exercised the pen as well as the pencil, but
not with equal success. His principal work
is the " Life of sir Josh'ia Reynolds;" and he
also published Fables, Conversations, and the
" Life of Titian," in all which he was assisted

by Mr Hazlitt. As a critic he was severe,
and too frequently cynical. His private cha-
racter was highly respectable, but liis habits
were penurious, and he is said to have died
worth 80,00f)/ Ann. Biog.
NOVOSILZOFF (NICOLAS BARON DE) a

Russian diplomatist, and one of the cleverest

men of his day. He filled many important
missions both in Germany and England, and
was a great favourite with the emperor Alex-
ander of Russia. He died 1838. Biog. Univ.
NUVOLONE (CHARLES FRANCIS) a pain-

ter, was born at Milan in 1608. His father
was an eminent painter, and directed the stu-

dies of his son, who became eminent in the

style of Guido ; his Madonnas are particularly
admired. He died in 1651. His brother,
JOSEPH NUVOLONE, also an artist, besides

other fine paintings, is distinguished by one of
St Dominic raising a dead man to life. He
died at the age of eighty-four, in 1703.

Pilkington.
NUZZI (MARIE) born near Penna, in

Naples, 1605, died at Rome 1673, a celebrated

flower-painter. His productions occupy a dis-

tinguished rank in the Roman galleries, al-

though they have lost much of their brilliancy
of colour. Bryan's Diet.

NYERUP ('ERASMUS) a distinguished Da-
nish writer, who was librarian to the univer-

sity of Copenhagen, and professor of the his-

tory of literature in that institution. He was
the author of various works relating to the

history, biography, and literary antiquities of

Denmark ;
and he published a Description of

Copenhagen, and was engaged with Professor

Rahbek in the "
Udsigt over Dansk Literatur

"

Review of Danish Literature, of which the

first volume appeared in 1828. He died at

Copenhagen in 1829, aged seventy-one.
Ann. Reg.

o.

OBSEQUENS.
ABSEQUENS (JULIUS) a Latin writer,

U flourished AD. 395, and wrote a treatise,
" De Prodigiis," a catalogue of the wonders
related by Livy. The best editions are

Hearne's, 1 703, and that of Leyden, 1720, 8vo.

Fabricim Bibl. Lot.

O'CONNEL (DANIEL count) born 1742,

atDerrynane, co. Kerry, Ireland, the youngest
of twenty-two children by one marriage, died
at Blois 1833. He entered, in 1757, into the

French service in the regiment of Clare. He
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joined the French emigrants. He returned to

France in 1803. In 1830 he refused the oath
of fidelity to Louis Philippe, and was stripped
of his rank, and retired to Meudon near Blois,

where he died. Bib. Univ.

O'CONNEL (DANIEL) born 1774, in the

co. Kerry, Ireland, died 1847, a distinguished

political character and accomplished lawyer,
educated at St Oiner's, in France. He entered

himself of the Middle Temple in London in

1798, at which time he took no part in politics.
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O'CONNOR.
He was soon distinguished beyond his com-

peers by his superior eloquence, his legal

knowledge, and his skill in extracting the

truth from reluctant witnesses. At length he
rose to the highest point of eminence as an ad-

vocate, and had the largest legal practice at

the Irish bar. He saw, however, in his reli-

gious principles an obstacle to further advance-

ment, and that what was his own case was
that of many of his countrymen of the same

profession. This appears to have first drawn
him into the political arena ;

aud he soon be-

came the leader of the Catholics of Ireland,
was presented with a piece of plate for his

services by the Irish board, valued at 1000/,

and was afterwards looked upon as the head

of the Irish people. He became the leader of

the Catholic Association in 1825
;
instituted an

order called the Liberators, and followed up
his demand for freedom of conscience in his

country so perseveringly, and with such a

weight of moral power, that it was reluctantly

conceded, and it was not long before he took

his seat in parliament. Here he displayed
wonderful tact and power. His legal elo-

quence, all-prevalent in Ireland, failed in the

house of Commons, where reason, not law,
broad principles, and not technicalities, are

adopted. He saw this, and, changing his man-

ner, became atonce an accomplished parliamen-

tary orator, master alike of pathos and ridicule

of sarcasm and humour. He was also a pro-
fessed theologian. His life is a part of British

history ;
for there never was a private indivi-

dual in the United Empire that so absolutely
and judiciously swayed millions of freemen, or

was more capable of effecting good or evil

through their means, and, to his honour be it

said, he wielded his power morally, and with-

out tumult attained important good for his

country. Orig.
O'CONNOR (ARTHUR) born in Dublin in

17C6, died 1830. He was one who was num-
bered among the disaffected in Ireland, being
devoted to the cause of his country. His bro-

ther was condemned and executed as a " de-

fender" in 1795. In 1797 he was arrested and
tried for high treason, but acquitted. He was
a second time imprisoned, but recovered his

liberty, and, with his brother Roger, quitted
Ireland and went to France, where he had the

rank of lieutenant-general conferred upon him
in 1804. He was one of those whom the senate

of Hamburgh so basely delivered up to Eng-
land with Napper Tandy, they having sought
refuge in that "free" city. His life was

spent in a manner highly honourable to him-
self while in France. He married a daughter
of the celebrated Condorcet. He left one or

two letters upon political subjects, written on
different occasions and of a temporary charac-

ter. Bib. Univ.

O'CONNOR (CHARLES) a learned Catholic

clergyman, who long resided in the family of
the duke of Buckingham, at Stowe, as libra-

rian to that nobleman, and confessor to his

lady the late marchioness of Buckingham.
The liberality of his sentiments exposed him
to the animadversions of some of the advc-

O'KEEFE.
cates for the temporal authority of the pope,
who objected to his views relative to the

royal veto on the appointment of Irish Ca-
tholic prelates, the propriety of which he was

disposed to admit. His literary researches

were chiefly directed to the elucidation of the

history and antiquities of Ireland. He was
the author of Columbanus's Letters, with an
historical address on the calamities occasioned

by foreign influence in the nomination of

bishops to Irish sees, 1810 IS, 2 vols, 8vo;
u A Narrative of the most interesting Events,
in modern Irish History," 1812, 8vo; and a
collection of the ancient Irish chronicles. He
died in 1828 at Balinagar, in Ireland, the

seat of his brother O'Connor Don. Month.

Mag.
(EDMANN (SAMUEL) born at Wexioe in

Sweden, in 1750, died 1820, a theologian and
naturalist. He was confined to his bed by a

long sickness, during which he wrote his

theological lectures, composed his works, and
took a part in editing different publications.
His sick room was the rendezvous of the
learned of his own country and of foreigners.
He published many works in the Swedish

tongue ;
a "

Dictionary of the New Testa-

ment," and an "
Essay on the Apocalypse."

Biog. Diet.

OHLMULLER (DANIEL JOSEPH) bora

1791, died 1839, a German architect, a native

of Bamberg. He was employed by the king
ofBavaria; and Munich is indebted to him for

the noble Gothic church in its environs at Au.
He published, in 1825,

" Ideas for Funeral
Monuments." Bib. Univ.

O'KEEFE (JOHN) a popular comic writer,
who was a native of Ireland. He was origi-

nally intended for the profession of a painter,
and made some progress in drawing, but his

strong taste for theatrical amusements inter-

fered with his studies, and prevented him from

becoming an artist. At the age of fifteen he
wrote a comedy in five acts, which, though
wild, and in some respects puerile, is said to

have displayed ingenuity in the management
of the plot. Wishing to go upon the stage, he
obtained an interview with Mr Mossop, then

manager of the Dublin theatre, who gave him
an engagement. He continued to play at

Dublin and in the country about twelve

years, as a comedian, with considerable suc-

cess. At length he ventured on dramatic

composition, and his first piece,
" Colin's

Welcome," a pastoral drama, replete with

pleasant situations, was well received. He
had a taste for music, and adapted the songs
himself, and he wrote many essays and epi-

grams ;
but among his early productions the

best was a kind of histrionic monologue, called
"
Tony Lumpkin's Rambles through Dublin,''

which afforded him abundant scope for the

exhibition of broad humour. He at length
left Dublin about 1780, and going to London,
endeavoured in vain to procure an engage-
ment. Thus situated he applied himself

entirely to writing for the stage, and from
1781 to 1798 he composed a great number of
comedies and farces, many of which were
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OLAFSEN.
published collectively, by subscription, for the

benefit of the author, 1798, 4 vols, 8vo. In

1800 O'Keeffe, who was then blind, and had
been reduced by misfortunes to a state of

great embarrassment, had, through the kind-

ness of the managers, a benefit at Covent
Garden theatre, when, after the performance,
he was led on the stage to deliver a poetical
address of his own composition, in which
humour and pathos are said to have been

happily blended. He subsequently published
his "

Recollections, or Auto-Biographical Me-
moirs." His death took place in 18. Among
his multitudinous productions there are several

that are still occasionally acted, as the Castle

of Andalusia, Peeping Tom, the Farmer, Wild
Oats, or the Strolling Gentleman, and the

London Hermit, or Rambles in Dorsetshire.

Thesp.Dict. Gent. Mag.
OLAFSEN (EGGERT) a learned writer,

was a native of Iceland, who studied at Co-

penhagen. He travelled several times over

Iceland with Bearne Paulson, and their " Ob-
servations

'' were published at Copenhagen in

2 vols, 4to, 1772. He was afterwards ap-

pointed a magistrate, and thenceforward de-

voted himself to natural history and poetry,
and the study of the Scriptures. He was un-

fortunately drowned with his wife in crossing
the Breidafiord in 1776. Henderson's Tour in

Iceland.

OLBERS (HENRY WILLIAM MATTHIAS) an
astronomer and physician, born 1 758, at Ar-

bergen, near Bremen, in the same house as the

historian Heeren, died 1840. In early life he
showed a great predilection for astronomy,
to which at last he wholly devoted himself.

He owes his celebrity principally to the dis-

covery of two new planets, or rather asteroids,

Pallas, first seen by him in 1802, and Vesta,
in 1807. He also discovered several comets.

His work on astronomy was published at

Weimar in 1797, with notes and a preface by
baron Zach. Olbers published

" De Oculi

Mundationibus Internis,
" " Dissertations on

calculating the Parallaxes/' and upon
" Aero-

lithes," &c. He also wrote different articles

relating toastronomy in the "Connoissance des

Temps." Among other articles is one "On
the Possibility of an Encounter between a

Comet and the Earth." Biog. Univ.

OLDMIXON (JOHN) a political writer,

was born at Bridgewater in Somersetshire in

1673. He made himself very conspicuous by
his warm opposition to the Stuarts, and ac-

cused the editors of Clarendon's History with

having interpolated passages into that work,
which charge was refuted by bishop Atterbury.

Though so eager to accuse others of this act,

he did not disdain to commit it himself, for

being employed in the first edition of Ken-
net's Complete History he made several alte-

rations in Daniel's Chronicle. He was col-

lector of the customs of Bridgewater, and a

forcible, although not always an accurate

writer. He wrote " A Critical History of

England," 2 vols, 8vo
;

" A History of the

Stuarts," folio
;

" Life ofArthur Maynwaring ;"
" Life of Queen Anne." Gen. Biog. Diet.
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OLENATA (ANTONIO PEDRO) a Spanish

general, who distinguished himself in South
America. He was born in Biscay, and was
killed in battle against the patriot forces under
general Urdinea, in one of the last faint efforts
made to retrieve the affairs of Spain in the
new world.
OLIVER (ISAAC) an English miniature

painter, was born in 1 556, and studied under
Hilliard and Zucchero. He also painted some
historical pictures of considerable beauty. He
died in 1617. PETER OLIVER, his son, also

an excellent miniature painter, was much
employed by Charles I. He was born 1601,
and died 1660. He was not only, like his

father, a painter in miniature and a copyist
of paintings in water-colours, but he suc-
ceeded as well, ifhe did not surpass his father
in copying history pieces. Some of his mi-
niatures are considered equal to those of his

father. He is also said to have etched his-

torical subjects. Bryan's Diet.
OLIVER (JOHN) born in London 1616,

died at the commencement of the eighteenth
century, He was an eminent painter on

glass, and the window in Christ Church,
Oxford,

"
St Peter delivered from Prison by

an Angel," was painted by him in 1 700, when
he was in his eighty-fourth year. The draw-

ing and execution are good. He is said to

have been the nephew of Peter Oliver.

Idem.

O'MEARA (BARRY) died 183G, the con-
fidential English medical attendant of the

emperor Napoleon at St Helena, and author
of "A Voice from St Helena." He was a

surgeon in the royal navy, and lost his rank
for attaching himself to the service of the

great exile. He died of erysipelas in the

head, and at the closing moment of his life

reiterated to those around him the truth of
all he had reported regarding the treatment
of Napoleon, and the conduct of his gaoler
sir Hudson Lowe. He possessed some relics

of the emperor, which were sold soon after

his decease. A few lines of Napoleon's writing
sold for eleven guineas, and a lock of his hair

for 2/. 10s.; a tooth which O'Meara had ex-
tracted sold for seven guineas and a half, and
some petty articles of plate that had belonged
to him for six and seven times their intrinsic

value. O'Meara was a man of indisputable

integrity, and left a large circle of friends

who held him in high esteem. The inde-

pendent conduct he displayed in regard to

Napoleon won him the heart of a lady, whom
he married, and who left him 1000/. per
annum. Gent. Mag. Daily Paper.
OMMEGANCK (BALTHASAR PAUL) a

very eminent landscape painter, who died

at Antwerp, his native place, January 18,

182fi. He was a knight of the order of tho

Belgic Lion, and member of the Royal In-

stitute of the Netherlands. He excelled in

the exact representation of the simple beauties

and graces of nature
;
and his numerous pro-

ductions, many of which have been exhibited

at Paris, have procured him the appellation of
" the Racine of the Shepherds." Biog. Univ.



OORTMAN.
OORTMAN (JAN JOACUIM) a Dutch en-

graver, born in 1777. He resided the best

part of his life in Paris, and died there in

181 7. He is often classed with French artists.

Bryan's Viet.

OPSTAL (CASPAR JAMES van) bom at

Antwerp 1660, died 1714, a painter of por-
traits and history. He had freedom of toucli

in copying llubens, and a manner of execu-

tion that did justice to the original in his

copy of the " Descent from the Cross," made
for marshal Villeroy. His portraits are

found in many of the private collections of

Antwerp. Idem.

ORD (CRAVEN) FRS. and FSA. He was
the sou of Harry Ord, Esq, of the King's Re-
membrancer's Office. In January 1775 he
was received into the Antiquarian Society, of
which association he was long an active and
useful member. He travelled with sir John
Cullum and with Richard Gough, in search

of archaeological and topographical informa-

tion; and as the fruit of his researches he

made a large and valuable collection of im-

pressions from sepulchral brasses, forming a

series of such monuments, from the early part
of the fourteenth century to the reign of

Henry VIII. For some years he was one of

the vice-presidents of the Society of Antiqua-
ries

;
and he furnished many papers to the

Archaologia. Among these are
" An Inven-

tory of the Crown Jewels, made in 3d Edward
III;" "An Illuminated Letter of Filiation

among the Grey Friars ;"
" A Description of

a Carving of the Wise Men's Offering in the

Church of Long Melford, Suffolk ;"
"
Sir Ed-

ward Waldegrave's Accompt for the Funeral
of King Edward the Sixth ,"

" A Description
of the Paintings of the Family of Eldred
the Navigator ;"

" A Drawing of an Ancient

Comb, found in the Ruins of Ickleton Nun-

nery, Cambridgeshire ;"
'' An Account of the

Entertainment of King Henry VI at the

Abbey of St Edmund's Bury, in 1433 ;" and
"
Copies of five curious Writs of Privy Seal,
one in the time of Queen Mary, and the

others of Queen Elizabeth." Besides his own
publications, which appear to have been en-

tirely confined to the Archa?ologia, he fur-

nished important assistance to Gough for his

Sepulchral Monuments
;

and to Mr John
Nichols and Mr William Bray, for their re-

spective histories of Leicestershire and Surrey.
His library, including valuable manuscripts,
was dispersed by sales at auction in the years
1829, 1830, and 1832. Mr Ord, who be

longed to the King's Remembrancer's Office,
in the Exchequer, died at Woolwich Common,
in Kent, January 6, 1832, at the age of

seventy-six. Gent. Mag. Ann. Biog.
O'REILLY (ALEXANDER) a Spanish ge-

neral, who was born in Ireland about 1735.

He entered early into the Spanish army, and

having served with distinction in several cam-

paigns, he obtained the favour of Charles III,

and was raised to the highest military rank.

In 1774, being appointed commander of an

expedition against Algiers, his reputation suf-

fered much from the ill-success of the under-

ORESME.
taking ; notwithstanding which he was chosen
to conduct the war with France in 1794, when
he died suddenly, at an advanced age. Biuy.
Univ. Class.

O'REILLY (count ANDREW) general of

cavalry in the Austrian service, chamberlain,
commander of the imperial military order of
Maria Theresa, proprietary colonel ofthe third

regiment of light horse, &c, was the second
son of James O'Reilly, of Balliucough, county
of Westmeath. He filled in succession all

the military grades in the Austrian army,
with the exception of that of field marshal.
At the battle of Austeiiitz, so fatal to the

Austrians, the remnant of their army was
preserved from destruction by the courage
and skill of this officer ; and on the 12th of

May 1809 he held the post of governor of

Vienna. The defeat of the archduke Fer-

dinand, by Napoleon, being followed by the

appearance of the conqueror under the walls
of the capital of the empire, on general
O'Reilly devolved the difficult task of making
an honourable capitulation with the enemy.
He accordingly deputed the prince of Die-

trechstein,the burgomaster, and the principal
citizens of Vienna to Napoleon, who accepted
the terms proposed by him, with the stipula-
tion that the general should be the bearer of
the treaty to the emperor Francis, in order
that he might enforce its fulfilment by ex-

plaining to him his critical state of affairs.

His death took place at Vienna, in the ninety-
first year of his age. Gent . Mag. Ann. Bioq.
ORELLANA (FRANCISCO) bora at Trux-

illo in the sixteenth century, the companion
of Pizarro to Peru. He abandoned himself
in a small vessel to the course of the river

Amazons, and then returned to Europe to

make wonderful recitals of his adventure;
the consequence of which was, that he re-

ceived letters patent from Charles V to found
colonies in the countries which he liad visited.

He set out with three vessels for this purpose
in 1549, but the ravages of disease took off

the greater part of his crews. He arrived on
the coast of Caraccas, where he lost the very
vessel which reached it with him, and he
soon after died of chagrin. He was the first

European who traced the course of the great
river Amazons, or, as sometimes called, the

Orellana, from his first navigation of it.

Biog. Univ.

ORESME (NICHOLAS) one of the most dis-

tinguished writers of the fourteenth century.
He is supposed to have been a native of Caen
in Normandy, was admitted a doctor of theo-

logy of the faculty of Paris, and became

grand master of the college of Navarre in

1355. He was tutor to the dauphin, after-

wards Charles V, who made him bishop of
Lisieux in 1377, and he died in 1382. He
translated various works of Aristotle, and the

treatise of Petrarch, De Remediis utriusque
Fortunse

;
and he wrote sermons, and other

original works, particularly one entitled " De
Anti-Christo," published in the collection of

Martenue and Durand. Huct, Oriy. de Caen.

Biog. Univ. Class.
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O11IAN1.
ORIANI (BARNABY) born at Garignano,

near Milan, 175:2, died 1832, the director of

the observatory of Milan. In 1777 he pub-
lished his observations, which placed him in

the rank of the first astronomers of his day.
In 1786 he was sent to London to obtain

from Ramsden a mural circle and other in-

struments for the Milan observatory, and then
he became known to Herschel. On his re-

turn home he was one of those concerned in

measuring an arc of the meridian for the new

map of Lombardy. After Piazzi discovered

the asteroid Ceres, he calculated its orbit.

His astronomical publications were numerous
between the years 1788 and 1806. Bib. Univ.

OSBORNE (FRANCIS) an English writer

of good family, was born in Bedfordshire
about 1589. He took part with the parlia-
ment in the civil war. He died in 1659. His
chief works were prohibited by authority :

they are,
" Plea for a Free State compared

with Monarchy ;"
" Turkish Policy, a Dis-

course on Machiavel ;"
" Advice to a Son :"

" Historical Memoirs on the Reigns of Queen
Elizabeth and King James." Biog. Brit.
OSUNN (EMILIUS) born 1787 at Weimar,

died 1842. He was a German physician of

considerable repute, and left one or two works

upon professional subjects neither very new
nor profound.
OUDET (JAMES JOSEPH) one of the most

distinguished officers in the armies of the

French Republic, was born at Meynal, in the

department of Jura, about 1773. He had
risen to eminence by the force of merit at the

period when Bonaparte returned from Egypt,
and Oudet, who was sincerely attached to the

republican institutions, beheld with sorrow
the tyrant in the hero, and watched his

movements with suspicion. The government,
jealous of his influence, ordered him on a pro-
vincial command, as an adjunct of adjutant-

general Malet, celebrated subsequently for

his conspiracy against Napoleon. Oudet is

supposed to have been concerned in the forma-

tion of a secret society, which was directed

against the power of the emperor. After

having been alternately employed and exiled,

he had the command of the sixth supple-

mentary regiment of the line at the battle of

Wagram, in which he highly signalized him-

self, but the wounds which he received in

that engagement caused his death shortly
after. Biog. Univ. Class

OURRY (MAURICE) born 1776, near Ar-

pajon in France, died 1843, a man of letters,

who, in 1795, in conjunction with a friend,

composed a one-act piece, which had great
success. This was followed by others. He

OZEROFF.
also published three poems, became editor of
the Journal of the Arts, then of other journals,
and finally of the "Dictionary of Conversa-
tion," when he was attacked with a disease
which obliged him to be placed in the Faux-
bourg St Denis in a maison de sante'. Idem.
OUTHIER (RENAUD) a French astronomer,

who was a native of the province of Franche-
Comte'. He embraced the ecclesiastical pro-
fession, and having studied astronomy, he
was nominated correspondent of the Academy
of Sciences in 1731. After having been ap-
pointed secretary to the bishop of Bayeux, he
in 1736 accompanied Maupertius in his jour~
ney to measure a 'degree within the polar
circle. Returning from that expedition, he
obtained a canonry in the cathedral ofBayeux,
which he resigned that he might be more at

leisure for study. His death took place in

1774. He published
" Journal d'un Voyage

fait au Nord en 1736 et 1737," Paris, 1744,

4to, reprinted at Amsterdam, 1746, 12mo, be-
sides charts and memoirs in the collection of
the Academy of Sciences. Bioy. Univ. Class.

OZERETZKOFFSKY (NICHOLAS YAKOV-
LEVICH) a Russian writer, who was one of
the first members of the Academy of Sciences
at St Petersburg, and who contributed by a
number of useful publications to the advance-
ment of science and literature. In 1 774 he

accompanied the academician Lepechin in an

exploratory tour through various parts of
the Russian empire ;

and in 1785 he was sent

to visit the lakes Ladoga and Onega, of which

journey he published an account the next

year. Among his literary productions are
" Elements of Natural History ;"

" A Trans-
lation of the Writings of Sallust ;" and

" Me-
moirs of the Progress of the Sciences in

Russia, from 1803 to 1810;" besides Acade-
mical Memoirs. He died February 20, 1827,
at the age of seventy-six. For. Rev.
OZEROFF ( ) a tragic poet, who flou-

rished in the reign of the emperor Alex-
ander I. His dramas are only four, entitled
<l

CEdipus ;"
"
Fingal ;"

" Demetrius Donskoi ;"

and "
Polyxena ;" but they exhibit beauties

of a high order ; and the Muse of Tragedy
may be said to have been endowed by this

poet with dignity and eloquence of which the

works of his predecessors afl'ord no examples.
In the delineation of female character he
seems peculiarly successful, and scarcely less

so in the local colouring and costume of his

scenes, particularly in his Fingal, in which
he has transferred the wild and gloomy pic-
tures of Ossian to a congenial clime. lie

died in 1816. Greek's Sketch of
Literature. For. Rev.
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PAC. PAGANEL.

P.

PAC
(count Louis) born at Strasburgh 1 780,

died 1835, a soldier bred in Lithuania,
In 1808 he passed into the French service,

and acted in Spain under marshal Bessieres.

He served at Essling and Wagram, and was in

the expedition to Moscow. He distinguished
himself in 1814 under Napoleon, who gave
him twenty crosses for his companions in

arms. He next came to England, and after-

wards retired to Poland, where he sought the

hand of the princess Anna Sapieha, who pre-
ferred prince Czartorysky, which was the

occasion of a duel between them. In 1819 he
became a senator of Poland. In 1830 he

fought for the freedom of Poland at Ostra-

lenka, where he was twice wounded. After

the entrance of the Russians into Warsaw he
retired to France, and then journeyed to

Greece, after which he embarked for Asia,
and died in Smyrna. Sib. Univ.

PACCA (BARTOLEMI) born at Benevento
in 1756, died at Rome 1844, a cardinal and

bishop of Frascati. He was nuncio at Lisbon
until 1 800. His discussions with the French

general Miollis in behalf of the holy see were

very warm. In 1808 he was arrested for

having provoked a revolt against the French,
and when he was to be sent off as a prisoner,

pope Pius VII interceded, and obtained his

custody. In 1808 he followed Pius to France,
was arrested at Grenoble, and shut up in a

fortress, from which he was not freed until

1811. The successor of Pius exhibited the

same friendship towards him as Pius himself
had done. When Gregory XVI was elected

pope, Pacca was only not chosen because he
was suspected of a disposition to nepotism.
He was, however, to the last of his days
looked up to and regarded by the faithful as

a sort of pontiff. In him the Jesuits lost their

strongest friend. He left memoirs behind
him which have been published. Bib. Univ.

PACCARD (JEAN EDME) born in Paris

1777, died 1844, a French man of letters, the

son of a Savoyard and servant in Burgundy,
who worked in the fields until he was ten

years of age. His father having lost his pro-
tector, who was farmer-general of St Amand
and perished upon the scaffold, became a
scene-shifter at the opera, which young Pac-
card visiting, took from thence a liking for

the theatre. He made his debut in a theatre

on the Boulevards, and was hissed off. He
then went into the country, was drawn for the

conscription, marched into Italy, obtained his

discharge, and returned to Paris, where he
was on the point of coming out again on the

stage, when he married, and became a writer

for the drama, a composer of romances, then

a bookseller, and lastly a clerk in the office

of the minister of finance. His works consist

mainly of indifferent romances, more nume-
rous than clever. Bib. Univer. French
Journal.

PACHECO (FRANCIS) a Spanish painter,
was born at Seville in 1571. He was eminent
both in historical subjects and portraits. He
was also a good writer, and produced a work
called " Arte de la Pintura su antiquedad y
grandezas," 4to, 1649. He died in 1654.

Pilkington.
PACIFICUS (MAXIMDS) a Latin poet,

was a native of Ascoli, where he was born in

1400. The best edition of his works was pub-
lished at Parma in 1691, 4to. In some of
them he is said to have described the syphilis

long before Columbus. Tiraboschi.

PAELINCK (JOSEPH) a painter, born at

Oostacker, near Ghent, 1781, died at Brussels
1839. He early discovered a genius for the

arts, and was sent to the academy of Ghent,
where he made great progress. He then went
to Paris, and studied under David. He filled

for a time the chair occupied by Verhogen at

Ghent until his colleagues caballed against
him, and he vacated it. He then visited Italy,
and remained two years at Rome at the ex-

pense of his benefactor Lose Potter. At
Rome he painted some of his best pictures.
In 1815 he married a lady of Ghent, of a
noble family, and was patronized by the king
of the Netherlands. He is deservedly classed

as among the best of the modern Belgian
artists. Bryan's Diet.

PAGANEL (PETER) a French statesman,
who was a member of the legislative assembly
and of the convention. He was born in 1 745.

He had before the revolution been a public
teacher, from which office he retired with a

pension, after twelve years' service. In 1791
he was chosen a deputy to the legislative

assembly ;
and on the 10th of August 1792,

when the unfortunate Louis XVI sought an

asylum in the hall of the representatives,

Paganel was one of the first who offered to

join in a deputation to the people, in order to

restrain their violence. When in the conven-

tion, he published a tract, in which he de-

manded that the trial of the king should be
remitted to the ordinary tribunals of justice.

Under the directory he was secretary-general
of the ministry of foreign affairs; and in 1803
he was made chief of the department of the

grand chancery. As he had ultimately voted
in the convention for the death of the king,
he was obliged to quit France in 1816, aiid he
took refuge at Liege, whence he removed to

Brussels, where he died November 20, 1826.

He was the author of " Essai Historique et

Critique sur la Revolution Franchise," 3 vols,

8vo, which passed through three editions ; and
he translated into prose the " Animaux Par-
lants

"
of the abbe Casti, and wrote a memoir

" Sur 1'Anciennete du Globe ;" and another
" Sur les Causes de la Duree de 1'Empire des

Chinois." Paganel was a member of several

French and foreign learned societies. Bioy.
Univ. Class.
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PAGIT or PAGET (EUSEBITTS) a puritan
divine, was born at Cranford in Northamp-
tonshire, and was educated at Christchurch.
After having several preferments, he finally
obtained the Kving of St Anne's, Aldersgate-
street, where he died in 1617. He wrote a
"
History of the Bible." EPHRAIM PAGET,

Ms son, was born in 1575, and was educated
at Christchurch, Oxford. He held the living
of St Edmund the King, in Lombard-street, of

which he was deprived at the rebellion. He
died at Deptford in 1647. He wrote " Hsere-

siographia, or a Description of the Heresies of

Later Times," 4to
;

"
Christianographia, or a

Description of the different Sorts of Chris-
tians in the World." Wood.
PAJOL (CLAUDE PIERRE) born 1 772, at

Besancon, died 1844, a distinguished French
oificer, who was actively employed from 1792,
when he entered the army, down to the battle

of Fleurus, the day before the sun of Napoleon
set for ever. He renounced the career of
arms after this event until 1830, when he ac-

cepted the command of the national guard of
Paris. Bib. Univ.

PAL^MON (QUINTUS KHEMMIUS FA-

MINUS) the son of a slave at Vicenza, was re-

warded by his freedom for the diligence with
which he attended to his master's son at

school. Having acquired sufficient to enable
him to become a teacher at Rome, he settled

there in the reign of Tiberius. There exist

two works with his name, " De Ponderibus et

Mensuris," and " Ars Grammatica," in the
Grammatici Antiqui. Moreri.

PALETTA (GIOVANNI BATTISTA) born

1747, at Montecrestese, in the valley of Os-

solo, a distinguished anatomist and surgeon af

Pavia and Milan; he died in 1832, and left

behind him a number of professional works in
the Italian language. Sib. Univ.

PALMA (JACOB) a painter, was born at

Serinalta, in the territory of Bergamo, and was
a disciple of Titian. His pictures are scarce

and much esteemed. He died in 1558. His

great nephew, JACOB PALMA the younger, re-

sided at Venice, and died in 1628. His

paintings are much admired. Pilkington.
PANCOUCKE (CHARLES Louis FLEURY)

born in Paris 1780, died 1844, the son of a

printer and bookseller as well as author, who
received an excellent education, and published
when yet very young a work entitled " The
Studies of a Youth." He was the author or

editor of numerous works, some of which
were of a very useful character and very
voluminous. The " French and English
Bar" reached 19 volumes, and the " Latin

and French Library" 178 volumes. His
" Nova Scriptorum Latinorum "

collection

extended to 44 volumes, and his " Trans-
lations from Foreign Classics" to 16 volumes.
His Dictionaries were also numerous, and of
the fullest character in detail. He was a

member of the Antiquarian Society of Edin-

burgh, and published an account of a visit he

paid to the Hebrides. Biog. Diet.

PAPI (LAZARUS) born at Pontolo 1763,
died at Lucca 1834, an Italian traveller and
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historian. In 1792 he went to India, and be-
came an officer in the army of one of the
native princes, and fought against Tippoo
Saib. After ten years' absence from home,
he returned by the way of the Red Sea,

Egypt, and Greece. He obtained employ-
ment afterwards in Italy under different

governments, and was made librarian of
Lucca by Maria Louisa of Parma. He left
" Letters upon the East Indies," a translation

of Milton's " Paradise Lost
"
into Italian, and

several other works, one in six volumes,
being a commentary on the French revolution.

PAPIAS, bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia.
He was the master of Polycarp, and a disciple
of St John the Evangelist. He was the first

who broached the Milleuarian opinion re-

specting the reign of Christ upon the earth.

He wrote "
Expositions of the Discourses of

the Lord," but they are lost. Cave.
PAREJA (JUAN de) a painter, was a native

of the West Indies, but became the slave of

Diego Velasquez in Spain. In his leisure

hours he amused himself with painting, but

kept his productions secret. On one of the

visits of Philip IV to his master's painting-
room, Pareja placed before him one of his

own pictures, and after it had received the

monarch's warmest praise he discovered him-
self to be the painter. The king delighted,
desired Velasquez to give him his liberty and
instructions

;
but Pareja remained with his

master until his death in 1670. His portraits
are particularly admired. Cumberland.
PARK (THOMAS) born 1760, died 1835,

a literary editor, who was brought up as an

engraver. He published in 1797 a volume of

poems, and edited a volume called "
Nugae

Antiqua?" from the papers of sir J. Harring-
ton. He was employed in the editorship of

various works, and in the reprinting of the

Harleian Miscellany. Gent. Mag.
PARKE (JOHN) an eminent musical per-

former, who was born in 1745. He studied

the theory of music under Baumgarten, and
as an instrumental performer under Simpson,
the best hautboy player of his time. In 1776
he was engaged to play in the oratorios during
Lent, and he afterwards played at Ranelagh
and Marylebone gardens. In 1768 he was

engaged to play the principal hautboy at the

King's theatre, and about 1770 he succeeded
Fischer as hautboy concerto player at Vaux-
hall gardens, which situation he held many
years ;

and near the same period he became
one of the band at Drury Lane theatre. In

1783 he became known to the prince of

Wales, who was delighted with his talents,

and he was consequently attached to the

Carlton House band, with a salary of 100/.

a year. He was now in the highest reputa-
tion

;
he performed at the professional con-

cert, at the concert of ancient music, and at

many private concerts, and for nearly forty

years he was likewise regularly engaged at

most of the great provincial music meetings.
He composed many concertos for his own per-

formances, but he never could be persuaded
to permit their publication. He died Aug. 2,
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1819. Mr Parke is said to have left in ma-

nuscript
" A Sketch of the General State of

Music in England during the last Forty
Years." Month. Mag.
PARKINSON (THOMAS) a distinguished

mathematician and natural philosopher, who
was born at Kirkhain-in-the-Fylde, Lanca-

shire, June 14, 1745. He was educated at

Christ college, Cambridge, where he took the

degree of BA. in 1769
;
and the same year he

entered into holy orders. In 1 787 he pub-
lished " A System of Mechanics," 4to ; and
in 1789, "A System of Mechanics and Hydro-
statics," 4to, a work of great value, on which

depends his reputation as a man of science.

In 1790 he obtained the rectory of Kegworth,
in Leicestershire, which he held till his death,
November 1 3, 1 830

; having also held the

archdeaconry of Leicester, the chancellorship
of Chester, and a prebend in St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, London. While at college he was em-

ployed by the Board of Longitude in the

laborious calculation of tables of the series of

parallax and refraction. He published seve-

ral occasional charges and single sermons.

Ann. Biog.
PARNY (EVARISTE DESIRE DESFORGES,

viscount de) born in the Isle of Bourbon, in

1753, died 1814, a poet, denominated the

French Tibullus. He entered La Trappe,
became disgusted, and then followed the mili-

taiy profession. He afterwards returned

home, and fell in love with a young Creole,

who inspired his verses. He afterwards be-

came a bad copy of Voltaire in some of the

most objectionable of his works. Bio. Frans.

PASTORET (CLAUDE EMMANUEL JOSEPH
PIERRE, marquis de) born at Marseilles 1756,
died at Paris 1840. He was bred to the bar,
and filled several public functions. He was
the author of "Zoroaster," "Confucius and

Mahomet,"
" Moses as a Legislator and Mo-

ralist," and
" A Treatise on the Penal Laws,"

&c &.c.Bib. Univ.
PATRICK (SAINT) the patron saint of

Ireland (whose name was Saccuthus, until

changed by pope Celestine), was born in 373,
at a village called Bonaven Taberniae, now
Kirkpatrick, on the Clyde. When young he
was carried captive by barbarians to Ireland,
but after passing six months in slavery he re-

turned to Scotland. He was not long settled

before he professed himself prompted by
visions and other signs to undertake the con-

version of the pagan Irish. He was ordained

accordingly, and proceeded to Ireland, where
the greatest success crowned his endeavours.
He converted and baptized the kings of Dub-
lin and Munster, and the seven sons of the

king of Connaught. He fixed his metropo-
litan see at Armagh, where he founded three

monasteries and several schools. Nennius
states that his missions continued forty years,
and several miracles are attributed to him,

particularly the asserted freedom of Ireland

from venomous creatures, which is ascribed

by the superstitious to the benediction of

St Patrick. He died at Down in Ulster, on
the 1 7th of March, 493. Sir James Ware pub-

PEABSON.
lished his works, or at least those ascribed to

him, in 1658, London. Life by Ware.
PAULA (SAINT) a Roman lady, descended

from the Scipios and the Gracchi, was born
in 347, and becoming a widow she settled at

Bethlehem, and founded some monasteries

there, of which St Jerome had the direction.

She died AD. 407. Baillet.

PAULET (JOHN JAMES) a French phy-
sician, member of the Royal Society of Medi-
cine at Paris, was born in 1740. He studied
at the university of Montpellier, and having
taken his degrees, he distinguished himself

by the publication of a learned treatise on the
"
History of the Small Pox," 1765, 2 vols.

In 1776 he published
" Recherches Histo-

riques et Physiques sur les Maladies Epizoo-
tiques," 2 vols, 8vo; and he subsequently
became editor of the Gazette de Sante'. He
died at Foutainebleau, in October 1826. Be-
sides the works mentioned, he was the author
of "Traite des Champignons," 1775, 2 vols,
4to ; and Traite de la Morsure de la Vipere-
aspic de Fontainebleau." Biog. Univ. Class.
PAULIAN (AiME HENRI) a French Jesuit,

distinguished as a natural philosopher. He
was born at Nismes in 1 772, and became pro-
fessor of physics in various colleges of his

order, after the extinction of which he retired

to his native place, where he died in 1802.

Father Paulian published
"
Dictionnaire de

Physique," 3 vols, 4to ;

" Dictionnaire des
Nouvelles Decouvertes en Physique,'' 2 vols,
8vo ;

"
Traite' de Paix entre Descartes et

Newton," 3 vols, 12mo;
"
Systeme General

de Philosophic," 4 vols, 12mo; besides other

works Biog. Univ. Class.

PAYNE (JOHN) an engraver, who died in

1648. He is distinguished as having been
the first English artist who executed line

engraving. Among the productions of his

burin are several portraits from Mytens and
other Flemish portrait painters. Elmess
Diet, of the Fine Arts.

PEARSON (GEORGE) an eminent phy-
sician and medical writer, who was born at

Mosborough hall, in Derbyshire, the seat of
his father, a physician who had retired from

practice. The subject of this article became
a student at the university of Edinburgh in

1770, and he was admitted a member of the

Royal Medical Society in that city. He took
the degree of MD in 1773, and his thesis on
that occasion,

" De Putredine," was inserted

in the first volume of the Edinburgh Medical
Commentaries. In 1774 he removed to Lon-

don, and studied under Dr George Fordyce,
at St Thomas's Hospital ; the following year
he went to the continent, and having travelled

in France, Germany, and Holland, he re-

turned to England in 1777, by way of Ham-
burgh. He first settled as a physician at

Doncaster, where he remained about six

years, and then became a candidate for me-
dical practice in the metropolis. He was
chosen one of the physicians to St George's
Hospital, where during many years he deli-

vered lectures on medicine, physiology, ma-
teria medica, and chemistry. He enjoyed
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much reputation as a practitioner and as a

man of science, and he was chosen a fellow of

the Royal Society, to whose Transactions he

furnished several contributions. His death,
which took place at a very advanced age, was

owing to accident. Being a man of inde-

fatigably studious habits, he was accustomed

during many years to sit up alone to an ex-

tremely late hour, and on the night of October

24, 1 828, he is supposed to have fallen back-

ward from the top of the stairs as he was pro-

ceeding to his bed-chamber. In the morning
he was found at the foot of the staircase, in a

state of insensibility, with a large wound in

his head ;
and though he afterwards recovered

his consciousness, his death took place the

same day. Among his publications may be

mentioned,
" Observations and Experiments

on the Buxton Waters," 1784, 2 vols, 8vo
;

" A Translation of the Table of Chemical
Nomenclature drawn up by the French Che-

mists," 1794, 4to
;
"An Inquiry concerning

the History of the Cow Pox," 1798, 8vo; and
other tracts on the same subject. Gent.Mag.
Month.Mag.
PEEL (sir ROBERT) born 1788, died 1850,

an English statesman, the elder son of a

cotton manufacturer of Blackburn, in Lanca-

shire, who amassed great wealth, and became
a baronet. Sir Robert was educated at Har-

row, and from thence went to Oxford, where,
after the usual course of study, he in his

twentieth year attained a double first class,

In 1809 he was put into parliament for Cashel.

In the following year he was made an under-

secretary of state, and in 1812, by the interest

of his friends, who were of the ultra-Tory

party, he was made chief secretary for Ireland,

during which he allied himself with the

Orange party, and opposed any concessions to

the freedom of the Catholics from religious

disability, which conduct he pursued unre-

mittingly for thirty years, until the duke of

Wellington, being prime minister, carried out

the measure. The conversion of sir Robert

Peel to it was almost instantaneous, and as

warm as it had been before protractedly the

reverse. He supported the ministries of Per-

ceval, Liverpool, and Castlereagh in all their

measures. He was made the representative of

Oxford, for which he sat until 1828, when he

resigned his seat in consequence of his vote

for Catholic emancipation. The fear of being

required to give this vote prevented him from

joining the ministry of Canning a year before.

Sir Robert had continued to oppose all liberal

measures, and the Reform Bill met from him
as determined an opposition as Catholic eman-

cipation had done. Nor would he vote for

the disfranchisement of East Retford alone.

When the question of a depreciated currency
came forward, sir Robert introduced a mea-
sure for cash payments, which, in place of

gradually effecting them, so as to restore

the equilibrium by degrees, contracting the

issues gradually, in the same way as the de-

preciation had occurred, diminished the cir-

culating medium at once. Thus the value

of all property acquired or created for twenty
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years before was struck down from twenty to

thirty per cent., causing a shock of which the

country still feels the effect. The Melbourne
administration being suddenly dismissed when
sir Robert was in Italy, he was sent for to
form an administration. His tenure of office
was very short, and he became again in oppo-
sition. In 1841 he came into office at the
head of a powerful Tory administration as
the supporter of a corn law. Against his

strength the Whigs had no chance of making
a stand. Sir Robert, as a first measure, esta-
blished an income-tax, which pressed severely
on persons of small incomes, but was in other

respects, accompanied as it was by the repeal
of taxes upon various commercial articles,
a measure advantageous to the revenue and
to trade

;
but his position and power were re-

tained iu full strength by his understood de-

termination, tacitly if not directly expressed,
of supporting, as he had ever done, a duty
upon corn to keep up rents. This principle,
which might with the same justice be extended
to any other single produce of manufactures
or industry, was the great prop of the minis-
ter's power. Yielding to the necessity of the
law of that right which man has to purchase
his sustenance where he can obtain it cheapest,
sir Robert became a sudden convert to the

repeal of the corn-law, and, throwing over his

old supporters, was constrained to abandon
his post, and retire from a premiership which
his implied breach of principle would prevent
his ever holding again with effect. That he
thus produced a great public benefit by this

his latest public act there is no doubt, and
while the mode in which he performed it was
evasive towards his supporters, it was highly
beneficial to his country. It is therefore but

jnst to give him the benefit of that conviction,
however late it might have been wrought, and

pronounce the good a full counterbalance

many times repeated for the abandonment of
his old friends. By the one a small party
was to be cast off, by the other he obtained
the thanks of his country. He fell from his

horse on June 29, 1850, and died of the inju-
ries he received on the 2nd of July.
PELLERIN (JOSEPH) a French antiquary,

died at Paris in 1782. He wrote ten quarto
volumes on the subject of medals, his cabinet

of which was purchased by the king of France.

Pellerin was commissary-general, and clerk

of the marine at Paris. Diet. Hist.

PENNICUIK (ALEXANDER) a poet and

physician, was born in 1652, at New Hall,

near Edinburgh. He was liberally educated

at home and abroad. He is said to have fur-

nished the plot and written part of Allan

Ramsay's Gentle Shepherd. He was also

the author of a description of Tweedale, and
several poems. He died in 1722. Chalmers'

Caledonia.

PERCY (PETER FRANCIS, baron) a distin-

guished French surgeon, born at Montagney
in Franche-Comte', in 1754. He took the de-

gree of MD. at the university of Besancou,
and afterwards went to Paris, where he gained
several prizes proposed by the Academy of
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Surgery. At the commencement of the revo-

lutionary -wars he engaged in professional ser-

vice in the army, and he successively exercised

the functions of chief surgeon of the armies of

the Moselle, the Sambre and Meuse, and the

Rhine. Bonaparte made him a commandant
of the legion of honour and a baron. He was
a representative of the department of Doubs

during the hundred days after the return of

Napoleon from Elba, and he was present, in

his professional capacity, at the battle of

Waterloo. On the second return of the Bour-
bons he was dismissed from office, and he re-

tired to his estate at Mongey, near Lagny.
His death took place at Paris in 1825. Baron

Percy was the author of" Manuel du Chirur-

gien d'Armee," 1792, 12mo; "Pyrotechnic
Chirurgicale pratique, ou 1'Art d'appliquer le

Feu en Chirurgie," Metz, 1794, 8vo; besides

other works. Rev.
Encycl. Biog. Univ. Class.

PERIGNON (marquis DOMINIQUE CATHE-
LINE de) peer and marshal of France, was
born at Grenoble in 1754. He was deputed
to the Legislative Assembly from the depart-
ment of Upper Garonne in 1791, which sta-

tion he quitted to join the army of the Eastern

Pyrenees, and gradually rose to the chief

command as successor to general Dugommier.
He displayed his talents at the battles of Jon-

quiere, St Sebastian, and La Madeline, and
at the capture of the forts of Figueras and of
Rosas. On the conclusion of peace with Spain
he was nominated ambassador at Madrid,
where he signed an offensive and defensive

treaty of alliance between France and Spain
in 1796. He subsequently distinguished him-
self in the army of Italy, and in 1808 he re-

placed Jourdan as commander of the French
at Naples, several years previously to which
he had been made a senator and a marshal.
In 1814 the count d'Artois nominated him
commissary-extraordinary of the first military
division. On the return of Bonaparte he

attempted to organize a plan of resistance in

the south of France, and not succeeding he
retired to his estates. After the second re-

storation of Louis XVIII he was appointed to

the government of the first military division,
and was made a peer of France. His death
took place in 1819. Diet, des H. M. du
18;e S. Biog. Univ. Class.

PERRIER (CASIMIR) a celebrated French

statesman, who was born at Grenoble, October

12, 1777. He was the son of a rich mer-
chant; and at an early age he entered into

the army, and served in Italy, in the staff of
the military engineers, during the campaigns
of 1799 and 1800. On the death of his father

he relinquished the pursuit of military fame,
to devote himself to commerce. In 1802 he
founded a banking establishment at Paris

;

and he subsequently established a number of

cotton-spinning and sugar-refining manufac-

tories, and also steam flour-mills, all which
were eminently successful, and laid the foun-

dation of an immense fortune. He first be-

came known to the public, in 1816, as the

writer of a pamphlet against the foreign loan

system, which was remarkable for the display

PERRIER.
of a lucid clearness of argument, and a pro-
found knowledge of finance. In 181 7 he was
elected one of the deputies to the legislative

body from the department of the Seine, and
from that period till the revolution of 1830 he
acted as the steadfast opponent of the ministry,
in their encroachments on the rights and pri-

vileges of the people. He particularly sig-
nalized himself by his hostility to the Villele

administration, having almost singly sup-
ported the burden of the opposition to the
famous budget of M. de Villele, which he dis-

puted in every article, with equal perseverance
and talent. When M. de Polignac became

president of the council, the opposition of
Perrier assumed a more decided character;
and he was one of the foremost among the
221 deputies who voted for the famous ad-
dress which led to the fatal Ordonnances of

July. When the Revolution broke out, he
at once avowed himself the advocate of the

popular cause, and opened his house as the

place of meeting for the deputies who assem-
bled to protest against the illegality of the

proceedings of the government. Firmly at-

tached, however, to the principles of constitu-

tional opposition, and therefore shrinking from
the probable effects of a revolution, he was
one of the last to abandon the hope that his

infatuated sovereign would perceive the error

he had committed, and, by a timely revocation
of the Ordonnances, prevent the necessity for

the extreme measure of an appeal to arms,
and a consequent change of the dynasty.
When these became inevitable, M. Perrier de-

voted himself with ardour to the task of con-

solidating the new throne of the king of the

French, and reassembling those elements of
order and stability which the recent convulsion
of the state had scattered but not annihilated.

On the dissolution of the ministry of M. Lafitte,
Perrier was called to the head of the govern-
ment, and he immediately entered upon that

system of conservative policy which he con-

tinued until the close of his career. The de-

tails of his ministry will occupy the pen of the
future historian, and to posterity must be left

the office of awarding him the praise or cen-

sure which he deserved. The last time he
took any prominent part in the debates of
the Chamber of Deputies was on the 20th of
March 1832, when he pronounced an eloquent
defence of the conduct of government with

respect to the disturbances which had taken

place at Grenoble. The last time he was

present in the chamber was on the 29th of the

same month, when he merely brought in se-

veral private bills. On the 3rd ofApril he was
attacked by the cholera morbus, from which
he partially recovered

;
but after lingering for

a while in a state of pain and debility, proba-

bly heightened by mental anxiety, death put
a period to his sufferings, on the morning of

May 16, 1832. As an orator Perrier was ener-

getic and impassioned ;
the natural warmth

of his temper, heightened by the irritability

produced by ill health, frequently imparted
nn abruptness and acerbity to his style which

injured both the oratorical and moral effect of
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his eloquence, hut his reasoning was forcible,

and his language commanding and eftective.

It will be the province of others, as we have

already observed, to pronounce a judgment
concerning his political system, which has

been the object of enthusiastic eulogiura from
one party, and unmeasured invective from

another; but be his system good or bad, it

would at least be allowed, by his most violent

opponents, that the course which he adopted
from conviction he persisted in with unre-

mitting energy, thus giving a strong proof at

least of the honesty of his intentions. For.

Rev.
PERROT (sir JOHN) a statesman, was born

in Pembrokeshire about 1527. At the coro-

nation of Edward VI he was one of the

knights of the Bath. In the reign of Mary
he was imprisoned for taking part with the

Protestants. In 1572 Elizabeth made him

president of Munster, where he suppressed a

rebellion, and appointed him admiral of a

fleet for the protection of Ireland against

Spain. In 1 583 he was made lord deputy of

Ireland, in which situation he so ill conducted

himself that he was recalled, tried for high
treason, and sentenced to death. He was

respited, but died in the Tower in 1592.

Biog. Brit.

PERRY (JOHN) an engineer, was born in

Gloucestershire, and entering into the navy he

became captain of a fire-ship, which he unfor-

tunately lost, and was in consequence broke

and imprisoned. On the visit of the czar

Peter to this country, he took him back to

Russia, and employed him in opening a com
municatiou between the Volga and the Don
But here again, failing in his expectations, he

returned to England, and was employed in

stopping the breach in the bank of the Thames
near Dagenham, in Essex. He died at Spal

ding in 1733. He wrote " The State of Rus

sia," 8vo
;

" An Account of the Stopping o

Dagenham Breach," 8vo ;

" A Plan for Man
ning the Navy, with a Narrative of his Case,'

4to. Aikin's Biog. Diet.

PERTHUIS DE LAILLEVAUT (LEOI,

de) a French engineer and agriculturist, born

near Meaux in 1757, and died at Paris in

1818. He was one of the officers chargec
with the construction of the fort of Chateau

Neuf, which serves for the defence of th

town of St Malo. Besides a number of re

ports made to the Society of Agriculture, o

which he was a member, he wrote " Me'moir

sur 1'Art de perfectionner les Construction

Rurales," 1805, 4to
;

and " Memoire su

1'Amelioration des Prairies Naturelles et su

leur Irrigation," 1805, 8vo, Biog. Univ

Class.

PERTICARI (count JULIO) an Italia

philosopher and man of letters, born at Sav

gnano in 1779. He deserved the approbatio
of all true patriots by endeavouring, in h

writings, to excite his degenerated fellow-cit

zens to imitate the stern virtues of their an-

cestors, persuaded as he was that their inculca-

tion of virtue was one of the first duties of a

public writer. He was the author of some
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ragments published in the Propositions of

ignor Monti for Corrections and Additions
o the Dictionary of Delia Crusca ; and he was
ne of the principal contributors to the Gior-
ale Arcadico of Rome. He died at Rome in
822.

PETACHIAS, or PETACHIA, a Jewish
abbin of the twelfth century, who was a na-
ive of Ratisbon. He is celebrated among the
lebrews as a traveller and an historian. His

tinerary, entitled "Sibub Olam," or "Tra-
els over the World," edited from his papers
iy his brothers, the rabbins Isaac and Naha-
nan, was printed at Prague in 1595, 4to, and

uhsequently at Altdorf and Amsterdam. It

ms been translated into Latin, and Basnage
las given an abstract of the work in his His-

ary of the Jews. Biog. Univ.
PETIT-RADEL (Louis FRANCIS) a French

architect, inspector-general of civil edifices,
jorn at Paris in 1740. After having obtained
everal prizes from the Academy of Architec-

ure, he travelled to Italy, and on his return
lome he delivered lectures on architecture.

3e consecrated a great part of his large fortune

o the formation of a cabinet of antiquities,
and other curious specimens of art. His death
took place in 1818. Besides other works he
constructed the grand basin of Roule. He
also published engravings of ruins and archi-

tectural subjects ; and a tract entitled "
Projet

pour la Restauration du Panthe'on Fran9ais,"
1799, 4to.

PETIT-RADEL (PHILIP) brother of the

preceding, president of the Faculty of Medi-

cine, was born in 1749. He went as a sur-

geon-major in the army to the East Indies,
and after residing three years at Surat, he re-

turned home, and in 1782 became professor of

surgery at Paris. Having made a second voy-
age to the East Indies, he returned in 1797,
and the following year was nominated profes-
sor of clinical surgery at the school of medi-
cine at Paris. He died in 1815. He pub-
lished "

Voyage Historique, Chorographique,
et Philosophique, fait dans les Principales
Villes d'ltalie," 3 vols, 8vo

;
and he wrote the

" Dictionnaire de Chirurgie
"

for the Ency-
clopedic Methodique, besides other works.
PETITOT (CI.AUDE BERNARD) director-

general of the university of Paris, was born
at Dijon in 1772. He went to Paris at tbe

age of eighteen, and was employed in writing
for the press till 1800, when he was appointed
chief of the bureau of public instruction of

the prefecture of the Seine. He relinquished
that office in 1 804, and five years afterwards

his friend M. de Fontanes procured him the

post of inspector-general of the university ;

and as he resigned his functions during the

hundred days, he was, after the second return

of the king, nominated secretary-general of

the commission of public instruction. In

1821 he became a member of the royal coun-

cil of the university; and he died in 1825.

He was the author of three original tragedies,
and he executed good translations of the tra-

gedies of Alfieri and the novelt, of Cervantes.

He also edited Re'pertoire du The'atre Fran-
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$ais, avec Notices, &c, 1 803-4, 23 vols, 8vo,
and other works. Bioy. Univ. Class.

PETIT-THOUARS (ALBERT du) a distin-

guished French naturalist, who was a member
of the Institute, of the Royal, Agricultural.
Horticultural, and Philomathic Societies of

Paris ; and a knight of the order of St Louis.

He cultivated with success various branches

of natural history, but his attention was es-

pecially directed to the study of botany, and
he was for more than twenty years director of

the Royal Nursery of Roule, an establishment

which has in some degree existed ever since

the reign of Louis XII. He was the author

of "
Melanges de Botanique ;"

"
Dialogues

sur 1'Histoire Naturelle ;"
" Essai sur la Ve-

getation ;" and " Recherches sur les Or-
chides ;" and he published, in the Memoirs of

the Academy of Sciences,
" Notice Historique

sur la Pepiniere du Roi au Roule." He died

May 11, 1831. Gent. Mar,.
PETRE (sir WILLIAM) a statesman, was

a native of Devonshire, and was educated at

Exeter college, Oxford. In 1523 he was
elected fellow of All Souls, and then took his

degree in civil law, and became principal of

Peckwater-inn. He was employed by Thomas
lord Cromwell in a visitation of the monaste-

ries. He became master of the requests, was

knighted, and made one of the secretaries of

state, and finally treasurer of the court of first-

fruits. He was a liberal benefactor to All

Souls and Exeter colleges. Sir William Petre

died in 1572. Prince's Worthies.

PETRIE (HENRY) born 1768, died 1842,

keeper of the Chancery Records in the Tower
of London. He was the son of a dancing-
master, and early gave himself up to a colla-

tion of the narratives of the early English
historians. He had a desire to form a " Cor-

pus Historicum," or collection of materials for

the history of Britain, like those of Dom.

Bouquet and Muratori. It was, however,
considered a hopeless task to get sufficient

subscriptions in this country for any work

purely literary, and of such an extent Lord

Spenser, however, appreciating the excellence

of the design, got Mr Petrie made a keeper of

the Tower records, on the death of Mr
Lysons in 1819. In 1822 an address was
moved to the Crown for the printing of some
of the British Historical Records. Of several

only a single copy remained. Two volumes
were sent to the press in 1830. One volume
was to contain the Welsh laws and the Saxon
laws, and the other the histories, or chronicles.

In 1836 only 1000 pages being completed, the

Historical Society undertook to complete the

plan. Gent. Mag.
PETROF (BASIL PETROVITSCH) a Russian

poet and philological writer, born at Moscow
in 1736. He was destined for the church,
but an ode which he composed on the corona-

tion of Catherine II procured him the patron-

age of that princess, who gave him the title

of reader to her imperial highness, and a place
in the civil administration. He resigned his

offices (retaining however the salaries attached

to them) in 1 780, and devoted the remainder

PEZRON.
of his life to literary pursuits. He died De-
cember 4, 1799. A complete edition of the
works of Petrof was published at Petersburg,
1811, 3 vols, 8vo. He translated into Russian
the jEneid of Virgil. Biog. Univ. Class.

PETRONJ (STEFANE EGIDIO PETRONJ)
born 1771, died 1838, a native of Perugia, and

professor of the Italian language in London.
He was a member of many Italian academies,
and was long resident in England. He pub-
lished a number of works calculated to facili-

tate the acquirement of his native tongue by
foreigners ;

and editions of Italian versions of
Gil Bias, Telemachus, and similar other works
of fancy. Gent. May.
PETTIJS (sir JOHN) a native of Suffolk,

and member of parliament for Dunwich, in

the reign of Charles II. Becoming involved

by some mining schemes, he was imprisoned
in the Fleet, where he died about 1690. He
wrote '

England's Independency of the Papal
Power," 4to

;

" Fleta Minor, or the Art of

Assaying Metals," folio, 1683; "The His-

tory of the chief Mines and Mineral Works
in England and Wales," 1670, folio. Grain-

ger.
PEYRE (MARIE JOSEPH) a French archi-

tect, who was born at Paris in 1730, and died
in 1785. He was architect to the king, and a
member of the Royal Academy of Architec-

ture. In 1765 he published
" (Euvres d'Ar-

chitecture," containing designs for a royal pa-
lace and a cathedral church ;

and he con-

structed, in concert with Wailly, the ancient

hall of the Theatre Franais, now the Odeon.
A second edition of his works was published
at Paris, 1795, folio, by his son, who holds

the office of architect to the government.
PEYRE (ANTOINE FRANCOIS) brother of the

preceding, was born at Paris in 1739. He
studied painting, but subsequently adopted
the profession of his elder brother. He became
a pensionary student at Rome in 1 763, and he
executed three fine designs, representing the
interior of the basilic of St Peter; a view of
the cupola and canopy enlightened by the lu-

minous cross on Good Friday ;
and another

view of the colonnade during the procession
on the day of Corpus Christi. After his re-

turn he successively became comptroller of the

royal buildings at Fontainebleau, and then at

St Germain. He was imprisoned during the

reign of terror, and being liberated on the fall

of Robespierre, he was subsequently a member
of the Institute, of the Council of Civil Ar-

chitecture, and of the Administration of Hos-

pitals. He died in 1823 : his "(Euvres d'Ar-

chitecture" were published at Paris, 1819-20,
folio

;
and he was the author of several me-

moirs in the collection of the Institute. Annu-
aire Necrolog. Biog. Univ. Class.

PEZRON (PAUL) a Bernardine and doctor

of the Sorbonne, was born at Heunebon in

Bretagne in 1639. He held the abbey of

Charmoy for some time, but resigned it to

devote himself to study. He died in 1706.

He wrote " Essai d'un Commentaire sur les

Prophetes," 12mo; "De 1'Antiquite de la

Nation et de la Langue des Celtes," 8vo ;
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" Histoire Evangelique confirmee par la Ju-

daique et la Romaine," 3 vols ;

" Defense de

1'Antiquite des Temps ;"
"
L'Antiquite des

Temps retablie,'' in which he endeavours to

support the chronology of the Septuagint

against that of the Hebrew Bible. Diet. Hist.

PFEFFERCORN (JOHN) a converted Jew,
flourished in the beginning of the sixteenth

century. He tried to persuade the emperor
Maximilian to burn all the Hebrew books

except the Bible, as blasphemous, but this wa
prevented by Reuchlin. He wrote " De abo-

lendis Judaeorum Scriptis ;"
" Narratio de

Ratione celebrandi Paschsc apud Judseos."

Moreri.
PFENNINGER (MATTHEW) a Swiss

painter and engraver, born at Zurich in 1 739,

and died about 1810. He executed Views in

Switzerland, from his own designs ;
and others

from the designs of Aberli, besides the Tomb
of Virgil, and the Statue of Marcus Aurelius

at Rome, after Brandoin. PFENNINGER

(HENRY) a painter and engraver of the same

family with the preceding, born in 1749. He
executed many figures for Lavater's Physi-

ognomy ; seventy-five portraits to illustrate

Leonard Meister's Historical Abridgment of

the Lives of Illustrious Natives of Switzer-

land, Zurich, 1781, 3 vols, 8vo ; and thirty-
four more which accompany the same writer's

Collection of the Portraits of the most cele-

brated German Poets, 1785, 8vo. Bioy. Univ.

Class
PFIFFER (FRANCIS Louis de) a lieutenant-

general in the French service, born at Lucerne
in Switzerland, in 1716. He distinguished
himself at the sieges of Menin, Ypres, and

Fribourg, and in the battles of Rocoux and
Lafeldt

;
and after fifty years' service he re-

tired to his native country. He then com-
menced the formation of a plan of Switzer-

land, in relief. The work when finished was

twenty-two feet and a half in length, and

twelve in breadth, and was composed of one

hundred and thirty-six pieces, which could be

separated at pleasure. This fine monument
of the industry and skill of the artist, which
is remarkable for its accuracy, was engraved
in the Tableaux Pittoresques de la Sukse, and
also by Mechel in 1 783, and by Clausner in

1795. Ibid.

PHELIPPEAUX (A. de PICARD de) a

French officer of artillery, born in 1768. He
received a military education, and was the

fellow-pupil and rival of Bonaparte. In 1786
he entered as second lieutenant into the regi-
ment of Besanc,on ;

and having quitted France
in 1791, he made a campaign the following

year with the corps of emigrants under the

French princes. In 1795 he re-entered France
to organize a royalist insurrection in the cen-

tral provinces, when he raised a body of troops,
took Sancerre, and for some time maintained
his position in Berri ; but he was at length

obliged to seek concealment, and after being
arrested and making his escape, he went to

Paris, where he effected the liberation of sir

Sidney Smith, then confined a prisoner in the

Temple. With him he went to England, and
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sir Sidney procured for him the rank of colonel
in the English service

; and he afterwards ac-

companied an expedition to the Mediterranean,
and assisted in the defence of Acre against
Bonaparte. He died of fatigue shortly after
the raising of the siege of that place, Mav 20.
1799.-//W.
PHILIPP1DES (DEMETRIUS) a modern

Greek writer, who died in 1827. He was the
author of "The History of Wallachia," and
other works. Rizo's Lit. Hist, of Greece.
PHILIPPS (THOMAS) died near North-

wick 1842. He was a vocalist, who had been
educated for the law

; but evincing a strong
feeling for music and a partiality for the

stage, in spite of the persuasions of his friends,
in 179(3 he made his appearance at Covent
Garden. He was a poor actor. His singing
was more that of the Italian than the English
school

;
but he understood music thoroughly,

and sometimes lectured upon it in the latter

part of his life. Gent. Mag.
PHILLIP (ARTHUR) an English naval

officer, who was the first governor of Botany
Bay. His father was a German, and he was
born in London in 1738. He entered into the

navy at the age of seventeen, and gradually
reached the rank of post-captain. In 1787 he
was appointed governor-general of New South

Wales, and setting sail with a colony of con-

victs, May 13 that year, he arrived at Botany
Bay, January 18, 1788. Thence he removed
to Port Jackson, where he established a settle-

ment, over which he presided five years, and
then returned to England. He was made a

vice-admiral, and he passed the remainder of
his life chiefly at Lymington in Hampshire,
but died at Bath in 1814. An account of the

Voyage of Governor Philip to Botany Bay
was published in 1789, 4to. Original.
PHILLIPS (sir RICHARD) born 1767,

died 1840. In 1786 he became an assistant

in a school at Chester, and then opened one

at Leicester on his own account. It did not

answer, and he then turned his attention to

trade, and opened a small hosiery shop, where
be appears to have sold goods by commission.

In 1790 he established a newspaper called the
" Leicester Herald," to which the contribu-

tions of Dr Priestley imparted considerable

celebrity. Finding the undertaking answer,
de commenced business as a bookseller, and
n 1793 was prosecuted for selling Paine's

Rights of Man, for which he was sentenced

to twelve months' imprisonment, the cus-

tomary usage of the time towards all who

attempted to oppose the government through
the press. When he left the prison he sold

lis share of the " Leicester Herald," and con-

ined himself to the hosiery business. His

iremises now took fire, and his stock was

consumed, but he was insured. He next

opened a hosier's shop in St Paul's Church-

yard, London, and began to abstain from

animal food. He established the "Monthly
Magazine," which appeared on the 1st of July,

1796. The management was undertaken by
Dr Aikin. and he reckoned Dr Wolcot, Capel

Lofft, Mr'Belsham, Dr Mavor, Sir John Carr,
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Mr Brett, and Skinner Surr, among his con-

tributors. In 1806 he quarrelled with Dr
Aikin, because in a matter of arbitration the

doctor gave it against him. The rev George
Gregory, DD. then became the manager,
the same who published the Cyclopaedia.

Phillips's business now increased, and he
took a shop in Bridge-street, Blackfriars,
where he published extensively. In 1807 he

served the office of sheriff of London. In

1809 his affairs became embarrassed, but

some friends bought in his magazine for him,
and others of his copyrights. He published
" Letters to the Livery of London relative to

the Duties and Office of Sheriff;"
" A Treatise

on the Powers and Duties of Juries," &c.
;
a

" Communication relative to Stramonium as

a Cure for Asthma;" "Golden Rules for

Jurymen ;"
" A Morning's Walk from Lon-

don to Kew ;"
" Twelve Essays on the Proxi-

mate Causes of the Phenomena of Nature,"

&c; together with many communications in

magazines and newspapers. Gent. Mag.
PIAZZI (JOSEPH) an Italian astronomer,

who distinguished himself by the discovery
of one of the asteroids or smaller planets.
He was born at Ponte in the Valteline, in

1746 ; and he commenced his studies at Milan
in the college of Calchi and the schools of

Brera, being instructed in literature by Tira-

boschi, and in the physical and mathematical

sciences by father Beccaria. Having entered

into the order of the Theatines, he also studied

theology at Rome, and perfected himself in

the mathematics under fathers Jacquier and
Le Lueur. He became professor of those

sciences successively at Genoa, at Malta, and
at Rome, where he had for his colleague
Barnabas Chiaramonti, afterward Pope Pius

VII. In 1780 he was appointed professor of

transcendental mathematics in the university
of Palermo, whence he banished the remains
of scholastic philosophy, and introduced that

of Locke and Condillac. He was in 1787
made director of the observatory founded in

that city. At this period he visited Paris

and London, in the former of which cities

he became acquainted with Laland, Mechain,
Delambre, Bailly, and other celebrated per-
sons ; and in London he was introduced to

Maskelyne, Herschell, Vince, general Roy,
aud other persons engaged in scientific pur-
suits ; and he wrote a paper on the eclipse of
the sun in 1788, which was inserted in the

Philosophical Transactions. On his return
to Palermo he employed himself in making
astronomical observations and calculations,
and at length produced his vt-ork on the ob-

servatory of Palermo, which was followed by
another on the observatory of Naples. As
the result of his labours, he published, in 1803,
his catalogue of 6748 fixed stars, which was
crowned by the French Institute. Previously
to the publication of his work he had disco-

vered the new planet Ceres, which led to the
successive discovery of three other planets.
The king of Naples, Ferdinand I V, thinking
himself immortalized by Piazzi, who had
bestowed the royal name on that star, ordered

PICHLER.
that a gold medal should be struck, to per-
petuate the name and memory of the astro-

nomer, who, preferring the interest of science
to his own fame, requested that the cost of
the medal might be expended in the purchase
of an instrument useful for his observatory.
He subsequently published two more works
one concerning the discovery of Ceres, and
the other exhibiting the results of observa-
tions on this new planet. A second cata-

logue of 7C4t; stars, with the arrangement of

which he had charged M. Nicolas Cacciatore,

appeared in 1805, and was, like the former,
crowned by the institute of France. This

distinguished astronomer also produced vari-

ous treatises and memoirs of great import-
ance, on the Obliquity of the Ecliptic, on the

Parallax of some of the principal Fixed Stars,
on the Measure of the Tropical Solar Year,
on the Comet of 1811, on the Variation of
the Axis of the Earth, and other subjects.
Piazzi was always treated with distinction

by his own government ;
and he was admitted

a foreign associate of the Royal Society of

London, the Institute of France, the Acade-
mies of Gottingen, St Petersburgh, and Ber-

lin, and other learned institutions. His death
took place July 22, 1826. Delambre has

strongly remarked that the science of astro-

nomy owes more to Piazzi and to Maskelyne
than to all others who have cultivated it since

the time of Hipparchus. Rev. Enct/cl.
PICHAT ( ) a French dramatist and

public writer, who died after a long illness

in 1828, at the age of thirty-nine. His first

production was a tragedy entitled "
Turnus,"

which has long maintained its place on the

stage. He subsequently composed the tra-

gedies of "Leonidas" and "William Tell,"
which procured him a place in the first rank
of the dramatic authors of the age. His
versification is constructed on the model of

Corneille, and he displays few traces of imi-

tation of foreign writers. His private cha-

racter is said to have been highly respectable,
and he was distinguished for modesty, regu-

larity of manners, and domestic virtues. Le
Constitntioimel.

PICHLER (CAROLINE de GRENIEB) born
at Vienna 1769, died 1843. Her father was a

counsellor of court to the emperor of Austria,

and, like Madame de Stael, she was early in

life encircled by a number of the most distin-

guished men of the time. She gave proofs of

precocious talents, which accident thus im-

proved ;
and she was scarcely ten years of age

before she began to compose verses. Her
mother, who had no idea of learned females,

thought that their ambition should be con-

fined to domestic pursuits; and in educating
her daughter, took care she should have as

little time as possible to spare for literary

pursuits. It was not until her marriage that

she had the power of following her inclination

in this respect. Her husband, too, was fond of

letters, and encouraged her efforts. The poets

Collin, baron Hermayer, Von Hammer, Fre-

derick Schlegel, and others of note in the lite-

rary world, visited at her house. She soon
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published her "

Leonora," then the " Counts
of Hohemberg,"

"
Olivier," and the " Rivals ;"

and, among her novels,
" The Dignity of

Woman," which is one of her best. She was
a writer for upwards of sixty years, and her

works are voluminous. Biog. Univ.

PICKEN (ANDREW) born 1789, died 1834,
a native of Paisley, the son of an eminent

manufacturer. He first published
" Tales and

Sketches of the West of Scotland." At one

time he attempted to establish himself in

Liverpool as a bookseller, but failed. The
unfitness of literary men for trade was never

better exemplified. He was simple, unsus-

pecting, and charitable in judgment qualities
that make no way where the wits are to be

exerted in a reverse manner. He also became
the victim of some of the speculators of the

time, and lost all he possessed. He then went
to London, and published a novel called

" The
Sectarian." He wrote for some of the periodi-
cal publications ;

and had completed, among
other works, a novel called " The Black

Watch," when he was struck down by apo-

plexy. Gent. Mag.
PICTET (JOHN Louis) an astronomer,

born at Geneva in 1739. He was employed
in 1768, together with Mallet, to observe the

transit of Venus over the sun's disc, in the

most remote parts of the Russian empire. The
state of the atmosphere prevented the observa-

tions from taking place; but Pictet collected

much curious information in his travels, and

returning to Geneva was made a member of

the Council of Two Hundred, a counsellor of

state, and at length syndic. He died in 1781.

In the Memoirs of the Academy of Peters-

burg for 1769, he published
" Observationes

variffi occasione Transitus Veneris per Solis

Discurn, in Siberia in an. 1769 institutes in

Umbse pago." Biog. Univ.

PICTET (MARCUS AUGUSTUS) successor of

the celebrated Saussure in the chair of phi-

losophy at Geneva. He was born in that city
in 1752, and he died there April 20, 1825, a

correspondent of the French Institute, a mem-
l>er of the Royal Societies of London, Edin-

burgh, Munich, &c. In 1798 he belonged to

a deputation appointed to negociate the re-

union of Geneva to the French republic, and

to settle the debts of the ancient government.
At the same time he was nominated one of

the fourteen delegates to administer the funds

destined for the support of the Protestant reli-

gion, and the establishments for public instruc-

tion. These employments did not prevent
him from cultivating the physical sciences, to

the study of which he was particularly de-

voted. He became a member, and afterwards

secretary, of the tribunate
;
and on the disso-

lution of that body of the legislature, he was

appointed one of the five inspectors-general
of the imperial university. After the political

events of 1814 he retired to his own country,
and spent the latter part of his life in scientific

occupations and commerce with his learned

contemporaries. Among his works are,
" Es-

sai sur le Feu," 1791, 8vo
; "Voyage de

trois Mois en Angleterre, en Ecosse, et en IT-
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lunde," 1803, 8vo

; besides contributions to
the Journal de Paris, the Voyages de Saus-
sure, the Lettres de Deluc, and the Histoire
Litteraire de Geneve, par Senebier. PICTET
de ROCHEMONT (CHARLES) younger brother of
the foregoing, was born at Geneva in 1755. At
the age of twenty he entered into a Swiss regi-
ment in the service of France, and ten years
after returned to his native country. In 1792
he was employed to defend the city of Geneva
against the attack of the French under general
Montesquieu; and in 1796, when the govern-
ment was overturned by the French, he retired

from the public service to devote his time to

agriculture and literary pursuits. In conjunc-
tion with his brother and M. Maurice he con-
ducted the Bibliotheque Universelle ; and he
also edited a Journal d'Agriculture, which he
filled during twenty-nine years with instruc-

tive details, observations, and experiments
made at his farm at Lancy, which became a
model for rural establishments. The over-
throw of the power of Napoleon led to his

again engaging in the public service, and he
was employed in missions to Paris, Vienna,
and Berlin, as minister-plenipotentiary of the

Helvetic confederation, after which he received

from the diet a diploma of acknowledgment
in the name of the twenty-two cantons. Ho-
noured and esteemed by his fellow-citizens for

his services, he resided at Geneva till his death,
which took place December 29, 1824. He
published

" Traite' des Assolemens, ou 1'Art

d'etablir les Rotations de Re'coltes," 1801,
8vo

;

" Cours d'Agriculture," 10 vols, 8vo;
and translations of Paley's Natural Theology,
and Edgeworth's Practical Education. Eeu.

Encijd. Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Bioy.
Univ. Class.

PICTON (sir THOMAS) a military officer of

eminence, born in the principality of Wales.
He served with distinction against the French
and Spaniards in the West Indies, and subse-

quently obtained high reputation under the

duke of Wellington in Spain and Portugal.
He also displayed great bravery at the battle

of Waterloo, where he was killed by a musket-

ball, June 18, 1815. Gent. Mag.
PIGAFETTA (ANTHONY) a navigator of

the sixteenth century, who was a native of Vi-

cenza. He sailed with Magellan in the expe-
dition to the Molucca islands, in which that

commander perished ;
and Pigafetta was one

of the eighteen surviving navigators who
returned to Seville in 1522, after a voyage
of 1124 days. He kept a journal of the

expedition, published a few years ago by M.
Amoretti. Pigafetta was made a knight of

Rhodes in 1524; and is supposed to have died

in his native country, but at what period is

uncertain. Biog. Univ.

PIKE (ZEBULON MONTGOMERY) born 1779,
died 1813, an American traveller and officer,

a native of New Jersey. He entered early
into the military service. He was selected by
his own government in 1805 to search out the

sources of the Mississippi, and he fulfilled his

mission with zeal. In 1810 he became a

colonel of infantry, and in 1812, on thebreak-
2B
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ing out of the war with England, he was

posted on the frontier with the rank of briga-

dier-general. He planned soon afterwards
an attack upon York, in Canada, where the

British magazines were deposited, which was
undertaken by general Dearborn, in executing
which he was mortally wounded. He pub-
lished an account of his expedition to the

sources of the Mississippi, as well as a journey
he made into the interior of New Spain in

1807. Amer. Bio.

PIKLER (JOHN ANTHONY) an engraver of

gems, born at Brixen, in the Tyrol, in 1700.

He settled at Naples, where his talents pro-
cured him great reputation and wealth. In

1 743 he removed to Rome, and died there in

1779. Among his latest productions were two
heads of Homer, one on a cornelian, the other

in cameo, which have been greatly admired.
PIKLER (chevalier JOHN) son of the preceding,
was the most skilful gem engraver of his time.

He was born at Naples in 1734, and died hi

1791. His numerous works not only procured
him general admiration, but also made him a

favourite with the emperor Joseph II, who
conferred on him the order of knighthood.
He undertook a collection of engraved plates
from the finest works of Raphael in the Vati-

can, and a selection of impressions of en-

graved stones and cameos, which were left

imperfect at his death. Biog. Univ.

PILK1NGTON (MARIA) born 1766, at

Cambridge, died 1839, the authoress of a
number of tales and books for the young,
which had an extensive circulation.

PILLET (CLAUDE MARIE) a French writer,
who was one of the principal conductors of

the Biographic Universelle. He was born at

Chamberry about 1773, and died at Paris

February 4, 1826. He was the author of
"
Analyse des Cartes et des Plans dresses

pour 1'Histoire des Croisades," 8vo; and a

contributor to the Biographic des Hommes
Vivans, and other works. Biog. Univ. Class.

PINCKARD (GEORGE) born 1768, died

1 835, a physician of some eminence, who early
in life was attached to the army in the West
Indies under sir Ralph Abercromby, as phy-
sician to the forces. He died suddenly of

angina pectoris, from which he bad suffered

for upwards of ten years. He wrote very

interesting
" Notes on the West Indies," in

2 vols, a work of standard utility. Gent.

Mag.
PINDEMONTE (count HIPPOLITO ) an

eminent Italian poet, who was born at Verona
in 1753. He was educated at the college of
the priests of the order of St Charles, at Mo-
dena. He completed his studies at the age of

eighteen, and shortly after he published a
series of essays in prose and verse, some of
which were in Latin, and others were trans-

lations from the Latin and the Greek. He is

said to have been as much distinguished for

the excellence of his disposition as by his

genius and talents. His constitution was

naturally weak, yet by care and temperance
he attained to an advanced age. He travelled

in England, France, Germany, Holland, and

"PISSAREFF
other parts of Europe, acquiring wherever he
went the friendship of persons of worth and

ability. Among his most intimate acquaint-
ance was the celebrated dramatist Alfieri,

whom he was accustomed to meet at Paris

and at Florence. His death took place at

Veroua in 1829, and his funeral obsequies
were attended by the magistrates of that city,

by the professors of the public schools, the

members of the Agrarian Academy, and num-
bers of the most distinguished inhabitants.

Among his works may be mentioned a trans-

lation of the first two books of the Odyssey ;

"
Fragments of the Georgics ;"

" Abarite ;"
"
Bucolics, in prose and verse ;"

" Two Epis-
tles in verse, one addressed to Homer, and
the other to Virgil ;"

" The Tomb ;"
" Verses

on the Theseus of Canova, and on the Death
of that Artist ;"

"
Eulogiums on several dis-

tinguished Persons ;"
" Verses on the Voyages

of Captain Parry ;"
" Sonnets addressed to

Antonio Cagusli ;"
" Stanzas on the Death of

Miss Bathurst, who was drowned in the Tibur ;"
" Discourse on Theatres ;"

" Dissertation on
the English Mode ofGardening," &c. Month.

May.
PINEAU (GABRIEL du) a lawyer, was

born at Angers in 1 573. He was distinguished
as a pleader, and being created counsellor to

the presidial of Angers, he rendered himself
so beloved as to acquire the name of the
" Father of the People." He was the author

of " Commentaries upon the Customs of Aii-

jou," 2 vols, folio ;
and " Notes in Answer to

those of Du Moulin on the Canon Law." He
died in 1 fi44. Moreri.

PINEDA (JOHN) a Spanish Jesuit, was a

native of Seville, and died in 1 637. He was

professor of philosophy and theology, and
wrote " A Commentary on Ecclesiastes ;"
" Commentaries on Job;"

" A History of the

Church," 4 vols, folio
;

" De Rebus Salomo-

nis," folio
;

" The History of Ferdinand III."

Ibid.

PINELLI (BARTHELEMI) born 1781, died

1835, a celebrated Italian engraver. His re-

presentations of battles and popular tumults
were particularly well transferred to the cop-

per, in a mode, too, that seemed to express
the feelings of the man. He left a vast variety
of works, amounting it is said to many thou-

sands.

PISCATOR or FISCHER (JOHN) a Pro-
testant divine, was born at Strasburgh in 1 546.

He was successively a Lutheran, a Calvinist,
and an Armenian, and was professor of theo-

logy at Herborn. He translated the Bible

into German, and wrote several works col-

lected in 4 vols, folio. He died in 1626.

Mosheim.
P1SSAREFF (ALEXANDER) born in 1801,

died 1828, a Russian poet, who began his

career as a writer at twenty years of age in

some dramatic versification. He afterwards

wrote exclusively for the stage, and many of
his works, above all his "

Columbus," prove
that it is not alone out of Russia that they do
not fear novelty in the drama. Pissareff

would fain, it is said, snatch the dagger from
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the hand of Melpomene to place it in that of

Thalia. Bib. Univ.
PIXERICOURT (RENK CHARLES GUIL-

BERf) born at Nancy 1773, died 1840, sur-

nained the Shakspeare or Corneille of the

Boulevards, though not to be put on a parallel
with either of these great men. He early em-
braced the bar as a profession, but his father

emigrating, he took up arms in the regiment
of Brittany in the army of the duke of Bour-
bon. One day, his heart full of a girl whom
be loved, he doffed his uniform, and, in spite
of the laws against emigrants, set off for

Nancy, married the girl, and then took the

road to Paris, where he hoped to live by dint

of his labours in the theatre. For live years
after his arrival there he could not get
a piece accepted, and he was overwhelmed
with misery. He was obliged to descend to

a menial employment, by which he earned
but two francs per day. At last he heard that

one of his pieces was to be played at the Am-
bigu Comique, in 1797, and it met with

great success. From that moment all the

second-rate theatres were opened to his pieces.
He wrote eighty-four, which had altogether
30,000 representations. In those theatres he

reigned an absolute sovereign for thirty years.
He lost half his gains by a fire that consumed
the Ambigu Comique, which obliged him to

sell his library and country house, and this

preyed deeply upon his mind. His successes

were due to his perfect knowledge of the stage,
and to the high sense of justice and morality
in his pieces. Biog. Univ.
PLANTADE (CHARLES HENRY) born

1764, died 1839, a French composer of operas
and sacred music; the latter, before 1830,
was principally represented at the royal
chapel. After that year he lost his places,

except at the Opera, and died at Batignolles,
where he had retired disappointed. Idem.

PLATA (EMILY) born at Wilna, 1806,
died 1831, a Polish heroine, belonging to one
of the first families in Lithuania. From her

youth upwards she displayed a masculine
mind. She set herself to act in behalf of her

country against the Russians by every means
in her power ;

and in 1831, when Gruzewski,
with a small body of Poles, had driven the

Russians from Rosia, she thought it a fit mo-
ment to commence her designs. She dressed

herself in complete military costume, and

rode, accompanied only by a friend and three

patriots, to a village, where she collected

three hundred chasseurs and sixty horsemen.
The following day she went to Dunaburgh,
and soon after defeated a company of Russian

infantry which endeavoured to stop her inarch.

She signalized herself in various encounters,
and performed the bravest actions. When all

was over in the quarter where she had con-
tinued to act to the last, she quitted the army,
and proceeded for ten days on foot, in a state

of fever, until she reached a place where hos-

pitality awaited her. Here, on being apprised
soon afterwards of the capture of Warsaw, she
was attacked with illness and expired. Biog.
Unio.
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PLEYEL.
PLAUTUS (MARCUS Accius) a celeuratea

comic writer of antiquity, was a native of Sar-
sina, a small town in Umbria. His real name
was Marcus Accius; he is thought to hav<-
received the surname of Plautus from his ill-

formed and splay feet. He is supposed to have
been the son of a slave, but few particulars of
his life are known. Cicero fixes the period
of his death BC. 184, in the first year of the
elder Cato's censorship, when Lucius Portius
Licinius and Claudius Pulcher were consuls.
The comedies of Plautus were so much es-
teemed in his own time that he gained con-

siderably by them, but unfortunately entering
into trading speculations he was ruined, and
at the time of a general famine he was obliged
to work at the mill, and during this drudgery
he composed three plays. The original num-
ber of his plays is uncertain, only twenty
remain, and not all perfect. Such was the
admiration in which they were held by the

Romans, that some of them were performed
on solemn occasions so late as the reign of
Dioclesian. Both ancient and modern critics

unite in their opinion of his style, which is

considered a standard of the purest Latin, and
of the humour of his characters, which sur-

passes that of all other Roman comic authors.
His occasional coarseness is the most objec-
tionable trait to a modern reader. Numerous
editions of Plautus have been published ; the

first, edited by George Merula, was published
at Venice in 1472, folio ; the most esteemed
of the later ones are the variorum by Grono-

vius, Amst. 1684, 8vo
; that of Ernesti,

Leipsic, 1760, 2 vols, 8vo
;
and of Schneider

at Gottingen, 1804, 2 vols, 8vo. Falmcius,
Bibl. Lat. Vcss. de Poet. Lat. Sani Onu-
mast.

PLEYEL (IGNACE) a celebrated musician,
who was born in Austria in 1757. He studied

composition at Vienna, under Haydn, till the

year 1786, when he travelled into Italy. He
subsequently visited Paris, and after a short

stay in that metropolis he went to Strasburg,
where he had obtained the appointment of

chapel master. At length he again took up
his residence at Paris, in which city he estab-

lished a trade as a music seller. Previously
to the French revolution he came to England,
but having property in France he was obliged
to return thither, and he never after quitted
that country. Pleyel's beautiful melody
called the German Hymn is well known and

universally admired
; among his instrumental

compositions, which are very numerous, his

Quartetto in G minor (Op. II.) is one of his

happiest efforts. During the last twenty
years of his life Pleyel wrote nothing, pro-

bably from a conviction that the simple
charms of his music were not altogether

adapted to the ears of the adorers of Beethoven
and Rossini. He was a great admirer of his

master Haydn, of whom he observed that he

and Mozart monopolized all the genius of

their age, and were among the last great
masters who felt and excited feeling in others.

Beethoven he allowed to be a man of first-

rate talent, but on many occasions deficient
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PLOWDEN.
in originality, copying both his great prede-

cessors, hut especially plundering Mozart.

In the latter part of his life Pleyel passed
much of his time in country retirement near

Paris, and he died in 1832. Among the vocal

pieces composed by Pleyel is an Italian opera
entitled Iphigenia. Hio. Diet, of A/us. Edit.

PLOWDEN (FRANCIS) an eminent lawyer
and historical writer, the brother of Charles

Plowden, (see DICT.) with whom he was edu-

cated in the school of Ignatius at St Omer.
He afterwards entered as a student at Lin-

coln's-inn, and became a barrister in the

court of chancery. In 1793 he was created a

doctor of civil law at Oxford, in consequence
of some publications in defence of the British

Constitution. In some of his later produc-
tions he took a different course, and for one

of them he was prosecuted, in Ireland, at

the suit of a gentleman whom he had calum-

niated, and who obtained a verdict against
him with five thousand pounds damages. In

consequence of this adjudication he thought

proper to withdraw to France, and took up his

residence at Paris, where he died in 1829.

Besides other works he published
" Jura An-

glorum, the Rights of Englishmen, being an

Historical and Legal Defence of the present

Constitution," 1792, 8vo ; "A short History
of the British Empire during the last Twenty
Months," 1794, 8vo; "A short History of

the British Empire during the year 1794,"

1795, 8vo
;

" Church and State, being an In-

quiry into the Origin, Nature, and Extent of

Ecclesiastical and Civil Authority with refer-

ence to the British Constitution," 1795, 4to;
" A Treatise upon the Law of Usury and

Annuities," 1796, 8vo;
" The Constitution ol

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland, Civil and Ecclesiastical," 1802, 8vo;
" An Historical Review of the State of Ire-

land from the Invasion of that Country under

Henry II to the Close of its Union with Great

Britain," 1803, 3 vols, 4to ;

" A Postliminious

Preface to the Historical Review of the State

of Ireland,'' 1804, 4to
;

" An Historical Letter

to Sir Richard Musgrave, Bart, occasioned

by his Strictures on the Historical Review,"
1805, 8vo; "The Principles and Law of

Tything illustrated," 1806, royal 8vo;
" Re-

futation of the Charge of having improvi-

dently and maliciously advised the Prosecu-

tion in the case of the King versus Graham,'"

1807, 8vo; '-The History of Ireland from
1172 to 1810," 1812, 5 vols, 8vo.Biog. Diet,

of Living Authors. Edit.

PLUMPTRE (JAMES) an episcopal clergy-
man and miscellaneous writer, who was the

son of the rev Robert Plumptre, DD. presi-
dent of Queen's College, Cambridge. He
received his education at the school of Mr
Newcome at Hackney, where he appears to

have acquired a taste for the drama, in con-

sequence of taking a share in the performance
of plays under the direction of the master.

He obtained much applause, as he did after-

wards at a private theatre at Norwich. In

1787 he entered as a student at Queen's

College, Cambridge, whence he removed to

POCOCK.
Clare Hall, where he took his first degree in

1792, and was elected a fellow in the follow-

ing year. He proceeded MA. 1795, and
BD. 1808; and was presented to the college

living of Great Gransden, in Huntingdon-
shire, in 1812. His first publication was the
"
Coventry Act," a comedy, printed in 1793;

followed by a tragedy entitled "
Osway,"

1795, 4to; and to his pen was also attributed
" The Lakers," a comic opera, 1798. In

1818 he published a volume containing six

dramas. Among the other productions of his

pen are " Observations on Hamlet, and on
the notions which most probably induced

Shakspeare to fix upon the story of Amleth
from the Danish Chronicle of Saxo Gramma-
ticus for the plot of that tragedy, being an

attempt to prove that he designed it as an
indirect censure on Queen Mary of Scots;"
a collection of songs, moral, sentimental, and
instructive, adapted to music by Charles

Hague, Mus. D. professor of music in the

university ofCambridge, 3 vols, 12mo ;

" Four
Discourses on Subjects relating to the Amuse-
ments of the Stage," 1810

;

" Letters to John

Aikin, MD. on his volume of Vocal Poetry,"
1811;

" An Inquiry into the Lawfulness of

the Stage," 1812; "The English Drama
Purified, a selection of seventeen standard

plays, in which the objectionable passages
are omitted or altered," 3 vols, 12mo

;
and in

1820 a Letter to the Marquis of Hertford, on
the subject of a dramatic institution. He
wrote on the same subject in the Gentleman's

Magazine, and also an interesting communi-
cation, pointing out the reasons for presuming
that Milton was himself a performer in his

Masque of Comus. Mr Plumptre likewise

published the following sermons: " The
House of Mourning and the House of Feast-

ing," preached before the Friendly Society of

Hinxton, in Cambridgeshire, where he was

sequestrator, 1804; "The Plague Stayed," a

scriptural view of the Pestilence, particularly
of the small pox, two sermons, 1805;

" The
Waters of Bethesda," preached for the Mar-

gate sea-bathing infirmary, 1807
;

"
Joseph's

Consideration,
"

preached in Clare Hall

Chapel, 1808
;

" The Way in which we
should go," preached at St Botolph's, Cam-
bridge, 1809;

" The Case of the Jews and
the Samaritans.'' preached before the uni-

versity of Cambridge, 1811
;
"On the Prohi-

bition of Marriage," before the university,

1812; another delivered before the same
learned body, 1813; "Three Discourses on
the Animal Creation, and the Duties of Man
to Animals," 1816

;

" The Truth of the popu-
lar notion of Apparitions or Ghosts consi-

dered by the Light of Scripture," 1818. He
died Jan. 23, 1832, in the sixty-second year of

his age. Gent. Mag. Ann. Biog.
POCOCK (ISAAC) born 1759, died 1835.

He was at first placed with Romney the

painter as an artist, for which he evinced an

inclination very early in life, and gained a

prize from the British Institution for the
" Murder of Thomas a Becket," in 1807. He
had, however, the prospect of an independent
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fortune, and therefore a less motive to toil as

a professional artist. He next tried his powers
as a dramatic writer. His first essay was a

piece called " Yes or No," which came out at

the Haymarket theatre in 1808. It was suc-

cessful
;
and a long list of light pieces, melo-

dramas, farces, and dramatized tales followed,
which were generally successful. Gent. Mag.
POFFA (GIOVANNI F.) born at Cremona

1778, died 1835, an able composer of sacred

music, who was once first master of the musi-
cal conservatory at Naples. Returning home
he was made chapel-master of the cathedral

there on the decease of the celebrated Arrighi.
He composed principally masses and oratorios,

which in merit are said to rival those of Haydn,
Paesiello, and Duranti. Bio. Univers.

POHL (JoHN EMMANUEL) born at Vienna

1784, died 1834, a German botanist, well

known by his Essay on the Flora of Bohemia.
He went to Brazil with the arch-duchess

Leopoldine of Austria, and made there a very
fine collection of plants. On returning to

Vienna he was made conservator of the Bra-

zil museum, and employed himself there

in editing an account of the plants which he

had brought from America, which he had not

completed, entitled " Plantae Brasilese icones

et descript. hactenus ineditse." Bio. Univ.

PO1VRE (PETER) intendant of the isles of

France and Bourbon, and a member of the

Academy of Lyons, was born in that city in

1719. He distinguished himself by his able

administration of the islands under his govern-
ment, and on his return to France in 1773 his

services were rewarded with the order of St

Michael, and a pension of twelve thousand

livres. He died in 1786, leaving numerous

manuscripts, containing the result of his tra-

vels and observations, whence a selection was

made, which appeared under the title of
"
Voyage d'un Philosophe," repeatedly re-

printed. Biog. Univ.

POLIElt (ANTONY Louis HENRY) born

1741, died 1795, an officer of French parent-

age, who entered the service of the East India

Company in 1758. He served against his

countrymen in India, and against the rajahs

of Bengal. He then went into the native

service, but returned into that of England.
Sir Eyre Coote being his patron, he was again

received, and by his credit was restored to

the place he held near Azof-ul-Dowla. After

various services and adventures he returned

to Europe in 1788, married and settled in the

Pays de Vaud, his native place. The troubles

commenced in Switzerland. Polier and his

family then, in 1 792, went to visit their rela-

tions in France, and he bought property near

Avignon, where he hoped to settle down in

peace. Keeping much of his luxurious Asiatic

mode of living, he excited the cupidity of the

thieves, with which that country was infested.

They had assassinated a neighbour, and Polier

was advised to go and reside in the town.

Before he could do this, his house was entered

and robbed, and he was assassinated in 1 795.

Polier left forty-two valuable Oriental MSS.

now in the royal library of Paris, and wa
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arranging his travels for the press, which were
in consequence lost to the public. Bil>. Univ.
POLLOK (ROBERT) a Scotch clergyman

who distinguished himself by his poetical
compositions. He was born in 1 799 at Eagles-
ham, in Renfrewshire, where his parents
were employed in agriculture. Whilst a mere
boy he was remarkably thoughtful, and from
a very early age displayed a taste for the
beauties of nature, and a capacity of enjoying
them by no means common. The scenery of
" Scotia's northern battlement of hills," con-
nected as it is with many important points of
national history, and associated with feelings
and incidents of unusnal interest, seems to

have exercised an influence over him which
the trials of after years failed to wear away.
Being intended for the church, he was sent

to the university of Glasgow to study theo-

logy. He had hardly entered upon his pro-
fessional duties when his health became

seriously impaired, and so formidable were
the advances of disease, that the exertion of

delivering a sermon, on the 3rd of May, 1827,
affected him so much that he was obliged to

keep his bed for several days afterwards.

The means used for his relief being found in-

effectual, at length a tour to Italy was re-

solved on, in order to try the effect of change
of climate. He had only proceeded to South-

ampton, when his malady increased to such a

degree as precluded all hope of recovery, and
his death took place at Shirley Common, near

that town, September 15th, 1827. His principal

production is entitled " The Course of Time, a

poem, in ten books." Besides this work, Mr.
Pollok wrote "

Ralph Gemmel, a tale for

youth," and " The Persecuted Family," a nar-

rative of the sufferings of the presbyterians in

the reign of Charles II, which were reprinted
when the name of the author became distin-

guished. Memoir pref. to Ralph Gemmel.

POMMER (CHRISTOPHER FREDERICK) born

1787, died 1841, an eminent physician of

Wurtemberg. He was made a prisoner in

the Russian campaign, and conducted into

Russia, from whence he returned in 1814. In

1833 he was nominated professor of the school

of medicine at Zurich, and taught there with

success physiology and pathology, and de-

voted himself to his duties with great zeal.

He left a " Treatise on Typhus
" and one or

two other professional works behind him.

POMMEREUL (FRANCIS RENE JOHN de;

a. French officer and historical writer, born at

Potigueres, in 1 745. He entered young into

the artillery service, and under the republican

government he became a general of a division,

prefect of the department of the Indre and

Loire, then of the North, and at length coun-

sellor of state and director-general of the

press. Being comprised in the decree of July

24, 1815, he was obliged to quit France; but

he returned in 1819, and died at Paris in

1823. He published a great number of works,

including
" Histoire de 1'Ile de Corse," 1779 ;

and "Campagne du Ge'ne'ral Buonaparte en

Italic," 1797, Svo.Annuaire Necrolog. Bi<y.

Univ. Class.



PONCE.
PONCE (JOHN, surnamed DE LEON). He

lived about the year 1500, and was one of the

?arly Spanish adventurers who went to His-

paniola a little after the discovery of that

island, where he had a command. His his-

tory is a singular example of the boldness,

superstition, and ignorance of the adventurers
of his time.

PONCE (PETER) a Spanish Benedictine of

the monastery of St Sahagun, born at Valla-

dolid about 1 520. He is said to have been the

first contriver of a method for instructing per-
sons who are deaf and dumb. He did not

himself publish anything relative to the art

which he practised ; but his claim to the in-

vention has been noticed by Francis Valles,
author of Sacred Philosophy, printed at Sala-

manca in 1588
;
and by the historian Morales,

in his Antiquities of Spain. Father Ponce
died in 1 584. Literary Panorama, vol. iv.

PONCE CAMUS (MARIE NICOLAS) born
at Paris 1776, died 1839, a French painter,
who had his first lessons from David, of
whose pupils he became one of the most dis-

tinguished. In 1798 he exhibited his first

portraits, which attracted general notice, and
he subsequently exhibited his works down to

1819. "Napoleon at the tomb of Frederick
the Great'' attracted much attention in 1808.
Towards the latter years of his life he aban-
doned history painting for portrait, for which
he exhibited a superior degree of skill to most
of his brother artists. Bib. Univer.

PONIATOWSKI (prince JOSEPH CISLAK.)
born at Vienna 1763, died 1813, the nephew
of the last king of Poland. He early took
arms in the cause of his country, and fought
under Kosciusko. When there was a prospect
of Poland being made free by Napoleon, the

prince joined his army with other Poles, and
continued to support the French, until Bona-

parte sustained his reverse in Russia, when,
being employed in covering the retreating

troops of France after the battle of Leipsic,
the bridge being broke down, he attempted to

cross the river Elster by swimming, but failed,
and was drowned. His remains were en-

tombed in the sepulchre of the kings of Cra-

cow, by order of the emperor of Russia.

Bioy. Univ.

PONS (ALOYSIO) an Italian astronomer
who distinguished himself by his discoveries

relating to comets. He was keeper of the
cabinet of natural history belonging to the

grand duchy of Tuscany, at Florence, where
he died, October 14, 1831. He discovered a
small comet in 1819, from his observations on

which, in the mouths of June and July, while
it appeared in the constellation of the Lion, he
found that it has a very short period of revo-

lution, and, unlike other comets, its orbit is

an ellipsis: these important facts, which have
been verified by subsequent observers, form
an interesting addition to the annals of science.

Orig.
PONSONBY (major-general sir FREDE-

RICK CAVENDISH) born 1783, died 1837. lie

entered the army in 1800, and seven years
afterwards was made a major. He distiu-

PORTER.
guished himself greatly at Talavera and at

Barrosa. In 1811 he was promoted to the
rank of lieutenant-colonel. He was wounded
in the retreat from Burgos in Spain. He was

present at the battle of Vittoria in 1813. He
greatly distinguished himself at Waterloo,
where he was unhorsed and wounded, and a
lancer struck his lance into his back as he lay
on the ground ; a gun was brought up by the

French and several times fired over him, and
a body of French infantry marched by him,
an officer belonging to which, pitying him,

though in the heat of the action, put a small

flask of brandy to his mouth. The French

being driven back, a French tirailleur had a

dialogue with him, and bade him good-bye.
The Prussian cavalry soon after rode over

him, kicking him about fearfully, and a Prus-
sian soldier endeavoured to plunder him,
while a dying man lay across his legs. At
last an English soldier accosted him about

midnight, and staying with him till the

morning, he was conveyed with seven wounds
to the village of Waterloo. He afterwards

recovered. He was a man of simple manners,
the kindest heart, and mildest temper. He
conjoined with these virtues intrepidity and

skill, in every respect doing honour to his

character as an Englishman and a soldier.

Gent. Mag.
PONTE (LORENZO da) born in Canada

1749, died at New York 1838, an Italian poet
and translator. Part of his early years were

spent hi Venice. His amorous verses forced

him to fly from that city, and he went to

Goritz in Austria, where he raised up new
memies, and left for Dresden, with an intro-

duction to Salieri the composer. For Salieri

he wrote the libretto of the opera of the

Danai'des
" and others. He then visited

France and England, Holland, and finally
the United States of America, where he tried

various schemes of living without success ;

and in 1806, after getting into debt and ar-

anging with his creditors, obtained a subsist-

ence by teaching his native language and by
ranslating. He also wrote his adventures

from 1823 to 1827, in four volumes, which
were published at New York. Bio. Univ.

PORTAL (ANTOINE, baron de) born

1742, died 1832, a distinguished French phy-
sician, and first medical officer to Louis

XVIII, and perpetual president of the French

academy of medicine. He published a " His-

tory of Anatomy and Surgery," in 7 vols.

13ioq. Univ.

PORTER (ANNA MARIA) an ingenious
novel writer, born in the north of England,
whence her family removed into Scotland,
while she was still an infant. She received

the rudiments of her education under Mr
Fulton, of Edinburgh, the author of some
useful school-books. Her father, who was
an officer in the British army, having died a

few months after her birth, her mother quitted

Scotland, and, after visiting Ireland, returned

again to England, and fixed her abode in a

secluded part of London. Miss Porter dis-

played in childhood a creative imagination,
374
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regulated by as singular a tact for observa-

tion, which excited her active mind to narrate
to her brother and sister stories and romances
in the style of the old troubadours, sometimes
in verse as well as in prose. The transition
was soon made to writing tales of still deeper
interest, and of more eventful incidents. The
written ones were shown by her mother to

her friends, whose approval, as usual, occa-
sioned the publication of these productions,
the young authoress acquiescing, though most

sincerely anxious to avoid all public notice.

However, such was the success of her first

published essay, that several others, with her
own sanction ( but never executed to her own
satisfaction), followed in regular succession,
and were well received by the public. While

making a tour for the re-establishment of her
delicate health, disordered by sorrow for the
death of her mother, she stopped some time at

Bristol, where, being suddenly attacked by
typhus fever, she died June 21, 1832, and was
interred in the churchyard of St Paul's, in

Portland-square, Bristol, where a monument
has been erected to her memory. Miss Porter

published the following works :
" Artless

Tales," vol. I, in 1793
;
"Artless Tales," vol.

II, in 1795 written before the authoress was
twelve years old, and she always regretted
their publication; "Walsh Colville," 1797;
"
Octavia," 1798, 3 vols ;

" The Lake of Kil-

larney," 1 804, 3 vols
;

" A Sailor's Friendship
and a Soldier's Love," 1805, 2 vols;

" The

Hungarian Brothers," 1807, 3 vols; "Don
Sebastian, or the House of Braganza," 1800,
4 vols ; "Ballad Romances, and other Poems,"
1811; "The Recluse of Norway," 1814,
4 vols

;

" The Village of Mariendorpt," 4

vols
;

" The Fast of St Magdalen," 3 vols
;

" Tales of Piety
"

(for youth) ;

" The Knight
of St John," 3 vols ;

" Roche Blanche," 3

vols
;

" Honor O'Hara," 3 vols
;

" Tales round
a Winter's Hearth," 2 vols (in one of which
is the beautiful story of " Jeannie Haliday");
"
Coming Out" (a novel of modern manners),

2 vols
;

" The Barony," 3 vols. Ami. Biog.
POUTER (sir ROBERT KER) born at Dur-

ham 1780, died at St Petersburgh 1842, a

British artist, and brother of the sister novelists

Jane and Anna Maria Porter. He studied at

the academy in London, and exhibited several

of his works in England. In 1804 he was
invited to Russia, and made historical painter

to the emperor. In Petersburgh he married

a daughter of prince Scherbatoff, who sur-

vived him. He accompanied sir John Moore
to Spain, and was at the battle of Corunna.

He was knighted by the Prince Regent in

1813. From 1817 to 1820 he employed in

travelling in the East. In 1826 he was ap-

pointed consul at Venezuela, where he resided

until 1841, when he visited St Petersburgh,
and was about to return to England, but,

paying a parting visit to the emperor, he was

struck with an apoplectic fit, and expired in

a few hours. He published
"
Travelling

Sketches in Russia and Sweden," " Letters

from Portugal and Spain,"
" Narrative of the

Jate Campaign in Russia," and " Travels ii
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Georgia, Persia, Armenia, and Ancient Baby-
lonia.'' Gent. May.
PORTHAN (HENRY GABRIEL) professor

of rhetoric at the university of Abo, where he
was born about 1739. He became one of the
most learned men which Finland ever pro-
duced; and he was admitted into the Aca-
demy of Belles Lettres at Stockholm. He
published the Chronicon Episcoporum Finlan-
densium of Justen with Notes

;

" Academical
Dissertations on Finlandish Poetry ;"

" His-
toria Bibliothecse Regise Acad. Aboensis ;" be-
sides other works. He died in 1804. Biog.
Univ. Class.

POTEMKIN (GREGORY ALEXANDUO-
WITCH) born 173G at Smok'nsko, died 1791
at Kherson, of a family of the lower class of

nobility, originally Polish. He was intended

by his parents for an ecclesiastic, and sent to

Moscow university, where he acquired a taste

for theological controversy, of which he never

got rid ; yet his passions were too violent and
uncontrollable for the church. He was pro-
vided with an ensigncy in the horse guards.
Here his depravation of mind and manners
became incorrigible. In the midst of all, the
road to fortune opened before him. In 1762, on
the 28th of June, a day celebrated in the Rus-
sian annals as that when Catherine II tore the

crown and empire from her husband, she was
on horseback, and Potemkin, perceiving that

she had not the ornament which distinguishes
an officer among the people of the north, de-

tached his own and offered it to her. She
was sensible of the attention, and Potemkin
was remarkable for his tall stature and the

beauty of his features. She rewarded his gal-

lantry with the brevet of colonel, and the

place of chamberlain. He omitted no oppor-

tunity of recommending himself to the em-

press, then in her thirty-third year, but count

Gregory Orloff was the reigning favourite,
and an obstacle in the way. He still continued

to rise in favour. Catherine sent him to count

Romanzoff, then commanding against the

Turks, with a letter in her own hand-writing.
Potemkin displayed both zeal and intelli-

gence. He was sent back to St Petersburgh
afterwards with the news of a victory. He soon

acquired an ascendancy over the empress, and
he also succeeded in mingling himself up in

state affairs. He devoted himself to a bettor

organization of the army. When all was

ready there was no want of excuses to make
a new war upon Turkey, and he formed the

design of expelling the Porte from Europe,
It was not difficult to provoke the Turks to

declare war by affronting their pride. He
thus got the command of the army, and un-

dertook the siege ofOczakoff, which he carried

by assault, and then obtained from the empress
the military order of St George, which filled

up the measure of his vanity. He returned to

St Petersburgh, and was received with extra-

vagant honours. Catherine conducted him
herself to a ball, as the conqueror of the Otto-

mans. Soon after he demanded, through jea-

lousy, that Romanzoff, whom he had himself

introduced to the empress, should be dis-



POTIER.
missed; she refused. He insisted, and a
second refusal showed him that his day was

over, and that another had supplanted him.

He then went to the army, intrigued for and
obtained the chief command, and kept up
around him a species of court, only to be rival-

led among Asiatic princes in luxury Suwar-
row in the mean time conducting the opera-
tions in the field, and marking his butcher-

like character with the slaughter of the inha-

bitants of Ismael. He soon after quarrelled
with the empress about Turkey, which he
wished to subdue entirely. He was also mor-
tified at the ascendancy of a new favourite

with Catherine in Platon Zouboff, whom he
hated. He thought that his own appear-
ance at court would restore everything, and
the flattering reception given him by the em-

press strengthened the idea, hut others saw in

it only approaching disgrace. He on his part
knew how to dissimulate too. He gave fetes

that rivalled those of the empress, and united

in his Tauridan palace every kind of splen-
dour. Prince Kepnin meanwhile gained a

victory over the Turks, and concluded a peace,
almost before the haughty Potemkin was aware
of the proceeding. He then went to the army,
abused prince Kepnin, and declared he would
reverse all that was done. He set off for Ni-

colaif, but on his way was taken ill, got out of

the carriage, complaining of the motion, and,

lying down at the foot of a tree, expired. His

body was inhumed at Kherson. Bio. Univ.

POTIER (CiiAS.) born in Paris 1775, died
1 838, a French comic actor of celebrity, one of
the first that country has ever produced.
POTOCKI (count STANISLAUS) a Polish

statesman and man of letters, born at Warsaw
in 1757.. Having devoted himself to politics,
he was chosen nuncio to the diets in 1776,
1 786, and 1 788, in which station he displayed
the most liberal and enlightened patriotism.
On the insurrection taking place under Kos-

ciusko, after the last partition of Poland, Po-
tocki was arrested by order of the Austrian

government, and confined eight months in the

fortress of Josephstadt. Being deprived of
all public employment, he devoted himself to

study till the erection of Warsaw into a duchy,
when he was raised to the dignities of senator-

palatine, and president of the council of state

and of the ministry. He afterwards held

other offices, and in 1818 was made president
of the senate. He died in 1821. At his re-

sidence atWillanow, near Warsaw, he formed
a grand collection of paintings, Etruscan vases,

engravings, &c.
;
and he published a Polish

translation of the works of Winkelman, pre-
ceded by a " Discourse on the State of the Arts

among the Ancients." He was also the author
of a treatise

" On Eloquence and Style," 4
vols

;
a satirical romance, entitled " A Jour-

ney to Cicnmogrod," 4 vols ; and "
Eulogies

of Contemporary Great Men and Brave Poles

killed at the Battle of Raszyn in 1809;" he-

sides many works left in manuscript. Biog.
Univ. Class.

POUQUEViLLE (FRANCOIS CHAKI.I*
HAYXES LAURENT) bom in 1770, at Morler-

POZZO DI BORGO.
ault, died 1838. He first studied medicine
under Dubois, and went to Egypt with that

learned physician. In 1803 he practised his

profession in France, but gave it up to travel.

He next published his
"
Journey to the

Morea, Constantinople, and Albania." He
was soon after made French consul at Janina
with the famous Ali Pacha. He was consul
at Patras in 1817. On returning he published
his new "

Journey into Greece." In 1824

appeared his "
History of the Regeneration

of Greece," embracing a period of eighty-four
years. He was also the author of several

works of minor note. Biog. Univ.

POWELL (sir JOHN) a judge, a native of

Gloucester, represented that city in parlia-
ment in 1685. In 1687 he was one of the

justices of the Common Pleas, whence he re-

moved to the King's Bench, but, distinguish-

ing himself at the trial of the seven bishops,
James II deprived him of his office, to which
he was restored at the Revolution. He was
a man of sound judgment and great humour.
An old woman was brought before him ac-

cused of witchcraft, and among other things
it was said that she could fly : sir John,

addressing the prisoner, asked her if it was
true ?

"
Yes, my lord," was her answer.

"
Well, then, you may, for there is no law

against flying :" and accordingly he acquitted
her. Gen. Biog. Diet.

POZZO (FLRDINAND, count dal) born at

Monte Calvo in Piedmont 1 768, died at Turin

1843, a lawyer, who, after the fall of Napo-
leon, under whom he had held various em-

ployments, entered into the duties of a high
functionary under Victor Emanuel, king of

Piedmont. He became minister ofthe interior

under the prince Cariguan, who was named

regent after the resignation of Victor Ema-
nuel . The constitution proclaimed at this time

only lasted thirty days. He then quitted Pied-

mont, and went first to Geneva, and then to

London. He afterwards published several

works, and on the revolution in Paris taking
place he went over, and made that his resi-

dence. He visited Piedmont in 1837, and re-

mained until his decease, much respected,

being connected with many great and good
efforts in favour of freedom. Biog. Univ.

POZZO DI BORGO (CHARLES AN-
DREAS) born in Corsica 1768, died in Paris

1 842. He was educated for the church, but the

revolution, which extended to Corsica, divided

it into two parties, the patriotic being under
Pascal Paoli and Pozzo di Borgo. He was
afterwards named secretary of the Corsican
nobles convoked by Louis XVI, and repre-
sented Ajaccio in the legislative assembly of
France. He also became a member of the

diplomatic committee under Brissot. He did

not long remain a deputy, but returned to

Corsica, and in concert with Paoli began to

agitate for the national independence. They
were denounced by the French party, and
summoned to the bar of the convention. They
replied from Corte, the capital of the island,

by assembling 1,200 bold mountaineers, and

placing the rule of Corsica in their hands.
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POZZO DI BORGO.
holding tip the Bonaparte and Azenas faction to

contempt. A civil war was not to be avoided,
when on a sudden a British fleet appeared off

the island, and offered protection and aid, if

the island would place itself under the pro-
tection of England. The terms were accepted,
and Pozzo di Borgo made president of the
council. Before two years had passed it was
evident Corsica would be obliged to submit to

France. Pozzo di Borgo then came to Eng-
land, where he remained eighteen months,
and formed a connection with French emi-

grants, which led to his employment in secret

diplomacy. In 1 798 he was in Vienna, at a
time when the old principle of absolute power
seemed to be regaining its ascendancy under
(he Austrian arms. Borgo took an active

part in the diplomatic movements of the time,

sustaining the old Russian Suwarrow in the
field with all his power. Massena, however,
routed this old and barbarous officer at

Zurich. Pozzo di Borgo had to retire to

Vienna, and witness the success of his wonder-
ful countryman Bonaparte, whom he hated
with a hatred truly Corsican. After the failure

of the peace of Amiens he went into the diplo-
matic service of Russia, and was sent to

Vienna to consolidate a new coalition against
France. He then repaired to Naples to re-

present Alexander near the combined armies
of England, Russia, and Naples. He was
afterwards made a " colonel de la suite

"

attached to the imperial person. After the

battle of Jena he was again sent to Vienna, to

rouse the cabinet of Austria from its lethargy.
He laboured in vain, and was then removed
to the Dardanelles, to treat with the British

ambassador regarding Turkey. The peace of

Tilsit brought about a friendship between

Napoleon and Alexander. Borgo thought it

was most impolitic, and that his presence in

the Russian service would be dangerous ;
he

therefore asked permission to retire. He now
went to Vienna, and in the campaign of 1 809

was so energetic in his exertions against
France that Napoleon demanded that his

enemy should be given up to him. Borgo
then withdrew to Turkey, Syria, and Malta,
and in 1810 came to England. After the

treaty of Tilsit, the breaking out of the war
of 1812 recalled Pozzo di Borgo to St Peters-

burgh. Alexander wished to remain content

with the victory the snows had gained for

him, but Pozzo di Borgo urged him to follow

up his advantage. Thus Europe was once

more in union against Napoleon, who had lost

his army, and had to fight with troops newly

disciplined and far inferior in numbers. Even
his talents were inadequate to sustain the odds.

Di Borgo's hatred of Napoleon made him
leave no stone unturned to induce the allies

in 1814 to ruin him irretrievably It was not

Russia nor Europe that Pozzo di Borgo sought
to avenge ;

it was Corsica, and the shade of

Paoli. He is said, being Russian ambassador

in Paris in 1830, to have warned Charles X of

the effect of his conduct in vain. He advised

his brother diplomatists to await there the re-

sult of the struggle. He was afterwards ap-
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pointed ambassador to England, and regained
there two years, when his health gave way :

he returned to Paris, and soon after died.
PRADT (DOMINIQUE DUFOUR de) born

1759, in Auvergne, died 1837. Before the
French revolution he was grand vicar of the
cardinal archbishop of Rouen, and when the
States General were assembled in 1789 he
was sent to them as deputy from the Roman
clergy. As a royalist he went beyond the abbe

Maury, and emigrating at an early period
visited Hamburgh. In 1798 appeared his
" Antidote to tho Congress at Hadstadt," which
ran through several editions. He next pub-
lished " Prussia and its Neutrality," which
added to his fame. He returned to Paris in

the establishment of the consulship, and soon
after he published his " Three Ages of the
Colonies." The Bourbons had slighted him,
and his cousin Duroc presented him to Bona-

parte, who made him his almoner. He was
present at the coronation of Napoleon, and
raised to the bishoprick of Poitiers. He ac-

companied the emperor to Milan and officiated

at his crowning as king of Italy. He was
afterwards made archbishop of Malines and
an officer of the legion of honour. To his

archbishopric he seems, through some church

informality, not to have been regularly ap-

pointed. In 1811 he was sent on a mission to

the pope ;
and in 1812 to Warsaw for the pur-

pose of getting the Poles to rally, if possible,
round the emperor's standard. Napoleon was

highly dissatisfied with his conduct here, and,

removing him from his office of almoner,
ordered him to retire to Malines. He was,

however, permitted to return to Paris, and
when the Bourbons came back he turned

royalist, and Louis XVIII made him high
chancellor of the legion of honour, which he

lost on the return of Napoleon, and never

regained. He seems, in short, to have been

a man who acted with an utter disregard to

any principle except his own advantage. He
wrote a great number of works upon a vast

variety of subjects, in many of which his

superficial knowledge betrays itself. In 1802

he wrote " On the State of Rural Cultivation

in France." During the next year he put
forth " An Agronomic Journey into Au-

vergne." In 1815 two volumes appeared
" On the Congress of Vienna." Then ' His-

torical Memoirs on the Revolution in Spain."
Afterwards " An Historical Narrative of the

Restoration of Royalty in France ;"
" On the

Colonies and present American Revolution ;"
" A Letter to a Parisian Elector ;"

" Prelimi-

naries of the Session ;"
" On the Progress of

Representative Government in France ;"
" The

Last Six Months of America and Brazil;"
" Pieces relative to St Domingo and to Ame-

rica;" "The Four Concordats;" "Europe
after the Congress of Aix la Chapelle ;"

'' The

Congress of Carlsbad ;" and " The Present

State of the French Revolution." The works

of M de Pradt before these were equally nu-

merous. Biog. Univers.

PRATT (JOHN JEFFREYS, marquis Cam-

den) born 175!>, died 1340. He was the



PRESTON.
eldest son of the first lord CameL-n, a patriotic

nobleman, whose name is had in high respect
in England. He was educated at Cambridge,
and returned member of parliament for Bath

in 1780. In 1782 he was made one of the

lords of the admiralty. In 1789 he was
nominated one of the lords of the treasury
until 1794, when he was called to the

upper house by his father's death. In 1795

he was sent to Ireland as lord-lieutenant, at a

very important crisis. His measures were
marked at that time by a line of conduct alto-

gether impolitic and unconstitutional
;

he

stimulated rebellion, and adopted any mode of

action to inflame the discontented, and to

widen the breach between the government of

England and the. Irish people, in order to open
the rebellion. Torture was openly practised
to extort confessions

; half-hangings were had
recourse to, and the army was pronounced by
general Abercromby to be formidable to all

but the enemy. In 1798 it became necessary
to supersede lord Camden by some one better

acquainted with the duties of the post at such

a moment, and the marquis Comwallis was
sent over as lord-lieutenant and commander-
in -chief. From that day affairs wore a better

complexion, and the rebellion drew towards a

close. His lordship was chosen chancellor of

the university of Cambridge in 1834. He
possessed one of those sinecures called teller-

ships of the exchequer, the profits of which
from a small comparative beginning had
amounted at last to an enormous annual sum,

increasing with the public burthens. It is to

his honour that he resigned this increased in-

come towards the latter part of his life. Ann,

Biog. Gent. Mag. Pub. Papers.
PRESTON (WILLIAM) an Irish gentle-

man who distinguished himself by the culti-

vation of literature. He held the office of
first commissioner of appeals in Ireland, in

which country he died in 1807. He was a
member of the Royal Irish Academy, in

whose Transactions he published
"
Thoughts

on Lyric Poetry, with an Ode to the Moou,"
1787 ; and an "

Essay on Ridicule, Wit, and

Humour," 1788; but his literary reputation
is founded on his poetical translation of the

Argonautics of Apollonius Rhodius, of which
it has been perhaps partially affirmed, that

the work will be read and admired as long as

letters and taste shall remain in the United

Kingdom. A small volume of his posthu-
mous poems was published at Dublin in 1809,
8vo. Aikin's Athenceum.
PREVOST (PIERRE) born 1751, died 1839,

a native of Geneva, and son of a minister
there. He went to Paris on the termination
of his studies in Geneva, and was welcomed

by the eccentric Rousseau. In 1781 he went
to Prussia, and became professor of philosophy
in the Berlin academy of nobles, on the in-

vitation of Frederick the Great. In 1784 he
was called to the chair of the belles lettres, but
his health obliged him to ask his dismission.

He obtained his retirement in 1823, and died

in 1 839. His publications were numerous, and
embraced not only philosophy, metaphysics,

PRIZYBYLSKI.
and polite learning, but translations ofno small
merit. He was generally esteemed, and to
the age of eighty-eight he preserved his good
temper and equanimity of mind unchanged.
PKICHARD (REES) a divine, was a na-

tive of Carmarthenshire, and was educated at

St John's College, Oxford. He was vicar of

Llanydmodyfri, rector of Llamedy, preben-
dary of Brecon and chancellor of St David's.
He wrote religious poems in the Welsh lan-

guage. He died in 1644. Wood.
PRINGLE (THOMAS) born 1789, died 1835,

a native of Scotland, and one of those who
started Blackwood's Magazine, of which he
was for a short time the editor, though it

afterwards took a tone diametrically opposite
to his own feelings in literature and politics.
His family soon afterwards going out to the

Cape of Good Hope, he emigrated with them.
Not finding farming so easy a task as the colo-

nists expected, he came down to Cape Town,
and there established a Magazine and Journal,
in neither of which, from the despotism of the
colonial government, could the slightest poli-
tical allusion be attempted, nor was it made.
The Magazine, indeed, treated more ofnatural

history than any other subject. The governor
of the Cape at this time, lord Somerset, com-

pelled Pringle to suppress his .publication,
and he embarked for England, sustaining a
loss he was not well able to bear. In England
he was made secretary to the Anti-Slavery
Society. On the dissolution of that body,
Pringle prepared to go out once more to the

Cape, now under a better government, and
with cheering prospects, when he broke a
blood-vessel. Removal to a warmer climate

then gave the only chance for his life. He
took his passage out in a vessel fixed to sail

at the close of the summer of 1835, and paid
his money. With a want of principle too

common, the ship, in place of sailing on the

day fixed, lingered weeks afterwards in the

river, until the cold weather set in, and

Pringle most probably fell a victim to this

dishonest delay. He was a man of most agree-
able and amiable temper, and never had an

enemy. He published
" Letters from Albany,"

the " South African Colony," a volume of
"
Poems,"

" African Sketches," and was for se-

veral years editor of the "Friendship's Offer-

ing." His circle of literary friends included
most of his contemporaries, who may nearly all

be included in that category . Gent. Mag.
PRINCEP (.JAMES) bom 1800, died 1840,

a learned Orientalist, who went to Bengal
from England at twenty years of age. and was

employed at Benares, where he discovered a

strong passion for Indian antiquities. He was
author of "Illustrations of Benares," and he
founded in India the Journal of the Bengal
Asiatic Society. -Gent. Mag.
PRIZYBYLSKI (HVACINTHE) a Polish

poet and translator, born at Cracow in 175C,
and successively professor and librarian of the

university of that city. He died in 1819,

having published a number of works printed
in Cracow. Among his translations were

Gesner's "Death of Abel ;" the
" Lusiad"of
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Camoens

; the Poems of Hesiod ; the
" Iliad ;"

the " Paradise Lost" and " Paradise Regained"
of Milton, &c. Bib. Univers.

PRONY (GASPARD CI.AIR FRANCOIS MA-
RIE RICHE) baron, born 1755 at Chancelet,
France, died 1839, a peer of France, and
member of many learned societies. At twenty-
one he was admitted into the school of roads
and bridges, and in 1783 was recommended
to the minister as a fit person to assist him.

Monge also discovered his worth, and taught
him the higher branches of analysis. In 1785
he went to England via Dunkirk. In 1786 he
drew up a plan for the erection of the bridge
of Louis XVI. He studied engineering with

great industry, and in 1790 published the first

volume of a work upon hydraulic architecture.

He became employed on the Cadastre, and
he was applied to for the calculations of
tables on the centesimal scale. He was in-

structed that while the tables should be as exact
as possible, he should make them the greatest
and most imposing monument of calculation

that had ever been executed or even thought
of. He set himself to work, and summoned a
number of experienced calculators. In less

than two years he had completed tables con-

taining 10,000 sines in natural numbers, to 25

places of decimals, with 7 or 8 columns of dif-

ferences ; 2000 logarithms of sines and tan-

gents, calculated to 1 4 places of decimals, with
4 columns of differences ; 10,000 logarithms
relative to the proportion of sines and tangents
to arcs, with 3 columns of differences, for faci-

litating interpolations in calculations relating
to small angles ; the logarithms of the first

10,000 numbers calculated to 19 places of

decimals, and the logarithms of numbers from

10,000 to 200,000, calculated to 14 places of

decimals, with 5 columns of differences. This
vast collection, forming 17 volumes of MS. in

folio, was to have been printed by Didot, but

the fall in the value of assiguats prevented it,

and it has never yet been done. Science has

little weight with modern governments- In

1798 Prony was made director-general of the

roads and bridges. Napoleon wished him to

accompany the French army to Egypt, but he

refused, and Napoleon never forgot that re-

fusal
; yet he had a full sense of his talents,

and employed him on several important mis-

sions to different parts of France. He was
also employed in Italy, where he executed

large works connected with the Po, and nume-
rous seaports. It also fell to his lot to im-

prove the Pontine marshes. On the return of

the Bourbons, he ceased to be the professor of

the Polytechnic school
;
but in 1827 he was

employed in the departments, and more par-

ticularly on the embankments of the Rhone.

He was made a peer of France by Louis-

Philippe. M. Prony had a brother a naturalist,

who was in the expedition sent out to search

for L.i Peyrouse, who died of the fatigues he

experienced on the voyage. Biog. Univ.

PROSPER (St) of Aquitaine, flourished in

the fifth century, and was secretary to St Leo.

He strenuously opposed the Semi-pelagians,
and defended the doctrines of grace. He is
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alfo supposed to have been the author of the
letter sent by St Leo to Flavian agaiust the
Eutychian heresy. He died about 4(53. His
works were published at Paris, 1711, folio.
Another PROSPKR, surnamed the African,
lived in the same period. He wrote a treatise
on the call of the Gentiles. Cave.
PROUDHON (JEAN BAPTISTE VICTOR)

born 1758 in Chenons, France, died 1838, an
eminent French lawyer. In 1806 he was first

professor in the school of civil law at Dijon,
and afterwards director of the new school.
He was much respected, and left a number of
professional publications behind him, which
had a considerable reputation.
PRUDHOiMME (L ) a French book-

seller, journalist, and political writer. He was
born at Lyons in 1 752. Leaving his native city,
he settled at Meaux as a bookbinder, and a
few years before the commencement of the
French Revolution he removed to Paris,
where he warmly adopted and extensively
propagated the principles of the encyclo-
paedists. It is said that between the com-
mencement of 1787 and the 14th of July
1789, he had published more than fifteen

hundred political pamphlets, of some of which
one hundred thousand copies were thrown into

circulation, and his enemies sarcastically re-

marked that Prudhomme wore out all the

pens of the gazetteers of Paris. In 1789
he commenced the publication of " Le
Journal des Revolutions de Paris," in which
he constantly assailed the government, and
recommended the most violent revolutionary
measures. He, however, opposed the tyranny
of Robespierre, in consequence of which he
was arrested as a royalist, but having speedily
obtained his liberty, he thought proper to

quit Paris. After the fall of the dictator he
returned to that metropolis, where he was em-

ployed as a bookseller and an author during
the remainder of his life. He died at Paris in

1830. Among his numerous publications may
be mentioned his " General History of the

Crimes committed during the Revolution,"

6 vols, 8vo. Diet, des Hoinmes Marquans da
I8me. S. Month. May.
PUGHE (OwEN) born 1759, died 1835, a

noted Welsh lexicographer and publisher of a

Welsh and English Dictionary, with a Gram-
mar. He also wrote " Cambrian Biography,"
translated Milton's Paradise Lost into Welsh,
and was conductor of the " Cambrian Re-

gister." He was a learned, unassuming man,
attached strongly to the language and lore of

his native land Gent. Mag.
PUISAYE ^count JOSEPH de~) was de-

scended from a noble French family, and was

born at Montagne, about 1754. Being in-

tended for the church, he was educated in the

seminary of St Sulpice, but preferring the mi-

litary profession, at the age of eighteen he

entered as a sub-lieutenant into the regiment
of Conti, whence he removed as captain into

a regiment of dragoons. He subsequently

purchased a commission in the Cent Suissi-s

of the royal household, obtained the brevet of

colonel, and soon after the cross of St Louis,
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In 1789 he was nominated a deputy from the

nobility of Perche to the States-general, when
he joined the tiers-e'tat, after having signed
the protestation of the 19th of June ; and in

the Constituent Assembly he always voted

with the partisans of political regeneration.
In 1791 he was raised to the rank of major-

general, and he had afterwards the command
of the national guard of Evreux. In 1 793,
forces having been collected in the northern

departments in order to oppose the tyranny of

the jacobins, the chief command was given to

general Wimpfen, and the second to count de

Puisaye. Being defeated, a price was set on

his head, and he was compelled to seek an

asylum in Brittany. There he reorganized
the Chouans, formed a military council, and

arrayed the whole district in arms against the

Convention. Aware of the necessity for ob-

taining foreign aid, the count left his troops
under the command of M. Cormatin, and came
to London, where he continued several months,
and obtained the promise of assistance from
the British ministry. He was also invested

with unlimited powers by the count d'Artois ;

and though on his return to France he found
that M. Cormatin had concluded a treaty with
the republicans, he triumphed over that diffi-

culty, and every preparation was made by the

Bretons to join the English and emigrant
troops as soon as they should appear on the

French coasts. Owing to some intrigues which
took place, the measures of the count de

Puisaye were counteracted, and the expedition
was diverted to the coast of La Vendee. The
disastrous expedition to Quiberon followed,
for the result of which the count, whether

justly or not, was generally blamed; and

finding that he had lost his influence with the

adherents of the exiled royal family, he re

signed his commission and went to Canada,
where he had obtained a grant of land from
the British government. After the peace of

Amiens he returned to England, and with a

view to remove the odium under which he

laboured, he published
" Memoires du Lieut.

Gen. le Comte de Puisaye, qui pourront servir

a 1'Histoire du Parti Royaliste Fra^ois,
'

Lon-

don, 1803-6, 5 vols, 8vo. He continued to reside

in this country till his death, which took place
December 13, 1827, in the neighbourhood of

Hammersmith, Middlesex. Month. Mag.
Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Biog. Univ. Class.

PUISIEUX (PHILIP FLORENT de) a French

writer, born at Meaux in 1713. He became
a counsellor of the parliament of Paris, but
devoted himself more to the study of the belles

lettres than of jurisprudence. Among the
works which he published are " Elemens des
Sciences et des Arts Litteraires ;"

" Les

Voyages Modernes," 4 vols, 12mo; and se-

veral tracts on medicine and natural philoso-

phy, translated from the English and the Ita-

lian. He died in 1792. Biog. Univ. CIuss.

PUJOL (ALEXIS) a French physiciau, who
was educated at Montpellier. He practised at

Bedarieux, and afterwards at Castries, where
he acquired great reputation. He died in 1 804,

aged sixty-five. He was the author of " Dis-

PYTCHES.
sertation snr les Maladies de la Peau, relative-
meut a 1'Etat du Foie," 1787, 12mo ; and
" Essai sur 1'Inflammation Chronique des Vis-

ceres," for which he obtained a prize medal.
His works were published collectively at Cas-

tries, 1802, 4 vols. 8vo; and again in 1823,
with a biographical memoir and additions.

PULZONE (SciPio) a painter, was born
at Gaeta in 1550, and died in 1588. He was
surnamed the Roman Vandyck. His pictures
are rare and greatly esteemed. Pilkington.
PUTHOD (JACQUES PIERRE MARIE Louis)

born 17fi9, died 1837, a French general, who
served under the republic and the empire, and

distinguished himself in Italy, on the Rhine,
and in Prussia. Bib. Univ.

PUTSCHIUS (ELIAS) a learned critic, was
a native of Antwerp, where he was born in

1580, and died in 1606. He published Sal-

lust, with notes, and " A Collection of An-
cient Grammarians," 4to, 1605 Moreri.
PYOT (JEAN JACQUES RICHARD) born

1792, died 1841, a distinguished French phy-
sician. He had from his earliest years a wish
to follow the medical profession. He was a

surgeon in the army in the dreadful campaign
of Russia, and on his return was made a doc-
tor of medicine at Strasburgh. He practised
with great success at Lons-le-Saulnier and
Clairvaux, and was author of many profes-
sional articles in the scientific journals. He
wrote upon vaccination and the cholera, also
"
Historical and Philosophical Considerations

on the Curative Art." Bib. Univ.

PYPUS (PETER) born 1749, died 1805, a

poet and dramatic author, born at Amersfoort,
in the provinces of Utrecht. Besides operas
and inferior dramatic works, he left six tra-

gedies and some poetry, entitled "
Country

Verses," in 2 vols. Idem.

PYRGOTELES, a Greek artist, who was
an engraver of gems in the age of Alexander
the Great. The art he professed, as well as
those of sculpture and painting, was carried
to the highest degree of perfection among the

ancients of that period. Pliny represents

Pyrgoteles as one of the most eminent en-

gravers who had then existed. Among his

works are heads of Alexander and Phocion,
and Hercules destroying the Hydra. Pliny.
PYTCHES (JOHN) an ingenious but fanci-

ful writer, who was born at Gazely, in Suffolk,
in 1774. He possessed property in his native

county, and resided for some years at Groton

House, near the borough of Sudbury, which
he represented in two parliaments. He first

entered the House of Commons in 1802, when
he opposed the address to the Crown ;

in

1804 he objected to the Irish Militia Bill,

and voted with Mr Fox for an inquiry into

the measures that had been adopted for the

defence of the nation
;
in June that year, he

spoke against Mr Pitt's "Additional Force
Bill ;" and in 1805 he supported the proceed-
ings against lord Melville. At the general
election in 1806 he was again returned to

parliament, but in the following year he lost

his seat, after a severe contest. He published"
Speeches in the House of Commons, from
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1802 to 1805," 8vo ; but his claims to notice
as a literary man are founded on an ill con-
trived project for innovations in our national

orthography. This scheme was announced
in various papers published in the Monthly
Magazine, and in 1808 appeared a specimen,
entitled " A new Dictionary of the English
Language," part I, consisting of only twenty-
eight pages, but affording sufficient evidence
of the incapacity of the author for the task he
had undertaken, and which he was therefore

PYTHIUS OF PE1ENE.
obliged to relinquish. Mr Pytches died in
the King's Bench prison, where he had been
for some time confined for debt, in 1829.
Wilson's Bioyraph. Index to the House of'Com-
ws,1808. Biog. Diet, of LivingAuthors. Edit.
PYTHIUS OF PRIENE, a Grecian ar-

chitect, flourished 450 uc. He designed the

temple of Pallas at Priene, and built the cele-
brated mausoleum of Artemisia in Caria, in
which he was assisted by Satirus. Elmess
Diet, of the Fine Arts.

Q.

QUADE.

QUADE
(MICHAEL FREDERICK) born 1682

at Zechau in Pomerania, died 1 757, a philo-

logist, who, after having studied at Berlin and
other places, was entrusted with the care of
the great library of the vice-chancellor Mayer.
In 1716 he was nominated professor of philo-

sophy and rector of the gymnasium of Old
Stettin. He published a number of papers
and articles in Latin upon subjects of little

interest.

QUADRIO (JOSEPH) born at Ponte 1707,
died 1757, a noted physician, and one of the

most distinguished of the pupils of Vallisnieri

and Morgagui. He left one or two profes-
sional works in Italian,

" A Treatise upon the

Cure of Cancer
"
among them. He was cousin

to Francis Xavier Quadrio, the Italian critic

and historian. Biog. Univ.

QUAGLIA (GIULIA) born about 1693, an
Italian artist, brought up in Kecchi's school

of painting, who lived and practised his art in

Friuli. He worked in fresco. His best pro-
ductions are in the chapel of the Monte di

Pieta at Udina. Pilk. Diet.

QUANZ (JOHN JOACHIM) an eminent mu-
sical composer and performer on the flute,

born near Gottiugen, in Germany, in 1697.

He gave lessons on his favourite instrument

to Frederick the Great, who bestowed on the

musician numerous marks of his esteem.

Quanz died at Potsdam in 1773. He published
at Berlin,

" Instructions for Playing on the

Flute," 1752, 4to, which passed through many
editions ;

and he was also the author of a
" Series of Pieces for Two Flutes," published
in 1729. He likewise made some improve-
ments in the construction of the flute. Biog.
Univ.

QUARIN (JOSEPH) first physician to the

emperor Joseph II, was born at Vienna in

1733. He obtained high reputation by his

exertions towards the improvement of medi-

cal education in his native country. In 1797

he was created a count; in 1808 he was de-

corated with the order of St Leopold ; and he

six times filled the office of rector of the uni-

versity. He died in 1814. Among the works

which he published are,
" Tentamina de Ci-

cuta," 1761, 8vo;
" Methodus Medendarum

Febrium," 1772, 8vo
;

' Methodus Medendi

Inflammationum," 1774, 8vo; and "Animad-
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versiones Practice in Diversos Morbos," 1786,
8vo. Some of his writings have been trans-
lated into French. Biog. Univ. Class.

QUATREMAC - DISJONVAL (DENIS
BERNARD) born in Paris 1754, died at Bor-
deaux 1830, a distinguished French experi-
mentalist, who employed his talents very early
in analysing indigo and discovering its virtues
in the process of dyeing. His experiments on
other substances were numerous and useful,

particularly in relation to cotton and wool.
He is said to have sacrificed a fortune of a
million of francs to these labours of utility,
until he became insolvent and retired into

Spain. From thence he went to Holland,
where, taking the part of the Dutch patriotic

army,he was made a prisoner, and whiled away
the time in captivity by writing an article on
the question proposed by the Great Frederick
of Prussia,

" What are the best means of im-

proving the breed of animals by the land, and
the land by the animals ?" He was next de-

tained as a lunatic at Utrecht, during which
he translated the two posthumous works of

Cowper, and made ingenious observations

upon many tilings, and among the rest upon
spiders, which he found to be perfect hygro-
meters. In 1796 he returned to France. He
then entered upon a political career. His new
and often original ideas made people of the

common mould believe he was out of his mind.
He carried his prognostics a little too far and

wildly at times. He it was who went first

over the Simplon-passage of the Alps, with a

division organised for the purpose, and his

success determined the making of this magni-
ficent road, the plan of which he addressed to

Berthier. Some of his ideas were strange and

delusive, and it was feared by the government
of Napoleon that there was secret method not

expressed in some of his notions, particularly
his plan of mutual instruction. , He was,

therefore, banished forty leagues from Paris,

and forty from the frontiers, until the return

of the Bourbons in 1814 placed him at liberty.

He published
" A Critical Analysis and Exa-

mination of Indigo ;"
" A Paper on the Disco-

very of Triple Salts ;"
"
Experimental Re-

searches on the Causes ofChanges of Colour in

opaque and naturally coloured Bodies," trans-

lated from the English ;

" A Collection ofChe-
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mical and Physical Memoirs ;"

" An Essay or

the Characters which distinguish Cotton ii.

different Parts of the World ;"
" On the Dis-

covery of the Constant Relation between the

Appearance and Disappearance, the Labour
and Rest, the greatest and the least exteudec

of the attached Webs and Threads of Spiders
of different Species, and the Atmospherical
Variations," &c., &c. Biog. Univ.

QUATREMEU ROISSY (JEAN NICOLAS)
born in Paris 1754, died 1834; educated for

the law, he became a counsellor of the Chatelet
in 1782. He had the misfortune to be the

reporter in the cases of Besenval and of Favras,
in which he showed that he wanted energy
sufficient to resist the popular clamour for ven-

feance.
Not a bad man in heart, he lived to

eplore the cruel necessity to which he had
been subjected. It is probable that his con-

duct upon this occasion saved him under the

reign of terror, during which, being expelled
from Paris as a noble, he lived in retirement

at Ruel, and did not enter Paris until the down-
fal of Robespierre. In 1795 he was secretary
of a section, but he never after took a part in

public affairs, confining himself merely to

literature. He published
" Researches into

the Life and Writings of Homer ;"
" Pictur-

esque London;" "Adelaide ;" "The Solitary
Two ;"

" The Scotch Hermit ;"
" Henrietta

and Julia ;" Edward de Belval and Sophia."
Ibid.

QUENSEL (CONRAD) born at Stockholm

1676, died 1732, a Swedish mathematician,

professor of mathematics at Abo in Finland,
and at Lund in Scania. Charles XII attended

his lectures. Idem.

QUENSEL (CONRAD) born 1 768 at Heyda,
in Scania, died 1806 at Stockholm. He was
of the family of the well-known mathemati-
cian of the same name, and the intendant of

the cabinet of natural history in the Swedish

Academy of Sciences. He travelled into Lap-
land for scientific purposes, and published the
" Swedish Flora." Idem,

QUEQUET (CHARLES FRANCOIS) born

1768, died 1840. He was originally an advo-

cate, and exercised his profession before the

revolution. In 1814, as soon as the stipula-
tions between France and the allied monarchs
were concluded and signed, he drew up an
address to the emperor of Russia and king of

Prussia, which was attributed by some to

count Ferrand. In 1818 he was nominated

reporter of the committee of the civil list, and
fulfilled his duties with zeal and probity. He
was afterwards made president of the Royal
Court of Paris, and counsellor in the Court of

Cassation, where he sat until the revolution of

1830. Biog. Univ.

QUERCIA (JACOBO della) born at Sienna,
died in 1418, an Italian sculptor, well known

by the many works of his chisel which orna-

ment his native town, and by the fine marble
fountain of his own construction, to which the

name of Quercia della Fontana has been given.
Bib. Univ.

QUERINL (ANGELO MARIA) born at

Venice 1680, died at Brescia 1759, a cardinal

QUICK.
and man of letters, who belonged to the Bene-
dictines of Florence. He visited Germany,
Holland, and France, and on his return was
made archbishop of Corfu, bishop of Brescia,
and finally a cardinal. His Latin works are
numerous. He published an edition of St

Ephram, in 6 vols, folio, in Greek, Syriac,
and Latin. He also translated parts of the
" Henriad " and of "

Fontenoy
"

into Italian.

There were upwards of twenty of the name of

Qiierini, whose names are recorded in Italian

biography. Of these Lauro Querini alone
merits notice, who was born 1420, and died in

Candia about 14 GO. He was a professor of

philosophy at Venice, afterwards held the
chair of eloquence at Padua, and was involved
in many literary disputes. He wrote a book

against the Jews, some "
Prayers" and " Let-

ters." Bib. Univer.

QUER Y MARTINEZ (JOSEPH) a Spanish
botanist, born in 1695 at Perpignan. He
adopted the medical profession, and, entering
into the army, obtained the rank of surgeon-
major. Being sent abroad with the regiment
to which he was attached, he made use of the

opportunities afforded by his visits to the
coasts of Africa to collect a great number of

plants and seeds, which occasioned the forma-
tion of a botanic garden. This establishment,
the first of the kind in Spain, suggested the
foundation of another at Madrid, under the

auspices of Ferdinand VI, in 1 755. Quer was
appointed professor at the royal garden, where
he contributed to the improvement of botany
by his lectures and writings. His death took

place in 1764. He published in 1762, at Ma-
drid, the first four volumes of " Flora Espa-
nola, o Historia de las Plantas que se crian en

Espagna," which work was completed by the

publication of the last two volumes by Or-

tega in 1784. Biog. Univ.

QUESNE (FRANOIS ALEXANDER) born
at Rome in 1742, died 1820, a botanist, who
cultivated rare plants with great success at

Bois Guillaum in France, and acclimated a
number of rare exotics. He brought to per-
fection for successive years the Ginkgo Biloba,
and he translated into French the Botanical

Philosophy of Linuseus. He was the author
also of numerous botanical articles. Bib.
Univ.

QUETANT (FRANCIS ANTHONY) a French

dramatist, born at Paris in 1733. He com-
menced his career as a private tutor, and
afterwards successively became chief of the

sureau of laws, of that of the hospitals, of

jrisons, and of the commission of public assist-

auce in the department of the Seine, adjunct
;o the secretary of the administration of the

lospitals, and comptroller of the hospital of

Incurables. He died in 1823. He was the
author of a great many vaudevilles, among
which are " Le Marechal Ferrant

'' and " Le
Tonnelier," still acted occasionally at the

theatres of the Boulevards. Quetant also

wrote some pieces published in Etrennes de
"a Cour-Neuve for 1774. Biog. Univ. Class.

QUICK (JOHN) an eminent comic actor,

3orn in 1748, in London, where his father
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carried on business as a brewer. He left

home to become an actor when only fourteen

years of age, and commenced his career at

Fulham in the character of Altamont in the
Fair Penitent. After playing a variety of

parts in the country during several years, he
was in 1769 engaged by Mr Foote at the Hay-
market, and there he remained in obscurity
till his performance of Mordecai in " Love a
la Mode," which established his fame

;
and

he soon after procured an engagement at

Covent Garden. He was the original Tony
Lumpkin, Bob Acres, and Isaac Mendoza, in

which, and in other characters of a similar

class, he was unrivalled in his day. Quick
may be considered as one of the last of the
Garrick school. In 1798 he quitted the stage,
after having been before the public thirty-six

years, and did not again appear, excepting a
few nights at the Lyceum after the destruc-
tion of Covent Garden Theatre. He died

April 4, 1831, at Islington, where he had long
resided. Thesp. Diet. Ann. Biog.
QUILLOT (CLAUDE) born 1650, the son

of an artisan at Arnay le Due in France, an

ecclesiastic, who passed for a long time as the
author of a pretended heresy, named from
him Quillotism. His reputation for piety re-

commended him to a great number of peni-
tents, among whom were some of the most

distinguished individuals in Dijon. The
question of quietism was agitated about that

time, and Quillot had relations with some
accused of that heresy, as it was styled, and

among others with the good Madame Guyon,
whose writings he had caused to be distri-

buted, and among them " The Short Mode of

Prayer." Accused of quietism by the rancour
of the priesthood, he was condemned to be
detained three years in a monastery. The
secular power interfered, and he was enlarged,
when he lived in retirement exercising his

functions. He still attracted the hatred of the

priesthood. A work was published against
him as the head of a new sect, which it was

pretended was printed at Zell. It was written

by one Hubert Maupartz. The parliament
of Dijon ordered it to be burned by the com-
mon hangman. Biog. Univ.

QUINETTE (NICHOLAS MARIE) a member
of the national convention, who before the re-

volution was an attorney or notary at Soissons,

his native place. He voted for the death of

Louis XVI, and having been sent a commis-
sioner to the army commanded by Dumouriez,
he was one of the four deputies delivered up
to the Austrians. In 1795 they were ex-

changed for the daughter of Louis XVI, and

Quinette returning to Paris became a member
of the council of five hundred. He was in

1799 appointed minister of the interior, and

in 1 800. under the consular government, made

prefect of the department of the Somme. He
displayed great wisdom in his administration,

and, after holding various offices under the

imperial government, he, in 1814, gave in his

adhesion to the deposition of Bonaparte, who

notwithstanding nominated him commissary-

extraordinary of the Somme and the Lower
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Seine, and a member of the chamber of peers
during the hundred days. After the second
abdication of Napoleon, Quinette was called
by Fouche' to form a part of the provisional
government. Towards the close of 1815 he
was banished as a regicide, when he retired to
Brussels, where he died in 1821. He was the
author of a "

Report of the Representatives
of the People, Camus, Bancal, Lamarque,
Quinette, and Drouet, on their Detention,
read to the Council of Five Hundred," Paris,
1796, Svo.Siofj. Univ. Class.

QUINZANO ('GIOVANNI FRANCISCO CONTI)
born at Quinzano, in the Brescian, 1484, died
1557, a modern Italian Latin poet, known
also as Quintinianus Stoa.

QUIROGA (JOSEPH) a Spanish Jesuit, dis-

tinguished by his labours as a missionary in
South America. He was a native of Lugo in

Gallicia, and, having studied mathematics, was
admitted into a naval school, and subsequently
made several sea voyages before he took the
habit of St Ignatius. He then went to Ame-
rica to preach the gospel, and also had a com-
mission from the king of Spain to explore
Terra Magellanica, and ascertain whether that

country afforded any harbour fit for commer-
cial establishments. Returning to Europe, he
visited Rome to give an account of the mis-
sions of Paraguay, and he died at Bologna in

1 784. He published
" Tratado del Arte Ver-

dadera de Navigar por Circulo paralelo a la

Equinoxial," 1784; and the journal of his

travels is also extant. Many of his MSS are

preserved at Bologna. Iltid.

QUIROS (LORENZO) born atSauliss, Estre-

madura, in 1717, died 1789, a Spanish painter
and imitator of Murillo. He afterwards be-

came a copyist of the works of Murillo, at

Seville, and sold them through an agent. He
left some of his works at Madrid, and others

of the larger cities of Spain. Bryan's Diet.

QUIROS (PEDRO FERNANDEZ de) a cele-

brated Spanish navigator, born about the

middle of the sixteenth century. He accom-

panied Mendana, as first pilot, in his second

voyage in 1595; and on the death of that

officer, towards the close of it, he succeeded
to the command of the expedition. He after-

wards went to Madrid to solicit the patronage
of Philip III to a scheme for the discovery of

an Antarctic continent. Having obtained a

royal commission, he sailed from Callao in

South America, in December 1605, with two
vessels and a corvette ;

and after exploring
Otaheite, the New Hebrides, aud many other

islands, subsequently visited by Wallis, Cook,
and Bougainville, he returned to Mexico in

October 1606. He again applied to the king
for assistance towards the prosecution of his

discoveries; but he died at Panama in 1614,

while making preparations for a new voyage.
A memoir, which he addressed to Philip III,

was published in Latin at Amsterdam in 1613,

and in French at Paris in 1617. Desbrosxes,

Navigations aux Terres Australes. Biog.
Univ.

QUIROS (THEODORE) born 1599, in Gal-

licia, died 1662, a Spanish missionary, who
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embarked in 1637 for the Philippine Islands,
and spent his life' in his religious duties

among the Asiatic islands. He left a dic-

tionary of the Tagala tongue, a catechism, and
a " Treatise on Devotion to the Rosary,"
often reprinted in Manilla.

QUITA (DOMINGOS DOS REIS) a Portuguese
poet, born January 6, 1 728. He passed the

early part of his life in penury, and received

no instruction but what he derived from read-

ing the works of Camoens and F. R. de
Lobo. At the age of fifteen he was appren-
ticed to a barber, but his attachment to learn-

QUITA.
ing enabled him to overcome all obstacles to

improvement, and at length he obtained the

patronage of count San Lorenzo, and was ad-
mitted a member of the Society of Arcades at

Lisbon. He suffered from the earthquake in

1755, but he fortunately found a protector in

donna Theresa Theodora de Alvieu, the wife

of a physician, in whose house he resided till

his death in 1770. He was the author of five

tragedies ; sonnets, elegies, pastorals, &c. His
best production is a tragedy entitled

" Inez

de Castro." His works were published at

Lisbon, in 2 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.
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RABBE
(ALPHONSE) born at Riez, Basses

Alps, 1786, died at Paris 1830, a French

author, who belonged for two years to the

military administration of the French army
in Spain, where he studied the language and
literature of the country. On returning home
he wrote the historical part of the " Pic-

turesque Journey into Spain
"
of Laborde. In

1812 he wrote an "
Abridgment of the His-

tory of Russia." which made a portion of the
"
Historical, Geographical, and Moral Picture

of the Russian Empire, by Raynouard. In

1813 he went into Provence, and supported
the cause of the royalists. Charged with a

difficult mission, he was arrested on the fron-

tier of Navarre, but soon recovered his free-

dom. He then became an advocate at Aix,
and soon after published a pamphlet

" On the

Utility of the Journals published in the Pro-
vinces." In 1820 he published "The Pho-
ceen." He adopted liberal principles, and bis

boldness got him imprisoned several times.

He wrote in the Album, the Tablettes Uni-

verselles, and the Courier, of which he be-

came chief editor. He also wrote several

historical works, and a "
History of Alexander

of Russia," in 2 vols, &c. Bio. Diet.

RABOTTEAU (PETER PAUL) a French
dramatist and miscellaneous writer, born at

Rochelle in 1756. He was admitted in 1788
into the Academy of Belles Lettres in that

city, and nine years afterwards he settled at

Paris, where he attracted some notice by his

publications. Under the ministry of M. De-
cazes (1815-20) he was employed as sub-chief
of a division of the office of police ;

and sub-

sequently retiring to his native place, lie died
there in October 1825. Among his works are
"La Prise de la Bastille," an ode, 1790;" Les Jeux de 1'Enfance," a poem, 1802 and

1805; and some light dramatic pieces. Biog.
Univ. Class.

RACHETTI (VINCENT) born 1777, died

1819, an eminent Italian physician, born at

Crema of a family in easy circumstances. He
took his degree in the university of Padua.
In 1 8 1 he was made a professor of pathoiopy,
regal, and police medicine at Pavia. The
clinic medical professorship becoming vacant

by the death of Raggi, he filled it, but the

labour became so great as to affect his mind
;

he was obliged to resign his duties and
retire to his native city, where he died.

RACK ( EDMUND) a miscellaneous writer,
born of obscure parents at Ellingham in

Norfolk. He was an errand-boy to a draper,
who educated him, and made him his appren-
tice. He set up for himself at Bradford, and
afterwards at Bath, at which latter place he
was secretary to an agricultural society of
his own forming. He wrote a volume called
" Mentor's Letters ;" one of " Poems ;" and
another of " Miscellanies." He died in 1 787.

Enrop. Mag.
RACLE (LEONARD) an eminent architect,

born at Dijon, in France, in 1736. He ac-

quired a knowledge of mathematics almost
without a master, and was also skilled in va-

rious branches of natural philosophy. Being
introduced to Voltaire, he was employed to

erect the buildings which had been projected
at Ferney. Racle afterwards established near

Versoix, and then at Pont-de-Vaux, a manu-
facture of china ware ; and he was also em-

ployed in the construction of canals, and
erected the first iron bridge which was seen

in France. He likewise invented a kind of

durable cement, susceptible of a high polish.
His death took place in 1791. He published
" Re'flexions sur le Cours de la Riviere de
1'Ain et les Moyens de le fixer," Bourg, 1790,
8vo ; and he left other works in manuscript.
M. Amanton published Notice Biographique
sur L. Racle, Dijon, 1810, 8vo. Biog. Univ.

Class.

RADDI (JOSEPH) born at Florence 1770,
died 1829, an Italian botanist who was bred

up in the shop of an apothecary. His love

for the natural sciences showed itself early
in life, and he obtained employment in the

museum of physics at Florence through the

grand duke Ferdinand III. In 1817 he made
a scientific voyage to Brazil, and brought
home a rich collection of plants and animals.

A commission being sent to Egypt under

Champollion, the grand duke of Tuscany
added Raddi to the party, as well as Ricci for

draftsman. In Egypt Raddi was attacked
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with dysentery, and died at Rhodes on his

way home. Almost all his scientific -writings
are contained in articles inserted in the jour-
nals or publications of learned societies, as the

Journal of Pisa, the Anthology of Florence,
&c. His only separate publications relate to

cryptogamous plants.
RADEMACHER (GERARD) bora at Am-

sterdam 1072, died 1711, a Dutch painter,
the son of a carpenter. His pictures are large
views of particular objects, which appear as

if painted to emulate the size of the reality,
but are striking in their effect, and remark-

ably accurate in their architectural details.

Abraham Rademacher is said to have been
the younger brother of Gerard, born 1675;
other statements make him only a relative.

He used Indian ink and guache with such
effect that some of his pieces in the latter

style seem painted in oil. His landscapes
were objects of general admiration in his day.
He died 1735. Bryan's Diet. Bib. Univ.

RADET (ETIENNE) born at Varenms,
France, 1762, died 1825. He was originally
in the service of the prince de Conde, and
entered the military service in 1800. He
rose to the rank of general, and was sent to

organize the French gendarmerie. In 1809 he
was commanded to take Pope Pius VII from

Rome, a remarkable incident worthy of re-

cord. A telegraphic dispatch ordered the

general to leave Paris in twenty-four hours

for Rome. He communicated his orders to

the governor-general of that city, who, not

having received positive instructions, limited

himself to giving Radet the direction of the

police. The night of the 5th of July 1809

was fixed upon by him for the execution of

the orders he had received. Aided by a

number of gend'armes and national guards,
he applied ladders, about two in the morning,
to the windows of the Quirinal palace, where
the pope had shut himself up. He forced

the inner doors and arrived, followed by
armed men and torch-bearers, at the ante-

room which preceded the chamber in which
the pope slept. His holiness ordered the door

to be opened, having risen at the unusual

noise, and put on his ordinary habit. General

Radet went up to him, hat in hand, and said,
"
Holy father, I come by the orders of my

sovereign, emperor of the French, to tt-ll you
that you must renounce the temporal domi-

nion of the states of the church." The pope
still sitting tranquilly said,

"
1 am not able."

" If your holiness would consent to this re-

nunciation I doubt not but affairs might be

happily arranged, and the emperor would

treat your holiness with the greatest respect"
The pope, rising, answered,

"
I am not able

I ought not, I will not. I have promised
before God to preserve to the holy church

all its possessions, and I shall never be want-

ing to the oath that I have sworn to maintain

them." "
Holy father," answered the ge-

neral,
" I am very sorry that your holiness

will not agree to this request, because in re-

fusing it you will expose yourself to fresh

troubles." "I have said that," replied the
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pope, "which nothing upon earth shall in-
duce me to change ; 1 am ready to give the
last drop of my blood, to lose life at this

moment, sooner than to violate the oath I
have taken before God.'' "

Very well, the
resolution which you thus take will perhaps
be to you the source of great misfortunes."
"

I am decided," the pope replied,
" and no-

thing can shake my resolution." "
Then,"

replied the general,
" since such is the reso-

lution of your holiness, I am sorry at the
orders my sovereign has given me, and at
the commission I have received." "In truth,

my son," replied the pope,
" that commission

will not procure to you the benediction of
heaven." "

Holy father, 1 must take you
with me," observed Radet,

" such is my
commission ; I regret to be obliged to execute

it, because I am a Catholic and son of the
church." The pope was only allowed one
half hour to prepare, and then, being seated
in a carriage waiting at the door of the

palace, he was escorted out of Rome by
general Radet, who at Florence confided his

holiness to other hands, and returned to his

duties of the police at Rome. Radet was
made a baron in 1809, but he was never
heard to speak of his achievement at Rome.
After 1814 the general remained unemployed
until the return of Napoleon from Elba. In

1816 he was arrested and sent to Besanc,on,
for the part he took in 1815, tried and con-

demned to nine years' imprisonment, but set

free in 1818. Bioy. Univ.

RADET (JEAN 'BAPTISTE) born at Dijon
1751, died 1830, a dramatic author, and one
of the regenerators of the French theatre of
Vaudevilles The number of his represented

pieces is said to have amounted to eighty.
Bib. Univ.

RADLOFF (Jons GOTTLIEB) a German
writer, born in 1775, at Lauchstadt, and died

at Berlin in 1825. He was professor-emeritus
at the gymnasium of Bonn, and was the

author of some valuable works on the early

history of Germany, and on the German lan-

guage. liev. Encycl. Biog. Univ. Class.

RADONVILLIERS (CLAUDE FH. LY-
SARDE de) a French ecclesiastic and public

writer, born at Paris in 1709. He became

sub-preceptor to the royal children of France,
counsellor of state, and a member of the

French Academy. Among his works are,
"

Traite' sur la Manicre d'apprendre les

Langtu-s," 17C8, 12mo; a comedy entitled
" Les Talens inutiles ;" a translation of the

first three books of the JEnciA
;
and another

of the Lives of Cornelius Nepos. The " Mis-

cellaneous Works" of the abbe' Radonvillicrs

were published at Paris in 1807, 3 vols, 8vo.

His death took place in 1 789. Bioy. Univ.

RADZIWIL (NICHOLAS) the fourth of

that name, palatine of Wilna in the sixteenth

century. He was descended from an ancient

and noble Lithuanian family, and having dis-

tinguished himself by his valour in the war

with the Teutonic knights in 1557, he was

nominated governor of Livonia. Subsequently

he was employed against the Russians, who
2C
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had conquered Lithuania, when he completely
defeated their army, and acquired the reputa-
tion of courage throughout Europe. Prince
Radziwil was a zealous Protestant, and the
first synod of the Polish reformers was held
in his palace of Wilna in 1557. He procured
the establishment of a printing-press at Brzes-

cia, whence issued a Polish translation of the

Bible, on which he expended three thousand
ducats. The date of this work, copies of
which are extremely rare, is 1563. Radziwil
died in 1567. RADZIWIL (NICHOLAS CHRIS-
TOPHER) duke of Oeica and Nieswitz, eldest

son of the preceding, was boru in 1549. He
abjured Lutheranism, and during a fit of
sickness he made a vow to go in pilgrimage
to the Holy Land, in consequence of which
he took a journey thither in 1582, and return-

ing home, in 1584 he became marshal of the

court, and afterwards waiwode of Troska and
ofWida. He died in 1616. His "Journey
to the Holy Land," which contains curious

details relative to Palestine, Egypt, and the

neighbouring countries, was translated from
the original Polish into Latin by Thomas
Tretter, custos of the church of Warmia, and

published under the title of "
lerosolymitana

Peregrinatio illust. Pr. N. Ch. Radzivil,"

Brunsberg, 1601, folio; second edition, cor-

rected and augmented, Antwerp, 1614, folio.

RADZIWIL (FRANCES) first wife of Mich.
Casimir Radziwil, palatine of Wilna, in the
last century, wrote several dramatic pieces,

published collectively in 1751. She was also

the authoress of a "Treatise on the Duties
of a Christian Soldier," Wilna, 1748, 12mo;
and "

Instruction," for her children. The
second wife of the same prince also distin-

guished herself by her literary talents, and
left a collection of poetical productions.
RADZIWIL (ULRTC, prince) grand constable
of Lithuania in the eighteenth century, pub-
lished a number of poems, one of which was
entitled "The Miseries of Man in all Con-
ditions of Life," 1741, 8vo.Zaluski Biblioth.

Poetar. I'olonor. Biog. Univ.
RAFF (ANTONY) born at Bonn 1710, died

1790, a celebrated German singer. Bib.
Univ.

RAFFENEL (CLA0DE DENIS) a French

writer, born in the department of Jura about
1797. He was bred to commerce, and after

having been attached to the French consulate

at Smyrna, he returned home and became
tutor to the sons of general Lafayette. In
1826 he went to Greece with colonel Fabvier,
and was killed at the siege of Athens, January
27, 1827. Raffenel was the author of " His-
toire complete des Evenemens de la Grece de-

puis k'S premieres Troubles jusqu*a ce Jour,"
1825, 3 vols, 8vo, besides other works. Biog.
Univ. Clnsss.

RAGHIB PACHA (MOHAMMED) grand
vizir of the Ottoman empire, was born about
1702. He manifested at an early period a
decided taste for learning, which procured
him the surname of Raghib, or the student.

Being admitted into an office under the

Turkish government, he successively filled

RAHN.
different employments, till in 1736 he became

secretary-general to the grand vizir, and the

following year he was sent plenipotentiary to

the congress of Niemerov, where he signed a

treaty with the minister of the emperor of

Germany. This mission led to his being
appointed reis effendi, or secretary of state

for foreign affairs. He was subsequently
made a pacha of three tails, and in succession

held the governments of Aidin, Aleppo, and

Egypt. In 1757 he was elevated by the sul-

tan Osman III to the dangerous post of su-

preme vizir, which he retained till his death
in 1768. M. Chenier says Raghib was one of
the most enlightened men among the Turks in

the last century, as well as the best writer.

There is extant a miscellany entitled "
Sefinei

Raghib," The Vessel of the Studious, contain-

ing philosophical and theological dissertations,
a collection of poems, a selection of remark-
able words and sentences, and a collection of
letters on diplomacy and administration. He
had undertaken a History of China in the
Turkish language, left unfinished at his

death
;
and he was the founder of the library

at Constantinople which bears his name.
RAGOIS ( le) a French ecclesiastic,

who, through the influence of madame de
Maintenon, was appointed preceptor to the

duke of Maine, natural son of Louis XIV.
For the use of that nobleman he composed
his

" Instruction sur 1'Histoire de France et

I'Histoire Romaine," 1684, 12mo, of which
there are a great number of re-impressions,
[n 1820 M. Moustalon published a vastly im-

proved edition of the work, augmented with
an abridgment of geography, poetical history,
&c, 2 vols, 12mo. Biog. Univ.

RAGUENET (FRANCIS) a French eccle-

siastic, was a native of Rouen. In 1689 he

gained a prize from the French Academy
br a discourse,

" Sur le Merite et 1'Utilite' de

Vlartyre." In 1704 he published "A Parallel
of the Italians and French in regard to Music
and the Opera," in which he gave the pre-
'erence to the Italian music, and thus dis-

)leasing his countrymen, occasioned a violent

controversy. He also wrote " Histoire d'Oliver

Cromwell," 4to
;

" Histoire du Vicomte de
Turenne ;"

" Les Monumens de Rome," 1 2mo
;

and "
Histoire de PAncien Testament," 12mo.

Diet. Hist.

RAHN (JOHN CONRAD) a physician of

Zurich, who died in 1788, at the age of fifty-
one. He was a member of the grand council

of Zurich, and he belonged to the Society of

Natural History in that city, to whose Trans-
actions he was a contributor. Among his

works are,
" Dissertatio de Aquis Mineral!bus

i^abariensibus, seu Piperinis," Leyden, 1757,
4to

;
and a treatise on dysentery, in German.

RAHN (JOHN HENRY) a Swiss physician,
)orn at Zurich in 1749. He obtained the

irofessorship of natural philosophy at the

gymnasium in his native city ;
and in 1 782 he

)ecame one of the founders of the Medico-

urgical Institute, and he contributed to the

?stablishment of various other scientific so-

cieties. Being created a count-palatine by the
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elector Charles Theodore, he was a deputy to

the Helvetic National Assembly in 1799. He
died in 1812, leaving many medical works,
chiefly written in German. Bwg. Univ.
Class,

RAIEWSTI (MIDAS) born 1771, died

1840, a Russian general, of distinguished
bravery, whose conduct and skill formed a

striking contrast with that of many other

officers of his nation, who, equally intrepid,
were his inferiors in ability. He was much
employed by the emperor Nicholas. Bib.

Univ.

RAIMOND, surnamed De C4uny, being
a monk of that order, born at Toulouse in the

beginning of the twelfth century, and died
1 1 50. He was attached to letters, and in the

solitude of the cloister where he dwelt the

sciences seemed to find their sole asylum, such
as they were in those times. He was given
to the culture of Latin poetry, but time has
obliterated his works, his reputation alone re-

maining. The Roman kalendar has ST. RAI-

MOND, born in Catalonia in Spain, in 1175, who
died, one hundred years old, in 1275. PETER
RAIMOND, a troubadour, surnamed "le Preux,"
or " the Worthy," born in the latter part of
the twelfth century, and died 1230. Idem.

RAIMONDI (JOHN BAPTIST) a celebrated

Orientalist, born at Cremona, in Italy, about
1540. He passed several years in Asia,
where he acquired a knowledge of the Arabic,

Armenian, Syriac, and Hebrew languages.

Returning to Italy, cardinal Ferdinand de
Medicis made him director of the Oriental

press, whence originated the famous institu-

tion of the Propaganda. Raimondi was for a

long time engaged in preparing a Polyglott
Bible more complete than those of Alcala and

Antwerp, but want of funds obliged him to

abandon the undertaking. He published in

1610 an Arabic Grammar, dedicated to pope
Paul V. The period of his death is uncer-

tain. Bioff. Univ.

RAISSON (FRANgois ETIENNE JAMES)
born 1760, at Paris, died 1835, one of those

demagogues who figured in the different

phases of the French revolution. He had a

clerkship in the office of the minister of po-

lice, which he held until his retirement.

Bib. Univ.

RAKOUBAH, or RAGUBAH, peishwah,
or prince-regent, of the Mahrattas, was born

about the middle of the eighteenth century.
He acted an important part in the events

which occurred in the East Indies from 1772

to 1782. Having usurped the sovereign power,
to the prejudice of his nephew, he was de-

posed and abandoned by all the Mahratta

chiefs, when he fled to Bombay and procured
the protection of the English government. At

length, peace taking place between the East

India company and the Mahrattas, the cause

of the peishwah was abandoned by the former,
and he was allowed four months to decide on

the place of his future residence. From that

time he sank into obscurity, and the dale of

his death is not recorded. Biog. Univ. Class.

RAMBACH (FREDERIC EBEUUARD) coun-
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seller of state to the emperor of Russia, and
professor in the university of Dorbat, was
bora at Quedliuburg in 1767, and died at
Reval, where he had gone for the benefit of
his health, in July 1826. He was the author
of many dramatic pieces, one of which is

entitled " Die Kuhpockeu," The Cow-pox ;

and of several popular works relative to polite
literature. A'euer Nekrolder De.utsclien, 1826.
RAMEL (JOHN PETER) a French general

officer, born at Cahors in 1770. He was chief
of a battalion in the army of the Pyrenees in

1794, when he incurred the hatred of the jaco-
bius, and narrowly escaped falling a sacrifice

to their vengeance. Being set at liberty after
sixteen months' imprisonment, he was ap-
pointed adjutant-general, and made a cam-
paign on the Rhine, under Moreau. He
valiantly defended the fortress of Kehl, of
which he had the command

;
and in 1797 he

was made commander of the guard of the two
councils, under the directorial government.
His conduct in this station has been the sub-

ject of much animadversion
;
ana he was one

of the victims to the revolution of the 18th of
Fructidor. He was then banished, with fifteen

more persons, to Cayenne, whence Ramel,
Pichegru, Barthelemy, Willot, and others
made their escape, in June 1798, to the Dutch

colony of Surinam. Ramel thence embarked
for England ;

and in 1 799 he published" Journal sur les Faits relatifs a la Journe'e

du 1 8 Fructidor, sur le Transport, le Srjour,
et 1'Evasion des De'porte's." After the ele-

vation of Bonaparte to power this officer re-

turned to France, and entering into active

service made many campaigns. In 1S14 he
was made a major-general, and in 1815 ap-

pointed commandant of Toulouse. He re-

tained that post after the second restoration

of Louis XVIII, and he exerted himself to

establish tranquillity among the inhabitants ;

but having endeavoured to disarm the com-

panies of Verdets, whose existence was not

authorised by the government, he became all

at once the object of public displeasure. A
band of ruffians, having vowed his destruc-

tion, rushed into his hotel, wounded him in

several places, and covered with his blood

paraded the city. The unfortunate general
survived this outrage two days, and died

August 17, 1815, without having denounced
his assassins. M. de Villele, who was then

mayor of Toulouse, published a proclamation
relative to this affair. Bioy. Univ. Class.

RAMELLI (AUGUSTIN) an ingenious me-
chanic and engineer, born about 1531, in the

duchy of Milan. He acquired an intimate ac-

quaintance with literature, arts, and sciences,

and especially with mathematics. Having
adopted the military profession, he signalized
himself on several occasions in tho armies of

the emperor Charles V, and afterwards going
to France, he was well received by the duke

of Anjou, who made him his engineer. That

prince, who became successively king of

Poland and France, continued his patronage
to Ramelli, and bestowed on him a consider-

able pension. He died in 1590. He was the
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author of a rare and curious work, entitled
" Le Diverse ed Artificiose Machine," con-

sisting of 195 plates, with descriptions in

Italian and French, Paris, 1588, folio.

RAMEY (CLAUDE) born at Dijon 1754,

died 1838, a distinguished French statuary.
Bib. Univ.

KAMMOHUN ROY, rajah, a Hindoo of

the Bramin caste, who became a convert to

Christianity, and obtained distinction both by
h'is writings and as a diplomatist. He was a

native of the province of Bengal, properly so

called, and was born in the district of Burd-

wau, the most fertile and populous part of

British India. In Lower Bengal there are

two distinct classes of Bramins ; namely,
those who trace their descent from the indi-

genous priesthood of that territory, and those

descended from certain emigrants in the

nortli-west of Hindostan, who established

themselves in Bengal shortly subsequent to

the conquest of that country by the Moham-
medans, nine hundred years ago. The true

Bengali Bramin is generally held in little

respect, being neither esteemed for learning
nor purity of blood

;
but those of western

ancestry are highly venerated, and to this

class of Bramins belonged Rammohun Roy.
Considerable attention appears to have been

bestowed on his early education, for long
before he had any connexion with the Euro-

peans he was instructed at home in all the

learning in which the Bramin youth are

usually initiated, and was afterwards sent to

the celebrated seminary of Benares, where he

remained during several years engaged in the

study of the Sanscrit language. His first

acquaintance with the English tongue he
owed to the patronage and attention of Mr
John Digby, collector of the land-tax in the

district of Rungpore, one of the most easternly

portions of Bengal. He was at first only a

clerk in the office of Mr Digby, but his

merit soon raised him to the highest office

that a native Hindoo can hold under the

British government, that of a dewan, or chief

native superintendant. It was in this official

situation that he acquired the little fortune

that enabled him to become a zemindar, or

proprietor. The territorial power and dig-

nity which he thus obtained was not, how-

ever, very considerable, for as zemindar of

Hooghly, his income did not exceed 1000/. a

year. In politics Rammohun Roy was a re-

publican. At Calcutta he seldom or ever

visited the Government house, and kept aloof

from intercourse with all the chief public
functionaries. Among the Europeans his

principal associates were persons belonging
to the ultra-liberal party. In 1823, when the

conductors of periodical journals were prose-
cuted at Calcutta, he boldly wrote and printed
a petition to the king in council against the

measures of the Anglo-Indian local govern-
ment

;
and it is said that the tract is one of

the best written which appeared on the im-

portant subject to which it related. He dis-

tinguished himself in 1820 by giving a public
entertainment in honour of the revolutions

RAMMOHUN ROY.
which had occurred in Spain, Sardinia, and

Naples in that year. His talents procured
him high reputation among his countrymen,
and he was sent to England on a mission from
the king of Delhi, thus becoming, in feet,
an ambassador to this country from the great
Mogul. That prince had by treaty a good
claim against the East India Company to

the extent of full half a million of money.
During his entire residence in England Ram-
mohun Roy, notwithstanding the numerous
obstacles thrown in his way, carried on a ne-

gotiation for his employer with the utmost

skill, firmness, and perseverance, and only a
short time before his death he brought the
matter to a successful termination by a com-

promise. According to the arrangement
which he concluded, the sum of 3u,('00/. is

to be added to the annual stipend of the Mo-
gul ; who, in consideration of the services of
Rammohun Roy, gave to him and his heirs

Cor ever a yearly sum of from 3000/. to 4000/.

sterling. This is stated to have been the best

bargain for the Kast India Company that

could have been made relative to a transaction

by some deemed the most discreditable to our

policy of all that have occurred since the go-
vernment of Clive and Hastings. An account
of the case was printed, but not published, by
Rammohun Roy. It may be here mentioned,
that the title of Rajah was formally bestowed
on Rammohun, by the Mogul, a short time
before he entered on his mission. The great

Mogul, shorn as he is of power, is still the sole

legitimate fountain of honour in Hindostan,

where, however, the title of rajah is as com-
mon as that of baron in Germany, or as that

of count was in France before the Revolution.

While Rammohun resided in England, being
invested with a diplomatic character, his

politics were less obtruded than in India,

where he was under no such restraint ; but
still he never allowed an opportunity to pass
without expressing his sincere and ardent ap-

probation of all liberal institutions. The ob-

stacles to the passing of the Reform Bill kept
him in a perfect fever of anxiety ;

as he con-

ceived that, independent of its own merits,
Reform afforded the only chance likely to

occur in his days for procuring an improved
government for his countrymen in India.

Rammohun Roy became a convert to Christi-

anity before he quitted his native country.
He published a treatise in English on the

Doctrine of the Trinity, and is understood to

have professed the principles of Unitarianism,

though he usually attended the service of the

Established Church. He died September 28,

1833, aged about sixty. When it is considered
that Rammohun Roy was in a great degree
self-taught, the extent of his acquirements
must be admitted to have been remarkable.
He was a thorough master of the Sanscrit

language, and of the Arabic ; he was an ex-

ceedingly good Persian scholar, and quoted
the Persian poets liberally, appropriately, and

gracefully ; and of course he well understood >,

the Hindoo and Bengali tongues. He hadj
read a great deal of English literature, chiefly
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historical

;
and he wrote in our language with

grammatical accuracy and ability, having
been, as may be supposed, a better writer
than he was a speaker of the language. With
the view of becoming able to read the Jewish

Scriptures in the original, he entered on the'

study of the Hebrew, his progress in which
was much facilitated by his previous acquaint-
ance with the cognate Arabic

;
and he is re-

ported to have prosecuted his Hebrew studies

with much success. He must on the whole
be regarded rather as a clever and dexterous
dialectician than as a close or profound rea-

souer. He was a quick and keen observer of

character, and, in the ordinary intercourse of

life, discreet, and prudent. As far as his

fortune enabled him, he was liberal and

generous, ready to listen to a tale of woe, and
too often the victim of imposition. He was
above the middle size, and his person, though
not without apparent symmetry, was un-

wieldy and void of grace and activity. His
features were large, manly, and fine

;
and it

has been remarked that they were rather

such as are oftener observed in the paintings
of Italian masters than in real life in any
country. Gent. Mag.
RAMOND DE CARBONNIERES (baron

Louis FRANCIS ELIZABETH) counsellor of

state, member of the French Institute, com-
mandant of the legion of honour, &c, was
born at Strasburgh in 1755. At the beginning
of the Revolution he belonged to the royal
household troops, and at that period he had

aaquired considerable reputation as a philoso-

pher and geologist. In 1791 he was chosen a

deputy from Paris to the Legislative Assem-

bly, in which he was one of the most zealous

defenders of the monarchical government.

Being obliged to flee after the 10th of August,
1 792, he spent the remainder of the reign of

terror in travelling amidst the Pyrenean moun-

tains, and on his re-appearing, after the fall

of Robespierre, he was appointed professor of

natural history at the central school of the

department of the Upper Pyrenees. From 1800

to 1806 he was a member of the legislative

body, and he subsequently obtained the pre-
fecture of Puy-de-Uome. On the restoration

of the king, he was made master of requests
in ordinary August, 1815; and counsellor of

state extraordinary in 1818. His death took

place May 14, 1827. M. Ramond translated

Coxe's Travels in Switzerland; and published
" Observations faites dans les Pyre'ne'es,"

17b9, 2 vols, 8vo; "Opinions sur les Lois

Constitutionnelles," 1791, 8vo; ''Voyage au

Mont Perdu," 1801, 8vo; and " Me'moire sur

la Formule Barome'trique de la Me'canique

Celeste," 1812, 4to. Rev. Encycl. Bib. Univ.

Class.

RAMONDINI (ViNCENZio) born 1758 at

Messina, died 1811, at Naples, an eminent

Italian naturalist. Bib. Univ.

RAMPON (ANTOINE GUILLAUME) born

1759. died 184*, a French general, who dis-

tinguished himself in the wars of the Repub-
lic and empire. He was made a peer of

Frauce. There is scarcely an action of mo-
38 'J
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ment in which his name does not occur in the
annals of the war down to 1815. Biutt. i'niv
RANIERI BISCIA (Loins) born 1744,

died 1836, an Italian poet and antiquary, a
native of Dovadola, in Tuscany. Bib. Dniv.
RANTZAU (HENRY) a native of Holstein,

horn in 1526. He accompanied Charles V to
the siege of Metz, was appointed governor of
Holstein, and was not only a patron of lite-

rary men, but was also himself the author of
several works, some of which, however, relate
to the worthless though once fashionable sub-

ject of astrology. Among his other produc-
tions are "

Genealogia Ranzoviana,'' Hamburg,
1585, 4to; "Historia Belli Dithmarsici,"
published under the name of Chr. Cilicius,
Basil. 1570;

" Commentarius Billkus, libris
VI distinctus," Frankf. 1595, 4to

; besides
Latin epigrams and other poems. He died in

1598. Bioy. Univ. Class. There was another
HENRY DE RANTZAU, who wrote an account
of his travels to Jerusalem, Egypt, and Con-
stantinople, published at Copenhagen, 1669,
4to, in the Danish language, and of which a
German translation appeared at Hamburg,
1704, 8vo. He died in 1672, at the age of

seventy -six. Moreri.

RANTZAU (JosiAH, count de) marshal in

the French service, was born in the duchy of
Holstein at the beginning of the sixteenth

century. He was descended from an ancient
and illustrious family, and entered when
young into the Swedish army. In KJ35 he
went to France with the chancellor Oxeu-
stiern

;
and the king, Louis XIII, being

pleased by his agreeable manners, made him
a major-general, and gave him the command
of two regiments. Being employed in the

army which invaded Franehe-Comte', he lost

an eye at the siege of Dole
;
and he defended

St Jean de Lone against Gallas, whom he
forced to retreat. Subsequently he served

under the duke of Orleans and the duke

d'Enghien (afterwards the great Coude') in

Germany and Flanders, where he lost a leg
and was wounded in the hand. In 1645 he
took Gravelines, and the same year was made
a marshal of France, after having promised
to abjure Lutheranism. He was made go-
vernor of Dunkirk in 1646, and he captured
Dixmude and Lens, and completed the con-

quest of Flanders. Becoming an object of

suspicion to cardinal Mazarin, he was confined

eleven months in the Bastile. and died soon

after his liberation in 1650. There is extant

a " Relation de ce qui s'est pass k la Mort de
Josias Comte de Rantzau," Paris, K.50, 4to.

He was so mutilated in the course of his

various campaigns, that he had at last only
one eye, one ear, one arm, and one leg.

Biog. Univ.

RAOUL DE CAEN, so called from the

place of his birth, was an historical writer of

the eleventh century. He followed the cele-

brated Tancred to Palestine in the first cru-

sade in 1096, and described the exploits of

that hero in a work entitled
" Gestes de Tan-

crede." Father Martene published this piece
in the third volume of his Anecdotes : it MS
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since appeared in the great collection of Mu-
ratori

;
and more recently in M. Guizot's Me-

moires relatifs a 1'Histoire de France. Raoul
is supposed to have died about the year 1115.

Biog. Univ. Cluss.

RASK (ERASMUS CHRISTIAN) born at

Brondekild in Frisonia 1784, died at Copen-
hagen 1832, professor of history and librarian

of the university of Copenhagen. He was

deeply versed in Scandinavian and Icelandic

literature. He travelled through Sweden,
Finland, and Russia, for scientific purposes,
and his studies enabled him to trace up to

their sources the oldest languages of the north.

He travelled into Persia, India, and Ceylon,
to acquire a knowledge of the Oriental man-
ners and languages, and brought home with
him to Copenhagen 113 rare MSS, in lan-

guages of the East. In 1819 he published
" A Grammar of the Sanscrit tongue." He
also gave to the world " Researches into the

origin of the Icelandic Language, or the an-

cient Norse." " A comparative Table of the

Mother Tongues of Europe and the South'west
of Asia." ' A Grammar of the Frisonic Lan-

guage," and a work " On the Antiquity and
the Authenticity of the Zend and of the Zend-
avesta." Bib. Univers.

RASORI (JOHN) an eminent Italian phy-
sician, born at Parma in 1767. He studied

medicine at Florence, Pavia, and in England,
where he adopted the Brunonian system, and
on his return home he published a translation

of the works of Dr Brown. He became pro-
fessor of pathology at Pavia, but was obliged
to resign that office on account of his political

opinions. On the entrance of the French into

Italy, in 1796, Dr Rasori went to Milan, where
he published a journal entitled " L'Amico
della Liberia e dell' Uguaglianza." He was
made secretary to the minister of the interior

of the Cisalpine republic, which employment
he was forced to resign in 1797

;
and he then

returned to Pavia, where he was professor of
the practice of medicine. He afterwards re-

moved to Milan, and when the Austro-Russian

army entered the Milanese in 1799, he took

refuge at Genoa, where Massena then held
the command. After the battle of Marengo
he again went to Milan, and obtained the

places of first physician to the government,
chief of the military hospital, and professor
of clinical medicine at the hospital of the

Santa Corona. From these offices he was re-

moved by the minister of the interior of the

kingdom of Italy. Towards the end of 1814
he was arrested as an accomplice in the con-

spiracy of the Carbonari, and confined in the
citadel of Mantua, whence he was released
two years after, and died in 1823. Besides
the works of Dr Brown, he translated Dar-
win's Zoonomia, and was the author of " Storia

della Febre Petechialedi Geneva," 1803, 8vo,
and various other publications. Univ. Class.

RASSICOD (STEPUKN) a counsellor of the

parliament at Paris, who died at that city in

1718. He devoted himself at first to the

study of the ancient languages and the belles

lettres, but he afterwards applied himself par-

RAULIN.
ticularly to jurisprudence. He was the author
of " Notes sur le Coneile de Trente,'' with a
dissertation on the authority and reception of
that council in France, Paris, 1700, 8vo

; and
he was one of the contributors to the Journal
des Savans. Camusat. Hist. Crit. des Jour-
naux. Biog. Univ. Class.

RAS-WELLETA-SKLASSE, or RAS-
WALDER-SERLASSEY, principal minister

or viceroy of Tigrc in Abyssinia. He was
born about 1746, and died in 1816. He dis-

tinguished himself among his half-civilized

contemporaries by the extent of his views,
his wisdom, and his generosity. Many in-

teresting details relative to the African states-

man are to be found in the Abyssinian Travels
of Bruce, who visited Africa during that

period when the Ras held the reins of govern-
ment. Salt's Travels iit Abyssinia. Biog.
Univ. Class.

RATALLER (GEORGE) born 1528, died

1581, a philologist and Latin poet of Holland.
He studied the law both in France and Italy,
and commenced his literary labours by a
translation of Sophocles remarkable for purity
of style and elegance. He also translated
"
Ajax," the "

Antigona," and " Electra." In
1566 he was sent ambassador from the duchess
of Parma in the Low Countries to the court

of Denmark, where his prudence and ability
were rewarded, after a residence of three

years, with the place of president of the

council at Utrecht. In the midst of his public
business he relaxed nothing of love for learn-

ing, and was translating Euripides when he
was struck with apoplexy. Bib. Univers.

RATT1 (JEAN AUGUSTIN) born at Savona

1699, died at Genoa 1775, a painter, the pupil
of Luti. He painted several historical works
of merit, which are yet in the chamber of
Savona.

RAULIN (JOHN) a celebrated French

preacher of the fifteenth century. He was
born at Toul in 1443, became a Cluniac monk
in 1497, and died at Paris in 1514. His works,
which were collected and published at Ant-

werp in 1612, 6 vols, 4to, comprise a Com-
mentary on the Logic of Aristotle

;
Letters

;

and Sermons. La Fontaine has borrowed from
Raulin the subject of his beautiful fable enti-

tled Animaux Malades de la Peste
;
and Rabe-

lais has adopted part of an historiette of this

author in chap. ix. and xxvii. of his Panta-

gruel. Biog. Univ.
RAULIN' (JOSEPH) an eminent physician,

born in the diocese of Auch in 1 708. He en-

gaged in the practice of his profession at Ne-

rac, where his merit was not sufficiently ap-

preciated ; but the president de Montesquieu
having induced him to remove to Paris, he
there acquired great reputation, was loaded
with honours, and employed by the govern-
ment in the composition of various medical
works. He died in 1 784. Among his prin-

cipal productions are,
" Traite' des Maladies

occasionnees par les promptes Variations de

1'Air,'' 1752, 12mo,
' Traite des Maladies

occasionne'es par les Exces de Chaleur, de

Froid," &c. 1756, 12mo; "Traite des Affec-
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tions Vaporeuses du Sexe," 1759, 12mo;" De la Conservation des Enfans," 1768, 2

vols, 12mo
; and " Traite de la Phthisic Pul-

monaire," 1784, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

RAVAILLAC (FRANCIS) a fanatical as-

sassin, the murderer of Henry IV of France.
He was born at Angouleme in 1578 or 1579.

Having been ruined by a lawsuit, he was for

a long time confined in prison for debt, and it

was during his captivity that he became the

subject of those mental hallucinations which

impelled him to the insane and atrocious act

which he ultimately committed. Regarding
the king as the protector of the Huguenots,
he became possessed with a furious rage
against him

;
and after a journey from Angou-

leme to Paris, with au intention, according to

his own account, to remonstrate with the king
against his opposition to the pope, which pur-

pose he was prevented from executing, Jta-

vaillac made a second journey to Paris, when
he committed the crime which renders him an

object of historical notoriety. On the 14th of

May 1610, he went to the Louvre, whence he
followed the royal carriage to the rue de la

Ferroniere, and it being stopped by some
obstruction in the street, he mounted the

coach wheel, and thrusting his hand in at the

window, armed with a knife, stabbed the king
to the heart. The assassin made no attempt
to escape, and being seized and interrogated,
declared that he had no accomplice, in which
assertion he persisted under the torture. He
was executed May 27, when, after undergoing
Tarious other inflictions, his limbs were torn

asunder by horses. Sally's Memoirs. Biog.
Univ.

RAVRIO (ANTOINE ANDRE) a famous
manufacturer of gilt bronzes, born in 1759 at

Paris, where he died in 1814. He united

great skill in the art he professed with consi-

derable knowledge of various sciences, and he

consecrated his leisure to poetry and litera-

ture. Ravrio was a member of the acade-

mical society of the Children of Apollo, and
of the societies of Arts and of Friendship. He

printed for his friends a collection of pieces
entitled "Mes Delassemens, ou Recueil de

Chansons," 1810-12, 2 vols, 8vo; and he was
also the author of "

Arlequin Journaliste,"

and other dramatic productions. Bioy. Univ.

Class.

RAWDON HASTINGS (FRANCIS) mar-

quis of Hastings, earl of Rawdon, &c, was

the son of John, baron Rawdon, and earl of

Moira, of the kingdom of Ireland, and was

born December 7, 1754. He was educated at

Oxford, and after a short tour on the continent

he entered into the army in 1771 as an ensign
in the 15th regiment of foot. Having ob-

tained a lieutenancy, he embarked for Ame-
rica in 1773, and he was present at the battle

of Bunker's-hill. After having served in

other engagements, he was nominated in 1778

adjutant-general of the British army in Ame-

. rica, with the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He
next commanded a distinct corps in South Ca-

rolina, where he successfully opposed general
Gates

;
and at the battle of Camden. ou the
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16th of August 1780, lord Rawdon com-
manded one wing of the army under lord
Cornwallis. He subsequently deflated general
Green

;
but the surrender of lord Cornwallis's

army, and the declining state of British affairs,

put a period to his exertions. A severe and
dangerous illness, however, obliged him to

quit the army before the conclusion of hosti-
lities. He embarked for England, and the
vessel which carried him was captured and
taken to Brest

;
but he was immediately re-

leased, and returning home was made aide-
de camp to the king, and created an English
peer by the title of baron Rawdon. He dis-

tinguished himself both in the English and
Irish parliaments, particularly in the former,
in the debates relative to the bill for the relief

of persons imprisoned for small debts. In June
1793 he succeeded his father as earl of Moira,
and the same year he was advanced to the

rank of a major-general. In the summer of

1794 he was sent with a reinforcement often
thousand men to join the duke of York, op-
posed to the French in Holland. In 1797 an

attempt was made to place him at the head of

the ministry ;
but the scheme did not succeed.

When the whigs, with whom he had acted,

came into power in 1806, he was appointed

master-general of the ordnance, which post
he resigned on the fall of his party. He was

engaged subsequently in political negotiations,
which proved abortive; and in 1812, as he

could not act with the administration then in

power, he obtained the appointment of gover-

nor-general of British India. In 1816 he was
created viscount Loudouu, earl of Rawdon,
and marquis of Hastings; and he twice re-

ceived the thanks of the East India company,
and of the houses of parliament, for his able

services in the Indies. He returned to Eng-
land in 1822, when he was succeeded by lord

Amherst. In March, 1824, he was nominated

governor of Malta, where he resided till near

the time of his death, which occurred Novem-
ber 28, 1825, on board his majesty's ship Re-

venge, in Baia bay, near Naples. The later

years of the life of this conspicuous nobleman

were clouded by the consequences of his pro-

fuse liberality and generous hospitality, parti-

cularly to the French emigrant noblesse. Un-

happily, as is usually the case with men of

uncalculatiug generosity, both with regard to

themselves and connexions, the permanent
evil in the sequel is sure to exceed the tempo-

rary good. The marquis of Hastings endured

much himself; as others have encountered

ruin and broken hearts. Ann. Biog.
RAWSON (sir WILLIAM) a celebrated

oculist, whose family name was Adams. He
was a native of Cornwall, and was apprenticed

to an eminent surgeon at Barnstaple, in Devon-

shire, after which he became the pupil of his

distinguished countryman, J. Cunningham
Saunders, who had successfully devoted his

attention to the cure of diseases of the eyes,

and especially cataract. Mr Adams adopted

the same department of professional practice ;

he established the West of England Institu-

tion for Diseases of the Eye, at Exeter, to
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which he was appointed oculist

;
and another

institution at Bath, where he performed se-

veral successful operations, and obtained high
reputation. After the death of Mr Saunders
in 1810, he succeeded him in practice, and

having removed to the metropolis, he became
a member of the Royal College of Surgeons ;

and he obtained the offices of Oculist Extra-

ordinary to the prince regent, and oculist in

ordinary to the dukes of Kent and Sussex.

He displayed his skill in the treatment of some

pensioners of Greenwich Hospital, and his

success in restoring sight to several patients
who had been totally blind was made the

subject of an official report, and he received

the honour of knighthood; an attempt was
also made to procure for him a pecuniary

grant from parliament, but it was abandoned
on the ground of his not having been the

inventor of the curative operations which he

practised with so much advantage. This

gentleman, who took the name of Rawson in

consequence of the will of a person from whom
he derived a bequest of property, died in 1829.

He was the author of ' Observations on

Ectropium, or Eversion of the Eye-lids," 1812,

8vo. Blog. Diet, of Living Authors.

RAY DE ST GENIEZ (JACQUES MARIE)
a French writer on military affairs, born at

St Geuiez in 1712. He served with distinc-

tion in the wars in Italy and Germany, and
died in 1777. His works are "L'Art de la

Guerre Pratique," 1754, 2 vols, 12nio;
" His-

toire Militaire de Louis XIII," 1765, 2 vols,

I2mo ;

" His-toire Militaire de Louis le Grand,"

1755, 3 vols, 12mo;
" L'Officier Partizan,"

1763-6C, 2 vols, 12mo;
"
Stratagemes de

Guerre des Francais," 1769, 6 vols, 12mo.

Bioy. Univ. Class.

R vYMOND (GEORGE MARIE) born at

Cherbourg 1769, died 1839. He had an ardent

thirst for learning from his earliest years.
He was professor of history and geography in

the central school of Mont Blanc, and added
to it that of mathematics. On the re- esta-

blishment of the royal house of Savoy he be-

came honorary prefect of the college of the

Jesuits, and continued its professor of geo-

graphy and mathematics to the last. He
wrote the " Hermit of St Saturnim," 2 vols

;

and " Elements of Modern Geography."
RAYNAL (JOHN) a French writer, born

at Toulouse in 1 723. He exercised the func-

tions of capitoul of that city, and those of sub-

delegate of the intendant of Languedoc ; and
he became a member of the Academy of Sci-

ences, Inscriptions, and Belles Lettres at

Toulouse. He published, in 1759,
" Histoire

de la Ville de Toulouse, avec une Notice des

Hommes illustres, une Suite Chronologique
des Evequi

js et Archeveques de cette Ville, et

une Table Gcnerale des Capitouls depuis la

Reunion du Comte' de Toulouse jusqu'a pre-

sent," 4to. He died at Argilliers in 1807.

Bioy. Univ. Class.

RAYNEVAL (FRANCIS MAXIMILIAN GE-

RARD) born at Versailles 1778, died 1836.

He was employed as a diplomatist immedi-

ately after the 18th Brumaire, when Bona-

RAZOUMOFSKI.
parte dissolved the council of five hundred,
prior to which his father had published his
" Institutes of the Rights of Nature and Na-
tions." He went first to Copenhagen, and
afterwards to other European courts. Although
employed under Napoleon for twelve years he
had never but one interview with him, and
that was during the retreat from Moscow,
when it was necessarily serious and of brirf

duration, amid the horrors surrounding them
on all sides. He was employed in the negoti-
ations of 1S13 14. Rayneval was thirty-six

years old when the Bourbons were replaced

upon the throne of France, and he was made
first secretary of embassy and consul genera!
in London, in which he was continued in

1815. He became under-secretary of state

when baron Pasquier was minister. In 1825
he was sent to Switzerland, and in 18^9 to

Vienna. A year before the death of Ferdi-
nand VII he was sent to Madrid, where his

health suffered, and he ultimately died. He
was a linguist of distinguished excellence.

Bib. Univ.

RAYNOUARD (FRANCOIS JUSTE MARIE)
born at Brignolles, France, 1761, died 1836
He commenced life as an advocate. He em
braced the cause of the revolution in modera-

tion, was arrested in Provence, and escaped
with life only by the downfall of Robespierre.
He came to Paris in 1800, with some works
which he had composed in the time he had
been able to spare from other avocations.

His tragedy of " Thp Templars," played in

1805, had great success. The preceding year
he bore off a prize from the academy for a

poem,
" Socrates in the Temple of Aglaura."

In 1806 be was nominated a member of the

legislative body, and the year following he
entered the Institute. In 1817 he replaced
Suard as perpetual secretary of the French

academy, which he resigned in 1827, to give
himself up to some philological works which
he had undertaken. His " States of Blois,"
written in 1810,

" Cato of Utica," a tragedy," Historical Monuments relative to the Con-
demnation of the Knights Templars," "Selec-
tions from the Original Poetry of the Trouba-
dours," a new selection of the like poetry,"

Philological Researches on the Latin Lan-

guage," several Latin grammatical works, a
" Roman Lexicon," a "

History of the Muni-

cipal Law of France," and various articles in

the " Journal des Savants," comprise the

larger part of his literary labours. Bib.
Univers.

RAZOUMOFSKI (count ALEXIS GREGO-
ROWITSCH) born 1709, died 1771, the favourite
of the empress Elizabeth of Russia. His
brother Cyril succeeded to his riches and

honours, leaving a son who became the fa-

vourite of Catherine II. Paul I becoming
jealous of him with his wife, then grand-
duchess, he was sent on a mission to Naples,
and afterwards diplomatically employed at

other courts. He was one who signed the
famous declaration against Napoleon, in 1815,

upon his return from Elba, and he was nomi-
nated a prince at the same time as Metternich
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and Hardenberg. He was a zealous lover of
the arts. He died at Vienna, in 1836. This

prince had a brother, Gregory Razoumofski,
a man of distinguished erudition, who passed
a part of his life in Switzerland and Italy.
He died in 1837. He left several works in

MS, and published five or six, principally

upon local mineralogy. Bib. Univ.

KEAL (PIERRE FRANCOIS, count) born
1 765, died 1 834, a prefect ot police in France
under the empire, who is remarkable for

having discovered the designs of the conspi-
rator Cadoudal and others against the person
of Bonaparte. He ceased to be employed
under the Bourbons. Idem.
REAL DE CURBAN (CASPAR de) grand

seneschal of Forcalquier, was born at Sisteron

in 1682, and died at Paris in 1752. He was
one of the most enlightened politicians of his

time, and was the author of a work entitled
" La Science du Gouvernement, Ouvrage de
Morale, de Droir, et de Politique, qui contient

les Principes du Commandement et de 1'Obeis-

sance," &c, 1751 64, 8 vols, 4to. HEAL DE
CURBAN (BALTHAZAR de) nephew of the pre-

ceding, known under the title of the abbe' de

Burle, was born at Sisteron in 1701, and died
at Paris in 1774. He published a "Disser-
tation sur le Norn de Famille de 1'auguste
Maison de France," Paris, 1762, 4to, reprinted
in a collection of tracts on the same subject,

Amsterdam, 17C9. Idem.

REBOLLEDO (BERNARDIN, count de) a

Spanish writer, born at Leon in 1597. He
was descended from an illustrious family, and

entering into the army he was created a count
of the empire, and made governor of the lower

palatinate, captain-general of the artillery in

Germany, and ambassador of the king of Spain
in Denmark, in which last station he rendered

important services to his native country. He
died at Madrid in 1677, leaving the reputation
of having been a good soldier, a skilful nego-
tiator, and a distinguished author. His works
are " Selvas Militares y Politicas ;"

" Selvas

Danicas ;"
" Selvas Sagradas ;"

" La Con-
stancia victoriosa. Egloga sacra, y los Trenos ;"

and " Ocios." The best edition of the poeti-
cal productions of count Kebolledo is that of

Madrid, 1778, 4 vols, 8vo. Idem.

RECHID MEHEMET, born 1801, died

1836, one of the most remarkable men in

modern Turkey. He was a native of Kutah-

yeh, in Asia Minor. He began his career

under Khosrow, who bought him when a

child, and attached him to his service. He

grew in favour with his master in consequence
of his good qualities When the Greek revo-

lution commenced he was made seraskicr of

Roumelia, and he it was who besieged Misso-

loughi and took it in 1826. He beat the

Greeks before Athens, and was welcomed by
the porte with honour. An allusion by Khos-

row to the state in which he had once been,
made him display bitter animosity against
his old master. In 1832 he was ordered to

march against Ibrahim Pasha, who had taken

Acre and defeated the Turkish forces. He
was beaten and taken prisoner by Ibrahim.
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When he returned to Constantinople he was
reinstated in favour. He conquered Kourdis-
tan, but compromised the pea.-e between the
porte and Persia. He had encamped in Syria
prepared to try his fortune once more against
Ibrahim, when he died suddenly, and left the

porte without a single general of experience.
REDDING (ROBERT, rev) born at Upton

on Severn 1753, died 1807, a divine whom Pol-

whele, in his Literary History of Cornwall,
highly praises for his talent and learning.
He left a volume of printed sermons and
some essays, to which last his name is unat-
tached. Pol. Lit. Hist.

REDERN (SIGISMOND EHRENREICH, count)
born at Berlin 1755, died at Nice 1835. He
began life as a diplomatist, and from London
came to Paris in 1 792, while the revolution
was in full strength. He soon quitted France,
but returned on the fall of Robespierre. Con-
cerned with St Simon in mutual purchases of
national property paid for in assignats of
little value, he made a careful use of the pro-

perty thus acquired, and possessed consider-
able iron works in Normandy. In 1814 he

published a pamphlet against the importation
of foreign iron. His principal works are in-

volved in much of that mysticism which
attaches to German literature in general.
One is on " The Accidental Modes of our

Perceptions ; or a Summary Examination of
the Modifications that particular circumstances

bring to the exercise of our Faculties and to

the perception of Exterior Objects ;" the other
is

" Considerations on the Nature of Man in

Himself, and in his Relation with Social

Order," 7 vols. Bib. Univ.

REDING (ALOYS, baron) born 1 755, died

1818, a Swiss landamman and general. He
began life in the Spanish service, and quitted
that service in 1788 to remain in his own

country, in the canton of Schwitz, where he

was chosen landshauptman. In 1798 the

French invaded Switzerland. The demo-
cratic cantons then preserved their inde-

pendence in the midst of the general servi-

tude of the old Helvetian republic. Schwitz,
before all the other cantons, was resolute to

march to the aid of Berne, which had suc-

ceeded in the contest with the army of the

French executive directory. Reding directed

the military dispositions of his countrymen,
who repelled the new kind of liberty which

it was pretended had been offered them, and

determined to commence by uniting their

efforts to those of the cantons of Zug and
Underwalden. The united forces of those

cantons did not exceed 10,000 men. Reding

appealed to the inhabitants of Lucerne, re-

calling their former conduct, and excited their

enthusiasm, but it was in vain. The French

passed the Reuss, and soon menaced Schwitz

itself. The most heroic resistance was deter-

mined upon. When day broke, 500 men of

Uri came and joined the 4th battalion of

Schwitz, and rendered themselves masters of

the slopes of Schorno, as well as the heights

of Morgarten. Some soldiers of Uri and Zug
were the only auxiliaries Schwitz could count
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upon besides its own men, with a few hun-
dreds of mountaineers, Reding gave battle to

the French, who were so superior in number,
broke their line, and pursued them from the

field already so famous for the victory, on the

same spot, over the Austrians in 1515, when

they were led by Rodolph Reding of Biber-

ich. The continuation of such a contest was
too unequal. An armistice ensued

;
and the

people being assembled, lleding advised the

acceptance of the terms, which were honour-
able. In the troubles that followed in the

cantons the French interfered. Reding was

imprisoned in the fortress of Arbourg by the

French, Bonaparte determining to reconcile

affairs in his own fashion. He was set at

liberty again in a few months. In 1803 he
was elected landamman of Schwitz, and re-

appeared in the supreme council of his country.
After the military disasters of France, Reding
made no secret of his hatred to Napoleon. It

is l>elieved that he was no stranger to the

passage of the allied troops over the Swiss

territory in 1814-15. Bib. Univ.

REDING (THEODORE) a Swiss general in

the service of Spain, who commanded at the

battle of Baylen in 1808, when the French

general Dupont was beaten, and surrendered
with his army. He also distinguished him-
self at Cardenas and Lliuas, where he was
forced to retreat by general Gouvion St Cyr.
In a new engagement with that general he
was mortally wounded, and died of his wounds
on the 26th of April 1809. Idem.

REDING DE BIBERICH (AUGUSTUS)
abbe of Ensielden, Switzerland, in 1670.
There are preserved of his works, in the

library of that abbey, 13 volumes, folio, of
wo.-ks upon Scholastic Theology, an Apology
of Barouius in folio, and Commentaries on
the Council of Trent, in 6 vols. Idem.

REDONTE (PKTER JOSEPH) bora 1759 at

St Hubert in the Ardennes, died 1840, a cele-

brated flower-painter, surnamed the Raphael
of Flowers. He was the descendant of artists

whose works are well known in Belgium.
Struck, in examining the works of art in his

native country, above all with the works of

Van Huysum. he determined to follow that

line of art. He had to contend against his

poverty, and to make, as his ancestors had
done before him, pictures for churches or por-
traits. Fixed, in the year 1782, in the studio

of his elder brother, he followed his art
;
and

in 1792 had advanced so far as to have been
noticed by Marie Antoinette, and made draw-

ing-master of her cabinet. He was then made
designer to the Royal Academy of Sciences, &c.
In 1805 he was nominated flower-painter to

the empress Josephine. He obtained high
credit for his works in the Flora Atlautica of

Desfontaines, the Botany of J. J. Rousseau,
and the Flora Boreali-Americana of Michaux.
There were no splendid works of this kind

brought out in Paris in which he did not co-

operate. The two most beautiful of his pro-
ductions are " The Lilacs and Roses." He was
vain of having taught flower-painting to Marie

Antoinette, Josephine, Hortense her daughter,

REGGIO.
Maria Louisa, the duchess de Bern, the queen
ofthe French, and to Madame Adelaide. The
Belgian government has erected a monument
to this artist in the Place of St Hubert, his
native town, over which his bust is placed
crowned with flowers. Bib. Univ.
REENHIELEN (JACQUES) born 1644 at

Upsal, died 1691, originally designed for the

army, where he rose to the rank of lieutenant.

He afterwards devoted himself to the study of

antiquities, and became the royal antiquary of
Sweden. His, talents procured him letters of

nobility. He published two Icelandic Sagas :

those of Forsten Wikingsen and Olof Tryg-
wasen. The notes which accompany them
abound in deep learning. Idem.
REEVE (JOHN) born 1799, died 1838, a

popular actor, the son of a London tradesman
and common councilman. He was intended
for his father's business of a draper and tailor,
and then of a hosier

;
but in the midst of all,

he and his brother clerks used to assemble
late at night to rehearse plays. His services

were dispensed with, and he became clerk at

a banker's in Fleet-street. Reeve and some
of his brother clerks then took a small theatre

in Gray's-inn-road, where they murdered
Duncan over again, and made Shakspeare
odious. Reeve got the worst parts : his pride
was hurt, and he took the house upon himself.

His tragedy was insufferable, but his comedy
attractive, and his imitations unsurpassed.
The box-bookkeeper of Drury Lane saw the

performance, got him to act for his benefit at

Drury Lane, and his fame was at once esta-

blished not, indeed, in first-rate characters,
but as a farceur, whose highest ambition it

was to raise a laugh, and in this he was suc-

cessful. He had no great purpose, no mind
for the higher order of the drama, but he was
a diverting droll, who possessed, beyond his

own class of actors, the power of raising a

laugh in the audience it scarcely knew where-

fore, by some one of those impromptu speeches
or questions which no writer would or could

put into his text, the spontaneous overflow of

exuberant spirits, and a consentaneous action

in unison with vulgar feeling. Idem.

REGA (HENRY JOSEPH) doctor and pro-
fessor of medicine at Louvain, was born in

that city in 1690. He distinguished himself

not only by his talents, but also by the zeal

with which he consecrated both his time and
his fortune to the consolation of those who
were afflicted with disease. He was nomi-
nated medical counsellor to the arch-duchess

Mary Elizabeth, governess of the Nether-

lands
;
and he died in 1754, having bequeathed

a part of bis property for the education of
tudents of medicine, and the augmentation of

the library of the university. He was the

author of a treatise,
" De Sympathia, seu de

onsensu Partium Corporis Humani," Haer-

lem, 1721, 12mo, besides other works. Idem.

REGGIO (FRANCIS) born at Genoa 1743,
died at Milan 1804. He was educated by the

Jesuits until the suppression of the orders,
when he gave himself up wholly to the study
of mathematics and astronornv, becoming the
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companion of Oriani and Cesaris in their

labours, being employed in the observatory
at Brera, to determine the latitude and longi-
tude of the meridian of those two cities with
that of Milan. Reggio drew the map of the

triangles of Upper Italy, in concert with his

two friends, terminating in 1794, which tri-

angles the Italian astronomers propose shall

join those of France and of Piedmont. Reggio
left a great number of Papers and Obser-

vations, the greater part of which are to be
found in the Astronomical Epheinerides of
Milan.

REGIS (JOHN BAPTIST) a French Jesuit,
who went as a missionary to China He was
born in the latter part of the seventeenth cen-

tury, but the time of his death is uncertain.
He was distinguished for his skill as a geogra-
pher, and was employed with many of his bre-

thren in the construction of a general map of

China. A favourable opinion of his talents

may be formed from the details which he fur-

nished to father Duhalde for his Description
of. China. He likewise translated in Latin,
with learned notes and illustrations, the Chi-
nese treatise entitled I-King, of which there

is a copy in the royal library at Paris. Father

Regis took part in the discussions of the mis-

sionaries with the emperor Young-tching in

1724, concerning the proscription of the Chris-
tian religion in China. Bioy. Univ. Class.

REGNAULT (JEAN BAPTISTE ETIENNE
BENOIT OLIVE) born at Niort 1759, died

1836, a celebrated French physician, who
wrote on pulmonary consumption, and on the

Iceland lichen as a remedy. He also wrote
" Considerations on the State of Medicine in

France since the Revolution,"
" A Memoir on

Hydrocephalus," &c.
REGNAULT (MICHAEL Louis STEPHEN)

a French statesman, born at St Jean d'An-

geli in 1760. He adopted the profession of

an advocate, and became lieutenant of the

presidency of the marine at Rochefort. Hav-

ing distinguished himself at the bar, he was
chosen a deputy to the States-general from
the tiers-etat of the country of Aunis. He
became the editor of a daily paper, called

"Journal de Versailles;" and when the Con-

stituent Assembly removed to Paris, he sup-

plied notes of its proceedings for a paper en-

titled Postilion par Calais. Being proscribed
after the 10th of August 1792, he tied from

Paris, and being discovered and arrested at

Douai, he did not obtain his liberty till after

the fall of Robespierre. He was subsequently

employed in the army of Italy, where he be-

came known and attached to Bonaparte ; and

he was one of those who contributed to bring
about the revolution of the 18th of Brumaire

1799. Successively appointed counsellor of

state, secretary of state to the imperial family,
count of the empire, and attorney-general in

the superior court, he acquitted himself of his

different functions with great ability. On the

opening of the Russian campaign he foresaw

the fall of Napoleon, to whose interests, not-

withstanding, he continued faithful to the last.

He followed Maria Louisa to Blois
;
and when
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Napoleon returned from Elba he again
appeared on the scene. After the battle of
Waterloo he pleaded for the resignation of

Bonaparte in favour of his son
;
and his pro-

position being rejected, he quitted France for
America. Having obtained permission to re-
turn home after four years' exile, he landed in
his native country in the last stage of sickness,
and died a few hours subsequent to his arrival,
March 10, 1819. Besides the works already
mentioned, he assisted in the Journal de

Paris, and in the Ami des Patriotes, 1791,
4 vols, 8vo. Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Bioy.
Univ. Class.

REGNIER (CLAUDE AMBROSE) duke of

Massa, minister of justice under the govern-
ment of Napoleon. He was born at Blamont,
in the department of La Meurthe, in 1 736

;

and at the beginning of the Devolution he ex-
ercised with success the profession of an advo-
cate at Nanci. He adopted popular principles ;

was nominated a deputy to the States-general,
and afterwards to the Constituent Assembly,
in which he chiefly devoted his attention to

matters of judicature and administration.

Having escaped from the proscription of the

10th of August, he lived in obscurity during
the reign of terror, and again appeared on the

political stage after the fall of Robespierre.
He then became a member of the Council of

Ancients, and took an active part in several

public measures. He was one of those who
assisted in the elevation of Bonaparte, and
on the establishment of the consulate he was
made a member of the council of state in the

section of finance; and in 1802 he was ap-

pointed grand judge, minister of justice, and

charged with the direction of the general po-
lice. In 1813 he resigned his office to become

president of the legislative body, in which

post he continued till the abdication of Bona-

parte, in whose reverse of fortune he was
associated. The duke of Massa died June 24,

1814. Biog. Nouv. des Contemp. Diet, des H.
M. du I8me. S. Biog. Univ. Class.

REGNIER (EDMUND) keeper of the cen-

tral museum of the artillery, an honorary
member of the consulting committee of arts,

comptroller-in-chief of the arms of the na-

tional guard, and member of many scientific

associations, was born at Semur in 1751. He
commenced his studies at the college of his

native place, but the narrow circumstances of

his widowed mother occasioned his being ap-

prenticed to a gunsmith at Dijon, in which

station he greatly distinguished himself, and

became highly skilful in his profession. He
was the first who erected lightning-conductors
in Burgundy, and he was the author of many
ingenious inventions. He died at Paris in

June 1825. An account of his researches

was published in " Me'm. explicat. du Dyna-
mometre et autres Machines inventees par le

Citoyen Regnier," 1798, 4to. Ann. Nicrolog.

Bioy. Univ. Class.

REHFELD (CHARLES FREDERICK) a Lu-

theran clergyman, born in 1735 at Stralsund,

in Pomerania. He relinquished the ministry

to devote himself to the profession of medi-
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cine, and having taken the degree of doctor in

175d, he practised as a physician at his native

place, and afterwards at Gripswald, where he

obtained the medical chair, which he filled

during sixteen years. In 1780 he was made
director of the college of health in Swedish

Pomerania, and twelve years after appointed
first physician to the king. He died in 1794,

leaving a number of academical dissertations

and other works, among which may be speci-
fied

'

Programma de Partibus coustituentibus

Humorum nostrorum," I7i)6, 4to; "Morbi

sing. Epileptico-cataleptici Opio potiss. sanati

Hist'' 1788, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

KEICHARl) (JOHN JAMES) a German na-

turalist, who was born at Frankfort on the

Maine in 1743, and died in 1782. He studied

medicine at Gottingen, and became director of

the botanic gardens at his native place. He
was the author of "Flora Mseno-Francofur-

tana," in 1772-78, 2 vols, 8vo ;
and he pub-

lished an edition of the Species Plantarum of

Linnaeus, and Sylloge Opusculorum Botanico-

rum cum adjectis Annotation! bus, 1782. 8vo.

REICHAHDT (CHRISTIAN) a writer on

agriculture, born at Erfurdt in li>85. He

published a number of works relating to hus-

bandry and rural economy in the German lan-

guage, the most important of which is his
" Science of Agriculture and Gardening,"
Erfurdt, 1753-74, 6 vols, 8vo, republished

by J. V. Sikler, 1802-3, 3 vols, 8vo. His death

took place in 1775. Biog. Univ.

REICHARDT ( JOHN 'FREDERICK) a musi-

cian, composer, and author, who was a corre-

sponding member of the French Institute. He
was born at Koningsburg in 1752, and died in

1814. He was for a long time director of the

Italian opera at Berlin
;
and he had, at length,

the direction of the French and German thea-

tres at Cassel. Among his musical composi-
tions are the " Tamerlane" of Morel, and
"Panthea" of Berquin. His literary pro-
ductions are " Familiar Letters, written during
a Journey in France in 1 792," 2 vols, 8vo

;

" New Familiar Letters during a Journey in

France in 1803 and 1804," 3 vols, 8vo;
" Familiar Letters on Vienna," &c. In 1804

and 1805 he was conductor of the Musical

Gazette of Berlin. Idem.

REICHSTADT (NAPOLEON FRAN9OIS
CHARLKS JOSEPH BONAPAHTE, duke de) born

in Paris 181 1, died 1832, the son of Napoleon
and the archduchess Maria Louisa of Austria.

At the time of his birth his father was at the

summit of power. The surgeon was alarmed
at some difficulties in the accouchement, and
consulted Napoleon, who said,

" Think only
of the mother, and treat her as you would a

tradesman's wife in the Rue St Denis." The
infant had scarcely finished the first year of

his existence before Napoleon marched to his

destiny among the snows of Russia. After

which he had barely time to pass a few days
with his child before he went to the army and

the victorious allies were at the gates of Paris.

The mother and child were at Blois when the

allied troops entered Paris. On going to Elba

Napoleon demanded his wife and child, but

REINEGGS.
they were ordered to proceed to Vienna.
There the child was kept in strict surveillance ;

all Frenchmen particularly were interdicted
from approaching him. The pretence for this
caution was, that attempts were about to be
made to carry him off to his father. Even
when this was impossible, from his father

being at St Helena, the same caution was pre-
served. He was kept in ignorance of all but
that which the most despotic man in Europe
wished him to know. He lived, therefore, for

fifteen years in a state of abnegation. The
name that had rung through Europe, for-

bidden to be taught in the schools of France

by Louis XVIII, was not in Vienna to be

spoken to his child until death had set the
seal upon his father's existence. His history
and fall were melancholy. He was honoured

by being made a colonel of a regiment he
never saw, and governor of a town he never
visited. At the age of twenty he took no de-

light in what he saw passing around him. for
he could comprehend nothing from the state

of ignorance in which he had been kept.
"O, could I but be left to die in peace!" was
his constant exclamation. His disease, pul-
monary consumption, attacked him in April
1832, and so rapid was the progress that his

mother had barely time to reach him from
Parma before he breathed his last. He ex-

pired on the 22ud of July, in the palace of
Schcenbrun, the place from which twenty-five
years before his father had imposed the will

of a conqueror upon those who now held the
son in an ignoble captivity. Little of his per-
sonal character can be known, from the nature
of the court and its instruments which sur-

rounded him. He is reported to have been of
an amiable disposition, of an agreeable ex-
terior, resembling in some respect the members
of the house of Hapsburg. His face was long,
forehead high, eyt-s bright ;

he had the mouth
and chin of Napoleon, whose attitudes were
to be traced at times in his son. Numerous
accounts have been published regarding him ;

but they are all justly liable to doubt, when
the precautions taken, and the nature of the
court in which he lived and died, are taken
into account. Public Journal. Bio. Univ.
REIN EGGS (JAMES) a German traveller

and adventurer, born in 1744, who was the
son of a barber at Ii-leben in Saxony, named
Ehlich. He at first followed his father's em-

ployment, but at length quitted his native

country, and became successively a journey-
man barber, a student of medicine at I.eipsic,
a theatrical performer at Vienna, a physician
in Georgia, and favourite of prince Heraclius,
who raised him to the rank of a bey, and had
his name inscribed in letters of gold on the

foundry near Teflis. Reineggs acquired a
title to these honours by spreading among the

Georgians the knowledge he had gained in

Europe. He improved the manufacture of

gunpowder and the casting of cannon ; and he
erected a printing-press, where he had printed
the Principles of Political Economy of his

countryman Sonnenfels, which he translated

into Persian, whence a Georgian version was
396
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made. Bu* after having conferred so many
benefits on the country in which he had found
an honourable asylum, Reineggs was induced
to sacrifice its interests to his own ambition.

Being sent by Heraclius as a negotiator to the
court of Catherine II, he became the secret

agent of that princess, and thus contributed to

destroy the independence of Georgia. As the
reward of his treachery he was made coun-
sellor of the imperial college, director of the
students in surgery, and perpetual secretary
of the imperial college of medicine at Peters-

burg, where he died in 1 793. He was the

author of a "
History of Georgia," published

by the celebrated traveller Pallas in the
second volume of his Nordische Beytrage ;

and a "
Topographical and Historical Descrip-

tion of the Caucasus," found among his papers
after his death, was published by Schroeder,
Gotha. 179i>, 2 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ.
REINHART (CHARLES FREDERIC, count)

born 1761, at Babingren in Wurteruberg, died

1837, a diplomatist who at first studied theo-

logy at Tabingen. where he wrote some versus

that attracted the attention of Gessner, Wie-
laiid, and Schiller. He alternately became a

secretary of legation in London and at Naples,
and afterwards minister plenipotentiary in

the Hanseatic towns, and other European
states. He expressed himself with difficulty,
which was the only thing needful to have
made him the most accomplished diplomatist
of his day. Talleyrand pronounced a eulogy
upon him in the Academy of Moral and Poll

tical Sciences. Biog. Univ.

REINHOLD (CHARLES LEONARD) a Ger-
man metaphysician, born at Vienna in 1758.
He studied among the Jesuits, and was en-

gaged in his noviciate when their order was

suppressed in 1773. He then entered among
the Barnabites, and became professor of phi-

losophy. He formed an acquaintance with

many of the German literati, and was a con-

tributor to a philosophical journal published
at Vienna, connexions which probably led to

his renouncing his profession, and removing to

Leipsic where he published
" An Apology

for the Reformation," 1783. He afterwards

settled at Weimar, and married the daughter
of the celebrated Wieland, in conjunction with

whom he edited The Mercury, a periodical

journal. He occupied for a time the chair of

philosophy at Jena, which he quitted in 1794

to become attached to the university of Kiel,

where he died in 1823. His son, professor of

philosophy at Jena, published an interesting
account of his life and literary labours, 1825,
8vo. Besides other works, he wrote " An

Essay to conciliate the Discussions of Philo-

sophers." and " Letters on the Philosophy
of Kant," of which he was an enthusiastic

admirer. Idem.

REJON DE SILVA (Dreco ANTONIO)
born in Murcia, died in Madrid 1798, secre-

tary of state to Charles III of Spain, and not

only distinguished as a statesman, but more

by his taste for the fine arts, which he patron-
ized to the lust of life. He wrote a poem on

paiutiug, printed at Segovia,
" A Dictionary
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of the Fine Arts," and translated Leonardo
da Vinci's Treatise on Painting.REMER (Juuus AUGUSTUS) an eminent
German writer, born at Brunswick in 1 73fj
He obtained the professorship of history at
Helmstadt. which he held with great reputa-
tion for seventeen years, and died in 1804.
Among his principal works are,

" A Manual
of Universal History," Brunswick, 1783-4
3 vols, 8vo ;

" A Book for Teaching Universal
History," Halle, 1800, continued by Voigte
to 1810; "A View of Society in Europe to
the Commencement of the "Sixteenth Cen-
tury," 1792

;
and " A Manual of the Politics

of the Principal European States," 1786.

Zopf. f rniv. Hist. Bioy. Univ. Class.
REMUSAT (ABEL) a learned French

writer, who distinguished himself as one of
the most zealous and successful investigators
of the language and literature of the Chinese
in the nineteenth century. He held the office
of keeper of the Oriental MSS in the royal
library at Paris; and in 1814, when a Chinese

profes>orship was established in the College
de France, he immediately obtained the ap-
pointment. In 1811 he published an "

Essay
on the Language and Literature of China ;"
and subsequently

"
In-Kiao-Li, ou les Deux

Cousines, Roman Chinois. traduit en Franc. :

prece'de d'une Preface oil se trouve un Paral-
lele des Romans de la Chine et de ceux de

1'Europe," Paris, 4 vols, 12mo; besides which
he edited " Contes Chinois." 3 vols. consisting
of tales translated by Father d'Entrecolles
and others, which had been published in

English by Mr Davies and Mr Thorns, of the
E. I. C. service, Canton. M. Remusat had a

great share in the establishment of the Uni-
versel, one of the journals which were sup-
pressed in 1830, an occurrence whirh occa-
sioned him much vexation. He died at Paris,
in consequence of a cancer in the stomach,
June 2, 1832, in the sixty-fourth year of his

age. He had a seat in the French Institute,
now the Academy of Sciences. Bioy. Aouu.
des Contemp. Edit.

REMER (STEFAXO ANDREA) born in 1759
at Chiagfiia, died at Padua 1830. an Italian

naturalist of a patrician family, who began by
studj ing medicine, and afterwards turned to

natural history, devoting long and painful
labours to investigations in zoology. Cuvier
had not then appeared ; and Renier did for

!he mollusca of the Gulf of Venice what Poll

did for the mollusca of the two Sicilies at the

other extremity of Italy. BIMJ. Univ.
KENNEL (JonN) a military officer, dis-

tinguished for his researches concerning an-

cient geography. He was born in 1742, at

Chudleigh, in Devonshire, where his father

had a small estate After being educated at

a grammar-school, he entered into the navy at

the age of fifteen, and was present at the siege
of Pondicherry, where he gave proofs of en-

terprise and ability. At the age of twenty-four
he quitted the navy for the army, and was
sent to the East Indies, where he served as an

officer of engineers. He there greatly distin-

guished himself, and, being favourably noticed
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by the government, he was promoted to a

majority, which was the highest rank he ever
attained. While thus employed he first at-

tracted notice as a man of science by the pub-
lication of a " Chart of the Bank and Current
of Cape Lagullas," which procured him the

appointment of surveyor-general of Bengal.
He soon after published his "

Bengal Atlas,"
and " An Account of the Ganges and Burram-

pooter Rivers," which last appeared in the

Philosophical Transactions. While in India

he married one of the daughters of Dr
Thackeray, formerly head master of Harrow
school, and returning to England about 1782,
he soon obtained the notice of many of the

most eminent men of his day ; and he was
elected a member of the Eoyal Society. From
this period he held an extensive correspond-
ence with men of learning both at home and
abroad. He now published his celebrated
" Memoir of a Map of Hindostan ;" and he
assisted in the formation of the Asiatic So-

ciety, to whose publications he was a contri-

butor. He aided the celebrated traveller

Mungo Park in preparing for the press the

account of his discoveries in the interior of

Africa, which was published in 1798; and
he illustrated the work by a most useful map
of the country. He also greatly promoted
the objects of the African Society, by correct-

ing the geography of that part of the globe.
In 1 800 appeared his principal work,

" The
Geographical System of Herodotus explained,"
4lo

;
and in 1814 he produced another work

of extraordinary interest, curiosity, and re-

search, entitled " Observations on the Topo-
graphy of the Plain of Troy," 4to. Major
Kennel died March 29, 18.30, after many
weeks of severe suffering, occasioned by a
fracture of the thigh. Besides the works al-

ready mentioned, he published a " Memoir on
the Geography of Africa, with an adjoined
Map," 1790, 4 to;

" The Marches of the Bri-

tish armies in the Peninsula of India during
the Campaigns of 1790 and 1791, illustrated

and explained by a Map," 1792, 8vo
;
"Se-

cond and Third Memoirs on the Geography
of Africa," 1 798 : and subsequently a " Fourth
Memoir on African Geography." Month.
Ma,/.
RESENDE (Lucius ANDREW) the restorer

of literature in Portugal, was born at Evora
in 1498. He embraced the ecclesiastical pro-
fession, and applied himself with great success
to the study of languages, ancient literature,
and theology. He afterwards travelled, and
on his return to Portugal he became governor
to the royal infants, and opened a school for

general instruction, whence issued some great
and learned writers. Resende died in 157,3.

He left many historical pieces, which are

highly esteemed, and also poems. His works
were published collectively at Cologne, UJOO,
2 vols, 8vo

;
and his " Vida do Infante D.

Duarte," was printed at Lisbon in 1789, 8vo.

J3iog. Univ.

RETZIUS (ANDERS JAHAN) professor of
natural history and chemistry at the univer-

sity of Luuden in Sweden. He was born at

REVELLIERE-LEPAUX.
Christianstadt in 1742, and devoting himself
to the study of the natural and physical sci-

ences, he attained great reputation, especially
as a botanist. Retzius was a member of

thirty-one learned associations, and he founded
at Lunden a physiographical society. His
death took place in 1821. Among his publi-
cations may be mentioned " Observationes

Botanicse, sex Fasciculis comprehensaV' Leips.
1779-91, folio, with coloured plates. Mem. of
Royal Academy of Stockholm, 1822. Biog.
Univ. Class.

REUVENS (GASPARD JAMES CHRISTIAN)
born 1793, died 1835, just as he was about to

return to Holland, his native place being the

Hague. He had visited England to attend

the sale of Salt's Egyptian collections, and
was attacked with apoplexy on board the
steamboat. He had been professor of the
Athenamm at Handerwyke, and after the sup-
pression of that college been appointed to the
same office at Leyden. The foundation of the
museums of Egyptian antiquities at Leyden
is due to him. He left several works bearing
relation to the antiquities of Egypt and Rome,
and also

" Collectanea Litteraria," containing
many valuable and It-arned remarks upon
Altius, Diomedes, Lncilius, Nidus, Nonius,
Varro, and other Latin writers, who are but
little known. He had purchased for one hun-
dred and sixty guineas the finest specimen in

Salt's collection of the hieroglyphic papyrus,
and had it with him when he was struck

down. Biog. Univ.

REVELLIERE-LEPAUX (Louis MARIE,)
one of the members of the French executive

directory, was born in 1753, at Montaigu in

La Vendee. He was educated for the bar,
and in 1775 admitted a counsellor of the par-
liament of Paris ; but he relinquished his pro-
fession, and applied himself to the study of

botany, on which he delivered lectures at

Angers. The Revolution taking place, he

displayed great ardour in support of popular
opinions, and was chosen a deputy to the

States-general, and afterwards a member of
the National Convention. He assisted in the

formation of a republican club, and the pub-
lication of a journal, in which he advanced
his own peculiar opinions. It was he who,

by way of reprisals against the manifesto of

the duke of Brunswick, procured the decree

of the Convention, purporting "that the

French nation would give assistance to all

oppressed people who wished to recover their

liberty." He voted for the death of the king,
and against the appeal to the people. He
afterwards opposed Danton, and in vain de-

fended the proscribed Girondists. He was

obliged himself to seek for safety in conceal-

ment, but after the overthrow of Robespierre
he returned to Paris. In March 1795, he re-

sumed his seat in the Convention, and his first

act was to oppose the outlawry of the former

president of the committee of public safety,

by whom he had been recently proscribed.
After other employments, he became a mem-
ber of the Directory, in which sovereign coun-

cil his influence was not very considerable;
398
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and after the events of the 30th of Prairial he
gave in his resignation, and retired to private
life. On the creation of the Institute he was
nominated a member of the class of moral
and political sciences. He read before that

assembly
'' Re'flexions sur le Culte, les Ce'rc-

monies Civiles, et les Fetes Nationales," in

which he advocated the principles of theophi-

lanthropy ;
and he was regarded as the high-

priest of that once prevalent mode of religion.
He refused to take the oath of fidelity to

Bonaparte, required from the members of the

Institute, and retired to the neighbourhood of

Orleans, where he lived for some time in

obscurity, and afterwards returned to Paris.

He died March 27, 1824. He dictated to his

son " Memoirs of his Life," to be published
at some future period after his death

;
and he

was the author of several tracts, besides his
" Reflections on Public Worship," already
noticed. Annuaire Ne'crol. Diet, des H. A/.

du I8me S. Biog. Univ. Class.

REYNIER (JEAN Louis ANTOINE) a na-
turalist and writer on agriculture, brother of

general Reynier. (See DICT., vol. ii.) He
was bom at Lausanne in 1762. After travel-

ling in Holland and various parts of France,
he settled on an estate in the INivernais, which
he quitted to join his brother in Egypt, where
he obtained a civil employment. After the

return of Bonaparte to France, Reynier was
called by general Kleber to the committee of

administration, and under Menou he was

charged with the direction of the finances.

Joseph Bonaparte, when governing in Italy,
made him commissary-royal in Calabria, and
Murat afterwards employed him as superin-

tendent-general of the posts in the kingdom of

Naples. The events of 1814 having deprived
him of all his functions, he went and settled

in the canton de Vaud, where he accepted
the direction of the posts, devoting his inter-

vals of leisure to scientific pursuits. He died

at Lausanne in 1824. He was a contributor

to the Encyclope'die Me'thodiqtie, and to vari-

ous periodical journals ;
besides which he pub-

lished " Du Feu et de quelqu'uu de ses prin-

cipaux Effets," Svo ;

" Guide du Voyageur en

Suisse," 12mo;
" Precis d'une Collection des

Me'dailles Antiques," Svo ; and " Traite de

1'Economie Publique et Rurale de plusieurs

Peuples Antiques."- Biog. Univ. Class.

RHEEDE (HENRYADRIAN DRAAKENSTEIN

yan) Dutch governor of the coast of Malabar
in the seventeenth century. He collected and

procured paintings and drawings at his own

expense of the most curious plants in that part
of the world where he resided. The immense
collection which he formed was published at

Amsterdam, 1678 1703, in 12 vols, folio,

under the title of " Ilortus Malabaricus," with

794 plates. Caspar Commelin made a table

for the whole work, under the title of Flora

Malabarica ;
and sir John Hill translated the

first volume into English. The period of the

death of governor van Rheede is not recorded.

RHEITA (ANTOINE MARIE SCHYRLE de)

a capuchin friar, distinguished as a mathe-

matician and astronomer, who was born in
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Bohemia towards the end of the sixteenth
century. He made some improvements in the
construction of telescopes; and he fancied
that he had discovered five new satellites 01
Jupiter, but with regard to the latter he was
mistaken. He died at Ravenna in 1GGO.
Among his works are, "Oculu? Enoch et

Eliaj, sive Radius sidereo-mysticus," Antwerp,
1645, folio

;
and "

Fasciculus Sacrarum Deli-

ciarum, sive Indulgentise Stationum Urbis, a
Paulo V concessae," \646.-Montucla Hist.
de I'Astron. Biog. Univ.
RHODE (JOHN GEORGE) an eminent Ori-

entalist of Breslau, in Silesia, where he died

August 23, 1827. He was distinguished for
his scientific researches into natural history
and antiquities, especially relating to India
and Bactrio. Foreign Review.
RHODES (ALEXANDER de) a Jesuit mis-

sionary, born at Avignon in 1591. He went
in 1618 to the East Indies, and resided some
time at Goa and Macao, where he made him-
self acquainted with the language and cus-
toms of the country, and then proceeded to

Tonquin and Cochin China, to preach Chris-

tianity. Persecution obliged him to relin-

quish his labours, and return to Europe ; but
he afterwards engaged in a new mission to

Persia, and died in that country in 1660. He
published

" Dictionarium Annamiticum Lusi-
tanum et Latinum," Romse, 1651, 4to; a

Tonquinese and Latin Catechism, Rome, 1 652,
4to; a "

History of the Kingdom of Tonquin,
and of the Progress of the Gospel in that

Country," 1650, 4to;
" A Relation of the Pro-

gress of the Faith in the Kingdom of Cochin

China," 1652, 12mo;
" A Summary ofvarious

Voyages and Apostolic Missions, from 1618
to 1653," 12mo; and several other works,

relating principally to the propagation of the

Gospel. Biog. Univ.

RHYNE (WILLIAM TEN) an eminent Dutch

physician and naturalist, born at Deventer
about 1640. He had already acquired great

reputation, when in 1673 he was appointed

physician to the Dutch East India Company.
Going out to the Indies he stayed some time

at the Cape of Good Hope, to examine the

productions of the country and the manners
of the inhabitants, after which he went to

Java, where he employed himself with great

assiduity in scientific researches. He deli-

vered lectures on medicine and anatomy at

Batavia, made botanical excursions in Java
and the Sunda Isles, and is said to have taken

a voyage to Japan, and cured the emperor of

a dangerous malady. He assisted governor
van Rheede in the Hortus Malabaricus

;
and

he published
" Meditationes in magni Hippo-

cratis Textum xxiv de Veteri Medicina,"

Leyden, 1672, 12mo ;

"
Excerpto ex Observa-

tion ibus Japonicis de frutice Thia?," &c., Dant-

zic, 1768, folio; and "Schedijsma de Pro-

montorio Bonae Spei, et de Hottentotis,"

Schaffh., 1686, 12mo, reprinled at Bule, 1710.

The period of his death is uncertain. Biog.

Univ. Class.

RIBAS (JOSEPH de) a general officer iu

the Russian service, who was descended from
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a family of Spanish origin, but was born at

Naples about 1735. He was banished from

Italy on account of some intrigues in which
he had engaged, and taking refuge at Leghorn
he became acquainted with Alexis Orioff, who
commanded a Kussian fleet, which had been

sent thither to carry off the natural daughter
of the empress Elizabeth, whom prince Rad-
ziwil had taken to Rome and abandoned to a

state of the utmost destitution. Ribas assisted

Orioff in this undertaking, and then went to

Russia to obtain from Catherine II the reward
of his services. He was placed as a military
instructor in the corps of cadets at St Peters-

burg ;
aud he afterwards attended on his tra-

vels the son of the empress by Gregory Orioff.

On his return to Russia he obtained a regi-
ment of carabineers; and in 1790 he com-

manded, with the rank of admiral, the fleet

destined for the attack of Kilia and Ismail, to

the success of which he greatly contributed.

He again signalized himself in 1791, and he

was nominated one of the three commissioners

to treat of peace with the Turks at the con-

gress of Jassy. In December 1792, the em-

press made him a rear-admiral, and shortly
after gave him a pension of 20,000 rubles.

He subsequently was appointed commandant
of the projected port of Hagi Bey, on the

Black Sea. Diet, des H. M. du Itime S.

Bioy. Univ. Class.

RIBBING (count) born 1763, died 1843, a

Swedish count, and accomplice of Anker-
strom in his assassination of Gustavus of Swe-
den in 1791, in order to avenge what they con-

sidered the "
rights of the nobility," which they

accused the king of infringing. Ankerstrom,
Horn, and Ribbing, disguised, carried their

plot into effect at a ball. Count Horn was to

open the way to the king through the crowd,
Ribt ing to place his hand on the king's shoul-

der to draw his attention, while Ankerstrom
was to shoot him. The assassination took

place, at least the king was mortally wounded.

Troops iu:-tautly surrounded the opera house

where the ball was held, and no one was per-
mitted to pass. The guilty party could not

be discovered, but the pistol being found on
the floor, it was recognized by the tradesman
who had sold it to Ankerstrom. The king, in

his last moments, requested that his assassin

and his accomplices might be pardoned, and

Ribbing and Horn were in consequence ba-

nished from Sweden for ever, and Ankerstrom

put to death. Ribbing travelled abroad under
the name of van Leuven, and in his youth was
called the beau regicide. In 1^19 he was one
of the editors of the "True Liberal" at Brus-
sels. He was recognised in Paris for many
years when he passed the Boulevards, thin of

person, but with remains of former comeliness.

He WHS mounting a cabriolet, to go and see the

ballet ofGustavus, to
"
see," as he said,

" whe-
ther the local colours were well kept," when
he made a false step and fell, and was taken

up much injured. There are accounts of his

death published thirty or forty years before

the event really occurred Bib. Univers.

R1BES (ANN ARNAUD de; a distinguished

RICCL
French officer of engineers, born at St Felix
in 1731. He acquired eminence in his pro-
fession, and had obtained the rank of lieu-

tenant-colonel at the commencement of the
revolution. In 1793 he was sent to the army
of the Eastern Pyrenees, when he contributed
to the capture of Collioure, Figueras, aud
Rosas. He was afterwards appointed to di-

rect the fortifications in the Isle of Elba, and
he added to his reputation at the siegr of
Rosas in 1808, when he triumphed for the

second time over the difficulties presented by
the strength of the fortifications and the re-

sistance of the besieged. His death took place
in 1811 . Bioy. Univ. Class.

RICARD (DoMiNic) a French writer, born
at Toulouse in 1741. He adopted the eccle-

siastical profession, and became professor of
rhetoric at the college of Auxerre, after the

suppression of which establishment he went
to Paris, and was employed in the education
of the son of the president de Mesley. He
engaged in many literary undertakings,
among which was a complete translation of
the works of Plutarch, forming 30 vols, 20mo.
He also wrote a poem on " The Sphere,"
Paris, 1796, 8vo

;
treatises on superstition

and on enthusiasm
;

and he founded the
" Journal de la Religion et du Culte Catho-

lique ;" and left a considerable number of

manuscripts. His death took place in 1803,

Bioy. Univ.

RICCATI (VINCENT de) a Jesuit, distin-

fuished
as a skilful geometer, born at Castel

ranco in 1 707. He acquired under his father

count Kiccati, one of the most eminent mathe-
maticians in Italy, his first notions of science.

Bring sent by his superiors to Bologna, he
was for thirty-five years professor of the

higher branches of the mathematics
; and he

was also appointed surveyor of the courses of
the rivers in the territories of Bologna and
Venice. He died at his native place in 1775.

Among many learned works which he pub-
lished may be mentioned, " De Usu Motus
tractorii in Constructione ^Equationum diffe-

rentialium Commentarius." Bologna, 1752,
4to

;

"
Opuscula ad Kes Physicas et Mathe-

maticas pertinentia," Lucca. 1757 72, 2 vols,
4to

;
anil

' Institutions Analyticae collectse,"

Bologna, 1765 67, 3 vols, 4to. RICCATI

(count JORDANO de) brother of the preceding,
died at Treviso in 1 790, at the age of eighty-
one. He was noted as a mathematician, an

architect, and a musician
;
and was the au-

thor of a " Treatise on Vibrating Chords," and
other works. Bioy. Univ. Class.

RICCI (ANTONIO) surnamed Barbalunga,
born at Messina in 1600, died 1649. He was
a perfect Domenichino, a successful follower

of his master. He returned to Messina, which
he greatly ornamented with his works.

Bryan's Diet.

RICCI (JEAN BAPTISTE) born at Novara
1545, died at Home 1620. A number of his

works are said btill to exist at Rome, and in

the churches of some of the large cities of

Italy. -Bryan's Diet. Art.

RICCI (LAURENCE) the last general of
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the Jesuits previously to their suppression by
pope Clement XIII. He was descended from
an ancient and noble family, and was born at

Florence in 1703. He entered into the order
of St Ignatius at the age of fifteen

;
and

after having been professor of rhetoric and

philosophy at Sienna, he became successively
spiritual director at the Roman college, and

secretary of his order. In 1758 he succeeded
to the office of general on the death of Cen-
turioni

;
and on his subsequently resisting

the plan for the suppression of the Jesuits, he
was sent a prisoner to the castle of St Angelo,
where he died in 1775. While under con-

finement he issued a declaration, stating 1.

That the society of Jesuits had done nothing
to merit suppression ; 2. That he himself had
committed no crime to deserve imprisonment ;

3. That he sincerely pardoned the authors of

his persecutions. Life by Caraccioli. Biog.
Univ.

RICCI (MATTHEW) a Jesuit, and mis-

sionary in China, was born at Macerata in

1552. He was in high favour with the em-

peror of China, who gave him permission to

build a church. He wrote some memoirs
on China, of which he drew a curious map.
He died there in 1610. Moreri.
RICCI (SciPio) bishop of Pistoia and

Prato, nephew of the last general of the Je-

suits. He was bom at Florence in 1741.

Being favoured by the grand duke of Tuscany
(Leopold), he opened at Pistoia, in 1786, a

synod, with a view to the propagation of some
new religious doctrines which he wished to

establish ; but these being considered as inno-

vations, he incurred the displeasure of the

pope, was exposed to public animadversion, and

obliged at length to resign his see. In 1799
he was imprisoned for declaring in favour
of the decrees of the Constituent Assembly,
which had been formed under the temporary
influence of the French, who then occupied
Tuscany. Being set at liberty, he signed, in

1805, a formula of entire adhesion to the

bulls which he had before objected to, and he
thus became reconciled to the holy see. He
died in 1810. In 1824 was published a very
curious work, entitled " Vie et Memoires de

Scipion de Ricci, par M. de Potter," which
has been translated into English. Biog. Univ.

Class. Revue Encycl.
RICCIO ( DOMINIC) surnamed Brusasorci,

a painter ofVerona, born ] 494, died 156 7. He
studied the best works of Giorgione and

Titian, and succeeded, among his composi-

tions, in approaching very near to their man-
ner He excelled more than all in his fresco

paintings, and that which ornaments the palace
Ridolfi at Verona is regarded as his best. Ii

represents Charles V and pope Clement VII

with their cavalcade at Bologna. Pilkington's
Diet.

RICHMOND (LEGH) a pious clergyman
of the established church, and ingenion
writer of works of fiction. He was the son

of a physician at Liverpool, where he was
bora in 1772. After some preliminary edu-

cation he went to Trinity College, Cambridge
SUPPLEMENT. 401
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n 1789

; and he pursued his academical
studies with exemplary diligence to prepare
himself for the bar

; but after residing some
years at the university he became desirous of
entering the church, and having been per-
mitted to follow his inclination, he was or-
dained a deacon in June 1797, and shortly
after he took the degree of Master of Arts.
He first held a curacy in the Isle of Wight,
whence he removed to the chapel of the Lock
Hospital, London, in 1805; and the same
year he was presented to the rectory of

Turvey, in Bedfordshire, where he remained
till his death, which took place May 8,
1827. Besides some sermons, Mr Richmond
was the author of a volume entitled "Annals
of the Poor," containing the Dairyman's
Daughter, and other devotional tales marked
by an originality of manner, graphic delinea-
tion of character, and depth of feeling and
expression, which have rendered them popu-
lar in no common degree. He also produced
a work entitled " The Fathers of the English
Church, or a Selection from the Writings of
the Reformers and early Protestant Divines
of the Church of England," 1807-181 1, 8 vols,

8vo. Grimshawes Memoir of the Rev Legh
Richmond.
RICHTER (AUGUSTUS GOTTLOB) an emi-

nent German surgeon, born at Zoerbig in Sax-

ony, in 1742. He studied medicine at the

university of Gottingen, and took the degree
of MD. at the age of twenty-two. Having
travelled for improvement, he returned to

Gottingen, where he occupied a professorship
till his death in 1812. The most important
of his numerous works are,

" Observations

Chirurgicsc," 1770 80, 3 parts, 8vo
;
a " Sur-

gical Library," 1771 97, 15 vols, 8vo ;
a

" Treatise on Hernia," 2 vols, 8vo ;

" The
Elements of Surgery," 7 vols, from 1782

1804
;
and " Remarks on Surgery and Medi-

cine," 8vo, of which last work his son pub-
lished a second volume in 1813. Another

posthumous work of A. G. Richter, also edited

by his son, entitled "
Spezielle Terapie," ap-

peared at Berlin, 1813 20, 7 vols, 8vo.

Biog. Univ. Class.

RICHTER (CHRISTIAN FREDKBIC) a Ger-
man physician, born in 1744, at Halle, where
he received his education. He took the de-

gree of MD. at the university in 1767, and

having settled at Berlin he became physician
to the king of Prussia. He died in 1826. He
published

" Dissertatio Epistolaris de Obser-

vanda in Morborum Medela Mt/dendi Me-
thodo generatim considerata," 1771 ;

" Ob-
servations on the Cause and Treatment of

different Kinds of Fevers," 1 784 ; and " Con-
tributions to the Practical Knowledge of

Fevers," 1794. Neuer Nekrol. der Deutschen,
1826.

RICHTER (JOHN PAUL FREDERICK) a ce-

lebrated German novelist, born at Wunsiedel
in Franconia, in 1763. He studied theology
at Leipsic, and abandoned that pursuit to de-

vote himself to the cultivation of the belles

lettres. The duke of Hildburghausen gave
him the title of aulic counsellor ;

and having
2D
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married the daughter of a person who held an

office under government at Berlin, he settled

at Weimar in 1798. In 1802 the prince pri-

mate Dal berg bestowed on him a considerable

pension, which was continued to him after the

death of that prelate by the king of Bavaria.

Eichter died November 14, 1825. His works,
which are extremely numerous, are highly
esteemed by his countrymen ;

and many of

them, under the form of romances, treat of

abstruse questions in philosophy and psycho-

logy. Mr Carlisle has published two of his

works among his German Romances.
RICHTER (WILLIAM MICHAEL von) pro-

fessor emeritus, and professor of the Medico-

Physical Society at Moscow, his native city,

where he died in 1822, at the age of seventy-
four. He travelled in Germany, France, Eng-
land, and Holland, and in 1788 obtained the

degree of MD. at the university of Erlangen.
Two years after, he became professor in the

university of Moscow, where he continued his

public lectures till 1819. He had the title of

physician to the emperor, was a counsellor of

state, a knight of several orders, and a mem-
ber of various scientific societies. Among the

works which he published, the most import-
ant is his "

History of Medicine in Russia,"
written in German, Moscow, 1813 15, 3 vols,

8vo. Bioff. Univ. Class.

RICKMAN (JOHN) born 1771, died 1841,
clerk-assistant to the House of Commons,
eminent as a political economist. He was

early the conductor of the "
Commercial,

Agricultural, and Manufacturer's Magazine,"
and was at one time the speaker's secretary,
and in 1820 became clerk-assistant. Besides

many subordinate undertakings to which he

lent his aid, the principal was the Census of

Great Britain. He turned his attention to the

subject in 1796. This important work was
conducted by Rickman through the decennial

periods of 1801, 1811, 1821, and 1831. He
also procured abstracts of the returns from the

existing registers, so as to furnish a basis for

the population of England and Wales in 1570,

1600, 16-^0, 1670, 1700, and 1750. He was a

man of plain facts, who had a power of appli-
cation and investigation possessed by few, and
he was therefore, in regard to statistics, the

first practical servant of the public in this line

that recent or perhaps any past time could

exhibit. Gent. Mag.
RIFFAULT DES HETRES (JEAN RENE

DENIS) a French chemist, born about 1754, at

Saumur, in Anjou, where his father was a phy-
sician. Having made himself acquainted with
the manufacture of saltpetre and gunpowder,
he was appointed commissaire des poudres at

Ripault, near Tours, and under his care that

establishment became one of the finest in the

kingdom. He distinguished himself by many
discoveries and improvements in that branch
of the arts which he cultivated

;
and after

passing more than half a century in the public
service, he devoted the latter part of his life

to science and literature. He died at Paris,

February 7. 1826. He translated Dr Thom-
son's System of Chemistry, and various other

RIGNY.
English works relating to the same science ;

and he also produced some valuable original
treatises on practical chemistry. Ann. JBiog.

Biog. Unio. Class.

RIGALTIUS, or RIGAULT (NICHOLAS)
a learned critic, was born at Paris in 1577.
He studied for an advocate, but afterwards de-

voted his entire attention to literary pursuits.
He became librarian to the king, in which
situation he succeeded Casaubon, procurator-

general of the supreme court of Nancy, coun-
sellor of the parliament of Metz, and of which

province he became intendaut. He was the

intimate friend of Thuanus, who dying, made
him guardian of his children. He died in

1654. He published editions of Martial,

Phaedrus, Minutius Felix, the works of Cy-
prian and Tertullian, and the Scriptores Rei

Accipitrarii. Moreri.
RIGAUD (STEPHEN PETER) born at Rich-

mond 1774, died 1839, Savilian professor of

astronomy, Radcliffe observer, and reader in

experimental philosophy in the university of
Oxford. In 1831 he printed the miscellaneous

works and correspondence of Dr Bradley, to

which, in 1833, he added a supplement. He
was author of some notices on the first publi-
cation of Newton's Principia. He also contri-

buted to many of the scientific journals. He
made large collections for a new edition of
the Mathematical Collections of Poppus Alex-
andrinus. Gent. Mag.
RIGNY (HENRY, count de) born at Toul,

in the department of La Meurthe, in France,

1782, died 1835. His parents emigrated and
left him and three younger brothers and one
sister with scarcely means to support them.
The sister, finding that all education would bt-

wanting to them, took the noble resolution of

instructing them herself. She taught herself

accomplishments not usual to her own sex,
that she might teach them. Henry was the

first who repaid her sisterly care. He entered

the naval service in 1798. In 1799 he was
in the frigate La Bravoure, in an action with

the English frigate Concord. He served at

sea and at Boulogne until 1 806, when he be-

longed to the seamen of " The Guard." He
was then called upon to accompany Napoleon
into Prussia and Austria, and was at the

battle of Jena, the siege of Stralsund, and
most of the engagements down to the battle of

Wagram. In 1810 he went again to sea.

In 1816 he had seen eighteen years' service,

had eleven commands, been thirteen years at

sea, and been in five campaigns of the grand
army of France. In the battle of Navarino
he commanded the French squadron, and

highly distinguished himself, so that admiral
sir E. Codrington observed,

" You have led

in your squadron in a manner it was impos-
sible to surpass." He became minister of
the marine after 1830. He was remarkable
for his amiable temper and art of reconciling
the disputes of others. He was sent to Naples
to demand an explanation of a royal imperti-
nence shown to France by the king of that

country. It was his last service. His health

began to give way, and every means to amend
402
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it failed of success. He was on the whole one
of the first naval officers France ever possessed.
RING (JOHN) an eminent surgeon, who

was a pupil of Mr Pott, and practised with

great reputation in the metropolis till his

death, which took place December 7, 1821.

He was an active promoter of the practice of

vaccination ; and besides numerous papers in

the London Medical Journal, he published" A Treatise on the Cow-Pox, containing the

History of Vaccination," in two parts, 1801-3,
8vo

; pamphlets in answer to the objections of

Mr Goldson, Dr Moseley, and Mr Birch,

against vaccination; and "A Treatise on the

Gout," 1813, Svo. Mr Ring also printed a
" Translation of the Works of Virgil, partly

original and partly altered from Dryden and

Pitt," 1820, 2 vols, Svo; a translation of Dr
Geddes's Ode to Peace, Svo : a translation of

Mr Anstey's Ode to Jenner, Svo
;
and other

poetical productions. Gent. Maq.
RINGELBERGIUS (JOACHIM FORTIUS) a

mathematician. His German name was Storck,
and he was born at Antwerp. He studied at

Louvain, where he became a professor. His
works are,

" Dialectica ;"
" De conscribendis

Epistolis ;"
" De Ratione Studii ;"

" Rhe-
torica ;"

"
Sphffira sive Institutionum Astro-

nomicarum ;"
"
Cosmographia ;"

"
Optica ;''

" Chaos Mathematicum." An edition of them
was published at Leyden in 1531. Ringel-

bergius died in France in 1536. Moreri.

RI.\K (FREDERIC TIJEODORK) a distin-

guished Orientalist, who was professor of theo-

logy at Koningsberg, where he died in 1811.

Besides a great number of philosophical tracts,

lie was the author of a discourse,
" De Lin-

guarum Orientalium cum Graeca mira conve-

nientia," 1788, 4to
;
and he published editions

of some of the writings of the historians

Makrizi and Abulfeda. Biog. Univ. Class.

RIOJA (FRANCISCO de) one of the most

celebrated poets of Spain in the reign of

Philip IV. He was born in 1600, and be-

came librarian and historiographer to that

prince, enjoying for a time more than any-

other writer of his day the favour of the

minister count Olivarez. Being the friend

of Quevedo, he shared his ill fortune, and

though himself an inquisitor, he was confined

some years in a state prison. At length he

was liberated, and after a period of tranquil
residence in a pleasant retreat near his native

city. Seville, he was recalled to the metropolis,
where he died in 1659. Bouterwek has in-

juriously confounded this poet among the

servile followers of Gongora, but he rather

exhibited a splendid contrast to the bad taste

of contemporaries, and in point of descriptive

talent, sublimity of fancy, and correct feeling,

he deserves a place by the side of Garcilasso

de la Vega, Fernando de Herrera, and Luis

de Leon. Among his productions may be

mentioned an " Ode to the Ruins of Italica,"

"Silvas to the Flowers," and an "Epistle to

Fabio," contrasting the pleasures of retire-

ment with the troubles and intrigues of a

court. He was also distinguished as a dra-

matist, and besides numerous pieces which
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he wrote for the stage in conjunction with
Moreto, he produced independently several
excellent comic dramas, the most noted of
which is his " Garcia del Castguar." Mauri/,
Espagne Pottique. For. Rev. Metropolitan.RIPAULT (Louis MADELINE) a learned
antiquary and philologer, who was born at
Orleans in 1775. He was educated for the
church, and at the age of fifteen he obtained
a benefice, but at the Revolution he quitted
his profession, and settled at Paris as a book-
seller and public writer. He be<ame one of
the conductors of the Gazette de France, and
afterwards joining the expedition of Bona-
parte to Egypt, he was made librarian to the

Egyptian Institute, and also librarian to

Bonaparte. The latter situation he resigned
in 1807, and retiring to the neighbourhood of

Orleans, died there in 1823. He published"
Description abrege'e des principaux Monu-

mens de la Haute Kgypte," 1800, Svo;
" His-

toire Philosophique de 1'Empereur Marc-An-
tonine," 1820, 4 vols, Svo; and an abridg-
ment of the last-mentioned work : besides
which he left a quantity of manuscripts relating
to hieroglyphics and the Eastern languages.
Ibid.

ROBECK (JOHN) a native of Calmar in

Sweden, who entered among the Jesuits, and
became eminent as a writer on ascetic theo-

logy. He was born a Protestant, but going
into Germany he was converted to the Catho-
lic faith towards the beginning of the eigh-
teenth century. After being employed as a

missionary at Vienna and Rome, he was about
to exercise the same office in Sweden, but the

government objected to his returning thither.

He then passed nine years in retirement, and
at length, in a fit of melancholy, drowned
himself in the Weser in 1739. Robeck was
the author of an apology for suicide, published
under the title of " Exercitatio Philosophica
de Morte Voluntaria Philosophorum et bono-
rum Virorum," &c. Bremen, 1736, 4to, with
notes in refutation by Funk, the editor of the

work. Chaufepie Diet. Bioy. L/niv.

ROBERT (PETER FRANCIS JOSEPH) a

French conventionalist, born near Givet in

1 763. Before the Revolution he was a grocer
at Paris, and having married mademoiselle

Keralio, he adopted the literary profession, and
in conjunction with her he conducted Le Mer-
cure National. Becoming secretary to Danton,
he was elected a deputy to the Convention, in

which he voted for the death of the king. In

1 795 he was despatched on a mission to Liege,
but he was recalled shortly after, when he
settled at Brussels, and engaged in commer-
cial occupations. Among the various works
which he published are,

" Me'moire sur le

Projet d'Etablissement d'une Societe' de Juris-

prudence," 1 790, Svo ;

" Le Republicanisme
adaptc' a la France ;" and "

Opinion concer-

nant le Jugement de Louis XVI," 1792, Svo.

ROBERT ( LOUISE FELICITK GUINEMENT DE
KERALIO, dame) wife of the preceding, was

the daughter of a distinguished writer, M. de

Keralio. She was born at Paris in 1758, and

died at Brussels in 1821. She wrote "His-
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toire d'Elizabeth, Reine d'Angleterre," 1786

87, 5 vols, 8vo ;

" Ame'lie et Caroline, ou
1'Amour et 1'Amitie'," 1808, 5 vols, 12mo;
"
Alphonse et Mathilde, ou la Famille Espa-

gnole," 1809, 4 vols, 12mo; besides other ori-

ginal works. She likewise translated Swin-
burne's Travels in the Two Sicilies, and other

English productions, and several Italian works;
and she published

" Collection des Meilleurs

Ouvrages Fran9ais compose'spardes Femmes,''

1786-89, 14 vols, 8vo. (See KERALIO, Diet.)

Biog. Ab. des Contemp. Biog. Univ.

Class.

ROBERT DE VAUGONDY (GILES) a
French geographer, who was a native of Paris,

where he died in 17C6, at the age of seventy-

eight. He held the office of geographer in

ordinary to Louis XV, and he published
" Geo-

graphic Sacree et Historique de 1'Aucien et

du Nouveau Testament," 1747, 2 vols, 12mo;
" Grand Atlas Universel," 1758, folio; "At-
las complet des Revolutions du Globe," be-

sides other works. ROBERT DE VAUGONDY
( ) son of the preceding, was born at

Paris in 1723, and died in 17S 6. He assisted

in the professional labours of his father, and
his talents and acquirements procured him the

post of geographer in ordinary to Stanislaus I,

king of Poland. He also held the office of

royal censor, and had a pension from the king
of France. Besides a great number of geo-

graphical memoirs, read before the Academy
of Sciences, he was the author of " Tablettes
Parisieimes ;"

" Promenades des Environs de
Paris ;"

"
Cosmographie ;"

"
Description et

Usage de la Sphere Armillaire," &c. Biog.
Univ.

ROBERTI (JOHN) a Jesuit, born in Flan-
ders in 15'i9. and died at Namurin 1651. He
was successively professor at Douay, and seve-
ral of the colleges of his order in Germany.
Among his works are "

Dissertatio de Super-
stitione," Treves, 1614, 16mo; "Historia
Sancti Huberti," Luxembourg, 1621, 4to;
" Sanctorum quinquaginta Jurisperitorum
Elogia," Liege, 1632, 12mo; "Vita Sancti

Lamberti, Episcopi Tungrensis," 1633, 8vo.
He also published a poem, whose author is un-
known, entitled "Contemptus Mundi, versu

rhythmico," 1618, 8vo. Biog. Univ. Class.

ROBERTI (JOHN BAPTIST) an Italian

writer, born at Bassano in 1719. He entered

among the Jesuits, and became professor of

philosophy at Bologna, where he obtained

great reputation. He died in 1786. His

works, which relate to polite literature, were
published collectively at Bologna in 1 767, and
reprinted at Bassano in 1797, 15 vols, 16mo.
A new edition has since appeared, with a life

of the author.

ROBERTSON (ABRAHAM) Savilian pro-
fessor of astronomy, and superintendent of the
Radclifte Observatory at Oxford. He was born
at Dunse in Berwickshire, iu 1751, and re-

ceiving some education in the country, at the
age of twenty-four he removed to London.

Being disappointed in his expectations of pro-

curing a situation in the East Indies, he went
to Oxford, and through the patronage of pro-
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fessor Smith and others, he obtained admission
into Christchurch college. Subsequently taking
orders, he was made one of the chaplains of
Christchurch ; and in 1 789 he was presented
to the collegiate benefice of Ravensthorpe,
near Northampton. In 1792 he superintended
the printing of Torelli's edition of Archimedes
at Oxford

;
and the same year he published a

work entitled " Sectionum Conicarum Libri
VII." In 1795 he was chosen a fellow of
the Royal Society ;

and he contributed some
valuable papers to the Philosophical Transac-
tions. In 1797 he succeeded Dr Smith as Sa-
vilian professor of geometry; in 1807 he took
the degree of DD; and in 1810, having suc-

ceeded Dr Hornsby at the Radcliffe Observa-

tory, he exchanged the geometrical chair for

that of astronomy. His death took place at

Oxford, December 4, 1826. He was the au-
thor of a treatise on the " Elements of Conic
Sections;" and he published the second vo-
lume of Bradley 's Astronomical Observations,
besides other works. Gent. Mag.
ROBERTSON (ETIENNE GASPAKD) born

at Liege in Belgium, 1765, died 1837, once

professor of physics in the department of die

Sarthe. He afterwards went to Paris to offer

the French government some of his inven-

tions. He assisted Volta in his galvanic

experiments in Paris, and invented the phan-
tasmagoria. He exhibited an automaton

trumpeter, which attracted much notice, a
mechanical gondola, and a telegraph. He
executed thirty-nine balloon ascents. He was
one of the most ingenious, rather than the

most useful of inventors. He had the direc-

tion of the gardens of Tivoli in Paris.

ROBERTSON (WILLIAM) a grammarian,
was born in Scotland, and studied at Edin-

burgh, where he took his degree of MA. In
1650 he came to London as a teacher of He-
brew. After the Restoration he settled at

Cambridge. He died about 1690. His works
are " First and Second Gates to the Holy
Tongue," 1653, dedicated to lady Ranelagh,
one of his pupils, the first a grammar, the se-

cond a lexicon ;

"
Key to the Hebrew Bible;"

" The Hebrew Text of the Psalms and La-

mentations," without points, 12mo, 1656;
"
Phraseologia Generalis, or a General Phrase-

Book, Latin and English," 1681, STO.

Chalmers.

ROBINET(JoHN BAPTIST RENE) a French

writer, born at Rennes in 1735. He engaged
in the ecclesiastical profession among the Je-

suits, but regretting the confinement to which
he had subjected himself, he devoted his time

to literary studies, and went to Amsterdam,
where he published, in 1761-68, a work en-

titled " De la Nature," 4 vols, 8vo, which at-

tracted considerable notice ou account of the

singular opinions advanced in it. It was con-

demned by authority in France, and animad-
verted on by the abbe Barruel and father

Richard. Returning to Paris in 1 778, Robinet
was appointed royal censor, and private secre-

tary to the minister Amelot He died at Paris

in 1820, after .having signed a retraction of

(
the principles of the constitutional church,
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which he had adopted during the Revolution.
A list of his numerous publications, original
and translated, may be found in the annexed

authority. Bioy. Univ. Class.

ROBINSON (ANASTATIA) a public singer
of some eminence, in the early part of the

last century. She was descended from a

good family settled in Leicestershire, but her
father exercised the profession of a portrait

painter, and being attacked by inflammation
of the eyes, which terminated in the loss of

sight, aud thus prevented him from support-

ing his family by the labour of his pencil, he,

in consequence of his daughter's taste for

music, gave her an education which might
enable her to make it the source of pecuniary
emolument. She was placed under the tuition

of the celebrated Dr Croft, signora Cuzzoni

Sandoni, and an Italian singer called the

Baroness. Though she had a fine voice she

never became a first-rate singer. However,
she sang at the opera for some years, more
admired perhaps for her personal charms and

accomplishments, the amiability of her dispo-

sition, and her irreproachable conduct, than
for her acknowledged talents. At length she

quitted the stage, in consequence of her mar-

riage with the celebrated earl of Peterborough,
though the connexion was not publicly ac-

knowledged till some years alter it took place.
She behaved with great propriety in the high
station which she thus attained; and having
survived her husband about fifteen years, she

died in 1750. Bioy. Diet, if Mus.
ROBINSON (ANTHONY) a liberal and en-

lightened writer on theology and morals. He
was born in 1762, at Kirkland, near Wigton,
in Cumberland

;
and he was educated at an

academy at Bristol among the Particular

Baptists ;
after which he became pastor of a

church at Fairford in Gloucestershire, whence
he soon removed to another of the General

Baptists, in Worship-street, London. He gave
up the clerical profession in consequence of

having succeeded to a small paternal estate,

and for some years he settled in the country ;

but in 1796 he removed again to London,
and entered into business as a sugar-refiner,
in which trade he accumulated a handsome
fortune. He passed the latter part of his life

in the metropolis, where he died January 21,

1827. He was the author of " A Short His-

tory of the Persecutions of Christians by
Jews, Heathens, and Christians," 1790, 8vo;
" A View of the Causes and Consequences of

English Wars," 1798, 8vo; and "An Exami-
nation of the Rev. Robert Hall's celebrated

Sermon on Infidelity ;" besides other tracts,

and contributions to the Analytical Review,
the Monthly Magazine, and the Monthly Re-

pository. Theolog. Repos.
ROBINSON (THOMAS) an ingenious natu-

ralist, who lived in the beginning of the

eighteenth century. He was an episcopal

clergyman, and held the rectory of Ousby, in

Cumberland, where he died in 1719. His

long residence in the neighbourhood of a

mountainous and mineral district led him to

turn his attention to the study of mineralogy,
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geology, and other branches of the science of
nature. As the result of his researches lie

published "An Es;>ay towards a Natural
History of Westmoreland and Cumberland,
wherein an Account is given of their several
Mineral and Surface Productions, with some
Directions how to discover Minerals by the
external and adjacent Strata and Upper-
covers," &c. 17< 9, 8vo. This work, which
is dedicated to lord Lonsdale, is still interest-

ing, on account of the facts which it contains,
and which show the author to have been
an intelligent observer of natural phenomena,
though his attempts at speculation are, as

might have been expected, futile. Work* of
the Learned, vol. xi. Lysons's Mayna Bri-
tannia. Cumberland.
ROBSON (GEORGE FENNEL) an eminent

draughtsman and landscape painter in water-

colours, who was born in the city of Durham,
where his father was engaged in trade as a
wine merchant. His taste for drawing mani-
fested itself at a very early age ;

and it has
been stated that when three or four years old
he attempted to draw from memory the ob-

jects which he had observed while walking
with his mother in the fields. This propensity
to imitate the works of nature induced him,
when a schoolboy, to devote every vacant
hour and holiday to the exercise of his pencil.
When any artist visited Durham, for the pur-
pose of sketching the beautiful and romantic
scenes in its vicinity, George Robson was
ever tracing his footsteps, creeping to his side,
and eagerly watching the progress of his un-

dertaking. At length he was placed under
the tuition of Mr Harle, the only drawing-
master the city afforded ; but that artist re-

fused payment for the lessons he gave, ob-

serving that the boy had already got too

forward to profit by his instruction. Before
he attained the age of twenty he visited

London, where he soon became known as a

talented and industrious student. With such

qualifications he gradually advanced to great
eminence in his profession. His first publica-
tion was a view of his native city, the profits

of which enabled him to undertake a journey
to the Scottish Highlands, with whose wild

and romantic scenery he had long wished for

an opportunity to make himself acquainted.
In the dress of a shepherd, with a wallet at

his back, and Scott's poem, "The Lay of the

Last Minstrel," in his pocket, he wandered
over the mountains winter and summer, till

he had become familiar with the various as-

pects they presented under different changes
of season, and was enabled to lay up a rich

store of materials for the improvement of his

taste and skill. On his return to London,
where he took up his future residence, he pub-
lished "Outlines of the Grampian Mountains."

In 1813 he first appeared as a candidate for

public approbation, in the ninth annual exhi-

bition of the Society, of Painters in Water

Colours ;
and he was elected a member of

that association in the following year. But

it was not till the exhibition of 1815 that his

works began to attract that general notice
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which at length procured for him extensive

and abundant patronage. From this period
his interests became identified with those of

the society just mentioned, for the promotion
of which he exerted himself with the utmost
zeal and with great success. As an artist

Robson was remarkable for vigour of execu-
tion. His conception of form might occa-

sionally l>e deficient in grandeur, but with

regard to effect and colouring he ever dis-

played abundant power and felicity. The
Scottisa hills had strongly impressed their

awful characteristics on his imagination ;
and

the calm and serenity of his own mind so

well assimilated with those scenes of peace
and loneliness, that they were ever present
to his mind, even when settled altogether in

the south of England, and drawing his woods
and waterfalls from the objects around him.
One of his last and best pictures was

" A View
of London Bridge before Sunrise." He died

in the flower of his age, in 1833. In private
life this ingenious artist was distinguished
for straightforward integrity, modesty, in-

genuousness, and unbounded benevolence.

The society to which he belonged was in

some measure indebted to him for its per-
manent existence ; for when the managers
of the institution were embarrassed through
the difficulty of obtaining rooms for the exhi-

bition of paintings in water colours, he caused
the present gallery to be built on his own re-

sponsibility, and by that means insured the

stability and prosperity of the association.

Among the engraved and published works
of Robsou, besides those already noticed,

may be mentioned,
"
Picturesque Views of

English Cities," 1828, 4to, with descriptive

letter-press furnished by J. Britton, FSA.
;

and he also contributed drawings for " Land-

scape Illustrations of the Waverley Novels,"

engraved by W. and E. Finden. Public
Journals.

ROCCA (ALBERT JOHN MICHAEL) a
French officer, knight of the legion of honour,
who served as a lieutenant of hussars in the

campaigns of Bonaparte in Prussia and in

Spain. In the latter he was severely wounded,
and was obliged to quit the army. About
181 1 he retired to the residence of his family
at Geneva, where he became acquainted with
the celebrated madame de Stael, to whom
he was secretly married. The union was

divulged after her death in July 1817; and
M. Rocca survived her but a few months,
dying January 30, 1818, in the thirty-first

year of his age He was the author of " Me'-

moire sur la Guerre des Francais en Es-

pagne," 1814, 8vo, which was translated into

English ; and "
Campagne de Walcheren et

d'Anvers en 1809," 1815, Svo; besides which
he wrote a novel entitled " La Maladie du

Pays," which has never been published.

Biog. Univ. Class.

ROCHEFOUCAULD LIANCOURT
(FRANCIS ALEXANDER FREDERIC due de la)

a patriotic French statesman, who was the

son of the Due d'Estissac, and was born

January 11 1747. He held the office of

ROGERS.
grand keeper of the royal wardrobe to Louis

XV, and he was attached to the service of
his successor. When the States-general were
convoked, in 1789, he was elected deputy
from the nobility of Clermont, in Beauvoisin.
In that assembly he displayed his ardour in

the cause of liberty, and his loyalty to the

king, whose fate he made repeated attempts
to avert, but finding them frustrated, and his

own life in danger, he quitted his native

country, and fled to England, where he re-

sided in retirement till 1794. He then went to

America, and passed some years in travelling

through the United States, every where col-

lecting information concerning the public in-

stitutions, agriculture, commerce, and arts of
the country. The result of his observations

appeared in his "
Voyages dans les Etats-

Unies d'Amerique, fails en 1795, 1796, 1797,
et 1798," 8 vols, Svo. Towards the close of
1798 he returned to Europe, and visited Hol-

land, the north of Germany, and Denmark,
where he pursued his inquiries concerning
such subjects as those which had previously
engaged his attention. After the ascendancy
of Bonaparte was established in France he
returned home, his name having been pre-

viously erased from the list of emigrants. He
settled on his estate at Lian court, where he
established schools and manufactories, and

engaged in other schemes for the benefit of
the labouring classes. He accepted neither

place nor favour from the consular or impe-
rial government, except the decoration of the

legion of honour. After the first restoration

of the Bourbons, he was nominated on the

4th of June 1814, a peer of France, with
the title of Due de la Rochefoucauld, having
previously borne that of Due de Liancourt.

During the hundred days in 1815, he accepted
the office of deputy to the chamber of repre-
sentatives from the division of Clermont, in

the hope of being serviceable to his country,

though he disapproved of the conduct of
those who were at the head of public affairs.

After Louis XVIII returned from Ghent, he
was recalled to the chamber of peers, in

which he spoke in favour of the liberty of

the press, and on every occasion showed him-
self to be the temperate advocate of public

liberty. He held the post of inspector-general
of the conservatory of arts and occupations,
and some other public offices till 1823, when,

having given offence to government by the

free expression of his opinions, he was sud-

denly displaced from the stations which he

had filled with much credit to himself and

advantage to the public. He died at Paris,
March 28, 1827. He published an abstract

of sir F. Morton Eden's History of the Poor,
and several tracts on statistics, education, the

management of prisoners, &c. Bioy. Nouv.
des Contemp. Rev. Encycl.
ROGERS (CHARLES) an antiquary and

connoisseur, was born at Westminster in 1711.

He held a situation in the Custom-house, and
died in 1784. He was the author of a trans-

lation of Dante's Inferno, some papers in the

Archaeologia. and " A Description of a Collec-
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tion of Prints in Imitation of Drawings," to

which was add,ed
" Lives of their Authors,

with Explanatory and Critical Notes," 2 vols,
folio. Gent. Mag.
ROKEWODE (JOHN GAGE) born 1786,

died 1 842, an antiquary, and director of the

English Society of Antiquaries. He was edu-
cated at Stonyhurst college, and afterwards

travelled on the continent. He was called to

the bar of Lincoln's Inn in 1818. He wrote
the "

Antiquities of Hengrave, in Sussex," and
was the author of a number of communica-
tions made to the Society of Antiquaries ;

he
edited several antiquarian works, and pub-
lished, in 1838,

" The History and Antiquities
of Suffolk Thingoe Hundred." Gent. Mag.
ROSASPINA (FRANCISCO) born in Monte

Scudalo in 1762, died 1842, at Bologna, aged
seventy-nine, a celebrated engraver. He was
his own instructor, as he only learned from an
artist how to prepare the plate. He used

aqnatinta and etching with success, but his

chief excellence lay in the manner of his line

engraving, so free and light, and yet effective.

Many of his best engravings were stippled, as

in his engraving of St. Francis by Domeni-
chino, which is no less famous for his engrav-
ing of it than as a picture. The gallery of

Bologna, being engravings of a hundred of the

best paintings in the Pinacoteca of that city, is

his greatest work, the drawings having been
all executed by himself.

ROSCOE (HENRY) born 1790, died 1836,
a barrister-at-law, and son of the author
of the Life of Leo X, of whose children

he was the youngest. He was called to

the bar of the Inner Temple in 1826, and
went the northern circuit and Liverpool ses-

sions. He was assessor of the mayor's court

at Liverpool, and one of the municipal corpo-
rations commissioners. His professional ac-

quirements were of the first order, his judg-
ment sound, and he was an acute lawyer. His

legal works, particularly his treatise on legal

property, obtained for him a considerable pro-
fessional reputation. He resembled his father

in his acquaintance with polite literature, and
was an accomplished and elegant writer,
which in one who had devoted his time to the

law is so rare an acquirement. Some of the

articles in the New Monthly Magazine,
during its

"
high and palmy

"
state, between

the years 1820 and 1830, were contributed

by him. His disposition was friendly and
amiable. He was cut off just after his mar-

riage, and when he had overcome many diffi-

culties in his early career. He had been

aware for some time before his decease of the

nature of his complaint (diabetes), but he

altered nothing of his wonted serenity of mind,
or of his professional duties, on that account.

Besides his professional works he edited
" North's Life of the Lord Keeper Guild-

ford," and had nearly completed a historical

work which he had in hand. In person he was

tall, and much resembled his father. Orig.
ROSCOE (WILLIAM) the historian of Lo-

renzo de' Medici and of Leo X, was born at

Liverpool, of humble origin, in the year 1752.
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His father and mother were both in the ser-
vice of a gentleman of the most amiable and
generous disposition, who, dying without an
heir, left the greatest part of his property to
the subject of this memoir. It does not appear
that his patron paid any attention to his early
education, and his father had no higher am-
bition than to make him acquainted with

writing and arithmetic. Through an obsti-

nacy of temper, which in some minds is the
forerunner of genius, lloscoe could not be

prevailed upon to submit to the drudgery of
scholastic discipline; and consequently did
not avail himself even of the small advantages
of educatiou which his parents were able to

afford him. It was, however, his merit to

discover in time the means of self-education

He early began to think for himself; and his

habits of mental application soon gave evi-

dence of that genius which afterwards shone
forth with so conspicuous a splendour. At
the age of sixteen his poetical productions
would have done credit to one who had

enjoyed all the advantages of education ; and
he was at that time found qualified to be ad-
mitted as an articled clerk to Mr Eyres, an
eminent solicitor of Liverpool. Soon after he
had entered on the duties of his office he was
induced to undertake the study of the Latin

language, in which he found means to acquire
a proficiency by his own unassisted efforts

;

and he subsequently obtained an acquaintance,
in the same manner, with the French and
Italian. The best authors in each of those

tongues soon became familiar to him, and

perhaps few of his countrymen ever ac-

quired so general, so extensive, and so recon-

dite an intimacy with Italian literature as did

Mr Roscoe. At the expiration of his clerkship
he entered into partnership with Mr Aspinwall,
a gentleman previously engaged in practice as

a lawyer ;
and he soon became invested with

the entire management of an office extensive

in practice and of high reputation. Ahout
this time he became intimate with Mr Enfield,

the tutor of a dissenting academy at Warring-
ton, and the author of popular compilations
entitled

" The Speaker," and the "
Sequel to

the Speaker," to which Mr Roscoe contributed

an "
Elegy to Pity," and an " Ode to Educa-

tion." In December 1773, he recited, before

the society formed at Liverpool for the encou-

ragement of drawing, painting, &c, an Ode
which was afterwards published with " Mount
Pleasant," his first poetical production, com-

posed at the age of sixteen. He occasionally

gave lectures on subjects connected with the

objects of this institution, and he was a very
active and useful member of this society.
When the projected abolition of the Slave

Trade became a topic of public discussion, he

warmly interested himself in the success of

that measure. A Spanish Jesuit named Harris

having published a tract with the title of
"
Scriptural Researches into the Licitness of

the Slave Trade," he answered it with great

spirit and acuteness by
" A Scriptural Refuta-

tion of a pamphlet lately published by the

Rev Raymond Harris," 1788. He afterwards
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published the first and second parts of his

principal poem,
" The Wrongs of Africa.''

With an ardent imagination, and a sincere

love of liberty, Mr lioscoe's feelings were

naturally excited by the opening prospects ol

the French Revolution, and on that occasion

he celebrated the charms of freedom in a

translation of one of the odes of Petrarch,
which was inserted in the Mercurio Italiano.

H-.' also composed, under the influence of the

same feelings, his two songs
" O'er the vine-

covered hills and gay regions of France," and
" Millions be Free," which were equally po-

pular both in France and at home. The great
work on which the fame of Mr Roscoe chiefly

rests, his
" Life of Lorenzo de Medicis, called

the Magnificent,'' was commenced in 1790,
and completed in 1796. Such was the extra-

ordinary success of this publication, that he
was induced, in 1797, to relinquish his pro-
fession of an attorney, and to enter as a stu-

dent at Gray's-inn, in order that he might be

enabled to practise as a barrister. He now

employed his leisure in studying the Greek

language, in which he made considerable

progress; and in 1798 he published "The
Nurse, a poem, from the Italian of Luiga
Tansillo," 4to. In 18i>5 appeared his second

great work,
" The Life and Pontificate of

Leo X, the son of Lorenzo de' Medici," in

4 vols, 4to; in collecting materials for which,
he is said to have been liberally assisted by
lord Holland and the earl of Bristol. About
this period he appears to have given up his

intention of practising at the bar, instead of

which, he became a banker at Liverpool, in

partnership with his friends Messrs Clark and
Sons. When the general election took place,
in 1 806, many of the inhabitants of Liverpool,

displeased with the conduct of general Tarle-

ton, one of their late members, in opposing the

abolition of the Slave Trade, determined to

place Mr Roscoe, who had written against

slavery in every form, in opposition to him.

Accordingly, many of his friends, consisting

chiefly of the Quakers and Unitarians, re-

solved to put him in nomination, and to return

him solely at their own expense. A very
large subscription was consequently raised, and
after a most severe contest the election ter-

minated in his favour. His senatorial career,

however, was brief; for after the dissolution

of Parliament, in 1 807, he retired from the re-

presentation, and from that time confined his

political exertions to the publication of occa-

sional pamphlets. Among these may be men-
tioned " Remarks on the Proposals made to

Great Britain for a Negotiation with France,"

18o8; "Considerations on the Causes of the

present War," 1808; "Observations on the

Address to His Majesty proposed by Earl

Grey," 1810;
" Occasional Tracts relative to

the War betwixt France and Great Britain,"
181 1 ;

" Letters to Henry Brougham, Esq, on
a Reform in the Representation of the People
in Parliament," 1811 ;

"Answer to a Letter

from Mr J. Merritt, on Parliamentary Reform,"
1812 ;

" Observations"n Penal Jurisprudence,
and the Reformation of Criminals," 1819. In

ROSEL.
1817 Mr Roscoe published a discourse on the
"
Origin and Vicissitudes of Literature, Sci-

ence, and the Arts," which he had delivered at

the opening of the Liverpool Royal Institution.

In 1824 he superintended a new edition of the

works of Pope, the celebrated poet, to which
was prefixed a life of that author; and the

criticisms contained in this publication in-

volved him in a controversy with the rival

commentator on Pope, the rev W. Lisle

Bowles. The last work in which he was oc-

cupied related to botany, a science which he
had long cultivated, and in which he had dis-

played his skill by various papers which ap-

peared in the " Transactions of the Linnxun

Society.'' Mr Roscoe was also the author of the

well-written preface to Daulby's
"
Catalogue

of the Etchings of Rembrandt." In his com-
mercial pursuits Mr Roscoe proved unsuccess-
ful

;
the banking-house to which he belonged

failed, and his property was wrecked. The
creditors would liberally have allowed him
to retain his valuable library, but his sense of

justice would not permit him to avail himself
of their generosity. His books, including
many valuable Italian works, were sold at

Liverpool for 5150/., his collection of prints
for 1880/., and the drawings for 738/. A por-
trait ot Leo X was purchased for 500/. by
Mr Coke of Holkham. Yet, upon the whole,
the life of Mr Roscoe can scarcely be regarded
as unfortunate. Distinguished by the friend-

ship of the gifted and the great, his days
were passed in free intercourse with kindred

minds, and his declining years were solaced

by the affectionate attentions of warmly and

sincerely attached relatives. He was consi-

dered as the head of the literary and scientific

circles of his native town ; and much of his

time was spent in promoting the objects of
the many noble public institutions which he
had contributed to establish. His death,
which was occasioned by a disorder partaking
of the nature of cholera, took place at his seat

at Toxteth park, near Liverpool. June 30th,
1831. His funeral was attended by commit-
tees of the Royal Institution, the Philosophical

Society, and the Athenaeum, and by nearly
200 gentlemen on foot, besides those in car-

riages. Ann. Biog.
ROSE (SAMUEL) a lawyer, was born at

Chiswick in 1767, and was educated by his

father, Dr William Rose, who kept an aca-

demy there. He then studied at Glasgow,
and attended the courts of law at Edinburgh.
In 1786 he entered a student of Lincoln's-inn,
and ten years afterwards he was called to the

bar. He died in 1804. He was the editor

of Comyn's Reports and Digest, and the

author of a " Life of Goldsmith." Gen. Biog.
Diet.

ROSEL (JOHN AUGUSTUS) a painter and
naturalist, was born near Armstadt in 1705.

He pursued the profession of a miniature

painter at Nuremberg, but he was chiefly dis-

tinguished for his exquisite truth and delicacy
in the delineation of insects. He wrote some

entomological works, with coloured plates.
He died in 1759. Pilhington.
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ROSILLY-MESROS (FRANCOIS STEPHEN)

at Brest 1748, died 1832, a French ad-

miral, sent to take the command of the com-
bined fleets of France and Spain at Cadiz in

1805, which he found reduced from thirty-
three sail of the line to five fit for sea. after

the battle of Trafalgar. He was a gallant
officer, arid had seen nearly seventy years
of almost uninterrupted service. Biog, Univ.

ROSS, or ROUSE (JOHN) surnamed the

Antiquary of Warwick, of which he was a

native. He studied at Baliol college, Oxford,
and was canon of Osney. After travelling
over England he settled at Guy's Cliffe, iu

Warwickshire, and died there in 1491. A
manuscript by him, on the history of the earls

of Warwick, is contained iu the Bodleian

library. His "
History of our Kings," and

"
Antiquities of Warwick," were printed by

Hearne in 1719. Nicolson.

ROSSI (CHARLES) born in Nottingham in

1762, died in London 1839, a celebrated sculp-
tor. He was placed when young with Luca-

telli, an Italian sculptor in London, and when
he quitted him was employed by Coade and

Seeley, the artificial stone statuaries at Lam-
beth. He next became a student at the Royal
Academy, and bore off the gold medal for the

best specimen of sculpture. He was then
sent to Rome to study at the expense of the

academy for three years. On his return he
was immediately employed iu works of high
art, and in a few years was elected a member
of the academy. He was also appointed

sculptor to George IV and William IV. A
groupe of Rossi's

" Celadon and Amelia," at

lord Egremout's, and one of Eleanor queen of
Edward I, have been much praised. He ex-

ecuted several of the funeral monuments of

distinguished individuals in different cathe-

drals and churches. He was seventy-seven at

the time of his decease. Gent. Mag.
ROSTOPCH1N (count FEDORI born of an

ancient family in Russia, died 1826. He was

governor of Moscow when the French en-

tered that city in 1812. It was asserted that

it was set on fire by his orders, to prevent the

French from finding an asylum there during
the winter. In 1822, however, he is said to

have stated publicly that the incendiarism

was the work of drunken and disorderly sol-

diers who were in the city, and that to them
alone the glory of the act belongs. He pub-
lished a defence, entitled " The truth in rela-

tion to the burning of Moscow."
ROTHEKHAM (JOHN) a clergyman of the

established church, was a native of Cumber-

land, and studied at Queen's college, Oxford,
after which he became a curate in Yorkshire.

Here he wrote a treatise on the " Doctrine of

Justification by Faith," for which the uni-

versity rewarded him with the degree of

MA. and the bishop of Durham presented
him to the living of Houghton-le-Spring. He
also wrote " A Sketch of the Grand Argument
for Christianity ;"

" An Apology for the Atha-
nasian Creed ;"

"
Essay on the Soul and

Body ;"
"
Essay on Establishments against the

Confessional," 8vo. Gent. Mag.
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ROTHSCHILD (NATHAN MAYER) born at

Frankfort, in the vilest part of the city, in

1776, died 1836, remarkable for the riches he
had accumulated by various kinds of specula-
tions and loan-making, so that it has been
generally supposed he was the richest indivi-
dual in Europe. He was the son of a Jew,
who left his family of five sons considerable

property. They became united in monetary
transactions, rendered more than usually pro-
fitable by the political events of the "time.
The family had bouses of business, Anselni
at Frankfort, Solomon at Vienna, with a
branch at Berlin ; Nathan in London (the
head of the whole), Charles at Naples, and
Jacobo at Paris. The breaking out of the
war with Spain laid the foundation of Nathan's
fortune. The English army had to be sup-
plied there with bullion and other things to a

prodigious extent of outlay. He had come to

England to act as agent for his father in the

purchase of Manchester goods for the conti-
nent. Large sums were placed in the hands
of the firm for security by some of the Ger-
man princes, and with judgment were em-
ployed as means ofaccumulation. Rothschild's
contracts for loans, his dealings in securities,
and his gambling speculations in the funds,
which from his superiority of information,
and his power of capital, he could act upon
almost at pleasure, were sources of immense
profit. He was not always successful at the
commencement of his loan dealing transac-

tions
;
but he managed by his great wealth to

hold over, or to throw losses on others as

sharers with him, that carried himself tole-

rably clear, so that his bad bargains always
lessened their loss through his foresight and

judgment. While he played all manner of

games in the funds, he never suffered himself
to be allured into the joint stock speculations
of the day. His operations in bullion and

foreign exchanges were generally successful,

though on a very large scale. He held, as

all his brothers do, a patent of German nobi-

lity ;
but he never assumed it, setting its just

value upon so cheap an honour His will gave
no clue to the amount of that property which
alone made him the object of regard and

envy by men of inferior minds. High and
low alike paid court to the wealth rather

than the individual ; and his keenness of judg-
ment is said to have set its true value upon
the incense this wafted up to him. He mar-
ried a lady of the Jewish persuasion in Lon-

don, and his attachment to her, as shown when

living, and in the powers he left her at his

decease, was an honourable trait to the trust-

ing nature of his conjugality. Orig.
ROTTLER (rev Dr) born at Strasburgh

1749, died at Vepery, Madras, 1837. He was
educated at Copenhagen, and embarked for

India early in 1776, in the service of the Da-
nish mission at Tranquebar. He had gone
out to undertake different duties ill assisting
the Vepery mission

;
but that assistance being

rendered unnecessary, and lord William Ben-

tinck, governor of India, offering him a situa-

tion at Madras, he remained as secretary and
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chaplain to the orphan asylum there. He was

twenty-two years a labourer in the mission-

ary work with Swartz in India, and survived

him thirty-eight years. During the last twenty

years of his life he took a prominent part in

all measures for promoting Christian know-

ledge in the East. He revived Fabricius'

Translation of the Old Testament, and pre-

pared a Tamul version of the liturgy of the

church of England, afterwards in general use

in South India. He was engaged in the latter

part of his life in compiling an English and
Tamul Dictionary. He was an excellent bo-

tanist and herbalist. His collection, be-

queathed to the Vepery mission, was sent to

England for sale. Gent. Mag.
ROVIGO (ANNE JEAN MAIA RENE SA-

VAKY duke of) born 1774, died 1833, a dis-

tinguished French officer and diplomatist
under the empire. He served in Egypt and

Marengo, where he was aide-de-camp to Des-

saix, and thenceforward to Bonaparte. In

1805, before and after the battle of Austerlitz,

he was sent as an ambassador to Alexander of

Russia. He was employed in Prussia, and

during the campaign of Eylau, he commanded
at Warsaw. He took a part in the battle of

Friedland, and became governor of Old Prus-

sia. In 1807 he was sent ambassador to St

Petersburgh, returning to Paris in 1808. He
was next ambassador to Spain, where he
afterwards replaced Murat. In 1810 he was
entrusted with the command of the police in

the place of the duke of Otranto. The con-

spiracy of Mallet was detected by Savary.
After the battle of Waterloo, the duke of Ro-

vigo accompanied Napoleon to Rochefort and
on board the Belleropnon. He was not allowed
to accompany Napoleon to St Helena ; but,

contrary to all law or justice, was sent a pri-
soner to Malta, and kept for seven months.

Hearing that he was condemned to death, par
contumace, in France, when let out of his pri-
son at Malta he repaired to Smyrna. There,

investing a part of his fortune in a rotten

commercial house, he lost it. He came to

England in 1819, and from thence went over
to France, preferring any chance there to re-

main away in exile from a numerous family.
He was acquitted by a council of war, and the

government established him in his rank and
honours. In retirement he wrote an account
of his life, with a view to exculpate himself
from the charge of being the cause of the

death of the duke d'Enghien. In his defence
he inculpated others, and among them the

wily Talleyrand. He thus raised a storm
about his ears not easily quelled. Talleyrand,
a* usual, maintained his credit, well or ill de-

served. The duke was now disgraced at

court, and he published his memoirs, some of

the best which historians can consult. On the

revolution of 1830 he went to Paris and placed
himself at the disposition of the minister.

Called to the chief command in Africa, he

zealously set about executing his duties
; but

the climate caused a disease, from which he
was obliged to return to France, where he
died. Mtm. Due de Roviyo. Bio. Univ.

RUFFO.
ROWLANDSON (THOMAS) an eminent

caricaturist, born in the Old Jewry, London,
in 175G. At the age of sixteen he was sent to

Paris as a student in an academy for drawing,
where he made rapid advances in the study of
the human figure. Returning to London, he
attended at the Royal Academy, and availed

himselfof the advantages which it afforded for

the improvement of his skill and taste. Having
received a legacy of 7000/. from a female re-

lation, he plunged into all the follies offashion-
able life, and particularly gave himself up to

gambling, by means of which he dissipated
much valuable property. It was in the occa-

sional intervals of abstinence from this mis-
chievous pursuit that he produced the illus-

trations of the " Tour of Dr Syntax in Search
of the Picturesque," the " Dance of Death,"
the " Dance of Life," and various political
caricatures and sketches, which have pro-
cured him great reputation. He died in the
summer of 1827. Lit. Gaz. New Month.

Mag.
ROYER COLLARD (PIERRE) born 1763,

died 1845, originally an advocate of Paris,

who escaped the proscriptions of 1 793-4. He
was one of the Council of Five Hundred, but

was secretly inclined at that time to the Bour-

bons. He was in metaphysics a partizan of

Reid, and opposed to the idealogists, which re-

commended him to Napoleon. On the return

of the Bourbons he was nominated director of

the royal printing office, and became presi-
dent of the commission for public instruction

and of the normal schools, which Villele sup-

pressed. In 1827 Villele, whose ministry had
been one continued outrage on freedom and
common sense, dissolved the Chamber. Seven

colleges at once elected him again, and he was
chosen president of the chamber. In 1831 he
declared that he accepted the revolution to

arrest greater evils. From that time he gave
few signs of apolitical existence. He expired
at his estate of Chateau Vieux. Biog. Univ.

RUDING (ROGERS) rector of Meldun in

Surrey, was born at Leicester in 1751, and
became fellow of Merton College, Oxford,

where, in 1782, he took the degree of bache-

lor of divinity. He was chosen fellow of the

Society of Antiquaries, and made several con-

tributions to their Archseologia. He died in

1820. His principal work is
" Annals of the

Coinage of Britain and its Dependencies,"
4 vols, 4to. Gent. Mag.
RUFFO (DENIS FABRICIUS) born at Naples

1744, died 1827, a cardinal, who headed the

Calabrese and Lazzaroni against the French
and the republican party in 1799. At the

head of numerous but ill-disciplined and san-

guinary hordes from the mountains he at-

tacked the different Neapolitan towns. Alta-

mura was stormed by him, and delivered over
for fifteen days to the most horrible excesses,
which he could not attempt to stay. The re-

treat of the French troops, and the arrival of

a body of Russians, enabled the vengeance of

the atrocious queen Caroline to find gratifica-

tion. The forts yet remained in the hands of

the republicans. Ruffo, not dead to humanity,
410
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and -wishing to get possession of them, being
to all intents and purposes commander-in-
chief for the king of Naples in that territory,
concluded a treaty of capitulation, by which
the garrisons were to be protected and suf-

fered to pass freely out of all danger. On this

solemn capitulation the forts -were given up,
the British naval commander and the cardi-

nal signing the articles. Soon after Nelson
came into the bay of Naples, and, at the insti-

gation of the notorious lady Hamilton, to

satiate the queen's vengeance, undeterred by
any sense of honour, abrogated the articles,

and the garrisons were delivered over to the

sanguinary vengeance of the queen's instru-

ments. Such was the infatuation of that great
officer under the influence of a loose woman,
that he pushed forward the execution of a

gallant officer, who had been his friend.

Lady Hamilton's wish was to let the queen
know that her enemies were punished. In

this proscription Ruffo, to his honour, had no
hand. He was not under the influence of har-

lotry, nor dazzled by a court with which he
was familiar. The cardinal was afterwards
accused by Acton, the queen's favourite minis-

ter, of being too merciful , and regardless of
the "

dignity
"
of the crown. He would have

been arrested, but he went off to the conclave

of Venice, sitting at the moment to elect a new

pope. KufFo ever afterwards expressed his

regret that he had taken a part at all in

affairs so opposite to his feeling and profession,
and held for the future the most moderate

opinions. He left behind him the reputation
of an able and energetic man, of moderate

opinions in after life, who had been drawn by
early ambition for a time into a different

course of action. New Monthly. Bioy. Viet.

RUNJET SINGH, sovereign of Lahore

RUST.
in India, born in 1762, died 1839. He was of
an obscure tribe, and deprived of the advan-
tages of education, but nature had bestowed
upon him a powerful intellect. His valour
was well known. Having attained the sove-

reign power, he increased his dominions by
the conquest ofCashmere, Moultan, Peshawur,
and other territories, and forced all the petty
tributaries round to submit to his sway. By
allying himself with the English he was secure
on the east, and he was safe by his own
prowess from the attack of any other power.
His troops were disciplined by foreign adven-
turers whom he took into his service, among
whom was the French officer Allard. At his
death he left the throne to his eldest son, but
cabals and revolutions ensued. The Sikh

empire being divided under different leaders,
the whole country fell into confusion, and
finally into the hands of the English. Orig.
RUSSELL (THOMAS) an ingenious English

poet, who was born at Bridport in Dorsetshire
in 1762. He was educated at New College,
Oxford, where he obtained a fellowship ; and
he died at Bristol, July 31, 1788. A small
volume of his poems appeared shortly after

his death, containing a number of sonnets,
which display much feeling, taste, and ele-

gance of expression. Orig.
RUST (GEORGE) a learned prelate, was a

native of Cambridge. At the Restoration he
went to Ireland, and after several preferments
he became bishop of Dromore. He died in

1670. He published "A Funeral Sermon,"

preached by himself, on bishop Taylor; "A
Letter of Resolution concerning Origen, and
the chief of his Opinions ;"

" A Sermon on
the Death of the Earl of Mount-Alexander ,"
"
Remains," 8vo

;

" A Discourse of Truth,"
8vo. Gen. Biog. Diet.

s.

SAARSFIELD.

QAARSFIELD (general) born 1785 at Ma-
U drid, died 1837. He was descended from

an ancient Irish family that followed king
James II into exile. He served in the war of

independence, and had the reputation of being
an excellent officer. In 1827 and 1832 he had

the command of an army on the frontiers of

Portugal. At the death of Ferdinand VII he

declared for queeu Christina. Commanded

by the new government to suppress an insur-

rection at Bilbao and Victoria he succeeded in

that object, and by a court intrigue was imme-

diately removed from the command. Pro-

voked at this disgrace, which he so little de-

served, he went to Pampeluna, and refused to

serve again. Even his retirement could not

secure him from the vengeance of his foes.

He was assassinated in one of those insurrec-

tions so common of late years in Spain. Biog.
Univ.

SABAS, a famous heretic of the third cen-

tury. He was the head of the sect of the Mes-
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salians, one of whose grand religious errors

consisted in the strictly literal interpretation
of every part of the Holy Scriptures. Among
other absurdities with which they are charged
by ancient writers is refusing to engage in

any employment, in compliance, as they as-

serted, with the injunction ofJesus Christ, who
said,

" Labour not for the meat that perish-
eth." Sabas is said to have lived till the be-

ginning of the fourth century. Buronii An-
nales.

SACHS1US AB LEWENHEIMB (PAUL
Louis) a German naturalist ofthe seventeenth

century. He was the author of a treatise en-

titled
"
Grammaralogia, sive Grammarorum

vulgo Canerorum Consideratio Physico-philo-

logico-historico-medico-chymica," Fraiicof. et

Lips. 1CC5, 8vo; and he published some

papers in the Miscellanea Curiosa,
" De Auro

Vegetabili." and on other subjects. Gronovil

Bwliot. Regn. Anim. et Lapid.
SACKEN (baron) born in Livonia, died



SACY.
1837, one of the Russian officers who distin-

guished themselves in the wars of the French
revolution and empire. He was nominated

governor of Paris in 1814, and in 1818 com-
manded the first corps of the Russian army.
Biog. Univ.

SACY (ANTONY ISAAC SYLVESTER, baron

de) born at Paris 1758, died 1838, one of the

most learned men of the age in which he

lived, originally an orphan child instructed

by his mother. He lived forgotten near Paris

during the reign of terror, and at the forma-

tion of the special school of language he was
offered to be the teacher of Arabic, but de-

clined taking the oath of hatred to all royalty ;

on this ground he refused to enter the In-

stitute. On the reorganization of that body
by the imperial government he was included

in the class of history and ancient literature.

In 1808 he was made professor of Persian,
and was chosen by the department of the

Seine to be a member of the legislative body,
where he sat until 1814. In 1815 he was
nominated by the king rector of the academy
of Paris, and then a member of the com-
mission of public instruction, which he re-

signed in 1822, not being inclined to give his

support to the measures proposed by the

grand master of the university. In 1830 he
was made a peer of France, and voted con-

tinually on the side of government and order.

He was the means of bringing out many dis-

tinguished men, among whom may be num-
bered Abel Remusat, St Martin. Champollion,
Humbert of Geneva, &c. He was part editor

of the " Journal des Savants." His works
relate to eastern literature, and are marked

by sound discrimination and learning. Some
are in the Arab tongue. Biog. Univ.

SAINT DIDIER (GUILLAUME) a French

poet of the last century, who was a knight of

the order of St Lazarus. He was the author
of an epic poem entitled "

Clovis," which was

published at Paris, with a dedication to the

king (Louis XV), in 1725, 8vo. Stall. Introd.

in Hist. Lit.

SALMON (MANUEL GONZALVO) born 1 778,
died 1832, first secretary of state and minister

of foreign affairs of Spain, and the son of the

Spanish minister plenipotentiary at Morocco.

Biog. Univ.

SALT (HENRY) a distinguished traveller

and philological writer, who was a native of
Lichfield in Staffordshire. He was educated
in the public grammar-school in that city,
and having acquired a knowledge of drawing,
he accompanied lord Valentia in his travels

in the Levant, Egypt, Abyssinia, and the

East Indies, and furnished the graphic illus-

trations by which the "
Voyages and Travels"

of that nobleman were illustrated. He was

subsequently employed by government, as

the bearer of presents to the emperor of Abys-
sinia ; and the result of his observations in

the execution of this mission appeared in

his " Account of a Voyage to Abyssinia, and
Travels in the Interior of the Country in

1809 and 1810 ;" 1814, 4to. This work con-

tains an account of the Portuguese settle-

SALVERTE.
ments on the eastern coast of Africa, as well
as most complete and accurate information
relative to the country which was the more
immediate object of his inquiries ; and his

statements, from personal observation, served
to establish the veracity and confirm the nar-
rative of his celebrated predecessor Bruce.
Mr Salt was afterwards appointed British

consul in Egypt, in which country he long
resided, interesting himself greatly in the

proceedings of scientific travellers who re-

paired thither, and especially in those of Bel-

zoni, whom he supplied with the means of

prosecuting his curious and important re-

searches. His death took place August 30,
1827, at a village between Cairo and Alex-
andria. Mr Salt was the author of " An
Essay on Dr Young's and M. Champollion's
Phonetic System of Hieroglyphics, with some
additional Discoveries by which it may be

applied to decipher the Names of the Ancient

Kings of Egypt and Ethiopia," Lond. 1825,
8vo. Biog. Diet, of Living Authors. Gent.

Mag.
SALTMARSH (JOHN) an antinomian di-

vine, was a native of Yorkshire, and studied
at Magdalen college, Cambridge. He took
his degrees in arts, and entering into orders
became chaplain in the army under Fairfax,
and minister of Brasted in Kent. He then
settled at Ilford in Essex, and died there in

1647. His works made a great commotion
when they appeared, and were answered by
many writers of importance : they are,
"
Sparkles of Glory ;"

"
Dawnings of Light ;"

'The Smoke in the Temple;" "Shadows

Flying Away ;"
" Free Grace, or the Flow-

ings of Christ's Blood freely to Sinners ;"
" Wonderful Predictions." Wood.
SALVERTE (ANNE JOSEPH EUSEBE BA-

CONNIERE) born in Paris 1771, died 1839, a
French writer whom the affairs of the revo-
lution disgusted, and who in consequence
devoted himself to study. In 1807 he en-

deavoured to obtain the prize at the Institute

for " A Literary Picture of France in the

Eighteenth Century." He then left France
for Geneva, and after some years' absence
returned and associated himself with those

writers who were friendly to the new insti-

tutions of his country. He was next per-
suaded to offer himself as a candidate for a

deputyship, and he took his seat in 1828 for

the third arroudissement of Paris. He voted

with the left side for the re-establishment of

the national guard, which a royal ordinance
had dissolved, and for the accusation of the

minister who had proposed such a measure.

In 1830 he moved to take for a basis as

fundamental institutions the declaration of

the chamber m 1815. He opposed the too

precipitate revision of the charter, and de-

manded that the preceding ministers should

be put in accusation, &c. He published
' Ro-

mances and Poems ;"
" A Philosophical Eu-

logy on Diderot ;"
" A Literary Picture of

France in the Eighteenth Century ;"
" An

Historical and Philosophical Essay on the

Names of Men, People, and Places ;"
" Oc-
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cult Science, or an Essay on Magic, Prodigies,
and Miracles ;"

" On Civilization ; Venice,

Ragusa, &c. ;" a part of a great work which
its author left unfinished Biog. Univ.
SALVINI (ANTONIO MARIA) an eminent

critic, was born in 1654 at Florence, where
he became professor of Greek. He was a
member of the academy Delia Crusca, and
took a part in their Dictionary. He was
the author of Italian translations of Hesiod,

Homer, Anacreon, and Theocritus ; also of a

version of Addison's Cato, and Letters from

Italy. His compositions were published, the

prose in 2 vols, 4to, and the poems in one.

He died in 1729. His brother was a canon
of Florence, and was the author of " Fasti

Consolari dell' Academia Fiorentina," &c.
Fabroni.

SAND or SANDT (CHARLES Louis) born

1795, at Wansiedel, in the territory of Ba-

reuth, beheaded 1820, the assassin of the
writer Kotzebue. He was the son of an old
Prussian counsellor, and was represented as

a mild, studious, orderly young man, who
had gone through his studies at Hoff satis-

factorily, and afterwards at Ratisbon. But
he possessed a high degree of that enthusiasm
which is common in Germany among young
men. He found his reason inadequate to

repress the indignation he felt at the base

tergiversation that Kotzebue had displayed,
and the sarcasms and insulting raillery with
which he attacked the principles he had not

long before supported ;
he had also grossly

vilified the German nation. This youth there-

fore p.-isuaded himself it was his duty to

avenge his country. He went to Manheim
on the 23rd of December 181 8

;
he poignarded

Kotzebue with a coolness quite sufficient to

show the perversion of his ideas, and then
he stabbed himself with the same dagger.
He was tried

;
his advocate pleaded mental

alienation in vain. As he was led out of

Manheim to execution, the streets and win-

dows were filled with people, who testified

the greatest interest and compassion towards
him. He refused the offices of a priest, and
died with stoical firmness. Numerous stu-

dents arriving from Heidelberg, dipped their

handkerchiefs in his blood. His age was only

twenty-four years. His mother was said to

have received 40,000 letters of condolence

or of felicitation.
" An Exposition of the

Inquest and Trial of Sandt, by a Counsellor

of State of Baden," was soon after published,

containing all the particulars of the crime.

Biog. Univ.

SANTA ROSA (SANTOKRE, count) born at

Savillano 1783, died 1825, minister of the

Sardinian States during the Italian insurrec-

tion of 1821. Commencing life as a soldier,

he resigned the profession to embrace that of

administration, and he soon became distin-

guished in his office. When in 1821 the

Piedmontese, from the example of Spain and

Naples, wished to proclaim the constitution

of the Cortes, Santa Kosa was one of the fore-

most friends to the measure. The news of

the approach of a German army having
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determined the first explosion, king Victor
Emanuel preferred to abdicate rather than
incur the reprobation of the Austrian govern-
ment by giving a constitution to his people.
The prince of Carignan being regent, the
constitution was proclaimed, but the regent
eloped. The weight of the direction of affairs
then fell upon Santa Rosa, but it was in vain
that he sent couriers to set the troops in move-
ment. Scarcely were they on the frontiers
to march to the assistance of the Neapolitans
than news was received of their first reverses.
The prince de Carignan then ordered Santa
Rosa to give up the office of foreign affairs

to the chevalier del' Escaraine. The count
refused, redoubled his efforts, and for some
time solely sustained the strength of his party
in Piedmont. But the Neapolitan treachery
had destroyed all hope of Italian freedom.
It was soon seen by the count that the odds
as to numbers were against them. Santa
Rosa escaped from Genoa, but being sen-

tenced to death and separated from his family,
he wandered without an object, first to Eng-
land, where his worth gained him many
friends, and then to Greece, where he fell

combating Ibrahim Pasha, on the side of the

Greeks, on the 9th of May 1825, at Sphacterie,
near Navarino. The purest hearted and
noblest minded man that ever devoted him-
self for freedom. The government of Pied-
mont has since done his memory justice. He
wrote " An Account of the Piedmontese Re-
volution.

'

Biog. Diet.

SAULNIER (SEBASTIAN Louis) born at

Nancy in France 1790, died 1835, bred to

the law, and employed to interrogate some

prisoners whom the English had thrown upon
the Dutch coast, one of whom, being at first

a suspected character, was cleared of sus-

picion by a remark of Saulnier to Napoleon,
who placed him in several important and re-

sponsible posts, in which he conducted him-
self with integrity and ability. He was
named ultimately commissary-general of po-
lice at Lyons. In 1*14 he retired into private

life, but reappeared on the return of Napo-
leon, and was made a prefect. After Waterloo
he returned to Paris, and to the cultivation

of letters. In 1830 he was made prefect of
La Mayenne, and then of the Loiret, which

duty he performed till his decease. He was
a correspondent of the Institute, in the classes

of moral and political science. He translated

many useful articles out of the English on

subjects of a public nature, and wrote a " No-
tice of the Voyage of Lelorrain to Egypt,
with Observations on the Circular Zodiac of

Denderah." The voyage of Lelorrain was
undertaken at the expense of Saulnier, and
it is to these two individuals alone that France
is indebted for that zodiac, and for the por-

phyry sarcophagus discovered on the plain of

Memphis, with a number of other precious
relics of antiquity. Biog. Univ.

SAUMAREZ (JAMKS, lord) born 1757,
died 1837, an English admiral of the red, a

native of Guernsey, who entered the service

at an early age, and served under lord Rod-
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ney. In the Crescent frigate he captured the

Recession, a French frigate, without the loss

of a man, the etiemy having 120 killed and
wounded. He was in lord Bridport's action

of 1795. He commanded in an unsuccessful

attack on a French squadron in the bay of

Algeziras under the hatteries, when the Han-

nibal, getting aground, was left in possession
of the enemy. He afterwards with astonish-

ing activity repaired and put to sea, offering
the enemy battle, although they were rein-

forced to ten sail of the line and three frigates,
while he had but five sail, a frigate, and po-
lacca. He attacked, and two of the enemy's
ships were blown up, and one taken. The

night being dark, the enemy got away into

C'adiz. For this he had the order of the

Bath, and a pension of 1200/. per annum. His
last command was at Plymouth, from 1824 to

1827. He retired to Guernsey, his native

island, after quitting the service, and died

there. Gent. Mag.
SAUNDERS (JOHN CUNNINGHAM) a sur-

geon, was born at Loirstone in Devonshire, in

1773. After serving his apprenticeship at

Barnstaple, he became a pupil of St Thomas's

hospital, where he was made demonstrator of

anatomy. He was particularly distinguished
for his skill in diseases of the eye, for which,
in 1804, he instituted an infirmary. He died

of apoplexy in 1810. His works are,
" On the

Anatomy and Diseases of the Ear," 1 vol,

folio
;

" An Essay on the Inflammation of the

Iris ;" and some papers on the disorders of the

eye, which were published after his death.

London Medical Journal.

SAUNDERS (WILLIAM) an eminent phy-
sician and medical writer, who was a fellow

of the Royal college of London, and senior

physician to Guy's hospital. Besides other

works, he published
" Observationes de Anti-

monio ejusque usu," 1773, 8vo, of which a

German translation was published at Alten-

burg, in 1775
;

" Observations on the Efficacy
of the Red Peruvian Bark in the Cure of

Agues and other Fevers," 1782, 8vo, which
was also translated into German

;

" Observa-
tions on the Mephitic Acid," 1777 ; "A Trea-
tise on the Structure, (Economy, and Diseases

of the Liver," 1793, fourth edition, 1809, 8vo
;

the " Harveian Oration," 1796; "On the

Chemical History and Medical Powers of
some of the most celebrated Mineral Waters,
with Practical Remarks on Aqueous Regimen ;"

to which are added,
" Observations on the Use

of Cold and Warm Bathing," 1800, 2nd edit.

1800, 8vo
; and "A Treatise on the Hepatitis

of India," 1809, 8vo. Dr Saunders died in

1819 Biog. Diet, of Living Authors. Ed.
SAURIN (WILLIAM) born in Ireland 1756,

died 1839, an Irish lawyer and attorney-
general, who was employed in Ireland during
the turbulent period between 1797 and 1822,
when he amply fulfilled the expectations en-

tertained of his abilities and zeal in behalf
of the party that employed him. Pol. Lit.

Hist.

SAVARY (FELIX) born in Paris 1797, died

1841, an astronomer and professor of the po-

SAY.
lytechnic school, of which he had been one of

the most brilliant students
;
he belonged to the

academy and to the board of longitude. He
left several scientific articles in different pub-
lications, and a memoir upon the determina-
tion of the orbits that two stars describe round
their centre of gravity, nearly approximating
to each other. Bio. Univ.

SAVERY (THOMAS) an English officer and

engineer, distinguished for the share which
he had in the invention of the steam-engine.
(See NEWCOMMON.) Captain Savery ob-
tained the post of surveyor of the works at

Hampton Court, where he died May 30, 1715.

Orig.
SAXE WEIMAR or EISENACH

(CHARLES AUGUSTUS, the grand-duke of) died
at Gralitz 1828, born in 1757. He succeeded
his father Ernest Augustus in 1758; but did
not take the title of grand -duke until 1315.
His estates flourished greatly under his admi-

nistration, and he rendered Weimar, the place
of his residence, justly celebrated by the

number of learned men and authors, whom
his kindness, munificence, and love of litera-

ture attracted thither, and to whom he granted
the most honourable distinctions.-^Bib. Unio.

SAY (JEAN BAPTISTE) a distinguished
writer on political economy, who was born at

Lyons in 17ti7. He is said to have been de-

scended from William de Say, one of the ad-

venturers who accompanied the Norman
conqueror in his successful expedition to Eng-
land, where he became the founder of the

noble family of Saye and Sele ;
but the subject

of this article derived his celebrity not from
illustrious birth or ancestry, but from the

happy exertion of his natural talents. His
father was a respectable merchant, who re-

moved from Lyons to Paris about the com-
mencement of the French revolution. The
son was educated with a view to the pursuit
of commerce, in which he was for some time

engaged, but which he at length quitted to

devote himself entirely to literature. Like

many other men of genius, he first essayed his

powers in poetical effusions, becoming a con-

tributor to the " Almanach des Muses."

Shortly after he was employed, under the

direction of Mirabeau, in conducting the Cou-
rier de Provence, the great object of which
work was to lower the privileged orders, and

especially the aristocracy, in the estimation

of the French people. Say next became se-

cretary to Claviere, the minister of finance.

Alarmed by the stormy violence of the revo-

lution, he now retired from public life, and
with a view to excite an interest among his

countrymen in favour of literature and science,
he set up, in conjunction with Champfort and

Ginguene', a periodical publication entitled
' Decade Philosophique, LitteVaire, et Poli-

tique," which undertaking was attended with
brilliant success. He was, however, very
soon deprived of the aid of his two associati-s

by the revolutionary persecutions; but he
was joined by several others, as Andrieux,

Amaury-Duval, &c, with whose aid he con-

tinued the journal, which became one of the
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most remarkable literary productions of that

period. The situation which M. Say occupied
as the conductor of this work rendered him
the object of public attention

;
and when Bo-

naparte was about to proceed on his expedi-
tion to Egypt, he employed the editor of the

De'cade Philosophique to collect such books as

would form a library of information requisite
for the purposes which the projector of the

undertaking had in view. This intercourse
with the destined ruler of France procured
for M. Say admission into the tribunate on
the first formation of that body. He did not,

however, at all distinguish himself in that

assembly ; and he subsequently accounted for

the silence he then preserved, by declaring
his conviction of a total want of power to

oppose with any effect a political system
which he entirely disapproved. Conceiving
that he could develop his ideas with more
advantage by means of the press than from
the tribune, he began the composition of his
" Traite' de 1'Economie Politique, ou Simple
Exposition de la Maniere dont se forment, se

distribuent, et se consomment les Richesses,"
2 vols, the first edition of which appeared in

1802, and which laid the foundation of that

high celebrity which the author attained, as
a political economist, both at home and abroad.
After the 1 8th Brumaire Say refused to vote
for the establishment of the imperial despot-
ism in France, in the person of Bonaparte ;

in consequence of which he was excluded
from the tribunate, but was shortly after ap-
pointed receiver of the assessed taxes (les
droits reunis) for the department of Allier.

which post he soon resigned, from conscien-
tious scruples, being, as he declared,

" unwill-

ing to assist in impoverishing his country."
He then established a manufactory at Lyons,
in which it appears that he did not meet with
success ; but he was not induced by the
failure to resume his political career, the re-

maining part of his life being wholly devoted
to scientific pursuits, as more agreeable to his

inclinations, and probably better suited to the

peculiar talents which he possessed. His
Treatise on Political Economy is the most

important of his productions, and that which
has contributed to make his name celebrated

throughout Europe. When it first appeared,
but few persons in France, and yet fewer in

any other part of the continent, paid attention

to economical science ; and though Dr Adam
Smith's Wealth of Nations had been trans-

lated into French, it was but little read or

understood, and the labours of his predecessor

Quesnay and other early economists were
almost forgotten. Bonaparte discountenanced
the study of nearly all except the mathema-
tical sciences, and his influence of course had
a considerable effect on public opinion. M.
Say's work nevertheless made a great impres-
sion, and excited a general attention to the

subject to which it relates. Its value has
been freely and candidly admitted by the most

distinguished economical writers in this coun-

try, and especially by Mr Ricardo and Mr
M'Culloch, the former of whom has thus
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noticed the work :

'< The Traite' d Economic
Politique of M. Say would deserve to be re-

spectfully mentioned in a sketch of the pro-
gress of political economy were it for nothing
else than the effect his well-digested and
luminous exposition of the principles of Dr
Smith has had in accelerating the progress of
science on the continent. But in addition to

the great and unquestionable merit that it

possesses, from its clear and logical arrange-
ment, and the felicity of many of its illustra-

tions, it is enriched with several accurate,

original, and profound discussions." In 1 8:20

M. Say was elected Professeur d' Economic In-

dustrielle at Paris
;
and he gave a course of

lectures embracing a system of political eco-

nomy considered in a practical point of view.
After the revolution which led to the esta-

blishment of the late French government,
Say was invited to accept the professorship of

political economy, then newly founded in the

College de France; and he was also professor
of the science at the Conservatoire des Arts

et des Me'tiers. He died at Paris, November
14, 1832, in consequence of an attack of illness

which took place only the preceding day.
Besides his great work, already mentioned,
which has passed through numerous editions,

and has been translated into most of the Eu-

ropean languages, M. Say was the author of
"
Olbia, ou Essai sur les Moyens de reformer

les Moaurs d'une Nation," 1800; "Observa-
tions sur 1'Angleterre et les Anglais," 1815;
" Cate'chisme d'Economie Politique," 1815;
" Petit Volume, contenant quelques Apercus
des Hommes et de la Socie'te'," 1817 ;" Lettres

a Malthus, sur difFe"rens Sujets d'Economie

Politique;" "Cours complet d'Economie Po-

litique pratique," 1829, 6 vols. He also con-

tributed notes to a republication of Storch's

Course of Political Economy at Paris
;
and to

a translation of Ricardo's Principles of Poli-

tical Economy and Taxation. This celebrated

writer is said to have exhibited in his private
life a model of the domestic virtues. After

having lived amidst the storms of the revolu-

tion, under the despotic sway of Napoleon,
that of the restored Bourbons, and the consti-

tutional government of Louis- Philippe, he

preserved an unsullied character, though as-

sailed by trials and temptations which have

left stains on the reputation of every man of

feeble virtue among his conspicuous contem-

poraries. He kept aloof from public life, but

was the friend and confidential adviser of some
of its brightest ornaments

;
and few have con-

tributed more, though in a private station, to

keep alive in the hearts and the contemplation
of men a lofty standard of public virtue.

New Month Mag. For. Quart. Rev. Biog.
des Contemp.
SAY (WILLIAM) born at Norwich 1758,

died 1834, an eminent mezzotinto engraver.
His works are numerous, and include history,

landscape, and portrait. He engraved the

first mezzotinto on steel in 1819 that had ever

been produced. Many of his plates were un-

published at the time of his decease. Bryan's
Diet. Art
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SAYERS (Dr FRANK) an ingenious writer

on polite literature, who practised as a physi-
cian at Norwich, where he was highly re-

Epected for his talents and character. He was
one of the associates of Dr Parr while that

learned writer was master of the grammar-
school of that city ;

and he was intimate with

the rev Thomas Fanshawe Middleton, after-

wards bishop of Calcutta, and with other dis-

tinguished literary characters. In 1790 he

published
" Dramatic Sketches of the Ancient

Northern Mythology," 4to; and in 1793,
"
Disquisitions Metaphysical and Literary,"

8vo. He was also the author of" Miscellanies

Antiquarian and Historical," 1805, 8vo; and
"
Nugae Poeticae," 1808, 8vo. Several of his

early productions in prose and verse were re-

put >lished together in 1792, and again in 1803.

His death took place in 1817. Though none
of Dr Sayers's productions are of considerable

extent yet they display a spirit of research,

variety of information, and correctness of taste

and judgment, which render them extremely
valuable. Orig.
SCARPA (ANTONIO) a celebrated anato-

mist, who was a native of Friuli, in Italy. He
was born in 1745, of an obscure family, in low

circumstances, but through the assistance of

a distant relative he was enabled to indulge
his inclination for study with a view to the

medical profession. The premature death of

his protector left him, ere long, to his own re-

sources, but his ardeiit desire of knowledge
enaliled him to surmount the difficulties in

which he became involved, and ultimately to

qualify himself for the profession he had

chosen, and which he was destined so highly
to adorn. At an early age he produced his

first work,
" A Treatise on the Anatomical

Structure of a part of the Organ of Hearing,
called Fenestra Rotunda," which excited the

attention of his scientific contemporaries. It

was followed some time after by
" A General

Treatise on the Organs of Hearing and

Smelling," Pavia, 1789; and this added greatly
to his reputation as an anatomist. He ob-

tained the professorship of anatomy and sur-

gery in the university of Pavia ;
and when

his academical brethren threw themselves at

the feet of Bonaparte after the battle of Ma-

reago, Scarpa disdained to follow their ex-

ample, and he alone was absent from the hu-

miliating scene, a circumstance which the

victorious leader of the French army did not

fail to notice. The professional skill and
science of this distinguished individual were
not less highly appreciated in Germany than
in his native country. When one of the wives
of the late emperor of Austria (who had
been repeatedly married) was seized with

dangerous illness, during the war between
France and Germany, a flag of truce was sent

with a request or a demand for the services of

Scarpa ;
in consequence of which he crossed

the Tyrol, occupied as it was by hostile

armies, being transferred under a military
escort from the French outposts to those of

the Austrians, and similar formalities were
observed on the other side, when he returned

SCHANK.
from Vienna. As an anatomist Scarpa made
himself known throughout Europe by his
admirable description of the nerves in his
'Tabulae Necrologise," published in 1794.
He then produced "A Commentary on the
Internal Structure of the Bones;" and in 1800

appeared his "Essay on the Principal Dis-
eases of the Eyes," which not only passed
through several editions in the original, but
was also translated into English and various
other languages. In this work he success-

fully advocated the operation of couching for

the cataract, as preferable to the method of

removing the diseased crystalline humour by
extraction, generally practised in consequence
of the recommendation of the English surgeon
Pott. In 1804 professor Scarpa published "A
Treatise on Aneurism;" and in 1809 "A
Treatise on Hernia ;" both which works have
been translated into English by John Henry
Wishart. He likewise wrote on lithotomy,
hydrocele, deformities of the spine, and other

subjects. His talents procured him admission
into the Italian Institute, and he was a foreign
associate of the Academy of Sciences at Paris,
and a fellow of the Royal Society of London.
He died at Pavia, October 31, 1832, in conse-

quence of a disease of the bladder. This

highly talented physiologist is said to have

possessed an exquisite taste for the fine arts
;

and he had formed a noble collection of paint-

ings by the Italian masters. The museum of
Pavia owes to Scarpa a great porr n of its

valuable contents. He spoke several lan-

guages, but gave the preference to the Latin,
which he wrote with facility. His agreeable
manners and amiable disposition procured him

general esteem
;
and his mode of living being

simple and unostentatious, he left at his death
a large fortune, the result of his professional
skill and industry. New Month. Mag. For.

Quart. Rev.

SCAVINI (GIOVANNI MARIA) born 1770,
died 1825, a distinguished physician of Saluces
in Piedmont. He filled the clinic chair of
the university of Turin with great credit.

Bib. Univ.

SCHANK (JOHN) a distinguished naval

officer, born in Fifeshire in Scotland, in 1740.

He went to sea in the British service when
young, and in tha American war he was em-

ployed on the lakes of Canada, where he dis-

played great talents both as a seaman and

engineer. Returning home on peace taking
place, he obtained the rank of post-captain.
He devoted his leisure to the improvi ment of
naval architecture

;
and in 1 793 he published

a treatise on a method which he had invented
of navigating vessels in shallow water by
means of sliding keels. He contributed to the

foundation of the Society for the Encourage-
ment of Naval Architecture

;
and in 1 794 he

was nominated agent of transports. He sub-

sequently was employed as an engineer in su-

perintending the defences of the eastern coast

of England. On the establishment of the

Transport Board he was made one of the com-

missioners; in 1805 he was raised to the rank
of admiral, and in 1822 to that of admiral of
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the blue. His death took place at Dawlish, in

Devonshire, iii June 1823. Admiral Schank
distinguished himself by several ingenious
inventions, and he wrote some memoirs on

ship-building. Gent. Mag.
SCHEELSTRATE (EMANUEL de) chanter

of Antwerp, then keeper of the library of the

Vatican, and canon of St Peter's at Rome, was
born in 1649, and died in 1692. He wrote
" Ecclesia Africana sub Primate Carthagini-
ensi," 4to

;

"
Antiquitates Ecclesise illus-

tratae," 2 vols, folio ;

" Acta Constantinensis

Concilii," 4to;
" De Disciplina Arcani contra

Ernesti Tentzelii," 4to
;

" Acta Ecclesiae

Orientalis contra Calvini et Lutheri," 4 vols,
folio. Moreri.

SCH1CKARD (WiLLiA3i) professor of
Hebrew at Tubingen, wrote some erudite

works, the chief of which were,
"
Horologium

Ebrese Schickardi," 8vo ;

" De Jure Regio
Judseorum," 4to ;

" Series Regum Persia;,"
4to. He died of the plague in 1632.

SCHINKEL (KARL FREDERICK) born at

Neuruppier 1781, died 1842, a Prussian archi-

tect. His principal works are in Berlin. The
large theatre, the guardhouse, and the mu-
seum, were his earliest and not his best

works
;
but perhaps he was not estimated too

highly as a German architect, although, com-

pared with the best professional men of other

nations, he might stand the test of high
praise. To improve the streets of a capital,
and build like Palladio, are very different

departments of the art. Biog. Ann.
SCHIRACH (ADAM THEOPHILUS) a Ger-

man naturalist and divine, who was pastor of
the village of Klein-Bautzen in Lusatia, where
he died in 1773. He was the author of several

tracts on the natural history of the bee, and
founded an agricultural society, which led to

the several similar institutions which have
since taken place. His principal work is en-

titled
' ; A Treatise on the Bees of all Coun-

tries," Zittau and Leipsic, 1768, 4to. Diet.

Hist.

SCHLEGEL (AUGUSTUS WILLIAM) born

at Hanover September 5, 1767, died at Bonn,
1830, the son of John Adolphus Schlegel,

pastor of Zerbst, one of the most learned,

judicious, and distinguished of the writers

who has appeared in Germany since the re-

vival of letters. Born with a great aptitude
for acquiring languages, he soon became
master of the principal tongues spoken in

Europe. After acquiring the classics in his

native town, he went to the university of

Gottingen. He became a professor in the

university of Jena, and there gave sesthetical

lessons, at the same time editing the " General

Literary Gazette," and next, with his brother

Frederic, the "
Athenaeum," a review in

which he wrote many remarkable articles.

In 1802 Schlegel arid Tieck became editors

of the " Almanack of the Muses." Madame
de Stae'l being at Berlin, Schlegel became

acquainted with her, and in 1805 went to

Coppet to superintend the education of her

children. A parallel, which he published in

1807, between the Phedra of Euripides and
SUPPLEMENT. 417
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that of Racine, made a great sensation in
France. In 1808 he opened at Vienna a" Course of Dramatic Literature," which was
afterwards published. The boldness with
which he combated Aristotle, displeased the
lovers of antiquated authority. His "

Collec-
tion of Poetry," in 1810, had great success in

Germany. In the line of romance and elegy,
he was pronounced without a rival. He trans-
lated Shakspeare, Calderon, and a vast number
of Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish poems.
In 1813 he attacked the policy of Bonaparte in
several articles, which first made him known
as a journalist, and received on that account
several marks of esteem from independent
sovereigns, more particularly from the prince
royal, since king of Sweden, to whom he be-
came secretary during the campaign of 1814.
He afterwards visited Madame de Stae'l at

Coppet, whom he named his "
illustrious

protectress ;" and then went to Paris, where,
in 1818, he published his "

Essay on the

Provensal Language and Literature!" Nomi-
nated the same year professor at the univer-

sity of Bonn, he went there, and gave himself

up almost wholly to the study of the Asiatic

languages. He contributed to the " Biblio-

theque Indiana," and in 1825 published in
Sanscrit an edition of the "

Bhagavad Geta,"
with a Latin version and commentary. After
a visit of some time to England, where he
came to examine Oriental MSS, he went to

Berlin to deliver a course of lectures on

general history and the fine arts, and pub-
lished two volumes of "

Critical Miscellanies."
In 1829 the first volume of his "

Ramayana"
appeared, which he finished in 1831. Up to

the time of his decease he continued his inde-

fatigable labours, and on that event left behind
him a name not yet fully appreciated in its

true worth. Biog. Univ.

SCHLEGEL (FREDERIC) a celebrated Ger-
man writer on philology and criticism, who
was a native of Hanover. He was born in

1772, younger brother of Augustus William

Schlegel, the distinguished author of " Lec-
tures on Dramatic Literature," and of a Ger-
man translation of the works of Shakspeare.
The subject of this article was sent to Leipsic
when young, with a view to his receiving
education which would qualify him for com-
mercial pursuits, but his inclination led him
to adopt literature as a profession. His ear-

liest efforts appear to have consisted of criti-

cal articles in various periodical journals, but

his first production of any importance was
the "

History of the Poetry of the Greeks
find Romans," which commanded the appro-
bation of the celebrated professor Heyne. lie

then joined his brother in conducting a pe-
riodical entitled the " Athenaeum ;" and his

next production was the philosophical romance
of "Lucinda," which became extremely po-

pular. He afterwards turned his attention to

poetry and the drama, and published the

poem of " Hercules Musagetes,'' and the tra-

gedy of " Alarcon." At the age of thirty he

visited Paris, where he gave a course of phi-

lological lectures; and he published notices
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and extracts relative to Joan of Arc, and

essays on the language and philosophy of the

Indians. Iii 1804 he published a " Collec-

tion of the Romantic Poetry of the Middle

Ages," 2 vols, 12mo. In 1808 he returned to

Germany, and entered into the service of the

emperor of Austria, who sent him to reside

at the head-quarters of the archduke Charles,
as aulic secretary. After the termination of

the war he resumed his literary pursuits, and
delivered courses of lectures on modern his-

tory, published at Vienna in 1811 ;
and also

" Lectures on the History of Ancient and
Modern Literature," Vienna, 1815, 2 vols,

which last work has been translated into

several modern languages. By the composi-
tion of several diplomatic papers he obtained

the patronage of prince Metternich, through
whose interest he was promoted to the office

of Austrian Councillor of Legation at the

Germanic diet, which he held during the re-

mainder of his life. He died at Vienna, in

the latter part of the year 1828. Among his

works, besides those already mentioned, are
" Lothaire and Mailer," a romance of chi-

valry, 1806, and poems; he also translated

into German the " Coriune
"
of Madame de

Stael, and for some time conducted the Ger-
man museum. F. von Schlegel married a

daughter of Moses Mendelsohn, the celebrated

Jewish philosopher. Month. Mag.
SCHLEGEL (JOHN ADOLPHUS) born 1721

at Meissen, died 1793, brother of John Elias

and John Henry. He filled several ecclesias-

tical employments, and was pastor and pro-
fessor at Zerbst. Besides several theological
works, he published three volumes of "

Spi-
ritual Songs,"

"
Poems," and " Sermons."

Biog. Diet.

SCHLEGEL (JOHN ELIAS) born at Meis-

sen, in Saxony, 1718, died 1749, a German
poet who translated the Georgics of Virgil,
and wrote several comedies. Ibid.

SCHLEGEL (JOHN HENRY) born 1724,
died 1780, the brother of John Elias Schlegel,
an historian and professor of literature at

Copenhagen. He published a translation of

the "
History of the Kings of Denmark of the

House of Oldenburgh," and one or two other

historical works.
SCHLEGEL (THEOPHILUS) born at Koe-

nigsburg 1739, died 1810, a professor of Latin

and philosophy in the college of that city. He
was also rector and inspector of the college of

Riga. He left a Latin Grammar, and pub-
lished one or two theological works. Biog.
Univ.

SCHMAUSS (JOHN JAMES) historian and

publicist, was born at Landau in 1690. He
was educated at Halle, and commenced a life

of literary labour at the age of twenty-two,
from which he was relieved by the margrave
of Baden-Dourlach, who gave him official

employment at his court. In 1731 he was

appointed by George II professor of history at

the university of Gottingen. where he died in

1747. He has been regarded as one of the

creators of the science of political relations
;

and during the twenty -six years that he pre-

SCIIOELL.
sided at Gottingen, it was regarded as a
school of diplomacy for the youth of the

greatest families in Europe. Among his prin-
cipal works, which are for the most part in the
German and Latin languages, are,

" A Sketch
of the History of the Empire," Leipsic, 1720,
8vo

;

"
Corpus Juris publici Academicum,"

Leipsic, 1722, 8vo; "Corpus Juris gentium
Academicum," Leipsic, 2 vols, 8vo j

" Intro-

duction to the Science of Politics," 1741-1747,
2 vols, 8vo

;

" Elements of the Public Law of
the Empire," 1746-1782; "Description of
the actual Government of the Empire," 1755
8vo. Diet. Hist.

SCHMIDEL (ULRIC) a German voyager of
the sixteenth century, who formed a part of
the expedition to America under Mendoza in
1 534, and who assisted at the foundation of
the town of Buenos Ayres, and took great
part in the reduction or rather extermination
of the surrounding Indians. He returned to

Europe in 1553, and composed in German an
account of his travels and adventures, which
has been translated into Latin by Hulsius,
under the title of " Vera Historia Admirandae

cujusdam Navigationis quam Huldericus
Schmidel Straubergensis, ab anno 1534, usque
ad annum 1554, in Americam vel Novum
Mundum, juxta Brazilian! et Rio de la Plata,
confecit," Nuremberg, 1559, 4to. Ibid.

SCHNURRER (CHRISTIAN FREDERIC)
born 1742, died 1822, a protestant theologian
and Orientalist, born at Cronstadt in Wirtem-

berg. After travelling over most of the cities

of Germany, Holland, England, and France,
in order to acquire a knowledge of some dif-

ferences then mooted on theology, he re-

turned home and was named a professor at

the university of Tubingen. In 1777 he was
placed at the head of a seminary of theology.
He became chancellor of the university in

1806. In 1817 he was deprived of all his

places, for holding ideas in opposition to the

court. He then retired to Stuttgart, where he
died. Every year of his professorship he pub-
lished dissertations on some point of sacred

philology. These were collected and pub-
lished at Gotha in 1 790. In Eichhorn's " Re-

pository of Biblical and Oriental Literature,"
and in " The New Repository for Biblical and
Oriental Literature," of Paulus, there are

writings of his to be found which display in-

genuity and erudition. Biog Univ.

SCHOELL (MAXIMILIAN SAMSON FRE-

DERICK) born 1766, died 1833. He was
educated in the university of Strasburg, where
he studied history and political and diplomatic
science. In 1790 he attended the bar; but

seeing the trouble and anarchy ofthe times, he
went into Switzerland. He there became a

printer, but returned to France after the treaty
of Luneville. There he published the works
of Humboldt, and made known in France the

labours of German writers on ancient lite-

rature. In 1812 he left off business, which
he found to bring little profit, and entered the
service of the king of Prussia, who confided

to him several important undertakings. After

the death of prince Hardenberg he returned
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to France, where he died. His works, edited

and otherwise, are numerous. That for which
he had the strongest predilection was a
" Course of History of the European States,

from the Fall of the Roman Empire of the

West to 1789," in 48 vols, 8vo. Biog. Univ.

SCHOOCKIUS (MARTIN) professor of

rhetoric, history, philosophy, and languages,
at Utrecht, where he was born in 1614, and
afterwards at Frankfort on the Oder, where
he died in 1665. His works were collected

with the title of " Exercitationes Varise," 4to
;

they consist of tracts on singular subjects.

Niceron.
SCHOREL (JOHN) a painter, was born at

Schorel in Holland, and died in 1572. He
was a pupil of Albert Durer. He made a

pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and made

drawings of the most remarkable scenes there.

He was afterwards employed by Adrian VI,
and several monarchs of Europe. Diet. Hist.

SCHOTEL (JOHN CHRISTIAN) born at

Dort, 1787, died 1S38, a distinguished marine

painter, the scholar of Meulemans and Schon-

man. From 1814 to 1817 he worked with

the last-named master. He made nature his

model. His pictures are all finished with

minute care. The best of his pictures in

England are of the cabinet size. They have
the letters J. C. on them

;
but the same letters

have also been introduced on pictures not his

by greedy traders, and also by his son, John
Peter Schotel, to make them pass current as

those of his father. The emperor of Russia

possesses two of his best works, presented by
the prince of Orange in 1827. Bryan's Diet.

Art.

SCHOUTEN (WILLIAM CORNELISSEN)
born at Horn, died 1625, a Dutch navigator,
who went to the East Indies as a pilot and

supercargo. He commanded a vessel in the

expedition of Lemaire, the object of which was
to penetrate into the Pacific Ocean by some
other passage than the Straits of Magellan.

Returning home in 1617, he performed several

other long voyages ; when on his way back

to Europe, bad weather obliged him to enter

the Bay of Antongil, on the east side of Mada-

gascar, where he died. The relation of his

voyage, and that of Lemaire, by Ariso

Classen, appeared in Dutch under the title of

a " Journal or Description of the Wonderful

Voyage made by W. C. Schouteu, a native of

Horn," 1617.

SCHULTZE (ERNEST) a distinguished
German poet, who was born in 1787, and died

in 1817. He was the author of "Caecilie,

Romantisches Gedicht, in zwanzigGesangen,"
2 vols, 8vo ;

and another poetical romance,
entitled " Die Bezauberte Rose," 8vo

;
and he

also wrote elegies.

SCHUTZ ( J. J.) a German lawyer of the

eighteenth century, the author of an abridg-
ment of the work of Lauterbach on the Pan-

dects, entitled
"
Compendium Schuzio-Lau-

terbachianum." Ibid.

SCHUTZ VON SCHUTZENHEIM
(DAVID) born 1732, died 1823, president of the

College of Health at Stockholm. In 1753 he
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was made demonstrator to the anatomical
theatre of Stockholm, and soon after promoted
to the degree of doctor in medicine. He was
ennobled after vaccinating the royal chil-

dren; but ill health interrupted his career,
and in 1778 he was obliged to solicit dis-
mission from his duties. He employed his
time afterwards in writing, and in the sittings
of the diet. He was remarkable for the extent
of his political knowledge and for his liberal

principles. He published
" Letters on the

Finances and Public Economy of Sweden," in
two parts, and also a tragedy called " Jorkel
Yenutson." Idem.
SCHUTZE (CHRISTIAN GOTTFREID) born in

1747 at Dederstadt, in the county of Mansfield,
in Germany, died at Halle, 1832. In 1779 he
was professor of poetry and eloquence at Jena,
and in 1 787 he was called to Weimar by the

grand duke, who named him a counsellor of
state. There he founded with Wieland the
"General Journal of Literature." At the
death of Wolf he was named director of the

philosophical seminary of Jena, and in 1818
member of the Bavarian academy of sciences.
He published editions of Eschylus and Ari-

stophanes, "De Particulis Latinis," "De
Particulis Gracis,"

"
Opuscula Philologica et

Philosophica," &c. &c. Bib. Univers.

SCHWARTZENBURG (CHARLES PHILIP,
prince) an Austrian field-marshal, was born
of an ancient and illustrious family at Vienna,
in 1771. He early entered into the army,
and rapidly proceeded through all the grades
of military rank until he became a general
officer. After serving two campaigns against
the Turks, he was employed in the first cam-
paign against the French, in the war which
followed the execution of Louis XVI. On the

death of the emperor Paul, in 1801, he was
sent to St Petersburg, to congratulate Alex-
ander on his accession. He served under

general Mack in 1805; and succeeded in

withdrawing the cavalry under his command
from the consequences of the capitulation of
Ulm. He also took a share in the battle of

Austerlitz, which was fought against his ad-

vice, as well as in that of Wagram. At the

peace of Vienna he was nominated ambassador
to the court of France, at which time he gave
the unfortunate fete at Paris, in which his

princess lost her life by a fire that accidentally
occurred during the festivities. In 1812 he
was appointed to the command of the auxiliary
force of 30,000 Austrians, extorted by Napo-
leon in aid of his disasti ous invasion of Russia.

The conduct of this force in the French re-

verses is well known. In 1813 he was invested

with the rank of field-marshal, with the com-

mandership-in-chief of all the armies allied

against France. On the return of Bonaparte
from Elba, he was again intrusted with the

command of a great portion of the allied

forces ; and at the conclusion of the war was
named president of the aulic council of war,
which post he occupied until his death, in

October 1820. The French writers affect to

regard the military abilities of this Austrian

general as far below his reputation ;
but if not
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brilliant, all circumstances seem to prove
him an at>le commander, and highly service-

able to his country, both in the cabinet and
the field. Diet. Hiat.

SCOTT (DAVID) an historian, -was born
near Haddington in East Lothian, iu 1675,
and studied the law at Edinburgh. He after-

wards became a nonjuror, in consequence of

which he was imprisoned He wrote a " H ; s-

tory of Scotland," in folio, and died in 1742.

Gen. Biog. Diet.

SCOTT (HELENUS) an eminent physician,
who was the sou of a Scottish clergyman, and
was educated at At)erdeen and Edinburgh.
He then visited London, whence he proceeded
to Venice, with an intention to travel overland

to India. His pecuniary resources failing, he
returned to England and married. Subse-

quently obtaining an appointment at Bombay,
he went thither, and realized a considerable

fortune by his professional practice, which he

relinquished to go to New South Wales. Dr
Scott distinguished himself by his experiments
on the use of the mineral acids in syphilitic
and other complaints ;

and he was the author

of an ingenious romance entitled the " Adven-
tures of a Rupee." He died on his voyage to

New South Wales, Nov. 16, 1821. Biog. Univ.

SCOTT (JAMES) an episcopal divine, distin-

guished as an eloquent preacher. He was
born at Leeds in 1 733, and was the son of one
of the domestic chaplains to Frederick prince
of Wales. He went to the university at Cam-
bridge in 1752, and after studying a short

time at Catherine Hall, he removed to Trinity

college, where he took the degree of BA, and
in 1757 he obtained a fellowship. Soon after-

wards he became lecturer at St John's church
at Leeds, where he remained till 1760. In

the course of the next two years he gained a

prize at the university, for a poem on Heaven,
a second for a moral epistle on Purity of

Heart, and a third for a Hymn to Repentance.
He also published some poetical compositions,

among which was one entitled
"
Redemption,

a Monody." He then obtained the curacy of

Edmonton, where he continued about twelve

months, and returning to Cambridge at the

end of that time, he rapidly rose to great
eminence as a preacher, and became extremely
popular. In 1765, at the suggestion of the

earl of Halifax, he wrote some political letters,

which appeared in the Public Advertiser,
under the signature of Anti-Sejanus. Three

years afterwards he removed to Leeds, to

officiate as lecturer to Trinity church, where
his pulpit oratory attracted large congrega-
tions. In about a year he went back to Lon-

don, and resumed his pen as a political parti-

san, writing in the public journals under the

signature of "Old Slyboots." In 1771,

through the interest of lord Sandwich, he
was presented to the rectory of Simonburn, in

Northumberland, where he soon became in-

volved in litigation with his parishioners, on
the subject of tithes. A suit at law which
he commenced in 1774, after having been
carried on for twenty years, at an enormous

expense to both parties, terminated in the re-

SCOTT.
linquishment of the claims which he sought
to establish. These proceedings not only
offended his parishioners, but excited such a
rancorous hostility against him, that, at length,
his life being endangered, he removed to the

metropolis, where, after having much increased
his reputation as a preacher, he died Decem-
ber 10, 1814. Georgian Era.
S OTT (Joan) an ingenious writer, who

was the original editor of the London Maga-
zine. After the restoration of the royal
family, he went to France, and on his return

published "A Visit to Paris in 1814, being a
Review of the Moral, Political, Intellrctual,
and Social Condition of the French Capital,"
London, 1815, 8vo ; and he was also the
author of " Paris Revisited in 1815, by way
of Brussels, including a Walk over the Fu-ld
of Waterloo," 1816, 8vo ; and "The House of

Mourning," a poem on the death of the
author's son. In January 1820 he commenced
the publication of the London Magazine,
which he conducted with great success till the

beginning of the following year. His remarks
on some articles in Black wood's Edinburgh
Magazine having given offence to the editor
of that work, a quarrel took place ;

and Mr
Scott, after refusing to accept the challenge of
the individual whose displeasure he had pro-
voked, was wounded in a duel with a friend of
that gentleman on the 16th of February 1821,
and he died a few days after, leaving a widow
and two children. A volume of " Observa-
tions during a Journey on the Continent"

appeared after his death. London Magazine.
SCOTT (THOMAS) an eminent evangelical

clergyman of the Established Church, who
was born in 1 747 at Braytoft in Lincolnshire,
and was the son of a farmer. After having
acquired some acquaintance with classical

learning, he was, at the age of sixteen, ap-
prenticed to a surgeon and apothecary at Al-
ford in his native county. In this situation he

stayed only two months, and then returning
home he was employed in his father's busi-

ness. Having a strong inclination to enter
into the church, he applied himself closely to

study, and obtained considerable knowledge of
both the Latin and Greek languages. In
1773 he was ordained by Dr Green, bishop of

Lincoln, and for some time he held the cura-
cies of Weston Underwood and Ravenstone in

Buckinghamshire. Becoming acquainted with
Mr Newton, curate of Olney, and afterwards
minister of St Mary Woolnoth, London, he
was converted to Calvinism, in the defence of

which, both from the pulpit and the press, he

greatly distinguished himself. In 1781 he
removed to Oluey, and in 1785 to London,
having obtained the chaplaincy of the Lock
chapel, near Hyde-park-corner. In 1801 he
was appointed rector of Aston Sandford in

Buckinghamshire, where he died April 16,
1821. He published, in 1799, a sort of auto-

biographical tract, entitled
" The Force of

Truth," 8vo, which was followed by several

single sermons, and other works ; but his prin-

cipal productions are "A Defence of Calvin-

ism against Bishop Tomline ;" and " A Com-
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mentary on the Bible," 6 vols, 4 to. Gent.

Mag.
SCOTT (sir WALTER) was one of the sons

of Walter Scott, esq, writer to the signet, by
Anne, daughter of Dr John Rutherford, pro-
fessor of the practice of medicine in the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. He was born at Edin-

burgh on the 15th of August 1771, being the

birthday of the great European hero, whose
deeds he was afterwards to record. It appears,
that before he could receive any impressions
from the romantic scenery of the Old Town of

Edinburgh, he was removed, on account of the

delicacy of his health, to the country, and lived

for a considerable period under the charge of

his paternal grandfather, at a farm-house called

Sandyknowe, overlooking a considerable part
of the vale of the Tweed. In the immediate

neighbourhood of the farm stood the border

fort called Smailholm tower, which possessed

many features to attract the attention of the

young poet. It is understood that at the
"
evening-fire" of Sandyknowe, he acquired

much of that border lore which he afterwards

wrought up in his works of fiction. The first

seminary which he attended was one for Eng-
lish and other ordinary branches of education,

kept ut Edinburgh by a Mr Leechman ; and
he subsequently entered Eraser's class at the

High School, and after two years' instruction

he was transferred, in October 1781, to the

rector's class, then taught by Dr Alexander
Adam. It does not appear that he ever be-

came remarkable for proficiency as a scholar,
since he ranked only the eleventh in the rec-

tor's class at the time that he quitted the

High School, in 1783. He wished at that

early period of his life to enter into the army,
but the illness, which had beset his early

years, would have rendered this wish unavail-

ing, even if it had been agreeable to his

friends
;
his malady having had the effect of

contracting his right leg, so that he could

hardly walk erect, even with the toes of that

foot upon the ground. An attempt was made
about the same time to give him instructions

in music, which used to be a branch of ordi-

nary education in Scotland
;
and he was there-

fore put under the tuition of Mr Alexander

Campbell, then organist of an Episcopal

chapel in Edinburgh. Mr Campbell's efforts,

however, were entirely useless ; and he dis-

missed his pupil in a short time, with a decla-

ration that he was totally deficient in that

indispensable requisite to a musical education

an ear for harmony. On quitting the High
School, he entered as a student of the univer-

sity of Edinburgh, October, 1 783. But there

is reason to believe that the precarious state

of his health prevented due attention to his

academical studies. It appears that he ma-
triculated under the professors of the learned

languages and of logic ;
but it has been said

that, like Shakspeare,
" he possessed but little

Latin and less Greek." While at the High
School, he made his first attempt in original

versification, the subject being a thunder-

storm, which he happened to witness as he

and his companions were amusing themselves
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in their play-ground. The poem consisted

only of six lines; but when he repeated it, on
his return home, to his mother, it produced a
deep impression of pleasure and pride in her
bosom, so that, after he had retired from her

presence, she could not help addressing a per-
son, who was near her, in the exclamation of
the most passionate nature, respecting the

promising intellect of her child. At that cri-

tical period of life, when the amusements and
studies of youth should be exchanged for more
serious employment and graver cares, the

subject of this article was confined by long
illness. The danger to be apprehended from
the rupture of a blood-vessel, at the age of

fifteen, rendered rigorous confinement and
abstinence requisite ;

and the young patient

being obliged to keep his bed, and interdicted
from speaking, had scarcely any resource but

books, which he procured from an extensive

circulating library, which had been founded
at Edinburgh by Allan Ramsay, the Scotch

pastoral poet. Under these circumstances, it

seems, he perused almost all the old romances,
old plays, and epic poetry the library con-
tained

;
and the effect of this course of reading

is sufficiently perceptible in the works which
have immortalized his name. About his

sixteenth year his health experienced a sud-

den but most decisive change for the better.

Though his lameness remained the same, his

body became tall and robust, and he was thus

enabled to apply himself with the necessary
degree of energy to his studies for the bar.

At the same time that he attended the lectures

of professor Dick on civil law in the univer-

sity, he performed the duties of a writer's ap-

prentice under his father, as the most approved
method by which a barrister could acquire a
technical knowledge of his profession, though
not uniformly practised. It has sometimes

happened that when a young man of consider-

able abilities was coming forward to the bar,
he was preceded by a kind of crepuscular
fame, resulting from his exhibitions, either at

college, or in the debating societies in which
the youth of Edinburgh were accustomed to

try their powers of reasoning and eloquence ;

but Walter Scott had no prestige of this kind.

He was merely known as an abstracted young
man, very much given to reading, of a differ-

ent kind from that with which other persons
of his age are usually conversant. On the

Kith of July 1792, when on the point of com-

pleting his twenty-first year, he passed advo-

cate with the usual forms. Although he could

speak readily and fluently at the bar, his in-

tellect was not at all of a forensic cast. He

appeared to be too much of the abstracted and

unworldly scholar, to assume readily the

habits of an adroit pleader; and even though
he had possessed competent ability, yet his re-

putation was not such as would have induced

the generality of agents to intruet the affairs

of their clients to his management. During
the earlier part of the time he was employed
as a barrister, he was constantly studying
either one branch of knowledge or another;

though he seems to have been seldom if ever
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tempted to deviate from study into composi-
tion. From his earliest years his political

leanings were towards Toryism, or, as it has

been explained, that principle which disposes
men to wish for the permanence of existing

institutions, and the continuance of power in

the hands which have heretofore possessed it.

At the time when he entered on public life,

such sentiments prevailed among the higher
classes of the community, from an apprehen-
sion that the British constitution was threat-

ened with danger from the progress of the

revolution in France. Hence bodies of volun-

teers were formed, for the purpose of defence

against invasion from that country, and also

to repress intestine commotions. In the be

ginning of the year 1797, the gentlemen of

Mid-Lothian were led to imitate the example
set before them in other districts, and to em-

body themselves into a cavalry corps. To
this association, which assumed the designa-
tion of the Royal Mid- Lothian regiment of

cavalry, Walter Scott was appointed adjutant,
for which office he was considered as qualified,

notwithstanding his lameness, especially as he

happened to be a remarkably graceful eques-
trian. He became a very active officer, and

was extremely popular in the regiment on

account of his good humour and powers of

social entertainment. Adjutant Scott com-

posed a war song, as he called it, for the Mid-
Lothian cavalry, afterwards published in the
" Border Minstrelsy ;" and at the same time

he became known, within a small circle, as a

person possessing poetical abilities. In 1796

he made his first appearance as a candidate for

poetical fame, by publishing a translation of

two ballads written by the German poet Bur-

ger, one of which, entitled " Leonora "
(or

" William and Helen "), had attracted much
attention at that period, and several versions

of it had been printed by different persons.
Mr Scott's production appeared in a thin

quarto, with the title of " The Chace, and Wil-
liam and Helen," Edinburgh. The fate of

this, his earliest publication, was by no means

flattering. He distributed so many copies

among his friends as to materially interfere

with the sale, so that the adventure proved a

decided loss. The young author, however,
was not dispirited by the failure of his attempt
to interest the public, for, early in 1799, he

published
" Goetz of Berlichingen," a tragedy

translated from the German (of Goethe), Lon-

don, 8vo. The ballad called " Glenfinlas
"

was his first original poem. After which he
undertook another ballad, called " The Eve of

St John ;" which was composed in consequence
of some accidental circumstance that induced
him to promise that he would make a ballad,
of which the scene should lie at Smailholm
tower. The ballad was approved of, as well

as " Glenfinlas ;" and they procured him

many marks of attention and kindness from
the distinguished book-collector, John, duke
of Roxburgh. In December 1797, the poet
married Miss Margaret Charlotte Carpenter,
the daughter ofJohn Carpenter, esq, of Lyons,
in France. Having taken up his residence at
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Lasswade, south of Edinburgh, he was accus-

tomed occasionally to make what he called

"raids" into Liddesdale, for the purpose of

collecting the ballad poetry of that romantic
and most primitive district. It was not only
necessary on these occasions to write down
old ballads from recitation, but the prospective
editor also thought proper to store up the

materials of notes, by which the ballads them-
selves might be illustrated. On this account
he visited many scenes alluded to in the

metrical narratives, and gathered all the local

anecdotes and legends which had been pre-
served by tradition among the peasantry. In

making his memoranda, he used neither

pencil nor pen, but, seizing on any twig or

piece of wood which he could find, marked
it, by means of a clasped knife, with various
notches ; and these were preserved to aid him
in his future studies. He was, in fact, as may
be hence inferred, blessed with a memory of

extraordinary power, so that a very slight
notation was necessary to bring to his recol-

lection anything that he had ever heard. Of
this, proof is given in the memoirs of Mr
James Hogg, who states, that while on a fish-

ing party with the subject of this article, and
another gentleman, Mr Scott rtpeated, with-
out missing a word, a ballad of eighty-eight
stanzas, which Mr Hogg had composed some
time before, but which had not been commit-
ted to paper, and which the reciter had never
heard but once. On another occasion, when
he was out on a party of pleasure on the

Forth, to amuse the company he recited one
of Southey's ballads (" The Abbot of Aber-
brothock ") with equal accuracy, though his

knowledge of it was entirely derived, as in

the former case, from having once heard it

from the recitation of the author. Mr Scott's

Liddesdale collections, joined to various con-

tributions from reciters in other parts of the

country, formed the basis of the first publica-
tion of any note,

" The Minstrelsy of the Scot-

tish Border." This work issued, in 1802,
from the printing press of his friend, Mr
James Ballantyne, of Kelso. It displayed,
both in the text and notes, a vast quantity of
curious and abstruse learning ;

and indicated

a most intimate acquaintance with a district in

Scotland which had previously attracted but

little attention from either the historian or

the antiquary. Previous to this period, in

December 1799, he had obtained, through the

influence of friends, the Crown appointment
of sheriff-depute of Selkirkshire, to which was
attached a salary of 300Z. a year ; and he then
removed to Ashisteil, on the banks of the

Tweed. In 1804 Mr. Scott increased his re-

putation as a literary antiquary by publishing
the ancient minstrel tale of " Sir Tristram,"

composed by Thomas of Ercildoune, a poet of

the thirteenth century. In 1805 appeared
" The Lay of the Last Minstrel," which may
be regarded as the first work in which the

writer laid his claim to be considered as an

original author. About this time he obtained

the reversion of the honourable and easy office

of principal clerk in the Court of Session.
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He had been encouraged to apply for the

appointment in question not long before the

death of Mr Pitt, having made an arrangement
with Mr George Home, who had long held

the office, and was desirous of retiring, and
who was to retain the emoluments attached

to it during the remainder of his life. Mr
Scott's wishes were acceded to, and it has

been stated that George III, when he signed
the commission, observed " that he was happy
he had it in his power to reward a man of

genius, and a person of such distinguished
merit.'' After the signature of the document
some delay was caused by the death of the

minister, Mr Pitt, which happened January
25, 1806. It has been generally supposed
that Mr Scott was indebted for the ultimate

attainment of his wishes to the favour of the

new administration then formed, at the head
of which was Mr Fox, the leader of a political

party whose opinions the former always op-

posed. But though this was not the case,

the circumstances that really occurred were

equally honourable to the new candidate for

office and the ministry. Mr Fox no sooner

heard of the obstruction to the passing of the

grant than he gave directions for accelerating

it, wishing it should be considered as a favour

coming directly from his administration. But

application had previously been made, through
lord Stafford and lord Somerville, to earl

Spencer, for the indulgence usual on a change
of ministry, relative to the passing of a grant

already in progress ;
and the request was at

once complied with as a matter of justice.

Mr Scott, when informed of Mr Fox's obliging

intention, remarked that he would have been

proud to owe a favour to that distinguished
statesman provided he could have received it

without compromising his own political opi-
nions. He continued during five or six years
to execute the duties of his office without

salary ;
but at length an alteration of the law

relative to the provision for superannuated
officers taking place, his predecessor retired

on an annuity, and he was allowed to enjoy
the profits of his situation, which usually
amounted to 1.200/. a-year. In 1806 Mr Scott

collected his original compositions in the

ballad style, and published them under the

title of " Ballads and Lyrical Pieces ;" and
the same year appeared a collective edition

of his "Poetical Works," in 5 vols. In 1808

he brought out his second considerable work,
the poem of "

Marmion," for which he re-

ceived from his publisher the sum of lOOOL

This circumstance afforded a topic for sati-

rical animadversion to lord Byron, in his
"
English Bards and Scotch Reviewers ;" but

the inconsistent satirist probably repented
of his severe reprobation of the practice of

writing for money, as he subsequently thought

proper to engage in a similar kind of traffic

for the productions of his own genius. Mar-
mion added greatly to the reputation of the

author; and it is perhaps on the whole the

best of his poetical productions. A few weeks
after its appearance, issued from the press
"The Works of John Dryden, now first col-
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lected ; in eighteen volumes. Illustrated with
Notes, historical, critical, and explanatory,
and a Life of the Author. By Walter Scott,
Esq." In the biographical part of this ULder-
taking he displayed considerable industry;
and though the previous labours of Johnson
and Malone had contributed to lighten his

task, the additions he made are valuable,
especially his view of the state of literature
in the time at which Dryden flourished and
the age immediately preceding. In the same
year he edited "Captain George Carleton's
Memoirs ;" Strutt's

"
Queen Hoo Hall," a

romance
;
and " Ancient Times," a drama.

In 1809 he assisted the late Mr Clifford in

editing
" The State Papers and Letters of Sir

Ralph Sadleir," which appeared in 2 vols,

4to, with a life of sir Ralph, and a great
variety of historical notes, which he supplied.
In that year he contributed in a similar
manner to a new edition of lord Somers's
collection of Tracts, which appeared in 12

vols, 4to
;
and he also edited the " Memoirs

of Sir Robert Gary." He now engaged as a
contributor to the Edinburgh Annual Register,
the first volume of which for 1808 appeared
early in 1810, in two parts. It was con-
ducted in a spirited manner for a few years,
but was eventually discontinued for want of
due support. In the first volume was in-

serted a well-written paper
" On the Living

Poets of Great Britain," which has been
ascribed to Mr Scott, who, if he was the

author, seems to have criticised his own pro-
ductions fairly and impartially. In June
1 810, he published a new poetical work entitled

the "
Lady of the Lake," which had extra-

ordinary success. This has been character-

ised by some as the finest poetical specimen
of which his genius was capable. In 181 1

appeared
'' The Vision of Don Roderick;" and

in 1813 he published
"
Rokeby," which met

with a decidedly unfavourable reception. Its

ill success induced him to make a bold effort

to retrieve his laurels; and in 1814 he pub-
lished " The Lord of the Isles." His object
was to enlist the national enthusiasm of the

Scots in his favour by a tale of their favourite

hero Robert Bruce
;
but the novelty which

had at first formed one of the grand attrac-

tions of his style had vanished, and the public

appetite for his productions in verse was in

some measure satiated. As a sort of experi-
ment or test of his popularity, he published
two poems anonymously, entitled " Harold the

Dauntless," and " The Bridal of Triermain ;''

and the reception of these pieces convinced

him that his reputation was not likely to de-

rive any addition by continuing to issue from
the press the productions of his fertile muse.

Determined, however, to continue his literary

career, he resolved to try his skill in the com-

position of fictitious narratives in prose ; a

plan that was suggested to his mind by the

success of Miss Edgeworth's delineations of

Irish life and manners, and his happening to

be employed, in 1808, to complete the romance

of "Queen Hoo Hall," left imperfect by Mr

Joseph Strutt. The result of this fortunate
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resolution was the publication of "

Waverley,
or 'tis Sixty Years since," a tale of the re-

hellion in 1745. This production appeared
in 1814, without the name of the author ; and

consequently at first it was but little noticed,

but after a few months its popularity rose to

such a degree as must have fully answered
Mr Scott's utmost expectations of success.

Previously to this period he removed with his

family from Ashisteil to an estate which he

had purchased near the ruins of the abbey of

Mel rose, and to which he gave the appellation
of Abbotsford. Here he erected a mansion-

house, and employed his leisure in the im-

provement of his property by planting and

farming. He appears to have been actuated

by a strong passion to become a land pro-

prietor ;
and he is supposed to have viewed

the character of a country gentleman as a

higher object of ambition than that of a suc-

cessful author. Hence he pursued his literary
labours with unremitting activity, chiefly as

supplying the means for increasing an estate

that might descend to his posterity. Waver-

ley was succeeded, in 1815, by "Guy Manner-

ing ;" after which followed " The Antiquary,"
1 8 1 C

; and the first series of " Tales of my
Landlord," containing "The Black Dwarf,"
and "Old Mortality ;" "Rob Roy," 1818;
and the second series of " Tales of my
Landlord," containing

" The Heart of Mid-
Lothian ;" and in 1819, the third series of
" Tales of my Landlord," containing

" The
Bride of Lammermoor," and "A Legend
of Montrose." Having thus tried the pub-
lic curiosity by exhibiting his power as a

writer of prose fictions in two distinct series of

works, each extending to twelve volumes, he
intended to have brought forward his next
work (" Ivanhoe") as the production of a new
candidate for fame, namely, Lawrence Tem-
pleton. But he was diverted from putting his

purpose in execution by the appearance of a

supposititious work of fiction, presented to the

public as a fourth series of the " Tales of my
Landlord." To prevent the recurrence of

such a fraudulent attempt on his reputation, it

was therefore judged advisable that "Ivanhoe"
should be published as the composition of
the author of Waverley. It issued from the

press in 1 820
;
and in the course of the same

year appeared
" The Monastery," and " The

Abbot," the latter being a sequel to the

former, and both belonging to the class of
historical romances, and relating to the period
of Scottish history comprising the reign of
the unfortunate Queen Mary, the mother of
James VI, and the regency of her brother the
earl of Murray. The political prepossessions
of sir Walter Scott (who had been made a
baronet on the accession of George IV) in-

duced him to delineate the historical person-

ages introduced into his last-mentioned novel
in such colours as to offend the feelings or

prejudices of a considerable portion of his

countrymen ;
and to this circumstance may

be chiefly attributed the sentence passed on
these productions, as " the least meritorious

of all his prose tales." In the beginning of
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1821 appeared a new novel or romance, not
of Scottish but of English history, entitled
"
Kenilworth," completing the number of

twelve volumes, all published, if not entirely

composed, within the space of twelve months.
In 1822 he produced "The Pirate," and
" The Fortunes of Nigel ;" in 1823 "Peveril
of the Peak," and "

Quentin Durward ;" in

1824 "St Ronan's Well," and "Red-gaunt-
let;" in 1825 "Tales of the Crusaders;" in

1826 "Woodstock;" in 1827 "Chronicles
of the Canongate," first series; in 1828
"Chronicles of the Canongate," second series

;

in 1829 "Anne of Geierstein;" and in 1831
a fourth series of " Tales of my Landlord,"

containing two tales,
" Count Robert ofParis,"

and "Castle Dangerous:" the whole number
of his fictitious prose compositions amounting
to seventy-four volumes. While thus so in-

dustriously employed as a novel writer, he
found time for various literary avocations of
a temporary or miscellaneous character. He
was a contributor to the Edinburgh Review

during the earlier years of its existence; and

subsequently to the Quarterly Review, espe-

cially in the course of the five or six years
preceding his death, when that journal was
conducted by his son-in-law, Mr J. Gibson
Lockhart. In 1810 he edited the poetical
works and correspondence of Anne Seward

;

and he wrote for the supplement to the sixth

edition of the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, the

articles "
Chivalry,"

"
Romance," and the

"Drama." In 1814 he edited the works of

Dean Swift, in nineteen volumes, with a life

of the author
;
and the same year appeared a

splendid work entitled
" Border Antiquities,"

prefixed to which is an elaborate introductory

essay, the production of his prolific pen. In

1815 he made a tour through part of France
and Belgium ; in the course of which he

visited the scene of the duke of Wellington's

victory over Bonaparte ; and the result of
his researches on the spot, and his subse-

quent reflections, appeared in an interesting
volume which he published under the title of
" Paul's Letters to his Kinsfolk ;" and his

poem called " The Field of Waterloo." The
same year he produced, in conjunction with
Mr Robert Jameson and Mr Henry Weber,
a work on Icelandic Antiquities. In 1819 he

published "An Account of the Regalia of

Scotland ;" and engaged to furnish the letter-

press for a collection of engravings, under the

title of "Provincial Antiquities and Pictu-

resque Scenery of Scotland." In 1827 the

miscellaneous prose works of sir Walter Scott

were republished in an uniform series, com-

prising his lives of Swift, Dryden, the British

novelists, sir Ralph Sadleir, Anne Seward,
Dr John Leyden, the duke of Buccleuch,

king George III, lord Byron, the duke of

York, Essays on Chivalry, Romance, and the

Drama, and Paul's Letters to his Kinsfolk.

In 1828 were published two religious dis-

courses, which he had written some years
before for a friend. In the year 1820 sir

Walter Scott displayed the tendency of his

political principles in an attempt to prove the
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fibsurdity of the popular excitement in favour
of a more extended kind of parliamentary
representation, in three papers which he in-

serted in the Edinburgh weekly journal news-

?aper,
under the title of "The Visionary."

[e was also an active supporter, both by
means of his purse and his pen, of a weekly
journal on high Tory principles, commenced
under the title of " The Beacon," but which
sunk after an existence of a few months. In

1822 he published
" Trivial Poems and

Triolets," by P. Carey, with a preface ;
and

the same year appeared his dramatic poem
of " Halidon Hill," which, though possessing

great merit, was coldly received. In the fol-

lowing year he contributed a smaller dra-

matic poem, under the title of "Macduff's

Cross," to a collection of pieces published by
Joanna Baillie. To the list of his poetical
works may here be added,

" The Doom of De-

vorgoil," and " The Auchindrane Tragedy,"
which appeared in 1830. Among the exalted

individuals to whom sir W. Scott had been
recommended by his genius and its produc-
tions, was the late king George IV, who was

by no means the least warm in his admiration.

The poet of Marmion had been honoured with
several interviews with his sovereign, when

prince of Wales and prince regent ;
and his

majesty had, as before stated, in March 1 820,
created him a baronet of the United Kingdom.
When the king visited Scotland in 1822, sir

Walter Scott, as being in some measure the

most prominent man in the country, found
the duty imposed on him of acting as a kind
of master of the ceremonies on those occa-

sions when his majesty appeared in public.
On the evening of the 14th of August,
when the vessel that conveyed the king to

Scotland cast anchor in Leith Roads, sir W.
Scott went out in a boat as an envoy from
the LADIES OF SCOTLAND, commissioned to

welcome the sovereign to their shores, and to

present to him an elegant jewelled cross of

St Andrew, to be worn on his breast as

a national emblem. When the king was
informed of his approach, he exclaimed,
"What! sir Walter Scott? The man in

Scotland I most wish to see ! Let him come

up." He accordingly ascended the side of

the ship, and was presented on the quarter-
deck to his majesty, to whom he delivered an

appropriate address, and presented the cross,

which was most graciously received. He then

knelt and kissed the king's hand, and he had

afterwards the distinguished honour of dining
at the royal table. In the arrangements for

the king's subsequent residence at Dalkeith,
sir W. Scott bore a conspicuous share

;
and

the whole affair of the royal visit derived

much of its interest from the manner in

which his taste and genius were exerted on the

occasion. Immediately after the termination

of this national jubilee sir Walter Scott was

appointed one of the deputy-lieutenants for

the shire of Roxburgh, in which his mansion

and estate of Abbotsford are situated. In

1825 Mr Archibald Constable, bookseller and

publisher at Edinburgh, having projected a
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cheap series of original and selected works,
engaged sir Walter Scott to compose a " Life
of Bonaparte." This work was in progress
when, in January 1826, Messrs Constable
and Company became insolvent. For many
years sir W. Scott had been accustomed to
draw bills, at long dates, upon his publishers,
in payment for the copy-rights of his works;
and as he was occasionally accommodated
with their acceptances in reference to works
not yet written, he was unfortunately induced
to lend his name to other obligations, which
were incurred by the house, for the purpose
of withdrawing the original engagements.
At the unhappy period of commercial distress
in 1825, he found himself called on to answer
the demands of creditors of the trading esta-

blishments with which his fortunes had been
involved, to the amount of no less a sum than
120.000/. The estate of Abbotsford had been
settled on sir W. Scott's eldest son on his

marriage, and it was therefore beyond the
reach of his creditors. By this legal arrange-
ment, indeed, he was placed in such a situa-

tion as to have hardly any property to answer
the immense amount of his debts. There was
one source ofprofit remaining, however, which

greatly surpassed the worldly goods of most
debtors his literary talents. "

Gentlemen,"
said he to his creditors,

" time and I against
any two. Let me take this good ally into

company, and I believe I shall be able to pay
you every farthing." He further proposed,
in their behalf, to insure the sum of 22,OOOZ.

upon his life. His proposal was accepted,
and a trust deed accordingly executed. The
commercial distresses of the country were at

this period very great, and were threatened
to be increased in Scotland by the parlia-

mentary regulations proposed for reducing the

monetary system to conformity with that of

England ;
sir Walter Scott stepped forward,

and undertook to show the fallacy of the plan
on which ministers were proceeding. On the

22d February he published a letter in the
"
Weekly Journal" newspaper, under the sig-

nature of Malachi Malagrowther, in which
he exhibited the absurdity of the parlia-

mentary scheme in language so rich in argu-
ment, humour, and pathos, as to produce a
most extraordinary sensation. Two other

letters in the same strain followed
;
and not-

withstanding an answer to them, written by
Mr J. W. Croker, they had the desired effect

of procuring an exemption for Scotland from
the contemplated enactments. Sir Walter then

sat down, at the age of fifty-five, to the

task of redeeming, by the exertion of his

talents as a public writer, a debt exceeding
lOOjOOOZ. lie sold his furniture and house
at Edinburgh, and retired to a humble lodg-

ing; and his lady being dead he reduced
his establishment at Abbotsford. He was
at this time employed on his " Life of Napo-
leon." In the autumn of 1826 he visited

Paris with Miss Scott, his youngest daughter,
in order to prosecute researches into several

local and other details relating to the subject

of his work. He was received in the most
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cordial manner by the reigning monarch,
Charles X. " The Life of Napoleon Bona-

parte" appeared in the summer of 1827, in

9 vols, 8vo, and it is said to have produced
him the sum of 12,000/. ; which, with refer-

ence to the time during which he was en-

gaged on it, appears to have amounted to

about 33/. a day. Though sir W. Scott had,

from the time "of the publication of "Wa-
verley

"
till the bankruptcy of Constable

and Company, been more than suspected of

being the author of all the works popularly

designated as the "Scotch Novels," yet the

fact of their being written by him was no

more than a general conjecture, peculiar pre-
cautions having been adopted to prevent the

secret from transpiring beyond a very small

circle of persons, whose agency was neces-

sary to the success of the scheme. In con-

sequence of the event just mentioned, how-

ever, it was found impossible for the " Great

Unknown," as he had been fancifully styled,

any longer to remain incognito. For some

time, indeed, the fact of authorship wavered

doubtfully between secrecy and divulgement;
but at length, on the 23d of February 1827,

at an annual dinner of the Edinburgh Thea-
trical Fund Association, sir Walter Scott

being present, avowed himself the author of

all the Scotch novels, declaring that they
were wholly and solely his compositions.
This statement he made in consequence of

the previous promulgation of the secret by
his friend lord Meadowbank in proposing
his health

;
and he afterwards followed up

the confession with a disclosure of the mo-
tives by which he had been actuated in

the preface to the first series of the " Chro-
nicles of the Cauongate." About this time

the copy-right of all his then published
novels was sold by auction, as a part of

the bankrupt stock of Messrs Constable and

Company. It was bought by Mr Robert
Cadell for 8400/., for the purpose of repub-

lishing the works with notes and prefaces,
and amended in many parts by the finishing
touches of the author ; and he, or rather his

creditors, were to have half the profits in

consideration of his literary aid. The plan

succeeded, and the new edition, which ap-

peared in June 1829, soon reached an average
sale of twenty-three thousand copies. In
November 1828 he published the first part
of a juvenile history of Scotland, under the

title of "Tales of a Grandfather;" in 1829

appeared the second, and in 1830 the third

and concluding portion of this interesting
little work. In 1830 he also contributed a
"
History of Scotland," of somewhat higher

pretensions, to the periodical publication called
" Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopaedia." In the
same year appeared his " Letters on De-

monology and Witchcraft," as a volume of
Mr Murray's

"
Family Library." He had !

now paid, in part of his liabilities, 54.000Z.,

'

all, except six or seven thousand pounds, of
which had been produced by his own literary
labours. His creditors presented to him, per-

sonally, the library, manuscripts, curiosities,

SCOTT.
and plate, which had once been his own, as

an acknowledgment of the sense they enter-

tained of his honourable conduct. In Novem-
ber 1830 sir Walter retired from his office

as a principal clerk of the court of session,

retaining, however, a large share of the salary
appropriated to that office. His retirement
from official duty might have been expected
to relieve the pains of intense mental appli-
cation

;
but he had tasked his strength too

heavily, and it was now too late to redeem
the health that had fled. During the suc-

ceeding winter symptoms occurred of gradual

paralysis, a disease to which he was predis-

posed, as having been hereditary in his fa-

mily. His contracted limb became gradually
more painful and debilitated, and his speech
also was affected. During the summer of

1831, the symptoms of his disorder became

gradually more alarming ; and, to add to the

distress of those around him, his temper,

formerly so benevolent and imperturbable,
became peevish and testy, insomuch that his

most familiar relations could hardly venture,
on some occasions, to address him. In the

autumn his physicians recommended a resi-

dence in Italy, as a means of delaying the

danger threatened from his illness. To this

scheme, it seems, he was extremely averse,
but by the persuasion of some friends he was
induced to submit to it. By the kind offices

of captain Basil Hall, leave was obtained for

him to sail in his majesty's ship the Barham,
which was then fitting out for Malta. He
accordingly sailed from Portsmouth on the

27th of October 1831, and after a pleasant

voyage, during which his health appeared to

be considerably improved, he arrived at Malta.

Thence, after a short residence, he proceeded
to Naples, where he landed on the 27th of

December. In April he proceeded to Rome,
which he entered on the 21st. He inspected
the remains of Roman grandeur with great
interest, and visited Tivoli, Albano, and Fres-

cati. Feeling, however, that his strength
was rapidly decaying, he determined upon
returning with all possible speed, wishing
to die in his native country. His journey
was performed too rapidly for his strength.
On his arrival in London he was conveyed to

an hotel in Jermyn street, and immediately
attended by sir Henry Halford and Dr Hol-

land. All help was now, however, useless.

At his own anxious desire he left London
on the 7th of July, and proceeded by sea to

Newhaven, where he landed on the evening
of the 9th, and was conveyed, with all pos-
sible care, to an hotel in his native city. He
was removed, on the morning of the 1 1th, to

Abbotsford, where, after lingering for two
months in a state of almost total insensibility,
he died September 21, 1833, and he was in-

terred on the 26th at Dryburgh Abbey. Sir

Walter Scott left four children, two sons and
two daughters. Lady Scott died May 15, 1826.

It would be almost supererogatory, at a period
when the character of the genius of this po-

pular and gifted writer is so widely and duly
appreciated, to occupy much space in dwelf-
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ing upon its leading features. In the article

Byron, it was observed, that the two grand
classes into which creative genius is divided,
are the assumptive and reflective

;
and that lord

Byron belonged to the latter, the distinguish-

ing character of which is a mixing up of the

writer's own feelings and convictions in all

which he produces. The genius of sir Walter

Scott, on the contrary, was especially assump-
tive, or, in other words, imaginative of feeling
and character, with a power of altogether

losing self in the delineation of the creatures

represented. The only qualification of this

attribute that can be much insisted upon, is

comprised in the fact, that this eminent

person's associations, from the nature of his

favourite studies and reading, were chiefly

engrossed with scenes and persons, a dealing
with which was more or less congenial with
the vivid spirit of romance. The reader of the

Waverley Novels is generally slightly lifted

out of the world of mere realities into a region
where the graphic, the picturesque, and a

large portion of the purely imaginative, pre-
dominate, and in which their author possesses
the power of an enchanter. To this species
of conception he united the faculties which
are best calculated to render them attractive

a most lively power of description both of
character and adjunct as regarded persons;
and in relation to locality and scenery, an

equally expert power of describing the aspect
and features by which they are rendered
attractive and interesting. His representation
of varied and tumultuous action is peculiarly
admirable, and hence the felicity with which,
both in poetry and prose, he describes battles,

encounters, audiences, assemblies, and per-
sonal or intellectual conflict in strife or do-

bate. His humour is also racy, generous, and

spontaneous ;
and while possibly some small

abatement of his existing fame may take

place from imperceptible changes in the taste

of the day, there can be no doubt that the

nobler fictions of sir Walter Scott will live for

ever. As a poet, his permanency of admira-
tion is not so much to be relied on, although
votaries exist who profess to prefer his poetry
to his prose. On these points, in an observant

age, and with nothing to repel in the way of

abstruseness or choice of subject, the general

judgment is usually correct, which judgment
awards him the bays, but assigns him no

very fixed or commanding pre-eminence. Of
his editorial and biographical labours, the

permanent rank will also be little above me-

diocrity ;
the former possess little which is

essentially discriminative or distinctive ; and
as a biographer sir Walter Scott was too rapid,

careless, and un investigative, to satisfy the

judgment; however, his fascinating vivacity
of description may interest and amuse. For
the life of Napoleon Bonaparte he was,

perhaps, also unqualified from his peculiar

opinions and party predilections. With all

these abatements and qualifications, however,
the genius of sir \Valter Scott will ever rank

high in the intellectual annals of his country ;

while his character as a man, setting aside a
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too eager desire to amass, to form the proper
foundation of his beau-ideal of desirable Ftp
tion that of an influential landed gentleman,
was peculiarly open, easy, and engaging On
the whole, this highly-endowed writer was an
honour to the age and country which produced
him, and as such will take a lasting place
among those who have contributed to exalt the
mental character of the era he has so much
contributed to distinguish and adorn.
SCULTETUS (ABRAHAM) a Protestant

divine, was born at Grumberg in Silesia, in

1556, and studied at Breslau. He then be-
came chaplain to the elector palatine, pastor
of a church at Heidelberg, and a member of
the ecclesiastical consistory. In 1618 he was
appointed professor of divinity, in which ca-

pacity he attended the synod of Dort, and
opposed the Arminians. The university of

Heidelberg being ruined by the war, Scultetus
removed to Embden. He wrote "Axiomata
Concionandi ;"

" Confutatio Disputatiouis
Baronii de Baptismo Constantini ;"

" Annales

Evangelii per Europam XV Seculi renovati ;"" Medulla Patrum ;"
" Observationes in

Pauli Epist. ad Tim., Tit., et Philem." He
died in 1625. Gen. Biog. Diet.

SEBA (ALBERT) an apothecary and natu-
ralist of Amsterdam. He possessed an ex-
tensive and valuable museum, of which he

composed a description in 4 vols, folio ; one

only appeared before, the other three were

published after his death in 1736. Rees's

Cyclop.
SEBASTIANLATRE (don THOMAS) born

about 1740. died 1806, a man of learning,
and councillor of state to the king of Spain.
His talents and estimable qualities merited
civil titles, but they were in Spain purely
honorary. He published "A History of the
Greek and Roman Theatre,"

" An Essay on
the Spanish Theatre,"

" A Dissertation on
Arabic Literature," &c, &c.

SEDANO (don JUAN JOSEPH LOPEZ de) a

Spanish antiquary, was born at Alcala-de-

Henares in 1729. He received his academical
education at the university of Salamanca,
whence he proceeded to Madrid, where he

ultimately obtained the charge of the cabinet

of medals in the royal library. He undertook
several journeys into diiferent parts of Spain
by command of the king, with a view to the

discovery and examination of ancient monu-
ments, and a publication of the result of his

researches. He died in 1801. Besides his

contribution of scientific and literary papers
to the academy of Madrid, he was compiler
of the "

Spanish Parnassus, or a Collection

of the choicest Specimens of the most cele-

brated Poets of Spain," Madrid, 1768-78,
3 vols, 8vo ;

" Dissertation upon the Medals
and ancient Monuments found in Spain,"

Madrid, 1789, 4to
;

"
Explanation of the

Inscriptions and of the Medals found in the

Towns of Catalonia, and of the Kingdom of

Valentia," Madrid, 1794, 8\o.Dict. Hist.

SEDULIUS (CJELIUS or C^CILIUS) a

priest and poet, was born in Ireland or Scot-

land in the fifth century, and was the author
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of a Latin poem called " Carmen Paschale,'
on the sacred history ; it was published al

Rome in 1794, 4to. Idem.
SEGHERS (GERAKD) a Flemish painter,

born at Antwerp in 1589. He studied under
Van Balen, and was afterwards sent very
young to Rome, where he fell into the style ol

Manfredi, and obtained considerable reputa-
tion. On his return to Antwerp he found hi

countrymen so exclusively devoted to the bril-

liant colouring of Rubens, that he deemed it

necessary to adopt a style more congenial with
that of the great master of the Flemish school.

He died in 1651. The principal works of this

artist are,
" The Marriage of the Virgin ;"

"A Crucifixion;" "The Martyrdom of St

Lievens ;"
" St Francis in an Extasy, sup-

ported by Angels," at present in the Louvre.
DANIEL SEGHERS, brother of the preceding,

a member of the order of Jesus, was allowed by
the society to follow his profession as a painter.

Although he painted generally, his great ex-
cellence was in flowers, his pictures of which
are deemed exceedingly valuable. One of these,
which is said to be his most finished produc-
tion, is a garland formed of fruits and flowers,
which decorates the church of the Jesuits at

Antwerp. He died in 1660. Diet. Hist.

SEGUR (Louis count de) a French histo-

rian and diplomatist, who was the eldest son
of the marquis de Segur, marechal de France,
and was born at Paris in 1753. He had ob-

tained distinction in arms, letters, and politics
before the commencement of the French revo-

lution. After serving during two campaigns
in the war which terminated in the indepen-
dence of the Anglo-Americans, he was, in 1 786,

appointed minister plenipotentiary from the

court of Versailles to that of St Petersburgh,
and his mission was attended with complete
success. In the following year he concluded
a treaty of commerce between France and

Russia, and prevented the renewal of a similar

treaty between Russia and England, by which
measure he procured for his own country those

advantages which had previously been enjoyed
by the English only. The count de Segur
was a man of wit and gallantry, whose talents

were calculated to make a favourable impres-
sion on the mind of the empress Catherine,
whom he accompanied in her journey to the

Crimea ; and the war between the Turks and
Russians having broken out, she employed
him in her negotiations with (he Porte. He
was forming a treaty of alliance in favour of

France, when the revolution in that country
took place, in consequence of which he returned
to Paris. In 1789 he was appointed a deputy
from the nobility of Guyenne to the states

general. In 1791 he was made a marechal
de camp. He was then appointed ambassador
to Rome ; but circumstances prevented the

execution of his mission. In 1792 he was

employed in an embassy from Louis XVI to

the court of Berlin, when he succeeded, with
some difficulty, in preventing war from taking

place between France and Prussia. On the

overthrow of the monarchy at home, he relin-

quished his connexion with affairs of state.

SENEGAL
^ / August 1 792 he was arrested by order cif

the Committee of Public Safety ;
but being

liberated not long after, he quitted France,
and having lost his property, including pos-
sessions in the island of St Domingo, he sup-

ported himself for some time by writing for

the press. After the fall of Robespierre he
returned home, and in 1 80 1 he was elected a
member of the legislative body. He voted
for bestowing on Bonaparte the consulship
for life, as a measure necessary for consolidat-

ing the government of the country. In 1803
he was nominated to the council of state, and
chosen a member of the National Institute ;

and under the imperial government, he was

appointed to the office of grand master of the

ceremonies at court, and invested with the

cordon rouge. In 1 8 1 3 he was made a senator,
and in January 1814 he was appointed com-
missioner extraordinary from the imperial go-
vernment to the eighteenth military division.

On the restoration of the Bourbon family, he
was created a peer of France, notwithstanding
which, after the return of Bonaparte from

Elba, he resumed his legislative functions,
and again became grand master of the cere-

monies, and one of the peers appointed by
Napoleon. On the final restoration of Louis
XVIII in 1815, the count de Segur was

stripped of all his dignities, and he passed the

remainder of his life in literary retirement,
the only public distinction which he afterwards

acquired being that of a member of the French

academy, into which he was admitted in con-

sequence of a royal ordonnance in 1816. He
was for some time one of the editors of the

Journal de Paris. In 1800 he published a
"
History of the Principal Events in the Reign

of Frederick William the Second," which in

the following year was republished under the

title of a "Political Picture of Europe;" he
was also the author of a tragedy entitled " Co-

riolanus," and several other dramatic pieces ;

" An Abridgment of Ancient and Modern

History, for the use of Young Persons ;"
" The

History of Modern Europe ;" besides other

works. His death took place at Paris, August
27, 1830. Month. Mag.
SEIDAL (CHARLOTTE SOPHIA SIDONIA)

born in the country of Magdeburg 1 743, died

1 784, the wife of a protestant pastor at Nu-

remberg, who left some works and poems in

German, called " Posthumous Works of C. S,

S. Seidal." Bio. Univers.

SENECAI (ANTOINE BAITDERON de) poet
and miscellaneous writer, was born at Macon
in 1643. He was the grandson of Brice Bau-
deron. a celebrated physician, who gave him
a learned education, but he had scarcely

passed the age of adolescence v.hen he was

obliged to quit France, and take refuge in

Savoy and Spain, in consequence of an affair

of honour. After spending several years
abroad he was allowed to return to his native

country in 1673, and to purchase the postoffirst

valet to Maria Theresa, queen of Louis XIV.
He subsequently passed into the service of

the duchess of Angouleme, in which he re-

mained forty years, and on her death retired
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to Macon, \vhere he died iu 1737, at the ad-

vanced age of ninety-four. He was a lively,

agreeable writer of minor poetry, a selection

from whose works, under the title of " GEu-
vres Choisies de Senece," has been recently

published in France, in the "Collection des

petits Classiques Franais" de Delangle.
Diet. Hist.

i

SENEFELDER (ALOIS) born at Munich

1771, died 1834, the son of a theatrical per-
former in that city. He attempted the drama,

having been first sent to study jurisprudence,
for which he had no taste. He found the ex-

pense of printing too much for his pocket, and
therefore set about endeavouring to find a

substitute. Engraving and stereotyping he
could not adopt from want of practical know--

ledge and the expense ofcopper-plates ; though
one design was ground out to make room for

another, he found it liable to the objections of

cost. Accident led him to try stone, and to

write with a chemical ink and cut away the

stone so as to leave a part in relief to be printed
from. In this he succeeded, using the stone

in place of copper. He published an account
of his discoveries, and was at last appointed

inspector of the royal lithographic establish-

ment at Munich, which led to imparting the

leisure he required for perfecting the art.

Bryan's Diet. Kun. Lex.
SEPPINGS (sir ROBERT) born 1768, died

1840, a surveyor of the British navy, the pro-

jector of many important improvements in the

construction of ships of war. Gent. Mag.
SERIEYS (ANTOINE) a French man of

letters, was born at Pont de Ceyran in 1755,
and was brought up to the bar, which he for-

sook for a professorship of mathematics at

Passy. He subsequently visited Italy, and on
his return to France was employed in more
than one literary institution

;
until he finally

settled at Paris, and became an author by pro-
fession. Profiting by his extreme facility, he
sent out, sometimes under his own name, and
not unfrequently under those of celebrated

persons deceased, a great number of works,
which obtained more or less temporary notice,
but are otherwise deemed of little authority.
The principal of these are,

" Les Decades

Republicaines, ou Histoire de la Republique
Fran9aise," 1795, 4 vols;

"
Me'moires, &c.

pour servir a- 1'Histoire Secrete de la Revo-

lution Francaise," 2 vols, 8vo, 1798;
" Dic-

tionnaire de 1'Ecriture Sainte;" "Anecdotes
IneMites de la fin du 18me Siecle," 1801,

8vo; "
Bibliotheque Academique," 1810, 1811,

12 vols, 8vo;
"
Delilliana; on Recueil d' Anec-

dotes concernant M. Delille," 1813; Lives of

Murat, Fouche, Carnot, the late queen of

Sicily, and many more, enumerated in the

"Bibliographic de la France," for 1825. This

ready writer, who left a great number of manu-

scripts behind him, died in 1819. Diet. Hist.

SERVAN (JOSEPH MICHAEL ANTOINE) ad-

vocate-general of the parliament of Grenoble,
was born at Romans in 1737, and brought up
to the bar. He rendered himself highly po-

pular by his eloquence and integrity as an ad-

vocate
j
and was the author of a great number
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of judicial and political works both before and
after the Revolution. At the commencement
of that great political convulsion, he was sent
to the States-general by two baillages; but
pleaded ill health as an excuse for retirement.
He also refused to become a member of the
legislature under Napoleon. He died in 1 807.
An edition of the best pieces of this author
was published in Paris in 1825, 3 vols. 8vo;
as also a selection from his unpublished works'
in 2 vols, 8vo. JOSEPH SERVAN, brother of
the preceding, was born in 1741, and embraced
the military profession. He served with dis-
tinction both before and after the Revolution,
and in 1792 was for a short time minister of
war. He died in 1808, a commandant of the

legion of honour. General Servan was author
of "Soldat Citoyen," 1780, 1 vol, 8vo; "Pro-
jet de Constitution pour I'Armee Fran9aise,"
1790, 8vo;

"
Histoire des Guerres des Gaulois

et des Francois en Italic depuis Bellovesus

jusqu* a la Mort de Louis XII," 1805, 8 vols,
8vo. Siog. Univers.
SESTIN1 (DOMINIC) born at Florence 1750,

died 1832, a learned numismatist and eccle-

siastic, who travelled in the east, and in his
account of what he saw reprobated many of
the usages in the treatment of the plague. He
devoted sixteen years to the collection of coins
and medals, of which he had the most curious

engraved. He visited and examined the
different collections of Europe, and left behind
him a great number of works in the Italian

tongue, abundantly attesting his labours and
ability. His "

Systema Geographicum Numis-
matum" cost him thirty years' labour, and
forms sixteen folio volumes. Idem.
SEUME (JOHN THEOPHILUS) a German

writer, born in 1763 at Posern near Leipsic,
and was educated at the university ofthe latter

town, where he dedicated himself principally
to the Greek and Latin languages and the ma-
thematics. He was about to proceed to France,
to enter the school of artillery at Metz, when
he was induced by the landgrave of Hesse to

accompany the subsidiary body of Hessians
taken into the service of England to oppose the

American Colonists. He subsequently entered
into the service of Russia, from which he was
dismissed by the emperor Paul. In 1801 he
traversed a great part of Italy, Sicily, and
Switzerland on foot. In 1803 he once more
visited Russia. He died at the baths of Top-
litz in 1810. His works have been published
in 5 vols, by I. H. Zimmerman. The prin-

cipal are,
" Details relative to the Events in

Poland in 1791;" "An Essay on the Life

and Character of Catherine II ;"
"
Changes

in Russia since the Accession of Paul I ;"
" Walk to Syracuse ;" and " My Summer in

the North." The two last works contain

some interesting particulars of the personal

history and habits of the author. Idem.

SEVILLA (ROMERO Y ESCALENTE JDAS
DE) born in Granada 1C27, died 1695, a dis-

tinguished Spanish painter. He studied under

Argiielles and Moya. He imitated the style
of Vandyke, and to a considerable extent suc-

ceeded. He copied the drawings of Rubens
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with great care and assiduity, and soon be-

came an artist of more ability than any other

in Granada. He painted several pictures for

the churches of the Carmelite and Augustine
friars in that city. He left no pupils to con-

tinue the steps of art and rich colouring of the

Flemish artist of which he had begun to avail

himself. Bryan's Diet.

SEYDELMAN (JACOB CRESCENTIUS) born
at Dresden 1750, died 1829, an artist famed

throughout Europe for his beautiful drawings
in sepia. His first instructions were from

Belotti, and afterwards from Cassanova. He
then went to Rome under the patronage of
the elector

;
and there, forming a friendship

with R. Mengs, who directed his attention to

the noble works of art in that city, he made
drawings of the more noted, and finished them
in sepia, in a style peculiarly his own. They
readily sold at high prices. His works soon

acquired a high reputation, which he sustained

until his death. He copied at last not only
antique and modern pieces of sculpture, but
the more finished works of the best masters,
in a mode in which he stands unrivalled.

Bryan's Hist. Art.

SEVER (SAMUEL) a native of Bristol, who
received his education at Corpus Christi Col-

lege, Oxford, where he took the degree of

MA. in 1781. On leaving the university, he
succeeded his father as master of a grammar
school in the city of Bristol, in which situation

he continued till 1810. Though in holy orders,
he held no preferment in the church till 1803,
when he was presented to the perpetual curacy
of Horsfield, near Bristol, and he subsequently
obtained the neighbouring rectory of Felton,
which he held till his death in 1831. His

publications consist of " A Treatise on the

Syntax of the Latin Verb," 1798, 8vo ;

" Prin-

ciples of Christianity," 1800, 12mo;
" Latium

Redivivum, or a Treatise on the modern use
of the Latin Language, and the prevalence of
the French," 1808, 8vo;

" The Charters and
Letters Patent granted by the kings and

queens of England to the town and city of

Bristol, translated from the Latin," 1812, 4to;
and "

Memoirs, Historical and Topographical,
of Bristol and its neighbourhood, from the

Earliest Period to the Present Time," 4 parts,
4to. He was one of the original members of
the Bristol Literary Society, in which he for

many years held the office of vice-president.
Ann. Biog.
SHARP (RICHARD) born 1759, died 1835,

the author of " Letters and Essays," known as

"Conversation Sharp" in the literary circles.

He was not less distinguished by his benevo-
lence than by his powers of conversation. He
was one of the best critics of his day. He
sat in several parliaments, and ever showed
himselfthe friend of civil and religious liberty.

Gent. Mag.
SHARP (SAMUEL,) a surgeon and pupil of

Cheselden, was surgeon of Guy's hospital, and
member of the Royal Society. His health

becoming delicate, he went to Italy, and pub-
lished an account of his travels, which in-

volved him in a dispute with Baretti. He

SHELLEY.
also wrote " A Critical Enquiry into the pre-
sent State of Surgery ;" and " A Treatise on
the Operations of Surgery." Mr Sharp died
in 1778. Gen. Biog. Diet.

SHARP (THOMAS) born in Coventry 1770,
died 1841, an antiquary whose studies were

principally directed to the investigation of the

antiquities of his native city. He was also a
collector of coins, and possessed the only gold
half florin of Edward III ever discovered.

He seems to have suffered nothing that was
old rather than rare to escape him. He edited

several old works, the rust of antiquity being
in all circumstances more valuable to him
than the sterling metal. Gent. Mag.
SHELDON (GILBERT) archbishop of Can-

terbury, was born at Stanton in Staffordshire,
in 1598. He was educated at Oxford, and

entering into orders became chaplain to lord-

keeper Coventry, who gave him a prebend in

Gloucester cathedral, and obtained for him
the living of Hackney. At the same time

Charles I made him clerk of the closet. He
took his doctor's degree, and in 1635 became
warden of All Souls. During the rebellion

he continued faithful to the king. At the Re-
storation he was made bishop of London, and
master of the Savoy ; and on the death of

archbishop Juxon he succeeded him in the

see of Canterbury. He was chancellor of

Oxford, and built a theatre, which is called

after him. He was very liberal in his cha-

rities. He died at Lambeth in 1677, and was
buried at Croydon. While master of the Sa-

voy, Dr Sheldon greatly distinguished himself
in the conference between the episcopal di-

vines and nonconformists. Biog. Brit.

SHELLEY (PERCY BYSSHE) a modern poet
of considerable power, and very peculiar tem-

perament and character. He was the eldest

son of sir Timothy Shelley, bart, of Castle

Goring in Sussex
;
and was born at Field-

place in that county, on the 4th of August
1792. After receiving the usual course of

previous instruction, he was sent to Eton,
whence he was earlier than usual removed to

the university of Oxford. This removal was

owing to a rigid unconventional tenacity of

character, in relation to what he deemed the

reason and justice of things, which is always
inconvenient to established authority, and pos-

sibly incompatible with the submission to it

ivhich is deemed indispensable in public edu-

cation. At Oxford a similar spirit suited still

less with the genius of the place ; and the

result of much pertinacious but conscientious

eccentricity was expulsion. Family dissatis-

faction was in the usual nature of things con-

sequent upon this manifestation of a bent of

disposition and waywardness of genius so un-

compromising; and in addition to academi-
cal discountenance, the youthful student had
to sustain that of his dearest connexions.

The latitudinarianism and carelessness of all

established opinions, which led to this es-

trangement, will be regarded with more or

less severity according to the temper of the

individual sitting in judgment; but the great
sacrifices in a worldly sense, made by Mr
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Shelley, exhibit him as a martyr, at least, to

his own notions of right and wrong. His

family was further estranged by an ill-as-

sorted marriage with an individual neither

adapted to his condition in life, nor to an

exposure to principles of action, which if even

pregnant with danger when of self-origination,
are doubly so when communicated to minds

altogether unfit for their reception. The re-

sult was very unfortunate, for after the birth

of two children, a separation took place by
mutual consent; and the untimely death of

the lady soon after, exposed him to much

obloquy and unjustifiable misrepresentation.
On the decease of his first wife, he married
Miss Godwin, daughter of the celebrated

author of " Political Justice," by the equally
celebrated Mary Wolstonecroft, and soon
after retired to Marlow in Buckinghamshire,
where he wrote his " Revolt of Islam."

About this time application was made by his

family to deprive him of the guardianship
of his two children, a boy and a girl, on the

ground of alleged atheistical and sceptical

notions, and of certain avowed opinions re-

garding the intercourse of the sexes, which
were deemed immoral and dangerous. The
application succeeded, and principally on the

asserted evil tendency of a juvenile production,
called "

Queen Mab," written while at Ox-
ford, and published from a copy surreptitiously

obtained, without the consent of the author.

This event caused him much grief and uneasi-

ness, and possibly induced him to quit Eng-
land, and repair with his second wife and a

juew family to Italy, where he renewed an

acquaintance with lord Byron, to whom he
had become known during a former visit to

the continent. With that nobleman and Mr
Leigh Hunt, who had also become a resident

in Italy, Mr Shelley joined in a periodical

miscellany, published in London, entitled
" The Liberal." This publication, which con-

tained the celebrated " Vision of Judgment,"
by lord Byron, and other original produc-
tions, only extended to four numbers in con-

sequence of a change of mind in the noble

poet, and of other disadvantages, one of which
was the untimely death of Mr Shelley, who
was drowned in his return from Leghorn to

his house on the gulf of Lerici, in the bay of

Spezia, by the wreck of his own small sailing

boat, in a sudden and violent storm. His

companion, Mr Williams, an officer of the

8th dragoons, and a single seaman, fell victims

to the same catastrophe, which occurred on

the 8th of July 1822. A few days afterwards

the bodies were washed on shore near Via

Reggio, and being recognized, were buried by
the Italian authorities; but were subsequently-

disinterred, and reduced to ashes by the

instrumentality of friendship, with a view

of depositing the urns containing them agree-

ably to the wishes of their respective con-

nexions. In conformity with those of the

friends of Mr Shelley, his remains were de-

posited in the Protestant burial-ground at

Rome, near the grave of a child whom he

had lost in that capital. At the time of his
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decease Mr Shelley had nearly completed his
thirtieth year. The principal works of this

singular but highly gifted man of genius, con-
sist of " The Revolt of Islam ;"

"
Alastor ;"" Prometheus Unbound;" the tragedy of " The

Cenci ;" and a posthumous volume of poems,
which have excited considerable attention.
Death having abated many prejudices, which,
however they might qualify opinion in regard
to the philosopher, were very unfairly em-
ployed against the poet, a high and honour-
able rank seems likely to be ultimately as-

signed to him. He is, however, too abstract
and refined, both as to sense and expression,
to be popular; but to borrow a brief passage
from a surviving friend and admirer :

" In all

his writing there is a wonderfully sustained

sensibility, and a language lofty and fit for it.

He has the art of using the stateliest words
and the most learned idioms without incurring
the charge of pedantry, so that passages of
more splendid and sonorous writing are not
to be selected from any writer since the days
of Milton

;
and yet, when he descends to us

from his ideal worlds and comes home to us
in our humbler bowers, and in yearnings after

love and affection, he attunes the most natural

feelings to a style so proportionate, and withal
to a modulation so truly musical, that there is

nothing to surpass it in the lyrics of Beaumont
and Fletcher." Upon the tendency of the

speculative opinions of Mr Shelley, it
'

is

scarcely necessary to say anything more than

that, as regards certain presumed modifica-
tions and reforms of the spirit of society, like

most men of extreme sensibility and refined

and peculiar genius, he legislates for imagi-
nary rather than actual states of being; for a
world created by his own habits, associations,
and feelings, a world within rather than with-

out him. In this order of intellect there is

often a simplicity as remarkable as its views
and speculations are remote and peculiar ; and
the task of assumed ratification is commenced
witli a degree of unsuspecting confidence, in

direct proportion to the certainty of being
opposed by the settled convictions of nearly
all the rest of mankind. Mr Shelley seems
to have set out in life with the singleness of
notion and of purpose, and exhibited both the

weakness and the strength of the character.

The weakness, as just described ; and the

strength, in the soul and the resolve which
cannot be moved out of its purposed path by
merely selfish and worldly considerations. In

a word, while little can be said for the philo-

sophic soundness of his theory, and still less

for the prudence and expediency of its per-
sonal reduction to practice, on his own part,
the extreme disinterestedness, generosity, and

humanity of his character, were too unequivo-

cally proved by great sacrifices not to afford

him an undeniable claim to the merit of con-

scious rectitude and benevolent intention.

Hunt's Lord Byron and his Contemporaries.

Preface to Posthumous Poems.

SHEPPARD (WILLIAM) a lawyer, was a

native of Whitminster in Gloucestershii-e. Ill

16.56 he was made a sergeant at lawbyCrom-
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well, who appointed him to be a Welsh judge.
He wrote " The Touchstone of Common As-
surances ;"

" Law of Common Assurances ;"
"The Parson's Guide, or Law ofTythes;""
Survey of the County Judicatures ;"

" Office

of the Clerk of the Market ;"
" Guide to Jus-

tices of the Peace ;"
" On Corporations, Fra-

ternities, and Guilds ;"
" Actions on the Case

for Slander ;"
"
Proposals towards a Regula-

tion of the Law ;"
" The Faithful Counsellor,"

2 vols
;

"
Epitome of the Common and Sta-

tute Laws." He died in 1674. Wood.
SHIELD (WILLIAM) one of the most cele-

brated of English musical composers of the

present age, was born at Swalwell, in the

county of Durham, in 1754. His father, an
eminent singing master, removed to South
Shields soon after his birth

;
and the son was

taught to modulate his voice and practise the

violin, when he was only six years old
;
and

within a year and a half he had made so ex-

traordinary a progress as to be able to perform
Corelli's fifth work. This was the more
remarkable, as much of his time had been

occupied by the harpsichord. In his ninth

year he lost his parent and tutor, who left a
widow with four children. He was desirous

of making music his profession, but his incli-

nation was checked by the ridicule with which
the calling of a fiddler was constantly treated

in a seaport town. He had the choice given
him of becoming a sailor, a boatbuilder, or a
barber. He decided in favour of boatbuild-

ing, and was bound apprentice to Edward
Davison, then residing in the neighbourhood
of South Shields. He was kept rather close

to his employment, yet his master occa-

sionally indulged him in the exercise of his

favourite pursuit, from which, in the third

year of his apprenticeship, he sometimes ob-

tained slight pecuniary advantage. He led

the Newcastle subscription concerts, where he

repeatedly played the solo parts of Gemi-
niani's and Giardini's concertos ;

and having
produced an admired specimen of sacred

music, when the new church was to be con-

secrated at Sunderland, he was requested to

compose the anthem for that occasion. Soon
after the expiration of his apprenticeship, he
resolved to relinquish boatbuilding, and to

adopt the profession of music. From the

celebrated theorist, Avison, of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, he received lessons in thorough
bass; and having grounded himself in the

principles, as well as practice of his art, he
went upon a musical expedition to Scarbo-

rough, whither he was invited by his intimate

friend, John Cunningham, the pastoral poet,
several of whose songs he had set to music at

South Shields. At Scarborough his talents

attracted much notice ; he acquired the situa-

tion of leader of the theatrical band, and of
the principal concerts, and he obtained the

intimacy and friendship of many respectable
individuals. Soon after the death of Mr
Avison, the son of that gentleman engaged
him as leader at the Durham theatre, aud at

the Newcastle concerts. Keturning next
season to Scarborough, he was solicited by

SHIELD.
Fischer and Borghi to accept a vacant seat iu

the orchestra of the Italian opera-bouse. The
offer was accepted, and Giardini placed him
in the rank of the second violins. In the

following season, Cramer removed him to the

principal viola; at which post he remained

eighteen years ;
and in that time he produced

upwards of twenty operas for the Haymarket
theatre and that of Covent-garden. Mr
Shield, on account of the ill health of Mr
Bulkley, was one season leader of the band
at the Haymarket ;

and at that time the rev

Mr Bate (afterwards the rev Sir Henry
Bate Dudley) wrote the afterpiece of the
" Flitch of Bacon," for the music of which
he applied to Mr Shield. Dr Arnold being
the regular composer for the theatre, Shield's

delicacy induced him to hesitate ;
but as Mr

Bate threatened to withdraw the piece unless

it were produced with Shield's music, he at

length complied. His success was great and
decisive. His time was now much occupied
in assisting at the great concerts

;
such as

Bach's, Abel's, and La Motte's, for which first-

rate performers only were qualified ;
when Mr

Harris, manager of Covent-garden theatre,

offered to engage him, as regulator of the

band and composer to the house. This ap-

pointment he accepted, and filled with much
success until a difference between him and
Mr Harris, on a pecuniary point, induced him
to resign. He was also appointed one of the

musicians in ordinary to the king ;
he was

engaged in the Ladies' Friday concerts, the

grand Sunday concerts, and the Wednesday
concerts of ancient music. From the last of

these he withdrew, as the necessary attend-

ance at the Mondays' rehearsals interfered

with his theatrical duty. Lord Sandwich,

however, who was the influential friend of

Mr Harris and Joah Bates, commanded his

return to a task which he always performed
with pleasure, and at last relinquished with

regret. About this time Mr Shield accidentally
travelled from London to Taplow with the

celebrated Haydn ;
and he considered him-

self to have gained more important informa-

tion by four days' association with that great
founder of a style which has given fame to

numerous imitators, than ever he acquired by
the best directed studies in any four years in

any portion of his life. In the mouth of

August 1792, after the reliuquishment of his

engagement at Covent-garden theatre, he
resolved to employ his leisure in visiting

Italy. He accordingly quitted England in

company with the ingenious but eccentric

Joseph Ritson, with whom he proceeded to

Paris, and thence through Lyons, Piacenza,

Parma, Modena, Bologna, Florence, and

Sienna, to Rome. There Mr Shield was
noticed by sir William Hamilton and by
Prince Augustus, and he also contracted an
intimate friendship with More, the landscape

painter. After receiving lessons every day for

two months, and obtaining much particular as

well as general instruction, he returned to

England. On his arrival he renewed his en-

gagement at Coveut-garden theatre. How-
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ever, another misunderstanding took place
between him and the manager, and he again
resigned. At the death of sir William Par-
sons he -was appointed master of his majesty's
musicians in ordinary. Mr Shield, as a com-

poser, was pure, chaste, and original. His

prominent characteristic was simplicity. Per-

haps no composer ever wove so few notes into

melodies so sweet and impressive ;
while the

construction of the bass and harmony is at

once graceful, easy, and unaffected. In
"
Rosina," and "

Marian," &c, his airs

breathe all the freshness and purity, and

beauty of rural life
; though the more orna-

mented and difficult parts are carried far be-

yond the common style of bravura. His songs
are strictly national. After Purcel, Shield

constitutes the finest example of a genuine
English composer. It was to his compositions
that the late Charles Bannister, Charles

Incledon, John Johnstone, and Mrs Billington,
were chiefly indebted for their celebrity as

English ballad singers. Of his dramatic

pieces the following are among those which
have been most generally admired: "The
Flitch of Bacon ;"

" Kosina ;"
" The Poor

Soldier ;"
" Robin Hood ;"

" Fontainebleau ;"
" The Noble Peasant ;"

" The Woodman ;"
" Marian ;"

" The Enchanted Castle ;"
" Os-

car and Malvina ;" and " Hartford Bridge."
Mr Shield also published

" An Introduction

to Harmony ;" produced various compositions
for instruments

;
and set to music a number

of beautiful songs, as " The Heaving of the

Lead ;"
" The Post Captain ;"

" Old Towler ;"
" The Thorn ;"

" I traversed Judah's bar-

ren sand;" "The Battle Song;" and "Poor
Tom Moody." He died January 25, 1828, at

his house in Berners-street, London ; and his

remains were interred in Westminster Abbey.
Biog. Diet, of Mas. Month. Mag.
SHIPP (JOHN) born 1785, died 1834, a

lieutenant in the British army, whose military
career was of a most extraordinary character.

He was of humble parentage, and enlisted as a

soldier so early in life that he was dismissed

as too young. He afterwards became fife-

major in the 22nd regiment. He served two

years at the Cape of Good Hope. He went
from thence to India, and was promoted to a

corporal, serving in 1804 under Lord Lake
when he was wounded in the head in the

storm of a fort. He three times led the for-

lorn hope at Bhurtpoor, and was three times

wounded, but escaped with his life. He was

promoted to an ensigncy for his gallantry, in

attempts in which the loss of the British was

3000 men. He was also promoted to a lieute-

nancy in the 65th regiment, and saved the life

ofhis colonel soon after. He served twenty-five

Jears

in India, and on returning home, losing

is ready cash, and living too well, he was
forced to sell his commission in London, and

was soon without a shilling. He then enlisted

in a dragoon regiment, and was made a ser-

jeant, and again ordered to India. He reached

the rank of serjeant-major in 1813. He then

thought of marriage, when his zeal and atten-

tion to the service elevated him to an ensigncy
SUPPLEMENT. 433
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in the 87th regiment, and he was sent against
the Nepaulese. He again distinguished him-
self, returned to Cawnpoor, and married.
Here he was soon after sent to the attack of
Huttras, and came off with the loss of a
finger, and the capture of a Persian horse,
which he sold for 2000 rupees. At length he
incurred the sentence of a court-martial, when
he had again reached the rank of lieutenant.
Some dispute about a running-horse partner-
ship with his major ended in his being dis-

charged the service
; afterwards commuted to

half-pay retirement for life, covered with ho-
nourable wounds. He published his " Me-
moirs," a rery curious work

;

" The Military
Bijou," in 2 vols

;
"The Eastern Storyteller;"" The Soldier's Friend

;''

" A Letter on Flog-
ging in the Army ;"

" The Adventures of a
Pindaree." He also wrote two plays, "The
Shepherdess of Aranrille," and " The Maniac
of the Pyrenees." He died governor of the
workhouse at Liverpool. Gent. Mag.
Life. Sfc.

SHRAPNEL (HENRY) died 1842, a lieu-

tenant-general in the British army, belonging
to the artillery, and the inventor of the Shrap-
nel shells, a destructive engine of warfare.
For this he received a pension of 1200/. a

year in addition to his pay as an officer. He
retired from active service in 1825, haring
served from 1779 down to that year.
SHUCKBURGH (sir G. A. G. EVELYN)

born 1751, died 1804, an English physician,
who had travelled through France and Italy,

devoting his time to scientific researches, par-

ticularly to a discovery of the qualities of the

atmosphere. He published
" Observations

made in Savoy to determine the Height of
Mountains by means of the Barometer ;"

" A
Comparison ofthe Rules of Sir G. Shuckburgh
and of Colonel Roy to measure Heights by
means of the Barometer;" "On the Varia-

tion of the Temperature of Boiling Water ;"
"
Description of an Equatorial ;" "Report on

some Essays for the fixing a Standard of

Weights and Measures." Bio. Diet.

SHUCKFORD (SAMUEL) a clergyman,
was educated at Caius college, Cambridge. He
was prebendary of Canterbury, and rector of

Allhallows, Lombard-street. He wrote two

works, on " The Creation and Fall of Man ;"

and "The History of the World, Sacred and
Profane." Dr Shuckford died in 1754. Gen,

Biog. Diet.

SIBBES (RICHARD) a puritan, a native of

Sudbury in Suffolk, was born in 1577, and be-

came fellow of St John's college, Cambridge.
He attained such popularity as a preacher
that he was invited by the society of Gray's-
inn to be their lecturer. He was offered the

provostship of Trinity college Dublin ; and in

1625 he became master of Catherine hall. Dr
Sibbes died in 1635. His works are printed

in 3 vols. 8vo. Clark's Lives.

SICKLER (FREDERICK KARL LUDWIG)
born at Grafentone, in Gotha, 1773, died 183

a learned writer and antiquary. He was

originally a tutor in the family of the banker

Delessert, in Paris, whither he had gone from
2F
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his native place. He afterwards accompanied
William von Humboldt to Home, where he
devoted himself assiduously to study. One
of his earlier publications was the " Almanach
aus Rom," which contained a number of re-

searches relative to Latium. He published
" A Topographical Plan of the Roman Cam-
pagna," with an explanation. In 1811 he

published "A Letter to M. Millin on the

Cyclopean Constructions." In 1819 he printed
his learned " Dissertation on Hieroglyphics.''
He was also the author of an excellent atlas,

and " A Manual of Geography for Schools."

Bio(j. Univ.

SIDDONS (SARAH) a celebrated actress,

especially distinguished for her talents as a

tragedian. This highly gifted personage was
the eldest daughter of Roger Kemble, the

manager of an itinerant company of come-
dians

;
and she was born at Brecknock, in

South Wales, July 14, 1755. She was highly
indebted to nature, both for her personal en-

dowments of beauty of form and melody of

voice, and for the loftier faculties of the mind.

At the early age of fifteen she conceived an

attachment for Mr Siddons, an actor belonging
to her father's company, which her parents,

probably considering as the mere impulse of

childish feeling, endeavoured to suppress by
removing her from home, and she was accord-

ingly placed as lady's maid in the family of

Mrs Greathead of Guy's Cliff, near War-
wick, with whom she resided nearly two

years. Her attachment, however, remained

unabated, and in her eighteenth year she was
united to her lover, as it appears in defiance

of parental disapprobation. Soon after her

marriage, both she and her husband were

engaged to perform at Liverpool, Manchester,

Birmingham, and other places. At Chelten-

ham she attracted the notice of lord Bruce,
afterwards earl of Aylesbury, who recom-
mended her to Mr Garrick, and she was soon

afterwards engaged at Drury - lane. Mrs
Siddons made her first appearance before a
London audience on the 29th of December
1775, in the character of Portia, in the "Mer-
chant of Venice." The impression she made
on the public was by no means remarkable ;

during the remainder of the season she was

chiefly confined to subordinate and insigni-
ficant characters, and she therefore did not

renew her engagement; but in the summer
of 1776 she appeared at Birmingham, where
she played with Henderson, and in conse-

quence of the opinion which he formed of
her talents, she was subsequently engaged at

Bath, where she rapidly acquired great pro-
fessional reputation. At this period she ap-
peared in a variety of characters, but those
in which she was supposed to excel were

Euphrasia, Alicia, Rosalind, Matilda, and

lady Townley. At length her provincial
fame procured her a new invitation to the

metropolis, and she made her second appear-
ance at Drury-lane October 10, 1782, in the

character of Isabella in the " Fatal Mar-

riage," when her success was decisive; the

theatre overflowed every night, she became

SIDDONS.
a favourite of the public, and was hailed by
general consent as the queen of tragedy.
The same season she exhibited in Jane Shore,
Euphrasia, Calista, Belvidera, and Zara, in

Congreve's
"
Mourning Bride." In the sum-

mer of 1783 she performed at Dublin, and
afterwards at Cork, with great success. After
her return to England, towards the end of
October 1783, she had an interview with the
celebrated Dr Johnson, who on that occasion

paid her an extraordinary but very appropriate
compliment. When she entered the room it

happened that there were not chairs enough
to accommodate the company present, when
the doctor said to her " You see how it is,

madam, where you appear, there is not a spare
seat to be found." He inquired of her which
of Shakspeare's characters she considered the
best drawn, and upon her answering that she

thought the character of Queen Catherine, in

Henry the Eighth, the most natural, he said
" I think so too, Madam, and whenever you

perform it I will once more hobble out to the
theatre to see you." She did not, however,
appear in that character till some time after

Johnson's death. The first of Shakspeare's
plays in which she acted was " Measure for

Measure," in the character of Isabella, in

November 1783. She afterwards appeared
in the parts of Constance, Volumnia, and, to

crown all, in lady Macbeth. In 1784 sir

Joshua Reynolds painted her portrait in the

character of the Tragic Muse, and it is said

this was the only occasion on which that

celebrated artist marked his name on his

works. When Mrs Siddons first saw the

picture in its finished state, she observed
what at first appeared to be embroidery of a
classical pattern on the border of the robe,
but on closely examining it, it appeared to be
the name of the artist, and on her mention-

ing it to him he gallantly replied
" I could

not omit the opportunity which the circum-
stance afforded me of transmitting my name
to posterity on the hem of your garment."
During the summer recess she went to Scot-

land, and also revisited Ireland. At Edin-

burgh she received a thousand guineas for

performing ten nights ;
and among numerous

presents bestowed on her was a magnificent
silver urn, with the inscription

" A Reward
to Merit." In 1787 her brother, John

Kemble, became acting manager of Drury-
lane theatre, and in the spring of 1788 she

appeared for his benefit as Katherine in
" Katherine and Petruchio." In her thirty-
fifth year (1790) she played Juliet; and

April 21, 1794, at the opening of the theatre

of new Drury, she performed lady Macbeth,
to her brother's Macbeth. In 1801, John
Kemble having acquired a share in Covent-

garden theatre, she transferred her talents to

that establishment, where she continued to

delight the public till the destruction of the

theatre by fire, in September 1808; though
for a part of the intermediate period the

splendour of the unrivalled display of her

abilities had been somewhat obscured by the

false glare of Master Betty's histrionic exhi-
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bitions. But this popular delusion at length
subsided, and in the winter of 1806-7 Mrs
Siddons resumed her ascendancy. The new
theatre of Covent-garden was opened Septem-
ber 18, 1809, within a year of the destruction

of the former, with the tragedy of Macbeth,
in which she appeared; but the whole per-
formance passed in dumb show, in consequence
of the riots which then commenced, owing to

disputes about the prices of admission
;
and

it was not till April 24, 1810, when tran-

quillity was restored, that she again made her

appearance. In the following season, which
was the last but one of her performance, she

went through nearly the whole range of her

characters, and never did she display greater

dignity and intellectual powers. In 1812, on
the 29th of June, she retired from the stage,
after playing the part of lady Macbeth, her

performance of which will ever live in the

memory of those who witnessed it
;

and
on that occasion she recited an appropriate

address, which had been written by her

nephew, Mr Horace Twiss. Thus terminated

her theatrical engagements, since she never
afterwards appeared, except on two or three

particular occasions, between the years 1812
and 1817. She also, after her retirement

from the stage, gave a course of public read-

ings from Shakspeare, at the Argyle Rooms ;

and she likewise gave public readings of

Milton, from Paradise Lost. She died at her

house in Upper Baker-street, London, June

8, 1831 ;
and her remains were interred in a

vault in Paddington church. She lost her

husband by death, in 1 808
;
and of the five

children she had by him, two only survived

her. Mrs Siddons published "An Abridg-
ment of Paradise Lost," 1822, 8vo, which she

had drawn up for the use of her children.

Life by Boaden. Month. Mag. Ann. Biog.

SIEGEN (Colonel von) born in Holland

1609, died 1680, the inventor of the art of

mezzotinto engraving, which he communi-
cated to prince Rupert. This discovery was
made by" baron Heinekin, who asserts that

mezzotinto engraving was communicated to

prince Rupert by Siegen, who, in 1G43, scraped
a plate of Amelia Elizabeth, princess of Hesse.

Siegen received his education in Germany, re-

turned to Holland in 1626, and remained there

until 1637, when he entered the service of

the Landgrave of Hesse. In 1 64 1 he returned

to Holland. His first engraving was pro-
duced at Amsterdam in 1642. Many parti-

culars of this amateur artist and his family
are to be found in the "

History of Engraving
in the Black Manner," by M. Leon de La-

borde, in which there is a list of his mezzotinto

works, bearing dates 1642, 1643, 1644, 1654,

and 1657. Bryan's Diet. Art.

SIERRA (FRANCISCO PEKEZ) born at Na-

ples 1627, died 1709, generally denominated

a Spanish painter. He was instructed in his

art by Aniallo Falcone, the landscape and

battle painter. He entered the school of Juan

de Toledo at Madrid, and soon obtained em-

ployment. Don Diego de la Torre became his

patron, and -employed him in copying pictures
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by Spagnoletto, and in painting the Saints for
a church in Madrid which he had founded.
In his latter days he confined his art to flower

painting. Idem.
SIEYES (EMMANUEL JOSEPH, called the

Abbe') born 1748 at Frejus, died 1836. He
was educated for the church, studying for that

purpose in the university of Paris, and after-
wards chosen one of the grand vicars to the

bishop of Chartres. At the time of the revo-
lution he abandoned the church to enter into
the field of politics, where he acquired some
reputation by his publications. When Louis
XVI convoked the states-general, and his

ministers invited writers of all countries to

communicate their ideas, the Abbe' Sieycs
published his noted work, "What is the Third
Estate?" He asserted that the third estate

was everything, and this led the people to feel,

for the first time, that they were everything in

a country governed until then as if they had
been nothing. He was chosen by the city of
Paris as one of the members of the states-

general,
and he was an active member. He

it was who proposed to summon the other two
orders to verify their powers, and on their

refusal to declare the assembly national.

After the royal sitting of the 23rd June 1 789,
the deputies being ordered to separate, he was
of the same opinion as Mirabeau, that they
should continue their deliberations. On that

occasion he observed,
" We are to-day what

we were yesterday, the representatives of

France." He presented a declaration of rights
to the house on the 20th of July, and he pro-
nounced against the law to place the property
of the clergy in the hand of the nation

;
and

when the tithes had been suppressed, he re-

peated the sentence, since often applied to other

matters, "They wish to be free, and know
not how to be just." He repelled as an absur-

dity the veto for which Mirabeau argued on
behalf of the king, and proposed, in 1790, his

plan for a constitution which was then thought
too democratic. He proposed to send the

offences of the press before a jury, and a better

organization of justice and of the police, which

were not listened to. His colleagues did not

enter into his views
; they were too new for

them, while some thought they wanted lucid-

ness. He withdrew soon after from public

affairs, which Mirabeau deplored ;
for though

Sieyes' oratory was not good, his proposals, if

adopted then, would have prevented, in all

probability, much subsequent misery. In

1791 he spoke in favour of the clergy, who
had refused to acknowledge the constitutional

church. When the king fled to Varennes,

and Paine proposed to establish a republic,

Sieyes resisted him, because under a monarchy
the people enjoyed more liberty than under a

republic. After this he took little share in

the proceedings of the legislative assembly.

He was elected afterwards to the convention,

where he voted for the death of the king. In

1 793, when a mad party celebrated the feast

of reason, they demanded his letters, and he

gave them up, together with his benefice. On
the third Thermidor, he several times attacked
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Robespierre and his partisans from the tri-

bune, and was named one of the committee of

public safety. In 1795 he belonged to the

council of five hundred, and in that year an
old monk, attempting to assassinate him, only
inflicted a slight wound. In 1797 he went,
for a short time, as ambassador to Prussia.

In 1799 he was chosen a director in the room
of Rewbell, and it was by his influence that

the eighteenth Brumaire occurred, which led

to the elevation of Bonaparte. He was one
of the consuls chosen at St Cloud. The
supreme power being soon afterwards vested

in Bonaparte, and seeing he possessed no

power, he retired, but consented to accept the

post of a senator. He received in consequence
a rich equivalent, and on the establishment of

the empire several orders. In 1814 he did

not attend the sittings of the senate, but at a

later period sent in his adherence to the ab-

dication of Napoleon, and the recal of the

Bourbons. During the hundred days, he
was called to the chamber of peers. In

1816 he was obliged to remove to Brussels,
in consequence of the decree against all who
had voted for the king's death. In 1830 he

returned, but he took no part further in public

affairs, his health, at eighty-eight, being much
altered for the worse. He published many
pamphlets, written with great acuteness and

originality; and the "Notice on his own
Life," written in 1795, merits a perusal.

Orig.
SIGNORELLI (LccA) a painter, was born

at Cortona in 1439. He was one of the first

anatomical designers of the naked figure.
His best picture, the " Last Judgment," at

Orvieto, was imitated by Michael Angelo.
Signorelli died in 1521. Pilkington.
SIMEON (Rev CHARLES) born 1759 at

Reading, died 1837. He was educated at

Eton, and graduated at Queen's College, Cam-

bridge, 1776. His attention was now turned

towards the ministry, not, as in common, no-

minally to perform its duties by rote as a

means of living, but with a full conviction of

the heart-serving required, and the respon-

sibility attaching to them in the sight of his

Maker. He was ordained in 1 782, and preached
his first sermon at Trinity Church, at Cam-
bridge, in 1783, and his last in 1836, never

removing elsewhere. He directed his whole

energies to rendering young men in the uni-

versity religious, in a sense beyond the mere

profession, before going into the church
;

and he was the founder of a society for pur-

chasing advowsons to present to those who
enter the church, who do so with the same
views of fulfilling its duties as he himself

held. Forty-three advowsons had been pur-
chased in this way before his decease. He left

numerous theological works. Gent. Mag.
SIMON (EDWARD THOMAS) a French phy-

sician and man of literature, was born at

Troyes in 1 740, and brought up to the medical

profession. He repaired to Paris in 1786,
and in 1790 was nominated secretary of the

Council of Health, and afterwards of Men-

dicity and Public Charity. On the adoption

SINCLAIR.
of the constitution of the year III, he formed
the plan of a library for the Council of An-
cients and the Council of Five Hundrt d, and
was appointed keeper of the same. He was
afterwards employed in public instruction at

Nanci and Besan9on. He died in 1818. He
was the author of several poems on subjects
of temporary popularity, and was concerned in

some able translations and useful collections.

Diet. Hist.

SIMONET (JEAN BAPTISTE) born at Paris

1742, died 1810, an engraver of considerable

merit, whose works are principally from pic-
tures of his own countrymen, as Grauze, Mo-
reau, Bauduin, and Aubry. Bryan's Diet.
Art.

SIMONINI (FRANCISCO) born at Parma
1689, died about 1760, an Italian painter and
scholar of Italic Spolverini. He excelled in

painting battles and skirmishes of cavalry.
Bryan's Diet.

SIMS (Dr JAMES) an eminent physician,
and writer on medicine and botany. His
father was a resident physician sixty years
at Dunmow, in Essex, but the son was born
at Canterbury, and received his education at

a school at Burford in Oxfordshire. At the

age of twenty-one he went to study medicine
at Edinburgh, and afterwards removed to Ley-
den, where he took the degree ofMD in 1764,
on which occasion he published a thesis " De
Temperie Foeminea, et Morbis inde oriundis."
He settled in London, and became physician
to the Surrey Dispensary, and also to the

charity for lying-in women, devoting much
of his attention to midwifery, in which branch
of practice he acquired great reputation. At
the first announcement of the discovery of
vaccination he expressed his doubts of its

efficacy, but future inquiries and observations

induced him to change his opinion, and

strongly to advocate its utility. Dr Sims

published
" Observations on Epidemic Disor-

ders," 1773, 8vo; "A Discourse on the best

Method of prosecuting Medical Inquiries,"
1774, Svo ; both of which were translated

into German. In 1781 he edited Dr Edward
Forster's "

Principles and Practice of Mid-

wifery," and he contributed various papers to

the " Memoirs of the Medical Society of Lon-

don," and other collections ; besides which he
was the editor of the " Botanical Magazine,"
from the fourteenth to the forty-second volume
of that work. Dr Sims was an active mem-
ber of the Linnacan Society, to whose Trans-
actions he was likewise a contributor. His
death took place at Dorking, in Surrey,

February 26, 1831. Orig.
SINCLAIR (JOHN, sir) born at Thurso

1754, died 1836, a voluminous writer upon
economical subjects. He was educated for the

law, and called to the bar of Lincoln's-inn.

He also sat in parliament for several places
in England and Scotland. In 1786 he was
made a baronet, and took an extensive tour in

the north of Europe, and in 1810 he was made
a privy councillor. He wrote or spoke upon
almost every topic, but his own peculiar walk
was British agriculture, to the improvement
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of -which he devoted great attention. He
formed a society in Scotland for the improve-
ment of wool, and in 1 793 the Board of Agri-
culture owed its existence to him. For more
than half a century his different works in the

shape of "
Plans,"

"
Hints,"

"
Observations,"

and the like, issued from the press unremit-

tingly. His " Statistical Account of Scot-

laud," "History of the Revenue of Great Bri-

tain,"
" Considerations on Militias and Stand-

ing Armies," "Addresses," &c, "Essays on

Agriculture,"
" On the Northern Districts of

Scotland,"
" Code of Health and Longevity,"

" Ossianic Poems in the Originals,"
" Bullion

Question Discussion." and, lastly, not pub-
lished, but nearly ready for publication at his

decease,
" A Political Code

"
and " Code of

Religion," attest the universality and variety,
if not the depth, of his attainments, and the

utility, ifnot the brilliancy, of his productions.
That he was of eminent service to the agricul-
turists who were most in need of such an order

of mind, from their rearward march in im-

provement, cannot be doubted, and in this

sense the name of sir John Sinclair must be
ever heard with gratitude and respect. Gent.

Mag.
SINGER (GEORGE JOHN) an ingenious

writer and lecturer on natural philosophy in

the metropolis, who died in 1817. He was
the author of " Elements of Electricity and

Electro-Chemistry,
"

1814, 8vo, a work which
exhibits an admirable display of the state of

chemistry, and the sciences connected with it

at the period of its publication.
SINGLETON (HENRY) born 1706, died

1839, an English painter, and at the time of

his decease the oldest exhibitor in the Royal
Academy. He had the power to become a

better artist than he was, as he possessed nu-

merous qualifications for doing more than

merely giving his own conceptions in his

works, unconnected 'by the study of nature or

the great spirits in art, and therefore he did

not rise above the average level of the aca-

demy, taken as a whole, of which he was a

member.
SISMONDI (J. C. L. SIMON DE) born

1773, of an old Italian family, died 1842, an

eminent historian and man of letters. In

1792, on the subversion of the government of

Geneva, he and his family took refuge in Eng-
land. He returned in 1 794, and six weeks

after his house was pillaged, he and his father

arrested, and sentenced to two months' impri-
sonment and a fine of two-fifths of their pro-

perty. After this he settled in Tuscany,
where new troubles awaited him. He re-

turned to Geneva in 1800. In the midst of

all his vicissitudes of fortune M. Sismondi con-

tinued to write laboriously, and published
works in Geneva, Paris, and London. His-

tory, politics, and economy were his favourite

topics. In the different branches of social

science upon which he touched he exhibited a

philosophy deeply imbued with the interests

of humanity. He was ever a conscientious

writer ; age did not lessen his ardour in the

pursuits he followed, while he was one of the
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writers of the greatest fecundity that ever
existed. His history of the republics of the
middle ages would have sufficed to occupy the
abour of the whole life of an ordinary man.
He worked up to the last moment that he
was able to use his pen. His first work was" A View of Tuscan Agriculture." In his

writings he professed an adherence to liberal

principles. He would neither take office un-
der Napoleon nor use his pen in adulation
before him. During the hundred days, having
seen how totally adverse the great European
powers were to free principles, they having
had a short trial with full means to work their

will, he exerted all his talents to induce the
French to rally round Napoleon, though he
would not receive any recompense, not even
the order of the legion of honour. He consi-
dered that Napoleon had been raised by the

people, that adversity had probably led him
to see how much he had erred, and that such
a hope was better than the rule of the holy
alliance without one redeeming thing belong-
ing to it. His own life was devoted to litera-

ture. His residence near Geneva was the

resort of all the mass of mind in that vicinity.
His manners were amiable, his character

gentle, his attainments great, and his prin-

ciples unshaken. At Bologna a statue in

white marble has been erected to his memory.
Besides minor works on finance and eco-

nomy, his " Literature of the South of Eu-

rope," in 4 vols : his "
History of France," in

30 vols ; his "
History of the Crusades ;" his

" Studies of Political Economy," in 3 vols ;

his " Review of Religious Opinions during
the Nineteenth Century ;" to enumerate no
more of his works, are sufficient to establish

his fame on a durable basis. He married a

lady who connected him in relationship with
the late sir James Mackintosh. Gent. Mag.
SKELTON (WILLIAM) born in London

1763, died 1848, an eminent engraver both of

history and portrait. He was the engraver of

a series of royal portraits, which he published
on his own account. He lived to eighty-six,

retiring with independence from his profession

many years before his decease.

SKINNER (rev JOHN) born at Camerton,
Somerset, died 1839, a clergyman and anti-

quary, who employed much time and labour

in the investigation of the early antiquities of

Great Britain. Biog. Diet.

SMEDLEY (rev EDWARD) born 1789, died

1836, prebendary of Lincoln. He was an
excellent classical scholar, and obtained one

classical and four Seatonian prizes for English

poems at Cambridge. He was the author of

"Prescience," a poem, and of " A History of

the Reformed Religion in France," in 3 vols.

He was also the editor of the "
Encyclopedia

Metropolitana." His only church preferment
was his prebend, with 14/.per annum ! Gent.

Mag.
SMIRKE (ROBERT) born at Wigton 1752,

died 1845, a painter of humorous and sa-

tirical subjects, and a member of the English

academy of painting. His works were gene-

rally small, adapted to the purposes of the
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illustration of books. He arranged his sub

jects skilfully, and seldom played the buffoon,

however grotesque his subject. Many of his

pictures are full of sentiment and feeling, as

-well as expressive of truth. He practised his

art until very late in life, and with the same
success. Oriy.
SMIT (ANDREAS) a Dutch marine painter

who flourished about the middle of the seven

teenth century. There were other painters
lived about the same time, as ARNOLD SMIT
who painted landscapes as well as sea pieces

But as there is a great resemblance in the pic-

tures which are designated A. SMIT, AND
SMIT, and ARN. SMIT, it has been supposed
that they are identical. Bryan's Diet. Art.

SMITH (CHARLES JOHN) born in London

1803, died 1839, the son of a surgeon. He
was taught the art of engraving by Pye, anc

became very skilful in his profession, particu-

larly in antiquarian and topographical sub-

jects. At the time of his decease he was en-

gaged in a work, three-fourths of which only
had been completed, entitled

" Historical aiic

Literary Curiosities." Gent. Mag.
SMITH (GEORGE) an ingenious poet and

landscape painter, who was born in 1714. He
resided at Chichester in Sussex, where he was

engaged in painting as a profession, and he

had two brothers Kving in that city, who pos-
sessed similar talents. He was the author

of" Six Pastorals," published in 1770, which

procured for him considerable reputation as

a descriptive poet. His death took place in

1776.

SMITH (sir JAMES EDWARD) a distin-

guished English physician and naturalist,

who was born at Norwich, December 2, 1 759.

After some preliminary education he went to

Edinburgh in 1780, and during the prosecu-
tion of his medical studies at that university
he paid particular attention to botany, and

gained the gold medal given to the best pro-
ficient among the students of that science.

He then went to London, where he became

acquainted with sir Joseph Banks, and in

1784 he purchased the Linnsean collection,

containing the epistolary correspondence and
other papers, specimens of natural history, &c.

of the elder and younger Linne. In 1786 he
took the degree of MD. at Leyden ;

and in

that and the following year he visited France

and Italy. On his return to England he

published
" A Sketch of a Tour on the Con-

tinent," 1793, 3 vols, 8vo, containing much
interesting information relative to natural his-

tory. Soon after he engaged with Dr Good-

enough, bishop of Carlisle, and others, in the

foundation of the Linnsean Society, of which
he was president till the time of his death.

In 1797 he retired to his native city, and

engaged in medical practice; and in 1814

he received the honour of knighthood from

George III, who then accepted the office

of patron of the Linnaean Society. He con-

tinued to reside. at Norwich during the re-

mainder of his life, making annual visits to

London to deliver lectures at the Royal In-

stitution, His death took place at Norwich,

SMITH.
March 17, 1828. His principal works are,"
English Botany," 36 vols, 8vo ;

" Natural

History of the Lepidopterous Insects of
Georgia," 1797, 2 vols, folio; "Flora Britan-
nica," 1803-4, 3 vols, 8vo; the "English
Flora," 4 vols, 8vo

;
and " An Introduction to

Botany," 8vo; besides the Travels, already
mentioned. Month. Maq. London's Maq. of
Nat. Hist.

SMITH (JOHN) an eminent physician, who
was a native of Buckinghamshire, where he
was born in the early part of the seventeenth

century. He studied at Brasennose college,
Oxford, and took the degree of MD., after
which he became a fellow of the College of

Physicians, and one of the first members of
the Royal Society. He was the author of a
curious work, entitled "

King Solomon's Por-
traiture of Old Age, being a Paraphrase on
Ecclesiasticus, chap. xii. v. 1 6." Lond. 1676,
8vo. This is a philosophical discourse, giv-
ing an account of the mental and bodily in-

firmities incident to protracted existence. He
was also a contributor to the Philosophical
Transactions. Wood's Athen. Oxon. Collier's

Hist. Diet.
SMITH (sir JOHN) son of sir Clement

Smith, of Little Baddow in Essex, was edu-
cated at Oxford, and distinguished himself as
a statesman and a soldier. In 1576 he was
sent by queen Elizabeth to the king of Spain
to intercede in behalf of the states of the

Netherlands, and he acquitted himself so
much to the satisfaction of his mistress as to

receive the honour of knighthood. He died
about 1600. His works are,

" A Discourse
on the Form and Effects of divers Weapons
and other Matters Military," 4to

;

" Instruc-

tions, Observations, and Orders Military," 4to.

Lloyd's State Worthies.
SMITH (rev. SIDNEY) was born at Wood-

ford 1771, died 1841, an English clergyman,
author of the letters " To my brother Abra-
ham from Peter Plymly," of sermons, and
first editor of the Edinburgh Review. His

style was remarkable for a vein of humour
aeculiarly his own, of the most effective kind,
tie was a keen satirist of folly in all places,
and a divine whose rare powers in the pulpit
were directed to the most humane and cha-
ritable purposes. Orig.
SMITH (WILLIAM) born 1769, died 1840,

called the father of English geology. He was
a native of Churchill in Oxfordshire ; his in-

vestigations among the oolite formations of
which county led to discoveries of importance
as early as 1789. He followed the busi-
ness of a land surveyor and civil engineer in
the vicinity of Bath. From 1793 to 1799 he
was employed in executing the Somersetshire
coal canal. He first brought under the public
notice the well-known local fact, that the coal
n Somerset lay below the red ground, and
hat nothing was regular above it Here
began his observations among the deposits
,bove, and a wide field, was at once opened to

ois view. His investigations gradually ex-
sanded to other districts. He collected fossils

rom the vicinity of Bath, and coloured a geo-
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logical map of the neighbourhood, and also of
Somersetshire. He at last got the name of
"Strata Smith." In 1815 he published his
" Delineation of the Strata of England and
Wales." The British Museum purchased his

organic remains in 1815. Between this year
and 1821, he published no less than twenty
geological maps of English counties. In 1819
he gave up his residence in London, and
afterwards may have been said to have lived

only among the rocks till 1823, when he re-

sided a year in Kirby Lonsdale. In 1825
he became agent to sir J. Johnstone, of Hark-
ness near Scarborough, and rested awhile from
his wandering scientific activity. In England
such a man was not likely to be appreciated,
except among the few scattered sons of science.
He was awarded the first medal at the dis-

posal of the geological society, and in 1835
received the degree of LLD., not from Eng-
land, but from Trinity college in Ireland.

All his liabilities, all his difficulties in life,

arose from his unconquerable love of his fa-

vourite science, and the time he devoted to it.

At length the crown, which had at once

granted a pension of 1 2001. per annum to an
officer for the invention of a shell a little more
murderous than any before known, forty years
after the better part of the life was gone of
the founder of a science which laid open the

wonderful works of the Supreme to the human
conviction, and through these works his in-

numerable wisdom and power, when life was
on the dregs, and age had stayed the power
of exertion, dealt out to Smith the pittance of
100/. per annum for his sole support, which
he did not long enjoy. Orig.
SMITH (sir WILLIAM SIDNEY) born 1764,

died in Paris 1840, a distinguished admiral,
the son of a military officer. He entered the

English service at thirteen years of age,
before the peace of 1782. After that he en-

tered into the service of Sweden, where he

distinguished himself against the Russians,
and obtained the order of the Sword. In 1790
he went to Constantinople, but soon after-

wards returned, and joined the fleet of lord

Hood off Toulon, and after that place was
taken by the republicans he was ordered to

burn the French ships remaining in the

port and the arsenal. He next commanded
the Diamond, in which he attempted several

expeditions against the French ports, and
caused considerable mischief. In 1796 he
was made prisoner in attempting to cut out a

privateer, conducted to Paris, and imprisoned
in the Temple, from whence he effected his

escape. On his return to London he was made

captain of the Tigre, and sent to Constanti-

nople, where his brother, Spencer Smith, was

ambassador, and he contributed much to con-

clude an alliance, by which the French were
to be excluded from Egypt. After bombarding
Alexandria, he captured the French flotilla

moored at Caiffa, and going toSt Jean d'Acre,
then besieged by the French, he forced them
to raise the siege, retire across the desert,

and renounce the conquest of Syria. After

the French evacuated Egypt he returned to
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England, and was received with enthusiasm.
In 1802 he represented Rochester in parlia-
ment. On the resumption of hostilities, he
obtained the command of a light squadronand attempted without success to attack the
French flotilla at Ostend and Flushing. Iu
1805, made a rear-admiral, he joined the
British fleet in the Mediterranean, and was
commanded to watch the French in the king-dom of Naples. In 1807 he went with a fleet
to the Tagus, to favour the designs of the ca-
binet there; and the prince royal determining
to proceed to the Brazils, he accompanied
him to Rio de Janeiro. The interest he took
in behalf of the princess of Wales, as all did
who were above the meanness of court syco-
phancy, is supposed to have prevented his

being again employed. In 1814 he appeared
at the congress of Vienna, to demand, in the
name of humanity, and as the representative
of several philanthropic societies, the aboli-
tion of the slave trade, and the extirpation of
the pirates of Africa. He afterwards esta-
blished an anti-pirate association in Paris. He
took an active part in all considerations upon
prisons, in the instruction of the poor, and in

every species of charitable institution. He
was a man of simple mind, intrepid, but no
favourite among courtiers, whose meanness
and shuffling he despised. Bioy. Univers.

Oriy.
SNAPE (ANDREW) serjeant farrier to

Charles II, wrote a work on " The Anatomy
of the Horse," folio. His son, ANDREW
SNAPE, was born at Hampton-court, and edu-
cated at Eton, whence he was elected to King's
college, Cambridge. He became doctor in

divinity, and canon of Windsor
;
but in 1717

he gave such offence, by his answer to Hoadly,
that he was dismissed from his situation of

king's chaplain. Two years atterwards he
was provost of King's college ;

he also held
the living of Ildesley in Berkshire. He died
in 1742. His sermons were published in

3 vols, 8vo. Gen. Biog. Diet.

SOANE (sir JOHN) born 1752 at Reading,
died 1837, an English architect, and professor
of architecture in the Royal Academy. He
became a pupil of Dance, and in 1772 received

the silver medal for the best drawing of the

banqueting-house at Whitehall. He also re-

ceived the academy pension for three years'

study at Rome. After his return in 1 788, he
was appointed architect to the bank of Eng-
land, in competition with thirteen candidates.

This was the foundation of his fortune. A
number of lucrative appointments and works
followed. He gave his first lecture on archi-

tecture at the academy in 1809. The free-

dom of his remarks on errors in many of the

buildings of England gave rise to the servile

rule of the academy, that subsequently
" no

comments on the works of living artists should

be introduced into the lectures of the Royal

Academy !" Thus a main end of teaching
was evaded. Soane was afterwards employed
at Chelsea, at the Houses of Lords and Com-
mons, and other places. In 1831 be was

knighted. He retired from all business in
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his eightieth year. In his gifts to professional
bodies he was generous. He collected a

museum, said to be worth 50,0007, which he

bequeathed for public use, together with his

house in Lincoln's-inn-fields. He left a num-
ber of his works engraved and published in

different forms. Month. Mag.
SCEMMERING (SAMUEL THOMAS) born at

Thorn 1755, died at Frankfort 1830, one of
the most able and laborious anatomists of

Germany. He was considered as the curator
of that surgical anatomy which has furnished
so many valuable ideas on the mechanism
and the nature of a great number of our or-

ganic lesions. He left several professional
works. His " De corporis humani fabrica,"
in fi vols, is the principal. Biog. Univ.
SOLEIMAN EL HALEBI, born 1776,

died 1800, the assassin who, instigated by the

Turkish general Joussouf Pacha, killed

general Kleber in Egypt. He was impaled
alive, which he bore with great firmness.

His skeleton was carried to France, and

placed in the Garden of Plants, where his

skull, visited by phrenologists, is said to re-

peat the tale thus told them beforehand of his

vicious propensities. Bib. Univ.

SOMMARIVA (JEAN BAPTISTE de) born at

Milan, died at Paris 1830, a native of Milan.
At the time of the conquest of Italy he was
in high reputation as a barrister. He was hi

favour of the revolution, and in 1799, when
Austrians and Russians overran Italy, he took

refuge in Paris. After the battle of Marengo
he returned to Italy and became one of the

directors of the Cisalpine republic, and later

one of the college of Possidenti. His situa-

tion enabling him to make lucky speculations
in the funds, he acquired a very large fortune,
of which he made a most excellent use. At-
tached to the fine arts, he gratified his taste

in the most princely manner, and his collec-

tion became famed from one end of Europe
to the other. His talents were of the highest
class, and he was one of the most elegant
orators of his time. He possessed in his gal-

lery the unrivalled Magdalen of Canova.
Gent. Mag.
SOMMERARD (M. du) died at Paris 1842,

a French archaeologist, who made the anti-

quities of the middle ages his peculiar study.
He resided at the Hotel de Cluny, rue des

Mathurins, and formed there an extensive
museum of national mediaeval antiquities,
which attained much celebrity. Biog. Univ.
SORIVEN (EDWARD) born 1775, died

1841, an eminent English book engraver. His
works sometimes bear a strong resemblance to
those of Bartolozzi. His productions are very
numerous, and are marked by refined taste

and a remarkable power of improving even
the original in the copy he made of it.

Bryan's Diet.

SOTHEBY (WILLIAM) born 1758, died

1834, an author and poet, who possessed a
considerable fortune, and was an elegant
writer and translator. He published his
" Poems" in 1 790. His next publication was
Oberon, from the German of Wieland, 1 798

;

SOUHAM.
"The Battle of the Nile," 1799. He after-

wards published "The Siege of Cuzco;""
Virgil's Georgics, translated ;"

"
Julian, a

tragedy ;" a " Poetical Epistle to Sir George
Beaumont, &c ;"

"
Oberon, or Huon de

Bourdeaux, a masque ;''

"
Orestes, a tragedy ;"

"
Saul, an epic poem," &c. &c. He translated

Homer, illustrated by Flaxman. He was the
oldest living English poet. He was an ex-
cellent scholar, and a kind and benevolent
man." Gent. Mag.
SOU CHE, a learned Chinese, who lived in

the eleventh century, in the city of Ste-tch-

hou-an, born of an honourable family. Placed
in a public post, he did not spare the chief
minister of the empire, who got him im-

prisoned. His friends procured him his free-
dom

; but he was exiled to a distant province,
where he acquired a small house, and culti-

vated philosophy. He thought himself for-

gotten, when the emperor appointed him his

historian, to arrange the events of his dynasty,
and the minister assigned him a residence in
a small town near the capital, but he de-
manded leave to return to the place of his

exile, where he remained ten years, working
upon his history. He was recalled by the

emperor's regent, after the emperor's death,
and named governor of Ting tchaou, while
honours were heaped upon him

;
but after the

death of the empress he was again forgotten,
and even subjected to new persecutions. He
died in 1101 aged sixty years.
SOUFFLOT (JAMES GERMAIN) an archi-

tect, was born'at Iranci in 1713, and studied
at Rome. He built a hospital and exchange
at Lyons, which were so much admired that
he was made superintendent of the royal
buildings at Paris : in this situation he built
the church of St Genevieve. He was also a

knight of the order of St Michael. He died
in 1780. Diet. Hist.
SOUHAM (count JOSEPH) born at Tulle in

France, 1760, died 1837, a military ofiicer,
who served under the republic and empire,
entering the army 1782, as a private in the

cavalry. He owed his rapid advancement
more to his physical displays of courage than
to his knowledge or military talent. In 1794
he commanded a division of 30,000 men in
the army of Pichegru, in which the generals
Vandamme, Macdonald, and Daendals, only
commanded brigades. He possessed great
coolness, and understood manoeuvring, but
almost all his comrades passed by him in the
career of fame. His conduct was not regular,
and he was fond of play. In their commence-
ment, and down to the year 1800, he M'as suc-
cessful in his operations. He then came under
the command of Moreau. He was afterwards
one ofthe parties suspected of being concerned
in the conspiracy of Pichegru, and was im-

prisoned several months in the Temple. In
1808 he had again a command given him in

Spam, where he was beaten by O'Donnel, who
surprised him. He managed to keep his

ground, and aided in raising the siege of

Burgos. In 1814 he became a traitor to

Napoleon, who had just lavished favours upon
440
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him, and narrowly escaped death from the
hands of his own men in consequence, being
saved only by the speed of his horse. Under
the Bourbons he received several appoint-
ments, enjoyed until 1830, when he was dis-

placed. Bib. Univ.
SOUMET (ALEXANDER) born 1788, died

1845, a French man of letters, brought up at
the Polytechnic School, where he first showed
his literary taste. Victor at the rural games,
he was impatient until he entered lists more
worthy, and attained academical honours.
His poem, entitled "Incredulity," placed its

author on the list of auditors of the council of
of state. In 1810 he published a poem in

praise of Napoleon, and soon afterwards one
in praise of the king of Rome. He obtained a

pension from Charles X, for a sort of poet-
laureate ode

; for, like most laureates, he was
not very exact about principles, and he got
himself made a chevalier of the legion of
honour, and conservator of the library of
Rambouillet. His poems met little success.
He wrote several dramatic pieces, among
others,

"
Saul,"

"
Emilia,"

" The Maccabees,''"
Clytemnestra,"

"
Cleopatra,"

" Jeanne of

Arc,"
" The Fete of Nero,"

" The Gladiator,"
and others. Bib. Univ.

SOUTHEY (ROBERT) born 1774 at Bristol,
died 1843. His father was in trade, and he
was sent early to a school kept by a Baptist
minister. In 1787 he was removed to West-
minster school by a maternal uncle, and in

1792 he went to Baliol College, Oxford, with
the design of entering the church; but this

design was thwarted by his Socinian opinions.
In 1794 he published some poems in con-
nection with a friend named Lovel. The
breaking out of the French revolution had a

strong effect upon his mind, and he planned
with some of his friends a settlement in North
America, on the banks of the Susquehanuah,
which was to be a sort of petty republic, and
was to be called a Pantisocracy. In 1795 he
married a lady of Bath, and on the same day
as the ceremony took place he left England
for Lisbon. In the same year he published
" Joan of Arc," an epic poem. Some of his

effusions at this time were highly characteristic

of his political sentiments. Among them was
" \Vat Tyler," a poem as revolutionary in its

tendencies as some of his subsequent works
were servile towards monarchies. In 1808

he was for a short time secretary to Isaac

Corry, the chancellor of the exchequer for

Ireland. He finally settled at Greta Bridge,

Keswick, in his twenty-ninth year, and spent
there the remainder of his life. In 1813 he

was made poet-laureate, on the death of Pye.
In 1839 he married a second time. He de-

voted himself wholly to literature as a pro-
fession. The number of his works is con-

siderable. During the last three years of his

life his mind became a blank, though only in

his sixty-ninth year when he dieeL He re-

ceived a pension of 300/. a year from the minis-

ter, sir Robert Peel, in 1835. He was interred

in the grave-yard of Crosthwaite, near his

former residence. New Bio. Diet. Pub. Jour.
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SPARSHALL (JOSEPH) born 1792, died

1837, a naturalist of the county of Norfolk,
to the zoology, ornithology, and entomology
of which districts his labours were principally
confined, though his excursions in entomo-
logy were extended far and wide. He was, in
conjunction with friends, among the founders
of the Norfolk and Norwich Museum.
Gent. Mag.
SPENCE (ELIZABETH) a novelist and

miscellaneous writer, who was the daughter
of a physician at Durham, where she was
born in 17G8. On the death of her parents
she removed to London, to reside with some
relatives

;
and being deprived of their pro-

tection also, after a few years she employed
herself in writing for the press, with the view
ofmaking some addition to her scanty income.
Among the productions of her pen may be
mentioned "Helen Sinclair," 1799, 2 vols,
12mo

;

" The Wedding Day," 3 vols, 12mo;
"The Curate and his Daughter," 3 vols,

12mo;
" The Traveller's Tale," 3 vols, 12rno

;" Letters from the North Highlands," 8vo
;" Sketches of the Manners, Customs, and

Scenery of Scotland," 2 vols, 12mo
; "Tales

of Welsh Society and Scenery," 2 vols, 12mo;
"Old Stories," 2 vols, 12mo; "Summer
Excursions through England and Wales," 2

vols, 12mo; "
Nobility of the Heart," 3 vols,

1 2mo ;

" How to be rid of a Wife ;" and
" Dame Rebecca Berry," 3 vols, 12mo. These
works are generally creditable to the abilities

of the authoress, and are adapted to promote
the interests of religion and virtue. Her
" Letters from the Highlands," and the tale

of old times entitled " Dame Rebecca Berry,"
have been regarded as the best of her produc-
tions. Miss Spence resided in the metropolis
till the spring of 1832. when an attack of

paralysis and general debility induced her to

remove to Chelsea for change of air
;
and

her death took place July 27, 1832. She
was highly respected, and numbered among
her intimate acquaintance several persons dis-

tinguished for their rank or talents. Biog.
Diet, of Living Authors. Ann. Biog.
SPENCER (GEORGE JOHN, earl) born at

Wimbledon 1758, died 1835, a British peer,
educated at Harrow, from whence he was
sent to Cambridge. He entered upon poli-

tical life in 1780, when he was elected to

serve in parliament for Northampton. In

1 783 he was called to the house of peers on
the death of his father. In 1794 he was sent

on a special ambassy to Vienna. The same

year he was appointed lord privy seal, and
soon afterwards he succeeded lord Chatham,
Pitt's brother (who went by the name of the

late lord Chatham at the Admiralty, from his

idle habits), as first lord. Here he had to

make up for previous neglect, to enforce punc-

tuality and inspire enthusiasm. His labours

were crowned with singular success. At no

period before or after was the success of the

navy more complete. The victory of the 1st

of June by lord Howe elevated public spirit,

and lord Spencer, on being offered a vacant

ribbon of the garter, declined it, that the con-
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queror in that action might wear it in his

stead. The battles of St Vincent, of Camper-
down, and of the Nile, were all fought while

lord Spencer was at the head of the board
Lord Spencer expressly wrote to earl St Vin-

cent on dispatching a part of his fleet to form
that which pursued the French to the Nile,

recommending Nelson to the command. He
firmly bore up against the mutiny at the

Nore, and only retired from office at the

peace of Amiens. He joined the ministry ol

Fox and Grenville in 1806, and after the

death of Fox and the dissolution of the ad-

ministration he no more took a part in any
administration. In private life he became
the patron of every useful and charitable in-

stitution near his residence, and employed
himself in forming one of the most mag-
nificent private libraries in Europe. His

manners were mild and gentlemanly, and his

urbane and hospitable qualities proverbial.
Gent. Mag.
SPIX (Dr JOHN von) an eminent German

naturalist and traveller, who was born in 1781

at Hockstadt, where his father was a surgeon
and town -councillor. He was educated at

Bamberg, and in the prince bishop's clerical

seminary at Wurzburg, on quitting which he
became a private tutor

;
but having obtained

the degree of doctor in medicine and surgery,
he engaged in medical practice at Bamberg
with great success. He was now appointed

adjunct of the Royal Bavarian Academy of

Sciences at Munich
;
and at the expense of

the government he travelled in France and

Italy, On his return from this tour he was
made conservator of the Zoological Museum
at Munich, and a member of the Royal Aca-

demy. In 1817 he was sent, together with

his friend Dr Martins, to Brazil, in the suite

of the Austrian princess Leopoldina, to make
scientific researches in that country ;

and they
returned in December 1821 with a valuable

collection of zoological and mineralogical
curiosities. Dr von Spix, as the reward of

his services, was invested with the Bavarian
Order of Merit, and a pension of 3000 florins

a-year. His death took place May 13, 1826.

Besides other works he published
" A Dis-

sertation on Natural History," 1811; "A
Dissertation on the Apes of the Old and the

New World," 1812; "Travels in Brazil in

1817 1820," in conjunction with Charles

Philip Frederic von Martins, vol. i, 1823;
"
Serpentum Brasiliensiuin Species novas,"

1824; and " Simiarum et Vespertilionum
Brasil. Species novas," 1824. New Ger.
Nee. Gent. May.
SPRENGEL (KiOHT) born 1766 at Bol-

dekow, near Anklam, died 1833, a professor

forty-four years in the university of Halle.

In the midst of his early studies he became
attached to botany, and at the age of fourteen

published a treatise on the science for the use

of ladies. He also studied theology and me-
dicine, but soon abandoned the former. In
1787 he published

" Rudhnenta Nosologiae
Dinamicae ;" also

" Memoirs upon Medicine
and Botany ;"

"
Pathology ;"

" A History of

STEBBING.
Medicine," which passed through five edi-
tions

;

"
Institutiones Medicse ;"

"
Historia rei

Herbarise," &c. Biog. Univ.
SPURZHEIM (GASPARD) born 1776, died

1833 at Boston in America, a disciple of Gall
in his fanciful doctrine of phrenology. He
was a student of medicine at Vienna, and
afterwards travelled into France, England,
and other countries, to spread abroad the

new doctrine, for which purpose he proceeded
to America. Idem.

STANHOPE (lady HESTER LUCY) born

1766, died 1 839, at a house on Mount Lebanon,
eight miles from Sidon. She was the daughter
of the third earl Stanhope by lady Hester

Pitt, the eldest daughter of the great earl of

Chatham, and sister to the minister William
Pitt. She had a pension on that minister's
death of 1200/. per annum, while her half-
brothers and sisters had all of them pensions
of 600/. per annum. She was Pitfs favourite
niece. Notwithstanding this ample allow-
ance in such a country as Syria, lady Hester
Pitt incurred heavy debts. She lived in a
miserable house in the mountains, pleased at

the regard shown towards her by Arab sheiks,
over whom she had acquired considerable
influence. She was superstitious in no slight

degree, and it is probable somewhat errant in

intellect upon particular topics, all out of the
common routine, being with the eastern people
a mark of something to be respected. She

always went to rest at dawn, rarely in the

afternoon, took her food alone, drank no wine,
and seldom ate meats. She was coarse and
unfeminine in dress, and persuaded to hunt
for ideal treasure through dreams, and to

respect omens. She had no English servants,
but as many as twenty native. She gave
away her money freely, and it is probable
that this was one cause of her extended fame

among the natives. In common things she
was a shrewd, bold woman, of a strong mind,
eccentric, anti-national, and it is probable, on
some particular topics, scarcely clear in reason.

She was buried on Mount Libanus, an Ame-
rican missionary performing the last rites

over her remains. Biog. Univ.
ST AUBYN (sir JOHN) born 1758 at

Clowance in Cornwall, died 1 839, he was a
lover of science and the arts, and had sat as

a member for the county, in which his an-
cestors had been much esteemed. His library
and collections at Clowance were of great
value, and he was a munificent patron of

genius. Gent. Mag.
STAUNFORD (sir WILLIAM) an English

judge, was born at Hadley in Middlesex in

1 509, and studied at Oxford and at Gray's-
inn. He became successively attorney-general,

queen's sergeant, and judge of the common
pleas. He published

u An Exposition of the

King's Prerogative ;"
" Placita Coronse." He

died in 1558. Wood.
STEBBING (HENRY) a clergyman, was

educated at Cambridge. As a recompense
Tor the part which he took in the Bangorian
controversy, bishop Sherlock made him chan-

cellor of Salisbury. He preached the Boyle's
442
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lecture, and published controversial pieces in

one folio volume, and two volumes of practical
sermons. He died in 1763. Gent. Mag.
STEPHEN (JAMES) an eminent lawyer

and political writer, who was descended from
a respectable family in the county of Aber-

deen, N. B., but was a native of Poole in

Dorsetshire. He received his education at

Winchester
;
and having lost his father, who

was a barrister, he found the profession of

the law, which he had also adopted, an in-

adequate means of support. He therefore

became editor and parliamentary reporter for

the "
Morning Chronicle

"
newspaper, till at

length he obtained an appointment in the

prize court at the island of St Christopher's,
in the West Indies. During his residence

there he realized a handsome fortune, and on
his return to England he formed a matri-

monial alliance with the family of Mr Wil-
berforce. While abroad he acquired an inti-

mate knowledge of colonial law, and he

appears to have imbibed with it a horror of

the general system of local government in

the colonies which led him to become one of

its most distinguished opponents. He now
obtained a large and lucrative share of prac-
tice as an advocate in prize causes before the

privy council. The violation of neutrality by
the masters of American vessels subjected
them to frequent capture, and subsequent
condemnation

;
and Mr Stephen having his

attention particularly directed to this circum-

stance, he published his sentiments in an

anonymous pamphlet entitled " War in Dis-

guise, or the Frauds of Neutral Flags." The
talents and views displayed by the writer

attracted the attention of government, and
he was introduced into parliament as repre-
sentative of the Irish borough of Tralee. He

suggested and arranged the whole system of

the continental blockade, which for many
years occasioned the greatest embarrassment
to Bonaparte; and Mr Stephen took every
occasion to advocate that system in parlia-

ment, and to defend it against all opposition.
His conduct in this affair appears to have

been extremely disinterested, as the plan he

recommended annihilated the whole of that

prize appeal business from which his pro-
fessional emoluments were derived. The

ministry, however, did not overlook the self-

devotion of their adherent, who was ap-

pointed by Mr Perceval to the lucrative office

of a master in chancery, which it appears
that he preferred to a puisne judgeship, or the

honourable but uncertain post of attorney-

general. The repeal of the orders of council

in 1812, and the manner in which that mea-

sure was conducted, induced Mr Stephen to

withdraw his attention in some degree from
the proceedings of government ;

and he finally

retired from parliament in 1815, having till

then had a seat for the borough of East

Grinstead. He likewise resigned the situa-

tion of master in chancery, after he had re-

tained it twenty years. As a senator and a

public writer he distinguished himself by his

constant opposition to negro slavery, and he
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was therefore regarded by the West India
planters as one of their most formidable an-

tagonists. He died at Bath, October 10, 1832,
at the age of seventy-three. He published a
tract entitled " The Dangers of the Country,"
1807, 8vo; and "The History of Toussaint
L'Ouverture, with a Preface," 1814, 8vo; be-
sides speeches in parliament and other pieces ;

and he is said to have been one of the pro-
jectors of the " Christian Observer," and of
the " British Review." Biog. Diet, of Living
Authors. Gent. Mag.
STEPHENS (JOHN) an English captain in

the army of James II when he made his last

attempt in Ireland. He afterwards employed
himself in writing for the London bookseller?,
and published a translation of Mariana's
"
History of Spain," folio

;
a continuation of

Dugdale's
"
Monasticon," folio

;
a "

Spanish
and English Dictionary," folio

;
and a " His-

tory of Taxes," 8vo. He died in 1726.
STERNE (RICHARD) a learned prelate, was

born at Mansfield in Nottinghamshire, in

1596. After taking his degrees in arts at

Trinity college, Cambridge, he became fellow
of Bene't college, and in 1633 was made
master of Jesus college. He was chaplain to

archbishop Laud, and attended him on the

scaffold. At the revolution he experienced

great misfortunes, but at the Restoration he
was made bishop of Carlisle, and afterwards

archbishop of York. He published a " Trea-
tise on Logic;" he had also a share in the

Polyglott, and in the revisal of the Common
Prayer Book. Archbishop Sterne died in

1683. Le Neve's Lives of the Bishops.
STEVENS (ALEXANDER) an eminent Eng-

lish architect, who is stated to have erected,

during the forty years preceding his death,
more stone bridges and other buildings in

water than any other person in the kingdom.
Among his works are the bridge over the

Liffey, in Dublin
;

the locks and docks on
the grand canal, passing through Dublin,

Kildare, and King's County, in Ireland
;
and

the aqueduct over the Lune, at Lancaster,
which exhibit ample proofs of his professional
talents. His death took place at an advanced

age in January 1796. Orig.
STEVENSON (sir JOHN ANDREW) an

eminent musical composer, who was a native

of Ireland. He received his earliest musical

instruction in the cathedral church of St Pa-

trick, Dublin ;
and in that situation he ac-

quired the taste for both secular and sacred

music, which enabled him to distinguish him-

self. He discovered an early genius for com-

position, and while a boy assisted Mr O'Keeffe.

When the farces of that dramatist called
" The Son-in-Law," and " The Agreeable

Surprise" were first brought out at Dublin,
the original music belonging to them being

private property, and then unpublished, new
music was composed for them by Stevenson,

with which they subsequently continued to

be performed at the Dublin theatre. He also

composed for the Irish stage, the music for

the opera entitled "The Contract," written

by Dr Hoiton, and for "Love in a Blaze"
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by Mrs Atkinson. He received the degree
of doctor of music under circumstances highly
creditable to his talents, and the members of

the Hibernian Catch Club made him a pre-
sent of a valuable silver cup, in testimony of

their estimation of his abilities, and in consi-

deration of the many delightful compositions,

by which he had contributed to the entertain-

ment of the club, as well as of other lovers

of music. It has been said of him, that his

genius as a musical composer was of the very
highest order, and that he possessed various

qualities seldom found concentrated in one

individual. His most popular work is the

arrangement of the " Irish Melodies," adapted
to words composed by Mr Thomas Moore, in

which he may be said to have redeemed the

character, and established the musical repu-
tation of his native country. The operas,

glees, and other concerted pieces of sir John

Stevenson, occupy a prominent position in

the estimation of all the musical societies in

both countries, and selections from his com-

positions are invariably made, and are always
most successful in effect wherever festive and
social meetings take place. His cathedral

services and anthems, indeed all of his sacred

music, including his oratorio, are splendid

compositions, original in conception, suitable

in dignity, and expressive in execution. He
had a pleasing and harmonious voice as a

singer, and was a skilful performer. His
death took place September 14, 1833, in the

seventy-fourth year of his age, at the seat of

his daughter, the marchioness of Headfort,
in the county of Meath, in Ireland. Biog.
Viet, of Musicians. New Month. Mag.
STEVENSON (WILLIAM) an ingenious

writer and man of science, who was born
about 1772. He held a situation in the Re-
cord Office in the Treasury at the time of his

death, which took place March 22, 1829. His

literary productions include an " Historical

Sketch of the Progress of Discovery, Navi-

gation, and Commerce," 1824, containing,
with much other valuable information, an

arranged catalogue of books of voyages and

travels;
" A General View of the Agriculture

of the County of Surrey," 8vo ; the article on

"Chivalry" in the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia,
and the " Life of Caxton," published by the

Society for the Diffusion of Knowledge.
During the latter part of his life he was

occupied, under the auspices of that society,
in

preparing
for the press a series of treatises

designed for the edification and improvement
of the agricultural classes. Month.Mag.
STEWART (DUGALD) a celebrated writer

on ethical and metaphysical science, who was

professor of moral philosophy in the university
of Edinburgh. He was the son of Dr Matthew
Stewart, a distinguished mathematical pro-
fessor in the same institution. He received
his education at the High School of the Scot-

tish metropolis, and in October 1766 he be-

came the pupil of Dr Hugh Blair and Dr
Adam Ferguson, at the university, devoting
his attention chiefly to history-, logic, meta-

physics, and morals. Though he had pre-

ST LEGER.
viously paid but little attention to mathema-
tics, yet in his nineteenth year he began to

give lectures in the room of his father, who
was incapacitated by indisposition, and he
continued teaching the mathematical class

with great success for about seven years ;
and

when Dr Ferguson was sent by government
to North America, Mr Stewart also gave lec-

tures on moral philosophy; and on the re-

signation of that gentleman he succeeded to

the vacant chair. In 1792 he published the

first volume of his " Elements of the Philoso-

phy of the Human Mind," of which work the

second volume appeared in 1813; and the
third in 1827. He printed, in 1793, "Out-
lines of Moral Philosophy, for the Use of Stu-

dents;" in 1801,
" Dr Adam Smith's Essays

on Philosophical Subjects, with an Account of
the Life and Writings of the Author ;"

" An
Account of the Life and Writings of Dr Reid ;"
" A Statement of Facts relative to the Elec-
tion of a Mathematical Professor of the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh," 1805 ; and " Philoso-

phical Essay," 1818. He subsequently wrote

part of the Preliminary Dissertation for the

Supplement to the Encyclopaedia Britannica.

After the peace of Amiens Mr Stewart accom-

panied lord Lauderdale on a political mission

to France
;
and he obtained in consequence of

it a sinecure appointment, which afforded him
an independence. During the premiership of

the present marquis of Lansdowne he was
constituted gazette writer for Scotland. This

distinguished philosopher, who was a member
of the Academies of Sciences at St Petersburgh
and Philadelphia, died at Edinburgh, June 1 1,

1828, aged seventy-five. Gent. Mag.
STIFELS or STIFELIUS (MICHAEL) a

divine, was also a mathematician. He was
born at Eslingen in Germany in 1509, and
died at Jena in 1567. He caused greatalarm
to the credulous and superstitious by pro-

phesying the end of the world in 1 553. He
wrote treatises on algebra, on the calendar,
and a curious one entitled "Arithmetica In-

tegra." Moreri.
ST LEGER (FRANCIS BARRY BOYLE) an

ingenious writer, who was descended from a

most respectable Irish family, connected with
the nobility. His father being intimately

acquainted with Francis lord Guildford, the

son while very young was introduced to the

distinguished circle at Wroxton, the seat of
that nobleman, and frequently assisted in the

dramatic performances which took place there,
under the direction of John Kemble. He was
educated at the grammar school at Rugby,
and at the age of seventeen he went to India

to occupy an important civil situation, which
had been obtained for him by his friends.

Thus early entering into active life, he com-

pleted his education in the world; and un-
foreseen circumstances involved him in the
execution of arduous duties, and placed him in

circumstances of so much weight and respon-
sibility, that his career in India subsequently
became the subject of wonder to himself.

Disgusted, however, with the customs of the

country, and with what he called the tyranny
444
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and Injustice of the Eastern government, he
determined to relinquish his office ; and sacri-

ficing the prospect of obtaining a large for-

tune to his independence and principle, he re-

turned to England, and entered as a student
of the Inner Temple. From this period he
devoted himself to literary pursuits ;

and be-
sides contributing to various other periodical
publications, he became the editor of " The
Album." In 1823 he published

" Gilbert

Earl," a fictitious narrative of considerable

merit, which became generally read and ad-

mired, and was followed by the " Blount Ma-
nuscripts,"

" Tales of Passion," and other pro-
ductions of a similar character. Although he
wrote with great facility, he was never idle,
and his literary occupations did not prevent
him from pursuing his professional studies
with a perseverance that, added to the orato-
rical talents he possessed, would, in all pro-
bability, have ensured his success at the bar,
to which he was called, as a member of the
Inner Temple, in 1827. His prospects of
eminence as a barrister were, however, cut
short by his death, which took place Novem-
ber 20, 1829, at the age of thirty, after re-

peated attacks of epilepsy, supposed to have
been occasioned by mental exhaustion, from
too close application to study. At the time of
his decease he had nearly completed a work
founded upon the old chroniclers, and he had

projected
" Histories of the Wars in Spain ;"

and of the " Reformation in France." Month.

Mag.
STOCKLER (FRANCO BORGIO GAR9AO)

born at Lisbon 1759, died 1829, a learned

Portuguese, and secretary to the royal aca-

demy of sciences at Lisbon. His father was
a German, who sent him to the university of

Coimbra, where he applied himself to mathe-
matics. He afterwards became a professor of

mathematical science in the academies of the

marine and fortification, and in a few years a

colonel of engineers. He also became secre-

tary of the academy of sciences. On the in-

vasion of Portugal by the Spaniards in 1800,
his conduct was considered dishonourable.

Subsequently he complimented the French

general Junot, in the name of the academy,
upon his entrance into Lisbon, for which he
was censured by the regents of the kingdom
after its evacuation by the French. He then

went to Rio Janeiro, where he calculated on

being well received, nor was he mistaken.

He was appointed (1820) governor of the

Azores, which he had no sooner reached than

he declared in favour of absolute power, for-

bade the entrance of newspapers from Por-

tugal, and declared he would alter nothing
without a royal order. The island of St Mi-

chael, however, declared for the constitution.

At Terceira, Araujo, the governor, aided

by the troops and patriots, proclaimed the

cortes ofPortugal, and the forts made Stockier

capitulate. He had then recourse to bribery
and seduction. Araujo was assassinated, the

populace roused,and many of the most respect-
able citizens thrown into dungeons. He at-

tempted the same course in the island of St
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Michael, which only mocked him. At last he
was arrested and sent to Lisbon to be tried.
He remained in prison until 1823, when the
king established his absolute authority once
more, and Stockier was nominated by Pal-
mella one of a commission to draw up a plan
of a constitution to fulfil the promise of John
VI, evaded after the fall of the Spanish con-
stitution, but he was attacked with illness
which carried him to the grave after long
suffering. He published "An Elementary
Treatise on the Method of Boundaries ;"

" A
Memoir on the Calculation of Fluxions and
on the Product of an infinite number of
Factors ;"

"
Historical Eulogies ;"

"
Lyric

Poems ;"
" An Historical Essay on the Origin

and Progress of Mathematics in Portugal ;""A Treatise on the Inverse Method of Limits,
or a General Theory of the Development of

Logarithmic Fractions ;"
" Elements of the

Law of Political Societies," &c. Biog. Univ.
STOKES (Dr JONATHAN) an eminent phy-

sician and writer on botany and the medical

properties of vegetables. He assisted Dr
Withering in the first edition of his "

Botani-
cal Arrangement of British Plants," published
in 1776

;
but some difference of opinion rela-

tive to the conduct of the work taking place
between the authors, Dr Stokes declined the

undertaking, and resolved to publish his col-

lection in another form, the result of which
was "A Botanical Materia Medica," 1812,
4 vols, 8vo. He also furnished articles relat-

ing to botany for the "
Encyclopaedia Londi-

densis." After having been engaged in prac-
tice as a physician at Kidderminster, in Wor-
cestershire, he removed to Chesterfield, in

Derbyshire, where he died in 1831, at the age
of seventy-two. Edit.

STORK (ABRAHAM) a Dutch landscape
painter, was born at Amsterdam. He painted
a fine picture of the reception of the duke of

Marlborough in the river Amstel, and several

fine views on the Rhine. He died in 1708.

Pilkincjton.
STOTHARD (THOMAS) born 1755, died

1834, a painter of considerable merit, and
member of the English academy, a native of
London. He was sent to school in Yorkshire.
On his return he was apprenticed to a pattern-
drawer for silks, when his master dying he

got the last year of his apprenticeship given
up to him. He had studied nature closely in

following his art, and in the drawing offlowers

and other ornaments, and he soon struck out

a better and more dignified line of art, in de-

signs for the heads of Bell's Poets, and for the

Novelist's Magazine. He afterwards exhi-

bited so much good taste that he took the lead

of all competitors in that branch of the art,

and made book-engravings far more worthy
than they had ever been before. He now
studied hard at the academy, became a painter

by profession, though his colouring always
wanted strength. He was elected an associate

of the academy in 1785, an academician in

1794, and in 1812 was made librarian. He is

said to have made five thousand designs, three

thousand of which have been engraved. His
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works became well known, through en-

gravings, to all the civilized world. "
Boy-

dell's Shakespeare," "The Canterbury Pil-

grims,"
" The Flitch of Bacon at Dunmow."

and the "
Wellington Shield," are proofs of

his talent. The staircase at Burleigh was

painted by him, and he designed the ceiling
of the advocates' library in Edinburgh. He
even furnished the chasers in metal with some
of their best designs. Bryan's Diet. Gent.

Mag.
STOWELL (WILLIAM SCOTT lord) born at

Heworth, Durham, 1745, died 1836, the eldest

son of William Scott, an individual concerned

in the coal-trade. He was born when the

Scotch rebellion was at its height the walls

of Newcastle being planted with cannon, and
Mrs Scott, his mother, far advanced in preg-

nancy, being conveyed away down the river

Tyne in a boat, to be out of danger, to He-

worth, on the south side, where she lay in of

twins, William and Barbara Scott. He was
educated at Newcastle, and was sent from
thence to Oxford, where, in 1765, he became
a fellow. In his twentieth year he was ap-

pointed one of the tutors of his college, and in

1772 became a bachelor in civil law. He
then entered himself of the Middle Temple.
lu 1773 he was elected by the members of the

convocation to the office of Camden's reader

of ancient histories, an office he held until

1 785. Scott exerted himself much to increase

the prosperity of the Bodleian library, and at

his suggestion a fund was created in order to

purchase foreign works. In 1779 he took the

degree of doctor of civil law. In 1787 he
was appointed king's advocate-general, and

shortly after judge of the Consistory Court of

London, vicar-general of the province ofCan-

terbury, and master of the faculties. In 1798
he became judge of the High Court of Admi-

ralty. In 1 790 he took his seat in Parliament
as member for Downton, and in 1801 sat for

Oxford. He was made a peer, he had been
before knighted on the coronation of George
IV in 1821. He retired from the Admiralty
Court in 1828. Lord Stowell was an elegant
scholar, and formed one of a party of great
men, as far back as the time when Johnson,
Windham, Reynolds, Paoli, Burke, &c., were
in continual intercourse. His knowledge was
various and his mind enlarged. He visited

the clubs of gifted men in his earlier days,
and contributed to improve others, as well as

to derive improvement himself from the feast

of reason and the flow of soul. In this respect
he formed a striking contrast to lord Eldon,
his brother, who, beyond his mere professional

pursuits, knew and sought to know little or

nothing.
"
Come, brother, with me to-night,"

said William Scott to his brother John
;

"
you

will hear many good things, and hear John-
son and Burke." William Scott was answered
with a sort of contempt,

"
Brother, can they

draw a brief?" Lord Stowell was the delight
of every society of which he made a part.

Gay or grave, fond of everything intellectual,
kind to rising genius, charitable to the poor,
and equal to participation in their simple

STKUVE.
pleasures, which the common order of mind
cannot enjoy, as he loved the charm of the

society in which he mingled, so he died re-

gretted. Bigotry and exclusiveness had no
hold upon him, and the laborious occupation
of his earlier life seemed never for a moment
to have blunted the edge of his social good-
ness. Gent. Mag. Journals.

STRANGE (sir JOHN) a lawyer, was born
in London in 1696. He was successively so-

licitor-general, recorder ofLondon, and master
of the rolls. He died in 1754 ;

and the fol-

lowing year his "
Reports

" were published in

2 vols, folio, and again in 1775 in 4 vols, 8vo.
Sir JOHN STRANGE, his son, received his

education at Clare Hall, Cambridge, and was
the British minister at Venice. He was at-

tached to antiquarian pursuits, and possessed
a fine library and museum, which were sold

at his death in 1799. Nichols' Bowyer.
STRATICO (count SIMON) born at Zara

1733, died at Milan 1824, a celebrated mathe-

matician, who was educated at Padua, and
nominated professor of medicine in that uni-

versity. He visited England, and in 1801
went to Pavia, where he often supplied the

place of Volta in his lectures on physics, al-

though he was only bound to teach nautical

science. In 1803 he was made a senator, and
received the order of the Legion of Honour
and Iron Crown. The emperor of Austria
also gave him the cross of St Leopold. He
published several professional works in Latin
and Italian. Bio. Univ.

STRAUCH (FRANCIS RAYMOND) born at

Tarragona 1760, a religious Spaniard, the son
of a Swiss officer in the service of Spain. He
professed with the Cordeliers of the island of

Majorca, was a great preacher, and wrote
numerous works as well as becoming editor

of journals opposed to free principles. He
was bishop of Vich in Catalonia. He would
not take the oath to the new constitution until

the king had done so. He would not suffer

the constitutional catechism to be seen in his

district, because it was obnoxious to the

ihurch. He was at length confined for being
n relation with the Urgel regency, tried, and
condemned to death, but acquitted on appeal-

ing to a higher court. After this he was in-

humanly assassinated by some wretches, inha-

bitants of Barcelona. He left a good map of

Majorca, and a work called the " Seminario
~

hristiano-politico di Mallorca." Bio. Univ.

STREIN, or STRENIUS (RICHARD) baron
de Schwarzenaw, was a native of Austria, and
was born in 1538. He was a Protestant, but

notwithstanding he became superintendent of

;he finances, counsellor and librarian to the

emperor at Vienna. His principal work is

entitled " De Gentibus et Familiis Romano-

rum," folio. He died at Vienna in 1601.

Diet. Hist.

STRUVE (HENRY) an eminent Swiss phy-

sician, chemist, and mineralogist, who was
3orn in 1751. After having completed his

studies in medicine and natural philosophy at

:he university of Tubingen, he returned to

lis native country, where he was appointed
446
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professor extroardinary of chemistry in 1784.

Regulations having subsequently been made
in the mode of teaching that science, he
received from the government the appoint-
ment of professor in ordinary of chemistry
and mineralogy, and also that of inspector of
mines. Among the many useful works which
he published may be mentioned "Methode

Analytique des Fossiles, fondee sur leurs

Caracteres exterieurs," Lausanne, 1797, 4to
;

" Recueil de Me'moires sur les Salines et leur

application," 1803, 8vo; "Description abregee
des Salines du ci-devant Gouvernement

d'Aigle," 1 804, 8vo;
"
Fragmens sur la Theorie

des Sources, et sur son application a 1'exploita-
tion des Sources Sale'es," 1804, 12mo ;

"
Abrege

de Geologic," 1818; "Observations sur le

Gisemeut du Gypse Salifere, dans le district

d'Aigle," 1825, 12mo. He likewise published

annually, from 1805 to 1814, reports concern-

ing the works projected or carried on in the

mines and salt pits of the district of Aigle.
His death took place at Lausanne, November
29, 1826. Rev. Encycl.
STUART (JOHN) earl of Bute, a statesman

somewhat favourably distinguished for his pa-

tronage ofliterature and the arts, but otherwise

remarkably unpopular. He was born in 1713,

and received a good education, having when

quite young displayed an attachment to

learning which he retained till the close of

his life. In his ninth year he succeeded his

father in the Scotch earldom of Bute, with

the viscounty and barony of Mountstuart. In

1738 he married the only daughter of Mr
Montague, by his wife, the celebrated lady

Mary Wortley Montague, by whom he had
several children, and with whom he is said

to have lived on the most affectionate terms.

He was introduced to Frederick Prince of

Wales, who in 1749 appointed him a lord of

his bedchamber, and he soon appears to have

become a great favourite both with the prince
and 'the princess. The death of the former,
In 1751, was productive of no disadvantage
to lord Bute, who at that time possessed

great ascendancy over the mind of the heir

apparent and his mother. He was made

groom of the stole, and under that title had

all the authority of governor of the young
prince, who long continued completely under

his influence. He did not, however, as was

expected, take any high office on the acces-

sion of George III; but in 1761 he became

secretary of state, and subsequently prime
minister. His principal measure, while in

that important station, was the conclusion of a

treaty of peace with France
;
but this and

other circumstances of his administration

were so unacceptable to the people that he

was induced to retire from office in April

1763, and he never afterwards openly inter-

fered with public business. The remainder

of his life was passed chiefly in literary re-

tirement, and his death took place March 10,

1792. Georgian Era.

STURGES (JOHN) LL.D, chancellor of

the diocese and prebendary of Winchester,

and chaplain in ordinary to his majesty,
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known in the literary world as a theological
writer. By the exact discharge of the various
duties which his professional situations re-

quired, he secured the gratitude and esteem
of the people under his pastoral care

;
of the

clergy of the diocese of which he was chan-
cellor ; and of the cathedral chapter of which
he was during forty-eight years a useful and
distinguished member. His extensive eru-
dition rendered him an instructive companion,
and his facility of manners and readiness of
communication made him also generally
agreeable. He published

"
Considerations

on the Present State of the Church Esta-

blishment, in Reply to the Lectures on Non-
conformity ofMr Robert Robinson," 1779, 8vo;" Remarks on Dodson's Translation of the

Prophecies of Isaiah;" "Discourses on the
Evidence of Natural and Revealed Religion,"
8vo; and "Thoughts on the Residence Bill."

He also engaged in a controversy with the
celebrated Catholic divine, Dr Milner, the
result of which will of course be generally
estimated differently by persons of different

tenets, but it is scarcely possible to read
without admiration the masterly

" Letters to

a Prebendary," addressed by the great Catho-
lic, polemic to the subject of this article. Dr
Sturges died at Alverstoke, in Hampshire,
and was interred in Winchester cathedral,
October 9, 1807. Aikins Athenteum.
SUARD (J. B. ANTHONY) a French writer,

born at Besan^on in 1733, was the editor of
the Journal de Paris. During the Revolution
he conducted a publication entitled Nouvelles

Politiques, in which, professing to oppose de-

mocracy, it was suppressed, and he was forced

to quit France. When Bonaparte was first

consul he returned, and became member of

the legion of honour and of the National In-

stitute, and perpetual secretary of the class of

French literature. He then established a

journal called The Publiciste, which was soon

given up for the Archives Litteraires, and the

Opuscules Philosophiques. He wrote a " Life

of Tasso," and contributed greatly to the Bio-

graphic Universelle. He died at Paris in

1817. Bioy. Univ.

SUCHET (Louis GABRIEL) born at Lyons
1772, died 1826, a marshal of France, who
entered the army in 1792, and early distin-

guished himself in the service. It was his

battalion that was ordered by the sanguinary

deputy Maignet to burn the village of Be-

douin, and decimate the inhabitants. He
served afterwards in the army of Italy, and

distinguished himself at Loano, where he took

three stand of colours from the Austrians. He
served under Augereau, and then under Mas-

sena, and was deputed to present to the

general-in-chief Bonaparte the colours taken

by the division of which his battalion was a

part. In 1798 he was named to a brigade on

the field of battle at Neumark. He afterwards

seconded Massena in the Grisons, and for a

time detached from that commander, he

greatly distinguished himself. He rejoined

Massena on the plains of Alexandria, and

took a part in the battle of Marengo. In
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1810 he commanded the centre of the Italian

army. In Spain, in 1808, he commanded the

fifth corps, took a part in the siege of Sara-

goza, and was detached as commander-in-chief
to Aragon. His army being in a state of

great indiscipline, he restored it to order.

He won the battle of Margalef, took Lerida,
then Tarragona, and afterwards Montserrato.

For this he was made a marshal. He next

captured Morriedro, beating the Spanish
general Blake at Oropeza, and subsequently
he took Valentia. For these services he was
made duke d'Albufera. His measures of

good government and strict justice gained for

him the esteem of the Spaniards, his system
of civil as well as military government being
equable, and well adapted to the occasion.

When the French were forced to evacuate

Spain, he had to retire from the eastern pro-

vinces, and he retreated in safety across the

Pyrenees with his whole force. He received

the order of St Louis from the Bourbons on
their restoration, and the command of the

tenth military division. His firm conduct

during the hundred days preserved Lyons
from the Austrians. Having entered upon his

duty as a peer of France, he was appointed to

attend the delivery of the duchess de Berri.

He accompanied the duke d'Angouleme into

Spain to restore the despotism of that country,
hut during the whole time a mortal disease

preyed upon his robust constitution, and he

expired at Marseilles on the 7th of January.
He left his " Memoirs" in 2 vols. Bio.
Univ.

SUICER (JOHN GASPARD) a Protestant

divine, was born at Zurich in 1619, and was

professor of Greek and Hebrew at Heidelberg,
where he died in 1684. He published a com-

pilation entitled " Lexicon sive Thesaurus
Ecclesiasticus Patrum Gracorum," of which
the best edition is that of Amsterdam, 1 728,
2 vols, folio. HENRY SUICER, his son, also a

professor at Heidelberg, died in 1705.

Moreri.

SURCOUF (ROBERT) born 1773, died

1827, a native of St Malo, and a distinguished
French naval officer. He went to sea at 13

years of age, and sailed to India, where he

continually distinguished himself by his per-
sonal bravery, At twenty years of age he
commanded successively three privateers, and

distinguished himself by his gallantry in each
vessel. In 1796 he captured an English
schooner. The stories recounted of him by
his countrymen are almost incredible, parti-

cularly of his having in a captured schooner
embarked with nineteen men, and, passing
himself off as a Bengal pilot, succeeded in

taking the East India ship Triton of 26 guns
and 156 men, which had no suspicion of him.
In 1809 he abandoned the sea, and became a
trader in commercial speculations from St

Malo. Bio. Univ.

SURVILLE (JEAN FRANCOIS MARIE de)
born in 1717 at Port Louis in Britanny, died
on the coast of South America in 1770, a dis-

tinguished French naval officer, who pro-
ceeded to the South Sea, visited New Zealand,

SYMMQNS.
and making the coast of America near Callao,
was drowned in attempting to pass the surf in
a boat, and interred at Lima. Biog. Univ.
SWAAN (JOSEPH) born in North Holland,

1774, died at Koora 1826, a professor of

chemistry in the school of medicine there.

He published a number of scientific disserta-

tions, and in conjunction with Dr Jorritzina

translated the two learned treatises of Kirkhoff
" On the Ophthalmia in the army of Belgium,"
and " On Atmospheric Air, and its Effect on
the Human Body." Idem.
SWANEVELT (HERMAN) a Flemish land-

scape painter, was born in 1620. He was
a pupil of Gerard Douw, and afterwards in

Italy of Claude Lorraine, whose jealousy he
excited by his proficiency. He lived in the

greatest retirement, which acquired him the
name of the Hermit of Italy. He etched
several landscapes. He died in 1680.
D'Argenville.
SWINDEN (TOBIAS) a clergyman, studied

at Cambridge, where he took the degree of
master of arts. He was rector of Caxton, in

Kent. He wrote " An Enquiry into the Na-
ture and Place of Hell," printed in 1714, and

again, with a supplement, by another person,
in 1727. In this curious work he endeavours
to prove that the sun is Tartarus, An Italian

priest took the trouble to confute this opinion.
Chalmers' Biog. Diet.

SYDENHAM (CHARLES WILLIAM Pou-
LETT THOMPSON, lord) born 1799, died at

Kingston, Canada, 1841, governor-general of
the British provinces in North America. In
1 830 he was made vice-president of the board
of trade and treasurer of the navy ;

and in

1835, on the Whigs coming again into office,

he resumed his former posts, which he vacated
to go to Canada. He had begun to win the

good-will of the Canadians at a moment of

difficulty, when an accident, the falling from
his horse in a delicate state of health, and the
fracture of his leg, caused his death.

SYMMACHUS (QuiNTUs AURELTCS) a
learned senator of ancient Rome, who lived

in the fourth century. He was a man of illus-

trious birth, of great merit, and extremely
eloquent, but strongly attached to the ancient

superstitions of Paganism at a period when

Christianity had become the religion of the

Roman empire. He prostituted his talents in

praising, in a base and flattering manner, the

tyrant Maximus
;

but he in some measure
retrieved the fault by his more just eulogy of
Theodosius. As he joined with his panegyric
a demand for the re-establishment of the

altar of Victory at Rome, he offended the

emperor, who banished him from the city.
St Ambrose of Milan, and the poet Pruden-

tius, both wrote against Symmachus, in de-

fence of Christianity. Theodosius was after-

wards conciliated by an apology transmitted

to him from this advocate for the ancient faith

of the empire, whom he pardoned and ad-

mitted amongst the number of his friends.

He flourished AD. 391. Moreri. Hoffman.
Bayle.
SYMMONS (CAROLINE) an English poet-
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ess, remarka >le for unusual precocity of talent.

She was the daughter of Dr Charles Sym-
mons (see DICT.), and was born in 1 788. When
extremely young she produced verses indicat-

ng extraordinary talents
;
and in conjunction

with an elder sister she wrote a novel inter-

spersed with poetry, which was destroyed.
After her death, which took place July 13,

1812, her father published a collection of her

compositions, including a narrative poem, en-

titled "
Louisa," sonnets, and other pieces,

displaying a fertile imagination and consider-

able command of language, Prefixed to the

volume, which also contains a tragedy, a
translation of the fourth book of the ^Eneid,
and other productions of the editor, is a bio-

SZABO.
graphical memoir of Miss Symmous, written
by Archdeacon Wrangham.
SZABO (DAVID) a Trausylvauian poet,

born m 1739, and died in 1819. He wrote
epigrams,

" A Description of Rural Life," in

hexameters; and other poetical productions,
extending to three volumes, which have gone
through many editions. He also published a
volume on Magyar (Hungarian) prosody ; and
he translated Milton's Paradise Lost, and
Virgil's .ZEneid

;
and wrote several volumes

of criticism and of romance. Among the

subjects on which he employed his pen, was
likewise the "

Improvement of National In-
struction." Foreign Quar. Rev.

T.

TACHARD. TALLEYRAND.
fFACHAED (Guv) a French Jesuit. He
L accompanied the ambassadors sent by
Louis XIV to Siam as a missionary. In 1688
he returned to Europe ;

but going again to

India, he died at Bengal about 1694. His

voyages were published in 2 vols, 1 2mo, Paris,
1689. Moreri.

TALLENTS (FRANCIS) a nonconformist

divine, was born at 1619 at Paisley, in Der-

byshire, and was fellow of Magdalen college,

Cambridge. In 1652 he became minister of
St Mary's, Shrewsbury, but ten years after-

wards he was ejected. He wrote a " View of
Universal History, or Chronological Tables,"
folio, which was much esteemed. Mr Tal-
lents died at Shrewsbury in 1708. Calamy.
TALLEYRAND-PEKIGORD (CHARLES

MAURICE de) born at Paris 1754, died 1838,
a celebrated diplomatist. He belonged to one
of those families before the Revolution among
which it was customary to divide ecclesiasti-

cal pomps and civil honours. He had no
natural inclination for orders, but, in pursu-
ance of custom, was sent to imbibe some
notions of theology at St Sulpice. Afterwards,
when it was wished to bestow a diocese upon
a young man of not very austere manners,
Louis XVI, always scrupulous and weak-

minded, hesitated, but did not refuse. The
solicitations of a dying parent whom the king
loved prevailed, and young Talleyrand was

appointed to the bishopric of Autun in 1788.

The young prelate had been before abbe of

St Denis, and agent-general of the clergy in

1780, and did not exercise his episcopacy
without distinction. The ladies found his

billets of the morning written agreeably, and
there was no prelate known within the bound-
aries of Versailles who was more witty. If

there was any scandal in this, it made but a

slight impression in those days, for all were

over-indulgent to clerical errors. In 1789,

heavily in debt, M. Talleyrand saw without

alarm the events of that year, and flattered

himself that he might in the end derive some

advantage from them. He did not resign the
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bishopric of Autun until 1791, when he threw
himself into the popular party, the States

General. His example had great influence
;

above all, among the inferior clergy, captivated
by high birth and worldly things, more than

by apostolic doctrines. From this time Talley-
rand discovered that aptitude more profitable
than manly or generous that consisted in

suspecting everything, in leaving little to

guess, in remaining cool among ardent men,
in approaching with notoriety that which will

elevate self by attaching to any party with

discretion, in such a manner as to be able to

turn all to account Faithful to these ideas,

he remained independent of factions
;
without

positive direction he decided according to cir-

cumstances. He spoke in public on different

topics. He supported the sale of the goods of

the church, and sat on several committees.

Among other measures, he voted with Sieyes,

Gregory, and La Fayette, for complete liberty
of conscience. He was sent to England to

keep up pacific relations
;
but he had only

twenty-four hours' notice given him in which
to quit London. He then went to the United

States, not without suspicion of having re-

ceived money secretly from the court. After

the 9th Thermidor he returned to France, and
demanded not to be considered in the list of

emigrants. He then went to Paris. In 1 797

he replaced Charles Lecroix, as minister for

foreign affairs. Madame de Stael had some-

thing to do with this nomination, but the new
minister would not concede to her situations

for friends for whom she desired places.
Hence a coldness grew up between these two
most singular and unique characters, which
came at last to open rupture. Talleyrand,
who in general had a lively sense of friend-

ship, still made all subordinate to political

considerations. He could not avoid in this

mode the making of irreconcilable enemies, of

whom there were Lucien Bonaparte, Madame
de Stael, and the Duke of Otranto. In 1797

Bonaparte appeared with the treaty of Campo
Formio. The address of the ministers on his
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presentation to the directory contained nothing
memorable except a prophetic phrase. The
foresight of Talleyrand was extraordinary.
In 1799 he gave in his resignation. Sieyes
was then in the directory, and there had been
some former sacerdotal animosity between
them. When the directory fell, to which

Talleyrand was no stranger, he was recalled

to the ministry : the man both of the court

and revolution. He saw the designs of the

First Consul, and he recommended to him to

conciliate the foreign diplomacy. He was
not less prevailing than circumspect. He
possessed in a high degree the first talent of a
statesman who plays the second character, the

art never to discover his intentions, to yield to

circumstances, or patiently to defer, not to fear

his adversaries, and in general to let time do
the work of passion. He was subjected ever to

violent attacks, yet those who worked with
him in his department always spoke of him
with esteem. He served under Louis XVI,
the committees, the directory, Napoleon, and
other governments, yet there is no evidence
that he ever betrayed one of them. He served
France alone, while the authorities that ruled
her changed. Some compared his visage to a
tablet of marble, on which "

necessity
" was

written in characters of brass. An able ob-

server, he saw sooner than others symptoms
of dissolution, and placed himself on one side

to avoid the consequences. He did not ap-

plaud all the ambitious projects of Napoleon.
He advised him not to leave his colleagues
power as to decisive measures of state, but
to give the finances to one, and the superin-
tendence of the law to the other ; that France
wanted an absolute not a divided authority.
He was accused of being concerned in the
death of the duke d'Enghein, but nothing
more is proved against him than that he knew
from the ministers of Baden of the duke's
residence at Ettenheim, but not of his being
concerned in any plots; and with respect to

the hurried trial at Vincennes, no proof was
shown that he knew of the trial at all until it

was over. A brief of Pius VII relieved him
of his clerical vows long before his marriage,
though he was charged with violating them,
but this appears to have only been malice to-

wards him. His adroitness and foresight pro-
vided for everything, so that no charge could
be brought against him and proved by his

enemies. He promoted useful reforms in his

official department. He established salaries

for all grades of his functionaries, when they
were not employed or past employment, a step
abandoned under other foreign administrators.
The secularization of the ecclesiastical princes
ofGermany, a step equally just to order, free-

dom, religion, and reason, originated with

Talleyrand. Under the empire he was made
grand chamberlain and prince of Benevento.
He disapproved of the Spanish war of Napo-
leon, and that of Louis XVIII to establish abso-
lutism in Spain. After the disasters of 1812
in Russia, against which expedition he had
remonstrated, and after the useless prodigies
of 1814, in France, he proclaimed the fell of

TATHAM.
Napoleon, which he had foreseen. He thought
only of the government of France, and that the
return of the Bourbons was the only alterna-

tive. He had his fear of the interference of
the emigrants, but he thought a capitulation
with the Bourbons was the only resource. He
was ever the man of peace amidst war, when he
could not control Napoleon ;

and he acted sin-

cerely in 1814 for the reposeof Europe, which
he had long ardently desired. He was at

Vienna on Napoleon's return from Elba. He
had nothing to expect from that quarter, and
he went to Ghent to Louis XVIII, who, after

the express advice of Wellington, gave him
the administration of foreign affairs, to which
he added the presidentship of the council of

ministers. He was soon evicted, for he was

displeasing to monsieur, and the duke de
Richelieu was made foreign minister. Talley-
rand then went to his country house, and only
returned to Paris in 1818. In 1830 he was

again called into action, and appointed am-
bassador to London, with the orders to labour
to keep peace in Europe, When he consi-

dered his work complete he retired from his

office in England, as well as from public busi-

ness, though he was consulted at times by
Louis Philippe in his retreat. He read an
*
Eulogy

" on Reinhart at the French Institute

in January, 1838, an able diplomatist, and
friend

;
it was Talleyrand's leave-taking of

the public. From that time he occupied him-
self with thinking only of his end, and he ex-

pired on the 1 8th of May, preserving his mind
clear to the last moment. He left several

articles inserted in the Collection of the Insti-

tute, and a "
Report on Public Instruction in

1791." His " Memoirs" are said to have been

deposited in England, and are not to be pub-
lished until thirty yars after his death.

JBiog. Univ. Public Journals.

TANCREDI (PHILIPPO) born at Messina

1655, died at Palermo 1722 or 1725, a

painter, who studied at Naples and after-

wards at Rome, where he entered the school
ofCarlo Maratti. In the " Memoria de' Pittori

Massinesi
"
he is said tohave been a correct de-

signer and an agreeable colorist. He painted
the ceiling of the church of Teatini, and that

of II Gesu Nuovo in Palermo, where he

passed most of his life. Bryan's Diet.

TASKER (WILLIAM) a poet, was a native

of Devonshire, educated at Barnstaple. He
afterwards studied at Exeter college, Oxford,
where, after taking his degree in arts, he
entered into orders. He held the living Oi

Iddesleigh in Devonshire, which was seques-
trated. He died in 1800. He wrote trans-

lations of some of the odes of Horace and
Pindar

;

" Letters on the Wounds mentioned

by Homer and Virgil," &c, in 3 vols, 12mo:
and an " Ode to the Warlike Genius of
Britain." Gent. Mag.
TATHAM (EDWARD) born 1749, died

1834, a clergyman and doctor in divinity,
who published a number of works of a varied

character and temporary interest, besides

some discourses introductory to the study of

divinity. Gent. Mag.
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TAYLOR (HENRY) a clergyman, died in

1 785. He was an Arian, notwithstanding
which he obtained the livings of Portsmouth
and Cranley in Hampshire. He wrote
"
Thoughts on the Grand Apostacy," 8vo ;

" Ben Mordecai's Apology for embracing
Christianity," 4to

;
and "

Essay on the Beauty
of the Divine Economy." Biog. Diet.

TAYLOR (JOHN) an ingenious public wri-

ter, who was the son of the once celebrated

Chevalier Taylor, the oculist and autobio-

grapher. (see DICT.) The subject of this ar-

ticle, in the early part of his life, adopted his

father's profession, and is said to have acquired
considerable reputation, but he quitted it for

pursuits more agreeable to his taste. He be-
came a proprietor of the " Sun "

newspaper,
with which he was connected for a long period,

during which he furnished for its columns a

great variety and abundance of light composi-
tions. In 1791 he published a "Statement
of Transactions respecting the King's Theatre
at the Haymarket ;" and be was the author
of short biographical memoirs which accom-

panied Cadell's British Gallery of Portraits.

Mr. Taylor also wrote a vast number of pro-

logues, epilogues, songs, epigrams, and light

poetical pieces, among the latter of which are

humorous tales, as Monsieur Tonson, and a

story of Hayman and the Lion, the merit of
which was attested by the extraordinary de-

gree of popularity they obtained. In 131 1

appeared
" A Collection of Poems," 8vo, in-

cluding these admired productions ;
and at a

later period of his life the author presented
the public with a second and more extensive

collection of his miscellaneous compositions,
said to be much inferior to the former. His
talents in conversation are said to have been
not inferior to those displayed in the happiest

productions of his pen ; but the infirmities of

his latter years withdrew him from society

previously to his death, which took place at

an advanced age, in May, 1832. Biog. Diet.

TAYLOR (.JOHN) born 1739, died 1838,
an English artist, who had been a pupil of

Hayman the painter. He took likenesses at

first in pencil, and afterwards became a

teacher. His drawings are elaborately finished.

As an artist he did not rank very high, but at

the time of his death was the father of the

English artists, and a most cheerful, good-
humoured man. Fond of the arts, he con-

tinued to paint within nine or ten years ol

his decease. He said he recollected seeing
the executions of the Scotch lords on Tower-
hill in 1 746. He was jocose to the last, and

being asked his age not long before reaching
his 90th year, he said he was not quite 90, but

what the stock exchange would call eighty-
nine seven eighths. Lit. Gaz.
TAYLOR (sir ROBERT) an eminent archi-

tect, who erected several public buildings in

the metropolis. He was the pupil of sir

Henry Cheere, and after leaving him he tra-

velled to Rome, to complete his studies as a

sculptor. Returning to England, he entera

on his profession, and among works which

he executed may be specified the monumen
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of general Guest, in Westminster Abbey ;

the

figure of Britannia, at the Bank of England ;

and the bas-relief in the pediment of the
Mansion House. He afterwards relinquished
statuary to devote himself to architecture.

Among the structures which he erected were
a beautiful villa at Richmond, for sir Charles

Asgill ;
and lord Grimston's mansion at Gor-

hambury ; and he made considerable ad-
ditions to the buildings of the Bank

; and,
in conjunction with Mr George Dance, he
superintended the alterations of old London
Bridge, in 1756 and 1758. He had a seat at

the Board of Works, was surveyor to the Ad-

miralty, Greenwich Hospital, and the Found-

ling Hospital, and held numerous surveyor-
ships and agencies in different parts of the

kingdom. He was a man of the most inde-

fatigable industry, and extremely temperate.
He always rose at four o'clock in the morning,
and when he had a journey to make he always
travelled through the night, sleeping in his

carriage, instead of stopping on the road.

His professional exertions raised him to great

opulence, for it has been said of him that

when he began life he was not worth eighteen

pence, and at his death his property amounted
to 180,000/. In 1783 he held the office of
sheriff of London and Middlesex, and at that

time he received the honour of knighthood.
His death took place September 27, 1788, at

the age of seventy-four. Gent Mag.
TAYLOR (THOMAS) born 1758, died 1836,

a learned Grecian, best known in his lifetime

as the Platonist. He was a native of London,
and was educated at St Paul's school, acquir-

ing a sound knowledge of arithmetic, algebra,
and geometry, besides "hp dead languages.
For some years he endured the pressure of

incessant toil and narrow circumstances. He
was distinguished for a love of mysticism
and metaphysical subtlety, first displayed in

his " New Method for Reasoning in Geo-

metry." He revived the metaphysical view
of mathematics, and this led to the study of

the old Greek philosophers. He began with

Aristotle and proceeded to Plato, whose specu-
lations at once fixed his attention. He then

read Plotinus, and then the Commentaries of

Proclus, which he went through thrice ! The

patronage of some friend enabled him to

publish the "
Orphic Hymns," and some Pla-

tonic fragments. He translated " Plotinus

on the Beautiful," and
" Proclus' Commentary

on Euclid." He next translated a number of

Greek writers. The compound of Eastern

and Western metaphysics of the later Pla-

tonians, patronized hy Julian the emperor and

advocated by the sophists, was the system de-

veloped by" Taylor, and admired by him

though he stood alone. He translated Pau-

sanias in 3 vols, for which he received but

sixty pounds. His publications extend to 23

4to and 40 8vo vols. His complete transla-

tions of Plato and Aristotle are a rich body
of information for those who desire to study
the philosophy of ancient Greece. He hoped
to revive a system long exploded. Mr Taylor
was appointed assistant secretary to the Society
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of Arts, the income of which, with 100/ per
annum, settled upon him by a friend, met all

his moderate desires. Gent. Mug.
TAYLOR (ZACHARY) bora 1786, in Vir-

ginia, America, died July 9, 1850, president
of the United States. He was a general in

the army, and served long and distinguished
himself greatly in border warfare against the

Indians. He commanded in the war against

Mexico, which, surrounded by difficulties of

no ordinary kind, he brought to a successful

termination. He was distinguished by Spartan
hardihood, and had the characteristics of all

great men the venturing to think for him-
self. On his return from Mexico, he was put
in nomination for the high office of president,
which he opposed at first ;

but being brought
to agree, his straightforward conduct gained
him new supporters. He determined to choose

men for inferior offices who should be free of

party feeling, and perfectly independent, but

he was not happy in the selection. Even the

purest and best intentions were thwarted by
the selfishness of those who made public
trusts only the means for private gratification.
This result seems to have affected this ve-

teran's feelings, and to have hastened his

demise, which took place from cholera.

Pub. Journ.

TEIGNMOUTH (JOHN SHORE lord) born
in 1751, died 1834, an ex-governor of India,
who went out early in life in the service of

the East India Company. In 1785 he came
to England with governor Hastings, but soon

returned with a seat in the supreme council.

While governor his policy was pacific, and he
was not ambitious of extending the dominions
of the company by wars of doubtful moral

origin. Lord Wellesley's aggressive system
followed, and each new governor became
ambitious of becoming a war ruler afterwards,
and Mr Shore's policy has been impugned
accordingly. He took an active part in the

formation of the revenue and judicial systems
of India. On succeeding lord Coi nwallis in

the government he was made a baronet, and
a peer in 1797. He was the intimate friend

of sir William Jones, and succeeded him as

president of the Asiatic Society, and in

1804 published his " Memoirs." In 1807 he

published a life of Jones, and edited his

works in 13 vols. In 1810 he wrote a " Letter

to Dr Wordsworth on the subject of the

Bible Society," and in 1811 " Considerations
on communicating to the Inhabitants of
India the knowledge of Christianity." Gent.

Mag.
TELESFORO (TRUEBA Y Cosio) born in

Spain about 1801, died in Paris 1835. He
left Spain on account of his liberal principles,
and went to Paris with his mother. From
thence he came to England, where he pub-
lished several novels. Several of his dramas
were acted with considerable success, and he
was a contributor to some English periodical
works. He returned to Spain in 1834, where
he was soon elected a member of the chamber
of Procuradores, and was secretary to one of

the committees. He had arrived in Paris

TERBERG.
on business from Madrid at the period of his
decease. Gent. May.
TELESPHORE (ANDREW ARISTON) born

at Samos 1778, died at Constantinople 1820,
a learned Greek, who travelling through
Russia and Scandinavia, finished his studies
at St Petersburg. In 1800 be published his
"
Philological Views " on modern Greek, a

work much esteemed. He was also a student
of the German philosophy, and in 1803
attacked some of the principles of Kant. As
he wrote from the l.ve of truth alone, he was
was much esteemed by Schilter, Muller,
Schneiller, and even by Kant himself. In
1806 he travelled over the east in the com-

pany of his friend Domeney de Rienzi.

Afterwards Rienzi returned to France, and

Telesphore fixed his residence in Constanti-

nople. He was about to publish their travels,
and had nearly terminated his labours, when
both they and he were consumed in the fire

which broke out in Constantinople in 18:20.

Biog. Univ.

T'ELFORD (THOMAS) born in Dumfries,
NB, 1767, died in London 1835, a civil

engineer. He quitted Scotland and came to

London in 1 783, and was for some time em-

ployed in the building of Somerset House
and the edifices in Portsmouth dockyard.
His undertakings were very numerous and

important : the Menai and Conway bridges
the Caledonian canal ; St. Katherine's docks
the Holyhead road and bridges ;

the Chirk
and Pont y Sisylte aqueducts ; the Shropshire
canals ; the Shrewsbury gaol ; bridges in

great numbers ; Bridgnorth church; the Elles-

mere canal
;
the Wick fishing station

;
the

Highland roads and bridges ;
the Aberdeen

Harbour
; Glasgow and Paisley canal

;
Dun-

dee harbour
;

the Weaver navigation ; the

Ouse and Nene navigation ; the navigable
communication in Sweden from Gothenberg
to Soderking ,

the Regent's canal, and nume-
rous other canals, with roads of the utmost

public importance. He taught himself Latin,

French, Italian, and German, and understood

algebra, but held mathematical demonstration

very cheap, always resorting to experiment,
when practicable, to determine the relative

value of plans. He was not an inventor, and
never took out but one patent, declaring he
would never take out another from the vex-

ations of the process. He was careful to

employ as sub-engineers only men of talent.

Orders and medals he received, never known
but to his private friends. Gent. Mag.
TERBERG (GERARD) sometimes written

Terburg, a Dutch painter, born at Zwoll

1608, the son of an artist who studied at Rome,
and taught him the elements of design. Ge-
rard visited Italy for a short time, after having
painted some small portraits in Germany.
He returned by way of Paris, where he re-

mained some time, his great neatness of finish-

ing and his choice of subjects being much
admired. On reaching Holland the same suc-

cess followed him, and he was more employed
than any artist of his time. He attended the

congress at Munster in 1648, and painted the
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chief personages assembled upon that occa-
sion. He was knighted there, returned home,
settled at Deventer, and died there in 1681.
His designs are often neither elegant nor

correct, hut the finishing of his draperies is

inimitable. His pictures fetch enormous

prices. The "Music Lesson," in the Peel

collection, sold in 1767 for 112/., and was

bought by sir Robert for 920 guineas. The
"
Congress of Munster "

sold in 1804 for 640Z.,

only 17 inches by 22, brought in 1837 no less

than 1890/. a proof how much fashion, and
not a true taste for the better order of art, is

prevalent in England. Orig. Bryan's Diet.

TERRY (DANIEL) an eminent actor, who
appears to have been born at Bath about 1780.
While quite a boy he contracted a partiality
for the stage, which, however, he was not
allowed to indulge, but became the pupil of

Mr Wyatt, the architect, with whom he con-

tinued for five years. At the end of that

period, having no immediate prospect of suc-

cess in the profession to which he had been

bred, he turned his attention to the drama.
His first efforts were in private theatricals,

after which he was engaged for a few months
at Sheffield. Not meeting with the success

which perhaps he expected, in 1803 he re-

sumed his architectural pursuits, which he a

second time relinquished, and went upon the

stage, becoming a member of the Newcastle

company, under the management of Stephen
Kemble

;
and in this situation he remained

till the autumn of 1806. He afterwards went
to Liverpool, where he made great progress in

his adopted profession, and in the favour of the

public. In the winter of 1809 he became a

leading actor at Edinburgh, and while in that

city he is said to have written dramatic criti-

cisms, in a newspaper published by Mr Bal-

lantyne, who introduced him to sir Walter

Scott; and through his interest he obtained

an engagement at the Haymarket theatre,

London, where he made his first appearance

April 20, 1812, as lord Ogleby, in the "Clan-
destine Marriage." After remaining there

two seasons, he came out at Covent-garden
theatre in September 1813, which house he

quitted for Drury-lane, where he remained

till the autumn of 1825, generally playing in

the summer at the Haymarket. He then

purchased and opened the Adelphi theatre in

the Strand, in partnership with Mr Yates.

The undertaking proved generally profitable;

but sir Walter Scott, who had become security

for his share of the purchase-money, being
involved in difficulties from the bankruptcy
of Constable the Edinburgh bookseller, Mr
Tei ry found it necessary to sell his share in the

theatre. He then went over to the continent,

where mental anxiety brought on disease, and

returning lo England in a state of great debi-

lity, he died of palsy, June 23, 1828. While

in Scotland, Mr Terry married Miss Nasmyth,

daughter of the celebrated landscape painter,

and herself a cultivator of the fine arts.

Month. Mag.
THELWALL (JOHN) born 17fi6 in Lon-

don, died at Bath 1834. He was educated at
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Lambeth and Highgate, and set out in life by
becoming a student in the academy of paint-
ing. When in his youth he visited debating
societies, and in 1792 commenced a series of
lectures upon political topics. He advanced
no doctrines that the premier of the day had
not as publicly advanced before him, but
which he found it no longer his interest to

support. All lectures not approvable by the
authorities were put down by law

;
and soon

after, for advocating parliamentary reform,
Thelwall, Horne Tooke, and Hardy were tried
for their lives, as being guilty of high treason.

They were acquitted, and Thelwall was borne
to his home on the shoulders of the people.
He soon afterwards took a farm in Wales,
but was too ignorant of agriculture to succeed.
He then gave lectures on and taught elo-

cution, in which he succeeded. In 1818 he
conducted a paper in support of that parlia-

mentary reform for which he had been before

tried, but he was hardly equal to the task.

He still took pupils, and gave lectures on elo-

cution, and had proceeded to Bath for the
last purpose, when he was found dead in his

bed. He published
" An Essay towards

a Definition of Animal Vitalism,''
'' The

Vestibule of Eloquence,"
" A Letter to Mr

Clive on a Defective Development of the

Faculties," &c, and several other works.
Cfent. Mag.
THEODORE (ANTHOKY) baron Newhoff,

an extraordinary adventurer, was a native of
Prussia. He entered into the army, in which
he distinguished himself, serving under vari-

ous European powers. He went to Corsica in

1736, where, gaining the favour of the insur-

gents, they elected him their chief, and
crowned him king of the island. He was
soon obliged to leave his kingdom in search

of succour, which he vainly tried to obtain.

After seeking asylums in various countries, he
came to England, and was for many years in

the King's Bench prison, from w Inch he was
released and supported by subscriptions until

his death, which took place in 1756. He was
buried in Soho churchyard, and a monument
was raised to his memory. His son, FRE-

DERIC, became an officer in a foreign service,

but being reduced to great necessity, he shot

himself in 1797. He was the author of " Me'-

moires pour servir a 1'Histoire de Corse."

Ann. Necrol. 1798.

THEVENEAU (CHARLES S.) a French

poet and mathematician, born at Paris about

1759. He studied at the college of Mazarin
with such success, that at the age of fifteen

he became a teacher of mathematics at Brest.

During the revolution he lived in obscurity,

applying himself solely to literature and sci-

ence. Theveneau sometimes transferred the

merit of his productions to persons ambitious

of literary distinction, to which their talents

would never have entitled them. He died in

1824. Among his work are "Cours d'Arith-

metique, k 1' Usage des Ecoles Ccntrales," 1 800,

8vo ;

" Plan du Poeme de Charlemagne, suivi

du premier Chant en Vers et d'nn Choix de

Poesies Diverges," 1804, 8vo;
"
L'lllusion,
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Poeme ;

suivi d'autres Poesies," 181 G. Bioy.
JVouv. des Conteiiip.
THEVET (ANDREW) a French Franciscan,

was bora at Angouleme in 1502. He travelled

to the Holy Land, to Egypt, and to the Brazils.

On his return he relinquished his religious

habit, and became almoner to Catherine de

Medicis, historiographer of France, and cos-

mographer to the king. He wrote "
Singula-

rites de la France Antarctique," 4to
;

" Cos-

mographie du Levant," 4to
;

" Histoire des

Houimes Illustres." He died in 1590.

Moreri.
THIRLWALL (THOSIAS) an episcopal

clergyman and theological writer, who was a

native of Yorkshire. He studied at Brazen-

nose college, Oxford, where he took the degree
of MA. in 1786. Having been ordained, he

became curate of Trinity church, in the Mino-

ries, London, afterwards curate and lecturer of

Stepney, and at length rector of Bower's Gif-

ford, in Essex. At one period he was an active

public character, and distinguished as a speaker
at the East India House, the Middlesex elec-

tion, and on other occasions
;
and he was also

a county magistrate. Besides single sermons
and tracts, he published

"
Diatessaron, seu

Integra Historia D. N. Jesu Christi, Latine,
ex quatuor Evangeliis," 1802, 12mo, 2d edit.

1815. In 1817 he attracted public notice by
his " Vindication of the Magistrates of the

Tower Division, from Charges contained in

the Report of a Committee of the House of

Commons ;" which being considered as inter-

fering with the privilege of parliament, Mr
Thirlwall was obliged to make an apology to

the house. He died March 17, 1827. Gent.

Mag.
THOMPSON (DAVID) died 1834 at the

Mauritius, the computer and author of the

Lunar and Orrery Tables, and the inventor

of the longitude scale. His name is noted

among nautical men for the solution of the

problem of clearing the apparent distance of

the moon from other celestial bodies, from
the effect of parallax and of refraction, one

of the most useful in nautical astronomy.
Baron de Zach highly commended his skill

and success, which were but tardily acknow-

ledged by the late board of longitude. Ibid.

THORNTON (ROBERT JOHN) died 1837,
an English botanist, son of Bonnell Thorn-

ton, joint editor of the "
Connoisseur," with

Colman, who died 1768. He visited the

continent after he left Cambridge, and in

1798 published a work in support of the Bru-
nonian system, under the title of the " Philo-

sophy of Medicine, &c, &c," in 5 vols. He
was four years physician to the Marylebone
dispensary, and he first introduced foxglove
as a cure for scarlet fever. Dr Thornton
succeeded sir Edward Smith as lecturer at

Guy's hospital. Besides professional works,
Dr Thornton published

" A complete Course
of Lectures on Botany ;"

" A History of
Medical Plants ;"

" Elements of Botany ;"
" The Temple of Flora

;''

" Practical Botany ;"
" The Philosophy of Botany ;"

" Outlines of

Botany;" "A Family Herbal;" "A Grarn-

TIERNEY.
mar of Botany ;"

" A School Virgil ;"
"

Illus-

trations to the School Virgil ;" and various
communications to scientific journals. Gent.

Mag.
fHUNBERG (CHARLES PETER) professor

of natural history in the university of Upsal,
where he died in the eighty-fifth year of his

age, August 8th, 1828. He was the pupil and
the successor of the celebrated Linnaeus, and he
pursued the study of botany with the greatest
zeal and ability during more than half a cen-

tury. His various publications connected with
natural history, especially those which illus-

trate the botany of Japan, raised him to a high
station among men of learning and science.
He was a member of a vast many philoso-
phical societies in Europe and America

; and
was highly esteemed throughout the scientific

world. A sketch of the life of this naturalist
is given in the body of the work. In that
article bis death is said to have taken place in
1 799, au error originating in the continental

journals, and copied by one authority from
another, precisely as in the curious instance
of the ex-president of the United States, John
Adams. [See vol. i, art. ADAMS.] For.
Rev.

THUROT (JEAN FRANCOIS) born 1768 at

Issouduu, died of cholera 1832, a learned
Grecian. He was a teacher who obtained the
title of professor, joined to that of philosophy,
in the faculty of letters in Paris, and in 1824
the Greek chair in the college of France.
He was admitted into the academy the same
day as Chompollion. He published among
other works, "The Apology of Socrates;"
" The Pho3nicians of Euripides," with Greek
scholia, French notes, and the text; several

dialogues of Plato
;

" Aristotle's Politics and
Morals." He also translated Roscoe's " Life of
Lorenzo de Medici," and Harris's " Hermes."

Biog. Diet.

TIEPOLO (GIOVANNI BITTISTA) born at

Venice 1692, died at Madrid 17o9, commonly
called " Le Tiepoletto," an Italian painter
who studied under Lazzarini, the best Vene-
tian painter of his time. He worked at Milan,
and in other cities of Italy, before he was
twenty years of age, and embellished the
churches with many fine works. He after-

wards went to Spain. A good command of
his pencil, and prompt execution were his

distinguishing traits. Bryan's Diet.
TIERNEY (GEORGE) a distinguished states-

man and political writer. He was the son of
a London merchant, and was born in 1756.

Being designed for the bar, he was educated
in one of the inns of court, but his inclination

led him to prefer political science and finan-

cial speculations to the dry practice of the
courts of law and justice; and having obtained

possession of considerable property by mar-

riage, he was enabled to indulge his inclina-

tion. But he appeared as an author before

he became a statesman, having published, hi

1787, a pamphlet entitled 4i The real Situation

of the East India Company considered with

reference to their Rights and Privileges,'
1

8vo. At the commencement of his public life,
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Mr Tierney attached himself to the party of
the opposition. At the election of 1790 he
became a candidate for the borough of Col-

chester, but was defeated after incurring
great expense. He next tried his strength,
supported by the popular interest, against
George Woodford Thelluson, at Southwark,
in 1790, and here, though he failed on the

poll, he succeeded by petition in displacing
his rival on the Treating Act. He continued

representative of Southwark till 1806, when he

resigned, and he afterwards represented suc-

cessively Athlone, Bandonbridge, Appleby,
and Knaresborough. He soon attained high
reputation as a debater in parliament, and
was one of the most formidable opponents of
Mr Pitt. In 1797 he gave notice of a motion
relative to the alleged disability of Mr Dundas
as a member of parliament, in consequence of
his acting in the capacity of third secretary
of state. In the month of March following,
he supported a bill brought into the house of

Commons, to enable his majesty more effec-

tually to provide for the defence and security
of the realm

;
and in 1798 he also voted for

the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act.
Soon afterwards he supported colonel Wai-
pole, in his inquiry into the conduct of the

assembly of Jamaica, relative to the transpor-
tation of the Maroons

;
and in the summer of

the same year, in consequence of the melan-

choly aspect of affairs in Ireland, he declared
that the minister ought to come down to the

house clothed in sackcloth and ashes, on

finding public affairs in such a critical state

in the fifth year of war, after an expenditure
of about two hundred millions of money. In

1798 he fought a duel with Mr Pitt, in con-

sequence of some pointed observations on his

political conduct, made by the minister in the

house of Commons ;
but the affair terminated

in an exchange of shots, without either party

being wounded. Though he was an uniform

opponent of the war with France, yet he cor-

dially joined in the vote of thanks in the

house of Commons, to lord Nelson, on account
of his victory at Aboukir. His opposition to

the war rendered him likewise an opponent
to the financial system of Mr Pitt. He had
made the science of finance his great study,
and for several years it was his almost uniform

custom to bring forward a series of resolutions

in opposition to those of the chancellor of the

exchequer. On the change of administration,

previous to the peace of Amieus, Mr Tierney
was appointed treasurer of the navy, when
he obtained a pension for his lady. He now
became lieutenant-colonel commandant of the

Somerset-house volunteers, and he also had

the same rank in a regiment raised in the

borough of Southwark
;
but shortly after-

wards, some differences arising between these

corps and their commander, he resigned his

commisions, and at the next election Mr
Tiemey lost his seat in parliament. During
the administration of Fox and Greuville, he

was first Irish secretary, and afterwards pre-
sident of the Board of Control. But when
his party quitted office, he also retired ;

and
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on the death of Mr Ponsonby, he became
leader of the opposition in the house of Com-
mons. On the formation of the Canning
ministry he was made master of the mint, but
he went out of office with lord Goderich. His
death, which was occasioned by an enlarge-
ment of the heart, took place very suddenly
at his house in London, January 26, 1830.
Mr Tierney always claimed great attention
from the house of Commons for the extent of
information, closeness of reasoning, and poig-
nant irony. He died generally respected by
all parties. Month. ]\Jag.
TILLI (JOHN TZERCLAES) count Tilly,

born of a good family in Brussels, died 1632,
signalized himself against the Turks in Hun-
gary, and had the command of a body of Ba-
varians under duke Maximilian. In 1820 he
contributed to gain the battle of Weissenberg.
He afterwards acted in conjunction with Wal-
lenstein against the Danes and Saxons. He
commanded the imperial troops alone after-

wards, and was successful until opposed by
Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden. He reduced

Magdeburg to ashes, and the inhabitants pe-
rished by sword and fire. Pope Urban III

expressed his delight at the successes of Tilli,
so advantageous to the church. At length he
was met at Leipsic by Gustavus Adolphus,
and the reputation of Tilli vanished before
the king, who routed his army. He was
wounded in three places, and fled with the
wreck of his forces into Westphalia. Though
reinforced, he made no effort to oppose the

Swedes, and Gustavus subdued the whole

country from the Elbe to the Rhine. After

resuming the offensive again, under Wallen-
stein, who was recalled, Tilli, the most re-
doubtable general of Germany until opposed
to the king of Sweden, was mortally wounded
in defending his entrenched camp on the Lech,
and died in Ingoldstadt, expressing his sorrow
for the crime committed at Magdeburg, the
blame of which he threw on general Pappeu-
heim. The name of this family was subse-

quently distinguished. Bib. Univers.

TOD (JAMES) bora 1783, died 1836, a
lieutenant-colonel in the East India service,

who went to India in 1800. There he saw
much service in parts of the East very distant

from each other. In 1806 he visited the camp
of Scindiah among the ruins of Mewar, and
most of his subsequent labours were in the

Rajpootana country. He completed a survey
of the country in 1815, and presented it to the

marquis of Hastings. He was the first who
bestowed upon it the name of Central India.

He made researches into the history and an-

tiquity of the Rajpoot States; and in 1817

was appointed political agent with control

over Rajaskhan, Mewar, Marwar, Jossulmir,

Kotah, and Boondi. In 1822 the state of his

health obliged him to quit the climate. He
returned home in 1823, and thenceforward

devoted himself to literary pursuits. His dis-

quisition on Greek, Parthian, and Hindoo

coins, is well known to the learned. Gent.

May.
TOLER (JOHN) carl of Norbury, an emi-
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nent Irish lawyer, who was chief justice of the

court of common pleas, in Ireland. He was
descended from a family originally established

in Norfolk, one of whom, a captain in the

army of Cromwell, settled in Ireland. He
was born December 3, 1745; and was the

second son of Daniel Toler, esq. of Beechwood,
in the county of Tipperary. He was called

to the bar in 1770, and in 1776 he was first

returned to the Irish house of commons, as

one of the members for Tralee
;
in 1781 he

was appointed a king's counsel, and in 1784
he became chairman of the quarter sessions at

Kilmainham
;
and in the same year he was

chosen one of the representatives of the

borough of Philipstown, in King's County.
In 1789 he was appointed solicitor-general,
and in 1798 attorney-general, and a member
of the privy council of Ireland. During the

latter year he was actively engaged in the

prosecution of the Irish rebels. He was ad-

vanced to the office of chief justice of the

common pleas in Ireland, in December 1800
;

and he was also created lord Norbury : he
retained the chief justiceship till 1827

; when,
on his retirement, he obtained a pension of

3046/. and was advanced to the title of

viscount Glandine and earl of Norbury. He
died at Dublin, July 27, 1831. After the

recollection of the civil commotions in which
he had played so remarkable a part began to

subside, lord Norbury was chiefly known from
his reputation for wit and drollery.

" Lord

Norbury 's last Joke" has been an ordinary
title to a witticism in the newspapers : it is

hardly necessary to add, that much was attri-

buted to him which did not belong to him,
and many a dealer in illegitimate puns, who
was ashamed of owning his own productions,
laid his spurious offspring at his lordship's
door. It is, however, matter of history that

the court of common pleas of Dublin was

frequently thronged witli idlers attracted by
the amusement which was to be found in the

humorous conduct of its proceedings. The
spirit of the judge naturally extended itself

to the counsel
;
his principal auxiliaries were

Messrs Grady, Wallace, O'Connell, and Gould,
who played against each other, and occasion-

ally involved the court in such a general
clamour, that it was difficult to determine
whether the exclamations of the parties, the

protestations of the witnesses, the cries of the

counsel, the laughter of the audience, or the

Stentorian voice of the chief justice predomi-
nated. At length, however, his lordship's

superiority of lungs prevailed, and like jEolus
in his cavern, he -shouted his stormy subjects
into peace. These scenes repeatedly occurred

during a trial, wntil at last both parties had
closed, and a new exhibition took place, on
his lordship's delivering his charge. It was

thought that he had an habitual leaning to

the side of the plaintiff, but he usually began
by pronouncing high encomiums on the op-
posite party. For this the audience were
well prepared; and, accordingly, after he had
stated that the defendant was one of the most
honourable men alive, and that he knew his

TOMLINE.
father, and loved him, he suddenly came, with
a singular emphasis, which he accompanied
with a strange shake of his wig, to the fatal
"
but," which made the audience, who were in

expectation of it, burst into a fit of laughter.
He then proceeded to enter more deeply, as
he said, into the case, and flinging his judicial
robe half aside, and sometimes casting off his

wig, started from his seat, and threw off a
wild harangue, in which but little law, me-
thod, or argument could be discovered, amidst
the anecdotes connected with his early life,

jests from Joe Miller, and others of his own,
and sarcastic allusions to any of the counsel
who had endeavoured to check him during
the trial. He was exceedingly fond of quo-
tations from Milton and Shakspeare, which,
however out of place, were very well deli-

vered, and evinced an excellent enunciation.
Ann. Bioy.
TOLLET (ELIZABETH) an accomplished

lady, was born in 1 694. She was a perfect
mistress of the Latin, French, and Italian lan-

guages. She continued in a state of celibacy,
and died at Westerham in 1751. A volume of
her poems was published after her death.

Her nephew, GEORGE TOLLET, esq, a mem-
ber of Lincoln's-inn, and fellow-commoner of

King's college, Cambridge, wrote notes on

Shakspeare. He died in 1 779. G. Biog. Diet.

TOMLINE (GEOKGE) a distinguished Eng-
lish prelate, whose family name was Pretty-
man. He was the son of a tradesman at Bury
St Edmunds, in Suffolk, where he was born
about the year 1750. From the grammar-
school at that place he was removed to com
plete his education of Pembroke hall, Cam-
bridge. He applied himself with such success

to his studies, that he came out senior wran-

gler in 1772 ;
and having been chosen fellow

of his college in 1781, he served the office of
moderator. Previously to his obtaining this

promotion, he filled the station of academical
tutor to Mr. Pitt, who, on becoming chancellor

of the exchequer, made Mr Prettyman his

private secretary. He also procured for him,
in the first instance, the valuable rectory of

Sudbury, with the chapelry of Orford, in Suf-

folk
;
and then a prebendal stall in the church

of St Peter, Westminster. On the translation

of Dr Thurlow to the see of Durham, in 1787,
the influence of his powerful patron was ex-

erted to raise Dr Prettyman to the bishopric
of Lincoln, to which was soon after added the

deanery of St Paul's. He is said to have
been offered the bishopric of London, and to

have declined the promotion. While secre-

tary to the premier, he was most severely
satirized by the author of Probationary Odes
for the Laureateship, who described him
as a man destitute of all regard for truth. Ot
course little attention is to be paid to an im-

putation arising from the virulence of party

spirit ; for although deemed somewhat close

in the way of economy his general character

was always irreproachable. As a prelate, he

governed his diocese in a most exemplary
manner, being vigilant, impartial, and com-

passionate. In 1799 he published a work,
456
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entitled " Elements of Christian Theology,'
2 vols, 8vo, which, though professedly written
for the use of students in divinity, is'alsowell

adapted for general pei'usal, and has passed
through several editions. The following year
the bishop published a Charge to the Clergy
of his diocese; and in 1812 appeared his
" Refutation of the Charge of Calvinism

against the Church of England," 8vo, which
involved him in a controversy with the rev.

Thomas Scott, and other advocates for Calvi-
nistic principles. It was in the year 1820
that Dr Tomline was translated to the see of

Winchester, the second diocese, in point of

emolument, in the kingdom. Several years
since, a person, to whom the bishop was almost

unknown, bequeathed him a very considerable

fortune, on condition of his taking the name
of Tomline. The death of this successful and
learned divine took place on the 8th of No-
vember 1827. Besides the works mentioned
above, he published a thanksgiving sermon,
preached before the king and parliament in

1796
;
and the " Life of the Rt. Hon. William

Pitt," which last work was not distinguished
by that peculiarity of information which the
author was considered qualified to impart, and
which the public consequently expected.

Monthly May.
TOMLINS (ELIZABETH SOPHIA) an iu-

genius poetess, novelist, and miscellaneous

writer, born in London in 1 768. She was the

daughter of Thomas Tomlins, esq, an emi-
nent solicitor, well known in political circles

at the close of the last century. She mani-
fested at an early age both taste and talent

for poetry, as appears from her productions,

published by her brother under the title of
" Tributes of Affection." Afterwards, turning
her attention to the composition of tales and

novels, she published successively several

works, the most popular of which was " The
Victim of Fancy," on the model of Goethe's

Werter, but free from the objections urged
against that production on the score of its

immoral tendency. Besides various other

novels, she wrote a ballad, entitled " Council
and Mary," printed in Dr Langhorne's selec-

tion ; and was a considerable contributor of

fugitive poetry to various periodical publica-

tions, from 1780 to 1827. Miss Tomlins also

translated the first History of Napoleon Bona-

parte that ever appeared in this country ; and

part of the Universal History of Anquetil.
She died in consequence of a fall from her

horse, at her residence at Chaldon in Surrey,

August 8th, 1828.

TOMLINS (sir T. E.) born 1762, in Lon-

don, died at York 1841, a barrister of the

Inner Temple, once counsel to the chief secre-

tary for Ireland, and in 1818 assistant counsel

to the treasury. He became a bencher of the

Inner Temple in 1823, and the treasurer of

that society. He published numerous works,

editing almost exclusively the authentic edi-

tion of the "Statutes of the Realm," the first

volume of which was published in 1810. In

early life he was editor of the St James's

Chronicle and Whitehall Evening Post The
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list of his edited and compiled works is nu-
merous, all connected with the legal profes-
sion. Gent. May.
TONE (THEOBALD WOLFE) an Irish revo-

lutionary politician, and military officer, born
at Dublin, June 20, 1 7(i3. His parents were
Protestants, and though he joined the Ca-
tholic party in politics, he never professed
their religion, and according to sir Richard
Musgrave he was an avowed Deist. He mar-
ried young, and practised at the bar, but with
no great success. In 1789 he published a
pamphlet, entitled " A Review of the last Ses-
sion of Parliament," which met with great
encouragement. The state of his feelings and
sentiments at this period he thus describes :

" To subvert the tyranny of our execrable

government, to break the connexion with

England, the never-failing source of our poli-
tical evils, and to assert the independence of

my country these were my objects. To unite
the whole people of Ireland, to abolish the

memory of all past dissensions, and to substi-

tute the common name of Irishmen in the

place of the denomination Protestant, Catho-
lic, and Dissenter, these were my means

The Protestants I despaired of
from the outset, for obvious reasons." In

pursuance of his purpose Tone displayed great
perseverance and skill. After having written
a tract in favour of an union of sects, he -was

invited to Belfast, where he assisted in form-

ing the first club of United Irishmen, in

October 1791. From Belfast he returned to

Dublin, and there formed, chiefly from the

Protestants, the first club of United Irishmen
in that metropolis, of which the Hon. Simon
Butler was chairman, and the famous Napper
Tandy was secretary. The first clubs were

seditious, they soon became treasonable. Not
long after this Tone was chosen agent of the

Catholic committee of Ireland, instead of
Richard Burke, the son of the celebrated

Edmund Burke, who, while he held this office,

had acted with great folly, and was suspected
of insincerity. With the assistance of their

new agent, or secretary, the plans of the Ca-
tholic committee were pursued with consider-

able success. A delegation was organized,
the Catholics assumed confidence, and they
obtained concessions from government greatly
to their advantage; they were admitted to the

elective franchise and many inferior privi-

leges, though still excluded from parliament
and from various high offices. Tone per-
ceived and pointed out with great acuteness,

the errors of this plan. He saw that it gave
the Catholics power, and left them the temp-
tation to be mischievous to the state ; that in

effect it must give rise to great irritation and
discontent among the wealthier and more in-

fluential classes of the Catholic population;
as he himself observes, by granting the fran-

chise and withholding seats in parliament,
the Catholic gentry were at once compelled
and enabled to act with effect as a distinct

body and separate interest; they received

a benefit with one hand and a blow with the

other, and their rising gratitude was over-
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powered by their just resentment, which at

the same moment they were furnished with

the means and the provocation to justify.

Early in 1794 the rev. W. Jackson (see

DICT.) arrived in Ireland with a commission
from the revolutionary government of France,
to ascertain whether the people of Ireland

would join the French. Tone became involved

in the embryo conspiracy formed by this

man, whose plans being discovered, he was
tried for treason and avoided punishment by
a voluntary death. Tone made a sort of com-

promise with the British government, and was

permitted to withdraw himself from Ireland,

-without giving any pledge as to his future

conduct. He consequently emigrated with

his family to America in June 1795. He
settled for some time at Philadelphia, where
he met with Hamilton Rowan and Dr Rey-
nolds, two Irish refugees. He had the means
of establishing himself comfortably in the

United States, and for a time he was disposed
to do so, but he was urged on by his own in-

clinations, the entreaties of his friends in Ire-

land, and, strange as it may appear, likewise

by those of his wife and sister, to go to France,
to procure assistance to liberate his country.
Actuated by these motives, he determined to

engage in the hazardous enterprize. Setting
sail from America, he arrived at Havre, Fe-

bruary 1, 1796, and thence proceeded to Paris.

Without loss of time he applied himself to

the main object of his mission, to inform the

French government of the strong inclination

of the Catholics and Dissenters in Ireland

to throw off the yoke of England, and for that

purpose to procure the assistance of an armed
force from France, as their point of support
till they could establish a regular organiza-
tion. After encountering some delays and

overcoming some difficulties, the Directory
entered into his views, and resolved to pro-
secute them, even at the expense of sacrifices

of much importance to a government then in

want both of money and credit. An expedi-
tion was fitted out, consisting of seventeen

sail of the line, thirteen frigates, and other

vessels of war and transports, making in all

forty-three sail, carrying thirteen thousand

nine hundred and seventy-five soldiers for the

expedition, forty-one thousand one hundred
and sixty stand of arms, twenty field pieces,
and nine pieces of artillery for sieges, with a

great quantity of stores. General Hoche was

appointed commander-in-ehief of the army,
and the naval command was given to admiral
Morand de Galles : Tone was appointed by the

Directory Chef de Brigade, and afterwards

Adjutant-general, and he was treated by
Hoche with great kindness and confidence.

The fleet sailed December 15, 1796. The
vessels soon parted company, and on the 21st,

when they made Cape Clear, the first place
of rendezvous, seven sail were missing, and

among them the Fraternite frigate, which
carried both Hoche and the Admiral. The
General of the highest rank in that part of

the fleet which was not dispersed was Grouchy,
afterwards made a marshal. On the morning
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of the 22nd these vessels, thirty-six in number
neared Bantry Bay, but the following night
it blew a gale, and twenty of the thirty-six
ships were driven out to sea, sixteen however,
including nine or ten of the line, having on
board about six thousand five hundred sol-

diers, anchored in the bay. Grouchy now
resolved upon landing, but the prevalence of
the east wind prevented the boats from reach-

ing Bantry; on the 26th other ships were
blown to sea, and on the night of the 27th a
hurricane arose, in consequence of which
three ships of the line and a frigate only re-

mained together ;
the commodore in com-

mand then resolved to return to France, and

they reached Brest in safety January 13, 1797.
Thus it is not impossible that the stormy
weather alone at this period saved Ireland
from conquest, or revolution. Undismayed
by all the obstacles which he encountered,
Tone persevered in those plans which he con-
ceived to be so conducive to the salvation of
his native country. Foiled in his endeavours
to persuade the French government to under-
take another expedition on a large scale, he
at length sailed for Ireland in one of those

petty armaments, the inefficiency of which he

thought perhaps might be remedied by his

own courage and experience. He was taken

prisoner in the Hoche, after fighting bravely
in a desperate action, was tried by a military
commission and was sentenced to be hanged.
The Court of King's Bench ordered execution
to be stayed. He cut his throat in prison, and
after languishing a few days died. His con-
duct before the court martial displayed admi-
rable calmness and resolution, and the letters

which he wrote to his wife after his convic-

tion breathe the same spirit. He seems to

have been irreproachable in all the relations

of domestic life and social intercourse
;
a man

of sense, gaiety, courage, and talents that

such a man should have been a conspirator

against the government of his country, was
rather the fault of the times than of the in-

dividual. His death took place Nov. 19th,
1798. Autobiographical Memoir of T. Wolfe
Tone.

TOPPER (HENBY AUGUSTUS) born at

Leipsic, 1758, died at Dresden, 1833, a pro-
fessor, who enjoyed a great reputation at

Leipsic and at Grumna. Permitted to re-

tire in 1828, he died at Dresden 1833. The
greater part of the geometrists of Germany
were either his friends or pupils. Several

very useful works are ascribed to him, as the
" Combined Analysis," and the general charts

in the Encyclopaedia of the Sciences and
Fine Arts, the Anthropology on Morals.
Bib. Univ.

TOPPI (NICHOLAS) born at Chieli, in

Italy 1603, died 1681, a learned lawyer of

Naples, who left several legal works in the

Latin language. Idem.

TORQUEMADA (THOMAS de) born at

Valladolid 1420, died 1498, the first inquisi-

tor-general of Spain. He early entered into

the order of St Dominick, and became one of

the most horrible monsters that ever disgraced
458
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human nature, under the plea of religion.
The inquisition, established in Spain in 1233,
became so formidable under the reign of

Isabella and Ferdinand, that Pope Sex-
tus II, wishing to moderate its flaming zeal,

gave the inquisitors assistants from among
the Dominicans, but they surpassed their pre-
decessors in cruelty and avarice. Torquemada,
made inquisitor-general of Castile in 1483,
and of Arragon the same year, discovered

double zeal to propagate the dominant prin-

ciples of the church, and to multiply confisca-

tions. He created four tribunals, at Seville,

Jaen, Cordova, and Ciudad Real, and pro-

mulgated new rules under the name of ' In-

structions." Those instructions committed
the life of the accused to the judges, and they

produced tumults in several cities of Spain ;

but Innocent VIII, to support Torquemada,
issued two bulls to the inquisitor of Spain,
and entitled him " Confessor of Sovereigns."

Torquemada obtained an order in council that

the royal taxes were not to be paid until the

expenses of the tribunal were acquitted. He

pushed his audacity so far as to make the

king's nephew perform penance, and to order

the captain-general of Valencia to appear
before him. He burned numerous Hebrew
Bibles, and more than 6000 other works. He
drove from Spain more than 80,000 Jews,
besides those he executed, and he obtained the

right to be himself escorted by forty fusileers

of the inquisition mounted, and two hundred

on foot. At length the pope was obliged to

check him, by sending four assistants, under

pretence of aiding him in his labours. Al-

though the inquisition existed before this exe-

crable being lived, he was the founder of all

its cruelties and excesses. Victims of his ava-

rice and bigotry, during sixteen years of his

being in office, there were burned alive 8800

persons, C500 in efSgy and condemned to in-

famous penalties, and 90,000 to perpetual im-

prisonment and to the confiscation of their

goods. Span. Hist.

TORRENS (ROBERT) born 1783, died

1840, a colonel of marines, who was the

author of a number of publications upon
different subjects, particularly political eco-

nomy, of which he endeavoured to controvert

many of the principles. They do not seem,

however, to have stood the proof of time and

reason, although many of the reflections or

observations they contained were founded

upon long-received opinion. "The Econo-

mists refuted," &c; "Celibia choosing a

Husband;" "The Victim of Intolerance;"
" An Essay on Money and Papal Currency ;"

"Thoughts on the Catholic Question :" "On
the External Corn Trade;" "A Letter to

Lord Liverpool upon the State of Agricul-

ture;" "A Comparative Estimate of the

Effects which a Continuance and Renewal of

Cash Payments are respectively calculated to

produce; with Strictures on Mr Ricardo's

proposal for obtaining a Secure and Econo-

mical Currency;" and eight or nine other

letters and pamphlets upon similar subjects,

include his published labours. Gent. Mag.
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TOWNSEND.
TORR1J03 (don JOSE MARIA) a Spanish

patriot, who was descended from one of the
most distinguished families in Madrid. He
received his education at the college of the
King's Pages, upon leaving which establish-
ment each student had his choice of a situation
in the church or the army. He preferred the
latter, and served against the French during
the war of independence, in which he honour-
ably distinguished himself, and gradually
passing through the inferior posts, he obtained
the rank of colonel in the field of battle. Af-
ter the restoration in 1814, he shared in the
disgrace of those whose courage and patriot-
ism had rescued from captivity their worth-
less sovereign ;

he still however endeavoured
to effect the emancipation of his country from
despotism, but his schemes were betrayed and
he was imprisoned in the dungeons of the

inquisition at Murcia, where he had remained
more than a year, when he was liberated by
the revolution of 1820. The Cortes made
him field-marshal, and chief-commandant of
Navarre and the Basque provinces ; and he
took the most active part in all the political
movements during the constitutional regime.
When the French invaded Spain, Torrijos
held out to the last : he signed the capitula-
tion of Carthagena after Cadiz had sur-

rendered, and gavfe up his arms to General
Mina. He remained in exile from 1823 till

the revival of liberty in France, when he re-

solved to renew his eftbrts for the liberation of

Spain. He fell in the attempt; for having
been induced, by false and treacherous intel-

ligence from the royalists to entrap him, to

quit his asylum at Gibraltar, together with a
few friends, he landed in Spain, but on repair-

ing to Mnlaga, where he had been taught to

expect that the soldiery would join him,
Torrijos and his brave companions were made
prisoners, tried by a court-martial and shot,

immediately after the return of a messenger
from Madrid. New Month. Mag.
TOSTATUS (ALPHONSUS) a Spanish pre-

late, a native of Medrigale. At the age of

twenty-two he became a doctor at Salamanca.
He was bishop of Avila, and being sent to

the council of Basil, he greatly distinguished
himself by his masterly eloquence. He died

at the premature age of forty, in 1454. His
works amount to 27 vols. folio. Moreri.

TOWNSEND (JOHN) an independent mi-

nister, who was the founder of the deaf and
dumb asylum. He was born in the parish of

Whitechapel, London, March 24, 1757; and
he received his education at Christ's hospital,
after which he was apprenticed to his father.

Becoming a member of the methodistical

society in Tottenham-court-road, he was em-

ployed as an occasional preacher at different

places in and near the metropolis. At length
he settled as minister to an independent con-

gregation at Kingston in Surrey, whence in

1 784 he removed to Bermond&ey, where he

passed the remainder of his life. In 1792 he

founded the institution for the deaf and dumb
children of indigent parents, in which he was

assisted by tlie rev. H. C. Mason, the parochial



TRANT.
minister of Berrnondsey ;

and this charity
obtained such extensive and efficient patron-

age that, in 1807, an edifice for the reception
of 150 children (since enlarged to admit 200)
was erected under the auspices of the duke of

Gloucester. Mr Townsend also instituted a

congregational school, for the gratuitous edu-

cation of the children of necessitous dissenting
ministers ; and he assisted in the formation of

the Missionary Society, the British and

Foreign Bible Society, the Religious Tract

Society, the Female Penitentiary, and other

charitable and religious associations. He
died February 7, 1826. Besides several single

sermons, and other detached pieces, he pub-
lished "Nine Discourses on Prayer," 1799,
8vo

;

" Hints on Sunday Schools and Itinerant

Preaching," 1801, 8vo ; a translation of

Claude's Defence of the Reformation, with a

biographical preface ;
and in conjunction with

the rev. Henry Cox Mason, under whose
name the work appeared, he produced a

Family Bible, with notes, 4to. Memoirs of
Rev. J. Townsend, 1828, 8vo.

TRANT (THOMAS ABERCROMBIE) a mili-

tary officer, known in the literary world as the

author of a work entitled
" Two Years in

Ava," containing the result of observations

made while he was engaged in professional
service in that country ;

and " A Narrative of

a Journey through Greece," performed during
the winter season, when he had been intrusted

with despatches from sir Frederick Adam to

the British government. He was the only
son of major-general sir Nicholas Trant

;

whom while yet a boy he accompanied to

Spain, where that officer served under the

duke of Wellington.* After the termination

of the war he received a military education in

France and England. The first commission
he held was in the 38th regiment of foot,

which he joined in 1820, at the Cape of Good
Hope, where he was employed by the go-
vernor, sir Rufane Donkin, in the survey of
an extensive tract of country between the

rivers Berg and Oliphant. In 1821 he pro-
ceeded with his regiment to Bengal ; and

being engaged in the expedition to Ava, he
executed the duties of an assistant quarter-

master-general. Having returned to England
in 1 826, he was the following year placed on
full pay of the first West India regiment at

Trinidad
; and he remained more than twelve

months in that station. He subsequently
obtained the appointment of sub-inspector of
militia in the Ionian isles, and the staff in the

Mediterranean being reduced, he was trans-

ferred to the 28th regiment, to which he be-

longed at the time of his death, March 13,
1832. Though cut off at the early age of

twenty-seven, he had seen a good deal of

service, and greatly distinguished himself in

his profession ; and being also highly esteemed
and well connected, he had a fair prospect of

obtaining rank and honour, when he sunk
beneath the protracted suffering resulting from
the injury his constitution had experienced in

consequence of arduous services in unwhole-
some climates. United Service Journal.

TROTTER.
TROLLOPE (sir HENRY) born at Norwich

1756, died at Freshford, near Bath, an admiral
of the red, who entered the navy in 1770.
He was present at the battles of Bunker's-
hill and Lexington, and variously employed
during the American war. In 1790 he com-
manded the President, 38, and in 1795 the

Glutton, 56, in the North Sea. Off the coast

of Holland, in 1796, he unexpectedly fell in

with three large and two small French fri-

gates, and thinking it a good opportunity to

try the heavy carronades he bad on board,
he engaged two of them, one on each side,
with such effect that they all sheered off. In
1797 he commanded the Russell, 94, in the
battle of Camperdown ;

on this he was

knighted. He served in several other ves-

sels, and was made KCB, in 1831. He perished
by his own hand, having some time before

shown aberration of mind, shooting himself
with a pistol, which had no doubt been loaded
to the muzzle, as it was shattered to pieces by
the explosion. Gent. Mag.
TRONCHET ( ) 'a French lawyer,

a counsellor of the parliament of Paris, who
before the Revolution was regarded as one of
the most distinguished ornaments of the bar.

In 1789 he was chosen a deputy from the

tiers e'tat of Paris to the states general, when
owing to his moderation he obtained but little

influence in the national assembly ; but he
was a very efficient member of the committees.
In March 1791 he presided in the assembly,
and in June that year he was one of the three

commissaries appointed to receive the declara-

tions of the royal family on their return from
Varennes. On the trial of Louis XVI, M
Tronchet was selected by that prince as one
of his official advocates, and he acquitted him-
self of the arduous task with great spirit and

ability. In September 1793, an order was
issued for his arrest, but he succeeded in con-

cealing himself till the danger was over. He
was nominated a deputy from the department
of Seine and Oise to the council of ancients
in September 1795; and he continued to

belong to that body till the revolution of the

9th of November 1799. Under Bonaparte he
was a member of the tribunal of cassation :

he had an important share in drawing up the

body of civil law called the " Code Napoleon,"
in which he was associated with Crassous and
Vermeil

;
and he was at length made a senator.

His death took place March 10, 1806. He was
the author of a tragedy ;

and he published
several translations from the English poets
and historians. Diet, des Hommes Mart], du
I8me. S. Bioq. Nouv. des Contemp.
TROTTER (THOMAS) MD, a distinguished

medical writer, who was a native ofRoxburgh-
shire, in North Britain, and was educated at

the university of Edinburgh with a view to

the medical profession. In 1782, while still

very young, he was appointed a surgeon in

the royal navy ;
and in his

" Observations

on the Scurvy
"
(published in 1786), he states

that he was the first member of his corps who
was obliged to seek employment in the Afri-

can trade. He returned home in 1785, and
460



TROUGHTON.
in 1788 he obtained his doctor's degree at

Edinburgh, delivering as his thesis an Essay
on Intoxication, "De Ebrietate." In 1789,

through the friendship of admiral Roddam, he
was appointed surgeon of his flag-ship. In
1790 he published

" A Review of the Medical

Department of the British Navy ;" in 1793 he
was appointed physician to the Royal Hospi-
tal at Portsmouth

;
and the next year phy-

sician to the fleet. The medical discipline
of the navy had previously to this period been
in a miserable state, and Dr Trotter deserves

the praise of having introduced the first im-

portant and advantageous arrangements. His
services were disgracefully neglected by the

government. Among the prisoners taken in

the battle with the French on the 1st of June

1794, a kind of putrid fever broke out, which
was completely repressed through the exer-

tions of Dr Trotter. In the spring of 1795 a

most virulent and general scurvy prevailed in

the fleet, and he, with the promptitude natu-

ral to his character, addressed to the admiralty
such representations as procured supplies of

fresh vegetables and acid fruits, and the dis-

ease was presently got under. Dr Trotter

received no more substantial mark of the

dearly earned gratitude of his countrymen
than an annual pension of 200/. On his re-

tirement from the public service he settled at

Newcastle, where he long practised as a phy-
sician with great reputation. His professional
works deservedly rank high, and their titles

are,
" De Ebrietate, ejusque Effectibus in

Corpus Humanum," 1788; "Medical and
Chemical Essays," 1796, 8vo

;

" Medica Nau-

tica, or an Essay on the Diseases of Seamen,"
1799, 3 vols, 8vo. An English edition of his
"
Essay on Drunkenness," 1804; fourth edi-

tion, 1812; "An Address to the Proprietors
and Managers of Coal Mines, on the Means of

destroying Damp," 1806, and " A View of

the Nervous Temperament, being a Practical

Treatise on Nervous, Bilious, Stomach, and
Liver Complaints," 1812, 8vo. He also pub-
lished "

Suspiria Oceani, a Monody on the

late earl Howe," 1800; "The Noble Found-

ling," a Tragedy, 1813 ; a volume of poems,
besides many communications to the Medical

Journal, the European Magazine, and other

periodical works. Dr Trotter died at his re-

sidence at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, September

5, 1832. Gent. Mag. Bioy. Diet, of Living
Authors.
TROUGHTON (EDWARD) born in Cum-

berland 1754, died 1835, a celebrated mathe-

matical instrument maker. He came to

London at seventeen, and in 1780 settled in

Fleet-street, where he laid the foundation of

his fame. His unique method of dividing

graduating instruments for mathematical and

astronomical purposes obtained him the Copley
medal in 1809, and he was elected a fellow of

the Royal Society. He was an original mem-
ber of the Astronomical Society, and one

of its vice-presidents. Navigation, astro-

nomy, and geography, are deeply in debt to

his talents. Gent . Mag.
TSCHIRNER (Dr. HENRY GOTTLOB) an
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eminent German theologian, chief minister of
St Thomas's church at Leipsic, and second
professor of divinity in the university there,
died in the fiftieth year of his age, February
1 7th, 1828. He was the author of "

Christian
Apologetics ;" of '

Protestantism and Catho-
licism considered in a Political View," 1822
and of "The System of Reaction," 18~24!
The two works last-mentioned excited a great
sensation in Germany at their first appear-
ance, and were translated into different lan-

guages. Professor Tschirner,who was reckoned
one of the most eloquent preachers of modern
Germany, left a number of sermons in MS,
from which three volumes have been selected
for publication. A posthumous work by the
same writer, entitled ' The Fall of Pagan-
ism," in five books, forming 2 vols, 8vo, had
been announced as the greatest of all his pro-
ductions, the principal object of twenty years'
research, presenting a faithful, complete, and
animated picture of the most important event
in the history of the world, and raising the
author to a level with Gibbon, John Muller,
Herder, &c. For. Quart. Rev.
TUCKER (ST GEORGE) an American

lawyer and republican statesman, who was
distinguished in the United States by the title

of " The American Blackstone." In the war
which preceded the independence of the Bri-
tish colonies he employed both his sword and
his pen. While in the command of one of
the revolutionary regiments he was severely
wounded in a charge of infantry, his knee-pan
having been fractured by a soldier's bayonet,
which occasioned a permanent stiffness of the

joint. His brother, Thomas Tudor Tucker,
at one time treasurer of the United States, and
the friend of Washington, has been heard to

declare that Mr St George Tucker's poem on

Liberty was equal to the reinforcement of
ten thousand disciplined troops. He death

took place at Norfolk in Virginia, in March
1828. Month. Mag,
TUCKER, or TOOKER (WILLIAM) a

learned divine, was born at Exeter, and was
educated at Winchester school, whence he re-

moved to New College, Oxford, of which he

became fellow. In 1585, being appointed
archdeacon of Barnstaple, he resigned his fel-

lowship. He was afterwards chaplain to

queen Elizabeth, prebendary of Salisbury, and
dean of Lichfield. He died in 1620. He was
the author of a curious book, entitled " Cha-
risma sive Donum Sauatiouis sen Explicatio
totius quaestionibus de mirabilium sanitutum

gratia, 1597, 4to. Wood. Prince.

TUCKEY (JAMES HINGSTON) a nautical

writer, was born in 1776, at Greenhill, in the

county of Cork. Entering the navy in 1794,

he went to India, and became a lieutenant.

He went to New South Wales in 1803, and

made several surveys ofthe coast, which were

published with an account of his voyage. In

1805 he was taken prisoner by the French,

and remained in confinement until the fall of

Bonaparte. He then commanded an expe-
dition to explore the river Congo, during
which he was seized with an illness, of which



TURNERELLI.
he died in September 1816. While in prison
he wrote a " Maritime Geography," 4 vols,

8vo. Gent. Mag.
TURNERELLI (PETER) died 1839, an

TDRNERELLT.
English sculptor, who was noted for the ex-
cellence of his busts. He died after an illness

of only a few hours. Lit. Gaz.

u.

UBALDINI. UZES.
TTBALDINI (ROGER de) archbishop of Pisa

U in 1270, of an illustrious family, belong-

ing to the party of the Ghibellines. He ob-

tained his archbishopric the same year that

count Ugolino de la Gherardesca, allied to

the Guelphs, and enemies to his country, ob-

tained by the sword his recal to Pisa. Ubal-
dini was at the head of the Ghibellines, while

Ugolino, who looked only to himself, changed
his party. He refused to receive Ubaldini as

a sharer in the lordship of the city, though
that was the condition of their alliance, and
he killed with his own hand a nephew of the

archbishop. The latter awaited the proper
moment to call his party to vengeance, and
when it arrived he sounded the tocsin, ar-

rested Ugolino, and shutting him up with
his sons in a tower, flung the keys into the

Arno. Dante represents Ugolino as in hell,

tearing with famishing teeth the skull of the

archbishop. Bib. Univ.

UGGRI (ANGELO) born 1754 in Lom-
bardy, died in 1837, a learned Italian anti-

quary. Bio. Diet.

UMEA (JEROME de) born about 1515, at

Epila in Arragon, and distinguished for his

military services in the latter part of the

reign of Charles V. Like the other gentle-
men of the court, he cultivated letters and

poetry. His most esteemed production is "A
Dialogue on true Military Honour, and the

Means to conciliate Honour with Conscience."
UPHAM (EDWARD) died 1 834, a native of

Exeter, where at one time he carried on the

business of a bookseller. He published in

1824 "
Rameses," an Egyptian tale, and

afterwards "
Karmath," an Arabic story. He

completed the Index to the Rolls of Par-

liament, and wrote "A History of Budd-
hism ;"

" A Concise Account of the Ottoman

Empire," in Constable's Miscellany ;
and

several articles in the Gentleman's Magazine.

He acquired an easy competency, but in in-

dulging his literary tastes was tramelled by
severe corporal suffering for many years.
Gent. Mag.
URRY (JOHN) a native of the north of

England, was a student of Christ church,
Oxford. He commenced an edition of Chau-
cer, but did not live to finish it. A handsome
folio volume was published in 1721, with his

portrait and a preface. He died in 1714.
'USHER (JOHN) a Roman Catholic and

native of Dublin, was born in 1 720. He was

successively a farmer, a linen-draper, and a

priest. He then established a school at Ken-

sington, where he died in 1772. He wrote an
" Introduction to the Theory of the Human
Mind," 8vo

;

"
Clio, or a Discourse on Taste ;"

and some pamphlets. Europ. Mag.
USSELMANN (EMILIUS) born 1737, died

1 798, the librarian of the monastery of St
Blaize in the Black Forest. He published" Monumenta res Allemanicas illustrantia,"
2 vols, 4to. Bio. Diet.

UZ (JOHN PETER) a distinguished lyric
German poet, who occupied the office of
assessor of the tribunal at Nuremberg. A
collection of his poetical works was published
at Leipsic 1786, 12mo

;
and a more complete

edition of them has appeared in 2 vols, 8vo.
He died in 1796.

UZES (ALDEBERT de) born at the com-
mencement of the twelfth century, of a

family of the same name, one of the most

powerful in Lauguedoc, died 1180. He was
elected bishop of Nimes in 1141, and was in

great favour with King John le Jeune. He was
one of the council that condemned the doc-
trine of the Albigeois, and contributed to lead

the way in the long misfortunes with which
his country was afflicted, and which were
crowned by the establishment of the inquisi-
tion. Bio. Univ.

V.

VALDES. VALINCOUR.

VALDES
(don CAYETANO) a Spanish officer

who distinguished himselfas commander
of the Neptune in the battle of Trafalgar,
which he was obliged to run ashore. In
1 809, being commandant of the ports, he took

part with the Cortes, and was obliged to fly
from Spain, and in 1815 was condemned to

ten years imprisonment in the castle of
Alicante. In 1820 he obtained his fi-eedom;
he then became a member of the Cortes, and

i

was forced in 1823 to fly out of Spain. In.

1826 he was condemned to death, with twenty-
six of the members of the Cortes who had
voted in one of their last sittings for the de-

thronement of the king. He was a sincere

lover of freedom. The date and place of his

decease are unknown. He was the nephew
of Don Antonio V^aldes, the Spanish minister

in 1795. Bib. Univ.

VALINCOUR (Jons BAPTIST DU TROUS-
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VALPY.
SET de) historiographer to the king of France,
secretary to the royal closet, and member of
the academy, was born at St Quentin, in

Picardy, in 1653, and died in 1730. His
works are a " Life of Francis de Lorraine,
Duke of Guise ;"

" Observations upon the

CEdipus of Sophocles ;" and " A Critique
upon the Romance of the Princess of Cleves."

Diet. Hist.

VALPY (EDWARD) a learned clergyman,
the brother of Dr Richard Valpy, master of
the grammar-school at Reading. He was
educated at Trinity college, Cambridge, where
he took the degree of BD, and after having
been assistant several years in the school at

Reading, he obtained the mastership of the

grammar-school at Norwich. He was rector
of All Saints Thwaite, and vicar of St Mary
Walsham, Norfolk

;
and he had resigned his

office as a schoolmaster previously to his

death, which took place at Southtown, Yar-

mouth, April 15, 1832, in the sixty-ninth year
of his age. He published

"
Elegantiae La-

tinae, or Rules and Exercises illustrative of
an Elegant Latin Style," 1803, 12mo; and
" A new edition of the Greek Testament,
with Griesbach's Text, and copious notes from

Hardy, Raphel, Kypke, Schleusner, Rosen-

miiller, &c, in familiar Latin, with parallel

passages from the classics, and references to

Vigerus for Idioms, and Bos for Ellipses,"

1815, 3 vols, 8vo. Oriy.
VANCE (GEORGE) born 1770, died 1837,

an eminent surgeon, who early in life be-

longed to the military service, and was then

appointed one of the surgeons of Haslar hos-

pital. His practice was extensive, and his

death singular, arising from an accidental

collision with a patient on the stairs, by which
he fell and injured his head. He was an

ardent devotee to the duties of his profession,
and his skill in surgery almost without a

rival in his day. Gent. Mag.
VANDAMME (general) count of Une-

bourg, a distinguished French revolutionary
officer. He was the son of an apothecary at

Cassel, in the department du Nord, where

he was born, November 5, 1771. Having
entered the army at an early period of life,

the bravery which he displayed, not untinc-

tured with cruelty, procured him unusually

rapid promotion. He was placed at the head

of a light troop, which received the compli-

mentary designation of the chasseurs of Mont

Cassel. In 1793 he was employed in the

army of the north, when he took Furnes, and

blockaded Nieuport; but he was obliged to

abandon that place with some loss on the

approach of the allied army. In 1794 he

served with Moreau at the taking of Menin,
and the fort of Schenk : he afterwards passed

into the army of the Sambre and Meuse, and

made the campaign of 1795 under Jourdan,

and in 1796 he was employed in the army of

Moreau, when he distinguished himself in

the affairs at Abpersbach, and the passage of

the Lech. In the campaign of 1 797 he com-

manded the advanced guard, with which he

sustained the attack of the enemy, while the
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grand body of the army effected the passageof the Rhine, on which occasion his horse
was killed under him. In 1799 he was ap-
pointed general of division, and he received
the command of the left wing of the army of
the Danube. He subsequently served under
Brune, in Holland, and assisted in vanquish-
ing the Anglo- Russian forces under the duke
of York, at Alkmaer. The necessity of re-

pose, in consequence of his wounds and fa-

tigues, obliged him to retire from service for
a short time to his native town

;
hut in

April 1800 he returned to. his military duties,
and taking the command of a division of the

army of the Rhine, he acquired new glory
at the passage of that river between Stein and
Schaffhausen, and on various other occasions.
From Bonaparte, then first consul, he re-

ceived several marks of distinction, and was
named by him grand officer of the legion of
honour. With the command of the Wurtem-
burg troops, in the campaign of 1809, against
the Austrians, he added greatly to his mili-

tary reputation. In 1811 general Vandamme
was appointed president of the electoral col-

lege of Hazebruk. He had no command in

the expedition against Russia in 1812, having
been disgraced and ordered to retire to Cassel,
in consequence of disputes with Jerome Bona-

parte. However, in February 1813 he was

appointed to the command of a division of

troops, and fought on various occasions with
his accustomed bravery, but he was defeated

at length with great loss, and taken prisoner

by general Kleist de Knollendorf. He was
marched into the interior of Russia, and
treated with much severity, but at length
obtained his liberty. In 1813 he was again
defeated by general Kleist at the battle of

Leipsic. In September 1814 he went to

Paris, but he was ordered to quit that city
within twenty-four hours, and he then retired

to private life. When Bonaparte landed in

France, after his escape from Elba, Van-
damme offered his services to Louis XVIII,
by whom" they were not accepted. He then

joined Napoleon, who made him a peer of

France, and commandant of the 2nd division

of the army. In June 1815 he commanded
under Grouchy, whose conduct became the

object of suspicion and censure, but Van-
damme succeeded in the attack of Wavre
after the battle of Fleurus, when his career

was checked by the defeat of the French at

Waterloo, and he effected his retreat with

great ability. He subsequently retired with

his troops behind the Loire, and at length
submitted to the new government. The Or-

donnance of January 17, 1816, obliged him
to quit France, when he retired to Ghent, but

he afterwards removed to his own estate at

Cassel, where he died in 1830. Month. Mag.
VAN DYK (HARRY STOE) a poetical and

miscellaneous writer, born in London in 1 79S.

His father was a native of Holland, and his

mother of the Cape of Good Hope. He re-

ceived a classical education, and at an early

age evinced a talent for poetry. His prin-

cipal production was entitled
" Theatrical
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Portraits," containing criticisms in verse on

popular performers. In 1825 he translated,

in conjunction with Mr Bowring, Specimens
of the Dutch poets, printed un'ler the title

of " Batavian Anthology," for which each

obtained a handsome medal from the king of

HolPaud, through his ambassador in London,
with a flattering letter acknowledging the

receipt of the copies of the work, which had
been forwarded to his majesty by the trans-

lators. Besides these produc'ions, Mr Van

Dyk published
" The Gondola," consisting

of tales, and songs set to music. He died

June 5, 1828, near London. Month. Mag.
VAN REUSSELAER (STEPHEN) died

1839, a native of the United States, chan-

cellor of the university at Albany. He was
much respected. Resolutions of the public
bodies expressed their regret at the loss of

one who had for half a century filled so

many public functions with honour to himself

and satisfaction to his fellow citizens. Amer.

Paper.
VENDROMINI (JOHN) born at Roncada,

near Bassano, 1769, died in London 1839, a

celebrated engraver, who came to London at

the age of nineteen, and completed his edu-

cation under Bartolozzi, in whose house he
established himself when that celebrated artist

left England. He visited Russia in 1805, and
had full employment from the emperor while

he remained in the country. He was refused a

passport to leave Russia and rejoin his family,
and very great inducements were held out to

him to remain. He escaped in the character

of a courier charged with dispatches. On
his return to England he pursued his art

with diligence and success, and so true was
his eye, that he frequently engraved off from
the picture he copied at once. Gent. Mag.
VENN (HENRY) a clergyman, was born

at Barnes in Surrey, in 1725, and was the

son of the rev Richard Venn, the author of a

volume of sermons and tracts. Henry was
educated at Bristol, whence he went to Jesus

college, Cambridge. He there took his

master's degree, and afterwards became fellow

of Queen's college. He was curate of Clap-
ham, then vicar of Huddersfield in Yorkshire,
and finally rector of Yelling in Huntingdon-
shire. He died at Clapham in 1797. He
wrote " The Complete Duty of Man," 8vo

;

" Sermons on Various Subjects ;"
" Mistakes

in Religion Exposed." His son, the rev

JOHN VENN, was rector at Clapham. He
was born in 1762, and died in 1813. Two
volumes of his sermons have been published.

Ibid.

VENTOUILLAC (L. T.) born in Calais,
died in London 1834, a professor of the

French language and literature to Queen's

college. He published a series of French
classics in 12 vols. "The French Librarian;"
" Rudiments of the French Language ;"
" Morceaux d'Histoire;" French poetry with

English notes
;

and a masterly translation

into French of Bishop Watson's li

Apology
for the Bible."

VERNON (THOMAS) a lawyer, was born

VULPIUS.
at Henbury-hall, Worcestershire, and was se-

cretary to the duke of Monmouth. He had a
seat in parliament after the Revolution. His
"
Reports

"
were printed in 2 vols, folio, by

order of the court of chancery, 1726. A new
edition afterwards appeared in 2 vols, 8vo.

Bridyman's Legal Bibl.

VISIN ( von) a Russian dramatist,
who was horn in 1745. He was a comic
writer

;
and in his " Nedorosl

" The Minor,
and "

Brigandir," he presented his country-
men with two pieces, which displayed liveli-

ness of dialogue and humour, spirited sketches
of national character, and happy touches of

satire, rendering them models of comic coin-

position. His style as a prose writer, though
not without faults, was yet superior to that

of his contemporaries. Succeeding dramatists,

neglecting his example, have usually imitated
the French, in giving the dialogue of their

comedies in rhyme. The absurdities and
follies which Von Visin ridiculed with so
much pleasantry have disappeared from Rus-
sian society ; yet his dramas will continue to

be read with delight, as valuable delineations
of the manners of the age in which they
were written. Besides his comedies he wrote

tales; and he may be considered as oue of
the literary luminaries of the reign of Cathe-
rine II. He died in 1792. For. Reo. Edit.
VIVARES (FRANCIS) a celebrated en-

graver, was born in 1709 at St John de Bruel,
a village of Rovergne. In 1727 he came to

London, and was apprenticed to his uncle,
who was a tailor, but taking a dislike to this

occupation he delivered himself up to his

inclination for engraving, and receiving the

instructions of Amiconi he scon became emi-

nent, particularly iu landscape. He had
three wives, and thirty-one children. He
died in 1780. Biog. Univ.

VIVIAN (RICHARD HIISSEY, lord) born at

Truro 1775, died 1842, a distinguished British

officer, who entered the army in 1793, and
was present with lord Moira at Ostend, served
in Holland in 1795, at Gibraltar in 1796, at

the Helder in 1799, Corunna in 1818, and

throughout the peninsular war, where he rose
to be major-general. He was at Waterloo,
and after his return represented Truro and
Windsor in parliament. In 1835 he was made
master-general of the ordnance. Gent. Mag.
VOISIN (JOSEPH de) a native of Bordeaux,

was originally a counsellor of the parliament,
but entering the church he became almoner
and preacher to the prince of Conti. He
wrote " De'fense du Traite' de M. le Prince de
Conti contre la Come'die et les Spectacles;"
" A System of Jewish Theology ;"

" On the
Divine Law ;"

" On the Jubilee ;"
" A French

Translation of the Roman Missal," 4 vols;
" Notes on Martin's Pugio Fidei." Moreri.
VOPISCUS ^FLAVIUS) a Latin historian,

flourished in the fourth century, and born
at Syracuse. He wrote the lives of Tacitus,

Florianus, Aurelian, &c. Vossius de Hist.

Lut.

VULPIUS ( ) a German romance

writer, who was librarian and keeper of the
464
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cabinet of medals to the duke of Saxe Weimar.
The most celebrated of his works is a ro-
mance, translated into English, and published
under the title of " The Life and Adventures
of Rinaldo Rinaldini," 3 vols, 12mo. The
reputation which he enjoyed, though brilliant,
was transitory, for his Rinaldini, and the
host of imitations which followed it, have

VULPIUS.
long been almost forgotten. Among his latter

productions is one entitled "
Historical Curio-

sities," 1811-1825, 10 vols. He also edited
the " Journal der Vorzeit ;" and he is said to
have been employed for some years in writing
a Dictionary of Northern Mythology. He
died at Wiemar in 1827, aged sixty-two.
For. Rev.

w.
WADEF. WAKEFIELD.

WADEF (BLAISE HENRY DE CORTE, baron
de) a French poet, who was probably a

native of Liege, and was born in 1652. He
commenced his literary career by a poem,
entitled " Combat des Echases," in which he
paid some compliments to Boileau, and thus
secured the favour of that celebrated satirist.

In 1714 he was in the English service, as it is

reported, with the rank of lieutenant-general,
but this is probably a mistake, as he was soon
after a colonel of dragoons in Holland. In
1717 he became an agent in the intrigues car-
ried on in France against the regent duke of

Orleans; and in that capacity he was em-
ployed on a mission to the Spanish minister,
cardinal Alberoni. His conduct offended his

employers as well as the regent, and he was
obliged to seek refuge at Vienna. He died at

Liege in 1 734. Among his works are " Elec-

tre," a tragedy ;

" Les Titans, ou 1'Ambition
Punie ;"

" Les Jumeaux
;'*

" Le Siecle de Louis
le Grand ;" and other poems. He succeeded
best in the lighter kinds of poetry, and a

selection of his best pieces was published at

Liege in 1779, with an account of his life, by
M. Villenfagne. Sib. Univ.
WAGNER (JOHN GEORGE) born 1732, at

Dresden, a scholar of Dietrich, and painter
of landscapes with pastoral subjects ;

his

works have sometimes been taken for those

of his master. His drawings in water colours

were very highly estimated for their peculiar

beauty. He died 1767. Bryan's Diet.

WAGNER (JOSEPH) born 170G, at Tha-
lendorf on the Lake of Constance, died 1780.

a painter and engraver, who first studied

under Jacobo Amiconi at Venice, and was
afterwards persuaded to turn his thoughts to

engraving. His prints are numerous, and he

had several scholars who became eminent in

art, as Bartolozzi, Fliport, and Berardi.

Bryan's Diet.

WAITHMAN (ROBERT) an alderman and
member of parliament for the city of London,
who distinguished himself by his patriotic

speeches and writings. He was of humble

parentage, and was born in 1765, at a vil-

lage near Wrexham, in Denbighshire, North
Wales. After having served an apprenticeship
to his uncle, who was a respectable linen-

draper at Bath, he obtained a situation as an

assistant to a person engaged in the same kind

of trade at Reading, in Berkshire. Thence
he removed to London, where he opened a
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shop in Fleet-street about 1787, and carried
on business for many years as a mercer and
draper with great success. Becoming a mem-
ber of the common council of the metropolis
for the ward of Farringdon Without, he de-
voted much of his attention to the politics of
the dav, and, professing liberal principles, he
became .oted as a city orator

; and the popu-
larity ha thus acquired among certain classes

of his fellow-citizens is said to have contri-

buted much to his prosperity as a tradesman.
He subsequently not only obtained the civic

gown, but also filled the office of lord mayor ;

and he was four times elected by the citizens

one of their representatives in the House of
Commons. His death took place at his re-

sidence in Russell-square, London, May 6,
1833. Mr. Waithman published a pamphlet,
entitled " War proved to be the real Cause of
the present Scarcity, and of the enormous high
Price, of every Article of Consumption,"
1800, 8vo ; and " A Letter to the Governors of
Christ's Hospital, being a Refutation of the

Invectives of the Rev Mr Warren," 1808,
8vo. As a politician he showed himself on

every occasion an advocate for the liberty of
the subject, and for the reform of public
abuses ; and his friends and fellow-citizens

have, since his decease, testified their sense

of his merit as a useful magistrate and pa-
triotic member of the legislature, by erecting
an obelisk to his memory, near that raised in

honour of Mr Wilkes. Biog. Diet, of Living
Authors. New Monthly Mag.
WAKEFIELD (PRISCILLA) the authoress

of many popular productions for the use of

young persons. Her family name was Trew-
man, and her relatives belonged to the So-

ciety of Friends, though she was not herself a
follower of George Fox, Penn, and Barclay.
She is said to have been the original promoter
of the institutions called frugality banks, for

the benefit of the industrious poor. For many
years she resided at Tottenham, in Middlesex ;

but she died at Ipswich, Suffolk, September
10, 1832, at a very advanced age. Among
her literary publications, which are numerous,

may be mentioned,
" Juvenile Anecdotes

founded on Facts," 1795, 18mo; "Mental Im-

provement," 1797, 3 vols, 18mo; "Leisure

Hours, or Entertaining Dialogues," 1796, 2

vols, 1 2mo ;

" An Introduction to Botany, in

a Series of Letters," 8vo ;

" Reflections on the

present Condition of the Female Sex, with
2H
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Suggestions for its Improvement," 1798, 8vo;
" A Familiar Tour through the British Em-
pire," 1804, 12mo;

" Domestic Recreations,
or Dialogues illustrative of Natural and Sci-

entific Subjects," 1805, 12mo;
" Sketches of

Human Manners, delineated in Stories illus-

trative of the Characters of the Inhabitants of

different Parts of the World," 1807, 12mo;
" Perambulations in London and its Envi-

rons," 1810, 12mo; "Instinct Displayed, or

Facts exemplifying the Sagacity of various

Species of Animals," 1811, 12mo; "Excur-
sions in North America," 1 2mo

;
and " The

Traveller in Africa," 1814, 12mo. Biog.
Diet, of Living Authors. Ed.
' WALBAUM (JOHN JULIUS) a German

physician and naturalist, born at Wolfenbut-
tel in 1724. He was the sou of a brewer, and
the death of his father while he was young
obliged him to engage in the management of

his business. All his leisure, however, was
devoted to study, and by means of books and
his own researches he attained an extensive

knowledge of botany; and at length he de-

termined to adopt the profession of medicine
as most congenial with his favourite pursuits.
He went to the university of Helmstadt, where
he attended the lectures of professors Heister

and Croll ; whence, in 1 747, he proceeded to

Gottingen, to study under Haller and Bran-

del. In 1749 he took the degree of MD. He
then settled at Lubeck, where he arrived at

great reputation, and published several valu-

able works. His death took place August 21,
1799. Besides treatises on midwifery and
other branches of the medical aft, he pub-
lished "

Chelonography, or a Description of

Tortoises, from Original Designs after Na-

ture," 1789, 4to;
" Artedii Ichthyologies nova

editio, emendata et aucta," 4 vols, 8vo;
" Kleinii Ichthyologies Historiam Piscium
Naturalem Synonym, recentissim. systemat.

explicatura," 1789, 4to
;
and "A Treatise on

Economical Fire-places in Dwelling-houses,"
1796, 8vo ; as also contributions to periodical

journals. Schlichtearoll's Necrology.
WALKER (JOHN, MD) a physician and

miscellaneous writer, who was born at Cocker-

mouth, in Cumberland, where his father was
a blacksmith, in 1759. At the age of twenty
he went to Dublin, where he became pupil to

Esdale, an eminent engraver. He afterwards

became a schoolmaster, and published
" Ele-

ments of Geography and of Natural and
Civil History," 8vo. In 1793, in order to the

preparation of a second edition of this work,
he made extensive tours through different pro-
vinces of Ireland, and through England and

Wales, and finding it advisable that the pub-
lication should take place in London, he re-

moved thither, having surrendered his school

at Dublin to the rev Johu Foster, the author
of Moral Essays. He now became a quaker,
and resolving to adopt the medical profession,
he studied in London, and in 1797 at Paris

and Leyden, where he took the degree of

MD. While at Paris he formed an intimacy
with many distinguished political characters,
and is said to have acted as secretary to the

WALKER.
society of the Theophilanthropes, a sketch
of whose religious system, or profession of

faith, he translated into English. He returned
to London in 1799, and was afterwards em-
ployed by government to go to Malta and

Egypt, for the purpose of propagating vacci-

nation. On the establishment of the Royal
Jennerian Society in 1803, he was appointed
resident inoculator, with a handsome salary ;

but having given some offence to the directors

by the mode of practice which he adopted, he
was dismissed from his situation. He then,
with the assistance of some friends, succeeded
in establishing an opposition society in the

metropolis, under the name of the London
Vaccine Institution. He devoted himself
with much assiduity to the duties of his sta-

tion, taking an active part on some public
occasions, in affairs of importance to the me-
dical profession, or to the interest of science.

His death took place in 1826. Besides the
works already mentioned, he published

" The
Universal Gazetteer ;"

" A Dissertation on
the Necessity for Contracting Cavities be-

tween the Venous Trunks and the Ventricles
of the Heart, on the Use of Venous Sinuses
in the Head, on the wonderful Provision made
for the Transition from the Foetal to the

Breathing State, on Palpitation, on Death, and
on Life ;"

"
Fragments of Letters and other

Papers written during a Voyage to the Levant
for the propagation of Vaccination, and during
the Campaign in Egypt, under sir Ralph
Abercrombie and general Hutchinson, after-

wards lord Donoughmore ;" and also various

essays in different periodical publications.

Biog. Diet, of Living Authors. Life of Dr
Walker, by John Epps, MD.
WALKER (OBADIAH) a divine, was born

at Worsborough, in Yorkshire, in 1616, and
became a fellow of university college, Oxford,
whence, in 1648, he was ejected by the parlia-

mentary visitors. He then went abroad,
where it was supposed he turned Catholic.

On his return he became head of his college ;

but on the accession of James II he publicly
declared himself a Catholic, and caused mass
to be performed. A printing-press was also

established by him, whence issued many books

against protestantism. He was sent to the

Tower for a short time at the Revolution.

He died in 1 699, at the house of Dr Radcliffe,
his pupil. He wrote " The Life of King
Alfred, translated into Latin," folio;

" A
brief Account of Church Government ;"

" In-

structions in Oratory ;"
" On Education ;"

" The Life and Death of Christ," 4to
;

" The
Character of Martin Luther," 4to. Wood.
WALKER (ROBERT) died in London 1660,

supposed to have been born in England. He
was a painter, contemporary with Vandyck.
He painted the principal personages of the re-

publican party, and among them Oliver Crom-
well. Bryan's Diet. Art. Pilk. Diet.

WALKER (WILLIAM) the son of Adam
Walker, born at Kendal, in Westmoreland, in

1766. At the early age of sixteen he exhi-

bited in public as a lecturer on natural phi-

losophy, and explained the eidouranion, or
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planetarium, invented by his father. He
drew up an "

Epitome of Astronomy, with
the latest Discoveries," 1798, 8vo. He died
at Hayes, in Middlesex, in 1816. Month.

Mag.
WALSH (EDWARD) an eminent physician,

who was a native of Waterford, in Ireland,
and was educated for the medical profession,

having been sent to school in England, and

subsequently proceeded to Edinburgh, where
in due time he graduated as MD. He com-
menced his professional career as physician
to a West India packet, in which capacity he

visited, more than once, all 'the islands in the

Gulf of Mexico, and at the period of one of
his visits the yellow fever was raging like a

plague in Jamaica. It was his custom to

snatch his patients from the pestiferous atmos-

phere of the lower country and accompany
them to the Blue Mountains, from whence

many of them returned safe to England. He
was now appointed surgeon of a regiment, on
the reported death of its own medical officer,

and he returned with it to England ; but, to

the surprise of every one, the gentleman sud-

denly appeared to claim his situation, which
Dr Walsh was obliged to vacate, and was
transferred to another in Ireland. There he
witnessed the scenes which occurred during
the rebellion; on the suppression of which
his regiment was embarked for Holland. On
his return to England he published an account

of the ill-fated
"
Expedition," in 1 vol, 4to,

with plates and maps. He next embarked
on the expedition against Copenhagen, from
which he returned with a shattered hand.

After this he visited Dantzic, and was in

Russia when the emperor Paul was assas-

sinated. He next proceeded with the 49th to

Canada, and while there made some drawings
of the Falls of Niagara. He was directed by
government to introduce vaccination among
the natives, with which view he proceeded
into the interior, spreading that blessing

among the people. He made some fine draw-

ings of the Buffalo Creek, and other romantic

spots on the lakes, and a few interesting
sketches of the customs and manners of the

Indians, many of which are similar to those

of the Jews. Attached to the 6th dragoon

guards he was employed in Spain, and on his

return he proceeded on the expedition to

Walcheren, where he suffered severely from

the intermittent fever, which, in some degree,
affected his health periodically during the

remainder of his life. He was now promoted
to the staff, and went to the continent as phy-
sician to the forces

;
and he was present in

most of the actions which then took place,

and finally in the battle of Waterloo, where

he unfortunately had more duty than he could

well perform. With this splendid victory
terminated his medico-military career, and he

retired from the service, with the provision
due to a meritorious officer. After passing

many quiet and happy years amongst associ-

ates who respected him for his worth, admirec

him for his talents, and loved him for his be-

nevolence, he terminated a long life in the
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bosom of his family, February 7, 1832. Be-
sides his "

Narrative of the Expedition to Hol-
land," Dr Walsh published

"
Bagatelles, or

Poetical Sketches," 1793, 8vo
; and he was a

contributor to the Medical and Physical Jour-
nal, edited by Dr Bradley. Biog. Diet, of
Living Authors. New Month. Mag.WALTER (JOHN GOTTLOB) one of the
nost celebrated anatomists of the present age.
He was born at Konigsburg, July 1, 1734 ;

and
mving studied at Frankfort on the Oder, he
;ook the degree of doctor of medicine in 1757.
tie then went to Berlin to complete his edu-
cation ; and after having been professor at the
anatomical theatre -of the medico-surgical col-

lege, he in 1774 succeeded Meekel as first

professor of anatomy and midwifery, and
some years afterwards he also obtained the
anatomical chair at the hospital of Charity.
He greatly distinguished himself by his nume-
rous anatomical discoveries, the result of the
dissection of more than eight thousand sub-
'ects

;
and he formed a collection of prepara*

ions, amounting to two thousand eight hunr
dred and sixty-eight specimens, which was
purchased by the king of Prussia for the
anatomical museum of Berlin. Professor
Walter died January 4, 1818. Among his

principal works are " A Treatise on the Dried
Bones of the Human Body," Berlin, 1763-

1798, 8vo;
" Observations Anatomicae," 1775,

folio
;

" A Manual of Myology," 8vo
;

" Ta-
julae Nervorum Thoracis et Abdominis,"
1 783, folio

;
and " A Few Words concerning

the Craniological Doctrine of Gall," 1805,
8vo. WALTER (FRED. AUGUSTUS) son of the

preceding, was born at Berlin, September 26,
1764. He was appointed in 1790 professor
of anatomy and physiology at the college of
medicine and surgery at Berlin, and in 1791

he was chosen a member of the academy
there. In 1803 he obtained, in conjunction
with his father, the direction of the anatomical

museum; and in 1805 he was made first

medical counsellor. His death took place
December 18, 1826. He published

" Anno-
tationes Academicae," 1786, 4to;

" A Manual
of Angiology," 1789, 8vo

;
"Researches con-

cerning Diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder,"

1800, 8vo; and "The Anatomical Museum of

J. T. Walter," (his father,) 1796, 2 vols, 4to.

Biog. Univ.

WANSEY (HENRY) an antiquary and tra-

veller, who was a native of Wiltshire, and died

at Warminster in that county in 1827. He
was an active member of the Bath and West

of England Society, for the improvement of

agriculture, manufactures, &c, on which sub-

jects he wrote several tracts and essays. He
travelled abroad in search of information ;

and

of a visit to North America he published an

account, entkled " An Excursion to the United

States," 1796, 8vo. He was chosen a fellow

of the Antiquarian Society, and he contributed

two or three papers to the Archacologia. In

the latter part of his life he was much engaged

in collecting materials for sir R. C. Hoare's

History of the Hundred of Warminster. Mr

Wansey, who was a Protessant dissenter, was
*
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highly respected in his private character.

Neiv Month. May.
WARBECK ('PETER) or Perkin Warbeck,

a mysterious personage who made his appear-
ance in England in the reign of Henry VII,

assuming the character and title of Richard
duke of York, the younger son of Edward IV,

supposed to have been murdered in the Tower,
together with his brother Edward V, by order

of Richard III. Margaret, duchess of Bur-

gundy, acknowledged him as her nephew, and
under her patronage he proceeded to claim
the crown of England. Having been repelled
in his attempts to land on the coast of Kent,
he went to Scotland, where James IV at first

espoused his cause, but that prince having
entered into a treaty with Hemy VII, he dis-

missed the adventurer from his court. Perkin
not long after landed in Cornwall, and being
joined by some thousands of insurgents, he
laid siege to Exeter ; but on the approach of

the royal army he fled to Beaulieu abbey in

Hampshire, which sanctuary he was induced
to quit under a promise of pardon, and he
was sent in custody to the Tower of London.

Henry VII treated him as an impostor, and

published an alleged confession of the cap-
tive youth, purporting that he was the son of

one Osbeck, or Warbeck, a converted Jew of

Tournay, and that he had been prompted by
the duchess of Burgundy to personate her

nephew. He remained a prisoner in the

Tower till 1499, when, having attempted to

make his escape, he was hanged, drawn, and

quartered, as a traitor. This individual has

been the subject of much speculation among
historians, some of whom, as Horace Walpole,
maintain the authenticity of his claim to the

throne, while others assert that he was an

illegitimate son of Edward IV. Lord Veru-
him's Life of Henry VII. Andrew's Hist, of
Great Britain.

WARD (WILLIAM JAMES) born 1800, died

1840, a mezzotinto engraver, and nephew of

Ward, the animal painter. He was an artist

whose works were highly esteemed, and par-

ticularly effective. Bryan's Diet.

WARING (EDWARD) a mathematician,
vras born 1744, at Fittes in Shropshire, and
was educated at the free school of Shrews-

bury. At the age of twenty-five he became
Lucasian professor at Magdalen college, Cam-
bridge. In 1767, by royal mandate, betook
the degree of master of arts, and was elected

fellow of his college. Seven years after he
took the degree of doctor of physic, and next
became fellow of the Royal Society, and
member of the board of longitude. He wrote
" Miscellanea Analytica," on which Dr Powell

published strictures
;

" Meditationes Analy-
ticse ;"

" Meditationes Algebraica; ;" and "An
Essay on the Principles of Human Know-
ledge." He died in 1798. Hutton.
WARNER (FERDINANDO) au English di-

vine and doctor of lavs, was born in 1703,
and studied at Jesus college, Cambridge. He
was rector of St Michael, Queenhithe, and of
Barnes in Surrey. He (tied in 1768. His
chief works are,

" The History of Ireland,"

WATT.
4to

;

" An Ecclessiastical History of England,"
2 vols, folio

;

" A System of Divinity," 5 vols,
I2mo ;

" An Illustration of the Book of Com-
mon Prayer," folio

; '-The Life of Sir Thomas
More," 8vo

;

" The History of Ireland," 4to ;

"
History of the Rebellion and Civil War in

Ireland." His son, JOHN WARNER, was rector

of Stanton in Wiltshire, and died in 1 800. He
was the author of a work on prosody, called
"
Metronariston," and a translation from the

Spanish of the "
History of Friar Gerund,"

2 vols. 8vo. Nichols's Bowyer.
WARNER (RICHARD) a botanist, was born

in London in 1711, and studied at Wadham
college, Oxford, and at Lincoln's-inn

;
but

relinquishing the idea of the legal profession,
he retired to his seat on Woodford-green in

Essex, and devoted himself to natural history
and literature. At his death, which took place
in 1775, he bequeathed his library to Wadham
college. He wrote " Plantse Woodfordienses,"
8vo, 1771

;
"A Translation of some of Plautus's

Plays," 8vo ;

" A Letter to David Garrick,

Esq. concerning a Glossary to Shakspeare,"
8vo. Gen. Biog. Diet.

WATERLOO (ANTHONY) an eminent
Dutch painter, said to have been a native of

IJtrecht, in which city he chiefly resided.

Landscape painting was the department of his

art, which he cultivated so completely to the

exclusion of every other, that many of his

landscapes have no figures, because he was
conscious of his inability to execute them pro-

perly. His scenes are agreeable representa-
tions of simple nature, and are distinguished
for truth and accuracy. Waterloo lived in the

early part of the seventeenth century. Pilk.

WATSON (HENRY) an engineer and ma-
thematician, was born about 1735, at Holbeach
in Lincolnshire, He attracted so much notice

by his contributions to the Ladies' Diary, as to

procure his admission to the royal academy
at Woolwich. He was a pupil of Simpson,
who at his death gave him the care of his ma-

nuscripts, which he neither published nor gave
to the family. In 1762, at the taking of the

Havannah, he rendered himself so conspicuous
as to receive the thanks of the king and of the

commander-in-chief. He went out to India as

chief engineer, and formed wet and dry docks
at Bengal, for which he was never repaid. In

1786 he returned to England, and landing at

Dover he there died and was buried. He pub-
lished a translation of Eulers's Theory of the

Construction and Manoeuvring of Ships. Gen.

Biog. Diet.

WATT (ROBERT) a medical writer and

bibliographer, who was born in Ayrshire, in

Scotland, in 1774. He adopted the profession
of a surgeon ; and after practising some time
at Glasgow, he took out the diploma of MD,
and became president of the faculty of phy-
sicians and' surgeons of Glasgow. He also

delivered lectures on the Theory and Practice

of Medicine in that city, where he died March
12th, 1819. His death is said to have been

occasioned by the exhaustion arising from his

laborious exertions in compiling a work en-

titled " Bibliotheca Britannica, or a General
468
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Index of British and Foreign Literature," 4
vols, 4to, which was printed after his decease.

Among his other works are " Cases of Dia-
ba;tes, Consumption," &c, Paisley, 1808, 8vo;"

A. Catalogue of Medical Books for the Use
of Students," Glasgow, 1812, 8vo

;
and "A

Treatise on the History, Nature, and Treat-
ment of Chincough," 1813, 8vo. Bib. Brit.

WAYNE (ANTONY) born 1745, died 1795.
an American general, who distinguished him-
self in the war of independence, and was

employed against the Indians in 1794, with
whom he concluded a treaty. Amer. Biog.WEBB (JOHN) the nephew of Inigo Jones,
was born in London in 1611, and studied ar-

chitecture and mathematics under his uncle,
who wished him to succeed him as surveyor of
the works, but failed in his object. He died
at Butleigh, in Somersetshire, in 1672. He
wrote a curious work, entitled "An Historical

Essay, endeavouring to prove that the Lan-

guage of China is the Primitive Language,"
8vo, 1668. He also published Inigo Jones's
Treatise on Stonehenge, and a vindication of
it against Dr Charlton. Wood.
WEBER (HENRY WILLIAM) an ingenious

writer on archaeology, and editor of the legends
of the middle ages. He was the son of H. W.
Weber, a native of Neustadt in Westphalia.
who was married to an English lady, and
settled as a merchant at St Petersburg, where
the son was born, September 22, 1783. His
father dying when he was but three years
old, his mother removed with her family into

Saxony, and his son received his education at

a German university. At the age of fourteen

he quitted Germany for England, and adopting
the profession of medicine, attended lectures

one winter at Edinburgh, and then went to

finish his studies at Jena, in Saxony. From
that university he was, with the other stu-

dents, expelled when the French army under

Bonaparte took possession of the place. After

residing for some time in the neighbourhood of

Dessau, he returned to Edinburgh to obtain a

medical diploma, that he might be enabled to

practise as a physician. He there formed an ac-

quaintance with Mr (subsequently Sir Walter)
Scott, by whose advice he was induced to de-

vote himself to literature as a profession. In

1 808 he commenced his career by publishing a

new edition of " The Battle of Flodden Field,

a Poem of the Sixteenth Century," which was

followed by
" Metrical Romances of the Thir-

teenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Centuries,

from Ancient Manuscripts, with an Introduc-

tion, Notes, and a Glossary," 3 vols; and he

afterwards, in conjunction with Mr R. Jame-

son, produced a work entitled " Illustrations

of Northern Antiquities, from the earliest Teu-

tonic and Scandinavian Romances," 1814, 4to.

In September 1816, Mr Weber, who then re-

sided with his family at York, had the mis-

fortune to lose his mother by death
;
and his

health having been debilitated previously by a

disease in the head, he became disordered in

his intellects, in which melancholy state he

reriained till his decease, in the spring of the

year 1818. Besides the works already no-
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ticed, Mr Weber published editions of the
Plays of Ford, in 2 vols, 8vo, and those of
Beaumont and Fletcher, in 14 vols; but his
execution of these undertakings did not add
to his reputation, and his errors as a dramatic
commentator were most unmercifully exposed
by Mr Gifford, who afterwards edited the pro-
ductions of Ford and other early dramatists.

Literary Chronicle.

WEBSTER (JAMES) an ingenious traveller,
who was a native of Scotland, and was edu-
cated at the university of St Andrew's, where
he distinguished himself by his attachment
to literature, and the extent of his acquire-
ments. Having adopted the legal profession,
he became a student at the Inner Temple, and
after the usual term of probation, he went to
the continent at the age of twenty-two, intend-

ing to pass a year in visiting different countries
before he commenced his career as a barrister.

He was, however, tempted to extend his
travels far beyond his original design. Having
passed through several parts of Europe, he

proceeded to Egypt, and after reaching the
cataracts and examining both banks of the

Nile, he accompanied a fellow-traveller, Mr
Newnham, an artist, to the deserts of Horeb
and Sinai, where he was taken ill, and died
soon after his return to Cairo, in 1828, at the

age of twenty-six. The result of his observa-
tions and inquiries in the different countries

which he had visited, appeared in a posthu-
mous publication entitled

" Travels through
the Crimea, Turkey, and Egypt, in 1825-28,

by the late J. Webster, Esq," 2 vols, 8vo.

Ann. Bioq.
WEINBRENNER (FREDERICK) a distin-

guished German architect, who was counsellor

and superior director of architecture at Carls-

ruhe, knight of several orders, and member
of the academies of Berlin and Munich, and
of several other societies. He was born No-
vember 9, 1786, at Carlsruhe, where his father

was a carpenter, and was able to afford him
I'.ttle assistance towards his early education.

He, however, supplied the deficiency of in-

struction by his own industry, and devoted

himself to the study of mathematics. He lost

his father before he had attained his fifteenth

year, but he was fortunate enough to gain
the patronage of a person of distinction, and
was enabled to attend lectures on mathema-
tics and natural philosophy at the lyceum at

Carlsruhe. In 1788 he travelled to Zurich,
where he became acquainted with the cele-

brated Lavater, and having studied drawing,
he improved his taste by exploring the grand
and noble scenery of Switzerland. Having
adopted architecture as a profession, he deter-

mined to visit Vienna, Dresden, and Berlin,

that he might examine the works of art of

various kinds with which those cities are

adorned. At Vienna he became acquainted
with Vincent Fisher, professor of architecture,

and having acquired a knowledge of the works

of the ancients, so far as it could be obtained

from books, he was induced to travel into Italy,

that he might behold those relics of antiquity
which he had already been prepared to ad-
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mire and to imitate. He remained a year at

Rome, made designs of ancient edifices, and

compared their remains with the notices of
them in the works of Vitruvius and Livy ; and
he studied the productions of Palladio, Winck-

elman, and Visconti, and inspected the trea-

sures of the Vatican and other libraries. He
next visited Naples and other parts of Italy,
and returning to Home, he gave lessons in

designing to prince Augustus ( the late duke
of Sussex'), Count Maraster, and others

;
and

after a residence of six years at Rome, he
returned in 1797 to his native country. At
Carlsruhe he founded an institution for the

.study of painting, modelling, poetry, the fine

arts, and archaeology, and from this school

issued many distinguished artists. He tra-

velled to Paris, Hanover, Saxony, and the

Netherlands, to examine works of art; and
his professional reputation occasioned his

being frequently consulted in the erection of

private buildings and public works. Among
those in which he was engaged may be
mentioned the chancery, synagogue, theatre,

churches, palaces, and other edifices, at Carls-
ruhe

; the hall of antiquities, the baths, and
the theatre, at Leipsic ;

a country house for

general Miloradovitch, in the Crimea; and
several prisons in the kingdom of Hanover ;

besides many others. He also erected some
monuments, as that of general Dessaix, at

Strasburg ;
and he gave designs for others,

which have not been executed. His death
took place March 12, 1826. Weinbrenner

published
" A Treatis^ on the Order of Colon-

nades," Stutgard, 1809 ;

" On Theatres,"

1809;
" The Art of Drawing," 18} 1 ; "Ideas

on a German National Monument for the

Field of Battle near Leipsic," 1814; "The
Doctrine of Perspective ;"

" On Form and

Beauty," 1819; "On Architectonic Decora-
tions ;" "A Proposal for a Monument for the

Field of Battle at Belle Alliance (Waterloo),'"
1820. He likewise made designs for the re-

storation of some remarkable ancient build-

ings, as the temple of Ephesus, and the bath
of Hippias at Athens. New German Necro-
l 9U-
WEISHAUPT (ADAM) born Feb. 6, 1748,

at Ingoldstadt, died 1822, the founder of the
order of Illuminati. He was sent to the college
of Jesuits, but their instruction is said to have
been so repulsive to his feelings, that he ran

away from their seminary, and went and
studied at the university. In 1772 he was
placed in the chair of law, which professor-

ship had always until then been held by some
of the order of Jesuits. All kinds of intrigues
were, therefore, set at work against him, and
the most atrocious calumnies. He openly de-
clared that the only way to answer them was
to form a society of .good men. In 1776 he
founded a secret society, called the " Order
of the Illuminati." The formation of such a

society naturally drew upon him the further

intrigues of his enemies, and the jealousy of
the crowned heads of Germany. He was

obliged to leave his native place. He pro-
ceeded to Gotha, where he was well received,

WELLESLEY.
and the reigning duke made him an aulic

councillor. He died in 1822. He left a
number of works, and among them " A His-

tory of the Persecutions which the Illuminati

of Bavaria had sustained ;"
" A History of

the Progress of Humanity ;"
" On Truth and

Moral Perfection ;"
"
Pythagoras on the Art

of governing the World ;" and " Materials to

serve for a Knowledge of the World and of
Men." Bib. Univ.

WELLESLEY (RICHARD WELLESLEY,
marquis) born in Dublin 1760, died 1842, the
son of Garrett Wesley, first earl of Morning-
ton, and a distinguished statesman. He was
entered at Eton in 1778, subsequent to which
time the family name was changed to Wel-

lesley. He gained the Latin prize at Oxford
in 1780, and came to the peerage in 1781. In
1785 he was made an Irish privy councillor,
but sat in the English house of Commons the

year before. In 1 797 he was made an Eng-
lish privy councillor, and created a peer of

England, as baron Wellesley of Wellesley hi

Somerset. In 1 798 he was appointed governor-
general of India. While in this office, he sent
an army up the Red Sea to co-operate with

general Abercromby against the French in

Egypt ;
and imagining that Tippoo Sultan of

Mysore was co-operating with the French, he
detached an Indian army against Seringapa-
tam, and the siege was commenced in 1797.
The place was taken by storm, and Tippoo
slain. He was now made a marquis of the
United Kingdom. He traversed the native

provinces of India with more than the splen-
dour of Asiatic magnificence, and then turned
his eyes to new conquests. The country be-

tween the Jumna and Ganges was subdued,
and Scindiah and the rajah of Berar com-
pelled to make peace. In 1 805 he was recalled

from the government of India. Articles of

impeachment were' framed against him in

India, but were prevented from being exa-
mined into by the influence of a portion of
the opposition, which united itself with the

ministry in the determination to prevent in-

quiry, considering that the result had been

advantageous. He was appointed ambassador
to Spain in 1809, and quickly saw how futile

the opposition of the Spaniards must become
to Napoleon if the British did not lead. He
advised a regency to be appointed, and the

assembling of the Cortes strong proofs of his

sound judgment, and ofprevious miscalculation
in England. The marquis became secretary
for foreign affairs from 1809 to 1812, and to

him were owing the measures at home, that

enabled his brother (afterwards duke of Wel-

lington) to obtain his successes in Spain ;
but

being decidedly in favour of Catholic eman-

cipation in Ireland, he withdrew from the

cabinet. There were other points on which
he differed with the ministry. When Per-
ceval's death took place, the marquis was
commissioned to form, an administration, but
did not succeed, and lord Liverpool became
the declared head of the government. In the

house of Lords, the marquis lost a motion in

favour of the Catholic claims by onlv one
470
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vote. He remained in opposition ten years,

warmly remonstrating at the treatment of his

brother for want of reinforcements and co-

operation in Spain. He became more and
more inclined to liberal politics, and in 1*8 15

condemned loudly the commercial policy of

lord Liverpool's cabinet, the suspension of the

Habeas Corpus Act, and similar favourite

measures of that cabinet to retain its power.
In 1822 he was made lord-lieutenant of Ire-

land. He remained in office until his brother

became minister in 1828, when he returned

to England. In 1830 he was lord steward of

the household, and on earl Grey coming into

power, was a second time made lord-lieutenant

of Ireland. When the second liberal ministry
was formed in 1835, he was made lord cham-
berlain, but resigned the same year. His

health, at seventy-seven, began to decline, and
his desire was to retire from public life. The
marquis was twice married. His first wife

was Hyacinth Gabrielle, the daughter of M.
Pierre Roland. They had several children,
but separated after marriage, and were never
reconciled. He became a widower in 1816.

He married, in 1825, an American lady named
Caton, who survived him, and was a lady of

the bedchamber to the late queen Adelaide.

The marquis wrote Latin poetry well, when

past eighty years of age. His activity re-

mained to the close of life, and his mind was
clear to the last. He was author of several

published speeches and letters on political

topics, and several Latin poems of his have
been published. His despatches were written

with the business habit of a statesman, united

to the taste of a scholar. Orig.
WELLS (WILLIAM CHARLES) a physician,

was born at Charlestown in South Carolina, o1

Scotch parents, in 1 753. He went to Scotland

to receive his education, and on his return to

America he served his apprenticeship to the

medical profession. He quitted Carolina at

the commencement of the war, and going to

Holland he became surgeon to a regiment. In

1780 he graduated, and returned to his coun-

try, where he was conspicuous for his loyalty
He came to London, and in 1788 was made a

licentiate of the Royal College, and he enterec

very warmly into the dispute on the right o

licentiates to be fellows. He was afterwards

made a member of the Royal Society. He
died in 1817. Dr Wells was the author o"

several valuable papers in the Philosophica
Transactions ;

for those " On Dew " he re-

ceived the gold and silver medals. He also

wrote an "
Essay upon Single Vision with Two

Eyes," and a defence of it in answer to Dr
Darwin, &c. Gent. Mag.
WERNER (FREDERICK LUDWIG ZACHA

BIAS) a German dramatist, distinguished for hi:

talents arid for the eccentricity of his opinions
He was born at Konigsberg, in Prussia, No
vember 18, 1768. His father was professo
of history and rhetoric in the university in

that city, and also dramatic censor, whicl

circumstance afforded the son ready access t<

the theatre, and he thus acquired a taste fo

the drama. He studied jurisprudence in th
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niversity of Konigsberg, and also philosophy
nder Kant; and in 1793 he obtained the
ubordinate employment of exchequer-secre-
tary, which he held successively in different

tations, and at length at Warsaw, where he
emained several years, and became acquainted
with Hoffmann, the romance writer, Hitzig,
nd other literary men. In 1801 he published
t Berlin " Die Sohne des Thais" the Sons of
lie Valley; a Dramatic Poem, part I, entitled
The Templars in Cyprus;" and in 1802,

iart II, "The Brethren of the Cross." In

804, through the death of his mother, he
Became possessed of a small but competent
"brtune, and he subsequently removed to

krlin. On the invasion of Prussia by the
Drench in 1807, he lost his office; and the

emaining part of his life was spent in an un-
ettled manner, visiting many different places
n Germany, Switzerland, France, and Italy,
ind occupied with several romantic projects.
At one period he purposed establishing a new
religion, having been bred a Lutheran; but
n April 1811, he embraced the Catholic
r

aith. He then engaged in the study of the-

ology, and in 1814 he was ordained a priest;
jut though he preached at Vienna and else-

where, he never undertook any spiritual cure,

[n 1822 his health became seriously disordered,
and he died in the beginning of the following

year. Besides the plays above mentioned, he
wrote " The Cross on the Baltic," 1806 ;

' Martin Luther, or the Consecration of

Strength," 1807;
"

Attila," 1808; "The
Mother of the Maccabees," 1820; and other

tragedies ;
and also religious pieces, in prose

and verse. Sketch of the Life of F. L. Z,

Werner, by Hitzig. For. Kev.

WERNER (JOHN) a geographer and astro-

nomer, who acquired great reputation by his

writings. He died in 1504. Hoffman Lex.

Hist. Moreri. Diet. Hist.

WERNER (JOSEPH) an eminent painter,
who was a native of Berne, in Switzerland,
He was born in 1637, and was the disciple
of Matthew Merian, at Frankfort. He after-

wards studied in Italy with such industry and
success that his reputation extended through-
out Europe, and he was invited to Versailles

by Louis XIV. He subsequently settled at

Augsburg, where he was employed by the

duchess of Bavaria. At length he removed
to Berne, at which place he died in 1710.

Werner excelled especially in miniature, and
his pieces are highly finished and greatly
esteemed. When the elector of Brandenburg,
Frederick I, founded an academy of painting
at Berlin, Werner was nominated professor,
with a handsome salary ;

but he soon lost the

appointment, in consequence of the disgrace
of the minister Dankelmann, by whom he

was patronised. Biog. Univ.

WERNER (PAUL de) a famous Prussian

general, born at Raab in Hungary, December

llth, 1707. At the age of sixteen he became
an ensign in the regiment of Nadasti, and in

1735 he attained the rank of captain. After

continuing twenty-nine years in the Austrian

service, and greatly distinguishing himself at
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Ihe battles of Rocoux, Laufeldt, and on various

other occasions, he became disgusted at not

receiving the promotion which he thought due
to his merit, and resolved to seek it elsewhere.

In 1750 he accordingly entered into the Prus-
sian army, and was speedily made lieutenant-

colonel of hussars; and in 1756 he was ap-

pointed commander of the regiment. He
displayed great bravery at the head of his

troops at the battles of Prague, Kollin, Bres-

lau, and Leutheu ; and in September 1758.

Frederick appointed him major-general, and
conferred on him the Order of Merit. In 1759
he drove general de Ville out of Silesia, and
the same year he performed his greatest ex-

ploit, raising the siege of Colberg. A medal
was struck in commemoration of this achieve-

ment, and the poet Ramler, who was a native

of Colberg, in one of his finest odes celebrated

the triumph of Werner. In 1 761 he was made
lieutenant-general, and being subsequently
employed against the Russians, who had in-

vaded Prussia, he was surprised, made a pri-

soner, and conducted to Kb'nigsberg, where
he continued till 1 762. On the accession of
the czar, Peter III, he was sent to Petersburg,
where he was loaded with honours and pre-
sents. The most advantageous offers were
made to induce him to enter into the Russian

service, but he rejected them, and returned to

Prussia. The king gave him the command of
an army, with which he penetrated into Mo-
ravia, Returning to Silesia, he attacked mar-
shal Daun, and obliged him to evacuate
Schweidnitz. This was the last action of

importance before the war was concluded.
Werner afterwards served in the war concern-

ing the succession of Bavaria. He died in

retirement, at his estate in Silesia, January 25,
1785. Biog. Univ.

WESLEY (see WELLESLEF, marquis).
WESLEY (CHARLES) born 17 57, died 1834,

a celebrated musician, born at Bristol, the
son of the rev Charles Wesley, and nephew
of John Wesley the founder of the metho-

dists, and brother of Samuel. He early dis-

covered his taste for music, and at four years
old his father took him to London and ob-
tained instruction for him. For some years
his study and practice were confined to Co-
rellia, Scarlatti and Handel. He rapidly im-

proved, and in 1784 published "A Set of

Eight Songs." He was for some time organist
to the rev Rowland Hill, and for many years
to George III and IV. Two days before his

decease he worked his dying fingers on the bed-
clothes as if playing, and hummed Handel's
music. Gent. Mag.
WESLEY (SAMUEL) born 1766, died 1837,

the nephew of John Wesley, the founder of

Methodism, and brother to that extraordinary
musical genius Charles Wesley. When only
three years old he could extemporise freely
on the organ, and before he was five had

taught himself R> read and write a print hand

by studying the oratorio of Samson, which
he had entirely committed to memory. He
learned in a month by heart the whole of
Handel's overtures, and composed an oratorio

WESTON.
which he called " Ruth." Before he reached
his majority he was a good classical scholar,
a fine performer on the organ and piano, and
the most astonishing extemporaneous player
in Europe. He suffered at times from mental

depression, supposed to be caused by an acci-

dent to his head in 1787. He brought to

light the works of Bach, till then unknown
here and on the continent. As a musician his

fame is greater on the continent than in his

own country. His compositions are grand
and masterly ;

his melodies sweet, varied, and
novel

;
his harmonies unexpected and sublime.

His execution was great, his resources bound-

less, and his touch of the piano exquisite.
He was credulous, of strong passions, some-
times sarcastic, but free of envy. 'Idem.

WESTALL (RICHARD) born 1766, died

1837, an English painter and academician,
who began his career as an engraver of he-

raldry. Becoming acquainted with a minia-
ture painter who encouraged his talents, he
in the last year of his apprenticeship attended

in the evenings the drawing lessons of the

academy. In 1786 his apprenticeship being
out, he commenced his career as an artist,

and in conjunction with sir Thomas Lawrence
took a house in Soho-square, at the corner of

Greek-street Their walks in art were dif-

ferent, and there was no rivalry between
them. Westall acquired his fame by finished

pictures of historical or fancy subjects in

water-colours. He was soon selected to fur-

nish designs for Boydel's "Shakspeare" and

Bowyer's "History of England." In 1794 he
became a royal academician, the same year
with Lawrence. In 1808 he published a

volume of poems entitled " A Day in Spring."
He had gained a competency, which he after-

wards lost by speculating in foreign pictures,
but the allowance of the academy to decayed
painters preserved him from want. He pos-
sessed a refined and accomplished mind, but
in his art exhibited too much of manner.

Bryan's Diet.

WESTON (STEPHEN) a learned classical

scholar and cultivator of general literature.

He was born in 1747, at Exeter, where his

father was registrar of the diocese. After

having been educated at Eton school, and
Exeter college, Oxford, where he obtained a

fellowship, he accompanied to the continent
sir Charles Warwick Bampfylde, as travelling
tutor. In 1777 he obtained the living of

Mamhead, Devon, through the friendship of
the earl of Lisburne. In 1784 he married
Miss Tierney, after whose death, in 1790, he

resigned his ecclesiastical preferment. His
first publication was in 1784, and it consists

of criticisms on the Greek poets, entitled
" Hermesianax." Among the vry numerous

subsequent productions of his pen may be
mentioned " An Attempt to translate and ex-

plain the difficult Passages in the Story of

Deborah, with the assistance of Kennicott's

Collations, De Rossi's Versions, and Critical

Conjectures," 1 788
;

" Letters from Paris,"

1792-93, 2 vols, 8vo; "A Specimen of the

Conformity of the European Languages, par-
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ticularly the English, wkh the Oriental Lan-

guages, the Persian, in the order of the Alpha-
bet, with Notes and Authorities," 1802, 8vo,

improved edit. 1 803
;

" The Praise of Paris,
or a Sketch of the French Capital, in Extracts
of Letters from France, in the Summer of

1802," 8vo; "A Slight Sketch of Paris, in

its improved state, since 1802," 1814, 8vo;
" Arabic Aphorisms, with Persian Comments,"
1805; "Fragments of Oriental Literature,
with an Outline of a Painting on a curious

Chin<i Vase," 1807;
"
Ly Tang, an Imperial

Poem, in Chinese, by Ku-n Lung, with a
Translation and Notes," 1 809

;

"
Specimen of

a Chinese Dictionary," 1812 ; besides various
other translations from the Chinese and Per-

sian, in prose and poetry, Sermons, Tales, and
works relative to philology and divinity. He
was chosen FRS. in 1792, and FSA. in 1794

;

and he furnished many contributions to the

Archaeologia and the Gentleman's Magazine.
His death took place in London, January 8,

1830. Ann. Keg.
WHATELEY (THOMAS) an eminent sur-

geon, who died at Isleworth, Middlesex, No-
vember 16, 1821. He distinguished himself

by his skill in the treatment of diseases of the

urethra and bladder
;
and he was the author

of "Practical Observations on the Cure of

Wounds and Ulcers of the Legs, without

Rest," 1799, 8vo;
" An improved Method of

Treating Strictures of the Urethra," 1804,
8vo ;

" Observations on Necrosis of the

Tibia," 1815, 8vo, besides other works.

Gent. Mag.
WHATTON (WILLIAM ROBERT) born 1789,

died 1835, the author of the "
History of the

Foundations of Manchester," vol iii, and a

large contributor to the scientific journals of

the day. Ibid.

WHITEY (DANIEL) a learned divine, was
born at Rushden in Northamptonshire, in

1638, and died in 1726. In 1664 he was
elected fellow of Trinity college, Oxford. He
distinguished himself by his zeal in attacking
the Catholic writers, for which he was re-

warded by bishop Ward with a prebend in

Salisbury cathedral, and the precentorship and

rectory of St Edmund's in that city. He took

his doctor's degree, but soon after he incurred

censure for a treatise entitled
" The Protestant

Reconciler." He continued his literary labours,

and produced
" A Paraphrase and Commentary

on the New Testament," 2 vols, folio
;
and a

treatise on the "Five Points" controverted

between the Armenians and Calvinists, 8vo,

1710. Towards the close of his life a com-

plete revolution took place in his literary opi-

nions, and he became an Arian, and had a dis-

pute on the subject with Dr Waterland. He
left a book behind him called "The Last

Thoughts of Dr Whitby." Biog. Brit.

WHITE (JAMES) an ingenious writer, who
was a native of Ireland, and was educated at

the university of Dublin. He came to Eng-
land, and in 1787 he published a translation

of the orations of Cicero against Verres, with

notes, 4to, which was followed by a pamphlet

against the slave trade. He was also the au-
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thor of "

Conway Castle, and other Poems,'
1789,4to; "Earl Strongbow, or the History
of Richard de Clare and the beautiful Ge-
ralda," a romance, 1789, 2 vols, 12mo

;

" The
Adventures of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lan-
caster," 1790, 3 vols, 12mo; "The Adven-
tures of Richard Coeur de Lion, with the
Death of Lord Falkland," a poem, 1791, 3
vols, 1 2mo

;
and a translation of the speeches

of Mirabeau before the National Assembly,
with a sketch of his Life, 1 792, 2 vols, 8vo.
In the latter part of his life he became de-

ranged ; and after suffering extreme misery
and distress he died at an inn a few miles
from Bath, in 1799.

WHITE (JEREMY) a nonconformist divine,
and fellow of Trinity college, Cambridge, was
chaplain to Cromwell. He wrote a book on
" The Restoration of all Things," in which he

supported Origen's principle of the universal

redemption. He died in 1707, aged seventy-
eight. A curious anecdote is related of this

person. He paid his addresses secretly to one
of Cromwell's daughters : as he was one day
urging his suit upon his knees, the Protector
entered the room suddenly, and sternly de-
manded why he was in that posture. Poor

Jeremy confounded, stammered out that he
was merely soliciting her ladyship's interest

with her waiting woman, to whom he was

making his suit. "Say you so? I'll settle

the business directly," was Oliver's reply ;

and sending for Dr Goodwin, the marriage
was performed on the spot. Calami/.
WHITE (sir THOMAS) a native of Reading,

where he was born in 1492. He was appren-
ticed to a tradesman, and afterwards went
himself into business, in which he had great
success. During Wyatt's rebellion in 1553 he

was lord mayor, and was knighted for the

peace which he preserved on that occasion.

He was the founder of St John's college,

Oxford, for which he obtained a patent in

1557. He died in 1566. Coates's Heading.
WHITEHEAD (DAVID) a learned divine>

was a native of Tuderly in Hampshire, and
was educated at Oxford. During the reign of

queen Mary he went abroad, and became

pastor to the English exiles at Frankfort.

He returned on the accession of Elizabeth,
and distinguished himself in a disputation
with the popish bishops, which so pleased the

queen that she would have given him high

preferment but he declined it, saying he could

preach without it. He died in 1571. He
wrote " A Discourse of the Troubles begun at

Frankfort," 4to; and " Lectures on St Paul's

Epistles." He was a great favourite with the

queen, who one day at court said to him,

"Whitehead, I like thee the better because

thou livest unmarried;" to which he replied,
" In truth, madam, I like you the worse for

the same cause." Wood.
WIERUS (JOHN) a physician, was born at

Grave, in the duchy of Brabant, in 1515. He
was the disciple of Cornelius Agrippa, and

physician to the duke of Cleves. He died in

1588. In a treatise, "De Prscstigiis et In-

cantationibus," he was of opinion that persons
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accused of sorcery were hypochondriacs.

Eloy. Diet. Hist.

WIFFEN (JEREMIAH) born 1792, died

1836. He was librarian to the duke of

Bedford, and published the "
Geographical

Primer;" some poetry in a volume entitled
"
Poetry by Three Friends ;"

" Aonian Hours
and other Poems ;"

" Translations from Lopez
de la Vega ;" and finally, a translation of

Tasso, the best in the English language. He

possessed superior attainments, good taste, and

an elegant and refined mind.

WIGAND (JOHN) a reformer, was born at

Mansfield in Saxony, in 1523, and studied at

Wittemberg. He was the first person ordained

in the Protestant form. He was made super-
intendent of Magdeburg, and in 1560 became

professor of divinity at Jena, whence he went
to Weimar, and thence to Kbnigsberg, where
he was professor and bishop. He was con-

cerned in the celebrated "
Centuries," in op-

position to Baronius. He wrote many theolo-

gical works, and a botanical treatise,
" De

Succino Borussico, de Alee, de Herbis Borus-

sicis et de Sale." He died in 1587. Melch.

Adam.
WILBERFORCE (WILLIAM) a political

and theological writer, celebrated as a member
of the British legislature, on account of his

endeavours to obtain the abolition of slavery
and the slave trade. He was descended from
an ancient family, originally settled at Wil-

berfoss, near Pocklington, in the county of

York, whence was derived the family name
;

and the manor, which had been possessed by
his ancestors, was alienated by William Wil-

berfoss, esq, who sold it in 1719. The ancient

orthography of this local designation was
altered to Wilberforce by the members of a

branch of the family which flourished in the

city of York in the seventeenth century. The
subject of this article was the son of Robert

Wilherforce, of Kingston-upon-Hull ;
and his

grandfather had twice held the omce of mayor
of that borough. He was born August 24,

1759, at Hull ;
and his father dying while he

was very young, the care of his education de-

volved on his mother, who sent him to the free

school of Pocklington, and afterwards placed
him under the tuition of the rev Joseph
Milner, of Hull, an evangelical clergyman, dis-

tinguished by his writings, and to whom pro-

bably his pupil owed those peculiar religious

opinions which he repeatedly advocated from
the press. About 1775 he entered as a student

at St John's college, Cambridge, where he
took the degree of bachelor of arts in 1781,
and that of master of arts in 1 788. At college
he contracted an intimacy with William Pitt,

and with the rev Isaac Milner, the younger
brother of Joseph Milner, the former of whom
became Dean of Carlisle. In conjunction
with his college friends he made a tour on the

continent. Mr Wilberforce having inherited

property from his uncle, W. Wilberforce, esq,
of Wimbledon, in Surrey, who died in 1777,
he was on his coming of age, just before the

general election in 1780, returned MP. for his

native place, the borough of Kingston-upon-

WILBERFORCE.
Hull. In 1 784 he was again chosen as their re-

presentative by his fellow-townsmen, and was
also returned as one of the members for the

county of York, when he elected to sit for
the latter. In his parliamentary career he
gained distinction chiefly by becoming a zea-
lous advocate for the abolition of the slave-
trade

;
and it appears that he was originally

induced to embark in the cause of humanity
by the representations of Mr Thomas Clark-
son. At his first interview with that gentle-
man, he was disposed to question the correct-

ness of some of the allegations contained in
Mr Clarkson's "

Essay on Slavery ;" but after

some investigation of the subject, he became
satisfied of their truth

;
and at a dinner given

by Bennet Langton, esq, he formally con-
sented to become a member of a society which
had been established with the view to put an
end to the practice of making human beings
articles of commerce. He consequently, in

1787, brought forward a motion relating to

the abolition of the slave-trade, which led to

the presentation of petitions in favour of that
measure from every part of the kingdom. Ill-

ness subsequently prevented Mr Wilberforce
from proceeding in his undertaking, and there-

fore the next year Mr Pitt, in the name of

his absent friend, submitted some resolutions

to the House of Commons. The business was
however postponed to the following session,
when the propositions were supported by the

eloquence of Wilberforce, Pitt, Fox, and
Burke

; and the question was carried without
a division. But the object he had at heart

had to contend with powerful and interested

opposition; and in 1791, when he moved for

leave to bring in a bill to prevent the further

importation ofAfrican Negroes into the British

colonies, he was defeated, and the motion was

negatived by a majority of 75. In 1792 he
made another attempt, supported by the rival

statesmen Pitt and Fox, and he so far suc-

ceeded as to induce the house to agree to a re-

solution for the gradual abolition of the slave-

trade, which was carried with only 85 dissent-

ing voices. It was not, however, till 1807,

during the short administration that followed
on the death of Mr Fox, that Mr Wilberforce
had the gratification to see his labours effec-

tual to the extent of the abolition of the trade

in slaves by subjects of Great Britain. Mr
Wilberforce was usually to be found among
the parliamentary supporters of government,
displaying however thorough consistency of

conduct, and firm adherence to the principles
he professed. In February 1783, he advo-
cated the treaty of peace concluded with the

United States and their allies, during the

short-lived administration, when lord Shel-

burne (afterwards marquis of Lansdowue) pre-
sided over the Treasury, and Mr Pitt was
Chancellor of the Exchequer. On this occa-

sion he seconded the motion for an address of

thanks to his Majesty, observing that at that

moment tranquillity was essentially requisite
for the country, after " a mad and calamitous

war." On the motion for the impeachment
of Warren Hastings, in 1786, Mr Wilberforce
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recommended the administration to exercise
much circumspection and care before they al-

lowed any papers to be produced, the publica-
tion of which might be prejudicial to the
state

;
and he also animadverted on the vio-

lence of zeal displayed by some members of
the House of Commons on this occasion. In
1790 he declared in favour of the conduct of

ministers, relative to the convention with

Spain ;
on the discussion of the war in India

against Tippoo Saib, he asserted that that

prince had been the original aggressor. He
at first approved of the war with France,
-which followed the Revolution in that country ;

but he was likewise one of those who con-

sidered the continuance of the contest as im-

politic after the establishment of a settled

government there, and he consequently sup-

ported those who negotiated the treaty of
Amiens, In 1804, he agreed to the proposition
for inquiry relative to the defence of the

country against foreign invasion; and in 1805,
he displayed his independence in his conduct
with regard to the accusation against lord

Melville, having on the llth of June made a
motion for an impeachment of that nobleman,
for high crimes and misdemeanours, which
was lost, and an amendment by Mr Bond was
carried, directing the commencement of a
criminal prosecution by the attorney-general.
Mr Wilberforce was re-chosen without oppo-
sition for the county of York, at the elections

in 1790, 1796, 1802, and 1806; but at that

which took place in 1 807 he had to encounter

a powerful competition from the two great
families of Fitzwilliam and Lascelles, each

of whom are said to have expended in the

contest more than one hundred thousand

pounds. The old member, however, was sup-

ported by a public subscription raised through-
out the county, and he was again successful.

The numbers of the voters at the close of this

almost unparalleled contest, which lasted

fifteen days, were as follows :

William Wilberforce, Esq. . 11,808
Lord Viscount Milton 10,990
Hon. Henry Lascelles 10,177

These formed the largest amount of voters

which had ever been polled at a county elec-

tion. At this period, Mr Wilberforce pub-
lished two pamphlets addressed to the free-

holders of Yorkshire : one on the abolition of

the slave trade, and the other on the circum-

stances of the election, in consequence of his

having been accused, towards its termination,
of entering into a coalition with the party of

the rival candidate, Mr Lascelles. In 1812,
Mr Wilberforce retired from the representa-
tion of Yorkshire, not being willing again to

encounter the expense of another contest, the

last, notwithstanding the subscription, having
caused a considerable reduction of his finances.

He was then elected member for the borough
of Bramber, in Sussex, for which he likewise

had a seat in the two subsequent parliaments,

until, in 1825, he finally relinquished his se-

natorial honours, by accepting the steward-

ship of the Chiltern Hundreds. He had been

then in parliament forty-five years ; and
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during a part of that period his influence in
the house was superior to that of any other
individual not possessed of official power. It
has been stated, that no less than forty mem-
bers of the House ofCommons were influenced
by his speech on the inquiry concerning the
affair of lord Melville, when he pronounced
the conduct of that statesman to be a proper
subject of censure, while he admitted the
ability with which he had headed the Board
of Control over the government of India. Mr
Wilberforce is said to have possessed in per-
fection two of the most essential qualifications
of a popular orator the choicest and most
expressive purity of language, and the finest

modulation of a sweet and powerful voice.
The copiousness of diction which a classical
education had conferred, and ardent zeal

arising from his religious sentiments and na-
tural temper, contributed further to his excel-
lence as a public speaker. The exclusive and
limited system of opinions he had adopted,
not merely with sincerity, but with passionate
enthusiasm, rendered him earnest, vehement,
and affecting, where a philosopher would be

frigid and indifferent. Such is the extreme

superiority of persuasive power which the par-
tisan or the bigot will often manifest over the
man of enlarged views and liberal opinions.
That he was often unconsciously led into ex-

aggeration, and induced unwittingly to exceed
the bounds oftruth

;
that he sometimes allowed

his feelings to predominate over his reason,
and was hence led to ascribe unworthy mo-
tives to those whose honour was as spotless as

his own, cannot be denied
; but, on the other

hand, he devoted all his energies to the cause
of humanity, and to the advancement of those

objects which in his opinion were likely to

conduce to the moral improvement of man-
kind. In the course of his parliamentary
career, he supported Catholic Emancipation
and Parliamentary Eeform; reprobated lot-

teries as injurious to the morals of society ;

asserted that the employment of boys of a

tender age in the sweeping of chimneys was
most intolerable cruelty ; and shortly after the

duel between Pitt and Tierney, he attempted,
but in vain, to procure a legislative enactment

against the practice of duelling. He has
been described by the late lord chancellor,
lord Brougham, as the " venerable patriarch
of the cause of the slaves

;
whose days were

to be numbered by acts of benevolence and

piety ;
whose whole life had been devoted to

the highest interests of religion and charity."
In 1797, Mr Wilberforce published

" An Apo-
logy for the Christian Sabbath," 8vo ;

and
likewise a more extensive work, entitled

" A
Practical View of the prevailing religious

system of Professed Christians, in the Higher
and Middle Classes of this Country, con-

trasted with Real Christianity," 8vo
; which,

within a year, passed through three large

editions, and has been repeatedly reprinted
since. He advocated in this production theo-

logical sentiments highly Calvinistic, and

tinctured with enthusiasm
;
and this expres-

sion of his opinions provoked the animadver-
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sions of the rev Gilbert Wakefield, in a

letter addressed to the author
;

of the rev

Thomas Belsham, in a " Review" of the work
;

and of Dr Thomas Cogan, in " Letters to

W. Wilberforce. Esq, on the Doctrine of He-

reditary Depravity ; by a Layman :" besides

which he encountered some other opponents.
In 1823 he published an "Appeal to the

Religion, Justice, and Humanity of the Bri-

tish Empire, in behalf of the Negro Slaves

in the West Indies." He was also the writer

of an introductory essay to Dr Witherspoon's
Treatises on Justification and Regeneration,
in a series of Christian Authors, published at

Glasgow ;
and he furnished many communi-

cations for the periodical work called the
" Christian Observer." Mr Wilberforce was
married at Walcot, near Bath, May 30, 1797,
to Barbara, the eldest daughter of Isaac

Spooner, esq, of Elmdon House, Warwick-

shire, who was also a merchant at Liverpool ;

by whom he had four sons and two daughters.
He possessed an estate at Markington, in

Yorkshire, but for many years he resided

chiefly at a villa called Broomfield, near

Clapham, in Surrey. In the latter part of

his life he removed to Highwood Hill, near

Hendon, Middlesex
,
and for a year or two

before his death, his time was principally

passed at the house of one of his sons, the

rev. Robert Wilberforce, rector of East Far-

leigh, near Maidstone
;
or with another son,

the rev. Samuel Wilberforce, rector of Brix-

ton, in the Isle of Wight. He died at Ca-

dogan-place, Chelsea, July 29, 1833. Agree-
ably to his own direction, it was the intention

of his family that he should be interred at

Stoke Newington, in the vault belonging to

the family of his brother-in-law, James Ste-

phen, esq. ;
but in consequence of a public

requisition from many noble and distinguished

persons, his funeral took place at Westminster

Abbey; his grave being near those of Pitt

and Canning. On the 22nd of August, a

public meeting was held, at which the lord
chancellor presided, when, among other re-

solutions, it was determined that a sub-

scription should be opened for the purpose of

doing honour to the memory of Mr Wilber-

force, by the erection of a monument, and
such other methods as may be calculated to

promote, in connexion with the name of

Wilberforce, the glory of God and the good
of mankind. Mr Wilberforce was in person
below the middle size, of spare habit, and of
a somewhat weakly constitution

;
and his ex-

traordinary oratorical efforts were productive
of exhaustion and subsequent suffering. Had
he not been equally benevolent in his private
feelings as in his public actions, he might
have become a wit and a satirist. But his

great characteristic was philanthropy, founded
on religious sentiment. Besides the works

already mentioned, he published
" A Speech

in the House of Commons, on the Abolition
of the Slave Trade," 1789, 8vo; and the
" Substance of his Speeches on the Bill for

promoting the Religious Instruction of the

Natives of British India," 1813, 8vo. Gent.

WILKIE.
Mag. Biog. Diet, of Living Authors. Wil-
son's Biog. Index to the House of Commons,
1808.

WILDBORE (CHARLES) a native of Not-

tinghamshire, received his education at a cha-

rity school, but by his own perseverance ano

application he became sufficiently learned to

enter into orders. He was rector of Sulney,
in Nottinghamshire, where he died in 1802.
He was a profound mathematician, and was a
contributor to the Ladies' Diary, Hutton's
Miscellanea Mathematica, and Martin's Ma-
gazine. He also edited the Gentleman's

Diary, and corrected the sheets of the Philo-

sophical Transactions. Gent. Mag.
WILFORD (FRANCIS) a distinguished

Orientalist, born of an ancient family in Ha-
nover. After finishing his studies, he entered
into the army, and with the rank of lieutenant

he accompanied the Hanoverian troops sent

by the British government to the East Indies
in 1781. On the conclusion of the peace of

Mangalore, in 1784, captain Wilford engaged
in the study of Hindoo antiquities, and the

Sanscrit language. He became one of the

first members of the Asiatic Society of Cal-

cutta, in whose Transactions, the Asiatic lie-

searches, he published many memoirs on the

history and archaeology of Hindostan, the last

of which,
" On the Ancient Geography of In-

dia," appeared in 1822, a short time before

the death of the learned author. Biog. Uiiiv.

WILKIE (sir DAVID) born near Cupar
N. B. 1785, died 1841, a distinguished'Scotch
artist. He came to London in 1805, having
studied previously in Edinburgh. He soon
after exhibited the "

Village Politicians,"

having before supported himself by the pro-
duce of small pictures exposed in a dealer's

window at Charing Cross, who with the usual

avarice of such traders, concealed the artist's

name when gentlemen who bought them
wished to know the painter. In 1 807, he ex-

hibited his "Blind Fiddler," which at once
established his fame. He executed the order

to paint this picture for 50/. His " Card Play-
ers," his " Cut Finger," and " Rent Day," fol-

lowed, and his fame serving to keep up that

of the Academy, he was elected an associate.

He now painted other works, all contributing
to establish a well earned reputation. He re-

ceived 900 guineas for his "
Village Fes-

tival." His " Chelsea Pensioners," painted
for the duke of Wellington, brought him 1200

guineas, A number of works in his own pe-
culiar and excellent style of art preceded it

He travelled into Spain for his health, and
on his return, after seeing the works of the

Spanish masters, unfortunately wandered out

of the manner of the Flemish and Dutch

schools, in which he stood without a living

rival, to imitate in a very inferior manner a

style to which he had no sort of natural pre-
tension. He had no quality of high art, no
mental elevation, and however his latter works

might here and there exhibit his lucid co-

louring in parts of them, he only lessened his

character as an artist by attempting that in

which he could but be inferior, in place of
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continuing in the line in which he had no

equal. Wilkie was made Serjeant painter to

George IV, and in 1836 was knighted by Wil-
liam IV. He died of fever in the Oriental

Packet, upon his way to England from Gi-

braltar, where he was not suffered to land,

though the packet had come from Malta with
clean bills of health. His body was com-
mitted to the deep as the packet stood out of

the bay. Gent. Mag. Daily Paper.
WILKINS (sir CHARLES) born 1751, died

1836. He went to Bengal in the service of

the East India company in 1770, where he

began the study of the Sanscrit, at that time

thought unattainable by Europeans. He soon
translated the Bhagavad Gita, which was pub-
lished and distributed in 1785. He remained in

India sixteen years, formed the types for print-

ing
"
Bengali," and in 1786 took up his resi-

dence at Bath. While there he published
" Hi-

topadesa," or the Fables of " Vishna Saarma."
In 1795 he published a translation ofthe story of

"Dushmanta and Sakoontula." In 1800 he
was appointed librarian of the valuable MSS.
taken at Seringapatam. In 1805 he published
a Sanscrit Grammar for the Hailesbury college,
and was appointed its visitor in the Oriental

department. He went twice a year to exa-

mine the students in the Oriental tongues

taught there. Wilkins was with sir William

Jones, one of the founders of the Asiatic So-

ciety, and took an active part subsequently in

founding the "Oriental Translation Fund."
His fame was widely extended, and he was a

member ofnumerous learned societies through-
out Europe. Gent. Mag.
WILKINS (WILLIAM) born at Norwich

1778, died 1839, architect to the East India

company. He was elected of the Royal Aca-

demy in 1834, and in 1837 made its professor
of architecture. He built the University Club

House, St George's Hospital, the London Uni-

versity, and several colleges in Cambridge.
He was the translator of Vitruvius, and pub-
lished "Antiquities ofMagna Grecia," in 1807.

WILKS (MARK) a farmer in the county of

Norfolk, who became a methodist preacher,
and obtained considerable notoriety among the

evangelical Dissenters. He published
" The

Origin and Stability of the French Revolution,

a Sermon," 1791, 8vo;
"
Athaliah, or the

Tocsin sounded by the Modern Alarmists;
two Sermons preached for the benefit of the

Defendants in the late Trials for High Trea-

son," (Hardy, Home Tooke, &c.) 1795, 8vo;
and " A History of the Persecution of the Pro-

testants in the South of France," 1821, 8vo.

Memoirs of the Rev Mark Wilks, of Nor-

wich, were published by Miss Sarah Wilks,

1821, 12mo. Biog. Univ.

WILLDENOW (CHARLES Louis) a cele-

brated botanist, born at Berlin in 1765. He
was the son of an apothecary, and after study-

ing pharmacy under his father, he was sent to

the university of Halle, and then to Langen-
salza, where Wiegleb had a laboratory ofphar-
maceutical chemistry. Willdenow then re-

turned to Berlin, where, in 1798, he obtained

the chair of natural history at the royal col-
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lege of medicine and surgery. In 1801 he
was appointed professor of botany to the aca-

demy of Berlin, of which he had been admit-
ted a member in 1794. He at length obtained
the direction of the botanic garden at Berlin,
which received vast additions and improve-
ments under his management. He formed a
zoological cabinet, which he presented to the
museum of Berlin. In 1804 he travelled

through Austria and Upper Italy ;
and seven

years after he was invited to Paris by Hum-
boldt, to classify and describe the multitude
of new plants brought by that traveller from
America. Willdenow died not long after his
return to Berlin, July 10, 1812. He was an
associate of twenty-four learned societies

;
and

the king bestowed on him the order of the
black eagle. Among his principal works are," Prodromus Florae Berolinensis," 1787;" Historia Amaranthorum," Zurich, 1790,
folio;

" Elemens de Botanique," 1792, which
has been translated into several languages;" Arboriculture Berlinoise spontane'e," 1796 ;
"
Species Plantarum exhibentes PJantas rit6

cognitas ad genera relatas cum differentiis

specificis, nominibus, trivialibus, synonimis,
selectis locis natal ibus, secundum systema
sexuale digestas," Berlin 1797 1810, 5 vols,
in 9 parts ;

" Guide pour e'tudier soi-meme la

Botanique," 1804; and " Hortus Berolinensis,"
of which only the first volume has been pub-
lished. Willdenow's great work,

" The Spe-
cies Plantarum," was left incomplete, as he
did not live to finish the history of the cryp-
togamic plants. A continuation has been

proposed by professor Liiick, of Berlin.

Biog. Univ.

WILLETT (RALPH) a writer on archaeo-

logy, who died January 13, 1795. He was a
fellow of the Royal Society, and also of the

Society of Antiquaries ;
and he contributed to

the Archaiologia papers,
" On the Naval Ar-

chitecture of Great Britain," and *' On the

Origin of Printing." At his seat at Merly, in

Dorsetshire, Mr Willett collected a valuable

library, of which he published a ''

Descrip-
tion," in English and French, London, 1785,
folio

;
and he was also the author of " A Me-

moir on the Origin of Printing," 1820, 8vo.

His library was sold by auction after his

death, when a catalogue was printed in 8vo.

Biog. Univ. Watt's Bibliot. Brit.

WILLIAM IV, king of England, Scotland,

and Ireland, died June 20, 1837, in the se-

venty-first year of his age, being born on the

21st of August 1765. He was the third son

of George HI, and was bred to the naval ser-

vice, being entered as a midshipman in the

Prince George at thirteen years of age.

Though the king's son, he was placed oh the

usual footing with the other youths. He
sailed under admiral Rodney, and captured a

number of armed vessels and transports im-

mediately afterwards. He served most of his

time in the West Indies, and off the coasts of

Canada and Nova Scotia. He was afterwards

appointed to the Boreas frigate, Nelson being

captain. He received his lieutenant's com-

mission, having served six years, in 1785.
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In 1786 he commanded the Pegasus. In

1787 he returned to England, and was sent

out to the West Indies in the Andromeda.
He was made a rear-admiral in 1790, by an
Order in Council, and in 1811 admiral of the

fleet, in the room of sir Peter Parker. He
hoisted his flag in that capacity for the last

time in 1814, for the purpose of conveying
Louis XVIII to Calais. He was appointed

ranger of Bushy Park in 1797, and there led

the life of a country gentleman until he
ascended the throne. In 1817, the death of

the princess Charlotte of Wales placed him
in a new position. His mother urged him,
and his ambition prompted him, to marry.
He broke off the intercourse of many years
duration with Mrs Jordan, and married a
German princess pointed out by his mother,

by whom he had two children, neither of

whom survived. This princess was Adelaide

Amelia, eldest daughter of the duke of Saxe

Cobourg Meiningen, who survived him. In
1831 William I V and his queen were crowned
at Westminster in a plain manner, with none
of the theatrical show which usually accom-

panies that ceremony. The reign of this

monarch was one of considerable trial on cer-

tain public questions, but the plain good sense

of the monarch was never more conspicuous.
He became one of the most popular kings that

ever sat on the English throne ; for he had
more of manly sincerity and less of monarchi-
cal assumption than other monarchs. His
manners were affable and open. His feelings
were just as between man and man in judging
upon all points. He possessed those simple,

sound, honest qualities, which are better

adapted to govern a free people than sullen

pride, the love of pomp, or the frivolity of

princely habits in general. It was truly re-

marked of him,
" That it was the universal

feeling of the country, that the reins of govern-
ment were never committed to the hands ofone
who bore himself as a sovereign with more

affability and yet with more true dignity to

one whose naturewas more free from all selfish-

ness. There was not a man in the most ex-
alted or most humble station who felt more

pleasure in witnessing or promoting the happi-
ness ofothers." His firmness on the great ques-
tion of a reform in parliament, history will

never suffer to be forgotten. He saw the neces-

sity, and took the side of his people in effect-

ing it. By Mrs Jordan he had no less than
ten children, to whom his conduct was ever that

of a most affectionate parent. In regard to

statements made of his pecuniary neglect of
their parent, they were wholly unfounded

;
her

later position did not arise from any neglect
upon iis side, but from misfortunes through
her own kindness to others. The king was
entombed in St George's Chapel, Windsor, in

the vault appropriated to the royal family.
Orig.
WILLIAMS (GRIFFITH) a learned pre-

late, was born at Caernarvon in 1589, and was
educated at Jesus college, Cambridge. On
taking orders he became lecturer at St Peter's,

Cheapside, but so offended the Puritans as to

WILLIAMS.
procure his suspension. He obtained a living
in Wales, became chaplain to the king, pre-

bendary of Westminster, and dean of Baugor.
He was created bishop of Ossory in 1641, but
on the rebellion he fled to England. He was

very loyal, and consequently suffered much
;

but he recovered his see at the Kestoration.

He died at Kilkenny. His works are,
" The

Right Way to the Best Religion," folio ;

" Se-

ven Golden Candlesticks holding the Seven

Lights of the Christian Religion," 4to ;

" The
true Church showed to all Men," folio ;

" The
great Antichrist revealed," folio; "The Per-

secution and Oppression of John Ball and
Griffith Williams, bishops of Ossory," 4to.

Wood.
WILLIAMS (HELEN MARIA) a distin-

guished writer on history and general litera-

ture, born in the north of England, in 1762.

She came to London at the age of eighteen,
and was introduced to the literary world by
Dr Andrew Kippis. The first production of
her pen appears to have been a legendary
tale in verse, entitled " Edwin and Eltruda,"
1 782, 4to

;
and this was followed by

" An
Ode on Peace," 1783, 4to

;

"
Peru," a poem,

1784, 4to; and "A Collection of Miscella-

neous Poems," 1786, 2 vols, 8vo. In 1788
she published a poem

" On the Slave Trade ;"

and the same year she visited France, where
she formed many literary and

political
con-

nexions. In 1790 she went again to France,
and settled at Paris ;

and soon after appeared
her " Letters written from France, in the Sum-
mer of 1790, to a Friend in England ; contain-

ing various Anecdotes relative to the French

Revolution, and Memoirs of Monsieur and
Madame du F ;" of which work she pub-
lished a continuation in 1792. The object of

these, and of some contemporary productions
of this lady, was to recommend herself to the

patronage of the Brissotines; and conse-

quently on their fall under the tyranny of

Robespierre she incurred great danger, and

being arrested, was for some time a prisoner
in the Temple at Paris. On obtaining her

freedom, she renewed her application to lite-

rary pursuits. Besides many works of minor

importance, she engaged in an English trans-

lation of the Personal Narrative ofthe Travels
of Humboldt and Bonpland, in America, 1814

1821, 6 vols, 8vo. Miss Williams died at

Paris, in December, 1827. Besides the works

already mentioned, she wrote "
Julia," a novel,

2 vols ;

" A Narrative of Events in France in

1815 ;"
" Letters on the Events which passed

in France since the Restoration in 1815," and
other pieces ;

and she was at one time a con-

tributor to the New Annual Register. Gent.

Mag. Month. Mag.
WILLIAMS (JOHN) a literary adventurer,

who published a variety of pieces in prose and

verse, under the assumed name of Anthony
Pasquin. Among his productions are,

" The
Royal Academicians, a Farce," 1786, 8vo;
" A Treatise on the Game of Cribbage," 1791,
8vo.

;

" The Life of the Earl of Barrymore,
including a History ofthe Wargrave Theatri-

cals, and Original Anecdotes of Eminent Per-
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sons," 1793, 8vo ;

" A Critical Guide to the

Exhibition of the Royal Academy for 1796,"
8vo ;

"
History of the Professors of Painting

in Ireland," 1796, 8vo
;
"The New Brighton

Guide, involving a complete, authentic, and
honourable Solution of the recent Mysteries of

Carlton House," 8vo; "The Pin-Basket to the

Children of Thespis, a Satire, with Notes,"

1797, 4to; and a monthly journal, called

"The Dramatic Censor," 1811, 8vo. Reuss.

WILLIAMS (JOHN, LL.D.) a native of

Lampeter, in Cardiganshire, who became mi-
nister of a dissenting congregation at Syden-
ham, in Kent. He died at Islington, April 1 5,

1798, at the age of seventy-two. Dr Williams

published
"
Thoughts on Subscription to the

Thirty-nine Articles ;"
" An Enquiry into the

Truth of the Tradition concerning the Disco-

very of America by Prince Madog, about the

year 1170," 8vo. ;

" Remarks on Dr W. Bell's

Arguments for the Authenticity of the Two
First Chapters of Matthew and Luke," 1796,
8vo. He is also said to have been the author
of "A Concordance of the Greek Testament,"

1767, 4to.-Gent. Mag. Watts's Bib. Brit.

WILLIAMS (ROGER) surnamed the Fa-
ther of the colony of Providence, was born
in Wales in 1599. He became a clergyman,
and, adopting the principles of the Puritans,
he emigrated to America, where he founded
the town of Providence on Rhode Island,

granting to all settlers perfect liberty of con-

science. He distinguished himself by his

liberality of sentiment, and his zeal for the

conversion of the Indians to Christianity. He
died in 1683. Roger Williams was the author

of a treatise against persecution ; a tract

against the quakers ;
and other works on re-

ligious controversy : besides " A Key to the

American Language, or a Manual of the Lan-

guage of the Indians of New England," 1645,

8vo, of which there are several editions.

Biog. Univ.

WILLIAMS (sir THOMAS) born 1762, died

1842, an English admiral who entered the

service very early in life, and commanded the

Otter sloop in 1790. He distinguished him-
self in the command of single ships, and in

1809 was made a rear-admiral. In 1811 he

hoisted his flag in the North Sea, afterwards

at Lisbon, and then in the Channel fleet, and

was subsequently commander-in-chief at the

Nore. His last act was most worthy of him.

He established a naval female school for the

daughters of officers of the navy, to receive a

complete education at a reduced charge, and

placed down his subscription of lOOOl. for that

purpose. Gent. Mag.
WILSON (sir THOMAS) an English writer,

and native of Lincolnshire, studied at Eton,

and at King's college, Cambridge. He be-

came tutor to the sons of the duke of Suffolk.

During the reign of Mary he lived on the con-

tinent, but becoming an object of suspicion
and displeasure he was imprisoned at Rome

by the Inquisition, but the prison being acci-

dentally set on fire, it was forced open to pre-
vent the prisoners from being burnt, and sir

Thomas thus escaped. He was in high favour
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with queen Elizabeth, who made him master
of requests, and of St Katharine's -hospital,
and dean of Durham. He died in 1581. His
works are,

" The Rule of Reason, containing
the Art of Logic;"

" The Art of Rhetoric;"" Discourse upon Usury ;"
"
Epistola de Vita

et Obitu duorum Fratrum Suffolciensium,
Henrici et Caroli Brandon." Gen. Bioa
Diet.

WIMPHELING (JAMES) a learned writer
of the fifteenth century, who was a native of

Germany, and an ecclesiastic belonging to
the church of Spire. He taught philosophy
and theology, first at Erfurdt, and afterwards
at Heidelberg ;

and obtained reputation as
an orator and a poet. His works consist of
treatises on rhetoric and the art of poetry,
orations, and poems on a variety of subjects.
He died in 1 528, at the age of 76. Trithendus.
Bouterwik.

WINCHESTER (THOMAS) rector of Ap-
pleton in Berkshire, was born at Farringdon
in the same county, and was educated at Mag-
dalen college, Oxford, where he took his

doctor's degree, and became fellow. He died
in 1780. He wrote "A Dissertation on the

Seventeenth Article of the Church of Eng-
land," 8vo, 1773, of which a new edition was

published in 1803, with a life of the author.

WINCKELMANN (JOHN JUSTUS) a Ger-
man historian, born at Giessen in 1620. He
studied at his native place, and after having
travelled for improvement, became historio-

grapher to the landgrave of Hesse. He died
in 1697. Among his works are <; De Princi-

pibus Hassiae et eorum Genealogia," Giessen,

1663, 8vo; "Arboretum Genealogicum He-
rorum Europaeorum, ostendens quomodo
omnes fere Europaei Principes ex unica Olden-

burgica Familia et quidem a Dieterico For-
tunato defluant," Oldenb. 1664, folio

;

"
Caesar-

ologia, sive Quartae Monarchiae Descriptio k
Jul. Csesare ad imperium usque Leopoldi,"

Leips. 1666, 8vo, a German work with a
Latin title ;

" Notitia Historico-politica, vete-

rum Saxo-Wesphalum, finitimarumque re-

gionum, iv libris absoluta," 1667, 4to
;
and

" A Description of the Principalities of Hesse
and Hersfeld." Biog. Univ.

WINDUS (JOHN) an English traveller,
who in 1720 accompanied commodore Stewart,
who was sent to make a treaty with the em-

peror of Marocco. The expedition sailed

from England September 24, and arrived at

Gibraltar October 30. The commodore then

proceeded to Tetuan, and afterwards to Me-

quinez, where, after some delay, the treaty
was concluded, in consequence ofwhich nearly
three hundred English captives were liberated,

and brought to England. Windus, on his re-

turn home, published an account of the expe-

dition, entitled " A Journey to Mequinez, the

Residence of the present Emperor of Marocco,"

London, 1725, 8vo. The work contains some

interesting information concerning the north

of Africa, and the course of the river Niger,
which is represented as terminating in the

sea to the south of Guinea. Biog. Univ.

WINSOR (FREDERICK ALBEBT) a pro
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jector, who distinguished himself by intro-

ducing (he use of coal gas for lighting streets

and houses. His first public experiments on
this new mode of illumination were made at

the Lyceum in the Strand, in 1803. He after-

wards lighted with gas the walls of Carlton
Palace Gardens, in St James's Park, on the

king's birthday, in 1807; and during 1809
and 1810 he lighted one side of Pall-Mali,
from the house which he then occupied in that

street. For many years his residence was

openly shown, fitted up throughout with gas
lights, in order to display the practicability of
his scheme. The memorial to his majesty
George III for a charter, and the evidence

produced in parliament and before the privy
council, afford ample testimony of the zeal

with which he pursued the object which he
had undertaken

;
and in 1812 his endeavours

were crowned with success, by the grant of a

charter of incorporation for a gas-light and
coke company. In consequence, however, of

some misunderstandings with the persons with
whom he was associated, he did not obtain

that recompense for his exertions which he
had anticipated. In 1815 he went to France,
where he first erected gas-works, and esta-

blished a gas-light company ;
but rival inte-

rests gave rise to other institutions, and he
was again disappointed in his expectations,
like too many who have been public bene-

factors. This active, enterprising adventurer
died at Paris in 1830, in the 68th year of his

age. Month. Mag.
WINTER (JOHN WILLIAM) born at the

Texel 1750, died 1812, a Dutch admiral, who
entered the navy at an early age, and in 1787
became one of those patriotic persons who
resisted the course of the stadtholder, pregnant
with abuses, and was obliged to seek a refuge
in France. He afterwards joined Dumouriez
and Pichegru, and became a general of bri-

gade under them. In 1795 he entered Hol-
land once more, and the states-general piaced
him in their navy, with the rank of vice-

admiral and commander of the Texel fleet.

In October 1797, he fell in with the British

fleet under admiral Duncan, when an engage-
ment took place off Camperdown, and he was
defeated and taken after a truly gallant re-

sistance. Exchanged a few months after-

wards, he was well received at home, and
sent ambassador to France, under the reign of

Louis Bonaparte. Down to 1811 he com-
manded the Dutch and French forces in the

Texel. He was interred at the public ex-

pense, leaving an unsullied reputation. Bio.
Diet.

WISSING (WILLIAM) horn at Amsterdam
1656, died 1687, a Dutch artist and portrait

painter, who visited England in the time of

Charles II. Bib. Univ.

WOELFL (JOSEPH) born at Salzburg
1772, died 1811, a musical composer and

pianist, who had Mozart and Haydn for

masters. Having visited the other principal
cities of the continent, where he was con-

sidered the most extraordinary pianist in

Europe, he came a second time to London in

WOLLASTON.
1811, where he breathed his last. Bib.
Univ.

WOISARD (JOHN Louis) born at Metz
in 1798, died 1828, professor of mathematics
in the college of that place. He published
' Arithmetic applied to Commercial and In-
dustrial Speculations."
WOLF (FREDERICK AUGUSTUS) bora Fe-

bruary 1759, in Holstein, died at Marseilles,
1824. His father was a professor at Nord-
hausen, and gave his sou an excellent educa-
tion. He studied at Gottingen in 1777, and
became an excellent linguist. He obtained

through the celebrated Heyne the place of

regent of the college of Sufield, and in 1783
was made a professor of the college of

Halle, where his great learning was admired,
and where, notwithstanding much labour in

lecturing, he produced his enormous philo-

logical works. The war in 1806 drove him
to Berlin. After the peace of Tilsit he was
nominated a counsellor of state, and in 1808
he had much to do in founding and organising
the new university of Berlin. A complaint
in his chest induced him to seek the warmer
climate of Marseilles, where he expired. His

publications form a numerous list, and display
vast erudition. His commentaries on the

classics of antiquity are considered of the

highest value. He also left a "
History of Ro-

man Literature," for the use of academical
students. Bib. Univ.

WOLF (GASPARD FREDERICK) born at

Berlin 1735, died at St Petersburgh 1794, a

professor of physiology and anatomy in the

last-named city. He made deep researches

into the structure and formation of the in-

testinal canal, and his ideas on the subject are

yet predominant on the continent. He left

several professional dissertations. Bib. Univ.

WOLF (JOHN CHRISTOPHER) born at

Ploebel in the duchy of Mecklenburg-Schwe-
rin in 1 730, a German traveller, the date of
whose decease is unknown. His visits to the

East were published in 1782 and 1793. One
as a "

Voyage to Ceylon," &c
;
the other as a

"
Description of Pegu." Anon.
WOLLASTON (WILLIAM) a distinguished

cultivator of science, who was descended from
the author of the "

Religion of Nature ;" and
was the son of the rev Francis Wollaston.

He was born August 6, 1766, and received his

education at Caius college, Cambridge, where
he proceeded MB. in 1787, and MD. in 1793.

He settled as a physician at Bury St Ed-

mund's, but meeting with little practice, he
removed to London. Soon after his arrival in

the metropolis, he became a candidate for the

vacant office of physician of St George's hos-

pital ;
and being .unsuccessful, he was so dis-

gusted at the circumstance, that he determined

to relinquish his profession. Though occu-

pied at various times with many different

branches of science, chemistry was that to

which he was most ardently devoted
;
and to

his researches concerning it, and his con-

sequent discoveries, he chiefly owed his high
reputation. In 1793 he was chosen a fellow

of the Royal Society; and in November 1806
480
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he was elected second secretary to that insti-

tution. Towards the close of 1828 he was
taken dangerously ill, and his death took place
December 22nd, that year. Some of Dr Wol-
las ton's discoveries were productive, not only
of fame but likewise of profit ;

as that of the

process for procuring platina in a malleable

state, by which he is said to have gained
30,0002. Among his discoveries and inven-
tions may be mentioned the Lucernal Micro-

scope, the Periscopic Camera Obscura, the

Reflective Goniometer, the Scale of Chemical

Equivalents, an improved Micrometer, the new
metal called Palladium, and the Cystic Oxide.
He was the author of various papers in the

Philosophical Transactions, and periodical
journals. Ann. Reg.
WOOD (JAMES) born 1760, died 1839, a

dean of Ely, author, in conjunction with

Vince, the Plumian professor of astronomy at

Cambridge, of a work for the students there, i

called '

Principles of Mathematics and Na-
tural Philosophy," used for forty years in that

university. Gent. Mag.
WOODD (BASIL) a pious clergyman of the

church of England, and theological writer,
who was born at Richmond in Surrey, in 1760.
He was educated at Trinity college, Oxford,
where he took the degree of MA. in 1785.

Having entered into holy orders he became
assistant to Dr Conyers, rector of St Paul's,

Deptford, and shortly afterwards he was
chosen rector of St Peter's, Cornhill ;

and in

1785 he obtained the appointment of morning
preacher at Bentinck chapel, in the parish of
St Marylebone, which he held till his death,
in April 1831. He was also rector of Dray-
ton Beauchamp, in Buckinghamshire, to

which benefice he was presented in 1808 by
lord Robert Manners. Mr Woodd was a most
active member of Bible and Missionary Socie-

ties, and other religious associations. Among
his publications may be mentioned a " Memoir
of Mrs Hannah Woodd," his mother ;

" Ad-
vice to Youth ;"

" The Duties of the Marriage
State ;" a " Memoir of Mowhee, a New Zea-

land Youth, who died at Paddington;" and
" Selections from versions of the Psalms of

David,'' and other portions of the sacred writ-

ings, in which are some original compositions.
Ann. Biog.
WOODFORD (SAMUEL) rector of Hartley

Mandit in Hampshire, prebendary of Chi-

chester and of Winchester, was born in Lon-

don in 1636, and studied at Wadham college,

Oxford. In 1677 he received the degree of

doctor in divinity from archbishop Sancroft.

He was likewise a fellow of the Royal So-

ciety. He wrote paraphrases on the Psalms

and Canticles, and miscellaneous poems.
Wood.
WOODHOUSE (ROBERT) Plumian pro-

fessor of mathematics at Cambridge, where

he died December 23, 1827. He was a fellow

of Caius college, and one of the members of

the Royal Society. In 1820 he was chosen

Lucasian professor of mathematics, and he

succeeded to the Plumian professorship on the

death of Dr Samuel Vince. He was appointed
SUPPLEMENT. 481
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by the university keeper of the newly-erected
observatory in 1824. Among his published
works are,

" The Principles of Analytical Cal-
culation," 1803, 4to; "A Treatise on Plane
and Spherical Trigonometry," 1809, 8vo; "A
Treatise on Isoperimetrical Problems," 1811 ;"A Treatise on Astronomy," 1812; besides

papers in the Philosophical Transactions.
Month. Mag.
WOOLNOUGH (JOSEPH CHAPELL) died

1839. He early in life entered the navy, and
was remarkable for his juvenile stature, being
at fourteen years of age 6 feet 3 inches in

height. He entered the navy in 1800, and
served until 1 828, when he was made a com-
mander. He was the author of a Treatise on
contraband trade, and of some letters on moral
education. Idem.
WORDSWORTH (WILLIAM) born at

Cockermouth, Cumberland, April 7, 1770,
died at his residence near the Lake of Winder-
mere, April 7, 1850, a poet, of what is com-

monly denominated the " Lake School," the
character of which is defined to be that of

using in poetry the colloquial language of the
characters described, as in " low and rustic

life," in opposition to Bacon's idea that poetry
should elevate, accommodating the shows of

things to the desires of the mind. Words-
worth was a stamp distributor for the counties

of Cumberland and Westmoreland ; and after

the death of Southey was made poet laureate.

The law which the poet, according to his own
rule, laid down for poetry, he did not himself

observe, and in his simplest poems the cha-

racters, though low, did not use the language
which he asserted they should, in the opinion
of his friend Coleridge. He wrote " An Even-

ing Walk ;"
"
Descriptive Sketches in Verse,"

1793
;

"
Lyrical Ballads ;"

" Poems ;"
" A Let

ter on the Relations of Great Britain, Spain,
and Portugal, to each other."

" The Excur-

sion, being a portion of the Recluse, a poem ;"
" The White Doe of Rylstone," a poem. Lau-
reate Odes, &c. The whole of his life was

spent in retirement, except in a short visit

he paid to Switzerland in early days, and a

tour in Germany. The poet's admiration for

low and rustic life was evidently connected

with a strong attachment for the beauties of

nature, with which he conjoined them. The
love of Wordsworth for the country was in-

tense, and he described its inhabitants as if

man when uncultivated were an object equally

pure with his own sensations. Grig.
WOTTON (NICHOLAS) a statesman, and

uncle to sir Henry Wotton, was born in Kent

about 1497, and took the degree of doctor of

laws at Oxford. He was appointed by arch-

bishop Cranmer commissary of the faculties,

and in 1541 he was made dean of Canterbury,
and afterwards of York. He refused a bi-

shopric, and was employed in several embas-

sies. In the reign of Edward VI he was

created secretary of state. In 1551 he was

sent on an embassy to the emperor of Ger-

many, and thenceforward he fixed his resi-

dence at the court of France. He died in

London in 1566. He was concerned in tlie
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compilation of a work entitled " The Institu-

tion of a Christian Man." Todd'x Deans of

Canterbury.
WRAXALL, (sir NATHANIEL WILLIAM

bart,) an eminent traveller and historical

writer, who was born in Queen-square, Bristol,

April 8, 1751, having been the only son of a

merchant of that city. He was educated at

his native place, and in 17C9 he was sent to

Bombay, in the civil service of the East India

Company. In 1771 he acted as Judge Advo-

cate, and Paymaster of the Forces ofthat pre-

sidency, in the expeditions to Guznat and

against Baroche. Having returned to Europe
in 1772, he went by sea to Portugal; and he

passed nearly the whole of the next seven

years on the continent of Europe, almost every

country of which, from Naples to Lapland, he

visited. He was then employed on a confi-

dential mission by the exiled queen of Den-

mark, the British princess Caroline Matilda.

In 1775, he published some notices of his tra-

vels, under the title of "
Cursory Remarks

made in a Tour through some of the Northern

parts of Europe, particularly through Copen-
hagen, Stockholm, and Petersburgh," 8vo,
which passed through four editions. In 1777,
he appended another portion of his travels to

his first historical work, entitled " Memoirs of

the Kings of France of the Race of Valois :

interspersed with interesting Anecdotes. To
which is added, a Tour through the Western,
Southern, and Interior Provinces of France,
in a Series of Letters," 2 vols, 8vo. A French
edition of this last tour was printed in Hol-
land 1784; and an English edition was pub-
lished at the same time in London. In 1785

appeared also a second edition of the " House
of Valois," with several considerable addi-

tions; and the title of "Memoirs" altered to
"
History." In 1 780 he was chosen a mem-

ber of the House of Commons, in which he
sat for nearly fourteen years. In 1795 he

published
" The History of France from the

Accession of Henry III to the death of Louis

XIV, preceded by a View of the Civil, Mili-

tary, and Political State of Europe, between
the Middle and the Close of the Sixteenth

Century," 3 vols, 4to; reprinted in 6 vols,

8vo, in 1814. In 1796 he published "A Trans-
lation of the Correspondence between a Tra-
veller and a Minister of State in Oct. and Nov.

1792; preceded by Remarks upon the Origin
and the final Object of the present War

; as

well as upon the Political Position of Europe
in Oct. 1796." In 1799 appeared, in 2 vols,

8vo, his " Memoirs of the Courts of Berlin,

Dresden, Warsaw, and Vienna," 2nd edition,
1800. He was created a baronet by patent,
dated Dec. 31, 1813. His last work was pub-
lished in 1815, under the title of " Historical

Memoirs of my Own Time ; Part the First,
from 1772 to 1780; Part the Second, from
Jan. 1781 to March 1782; Part the Third,
from March 1782 to March 1784;" in 3 vols,

8vo. These Memoirs excited some severe

criticism, to which the author replied in two

pamphlets :

" An Answer to the Calumnious

Misrepresentations of the Quarterly Review,

WYLD.
the British Critic, and the Edinburgh Re-
view, contained in their Observations on sir

N. W. Wraxhall's Historical Memoirs of his

Own Time," 1815; and "A Second Answer
to the Calumnious Attacks of the Edinburgh
Review," 1816. He, however, had to encounter,
besides the critics, a more formidable adver-

sary, in the person of the attorney-general.

Being convicted of a libel, he was committed
to the King's Bench Prison, in May 1816, for,

as he says, an unintentional act of inadver-

tence, committed in the first edition of his
" Memoirs." He died at Dover, Nov. 7, 1831,
on his way to Naples, aged 80. Sir N. W.
Wrahall is said to have written his Memoirs
in imitation of Bishop Burnet's History of his

own Time
; and the work, independent of the

temporary int.'rest attached to it, through the

prosecution of the writer, possesses claims to

notice, as a fund of anecdote, the result of

favourable opportunities for observation, dur-

ing an important period of our national annals.

Biog. Diet, of Living Authors. Gent. Mag.
WRIGHT (EDWARD) a mathematician,

was born at Garveston in Norfolk, and be-

came fellow of Caius college, Cambridge.
He went abroad with the earl of Cumberland,
of whose voyages he drew a chart and kept a

journal. He was then mathematical lecturer

to the East India Company, and was the first

discoverer of the true manner of dividing the
meridian line, the basis of the charts and rule
of sailing known by the name of Mercator's.
He died in 1615. He wrote a treatise on
" The Correction of certain Errors of Naviga-
tion;" and another,

" The Haven-finding Art."

Martin's Biog. Pfiil.

WRISBERG (HENRY AUGUSTUS) an emi-
nent anatomist, born June 20, 1 739, at St An-

dreasberg, in the Harz, in Germany. He stu-

died at Gottingeu, where in 1763 he took the

degree of MD. The following year he tra-

velled in France and the Netherlands
; and

returning to Gottingen became professor of
obstetrics and anatomy. He died March 29,
1808. Wrisberg published many valuable

works, chiefly relating to the anatomy of the

nerves, the absorbents, and the uterus. He
was a member of the Royal Society of Gottin-

gen, and a considerable contributor to the

Transactions of that learned body. Biog.
Univ.
WYATVILLE (sir JEFFREY) born 1766,

died 1840, an English architect, originally a
builder. His principal work was the repair
of Windsor castle, and its alteration from the

old structure to the modern antique, which it

at present exhibits, and which he performed
with consistency and uniformity. He built

or altered a number of country seats, and
houses in different parts of the kingdom.
Orig.
WYLD (JAMES) born 1790, died 1836, one

of the first practical geographers England
has produced, and editor of several works of

travels, as that of Mungo Park, of which he

compiled the map, and that of Bel/oni. He
was fourteen years in the military depot of

the quarter-master-general's department, and
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had to furnish plans of the various actions

fought in the peninsula, for which he intro-

duced the art of lithography. His principal
works are " A Scripture Atlas,"

" An Atlas of

the World," and "
Thompson's Edinburgh

Atlas." He was a member of several Eu-

ropean, Asiatic, and American societies.

Gent. Mag.
WYTTENBACH (DANIEL) a learned phi-

lologist of the Dutch school, who was a na-

tive of Berne, and was born in 1746. His
father having been appointed a professor at

Marpurg, he was admitted a student of that

university. He afterwards went to Gottingen
to study under Heyne, with the assistance of

whose advice he published, in 1769,
"
Epis-

tola Critica ad vir. eel. Dav. Kuhnkeniuin,

super nonnullis locis Juliani Imp. cui accesse-

runt Animadversiones in Eunapium et Arista;-

netum." This learned work procured him
the friendship of Ruhnken, whom he visited

at Leyden, and who obtained for him the pro-

WYTTENBACH.
fessorship of philosophy and literature in the
college of the Remonstrants at Amsterdam.
He subsequently devoted his talents to the
illustration of the works of Plutarch

;
and in

1772 he printed at Leyden the treatise of that
writer,

" De sera Numinis Vindicta," with a
learned commentary. In 1779 the magis-
trates of Amsterdam created a philosophical
professorship at an institution called the Illus-
trious Athenoeum, to which Wyttenbach was
presented ; and there he continued till tke
close of his life, notwithstanding splendid
offers were made to induce him to remove
elsewhere. The result of his researches rela-
tive to Plutarch appeared in his excellent cri-
tical edition of the Moral Works of Plutarch,
published at Oxford, 1795-1802, 5 vols, 4to.
Professor Wyttenbach was the author of
"
Praecepta Philosophise Logica>," Amst. 1781,

8vo; and several other works besides those
before mentioned. He died in the beginning
of the year 1820. JJiog. Diet.

X.

XAUPI.

XAUPI
(JOSEPH) born 1668, died 1778.

He became an ecclesiastic, and obtained

a canonry in his native town of Perpignan.
Having come to Paris, he was admitted into

the literary circles, and was the editor of the
" Nouvelles a la Main," which gave origin to

the memoirs of Bachaumont. He left several

ecclesiastical works, and " Historical Re-
searches on the Nobility and Principal Citi-

zens of Perpignan and Barcelona," in 3 vols.

Sib. Univ.
XIMENES (FRANCIS) born at Saragosa

1598, died 1666, a Spanish painter, who ac-

quired the principles of his art in Spain, and
afterwards studied in Rome, whence he re-

turned, and enriched his native city with his

works. Bryan's Viet.

XIMENES (JAMES) a Spanish poet, born

about the middle of the sixteenth century at

Arcos de Frontera, in Andalusia. In 1579

he printed an heroic poem, entitled "The
Invincible Cavalier, the Cid Ruy Dias de

Bivar," dedicated to the duke of Alba, under

whom the author had served in a military

XUARES.
capacity in the Low Countries. In 1669 he
printed a volume of sonnets. Biog. Diet.
XIMENES (PETER) born at Middleburg,

of Portuguese parents, in 1514, died 1593.
He studied at Salamanca under the protection
of the bishop of that city, who was his rela-
tion. He became a student in theology at

Louvain, then at Liege. He defended the
Catholic faith against the reformers, in a
treatise entitled " Demonstratio Catholicaj
veritatis." Idem.

XIMENO (VICENTE) born at Valencia,
towards the end of the seventeenth century,
where he possessed a canonry. He devoted
fourteen years to visiting the archives of the

chapters and abbeys of the kingdom, to collect

materials for a literary history, which he pub-
lished under the title of " The Writers of the

Kingdom of Valencia, from the year 1288,"
a work rare out of Spain. Idem.
XUARES (GASPARD) born 1731 in Tucu-

man, South America, died at Rome 1804, an
eminent botanist. Bib. Univ.

Y.

YAKT.

YART
(ANTOINE) born at Rouea 1710, died

1741, cure of Saussay in the Vexin,

having been some time the royal censor. He
was one of the founders of the academy of

Rouen. He published
" Ideas of English

Poetry," in 8 vols, being prose translations of

the works of English poets into French, pre-
ceded by notices and criticisms upon each

writer. Bib. Univ.

483

YATES.
YATES (FREDERICK HENRY) born 1797,

died 1842, a dramatic performer and manager
of the Adelphi theatre, who first appeared at

Edinburgh. He came out in London as lago,
in 18 IS, at Covent-garden, with considerable

success. He displayed much skiH and versa-

tility of character. Gent. Mag.
YATES (RICHARD) born 1769 at St Ed-

mund's Bury, died 1834, rector of Ashen,
212
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Essex, an antiquary, who wrote " Illustrations

of the Monastic History and Antiquities of the

Town and Abbey of St Edmund's Bury," as

well as several sermons and pamphlets on

temporary subjects. Idem.

YEATES (THOMAS) born 1768, died 1839.

He early showed a fondness for learning, and

spent his money when a boy in the purchase
of books. He soon made himself master of

Latin, and then devoted himself to acquire
the Hebrew. He undertook a translation of

St Matthew from the Hebrew, when he was
invited by Dr White to hold a clerkship at

All Soul's college, Oxford. In 1804 he had

completed the four gospels. His works were

useful, and his labours great ; but, as in Eng-
land, of all branches of literature that in which
he engaged is least likely to be remunera-

tive, he got nothing by his toils. He obtained

the place of assistant in the British Museum,
which he enjoyed until his death. He left a
" Collation of an Indian Copy of the Penta-

teuch ;"
" Jura Church History ;"

" A Hebrew
Grammar ;"

" A Syriac Grammar,"
" Re-

marks on Bible Chronology ;"
" Observations

on the Expatriation of the Jews," &c
;
"A

Dissertation on the Pyramids ;"
" Remarks

on the History of Ancient Egypt." Gent.

Mag.
YEATS (THOMAS PATTINSON) an eminent

English naturalist, who was one of the earliest

systematic writers on entomology. He was
a fellow of the Royal Society, and died in

1782. He published "Institutions of Ento-

mology," Lond. 1773, 8vo, a work founded
on the Ordines et Genera Insectorum of Lin-

naeus
;
and " A Catalogue of a Collection of

Birds, Quadrupeds, &c, from Cayenne, sold

by auction April 1732," 8vo. Drysander's
Bibliot. Banks.
YELIN (JULIUS CONRAD von) an eminent

mathematician and natural philosopher, who
was a native of Bavaria. After having held
an office under the Prussian government at

Aiispach, he entered into the Bavarian ser-

vice
;
and at length he became councillor of

finance, a knight of the Order of Merit, and
a member of the Academy of Sciences at

Munich. In 1826 he accompanied baron von
Eichthal in a tour of scientific research through
the Netherlands, France, England, and Scot-

land
;
but having reached Edinburgh, he was

there taken ill, and died April 20, 1826, at

the age of fifty-five. Among his published
works may be mentioned an " Introduction to

Experimental Philosophy," Anspach, 1796 ;

" On Magnetism and Electricity," Munich,
1818; and various essays and papers on

electro-chemistry and other branches of Phy-
sics, which were printed separately, or in Gil-

bert's Annals of Natural Philosophy. New
German Necrology.
YEOU WANG, an emperor of China, de-

scended from Ye Wang. He mounted the

throne in 781. He was an indolent and feeble

prince, conquered and put to death 771 by
the prince de Chin and the Tartars who as-

sisted him. Christ. Hist.

YEPEZ (DIEGO) born at Yepez, near To-

YOUNG.
ledo 1559, died 1613, successively prior of

Jaen, Zamora, Grenada, and the Escurial.

He was confessor of Philip II and III, and
afterwards bishop of Tarragona. He was
author ofseveral works, and among them, par-

ticularly, of a History of the Persecution in

England from 1570. He also wrote a life of

Philip II. Bib. Univ.

YMBISE or IMBISE (JOHN de) a citizen

of Ghent, who played a considerable character
in the troubles of the Low Countries in 1583,
and secretly favoured the Spaniards, for which,
in 1584, he was imprisoned, and perished on
the scaffold. Ibid.

YOUNG (Dr THOMAS) a celebrated phy-
sician and natural philosopher, who was a

nephew of Dr Brocklesby. Through the assist-

ance of this relative he obtained an excellent

education, partly at the university of Gottin-

gen and partly at Edinburgh, At the latter

university he took his medical degrees, and
afterwards coming to London, he was for some
time lecturer at the Royal Institution. In
1 807 he produced a work of great merit under
the title of " A Course of Lectures on Natural

Philosophy and the Mechanical Arts," 2 vols,
4to. The substance of these lectures had been
delivered at the Royal Institution, and ap-

pended to them is an admirable catalogue of
books relating to the subjects of which they
treat. Subsequently to the publication of this

work, he was chosen one of the physicians to

St George's hospital, when he relinquished
his lectureship at the Royal Institution. In
1812 he published "A System of Practical

Nosology, with an Introduction to Medical

Literature, intended as a Guide to Students,
and an Assistant to Practitioners," 8vo, which
forms a kind of counterpart to his lectures on
natural philosophy. His attention was not
confined to subjects immediately connected
with his profession. He was well acquainted
with classical literature, and was a contri-

butor to Hodgkin's
"
Calligraphia Grseca,"

and Dalzell's " Collectanea Majora." He also

interested himself greatly in the discoveries

made by Belzoni in E?ypt, and engaged in re-

searches concerning Egyptian hieroglyphics,
to which the attention of the learned has been
so much attracted by the writings of M. Cham-
pollion. On this subject, Dr Young published,
in 1823, an "Account of some Discoveries in

Hieroglyph ical Literature and Egyptian An-
tiquities, including the Author's original Al-

phabet," 8vo
;

and this curious subject is

further illustrated by Mr Salt, in his "
Essay

on Dr Young's and M. Champollion's Phonetic

System of Hieroglyphics." Dr Young was,
at one time, involved in a controversy with a

foreign mathematician named Wronski, who
proposed communicating some alleged dis-

coveries in science to the Royal Society. His

death, which was occasioned by some organic
disease of the chest, occurred in May 1829,
at his residence in Park-square, Regent's-

park, London. Besides the works already
mentioned, he published an academical thesis,
" De Corporis Humani Viribus conservatri-

cibus," Getting. 1796, 8vo; "Syllabus of a
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Course of Lectures on Natural and Experi-
mental Philosophy," 1803, 8vo; "An Analy-
sis of the Principles of Natural Philosophy,"
1803, 8vo

;

" A Reply to the Animadversions
of the Edinburgh Reviewers," 1808, 8vo;
" A Syllabus of Lectures on the Elements of
the Medical Sciences, and on the Practice of

Physic," 1809, 8vo. Month. Mag. Edit.
YPRES (CHAKLES of) a painter, born in

the town of the same name, who flourished at

the commencement of the sixteenth century.
He imitated Tiutoret in his works. His de-

signs were frequently made with the pen, and
washed with Indian ink. He also worked
for the painters in glass. He committed
suicide in 1564. He was one of the best, if

not the very best, of the Flemish artists of the

day. Bib. Univers.

YPSILANTI (prince ALEXANDER) a Wal-
lachian nobleman, who may be considered as

having been the first avowed agent in the

Greek revolution. He was the son of the

hospodar of Wallachia, who assumed the

government of that country in 1802. About
three years after his installation as prince,

Ypsilanti's father received a summons from
the grand signior to repair to Constantinople.

Knowing that obedience to this order would

probably cost him his life, he determined on

retiring into Russia with his family and fol-

lowers. Here the son, Alexander, adopting the

military profession, entered into the Russian

army, and in several battles with the French
obtained considerable reputation, and was at

lengthmade a major-general and aide-de-camp
to the emperor. On account of his military
talents and success, as well as his distinguished

birth, he was fixed on by the members of the

Statocracy as a competent person to com-
mence the revolution in Wallachia and Mol-
davia. His name must, therefore, be trans-

mitted to posterity in immediate connexion

with the origin of this noble cause. But still,

judging from his after actions, as well as the

unfortunate result of his proceedings in the

principalities, it must be confessed that the

choice might have fallen on a more efficient

and probably more fortunate leader. He ex-

hibited, in a degree almost ludicrous, a species
of pride and hauteur calculated to disgust
rather than attach his military followers. In-

stead of mixing with the troops, he always

kept himself strictly apart from them. Indeed,

to so high a pitch did he carry his feelings of

superiority or exclusive rank, that whenever

he was stationed for any time on a particular

spot, he used to cause to be marked out a

precise point, which he termed the sacred way,
and beyond which no one was allowed to pass

except himself and his own brothers. This

sort of family pride and tenaciousness of cere-

mony was so directly opposed to the principles

of the cause in which he was engaged, that

it could not fail to be attended with disadvan-

tageous consequences. After the unfortunate

results of the battle in which he was engaged
at Dragachan, he was compelled to seek

refuge in the Austrian dominion?, where he
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spent the remainder of his life in confinement,
though it does not appear that he had offended

against the laws of Austria, nor on what ac-
count he was made a prisoner. He died at

Vienna, January 29, 1828. Gent. Mag.
YPSILANTI (NICOLAS) born 1797, died

1832. He was the brother of Demetrius and
Alexander Ypsilanti, sons of Constantine, who
died in 1816. They all laboured for the re-
storation of Greece. Nicolas was the first, in

1820, to give Greece the signal of insurrec-
tion. He served under his brother, and com-
manded the corps known as the " Sacred

battalion," which had in its ranks the most
illustrious of the Greek youths, many of whom
had been educated in foreign universities.

This corps was entirely destroyed in the
course of the contest for Greek freedom.

Austria, inimical to Grecian freedom, to

whom he had given no offence, threw him
into one of the horrible dungeons, where,
under the despotic emperor Francis, so many
persons of all countries were incarcerated,
who had taken part in any struggle for free-

dom, or were suspected of favouring it, from
La Fayette to Silvio Pellico and the virtuous

Gonfalioneri. The noisome places of his cap-

tivity deteriorated his health, which was natu-

rally delicate. After he got out of the Aus-
trian prison, he retired to Kischenewin, Russia,
where his family resided. He died at Odessa.

Orig.
YSABEAU or ISABEAU (ALEXANDER) a

French statesman, who acted a conspicuous

part during the reign of terror in the pro-

gress of the revolution. He was sent as a

deputy from the department of Indre and
Loire to the National Convention, in which
he voted for the death of Louis XVI. He
repeatedly drew up reports in the name of the

committees of petitions and correspondence,
and furnished comments on the statements

issued by the party then in power. In 1 793
he was sent to Bordeaux with Tallien and

Beudot, when he appears to have powerfully

co-operated in the system of violence and

cruelty too generally adopted by the agents
of the convention. Notwithstanding this, he
was accused of "

moderatism," and recalled,

as was also Tallien
;
but after the events of

the ninth of Thermidor, he was again sent to

the same city, when he endeavoured to repair
the injuries and redress the grievances which
he and his colleagues had previously occa-

sioned and perpetrated. He afterwards became
a member of the Council of Ancients, on his

exit from which he was appointed by the

Executive Directory commissionary substitute

of the Directory in the administration of the

post-office at Brussels, in June 1798. He
held some employment in the same depart-
ment at Paris, in 1814; and this he lost in

consequence of the prevailing influence of that

party against which he had acted during his

political career. He died in poverty and ob-

scurity, at Paris, in 1823. Diet, des Hommes

Marquans du ISine S. Biog. Nouu. des Con-

temp.
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ZACH
(FRANCIS XAVIEB, baron) boru at

Presburg 1754, died at Paris, whither he
had gone from Berne to submit to the opera-
tion for the stone, which was successful. He
was on the point of returning when he was
taken off by the cholera in 1832. He was of

an ancient Hungarian family., and receiving a

military education reached the rank of a lieu-

tenant-colonel. In i; he visited England,
and then went to Gotha where he studied as-

tronomy. In 1794 he became director of the

observatory built by duke Ernest II at Lie-

burg. Here he gave lectures. He was after-

wards named grand marshal of the palace of

Eisemberg. Finally, after several removals,
he took up his residence at Berne. He was a

great encourager of science, particularly in

those who were young and had no means of

obtaining instruction. He undertook, with

Bertuch of Weimar, the "Geographical Ephe-
merides,'' still continued. In 1800 he pub-
lished his

"
Monthly Correspondence towards

the Progress of Geography and Astronomy,"
which terminated in 1814. He contributed

towards the erection of the observatories in

Naples and at Lucca, and in 181 8 reprinted at

Genoa, in French, his "
Astronomical, Geo-

graphical, Hydrographical, and Statistical

Correspondence." Bio. Univ.

ZACHARIjE (FREDERIC WILLIAM) a Ger-
man poet, distinguished for the spirit and

grace of his productions. He was a pro-
fessor at Brunswick, where he died in 1777.

He was the author of some mock epic poems,
which display keen satire and a lively imagi-
nation. One of his pieces, entitled the " Crea-
tion of Hell," was printed with other poems at

Altenburg, 1760, 8vo
;
and his poetical writ-

ings were published collectively at Carlsruhe,

1777, 6 vols, 8vo. The works of this poet
have scarcely met with so favourable a recep-
tion as they deserved among his countrymen,
and the new theory of the belles lettres intro-

duced by the moderns has had an unfavour-
able effect on his reputation. Maty's Land.
Rev. Zopf.
ZARCO (JOHN GONSALVES) a Portuguese

seaman, and a gentleman of the household of

prince Henry of Portugal. In 1415 he sig-
nalized himself at the siege of Centa, and
obtained in consequence the title of a cheva-
lier. Some have said that he was the first

who introduced the use of artillery on board

ship. In 1417 he was sent by prince Henry
to double Cape Bojador, in company with
Tristan van Texeira, so much and no more of

Africa on that side being then discovered.

Overtaken by a storm they were thrown upon
a desolate island, which they named Porto
Santo. Hence arose the discovery and peo-

pling of the Madeira islands, in which Zarco
founded the town of Funchal, in the bay of
that name, according to some authorities,

though it is doubted by others. Bib. Univ.

ZEIDLER (JOHN GODFREY) a German
poet, the son of a minister of the Lutheran

persuasion at Freystadt in the county of Mans-
field. He preached conjointly with his father
in his native town for twenty years. After
his father's decease he forsook the pulpit for

poetry, or rather for all the oddities of a wild,
uncurbed imagination. He died at Halle
while still young, worn out by his excesses.
He left a work entitled,

" Theatrum Virorum
eruditorum min." Bib. Univers.

ZENNER (CHARLES TRANGOTT) born in

Saxony 1775, died in Paris 1841, a celebrated

pianist and musical composer. He had been
the friend of Haydn and Beethoven. Idem.
ZINGARELLI (NicoLo) born at Naples

1752, died 1837, a musical composer of emi-
nence and author of the opera of "Monte-
zuma," remarkable for its harmony, but not
on that account adapted to the Neapolitan
taste. He therefore directed his a'tention to

melody and composed
"
Alzinda," and many

other very successful works. He was named
chapel-master to the Vatican in 1806, and

composed a number of masses, oratorios, and
motets which are chefs d'ceuvre. In 1820 he
was named director of the conservatory at

Naples. Idem .

ZINGHA (BENDI) queen of Angola, was
the sister of Gola Bendi, who was sovereign
of that country in the seventeenth century.
This despot had massacred all his relatives

except Zingha, and another of his sisters.

Gola Bendi himself having been defeated by
the Portuguese, was poisoned by Zingha, who
then ascended the throne, and to secure her

power put to death her nephew, the son of

her late brother. She was soon after dethroned

by the Portuguese, and taking refuge in the

interior of Africa armmg the Giagas, a tribe of

ferocious savages, she was chosen their sove-

reign. After having governed them thirty

years, this princess, in her old age, became
the victim of remorse for the crimes which
she had committed. The Portuguese viceroy
of Loanda being informed of the state of her

mind, sent to her a capuchin missionary, who
received her abjuration of idolatry, and re-

admitted her into the church, for she had been

baptized at a former period. Zingha then

published edicts for the abolition of human
sacrifices, and the suppression of other cruel

superstitions, and applied herself with zeal to

spread the knowledge of Christianity among
her subjects. She died in 1663, in the eighty-
second year of her age. This princess, during
the life of her brother, being sent on a mission

to the court of the Portuguese viceroy, on

perceiving that no seat but a cushion on the

floor was provided for her at her audience
with the Portuguese governor, she ordered
one of her attendants to stoop down on her

hands and knees to form a seat for her accom-

modation. Biog. Univ. Diet. Hist.
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ZRINYI.
ZRINYI (NICHOLAS) a Hungarian poet,

born in 1618. He published in 1664 an epic

poem, in fifteen books, called the "
Zrinyas,

or the Syren of the Adriatic ;" in which he

celebrates the heroic deeds of one of his an-

cestors, "who was also his namesake. Count
Mailath (the author of German Translations

of Hungarian Poetry, 1825) praises the

Zrinyas for its religious feeling, its power, its

patriotic and heroic spirit. The language is

said to be pure, though rude
;
but it has the

monotonous form of four-lined verses of un-

varying rhyme, like the Spanish romance of

the Cid. Zrinyi introduced the accented

poetry of the moderns, which now bears his

name, into Hungary. His works were printed
at Vienna in 165 1

;
and an edition of them was

published at Pest in 1817. For. Quar. Rev.

ZUMALACARREGUY (THOMAS) born

1789, at Ormaisteguy, in Guipuscoa, died

1835, a Spanish officer, who served in the

royal guard, and became a partizau of Don
4b7

ZWEERS.
Carlos after the death of Ferdinand VII. He
struggled with varying success for some time
against the forces of queen Christina. He
was mortally wounded near Bilbao, in com-
bating for the cause of despotism. Much be-
loved by his partisans, he had many excellent

qualities which go to the profession of arms,
being active, patient, affable, and brave.
Hist. Sp. Comp.
ZURLA (PLACIDE) born in 1769, in the

states of Venice, died 1834, a Romish cardinal
and learned antiquary. He went to Sicily to

study the remains of antiquity so common in

that island, and died there of a fever too com-
mon in that country. He published some

theological dissertations. His principal work
is

" Di Marco Paulo e degli altri Viaggiatori
Veneziani piii illustr. dissertatione," &c, 2

vols. Bib. Flor.

ZWEERS (JEROME) born 1627, died 1757,
a Dutch poet, whose works were published
at Amsterdam 1737, in 2 vols. Bib. Univ.

THE END.

PRISTi::) 1JV W. CLOWES AND SONS, STAMFORD STREET.
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1 . S. Hieronymi Libellus de Illustribus Ecclesiae Doctoribus, ad =ua usque tern

pora. Helmstadt, 1611, 4<o.

2. Job. Trittbemii de Scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis, sive per Scripta Illustribus in Eccle.

sia Viris
; cum duabus Appendicibus, et Indice fidelissimo. Colon. Agripp. 1546, 8vo.

3. Conr. Gesueri Bibliotheca Universalis, sire Catalogus omnium Scriptorum locuple-
tissimus in tribus linguis, Lat. Grasc. et Heb. exstantium et non exstantium, Teterum et

recentiorum. Tigur, 1545, fol.

4. Appendix Bibliotbecae Conradi Gesneri. Ibid. 1555, fol.

5. C. Gesneri Pandectarum sive Partitionum Universalium, libri xxi. Ibid, 1548, fol.

6. C, Gesneri Bibliotbeca postremo amplificata per J. J. Frisium. Ibid, 1583, fol.

An Abridgment of the Bibliotbeca of Gesner, with improvements, was published

by Josias Simler, professor of theology at Zurich, who, according to Melchior

A'dam, retained the whole original work in his memory. Frisius, who was the last

editor of Gesner, adopted the improvements of Simier. He also was the author of
" Biblioth. Philosoph. Classicor. Chrouologica," 1592, 4to

; but this last work is ex-

tremely incorrect.

7. Job. Sambuci Icones Veterum et Recentium Medicorum, Philosophorumque,

cum Elogiis. Amstelod. 1612, fol.

8. Pet. Lambecii Prodromus Historiae Litteraria. Hamb. 1659, fol.

This History of Literature, unfortunately, extends but to the period of the Argo-
nautic Expedition, forming only the first book, and part of the second, of a magni-
ficent work, to have been completed in thirty- eight books. This fragment was re-

published by J. A. Fabridus in 1710, together with some of the Opuscula ol

Lambccius.

9, pau j Freheri Thealrum Virorum Eruditione singular! clarorum. Norimb. 1638, fol

10. Gul. Batesii Vitce Selectorum aliquot Virorum, qui Doctrina, Diguitate, Litte is

inclaruere. Lend. 1681, 4to.

11. G UI Cavei Tabulse Doctorum et Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum. Hamb. 1676, fol
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LATIN WORKS ON BtOORAPHY.

12. G. Cavei Scriptorura Ecclesiasticorum IJistoria Literaria. 1688, fol.

Reprinted at Geneva; but the best edition is that of Oxford, 1740 43,2voU. fol.

13. Fran. Godwini de Prssulibus Anglise Commeutarius. Lond. 1616. 4to.

A new and much improved edition of this work was published by the Rev. W.
Richardson, Cambridge, 1745, folio. Bishop Godwin's work was first published
iu English in 1601, and was translated into Latin by the author.

14. Nathan. Sotvelli Bibliotheca Scriptorum Societatis Jesu, Opus a Petro Ribadeneira

inchoatum, a Phil. Alegambe continuaium, nunc productum ad annum 1675. Roma,
1676, fol.

15. Jac. Gaddii Opus de Scriptoribus non Ecclesiasticis, Graecis, Latinis, et Italicis.

Florentine, 1648, et Lugduni, 1649, 2 vols. fol.

16. Elogia Germanorum quorundam Theologorum, secu'i xvi. et xvii. Collectore G.

H. Goetzio. Lubec, 1708, 8vo.

17. Elogia Philologorum quorundam Hebntorura. Coll. G. H. Goetzio. Lubec,

1708, 8vo

18. Th. Smithii Vitae quorundam Eruditiasimorum et Illustrium Viiorum. London,

1707, 4to.

19. Flerm. Conringii de Scriptoribus XVI. post Christum natum Saeculorum Commen-

tarius. Vratisl. 1727, 4to.

This was a posthumous publication, derived from the academical lectures of the

learned author.

20. G.J.Vossii de Historicis Graecis et Latinis comment. Lugd.Bat. 1651, 2 vtrts". 4to.

21. Nic. Antonii Bibliotheca Hispana Vetus. Rom. 1696, 2 vols. foU

22. N. Antonii Bibliotheca Hispana Nova. Sec. post ann. MD. Rom. 1692, 2 toli fol.

A new edition of Antonio's Ancient Spanish Library was published by Ibarra,

Madrid. 1783, 2 vols. fol. j
aud the Modern Spanish Library, Madrid, 1783,

2 vols. folio.

23. Tho. P. Blount Censura Celebriorum Authorum. Lond. 1690, folio; reprinted,

Genev. 1710, 4to.

24. J. H. Boeder! Com. de Scriptoribus Gnecis et Latinis, ab Homerum ad initium

Sseculi XVI, post Christum natum. Argentorat, 1708, 8vo.

25, Melch. Adami Vitae Germanorum Theologorum qui superior! sseculo Ecclesiam

Christi Voce, Scriptisque propagarunt et propugnaruut. Heidelb. 1620, 8vo.

26. M. Adami Decades duas continentes Vitas Theologorum Exterorum principura,

qui Ecclesiam Christi superiori sseculo propagarunt et propugnarunt. Francof. 1618, 8vo.

'I'he two preceding works are included in " Adami Vitse Theologorum, Juracon-

sultorum, Politicorum, Medicorum et Philosophorum, maximam partem Germa-
norum." Francof. 1705, fol.

27. Rob. Bellarmini de Scriptoribus Ecclesue Liber unus ; cum Brevi Chronologia

ab Urbe condita ad ann. 1622. Colon. Agripp. 1622, 8vo.

28. Christoph. Christ. Sandii Bibliotheca Antitrinitariorum, sive Catalogue Scriptorum

et succincta Narratio de Vita eorum Auctorum, qui Dogma vulgo receptum de Tribus in

unico Deo per omnia aequalibus Personis vel impugnaruut, vel docueruut solum Patrem

D. N I. Christi esse ilium verum sen ahissimuru Deum. Freistadii, 1684, 8vo.

29. J. C. VVolfii Bibliotheca Hebrza, sive Notitia Auctorum Hebraeorum cujuacunque

tetatie. Hamb. et Lips. 1715 33, 4 vols. 4to.

A Supplement to the work, by Koecher, was published at Jena, 1783.

50. Humph. Hodii de Graecis Illustrious, Lingua Graectc Litteraium Humamorum In-

tauratoribua, Libri II. Lond. 1742, 8vo.



LATIN WORKS ON BIOGRAPHY.

31. J. J. Bruckeri, Historia Critica Philosophic a Mundi incunabulis ad Dostram

usque .fEtatem dedncta. Lips. 1741 44, 5 vols. 4to.

Republished, with an additional 6th vol. 1766-67. An abridgment of this

work, in English, by Dr William Enfield, appeared in 1791, 2 vols. 4to. 'Hie
labours of Brucker, and of his English epitomizer, have been superseded on the
continent by the more elaborate productions of Tennernann and Buhle, especially
in relation to the history of mediaeval and modern philosophy.

32. J. J. Bruckeri Pinacotheca Scriptorum nostra ^Etate Illustrium. Aug. Vindtl.

1741, 2 vols. fol.

33. J. J. Hoffmanni Lexicon Universale, Historicurn, &c. Ludg. Bat. 16')8,

4 vols. folio.

34. Jac. Phil. Tomasini Elogia Virorurn Litteris Illustrium. Patav. 1630 44,

2 vols. 4to.

35. Joh. Lelandi Commentarii de Scriptoribus Britanuicis. Oxon. 1709, "2 vols. 8vo.

36. Joh. Balei Scriptorum Illustrium Majori Britannia Summarium. Ipswich, 1548,
4to. Basil. 1557, foL

37". Joh. Pitsei Relationum Histoiicarum de Rebus Anglicis, seu de Academiis et

Illustribus Anglias Scriptoribus, tomus primus. Paris, 1619, 4to.

The original plan of this work was to include the History of all the English
Kings and Bishops, as well as Learned Men, in four volumes; but the last three
remain in MS. This was republished in 1699.

38. Tho. Tanneri Bibliotheca Britannico Hibernica, sive de Scriptoribus qui in Anglia,
Scotia et Hibernia ad Sasculi XVII iuitium florueruut. Opus utilissimum et 40 annorum

studio elaboratum. Lond. 1748, fol.

39. T. DempsteriHistoriae Ecclesiastics GentisScotorum Libri XIX. Bonon.l627,4to.

Dempster has given short accounts of a number of Scottish writers: but a ridi-

culous vanity induced him to introduce into his catalogue of Scotchmen several who
were natives of other countries.

40. Jac. Warei ds Scriptoribus Hiberniae Commentarius. 1639.

This tract, with the rest of the works of sir James Ware, was translated by
Walter Harris, and published in 1746, with considerable additions by the translator.

41. Anton, a Wrood Historia et Antiquitates Universitatis Oxoniensis, cum Ichuogra-

phia Oxoniae. Oxon. 1674, fol.

An English translation of this work, with a continuation by John Gutch, MA.
was published at Oxford, 1786, 4to.

42. Christoph. Matt. Pfaffii Introductio in Historiam Theologiae Litterariam. Tubing.

1724, 2 vols. 4to.

43. Joh. Alb. Fabricii Bibliotheca Grrcca ; seu Notitia Scriptorum veterum Grasco-

rum : cura T. C. Harles. Edit. 4ta, Hamb. 17901809, 12 vols. 4to.

44. J. A. Fabricii Bibliotheca Latina, nuna melius delecta, rectius digesta, et aucta

diligeutia J. A. Ernesti. Lips. 1773-4, 3 vols. 8vo.

45. J. G. A. Oelrichs Commentarii de Scriptoribus Ecclesiie Latinae priorum VI. m-

culorum ; preefatus est et editionem curavit A. II. L. Heeren. Lips. 1791, 8vo.

46. Curt. Sprengelii Historia Rei Herbariae. Amstel. 1807-8, 2 vols. 8vo.

Dr Springel also published a History of Botany, in German, Leipsic, 1817,

2 vols. 8vo.

47. Christoph. Saxii Onomasticon Literarium. Traj. ad Rhen. 1775 1803, 8 vols. 8vo.

Thi? is an immense chronological index of general literature, containing in the

last volume a list of the numerous productions of the learned author, who pub-
lished in 1792 an abridgment of the first two volumes, under the title of " Ono-

mastici Literarii Epitome," 8vo.

48. G. J. Vossii de Poetis Greeds et Latinis Com. Anntel. 1662, 4to.
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49. Gottl. Stollii Introductio in Hist"a Litterariam, Latine vertit C. H. Lang. Jena,
/728, 4to.

50. J. F. Foppens Bibliotheca Belgica, si .. Virorum in Belgium Vita, Scriptisque il-

lustrium Catalogus. Bruxel. 1739, 2 vols. 4to.

51- J- F- Buddaei iLtroductio ad Historiam Philosophise Ebraeorum. Hal. Sax.

1702, 12mo.

52. Suffrid. Petri de Scriptoribus Frisias Decades XVI. et semis. Colon. Agripp.
1593, 8vo; repr. Franeker, 1699, 12mo.

53. J. Schefferi Suecia Literata, seu de Scriptis et Scriptoribus Gentis Suecicae, edit, a

Mollero. Hamb. 1698, 12mo.

54 Albert. Thurae Idea Historiae Litterariae Danorum. Hamb. 1723, 8vo.

5o. A. Thurae Gynascium Danias Litteratum. Alton. 1732, I2mo.

06. N. P. Sibbern. Bibliotheca Histcrica Dano-Norvegica ; sive de Scriptoribus Rerum

Dano-Norvegicarum Commentarius Historico-Literarius. Hamb. 1716, 8vo.

57. General Dictionary, Flistorical and Critical, including a new Translation of Bayle's

Dictionary. Lond. 1734, 10 vols fol.

58. Biographical Dictionary, containing an Account of the Lives and Writings of the

most eminent Persons in every Nation, particularly the British and Irish. New edit, by

A. Chalmers, 181317. 32 vols. 8vo.

The first edition of this work, by Dr Ralph Heathcote and others, was pub-
lished in 1761, 12 vols.

59 Dr John Aikin's General Biography, or Lives, Critical and Historical, of the

most eminent Persons of all Ages, Countries, Conditions, and Professions, arranged ac-

cording to alphabetical order. 10 vols. 4to.

Dr Aikin's principal coadjutors iu thia work were Dr Enfield, Rev T. Morgan,
and W. Johnston.

60. John Lempriere's Bibliotheca Classica, or a Classical Dictionary, containing a full

Account of all the Proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors, with Tables of Coins

&c. 1788, 8vo.

This work was considerably improved in several subsequent impressions by the

original compiler, who also published an enlarged edition in quarto. It has been

recently re-edited by Mr E. H. Barker, who lias introduced the additions made to

the Dictionary by Professor Anthon of New York. Dr Lempriere also published
a dictionary of modern literature, entitled Universal Biography.

61. Sir Wm. Dugdale's Baronage of England. Lond. 1675-76, 2 vols. fol.

62. Arthur Collins's Peerage of England, with a Supplement by Barak Longmate,

1779, 9 vols. 8vo. New edit, by SirS- Egerton Brydges, 1812, 9 vols.

63. Biographical Peerage of the British Empire. 1808, 4 vols. 12mo.

64. Burke's Dictionary of the Peerage and Baronetage of theUnited Kingdom. 1827, 8vo

65. Rev Wm. Betham's Baronetage of England. 1801-5, 5 vols. 4to.

66. Geo. Mackenzie's Lives of the most eminent Scots Writers, with a Catalogue of

their Works. 1708, 3 vols. fol.

67. Biographia Britannica, or the Lives of the most eminent Persons of Great Britain

and Ireland. 1747, 7 vols. fol.

This work, which was compiled by Dr John Campbell and others, served as the
basis of a new publication under the same title by Dr Andrew Kippis, Dr Joseph
Towers, &c. commenced in 1778, which advanced no farther than the fourth letter

of the alphabet, and the fourth volume, published in 1793.

68. Richard Ryan's Biographical Dictionary of the Worthies of Ireland. 2 vols. 8vo

69. W. Pugh Owen's Cambrian Biography. 12mo.
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70. John Berkenhout's Biographia Literaria, cr a Biographical History ol Literature

containing the Lives of English, Scottish, and Irish Authors. Vol. I. 1777, 4to.

This work was never completed, tue present volume extending only to the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century.

7 1. Dr Thos. Fuller's Abel Redivivus, or Lives of eminent Divines. 1651, fol.

72. Dr T. Fuller's History of the Worthies of England. London, 1662, folio.

A new edition of this work, with a few notes by John Nichols, FSA. was pub-
lished in 1811, 2 vols. 4to.

73. Anth. A. Wood's Athenas Oxonienses : a History of the Writers and Bishops
educated at Oxford. New edit, with additions, by the Rev Phil. Bliss, 1813 1819
4 vols. 4to.

The original edition of the Athen. Oxon. appeared in 1721, 2 vols. fol.

74. British Biography. 10 vols. 8vo.

A compilation, said to have been executed by Dr Joseph Towers, consisting of
memoirs abridged from the Biographia Britannica.

75. British Plutarch, containing the Lives of the most eminent Persons of Great

Britain and Ireland, from the Accession of Henry VIII to the Present Time, re-arranged
with additional Lives by Archdeacon W-angham. 1816, 6 vols. 8vo.

This work, originally published in duodecimo, was the production of Thomas
Mortimer.

76. Rev Jas. Granger's Biographical History of England. 1779, 4 vols. 8vo.

77. Rev Mark Noble's Biographical History of England, from the Revolution to the

end of George the First's Reign. 1806, 3 vols. 8vo.

This is a continuation of the preceding work, consisting like that of Characters

of Distinguished Persons arranged in separate classes, and adapted to Methodical

Catalogues of engraved British Heads. The two works have been recently re-

published in 6 vols. 8vo.

78. Rev J. Prince's Worthies of Devon, containing the Lives of Eminent Persons,

Natives of Devonshire. New edit, with notes, 1810, 4to. Originally published in

t vol. fol. Exeter, 1701.

79. Dr Thomas Birch's Memoirs of Distinguished Persons : with Vertue's and Hou-

braken's engraved portraits. 1752, 2 vols. fol.

80. Portraits of Illustrious Personages of Great Britain
;
with Biographical and His-

torical Memoirs of their Lives and Actions. By Edm. Lodge, Lancaster Herald, FSA. 4to.

A republication of this work, with new engravings of the portraits (in imperial

octavo), and a continuation to the close of the last century, Las been lately

announced.

8i. Horace Walpole's (Lord Orford) Catalogue of Royal and Noble Authors of

England, Scotland, and Ireland, with Lists of their Works. New edit, with improve-

ments by T. Park, FSA. 1806, 5 vols. 8vo. First published in 1759, 2 vols. I2mo.

82. if. Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting in England ;
with a Catalogue of Engravers.

New edit, by the Rev James Dallaway, FSA. 18'27, 5 vols. 8vo. First edit. 176'2.

83 j{ ev M a tt. Pilkington's Dictionary of Painters
;
with considerable alterations, ad-

ditions, appendix, and an index, by Henry Fuseli. 1810, 4to.

84. Mich. Bryan's Biographical Dictionary of Painters and Engravers, from the Re-

vival of Painting, and the alleged Discovery of Engraving by Finiguerra. 1816, 2 vols. 4to.

8 ^ Edwards's Anecdotes of Painters who have Resided or been Horn in England,

intended as a Continuation of Walpole's Anecdotes of Painting. 1803, 4to.

86.--W. Young Ottley's Inquiry into the Origin and Early History of Engraving upon

Copper and Wood, with an Account of Engravers and their Works. 1816, 2 vols. 4to.

This work it splendidly illustrated with copperplate and wood engraving.
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37. Joseph Strutt's Biographical Dictionary of Engravers. 1785, 2 vols. 4to.

80. Tlio. Dodd's Connoisseur's Repertory ;
or a Biographical History of Painters,

Engravers, Sculptors, and Architects, with an Account of their Works, from the Revival

of the Fine Arts in the Twelfth Century to the End of the Eighteenth ; accompanied by

Tables of their Marks, &c. 182428, 8vo.

89. William Seward's Anecdotes of Distinguished Persons. 1795, 4 vols. 8vo.

90. W. Seward's Biographiana. 1799, 2 vols. 8vo.

Mr Seward's publications relate chiefly to individuals who lived in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries.

91. J. D'Israeli's Curiosities of Literature. 4 vols. 8vo.

The third and fourth volumes are recent additions to this amusing compilation,
which was originally confined to a single volume.

?2- J. D'Israeli's Calamities of Authors. 2 vols. 8vo.

93. J. D'Israeli's Quarrels of Authors
;
or some Memoirs for our Literary History.

3 vols. 8vo.

For the idea of this work Mr D'Israeli was probably indebted to an ingenious
French publication, entitled Querelles Litteraires, depuis Homere jusqu'a nos

Jours, Paris, 1761, 4 vols. 12mo, ascribed to the abbe Irail, and also to Rayiiai
and toVoltaire.

94. J. D'Israeli's History of Men of Genius, drawn from their own feelings and con-

fessions. Fourth edit. 1827, 2 vols. 8vo.

95. A Dictionary of Musicians, comprising the most important Biographical Contents

of the Works of Gerber, Fayolle, Count Orloff, Sir John Hawkins, and Dr Burney ;
with

Original Memoirs of eminent living Musicians. 1824, 2 vols. 8vo.

96. Dr Charles Burney 's State of Music in Germany and the Netherlands. 1775,

2 vols. 8vo.

97. Dr C. Burney 's History of Music from the Earliest Ages. 1776 89,

4 vols. 4to.

98. Dr John Freind's History of Physic, from the time of Galen to the beginning of

the Sixteenth Century, in a Discourse written to Dr Mead. 1725-26, 2 vols. 8vo.

A Latin translation of this History, by Dr \Viggan, was printed in 1734, 2 vols.

12mo ; and it was twice translated into French.

99. Dr John Aikin's Biographical Memoirs of Medicine. 1780, 8vo.

100. Benj. Hutchinson's Biographia Medica, or Historical ami Critical Memoirs of the

Lives and Writings of the most eminent Medical Characters, from the earliest account of

time to the present period. 1799, 2 vols. 8vo.

101. D. E. Baker's Biographia Dramatica, or Companion to the Playhouse. New

edition, enlarged by Isaac Reed and Stephen Jones, 1812, 4 vols. 8vo.

102. John Nichols's Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century, comprising Bio-

graphical Memoirs of Bowyer the Printer, and many of his learned Friends; with in-

dexes. 1812 15, 10 vols. 8vo.

103. J. Nichols's Illustrations of the Literature of the Eighteenth Century. 8vo.

Vol. I V.

This work, designed as a Supplement to the preceding, is not yet completed.

104. Dav. Irving's Lives of the Scottish Poets. Edinb. 1804, 2 vols. 8vo.

105. Thomas Warton's History of English Poetry. 1774, 3 vols. 4to.

Of this very elaborate and valuable, but imperfect work, a new edition has b?ei

published in 4 vols. 8vo.

106. Dr Samuel Johnson's Lives of the Poets. 4 vols. 8vo.
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107. Theoph. Gibber's Lives of the Poets of Great Britain and Ireland. 1753,

5 vols. 12mo.

Robert Shiells, an amanuensis of Dr Johnson, is said to have been the real

compiler of these Memoirs; hut the materials were principally collected by
Mr Thomas Coxeter.

108. Dr Win. Nicolson's English, Scottish, and Irish Historical Libraries 1736, fol

These treatises, which relate rather to Bibliography and Criticism than to Bio-

graphy, were firs' published iu 5 vols. 8vo, during the life of the author, who died

in 1727.

109. Rev Joseph Berington's Literary History of the Middle Ages, comprehending
an Account of the State of Learning from the close of the Reign of Augustus to its Re-

vival in the Fifteenth Century. 1814, 4to.

110. Dr John Ward's Lives of the Professors of Gresham College. 1740, folio.

111. Rev Christopher Wordsworth's Ecclesiastical Biography. 1818, 6 vols. 8vo.

This is a collective repuWication of Sir G. Paule's Life of Archbishop Whitgift,
and other Memoirs of English Divines of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

112. George Ballard's Memoirs of Ladies of Great Britain, eminent for Learning or

Abilities. Oxford, 1752, 4to, repr. in 8vo.

115. Annual Biography and Obituary, 1816 28. 12 vols, 8vo, published periodically.

114. Autobiography ;
a collection of most instructive and amusing Lives, written by

the Parties themselves. 18mo.

Twenty volumes of these autobiographical memoirs have already been printed,

including some interesting pieces translated from the Fiench and other languages,

together with some English works which have never before been published in so

compendious a form. Introductions and Sequels have been added, where neces-

sary, to the original memoirs.

115. Bouterweck's History of Spanish and Portuguese Literature, translated from the

German by Thomasine Ross. 2 vols. 8vo.

116. Benj. Martin's Biographia Philosophic* ; an Account of the Lives, Writings, and

Inventions of the most eminent Philosophers and Mathematicians. 1764, 8vo.

117. Louis Moreri Grand Dictionnaire Historique: nouv. dit. revue par l'Abb Gou-

jon, et augmentee par Drouet. Paris, 1759, 10 vols. fol.

This is the latest and most complete edition of this immense magazine of Gene-

alogy, Biography, and General History.

1'8. Pierre Bayle Dictionnaire Historique et Critique. Rotterd. 1720, 4 vols. fol.

This edition of Bayle's Dictionary was regarded as the most valuable, on account

of its containing a Life of David, which was cancelled after the work was printed,
and is wanting in some copies. The work was republished, with some improve-
ments, in 4 vols. fol. Amsterdam, 1740 ; but all preceding impressions are super-
s-dec!

Ijy that of M. Beuchot, with numerous notes. Pans, 18SM, 16 vols. 8vo. An
English translation of Bayle's Dictionary, by Peter Desmaizeaux, appeared in

1734., 4 vols. folio; and an Abridgment of the work, by the author of this Dic-

tionary, was publi.-hed in 1826, 4 vols. 12mo.

119. Jac. Geo.de Chauffepie Nouveau Dictionnaire Historique et Critique, pour ser-

vir de suite au Dictionnaire de Bayle. Amst. 1750, 4 vols. fol.

120. Prosp. Marchand Dictionnaire Historique de la Republique des Lettres. La

Haye, 1758, fol.

121. J. P. Niceron Memoires pour servir a 1'Histoire des Homines Illustres dan Is

Republique des Lettres, avec une Catalogue Raisonnee de leurs Ouvragea. Paris, 172t

15, 43 vols. small 8vo.

122. Ant. Teiasier Eloges des Hommes Savans, tirez de I'Histoire de M. de Thou,

avec des Additions, contenant 1'Abrege de leur Vie, le Jugement et If Catalog* de leurs

Ouvrajjef. Leyd. 17 15, 4 vois". 15 no



FRENCH WOHKS ON BIOGRAPHY.

t?3. Fr. Crude
1

de la Croix du Maine Bibliotheque Fran9aise. 1584, 2 vols. fol.

A new edition of this work, with the Dictionary of Duverdier, was published by
Rigoley de Juvigny, with historical, bibliographical, and critical remarks by La

Monnoye, Bouhier, and Falconet, Paris, 1772, 6 vols. 4to.

124. C. P. Goujet Bibliotheque Francaise, ou Histoire de la Litterature Franchise,

avec des Jugemeas Critiques sur chaque Ouvrage. Paris, 1741, 18 vols. 12mo.

125. N. Desessarts Siecles Litteraires de la France
;
ou Dictionnaire Historique,

Critique, et Bibliographique de tous les Ecrivains Franfois morts et vivans jusqu'au,

lme siecle. Paris, 1800, 7 vols. 8vo.

126. D. F. Camusat Histoire Critique des Journaux. Arnst. 1734, 2 vols. 12mo.

This work, which comprises much biographical intelligence, relates to the his-

tory of the French journals only.

127. F. X. Feller Dictionnaire Historique, ou Histoire Abregee des Hommes qni se

sont fait un nom par leur genie, talens, vertus, erreurs, &c. Liege, 1797, 8 vols. 8vo.

A new edition of this work, much enlarged, is now in course of publication.

128. Dictionnaire Universelle Historique, Critique, et Bibliographique, par MM. Bro-

tier, Mercier de St Leger, Chaudon et Delandine. 9me edit. Paris, 1810, 18 vols. 8vo.

129. Biographic Universelle, Ancienne et Moderns
;
ou Histoire par Ordre Alpha-

betique, de la Vie Publique et Prive'e de tous les Hommes qui se sont fait remarquer par

leurs ecrits, leurs actions, leurs talens, leurs vertus, ou leur crimes. Vols. I. LI.

The fifty-first
volume of this work, published in the course of the present year

(1828), extends to the end of the letter Y ;
and the next volume will therefore

probably complete the alphabet. This Dictionary possesses unrivalled value with

reference to the extent and variety of information which it affords. Among the

contributors to the undertaking were MM. Biot, Malte-Bruu, Boissonade, Lally-

Tollendal, Langles, De Sacy, Tabaraud, Sismondi, Suard, Viliemain, Walckeuaer,
and Visconti.

130. Biographic Nouvelle des Contemporains, ou Dictionnaire Historique et Rai-

sonnee de tous les Hommes qui depuis la Revolution Franfaise ont acquis de la cSlebrite',

par leurs actions, leurs ecrits, leurs erreurs, ou leurs crimes, soil en France soil dans les

pays Etrangers, par MM. A. V. Arnault, A. Jay, E. Jouy, J. Norvins, &c. Paris, 1820

25. 20 vols. 8vo.

131. Dictionnaire Biographique et Historique des Hommes Marquans de la Fin du

18me siecle, et plus particulierement de ceux qui out figure dans la Revolution Fran^oise ;

redige par uue Socite de Gens de Letlres. Londres, 1800, 3 vols. 8vo.

Though the word " Londres "
appears in the title-pages of these volumes, they

were certainly printed abroad probably at Paris.

132. Biographic Moderne, ou Dictionnaire Biographique des Hommes morts et vivans,

qui ont marqu6 dans les 18me et 19me siecles, p;ir leurs Merits, leurs talens, &c Breslan,

1807, 4 vols. 8vo.

An English translation of this work was published in 3 vols. 8vo.

133. Annuaire Necrologique, 1820 25. 6 vols. 8vo.

134. Annales Biographiques, ou Complement Annuel et Continuation de toutes les

Biographies ou Dictionnaires Historiques ; contenant la Vie de toutes les Personnes Re-

n.arquables en tous Genres, mortes dans le cours de chaque annee. Vol. 1. Paris, 1827.

This is a periodical work, designed as a continuation of the preceding.

135. Charles Perrault Hommes Illustresqui ont paru en France pendant ce siecle (I7e),

aveo leurs portraits an naturel. Paris, 1696 1701, 2 vols. folio.

An English translation of this work, by John Ozell, was published, without the

portraits, under the title of "
Characters, Historical and Panegyrical, of the

Greatest Men that have appeared in France during the last Century." 1704 5,
" vols. 8vo.



ITALIAN WORKS ON BIOGRAPHY.

136. Andre' Felibien Entretiens sur les Vies des Peintres. Paris, 1685, f vols. 4io

reprinted at Trevoux, 1725, 6 vols. 12mo.

157. A. Felibien Vies des plus celebres Architectes. Paris, 1687, 4to.

138. P. L. Ginguene Histoire Litteraire d'ltalie. Paris, 1824, 9 vols. Svo.

139. Simonde de Sismondi Histoire de la Litterature du Midi de 1'Europe. 1813,
4 vols. 8vo.

Part of this work has been translated by Mr T. Roscoe.

140. Earth. D'Herbelot Bibliotheque Orientale, contenant tout ce qui fait connoitre
les Peoples de I'Orient, &c. La Haye, 1777, 4 vols. 4to.

141. Suite de Bibliotheque Orientale, par MM. Galland et Visdelou. La Haye,
1779, 4 o.

142. Dictionnaire Historique, ou Biographic Universelle Classique ; ouvrage entiere-

ment neuf, par M. le General Beauvais, revue et augmentee pour la partie bibliographique,

par M. Barbier, sen. et M. Louis Barbier. Svo.

143. Biographie Universelle et Portative des Contemporains, ou Dictionnaire Histo-

rique des Hommes celebres de toutes les Nations, morts et vivaus. Svo.

The two preceding works are unfinished.

144. J. Etienne Montucla Histoire des Mathematiques. 1799 1802, 4 vols. 4to.

First published in two volumes, 1758.

14.5. J. Sylvain Bailly Histoire de 1'Astronomie Ancienne, depuis son Origine jusqu'a
I'Etablissement de I'Astronomie Moderne. 1775, 4to.

146. J. S. Bailly Histoire de I'Astronomie Moderne. 1778 8.3, 4to.

147. J. S. Bailly Ilistoire de I'Astronomie Indienne. 1787, 4to.

An abridgment of these three works, forming a General History of Astronomy,
was published 8t Paris, 1805, 2 vols. Svo.

148. Delambre Histoire de I'Astronomie au ISme siecle. Paris, 1827, 4to.

149. L. E. Dupin BibliotLeque des Auteurs Ecclesiastiques, contenant PHistoire de

leur vie, le catalogue, la critique, la chronologie de leurs ouvrages. Paris, 58 vols. 8vo.

reprinted in Holland in 19 vols. 4to.

A Supplement to this work was published by the Abbe Goujet, under the title

of "
Bibliotheque des Ecrivains Ecclesiastiques," Paris, 1736, 3 vols. 8vo.

150. Dan. Leclerc Histoire de la Medicine. Genev. 1696, Svo.
; repr, 1723, 4to.

An English translation of this History, by Dr Drake and others, was published

at the beginning of the last century.

1.51, Girol. Tiraboschi Storia della Litteratura Italians. Roma, 1782, 12 vols. 4to ;

reprinted at Venice in 1795, 16 vols. 8vo, and at Florence in 1805, 15 vols. Svo.

152. A. Lombardi Storia della Litteratura Italiana, in contiiiuazione al Tiraboschi,

Vol. I. II. Modena, 1826, Svo.

153. Delia Litteratura Italiana nella seconda meta del secolo XVIII. Opera di Ca-

millo Ugoni. Brescia, 1822, 3 vols. I2mo.

154. G. Vasari Vite de' Pittori, Scultori, ed Architetti, colle Giunte del Padre della

Valle. Sienna, 1791, 11 vols. Svo
;

id. op. Milan, 180811, 16 vols. 8vo.

155. Luigi Lanzi Storia Pittorica della Italia, dal Risorgimento delle Belle Arte fin

presso al fine del XVIII secolo. Milan, 7 vols.

An English translation oi this work has been published by Mr Thos. ROBCOC.

156. Milizia Vite dei Architetti. 2 vols. 4to.

This work lias been translated into English, and publsihed with additions, by
Mrs Crcpy, 2 vols. 8vo.



GERMAN WORKS ON BIOGRAPHY.

t57. Giov. Baglione Vite dei Pittori, Scultori ed Architetti. Roms, 1642, 4to.

158. P. Orlandi Abecedario Pittorico de Professor! piu illustri in Pittura, Soultura, ed

Architettura. Venice, 1753, 4to.

There is an English trans]adon of tbis work,

159. Giov. Mar. Crescimbeni Istoria de!la Volgar Poerla. Roma, 1690, 4to
; repr.

Venice, 1758.

160. G.M. Crescimbeni Vite de' piu celebri Poeti Provenzali, tradotte dal Francesa,

ornati di copiosa annotazione, e accressiute di moltissimi Poeti. Roi/tu, 1722, 4to.

This is the second edition of the work : the first was left incomplete.

161. G. M, Crescimbeni Yite degli Arcadi illustri. Roma, 170827, 4to.

162. Toderini Litteratura Turcbesca. Venice, 1787, 3 vols. 8vo.

163. De Rossi Dizionario Storico degli Autori Ebrsei e delle loro Opere. Parma,

1802, 2 vols. 8vo.

164. Andres dell' Origine, Progress!, e dello Stato attuale d'ogni Litteratura. Parma,

1782, 7 vols. 4to ; repr. Venez. 1800, 22 vols. 8vo.

Don Juan Andres, who was a Spanish Jesuit, also published this work in his

native language at Madrid, 1784, 8 vols. 4to.

165. Memorie degli Scrittori e Letterati Parmegiani. Parma, 6 vols. 4to.

Father Ireneo Affo, keeper of the public library at Parma, published the first

five volumes of these Memoirs; anil the sixth volume in continual! )n was pub-
lished by his successor, F. Pezzana, in 1825.

166. C. G. Joecher Allgemeiues Gelehrtes Lexicon, mit J. C. Adeiung und H. W.
Rothermunds Fortaetzung. Leipzig und Bremen, 1750 1818, 9 vols. 4to.

167. K. H. Joerdens Lexicon Deutscher Dichter und Prosaisten, emhfcltend kurze

Biographien der Schriftsteller. Leipzig, '806 11, 6 vols. 8vo.

168. F. C. G. Ilirsching Historisch Liuerarische Ilandbuch beruhmter und denkwiir-

diger Personen welche in den 18ten Jahr hundert gestorben sind, mil J. H. M. Ernestis

Fortsetzung. Cobour^, 1794 1813, 17 vols. 8vo.

169. Nekrolog enthaltend Nachrichten von den Leben merkwiirdiger in diesem Jahre

Gesammelt von Fried. Schlichtegroll, fiir das Jahr 1791 bis 17<J4. Gotha, 1792, &c.

8 vo's. 4to.

This work, which consists of a collection of eulogies rather than biographical
memoirs, was continued till 1806, forming thirty-four volumes.

170. F. Bouterweck Geschichte der Poesie und Beredsamkeit seit dem ende das

achtzehnten Jahrhunderts. G m. 1801 16, 10 vols. 8vo. See AT

o. 115.

171. J. G. Eichhorn Geschichte der Litteratur von ihren Anfange an bis auf die

neupsten Zeiten. Gott. 1805 12, 11 vols. 8vo.

172. J.G.Meusel Gelehrtes Deutschland, oder Lexiron der jetzt lebmide. Deutscheo

Schriftsteller. Lemgo, 1787-88. <i vols. 8vo.

173. J.S. Asemani Orientalische Bibliothek, oder Nachrichten von Syrischen Schrift-

tellern. Erlangen, 1776, 2 vols. 8vo.

174. Neuer Nekrolog der Deutschen. llmenau, 12mo.

Thij is a periodical work, the last two volumes of which, containing notices of
288 persons, chiefly natives of Germany, who died in 1826, were published in the

beginning of 1828. The publication commenced with the year 18*3.



PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

IN the arrangement of the materials of History according to the orde,

of time, some fixed period for the commencement of calculations must

be adopted. Throughout the greater part of the civilized world at

present the birth of Christ is regarded as a grand epoch, or beginning
of an aera, whence computations are made; and in reference to which

all other occurrences, whether anterior or posterior, may be registered.

From the commencement of the Christian oera to the present time have

elapsed I5i>8years; and, according to the most commonly received

opinion, the creation of the world took place 4004 years before the

first year of that aera. The date of the creation (marked AM. anno

mundi), and that of the birth of Christ (AD. anno Domini], are

almost exclusively used by modern chronologers. But ancient writers,

and some entire nations both in ancient and modern times, have em-

ployed different aeras in their public or private records and transactions.

The Greeks in general reckoned their time by Q'ympiads, which were

periods of four years, commencing not from tlv original institution of

the Olympic games, but from the celebration of those gjimes 776 I3C.,

which accordingly is to be considered as corresponding with the first

year of the first Olympiad. Some Oriental nations used the ara of

Nabonassar, computed from the reign of a king of Babylon, and

commencing 747 BC. The Asiatic Greeks, subsequently to the age

of Alexander the Great, adopted the eera of the Seleucidce, beginning

312 BC., when Seleucus, king of Syria, took the city of Babylon, and

made it the seat of his government. The ancient Romans dated

events from the building of Rome, in the year 753 BC. The onlj

tera in modern chronology which requires particular notice is the hegirn,

used bv the Turks and other Mahometan nations: it commence*



PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

AD. 622, being the year of the flight of Mahomet from Mecca, and

derives its appellation from that event, the Arabic word hedgera or

hegira signifying^tgVif.

As the Christian epoch is a fixed point whence computations may
be made in an ascending or descending course, and as its general

adoption renders this sera a convenient common measure and object of

comparison for others, it is proper to show how a date, in any other

given sera, may be converted into the corresponding year of the

Christian aera, or year before Christ. The sera of the creation may
be reduced to the year BC. by subtracting any date in years since the

creation from 4004, if the given date be less than that sum ;
but when

the given date exceeds that sum, 4004 must be subtracted from it

and the remainder will be the year of the Christian aera. When e

date is given in Olympiads, it must be multiplied by four, to reduce it

to years, adding to the product any number of years which may bt

specified between one Olympiad and another. The number of years

thus obtained being subtracted from 776, will give the required date

in years BC. Any number of years reckoned from the aera of Nabo-

nassar may be reduced to the corresponding date BC. by subtracting

it from 747. The aera of the Seleucidas may be made to correspond

with that of Christ by subtracting the number of years according to

the aera of Seleucus from 312, which will give the number of years

before Christ ; or, should the date exceed 312, that number must be

subtracted from the given number, and the remainder will be the years

after Christ. Any date from the building' of Rome, if specifying a

number of years less than 753, must be subtracted from that sum tc

obtain the years BC. ; and when the date is a greater number of years

than 753, that sum must be taken from it to discover the number of

years after Christ. The Mahometan hegira may be reduced to the

Christian sera by adding 622 to any date as expressed in years of the

hegira.

It is proper to observe, that these rules are merely intended as direc-

tions for making general comparisons between different aeras
; for as

both the length and the commencement of the year varied materially

among ancient nations, especially before the reformation of the calendar

by Julius Caesar, it is obvious that more minute calculations than those

proposed would be required to ascertain accurately tne correspondence

of dates according to different oeras. See Robisori's Elements of

Mechanical Philosophy, vol. i. Astronomy, pp. 204 220.



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

REMARKABLE EVENTS

IN THE HISTORY OF THE HUMAN RACE;
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TO THE PRESENT TIME





A

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.

4 ACCESSION OP
BC. EVENTS.

Israelitish JuJget.

M , s FS

8348 General Deluge
2247 Building of the Tower of Babel ;

confusion of tongues ; and dis-

persion of mankind
2234 Alleged date of the earliest astro-

nomical observations, made by
the Chaldeans at Babylon

2188 Foundation of the kingdom of

Egypt, under Menes, supposed
to be the Misraim of Scripture

2089 Establishment of the kingdom of

Sicyon, in Greece
2059 Commencement of the reign of

Ninus, king of Assyria
1921 Vocation of Abraham, 430 years

previous to the escape of the

Israelites from Egypt
1856 Commencement of the kingdom of

Argos, under Inachus

1822 Letters said to have been invented

by Memnon, an Egyptian
1764 Deluge of Ogyges, in Attica

1728 Joseph sold as a slave by his bro-

thers, and taken into Egypt
1650 Reign of Sesostris, in Egypt.

According to some chronologers
this prince began his reign 1722

BC.
1582 Commencement of the reign of

Cecrops at Athens, according to

the Parian Chronicle. Other au-

thorities fix this event 1556 BC.
1571 Birth of Moses
1546 Foundation of the kingdom of

Troy by Scamander

1503 Deluge of Deucalion in Thessaly

J
1495 Panathensa, or festival in honour

of Minerva, instituted at Athens

by Erecluheus

i 1493 Foundation of the city of Thebes'Iby Cadmus, who introduced iiito

Greece the Phoenician alphabet

1491 Exodas, or emigration of Uio

Israelites from Egypt.

Nimrod

BeluH

Busiris

O ayinanelyaj

Prometheus
Hermes Trismegistu

Lycaon

A genor

Danaus
Dardnnu

Amphictyan

Aaron

Lyuceiis
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. DC. 007 479.

SL'CCJXSSIOX OP
SOyEREKlHS.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. BC. SCO ^C.Q.

SUCCESSION OP

Ocuus

ARSES

DARK'S ConoMA-
N U S

ALF.XANDIU
G n t A r

Kings of Egypt.

PTOLEMY LAGUS..

PllIt.ADEI.PHUS

BC.
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 10 138.

SUCCESSION OP
SOVEREIGNS.
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SUCCESSION OP
SOPEREIGNS.
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SUCCESSION OF
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 525 G53.

"'fKKSIOJI Of
SOVEREIGNS. AD.

JUSTINIAN I.

JUSTIN II.

TIBFRIUS II.

MAURITIUS .

PKOCAS

HERACI.IUS

525

526
527
532

533

538

540

541

54:7

.151

652

i'54

557

561
565
563

571
575

578

EVENTS. EMINENT Uff.

CONBTANTINF. III.

CONSTANS II

The Roman senators, Symmachus
and BoetLius, put to death by
Theodoric, for a supposed con-

spiracy
Death of Theodoric, king of Italy

Introduction of the CHRISTIAN
JRA, or computation of time
from the birth of Christ, by Dio-

nysius Exiguus
Commencement of the kingdom of

Essex, under Erchenwin

Conquest of the African Vandals,
and capture of their king, Gili-

mer, by Belisarius

Defeat of the Goths in Italy, by
Belisarius

War between Justinian and Chos-

roes, king of Persia

Abolition of the consular office at

Rome
Beginning of the kingdom of

Northumberland, under Ida

Conquest of Italy by the Goths,
under Totila

JKA OF THE AnMENiANs.--Coun
cil of Tibbo

Subjugation of the Goths in Italy,

by Narses, the general of Jus-

tinian

Foundation of the church of St So-

phia at Constantinople

Disgrace of Belisarius

Invasion of Italy by Alboin, king
of the Lombards. Commence-
ment of the exarchate of Ra-
venna

Birth of Mahomet

Beginning of the kingdom of East

Anglia, under Uffa

582 Beginning of the kingdom of Mer-

cia, under Crida

596 Conversion of the Saxons to

Christianity by St Augustine
602
606 Title of Universal (Catholic) Bi-

shop assumed by pope Boniface

III.

610
622

628

641
641

Flight of Mahomet from Mecca.
BEGINNING OF THE HEGIRA

War between Heraclius and the

Persians

JRA OF YESDEGIRD. Com-
mencement of the reign of that

prince in Persia

Taking of Alexandria by the

Arabs, and supposed destruction

of the Alexandrian library

Capture of Rhodes by the Arabs,

and overthrow of the famous

Colossus

Priscian

J. Philopouus

Stephanua Bvzaut.
Benedict
Cassiodorus

Damascius

Simplicius

Procopius His-

Jornandes

Sophroniua

Venantius Fortun.

Gildas

Fa'alus Silent.

Arator

Jacob Zanzaka

Germanus Pa.-.

Agathias

Columba

Evagrius

Gregory of Tour*

Joannes Schol.

Pope Gregory 1.

Theophylact Simocatta

Paulus ^Egineta
Aaron
Isidorus Hispal.
Geo. Piaide.;

Aidan
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. $30 1UI7-

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EVENTS.

EDMUND I.

Eon Ki

E u \v v

Eno AU.

EDWARD IT. (the

Martyr)
EVJJELRKD 11.. ...

EDMUND II. (Iron-
side)

CANUTE .

936

938

941

946
956

959
963

964

968

969

975
980

987

989

Otho the Great becomes emperor
of the West, on the death of his

father, Henry the Fowler
Battle of Brunanburgh, in which

the Scots are defeated by king
Athelstan

The Eastern empire invaded and

ravaged by the Rossi (Russians)

Death of Hugh the Great, count
of Paris, the father of Hugh
Capet

Nicephorus Phocas becomes em-

peror of the East

Otho the Great unites Italy to the

German empire
Constantinople visited by plagues,

deluges, and famine

The emperor Nicephorus assassi-

nated by John Zimisces, who
succeeds him

Invasion of England by Sweyn,
king of Denmark

Hugh Capet ascends the throne of

France

Christianity introduced into Russia

9*f Numerical figures now in com-
mon use said to have been in-

troduced into Europe through
the Saracens, who appear to have
der-ived them from the Hindoos

994 Conversion of Olaf, king of Nor-

way, and his subjects, to Chris-

tianity
996 The dignity of empeior of the

West (or of Germany) declared

elective, by a decree of Otho III,

and pope Gregory V. Machia-
vel places this event in 1002.

1002 Massacre of tiie Danes in Eng-
land, by order of king Ethelred

1003 Death of pope Silvester II, the

most learned man of his time

| Europe ravaged by a terrible pes-
tilence

Renewed Danish invasion of Eng-
land. Massacre of St Elphege,
archbishop of Canterbury

Flight of Ethelred II to Nor-

mandy, and usurpation of the

English crown by Sweyn, king
of Denmark. Basil, emperor
of the Eant. conquers the Bul-

garians, and puts out the eyes
of 15,000 prisoners

Ethelred II restoied

1006
to

1008
1012

1014

EMINENT MKN.

1015

1016
1017

1017

Defeat of the Saxons by the
Danes under Canute, at the
battle of Assandune

Odo, abbot of Clugni
Ethelfleda

Al Farabi

Eutychius of Alex.

Motanabbi

Bruno, abp. of Cologne
Odo, abp. of Cant.

Luitprand
Nonnus, ph.
Witikind
Duustan
Ethelwold
Abbo of Fleury

Rhoswita

Albert, abb. of Gembloura
JElftic, bp. of Credjtou
CEcumeuius
Ethelwerd

Ebn lounis

Abbo of Paria

/Elfric, abp. of Cant.

Fulbert, bp. of Chartres

Osbert of Canterbury

Suidas

Burchard, bp. of Worm:
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1100 1170.

SUCCESSION OF

SOVEREIGNS.
AD. EVENTS.

HENHY 1.

STKHHLN

HEMIY II.

1100
1105

1106

1108

1109

1112

1118

1119

1125
1127

1130

1135
1138

1140

1145

1146

1150
1151

1152

1154
1157

1158
1160

1163

1164

1170

Robert, duke of Normandy, de-

feated and taken prisoner by
bis brother, Henry 1, at the

battle of Tenchebraie, and con-

fined a prisoner for the remain-

der of his life in Cardiff castle

Death of Henry IV, emperor of

Germany, and succession of his

son Henry V.
Death of Philip T of France, who

is succeeded by Louis VI.

Marriage of Mathilda, daughter
of Henry I of England, to the

emperor Henry V. Death of

Alphonso VI, king of Castile

Dispute about investitures between

pope Paschal II and the empe-
ror Henry V.

Death of Alexis, emperor of the

East, to whom succeeds his son

John Comnenus
Institution of the order of Knights

Templars
Death of the emperor Henry V.

Marriage of the widowed empress
Mathilda to Geoffrey, count of

Anjou
Roger II (Guischard) crowned

king of Sicily

Civil war in England between

Stephen and the empress Ma-
thilda, supported by her brother,
Robert earl of Gloucester

Foundation of the city of Lubeck,
whence originated the Hanse-
atic league. Commencement ol

the quarrelsbetween theGuelphs
and Ghibelins

Accession of Manuel Comnenus
to the throne of Constantinople

Second crusade, in which are en-

gaged the Western emperor,
Conrad III, and the king o

France, Louis VII.

Civil war renewed in England
The Decretal of Gratian, or Sy-

nopsis of the Canon Law, pub-
lished

Frederick II (Barbarossa) chosei

emperor of the West

Expedition of Henry II agains
the Welsh

Foundation of the city of Moscow
Commencement of the sect of th

Waldeuses

Beginning of the dispute between

Henry II and Thomas a Becke
The city of Milan destroyed by thi

emperor Frederic Barbarossa

Expedition of earl Strongbow to

Ireland. Murder of archbishoj
Becket. Foundation of th

city of Dantzic

EMINENT M/Jft.

'eter Alphonsus

Pheodorus Prodromus

Togray

Saemund

Sigebert of Gemblours

Anna Comnena
Albucasis

Edmund, abp. of Cant.

Honorius of Autun

Rupert Duytz
Eadmer
Zonaras

Athelard

Abelard

Heloise

Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux

Gilbert Porreta

Odericus Vitalis

Arnold of Breswf

William of Malmesbury

John Tzetzes

Otho of Frissingen

Raymond da Pay

Odo Cantiauim

Peter Lombard

Aibred of Revesby
Simeon of Durham
Thomas a Becket
Eustathius

Rabbi Jarchi

John of Salisbury

Henry of Huntingdon



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1173 1263.

SVCilESSION OP
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EVENTS.

1185

1188

RICHARD 1.

JOHN

HkM'V III.

1 173 England invaded by William, king
of Scotland, who is taken pri-

soner, and obliged to do homage
for his kingdom to Henry II.

1176 The dispensation of justice by
judges travelling on circuits first

established in England
1180 Accession of Alexis II to the

throne of Constantinople ; and
of Philip II to tli at of France

Andronicus, who had murdered
the emperor Alexis, and as-

sumed the crown, deposed and

put to death by Isaac Angelus,
who becomes emperor

Third crusade, under the emperor
Frederick Barbarossa

1189
1190 Philip king of France, and Ri-

chard I, accompanied by David
earl of Huntingdon, brother of

the king of Scots, embark as

crusaders for the Holy Land
1 191 The order of the Teutonic Knights

founded

1191 Siege and capture of Acre
1192 Retreat of Richard I from the

Holy Land, and his captivity in

Germany
1194 Release of Richard I, and his re-

turn to England
1195 Dethronement of Isaac Angelus,

and succession of his brother

Alexis to the empire of the East

1199
1202 Fourth crusade, under Henry Dan-

dolo, doge of Venice, and Boni-

face of Montserrat

1204 Constantinople taken by the crusa-

ders,and Baldwin,countof Flan -

ders, made emperor of the East

1209 Crusade against the Albigenses
1213 Submission of king John to the

pope. Conquest of Pekin, and

the northern provinces of China,

by Zingis Khan
1215 Grant of the Magna Charta

1216 Invasion of England by prince
Louis of France

1226 Louis IX ascends the tnrone of

France

1230 Expedition of the emperor Fre-

derick II to the Holy Land

1249 Fifth crusade, under Louis IX.

1252 Alphonsine (astronomical) tables

composed by order of Alphon-
so X of Castile

1258 First English parliament held at

Oxford, under the influence of

Simon Montfort

1261 Constantinople taken by the Gre-

cian emperor, Michael Palseo-

logus
1203 Civil war in England between the

king and the earl of Leicester

(Simon Montfort)

2M

EMINENT MEN.

Earl Strongbow
Peter Valdo
William of Tyre

William of Spires
Alan de L'Isle

Ranulpli Glanville

Peter Comestor

Joseph

Peter of Bloi

Roger de Hoveden
Joachim of Calabria

Maimonides

Theodore Balsamon

Nicetas Acominat.

Gyraldus Sylvester

St Dominic
St Francis d'Assissi

Pope Innocent III

Abp. Langton

Alex. Hales

Anthony of Padua

David Kimchi
Matthew Paris

Rob. Grosseteste

G. Agropolita
J. Joinville

Abulpbaraghm
G. A 1 mat-in us

Lan franc Ph.

Vincent de Beauvaia



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1265 1313.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EMINENT MEN.

EDWARD I.

1265

1268

1272

1273

1280

1282

1283
1285

1286

1290

1292

1296

1297

1298

RD II.

1300

1302

1304

130.5

1306
1307

1308

1310

first election of members of par-
liament for counties, cities, aud

boroughs. Battle of Evesham
Sixth crusade, under Louis IX of

France
Death of Louis IX, at the siege of

Tunis, and accession of his son,

Philip 111.

Rodolph of Hapsburgh chosen

emperor of Germany
Conquest of China by the Mongul

Tartars

Sicilian vespers, or massacre of

the French in Sicily, through
the conspiracy of John de Pro-

chyta. Death of Michael Pa-

litologus, and succession of his

son Andronicus to the throne of

Constantinople

Conquest of Wales by Edward I.

Death of Philip III of France, and

succession of Philip IV (the

Fair)
Death of Alexander III of Scot-

land, and contest for the guar-

dianship of his grand-daughter
and heiress, Margaret of Norway

Death of Margaret, and disputes

among various competitors for

the crown of Scotland

John Baliol declared king of Scot-

land, under the patronage of

Edward I,

War between England and Scot-

land

Resignation of Baliol, and con-

quest of Scotland by Edward I.

Albert of Austria elected emperor
of Germany. The Eastern em-

pire attacked by Othman, foun-

der of the Ottoman dynasty.
William Wallace appointed re-

gent of Scotland, an insurrec-

tion having taken place against
the English

Jubilee celebrated by pope Boni-

face VIII.
The compass supposed to have

been invented by Flavio de Gioia

Reconquest of Scotland by Ed-
ward I. Capture and execution

of Wallace
Renewed insurrection of the Scots

under Robert Bruce

Coronation of Bruce at Scone
Insurrection of the Swiss under

William Tell, against the em-

peror of Germany
Suppression of the order of the

Knights Templars. Henry of

Luxemburg elected emperor of

Germany
Capture of Rhodes by the Knights

H6pitalers
Louis of Bararia chosen emperor

of Germany

Albertus Magnus
M. Paleologus
St. Bonaventure
Thorn. Aquinas

Rob. de Sorbon
Sacroboscus

Gul. de Saliceto

Andrea Taffi

Marco Polo
Cimabne
Barbarini

Margaritoue
Arnaud de Villa N.

Actuariua

Thebit

Peter d'Abano
Mich. Scotus

Roger Bacon
Vitellio

Raymond Lully

Henry of Ghent

Thorn. Wickes

John Bretou

Hengham
A. 1 Ionic

Actuariua

Dante

Giotto

J. Gaddesdf-n

Bradwardin

Rich, de Bury
Duns Scotus

N. Trivet

Bacon thorp
Occam

Nich. de Lyra
Barlaam

Walter Hemingford



CHRONOLOGICAL, TABLE. AD. 13 14 l'

SUCCESSION OF

SOVEREIGNS.

EDWAHD Til

AD.

1314

EVENTS.

ir, 16

1320

1322
1325

1327
1328

1330

1333

1336

1341

1342

1346

1347

Battle of Bannockburn, in which
the English are defeated by Ro
bert Bruce. Louis X king of

France

Philip V king of France
Wars of the Guelphs and Ghibe-

lins in Italy
Charles IV king of France

Establishment of the Floral games
at Toulouse

Philip (de Valois) VI, kiug of

France

Invention of gunpowder by Ber-

tliold Schwartz
The Scots defeated by the English

at Halidon Hill

Beginning of a war between Eng-
land and France

The poet Petrarch crowned with

a triumphal wreath at Rome
The Isle of Man subdued by Mon-

tacute, earl of Salisbury
Invasion of France by Edward III.

Battle of Cressy. Invasion of

England, by David king of Scots,

who is defeated and taken pri-

soner at the battle of Nevil's

cross

Usurpation of despotic power at

Rome, by Nicholas Hienzi.

CUarles IV, emperor of Ger-

many
1349 Establishment of the Order of the

Garter

1350 John king of France

1355 Expedition of Edward III into

Scotland. Abdication of John

Cantacuzenus emperor of the

East, and succession of John

Palaeologus
Battle of Poictiers, in which John,

king of France, is taken prisoner

by Edward the Black Prince.

The golden bull, containing the

laws of the German empire, re-

gulatiouu relative to elections,

&c. published at Nuremberg,

by Charles IV

Adrianople taken by the Turkish

Sultan, Amurath 1

Formation of the corps of the

janizaries.
The use of the

French language in English

courts of law forbidden by act

of parliament
Charles V kiug of France

Peter the Cruel, king of Castile,

expelled from his dominions by

Bertrand du Gueselin

1367 Battle ofNajara, in which the. Black

Priiice defeats Henry ef Tras-

tamare, and afterwards restores

to his dominions Peter the Cruel.

1370 Robert II (Stuart) king of Scot-

land
2 M 2

Lud. Charlton

II. Lavingham
Guido Cauliato

J. Andrea*

135C

1360

1362

1364
1366

Bartolus

J. Brompton

Becanus

M. Planudes

Wicklitfe

Cantucuzenus
Robert Langeland

Petrarch

Boccaccio

Sir J. Mandeville

And. Orgagna

Matt, of Westminster

R. Higden

Niceph. Gregoras

Chaucer

Gower



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1376 1455.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

IticiiAKD II. .

HENRV IV.

HEMIY V.

HENRY VI.

AD. EVENTS.

1376
1377
1378
1379

1380
1381

1391

1390
1395
1397

1399
1400

1402

1405

1410

1413
1414

1415

1419

1420

1422
1430

1437

1440
1441

1446

1452

1453

1455

EMINENT MKN

Death of Edward the Black Prince

Wenceslaus, emperor of Germany
Grand schism in tlie Catholic

church
Charles VI king of France

Sedition in England, under Wat

Tyler
John Palasologus succeeded by his

son, Manuel II

Robert III king of Scotland

Russia ravaged by Tamerlane

Union of Calmar. Margaret of

Waldemar acknowledged queen
of Norway, Sweden, and Den-

mark, and Eric of Pomerauia

appointed her heir

Deposition of the German Em-

peror Wenceslaus, and election

of Robert, count Palatine

Defeat of the Turkish sultan Ba-

jazet, by Tamerlane, at Ancyra
Discovery of the Canary Islands.

James I king of Scotland

Sigismund emperor of Germany.
Oil painting said to have been
invented by John Van Eyck of

Bruges

Council of Constance : condem-
nation of John Huss, for heresy

War between England and France.
Battle of Agincourt

Murder of the duke of Burgundy,
at Monterean, by the partizans
of the Dauphin of France

Discovery of Madeira by the Por-

tuguese. Treaty of Troyas, be-

tween Henry V, and Charles VI
of France

Charles VII king of France

Joau of Arc, the maid of Orleans,
taken captive by the English at

Compeigne ; and subsequently

put to death. The art of print-

ing said to have been invented

by Laureuce Coster, at Haarlem
Death of the emperor Sigismund,
who is succeeded by Albert II.

Assassination of James I of Scot-

land
;
and succession of James II

j

Frederick III emperor of Germany
Discovery of printing at Mentz,

by Fust and Guttemberg
Constantine Drakoses, the last

Greek emperor, ascends the

throne of Constantinople
Final expulsion of the English

from France

Taking of Constantinople by the

Turkish Sultan, Mahomet II

Commencement of the civil war in

England, between the houses of

Lancaster and York. First bat-

tle of St. AlbuM

Moschopulu*

Chrysoloras

B. Valentine

Is. Hollandu*

Peter d'Ailly
John Huss

Jerome of Prague

Abp. Arundel

Gascoigne

Ubaldus

Leon. Aretin

Tho. Walsinghani

Poggio Brace.

John ab Eyk
Masaccio

Pope Pius II.

Cusanus

Tostatus

Bessarion

Thoio. a Kcmpia



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 145J) 1510'.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EVENTS. EMINENT MEN.

EDWARD IV.

EDWARD V.

RICHARD 1IT

HENRY VII.

Hrviir VIII.

1459 Conquest of the empire of Tre-
bisond, by the sultan, Ma-
liomet II

1460 James III king of Scotland
1461 Louis XI king of France. Henry

VI deposed
1463 Death of prince Henry of Portu-

gal, distinguished as a patron of

maritime enterprise
1467 Death of Scanderberg, prince of

Albania
1471 Final defeat of the Lancastrians

by Edward IV, at the battle of

Tewkesbury
1475 Capture of the city of Novogorod,

by the czar, John Basilowitz
1477 Charles the Bold, duke of Bar-

gundy, killed at the siege of

Nancy
1479 Union of the kingdoms of Castile

and Arragon, under Ferdinand
and Isabella

1483 Charles VIII king of France

1485 Battle of Bosworth
1487 Rebellion against HenryVI [.under

Lambert Simnell. James IV
king ofScotland. Cape of Good
Hope discovered by Bartholo-
mew Diaz, a Portuguese

1492 Capture of Grenada by Ferdinand
of Castile, and end of the do-

minion of the Moors in Spain.

Discovery of America by Co-
lumbus

1493 Maximilian I emperor of Germany.
Rebellion against Henry VII,
under Perkin VVarbeck

1494 Invasion of Italy by Charles VI [I

of France

1497 Expedition of Vasco di Gama to

the East Indies

1498 Louis XII king of France
1502 Marriage of Catherine of Arragon

to the prince of Wales, after-

wards Henry VIII
1 503 Conquest of Naples by the Spanish

general Gonsalvo, of Cordova
1508 League of Cambray, in which the

pope, the emperor, and the king
of France, unite to crush the

Venetians

1509 Albuquerque establishes the em-

pire of the Portuguese in the

East Indies

1513 War between France and England :

battle of Guinegaste, called the

battle of Spurs, from the de-

feat and flight of the French.

Hostilities between England and
Scotland. James IV killed at

the battle of Flodden
;
and suc-

ceeded by his son James V
1515 Francis I king of France

1516 Death of Ferdinand king of Spain,

Paurbachius
John Fust

Guttemburg
Gemistus Pletho

Peter Schoeffer

Laur. Valla

Platina

Theod. Gaza

Trapezuntius

F. Philelpbus

P. Collatius

John Bellini

Andr. Verrocbio
W. Caxton
G. Ripley

M. Ficinus

Politian

Regiomontanus

Annius of Viterbo

Savanarola

Picus of Mirandula

Alchabitius

Abrabanel

Paciolus"

Giorgione
Mantuan

Cardinal Ximene*
Lascaris

Chalcondilas

Muslims
Ph. de Comines
Pontanus
Hector Boethiut

Cardinal

Magellan
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SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1568 1(^2

SUCCESSION OF
SOyfREIGTfS.



A CHRONOLOGICAL lABLE. AD. l(>25 1657.

SUCCESSION OP
SOyEKEIGNS.
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SUCCESSION OF
xflVBRKIGNS.
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SUCCESSION OF
SOrEREIGNS.



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1714 1739.

SUCCESSION OF
VOVEREIGN8. \

AD. EVENTS.

GEORGE I.

GEORGE II.

eir.peror Charles VI, securing
all his hereditary dominions to

his daughter
1714 Treaty of Rastadt between the

emperor of Germany and the

king of France

1715 Rebellion in Scotland in favour of

the Stuart family. Battle of

Prestonpans. Conquest of the

Morea by the Turks. Louis X V
king of France

1716 Act passed for septennial parlia-
ments

1717 Defeat of the Turks by prince Eu-

gene near Belgrade
1718 Treaty of Passarowitz between the

emperor of Germany and the.

Grand Signer. Charles XII
killed at the siege of Frederich-

sliall

1719 Cession of the duchies of Bremen
and Verden by the Swedes to

George I. Soutli Sea company
established in England

1720 Mississippi scheme, under the di-

rection of law in France. Ac-

cession of Spain to the Quadru-

ple Alliance; die duke of Savoy
acknowledged king of Sardinia.

Plague at Marseilles

1721 Inoculation for the small-pox in-

troduced into England
1724 Abdication of Philip V in favour

of his son Louis, who dying soon

after, he re ascends the throne

of Spain
1725 Death of Peter the Great, and ac-

cession of his widow, Catha-

rine I, to the throne of Russia

1726 Expedition against Portobello

1727 Peter II emperor of Russia

1729 Treaty of Seville between Eng-
land, France, and Spain. Cor-

sica throws off her subjection to

the Genoese

1730 Anna Ivanowna empress of Rus-

sia.- Christiern VI succeeds

his father, Frederick IV, king
of Denmark

1733 Augustus II king of Poland

1735 Deputation of French mathemati-

cians sent to measure degrees of

the meridian within the polar

circle and near the equator

1736 Nadir Shah obtains supreme power
in Persia. Baron Newhoif

c'.dims the crown of Corsica.

War between the Turks and

Russians

1737 Cession of the duchy of Loraine

to Stanislaus, the ex-king of

Poland, Francis of Loraine be-

coming duke of Tuscany. In-

I vasion of Hindostan by Nadir

Shah
' 1739 Commencement of the building of

Wollastou

Dr. Sam. Clarke

Atterbury
Leclerc

Boerhaave

Arbuthnot
Sir John Vanbrugh
Watteau

Lesage
Moiufaucon
Lord Bolingbroke

Dr Woodward
Dr Mead
Giannone
Prideaux

Montesquieu
Chubb
Freind

Conyers Middleton

Ruyseh
Berkeley
Sir Hans Sloane

Saunderson
Vertot

Whiston
Hearne

Geoffrey
Reaumer
Olaus Wormiiu

Martin Folkes

Handel
Bach
Woolston
Marivaux
Richardson

Ephraim Chamber*

Fielding

Hutcheson
Dr Waterland
Somerville

Thomson
Fred. Hoffman

Cheyne
Colley Gibber

Dr Isaac Walts

Heineccius

Young
Dodsley
Bentley
Peter Buimaa
Foster

J. A. Fabriciuf



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1740 1757.

SUCCESSION OP
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EVENTS. EMINENT MEN

Westminster bridge. War with

Spain ; taking of Portobello by
admiral Vernon

1740 Frederick II king of Prussia.

Maria Theresa succeeds her fa-

ther the German emperor. In-

vasion of Silesia by Frederick II.

Death of the empress Ann of

Russia : succession of her in-

fant grand-nephew Ivan

1741 Ivan dethroned by Elizabeth,

daughter of Peter the Great,
who becomes empress of Russia

1742 The elector of Bavaria elected em-

peror of Germany, takes the

title of Charles VII. War de-

clared by France against Eng-
land, Holland, and Austria.

Celebrated retreat of marshal
Bellisle from Prague

1743 Battle of Dettingen
1744 Return of commodore Anson from

his voyage round the world

1745 Death of the emperor Charles VII;
peace between Austria and Ba-
varia

;
Francis duke of Tus-

cany, husband of Maria The-
resa, elected emperor of Ger-

many. Rebellion in Scotland

in favour of the house of Stuart.
- -Battle of Fontenoy

1746 Final defeat of the young Pre-
tender by the duke of Cumber-
land at Culloden. Ferdinand
IV king of Spain. Frederick V
king of Denmark. Destruction
of Lima by an earthquake.

Victory of marshal Saxe at Ro-
croix

1747 The prince of Orange elected

stadtholder of Holland. The
duke of Cumberland defeated

by marshal Saxe at Lafeldt

1748 Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle
1749 Violent eruption of Mount Vesu-

vius. Discovery of the city of

Herculaneum [See AD. 79]
1750 Joseph king of Portugal
1751 Death of Frederick prince of

Wales. Adolphus Frederick,

king of Sweden. William V
stadtholder of Holland

1752 Introduction of the new style into

England by act of parliament
1755 Destruction of Lisbon by an earth-

quake. Insurrection against
the Genoese in Corsica, under
Paoli

1756 Beginning of the seven years'

war. Suffocation of 123 Eng- ,

lish prisoners in the Black Hole
at Calcutta

1757 Attempt of Damiens to murder
'

Louis XV. Execution of ad-
!

miral Byng. Convention of
'

CloBterseven. Defeat of the I

Rolin
Potter

Hoadley
Bp. Sherlock

Ludw. Holberg
Hartley

Abp. Herring

Bp. Butler

Robins

Bouguer
Wolff
Ambrose Philips
Maittaire

Muratori

Gilbert West
Doddridct;
Gibson
Lardner
Benson
Zinzendorff

James Gibbs
Muschenbrock
Maclaurin
Demoivre
Clairault

T. Simpson
R. Simpson
Cheselden
Dr. Robert Smith
Dr. Pepnsch
Maupertius
Dr. Stephen Hales

Allan Ramsay
Helvetius

Noilet

Dr. Stukeley
Prev6t d' Exiles

Hogarth
W. Collins

Roubiliac

Rysbrack
La Caille

Churchill

Akenside
Crebillon

Linnaeus

Hume
Geminiani

Whytt
Smollett

Olof Dalin

Lord Lyttelton
Shenstone

Abp. Seeker
James Quin
Tobias Mayer
Winckelman
Geo. Psalmanazer

Bp. Pearce



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. l~5f 177<).

SUCCSSIO\ OF
AD. EVENTS.

(jtGFOK ill.

French by the king of Prussia
at Rosbach

1758 Battle of Crevelu Capture of

Louisburg. Defeat of the

Prussians at Zorndorff. At-

tempted assassination of the

king of Portugal. Defeat of

the king of Prussia by marshal
Daun at Hockkirchen

1759 Battle ef Minden. Charles 111

king of Spaiu. Taking of Que-
bec, and death of general Wolfe.

Defeat of the French off Bel-

lisle by admiral Hawke
1760 Beginning of the erection of Black-

friars bridge. Niebuhr, and
other travellers, sent to Arabia

by the king of Denmark. Total

defeat of the king of Prussia by
marshal Daun at Torgau

1761 Transit of Venus, June 6, observed

by astronomers in different parts
of the world. Capture of Pon-

dicherry. Family compact be-

tween France and Spain
1762 Peter III emperor of Russia.

War between England and

Spain. Dethronement and mur-

der of Peter 111, who is suc-

ceeded by his widow, Cathe-

rine II. Peace between Eng-
land, France, and Spain

176.1 Treaty of Hubertsberg, which ter-

minates the seven years' war.

Expulsion of Wilkes from the i

House of Commons
1764 Stanislaus Poniatowsky chosen

king of Poland. Society of the

Jesuits suppressed in France

1765 Joseph II emperor of Germany
1766 Christiern VII king of Denmark
1767 Cession of Corsica to France by

the Genoese
1768 Hostilities in the East Indies be-

tween the English and Hyder
Alley

1771 Gustavo* III king of Sweden

1772 Proceedings against the queen of

Denmark, and execution of

count Struensa. Partition of

Poland. Revolution in Sweden

1773 Suppression of the Jesuits by pope
Clement XIV.

1774 Louis XVI king of France. Ac-

cession of pope Pius VI.

1775 Battle of Bunker's-hill

1776 Declaration of independence by
the United States of America

1777 Maria queen of Portugal. Sur-

render of general Burgoyne at

Saratoga
1778 Declaration of France in favour

of the United States of Ame-
rica. Death of lord Chatham

1779 Declaration of war against Eng-

Mallett

Geo. Ld. MacclesfielJ

Gellert

Alex. Monro

Philip Miller

Sir John Hill

Dr. Grainger
Hewson
Dr. W. Hunter
Geo. WhitfieKI

Quesnay
Metastaaio

Dr Granger

Goldsmith
Garrick

Sterne

Gray
J. J. Rousseap
Voltaire

Swedenborg
Capt. Cook

Lessing
Chatterton

Hawkesworth
Haller

Ferguson

Foote

Warburton

Sir W. Blackston*
Dr Fothergill
James Harris

Dodd
Lord Kames
Sir John Pringle

Mengs
Daniel Bernoulli

D'Auville
De Mably

Dr Johnson
Dr Kennicoc
Euler

Buffon

D'AlemlxTt

Boscovich

Diderot
.Mi Hot

Glover

Bp. Lowth

Soame JenyM



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1780 1?93.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EVENTS.

land by the king of Spain.

Siege of Gibraltar

1780 Riot in London, in consequence
of the meeting of the Protestant

association under lord George
Gordon. Execution of major
AndrS as a spy. Death of the

empress Maria Theresa
1781 War between England and Hol-

land. Surrender of lord Corn-
wailis

1782 Victory of admiral Rodney over

the count De Grasse in the

West Indies

1783 Coalition ministry lord North
and Mr Fox. Treaty of peace
with America and her Allies.

Recognition of the independence
of the Uuited States. Wash-

ington chosen president of the

United States. Mr Pitt be-

comes prime minister

Impeachment of Mr Hastings.
Ascent of Lunardi in an air

balloon, from Moorfields

Frederick William II, king of

Prussia died. Attempted as-

sassination, of the king of Eng-
land by Margaret Nicholson

1787 Invasion of Holland by the

Prussians. Commencement of

troubles in France : assembly of

the Notables

1788 Charles IV king of Spain
1789 Selim II emperor of Turkey.

Meeting of the states-general in

France : self-institution of the

National Assembly. Destruc-

tion of the bastile

1790 Leopold II emperor of Germany
1791 Revolution in Poland. Flight of

Louis XVI to Varennes ;
and

his forced return to Paris. Le-

gislative assembly
1792 Declaration of war by Austria

against France Francis II em-

peror of Germany ; assassination

of Gustavus III king of Sweden
;

and succession of Gustavus IV.

Revolution of the 10th of

August; and deposition of the

king of France. Massacre in

the prisons of Paris, September
2 5 First session of the na-

tional convention, September 21.

1793 Assassination of Marat, by Char-
lotte Corday, July IS. Insur-

rection of the French royalists
in La Vendee. Trial, condem-

nation, and execution of Louis

XVI. War declared against

France, by England, Spain,
and Holland. Defeat of the

French general Dumourier, by
the Austriaus at Norwinden.

EMINEHT UEN,

Tho. Sheridan

James Stuart

Gainsborough
Dr Cullen

Dr John Brown

Dr Solander

La Perouse

Rom6 de 1'Isle

Solomon Gesner
Lavoisier

Bailly
Madame Roland
Dr. B. Franklin

John Wesley
Howard
Thomas Warton

Adam Smith
Dr. Richard Piice

Blacklock
Sir Joshua Reynolds
Goldoui

Smeaton
Dr. Robertson
John Hunter
Mirabeau
Mozart
Condorcet
Brissot

Danton

J. R. Forster

George Forster

Baron Bom
Rittenhouse

Zimmerman
Gibbon
James Bruce
Sir Will. Jctes

Wedgwood
James Boswell
Dr. Kippis

Macpherson
Sir W. Chambers
Dr. Reid
Lord Orford

Burke
Wilkes

Masou
Pennant

Burger
Thomas d'Iriarce

Ki^-n Lung
De Paaw
Due de Nivernois

Marmontel
Mallet du 1'aa



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. Af>. 17[)4 18UI.

SUCCESSION OF
AD. EVENTS.

. 794

1796

1797

1798

1799

1 800

1801

Flight of Dumourier. In-

vasion of France by the allies.

Second partition of Poland.

Capture of Valenciennes.
Trial and execution of the

queen of France. Proscription
of the Girondists.

Insurrection in support of the

liberty of Poland, under Kos-
ciusko. Defeat of the. French

fleet, by Lord Howe. Over-
throw of Robespierre and his

party. Revolution of the 9th of

Thermidor (July 27). George
III takes the title of king of

Corsica, on the submission of the

island to the English

Conquest of Holland by Pichegru.
Death of the dauphin in the

Temple, at Paris, when his uncle

assumed the title of Louis XVIII.
-Submission of the royalists of

La Vendee to the republican go-
vernment. Expedition to Qui-
beron Bay, undoi the count de

Puisaye. Capture of the Cape
of Good Hope and Ceylon from
the Dutch. Establishment of

the National Institute of France.

Termination of the National

Convention ; and aiablishment

of the Directory
Victories of Bonaparte over the

Austrians at Montenotte, Miles-

simo, and Mondovi. Battle of

Lodi. Battle of Arcola. Paul

I emperor of Russia

Victory of Bonaparte at Arcola ;

and capture of Mantua. Vic-

tory of sir John Jervis off Cape
St. Vincent. Mutiny on board

the English fleet at the Nore.

Peace of Campo Formio between
France and Austria. Defeat of

the Dutch off Camperdown, by
admiral Duncan

Rebellion in Ireland. Expedition
of Bonaparte to Egypt. Naval
battle of Aboukir

Invasion of Italy by the Russians

under Suwarrow. Capture of

Seringapatam by the English.
Death of Tippoo Saib. Arrival

of Bonaparte in France
;

over-

throw of the Directory ;
and esta-

blishment of the consular govern-
ment. Death of pope Pius VI ;

and election of Pius Vll. Ex-

pedition of the duke of York to

Holland
Invasion of Italy by Bonaparte ;

battle of Marengo, where gene-
ral Desaix was killed. Uniot

between England and Ireland

Treaty of Luneville, between Aus-

tria and France. Secession of

Louvet
Abbe Raynal
De Guignes
Piccini

Alfien

William Melmoth

George Steevens

Tweddall

Hugh Blair

Sir G. L. Staunton

Gilbert Wakefield
Dr. Heberden
Lavater
Dr. Alex. Geddes
Dr. G. Fordyce

Dr. Darwin
Dr. Beattie

Klopstock
Casti

Chiari

Dr. Priestley

Hedwig
Borda
Sir William Hamilton

Galvani
Dolomieu
Bloch
Adanson
Montucla

Montalembei s

Mechain
Lalande

Dr. Black

William Gilpiu
Portalis

Kant
Tronchet
Bichat

Cabanis

Paley
Necker

Schiller

Brunck

Bryant
Dalzell

Villaison

Anquetil du Perron

Person
Dutens
Baron Grimm
La Harpe
Laclog

Lebrnn

Adelung
Herder
Pfaflel

Anstey
Bank*



.1 CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1802 1809-

SUCCESSION OP
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EVENTS.

Mr. Pitt from the ministry, and

appointment of Mr Addington.
Defeat of the French at Alex-

andria. Death of sir Ralph
Abercromby. Bombardment of

Copenhagen by lord Nelson.

Assassination of Paul I, and suc-

cession of his son Alexander to

the throne of Russia
1802 Peace of Amiens
1803 War with France renewed. War

between the English and the

Mahrattas in the East Indies.

Battle of Assaye, in which the

Mahrattas are defeated by gene-
ral Wellesley (now duke of Wel-

lington). Republic of Hayti or

St. Domingo
1804 Mr Pitt returns to the ministry.

Arrest of Moreau, Pichegru, and

Georges, for a conspiracy against

Bonaparte. Seizure and execu-
tion of the duke d'Enghein, at

Vincennes. Bonaparte made

emperor of France
1805 Impeachment of lord Melville.

Naval victory of Trafalgar : death
of lord Nelson. Capture of

Vienna by the French. Battle

of Austerlitz. Treaty of Pres-

burg, between France and Aus-
tria

1806 Death of Mr. Pitt
; who is suc-

ceeded by lord Grenville : coali-

tion of that nobleman with Mr
Fox. Louis Bonaparte made

king of Holland. Joseph Bona-

parte made king of Naples.
Battle of Maida, in which the

French are defeated by sir John
Stuart. Establishment of the

kingdoms of Saxony, Bavaria,

Wirtemburg. Death of Mr
Fox. Battle of Jena. Capture
of Berlin by Bonaparte

1807 Act of parliament passed for the

abolition of the slave trade.

Retirement of lord Grenville

from office. Ministry of the

duke of Portland and Mr Per-

cival. Battle of Fredland.

Peace between France and Rus-
sia. Expedition to Copenha-
gen, and seizure of the Danish
fleet

1808 Abdication of Charles IV of Spain.

Joseph Bonaparte made king of

Spain ; and Joachi n Murat of

Naples, Mahmoui II em-

peror of Turkey. Ex edition

sir A. Wellesley to Portugal.
Battle of Vimiera. Expedition
to Spa'in, under sir John Moore,
who is killed at Corunna

1809 Parliamentary investigation of the
conduct of the dnke of York, as

EMI1VFNT MEN

Barry
Henry Kirke White
Charles Burney, Mus D.
Count Cobentzel
Sir John Dalrymplo
Bp. Douglas
Dr. Downman
Chev. D'Eon

Haydn
Angelica Kauffmau

Theoph. Lindsay
De Lob ne

Opie
Bp. Kurd

Henry Cavendish

Cumberland
Dr. Maskelyna
Mylne
Tho. Payne
Miss Scward
John Whitaker

Chenier

Montgolfier
John de Muller

Heyne
Jtrningham
Dr. Leyden

Malone
Pallas

Dr. Percy
Senebier

J. C. Fabriciu*

Eberhard

Dupuis
Griesbach
Olivier

Cesarotti

Whitbread
Jovellanos

Mehul
Wieland

Gretry
Duels

Hauy
Chladni,
J. L. Burkhardt
Tresham
Iffland

Count Rumford

Lagrange
Ginguene
Dr. W. Vincent
Charles Buruey, LL D.
Dr. Ferriar

Johnea
Nicholsou

Ricardo
Deliliv



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1810 1815.

SUCCESSION OP
SOVEREIGNS. AD. EVENTS.

commander of the army. Gus-
tavus IV forced to resign the

crown of Sweden, and is suc-

ceeded by his uncle the duke of

Sudermania. Renewal of war
between France and Austria.

Battle of Aspert-e. Insurrec-
tion of the Tyrolese under Hofer.

Victory of Bonaparte over the
archduke Charles, at Wagram.

Battle of Talavera. Expedi-
tion to Walcheren, under lord

Chatham. Duel between lord

Castlereagh and Mr. Canmng.
-Treaty of Presburg, between
France and Austria

1810 Committal of sir F. Burdett to the

tower, for a libel on the house
of commons. Divorce of Bona-

parte from the empress Jose-

phine, and his marriage with

Maria Louisa, of Austria. An-
nexation of Holland to the

French empire
1811 Prince of Wales appointed to the

regency. Independence of the

Spanish colonies in America

Capture of Badajoz and Ciudad

Rodrigo, by the English, under
lord Wellington. Caraccas, in

South America, destroyed by an

earthquake. Murder of Mr
Percival, by Bellingham, in the

lobby of the house of commons.
War between England and

the United States of Ameiica.

Expedition of Bonaparte to Rus-
sia : conflagration of Moscow :

disastrous retreat of the French

army
1813 Battle of Vittoria. Battle of

Plauen. Death of general Mo-
reau. Complete deft at of Bona-

parte at Leipsic
1811 Restoration of Ferdinand Vil to

the throne vf Spain- -Surrender

of Paris. Dethronement of Bo-

naparte ;
and restoration of Louis

XVIII. Treaty of Paris, be-

tween the allied sovereigns and

France, signed May 30. Cap-
ture of the city of Washington.

Treaty of Ghent, between

Great Britain and the United

States of America. Bonaparte
retires to Elba

181.
1
) Holy Alliance. Landing of Bona-

parte in the south of France ;
his

march to Paris ;
and resumption

of imperial power. Declaration

of Murat in favour of Bona-

parte. His flight from Naples ;

jis subsequent return, arrest,

andexecution. Battle of Water-

loo. Abdication of Bonaparte ;

and second rentotation of Jx>uit>

2N

EMINENT HEN.

Dibdin

Emlyn
Dr. Lettsom
Bartoloixi

Fulton

Dr. Denman
Salomon
R. B. Sheridan
Curran

Edgeworth
Dr. Adam Ferguson
Brvdone
Deluc

Bp. Watson
Passiello

Lord Stanhope
Warren Hastings

Repton
Romilly
Gen. Blucher
M. G. Lewis
Dr. Playfair

Mad. de Stael

Werner

Bichat

Maury
Kotzebue
James Watt
Dr. Wolcot
Suard

Monge
Sir Joseph Banks
John Bell

Dollond;
G rattan

Hayley

Volney
Benj. West
Arthur Young

Bonnycastle
Mrs. Inchbald

Sophia Lee
Dr. Abr. Rees
Abbe Sicard

Dr. V. Knox
Adam Walker
Cadet de Gastiicourt

Corvissart

Berthollet

Carnot

Dr. Herschell

Bloomfield

Shelley
Dr. E. D. Clarke
Maturin

Langles
Delambre
Canova
Lord Erskin*

Dr. Aikia



A CHR.ONOLO3ICAL TABLE. AD. 1816 1822.

IV.

AD.

1816

1817

1818

1819

EVENTS.

1820

1821

1822

XVIII. Surrender of Bona-

parte to the English ; and his

deportation to St. Helena
Death of the queen of Portugal.

Expedition against Algiers, un-

der lord Exmouth. Marriageof
the princess Charlotte of Wales
to prince Leopold of Saxe Co-

bourg. Riot in London

Completion of Waterloo-bridge.
Death of the princess Charlotte

of Wales. Trial for treason,
and acquittal of Watson, Thistle-

wood, and others

Death of the king of Sweden ;

and accession of Bernadotte

(Charles John) to the throne of

that kingdom. Congress i,f

Aix-la-Cliapelle. Death of the

queen of England
Death of the duke of Kent.

Death of king George III

January 29. Accession of

GEORGE IV. Voyage of Dis-

covi-ry in the Arctic Regions,
under the command of captain

Parry. Riot at Manchester.

Discovery of New South Shet-

land, by Mr. Smith
Cato-street conspiracy. Execu-

tion of Arthur Thistlewood and
his confederates. Bill of Pains

and Penalties, for depriving the

queen (Caroline) of her title, in-

troduced into the hou e of

Lords, and afterwards aban-

doned. Treaty between Spain
and the United States of Ame-
rica ; and cession of Florida.

Disturbances in Spain and Por-

tugal. Grant of a free consti-

tution to his people by the king
of Naples. Assassination of

the duke of Berri, at Paris

Insurrection of the Greeks against
the grand signior ; and Deca-

pitation of the patiiarch of Con-

stantinople. Death of Napo-
leon Buonaparte at St. Helena.

Coronation of George IV.

Death of the Queen ; and Riot

in London, during the passage
of her funeral procession. Con-

gress of Lay bach. Abolition

of the Neapolitan Constitution

Declaration of Independence by
the Greeks. Recognition of

the governments of Columbia,
Mexico, and Peru, by the Uni-
ted States Suicide of the mar-

quis of Londonderry. Agricul-
tural scarcity and digress in

England and Ireland. Con-

gress of Vienna. Return of

captain Franklin from an expe-
dition to North America

EHIK E.VT W*..V

Mrs. Barbauld
Lord Byron

Vi 11 Webt-r
Mrs. Radclifle

La ( cpecle
John K.h Biiri-kh.tnit

Dfiion

Talma
Pinkeiton
Dr. John Milner
Flax>nan

Malte-Brim
FvJSCOiO

Canning
Dr Parr

Gifford

Beethoven
Pestalozzi

Kirauisin

Dr Alexander \fiirort

Professor Piayfair
Ficlite

Jacob!

Agnes Ibbutson

E. T. W. Hoffman
Dr Ra-^ori

Dr Charie* Huttou
John Ph. Kemble

Hauy
C. J. Bail

Geo. Chalmers
Lacretelle

Laennec
Professor P.ct, t

John Paul Rirhter

Thomas Jefferson

Piazzi

John Keats
Baron Percy
Lemontey
F. Weinbrenner
Jens Baggesen
Frauenhoter
D. Philippides

Bishop Heher
Kichhom

Bilderdyk
J. Ehlert Bode

Boissy d'Anglas
J. L. David

Lanjinnaia
William Mitford

Count Puisave
Ramond de Carbounieres

Larive, Artor
H. Maria Williams
Professor (jardine

Roh-rt Poih.k

Dr Haygarth



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1823 1827.

AD. EVENTS.

1323 Invasion of Spain by the French;
and subversion of the Consti-

tutional Government established

there. Death of Pope Pius

VII, and Accession of Leo XI I

1 824 Death of Louis XVI 1 1 of France,
and Accession of Charles X.

Treaty of Commerce between
Great Britain and Denmark.
War between the British and
the Burmese, in India War
in Africa, with the Ashantees ;

and death of Sir Charles Ma-

earthy, governor of Sierra

Leone. Insurrections among
the 'Negroes at Demerara, and

in the West Indies

1825 Death of Ferdinand IV king of

the Two Sicilies ;
and Accession

of Francis I. Death of Alex-

ander emperor of Russia ; Re-

nunciation of the Crown, by
the grand duke Constantine, and

Accession of Nicholas I. Coro-

nation of Charles X Great

Commerciiil Panic in London.

Recognition of the governments
of Mexico, Columbia, and Bue-

nos Ayres, by Great Britain
;

and treaty of commerce with

those States. Convention 1-
tween Great Britain and Russia.

Reco^uiliun of ihe independ-
ence of St. Domingo (Haiti)

by France. Treaty between

Great Britain and Brazil, rela-

tive to the Abolition of the Slave

Trade. Treaties of Navigation
between Great Britain and

France, and Great Britain and

Sweden. Assumption of the

title of emperor of Brazil, by
Don Pedro of Portugal. Re-

turn of captain Franklin from a

second expedition to North

America
1826 Death of John VI king of Por-

tugal ;
and Abdication of the

crown by Don Pedro in favour

cf his daughter Donna Maria

da G'oria. Termination of the

War with the Burmese; and

treaty of Yandaboo. Treaty of

Akermann. War between the

Russians and Persians. Con-

tinuation of commercial failures

and difficulties, in consequence
of the rage for speculation in

England Improvement of ihe

British Criminal Code. Con-

vention between Great Britain

and the United Slates, relative

to Indemnities to American

subjects injured by the war be-

tween the two countries

1 827 Foundation of the London Univer-

Thomas Lemau
Henry Cline
Sir George Beaumont
Alex. Volta

Marquis Laplace
W. Belsham
Eliz. Kenger
John Mason Good
Dr Robert Jackson
Madame Guizot

Bishop Tomline

Josej h Beringtun
Legh Richmond
Sir James Edward Su.:th

Dr Andrew Duncan
Dr George Pearson

Lady Caroline Lamb
Dr Gall

Thomas Bewick

Dugald Stewart

William Coxe
Mrs Darner

Margravine of Anspath
Henry Neele
Sir William Congreve
Bouterweek
Vincenzo Monti
Sir W. Drumrnond
Dr W. Wollaston
Moratin

Niemeyer
Goekingk
W. Shield

Sir Humphrey Davy
Frederick Schlegel
Dr Robert Nares
Gos>,ec

Pindemonte
Dr Thomas Young
Dumont
Thomas Belsham
Antonio Montucci

Duchess de Duras
Sir Thomas Lawrt:ica

George Tierney
Simon Bolivar

W. Huskisson

W. Hazht*
Mad. de Genlis

Benj. Constant

N. Brassey HnlheJ
Richard Chenevix

Major Rennel

Count de Segur
Mrs Siddons

Robe it Elliston

William Roscoe

Frederic von Genlz

C. C. Colton

Archbishop Magi e

Aug. Lafontaine

Bar. de la Motte Fouqu"

Aloysio Pons

Henry Mackenzie-

John Jackson, R.A.

John Abernethy



A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. AD. 1828 1830.

SCCCE8KIOS OF
SOKE.fr K/GA'S. AD. EVENTS. EMIXEXT MEN.

sity. Death of the duke of

York. Advancement of Mr
Canning to the post of prime
minister, in consequence of the

illness of lord Liverpool. Bat-

tle of Navarino. Expedition of

captain Beechey to explore the

northern coasts of America.

1828 Accession of the duke of Welling-
ton to the post of prime minis-

ter. Repeal of the Corpora-
tion and Test Acts Peace of

Turkmauchay, between Russia
and Persia. War between the

Turks and Russians. Conven-
tion with the Viceroy of Egypt,
relative to the evacuation of the

Morea. Assumption of the

presidency of Greece, by count

Capo d'Istria. Usurpation of

the crown of Portugal, by Don

Miguel. Capture of Madeira

by the fleet of Don Miguel.
Abolition of Suttees, or the vo-

luntary burning of Hindoo Wi-
dows, by the British govern-
ment in India

1829 Repeal of Statutes against Roman
Catholics, and e.-tablishment

of their right to sit in parlia-
ment. Death of Pope Leo XII,
and accession of Pius VIII
General Jackson chosen presi-
dent of the United States.

Capture of Missolonghi, by the

Greeks Peace between Russia
and Turkey ;

and treaty of

Adrianople. Legislative coun-

cil appointed for the colony of

New South Wales. Revolution

in Mexico
1830 Disputes between the British at

Canton and the Chinese autho-

rities, and suspension of com-
mercial intercourse. Abolition

of the Salic Law by the king of

Spain. Expedition of Algiers,
and capture of that city by the

French. Death of George IV
June 26 ;

and Accession of his

present Majesty WILLIAM IV

Robert Hall
Thomas Hope
Lord Dundonald

Ralph Churton
James Northcote. R A
Professor Niebuhr
A. du Petit-Thouare

James Monro
Dr Andrew Bell

Goethe

Jeremy Bentham
Sir John Leslie

Antonio Scarpa
Dr Spurzheim
Erasmus Rask
J. Bapt. Say
Count Chaptal
J. F. Champollion
Baron Cuvier
Abel Remusat
Sir James Mackintosh

Bishop Huntingford
Anna Maria Porter

Sir James Hall

Sir Everard Home
Priscilla WT

akefield

Sir Walter Scott

George Crabbe
Muzio Clementi

Sir William Grant
Charles Butler

Dr Adam Clarke

Dr James Armstrong
John O'Keeffe
Mad. Mara
Rowland Hill

John Randolph
Sir John Malcolm
Sir J. A. Stevenson

Dr T. Trotter

Lord Norbury
James Stephen
Sir N. W. Wraxall
William Wilberforce

Rajah Rammohun Roy*

The foregoing list of eminent men simply intimates that such existed at the IMes gpeoLie
VIICP (o date of decease. Several of the above-named individuals did not die H. til within

I U'JO .i.,l 1 QQQ
mlV _.

1331, 18,'tt, and 1833.

J without
u-< ye*n



CONTINUATION

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS."

WILLIAM IV.

1831.

Domestic. Coronation of William IV. and

Queen Adelaide, Sept. 8th. General

Election. Meetings throughout the

country on Parliamentary Reform.

Census of the Population taken through-
out England. Special Commission for

the trial of Rioters and Incendiaries in

the southern Counties of England, and

also at Limerick and Clare in Ireland.

Proclamation against Political Associa-

tions. Three Churches destroyed by
fire : Blackburn in Lancashire, Wark-
worth in Northumberland, and St. Pe-

ter's at Birmingham. Rt. Rev. Dr. Kyle
consecrated Bishop of Cork and Ross.

Cholera rages in England. Famine and

outrages in Ireland. Wreck of the

Rothsay Castle oft' Beaumaris

Foreiijn. Revolution in France. The

French Chambers of Deputies dissolved,

and M. Casimir Perier appointed Presi-

dent of the Council. The Electoral

Law, which doubles the number of elec-

tors, came into operation. Prince Leo-

pold elected King of Belgium by the

Congress at Brussels. Died, Charles

Felix, King of Sardinia, and is succeeded

by Charles Albert, late Prince Carignan.

Cardinal Mauro Capellari elected to

the Papal throne, assuming the title of

Gregory XVI. Insurrection in Italy.

Disturbances at Guttingen. Revolution

in Brazil. Dom Pedro, the Emperor of

Brazil, deposed by his subjects. The

Grand Duke Constantine, late Governor

of Poland, dies at Witepsk. A sangui-

nary struggle between the Russians and

the Poles. Warsaw taken possession of

by the Russians. The President of

Greece, Count Capo d'Istrias, aasa

nated. Insurrection in Jamaica

Mr Abernethy
Rt Hon. C. B. Bathurst

Rev. James Bentham
Sir E. Beiry
Wm Bilderdijk
Dr James Blackstone

Dean Bayley
Mather Brown
Rev. Weeden Butler

John Calcraft, Esq.
Rt. Hon. Wm Carnegie
James Christie

Archdeacon Churton
Lord Clifford

Rev. John Clowes

R. Clutterbuck

Earl of Coventry
Rev. E. Davies

Gen. Diebitsch

Richard Duppa, Esq.
R. W. Elliston

Dr Gabell

Sir Jenison Gordon
Thomas Greatorex

William Greenfield

Robert Hall

William Hamper
Sir Anthony Hart

Rt Hon. Sir A. Hart

Capt. Heywood
Rev. Brian Hill

Sir B. Hobhouse

Sir W. J. Hope
Thomas Hope, Esq.
Sir H. Innes

John Jackson, artist

R. P. Jodrell

Bishop Knox

Bp Lawrence
Earl of Lisburne

Sir M. M. Lopes

3inent persons given in the Appendix died during the >ear of the spc-ciOc-d date.



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1832.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

WILLIAM IV. Parliamentary. Session 1 & 2 Will. IV.

from October 6, 1830, to April 22, 1831.

Re-assembled June 14, to October 20,
1831. The principal Public Acts passed
were: The Mutiny Act Civil List, being
an Act for the Support of His Majesty's
Household. Provision for Queen Ade-

laide, Duchess of Kent, and Princess

Victoria. Lieutenants for the several

Counties of Ireland. Hackney Coaches,
&c.used in the Metropolis. Game Laws.

Truck System. To Establish a Court
of Bankruptcy. For the better Regula-
tion of Vestries. For Regulating the

Vend and Delivery of Coals in the Cities

of London and Westminster
Public Improvements, King's College,

Strand, completed and opened for Stu-

dents. Exeter Hall, Strand, opened.
A flight of steps erected on the site of

Carlton Palace. The Lowther Arcade.

Statue to the memory of Mr. Pitt in

Hanover Square. Statue of Major Cart-

wright in Burton Crescent. Travellers'

Club House, Pall Mall. Westminster

Ophthalmic Hospital. The new London

Bridge opened on August 1st, with un-

usual splendour. New entrance at

Shadwell to the London Docks. ATablet

of white marble to the memory of the

Hon. William Huskisson, erected at

Parkside, near Newton. New Harbour
at Lowestoft, near Norwich

1832.

Domestic. The Reform Bill earned in the

Commons, 359 to 239. Obstructed in

the Lords. Ministers resign. Lord

Ebrington's motion, and meetings

throughout the country in favour of

Reform. The Duke of Wellington can-

not form a ministry. Grey ministry re-

instated. Assault upon his Majesty,
William IV., at the Ascot Races. Day
of NationalHumiliation observed. Rev.

Daniel Wilson consecrated Bishop of

Calcutta. A royal Commission formed
for enquiring into the Poor Laws. The
Cholera still raging at Liverpool and in

Ireland

Foreijn. The King of the French fired

at, while proceeding to the Chambers to

open the Session. A new French minis-

try formed by Marshal Soult. Arrest

of the Duchess of Bern at Nantes. The

marriage of Leopold, King of Belgium,
to a daughter of Louis Philippe. Don
Pedro sails to Villa Real. Victory of

Admiral Napier off Cape St. Vincent.

Capture of Lisbon. Queen of Spain ap-

pointed Regent during the King's indis-

position. General amnesty, and adop-
tion of a more liberal system. A com-
mercial treaty between Switzerland and

Mexico. Act of German diet for the

Henry Mackenzie

Abp Magee
Sir Murray Maxwell
Dr Meiklejohn
Jack Mitford

Countess of Moraington
Earl of Mulgrave
Sir G. Naylor, knt

Viscountess Nelson

M. Niebuhr
Thomas Payne
John Quick
R. Reece, M.D.
Charles Rivington
Hon. Philip Koper
William Roscoe, Esq.
Sir William Scarlett

Rev. S. Sever

Mrs Siddons

Andrew Strnhan

Viscount Sydney
Montague Talbot
Dr A. Thomson
John Walker, B.C.L.
Lord Walsirighatn

Lady Walsingham
Duchess of Wellington
Earl of Wintei ton

Rev. Basil Wood
Shirley Woolmer
Sir N. W. Wraxall
Sir J. S. Yorke

Dr Bell

Genera] Belliard

Jeremy Beiitham
Mr John Bigland
Sir R. Birnie

James Bisset

John Bibs, M.D.
Madame Bonaparte
M. de Bonstetteu

Bishop Bourke
Rev. Henry Boyd
Joseph BrasbriJge
Lieut.-Col. Brertton

Rev. George Burder
Dr Burney
Charles Butler, Esq.
Sir John Carr

Rev. B. S. Carwithen
John Chamier
Professor Chiarini

Dr Adam Clarke

Muzio dementi
Lord de Clifford

Sir A. F. I. Cochrane

Rev. C. C. Coltou

Baron Cotta

Rev. George Ciabbe
John M'Creery
Baron Cuvier

Gen. L^alrymple



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1833.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

WILLIAM IV.

EVENTS.

maintenance of peace and order. Con-
stitutional Charter for Hanover. Erup-
tion of Mount Vesuvius and of Mount
jttna, by which Bronte is destroyed.
Ukase issued by the Emperor Nicholas,
decreeing that Poland shall henceforth
form an integral part of the Russian

Empire. Ibrahim Pasha takes Acre,
defeats the Turks at Horns, and occu-

pies Aleppo and Damascus
; enters

Asia Minor; decisive battle of Koniyeh,
30,000 Turks slain. Piracy of the Ma-

lays in Sumatra punished by the U. S.

frigate Potomac. Revolution in Monte-

Video, Uruguay. Battle between the
Mexican Generals Santa Anna and Bus-
tamente. Slave Trade abolished in

Brazil

Parliamentary. Session 3 Will. IV., from
December 6, 1831, to August 16, 1832.
The principal Acts passed were, For Es-

tablishing Fever Hospitals in Ireland.

For the prevention of Cholera. Pen-

ny Postage. Malt drawback in Scot-

land and Ireland. Corn Laws Consolida-

tion. Friendly Societies. Naval Civil

Departments. Recovery of Tithes in

Ireland. Poor Allotments. REFORM
;

An Act to Amend the Representation of

the People in England and Wales
;

also

in Scotland and Ireland. Army Prize

Money. For Abolishing the Punish-
ment of Death in certain cases. Boun-

dary Act for England and Ireland.

Corporate Funds. Prescription. For

Regulating Schools of Anatomy. To
Amend the Laws relating to the Cus-
toms. Labourers' Employment. Abo-
lition of Chancery Offices. For the

Salaries of High and Judicial Officers.

Tithes Composition, Ireland. Stage
Coaches

Public Improvements. St. Dunstan's

Church, Fleet Street, rebuilt. York
Minster restored. A Colossal bronze

Statue, facing New Palace Yard, io the

memory of George Canning. Surrey
Zoological Gardens opened. Statue to

the memory of George III. erected on

Snow Hill, Windsor Great Park Sus-

pension Bridge over the river Aire, near

Leeds. Bridge over the Trent at Dun-
ham Ferry

1833.

Domestic. Cold-Bath Fields' meeting, to

adopt measures for ailing a National

Convention. Marquess Wellesley ap-

pointed Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland.

Rev. Edward Irving tried for Heresy
before the Presbytery of Annan. -Arri-

val of Captain Ross on his return from

his Arctic Expedition after an absence of

four years. Shock of an Earthquake in

Nottinghamshire and at Chichester

EMINENT PERSONS.

Viscount Downe
Rt Hon. Charles Duii'las

Mr. C. F. Edgar
Rev. John Evans
Mr James Fletcher

Goethe, the poet
Sir William Grant
Col. Herries
Sir Everard Home
William Kendall, EM

J.

Lord Kin'.ale

Gen. Lamarque
Sir John Leslie

Dr Lettice

Sir J. Mackintosh
M. Martignac
Joseph S. Munden
General Murillo

A. Nimnio, Esq.
Craven Ord, F.R.S.

M. Casimir Perier

Rev. R. Plumptre
Rev. Edward Polter

Miss A. M. Porter

Augustus Pr.gin
Duke of ReichsUult

M. Abel Remusat
Earl of Scarborough
Sir Walter Scott

Rev. John Simpson
Henry Smedley, Esq.
R. Spottiswoode
Dr Spurzheim
James Stephens
Thomas Stevens, Esq.
Lord Strafford

A. Stratton, Esq.
William Strutt, F.R.S.
John Taylor
Baron Tenterden
Dr Thackeray
Earl of Thanet
Mr Archibald Thomson

Captain Trant

Timothy Tyrrell, Esq.
Arthur Tyton
Rev. E. Valpy
Mrs P. Wakefield

Rev. Walter Whiter
Owen Williams, Es.q.

Dr Withering
Count Woronzow

Mr Thomas Allen

Dr Babington
Sir W. M. Baunatyii
Jobhua Brookes, EMJ.
James Brougham
Major-Gen, beutinck

Dr Buchanan
John Coney
Lady Crawford
Sir George Dal IB.-,



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1834.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

WILLIAM IV. Foreign. A regular daily Mail established

between England and France. General

Election in France, and Deputies friendly
to the existing government generally-

returned by large majorities. The King
of Spain died of apoplexy, and the Queen

Dowager assumed the title of Reina

Gobernadora, as Regent. A decree is-

sued confiscating the effects of Don Car-

los. Insurrection in Biscay, Navarre,

&c., in favour of Don Carlos. Spain
divided into forty-three departments.

The English Government recognise
Donna Maria as Queen of Portugal
at Lisbon. Riots at Frankfort. Con-

gress of Monarchs at Toplitz. Martial

law declared throughout Greece, in con-

sequence of a conspiracy against King
Otho. General Santander installed in

the dignity of President of New Gre-

nada. A great fire at Constantinople,
which destroyed one-fourth of the city.

Inundation at Canton, which swept

away 10,000 houses. Mehemet Ali con-

firmed in his government of Egypt and

Candia by the Sublime Porte. General

Jackson a second time President of the

United States

Parliamentary. Session 4 Will. IV., from

January 29 to August 29, 1833. The

principal Acts passed were, For the Sup-

pression of Disturbances in Ireland.

For Consolidating the Laws relating to

Savings' Banks. Dramatic Literary

Property. Police Offices. Church

Temporalities, Ireland. Burghs Police,

Scotland. For the general Regulation
oftheCustoms. For theEncouragement
of British Shipping and Navigation.
For the Abolition of Slavery throughout
the British Colonies. To amend Laws

relating to Grand Juries, Ireland. For

the better Government of the Indian

Territories. General Lighting and

Watching. Juries in Ireland. Chinese

Trade. Factories' Labour
PublicImprovements. HungerfordMarket.

York Column. State Paper Office.

NewWestminsterHospital. St.George's

Hospital. London Cattle Market, Is-

lington. Birmingham Town Hall.

Waltham Cross restored. Herne Bay
Pier. Hutcheson Bridge, Glasgow

1834.

Domestic. Mr. Stanley, Sir J. Graham,
Earl of Ripon,- and the Duke of Rich-

mond leave the ministry on Mr. Ward's
motion " that the Protestant Episcopal
Establishment of Ireland exceeds the

spiritual wants of the Protestant popu-
lation, and ought to be reduced." Earl

Grey retires. Lord Melbourne premier.
In November, the Ministry dismissed

on the death of Lord Spencer. The

VVilliam Danby
Charles DibJen
Lord Dover
Sir Kenneth Douglas
Mr Samuel Drew
Earl of Dudley
Prince Esterhazy
Lord Exmouth
Sir Thomas Foley
Gen. Fremont

Marquis de Funchal

Adm. Lord Gambier
M. Peter Guerin

T. C. Hansard, Esq.

Joseph Haslewood

Gasper Hauser
A. H. Haworth, Esq.
Dr Heard
Richard Heber

Godfrey Higgins
Rev. Rowland Hill

Capt. Hoppner
Bishop Jebb
Marshal Jourdan
Mr O'Keefe
Mr Edmund Kean
Viscount Kingsland
Rev. R. Landon
Lewis Majendie, Esq.
Mrs. Hannah More
John Murray, M.D.
Mr A. Nicholson

Sergeant Onslow
Mr A. Pkken
Robert Preston

Erasmus Rask

Sir Christ. Robinson

Sir Herbert Sawyer
Dr J. Gordon Smith

William Sotheby, F.R.S.

Gen. Stack

Sir James Stevenson

Vice-Adm. Stirling
Duke of Sutherland

Gen. Sir B. Tarleton

Lord Townshend

Major-Gen. Warren
Alderman Waithman
Thomas Walford

William Wilberforce

Rev. Dr Winter

Dean Woodhouse
Rev. Dr Wooll

Rudolph Ackermann
Lord Arundell

Anthony Aufrere, Esq.
Viscount Barnewall

Earl Bathurst

Mr Thomas Beverley
Mr James Biddies

Bishop Bisset

Dean Bisshopp
Sir Gilbert Blane



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1834.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

WILLIAM IV.

EVENTS.

Duke of Wellington advised the King to
send for Sir Robert Peel, who was then
at Rome. The new Administration

(which lasted four months) consisted
of Sir Robert Peel, Duke of Wellington,
Earl of Aberdeen, and Lord Lyndhurst.
On Dec. 30th, a Royal Proclamation

dissolvedParliament. Duke ofGlouces-
ter died at Bagshot Park, Nov. 30th.
Both Houses of Parliament destroyed
by fire, Sept. 16th. Six Dorchester
labourers sentenced to 7 years' transpor-
tation for administering unlawful oaths.

Thirty thousand Workmen of London
presented a petition to the King on their

behalf, signed by 266,000 persons.
Numerous incendiary fires. Meetings
against Church-Rates. The Duke of

Wellington elected Chancellor of the

University of Oxford

Foreign. Dreadful riots at Lyons : 2000

military and 8000 rioters slain. Mar-
shal Soult quitted office, and was suc-

ceeded, as President of the Council and
Minister of War, by Marshal Gerard.

Quadruple Alliance of England,
France, Spain, and Portugal, for the

Pacification of Spain and Portugal by
the expulsion of Don Miguel and Don
Carlos from Portugal. Don Miguel
capitulates and retires to Italy. Don
Carlos retires to Portugal, visits England,
and returns. Dissolution of the monas-
teries in Portugal. Don Pedro dies at

the palace of Queluz. The Queen of

Spain assumes the full exercise of royal

authority. Riots in Brussels. Con-

gress of German ministers at Vienna.

Lord Napier appointed Chief Superin-
tendent of British merchants at Canton.

Stoppage of trade by the Chinese on

Lord Napier's proceeding to Canton with-

out permission. The interdict on the

Tea trade taken off after some violence,
but Lord Napier died at Macao, on Oct.

llth. War again raging in the South
American States. The Chateau of St.

Louis, the residence of the Governor of

Quebec, destroyed by fire. Sir Benjamin
D'Urban appointed Governor of the Cape
of Good Hope. Insurrections in Syria

against the government of Ibrahim

Pasha

Parliamentary. 4&5 Will. IV., from

February 4 to August 15, 1834. The

principal Acts passed were, Common
Lands. Port ofLondon Dues. For the

better regulation of Chimney-Sweepers.
For establishing a new Central Crimi-

nal Court. Friendly Societies. News-

papers tn Foreign parts. Weights and

Measures. Excise Revenue Manage-
ment. Merchant Seamen's Relief.

Assessed Taxes. Composition, to con-

tinue for five years. Certain Exemp-
tions from Assessments. Poor Laws

EMINENT PERSONS.

John Blount, Esq.

Henry Bone, Esq., R.A.
11. de Bourienne
Robert Bowyer, Esq.

Marquis of Breadalbane
Earl of Burlington
John Caley
Rev. Dr Carey
Alexander Chalmers, Esq
George Clymer, Esq.
S. T. Coleridge
Mr Geo. Cooke
Sir Foster Cunliffe

Rev. James Dallaway
Earl of Derby
Rowland Detroisier

Francis Douce
Sir Kenneth Douglas
Rev. Dr Doyle
N. G. Dufief, Esq.
Viscount Dungarvon
Earl of Galloway
Lord Vise. Galway
Sir John Godfrey
William Gosling, Esq.
Lord Grenville

Bishop Gray
J. F. Gyles, Esq.
Professor Harding
Rev. Augustus W. Hare

Rev. J. Harreman
James Heath

Julian Hibbert

Prince Hoare, Esq.
Rev. Dr Inglis

Rev. E. Irving
Hon. Richard Jebb

Admiral Keats

General Knollys
Gen. Lafayette
Hon. George Lamb
Charles Lamb
Richard Lander

Rt Hon. Sir J. Leach

Geo. Martin Leake, Esq.
Lionel Lukin

Rev. Daniel Lysons
Rev. T. R. Mathias

T. C. W. Mayhew, Esq.

Rev. Dr Morrison

Dr A. Murray
Dr Thomas Myers
Baron de Noiwl

Thomas Parke

Dr John Penu

Mr Edward Pidgeon
Thomas Pringle
Mr Ralph Rylance
Sir Herbert Sawyer
Mrs 0. Serres

Lieut. John Shipp
Earl Spencer
Wm Robert Speno-r, Esq.
Dr Christopher Stanger
Thomas Stothard

Robert Surtce*



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1835.

SUCCESSION' OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

WILLIAM IV. Amendment. To permit the general
Sale of Beer and Cider by Retail in

England. Church Temporalities (Ire-

land). To erect South Australia into

a British Province

Public Improvements. Bath AbbeyChurch
restored. ApproachestoLondonBridge.
A propylaeum to the new Hall of Clirist

Hospital^ Newgate Street. Stockwell

Proprietary Grammar School, Park

Road, Clapham. Lyceum Theatre and

English Opera-house. The Pantheon,
Oxford Street, transforaied into a Bazaar.

Duke of York's Column, Waterloo

Place. Birmingham New Market

1835.

Domestic. General Election in Great Bri-

tain in January. Mr Abercromby elect-

ed Speaker. Sir Charles Manners Sut-

ton elevated to the peerage by the title

of Viscount Canterbury and Baron
Botesford. Alexander Baring elevated

by the title of Baron Ashburton. In

April a new ministry^ formed under

Lord Melbourne, on the resignation of

Sir Robert Peel. Lord Mulgrave ap-

pointed Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.

Earl of Durham as Ambassador to St.

Petersburgh Lord Wm. Bentinck

arrives from the East Indies. Lord

Auckland appointed Governor-General

of India. Captain Hindmarsh, as Go-
vernor of South Australia. Earl Gos-

ford as Governor-in-Chief of Canada.

The Marquis Camden installed Chan-
cellor of the University of Cambridge.

Centenary of the Reformation com-
memorated Oct 4th

Foreign. The Duke de Broglie placed at

the head of the new French ministry.

Fieschi, the assassin, fired
" the infernal

machine "
at Louis Philippe. Severe

laws passed against the liberty of the

French press. In October a conference

was held at Kalisch and Toeplitz by the

Emperors of Russia and Austria, and

the King of Prussia. Great fire at

Canton, upwards of 3000 houses con-

sumed; another at New York, which

destroyed property valued at 20,000,000
dollars

Parliamentary. Session 5 & 6 Will. IV.,
from February 9 to September 10, 1835.

The principal acts passed, were: For

regulating the printing and publica-
tion of newspapers. For consolidating
the laws relating to merchant seamen.

For the establishment of loan socie-

ties. Seamen's enlistment. Postage
to foreign parts. Prisons regulation.

Peace preservation, Ireland. High-
ways act. Cruelly to animals. Abo-
lition of oaths. Copyright in lectures.

Municipal coiporatious reform. To

Rev. Dr Tatham
Michael Angelo Taylor
Lord Teignmouth
Thomas Tel ford, Esq.
Mr John Thelwall

Capt. David Thompson
Mr. G. W. Tbdd
Rev. Sir Henry Trelawu^y
Edward Uphain
M. Ventouillac

Charles Wesley
Dr Geo. Williams

Rev. Dr Yates

Rt. Hon ; C. Philip Yoi ke

Emperor of Austria

Signer Bellini

Wm. Blauchard

Joseph Bonsor, Esq.
Karl August Bottiger

Bishop Briiikley

Pigault Le Brun
Earl of Chatham
William Cobbett
Sir W. Cockburn
Earl of Couitown
Dr M'Cree
E. J. Curteis

Earl of Darnley
Earl of Devon
Lord de Duustauville

M. Dupuytren
Bishop Elrington
Ht Hon. J. Fitzgerald
Francis Goodwin
Baron Gros

Rev. Anthony Hedley
Mrs Hemans
James Hogg
Baron HumboMt
Hemy Hunt
Robert Lemon
Earl of Longford
Professor Martos

T. J. Mathias

Charles Mathews
John M'Culloch
Adm. Moorsom
Marshal Mortier

W. Motherwell

Dr F. H. Mulier
John Nash
Earl Nelson

Henry O'Brien

Dr Pinckard

Isaac Pocock

Dr Pughe
Professor Reuvens

Leopold Robert

Abbe' A* la Rue
Michael T. Sadler

William Say
Mr Serjeant Seilou



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A. D. 1836.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

WILLIAM IV.

EVENTS. EMINENT PEPSON3.

amend the laws touching letters pa-
tent

Public Improvements. Surgeons' Hall,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, restored. Cam-
berwell Collegiate School. St. Olave's

Schoolj Southwark. New Dividend
Warrant Office, Bank. Fishmongers'
Hall. Goldsmiths' Hall. Atlas As-
surance Office, Cheapside. Abiugdon
Workhouse

1836.

Domestic. During the months ofFebruary,
March, and April, the sees of Durham,
Ely, Lichfield and Coventry-, and Kil-

laloe and Clonfertj became vacant by
the deaths of the respective bishops.
Dr Hampden gazetted as Regius Profes-

sor of Divinity at Oxford, in the room
of Dr Burton, deceased. Sir Charles

Pepys elevated to the peerage as Lord

Cottenham. Henry Bickersteth, Esq.,
as Lord Langdale, and appointed Master

of the Rolls. New direr coinage of

groats, or fouq>ences. The new cattle

market at Islington opened

Foreign. 11. Thieis appointed president
of the new French ministry, which

lasted nine months, and was succeeded

by 11. Mole. Alibeaud fired at the

King of the French. Charles X., the

ex-king of F'rancej diedj aged 82.

Diplomatic relations suspended for a

short period between France and Swit-

zerland. Died at the castle of Pil-

nitz, aged 80, his majesty Anthony
Clement Theodore, King of Saxony.
Revolution at Madrid. Sudden out-

break at Lisbon. Some brutal atroci-

ties committed by tiie Carlist chief

Cabrera. Acceptance of the constitu-

tion of 1812 by the Queen of Spain, and

II. Calatrava appointed president of

the council. Revolution in Portugal ;

Constitution of 1820 demanded, and

agreed to
; attempt at a counter revo-

lution in November. Insurrection at-

tempted at Strasburg by L. Nap. Buo-

naparte ;
another at Vendome, sup-

pressed. Attempt made on the life of

the Emperor Nicholas.

Parliamentary. Session 6 and 7 Will. IV.

from February 4 to August 20, 1836.

The principal
acts passed were Slaves

compensation. Slave treaty, Spain.

For the registration of aliens. Con-

stabulary force, Ireland. Dublin police.

Sale and assize of bread. Excise

licences, Ireland. Paper duties.

Postage on newspapers. Loan societies,

Ireland. Cessio Bonorum. To amend

laws relating to the customs. Tithe

commutation, England. Excise, spirits.

Reduction of stamp duty on news-

I papers. For carrying inty effect the

Sir John Sinclair

William iMiiith

Edward Stevens

Lord Suffield

Mr Justice Taunton
Thomas Taylor, Esq.
Edward Trough luii

Adm. Sir C. Tyler
Hon. George Walpole
Dr Willis

J. L. M'Adam
Countess Albrizzi

Rev. J. Arthur
John Bannister

Rev. William Barrow
Countess of Belvidore

Thomas Bensley
Mud. Malibran d Be'riot

R. Boytnan

Bp. Bramston
Rev. Dr S. Burdcr
Rev, Dr Burton

Bishop Butson

Thomas Cadell

Thomas Calley

George Co1man
C. Day, Esq.

Cholmeley Dering
11. Firmin Didot

Dr Nathan Drake
D. S. Dugdale
Earl of Dunmore
Thomas Fisher

Viscount Forbes

Mr Serjeant Frere

Edmund Fry
Sir William Cell

Sir T. B. St George
Dr John Gillie.,

William Godwin
Duke of Gordon
Sir John Gore
Hon. Sir C. J. (heville

Sir George Harm;ge
James Horsbuigh, Esq.
Countess Howe
Dr Hufeland

Rev. Dr Mackuight
Rev. Dr Madan
John Mayne, EMJ.

Bp Van Mi!d.-jt

Duke of llontr<>e

Rev. Craven Old

W. Y. Ottley
Rev. James 1'iice

J. Richardson

Dr Kippon

Henry Koscoe

N. 11. Rothschild

Bishop Ryder
Professor Schlogcl

Daniel Shea

Abbe' Sieves



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A. D. 1837.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

WILLIAM IV.

VICTORIA.

EVENTS.

reports of the ecclesiastical commis-
sioners. Marriage act Registration
act. Irish church temporalities.

Public Improvements. Roman Catholic

cathedral, Tuam. New Inn Hall, Ox-

ford, an additional range of buildings.

Equestrian statue of George III.

Crosby Hall, Bishopsgate, restored.

St. James's theatre. The Sutherland

monument at Trentham, Suffolk. A
monument to the memory of Mr. Hus-

kisson, at Liverpool

1837.

Domestic. Sir Robert Peel installed rector

of Glasgow University. General Evans
arrives in London from Span, having
retired from the command of the British

auxiliary legion. June 20th, Death of

his majesty King William IV. Queen
Victoria proclaimed. The King of

Hanover takes possession of his new
dominions. Dr. Stanley consecrated

bishop of Norwich. General election.

The King and Queen of Belgium
visit England. The Queen dined at

Guildhall on Lord Mayor's Day. A
great meeting of the Birmingham poli-
tical union, at which about 100,000

persons were present, took place at

Newhall Hill. Mr. Cocking killed in

descending in a newly-constructed para-
chute. The stud of horses belonging to

the late King William IV. was sold at

Hampton Court, for the sum of 16,476/.
The Queen opens parliament in per-

son, and recommends for particular at-

tention, the state of affairs in Canada,
the condition of the poor in Ireland, and

the necessity of improving the munici-

pal corporations

Foreign. Marriage of the Duke of Orleans

to princess Helena of Mecklenburg.
The King of the French grants an am-

nesty to individuals confined for politi-

Cil offences. A railroad from Paris to

St. Germain opened. A royal ordon-

nance appeared October 4th, dissolving
the French Chamber of Deputies, and
also a decree for creating fifty new peers.

The Cortes of Spain publish a decree

excluding Don Carlos and his descend-

ants from the succession to the crown
of Spain. The Queen Regent of Spain
announces to the Cortes her acceptance
of the new constitution. The ex-king
of Sweden dies at Gall, where he had
resided under the name of Colonel Gus-
favson. A military insurrection in the

north of Portugal, under the Baron de

Leiria, who proclaims the constitution.

The Queen of Portugal gives birth to

a son. The King of Hanover, by his

royal letters patent, abrogates the con-

stitution granted by King William IV.,

EMINENT PERSONS.

Rev. Charles Simeon

Bishop Sparke
Lord Stowell

William Taylor
Richard Tyrwhitt
Rev. Dr Valpy
Thomas Walker. Esq.
R. Westall, R.A.
Holme Wiffen, Esq.
Sir Charles Wilkins

Rev. D. Williams

Benjamin Wyatt

Duchess of St Albans

Baron Alibert

Earl of Arran
Phil. Audinet

Lord Audley
Lord Balgray
Viscount Bangor
Marquis of Bath

Bp Bathurst

William Bentham, Esq.

Bonvoisin, Painter

Ludwig Borne
Carlo Botta

Sir S. E. Brydges
Bp Burgess
Sir Robert Burnett

Sir James Burrough
Earl of Cardigan
Earl of Carnarvon
Earl of Clancarty
Sir Robert Clifton

Sir C. Cockerill

H. T. Colebrooke

Viscount Combermere
J. Constable, R.A.
Earl Cowper
Wm. Daniel!, R.A.
Sir J. E. Dolben

E. Donovan, F.L.S.

Marquis of Drogheda
Sir Henry Dryden
Sir J. Lloyd Dukinfield

Count Dumas
Viscount Dungannon
Earl of Dunmore
M. Duvivier

Mrs Egerton
Earl of Egremont
Xavier Fabre

James Fenwicke
Mrs Fitzherbert

J. de G. Fonblanque
M. Fontana

Viscount Forbes

Philip Francis, Esq.
Baron Gerard
Baron Von Geruing
Jacob Gotz
Earl of Granard

Bp Grey
Sir Roger G riesley



CHRONOj.OGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1838.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS.

and restores the old form of govern-
ment. Death of her serene highness
the duchess dowager of Saxe Meiningen.

The emperor of Russia publishes an

ukase obliterating the last mark of the

independence of Poland by abolishing

waiwodeships. The winter palace at St.

Petersburgh burnt. An extraordinary
session of the parliament of Lower
Canada on account of the resolutions

passed by the British legislature.
Rebellion in Lower Canada. Martin
Van Buren succeeds General Jackson as

president of the United States. The
Mexican government protest against
the acknowledgment by America of the

independence of the Texas. Great com-
mercial distress throughout the United

States

Parliamentary. Session 7 Will. IV. and

1 Victoria, from January 31 to July

17, 1837. The principal acts passed

were, To explain and amend two acts

for marriages and registration in Eng-
land. Dublin police. To amend the

laws with respect to wills. To abolish

certain offices in Common Law Courts.

For the management of the post-office.

Postage duties. For consolidating
the laws relative to offences against the

post-office, and for regulating its judi-
cial administration. Malt duties.

Sugar duty. Commutation of tithes

England. Demise of the crown.

Municipal coi-porations, England.

Capital punishments, forgery, and for

abolishing the punishment of death ii

certain cases

Public Improvements. Portico of th

National Gallery. College of Surgeons
Lincoln's Inn Fields. Marble Arch.

Queen's Palace. Oxford and Cambridge
Club House, Pall Mall. Leicester Gene
ral News Room and Library. New
Street from London Bridge to Finsbury

The Red Maids Hospital, Bristol.

St. Mary's Cemetery, Kirkdale, Liver

pool. The Liverpool and Birmingham
Railway opened

1838.

Domestic. Royal Exchange burnt. Riot

at Boughton, near Canterbury, a lunati

named Thorn killed. The Great West
ern steamer crossed the Atlantic for th

first time, after a passage of fifteen days
The coronation of Queen Victoria a

Westminster, when fairs were held i

the parks, and fireworks and othe

amusements provided for the people.
A grand entertainment given by th

City of London to the foreign prince
and ambassadors present at the corona

tion. Departure of Queen Adelaide fo

Malta. Rise of the Chartists. Agita
tion against the Corn Laws

EMINENT PERSONS.

oseph Grimaldi

Ion. Charlotte Grimston
lev. Herbert Hawes

George Hibbert, Esq.
losius Hirt

j. H. Hodges
Van Hool
Sir S. Hulse

f. N. Hummel
iev. Dr. John Hunter

A. Johannot
Dr Johnstone

T. Kavanagh
Vise. Kingsborough
Or J. Latham
John Lawless, Esq.
Earl of Listowel

Mrs. Lockhart

James Lowther, Esq.
Lord Lyttelton
Dr Macnish
Dr Marshman
Rev. D. Mathias

Dr Mavor
John Chas. O'Conncll, Esq

Capt. Patton

Hon. Randal Plunkett

Earl of Plymouth
J. B. Praed

Alex. Pushken
Owen Rees, Esq.
Dr Richards

Dr F. Rosen

Earl of Rosslyn

Joseph Sabine, Esq.
Lord Scarsdale

A. de Sequiera
Sir John Soane

Mrs Southey

Bp Stewart (Quebec)
H. Storer

M. Tardieu

Lord Templemore
R. J. Thornton, M.D.
Dr Tiarks

Professor Edward Turnei

Dr Uwins
Samuel Wesley
W. Woolnoth

Hon. Charles Abbot
Duchess d'Abrantes

William Agar, Esq.
Andrew Ashe
Rev. Dr Barnes

Sir Thomas Le Breton

Dr Busby
Earl of Clarendon

Earl of Clonmell

Rev. Dr S. Cole

Amaury Duval

C. Duverger
Earl of Eldon

Rt Hon. R. C. Fergusson
Rev. Dr Fisher



fHROXOI-OGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1839.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. Foreign. The Vaudeville theatre burnt at

Paris. Prince Charles Maurice de Tal-

leyrand died
;

his funeral was conducted

with great pomp and solemnity. Com-
mencement of hostilities between France

and Mexico. Treaty of commerce be-

tween France and Belgium. Declara-

tion of war against France by the Pre-

sident of the Mexican Republic. Coro-

nation of the Emperor of Austria at

Milan. A treaty of commerce be-

tween Austria and England. The
Carlists defeated at Penacerrada by
General Espartero. Formation of a new

ministry in Spain by the Duke de Frias.

Riots at Lisbon. A treaty of com-
merce between Turkey and England

signed by Mehemet Ali and Mr. Buln'pr.

Siege of Herat. The American Pre-

sident's proclamation against all conni-

vance with the rebels in Canada.
Earl of Durham, governor-general,
armed with full powers to redress griev-

ances, punish rebels, &c. in the Canadian

provinces. Sir John Colborne at the

head of affairs in Lower Canada

Parliamentary. Session 1 and 2 Victoria,
from November 15, 1837, to August
16, 1838. The principal acts passed

were, Civil list. To amend the slavery
abolition act. Poor law, Ireland.

International copyright. For the lettei

regulation of hackney carriages in the

metropolis. For the preservation of

public records. Irish tithe composi-
tion act. Arrest for debt. Sheriff

court, Scotland

Public Improvements. Synagogue, Great

St. Helen's. Polytechnic Institute.

London and Westminster Bank. The
Athenanim and hotel at Derby. New
churches : at Honiton, by Mr. C. Fowler

;

St. John's, Reading, by Mr. B. Ebbelsj at

Trowbridge, Wilts, by Mr. F. A. Live-

say ;
at Headingley, Leeds, by R. D.

Chantrell
;
and at Goring, near Wor-

thing, by Mr. D. Burton

1839.

Domestic. At the commencement of this

year a violent hurricane committed

great ravages on the western coast of

England and in Ireland. The Grand
Duke of Russia visits England. In the

month of May Lord Melbourne resigned,
when Sir Robert Peel received her

Majesty's commands to form an adminis-

tration
;
but owing to the refusal of the

Queen to dismiss the ladies of her house-

hold, Sir Robert declined the commis-

sion, and Lord Melbourne resumed the

premiership. In November the Queen

Rev. T. Foxley
Rev. T. Garbett

Rev. Dr Gardiner

Mrs Grant

Joseph Grassi

Pascoe Grenfell, Esq.
F. Lud. von Haller

Von Hauch
Prof. Herrman
Sir R. Colt Hoare
Dr Hubbersty
Rev. Dr Jamieson

Bishop Jolly
Rev. Dr. Jones

Von Kohler
H. Lancaster

Very Rev. Dr Landon

Abp Laurence

Count de Loban
Mrs Maclean

Rev. Samuel Marsden
William Mellish, Esq.
Dr Mohler

T. Morton
Sir John Nicholl

Dr Whitlock Nicholl

Sir Gerard Noel Noel

General Denzil Onslow

Ludwig Ossinski

John Overtoil, Esq.
Sir Henry Oxenden
Justice Park
Hon. Catherine Pelham
M. Percier

Prof. Politz

Rev. R. Polwhele

Lt.-Gen. Hon. Jns. Ramsay
Capt. George Robinson

Wm Lorance Rogers, Esq.
Rev. Hugh James Rose

M. von Rudhart

Lady John Russell

Silvestre de Sacy
Sir Charles Saxton

J. E. Schotels

Marquis Sommariva
Graf von Steinberg
Prince Talleyrand
John Taylor, Esq.
Alderman Winchester

Gen. Henry Wynyaid

G. Albertolli

Rev. A. Alison, B.C.L.
Duke of Argyle
T. H. Bayly, Esq.

'

Duke of Bedford

Baron Belio

Lord Wm. Bentinck

Rev. Wm. Bethani

Due de Blacas

Rev. J. G. Brt-ay
Chev. van Bree

Henry Brougham, Esq.
Duke of Buckingham



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1840.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

announced to the Privy Council her

intention to many Prince Albert of

Saxe Coburg Gotha. The fourpenny
uniform postage came into operation,

as a preliminary step to the penny rate.

Fete and Tournament at Eglmtoun
Castle. Chartist riots at Newport and

Birmingham. Bishops consecrated for

Newfoundland and Toronto.

Foreign. The war between France and

Mexico terminated by the mediation of

England. Marshal Soult president of

the French cabinet. Riots at Paris.

Don Carlos seeks refuge in France.

The sister of Napoleon, Caroline Murat,
died at Florence. The treaty between

Holland and Belgium signed. The

diplomatic relations between Austria

and Belgium, and those of Prussia and

Belgium, are re-established. The trade

between England and China stopped by
order of Lin, the imperial commissioner.

Death of Sultan Mahmoud II. Affairs

very unsettled as regards the Burmese,
and Cabul, and other states in the

north. The American banks suspend

payments
Parliamentary. Session 2 and 3 Victoria,

from February 5 to August 27, 1839.

The principal Acts passed were, Protec-

tion of Purchasers. Designs Copyright.
Prison Discipline in Scotland. Im-

proving the Metropolitan Police. Penny

Postage. The better ordering of Prisons.

Metropolis Police Courts. For the

suppression of the Slave Trade. Metro-

politan Improvements. For improving
the Police in Manchester, Birmingham,
and Bolton. For the establishment of

County and District Constables

Public Improvements. Additional build-

ings to Bethlem Hospital. St. Peter's

Church, Park Street, Bankside. -Trinity

Church, Blackheath Hill. Wimborne

Minster, Dorsetshire, res-tored. Reform

Club House, Pall Mall. Club House

Chambers, Regent Street. Bow Bridge

opened. Southampton Railway Termi-

nus

1840.

Bishop S. Butler
Sir R. J. Boston
Viscount Clements
Adm. S. I. Coffin

Douglas Cowpor
A. Cunningham, Esq.
Rev. Dr Davy
Kev. H. Dimork
Sir J. Dunlop
Earl of Essex

Rev. T. Falconer

S. Farmer, Esq.

Augusts Flugge
B. Galbaccio

J. Gait, Esq.
Davies Gilbert

Very Rev. Thos. de Grey
Baron von Grolimann
Baron Hackett

Dr Herbert

William Hilton

Hon. W. J. Jen-is

Rev. Sir E. Kynaston
Viscount Lascelles

Earl of Lauderdale

Baron C. de Lesser

Bishop Marsh

Joseph Michaud
Rev. Dr Ness

Antonio Nibby
G. Preyer
Rev. Dr Prosser

Rev. Rice Rees

Rev. Dr Richardson

Rev. Dr Sampson
G. Schilling
Rev. Thomas Shepherd

Lady Hester Stanhope
Bernhard Stark

Sir Herbert Taylor
Arch. Le Poer Trench

Sir John Vaughau
M. Voogd
Sir Samuel Warren
Ven. Arch. Watson
Ven. Dr Wood
Rev. John Wordsworth
Mr Thomas Yeates

Domestic. The Penny Postage came into

operation. The marriage of HerMajesty
with Prince Albert was solemnized at

St. James's Chapel. Oxford, a lunatic,

discharged two pistols at Her Majesty
and Prince Albeit. The Princess Au-

gusta died. Her Royal Highness Vic-

toria Adelaide Mary Louisa born Nov.
21st. The Repeal Question agitated.
The New Stamps and Envelopes for

pre-paid letters came into use. Dr.

Pepys consecrated Bishop of Sodor and

Man. The Duke of Northumberland
elected Chancellor of the University of

Cambridge

Bishop Alexander

Rev. Dr Ainger
Madame d'Arblay
Lord Arden
G. B. Biercy
Dr Blumenbach
Sir VVm Bolland

Lucien Bonaparte

Marquis Camden
Sir A. Carlisle

Dr Lant Carpenter
Luke Clennell

Dr Alex. Crombie
T. W. Daniell, R.A.
Earl of Ducie



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A. D. 1841.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. Foreign. Resignation of Marshal Soult

and the rest of the French cabinet. A
new ministry formed under M. Thiers,

subsequently another under Marshal

Soult. An insurrection excited by
Prince Louis Napoleon. An attempt
to assassinate the King of the French.

The remains of Napoleon deposited
in the Hotel des Invalides, Paris. The
Abdication of the King of Holland.
Madrid declared in a state of siege.

The Queen Regent of Spain appoints a

new ministry nominated by Espartero,
and then abdicates. Espartero expels
the Papal Nuncio from Spain. The
President of the United States, Mr. Van

Buren, delivers his Farewell Address.

Mehemet Ali evacuates Syria, restores

the Turkish fleet, and receives Egypt
as a hereditary fief of the Porte

Parliamentary. Session 3 & 4 Victoria,

from January 16 to August 11, 1840.

The principal Acts passed were, Natu-

ralization of Prince Albert. Prince

Albert Annuity of 30,000?. Tithe Com-

position in England, Ireland, and Wales.

Increased Duties on Customs and Ex-

cise, and Assessed Taxes. To extend

Vaccination. To reunite the Provinces

of Upper and Lower Canada. For Re-

tailing Beer and Cider in England.

Admiralty Court Salaries. For Extend*

ing the Benefits of Grammar Schools.

Canada Clergy Reserves. For regu-

lating Railways. Population Returns.

Irish Municipal Corporations
Public Improvements. Lee Church. St.

George's, Camberwell, National Schools.

Lady Owen's School, Goswell Street,

Entrance to the Adelphi Theatre.

The Princess's Theatre. Wesleyan
Centenary Hall, Bishopsgate. Hendon
Union Workhouse. Arboretum, Derby.

In Hereford Cathedral, two handsome
Gothic Monuments to the memory of

Dr. Huntingford and Dr. Grey, succes-

sively Bishops of that diocese

1841.

Domestic. The rebuilding of the Royal

Exchange commenced. The old Church
of Camberwell destroyed by fire. Wyn-
yard House, the seat of the Marquis of

Londonderry, burnt down. Prince

Albert elected an Elder Brother of the

Trinity House. Numerous meetings
for a revision of our Commercial Code,
and for the Repeal of the Cora Laws.
The "Tracts for the Times" condemn-
ed by the Vice-Chancellor, and Heads
ofHouses ofOxford. The Dean of York

deprived for Simony. Astley's Theatre

burnt down. General Election.

Schism in the Presbyterian Kirk of Scot-

land. Resignation of the Melbourne

ministry ;
when Sir Robert Peel again

Earl of Durham
J. J. Espercieux
Gen. Sir H. Fane

Casper D. Friederick

Sir William Garrow
Chev. Gasse

Baron Franz Gaudy
Bishop Gleig
Dr Goodall

F. W. Grant
Lord Holland

Bishop Jenkinson

Viscount Kenmure
W. S. Lowndes, Esq.
Earl of Mansfield

Rev. Canon Marsh
James Morison

Professor Midler
Alex. Nasmyth
Gustavus Nehrlich
W. H. M. Olbers
Rev. H. Craven Ord
Gen. Sir T. Oswald

Bishop Otter

M. Paganini
Sir A. Paget
Sir Richard Phillip*
Gen. Sir H. Pigot
William Pitts

W. S. Poyntz, Esq.
Pierre J. Redoute
Dean Rennell

Lord Wm Russell

Rev. H. Rycroft
James Smith

Capt. Sir R. Spencer

Major Gen. Stanhope
S. M. Strojer
Colonel H. Sullivan

M. Vandael
Alderman Venables

B. Villiers, Esq.
Wm James Ward
Sir J. Wedderburn
Walter de Winton
Rev. Canon Woodcock
Sir Jeffry Wyatville

R. Alsager, Esq.
Arthur Annesley, Esq.
Dr Franz von Baadar
Francis Bauer, F.R.S.

Bishop Beresford

Rev. Dr Bowstead
Miss H. Campbell
Bishop Can-

Rev. S. H. Cassan
Hon. & Rev. A. Cathcart

Sir F. Chantrey
John Chitty
Edward Cludde, Esq.
Sir Astley P. Cooper
Richard Dagley
Rev. R. Davies

Mr T. Dibdin



CHRONOIXXJICAL TABLE. A.D. 1842.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

takes office. Dr. Alexander appointed

Bishop of the English in Jerusalem.

His Royal Highness Albert Edward,
Prince of Wales, born November 9th

Foreign. The statue of Napoleon placed
on the column of the Grande Arme'e,

Boulogne. Disturbances in France in

connexion with the taxation-survey.
The King of Hanover issues a proclama-
tion respecting the dispute between him
and the Second Chamber. The Spanish
Chambers declare Espartero Regent
during the minority of the Queen.

Projected insurrection in Spain, on the^

part of Queen Christina, and against
the existing government. The King of

Prussia reforms the constitutional laws.

General Harrison elected President

of the United States, but dies within a

month of his inauguration. The union

of the two Canadas proclaimed at Mon-

treal, and Lord Sydenham takes the

oaths of office

Parliamentary. Session 4 & 5 Victoria,

from January 6th to June 2nd, [Disso-

lution]. Reassembled August 19th to

October 7, 1841. The principal Acts

passed were, Victoria Park. Copyhold
and Customary Tenures. Sites for

Schools. Courts ofChancery. Trading
and other Companies. For taking away
the Punishment of Death in certain

Cases

Public Improvements. St. Paul's Church,

Knightsbridge. Trinity Chapel, Pop-
lar. St. Chad's, Birmingham. St.

George's Hall and the Assize Courts,

Liverpool. Surrey Pauper Lunatic

Asylum. Railway Terminus, Brighton.

Savings' Bank, Bath. A Statue of

the Marquis of Wellesley in the court-

room of the India House. The magni-
ficent Great Western Railway opened
from Paddington to Bristol

;
the entire

expense five millions. Prince Albert

lays the foundation-stone of the Infant

Orphan Asylum, Wanstead

1842.

Domestic. The Prince of Wales baptized,

the King of Prussia one of the Sponsors.
A magnificent Ball at Buckingham

Palace, consisting of a meeting between

the two Courts of Bretagne (the Duchess

of Cambridge) and Edward and Philippe

(Her Majesty and Prince Albert). The
Court visit Portsmouth and Scotland.

The Queen and Prince Albert fired at

by John Francis : another pretended at-

tempt by the lad Bean. Prince Frede-

rick Ferdinand visits England. Five

Colonial bishops consecrated to the sees

ofAntigua,Guiana, Gibraltar, Tasmania,
and Barbadoes. Chartist Riots in the

Potteries

Foreign. Another conspiracy on the life

2 O

Rev. J. G. Dowling
George Dyer
H. 11. Willis Dyer
Admiral Edwards
Hon. C. E. Fleeming
Count Forbin

William Frend, Esq.
Bartolomeo Gamba
P..A. Granberg
Olinthus Gregory, Esq.
General Harrison

John Hawkins
Lord Henley
Theodore E. Hook
J. Immerzeel
Robert Lascelles

J. Marshall, Esq.
G. C. F. Mohuicke
Mrs Mountain
Rev. Dr Nares
Count Niemcewiez
Ferd. von Olivier

Earl O'Neill

Adm. C. W. Paterson

II. Gamier Pages
Rev. H. Plimley
Rev. T. Rackett

Thomas Rickman
Von Rosch
Earl of Rosse

Earl of Rothes

J. T. Rutt, Esq.
Thomas Sharp
Rev. Dr S. Smith
F. H. Standish, Esq.

Christopher Tate

C. A. Tredge
Sir Thomas E. Tomlin*

Bishop Walker
J. P. Warde
Rev. Dr S. White
Rev. J. Blanco White
Sir David Wilkie

Rev. Watts Wilkinson

Rev. J. Law Willis

Sir H. Worsley
Lord Wrottesley

Chevalier Antolim

Rev. Dr. Arnold

John Banim
R. V. Barnewall, Esq.
Sir Charles Bell

Count P. di Borgo
Giles Borrett

E. Boswell

Henry Bower, Esq.
R. M. Casberd, Q. C.

Rev. Dr Channing
Duke of Cleveland

Lord Congleton
Dr Alex. Crombie
Allan Cunningham
Bishop Dickinson

Mr. A. Ducrow

i



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.0. 1843.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. ofLouis Philippe. Duchess ofNemours
confined of a Prince. Insurrection at

Barcelona. A new Cabinet in Portugal,
President the Duke of Terceira.

Foundation-stone of Cologne Cathedral

laid by the King of Prussia. First

meeting of the National Assembly at

Berlin. A dreadful fire in Hamburg ;

300 lives lost, and property destroy-
ed to the amount of 7,000,000/.
Died Paul Frederick, Grand Duke of

Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Greater part
of the city of Kasan destroyed by fire.

Way in China
;

arrival there of Sir

Henry Pottinger. Lord Ellenborough

proclaimed Governor-General of India.

Capture of Ghuznee and Cabool

Parliamentary. Session 5 & 6 Victoria,
from February 3rd to August 12, 1842.

The principal Acts passed were, To
Amend the Laws for the Importation of

Corn. For Consolidating the Queen's

Bench, Fleet, and Marshalsea Prisons,
and for Regulating the Queen's Prison.

Property Tax. Sale of Waste Lands
in Australia. To Amend the Law of

Copyright. For the Government of

New South Wales and Van Diemen's

Land. Designs Copyright. Colonial

Passengers. Appointment of Parish

Constables. The Relief of Insolvent

Debtors. To Amend the Law of Bank-

ruptcy
Public Improvements. The first stone of

the new Royal Exchange laid by Prince

Albert. Temple Church restored.

Crosby Hall restored. The Martyrs'

Memorial, Oxford. Tidal Dock, South-

ampton, opened. New Dock at New-

port. New Churches : St. Thomas's,
Charter-house; St.Thomas's, Chancery-
lane

;
St. Mary's, Spitalfields ;

St. Phi-

lip's, Bethnal Green
; St. James the

Less, Bethnal Green
;
Alwalton Church,

Hunts
; Holy Trinity, Shaftesbury ; St.

Lawrence, Southampton ; Emmanuel

Church, Cambridge; Trinity Church,
Taunton

1843.

Domestic. Duke of Sussex died. Birth

ofHer Royal Highness Alice Maud Mary.

Marriage of the Princess Augusta

Caroline, eldest daughter of the Duke
of Cambridge, to Frederick William,

Hereditary Grand Duke of Mecklenburgh
Strelitz. The Court visited the Conti-

nent, and subsequently the University
of Cambridge. Dr. Lonsdale conse-

crated Bishop of Lichfield. The schism

in the Kirk of Scotland reaches a crisis,

and causes a disruption of a large body of

ministers. Trial of Feargus O'Connor
and 56 other Chartists. The "Rebecca"

disturbances in Wales. Antarctic Ex-

Earl Ferrers

Rev. T. D. Fosbroke
Mr W. Goodhugh
Lord Viscount Gort
Dr Harwood

Marquis of Hertford
Dr S. Hershell

George Hollis

William Hone

Henry Howard, Esq.
Rev. Dr Ireland

Dr Patrick Kelly
A. B. Lambert, F.R.S.
Earl of Leicester

Rev. W. Lipseomb
Rt Hon. Sir J. Littkdale
T. Norton Longman
Earl Ludlow
Earl of Macclesfield

Dr Maginn
Lord Manners
Archibald Menzies
Robert Mudie
Earl of Munster
Sir W. Hay M'Naghten
Sir W. Nicolay
Duke of Norfolk
Duke of Orleans

Henry Petrie

Sir R. Ker Porter

Lord Rolle

Adm. S. J. Rowley
Earl of Shannon

Bishop Shuttleworth
M. de Sismondi

Dr. W. B. Sleath

Sir Lionel Smith

M. du Somme'rard
Samuel Sotheby
Mr Sergeant Spankie
Lieut- Col Stoddart

Lord Teynham
Lord Vivian

Rev. Dr Waite
Sir G. T. Walker

Marquess Wellesley

Henry Woodthorpe
Rev. F. Wrangham

Lord Abercromby
John Allen, M.D.
Robert Alexander, Esq.
R. Arkwright
Dr Thomas le Blanc

Thomas Botfield, Esq.
Rev. John Brewster

Bishop Bowstead
Richard Carlisle

Earl Cathcart

Sir C. B. Codrington

Henry Nelson Coleridge
Sir C. Colville

Earl of Coventry
Duke of Dorset



CHRONOLOGICAL. TABLE. A.D. 1844.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. pedition. Captains Ross and Crozier

arrive home after four years' absence

Foreign. The fortresses around Paris com-

pleted at an expense of 10,400,000?.
The Crown Prince of Hanover married

to the Princess Mary of Saxe Altenburg.

Insurrectionary movements in Spain

against Espartero. Queen Isabella took

her oath before the two Chambers.
M. Olozaga and M. Bravo successively
Presidents of the Council. A fire at

Copenhagen, the loss amounting to

5,000,000 francs. Died King William

Frederick, Count of Nassau, and Ex-

King of Holland. A calamitous Earth-

quake in the West India islands. Revo-

lution at Hayti. Hong-Kong a British

Colony
Parliamentary. Session 6 & 7 Victoria,

from February 2 to August 24, 1843.

The principal Acts passed were, Regis-
tration of Voters. On the admission of

Ministers to Benefices in the Church of

Scotland. Copyright of Designs. For

Regulating Theatres. Registering of

Arms in Ireland. Hackney and Stage

Carriages. Defamation and Libel.

Apprehension of Offenders (France).
For Consolidating the Laws relating to

Attorneys and Solicitors

Public Improvements. The Thames Tun-
nel completed, at a cost of 446,000?.
New Chapel at Buckingham Palace.

Infant Orphan Asylum, Wanstead, open-
ed by the King of the Belgians. St.

George's Chapel, Windsor, restored.

New Church at Bistern, Hampshire ;
at

Bishport, near Bristol ; St. Paul's, Pen-

zance; St. Paul's, Knightsbridge ;
St.

James's, Paddington ;
St. Mary Magda-

len, Southwark
;
Christ Church, Turn-

ham Green
; St. Luke's, Bristol

1844.

Domestic. Birth of Prince Alfred Ernest

Albert. The Queen and the Royal Family
visit Scotland. Died thePrincess Sophia
Matilda. The King of Saxony, the Em-

peror of Russia, the Prince Royal of Prus-

sia, and the King ofthe French visit Eng-
land this year. Sir Henry Hardinge ap-

pointed Governor-General of India.

Irish State Trials ofO'Connell and others.

The trial of Fletcher, Barber, and San-

ders, for the forgery of a Will

Foreign. Died the Due d'AngoulSme.
War between France and Morocco.

Died the Duke of Saxe Coburg and Go-

tha, father of Prince Albert. Died

Charles John XIV., King of Sweden,
and is succeeded by his son, Oscar II.

Died the Infanta Carlotta, consort of

Don Francisco de Paula. New Spanish

ministry, President, General Narvaez.

Queen Maria Christina married to

the Duke of Rianzares (M. Munoz).
2 O 2

Edward Drummond
Viscount Ferrard

Lord Fitzgerald and Vesey
Lord Forbes
Robert Fox, F.S.A.

Henry Goulburn, Esq.
Rev. W. Gurney
Dr Hahnemann
James Hakewill
Viscount Hereford
Sir James Hillyar
T. C. Hofland

Hon. Wm Howard
Dr Ivory
T. G. Knapp
Rev. George Langshaw
Dr Latham
Sir R. Holt Leigh

Bishop Lipscomb
J. C. London
Mr Lowndes
Duke of Manchester
John Murray
Rev. Dr Niblock

Rev. J. Natt

Rev. Wm Parker
Michael J. Quin
Rt Hon. Sir W. Rae

Levy Salomons, Esq.
Richard Smith
Robert Southey
Rev. James Tate

Gen. Sir T. H. Turner
Sir Gregory 0. P. Turner
Thomas Vaughan
Rev. Dr Ward
Dr Noah Webster

Marquis of Winchester
Sir Matthew Wood
C. E. F. Weyse
Sir G. G. Williams

Rev. Dr. Wright

Dr Abercrombie
Lord Abinger
Mr Sergeant Andrews
Hon. Arthur Annesley
Francis Baily
Adm. Beresford

Earl of Besborough
Mr Sergeant Bompas
Sir Francis Burdett

Thomas Campbell
Rev. H. Cary
Dr John Dalton

Sir Robert Dundas
Lewis Duval
Sir James Gambier
Dr George Gore
Duke of Grafton

Sir Henry Halford

Capt. Basil Hall

Dr John Haslam

Marquis of Hastings
Professor Henderson



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D, 1845.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. An attempt made on the life of the King
of Prussia. The Grand Duchess Alex-

andra married to Prince Frederick of

Hesse. Abdication of Mehemet Ali.

Van Buren elected President of the

United States

Parliamentary. Session 7 & 8 Victoria,
from February 1 to September 5, 1844.

The principal Acts passed were, Inter-

national Copyright. Labour in Facto-

ries. Customs. Stamp Duties. Bank
Charter. Debtors and Creditors.

Marriages in Ireland. Savings' Banks.

Metropolis Buildings. Construction

of future Railways. Joint Stock Com-

panies. Joint Stock Banks. For ad-

ministering Criminal Justice in Middle-

sex

Public Improvements. Opening of the

New Royal Exchange by Her Majesty.
The Wellington Statue, Royal Ex-

change. Foundation-stone of the new

Buildings at Eton College laid by Prince

Albert. Dover Railway opened. St.

Giles's ChurchjCamberwell. Conserva-

tive Club House, St. James's Street.

Edinburgh Scott Monument

1845.

Domestic. Her Majesty and Prince Albert

visit Germany. The Duke and Duchess

de Nemours visit England. Towards

the close of the year, Sir Robert Peel

resigned ;
but on Lord John Russell

failing to form a ministry, Sir Robert

resumed office. The Repeal of the Corn

Laws much agitated. Dr. Turton con-

secrated Bishop of Ely, and Dr. S. Wil-

berforce Bishop of Oxford. Secession

of Messrs. Newman, Oakley, and Ward.
Failure of the Potato crop

Foreign. Abdication of Don Carlos.

The independence of Venezuela acknow-

ledged by Spain. Disturbances at

Madrid. Ronge's attempt to reform the

church in Germany. Attempted insur-

rection in the Papal States. Visit of

the Emperor of Russia to the Pope.
The Revolution in Mexico terminated by
General Santa Anna placing himself at

the disposal of the new government.
Two-thirds of the city of Smyrna de-

stroyed by fire. At Barbadoes a de-

structive fire destroyed half a million of

property. The independence of Texas

recognised by the Senate of Mexico.

Death of General Jackson, late Presi-

dent of the United States

Parliamentary. Session 8 and 9 Victoria,

from February 4 to August 9, 1845.

The principal Acts passed, were, Sugar
Duties. Companies Clauses Consolida-

tion. Railway Clauses Consolidation.

The better government of Maynooth

College. To regulate the Labour of

Children and Women in Calico Print

SirWm Heygate
Rev. John Hewlett
Lord Wm Hill

Rev. Dr Hodgson
Mrs Hofland
F. L. Holt, Q.C.
M. Jacques Laffitte

Earl of Limerick
Earl of Lonsdale
Sir Hudson Lowe
Sir John Lowther
T. H. Merivale
William Miller, Esq.
Sir C. E. Nugent
Granville Penn
Rev. Baden Powell
Viscount Powerscourt
Rev. Josiah Pratt
Dean Preston

Lord Saye and Sele

Joshua Scholefield

Lord Sidmouth
Thorwaldsen
Martin Tupper
Sir Isaac Williams

George Woodfall

Hon. C. Stuart Wortley

Earl of Abergavenny
Mr. Adolphus
Bishop Alexander

Bishop Allen

Sir R. H. Barham
Mr Geo. Basevi

J. L. Bicknell, F.R.S.
Laman Blanchard
Wm Sturges Bourne, Esq.
Sir T. F. Buxton
Viscount Canterbury
Rev. Dr Cook
Ven. Dr Corbett

Hon. W. Cust
Professor Daniell

Marquis of Downshire
Rt Hon. Wm Dundas
Earl of Dunmore
Earl of Effingham
Sir William Follett

Mrs Fry
Earl of St Germains
Archdeacon Goddard
Dean Goodenough
Earl Grey
Sir John Gurney
Dr Heberden
Richard Halliwell

Mr Thomas Hood
Lieut.-Gen. Jackson

Henry Josi, Esq.

Bishop Law
Thomas Mitchell, Esq
Earl of Mornington
Sir J. Mordaunt
Sir W. Nott, G.C.B
Sir Herbert Oakley



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1846.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

Works. The Issue of Bank Notes in

Ireland. For the establishment of

Museums in large towns. New Col-

leges in Ireland. Poor Law Amend-

ment, Scotland. To amend the Law of

Real Property. Games and Wagers.
Commons Enclosure. For the better

securing the payment of Small Debts

Improvements. The Fountains in

Trafalgar Square. New Hall and Li-

brary, Lincoln's Inn. Manchester Thea-

tre. Hall of Commerce, Ipswich.
New Churches : Holy Trinity, Oxford

;

St. Mary and St. Nicholas, Wilton,

Salisbury ;
St. Saviour's, Leeds

; Holy
Trinity, Ryde, Isle of Wight

1846.

Domestic. Birth of Princess Helena Au-

gusta Victoria. The Queen Dowager
visits the Continent. Sir Robert Peel

resigns, and Lord John Russell ac-

cepts office. Great distress and famine

in Ireland. Serious provision riots at

Tipperary and Clonmell. The Great

Britain steamer wrecked in Dundrum

Bay. The Grand Duke Constantine of

Russia, Ibrahim Pasha, and Miralai

Hamet, the Tunisian Ambassador, visit

England
Foreign. Two attempts made on the life

of the King of the French this year.

Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte ef-

fected his escape from the castle of

Ham, in Normandy. Louis Bonaparte,

ex-king of Holland, died at Leghorn.
Revolution at Geneva. Narvaez resigns,

and leaves Spain for France. The mar-

riage of the Queen of Spain to the Duke
of Cadiz, and of the Intanta to the Due
de Montpensier. Insurrection in Por-

tugal. Attempt at revolution in Poland.

Died, Pope Gregory XVI. (Mauro
Capellari), and is succeeded by Cardinal

Mastei Farretti, as Pius IX. The
Sikhs completely routed by the British

army on the Sutlej. Great fire at St

John's, Newfoundland, the loss esti-

mated at 1,000,000;. Lord Elgin ap-

pointed Governor of Canada. The

Oregon territory dispute amicably settle<

Parliamentary. Session 9 and 10 Victoria

from January 22 to August 28, 1 846

The principal acts passed were, Tc

amend Laws relating to Friendly Socie-

ties. For Reducing Duties on Books

and Engravings. For granting certain

Duties on Sugar. Baths and Wash
houses. For the Recovery of Smal

Debts. For the Regulation of Steam

Navigation. Corn Importation. Deatl

by Accident Compensation
Public Improvements. The New Treasury

Buildings, Whitehall. Club Chambers

St. James's Square. Foundation ston

laid of a north wing of the London Uni

homas Phillips, R.A.
arl of Romney
larquis of Sligo
obert Smirke

. Sydney Smith
tobert Percy Smith
"larl Spencer
,ieut.-Col. Strickland

>fr Sergeant Taddy
sir Matthew Tierney
Dr Todd
iarl of Verulam

tfarquis of Westminster
..ord Wharncliffe

Jev. Win Winthrop
ord Wynford

Mr Alsager
Rev. F. V. J. Arundell

Fohn Bellamy
3aron de Bode
Dr Bostock

Sir Archibald Campbell
Charlotte Elizabeth

Rev. Dr Chevallier

Thomas Clarkson

Rear-Adm. Collard

Baron Dedel

Dom. Dragonetti
Sir P. H. Dyke
Earl of Errol

Hon. T. Ffrench

Hon. J. B. Forbes

Alfred Freebairn

Rev. T. Gisborne

Earl Granville

B. H. Haydon
Samuel Hoare
John Le Keux
W. H. Reams
H. Gaily Knight
Otto Kotzebue

Bishop Lindsay
John Listen

Bishop Luscombe
Lord Metcalfe

Duke of Modena
Rev. Dr Moore
Sir Charles Morgan
Sir G. Murray
Hugh Murray
Rev. Dr D'Oyley
Rev. Dr Penfold

Nicholas Poleroi

J. L. Pyrker
Lord Wm Russell

Lord Stourton

Rev. Vaughan Thomas
Mr. Justice Tindal

Thomas Tegg
Sir John Trevelyan
Sir Aubrey de Vere

Mr Wakefield, Q.C.
R. Plumer Ward
Sir Charles Wetherall



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1847, 8.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. versity. Westminster Bridge re-opened.
The Queen's Park, Peel Park, and

Philip's Pork opened at Manchester.

Inauguration of the Scott Monument at

Edinburgh

1847.

Domestic. Prince Albert installed Chan-
cellor of the University of Cambridge.

Ecclesiastical Commission appointed
to inquire into the state of the English
and Welsh Bishoprics. Dr. Lee bishop
of the newly-erected See of Manchester.

Dr. Hampden bishop of Hereford.-

Dr. Shirley to the See of Sodor and

Man, who died during the year, and was
succeeded by Dr. EJen. Four new
Colonial Sees erected, viz., Melbourne

(Dr. Perry), Newcastle (Dr. Tyrrell),
Adelaide (Dr. Short), and Cape Town
(Dr. Gray). General Election. Great
Commercial Distress. Famine, Out-

rages, and Murders in Ireland. Lord
Clarendon appointed Lord-Lieutenant.

General Fast

Foreign. Duchess of Praslin murdered.
M. Guizot President of the French
Council. Temporary estrangement be-

tween the Queen of Spain and the King
Consort. Death of the Prince de Polig-
nac. Death of William II., Elector of

Hesse. A new Constitution and the

Representative System adopted in Prus-

sia. A Plot discovered to murder the

Pope. Affairs in the Pontifical States

unsettled. Dismissal of Cardinal Gizzi,
the Pope's Prime Minister. Organiza-
tion of the Council of State. The occu-

pancy of Ferrara by the Austrians

Parliamentary. Session 10 and 11 Victo-

ria, from January 19 to July 23, 1847.
The principal acts passed were, The
Relief of the Poor in Ireland. The

Improvement of Towns. For limiting
the time of Service in the Army.
Post Office. To Abolish the Court of
Review in Bankruptcy. Passengers by
Sea. Manchester Bishopric. Poor
Laws in England. For the speedy trial

and punishment of Juvenile Offenders

Piihlic Improvements. The new House of

Lords opened. The new Fa9ade of the

Treasury Buildings. The Fa9ade of the

British Museum. New Branch Bank
at Manchester. Model buildings for

the Labouring Classes, Bagnigge Wells

Road, George Street, St. Giles's, and
near Old St. Pancras Church. St.

Mary's Hospital, Paddington. St. An-
drew's Church, Marylebone. New Corn

Exchange opened at Birmingham

1848.

Domestic. Extraordinary tranquillity in

England during the Continental revolu-

tions. Chartist attempts on April 10th

Mr Justice Williams
Mrs C. B. Wilson
Lord Wodehouse
Dr C. Wordsworth
Earl of Yarborough

Madame Albertazzi

Sir William Anson
Duke of Argyle
Earl of Bessborough
Dr Adam Black
Rev. Dr Blomberg
Sir J. B. Bosanquet
George Byng, Esq.
Sir Colin Campbell
Nicholas Carlisle

Rev. Dr Chalmers
William Clowes
Mr Collins, R.A.
Daniel O'Connell

L. M. Cottingham
Lord Cowley
William Crotch, M.D.
Sir William Curtis

Mr Curwood
Rev. Dr Dealtry
Rev. Dr Dibdin
Sir Samuel Dickens

O'Connor Don
Sir Edward Gibbs
Sir Robert Gordon

Joseph J. Gurney
Earl of Harrowby
Abp. Harcourt

Dean Herbert

Rev. J. T. J. Hewlett

Henry Howard, R.A.
Robert Listen, F.R.S.

Rev. H. F. Lyte
Sir Fitzroy Macleane

Professor M'Cullagh
Sir George Martin
Dr Mendelssohn

Bishop Moir
Professor Napier
Duke of Northumberland
Archdeacon Oldershaw
Sir George Parker
Rt Hon. E. Pennefather

Sir David Pollock

Ven. Archdeacon Pott

George Robins

Mr Rooke
Lord Saye and Sele

Rev. Dr Sleath

Adm. Sir R. Stopford
Sharon Turner
John Walter

Musgrave L. Watson
G. B. Whittaker

Edward Baines

Sir Thomas Baring
Sir John Barrow



CHBONOLOGICAL TABLE. A.D. 1849.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

VICTORIA.

EVENTS.

to disturb the peace. Arrest of Smith

O'Brien, Meagher, and O'Donoghue,
for high treason. The ex-King and

Queen of the French arrive in England.
Dr. Graham consecrated Bishop of

Chester. Death of Princess Sophia

Foreign. Revolution in France. Abdica-

tion of Louis-Philippe. Proclamation

of the REPUBLIC. Death of the Arch-

bishop of Paris. Election of Prince

Louis Napoleon as President of the Re-

public. Election of Deputies for the

National Assembly. Insurrectionary
movements at ALx-la-Chapelle, Baden,
Bohemia, Breslau, Florence, Franconia,

Gratz, Hesse-Cassel, Hungary, Luxem-

bourg, Madrid, Munich, Milan, Naples,

Padua, Parma, Posen, Prague, Poland,

Servia, Silesia, Venice, Verona, and
Vienna. Death of Christian VIII. King
of Denmark, who is succeeded by Fre-

derick VII. Duke of Genoa elected

King of Sicily. Died Mohammed Shah,

King of Persia. The King of Bavaria

abdicates : his Son proclaimed as Maxi-

milian II. The Pope seeks refuge at

Gaeta. Siege of Moultan. Death of

John Quincy Adams. General Taylor
elected President of the United States

Parliamentary. Session 11 & 12 Victoria,
from November 18, 1847, to September
5, 1848. The principal Acts passed

were, For the Prevention of Crime and

Outrage in Ireland. For Promoting
the Health of Towns. For Limiting
the number of Passengers on Steam
Vessels. Parochial Debt and Credit.

Sugar Duties. Newspaper Postage.
Nuisances Removal and Diseases Pre-

vention

Public Improvements. Polytechnic Insti-

tute, Regent Street. St. Augustine's

Missionary College, Canterbury. New
ImperialAssuranceOffice. NewBridge-
water House, in the Green Park. Mr.

Hope's, corner of Down Street, Pic-

cadilly. Christ Church, Highbury.
Baptist Chapel in Bloomsbury Street.

Old St. Pancras Church restored.

St. John's, South Hackney. The Ver-
non Collection of Pictures at the Na-
tional Gallery opened. New Steam
Basin in Portsmouth Harbour

1849

Domestic. Outrage on Her Majesty by
William Hamilton. The Royal Family
visit Ireland and Scotland. Prince

Albert visits Lincolnshire. Death of

Queen Adelaide. Formation of Finan-

cial Associations. Continued Distress

and Insubordination in Ireland. Fatal

Affray at Dolly's Brae. Prevalence of
Cholera in England. Destruction by
fire of the Olympic Theatre. Sale of

the Stowe Library

EMINENT PERSONS.

Lord G. Bentinck
Baron Berzelius

Rt Hon. Charles Buller
John Burke, Esq.
Marquess of Bute
Earl of Carlisle

M. de Chateaubriand
Rev. George Clark

Samuel Cooper
Kev. Dr Cramer

Fran9ois Cramer
Rev. Dr Dillon

Sir Wm Gossett

Charles Heath
Dr Hogg
Dr Howard

Abp Howley
Isaac D'Israeli

Bp Kyle
Sir T. Dick Lauder
Sir Hector Maclean
Sir John Maclean

Gen. Maitland

Bishop Mant

Capt. Marryat
Vise. Melbourne
Sir S. R. Meyrick
Sir St. John Mildmay
W. H. Miller, Esq.
Major Moor
Earl of Moray
William Mudford
Sir N. H. Nicolas

Mons. Palma
Earl of Powi$
Dr Robinson

Count Rossi

Bp Russell

Ludwig von Scliwanthaler

Rev. Richard Scott

T. H. Sealy
Adm. de Starck

Wm Staunton
Lord Granville Somerset
G. Stephenson
Thomas Steele

Rev. T. Streatfield

WmTate
Professor Tennant
S. Hibbert Ware
James Watt, F.R.S.
Rev. Dr Wellesley

Henry Zschokke

Sir Andrew Agnew
G. E. Anson
Lord Ashburton
Lord Auckland
Bernard Barton
Dr C. F. Becker
Countess of Blessingtou
Rev. William Blunt

Sir M. I. Brunei
Earl of Buckinghamshire
Dr Burnaby



CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. A. D. 1850.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS. EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. Foreign. M. Dupin elected President of

the French Assembly. Paris declared

in a state of siege. The Odillon Barrot

Cabinet broken up. Change of ministry
in Portugal, the Count de Thomar Pre-

sident of the Council. Death of Wil-

liam II., King of Holland. The Pope
still at Gaeta. Supreme Junta appoint-
ed. Holy Office abolished. The French

attack Rome, which finally surrenders.

Suppression ofthe Rebellion in Naples
and Sicily. Campaign in Hungary.

Siege at Berlin. Promulgation of the

new Electoral law of Prussia. Badish

Insurrection. Rebellion at Dresden.

Carlo Alberto, King of Sardinia, abdi-

cates, and is succeeded by his Son Victor

Emanuel. Disturbances in Canada ;

and at New York on the appearance of

Mr. Macready. Sir Charles Napier ap-

pointed Commander-in-Chief in the East

Indies. Destruction of Mooltan.

Death of Mehemet Ali

Parliamentary. Session 12 & 13 Victoria,

from February 2 to August 1, 1849.

The principal Acts passed were, For

Rebuilding the town of St. John's, New-
foundland. For the Encouragement of

British Shipping and Navigation.
Small Debts Courts in Scotland. Loan

Societies. Certain Temporary provi-
sions concerning Ecclesiastical Jurisdic-

tion in England. New Silver Coinage.
For granting Sites for Schools. In-

closure of Commons. Pilotage.

Cruelty to Animals. For the Recovery
of Small Debts in England. Relief of

the Poor in Ireland. Law of Bank-

ruptcy in Ireland

Public Improvements. The New Coal

Exchange, opened by Prince Albert.

ThePostOffice at Devonport Exchange
at Manchester. Bank at Northampton.
New Branch Bank at Liverpool.

Army and Navy Club-houses. Hullah's

Music Hall, Long Acre. Prince Albert

lays the foundation-stone of the Port-

land Breakwater. Queen College, Gal-

way, opened. Raising the Britannia

Bridge over the Menai Straits

1850.

Domestic. Birth of His Royal Highness
Arthur William Patrick Albert. The

Queen and Prince Albert visit the King
and Queen of the Belgians at Ostend,
and afterwards proceed to Balmoral.

Died, His Royal Highness the Duke of

Cambridge ;
also at Claremont, Louis

Philippe, ex-King of France. Arrival

of an embassy from the King of Nepaul
to Queen Victoria. Lord Cottenham

resigns the Great Seal. Proclamation

issued respecting the Public Exhibition

in 1851. Several vessels dispatched in

Robert Cadell

Lord Carteret

Madame Catalani

Lord Carnarvon

Major Shadwell Clerke

Hartley Coleridge
Lord Colville

Bp Copleston
W. J. Denison

John Duncan
Pierce Egan
Maria Edgeworth
Ebenezer Elliott

Wm Etty, R.A.
John Fielden, Esq.
David Forbes, C.B.
Sir Charles Forbes
Edward Foster, F.S.A.

Rev. Dr French

Rev. Peter Hall

Charles Aston Key
Sir Edward Knatchbull

Bp Knox
Charles Lyell
Cardinal Mezzofanti

James Morier

Sir Richard Morrison

Samuel Maunder

Jasper Nicolls, K.C.B.
Sir George Nugent
Sir Edward Paget
J. Knox Polk

Horace Smith

Bp Stanley
Thomas Stapleton
Thomas Starkie, Q.C.
Earl Talbot

W. Cooke Taylor
Earl of Thanet

Dr A. T. Thomson

Henry TumbrelL
Horace Twiss

P. Fraser Tytler
Sir B. D'Urban
Sir C. R. Vaughan
Robert Vemon
Sir N. J. Willoughby
W. Rae Wilson

Gen. Sir R. T. Wilson

Thomas Wright, Esq.
K. G. Zumpt

R. Abraham, F.S.A.

Sir Win Allan

Rt Hon. Charles Arbuthnot

William Barraud

Mrs Bartley
M. Bertolini

Lord Wm Beresford

Sir Felix Booth

Rev. W. L. Bowles

William Bromett, M.D.

John Brumell, Esq.
John Burns, M.D.
Mr Calhoun



CHRONOLOGICAL, TABJLE. A.D. 1850.

SUCCESSION OF
SOVEREIGNS.

EVENTS. EMINENT PERSONS.

VICTORIA. search of Sir John Franklin in the Arc-

tic Seas. Judgment of the Judicial

Committee in the Appeal of Gorham v.

the Bishop of Exeter. Great excitement

occasioned by the bull of Pius IX. esta-

blishing a Roman Catholic hierarchy in

England. Great Tenant Right meetings
held iu Ireland. Roman Catholic Synod
at Thurles

Foreign. The Electoral Reform bill for

restricting the privilege of the Suffrage

passed the French legislature, who also

passed another law imposing new restric-

tions on the Press. The President

makes a tour to Lyons and the eastern

departments of France. Death of the

Queen of the Belgians. An attempt
made to assassinate the King of Prussia.

Severe laws against the Prussian press

published in Berlin. The warlike de-

monstrations of Austria and Prussia

passed away without actual fighting.

The Customs boundary between Austria

and her Italian provinces abolished.

An offensive and defensive alliance con-

cluded between Austria,Bavaria,Saxony,
and Wurtemberg. An Imperial Edict

deprives General Haynau of his com-

mand in Hungary. Insurrection in

Bulgaria. The Pope returns to Rome.
Dr. Wiseman created Cardinal Arch-

bishop of Westminster. Lord Torring-
ton resigns the Governorship of Colom-

bo. Death of Taou-Kwang, emperor
of China, who is succeeded by his Son,
with the title of Sze-hing. Died, Gene-

ral Zachary Taylor, President of the

United States, and is succeeded by Mr.
Millard Felmore. An extraordinary

reception of Jenny Lind at New York

Parliatnentanj. Session 13 & 14Victoria,
from January 31 to August 15, 1850.

The principal Acts passed were, Police

and Improvement of Towns in Scotland.

Metropolitan Interments. Aus-

tralian Colonies Government. County
Courts Extension. Public Libraries and

Museums. Mercantile Marine. Stamp
Duties. Small Tenements Rating.
Law of Copyright L>csign Amendment.

Friendly Societies. Parliamentary
Voters and Elections in Ireland

Public Improvements. Completion of the

New House of Commons. Additional

Buildings in the Tower of London.

Small Pox Hospital, Highgate. Greek

Church, London Wall. St. Barnabas

Church, Pimlico. St. Stephen's, West-

minster. St. Stephen's, Walbrook, re-

stored. New Corn Exchange, Lichtield.

The Exchange, Wolverhainpton,
New Corn Market, Edinburgh

Edward Carter, Esq.
Sir Thomas Cartwright
Henry Caslon

Marchioness Cornwallis
J. G. Crosse, F.R.S.
Ch. -Justice Doherty
Earl of Dunraven
J. Fane
Sir W. H. Frenumtle
Rev. R. Garnett

John Glover
Mrs Glover
Dr Haviland

Thomas Hodgson, Esq.Wm Howison

Bp Inglis
Rev. Dr Ingram
Lord Jeffrey
Rev. W. Kirby
Hon. C. E. Law
Lord Leigh
J. H. Ley
M. Gay Lussac

Sir J. Macdonald
Sir James Malcolm
Dean Merewether
Dr A. Neander
Lord Newark
Rev. H. H. Noii-is

Lord Nugent
Duke of Palmella

Sir Robert Peel

Lord Petre

Francis Philips, Esq.
Miss Jane Porter

Richard Preston, Q.C.
Wm Prout, M.D.
Lord Rancliffe

Alex. Raphael
Sir C. Richardson

Rev. James Richardson

John Roby, Esq.
Earl of Roscommon
Sir L. Shadwell
Sir M. A. Shee
Hon. John Simpson
Sir L. Skeffington
Rt Hon. J. T. Stanley

(ieorge Spence, Q.C.
Mr R. Stephenson

Bp Stopfoid
Wm Sturgeon
Kev. Dr Thackery
James Thorn

Bp Tottenham
W. C. Townsend, Q.C.
Madame Tussaud

Lieut. Waghorn
|

Wm Westall, R.A.
i Wm Wordsworth

|
R. J. Wyatt

1 Kt Hon. C. W. \V. \Vyan
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